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Vision of Moi University


To be the University of choice in nurturing innovation and
talent in science, technology and development.
Mission of Moi University



To preserve, create, and disseminate knowledge, conserve and
develop scientific, technological and cultural heritage through
quality teaching and research; to create conducive work and
learning environment; and to work with stakeholders for the
betterment of society.
Core Values of the University
1.

Promotion and defense of intellectual and academic
freedom, scholarship and relentless search for truth.

2.

Fostering teamwork, innovation, networking, tolerance,
and a culture of peace.

3.

Embracing excellence, transparency & accountability.

4.

Practicing

professionalism,

meritocracy,

equality,

integrity and social justice.
5.

Maintaining

self-respect,

discipline,

responsibility,

institutional loyalty, national patriotism & international
competitiveness.
6.

Continual improvement of services in order to remain
competitive and relevant
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AGBA Brief:
Academy for Global Business Advancement (AGBA) is global
association of professionals in the fields of business administration,
commerce, economics, entrepreneurship, information technology,
tourism, hospitality and recreational sectors.
AGBA is an independent, non-aligned and not-for-profit,
charitable NGO registered in the state of Texas (USA) with a
worldwide network of more than 1000 members based across more
than 50 countries that include scholars from reputed academic
institutions, corporate leaders, governmental officials,
entrepreneurs and consultants hailing from both western and
emerging countries.
AGBA, as a global organization, aims to help academics and
scholars at business schools across emerging countries to connect
with the western (developed) world for mutual benefit. Such
collaboration would accelerate the process of globalization by
furnishing ample opportunities to scholars in emerging countries to
get recognition, disseminate new knowledge and assert themselves
on the global stage.
AGBA's Vision
To be globally recognized as a leading "not-for-profit charitable
NGO" dedicated to serve the academic, professional, government,
corporate and entrepreneurial sectors worldwide.
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AGBA's Mission
Building on the dynamics of the ongoing globalization process,
AGBA is committed to provide a global platform aimed at assisting
academics, scholars, professionals, officials, entrepreneurs and
consultants of emerging countries to assert themselves on the global
stage for recognition, networking and dissemination of knowledge.
AGBA's Core Business:


Nurture globally competitive talents; expertise and skills in
academics across the emerging countries;



Arrange apprenticeships for academics, scholars, professionals,
officials, entrepreneurs and consultants on the global stage;



Provide advisory services to upcoming business schools across
the emerging countries for accreditation by the US based
Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB);



Provide advisory services to peers worldwide to obtain
“Fulbright Grants” from the US government successfully;



Offer customized
programs globally;



Act as a platform for
Entrepreneurship”. And



Act as a platform for the publications of scholarship in globally
respected and world-class journals.

training
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PREFACE
These “Proceedings” (Advances in Global Business Research)
contain all papers that have been accepted for presentation at the 14th
Annual World Congress of the Academy for Global Business
Advancement (AGBA) that is being hosted by the School of Business
and Economics, MOI University, Kenya on November 23---25, 2017.
Final papers received before the initial deadline of
September 23, 2017 are published in Section I of the document,
followed in Section II by the final papers received after September 13,
2017, and followed in Section III by the papers which are still in rough
draft form.
All papers contained in these proceedings were subjected to
anonymous (blind review) process and were subsequently improved by
the authors before accepted for inclusion within these proceedings.
AGBA would like to express its appreciation and gratitude to Prof.
Dr. Laban Peter Ayiro, Acting Vice Chancellor, MOI University, Prof. Dr.
Simeon Mining, Director of Research, MOI University, and Prof. Dr.
Thomas Kimeli Cheruiyot, Dean, School of Business and Economics, MOI
University for their dynamic leadership, appreciable patronage and
admirable support in organizing this fabulous global conference.
AGBA also wishes to extend its heartfelt thanks to Conference
Organizing Committee chaired by Dr. Charles K. Lagat, Director,
International Programs, Linkages & Alumni, and MOI University for
organizing a great conference.
We place on record our sincere thanks to all delegates and
authors for their participation and support, and look forward to having
them with us next year at AGBA’s 15th Annual World Congress.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Lynn L. Adams
Dana-Nicoleta Lascu
Gary L. Frankwick
Charles K. Lagat
Zafar U. Ahmed
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Impact of Banking Innovations on Customers’ Attraction, Satisfaction and
Retention: A Case of Banks in Botswana
Joseph Evans Agolla, PhD
nyagonya2009@gmail.com
Department of Management
Botswana Open University
Botswana
Tshepiso Makara, PhD
tshepiso@y7mail.com
Centre for Business Management and Entrepreneurship
Botswana International University of Science and Technology
Botswana
Gladness Monametsi
gladnessmonametsi@gmail.com
Department of Accounting and Finance
Botswana Open University
Botswana
Abstract
The present study investigates the impact of banking innovations on customers’ attraction,
satisfaction and retention amongst the commercial banks in Botswana. To analyse the data
descriptive and inferential statistics were utilised. The present study offers evidence of
antecedents of banking innovations from a developing country (Botswana). The results indicate
that, innovative banks are likely to attract and satisfy their customers. These findings offer useful
understanding of commercial banks, specifically when embarking on introduction of innovative
practices that seeks to attract, satisfy and retain customers in the rapid ever-changing competitive
environment. The conclusion of the study by emphasises the application of innovative practices
as a way to increase commercial banks clientele base, which in turn results in competitive
performance. The present research contributes to our understanding of innovation by offering
insights into commercial innovative practices, which have influence on customers’ attraction,
satisfaction and retention. The study’s key limitations arise from sample size and its geographical
application - that is, Botswana.
Keywords: Attraction, Botswana, Commercial banks, Customers, Creativity, Financial
institutions, Innovation, Retention, Satisfaction, Technology
Introduction
Innovation has been recognised as one of the most important drivers of organisations’
competitiveness. Research has demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt that innovation is the key
to both growth and economic prosperity for any country or organisation to survive in this
competitive market (Vyas and Raitani, 2014). Twenty first century ushered in a new era for
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banking institutions to compete using different technologies to either serve the customers better
or meet their expectations. The adoptions of new technologies by banks have created impetus for
optional customer’s services and products (Ayo, Oni, Adewoye and Eweoya, 2016). Currently,
bank customers seek faster and more efficient services in order to meet and satisfy their needs
(Ladeira, Santini, Sampaio, Perin and Araújo, 2016). It should be noted that, commercial
banking innovation have not only transformed the way the customers do their banking services,
but also made deposits and money transfers possible to any place, anytime and anywhere in the
world without physical presence at the banks counters (Vyas and Raitani, 2014). These
innovative practices have made banking services to be more efficient and convenient to the
customers as never before. The assumptions behind, innovative driven services and products are
due to the fact that such practices will enhance the level of customers’ attraction, satisfaction and
retention. Studies suggest that, banking industry is highly competitive, not only banks compete
among each other, but with other non-banking and financial institutions (Hull, 2002; Clemes,
Gan and Zheng, 2007; Yap, Ramayah and Shahidan, 2012). This type of competition has
heightened the levels and different services currently offered by different commercial banks to
their customers. However, it is also worth noting that most commercial banks product
development areas are easy to duplicate, and since banks nearly provide identical services, this
makes differentiation of services and products offered to customers only through fees and
quality. Cohen, Gan, Yong and Choong (2006) study suggest that, little disparity demonstrated
by the services offered by different banks, customers retention is potentially an effective tool that
banks can use to gain a strategic advantage and survive in today’s ever-increasing banking
competitive environment. But customers’ retention does not come so easily and cheaply in a
competitive environment, particularly with the ever-changing innovation landscape in the
banking industry, and customer preferences on convenience of use of services and products those
commercial banks offer. Therefore, the changing banking business environment now offers
challenges and opportunities to those commercial banks that are dynamic in the provisions of the
services and products that would appeal to customers. We also note that, changing customers’
perception of what quality is poses unique challenge to most commercial banks. Whereas, most
commercial banks have adopted, innovative services and products through the application of
sophisticated technologies, the war for customers’ attraction, satisfaction and retention is far
from over among the commercial banks.
Scholars (Agolla and Van Lill, 2016; Amabile, 1996) have defined innovation in many and
varied ways depending on the types of investigation being undertaken. However in the present
study, we define innovation as, “the introduction or application of new work processes, new
technologies with the aim to improve upon the existing systems in the organisation resulting in
commercial benefits”. We opine that, commercial banks that are conscious to apply new
techniques in their systems are likely to benefit more than commercial banks that still rely on
traditional work methods. Similarly, innovation is perceived as an engine for commercial
banking modernisation, because it increases the competitiveness in all organisations (Agolla and
Van Lill, 2016; Vigoda-Gadot, Shoham, Schwabsky, and Ruvio, 2005). Organisations that have
embraced innovation holistically, have added commercial advantage in the competitive markets.
This is because they have managed to attract, satisfy and retain their customers’, resulting in
added value to their portfolios in the market.
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Development of Banking Sector in Botswana
Banking sector has grown considerably for the past 20 years. It is worth noting that, the first
bank was established in Botswana in the 1950s when Standard Chartered and Barclays banks
were licensed to operate as the commercial banks. The two banks did enjoy duopoly and coexisted enjoying little competition between them (Akinboade, 1998). This trend continued until
the 1980s, when Bank of Credit and Commerce Botswana was established. This low number was
due to the prevailing licensing restrictions imposed by the regulatory framework of the BOB.
This further reinforced the duopoly by inhibiting competition and efficiency in the sector.
Currently there are seven commercial banks effectively operating in Botswana and listed on the
Botswana Stock Exchange (BSE). The entry of new banks in the1990s shifted the paradigm and
caused the introduction of innovative services and products. This entry of new banks was
stimulated by a number of changes over the years, which included a more liberal licensing
regime, broader macro-finance policy changes, such as abolition of exchange controls and
technological changes (Akinboade, 1998).
The development of banking sector was stimulated by other factors such as the growth of the
economy and rising income levels that provided opportunities for the commercial banks to
exploit. Notwithstanding increased competition, the banking sector has remained exceptionally
profitable, results, which may appear to be inconsistent with increased competition. One possible
explanation about this could be technological development that the banks have benefited from as
part of large international banking groups have enabled them to bring costs down, but
competition in what remains a relatively small market has not been sufficient to bring prices
down commensurately (Akinboade, 1998). However, it is worthwhile to note that, technological
change has provided opportunities for banks to improve their efficiency and offer innovative
services, it also changes the banking landscape and offer opportunities for new competitors
which may not look like conventional banks, such as specialised Cell-phone banking operations,
and e-money providers, especially if the licensing regulations are made more accommodative
(Akinboade, 1998).
While there is evidence that, commercial banks innovative practices may positively influence the
customers’ to remain loyal to the banks (Anani, 2010), there is little evidence of the studies
which has examined the relationships between the three constructs, that is the impact these
constructs have on customers’ attraction, satisfaction and retention among the commercial banks.
Also during our study, we didn’t come across such studies having been conducted in Botswana
before. Therefore, the present study, examines the constructs that impact on customers’
attraction, satisfaction and retention among the commercial banks in Botswana. In order to do
this, this study starts by highlighting the development of banking sector in Botswana from
independence to date; thereafter the paper examines the latest literature on banking innovation
and the impact thereon. We finally developed and tested a model through regression analyses of
the relationships.
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Theoretical and hypotheses development
Banking innovativeness
Technological innovation has completely changed the commercial banks business landscape.
The introduction of innovative services and products such as internet banking, e-wallet, ATMs,
e- banking, mobile banking and many others, have transformed the way the commercial banks
try to attract, satisfy and retain their customers. The traditional banking services such as
travellers’ cheques, cheques, and telegraphic transfers have already become things of the past
due to innovation in the banking sector. Consumers now have wider choice to make concerning
how they want their accounts operated. It is now easy and convenient for the consumers to
transfer funds from one account to another, from one bank to another, and from one country to
another without presenting themselves at the banking hall counters. All these services and
products have been driven by technologies, competition and customers’ satisfaction (Wu, Hsia
and Heng, 2006). In order to remain competitive and stay ahead of competition, most
commercial banks have introduced many technological enhanced services and products with the
sole aim to attract, satisfy and retain customers. This assertion has been empirically reinforced by
studies (Khan, 2010; Musiime and Bayaki, 2010). In a similar study, Musiime and Bayaki (2010)
revealed that, banking innovation is directly related to the degree to which the bank customers
are satisfied. This is because; innovation reduces transactions time such as elimination of queues,
quick money transfers, and convenience to customers. Similarly, (Yang, Hney, Ming and Yong,
2008) study suggests that innovative banking practices are positively related to customers’
retention. Hence, we hypothesised that;
H1: Banking innovativeness will have a direct positive significant relationship with customers’
retention
H2: Banking innovativeness has a positive significant relationship with customers’ attraction.
H3: Banking innovativeness has a positive significant relationship with customers’ satisfaction.
Customers satisfaction
It is well documented that customers’ satisfaction is recognised to be the main influence when it
comes to making informed decisions for future purchase intention (Taylor and Baker, 1994). A
satisfied customer is more likely to repeat the purchase of the product. For instance, Fornell
(1992) points that customer satisfaction serves as an exit barrier to help an organisation retain its
customers and lower its switching rate. Similarly, Lam, Shankar, Erramilli and Murthy (2004)
state that a satisfied customer’s affect toward a service provider could motivate the customer to
patronise the provider again and recommend the provider to other customers. On the other hand,
a dissatisfied customer will not likely to recommend the provider to other customers. Therefore,
strong customer satisfaction will naturally influence the customers to remain loyal to the bank.
H4: There is a positive significant relationship between customer satisfaction and customers’
retention.
Customer attraction
The highly competitive nature in the banking sector has transformed and made banks to place
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importance on customers as the key factor in determining the success of the organisation. In
short, under such intense competition, the bank that has the largest customer base and the highest
customer retention rate will be a market leader in the industry. Hence, knowing customers’ needs
how they feel about the company and their expectations have become critically important for
maximizing customer retention (Yap, Ramayah and Shahidan, 2012). Studies (Ayo, Oni,
Adewoye and Eweoya, 2016; Vyas and Raitani, 2014) indicate that, it is cheaper to retain the
existing customers than to acquire new ones. This is because a customer acquisition cost is
estimated to be higher in terms of advertising, marketing and promotions (Lam, Shankar,
Erramilli and Murthy, 2004; Anani, 2010). Banking attraction strategies that have been used
include opening of new branch networks, ATMs facilities country wide, and mobile banking
services to remote areas. The spread of these banking services are meant to offer not only to
attract customers but also ensure that these services are available to their doorsteps. This has
made banking transactions easier and even cheaper as ever before. A certain study (Lam et al.,
2004) identified other attraction strategies such credit card, mortgages’, loans at flexible rates.
Therefore based on the above argument we can now posit that;
H5: There is significant positive relationship between customers’ attraction and customer
retention.
Customers retention
Recently banks have been confronted with increased competition from both financial institutions
and non-financial institutions (Hull, 2002). New competitors such as small micro-lenders have
also entered the market and offer the services and products that have long been the preserve of
the commercial banks. This shift in competition has made banks to employ customers’ retention
strategies to compete aggressively in a more competitive banking environment (Clemes, Gan and
Zheng, 2007). It should be noted that, customer retention is logical since the longer the customer
stays with organisation, the more likely the profits the customer generates (Reichheld and Sasser,
1990). Similar studies (Carole and Ye, 2003; Lam et al., 2004) indicate that, long-term
customers tend to increase the value of their purchases, the number of their purchases, and
produce positive word of mouth. Therefore, retaining an existing customer costs less than
recruiting a new one (Clemes, Gan and Zheng, 2007). The strategies used by commercial banks
to retain customers are: customer delight / exceeding customer expectation, adding customer
perceived value, creating social structural bonds, and building customer engagement (Buttle,
2004).
In this study we have conceptualised commercial banks innovation to be triggered by three major
constructs namely customers’ satisfaction, customers’ attraction and customers’ retention as
indicated in Figure 1. We argue that, banking innovation is triggered by the desire to meet
customers’ needs, wade off the competition, and the need for the application of new
technologies. Therefore, the impact of the commercial banks innovation (highly innovative) will
be reflected by the degree of customers’ attraction, satisfaction and retention. On the other hand,
commercial banks that fail to adopt innovative practices (less /not innovative) are likely not to
attract, satisfy and retain customers. These relationships have been presented in the model in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1 Conceptual framework of banking innovation
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retention
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H2
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attraction
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The above model shows the relationship between exogenous variables and their impact on the
commercial banks innovation and how they affect the banks abilities to attract, satisfy and retain
their customers in this competitive environment.
Methods
This study was conducted from November 2016 to February 2017 in Gaborone city, Botswana.
The choice of the location was informed by the fact that, being capital city of the Botswana, it
offered the best location in terms of the number of banks and diverse customer base. Secondly
being the capital it fairly represent all banks as all of them are headquartered in Gaborone. Lastly
given the population of the country (2.024 million) people, Gaborone with nearly population of
roughly 259,291 people, this was the perfect choice for the study (Statistics Botswana, 2015). To
accomplish the objectives of the present study, we developed an instrument for the purposes of
the data collection. The instrument was developed based on the reviewed literature on banking
innovation. The scale used was Likert scale ranging from 1 (Strongly disagree) to 5 (Strongly
agree). The instrument was divided into the following sections: Section A: Banking innovation
(10 items), Section B: customer attraction (5 items), Section C: customer satisfaction (5 items),
Section D: customer retention (5 items) and last Section D: demography. Measurement scale was
first subjected to a pilot test with a few (10 banking experts) in order to stabilise the items in the
instrument. This was to ensure that only those items that were relevant and clear to participants
are captured. This aided in checking the consistency of the measurement instrument.
Procedure
Banking institutions by nature of their businesses are very secretive and conducting survey such
as this one proved difficult. The study adopted random sampling methods to sample the
participants of each participating banks. Participants were approached as they were exiting the
banking hall because most customers would not trust strangers asking them about their banking
details. Each participant was then requested to respond to our self-administered questionnaire,
which would take 15-20. Some customers were approached when either at work or doing
shopping. We introduced ourselves and explained the purpose of the study. A structured
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questionnaire was given to them to fill based on what they perceive as important in choosing the
services from different banks. To ensure that, minimal biasness in sample selection, we only
needed a total of 103 customers randomly drawn from each operating commercial banks in
Gaborone, Botswana. Population of the commercial banks in Botswana stands at 8 as at now.
Results
Study data were analysed with IBM SPSS (version 20) to performed correlation and regression
analyses as shown in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. Regression analysis was performed after
calculating correlation between variables to estimate the existing relationships between
dependent variables. This was done to explore the form of relationship that exists between
dependent and independent variables.
4.1. Demographic
The Figure 2. Summary demographic characteristics
Variables
Characteristics
Frequency

%

Gender

Female
Male
Missing

69
27
7

67
33
6.8

Qualification levels

BGCSE
Certificate
Diploma
Bachelor
Masters

12
26
36
9
5

13.6
29.5
40.9
10.2
5.7

Note: N = 103
Average age of the participants was 34.85 years indicating that most of the bank customers are
relatively mature adults. While the years the participants have been customer with banks was
average of 8.9 years.
Reliability
To assess the reliability coefficients (assessing internal consistency) of the scales, Cronbach’s
alpha was performed. Data were first coded and input into the IBM Statistical Package for Social
Sciences (SPSS) v 20, to perform inferential statistics (descriptive statistics, correlations and
regression analyses and α coefficients) for individual 25 items given in Figure 3 below. From
Figure 3, it can be observed that these coefficients range from 0.670 to as high as 0.876. These
coefficients represent very good reliabilities this social measures (Agolla and Van Lill, 2016).
These have been presented in Figure 3 below.
Descriptive statistics
Means and standard deviations were calculated as results indicated that the mean (M) ranges
from 3.23, standard deviation (SD) = 1.310 to as high as the mean (M) 4.45, SD = 0.637. Only
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four items had lowest means of M=1.97, SD = 1.189; M = 2.06, SD= 1.175; M = 20.50, SD =
1.373; and M = 2.67, SD = 1.396.
Reliability
Figure 3. Reliability statistics of the measurement instrument
Latent variables
Items
Banking innovation
10
Customer attraction
5
Customer satisfaction
5
Customer retention
5

Cronbach's (α) coefficients
.670
.711
.710
.876

Reliability tests was determined by following Cronbach’s α. It can be seen from Figure 3 that
Cronbach’s coefficient α ranging from 0.670 to 0.876 indicating good reliability and consistency
of items the subscale. When performing reliability tests using Cronbach’s α it is always
recommended that the cut-off point should be 0.5 moderate, however the highly recommended
by majority of scholars is one is 0.7 (Fornell and Larcker, 1981; Nunnally, 1978; Pallat, 2011).
Given that these items achieved barely above minimum that is 0.670, these were maintained and
considered reasonable for the present study.
The results of regression analysis on banking innovation, customer attraction, customer
satisfaction and customer retention are explained and presented in Figure 5.
In Figure 4, the results of correlation between dependent and independent variables are
presented. It is evident from the Figure 4 that, there is significant positive correlation between
banking innovation and customer satisfaction at 0.58 at 0.01 significant level. The results also
indicate a strong positive correlation between banking innovation and customer attraction at
0.716 at 0.01 significant level. In addition, the results indicate that there is a high positive
correlation between customer satisfaction and customer attraction at 0.667 at 0.01 significant
level.
Figure 4. Correlation matrix
custretn
Customer
retention
Banking
innovation
Customer
satisfaction
Customer
attraction

bankinnov custsat

custract

1
.109

1

.016

.580**

1

.100

.716**

.667**

1

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed)
However, the present did not establish a significant correlation between baking innovation and
customer retention (0.109 significant at 0.01 level), customer satisfaction and customer retention
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(.016 significant at 0.01 level) and customer attraction and customer retention (0.100 significant
at 0.01 level).
Regression analysis
Banking innovation
Multiple regression analysis was conducted and used to test if banking innovation significantly
predicted customer satisfaction. The results of the regression analysis showed that banking
innovation explained 33.7 per cent of the variance [R2 = 0.337, F (1,74) =37.56, p = 0.000]. This
indicated that, banking innovation predict the level of customer satisfaction (β = 0.580, p < 0.
.000). Therefore it is evident that banking innovation significantly predicted customer
satisfaction (Figure 5).
Figure 5. Regression model summary: predicting innovation on the basis
Change
statistic
Mod
el

R

1a

.580
a

R2
adjuste
d

Standard
error

R2

.337

.328

4.58570

.337

R2

Df:
1:2

P

DurbinWatson

37.564

1:74

.000

2.037
1.935

F

2b

.71
6a

.512

.506

2.07219

.512

79.726

1:76

.000

3c

.069

.005

-.023

3.29190

.005

.168

2:71

.846

.012

-.001

3.42185

.012

.922

1:76

.340

2.255

.005

-.023

3.42185

.005

.168

1:71

.846

2.167

a

4d

.109
a

5e

.069
a

2.167

Notes: a. Predictors: (Constant), bankinnovt, Dependent Variable: custsat, Predictors:
(Constant), bankinnovt, Dependent Variable: custract H5, Predictors: (Constant), custract,
custsat, Dependent Variable: custretn, a. Predictors: (Constant), bankinnovt, b. Dependent
Variable: custretn,a.Predictores: (Constant), bankinnovt, b. Dependent variable: custretn.
Customer attraction
Secondly regression analysis was performed to test if banking innovation predicts customer
attraction. The results indicated that, banking innovation explained 51.2 per cent variance [R2 =
0.506, F (1,76) = 79.72, p = 0.000] (Figure 5). It was shown that the β coefficient for customer
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attraction (β = 0.716, p < 0.000). On the other hand, to test if banking innovation significantly
predicted customer retention mediated by customer satisfaction, we performed regression
analysis. The results indicated inverse relationships between banking innovation and customer
retention. The same also applied to the banking innovation to customer retention.
Customer satisfaction
We tested using regression analysis to find out if customer satisfaction predicted customer
retention. The results indicated that customer satisfaction was inversely related to customer
retention (0.005, F (2,71) = 0.168, p =0.846]. The β coefficient for this relationship was (β =
0.109, p < 0.846). The results reveal that customer satisfaction is not a predictor of customer
retention.
Customer retention
The last regression analysis was performed to establish whether customer retention was predictor
by customer attraction. In this, the results indicated an inversely relationships between customer
retention and attraction (0.005, F (2,71) = 0.168, p =0.846]. The β coefficient for this
relationship was (β = 0.109, p < 0.846). The similarity in the two results perhaps could be further
investigated, as the two variables seem to be correlated in their explanations with regards to
customer retention.
From these results, we present the final model as shown in Figure 6 below. Whereas the two
paths have explanatory power to predict the relationships, that was not the case with the other
two.
Figure 6. Model overview direct effects
Customer
satisfaction

0.512*

-0.023*

Banking
innovation

Customer
retention

0.012*
0.337*

-0.023*
Customer
attraction

Note: * Statistically significant at the 0.001 per cent level
From the results above, it can be deduced that two models are partially adequate. In addition to
significance of the overall regression equation, the significance of individual regression
coefficients is examined to identify, which individual variables significantly predict the
dependent variable (Agolla and Van Lill, 2016). Figure 6 indicates these results analyses. This
result shows that customer attraction is inversely related to customer retention; in addition result
also reveals that customer satisfaction is inversely related to customer retention (Figure 6).
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Discussions
The present study examined banking innovation, customer attraction, customer satisfaction, and
customer retention in banking sector. Results indicate that banking innovation predict customer
attraction. This is consistent with previous studies (Dauda, 2016; Lie´bana-Cabanillas, Mun˜ozLeiva and Rejo´n-Guardia, 2013), which also identified banking innovation as predictor of
customer attraction. This result shows that banks should try to introduce more innovative
services as this viewed to be critical in determining whether customers will be attracted to bank
with them. The strong association of banking innovation and customer attraction could emanates
from the fact that such innovative services have profound effects in terms of efficiency and
timely services to customers. In addition, Jan and Abdullah (2014) findings give a clear
indication that customer satisfaction, in Malaysia particularly, and in general, is significantly
enhanced wherever in banks these technologies are actively installed and used. In today’s
information rich era where customers are the nexus of every business, many companies are
forced to adopt the required innovations in order to satisfy the customers. The study also reveal
that banking innovation predict customer satisfaction, which is consistent with studies (Dauda,
2016; Lie´bana-Cabanillas, Mun˜oz-Leiva and Rejo´n-Guardia, 2013). In their studies, whose
findings, though in different geographical settings, reveals the same result. On the one hand, in
establishing whether banking innovation has direct effect on customer satisfaction, we found a
non-significant effect. This was contradictory to similar studies (Kaura, 2013; Yap, Ramayah
and Shahidan, 2012). On the other hand, we didn’t find significant relationship between
customer satisfaction and customer loyalty (retention). This is inconsistent with other studies
(Lie´bana-Cabanillas, Mun˜oz-Leiva and Rejo´n-Guardia, 2013), which found that, banking
innovation, specifically (technology) has significant relationship with customer loyalty
(retention). These contradictions can be explained by suggesting that, in the case of Botswana
banks, customers place less value or emphasis on loyalty or long-term relationship with their
banks. What matters is the innovativeness of the banks, which determine their level of attraction
and satisfaction.
Conclusions
The present study offers empirical evidence of the banking innovations and its impact on
customers’ attraction, satisfaction and retention from a developing country, Botswana. The study
found critical factors that banks need to pay attention to when opting to use technology in
providing services to their clientele. The dimensions of banking innovations are: use of different
technologies to offer services, easy of use of such technologies, transaction costs, easy of transfer
of funds from one end to the other, security of technologies, and improved quality of service of
such technologies. In the case of Botswana customers, it is worth noting that, the applications of
these technologies are not considered to predict the customers’ loyalty to their respective banks.
In addition, the study also identified impact of banking innovation on customer’s satisfaction as:
elimination of long queue in the banks, promotional, availability of ATMs in most parts of the
country, and network of bank branches all of over the country. We found overwhelming
evidence that customers are attracted to their banks due to these innovative banking approaches,
such as e-wallet and other mobile money, which has eliminated carrying hard cash wherever
customers had to travel. In addition customers opt for the ease with which such technologies
make the transaction possible. In the case of Botswana customers, the study indicates costs of
usage of technologies as having positive relationship with customers. This is because customers
expect technologies to reduce the costs of doing business with their respective banks.
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Theoretical implications
Our research contributes to the field of banking innovations in relations to customers’ attraction,
satisfaction and retention. A model was developed through literature review and tested using
regression analysis, which is partially fitting as shown in Figure 6. The study relied on literature
on banking innovations; hence contributing immensely theoretically to the field, given that
banking innovations is still a new research area needs more studies to be conducted.
Methodologically our study contributes to our understanding of the factors that influence
customers to bank with certain banks, through regression analysis. In addition, measurement
instrument was never adopted, but rather developed from literature review, which lays
foundation for future researchers to use when conducting similar studies.
Managerial implications
As banks keep on introducing more innovations, it worthwhile to bear in mind that most of these
innovative products/services are well aligned to customers attraction, satisfaction and retention.
Banks management could benefit a lot from this study given the results found positive
relationships between banking innovations to customer attraction and satisfaction. While on the
one hand, there was no direct link between banking innovations and customer retention. On the
other hand, our study could not confirm if there were positive relationships between customer
attraction, satisfaction and retention. Perhaps banks practitioners need to focus mostly in areas
such attraction and satisfaction as a way to boost their clientele base.
Limitations and future research
This is a cross-sectional survey and owes its limitations to such. Our study could not establish
the links between customer attraction, satisfaction and customer retention. This is perhaps due to
some underlining variables, which future researchers could try and shed lights on. In addition to
these, our study sample only comprises a modest 103 participants, though drawn from all the
banks in Botswana, still is not enough to generalise the findings. Therefore we urge other
scholars to replicate this study with a more robust sample size and if possible in a different
geographical settings to validate our results. Future studies should explore the possibility of
carrying out triangulation method, as a way to enhancing methodological limitations that was our
study. In a nutshell, we still believe that our study contributed to this field, which is still
developing, particularly from a third world country perspective.
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Abstract
Education system plays a crucial role in any country towards achieving a sustainable
development and strengthening social wellbeing and is often called as the back born of the
society. The purpose of this paper is to explore the salient features and its evolution of free
education system in Sri Lanka and its immerging challenges for policy makers. This paper also
aims at suggesting alternative strategies to overcome the challenges that are immerged from the
changing global market context by pooling of views and ideas of academics and other experts in
the field of education. We expect that the alternative strategies suggested to overcome the
emerging issues in the free education system would add value to policy makers to objectively
develop future strategies and policies relating to the education system of the country. We explore
the existing literature relating to education systems and experts’ views and authors’ own
experience as academics. We find that Sri Lankan education system requires an urgent reform or
revision from a holistic approach to address some key issues in the areas of policy making level,
implementation level, supervisory and regulatory level. We recommend the government to
increase the budget allocation for education to a level which could initially push the process
forward as the current allocation is trivial. We further see a significant disparity between rural
and urban popular schools in many aspects. Issues pertaining to content and revision of school
curricular timely manner to best fit the changing world, teacher centered mechanic learning
environment, poor participation of stakeholders in teaching leaning process, hierarchical and
conflicting administrative structure, lack of opportunities for talented and high performing
students who do not have enough economic means to enter into higher education process,
competencies and professional development of teachers are identified as key problematic areas.
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Introduction
Education system plays a crucial role in any country in achieving a sustainable development and
could be treated as the backbone of any civilized society. Schools and universities can contribute
to the economic success of a country by building the capacity of workforce of the country in
terms of knowledge, skills, competencies and attitudes. Producing competent graduates,
technical or professional experts or a responsible citizen, who will in turn join the workforce is
one of the ways the education system contributes to the development by increasing the quality of
the human capital of the country. General public may face different types of barriers in accessing
to a formal education system. Some countries have well established system to assure the
education for everyone while the right for education of people is denied in many countries
mainly due to inability to pay for education. Sri Lanka can be identified as a country which
introduced a free education system for public, without any discrimination, since 1944. This
system was ably supported and inspired by C W W Kannangara who was the minister for
education in the state council of Sri Lanka (formerly Ceylon). It is often seen that the term free
education is being narrowly defined by many people. The most common and popular
misinterpretation is that “the education that is offered free of charges”. The meaning of free
education is not as such and not a simple formula as such. It is true sometimes the receiver of the
free education does not pay any fee to the government but the education process incurs a huge
cost for that. Hence, it is free for people where every citizen is enabled to access to the national
education system by allowing everyone has an equally opportunity to take a part in the education
system. According to Jayawardena (2013), “Free Education is not only to provide Education
free of cost but to provide equitable access to every child irrespective of the demography, exploit
the individual strengths and cultivate good values to become a law abiding citizen”.
The objective of this paper is to explore the salient features of free education system in Sri
Lanka, its milestones, current achievements and its challenges and contemporary issues. For this
purpose, this study explores free education policies and its implications on the school education
system of Sri Lanka.
Even though the education is a very sensitive area all successive governments have not done a
reform from holistic approach to address the current issues and to embrace future world. Instead,
they went for patching and implementing some reforms on ad hoc bases,
Accordingly some band-aid solutions were introduced by disguising the real agenda of doing
something else under the banner of “socialist framework” (Jayawardena L, 2013), as the term has
been well embraced by the public. It is historically seen that general public is more concerned
about the quality of and opportunities for education whereas governments and policy makers are
more focused on budget allocation and the burden of government expenditure on against others.
The Role of an Education System
The role of education, in terms of creating, preserving and sustaining the knowledge, building
competencies and improving skills, values and ethics is crucial for the wellbeing of any civilized
society. Therefore, fundamental objectives of any education system include the focus on creating
and dissemination of knowledge with an aim of creating a citizen embraced with right
knowledge, competencies, skills, attitudes and values. Social evolutions and economic
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development over time, in the world, reveal that, the world has been shifting its focus and
reliance on human capital instead physical resources which dominated the development
indicators in the past. This new trend is said to have been moving then towards knowledge and
realization of wisdom. Present society is identified as a knowledge society where the information
and knowledge play a big role in the social systems. In a knowledge society education system
enables to transfer and sustain the knowledge over generations.
Education system, while it influences wellbeing of the society in many fronts, it plays a crucial
role in improving the quality of human resource that directly affects the quality of the workforce
of a country. The view of human resources as a form of capital is not new, but it has only
recently been thoroughly examined and explicitly incorporated into the stream of economic
thought (Schultz, 1971), According to Green, (1997) the role of the nation state and the emphasis
for education are changing. Griffin, Care, and McGaw, (2012) emphasize that following a
growing awareness that many countries are moving from an industrial-based to informationbased economy and that education systems must respond to this change. In this context education
system has an effect on labor market outcomes with institutional settings in which such theories
provide the most likely mechanism (Van de Werfhorst, 2011). This implies that education has a
big role to play in a society building theory and preserving and transforming the knowledge over
generation. It is evident that many researches have been carried on the role of national policy
makers towards uplifting the quality of colleges and universities. According to Steven Mintz
(2014), Educational system can serve as innovation incubators and it should take steps towards
advancing next-generation online learning, which will play a critical role in enhancing access,
affordability, student success, and institutional sustainability; and leading the way as institutions
gradually develop outcomes-driven, competency-based, career-oriented educational pathways.
These suggest that a traditional education system needs a complete turnaround to cope with the
emerging dynamic needs of the society.
Status of the Education System of Sri Lanka Prior to Implementation of Free Education
Policy
Sri Lankan traditional and orthodox education systems has been inspired and highly influenced
by the Buddhist doctrines. Literature supporting to the traditional educational systems of Sri
Lanka provides evidence that the Sri Lankan education system, prior to colonization, has been
centralized to the Buddhist temples some of which later became Pirivenas. Pirivenas was
primarily meant for Buddhist clergy but of the sons of the royal families and chieftains also
attended for their secondary education (Hevawasam 1969). Most children did not proceed
beyond elementary education and started learning some of arts or crafts to prepare for life. A
farmer’s son became an apprentice of the farther; a mason / carpenter’s son became an
apprentice of his farther or uncle (David, and Sethunga, 2010).
Revolutionary change in education came with the acceptance of Buddha’s idea that every person,
whether a man or a woman, had a right to be educated. Buddha established an Order parallel to
that of male for female who until then had been regarded as inferior. (David, and Sethunga,
2010). Sri Lankan traditional Pirivenas based education system was collapsed to a greater extent
during the British colonization period. British governors promoted Western Education blended
with Christian culture and established several private schools to produce state workers who can
speak English and adopts English values and Western culture. While the English rulers promote
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the Western and English education in the country, some Sinhalese movement initiated
demanding the right for education for all. This social pressure group emerged as the “Colombo
Buddhist Theosophical Society” lead by Anagarika Dharmapala who was well supported by
Colonel Henry Steel Olcott an American inspired by the Buddhist teaching. This Buddhist
pressure group managed to establish several Buddhist Schools in different parts of the country
such as Dharmaraja, Ananda, Nalanda, Dharmapala, Mahinda and Maliyadewa for boys and
Mahamaya, Vishaka, Sangamiththa for girls.
Census report of 1901 provides evidence that the Sri Lankan education system in the 19th century
has been worsen in many fronts. According the report and as per David T.G et.al out of 867,103
children; 650,000 did not attend schools due to lack of facilities. Due to the weak relationship
between the English governors and Buddhist temples funding and support were not extended by
the British rulers for enhancing the education in the rural areas. According to David T.G., et al
the Census Report in 1911 revealed 60 percent of the males and 90 percent of the females in the
colony were still illiterate.
Government Policies on the Provision of Free Education and Its Key Milestones
The introduction of free education policy in 1944 was a paradigm shift in the history of the
education system in Sri Lanka. The political environment for implementing this policy was
immerged as a result of the Dhonomore Commission reforms which came to effect from 1930.
The implementation was by the Chair of Executive committee and the government of Sri Lanka
initiated the concept of universal free education policy in 1945 aiming to provide equal
opportunity for all to gain access to education system and establishing a strong foundation for
long term sustainable development in the human capital of the country. This policy initiative has
been relayed and sustained by the successive governments with some innovative experiments.
The government policies on the provision of free text book programme, free uniform
programme, Navodya school development program, free mid-day meal programme,
transportation subsidy programme, grade five scholarship programme, Mahapola scholarship
programme, Mahindodaya Laboratory and Development programme have progressively
contributed towards ensuring and the quality of the national education system of the country.
Except for Mahapola scholarship programme which is relevant to the state university students of
the country all most all the other programs and policy decisions relevant to the primary and
secondary school education of the country. This paper expects to explore the success and
challenges of key government policy decisions and programmes that are relating to the school
education of Sri Lanka implemented after1980. Table 1 gives significant milestones of education
evolution in Sri Lanka.
Table 1: Significant milestones, at a glance, in Education System of Sri Lanka since British
Rulings to the present
Year
1798-1812

Policy decisions and actions taken
Governor Frederic North Ordered all Protestants, Mudaliyars and
Headmen to send their sons to Parish schools. Two types of schools Colombo Academy (Seminary) and Preparatory schools were established.
(Ruberu. 1969) ( David, and Sethunga, 2010).
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1807
1812-1820
1818

1829

1841

1841-1847

1845
1865
1866

1869

1870-1878
1879
1880
1880-1887

James Cordiner appointed as the Principal of Schools and he initiated
British System of Education
Governor Robert Brownrigg Promote British Education in a Christian
Environment
An Archdeacon was appointed as the superintendent of schools. Parish
schools were required to provide education in Sinhalese and Tamil
medium while Colombo Academy provided English education.
Colebrook’s Commission report recommended to closure of government
schools concerning to conserve the colony revenue. Promoted schools
conducted by the missionaries that resulted no burden to the government
budget. Recommended to establish a Schools Commission and a
University College (David, and Sethunga, 2010).
Governor’s secretary re-constituted Schools Commission recommended by
the Colebrook’s Commission Report that authorized to spend funds passed
by the legislative council. And empowered to appoint teachers, fix
salaries, purchase books, furniture and equipments but not to erect
buildings and undertake repairs leaving these to the government. (Godage,
1969), (David, and Sethunga, 2010).
Governor Sir. Colling Campbel, recognized the necessity for providing
instructions in native languages. Central Schools were established in
Colombo, Galle, Jafna to provide education for poor children. These
schools expected to train teachers to teach in English schools.
A normal school was established to train teachers for Sinhalese and for
Tamils
Committee appointed by the Legislative Council recommended replacing
the Schools Commission by the Director of Public Instructions.
Governor Sir Herculese Rbinson laid the foundation for the development
of the modern education system. Colombo Academy was divided into
lower and high school.
Department of Public Instructions (DPI) was established and John Stuart
Laurie, an Inspector of Schools in Britain, appointed as the Director of
Public Instructions (Godage 1969). The transition from Schools
Commissions to the DPI was significant as it introduced an ideal of a
secular education system embracing the whole community (Rajaindran
1969), (David, and Sethunga, 2010).
Transition of the education system from religious base to an ideal secular
education system (David, and Sethunga, 2010).
Director of DPI prepared a Code of Regulations to replace the Regulations
in respect of the Grants – in –Aid to schools (David, and Sethunga, 2010).
Withdraw Grants – in – Aid from schools that failed to comply with the
requirement of the secular ideal education (David, and Sethunga, 2010).
During the financial stringency (due to Coffee Crisis) DPI started shaping
the schools by financial controls. Schools were handed over to private and
local organizations. Many of them became controlled by the missionaries
and other private organizations.
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1896

1917
1920
1931

1944

1945
1950

1951
1960

1961

1978
1980

1981

1993

DPI established a Board of Education which represented Christians,
Buddhists, and Hindus which lead to different religious pressure groups to
work together for a better educational system.
Compulsory school age increased up to fourteen years
Education Ordinance No.1 was enacted which enabled establishing a
Board of Education an empowered in preparing Code of Regulations.
Donoughmore Commission’s reforms made a significant influence on the
Sri Lankan (Ceylon) Education system. The responsibility of Education
was vested in a Minister for Education and Executive Committee of the
State Council.
Education Ordinance No.31 consolidated the laws relating to the
Compulsory Education (David, and Sethunga, 2010).
C W W Kannangara Chair of the Education Executive Committee and the
Minister for Education introduced the necessary legislation for free
education from kindergarten through to the university to be effective from
1944. Minister Established a Central School in each electorate within the
country to enable poor children from rural areas to receive better education
(David, and Sethunga, 2010).
Grant Regulations were revised to enable the denominational schools to
enter to the free education system
In response to increasing demand for secondary and higher education a
selected number of rural schools were upgraded to Maha Vidyalaya or
Higgh schools.
Sinhalese and Tamil were made the language of instructions for secondary
level.
Government enacted the Assisted Schools and Training Colleges (Special
Provisions) Act No.5. All the schools and their assets were vested iin the
Director of Education who became responsible for administration of all
schools.
National Education Commission (NEC) was appointed for establishing a
unified system education effecting quantitative and qualitative changes.
Taking further steps towards decentralization 10 education regions and 13
education districts were established.
On a White Paper on Reforms in Education, 12 years schooling and GCE
Ordinary Level and GCE Advanced Level Exams were introduced.
Free school text books programme launched. It provides all students in
grades 1 to 11 with required text books, free-of-charge (Ganga M.
Thilakarathne).
Mahapola Scholarship Programme was established by Lalith
Athulathmudali to provide financial assistance for those needy students
selected to the national universities and higher educational institutes of Sri
Lanka.
The Free School Uniform Programme was commenced. It provides all
students in grades 1–13 in all government schools with free uniform
material (Ganga M. Thilakarathne, 2006).
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1997

2012

2012

2016

The Navodya school development programme was initiated in 1997, and
aims to provide at least one school in each administrative division in the
country with funding for buildings, class rooms, laboratories, libraries,
computer facilities, and so on
Mahindodaya thousand secondary school development programme
launched in 2012 under which each selected school was equipped with
computer unit, language unit, mathematics and science unit and distance
learning center (Nenasa Center)
Introduction of Education Sector Development Framework and Program
(ESDFP) for 2012-2016, rolling sector plan with a view to develop the
education sector based on three themes namely “Promoting access to
primary and secondary education; Improving the quality of primary and
secondary education; Strengthening governance and delivery of education
services
Launching of new policy called “ Nearest School is the Best School” with
a view to strengthen less privileged schools

Key Government Policy Decisions on School Education Implemented Since 1980 and Their
Impact
All the governments that came to power since independence have shown a keen interest in or at
least talked about education development. As far as the policy decisions made by the
governments in the name of free education are concerned the launching of free school text book
programme has been a crucial policy decision in the history of free education system. Free text
book programme was launched with the objective of enhancing education quality and improving
learning outcomes, particularly among children from poor families. Under this programme, all
students from grades 1 to 11 are provided with required text books free-of-charge by the
government (Ganga M. Thilakarathne, 2006). Though it is seen government has to incur huge
cost on this programme accepting a considerable burden to the annual budget policy makers sees
this programme is one of the vital and symbolic pillar in the free education system in Sri Lanka
and not expects to curtail down its quality against cost. Nearly 4 million students, in grades 1–11
in over 10,000 government schools around the country, benefit every year from the Free School
Textbook Programme. Currently over 20 million textbooks, covering about 250 different
subjects, are distributed annually under the programme (Ganga M. Thilakarathne, 2006).
Offering school text books to the school children for free of charge has encourage and motivate
students from poor families to attend school and enjoy the benefits of the free education system.
Literature provides evidence that implementation of the free text book programme has enhanced
the students enrolment rate and the overall literacy rate of the country.
Free School Uniform Program that was implemented in 1993 aims at giving the students from
grade 1 to 13 with a free school uniform. The type of material and the quantity received by
students depends on the gender and the grade in School (Ganga M. Thilakarathne, 2006). Free
school uniform program created a big positive impact on reducing student absenteeism and a
great relief for the poor parents. Currently many students from poor families are directly
benefited from this program and government incurs significant amount of funds on this annually
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from its recurrent expenditure on education. The Free School Uniform Programme also provides
benefits to approximately 4 million students, from 1–13, in over 10,000 government schools and
about 600 Pirivenas schools (Ganga M. Thilakarathne, 2006).
Navodya School Development Programme was first implemented in 1997 with the view of
providing rural schools with required infrastructures and other aiding equipment. The objective
of this programme was to ensure the students in the rural and less privilege areas are not
underprivileged anymore and receives a quality education. Under this programme it was
expected to construct and develop at least one school for each Divisional Secretariat. This
programme provided the schools with new buildings, laboratories, Class rooms, libraries etc.
According to Ganga M. Thilakarathne Navodya School Development Programme aims at
reducing regional disparities in education and providing quality education to rural students. It
sought to develop at least one school from every DS division in the country to provide high
quality education facilities. It is quite apparent that due to the funding problems and financial
pressure and burden on the annual budget programme has been interrupted by the lack of funds.
“The Navodya programme had, by 2004, identified 388 schools for infrastructure
development. These schools have been provided with various infrastructure facilities
such as buildings, school libraries, laboratories, computer units, and so on. The further
expansion of the programme has been limited, however, by budgetary constraints: capital
expenditure on education accounts only for about 20 percent of the total education
expenditure” (Ganga M. Thilakarathne, 2006).
Literature supports the provision of free school textbooks and uniforms, and the Navodya school
development programme, have contributed towards improving school enrolment and attendance
among the poor communities, and increasing the quality of education received by the students of
the less privileged societies.
Mahindodaya thousand secondary schools development programme was launched in 2012 with
aim of eliminating the discriminations between the urban popular schools and the rural schools.
This programme was one of the greatest programmes implemented by the ministry of education
under the leadership of the former President Mahinda Rajapaksha that delivered tangible benefits
to rural schools while many of other projects just limited to policy papers. Under this programme
thousand secondary schools were selected on provincial basis and equipped with computer unit,
language unit, mathematics and science unit and distance learning center (Nenasa Center). This
programme was implemented in line with the government vision of making Sri Lanka as the
education of hub is Asia. With Mahindodaya thousand secondary school development
programme it was expected to have a radical change in the Sri Lankan secondary school system.
With this programme policy makers expected to bring the technology to the village level and
create opportunities for students in the rural area to conquer the world with novel technology.
Immerging Challenges in the Free Education System and Recommendations for Policy
Makers
Free education system, though it has brought up Sri Lanka to a leading position in the South
Asian region in terms of literacy rate, school enrolment rate, gender parity in education, human
quality index etc, has been criticized for not being progressively improved and developed for
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long time to cope with the changing world. While some scholars criticize the policies and policy
makers in this regards some scholars emphasize the weakness of the policy implementation. The
absence of strong and clear cut police framework on state education which is consistently
implemented irrespective of which ruling party govern the country has been a critical issue that
need a close attention. According to Jayewardene (2013) the government has failed to create an
effective regulatory framework in a timely manner thus leaving room in adding another layer to
the existing “well known” hierarchical schooling system. The absence of such national
regulatory framework is highly regrettable and dilutes the impetus for education.
It seems that political executives (ministers) seek to change and implement new education
policies on an ad hog basis as an when the ruling party gets changes in the country. This creates a
critical threat to the field like national education system of the country. Further it is apparent that
there are many instances of conflicts between the professional executives (state service
executives) and the political executives when it comes to implement education polices. It is
recommended to give more freedom and autonomy to the professional executives with vast
knowledge and experience in the field of education in Sri Lanka which enable them to
implement consistent and long lasting policy implementation. According to Central bank reports
it clearly provides evidence that there is a continuous budgetary cut down in the annual
budgetary provision for the state education sector. University lecturers and other social
movements have recently engaged in a struggled with the ruling parties to ensure a provision of
6% of the GDP from the annual government budget to the education sector. The suggested
increase in the annual budgetary provision for the education sector is a must to ensure the quality
of the free education system in Sri Lanka. It is recommended to pay the close attention to the
demand of the academicians for increasing the budgetary provision for the state education up to
6%.
The free education policy was introduced to allow all the children in the country an equal
opportunity to receive formal education. Disparity between geographical regions in education is
another key problems that stimulus several adverse consequences in the primary and secondary
education system in Sri Lanka. The Presidential Commission on Youth Unrest (1993) highlights
“unfair distribution of schooling facilities between urban and rural sectors” as the main cause for
the unrest during 1987-89. So, it is recommended for the policy makers to pay a careful
attention to eliminate or minimizing the disparities between the rural and urban schools.
Improving the infrastructure facilities of the schools is a must in ensuring that students and the
teachers are provided with a learning friendly environment and enhancing their pride and dignity
and not being less privileged compared to the facilities enjoyed by the students of the urban
popular schools.
The disparity between rural and urban popular schools creates a huge completion among parents
for sending their children to the urban popular schools. It has been a big burden and stressful
process for the parents to admit their children to grade one. It is recommend establishing a clear
and transparent procedure for the admission of the grade one students to schools and eliminating
the opportunities for possible corruptions, malpractices and reducing the prevailing pressure on
the parents with respect to the grade one admission. A sustainable solution in this regard would
be developing and an allocating more resources to less privileged schools and minimizing the
discriminations between the popular schools and the other schools.
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Sri Lankan parents pay a close attention for their children’s education and ready to spend their
ultimate penny for the sake of education of their children. Sri Lankan culture is highly education
oriented rather than consumption and entertainment oriented. As a result a significant proportion
of the household income is spent on their children’s education despite the education is said to be
free in Sri Lanka. It has been a long dream of the majority of parents to send their children to a
state university of the country. However, according to the reports of the Department of Census
and Statistics, about 300,000 students annually sit for the General Certificate of Education
(Advanced Level) Examination. Approximately sixty percent of them are qualified for the
university entrance yet just about 15% of them are selected to the state universities of Sri Lanka
leaving 85% of qualified students losing state university entrance opportunity. In addition to this
students population there are additional students intake is added to this from the international
schools. There is an increasing pressure from the society as to what opportunities should be made
available for these qualified young students to ensure their higher education rights are protected.
Free education system the mechanism that aims at ensuring the education right and providing
equal opportunity for all needs to consider the right of the people who are willing and able to pay
for a better education to access to the higher education services. During the recent past the
middle income class householders have expanded and they are willing to pay getting the access
for fee levied higher education. Specially the students who are annually passing out from the
international schools and the students who qualified for the state university entrance but cannot
to enter the state university system due to lack of government resources are highly frustrated and
treated unfairly according to the prevailing free education system. It is the direct responsibility of
the government and the policy maker to develop a realistic strategy to address this issue before it
is being another social unrest in the near future. However this matter should be carefully solved
without being jeopardized the existing free education system that brings the benefits for the vast
majority of people in the country.
Despite there is an emerging demand and considerable social pressure is for establishing private
universities it has been severely criticized and opposed by some students’ movements and some
of the social pressure groups. This has been a one of the biggest issues with respect to free
education system of Sri Lanka for which academics and other policy makers need to pay urgent
attention. One of the solutions for this would be increasing the annual university entrance intake
while allocating additional resources to universities to accommodate them. Sri Lanka currently
has 15 state universities and considerable numbers of state higher education institutes that
provide higher education opportunities. Establishing new national universities to accommodate
for more students is another alternative solution in this regards. If establishing new universities is
a burden to the government budget owing to financial difficulties it can be recommended to
establish fee levying government universities. Finally the ultimate solution would be going for
private universities under the close supervision and monitoring by the regulatory body
established for that behalf. It is recommended to establish a monitoring and regulatory body to
ensure the required minimum standards of qualities are maintain by these private education
institutes.
According to Oliver Illeperuma (2015), a proper education system should suit our own need but
has not changed according to the global changes in education. There are big criticisms from
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some academics that the school curricular is not updated with the changing world and Sri Lankan
school education is highly teacher centered rather than student centered limiting the opportunities
for the students to engage in active and participatory learning process. So, it is recommended to
timely revise of school curricular in compliance with the changing modern world. This curricular
revision should be carefully reviewed and updated on timely basis by the experts in state service
relating to the secondary and higher education.
Poor physical and mental health of the school students due to heavy workload, competition and
pressure from the parents for getting better results is another issued that has not been paid due
recognition and less concerned by the policy makers. So, it is recommended to consider the
impact on the students’ mental and physical heath of the workload set by the curricular. In this
regard the annual school calendar should be carefully set allocating required or adequate time to
cover school terms and holiday vacations for the students. It seems sometimes the start of the
Sinhala and Tamil new year vacation, which is the Sri Lankans traditional new year ceremony
celebrated by the many people in the country, drag down to the second week of the month of
April leaving the students have no adequate time to enjoy their new year vacation with relatives
and ease-off their mental pressure. Further it is also advisable that our policy makers to study
education policies of other countries like Philippine as to how they have developed a student
centered and participatory teaching and learning system.
Despite the government spends millions of funds on free education it is seen that students have
not given the due recognition for the services they enjoyed from the free education this is
highlighted due to poor school attendance at some levels of the students. For example this issue
is very significance among the advanced level students who are studying in grade twelve and
thirteen. This is mainly due to the students over reliance on the private tuition and attending to
private tuitions without attending to their school classes. As a result much more government
resources are underutilized and it forgoes opportunity of someone who really in needs to enjoy
the free education by attending government schools.
In the recent past it is seen that politicians tend to use government schools as readymade places
for political appointments for job schemes. School teachers play a very crucial role in the society
in molding the future generation of any country. Teachers need to be carefully and scientifically
selected to the school education service rather than selecting people for the sake of providing a
job opportunity. It is recommended to establish a minimum standard of entry qualification for the
school education system. This minimum education qualification would be a Degree or equivalent
qualification from a recognize university or similar higher education institute.
During the recent past school teachers have been less privileged in terms of their low salary ,
lack of training and development opportunities and no insurance cover leaving them highly
vulnerable in case of an emergency. So, it is recommended to increase the school teachers’ salary
to a level reasonably adequate to ensure attracting and retaining the right people in the school
system and periodically offer them with training opportunities locally or overseas. Further there
should be a clear career development path for the school teachers and a transparent mechanism
for the promotions such as promoting to the position of principal. In addition the periodic
transfers of teachers should be made in more transparent, scientific and fair manner.
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These issues and solutions suggest that Sri Lankan education system requires an overall and indepth reform in order to facilitate global demand and to effectively adopt and response to the
internal and external environmental pressures. Further it is suggested that the reform should be
based on a holistic approach as opposed to temporary patchwork solutions implemented on an
add-hog basis. Finally it can be concluded that education system requires an overall reform using
a strategic approach which is feasible and suitable in the context and acceptable by the all the
stakeholders at large to ensure it can sustain and realize its long term goals.
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Abstract
Information technology has brought out a revolution around all over the world. Internet is one of
the most important contributions of information technology. There is a continuous increase in the
number of internet users in the world. The increased penetration of internet has transformed the
provision of banking services. The present paper is an endeavour to review the literature on the
acceptance of IT-based services in banking. Several models have been propounded by past
researchers to examine the acceptance of technology-based services and systems. TAM has been
found to be the most widely used model to gauge the acceptance behaviour of technology based
services and systems in general and for banking services in particular and it should also be tested
in different contexts for its validity. Banks while framing the strategies on adopting new
technology or a system should also consider the associated environmental and sustainability
issues. There is a dearth of literature available on the aspect of technology acceptance in
banking. The sustainability aspect needs more exploration by the prospective researchers in
future.
Keywords: Information technology, banking, sustainability
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Introduction
Information technology has emerged as a revolution since last few decades. It has been
continuously affecting the whole world directly or indirectly. In developing countries such as
India also, it has widespread dispersal across almost all the sectors of the country. The banking
industry is one of the biggest adopters of information technology in its operations from all
around. By incorporating information technology based services and systems in banking, the
banks have become successful in reaping the benefits such as reduced costs, quick service
delivery, increased customer satisfaction and loyalty, effective and efficient operations,
improved profits, provided competitive advantage and the like (Kim & Prabhakar 2004;
Malhotra & Singh 2007). There are various types of technological innovations taken place in the
Indian banking sector. It has become very easy for customers also to switch between different
channels (Aldas-Manzano et al. 2011).
There are several benefits associated to use of these services. According to Gerrard and
Cunningham (2003), convenience does have a positive relationship with online banking usage.
There are several studies present in the literature related to information technology and banking.
This field of research has grabbed the considerable attention of researchers as it is an emerging
field. The present paper is an attempt to review some important studies undertaken by the past
researchers in the field of information technology based banking services.
For the purpose of performing a desk research in the present paper, the research articles and
papers in the field of adoption and acceptance of information technology based banking services
and that of related to sustainability related issues have been selected from the reputed and peer
reviewed journals. The databases accessed are Emerald, Scopus, Science Direct, Elsevier, Jstor,
ProQuest, Wiley, Taylor and Francis, and Sage. The research papers published from 2000 to
2017 have been selected for the present study. The search engines used for this purpose are
Google, Google Scholar, etc. The keywords used to search the related research articles are
information technology, IT-based services, banking, sustainability.
Theoretical Background
The banking services in India has undergone a far-reaching transformation from brick and mortar
to click and mortar form (Ho & Ko 2008). The past studies have covered different aspects of the
use of IT-based services in banking. For every new technology or system to become successful,
the widespread adoption and acceptance are necessary. The major concern of researchers has
been the issue of adoption and acceptance of these services in banking. Several models and
theories have been propounded by researchers in this regard. Some of the most important ones
are IDT (Innovation Diffusion Theory) by Rogers (1995), TPB (Theory of Planned Behaviour)
by Ajzen (1985), TRA (Theory of Reasoned Action) by Ajzen & Fishbein (1975;1980), TAM
(Technology Acceptance Model) by Davis (1986), TAM 2 by Venkatesh & Davis (2000),
UTAUT (Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology) by Venkatesh et al. (2003).
Although TAM (Technology Acceptance Model) propounded by Davis (1986) has been the most
significant and relevant model for examining the acceptance behaviour of any new technology or
system but it also has to be tested for its validity in different contexts. The basic TAM has been
depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)

Source: Technology Acceptance Model by Davis (1986)
Technology Acceptance in Banking
As banks today are investing huge amounts of money to incorporate information and
communication technology into all of the operations, so it is vital to gauge the level of adoption
of these IT-based services by the customers as well as by bank employees. Customers would
only use any service or technology based service if it is easy to use (Davis, 1986), convenient,
cost-effective, useful (Davis 1986; 1992), less risky (Gerrard & Cunninghum 2003; Flavian &
Guinaliu, 2006) and trustworthy (Lee & Turban 2001; Kesharwani & Bisht 2012).
Researchers have found different significant factors affecting the technology acceptance
behaviour. Social pressure (Anandarajan et al. 2000; Venkatesh & Davis 2000; Gefen et al.
2003; Al-somali et al. 2009) and perceived ease of use (Anandarajan et al. 2000; Oh et al. 2003;
Gefen et al. 2003; Wang et al. 2003; Pikkarainen et al. 2004; Chandio et al. 2017) were found to
significantly affecting actual usage of a new technology. Other researchers pinpointed perceived
ease of use, perceived usefulness, perceived credibility, effort expectancy, performance
expectancy (Venkatesh et al. 2003; Anderson et al. 2006; Arenas-Gaitán et al. 2015), perceived
risk, trust (Kesharwani & Bisht 2012), and other facilitating conditions (Nath et al. 2014). It has
been found that most of the studies have considered TAM as a base to gauge the level of
technology acceptance and that is why TAM is the most widely used and reliable model in this
field(Legris et al. 2003; Wang et al. 2003; Pikkarainen et al. 2004; Herna’ndez et al. 2008; Alsomali et al. 2009; Chandio et al 2013; Williams et al. 2015; Chandio et al. 2017).Although,
TAM should also be tested for its validity for different technologies and in different contexts
(King & He, 2006).
Sustainability Issues in Use of IT-based services in Banking
A new and the most recent aspect related to use of IT-based services in banking is the issue of
sustainability and sustainable banking. Sustainable banking is that way of provision of banking
services in order to maintain and preserve the capacity of natural resources to fulfil the needs of
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the future generation. This aspect of banking has been left untouched by the researchers to a
great extent as there are very few studies available in this field.
The issue of sustainability has become very crucial for the the world as a whole due to rapid
depletion of natural resources. Thus every business needs to consider this aspect while framing
any strategies or policies of further development. Due to increased diffusion of mobile and
internet banking, there has been a considerable reduction in paper usage and which ultimately
leads to a reduction in carbon footprint of the industry.It is one of the foremost responsibilities of
the businesses to consider the environmental and societal issues related to their operations and
even the stakeholders demand this consideration on the part of the businesses (Porter & Kramer,
2006). There are very few empirical studies available in the literature on this aspect but still, the
studies undertaken in this field are very significant. (Seigler & Gaughan 2008; Bose & Luo 2011;
Boon et al. 2013; Cai et al. 2013).It has been discussed in the past studies that the employee
commitment to the environmental and sustainable strategies of the organizations can be
increased by the proper and planned use of information and communication technology and
systems in the operations (Settrestrom, 2008; Boudreau et al. 2008; Tara et al. 2015). On a
pathway to study this aspect, Jenkin et al. (2011) had examined the extent to which the financial
services sector employees acknowledged the prominence of information technologies based
systems in the development and implementation of environment-related initiatives. And Cai et al.
(2013) had also considered to study the the role of information technology in maintaining the
energy and environmental sustainability in China by proposing a political-economic framework
based research model.
Conclusion
The banking services being provided to customers are the same but the way of provision of
services has drastically changed due to integration of information technology based technologies
and systems in banking in India in particular and in the world in general. By using the more
sophisticated IT-based banking services, customers can perform required transactions anytime
and anywhere by using alternate channels such as mobile banking, internet banking, and various
electronic payment platforms by having to pay very nominal fees and in a very convenient way
(Akhisar et al. 2015). The present paper attempted to review the studies available in the literature
on different aspects associated with adoption of IT-based services in banking. It has been found
that there isa considerable number of studies undertaken in this field. These articles have been
categorised as the articles on acceptance of technology in banking and those of articles on
sustainability issues in banking. There are different models of technology acceptance which are
used by the past researchers. It can be concluded that TAM (Technology Acceptance Model) has
been the most reliable and most widely used model for examining the technology acceptance
behaviour of the users.
By using more of information technology based systems and services in banking, the carbon
footprint of this industry can be reduced considerably. There should be strategies and initiatives
undertaken by the banks to promote the interest of their employees towards the environmental
concerns of the business. There is a great need of more comprehensive exploration and research
on the sustainability and environment related issues in banking.This paper put forth directions for
future research for the prospective researchers.
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Abstract
This paper reports the results of preliminary analysis on the importance of information that are
acquired from social and business networks in investment decision. A total of 400 respodents
from six different governorates in Kuwait participated in this study. Diwaniyyah as an
information exchange center is highly regarded by respodents from all of the six governorates.
The information regarding activities at Kuwait Stock Exchange are considered reliable and is a
place to verify information gathered from other sources. However the results of Anova showed
that there are regional differences as regards to information and the recommendations of
analysts, market researchers and stock brokers; as well as infromation provided by friend and
colleagues; and those provided by elders and family members. Overall the respondents exhibited
a herd mentality behaviour. They rated information on the behaviour of other investors as very
influential in their investment decision.
Introduction
Individual investors are often affected by a variety of social and psychological factors in making
decisions. The availability of information about a particular stock and the genral sentiment of the
market will affect and influence investment decision. Researchers have acknowledged the
signifcance of information in explaining the behaviour of individual investors. This study intends
to explore the perceived roles played by various information providers in the context of a
Kuwaiti culture.
Literature Review
Investors need information to make investment decisions. Thus substantial number of research
were devoted to determine the types of company-related information being used by investors for
decision-making. The focus has been directed at the importance of accounting information
provided in the company’s annual report. The importance of information in the annual reports
has been highly rated by Kuwaiti investors in a study conducted by Naser, Nudeibeh and AlHussaini (2003). Subsequent study by Almujamed, Fifield and Power (2012) found that
fundamental, technical and risk analyses are being used by Kuwaiti investors; and corporate
reports made available via newspaper and the Kuwait Stock Exchange (KSE) website are the
preferred source of information. Alanezi, Alfraih and Almujamed (2014) extended the study and
and investigated Kuwaiti investors’ perceptions of the usefulness of different types of
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information for investment decision-making. They classified information into general corporate
information, financial information, non-financial information, corporate governance information,
and corporate social information. They found that the top three useful information were
fundamental analysis, operating profit and types of product/services. Other infromation that are
considerd important includes the company’s corporate startegies and news on contracts won by
the company.
In light of the above studies involving Kuwaiti investors, the purpose of this paper is to
highlights the preliminary findings on the perception of Kuwaiti investors on information
acquired from Diwanniyah, and from social and business networks; also how they reacts to news
from the marketplace.
Methodology
This is a cross-sectional study using high-structured survey instrument. Data were obtained from
a total of 659 questionnaires that were distributed between June, 2016 and August 2016, in
which 400 valid cases have been selected for data analysis. The responses to statements on
various aspects of information provider are solicited a 5-point Likert type sacle of 1=Strongly
Disagree to 5=Strongly Agree. The potential respondents are drawn from six governorates of
Kuwait.
The findings
The background information of of the respondents is presented in Table 1. There were 136
respondents (34 %) from Hawalli governorate, 78 respondents (19.5 %) from Capital City
governorate, 65 respondents (16.25 %) from Farwanyia governorate, 44 respondents (11%) from
Jahara governorate, 63 respondents (15.75 %) from Al-Ahmadi governorate, and finally there
were 14 respondents (3.5 %) from Mubarak Al-Kabeer governorate.
Moreover, there were 20 respondents (5 %) from the age group of (18 yrs -25 yrs), 93
respondents (23.25%) from the age group of (26 yrs -35 yrs), 107 respondents (26.75%) from the
age group of (36 yrs-45 yrs), 135 respondents (33.75%) from the age group of (46 yrs-55 yrs),
and finally there were 45 respondents (11.25 %) from the age group of (>56 yrs).
Table 1: Respondent's Demographic Profiles
Profile
Resident Address
G1 Hawalli
G2 Capital City
G3 Farwanyia
G4 Jahara
G5 Al-Ahmadi
G6 Mubarak Al-Kabeer
Age
18-25yrs
26-35yrs
36-45yrs
46-55yrs
>56yrs
Gender

Frequency

Percentage (100%)

136
78
65
44
63
14

34
19.5
16.25
11
15.75
3.5

20
93
107
135
45

5
23.25
26.75
33.75
11.25
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Female
Male
Marital Status
Married
Single

79
321

19.75
80.25

293
107

73.25
26.75

Analysis based on Regions
The ANOVA tests were performed to determine if investors from the six regions in Kuwait
exhibit significant difference in their evaluation of information from Diwaniyyah and from social
and business networks. The results are presented in Tables 2, 3 and 4.
Information from Diwaniyyah
Diwaniyyah is an important traditional culture observed by Kuwaitis. It refers to the gathering of
members of the family, relatives and friends are welcomed to discuss issues that affect them
most. It is estimated that a Kuwaiti attends an average of two Diwaniyyahs in a week. It is
envisaged that information on trading activities at Kuwait Stock Exchange will be the main
highlights of the meeting.
The respondents evaluation of items related to Diwaniyyah and the pattern of group mean values
are presented in Table 2. On the whole all the five satements recorded the mean value of 4 and
above. Based on the ranking of the mean values, respondents in the Jahara governorate (Group 4)
items number 2 and 4 ranked highest with a mean value of 4.41, suggesting that their
Diwaniyyah discussed topics on activities of KSE and that the information is reliable. The
reliability of information is also voted into the top slot by respondents from Capital City (Group
2), Al-Ahmadi (Group 5), and Mubarak Al-Kabeer (Group 6) governorates. The importance of
Diwaniyyah as a place to verify information received from other sources is rated highest by
respondents from Hawalli (Group 1). The results of Anova tests however, show there is no
significance diffrence among investors within the six governorates on the role of Diwaniyyah as
a centre of information on invesment in KSE.
Table 2 Information from Diwaniyyah
Diwanniyah

Group Mean Value1
2

Diwaniyyah provide
valuable information for
individual investor in
KSE
Diwaniyyah analyses
that most important
trading of the day in
KSE
Some news in
Diwaniyyah cannot be

2

2

2

G5

2

G6

2

Fvalue

G1

G2

G3

G4

4.25

4.01

4.18

4.09

4.32

4.30

1.51

4.21

4.20

4.34

4.41

4.29

4.29

0.75

4.33

4.35

4.49 4.23
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4.32

4.43

0.76

Range
test

obtained elsewhere.
Most of the news I hear
in the Diwaniyyah is
4.24 4.38 4.32 4.41 4.44 4.36
0.75
reliable
Diwaniyyah helps me to
verify information
4.39 4.26 4.42 4.20 4.37 4.29
0.77
received from
somewhere else
Notes:
1
The responses are solicited on a 5-point Likert type sacle of 1=Strongly Disagree to 5=Strongly
Agree.
2
G1 – Hawalli; G2 - Capital City; G3 Farwanyia; G4 Jahara; G5 Al-Ahmadi; and G6 Mubarak
Al-Kabeer
Information from Social and Business Networks
Investors also interact with other individuals outside the Diwaniyyah. Exchanged of information
could be triggered by co-workers, relatives and professionals in the industry.The pattern of mean
values on information provided by social and business newtorks is presented in Table 3. Of the
six sources listed, three sources were rated into the highest spot. Respondents from Hawalli
(Group 1) and Jahara (Group 4) placed great importance on the information related to the
opinion of the majority stockholder. The latter group of respondents also placed
“recommendation by professional investors” into the top spot (mean value of 4.45). This is
shared by respondents from Capital City (Group 2) and Farwanyia (Group 3). Respondents from
Al-Ahmadi (Group 5) and Mubarak Al-Kabeer (Group 6) however relied heavily on information
friends and colleagues with a mean value 4.48 and 4.71 respectively.
Table 3 Social and Business Networks
Social and Business
Networks
Opinion of the majority
stockholder.
Recommendation by
professional investors
influence my invest
decision
Recommendation by
professional brokers is
part of my invest
decision
I seriously follow the
recommendations of
analysts, market
researchers, stock
brokers

Group Mean Value1

F-value

G12

G22

G32

G42

G52

G62

4.43

4.22

4.37

4.45

4.29

4.00

1.44

4.35

4.41

4.45

4.45

4.22

4.57

1.06

4.30

4.33

4.29

4.32

4.19

4.29

0.29

3.80

3.77

4.22

4.07

3.87

4.29

2.84**
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Range
test

G1 vs
G5 vs
G6

I rely heavily on
4.40
4.31
4.30
4.48 4.71
1.95*
G1 vs
information from friends 4.04
G6
and colleague
Recommendations by
elders and family
4.25
3.92
4.26
4.11
4.22 4.21
2.22** G2 vs
members are important
G1,
to my invest decision
G3
Notes:
1
The responses are solicited on a 5-point Likert type sacle of 1=Strongly Disagree to 5=Strongly
Agree.
2
G1 – Hawalli; G2 - Capital City; G3 Farwanyia; G4 Jahara; G5 Al-Ahmadi; and G6 Mubarak
Al-Kabeer
*Signifcant a p<0.10
** Signifcant a p<0.05
The results of Anova tests revealed that there regional differences on items 4,5 and 6. For
infromation on the recommendations of analysts, market researchers and stock brokers,
respondents from Hawalli (Group 1) are found to be significantly different from respondents
from Mubarak Al-Kabeer (Group 6). Similarly the two groups are also significantly different in
the way the rated information provided by friend and colleagues. The respondents from Capital
City (Group 2) apparently do not value the recommendations by elders and family members
compared to respodents from Hawalli (Group 1) and Farwanyia (Group 3).
Herd Mentality
Investors usually take into account a wide range factors in the process of evaluate the share value
and hence investment decisions. One the major condierations is the view and action of others.
The inclination to react and follow decisions taken by others, especially experienced investors is
labelled as herd mentality. The respondents evaluation of the six items describing herd mentality
is presented in Table 4.
Table 3 Herd Mentality
Herd Mentality

Group Mean Value1
2

Other investors'
decisions of the stock
volume "trading of the
day" have impact my
investment decisions.
Other investors’
decisions of buying and
selling stocks have
impact my investment
decisions
I usually follow other

2

2

2

G6

2

Fvalue

Range
test
G4 vs
G2

G1

G2

G3

G4

3.89

4.04

3.56

3.39

3.87

3.50

2.46**

4.07

3.00

4.00

4.07

3.79

4.29

0.69
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G5

2

investors’ reactions to
3.57 3.63 3.65 3.66 3.89 4.07
0.81
the stock market
I make more profit by
following the crowd
3.93 3.92 3.88 3.91 3.95 3.43
0.51
I react quickly to
information about
3.74 3.97 4.02 4.18 4.24 4.21
2.30** G1 vs
transactions by foreign
G6, G5
investors
When I need to make
decision to buy/sell
4.29 4.21 4.22 4.34 4.52 4.29
1.56
stocks in a short time,
following most
investors’ behaviors is
fast and certain method
Notes:
1
The responses are solicited on a 5-point Likert type sacle of 1=Strongly Disagree to 5=Strongly
Agree.
2
G1 – Hawalli; G2 - Capital City; G3 Farwanyia; G4 Jahara; G5 Al-Ahmadi; and G6 Mubarak
Al-Kabeer
**Signifcant a p<0.05
All group of respondents except from Mubarak Al-Kabeer (Group 6) rated item 6 (When I need
to make decision to buy/sell stocks in a short time, following most investors behaviour is fast and
certain method ) into the number 1 position with mean values ranging from 4.21 to 4.52. Based
on the results of Anova tests, the differences are detected with respect to two items describing
her mentality. Respondents from Capital City (Group 2) has been established to significantly
differ from respondents from Jahara (Group 4) over “other investors’ decisions of the stcok
volume “trading day” on my investment decisions”. Reacting to infromation about transactions
by foreign investors also showed statistically significance difference between respondents from
Hawalli (Group 1) and respodents from Mubarak Al-Kabeer (Group 6) and Al-Ahmadi (Group
5).
Summary
This is a preliminary of Kuwaiti investors’ behaviour with regard to information generated from
various social and business networks. The findings indicate that Diwaniyyah as an information
exchange centre appear to be appreciated by all the respondentgs. However analysis on the
remaining two classifications of information generator indicated there are regional differences.
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Abstract
Who estimates that tobacco use is currently responsible for premature death of about six million
people across the world each year. In 2008 BAT estimated 8–12% illicit cigarette market
penetration in Kenya. Track and tracing system was implemented in 2014 and its impact has not
been determined so far. This study sought to establish the impact of track and trace system on
illicit trade of tobacco in Kenya. A structured questionnaire was used to collect primary data that
was analyzed by the use of descriptive statistics and multiple regression analysis. The results
showed that there was a positive relationship between independent constructs and dependent
construct. This study provides new knowledge that Data Intelligence and Auditing has a positive
and significant impact on Illicit Trade. Managers and policy makers should put Track and Trace
Systems in place, as this is useful in reducing illicit tobacco trade in Kenya.
Key Words: Supply Chain Tracking, Marking of Tobacco Products and Data Intelligence and
Auditing
Introduction
Tobacco use is the most preventable cause of death worldwide and is responsible for the deaths
of approximately half of its long-term users. An often-quoted statistic is that tobacco use killed
100 million people in the 20th century and will kill one billion people in the 21st century if
current trends continue. It is estimated that there are about 1 billion smokers worldwide of which
31% is men while 8% is women. In 2014 it is estimated that smokers smoked 5.8 trillion
cigarettes globally this therefore means that this nations will have to bear the environmental,
health and economical costs of tobacco, a price they can ill-afford to pay.
Out of the total tobacco consumption, 11.6% of the global market is illicit cigarette amounting to
600 billion cigarettes (Allen 2013). In most countries, illicit cigarettes are much cheaper than
legal, fully taxed cigarettes. Cheap, illicit cigarettes increase tobacco consumption and tobacco
related deaths and cheat governments of staggering sums of money through tax evasion. If the
global illicit trade were eliminated, governments would have gain at least US $31 billion
annually and from 2030 onwards would have saved over 160,000 lives a year (Joosenset al,
2009).
In Africa counterfeit cigarettes and illicit whites have become more prominent in the recent years
in the illicit market. 12.1% of illicit cigarette trade falls mainly on low and middle income
countries, which are mainly east African countries (Joosenset al, 2009). The main drivers for
illicit trade in this region are: Consumers want to buy cheap products and save money (demand);
criminals want to take advantage of high taxes which they do not pay to make high profits with
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low risk of being caught and penalised. Contributory factors include unbalanced fiscal policies,
disparities in tax-driven prices between neighbouring jurisdictions, protectionist policies,
corruption, weak enforcement, porous borders, lack of official controls in free zones, poor transit
controls, inadequate or out-of-date legislation and sanctions, growth in illegal distribution
networks, and public tolerance (Allen, 2011)
To deal with growing concerns about the illicit cigarette market, paper tax stamps were
introduced in 2003 by Kenya revenue authority (Muthaura, 2013). These stamps were affixed at
the manufacturers’ premises or, in the case of imported cigarettes, at the premises of a foreign
manufacturer. Stamps had a serial number, a unique identifier for a particular type of cigarette,
came in two colors for filter and non-filter cigarettes, and served as proof of payment. However,
the tax stamps were easy to counterfeit or steal, and had to be counted manually, which led to
inaccuracies. In addition, they could not be linked to a particular brand and quantity of
production, which made industry monitoring very difficult. It soon became obvious that the
stamps were inadequate for tax accounting and enforcement purposes. (Ross, 2014).
To address the weaknesses of the system, the Kenya Revenue Authority (KRA) proposed in
2008 to implement a track and trace system similar to the one that had just been implemented in
Turkey and Brazil (Ross, 2015). The system was implemented in 2013 and its impact has not
been determined so far. It is based on this that the study is founded. The key hypothesis of this
study are; there is no significant effect of supply chain tracking on illicit trade of tobacco
products in Kenya, there is no significant effect of marking of tobacco products on illicit trade of
tobacco products in Kenya and finally there is no significant effect of data intelligence and
auditing on illicit trade of tobacco products in Kenya.
Research Methodology
The study utilized the use of structured questionnaire. This kind of questionnaire was used
because in such a questionnaire, the questions, their wordings and sequence are fixed and
identical to all respondents. This has the advantage of obtaining standard responses to items in
the questionnaire, making it possible to compare between the set of data. The questionnaire
consisted of two sections: Section A is based on demographic information of the respondents and
section B is based on research. The respondents answered the questions in the questionnaire by
expressing their opinions where the responses were made on five point likert scale ranging from
strongly agree to strongly disagree. At the end of data collection, all completed questionnaires
from the respondents were thoroughly examined by the researcher, coded and organized for
computer analysis.
An explanatory design was adopted as research design. The design was preferred because it
enables gathering of data from the respondents in natural settings. The study also employed
purposive sampling as the number of staff dealing with the system is very small. The number of
respondents was 200 and were drawn from Eldoret, Mombasa, Kisumu, Nairobi and Busia.
Multiple regression analysis was used to determine the relationship between predictor variables
and criteria variables. The coefficient of multiple correlations is symbolized by the correlation R
that indicates the strength of the correlation between the combination of the predictor variables
and criteria variables. The following regression model was thus used to analyse the data.
Y=
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Where Y = dependent variable – illicit trade of tobacco products
α = constant
C = control variables
β₁, β₂, β₃ = the slope which represents the degree in which tobacco control changes as the
independent variable change by one unit.
X1- supply chain tracking
X2- marking of tobacco products
X3- authentication and auditing
ε- Error term
Research Results
The findings established that most respondents as shown in table 1.0 were male with 56.9 % and
female 43.1%. The study also reveals that most respondents were between the ages of 26-35
years with a 48.8%, followed by those of ages above 46 years with 20% and those ages 36-45
years had an 18.8% and lastly those above between ages 18-25 with a 12.5%. This shows that
majority of respondents were above the age of 26 years.
The study also reveals that most respondents were general staff with a 60.6%, which was
followed by supervisors with 30%. Managers and senior managers had a 5.6% and 3.8%
respectively. Concerning tenure, the study reveals that most respondents have worked in the
organization for more than 6-10 years with a 30%.
Table 1.0: Demographic profile for respondents
Variable
Gender
Male
Female
Total
Age
Above 18-25 years
26-35
36- 45
Above 46
Total
160
Responsibility
General staff
Supervisor
Manager
Senior Manager
Total
Number of years
1-5years
worked
6 - 10
11- 15
16- 20
Above 21
Total
Source: Research Data (2016)
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Frequency
91
69
160
20
78
30
32
160
97
48
9
6
160
41
48
45
11
15
160

Percentage
56.9
43.1
100
12.5
48.8
18.8
20.0
100
60.6
30.0
5.6
3.8
100
25.6
30.0
28.1
6.9
9.4
100

Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive statistics analyses were performed on all variables, Technology, Organization and
Environment as control variables, Supply chain, and Marking of Tobacco Products and Data
intelligence as independent variables, illicit trade as the Dependent variable. The descriptive
analyses include means and standard deviation. All the variables were measured using a Likert
scale of 1-5. Most of the respondents agreed with the parameters of the study with the highest
parameter having mean of 4.238 (illicit trade on tobacco products) and the lowest with the mean
of 2.77 (supply chain tracking).
Table 1.1: Mean and standard deviation for Technology
Track and trace systems are useful in reducing illicit trade
Track and trace system is easy to use in monitoring tobacco trade
Track and trace system requires minimal resources to be effective
The scope of our department is well defined
The size of the department is large enough to handle track and trace system
Our organization is well facilitated
Our Government departments have individual differences
The Society is supportive on the use of track and trace systems
Society have trust in the use of track and trace systems
The systems reduce competitive pressure to reduce tobacco consumption.
Track and trace systems provide information about a product throughout
supply chain.
Track and trace system assists enforcement authorities in identifying who
has handled suspect products and where these products entered the
legitimate supply chain.
Tracking and tracing requires supply chain partners to record events related
to objects under their control
Track and trace information is able to identify where products have gone,
enabling the effective recall of faulty products
Digital coding technology serves as an authentication tool which provides
government with secure real time information about cigarettes.
Track and trace system requires minimal resources to be effective.
Marking tobacco products reduces illicit cigarette.
Multiple levels of security features in tax stamps reduce counterfeiting.
Marking ensures tobacco products meant for export reach the destination
Marking of tobacco products reduces tax evasion
Marking also provides information regarding tobacco products details
(name and address of the distributors affixing the stamp)
The production counting equipment has been installed on all production
lines at the manufacturing sites, at the place where the tax stamp is applied.
There is free data exchange between supply chain partners and the national
authorities.
There is free data exchange between manufacturers and national authorities
There is also free data exchange between national government and the
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4.381
3.669
3.106
3.886
3.269
2.968
3.463
3.156
2.825
3.406

0.903
1.050
1.227
1.110
1.014
1.043
1.233
1.055
0.994
1.072

4.000

0.978

3.625

1.115

3.850

0.795

3.494

1.244

3.719
2.775
3.950
3.813
3.100
3.369

1.004
1.401
1.069
1.077
1.240
1.301

4.200

0.799

3.894

0.922

3.369
3.238
3.106

0.962
0.987
1.097

international authorities
Enforcement officials are easy to verify authenticity of tobacco products on
retailers’ shelves.
Auditing provides assurance and immediate reaction capabilities to law
enforcement agencies.
The track and trace systems of tobacco trade enhances government effort
to curb tobacco consumption
Control of Illicit trade leads to increase in government tax revenue
Illicit trade have reduced significantly since implementation of track and
trace system

3.906

1.051

3.638

0.987

4.125
4.238

0.775
0.781

3.850

0.899

Source: survey data (2016). (N=160 *Five point scale: 1=strongly disagree; 5=strongly agree
Table 1.2 describes the summary statistics for the sampled variables. Illicit Trade showed a mean
of (3.78) and a standard deviation of (.398). This was followed by technology construct with a
mean of 3.709 and a standard deviation of .611. Respondents also agree that Data intelligence,
Supply Chain Tracking, Organization and Environment with mean of 3.618, 3.592, 3.397, 3.237
and standard deviation of .393, .471, .754 and .682 respectively have an influence on Illicit trade
tracking of Tobacco products in Kenya.
Table 1.2: Summary of the Descriptive statistics for the constructs
Mean
Stddvn
Variables
Skewness Kurtosis
3.7094
.61123
Technology
-.736
-.234
3.3969
.75360
Organization
-.380
-.804
3.2365
.68207
Environment
.074
-.433
4.6372
.26455
Supply Chain Tracking
-.266
-.957
3.7344
.44820
Marking of Tobacco Products
-.550
.799
3.6179
.39275
Data Intelligence and Auditing
-.281
.436
3.7802
.39785
Illicit Trade
-1.168
2.108
Source: survey data (2016). (N=160 *Five point scale: 1=strongly disagree; 5=strongly agree)
The results shows that Supply Chain Tracking (βeta=0.232, p= 0.000), Marking of Tobacco
Products (βeta=0.175, p=0.003) and Data Intelligence & Auditing (βeta=0.335, p= 0.000) all
positively and significantly affect Illicit Trade. Hypotheses, H01, H02 and H03 are therefore
rejected and conclude that Supply Chain Tracking, Marking of Tobacco Products and Data
Intelligence & Auditing have a significant effect on Illicit Trade.
Table 1. 3: Summary of Multiple Regression Analysis Results
Variables
Model 1
Model 2
Constant
2.694
0.763

Model 3
.520

Technology
Organization
Environment

.047
.042
.075*

.051
.117**
.155***
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Supply Chain Tracking

.253***

.232***

Marking of Tobacco Products

.199***

.175**

Data Intelligence & Auditing

.377***

.335***

10.342***

38.454***

21.673***

.166

.425***

.459

.150

.414***

.438

F

Adj

Dependent variable: Score (Illicit Trade, sig.05).Note: *p<.05; **p<.01; ***p<.001.
Source: Research Data (2016).
Discussions
The study revealed that track and trace system helps in reducing the trade on illicit trade. All the
hypothesis of the study were rejected. The results shows that Supply Chain Tracking
(βeta=0.232, p= 0.000), Marking of Tobacco Products (βeta=0.175, p=0.003) and Data
Intelligence & Auditing (βeta=0.335, p= 0.000) all positively and significantly affect Illicit
Trade. Hypotheses, H01, H02 and H03 are therefore rejected and conclude that Supply Chain
Tracking, Marking of Tobacco Products and Data Intelligence & Auditing have a significant
effect on Illicit Trade.
The first finding on supply chain tracking is in line with prior research of (Cameron, 2011, and
whitehouse.gov, 2012), National Strategy for Global Supply Chain Security report. Their studies
show that Supply Chain Tracking information is useful in efficiently managing, controlling and
securing legitimate supply chains. The products are assigned with specific security codes that are
tracked beyond the logistics supply chain, thus making it possible to not just track where the
product is at any given moment in time, but also where its intended destination is and where it
came from. It is this specific combination of security features, product number and correct
location that allow for an effective crackdown on counterfeit and pirated products. This is also
supported by Cartwright R. et al., (2014), who asserts that Supply Chain Tracking aids to capture
events along the distribution chain from the manufacturer or importer to the point-of-sale. The
most significant events are: The transfers of ownership of the excise products, the monitoring of
excise stocks, and the aggregation of products from packs to cartons, pallets or containers.
The second findings of the study shows that Marking of Tobacco products has significant and a
positive effect on Illicit Trade (Beta=.175, t=3.050, p=.003). Moreover, this result is in
agreement with previous studies done by EU, 2013. The EU report states that Marking of the
product is an application and means to authenticate that the product is genuine or show it is fake,
and also to record production details. Ross, (2015), also confirms that widely deployed marking
is essential to ensure reliable tracking and tracing of these products through transport and storage
up until final purchase by consumers. This is also echoed by Elizabeth Allen (2010), who says
that a more robust approach to supply chain security is digital tax verification using advanced
unique digital coding technology printed directly onto packs. It is cheaper to implement than
paper tax stamps and the codes are easily readable by officials and consumers.
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The third finding of this study revealed that Data Intelligence and Auditing has a positive and
significant impact on Illicit Trade with (β=0.335, t = 5.046, p=0.000). These results provide new
findings in this field as previous studies, Ross Hana (2016) only mentions of an electronic cargo
tracking system that uses radiofrequency ID (RFID) electronic seals which was used to secure
the container or truck doors, complemented by GPS/GPRS technologies (Ngeywo, 2012), which
enables sending and receiving of data through digital cellular communication about the location
of the vehicle at any time. This ensured that trucks keep to the designated route and reach the
intended destination.
Conclusions
This study was undertaken to find out the effect of track and trace system on the illicit trade on
tobacco products. The hypothesis of the study were; there is no significant relationship between
supply chain tracking and illicit trade on tobacco products, there is no significant relationship
between marking of tobacco products and illicit trade on tobacco products and finally there is no
relationship between data intelligence and auditing and illicit trade on tobacco products.
Multiple regression analysis was employed as the appropriate method for this study. The results
shows that Supply Chain Tracking (βeta=0.232, p= 0.000), Marking of Tobacco Products
(βeta=0.175, p=0.003) and Data Intelligence & Auditing (βeta=0.335, p= 0.000) all positively
and significantly affect Illicit Trade. Hypotheses, H01, H02 and H03 are therefore rejected and
conclude that Supply Chain Tracking, Marking of Tobacco Products and Data Intelligence &
Auditing have a significant effect on Illicit Trade.
This study results is in tandem with other researchers who also did the same study in other
countries and also in Kenya. For example on supply chain (Cameron, 2011, and whitehouse.gov,
2012 Cartwright R. et al., 2014) Their studies show that Supply Chain Tracking information is
useful in efficiently managing, controlling and securing legitimate supply chains and they also
assert that Chain Tracking aids to capture events along the distribution chain from the
manufacturer or importer to the point-of-sale. On marking of tobacco products (EU,2013, Ross
2015, Elizabeth Allen (2010), they all confirm that widely deployed marking is essential to
ensure reliable tracking and tracing of these products through transport and storage up until final
purchase by consumers.
Finally the study contributes to the field of research by adding some new understanding to the
literature on Track and Trace systems on Illicit Trade of Tobacco products in Kenya especially
on data intelligence and auditing. Most studies have not touched on data intelligence and
auditing.
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Abstract
The rational theory of finance is based on the assumption that investors are rational in nature and
that they are self- oriented in their decision making with the ultimate objective being to obtain
optimum returns for a given level of risk. However, advocates of behavioral finance argue that
human behavior may influence investors to divert from rational expectations, the same of which
may have resulted in sup-optimal decisions while in other studies these behavioral factors have
facilitated simplicity in decision making and resulted into beneficial investment decisions. In the
recent past a number of studies have been undertaken on social, cognitive and emotional factors
that influence decision making by diverse categories of equity investors in stocks of listed
companies. The study shall build on previous research which have examined behavioral factors
that influence decision making by investors in properties sector, such as Parker (2014) who
proposed a model for determining behavioral factors that influence indirect property investors,
who are those who invest in Real Estate Investments Trusts (REITs) and Waweru, (2008) whose
study was on investor who undertake direct property investments. Thus this conceptual paper is
championing for a study that shall attempt to move further by taking a holistic approach which
incorporates investors who deal with both direct and indirect investment in real estate properties
in Kenya. The study therefore shall lay the ground for studies that examine behavioral factors
that influence decision making by all categories of investors in real estate properties and thus
shall contribute to the growth of studies in behavioral finance in Kenya, a field that has scanty
research given that most behavioral studies have been undertaken in developed economies
(Mwangi 2011; Waweru, 2008). It’s encouraged that Finance scholars’ subject the proposed
model to empirical studies in diverse contexts for comparison and further critique all of which
aimed enhancing behavioral finance theory.
Introduction
Decision making is a demanding activity that involves consideration of many factors and
processes that result in selection of the best alternative amongst available options. Financial
economist have traditionally considered investors to be rational and operating in efficient
markets hence they expected to utilize complex models such as Capital Asset Pricing Model in
their decision making processes, Kengatharan & Kengatharan (2014).
Most academicians and practitioners in the Finance field agree with the arguments of Modern
financial economic theory, that market players (investors and institutions) are rational thus make
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decisions according based on the principles of expected utility theory and that their forecasts
about the future aren’t biased and that they make decisions based on full market decisions,
(Fama, 1970). However, many studies have proved that human beings are in most cases affected
by other factors which causes them to make irrational decisions and that the efficient market
hypothesis has been considered to have failed in explaining market movements, the same of
which applies to related theories such as the modern portfolio theory (MPT), capital asset pricing
model (CAPM), and arbitrage pricing theory (APT) associated with Markowitz, 1952; Sharpe,
1964; Ross, 1976 cited in Waweru et al (2014); Barber & Odean (1999); Shefrin, (2002); Thales
(1999). Whereas earlier economic perspectives on investors was that they make rational choices
based on adequate market information (Markowitz, 1952), these theorists acknowledged that
sometimes investors make irrational decisions due to factors such as greed, fear, emotions,
speculation, and subjective thinking, all of which were referred to as anomalies in the stock
markets due to lack of explanation thereof, (Qureshi et a., 2012). The so called anomalies is
what has given credence to the emerging school of thought collectively referred to as behavioral
economist who argue that investors sometimes make decisions that are not in tandem with
expected rational behavior due to social, cognitive, or emotional factors, (Elan & Goodrich,
2010). Thus, the modern financial economic theory has been critiqued by many economists as
being unrealistic.
Behavioural finance is part of the of the wider discipline referred to as behavioural economics
which utilizes findings in psychology and sociology in the development of diverse theories
which attempt to explain investor behaviour or market anomalies where rational models are
considered in adequate in fully explaining these scenarios, (Muradoglu & Harvey, 2012).
Sewell (2007) defines behavioural finance as “the study of the influence of psychology on the
behaviour of financial practitioners and the subsequent effect on the markets”. Barber and
Odean (1999), argues that behavioural finance enhances finance scholars understanding of
decision making by incorporating human nature factors.
There are emerging studies on applicability of behavioural science on investments in emerging
sectors of financial markets and investments outside this markets. For example; Roberts and
Henneberry (2007), critiqued previous arguments that decision making in the properties and
investment markets in the USA and UK was rational, given that the concept of a perfect market
has limited applicability to the real world context in which property investment decisions are
taken. They observed that whereas investment decision making in France, Germany and the UK
doesn’t deviate from normative models, behavioural factors come into play such that “investors
tend to collapse down the decision‐making process, taking shortcuts to achieve (in some cases,
predefined) investment outcomes”. Thus, irrationality is present in decision making due to nature
of players who operate in imperfect markets and commonly use imperfect information. Waweru
et al. (2014), went further to explore the behavioural factors that influence decision making in
the Kenyan properties market and observed that anchoring ( recent prices) and representativeness
are the most dominant influencing behavioural factors.
The Nairobi Securities Exchange became the fourth African bourse to launch the Real Estate
Investment Trust (REITs) Market in October 2015 with the opening of the Stanlib Fahari I-REIT
public offer, albeit the dismal performance on the initial public offering thereof. Other countries
within Africa which had gone ahead of Kenya in introducing derivatives to its securities market
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were South Africa, Nigeria and Ghana. Following the findings of the study commissioned by
Capital Markets Authority (CMA) on the viability of REITs in Kenya, the CMA regulations have
thus far provided for two types of REIT Schemes; namely a D-REIT, that is Development or
Construction Real Estate Investment Trust, and an I-REIT, which is an Income Real Estate
Investment Trust Scheme. With the creation of REITs however, investors are now able to trade
properties in the stock market, with the intention of buying a pool of real properties and/or
mortgages, (Sada, 2016).
Statement of the Problem
A significant number of studies in behavioral finance have been undertaken on decision making
by investors who trade on shares/ stocks of listed companies in stock/securities exchanges across
the world. There seems to be convergence therefore that behavioural finance theory adequately
discuses human factors causes investors in shares to make suboptimal decisions and to fall into
predictable patterns of destructive behavior such as under diversifying their portfolios,
over/under reaction, being prone to herding behaviour, biasness which leads to favoring the
familiar (such as domestic stocks, company stock, and stocks with a lot of publicity such as those
being introduced to the market), selling winning positions and holding onto losing positions, and
succumbing to optimism, short-term thinking, and overconfidence, (Elan & Goodrich, 2010;
Hossain & Nasrin,2012); Niyoyita et. al., 2017).
In addition, there is a divergent school of thought amongst behavioral economists such as
Gigerenzer and Brighton, (2009), who argue that behavioral factors such as heuristics (rule of the
thumb) produce good outcomes to and that they are efficient cognitive processes. This is because
rule of the thumb for example ignore unnecessary information and instead use less information,
computation, and time yet with reliable results. Thus this paradigm of thinking advocates for
simplicity in decision making and has gained currency in the finance field too. (DeMiguel et al.,
2009; Muradoglu & Harvey, 2012).
Theories on decision making by properties investors is an emerging area of interest. Scholars
such as Parker (2014) attempted to develop a prescriptive model for decision making in
investment properties market in Australia ( REITs subsector) which incorporates behavioural
factors but called for further research to confirm whether it helps in making good decisions.
Lowes et al. (2016), extended the work of other previous scholars on behavioral factors in the
property market by undertaking a research on the on the role of anchoring and adjustment as
(heuristic-driven bias) and herding behaviour on decision making by listed property fund
managers in South Africa’s (SA) property investment sector. They adopted a survey-based
design and data was collected through emailed questionnaires to all South African-based
property funds listed on the Johannesburg Securities Exchange. From the study it was observed
anchoring and adjustment may exist in the decisions made by listed property fund managers.
Uncertainty and other social-cultural factors such as corruption perception affected the property
market in SA during the period under study.
This study is aimed at bridging the gap observed by Satish (2015) on scanty research on
behavioral finance theory in the Kenya and developing economies, and aims at building on early
studies on behavioral finance to objectively determine factors that influence decisions making by
investors in the real estate property market in Kenya both direct and indirect investors who use
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REITs, which are listed investment vehicles traded in the Nairobi Securities Exchange. In doing
so, this study shall attempt to close the gaps identified by Waweru et al (2014) and Lowes et al.
(2016), on need to extend the study of behavioural factors that influence decision making to
investors who engage in REITs investments. Thus the objectives of this study is to investigate
the extent to which heuristics and market forces affect decisions by investors who trade on
REITs and none listed properties Kenya.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 3 an examination of the relevant
theoretical and literature is undertaken. Section 3 discusses the methodology for the study while
Section 4 outlines areas for further study.
Theoretical and literature review
According to Kumar and Goyal (2015), behavioural finance, emerged formally in the fields of
economics and finance in the 1980’s. The terms behavioural economics and behavioural finance
shall be used interchangeably to refer to school of thought that recognizes psychological aspects
of human nature in investment decision-making.
Behavioural finance was initially referred to as a controversial field given the orientation of most
researchers in the finance field who were attuned to the rational decision making model, (Thaler,
1999). However, as argued by Barber and Odean (1999), the formal hypotheses and predictions
which are empirically tested in this field as is the case in traditional finance theory as well as the
continuing proliferation of the researches in this field demonstrates that there is merit in arguing
that the field has come of age right from its early foundations more than 150 years ago by
premier scholars such as Mackay; Delusions and Madness Of Crowds, (1841) cited in Ricciardi
& Simon, (2000). Shefrin (2002) , concurs with other scholars in the field by pointing out that
behavioural finance is a rapidly growing filed that continues to influence theory on financial
decision making and understanding of financial markets.
Weaknesses in the rational finance theories have been the main factor for the continued interest
in behavioral theories. The major theories and studies undertaken to address to address the
cognitive and emotional factors that influence decision making by investors are discussed below:
Behavioral factors-Heuristics
Heuristics entails rules of thumb, which people use to make decisions in complex, uncertain
environments, the outcome of which could be positive or negative decisions. Waweru et al.
(2014) considered literature on heuristics from different perspectives mainly representativeness;
gambler’s fallacy; anchoring; overconfidence and availability bias. Representativeness can
manifest itself when investors seek to buy ‘hot’ stocks and to avoid stocks, which have
performed poorly in the recent past. Gamblers’ fallacy is associated with the situation where
investors tend to predict a reverse of a particular trend. In most situations, it leads investors to
anticipate the end of a good or bad market performance. Thus investors who are biased to a
status tend to choose an alternative regardless of whether or not the choice is optimal (Kempf &
Ruenzi, 2006 as cited in Waweru et al, 2014). Anchoring arises when investors place too much
weight on recent performance and use the same as reference point such that investors are more
optimistic when the market is experiencing god performance and contrarily if here is a decline in
performance. On the other hand overconfidence gives investors courage making them to
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overestimate their predictive skills and believe they can time the market which is associated with
overtrading. Availability bias refers to a situation where investors overly on the most available
information to make decisions. Investors give more weight on easily available information. Thus,
investors always prefer what they know and are familiar with, this explains why investors
strongly favor investing in local stocks despite knowledge on benefits of diversification.
Barber and Odean (2004), undertook empirical studies on the argument that individual investors
purchase attention-grabbing stocks, such as stocks in the news, stocks experiencing high
abnormal trading volume, and stocks with extreme one day returns. The data used for the
research were those on trading and position records for the investments of 78,000 households
from January 1991 through December 1996. They further observed that what motivates
individuals to do so is the desire for simplicity and avoidance of the challenge of searching
thousands of stocks to identify those they can potentially buy. Individual investors don’t face the
same search problem when selling, because they tend to sell only a small subset of all stocks—
those they already own. Stocks bought by individual investors on high-attention days tend to
subsequently underperform stocks sold by those investors.
Hossain and Nasrin (2012) undertook a study on principal factors considered by factors
considered by retail investors in choosing an equity share traded in Dhaka Stock Exchange
(Bangladesh) and to examine whether there are any significant differences in these factors across
demographic characteristics of respondents. Data was obtained from a sample of 351 retail
investors through convenience sampling and analyzed using factor analysis, independent sample
t-test and a number of ANOVA. The findings of the study reveal that the most important
principal factors influencing retail investors are company specific attributes/reputation, net asset,
value, and accounting information. Other factors were trading opportunity, publicity, ownership
structure, influence of people, and personal financial needs.
Qureshi et al. (2012) investigated the effect of behavioral factors such as heuristics, risk
aversion, use of financial tools and firm level corporate governance on the decision making of
equity fund managers in Pakistan. Data was collected from 327 equity fund managers of
insurance companies, commercial banks, and equity investment companies applying stratified
random sampling technique. They found out that there was a positive and significant relationship
exist among heuristics, use of financial tools, risk aversion, firm-level corporate governance, and
investment decision making. Furthermore, firm-level corporate governance was observed to play
a critical role influencing investment decision making and that heuristics was a critical factor and
that the investors (equity fund managers) were risk averse.
Eland and Goodrich (2010), observed that one of the main theories in behavioural finance field is
the prospect theory associated with Kahneman and Tversky. The theory examines how people
maximize value or utility in choosing among alternatives that involve risks, such that investors
pay too much attention to incremental gains and losses. Excessive risk aversion leads them to
attach more importance to avoiding losses than to achieving gains. Prospect theory has been
used to explain irrational decisions such as overconfidence, optimism, hindsight, and
overreaction to past events and errors of preference assigning probabilities and values to future
outcomes. These errors and biases lead to poor investment decisions all of which are part of
heuristics.
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Effects of heuristics in property investment decisions
Property Investors, like other investors engage in the investments with expectation of a return in
form of surplus of income over associated costs. Lowes et al, (2016) observed that the property
markets have unique characteristics and risks compared to other investment opportunities. The
risks are considered to be non-systematic for example illiquid fixed assets, high transaction
costs, substantial barriers to entry and information that is highly priced Parker (2014) argued that
the property market is quite dynamic hence information for decision making is critical.
Choka (2014), undertook a study on behavioural factors that influence decision making in the
property market in Kenya and found out that investor sentiment plays a role in influencing
investment decisions of the real estate investor. Thus, majority of those who engage in real estate
investment use past performance as an indicator of future performance when investing in
property while other investors use news events and sentiment from peers when investing in the
real estate market in Kenya.
Waweru et al. (2014), undertook a study on the perceptions of estate agents regarding the
decision making behaviour of property investors in Kenya from behavioural finance field point
of view. Data was collected using survey questionnaire from 155 real estate agents in Nairobi
district. Their study concluded that the most critical behavioural factors that informs decision
making by property agents are anchoring and representativeness. None behavioural factors that
were found to be key in the decision making process were observed to be the price and location
of the property as well as market information and prior experience of the investors.
Parker (2014), proposed a 16 factor prescriptive model which incorporates cognitive factors to
the decision making process which investors in REITs may adopt. The proposed model extends
normative model steps which are envisioning, planning ( developing a property portfolio
strategy, determining strategic asset allocation, undertaking and monitoring tactical asset
allocation, stock selection and asset identification), dealing (which comprises of preliminary
negotiations, preliminary analysis, structuring, advanced financial analysis, portfolio impact
assessment) and finally executing (which is influenced by governance decision, transaction
closure/documentation, settlement and post audit). The model is proposed to be subjected to
further empirical testing to enhance convergence of findings on holistic decision making by
property investors who deal in listed (REITs) as well as direct investment in real estate
properties.
Thus, based on the literature reviewed, the conceptual framework for the study is as given below:
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Research methodology
To facilitate undertaking of an empirical study on behavioural factors that affect decision making
by property market investors in Kenya, listed and none listed, a cross sectional survey research
design is proposed. A questionnaire with both closed and open ended questions shall be utilized.
The effectiveness of the questionnaire in gathering the required information shall be pre-tested
through a pilot study. The target population for this research comprise pension schemes in Kenya
that have investment in the real estate property sector through REITs or direct investments.
Descriptive statistics is proposed to be used to summarize the data and inferential statistics to test
the proposed relationship.
Other researchers are encouraged to use the conceptual paper to undertake empirical studies in
other environments outside Kenya, to facilitate comparison and critique thus enhancing
knowledge creation.
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Abstract
Recent global events concerning high-profile corporate failures such as Enron in the US have
intensified debate on the efficacy of board composition as a means of increasing corporate
financial performance. The main objective of the study was to establish the effect of board
composition on financial performance of companies listed in Nairobi Securities Exchange. The
target population constituted all listed companies quoted at the NSE for the period of five years
from 2008 to 2012. Secondary financial data sources were also used in the study. The findings
showed that board independence significantly, however ethnicity seemed to have less impact on
financial performance. The study observed that all the variables were positively skewed. Kurtosis
values indicated that all variables have platy-kurtic distribution. The study recommends that
board composition should be based on independence to steer managerial functions as opposed to
ethnicity.
Keywords: Board Independence, Ethnic Composition, Financial Performance
Introduction
The traditional understanding of board composition is through the paradigm of discriminationand-fairness, both through programs such as affirmative action – attempting to select from underrepresented groups – and through a numbers-based approach where statistics are the most
important tool (Thomas & Ely, 1996). However, there are several other aspects that need
consideration, in assessing how board composition really is. This paper examines such
characteristics as ethnic composition and board independence as determinants of firm financial
performance.
Board Ethnicity
The phenomenon of the ethnic composition of corporate boards encompasses at least two
significant, and interrelated, propositions. The first viewpoint holds that those competent women
and ethnic minorities with the human capital, external networks, information, and other
characteristics of importance to the corporation deserve opportunities to serve on corporate
boards and in upper management. The second proposition suggests that ethnic composition of
directors results in better governance which causes the business to be more profitable (Carter,
D’Souza, Simkins & Simpson, 2010).
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Board Independence
John and Senbet (1998) argue that a board is more independent if it has more non-executive
directors (NEDs). As to how this relates to firm performance, empirical results have been
inconclusive. In one breath, it is asserted that executive (inside) directors are more familiar with
a firm’s activities and, therefore, are in a better position to monitor top management. On the
other hand, it is contended that NEDs may act as “professional referees” to ensure that
competition among insiders stimulates actions consistent with shareholder value maximization
(Fama, 2000). Cotter, Shivdasani and Zenner (2010) support this view underscoring the
important role of outside directors in protecting shareholders’ interest through effective decision
control. Some authors have also found that there is no significant relationship between
proportion of NEDs and firm performance (Bhagat & Black, 2002). It has been shown that the
effectiveness of a board depends on the optimal mix of inside and outside directors (Baums,
1994). However, available theory is scanty on the determinants of optimal board composition
(Weisbach, 2002).
Measurement of Financial Performance
There are various measures of financial performance. For example, return on assets (ROA)
determines an organization’s efficiency in ability to make use of its assets and return on equity
(ROE) reveals the return investors expect to earn for their investments and return on sales (ROS)
reveals how much a company earns in relation to its sales. The advantages of financial measures
are the simplicity of calculation and also that their definitions are agreed worldwide.
Traditionally, the success of a company has been evaluated by the use of financial measures
(Tangen, 2003). Four useful measures of profitability are the rate of return on assets (ROA), the
rate of return on equity (ROE), operating profit margin and net income (Hansen & Mowen,
2005).
Liquidity measures the ability of the business to meet financial obligations as they fall due,
without disrupting the normal, ongoing operations of the business. Liquidity can be analyzed
both structurally and operationally. Structural liquidity refers to balance sheet measures of the
relationships between assets and liabilities and operational liquidity refers to cash flow measures.
Solvency measures the amount of borrowed capital used by the business relative to the amount
of owner’s equity capital invested in the business. In other words, solvency measures provide an
indication of the business’ ability to repay all indebtedness if all its assets were sold. Solvency
measures also provide an indication of the business’ ability to withstand risks by providing
information about the operation’s ability to continue operating after a major financial adversity
(Harrington & Wilson, 1989). Profitability measures the extent to which a business generates a
profit from the factors of production: labor, management and capital. Profitability analysis
focuses on the relationship between revenues and expenses and also on the level of profits
relative to the size of investment in the business.
Repayment capacity measures the ability to repay debt from both operating and non-operating
income. It evaluates the capacity of the business to service additional debt or to invest in
additional capital after meeting all other cash commitments. Measures of repayment capacity are
developed around an accrual net income figure. The short-term ability to generate a positive cash
flow margin does not guarantee long-term survival ability (Jelic & Briston, 2001). Financial
efficiency measures the degree of efficiency in using labor, management and capital. Efficiency
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analysis deals with the relationships between inputs and outputs. Because inputs can be measured
in both physical and financial terms, a large number of efficiency measures in addition to
financial measures are usually possible (Tangen, 2003).
Statement of the Problem
Recent global events concerning high-profile corporate failures such as Enron in the US have put
back on the policy agenda an intensified debate on the efficacy of board composition as a means
of increasing corporate financial performance. Geneen (2008), in a study, has found that among
the board of directors of fortune 500 companies, 95% are not doing what they are legally,
morally, and ethically supposed to do. It is criticized that (1) the board is a rubber stamp, (2) the
board is dominated by CEO, and (3) the board is plagued with the conflicts of interests
(Weidenbaum, 1986). Most boards respond to the wishes of controlling shareholders (Jesover &
Krikpatrick, 2005). An important question of who will monitor the monitors thus arises.
Although it is argued that the shareholders will monitor the board by exercising their ownership
right by appointing and removing board members, shareholders may not be aware of the inside
activities of the firm due to information asymmetry.
Failure to manage their businesses in a professional manner and serious governance malpractices
has seen some stock brokers so far experience significant financial difficulties forcing the Capital
Markets Authority to place them under receivership/statutory management (CMA Report, 2009).
The firms listed in the NSE are supposed to serve as investment vehicles for the public and they
are supposed to be managed professionally in order to attract investor confidence and safeguard
the publics’ interest. The placement of Uchumi Supermarkets under receivership in 2006 and
eventual delisting from the NSE is just but an example. The responsibility for collapse of
Uchumi then was placed right under the board of directors who were accused of ignoring
governance structures and engaging in malpractices. When a new board of directors was
appointed to the board of Uchumi the company witnessed improved financial performance and
has been listed again at the NSE. This emphasizes the important role board composition plays in
company financial performance and hence my interest in the effect of board composition on
financial performance of companies listed in the NSE.
There are some studies that have been conducted in Kenya on stock market focusing on various
aspects of corporate governance of listed companies. For instance, Mwangi (1977) has looked at
corporate governance in developing countries, a case of Kenya. Similarly, Gitobu (2000) has
studied the relationship between corporate governance and firm’s performance while Munene
(2007) did a study on the relationship between board composition and firm’s performance, a case
study of the NSE. Lastly, Munga (2012) has examined the impact of board diversity on Nairobi
stock exchange and kenya’s manufacturing firms, among others. Majority of these studies have
examined the composite stock indices in relation to board composition of companies listed at the
Nairobi Securities Exchange. They also examined whether or not companies incorporate
available information, but did not determine what tasks the companies respond to in relation to
board composition and how important these tasks are to the financial performance of firms listed
in Nairobi Securities Exchange. Therefore, the study sought to fill this gap by critically
evaluating the effect of board independence and ethnic composition on financial performance of
companies listed in the Nairobi Securities Exchange.
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Literature Review
The debate of whether board composition in the form of representation of outside independent
directors may add value to the firm’s financial performance is widely covered in the corporate
governance literature. Kesner, Victor and Lamont (1986) state that outside directors can freely
evaluate management’s performance and act to remedy inappropriate and unacceptable
situations. Byrd and Hickman (1992) note that outside directors may contribute both expertise
and objectivity in evaluating the manager’s decisions. It has been shown that the effectiveness of
a board depends on the optimal mix of inside and outside directors (Baums, 1994). According to
Finkelstein and Hambrick (1996), the outside directors are more vigilant as they mainly focus on
the firm’s financial performance, may dismiss the CEO following poor performance to maintain
their personal reputation as directors.
Cotter et al. (1997) support the view of board independence underscoring the important role of
outside directors in protecting shareholders’ interest through effective decision control. John and
Senbet (1998) argue that a board is more independent if it has more non-executive directors
(NEDs). As to how this relates to firm performance, empirical results have been inconclusive. In
one breath, it is asserted that executive (inside) directors are more familiar with a firm’s activities
and, therefore, are in a better position to monitor top management. On the other hand, it is
contended that NEDs may act as “professional referees” to ensure that competition among
insiders stimulates actions consistent with shareholder value maximization.
The issue of structure of the board of directors as a corporate governance mechanism has
received considerable attention in recent years from academics, market participants, and
regulators. It continues to receive attention because theory provides conflicting views as to the
impact of board structure on the control and performance of firms, while at the same time the
empirical evidence is inconclusive. To date, the relationship between board structure (as opposed
to board processes) and company performance has been the most studied aspect among all board
investigations (Bhagat & Black, 1999). In these studies, it is often assumed that a company's
financial performance is mainly determined by board characteristics.
Dalton and Daily (1999) opine that in the absence of the outside directors the insider dominated
board in one hand will get enormous powers and the board may abuse such powers; on the other
hand, without the expertise of the outside directors, the board may not be effective. Some authors
have also found that there is no significant relationship between proportion of NEDs and firm
performance (Bhagat & Black, 2002). However, available theory is scanty on the determinants of
optimal board composition (Weisbach, 2002). Hermalin and Weisbach (2003) argue that the
higher the proportions of outside directors and smaller board are tend to make decisions, such as
acquisitions, executive compensation and CEO replacement.
Board composition refers to the combination of executive directors (including the chief executive
officer) and non-executive directors in the board. Sometimes non-executive directors are
appointed from outside and they may not have any material interest into the firm also known as
independent directors. They are appointed due to huge qualifications, expertise and experience
and they may effectively influence the board’s decision and ultimately add value to the firm
(Fields & Keys, 2003). Independent directors can play a useful role in relation to strategic
planning risk management (Farrar, 2005).
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The board of directors is charged with oversight of management on behalf of shareholders.
Agency theorists argue that in order to protect the interests of shareholders, the board of directors
must assume an effective oversight function. It is assumed that board performance of its
monitoring duties is influenced by the effectiveness of the board, which in turn is influenced by
factors such as board composition and quality, size of board, duality of chief executive officer,
board diversity, information asymmetries and board culture (Brennan, 2006). Ozawa (2006)
stated that outside directors can resolve the problem of information asymmetry.
Local studies have also concentrated on the influence of board composition on financial
performance. Ayogo (2005), in his study on corporate governance in Kenya and the record and
policies for good governance, argued that corporate governance is concerned with the
relationship between the internal governance mechanisms of corporations and society’s
conception of the scope of corporate accountability. Many researchers, such as Musila (2007), in
his study on leadership structure, separating the CEO and chairman of the board, have argued
that the erosion of investor confidence in Kenya has been brought about by companies’ board
composition standards and a lack of transparency in the financial system.
Murage (2010), in his study on the relationship between corporate governance and financial
performance of parastatals in Kenya, concluded that large boards enhanced corporate
performance and that when such boards were dominated by non-executive directors, it enhanced
firm value. While the CEO duality did not significantly impact on financial performance measure
of ROA, in his study, it had a positive relationship with financial performance in conflict with
other studies. Ongore and K’Obonyo (2011), in their study on the effects of selected corporate
governance characteristics on firm performance, concluded that the role of boards was found to
be of very little value, mainly due to lack of adherence to board member selection criteria.
Rashid (2011), in his study on board composition board leadership structure and firm
performance, states that “corporate governance literature debated within two extreme streams of
board practices examining whether the board composition in the form of representation of
outside independent directors and structural dependence of the board influence the firm financial
performance. He further argues that board composition and corporate performance jointly
influence each other rather the board composition influencing corporate performance or
corporate performance influencing board composition. He noted that board composition and
financial performance influence each other but the effect is not immediate.
Letting, Aosa and Machuki (2012), in their study on board diversity and performance of
companies listed in Nairobi stock exchange, conclude that when using the Ordinary Least
Squares (OLS) regression, their results show that there is a weak positive association between
board diversity and financial performance. On overall, their results indicate a statistically not
significant effect of board diversity on financial performance except for the independent effect of
board study specialization on dividend yield.
Materials and Methods
Descriptive research was used as a pre-cursor to quantitative research designs as it provides the
general overview giving some valuable pointers as to what variables are worth testing
quantitatively. The population of interest in this study constituted all listed companies quoted at
the NSE for the period of five years from 2008 to 2012. The study was limited to listed
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companies due to lack of readily available data from private companies not listed in NSE.
Currently we have a total of sixty-one firms listed in NSE.
Secondary financial data sources were used for the study, where annual financial reports of
individual listed firms was used over the five year period where profitability was extracted and
used as a measure of financial performance. Board composition data was obtained from
corporate governance disclosure of individual listed firms in NSE. The data is filed by NSE and
CMA library that also files details of the board of directors like the age, name, position and
whether independent or dependent director was obtained which is a requirement by the
companies listed to file with them is readily accessible and reliable.
Being a comparative study, multivariate and univariate analysis models were used. Univariate
analysis involved summary or descriptive statistics such as mean, frequencies, test of normality,
mode, median, quartiles among others. This basically helped in characterizing different board
composition across listed firms. Test of significance, R2 ANOVA and T-test will be used to
establish the significance of the difference in financial performance means between the boards
over the five-board term period.
Results and Discussion
Descriptive Statistics
The descriptive statistics of the variables used in the analysis of the sample were very crucial for
the study. Table 1 shows the mean, median, minimum and maximum value, standard deviation,
asymmetry, and kurtosis of the board composition variables and financial performance. This was
to ascertain the significance of the distribution of the variables associated with board
composition and financial performance.
Table 1: Overall Performance: Board Independence and Ethnic Composition
Variable
Mean Median Minimum Maximum Std.Dev. Asymmetry
Board
5.06
15.20
0.00
57.14
0.092
2.693
Independence
Ethnicity
30.58 28.02
9.71
152.82
0.149
1.059
ROA
0.30
0.99
0.10
1.00
0.145
1.018
Source: Research Data (2016)

Kurtosis
7.295
9.493
20.128

Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics of the variables used in the analysis, namely board
independence and standard deviation of ethnicity and return on asset ratio (ROA). The findings
showed that board composition in terms of ethnicity and independence was significantly
associated with financial performance as indicated by the positive mean values and their
respective standard deviations. From skewness, the study observed that the two variables were
positively skewed which clarified that the variables are asymmetrical. Skewness value of all the
variables is very near to zero so it is relatively symmetrical. Kurtosis values indicated that all
variables have platy-kurtic distribution and it is concluded that variables are not normally
distributed.
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Correlation Analysis
The study further determined the correlation between the independent variables used in the
study, i.e. board diversity variables and financial performance indicators. For this analysis
Pearson correlation was used to determine the degree of association within the independent
variables and also between independent variables and the dependent variable. The analysis of
these correlations seems to support the hypothesis that each independent variable in board
composition has its own particular informative value in the ability to explain financial
performance (Table 2).
Table 2: Correlation Coefficients for Board Independence, Ethnic Composition
Variable
Board
Ethnicity
ROA
Independenc
e
Board
1
Independence
Ethnicity
0.2028
1
ROA
0.6346
Source: Research Data (2016)

0.0143

1

Table 2 shows the correlations between the independent variables considered in the regressions:
board independence and ethnicity and return on asset ratio (ROA). The significance of the
coefficients was calculated at the level of 95%. The study findings indicate that board
independence was statistically significant to firms’ financial performance indicators as indicated
by the positive and strong Pearson correlation coefficients whereas ethnicity was statistically
insignificant with financial performance indicators as indicated by their weak and negative
Pearson correlation coefficients. This implies that ethnicity plays insignificant role in influencing
financial performance of the listed companies.
Table 3: Regression Coefficients for Board Independence and Ethnic Composition
Unstandardized
Standardized
Coefficients
Coefficients
B
Std.
Beta
t
Sig.
Error
7.13
0.443
2.311
0.034
(Constant)
Board Independence 0.738
0.262
0.022
2.511
0.042
Ethnicity
0.223
0.242
0.032
2.034
0.024
Source: Research Data (2016)
The regression model Y = β0 + β1 X1 + β2 X2 + β3 X3 + β4 X4 + ε becomes Y = 7.13 + 0.444X1 +
0.738 X2 + 0.612 X3 + 0.223 X4.
According to the regression equation established, taking all factors into account (board
independence and ethnicity) financial performance measured by ROA will be 7.13. The
Standardized Beta Coefficients give a measure of the contribution of each variable to the model.
A large value indicates that a unit change in this predictor variable has a large effect on the
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criterion variable. The t and Sig (p) values give a rough indication of the impact of each predictor
variable – a big absolute t value and small p value suggests that a predictor variable is having a
large impact on the criterion variable.
Regression Analysis
From the results shown in Table 4, the model shows a goodness of fit as indicated by the
coefficient of determination (R2) with a value of 0.7338. This implies that the independent
variables of board independence and ethnicity explain 73.38 percent of the variations of financial
performance of companies listed on NSE. The study therefore identifies board independence and
ethnicity as critical factors for enhancing financial performance of the companies listed on NSE.
Table 4: Regression Model Summary for Board Independence and Ethnic Composition
Model Summary
R
R
Adjusted R Std. Error of the
Model
Square
Square
Estimate
0.8566
1
Source: Research Data (2016)

0.7338

0.7011

0.7638

Predictors: (Constant), board independence and ethnicity.
Further the study carried out the hypothesis testing between board composition variables and
financial performance. It assumed the null hypothesis that there is no relationship between board
composition and financial performance of companies listed on NSE in Kenya. The study findings
are as shown below.
Table 5: Board Composition Vs Financial Performance
Financial performance
Board composition variables Pearson Correlation
0.780
Sig. (2-tailed)
0.000
N
61
Source: Research Data (2016)
A Pearson coefficient of 0.780 and p-value of 0.000 shows a strong, significant, positive
relationship between board composition and financial performance of companies listed on NSE
in Kenya. Therefore, based on these findings the study rejects the null hypothesis that there is no
relationship between board composition and financial performance of companies listed on NSE
in Kenya and accepts the alternative hypothesis that there exists a relationship between board
composition and financial performance of companies listed on NSE in Kenya.
Conclusion and Recommendations
From the study findings, it was concluded that board independence has a significant influence on
the financial performance of companies listed at the Nairobi Securities Exchange. The analysis
of the correlations results seemed to support the hypothesis that each independent variable in
board composition has its own particular informative value in the ability to explain financial
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performance. It was however established that ethnicity is statistically insignificant with financial
performance indicators as indicated by their weak and negative Pearson correlation coefficients.
The study recommends that stakeholders in listed companies should take in to account the body
composition issues of ethnicity and board independence when electing board of directors. The
body should have equal distribution in terms of ethnicity and representation of interests to
minimize stakeholder’s conflicts and improve on overall firm performance. The study
recommends that board composition should be based on skills, experience and professional
qualifications to steer managerial functions as opposed to ethnicity.
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Abstract
Small Medium Enterprises are the drivers of an economy and technology is an enabler, the
avenue into achieving a competitive edge. Therefore, it’s imperative that SMEs harness their
resources by embracing cloud computing. However, SMEs have not exhaustively tapped their
resources. To enable SMEs to be at par with their counterparts and especially the blue chip firms
to enhance growth, competition must be on a level ground. Cloud computing provides a launch
pad towards business liberty useful as a low cost alternative to the company’s internal IT costs.
The discussions in this paper are thus premised on a study that sought to investigate the
relationship between environmental context, user perception on cloud computing adoption in
SMEs in Nairobi County, Kenya. The author thus recommends that policy makers and service
providers should not overlook the fact that user perception Environmental context pressures are
guided by the convictions potential clients form towards adopting an innovation
Keywords: Environmental Context, Competitive Pressure, Trading Partners Pressure, Cloud
Computing Adoption, User Perception
Introduction
Small Medium Enterprises and Cloud Computing
Small Medium Enterprises (SMEs) are said to be the “lifeblood of any vibrant economy” (Popli
& Rao, 2009). SMEs are the silent drivers of a nation’s economy. Innovation has been the key
for any business growth in the current turbulent times. Consequently, SMEs that wish to operate
and survive in competitive markets have to resort to Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) solutions which have the ability to enhance their competitiveness hence
contribute towards efficiency and effectiveness for business sustainability. ICT empowers SMEs
to compete with large firms (Swash, 1998; Bayo-Moriones & Lera-Lopez, 2007). In theory, it is
possible for developing economies to catch up with the West as the cloud allows them to have
access to the same IT infrastructure, data centers and applications. For instance, the cloud would
help developing world-based researcher’s access data required for research as well as
telecommunications and computing infrastructures (Werth, 2009).
As to the cloud’s potential in the developing world, the first reflection is that cloud computing
reduces infrastructure costs and levels the playing field for SMEs (Irani, 2008). Unlike client85

based computing, which requires installation and configuration of software and update with each
new release as well as revisions of other programs with every update, software on the cloud
would be easier to install, maintain and update (Parikh, 2009). This benefit is especially
important for the rural users who have less IT training. Arguably, cloud services provide an
adopter with the flexibility of scaling up the use if the demand increases. This approach requires
a low upfront investment and is thus ideal for SMEs. In addition, cloud computing has the
potential to overcome barriers related to the poor broadband deployment in developing business
model in which third parties can provide a cost-effective security for SMEs. Erdogmus (2009)
considers cloud computing a pool of highly scalable abstracted infrastructure capable of hosting
end-customer applications that are billed by consumption. IT capabilities are referred to as real
time over the Internet services provisioned, delivered, and consumed on request (Sultan, 2010).
Besides, cloud computing is an enclosed business model about new technologies, such as
virtualization, applications (Software as a Service (SaaS), platform (Platform as a Service
(PaaS), and hardware (Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) (Goscinski & Brock, 2010). For the
purposes of this discussion, environmental setting alludes to the field in which a firm leads its
business; it can be identified with encompassing components, for example, industry, rivals and
the nearness of technology service providers. Environmental context consists of two properties
competitive pressure and trading partner’s pressure. Competitive and trading partner pressure
assume a noteworthy part in deciding cloud-computing reception in the environmental setting.
Competitive pressure alludes to the level of pressure felt by the firm from rivals inside the
business (To & Ngai, 2006; Oliveira & Martins, 2010).
Experience of serious rivalry is a critical determinant of IT adoption (Kuan & Chau, 2001; Zhu
et al., 2004). As cutting edge industry have attributes of quick changes, firms confront pressure
and turn out to be progressively mindful of and take after their rivals' adoption of new
technologies. With regards to private ventures, competitive pressure is an essential determinant
of adoption (Premkumar & Roberts, 1999). Misra and Mondal (2010) point out that, by adopting
cloud computing, firms benefit significantly from better comprehension of market perceive
ability, more noteworthy operation effectiveness, and more exact information gathering.
Moreover, Pan and Jang (2008) note that many firms depend on trading partners for their IT plan
and implementation assignments. Some experimental research studies have proposed that trading
partner pressure is an essential determinant for IT adoption and utilization (Chong & Ooi, 2008;
Lai et al., 2007; Lin & Lin, 2008; Pan & Jang, 2008; Zhu et al., 2004).

Figure 1: Effects of Environmental Context, User Perception on Cloud Computing
Adoption
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It need not be gainsaid SMEs are most likely to adopt cloud computing after taking into
consideration competitive pressure and trading partner pressure. While cloud computing has
been discussed as a new technology development that can provide several advantages both
strategic and operational to its adopters, the adoption rate is slower than anticipated (Goscinski &
Brock, 2010). For instance, in Kenya, despite the government efforts at increasing the
competitiveness of SMEs through ICT by enhancing internet infrastructure and accessibility, the
adoption of cloud computing among SMEs has not been satisfactory (Makena, 2013). Kituku
(2012) has also observed that cloud computing is still new to both academia and commerce in
Kenya. Despite the great advantage of cloud computing, many research discoveries are in the
developed countries (Osterman, 2012) and very few in the developing countries. Nevertheless,
studies on the effect of environmental context on cloud computing adoption are inconclusive.
While some studies have found environmental context to have had an insignificant effect on
adoption of cloud computing, consistent with Ramdani and Kawalek (2008) and Premkumar and
Roberts (1999), but inconsistent with Kamien and Schwartz (1982) and Low et al. (2011),
Oliveira and Martins (2010), the results of this study did not show environmental context on its
own as a significant factor on cloud adoption – the findings showed the beta coefficient for
environmental context β-0.033, t=-0.643, ρ>0.05). There was a statistically non-significant effect
of environmental context on level of adoption of cloud computing, shown by the high p-value
associated with the t-ratio. This might simply be related to the low rate of diffusion of cloud
computing among SMEs till now. But environmental context was significant with the inclusion
of user perception, (β=0.1050, p<0.01); (β=0.309, p<0.01), and with a Z- value of 4.5003 yielded
a p-value of 0.0000, which was an indication of a significant mediation taking place.
However, there is little, if any, empirical evidence, which shows how effectively these theories,
ideas and speculations can translate into practice in developing countries. As a result, the author
of this paper deemed it necessary to carry out a study that sought to address the research gap by
analysing the effect of environmental context mediated by user perception as a determinant of
cloud computing adoption. This study incorporates the use of environmental context – a variable
in the TOE theoretical model.
Theoretical Grounding
The Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT) provided a theoretical basis for the study. The theory
was developed by E.M. Rogers in 1962. Diffusion is the procedure by which a development is
embraced by individuals from a specific group. It is the procedure by which an innovation is
imparted through specific channels after some time among the individuals from a social
framework. Accordingly, Agarwal Sambamurthy and Stair (2000) point out that the IDT
hypothesis contends that potential clients settle on choices to receive or dismiss an innovation in
view of convictions that they shape about the innovation.
According to Rogers (1995), four variables impact the reception of an innovation by individuals
from an organization: (1) the innovation itself, (2) the correspondence channels used to spread
data about the innovation, (3) time, and (4) the nature of the group to which it is presented.
Rogers further observes that there are two noteworthy hypothesis that deal with the
dissemination of innovation particularly for reasons for embracing ICT for organizations like
SMEs. These are: (1) the individual innovativeness hypothesis; and (2) the hypothesis of
perceived properties. The Individual Innovativeness Theory depends on who embraces the
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innovation and when. With an innovator who is daring and pioneers driving the way, they can
receive regardless of a high level of vulnerability about the innovation at the season of adoption,
and will acknowledge an incidental difficulty when another thought demonstrates unsuccessful.
Diffusion hypothesis gives a structure that comprehends why ICT is received by a few people
and not by others. This hypothesis can clarify, anticipate, and represent elements that expand or
obstruct the dispersion of innovations.
Research Methodology
The study employed a positivism approach and utilized an explanatory research design and
cross- sectional survey. The study sample comprised 398 respondents drawn from Nairobi
County. Data that was collected through pre-tested structured questionnaires and analyzed using
multiple regression model. A cluster-sampling technique was employed in selecting a sample
from the target population (Yates and Starnes, 2008).The sample size as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Sample Size
Industry
Manufacturing
Hospitality
Consulting
Information technology
Computer retail
Tours & travel
Total

No of SMEs
11392
18759
9267
13157
13627
16619
82821

Sample Size
55
90
45
63
65
80
398

The study adopted primary data that was collected from IT managers, managers or entrepreneurs
The independent variables were the components of environmental context – competitive pressure
and trading partners pressure. User perception is the mediating variable – while the dependent
variable was adoption of cloud computing by SMEs. Competitive and trading partner pressure
was adapted from Lin and Lin (2008), Pan and Jang (2008) and Zhu et al. (2004). Further,
construct validity was accomplished through convergent and discriminant validity. Information
gathered on demographic variables was handled and detailed in percentage through descriptive
analysis. The study employed inferential statistics in the form of multiple regression and Pearson
correlations analyses. Regression was used to test the degree to which the independent variables
predict the dependent variable and correlations was used to test for the statistical relationship
between variables.
Results and Discussion
Firm Characteristics
The study deemed it important to establish the firm characteristics. Based on the findings, the
targeted firms had a minimum of 10 employees and a maximum of 300. On average, there were
73 employees. On average, the firms had been in existence for the past 16 years. Generally, the
firms had applied ICT for the past 9 years. Besides, the entrepreneurs had a tenure of 5 years.
Category of the Firms in the Sector
The study also considered the category of the firms in the sector. The firms were in the
manufacturing (28.6%), consulting (20.8%), hospitality (18.3%), information technology
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(17.7%), computer retail (8.4%) and tour and travel (6.2%) sector. The results are indicated in
Figure 2.

Figure 2: Category of the Firms in the Sector
Environmental Context
In terms of competitive pressure of cloud computing, the respondents noted that they are aware
of implementation in their competitor’s organizations. The standard deviation of 0.87805
indicated fewer variations in the responses. The skewness and kurtosis values (Skewness -0.486
and Kurtosis 0.004) are within the range of 1.96 to +1.96 hence there was normal distribution of
the responses. Also, the respondents understand the competitive advantages offered by the
service in their industry. Besides, their competitors have adopted the technology. These findings
indicate that competitive pressure is an important determinant of adoption. SMEs search for new
alternatives to improve their production as well as increase the market share. In general, results
on competitive pressure summed up to a mean of 3.3887 indicating that the respondents were not
entirely in agreement with the study by Kamien and Schwartz (1982) and Low et al.
(2011),Oliveira and Martins (2010).. These results are shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Competitive Pressure
We are aware of implementation in
our competitor organizations
We understand the competitive
advantages offered by the service in
our industry.
My competitors have adopted the
technology
Composite Mean

M

SD

Kurtosis Skewness

3.71

1.024

-1.115

0.634

3.88

0.919

2.075

0.214

3.352
-0.486

-1.785
0.004

3.66
1.006
3.3887 0.87805

In regards to trading partners’ pressure, the study findings established that the trading partners
are currently using cloud computing services. However, it is undefined if there is pressure from
trading partners. As well, there is also doubt if there is pressure from their service provider. The
results on trading partners’ pressure summed up to a mean of 3.7464, SD of 0.855, Skewness 0.555 and Kurtosis 0.36. From the foregoing, the respondents only affirmed that there are trading
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partners making use of cloud services. Pressure from trading partners and service providers is
undefined. Table 3 highlights the results.
Table 3: Trading Partners Pressure
M
SD
Skewness Kurtosis
My trading partners are currently using
the services.
3.65
0.871
0.574
-0.452
Pressure from my trading partners
3.16
1.083
0.085
-1.441
Pressure from my service provider
3.36
1.127
-0.356
-1.462
Composite Mean
3.7464 0.85513 -0.555
0.36
User Perception - Perceived Ease of Use and Perceived Usefulness
User perception consists of the following sub-constructs; perceived ease of use and perceived
usefulness. Regarding perceived ease of use of cloud computing, the procedure is
understandable, easy to learn and make use of. Further, the use of cloud computing is adoptable
if perceived to be easy to use. As well, the respondents agreed that cloud computing is an easy
technology for one to become skilled. Additionally, cloud computing is flexible to interact with.
The results on perceived ease of use of cloud computing summed up to a mean of 3.96, standard
deviation of 0.657, Skewness -0.281 and kurtosis -0.136. On average, the respondents agreed
that with the use of cloud computing, the procedure is understandable, easy to learn, easy to use,
easy to become skillful and flexible to interact with. The skewness and kurtosis values ranged
from -1.96 to +1.96 hence there was normal distribution of the response in perceived ease of use
variable. The results on perceived usefulness of cloud computing summed up to a mean of
4.1589 indicating that the respondents were agreeable. The standard deviation was 0.673,
Skewness -0.596 and the kurtosis 0.115. The Skewness and kurtosis values are indicative of a
normal distribution. Entrepreneurs ascertained that cloud computing enables them to manage
their business operation in an efficient way. As such, it has increased their business productivity
the quality of business operation has advanced their competitiveness. On the whole, cloud
computing is perceived useful to the organization. Furthermore, cloud computing has enabled the
entrepreneurs to accomplish organizational tasks more quickly. The results of the findings are
shown in Table 4.
Table: 4 Perceived Ease of use and Perceived usefulness
Item: Perceived Ease of Use
The procedure is understandable.
Is easy to learn..
Is easy to make use of.
Is adoptable and easy to use
It is an easy technology for one to become
skillful
Is flexible to interact with.
Composite Mean
Item : Perceived Usefulness

M
4.02
4.02
4.03
4.03

SD
0.799
0.71
0.889
0.833

Skewness
-0.6
-0.8
-0.9
-0.3

Kurtosis
-0.8
0.91
1.03
-1.3

3.8
3.88
3.9643

1.164
1.003
0.65687

0.49
-0.8
-0.281

-0.9
1.32
-0.136

M
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SD

Skewness Kurtosis

Enables me to manage business operation in
an efficient way.
enables increase of business productivity
Enables one to accomplish organizational
task more quickly.
improves the quality of business operation
advances my competitiveness
when perceived useful to the organization
Composite Mean

4.26
4.19

0.766
0.968

-0.9
0

-1.2
-1.6

4.19
4.12
4.18
4
4.1589

0.778
0.892
0.841
1.078
0.6734

-0.3
0.69
-0.5
-0.1
-0.596

-0.9
-1.4
-0.5
-0.5
0.115

Adoption of Cloud Computing
Software as a Service-computing model allows users to access simple desktop applications such
as word processing and spreadsheets as a service on the web. Findings of this study, showed
SMEs used I-cloud computing to a high extent in their businesses. Respondents applied email
services in their business. Further, there was an indication that the email application was
accessible from anywhere anytime. This meant that the entrepreneurs could conveniently and
effectively interact with their customers. It was concluded that CRM users could access
applications on demand and CRM services were effective. The study indicated a composite mean
of 3.696, standard deviation of 0.7314, Skewness -0.768 and Kurtosis 0.397.
Platform as a Service, gives the consumer a higher level of abstraction to deploy onto the cloud
infrastructure consumer created or acquired applications created using programming languages,
operating system, web server, libraries, services, and programming language tools (Mell &
Grance, 2011). As such, the study deemed it important to establish the extent of use of the
features of Platform as a Service in the selected SMEs. In regards to the extent of utilization of
cloud data storage service, the results implied that the SMEs utilized cloud data storage services.
Further, the results on respondents rating to which firms enjoyed server and network service
maintenance offered by their service providers showed a significant number of the SMEs were
enjoying server and network service maintenance. Besides, the standard deviation indicated less
variation in the responses. Generally, the results items on Platform as a Service realized a
composite mean of 3.58, standard deviation of 0.79549, Skewness -0.697 and Kurtosis 0.384.
This implied that most of the respondents were agreeable. Additionally, the skewness and
kurtosis values -1.96 to +1.96, indicated a normal distribution of the responses.
The basic strategy of IaaS is to set up a fixable environment where consumers are allowed to
perform several activities on the server, for instance, starting and stopping it, customizing it by
installing software packages, attaching virtual disks to it, and configuring access permissions and
firewall rules (Buyya et al., 2011). The respondents indicated cloud infrastructure was reliable
implying that it can be used by SMEs to meet their goals. In regards to server upgrades, the study
results inferred that the respondents enjoyed server upgrades. The standard deviation indicated
less variation in the responses. In response to the extent to which they felt infrastructure was the
responsibility of the cloud service provider, inferred that SMEs do not have to worry much as the
infrastructure is owned by the service provider. The results items on Infrastructure as a Service
realized a composite mean of 3.64 standard deviation of 0.806, Skewness 1.958 and Kurtosis
2.409
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Factor Analysis for Study Variables
The researcher ran a principal component analysis to identify patterns in data, and to express the
data in such a way as to highlight their similarities and differences. Groups and clusters of
variables were identified. By use of varimax rotation, the researcher retained all factors with
Eigen values greater than 1 which is a representative of a substantial amount of variation.
Sampling adequacy was tested using the Kaiser- Meyer-Olkin Measure (KMO measure).As
evidenced in Table 5, KMO was greater than 0.5. The KMO Measure is an index for comparing
the magnitude of the observed correlation coefficients to the magnitude of the partial correlation
coefficients.
Table 5: Factor Analysis
Total Variance Explained

Competitive
Pressure
Trading Partners
Perceived Ease Of
Use

Perceived
Usefulness

Bartlett's
Test
Chi-Square

Total

% of
Cumulative
Variance %
KMO

2.273
2.17

75.767
72.342

75.767
72.342

0.723 387.65
0.649 379.858

2.303

38.38

42.22

0.635

1.831

30.521

68.901

0.775

0
0

689.362

2.594

43.23

SaaS

2.052
2.958
1.443

34.19
49.31
24.04

49.31
73.35

0.798 968.9

0

PaaS

2.058

51.46

51.46

0.813 605.8

0

1.301

32.52

83.98

1.795

44.87

44.87

0.461 242.3

0

1.055

26.38

71.24

IaaS

43.23

Sig.

0.787 10056.6

77.423

Mediation Analysis
The study predicted that user perception does not mediate the relationship between
environmental context and cloud computing adoption. In order to test the hypothesis, regression
models were run as indicated in Table 6. The explanation of the models are as follows; Model 1
is the regression of mediating variable; user perception on environmental context, model 2 is the
regression of the criterion variable; level of adoption of cloud computing on both environmental
context (predictor variable) and user perception (mediator) respectively, when both are included
as simultaneous predictors of Y. From the findings in PATH 1 denoted as (a) environmental
context accounts for a significant proportion of variance in the mediating variable user
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perception (β=0.478, p<0.01). In path 2 denoted as (cꞌ) and (b) it was revealed that
environmental context and user perception respectively accounts for a significant proportion of
variance in adoption of cloud computing (β=0.1050, p<0.01); (β=0.309, p<0.01). The correlation
of environmental context (IV) to user perception (MV) is denoted as path a (0.478) and the
correlation of user perception (MV) to cloud computing adoption (DV) is denoted as path b
(0.309). To establish the mediation effect there was need to get a product of (a) and (b)
(Mackinnon, 2000). Path a (0.478)* b (0. 0.309) = (0.1476) and it is significant. Furthermore, to
test significance of mediation effect. Normal theory tests (sobel) for indirect effect was generated
using PROCESS macro. The Z- value is 4.5003 yielded a p-value of 0.0000, due to the low pvalue associated with Z-value it can further be concluded that a significant mediation has
occurred. The association between environmental context (IV) and cloud computing adoption
(DV) has been significantly increased by the inclusion of the mediating variable, user perception.
The direct effect cꞌ (.1050) is the size of the correlation between environmental context (IV) on
cloud computing adoption (DV) inclusive of user perception (MV) in the regression. The total
effect c (0.2525) is the total sum of Indirect effect a*b (0.1476) added to direct effect cꞌ (0.1050).
A partial mediation is evident with an increasing effect, hence a complimentary relationship. The
total ratio index is computed by dividing the indirect effect (0.1476) by the total effect (.2525)
giving a total percent of 58.45%. This implies that 58.457% of the total effect of environmental
context on adoption of cloud computing goes through the mediating variable; user perception
and about 41.55% of the total effect is either direct or mediated by other variables not included in
the model. Additionally, it is evident that the 95% confidence interval conclusively shows that
significant mediation has occurred. The confidence interval for a*b does not include zero hence a
clear indication of mediation. Confidence interval of the lower limit is .0849 and upper limit is
.2284 as shown below in Table 7. Basing on this explanation, it is conclusive enough to state that
user perception increases the strength of the relationship between environmental context and
adoption of cloud computing among SMEs in Nairobi Kenya as shown below in Figure 3.
Table 6: Regression Coefficients of the Different Paths
PATH 1 (a);
UP
t
B(S.E)
(Constant)
2.353 (0.142)* 16.5948
Environment Context 0.478 (0.039)* 12.2696
User Perception
R Square
R Square
F
Sig.

0.5656
0.3199
150.542
.000

PATH 2(b;cꞌ);
LoA
B (S.E)
2.009 (0.22)*
0.105 (0.054)*
0.309 (0.064)*

t
9.1296
4.8535
1.9529

0.3865
0.1494
28.007
.000

Table 7: Results for Mediation Effect of User Perception on the Relationship between
Environment Context and Adoption Cloud Computing
Significance of Mediation
Significance
4.5003
p = 0.0000
Z-value
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95% Symmetrical Confidence Interval
Lower
0.0849
Upper
0.2284
standardized indirect effect
a*b
0.148
Se
0.033
Effect size Measures
Standardized Coefficients
Total:
0.2525
Direct:
0.1050
Indirect:
0.1476
Indirect to Total
0.5845
Ratio:

Independent Variable
EC

0.478** [a]

0.2525*** [c]
0.1050* [c’]

Mediating Variable
UP

Dependent Variable
LoA

0.309*** [b]

Figure 3: Mediation Graph Predicting the Mediation Effect of User Perception on the
Relationship between Environmental Context and Cloud Computing
Based on the analysis, user perception mediates the relationship between environment context
and cloud computing adoption. Further mediation analysis using the process macro revealed that
there was an increasing mediation effect comparing the pathways of the total effect and direct
effect hence signifying a complimentary relationship. To support the above argument this study
clearly shows from the regression of the direct effect environmental context did not have any
significant effect towards adoption of cloud computing. It was noted that, with the inclusion of
user perception, 58.45% of the total effect of environmental context on adoption to cloud
computing goes through the mediating variable; user perception. This implies that as much as
competitive pressure and trading partner’s pressure may be construed as a major determinant of
adoption it may not be that effective on their own but while mediated by user perception.
According to this study there is clear indication that SMEs may not just decide to adopt a
technology because their competitors and trading partners have adopted but may purely depend
on their perception and that is within the parameters of perceived ease of use and perceived
usefulness. If the technology seems to be easy to use and useful and may bring benefits then
SMEs are most likely to embrace. Therefore, the findings reveal that the effect of environment
context on adoption level of cloud computing is increased through user perception. It can thus be
postulated that, by making cloud computing procedure understandable, easy to learn, easy to
make use of, and adoptable, perceived ease of use increases the adoption of cloud computing.
Self-efficacy is therefore similar to perceived ease of use.
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Conclusion And Recommendations
This paper has demonstrated that environmental context, and its attendant aspects (competitive
pressure and trading partners) significantly influence cloud computing. Based on the above
observations, the findings validate the conceptual framework developed in this work as they shed
light on the link between environmental context, user perception and adoption of cloud
computing among SMEs. This findings established that competitive pressure directly had an
insignificant effect on adoption of cloud computing. This might simply be related to the low rate
of diffusion of cloud computing among SMEs till now. However, environmental context while
mediated with user perception showed significant results with an increased mediation effect
comparing the pathways of the total effect and direct effect.
The findings of this study have shown that user perception has a strong correlation to user
acceptance of information technology. Also, a system perceived to be easier to use will facilitate
more system use and is more likely to be accepted by users. The implication to Industry, Cloud
service providers could encourage small businesses in many ways. For instance, they can allow
them to try the product or service before committing to it, offering their customers the
opportunity to determine the level of compatibility and complexity of the product. This paper
thus calls for the need for entrepreneurs to understand the competitive advantages offered by
cloud computing in their industry.
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Abstract
Purpose – Effective employee motivation and rewarding of staff has increasingly become an
important issue within organizations today. However, despite over 50 years of organizational
research that demonstrates that employees are motivated by more than just money alone, many
organizations continue to rely solely on financial rewards. It is perhaps understandable for
organizations to make simplistic assumptions about the ability of financial rewards strategy to
influence employee motivation (Gratton, 2004). The purpose of this paper is to determine the
effects of monetary rewards on employee retention. Nineteen commercial banks in Eldoret town
were purposely sampled.
Design/Methodology/approach - The study adopted explanatory research design and systematic
sampling technique. Data was analyzed using descriptive and inferential statistical tools.
Findings- Use of monetary rewards to retain employees was not significant. Measure of the
monetary reward strategy revealed no significance effect to employee retention at 5% (p =
0.348; t = 0.941). The study concludes that there is need for reward strategies used by
commercial banks to be strengthened to reduce turnover but achieve planned objectives.
Background of the Study
Reward Strategy is a declaration of intent which defines what organization wants to do in the
longer term to develop and implement reward policies, practices and processes. (Armstrong
2009). Reward strategy plays an important role in employee retention in any organization today.
Employees’ preference to mode of reward strategy is diverse and complex. Many theories have
been considered to explain this context and this includes Herzberg’s two factor theory which is
also known as Hygiene theory. Herzberg stated that intrinsic factors are related to job satisfaction
while extrinsic factors are associated with dissatisfaction. The theory stresses that the opposite of
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job dissatisfaction is not job satisfaction but no job satisfaction. According to Herzberg (1966),
employees would leave the organization depending on other factors other than money. In
addition, the theory does not attach much importance to pay, status and inter-personal
relationships which are held generally as important determinants of satisfaction.
The human resource posses skills, experience and knowledge that add economic value to firms
or organizations (Riordan et al, 2005). The human factor is therefore fundamental to the
achievement of organizational goals; as a result it becomes imperative for organizations to put in
place strategies to retain their workforce for performance (Peterson, 2005). It is incredibly
frustrating to go through a long hiring process, employee training, providing uniforms and other
necessities and then have the employee quit after two months.
Reward strategy is mainly concerned with the direction of the organization and should follow in
developing the right mix and levels of financial and non-financial rewards in order to support the
business strategy it will deal with. Murlis has grouped the strategies into financial and nonfinancial while the two factor theory considers the intrinsic and extrinsic factors. Some
employees would be motivated through financial rewards while others would be motivated with
non-financial rewards (Murlis, 1996).
In today’s competitive labour market, it is increasingly difficult to find good quality staff
according to Armstrong (2003); hence employers have to be aware of what people are looking
for in their work. Rewards are not just financial, many people put more value in fair and
sensitive treatment and a chance to keep their life and work in balance. Armstrong (2009), states
that reward strategy is a declaration of intent which defines that the organization wants to do in
the longer term to develop and implement reward policies, practices and processes which will
further the achievement of its business goals and meet the needs of the stakeholders. It is based
on an understanding of the needs of the organization and its employees and how they can best be
satisfied. Reward strategy is concerned with rewarding the behavior and performance outcomes
supporting the achievement of business goals. The aim of reward is to attract capable employees
to the organization, motivate employees to give superior performance and retain employee
services over an extended period of time.
All organizations are different, and all human resource strategies are different depending on
location, culture and development. Rewarding people involves reward management processes
concerned with the design, implementation and maintenance of reward systems that are geared to
the improvement of organizational team and individual performance. It includes both financial
and non-financial rewards.
Financial rewards include basic pay, bonuses, profit sharing and allowances like transport
allowances, overtime allowance, car allowance, house allowance, meal allowance, daily
allowance, disturbance allowance, and hardship allowances among others. Some of the nonfinancial rewards include corporate uniform for company dress code, insurance cover, medical
cover, and pension schemes, paid leave, promotions and recognition.
When new staffs are recruited, it implies that training has to be carried out and induction done to
the staff by the business so that they become competent to start selling and handle customer
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needs. The cost incurred in recruitment process, training and induction has been on the increase
and the trained staff resigns within three months after employment. One of the key concerns that
was mentioned by the Managing Director of Barclays bank during the half year financial results
in 2010 was cost management.
Commercial banks are physical structures supported by human resource that enable the delivery
of quality services. There are 44 licensed commercial banks in Kenya (Kenya Bankers
Association 2010), with employed staff in different roles including accounting, treasury, risk
management and governance among others. The individual motivation of the commercial bank
employees play an important and significant role in achieving high satisfaction in customer
service which would create positive and lasting image of the bank in the eyes of the customer.
Banking is generally a highly regulated industry and government restrictions on financial
activities by banks have varied over time (Paul, 2006). The services offered by the commercial
banks include opening accounts, payments, lending, telephone banking and term deposits among
others. This leads and contributes to the growth of an economy. It is important to retain
employees to ensure that the goals and objectives of the organization is achieved. According to
Griffeth, et al (2000), causes of labour turnover would include job dissatisfaction, lack of
organizational commitment, comparison of alternatives and intention to quit.
Central Bank of Kenya banking supervision report for 2009 indicates that the supervisory
segment of commercial bank staff shrunk from 5,435 in 2008 to 5,022 while another 124
personnel classified as support staff lost their jobs, leaving the industry total for the segment at
1,361 (Business Daily Issue No. 806, Wednesday, May 12, 2010).
But even as banks trimmed their workforces, managerial staff grew significantly to 5,784 up
from 4,727 in 2008. Growth in management staff is linked to the need to lower the cost of
production and at the same time ensure better coordination of sales staff to drive production in a
competitive market. According to the Central Bank of Kenya report, KCB’s staff costs rose from
Shs. 6 billion in 2008 to Shs. 7.1 billion in 2009. Standard Chartered Bank had become the most
adept bank using IT to reduce staff costs, a strategy that culminated in huge savings.
According to the Central Bank of Kenya, the number of commercial banks offering electronic
banking varies in view of reducing costs stood at 33 out of 44 as at December 31, 2009. Despite
the initiative some of commercial banks are still experiencing high staff costs even after
trimming the workforces. Most commercial banks advertise key roles in newspapers due to gaps
created by employees who cross to other employers. This makes it expensive for the banks and
hence the need to find out what strategies should be put in place to curb the trend.
Statement of the Problem
In today’s organizations, how to effectively motivate and reward staff has increasingly become
an important issue. However, despite over 50 years of organizational research that demonstrates
that employees are motivated by more than just money alone, many organizations continue to
rely solely on financial rewards. It is perhaps understandable for organizations to make simplistic
assumptions about the ability of financial rewards strategy to influence employee motivation
(Gratton, 2004).
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Abbasi and Hollman (2000) indicated that when an organization loses a critical employee, there
is a negative impact on innovation, consistency in providing service to clients and customers
may be jeopardized and major delays in delivery of services to customers may occur. Their
indication agrees with the statement made by Allen and Helms (2002). “To achieve desired
goals, reward strategy should be closely aligned to organizational strategies.” Organizations
incur high cost in selection and recruitment process when the existing employees resign, causing
the training process to be started all over again. It is challenging and costly for the organization
to cope with the competition and meeting customers` expectation due to major delays in delivery
of services according to Abbasi and Hollman (2000).
Central Bank of Kenya banking supervision report for 2009 indicates that the supervisory
segment of commercial bank staff shrunk from 5,435 in 2008 to 5,022 while another 124
personnel classified as support staff lost their jobs, leaving the industry total for the segment at
1,361 (Business Daily Issue No. 806, Wednesday, May 12, 2010).
But even as banks trimmed their workforces, managerial staff grew significantly to 5,784 up
from 4,727 in 2008. Growth in management staff is linked to the need to lower the cost of
production and at the same time ensure better coordination of sales staff to drive production in a
competitive market. According to the Central Bank of Kenya report, KCB’s staff costs rose from
Shs. 6 billion in 2008 to Shs. 7.1 billion in 2009. Standard Chartered Bank had become the most
adept bank using IT to reduce staff costs, a strategy that culminated in huge savings.
According to the Central Bank of Kenya, the number of commercial banks offering electronic
banking varies in view of reducing costs stood at 33 out of 44 as at December 31, 2009. Despite
the initiative, some of commercial banks are still experiencing high staff costs even after
trimming the workforces. Most commercial banks advertise key roles in newspapers due to gaps
created by employees who cross to other employers. This makes it expensive for the banks and
hence the need to find out what strategies should be put in place to curb the trend.
1.2. Specific objective:
(i)
To determine the effects of monetary rewards on employee retention
1.3. Research Hypotheses
Ho1
There is no significant effect of monetary rewards on employee retention.
Literature Review
In today’s organizations, how to effectively motivate and reward staff has increasingly become
an important issue. However, despite over 50 years of organizational research that demonstrates
that employees are motivated by more than just money alone, many organizations continue to
rely solely on financial rewards. It is perhaps understandable for organizations to make simplistic
assumptions about the ability of financial rewards strategy to influence employee motivation
(Gratton, 2004).
There are various factors that most significantly influence employees’ decisions to remain
employed at a particular organization and possible reasons for choosing to leave. Hale (1998)
demonstrates that 86% of employers experience difficulty attracting new employees and 58%
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experience difficulty retaining their employees. Organizations on therefore develop policies,
practices and strategies that would enable higher levels of employee retention and create greater
efficiencies in meeting strategies business objectives.
Fitz-enz (1997) stated that the average company loses approximately $1 million with every 10
managerial and professional employees who leave the organization. The combined direct and
indirect costs associated with one employee ranges from a minimum of one year’s pay and
benefits to a maximum of two years pay and benefits. Thus, there is significant economic impact
when an organization loses any of its critical employees especially given the knowledge that is
lost with the employee’s departure.
Reward and recognition can impact employee motivation in different ways and as Hansen et al
(2002) reports; many organizations fail to make an adequate distinction between recognition and
reward. Organization attempt to motivate employees but disregards the essential nature of human
motivation. Business implement motivation programs that are not only ineffective but end up
sabotaging the very goals they are trying to achieve (Hansen et al, 2002).
Tahmincioglu (2004) argues that recognition schemes that centre a round promotion-based
award are not particularly effective over the long term, though they may feel good at the time.
Tahmincioglu also contends that the external economic environment can impact on the
effectiveness of non-financial recognition schemes like in a time of downsizing and
restructuring, non-financial recognition may not be effective in motivating employees.
Reward Strategy Theory
Stacy Adams (1965) used advanced equity theory to explain motivation. He explains that
employees must perceive that the compensation offered is fair and equitable. People are
motivated by their beliefs about the reward structure as being fair or unfair comparative to the
inputs. People have a tendency to use subjective judgment to balance the outcomes and inputs in
the relationship for comparisons between different individuals or peers.
Examples of ratios of outcomes to inputs:
i. Outcomes of ‘A’ =
Outcomes of ‘B’
= Satisfaction
Inputs of ‘A’
Inputs of ‘B’
(Equity)
ii.

Outcomes of ‘A’
Inputs of ‘A’

<

Outcomes of ‘B’
Inputs of ‘B’

= Underpayment
(Inequity)

iii.

Outcomes of ‘A’
Inputs of ‘A’

>

Outcomes of ‘B’
Inputs of ‘B’

= Overpayment
(Inequity)

Where ‘A’ is an employee and ‘B’ another employee. Inputs refer to the contributions made by
an individual like time, education, training, experience, loyalty and gender. Outcome refers to
what is received in return for effort like salary, fringe benefits, travelling allowances, medical
insurance cover, recognition and friendly environment.
Adams argues that, when people feel they are not equally rewarded they either reduce quality or
quantity of work or migrate to some other organization. However, if people perceive that they
are rewarded higher, they may be motivated to work harder.
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The reward strategy of an organization will therefore determine the retention of its employees.
According to Adams, employees would not migrate if there is equity in reward but will feel
motivated and increase output hence high retention. Employees will consider equity irrespective
of the salary pay received at individual level.
Research Methodology
Figure 1 shows the constructs and the dependent variable, employee retention. Data was
collected through questionnaires and feedback was received from 164 respondents out of 214,
that is 77% respondents returned the questionnaires
The study was based on a sample size of 214 out of 460 employees in Eldoret commercial banks.
The sample size was obtained by calculating the number using the formula by Mugenda and
Mugenda (1999).
n=
N
1+N(e)2
Where N= the total population size, n= the sample size, e =the level of precision (0.05)
Yamame (1967:886) provided a simplified formular to calculate sample size which is:
n=

N
1 + N(e)2
n=

460
1 + 460(0.05)2

n=

460
1 + 1.15

n=
n=

213.95
214

With a confidence level of 95%

=

460
2.15

This represents 46.5% of the total population and the research used the ratio to get the sample
size from each commercial bank under study.
Figure 1. Conceptual Frame Work
Independent Variable

Dependent Variables

Monetary rewards
 Salary
 Promotion
 Bonus
 Allowances

Employee
Retention
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Data Analysis
Table 1 Descriptive Results of Respondents’ Gender, Age and Marital Status
Gender of the respondent
Frequency
Percentage
Male
94
57
Female
70
43
Total
164
100
Marital status
Frequency
Percentage
Single
82
50
Married
81
49
Divorced
1
1
Total
164
100
Age group
Frequency
Percentage
Below 20 years
8
5%
21-30 years
88
54%
31-40 years
53
32%
41-50 years
13
8%
Above 51 years
2
1%
Total
164
100%
Source: Survey Data (2011
Demographic data show that a slight majority of respondents were males at 57% to 43% females.
There was almost the same ratio for the marriage variable where among the respondents, 81
(49%) were married and 82 (50%) single. This study established that most banks prefer hiring
staff from 21-30 years age category, 88(54%). Otherwise referred to as generation Y employees,
this indicates that banks would want to hire this type of employees for better output. Testing for
internal consistency or reliability established Cronbach’s Alpha of 0.8004 and a standardized
Cronbach’s Alpha scale of 0.8057 was also established out of the data.
Use of monetary strategies to retain employees was not significant at p = 0.05 and if there is any
effect, then it might be due to chance. Consequently, the null hypothesis that there is no
significant effect of monetary rewards on employee retention was not rejected.
A statistical measure of the monetary reward strategy revealed no significance effect to
employee retention at 5% (p = 0.348; t = 0.941) thus no enough evidence to reject the null
hypothesis that monetary rewards affect employee retention. Coefficient of determination (R2 )
was used to test the goodness of fit for the model. A 0.335 parameter was established for R2
implying R is 0.579 or 58%.
There exists a positive relationship between employee retention and monetary rewards, based on
the positive coefficient of the variables 1= 0.063. 1 = 0.063 shows that when monetary rewards
improve by one unit percentage, the employee retention improves by 6%. A unit improvement on
salary, promotion, bonus and allowances will have an effect of upto 6% on employee retention.
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Discussion of Findings
The desired outcome of employee retention would include saving on staff costs, improved
customer service, achieve organizational goals which includes high profits. Abbasi and Hollman
(2000) indicated that organizations incur high costs in selection and recruitment process when
the existing employees resign.
Armstrong (2003) highlighted that it is increasingly difficult to find good quality staff and
therefore employers have to be aware of what people are looking for in their work. This
indication could be true considering that commercial banks advertise for jobs through the
internet, newspapers and magazines despite their strategy of cutting down on staff costs. After
staff have been laid off, filling the gaps become expensive due to time taken to source, recruit
and select competent staff. On the other hand, commercial banks does not limit the opportunity
of the advertised roles to their employees and this could mean that finding quality staff has
become increasingly difficult, and hence open the opportunity to external markets.
Commercial banks advertise roles publicly, to source for skills outside or to give equal
opportunity to staff and this could be encouraging turnover. Human factor is therefore
fundamental to the achievement of organizational goals; it becomes imperative for organizations
to put in place strategies to retain their workforce for performance (Peterson, 2005). It is
incredibly frustrating to go through along hiring process, employee training, providing uniforms
and other necessities and then have the employee quit after two months.
From this study, use of monetary reward strategies to retain employees was not significant.
Motivation is determined by both monetary and non-monetary factors, and money plays an
overly important role in our thinking about the causes of behaviour (Gratton, 2004). Morrison
(1997) also mentioned that monetary and non-monetary rewards are basically two methods of
retaining employees. However this study indicates that monetary rewards may not contribute
highly to employee retention in commercial banks. On the other hand, non-monetary rewards
like good medical benefits, social recognition, empowerment and working conditions contributes
highly to employee retention in commercial banks, Eldoret than monetary reward strategies.
This finding agrees with Keller (1999), who indicated that non-monetary recognition can be very
motivating, helping to building feedings of confidence and satisfaction. Even though Keller
considers non-monetary rewards to reinforce positive behavior and improves employee retention
and performance, Gratton (2004) states that monetary rewards play an overly important role in
thinking above the causes of behaviour and therefore very limited time and effort are spent on
considering non-monetary sources of motivation.
The findings of this study indicated that 65% of non-management staff were for the opinion that
the allowance paid to staff were fair and competitive while 56% of management staff agreed that
allowances paid were fair and competitive. On the other hand, 48% of employees who had
university level of education agreed that their monthly income were at per with their peers,
while 52% felt that their salaries are not at per with their peers. When people feel they are not
equally rewarded, they either reduce quality or quantity of work or migrate to some other
organization (Adams, 1965). Adams explains that employees must perceive that the
compensation offered is fair and equitable.
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It is important to note that for an organization to retain its employees for performance, it must
match its rewards to employees’ preference (Heneman and Judge, 2003). This also supports
Herzberg's two factors theory of motivation, where Herzberg stated that a satisfier for one
individual may be a dissatisfier for another. (Herzberg 1966). Despite all types of rewards,
indirect as well as direct rewards as indicated introduced by Manus and Graham (2003), Murli's
(1996) points out that reward strategy is characterized by diversity and conditioned both by the
legacy of the past and realities of the present. The rewards should therefore applied appropriately
to suit the needs of employees and at the right time.
Commercial banks should therefore consider the reward strategies independently considering the
organizational policies, cultural values and objectives. The relationship between the employees`
job performance and their retention also vary significantly with organizational cultural values
(Sheridan, 1992: 1036-1056).
Summary of Findings
A summary of the results of the hypotheses are presented in table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Summary of results of hypotheses testing
Hypotheses
Statement
Ho1
There is no significant effect of monetary
rewards on employee retention

Results
We fail to reject

Conclusion and Recommendations
From this study, conclusions can be drawn on the independent variables monetary rewards, and
the effect on the dependent variable, employee retention.
Monetary rewards do not greatly affect employee retention positively in commercial banks. The
study showed that majority of the respondents would develop their career with other employees
if given opportunity despite the competitive salary package offered by their employers. The
regression results also showed that monetary rewards were not significant to employee retention.
The researcher gave the following recommendations based on the findings.
Implications to Theory
Monetary strategy should be enhanced to suit employee`s input in the work place as much as it
may appear not to contribute to high retention level. Reduction of monetary reward would lead to
dissatisfaction and turnover as much as it’s not significant to employee retention. The banking
sector should come up with periodic feedback programme and effectively address concerns of
employees on raised issues, especially employees between age 21-30 years considering that a
satisfier for one individual may be a dissatisfier for another.
Commercial banks should improve bonus payments to employees equitably; this can be achieved
by ensuring that investment plans in place contribute to profits. Salary package should be
tailored to education level and competency, followed by experience .This would improve
retention level of young, qualified and skilled employees for a longer period.
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Implications to Practice
Bankers are safer with the married employees compared to the single ones as most married
employees are a bit loyal to their employers compared to their single counterparts. However,
investment in training as a motivator for this group will be required to push their output up to the
level of the younger and unmarried generation. The younger, single and mobile generation that is
mostly 21 to 30 years on the other hand needs attention that will specifically make them want to
develop their career with their current employer.
Education level is a key aspect of performance of employees and as established, ideas that are
most likely to improve organizational performance come from the highly skilled and educated.
Employers need to acknowledge ideas from such employees and most importantly make them
operational if they want such employees motivated and retained within the organization. Good
working relationship that includes team leaders’ effective communication should be encouraged
to ensure that current employers remain the best choice to the employees.
Employees’ salary package should be enhanced and tailored to education level, competency
followed by experience. Sometimes experience is considered while reviewing the income and
this would contribute to employees moving to other organizations.
Employees should be put first in the organization, followed by the customer. Currently you find
that customer is always right and comes first in the banking sector. There have been dynamic
changes in the banking sector like having many banks coming into the market through expansion
programmes. Some prefer sourcing for skilled employees from the existing labour market to
reduce on training costs and save time as well.
Effective strategies to be put in place during laying - off of staff, like succession. This will
reduce sourcing for skilled labour through media adverts, reduce costs and promotions from
within would lead to high motivation and this would result to high retention.
Implications for further Study
While this research established that most banks have employed the younger generation (between
20 to 40 years of age) and most likely on the premise that they are hardworking with optimum
output, most of the employees however, and who are single disagreed with the question that they
had no plans to advance their careers with another employer. Therefore, as much as much good
work is done through this generation compared to the older generation, the employing banks are
most likely to experience high labour turn over by the same age group. There exist research gaps
to specifically look into the factors that affect generation Y employee retention in commercial
banks.
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Abstract
Public sector Corruption is a major obstacle to economic development. It reduces both public
and private sector efficiency by making people assume positions of power through patronage
rather than ability. Productive resources are left idle or employed in less productive ventures and
consumers may be cheated with cheap imports through dumping of counterfeit goods. This study
analyzed the impact of corruption and ethical failure on the development of emerging economies
by determining its causes and impact. From the discussion, it is evident that one side of the
argument proves that corruption is strongly unfavorable to economic growth through
malfunctioning of government institutions which are obstacle to investment, entrepreneurship,
and innovation. On the other hand, corruption facilitates growth if the government is indifferent
or hostile to development and has other priorities other than growth. The study proved that the
negative impact of corruption outweighs its positivity which is attributed to weak and poorly
enforced legislation and poverty among others.
Key words: Corruption, Development, Ethical failure, Emerging economies.
Introduction
Background of the study
Corruption is a persistent feature in human societies throughout time and space and has many
different faces; it is as old as mankind. Various academic Literatures unanimously recognize that
corruption is an ancient, wide and pervasive phenomenon. It is traced in both developed
countries such as France, England and America and developing economies including Nigeria,
India and China where it is the norm (Paldam, 2002; Levin and Satarov, 2000). Corruption was
linked to be much more than just bribery, extortion, cronyism, nepotism and embezzlement. It is
defined as the unlawful use of public funds in a variety of mediums (Kaufmann, 1997). Public
office is abused for gain when an official accepts, solicits or extorts a bribe. It is also abused
when private agents actively offer bribe, to circumvent public policies and processes for
competitive advantage and profit. Public office can also be abused for personal benefit even if no
bribery occurs, through patronage, nepotism, the theft of state assets or diversion of state
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revenue. Corruption is the abuse of public office for private gain (Tanwar, 2012). According to
Chinhambo and Shumba (2007), corruption is the diversion of fund, illegal procurement of
properties, misappropriation and mismanagement of funds among others by both the private and
public organizations. In simplest terms, corruption is any act that is intended to wrongfully
increase the private gain of an individual who is able to do so because of the power granted to
him by the public or an institution democratically elected by the public.
A little more than two decades ago, corruption was considered a rather unfortunate, but trivial
issue. The discourse on corruption was one of sleazy stories, juicy details, and conspiracy
suppositions the stuff tabloids are made of (Krastev 2004). Gradually, however, corruption came
to be considered not just as a morally uncomfortable occurrence, but a plight which impoverishes
nations, distorts free markets and deters investment, undermines the institutions of democracy,
and destroys trust in societies. Detecting corruption however, is very difficult in most cases,
more so when the act of corruption or bribery is mutually beneficial or even in the extraordinary
bribery where harassment is involved like in the case of the traffic police on Kenyan roads, and
where there is no incentives for reporting corruption cases.
In the public sector, Corruption is viewed as the major obstacle to economic development
(Kaufmann, 1997). It reduces efficiency in both public and private sectors by enabling people to
assume positions of power through patronage rather than ability. Productive resources may be
left idle or employed in less productive ventures, the consumers are cheated with cheap imports
commonly known as dumping of counterfeit goods which may be a health hazard and may not be
of value for their money. Paolo Mauro (1995) and publications by the World Bank and
Transparency International (TI), recorded that Countries with high level of corruption, put little
funds on the public good and investment, cartels and criminal organizations circumvent and
undermine the law; there is breakdown of trust and the society political system. Corruption
affects people’s living standard in several ways, from the lack of justice or freedom, to loss of
economic resources. It creates incentives not to pay taxes, “why pay taxes to a corrupt
government”? Corruption reduces the incentives to work and be productive, because it is easier
to earn money in a dishonest way.
According to the Wall Street Journal reporting on the Global Financial Integrity (GFI), in 2009
alone approximately US$ 903 billion was lost to corrupt practices just in the developing world
alone, but the most shocking comment was that this was an improvement from US$ 1.55 trillion
lost just the year before in those same Countries. Same study tracked the illicit use of funds from
2000 to 2009 and recorded that the developing world lost $8.44 trillion. The top five losers were
China with $2.74 trillion, Mexico with $504 billion, Russia with $501 billion, Saudi Arabia with
$380 billion, and Malaysia with $350 billion with therefore a combined loss of US$ 4.475
trillion over the past decade (Tanwar, 2012). Mauro, 1995 and World Bank, 1997 demonstrates
that pernicious effects of corruption, among other variables, include investment, economic
growth, environmental quality and therefore social welfare. In effect, the country is adversely
affected by the existence of corruption.
In emerging economies, corruption continues to be one of the greatest factors of poverty,
underdevelopment and bloody conflicts. Although many of these economies especially in Africa
are endowed with priced natural resources and human capital among others, they continue to
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struggle with the ever changing trends in global politics, economic and technological
advancements having little or nothing to do due to the exhausting effects of corruption. Despite
the glaring effects of corruption in these economies, little has been done to showcase the impact
of corruption and ethical failure.
Statement of the Problem
Though corruption is viewed as the major obstacle to economic development (Kaufmann, 1997)
and it reduces both public and private sector efficiency and puts productive resources idle or
employed in less productive ventures, there is little academic research on it as an ethical failure
on the development of emerging economies. The purpose of this study is to analyze the impact of
corruption and to determine its causes in emerging economies. This study has addressed this
issue using agency theoretic framework, on the impact of corruption and broader ethical failure
on Corporate Governance in Emerging economies. This study provides new insight into the
impact of corruption and ethical failures in the development of emerging economies. The study
empirically explores the causes of corruption suggested in the literature and investigates the
various consequences of corruption in emerging economies. In summary, this study is expected
to make a substantial contribution to the research on the impact of corruption and ethical failure
on emerging economies.
Objectives/ Purpose of the Study
Main Objective
The main objective of this study is to investigate the impact of corruption and the broader ethical
failure on the development of emerging economies
Specific Objectives of the Study
The following are the specific objectives of the study
1. To determine the causes of corruption in emerging economies
2. To establish the impact of corruption on emerging economies
3. To determine the relationship between corruption and distribution of wealth in a country.
4. To determine the relationship between corruption and the general development a country.
Methodology
This was a desk top research in which the researcher only considered secondary information for
review. The researcher relied on previously published academic research works and
authenticated research reports in the area of the impact of corruption on the economic
performance. The sources of data included journals, publications, papers and internet sources.
Literature Review
This section reviews related literature on the impact of corruption and ethical failure in corporate
governance in emerging nations. It also presents the theory on which the discussion is mounted.
Theoretical Framework
The paper is anchored on one theory namely, agency theory.
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Agency theory
In economics, the principal agent theory is a theory or dilemma that one person (agent) is able to
make a decision that impacts on another person (principal). This dilemma exists because the
agent has motives to act in his own best interest rather than the interest of the principal. This is
also known as the agency problem, which is defined as a conflict of interest where one party
does not act in another party’s best interest. The problem occurs when the agent, who is
supposed to make decisions, is naturally motivated by self-interest and that the agent’s own best
interest may differ from the principals’ best interest. The principal agent theory operates under
conditions of perfect information and under conditions of information not being completely
available to agents. For instance, viewing corruption through a principal-agent lens emphasizes
the rational choices of individuals that place in discrete incidences of corruption. This focus
implies that corruption is ‘solvable’ with policies that alter the level of discretion given to agents
and their individual incentive calculations.
This problem arises due to asymmetric information between the agent and the principal (Laffont
& Martimor et al, 2001). It has similarities to game theory because the rules can be changed to
favor specific actions that are favored by the principal. As a consequence, the central dilemma
that is explored by principal-agent theorists is how to make the agent behave or act in the best
interest of the principal in the case that the agent has an informational advantage over the
principal and that interests differ between the two parties. The basic idea of the theory is that if
both parties are assumed to be utility maximizing, then there is every reason to believe that the
agent will not always act in the best interest of the principal (Jensen & Meckling, 1979).
Colombatto (2004) examined corruption as a breach of contract between a principal and an
agent; the ethics of the corruption is contingent on the underlying terms of the contract. In the
context of government, the bureaucrat is bound by the implied contract associated with the
position and breaches the contract through the sale of administrative functions that should be
freely granted. This theory therefore suits this study as it explains how the agents who have been
contracted by the principal breach the contract by seeking their personal gain and disregarding
the principals’ interests.
The Causes of Corruption
Corruption is higher in countries where the public sector is developed and where we find overregulation, taxes and trade restrictions. Monopolistic economies encourage corruption that
restrictions and government intervention eventually create annuities and amplify the conditions
for corruption. The sources of corruption originate the various government interventions in the
economy, trade restrictions (tariffs and import quotas), price controls, multiple exchange rates
and discretionary industrial policies.
Similarly, confidential decisions by government increase the opportunities for corruption and
citizens' access to information about the government creates a difficult environment for an
official to declare prohibited transactions. The absence or near absence of transparency in
government activities, is the basis of this scourge. Also without severe application of criminal
and administrative codes, officials believe they can bypass laws without being hunted. It is the
inefficiency of the judiciary in the implementation and enforcement of the law in a country that
encourages corruption.
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Corruption can be a function of how political power is exercised and political institutions have
particular influence on corruption. Most industrial countries have a bedrock of democratic
values, transparent processes established, active and independent media.
These traditions define corruption; indeed, political rights (What is included in democratic
elections, a legislature and opposition parties) and individual liberties (which include freedom of
the press, of assembly and expression) are negatively correlated with corruption. While in
developing countries, government institutions are weak, civil society is less engaged and political
processes are less transparent. Kaufmann (1998) suggests that the empirical evidence derived
from the world claim that the integration of women, whether measured in terms of parliamentary
representation or social rights, helping to strengthen this capacity. Similarly, fiscal
decentralization as devolution measure may prompt the control of corruption when
circumstances provide them (Collier, 1999; Fisman & Gatti, 2000).
When individuals are driven by positions and social and personal practices, group or tribe rather
than by the rule of law, this encourages corruption. In this case, self-interest is more important
than the general interest of society, this is so true that officials are more concerned with the
public interest and respect for public property. The cultural conception of corruption is not the
same; it depends on whether one is in a traditional society or in a modern society. In a country
where the vast majority of the population is illiterate, only those who hold a contemptuous legal
culture go before the administrative judge because they take the sense and the interest of judicial
review.
Empirical Review
Lambsdorff (1999) claims, that corruption hampers economic growth, and undermines the
effectiveness of investment and aid using a Keynesian model. Mo (2001) also finds that
corruption reduces the share of investment, and the level of human capital. Brunetti (1997) in his
research work, reports that the impact of corruption on investment is negative and significant,
while the impact on growth is insignificant using a Lucas type growth model. On the other hand,
Kaufman and Sachs (1998) argue that access to core social services can be easily restricted with
the intention to make corrupt gains. They conclude that corruption has adverse effects on human
development. Moreover, corruption may entice government officials to allocate public resources
less on the basis of social welfare than according to opportunities for extorting bribes. Mauro
(1998) argues that corruption also lowers the quality of infrastructure projects and public
services. This will not only reduce economic growth and investment, but also affects the human
development in such communities.
Campos et al. (2010) have investigated a total of 460 empirical estimates of the effect of
corruption on growth from 41 different studies. They report the following results: that about 32%
of the estimates reviewed indicate a significant and negative impact of corruption on growth,
62% suggest a statistically insignificant relationship, while approximately 6% provide support
for a positive and significant relation. These researchers summarize the main lessons from their
research as follows: cross-country macro-econometric evidence provides limited support to the
view that corruption greases the wheels of growth, with trade openness and institutional quality
appearing to be crucial factors in mediating the effects of corruption on growth. They also
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critically made a remark that many of the estimates exclude indicators of institutional quality as
an explanatory variable, which in the light of recent research, they consider a major shortcoming:
given the strong correlation between indicators of corruption and other public sector governance
variables (e.g. “government effectiveness” and “rule of law”), the corruption indicator is likely to
capture some of the impact of other institutional characteristics on growth. This leads to the first
hypothesis of the study which states that:
Ho1: Corruption has no significant effect on economic growth.
Ugur and Dasgupta (2011), reviewed a total of 1002 studies, include 115 of these in their
scrutiny. They first provide a narrative synthesis of the theoretical/analytical literature regarding
the channels through which corruption may affect growth. They then made a summary on the
statistical evidence contained in some 53 empirical studies, comprising 596 estimates. Finally,
using the empirical evidence from these studies, they construct synthetic estimates for the overall
effect of corruption on per capita GDP growth for different country groupings. These researchers
established that corruption has a negative effect on growth in both groups. They estimate the
overall effect of corruption in low-income countries to amount to a 0.59 percent which point a
decrease in the growth rate of per capita GDP for each unit increase in the perceived corruption
index. Their corresponding estimate for the complete sample is a decline in per capita GDP
growth by 0.91 percentage points per unit increase in the perceived corruption index. When
decomposing the overall effect into different transmission channels, they report a positive effect
of corruption on overall fixed investment.
Oluwole and Bendardaf (1996) develop a complete Keynesian model and show that corruption
has a negative effect on developing country’s production, consumption, employment level,
domestic investment, government spending, net exports, and money market. Bigsten and Moene
(1996), using an endogenous growth model with overlapping-generations, find that the balanced
growth path is negatively related to corruption. Along the balanced growth path, growth is
reduced with increases in bribe payments. Corruption reduces the magnitude of investment and
therefore economic growth. In an infinite horizon growth model, it is assumed that in the
presence of bureaucracy, entrepreneurs spend their time and human capital resources to deal with
bureaucratic obstacles. Longer time required to cope with bureaucracy enables corrupt officials
to extract more bribes. Hellman (2000) argues that requiring a large portion of time to deal with
government officials may enable the officials to extract more bribes and result in wasting time
and human capital.
Mauro (2006) examines relationships between corruption and investment, bureaucratic
efficiency, and political stability. In an empirical study, he developed linkages between
corruption and instability and finds them intrinsically related. Mauro notes that countries that are
politically unstable spend less on education and have less foreign and domestic investment.
Instability, investment, and education are all factors of economic development. This study also
identifies a positive correlation between bureaucratic efficiency and political stability. Based on
this the logical conclusion is that corrupt practices are related to bureaucratic inefficiencies.
Maunro’s study was then built on by Campos, Edgardo, and Pradhan (1999), who argue that
corruption regimes that are more predictable have less negative impact on investment than those
that are less predictable. This leads us to the next hypothesis of the study which states that:
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Ho2: Corruption has no significant effect on investment of a country.
Gyimah-Brempong (2002) studies the effects of corruption on economic growth and wealth
distribution. The study discusses the impacts of corruption in Africa which has a similar
corruption rating as Afghanistan and faces many of the same cultural trends regarding acceptable
corrupt practices and tribal pride. The empirical study determines that corruption decreases a
county’s growth rate and also increases the inequality of wealth distribution. This study
concludes that as countries sent more money from foreign aid into the country they enlarge the
inequality gap between the power brokers and people. His suggestion is to promote development
in these countries by helping to eliminate corruption instead of supplying funds to government.
Saastamoinen (2006) examines the interdependence between wealth distribution and economic
growth. Unequal wealth distribution is a byproduct of corruption. Wealth enhances growth by
being able to save more and thus have a higher rate of accumulation and the capacity to absorb
large sunk costs in investments. However, wealth investment in productive capital does not
occur. The empirical study conducted indicated no statistical consensus on whether wealth
distribution deters growth. Saastamoinen does conclude that wealth redistribution needs to occur
to ensure stability and to enhance development in the form of encouraged labor force, education,
and health programs.
Treisman (2000) takes a cross-national approach to determining and understanding the causes of
corruption. His empirical work assesses the corruption index across several countries with high
corruption levels. Treisman theorizes on the cultural and historic aspects that result in corruption.
This includes cultural norms of accepting and offering bribes as a normal practice to a distrust of
private agents. He records that public abuse is a consequence of the new sources of wealth and
power influence available when the regulatory authority in not yet established. This leads to the
next hypothesis of the study which states that:
Ho3: There is no relationship between corruption and distribution of wealth in a country.
Treisman (2000) empirical study compares the per capita gross national product, federal state
structure, and British colonial backgrounds of fifty countries across Asia, Africa, Europe, Latin
America, and the Middle East. His study results show statistical significance to inverse relations
with democratic right and corruption. This study shows that the stronger democratic systems
have a lower level of corruption. These countries with former British ties tend to have western
style governance and therefore Western institutions may be more effective in countering acts of
corruption. Building off of these studies, Monitola and Jackman (2002) seek to answer the
question, why is government corruption more pervasive in some societies than in others? The
analysis yields nonlinear results which support Treisman’s conclusions: corruption is typically
lower in dictatorships than in countries that have partially democratized, particularly in lowincome countries which underpay public employees. Shabbir and Mumtaz (2007) theorize that
corruption has two dimensions: public sector corruption, with a focus on the “misuse of public
office for private benefits,” and private sector corruption. They investigated the determinants of
public sector corruption on 41 developing countries, which they sub-divided into economic
determinants and non-economic determinants. The economic determinants include economic
freedom, globalization, level of education, distribution of income, and average level of income.
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The non-economic determinants were press freedom, democracy, and share of population
affiliated with a particular religion. Empirical findings of the study indicate that all economic
determinants are negatively related to the perceived level of corruption, except for the
distribution of income. Non-economic determinants are not significant in explaining the variation
in the levels of corruption. The authors conclude that government should focus on economic
factors to curb the level of corruption.
Sandoltz and Koetzle (2000) examines the interrelations between corruption and economic levels
of a country as well as the extent of state control, integration into the world economy and share
of the population’s Protestant religious affiliation. Sandholtz argues that relatively low-income
correlates to higher levels of corruption since incentives for supplemental monies are greater and
hypothesizes that strong democratic institution and long-standing democracies will correlate
negatively to corruption. In order for these to become strong, the public must create the norms
that hold corruption as antagonistic to basic values. Global integration also runs negatively to
corruption. The argument for this is that the less the level of corruption the greater the
confidence foreign investors have in the security and stability of the market and that there be a
higher demand on transparency.
Kutan, Douglas et al (2006) study focuses on sixteen Middle Eastern countries and compares
them to eighteen Latin American countries from 1993 to 2003. This study examines two regions
of relatively similar development and corruption levels. The results of the empirical testing
demonstrated that the Middle East did experience growth in per capita income despite
corruption. Kutan associated this growth with the oil sector in the Middle East. He asserts that
countries with a single natural resource as a source of wealth are likely to cut through
bureaucratic red tape with corruption to facilitate business.
Swaleheen and Stensel (2007) conducted an empirical study on the relationships between
economic growth, corruption and investment. The study synchronizes the effects that each have
on a country and then applies an economic freedom variable to determine the effect bureaucracy
has on free trade. The study model concluded that corruption lowers growth when economic
freedom is low, but economic freedoms in high corruption increases growth. Swaleheen’s
conclusion is that corruption may be helpful, but corruption reduces after it serves its purpose or
else it becomes a political or bureaucratic impediment to development. This leads to the last
hypothesis of the study that:
Ho4: There is no significant relationship between corruption and the general development a
country.
Findings
Empirical review though has shown that corruption affect the economic growth, this is however
associated to challenges of corporate governance. Most of the studies were however centered in
the developed countries of Europe and America. Little is therefore known on the impact of
corruption and broader ethical failure in most emerging economies. In Kenya, despite the
existence of corporate governance regulations, large firms such as the Kenya Railways, Kenya
Airways, Sugar Companies are on their knees due to corruption related scandals where billions
of shillings are estimated lost.
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Corruption hampers economic growth, and undermines the effectiveness of investment,
Lambsdorff (1998) concludes. Mo (2001) also finds that corruption reduces the share of
investment, and the level of human capital. Brunetti (1998), reports that the impact of corruption
on investment is negative and significant while its impact on growth is insignificant. Kaufman
and Sachs (1998) noted that access to core social services can be easily restricted with the
intention to make corrupt gains. They conclude that corruption has adverse effects on human
development. Corruption may entice government officials to allocate public resources less on the
basis of social welfare than according to opportunities for extorting bribes. Mauro (1998) argues
that corruption lowers the quality of infrastructure projects and public services, which not only
reduce economic growth and investment, but also affects the human development. On
investigating the effect of corruption on growth, Mauro Concludes that corruption does not
grease the wheels of growth, and that trade openness and institutional quality appears crucial
factors in mediating the effects of corruption on growth.
Oluwole and Bendardaf (1996) using Keynesian model showed that corruption has a negative
effect on developing country’s production, consumption, employment level, domestic
investment, government spending, net exports, and money market. Bigsten and Moene (1996)
recorded that growth is reduced with increases in bribe payments. Hence corruption reduces the
magnitude of investment, which reduces economic growth. In an infinite horizon growth model,
it is assumed that in the presence of bureaucracy, entrepreneurs spend time and human capital to
deal with bureaucratic obstacles. Longer time required to cope with bureaucracy which enables
corrupt officials to extract more bribes. An opinion which is held by Hellman (2000)
Mauro (2006) on examining the relationships between corruption and investment, bureaucratic
efficiency, and political stability, developed linkages between corruption and instability and
finds them intrinsically related. He notes that countries that are politically unstable spend less on
education and have less foreign and domestic investment. Instability, investment, and education
are all factors of economic development. They therefore logically concluded that corrupt
practices are related to bureaucratic inefficiencies. Campos, Edgardo, and Pradhan (1999),
building on Maunro’s work, argue that corruption regimes that are more predictable have less of
a negative impact on investment than those that are less predictable.
Gyimah-Brempong (2002) examines the effects of corruption on economic growth and wealth
distribution, the impacts of corruption in Africa. The empirical study determines that corruption
decreases a county’s growth rate as well as increases the inequality of wealth distribution. This
study concludes that as countries sent more money from foreign aid into the country, it enlarges
the inequality gap between the power brokers and people. He suggested that to promote
development in these countries is to help eliminate corruption instead of supplying funds to
governments.
Treisman (2000) empirical work assesses the corruption index across several countries with high
corruption levels. Theorizing on the cultural and historic aspects that result in corruption, he
includes that: 1. Cultural norms of accepting and offering bribes is a normal practice to a distrust
of private agents, 2. Public abuse is a consequence of the new sources of wealth and power
influence available when the regulatory authority in not yet established. On his further empirical
study comparing the per capita gross national product on federal state structure, and British
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colonial backgrounds across Asia, Africa, Europe, Latin America, and the Middle East, Treisman
concludes that the stronger a democratic systems is the lower level of corruption.
Building on these studies, Monitola and Jackman (2002) seek to answer the question, why is
government corruption more pervasive in some societies than in others? The analysis yields
nonlinear results which support Treisman’s conclusions: corruption is typically lower in
dictatorships than in countries that are partially democratized, particularly in low-income
countries which underpay public employees; but past a certain threshold, institutionalized
democratic practices inhibit corruption. Shabbir and Mumtaz (2007) theorize that corruption has
two dimensions: public sector corruption, the study focus on the “misuse of public office for
private benefits,” and private sector corruption. They looked at 41 developing countries to
investigate the determinants of public sector corruption, which are sub-divided into economic
determinants and non-economic determinants. Empirical findings of the study indicate that all
economic determinants are negatively related to the perceived level of corruption, except for the
distribution of income. Non-economic determinants are not significant in explaining the variation
in the levels of corruption. They conclude that governments should focus on economic factors to
curb the level of corruption.
Examining the interrelations between corruption and economic levels of a country as well as its
extent on state control, Sandholtz and Koetzle (2000) records that relatively low-income
economies correlates to higher levels of corruption because incentives for supplemental monies
are greater and hypothesizes that strong democratic institution and long-standing democracies
will correlate negatively to corruption. They state that democratic institutions are dependent
upon equality and openness to be successful. In order for these to become strong, the public must
create the norms that hold corruption as antagonistic to basic values. Low corruption is
associated with higher average income, these developed countries, have great ability to distribute
goods to gain loyalty from the community, they concludes.
Kutan, Douglas et al (2006) empirical study focuses on sixteen Middle Eastern countries and
compares them to eighteen Latin American countries from 1993 to 2003.This study examines
two regions of relatively similar development and corruption levels. The result of this study
demonstrates that the Middle East experience growth in per capita income despite corruption.
They associated this growth to the oil sector in the Middle East, and therefore conclude that
countries with a single natural resource as a source of wealth are likely to cut through
bureaucratic red tape with corruption to facilitate business.
Swaleheen and Stensel (2007) looking at the joint relationships for economic growth, corruption
and investment, conclude that corruption lowers growth when economic freedom is low, but
economic freedoms in high corruption increases growth. This study concludes that corruption
may be helpful, but reduces after it serves its purpose or else it becomes a political or
bureaucratic impediment to development.
Conclusion
The correlation on development which is mounted on economic growth, investment, social
development among others is not underrepresented in the academic world going by the literature.
From the discussion and the reviews, three rival camps argued that the relationship between
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corruption and development can be distinguished in classical and modern literature. From the
discussion, it is evident that one side of the argument proves that corruption is strongly
unfavorable to economic growth. Mauro (1995) claims that, malfunctioning government
institutions, faces severe obstacles to investment, entrepreneurship, and innovation. According to
him, corruption lowers private investment and reduces the overall economic growth. A case of
Kenya Airways and Mumias Sugar Companies are evidence that though the government pumps
huge financial assistance, little growth has been realized. Mauro thus points out that there is a
correlation between corruption and growth through the mechanism of investment. Shleifer and
Vishny (1993) supporting Mauro; claimed that corruption may be costly to economic
development, they describe the process of bribe-taking by government officials and distinguished
between the bribe with and without theft and conclude that even organized corruption is more
distorting to firms and economy than taxation.
Leff (2002) asserts, corruption can facilitate growth if the government is indifferent or hostile to
development or has other priorities than growth. This is partly proved in the case of India where
the head of the state pays a lot of attention to political and social issues and at the same time has
to balance the interests of social groups, which prevented them from using all the existing
recourses for the developmental purposes (Kolhi, 2004). Leff pointed out that corruption can be
beneficial to investment as it reduces uncertainty.
Recommendation for further Research
This study focused mainly on the effect of corruption on growth, investment, wealth distribution
and democracy. The study therefore recommends that further studies should focus on other effect
of corruption such as the social welfare among others. The study also recommends for a study
with a focus on how developed countries have been successful in minimizing the levels of
corruption and what lessons are there for emerging economies.
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Abstract
Financial disclosure has been an important practice that will guarantee good corporate
governance. Though previous researchers have argued the benefits associated with financial
disclosures in most emerging economies, its applicability is not absolute and there is need to
analyse its relevance in emerging economies. Some of the prevailing situations may not
guarantee financial disclosure to lead to good corporate governance such as weak fiscal policies
as was in the case of the United Arab Emirates. Secondly, where it has been proved that the
legal structure is not strong enough to support the practice of good corporate governance, the
agency cost will still remain a challenge like is the case in Kenya where firms failed to perform
despite making financial disclosure. In another arrangement like is the case of India where most
of the firms are family owned, the financial disclosure may be incentive or disincentive.
Key words: Financial disclosure, Corporate governance, Emerging economies
Introduction
In recent years there have been several high profile corporate failures (e.g. Enron, WorldCom,
Barings Bank, Xerox and Tyco), financial crises (e.g. Global financial crisis of 2008/2009) and
economic scandals which have emphasised the importance of transparency and the need for
strong corporate governance. Accounting irregularities involving the high profiled companies
turned the spotlight on firms’ risks and questioned the reliability of companies’ accounting and
financial reporting systems, especially annual reports (Linsley and Shrives, 2005), and the
effectiveness of corporate governance mechanisms and disclosure. Moreover, in East Asian
financial crisis occurred as a result of the lack of corporate governance mechanisms which
highlighted the weaknesses of economic institutions (Vaughn and Ryan 2006). The situation in
Sub-Saharan Africa is no different; corporate governance has received some attention in recent
times, due to poor performance of corporations in the region.
Corporate governance has been seen at the forefront of establishing standards of corporate ethics
aimed at reducing unscrupulous corporate practices while preserving a fair business
environment. Corporate governance is also increasingly being considered an important part of
enterprise risk management and the rationale is poor corporate governance is viewed as risky,
whereas creditors and investors view good corporate governance (GCG) as a sign of strength in a
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corporation. Corporate governance reduces emerging market vulnerability to financial crises,
reinforces property rights, reduces transaction costs and the cost of capital, and leads to capital
market development. Weak corporate governance frameworks reduce investors’ confidence, and
can discourage outside investment. Good corporate governance entails transparency and
accountability between the owners, the management and with the other stakeholders. Board
members must be held accountable and liable for their decisions and actions that have impact on
the interests of other stakeholders. This calls for high level of corporate transparency among the
corporate managers.
The importance of financial disclosure has been of major interest both in theory and in practice.
Since the stock market crash in 1929, regulatory efforts have focused on limiting the firm’s
discretion in determining the timeliness, scope, content and form of disclosure provided to equity
capital market participants and others (Welker, 1995). Disclosure is the communication of
economic information, whether financial or non-financial, quantitative or qualitative relating to
an enterprise's financial position and performance (Owusu-Ansah, 1998). There are many
avenues in addition to the annual report that can be used by entities to disclose financial
information (e.g. prospectus, interim report, press coverage, journals, newspapers, government
publications, interviews with officials, seminars), but the annual report is the only document
produced regularly to comply with mandatory requirements and more importantly is central to
the organisation's construction of its own external Image (Gray et al., 1995).
Information asymmetries and conflicts of interest between contracting parties are considered
important reasons for the commitment to increased transparency and higher quality financial
reporting (Healy and Palepu, 2001). As argued by Armstrong et al. (2010) the information
environment plays a central role both in determining the extent of these conflicts and in
designing the mechanisms to mitigate them.” In particular, detailed information about firms’
operating systems, financing, and investing activities, is essential for the efficiency of
contracting arrangements. Accounting is a fundamental part of contracting mechanisms since it
provides information for designing and evaluating contracts. This implies that certain contractual
arrangements are more efficient than others in reducing agency costs, depending on the
accounting numbers that are used in contracts (Watts and Zimmerman, 1986).
The main feature of financial information systems is to provide high quality accounting
information and a commitment to a transparent information environment (Kothari, 2001). Higher
quality financial reporting is essential to decrease the severity of information asymmetry between
managers and market participants. A potential problem, resulting from information asymmetry,
is the incentive problems, which arise when the manager’s actions are unobservable to the
principal (i.e., moral hazard or hidden action problems) (Lambert, 2001). Due to the incidence of
these problems and the conflicts of interests between managers and shareholders, contracting and
monitoring costs arise (Jensen and Meckling, 1976). In this respect, accounting information
plays a central role in designing contracts that aim at mitigating agency costs (Holthausen and
Leftwich, 1983).
Financial disclosure is a channel through which existing and potential shareholders obtain
valuation information about the firm. It is the connection between corporate insiders and capital
market investors. When there is new information, it could remain undisclosed, it could be
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mandatorily disclosed, or it could be voluntarily disclosed. Therefore, the content of disclosure
reveals not only a firm’s financial and operational situation, but also its managers’ incentives and
discretion to disclose relevant information. It reflects the power managers can exert on disclosure
decision making, and this distribution of power between managers and shareholders is integrally
linked to the firm’s corporate governance (Gompers et al., 2003). Publicly held companies are
obliged of disclosing information that help investors and other market participants to make
economic decisions under the rules and regulations of securities markets. Therefore, corporate
disclosure is the basis for their decisions since investment flows are provided in the markets
where publicly held companies disclose required information to the investing community.
Corporate transparency and information disclosure are important elements of corporate
governance, investors confidence and investment flows. The firms that do not adopt good
transparency and information disclosure policies may suffer agency costs, defined as the value
reduction in welfare experienced by the shareholders. This is due to managerial behaviour that
diverges interests from shareholders (principals) (Jensen and Meckling, 1976). Jensen and
Meckling (1976) describe the agency costs as the sum of monitoring costs by principle, bonding
costs by agent and the residual loss. It is more likely that in a firm where a weak transparency
and disclosure policy is practiced, managers may use their information advantage to pursue their
self-interests (Chen, Chung, Lee and Liao, 2007). Therefore, the firms that are able to control
and reduce the agency costs by increasing corporate transparency; might also be able to increase
the shareholders’ value.
Prior studies provide evidence regarding the role that financial reporting plays in addressing
issues in corporate governance (for survey see Armstrong et al., 2010; Bushman and Smith,
2001). The large focus on the role of financial reporting and accounting information in corporate
governance and, in particular, compensation contracts owes to the fact that these contracts are
incomplete and need to be supplemented with more information (Armstrong et al., 2010).
Increased transparency and higher quality financial reporting can enhance the efficiency of
contracting and governance mechanisms and potentially reduce agency conflicts between
managers and shareholders. For example, in compensation contracts, improved transparency
facilitates the performance evaluation and rewarding of management by filtering out factors that
are irrelevant to management’s actions on performance (De Franco et al., 2013; Ozkan et al.,
2012). Furthermore, as noted with Niuosha (2015), financial reports with credible, timely, and
relevant information are important means of communication with other parties, such as
independent directors. High quality financial reports can enhance the monitoring performance of
the board of directors (Armstrong et al., 2010).
For long, however, the scholarly research on corporate governance has attempted to prescribe a
one size fits all model (Coles, Daniel & Naveen, 2008; Judge, 2009). Yet, as is evident from
several meta-analytic studies, there is no consensus about the efficacy of various governance
practices for different types of firms (Dalton & Dalton, 2011). With its focus on establishing
universal links between different governance mechanisms and firm performance, the extant
literature mostly ignores how organizations interact with their environment, which might lead to
variations in the effectiveness of different governance mechanisms in different contexts
(Aguilera, Filatotchev, Gospel, & Jackson, 2008; Hambrick, Werder, & Zajac, 2008). For
instance according to Lopes and Rodrigues (2007) Portugal is a country where companies, even
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listed companies, are family owned and the capital is concentrated in a small number of
shareholders. He therefore argues that the constraints present in such an economy hinder the
practical application of the best rules of good corporate governance to have a positive effect on
the quality of financial disclosure presented by these companies.
Most of the empirical research on corporate governance is limited to applying agency theory
(Judge, 2009). With a few exceptions (Choi, Park & Yu, 2007; Dahya, Dimitrov & McConnell,
2008), extant literature fails to utilize the richness that a multi-theoretic approach and contextual
variation can bring to the study of firm governance. The importance of context in shaping a
firm‘s structure, strategy and performance is well established in strategy research (Hambrick et
al., 2008). In particular, research in emerging markets suggests that the theoretical lenses and
approaches that have been used to analyze firms based in developed markets may have to be
qualified with contextual contingencies when analyzing emerging market firms (Wright,
Filatotchev, Hoskisson, & Peng, 2005). Consistent with this, several scholars have found that
emerging market firms experience different types of governance problems than developed
market firms (Dharwadkar, George, & Brandes; 2000; Young, Peng, Ahlstrom, Bruton, & Jiang,
2008). As a result, it is often argued that agency theory is not the most suitable lens to analyze
governance issues in all types of firms, and in all contexts. However, even in the case of research
in emerging market firms, the focus continues to be on agency problems (Singh & Gaur, 2009).
Statement of the Problem
Even though financial disclosures and its importance on firm level outcomes have received a
great deal of attention in the governance literature, there is relatively little empirical research on
the role it plays in corporate governance in reference to emerging economies (Linck, Netter, &
Yang, 2008). Likewise, there is a lack of systematic evidence on the consequences of financial
disclosures for firm strategy and performance in the context of emerging economies in general.
In this paper I address this issue using a multi-theoretic framework, integrating agency theory
with signaling theory on the role of financial disclosures in the corporate governance in emerging
economies.
Methodology
This was a desk top research in which the researcher mainly considered secondary information
for his review. The researcher relied on previously published researchers in the area of the role of
financial disclosure in corporate governance. The sources of data included journals, publications,
papers and internet sources.
Organization of the Study
The study is organized into five sections namely the introduction where the researcher
introduced the study and statement of the problem. This is followed by methodology and the
literature review of related literature and the theories underpinning the study. The study then
makes deductions and conclusion followed by suggestion for further research.
Literature Review
The section reviews related literature with regard to the role of financial disclosures in corporate
governance. Also represented is the theories which underpin the discussion.
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Theoretical Framework
The paper is anchored on two theories namely, agency theory and the signaling theories.
Agency Theory
Agency theory describes the relationship between two parties such as the owners of the company
and the managers hired to run the company on the owner’s behalf. However, complications arise
from this separation of ownership and control and this is known as the agency problem (Jensen
and Meckling, 1976; Jensen, 2005). Shareholders (principals) delegate the responsibility of the
operational running of their company to its managers (agents) who carry out this function,
ideally in a manner that produces and maintains shareholders’ wealth. However, agency
problems occur when the incentives of owners and managers are not aligned, causing agents to
make decisions the principals consider detrimental to their wealth (Healy and Palepu, 2001).
Agency theory addresses the main agency problems. The first concerns opposing attitudes to
risk. For instance, a manager might use a company’s resources to invest in projects that
shareholders deem too risky, causing conflicts of interest between the two groups. The same may
be said for the reverse situation. A manager might avoid taking risky projects and therefore not
allow shareholders the opportunity to earn additional returns and income.
Another well-cited agency problem is known as managerial empire building. This is where a
manager tries to expand the company they manage beyond its optimal level. This usually occurs
to aid the manager’s own self-benefitting objectives such as, to increase their salary
compensation, reputation and status within the company (Jensen, 1986; Masulis et al, 2007;
Chan et al, 2012). This utility maximizing is achieved by excessive growth where managers try
to rapidly expand the size of the company (commonly by extensive hiring of staff) in order to
communicate their ability to shareholders and increase the assets under their control (Marris,
1964; Stulz, 1990). The other method is over-investment, where managers increase operations
such as foreign investments beyond the optimum level to preserve their private interests (Marris
1964; Williamson 1975; Jensen 1986). Either method is not considered to be in the best interests
of shareholders as both methods only serve to decrease operating performance and company
value (Jensen, 1986; Hope and Thomas, 2008). Given that managers are assigned the power to
control how that company develops; monitoring, regulation, governance and internal controls
need to be in place to make sure the requirements of the company’s shareholders are still
accomplished.
Signalling Theory
Leland and Pyle (1977) and Ross (1977) are regarded as the main contributors of signalling
theory (SGT), which is fundamentally concerned with the problem of information asymmetry
between insiders (managers) and outsiders (stakeholders). SGT recognises that managers have an
advantage by being better informed than stakeholders, and introduces the concept that firms must
find ways to credibly signal information to stakeholders or outsiders in order to reduce
information asymmetry. Specifically, the SGT model suggests that insiders should rely on
voluntary disclosure as a means to minimise information asymmetry, so that outsiders can better
evaluate firms and make optimal investment decisions. According to this theory, providing
transparent information on corporate governance practices, especially in annual reports, will
positively affect stakeholders’ perceptions. In contrast, not disclosing information on corporate
governance practices may suggest to outsiders either that the firm does not engage in good
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corporate governance practices or that it has negative information; both possibilities may
discourage potential investors from investing.
Thus, firms are motivated to disclose information on corporate governance practices to
differentiate themselves from those with less disclosure (Healy and Palepu, 2001). For instance,
indicating the presence of independent non-executive directors on the board can be interpreted
by stakeholders as a positive signal of a better investment protection policy, which may
encourage potential investors to invest in. Similarly, providing detailed information on
ownership structures will be interpreted by outsiders as an indicator of firm quality (Ross, 1977;
Core, 2001). In particular, disclosing information on managerial ownership can be interpreted as
a positive signal, because outsiders expect that managers have optimistic information about the
firm’s future financial prospects (Ross, 1977). Managers in poor-quality firms will not choose
such costly signals to inform outsiders about their firms.
Firms may also tend to send out signals in order to achieve managerial benefits. For instance,
managers are motivated to provide information on corporate governance practices in order to
avoid the risk of losing their jobs and the cost of litigation resulting from poor performance
(Skinner, 1994; Healy and Palepu, 2001). They may use voluntary disclosure to justify that poor
firm performance is not due to poor governance, but to other issues that are beyond managers’
control. Therefore, by providing additional information on corporate governance practices, SGT
suggests that firms signal to stakeholders that they are highly committed to good corporate
governance practices and accountability (Certo et al., 2001).
Financial Disclosures and Corporate Governance
In a world with complete and perfect markets, as described in the theory of Modigliani and
Miller (1958), there are no transaction costs, no costs of contracting, and no information
processing costs (Watts and Zimmerman, 1986). In that world, investment decisions are
independent of firms’ financial policies and capital structures, and they are made as long as the
marginal benefits of investments equal the marginal costs. However, in a “real” world
characterized by information asymmetries, investment decisions become inefficient due to the
existence of information differences across participants in the market (Hubbard, 1998).
Specifically, adverse selection and moral hazard are the consequences of information asymmetry
where shareholders do not have access to complete information regarding the companies’
activities and investment opportunities (Beaver, 1998).
Adverse selection, owing to information differences, arises when shareholders cannot completely
verify the information in the market, and when information acquisition costs are high. The
information problem, also known as the “lemons problem”, leads to inefficiency in the
functioning of capital markets. In particular, the information problem in the market results in the
undervaluation of “good” quality ideas simply because investors cannot distinguish between
different types of business ideas (Healy and Palepu, 2001). This implies that managers choose to
disclose more to solve this problem as the information asymmetry between the market and the
manager increases (Verrecchia, 2001). Hence, providing high quality information and enhancing
the transparency in the market can solve this problem, which is one of the main objectives of
financial reporting. Through financial reporting and disclosure, managers seek to alleviate the
negative consequences of the information problem by communicating firm specific information
(Fields et al., 2001; Healy and Palepu, 2001).
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The information role of financial reporting is a well-established research area in the accounting
literature (Brüggemann et al., 2013). Research in this area investigates the role of higher
transparency and higher quality of financial reporting for enhancing the efficiency in corporate
governance. For example, prior studies document a negative association between the level of
disclosure and cost of equity capital, suggesting that managers choose a higher degree of
disclosure in order to lower information risk. This decreases the subsequent incremental return
for bearing information risk, which explains the incentive for managers to enhance transparency
in corporations (Botosan, 1997; Botosan and Plumlee, 2002; Lang and Lundholm, 1996). This
leads to the first hypothesis of the study which states:
Ho1: There is no relationship between financial disclosures and corporate transparency
Another major problem that imposes limitations on the function of capital markets is moral
hazard. This problem arises as the result of information asymmetries among individuals and
when individual actions cannot be observed (Holmström, 1979). This may refer to a situation
where managers expropriate shareholder value, for instance, by making investment decisions that
are not beneficial to shareholders. Furthermore, moral hazard occurs when management does not
play an active role and does not pay the consequences for the risks or the responsibilities of their
decision-making (Bushman and Smith, 2001). These situations reflect upon potential conflicts of
interests between managers and shareholders (Jensen and Meckling, 1976).
Financial information plays an important role in contractual arrangements that are presumably
used for mitigating agency costs (Fields et al., 2001; Holthausen and Leftwich, 1983; Watts and
Zimmerman, 1986). This role is usually derived from contract theories, which seek to explain the
mechanisms for alignment of interests between managers and owners, including compensation
contracts. In particular, high-quality financial accounting information can facilitate monitoring
mechanisms and promote efficient governance contracts. This contracting, also known as
governance, role of financial reporting is particularly manifest in compensation contracts. From
the above discussion we get the second hypothesis that:
Ho2: Financial disclosure has no effect on information asymmetry between the management and
shareholders.
Wang (2006) found that founding family ownership is associated with higher earnings quality.
This indicates that family owners contribute to the financial reporting quality, which is explained
by the ability of these controlling shareholders to discipline and control management (based on
the alignment hypothesis). However, as noted by Wang (2006), this positive association can also
be related to the demand from outside shareholders in the market, given that they require more
transparent financial reports in firms where controlling shareholders are able to expropriate
outside shareholder wealth owing to the extent of their control (based on the entrenchment
hypothesis). In a study by Ali et al. (2007), the direct ability of family owners for controlling and
monitoring management behavior is found to be associated with higher quality of accounting
earnings. However, this study also indicates that family firms with dual-class shares face another
agency problem due to the potential entrenchment effect of family owners, which affects the
disclosure practices of firms.
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The main point here is that the monitoring effect of governance mechanisms depends on the
heterogeneity of monitoring problems in firms as well as the existence of alternative monitoring
mechanisms. For example, the monitoring ability of the boards of directors replaces costly
alternative governance mechanisms, including incentive plans (e.g Cohen et al., 2013; Dicks,
2012). Still, given that information asymmetries between independent board members and
corporate insiders limit the function of the board of directors, country-level regulation may be
needed to impose a higher transparency and disclosure in firms as a complementary monitoring
mechanism. In this relationship, information transparency is a key aspect indicating the extent of
agency problems in firms as well as supporting the mechanisms to solve these problems
(Armstrong et al., 2010).
Turkey has a relatively well-built regulatory framework for corporate governance, notably
among emerging market countries. Developments in the area of corporate governance had urged
Turkish regulatory authority, Capital Market Board (CMB), and the CMB promulgated the
corporate governance principles for publicly held companies with the “comply or explain” basis
in the year 2003. Aksu and Kosedag (2006) provide evidence that the transparency and
disclosure quality of Turkish firms is moderate by investigating the transparency and disclosure
practices of the 52 largest and liquid firms listed on to the Istanbul Stock Exchange. According
to them, sound corporate governance practices play important role in reducing the agency costs
of the firms having efficient allocation of financial resources in capital markets. Notably, they
state that transparency and disclosure practices adopted by the firms are important elements and
indicators of corporate governance excellence. This leads to the third objective of the study that:
Ho3: Financial disclosure has not had effect on transparency of family owned corporations in
emerging economies
Findings
While the empirical review has shown that financial disclosures are important for effective and
efficient corporate governance, this is only true in the developed countries in Europe and
America. For instance, the world economic crisis of 2008-2009 only affected a few firms in these
developed countries where large corporations collapsed. This was also attributed to the
mismanagement of the firms at the time. The investors in these countries heavily rely on the
financial disclosures in making their investor decisions. This however, may not be true for most
emerging economies which may be attributed to two factors namely, lack of strong legal
frameworks and two is the vulnerability to the economic shocks. For instance, in Kenya, despite
the existence of corporate governance regulations, large firms such as the Kenya airways almost
went under due to major scandals by the directors where the firm lost billions of shillings
attributed to agency problem. Despite the disclosures of the firm’s performance, the underhand
dealings of the directors almost brought the airline to its knees. In other instances like the case of
Uchumi Supermarkets, the management and the auditor were accused of not giving the true
picture of the firm’s financial position, which was misleading to the shareholders and other
stakeholders like the suppliers who continued supplying with the hope that they would be paid as
the records depicted the superstore to be doing well. In these instances, the financial disclosure
practice did not enhance the good corporate governance practice and the shareholders wealth was
not protected.
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In the second instance, the emerging economies are vulnerable to the world major shocks like the
2008-2009 world economic crisis. Even though the US economy was hard hit by this crisis, only
a few firms were affected by the crisis. However, in Dubai, a whole security stock market
collapsed and is yet to recover due to the world economic crisis. Financial scandals in the UAE
have damaged its reputation as a reputable investment centre, with Dubai widely believed to be
the centre of money laundering operations (Irvine & Lucas, 2006). The Dubai government has
declared that it has $80bn of debts; however, analysts say the true figure could be double that
figure (Spencer, 2009). The major government owned holding companies and some private
companies have failed to meet their debts and pay back their creditors; for example Dubai World
had liabilities of $60bn.
Financial markets in UAE have been significantly affected by the turmoil in the global economy,
primarily due to the fall in oil prices, the contraction of global trade and logistics, as well as the
bursting of the real estate bubble; an example of this is the debt problems experienced by Dubai
World, a government-owned conglomerate, which further exacerbated these effects
(eStandardsForum, 2010).
The other problem facing the emerging economies especially in the Asian continent is the fact
that family groups control vast majority of companies and cross ownership between companies
exist. Therefore controlling shareholders dominate and affect the management of listed
companies. India shows a predominance of corporate family ownership which is as high as 58
percent, (The Financial Express, 2008, 27 May). Piramal (1996) has described the evolution and
expansion of seven family-owned prominent business groups in India, namely, the Ambani
group, Bajaj, Birla, Goenka, Khaitan, Shah and the Tata group of companies. In case of the
family-owned companies, the promoter or his/her family member is normally the CEO of the
firm. This reduces the need for producing elaborate internal reports. In this situation, the firm has
less incentive to disclose detailed financial information to outside shareholders. Therefore, the
family-owned firms have both an incentive and a disincentive to disclose detailed segment
financial information.
Conclusion
While the study has shown that financial disclosures are important practices that will guarantee
good corporate governance, it is evident that financial disclosures may be applicable in most
emerging economies. However, its applicability is not absolute and there is need to analyse its
applicability as it has been evident that in emerging economies, some prevailing situations may
not guarantee financial disclosure to lead to good corporate governance like was in the case of
the United Arab emirates where despite the financial disclosure, the world economic crisis swept
the whole economy. Secondly, where it has been proved that the legal structure is not strong
enough to support the practice of good corporate governance, the agency cost will still remain a
challenge like is the case in Kenya where listed firms like Kenya Airways and Mumias Sugar
almost went under due to the misreporting of the financial position of the firms’ performance. In
another arrangement like is the case of India where most of the firms are family owned, the
financial disclosure may be incentive or disincentive.
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Suggestions for Further Research
This study was based on the role of financial disclosure in corporate governance while there are
other factors which influence corporate governance in developing countries such as culture. This
study suggests that further studies should be done on the role of culture in corporate governance
in emerging economies.
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Abstract
Today a large section of people, who have minimal financial literacy, are keen to know the
financial performance status of the banks where their deposits are entrusted. They may be as an
investor, manager, employee, owner, lender, customer, government and public at large. Financial
performance is not airily available from the records and files in any organization. It has to be
derived by the usage of financial statement analysis techniques. The selection and usage of
technique is subject to the option of the user. Some of the important and commonly used
techniques are: Ratio Analysis, Cross section analysis Comparative statement analysis, Time
series analysis, Common size analysis, and DuPont Analysis. The usefulness of ratios depends
on skillful interpretation and intelligence of the user. The present study is devoted to analyze the
financial performance of ICICI Bank by using ratio analysis with a view to give meaningful
interpretations for the stakeholders of the selected company. Financial performance analysis is
the process of identifying the financial strengths and weaknesses of the firm by properly
establishing the RELATIONSHIP between the items of balance sheet and profit and loss
account. It also helps in short-term and long term forecasting and growth can be identified with
the help of financial performance analysis. The dictionary meaning of ‘analysis’ is to resolve or
separate a thing in to its element or components parts for tracing their relation to the things as
whole and to each other. The analysis of financial statement is a process of evaluating the
relationship between the component parts of financial statement to obtain a better understanding
of the firm’s position and performance. This analysis can be undertaken by management of the
firm or by parties outside the namely, owners, creditors, investors
Key Words: Ratio Analysis, Cross section analysis Comparative statement analysis, Time series
analysis, Common size analysis
Introduction
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Managing an account in India, in the current sense, begun in the most recent many years of the
eighteenth century. Among the critical banks had been the Bank of Hindostan, which turned into
installation in 1770 and sold in 1829.32; and the General Bank of India, advanced in 1786 but
besieged in 1791.The best bank, and the maximum organized nevertheless in nearness, is the
State Bank of India (S.B.I). It started because the Bank of Calcutta in June 1806. In 1809, it
became renamed because the Bank of Bengal. This changed into one of the 3 banks subsidized
with the aid of an enterprise authorities; the alternative two have been the Bank of Bombay and
the Bank of Madras. The 3 banks were joined suit as a iddle the Imperial Bank of India, which
upon India's flexibility, transformed into the State Bank of India in 1955.For a long time the
administration banks had gone about as semi national banks, as did their successors, until the
Reserve Bank of India turned into built up in 1935, the Reserve Bank of India Act. In 1960, the
State Banks of India become given control of eight nation-related banks below the State Bank of
India (Subsidiary Banks) Act, 1959. These are currently called its partner banks. In 1969 the
Indian government nationalized 14 noteworthy private banks. In 1980, 6 more private banks
were nationalised. These nationalized banks are the lion's share of loan specialists in the Indian
economy. They command the managing an account part in light of their huge size and across the
board arranges. The Indian managing an account part is extensively arranged into booked banks
and non-planned banks. The booked banks are those included under the second Schedule of the
Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934. The planned banks are additionally characterized into:
nationalized banks; State Bank of India and its partners; Regional Rural Banks (RRBs); outside
banks; and other Indian private area banks. The term business banks allude to both booked and
non-booked business banks managed under the Banking Regulation Act, 1949. By and large
saving money in India is genuinely develop as far as supply, item range and reach-despite the
fact that scope in rustic India and to the poor still remains a test. The legislature has created
activities to address this through the State Bank of India extending its branch organize and
through the National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD) with offices like
microfinance.
Review Of Literature-Reddy K. Sriharsha (2012) analysed relative performance of banks in
India using CAMEL approach. It is found that public sector banks have appreciably improved
indicating positive impact of the reforms in liberalizing interest rates, rationalizing directed
credit and Investments and increasing competition.
Joseph Jelsy and Vetrivel, (2012) have studied the financial performance in connection with
Activity Based Costing, and concluded that better cost predictions, loss making products are
identified. The ABC can be used for cost reduction, DSS (Decision Support System) budgeting
and better performance measurement in order to improve the financial performance of the
companies.
Aggarwal Nisha, Gupta Neeti - ICICI provides full assistance to the creation, expansion and
modernization of industrial enterprises within the private sector in India and encourages the
participation of private capital, both internal and external, in such enterprises.
Khan M. Y.- Recently ICICI Ltd. (along with two of its subsidiaries, ICICI Personal Finance
Services Ltd. and ICICI Capital Services Ltd.) has been merged with ICICI bank Ltd; effective
from May3, 2002. The erstwhile DFI has thus ceased to exist. Its main objective is to encourage
and promote private ownership of industrial investment and expansion of investment markets.
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Singh A.B., Tondon P. (2012) examined the financial performance of SBI and ICICI Bank,
public sector and private sector respectively. The study found that SBI is performing well and
financially sound than ICICI Bank but in context of deposits and expenditure ICICI bank has
better managing efficiency than SBI.
Srinivas K., Saroja L. (2013) compared and analyzed the Financial Performance of HDFC and
ICICI Bank. For the purpose of analysis of comparative financial performance of the selected
banks using CAMELS model with ttest. The result showed that there is no significance
difference between the ICICI and HDFC bank’s financial performance but the ICICI bank
performance is slightly less compared with HDFC
Objectives Of The Studyshare capital, PAT, net worth, net assets and investments during the study period.
-term solvency
Research Methodology
Research refers to the systemic method consisting of enunciating the problem, a hypothesis,
collecting the facts, analyzing the facts and reaching the certain conclusion either in form of
solution towards the concerned problem or for some theoretical formulation. The study is based
on the financial data collected from the internet.
The period of evaluating financial performance of ICICI bank ranging from 2011-2012 to 20152016 i.e. for five years. Secondary data is collected from annual reports of the company in Table
4 (Dion Global Solutions Limited) and online database. To analyze the data the standard tool
ratio analysis is applied for the study. For evaluating the financial performance and better
controlling the activities of the ICICI bank, the ideal norms are industry average ratios.
No research is completed until it has formulated a specific problem. The problem of the study is
to analyze the financial status of ICICI Bank Ltd.
Data Analysis And Interpretation
The growth rate of the selected company in terms of PAT, turnover, share capital, net worth,
investments, total assets are furnished in table 2. It is observed from the table 2 that the growth
rate of profit, share capital and reserve & surplus over last five years are 143.72%, 3.58% and
42.66% respectively. The interest earned is 44,178.15cr as compared to 41,155.53cr,
30,641.16cr, 8,767.12cr and 8,253.53cr of HDFC Bank, Axis Bank, Kotak Mahindra and
IndusInd Bank respectively for Mar, 14. The financial performance of the ICICI Bank has been
analyzed by grouping the financial ratios in four broad categories viz; Liquidity ratios,
profitability ratio and activity ratio as it is an important technique of financial statement analysis.
They are useful for understanding the financial position of the company.
(See Author for Tables and graphs)
Table 1: Share capital of ICICI Bank as on 31st March, 2015
Source: Annual reports of the company
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Table 2: Growth of ICICI Bank (Rs. Crores)
Table 3: Various Ratios of ICICI Bank
Liquidity Ratios
Ratios provide in a summarized and concise form of fairly good idea about the financial position
of a unit. They are important tools for financial analysis. Liquidity ratios measure the availability
of cash to pay maturing current obligations.
Current Ratio
The current ratio is a liquidity and efficiency ratio that measures a firm's ability to pay off its
short-term liabilities with its current assets. The ideal current ratio is 2:1 i.e. current assets must
be twice of current liabilities. In case this ratio is less that the ideal ratio of 2:1, the short term
financial position is not supposed to be very sound. And in case it is more than the ideal one,
than it shows idleness of working capital. The current ratio is presented in table 3.

Current Ratio

2015-16
0.13

2014-15
0.09

2013-14
0.12

2012-13
0.07

2011-12
0.14

References: Table 3: Various Ratios of ICICI Bank (Annexure). From the table 3 it has been
observed that there is ups and down during the study period.
Interpretation: The current ratio of ICICI bank is lower than the standard norm (2:1) throughout
the study period and shows the bank’s ability to pay its current liabilities is not sound enough.
The current Ratio or liquid ratio of the bank for the study period are; 0.09, 0.98, 0.12, 0.07, 0.14
respectively. There is high modulation in liquidity ratio of the bank. Hence, the analysis gives the
exact result and provides a way to the management to take remedial steps to control and improve
the extreme deviations the solvency position of the company.
Quick Ratio/ Acid test ratio: The Quick Ratio attempts to measure the ability of the firm to
meet its obligations relying solely on its more liquid Current Asset accounts such as Cash and
Accounts Receivable. This ratio is calculated by dividing Current Assets less Inventories by
Current Liabilities. The ideal quick ratio is 1:1 i.e, liquid assets must be ideally equal to the
current liabilities. In case the ratio falls short of 1:1 than it depicts weak short term financial
position and vice versa. The current ratio of ICICI Bank for the study period is shown in Table 3.
From the table 3 it is eminent that the acid test ratio of ICICI is in multiples of standard norm i.e.
1:1 during the study period.

Quick Ratio

2015-16
14.97

2014-15
13.53

2013-14
9.37

2012-13
15.86

2011-12
14.70

References: Table 3: Various Ratios of ICICI Bank (Annexure)
Interpretation: The quick ratio of ICICI Bank is 11.31, 10.53, 9.37, 15.86, and 14.70
respectively during the study period. This reveals the healthy sign in its solvency position and if
look at the other side it symbolize the ineffective financial management.
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Leverage Ratios
The ratio used to calculate the financial leverage of a company to get an idea of the company's
methods of financing or to measure its ability to meet financial obligations. There are several
different ratios, but the main factors looked at include debt, equity, assets and interest expenses.
The Debt Ratio, Debt-Equity Ratio, and Equity Multiplier are essentially three ways of looking
at the same thing: the firm's use of debt to finance its assets. The most well-known financial
leverage ratio is the debt-to equity ratio (Total Debt to Owners Fund) viz. used in the current
study.
Total Debt to Owners Fund (DER): A measure of a company's financial leverage calculated by
dividing its total liabilities by stockholders' equity. It indicates what proportion of equity and
debt the company is using to finance its assets. It measures the long term solvency of the firm.
Normally DER of 2:3 or 0.67 is considered as satisfactory. The Total Debt to Owners Fund is
shown in Table 3.

Total debt to owner's fund(DER)

2015-16

2014-15

2013-14

2012-13

2011-12

4.53

4.39

4.23

4.10

3.91

References
Table 3: Various Ratios of ICICI Bank (Annexure)
Interpretation: The Total Debt to Owners Fund of ICICI Bank is 4.53, 4.39, 4.23, 4.10 and 3.91
respectively for the study period. By analyzing these figures it is clear that the bank is highly
levered.
A higher proportion is not considered as good and it’s an indication of early warning signal for
insolvency of the firm. By observing the data it is clear that the bank uses too much debt in its
capital structure.
Profitability Ratios
A profitability ratio is a measure of profitability, which is a way to measure a company's
performance. It can be derived by either on sales or investments. Profitability is simply the
capacity to make a profit, and a profit is what is left over from income earned after you have
deducted all costs and expenses related to earning the income. It includes profit margin, ROI,
ROA, ROE, Net profit after tax to net worth. In this study EPS has been used to assess the
profitability of the company. The processed information regarding EPS has been furnished in
Table 3.
EPS (Earning Per Share): Earnings per share is generally considered to be the single most
important variable in determining a share's price. It is also a major component used to calculate
the price-to-earnings valuation ratio i.e. whether the company is able to use its equity share
capital effectively while comparing with other companies in the industry.
It is the portion of a company's profit allocated to each outstanding share of common stock.
Earnings per share serve as an indicator of a company's profitability.
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2015-16
84.95

EPS

2014-15
72.22

2013-14
56.09

2012-13
44.73

2011-12
36.10

References
(See Author for Tables and graphs)
Table 3: Various Ratios of ICICI Bank (Annexure)
Interpretation: It has been observed that the growth of profit after tax is excellent throughout
the study period. And EPS has amplified from 36.10 to 84.94. Hence it can be inferred that the
bank’s overall performance is quite good over the years in effective utilization of its equity share
capital. While looking at EPS of the bank, it is clear that it is increasing progressively during the
study period.
Dividend Payout Ratio: The DP ratio provides an idea of how well earnings support the
dividend payments. More mature companies tend to have a higher payout ratio. It is the
percentage of earnings paid to shareholders in dividends. The ratio has great importance to the
shareholders and management. The higher the ratio, the better it is. The processed information
pertaining to the ICICI Bank is given in Table 3.
2015-16
27.07

Dividend Payout Ratio

2014-15
27.71

2013-14
29.41

2012-13
31.30

2011-12
37.31

References
Table 3: Various Ratios of ICICI Bank (Annexure)
Interpretation: It has been observed that the range of DP Ratio is 27.07, 27.71, 29.41, 31.30,
and 37.30 respectively. The DP ratio is declining over the years and reduction in dividends paid
is looked poorly upon by investors, and the stock price usually depreciates as investors seek
other dividend-paying stocks.
Activity Ratios: Activity ratios are used to measure the relative efficiency of a firm based on its
use of its assets, leverage or other such balance sheet items. These ratios are important in
determining whether a company's management is doing a good enough job of generating
revenues, cash, etc. from its resources. These includes Debtor turnover ratio, inventory turnover
ratio and total assets turnover ratio. But in this paper Asset Turnover Ratio and Total Assets
Turnover Ratio were applied to test the effectiveness of the bank.
Asset Turnover Ratio: The Asset Turnover ratio is an indicator of the efficiency with which a
company is deploying its assets. In other words, the amount of sales or revenues generated per
unit of assets. It can be said that the higher the ratio, the better it is, since it implies the company
is generating more revenues per unit of assets. The statistics regarding Asset turnover ratio is
enlisted in table 3.
Asset Turnover Ratio

2015-16
0.08

2014-15
0.08
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2013-14
0.08

2012-13
0.07

2011-12
0.10

References
(See Author for Tables and graphs)
Table 3: Various Ratios of ICICI Bank (Annexure)
Interpretation: It has been observed that the range of Asset Turnover Ratio of ICICI bank is
0.08, 0.08, 0.08, 0.07 and 0.10 respectively which is quite stable and a good sign.
Total Assets Turnover Ratios: The Total Assets Turnover Ratio is a financial ratio that
measures the efficiency of a company's use of its assets in making sales revenue. This ratio
considers all assets, current and fixed. Those assets include fixed assets, like plant and
equipment, as well as inventory, accounts receivable, as well as any other current assets. The
lower the total asset turnover ratio, as compared to historical data for the firm and industry data,
the more sluggish the firm's sales. This may indicate a problem with one or more of the asset
categories composing total assets - inventory, receivables, or fixed assets. The Total
Assets Turnover Ratio of ICICI bank is shown in table 3.
2015-16 2014-15
Total Assets Turnover Ratios
0.07
0.07

2013-14
0.06

2012-13
0.08

2011-12
0.09

Interpretation: It has been clear that the Total Assets Turnover Ratio if the bank is 0.07, 0.07,
0.06, 0.08 and 0.09 respectively for the study period. Initially it was surged from 0.09 to 0.06 in
two years but has revived again. This means the efficiency of the management has been
improved a lot.
Equity Ratio / Proprietory Ratio
It is variant of debt – equity ratio. It is an important test to judge the long-term solvency of a
concern. It establishes relationship between the proprietor or shareholder’s funds and the total
assets. It may be expressed as:
Equity ratio

=

Proprietor’s funds
Total Asset

Equity Ratios

2015-16
0.457

2014-15
0.597

2013-14
0.876

2012-13 2011-12
0.999
0.878

Debt-Equity Ratio
A measure of company financial leverage calculated by dividing its total liabilities by
stakeholder’s equity it indicates what proportion of equity and debt the company is using to
finance its assets
Debt-Equity Ratio

2015-16
222.23

2014-15
183.53
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2013-14
102.11

2012-13 2011-12
94.44
84.33

The debt-equity ratio (D/E) is a financial ratio indicating the relative proportion of shareholder’s
equity and debt used to finance a company assets. Herein case of ICICI Bank we can see that the
debt –equity ratio has increased over the years .This is because its equity capital showed no
growth from past years .But its Debt capital has shown a steady increase over the past years.
From this we can infer that since ICICI bank is a public sector undertaking it depends much
more on debt capital rather than equity.
Findings
is not good. The current ratio is below 1 (current liabilities
exceed current assets) for the study period, then the bank may have problems paying its bills on
time. However, low values do not indicate a critical problem but should concern the
management.
address this concern, bank can also analyze the firm's interest coverage ratio, which is the
company's operating income divided by debt service payments. A high operating income will
allow even a debt-burdened firm to meets its obligations.
indication of continuous improvement in the earning power of the bank. This increasing EPS is
the sign of higher earnings, strong financial position and, therefore, a reliable firm to invest
money.
profit margin for a better analysis. A lower turnover ratio means that the company is not using its
assets optimally. Total asset turnover ratio is a key driver of return on equity which is quite
constant.
payout ratio analysis is important. A consistent trend in this ratio is usually more important than
a high or low ratio. Bank has fallen a percentage each year for the last five years might indicate
that the company can no longer afford to pay such high dividends. This could be an indication of
poor operating performance.
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Abstract
Proactive behavior is crucial as it may trigger positive changes at a workplace that may lead to
improved quality products, increased efficiency, reduced costs and a greater market share.
Despite these benefits, hotels struggle to be proactive due to innovation barriers. The barriers
stifle employees’ personal initiative, ability to take charge, sell their issues and voice their views
in the organization. The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship between
endogenous innovation barriers and proactive work behaviour in the hotel industry. The study
employed a co-relational research design. From a population of 190 permanent front line
employees, 127 formed the sample. Purposive sampling was used to select three international
chain hotels in Nairobi, employees were stratified into primary and support departments,
systematic sampling was used to select the respondents. Primary data was gathered from
employees by use of administered questionnaires. Reliability of data was tested using
Cronbach’s Alpha. Factor analysis was used for data reduction while linear regression was
employed to analyze relationships between variables. Results of the study indicate a relationship
between endogenous innovation barriers and proactive work behavior (t=-3.617, p=0.011).The
study recommends that hotels focus on creating an enabling work environment that promotes
proactive work behavior.
Key words: Endogenous barriers, Innovation, Proactive work behaviour
Background to the Study
In order to survive, organizations need people who are responsive to the challenges of the
environment, are not afraid to share information and knowledge, and can stand up for their own
and their team beliefs. This calls for a proactive work force. Proactive work behaviour is
typically described as anticipatory behaviour with the aim to influence either oneself or the work
environment (Grant et al., 2009). Traditionally, researchers as well as practitioners supposed that
employees might rather be passive and solely following instructions of their supervisors would
be sufficient to grant good performance and organizational success (Frese& Fay, 2001).
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However, due to changes in the work environments, traditional views have changed towards a
more proactive point of view.
Today’s business environment is characterized by intensive competition, higher customer
expectations and increased focus on quality among others. In order to survive, organizations
need people who are responsive to the challenges of the environment, are not afraid to share
information and knowledge, and can stand up for their own and their team beliefs. Proactive
behaviours are related to increased individual and organizational performance, such as overall
performance, career-related outcomes, sales, and organizational success (Fay & Frese, 2001).
Small and Medium Enterprises are mostly flooded with many similar, often easily substitutable
service offerings which make it difficult for customers to differentiate an establishment from its
competitors. This situation can decrease the competitiveness of these establishments, the Kenyan
hospitality establishments included; hence the need to introduce several radical innovations.
However, several studies (Davidsson 1989, Hakim 1989) show that most small firms are, in fact,
not very entrepreneurial or innovative despite their economic value. Nikolaou et al (2007), state
that organizations are increasingly demanding more and more from their employees-such as
taking initiative, generating innovative ideas, speaking up and accepting responsibility.
Proactive behaviour is self-directed and future-focused action in an organization, in which the
individual aims to bring about change, including change to the situation for instance, introducing
new work methods, influencing organizational strategy and/or change within oneself for
example, and learning new skills to cope with future demands (Grant et al., 2009; Morrison
1999). This study focused on personal initiative, taking charge, voice behaviour and issue selling
proactive work behaviours.
Personal initiative is a work behaviour defined as self-starting and proactive that overcomes
barriers to achieve a goal. Taking charge is defined as voluntary and constructive efforts by
individual employees to effect organizationally functional change with respect to how work is
executed within the context of their jobs, work units or organizations. Besides issue selling is a
voluntary, discretionary set of behaviour by which organizational members attempt to influence
the organizational agenda by getting those above them to pay attention to issues while voice
behaviour emphasizes expression of constructive challenge intended to realize improvements
rather than to just criticize how things are done (Frese & Fay, 2001; Dutton & Ashford, 1993;
Morrison & Phelps, 1999; Van Dyne & LePine, 1998).
However, these proactive work behaviours may be restrained by barriers to innovation. Several
studies asserts that there are several constraints which inhibit innovation. The study of the
barriers to innovation focuses on the problems that can occur throughout the complex and
delicate process of innovation. These factors, which place obstruction or inertia in innovation,
termed barriers to innovation, can arise for various reasons. Identification and categorization is
fundamental since it creates mechanisms to reduce their existence, minimize them, or convert
them into facilitators of innovation. For most authors their categorizations divide into internal
and external barriers. Internal barriers are those that arise inside the company and external
barriers, those that arise from the external environment. (Cordeiro & Vieira 2012; Stanislawsky
& Olczak, 2010).
Keegan et al (1997) posit that barriers to innovation in European SMEs are both shared across
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countries. Barriers to innovation that European small firms in general perceived as most
significant are, the scholars, high costs associated with innovation, to long pay-off period for
innovations, low availability of venture capital, the understanding that innovations are too easy
to be copied by competitors, high rates of income tax and social insurance, the small size of the
domestic market, lack of government support for business, national tendency towards jobs with
security, an education system that influences people to get a job, and a national tendency to
recent successful.
Loewe (2004) postulates the top six endogenous obstacles to innovation across industries as;
short-term focus, inadequate time, resources or staff, leadership expects payoff sooner than is
realistic, management incentives are not structured to reward innovation, lack of a systematic
innovation process and belief that innovation is naturally risky. Shortage of resources relates to
competence and personnel factors like the firm’s ability and capability to innovate, both
regarding available time and regarding the level of employee’s capacity to discover new
solutions. Cordeiro and Vieira (2012) term these barriers as endogenous as they are brought
about by the internal business environment and can be influenced rather easily by the
management of the organization.
Exogenous innovation barriers obstacles which stifle innovation process include; the society‘s
beliefs and traditions, risks and criticism resulting from innovation failures, lack of governmental
support, stringent bureaucracies and formal procedures. For instance, bureaucracies and formal
procedures like budgeting and governmental approval processes can be so embedded and
cumbersome that they can stifle creativity and flexibility in the workplace (Henrekson, 1996).
Management and leadership tend to often resist innovation because innovation means embracing
uncertainty and may pose possible difficulties in measuring returns on investment. Besides, old
habits, beliefs, and assumptions cloud openness to new ideas and overpower creative and
innovative initiatives. The status quo remains in place and nothing changes. Besides, fear of a
new idea is often manifested as criticism and sometimes harsh judgment. People mock and
ridicule what they don‘t understand. Furthermore, employees may have ideas but may be
reluctant to share because they worry that no one will like the idea. They are afraid of ridicule or
the implications of possible failure. Policies and procedures, inflexible and rigid organizational
structures, traditions, and a culture of playing by the rules, are keeping employees from
participating, stifling any innovative or creative processes. An oppressive environment has a
tendency to force employees to conform to accepted patterns, rules, and inherent limitations of
the status quo; this hampers innovative thinking (Sieczka, 2011).
Bringing ideas from development to implementation often takes a lot of effort or time to produce
results. Most organizations and employees don‘t want to devote the necessary time or effort to
complete an innovative project. Additionally, negativity takes hold even before beginning a
project or a project is eliminated before it even gets up and running. Lack of faith in the possible
payoffs of a creative process can easily confuse or eliminate what might have been the next big
idea (Sieczka, 2011).
Although individuals are the source of innovations, innovations rarely occur in isolation. In order
to innovate, employees often need to relate and interact with other individuals inside or outside
the organization, hence the importance of communication, articulation, and social networking
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skills (Fay & Frese, 2001).
In light of the reviewed literature, proactive work behaviours may be restrained by barriers to
innovation. For instance management and leadership resisting innovation, beliefs and
assumptions that cloud openness to new ideas, associated risks to innovation, policies and
procedures, inflexible and rigid organizational structures, a culture of playing by the rules, lack
of competences and time may diminish employees’ personal initiative to take charge, sell their
issues and have a voice in the organization new idea implementation processes. Not only can
barriers stifling employee work proactivity they can keep the organization as a whole from
moving forward by stopping employees from becoming involved in innovation. For these
reasons, it‘s crucial to study the relationship that exist between the highlighted innovation
barriers.
Research Hypothesis
H01-There is no relationship between endogenous innovation barriers and proactive
work behaviour in the hotel industry.
Literature review
Literature in this field has grown immensely and suggested a variety of proactive approaches,
ranging from rather stable conceptualizations for example, proactive personality to approaches
that focus on specific behavioural patterns like personal initiative, Frese et al (1997); taking
charge, Morrison & Phelps (1999), and general proactive behaviour at work (Grant et al., 2009).
Proactive Work Behaviour
Literature in this field has grown immensely and suggested a variety of proactive approaches,
ranging from rather stable conceptualizations for example, proactive personality to approaches
that focus on specific behavioural patterns like personal initiative, Frese et al (1996); taking
charge, Morrison & Phelps (1999), and general proactive behaviour at work (Grant et al., 2008).
Proactive work behaviour is typically described as anticipatory behaviour with the aim to
influence either oneself or the work environment (Grant et al., 2008). As proactive work
behaviour is related to increased individual and organizational performance, such as overall
performance, career-related outcomes, sales, and organizational success (Fay & Frese, 2001), it
is beneficial for organizations. Especially in today‘s jobs that are characterized by decentralized
management, increased teamwork, rapid organizational changes including the introduction of
innovations and new technologies and increased job stress (Thatcher & Zhu, 2006).
Organizations might achieve a competitive advantage if they were able to motivate their
employees to behave in a proactive manner. More specifically, employees need to become more
flexible and active and they need to attack occurring problems in a proactive way instead of just
fulfilling their jobs and reacting passively to new situations (Parker, 2000). As an example,
personal initiative is a form of proactive behaviour that involves going beyond assigned tasks,
developing one‘s own goals, and attempting to solve problems that have not yet occurred (Frese
& Fay, 2001). Taking charge is also an example of proactive behaviour, referring to active
efforts to bring about change on work methods (Morrison & Phelps, 1999).
Further examples include individuals proactively shaping their work environment as a
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newcomer, actively building networks (Morrison, 1999), and persuading leaders to take notice of
important strategic issues (Dutton & Ashford, 2001). All of these behaviours have in common an
emphasis on taking control of a situation by looking ahead and initiating change. They are also
all behaviours that are partially determined by disposition, and partially influenced by situational
forces, such as job design and leadership.
Traditionally, researchers as well as practitioners supposed that employees might rather be
passive and solely following instructions of their supervisors would be sufficient to grant good
performance and organizational success (Frese, 2008). However, due to changes in the work
environments, these traditional views have changed towards a more proactive point of view: In
the 90s of the 20th century, scientists started to explore proactive work behaviour and related
concepts (Frese, 2008; Zempel, 1996; Morrison & Phelps, 1999).
After the initial approach of studying proactivity in a general way, a flurry of narrowly specified
concepts emerged (e.g., individual innovation, issue selling, proactive feedback seeking, career
initiative). It refers to the extent in which organizations attempt to lead rather than follow
competitors in such key business areas as the introduction of new products or services, operating
technologies, and administrative techniques. These features are found at the individual level too.
Theorists in organizational behaviour have stressed various employee behaviours related to
proactivity, resulting in a range of behaviours which are to some extent similar, but in other
respects slightly different from individuals’ behaviours. This research will focus on the following
types of proactive work behaviour; personal initiative, taking charge, issue selling and voice.
Personal initiative is a work behaviour defined as self-starting and proactive that overcomes
barriers to achieve a goal (Frese & Fay, 2001).
One consequence of such an active approach is that the (work) environment is changed. This
distinguishes it from passive approaches which are more usual in organizational behaviour
studies, and which are characterized by behaviours such as doing what one is told, giving up in
the face of difficulties, not developing plans to deal with future difficulties, and passively
responding to environmental demands. High personal initiative enables people to deal with job
difficulties more actively, for example, with stressors or becoming an entrepreneur (Frese & Fay,
2001).
Personal initiative means being self-starting, proactive, and persistent. Self-starting implies that a
person does something without being told, without getting an explicit instruction, or without an
explicit role requirement. An example would be a hotel employee who attempts to fix a broken
machine even though this is not part of his or her job description, but also a middle manager who
initiates a quality control program, even if he is not supposed to do so. Initiative in high-level
jobs is difficult to define, because high-level managers are often required to show initiative as an
external task; yet, personal initiative can still be found when behaviours are proactive and selfstarting (Frese & Fay, 2001).
Personal initiative is particularly important in the idea implementation phase of the innovation
process. Frese and Day (2001), regard proactive behaviour as a second dimension of personal
initiative, clearly demonstrating that their construct is strongly related with proactivity. Their
definition of proactivity stresses employees’ having a long-term focus, not waiting until one must
respond to a demand. Such a long-term focus on work enables individuals to consider things to
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come (new demands, new or reoccurring problems, and emerging opportunities) and to do
something proactively about them. Thus, problems and opportunities are anticipated, and the
person prepares to deal with them immediately .The third dimension of personal initiative is
persistence. Individuals need to overcome barriers in order to reach their self-started and
proactive goals. Generally, personal initiative implies that something is changed: A process,
procedure or task is added or modified. Changes usually do not work out perfectly from the very
beginning; they often involve setbacks and failure. People affected by the changes may not like
having to adapt to something new and being forced to abandon their routines (Frese and Fay,
2001).
Morrison and Phelps (1999), introduced the ‘taking charge’ construct to capture the idea that
organizations need employees who are willing to challenge the status quo to bring about
constructive change. Taking charge is defined as voluntary and constructive efforts by individual
employees to effect organizationally functional change with respect to how work is executed
within the context of their jobs, work units or organizations. In contrast with confronting
behaviours such as whistle blowing and complaining, taking charge is aimed at implementing
something positive.
Issue selling has been introduced by Dutton and Ashford (1999), as a construct that indicates if
managers strive to influence the strategy formulation process in their organization. It is defined
as a voluntary, discretionary set of behaviours by which organizational members attempt to
influence the organizational agenda by getting those above them to pay attention to issues.
Managers who want to have a say in the strategies a firm follows can do so via proactive
behaviours. Issue selling is voluntary and discretionary, and is presumed to take place early in
the decision-making process. They presented a model of the timing, process, and success of issue
selling attempts, noting that issue selling behaviours intend to exert upward influence, put down
claims and impress others simultaneously.
Voice is defined as making innovative suggestions for change and recommending modifications
to standard procedures even when others disagree. It is a promotive behaviour that emphasizes
expression of constructive challenge intended to realize improvements rather than to just criticize
how things are done. Voice is particularly important when an organization‘s environment is
dynamic and is faced with new ideas like innovation or continuous improvement (Van Dyne &
LePine, 1998).
Van Dyne and LePine (1998), categorize voice as a proactive behaviour as it promotes,
encourages or causes things to happen which are no part of the individual‘s daily work role.
They note that voice is not always a proactive behaviour as some jobs require voice by default
(e.g., auditors and devil‘s advocates). This form of initiative which involves challenging the
status quo is viewed as a behaviour which may play an important role in enabling the
implementation of creative ideas.
Reluctance to share information, speak up, and provide feedback has the potential to negatively
affect employees’ trust, morale and motivation. Also, information and ideas withholding can
undermine organizational decision-making, error correction and development and innovation
processes (Beer and Eisenstat, 2000). Speaking up is positively accepted and highly praised from
a lot of organizations, especially those involved in major organizational restructuring requiring
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employees’ input in order to elicit successful organizational change. Employees’ suggestions can
be very valuable during these times of change (Premeaux and Bedeian, 2003).
Endogenous Innovation Barriers
Previous studies have postulated several barriers which may impede proactive work behaviors at
work places. Loewe (2004), survey it found out that an overwhelming majority of respondents in
every industry rated innovation as critical and said that the importance of innovation would grow
in the future. The top six obstacles to innovation identified by respondents were consistent across
industries; they include short-term focus, inadequate time, resources or staff, leadership expects
payoff sooner than is realistic, management incentives are not structured to reward innovation,
lack of a systematic innovation process and belief that innovation is inherently risky.
The resource-cluster of barriers includes lack of money, time and competencies. Limited inhouse resources are a specific feature of small firms. Shortage of resources also relates to
competence and personnel factors. The level and range of competencies in a small firm can be
expected to have a crucial impact on the firm‘s ability and capability to innovate, both regarding
available time and regarding the level of employee‘s capacity to discover new solutions.
Besides, inadequate time is often fertilized by an ambition to perform most or all work-tasks inhouse, thus contributing to a capacity overload. This common orientation towards in-house
resources, short-termed and cash-generating jobs, often contributes to form vicious circles in
small firms, where financial barriers cause time or capacity barriers that in turn has negative
implications for the firm‘s ability to generate more sustainable and long-term revenues (Freel,
2000).
Innovation process involves changes in working practices and social organization that challenges
established hierarchies and working disciplines. Weak management commitment may stifle
innovation culture. There are occasions when innovations bring about resistance that may
threaten the project and even lead to it being abandoned (Smith, 2007). Acceptance of innovation
requires commitment from the employees. Effective innovation has to be viewed in connection
with change management, as it disrupts established routines and schedules.
Some organizational cultures like specialization can hamper innovation, the more highly
specialized organization is, and the less likely it is to make successful innovations. This is
because as the technology and organization of a company become increasingly focused and
complex, the patterns of corporate behaviour to increase efficiency, reduce cost, and avoid errors
become more and more established (Seth & Ram, 1987). This can be a problem in established
firms that want to innovate. Organization culture and established patterns are difficult to break,
and the temptation to market innovations simply because they are compatible with the current
company technologies can be overwhelming. Houston et al (2001), points out that over time,
organizational cultures that touch on structures and intra-firm communication patterns develop
inertia, making it difficult for the organization to resist all but incremental change. These forces
can become a barrier for successful innovations when the market changes radically due to
technological advances and/or rapidly evolving consumer preferences.
A firm‘s timing of market entry can be important. An early market entry has several important
effects in a technology battle; for instance, it helps to build a larger market share and creates
reputation effects (Carpenter and Nakamoto, 1990). But the study of Christensen et al (1988),
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suggests that very early entrants often fail, while somewhat later entrants are more likely to
survive. Suarez states that the first product in the market is often too expensive for the mass
market and is therefore aimed at the high-end of the market (Suarez, 2004).
The value barrier occurs in two types, the first type is true value for the customer, which is
explained in the first part of this section. The second type is the costs that a customer does have
to make when he switches from one to another product. Most of the radically new technologies
introduced on the market outperform existing technologies on one or two dimensions but initially
perform far worse on other dimensions (Bower & Christensen, 1995).
Customer risks have a great role to play in the failure or success of innovative products. Seth &
Ram (1987), distinguish two types of customer risks. The first type of risk, is the economic risk
for potential customers. The higher the costs, the higher the perceived economic risk will be. The
second type of customer risk is the performance uncertainty. The technology may not be fully
tested and tried which could mean that the innovation may not function properly and/or is not
reliable. Risks are usually higher when the innovation is totally new (and not proven) to the
market and is influenced by other factors such as the degree of dependability of the customers on
each other. Lastly, innovations acquire a certain identity at the beginning of the market
introduction solely from their origins: product class, industry, and country. If these associations
are unfavorable as a result of stereotyped thinking, they create barriers to adoption. The image of
a competitor can also be an entry barrier for the market. The image of a firm or product is
difficult to alter.
Conceptual Framework
The framework is modified from Patterson et al., (2009). The independent variables (endogenous
barriers) comprised of two factors which were denoted; organizational technicalities and
resource inadequacies while the dependent variable (Proactive work behaviour) comprised of
six factors; voice behavior; taking initiative; result-oriented; creativity; adaptive and inventive
behaviour.

Fig 1: Conceptual framework of the study
Source: Modified from Patterson et al., (2009)
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Methodology
The research was carried out in three selected chain hotel establishments located in Nairobi city.
The city is proposed to be a metropolitan by vision 2030. This proposition may have influenced
much restructuring, technological change, high competitive pressures, changing customer
demands and growing social and governmental influences. With these turbulent environmental
conditions, it is reasonable to assume that this area will be an ideal place to carry out this study.
This study employed co-relational research design. According to hotels’ statistics, the total
number of permanent front line employees in all the targeted three five-star rated hotel chains, at
the time of the study stood at 190. From the target population of 190 employees, 127 samples
were drawn by use of a sample size determination table proposed by Krejcie and Morgan (1970).
Purposive sampling technique was used to identify the establishment. Stratified samplings was
also used to stratify the hotels according to primary and support departments. By use of the
attendance lists of the stratified departments, the respondents were sampled systematically.
Questionnaires were used as the main tools of data collection.
Questionnaires adopted the likert scale format and were self-administered. Content validity was
performed to measure the instruments’ adequate coverage of the topic under study. Besides
criterion-related validity was performed to enable the researcher to predict the outcome or
estimate the relationships between the variables under study.
Reliability was measured using the Cronbach‘s Alpha at a level of 0.7. Factor analysis was
performed to reduce the number of items on the variables for ease of analysis, interpretation,
presentation and discussion of the most significant variables. Simple regression was employed to
determine the relationship between the independent variables (endogenous innovation barriers)
and the dependent variable (proactive work behaviour) and give prediction of independent
variable on dependent.
Research Findings
The study targeted 127 respondents but 77 managed to fill the questionnaires leaving 50
questionnaires without a response. Therefore the response rate yielded 60.63 % which was
appropriate to yield reliable results (Fosnacht, 2013). Fosnacht offers additional evidence as low
as 5% response rate and as high as 75% response rates can provide reliable survey estimates The
results recommends a relatively high response rate (20 to 25 percent) as appropriate so as to be
fairly confident in the survey estimates.
Reliability Tests
Reliability test results in table 1 shows that Cronbach's alpha coefficient of proactive work
behavior and endogenous barriers were 0.804 and 0.703 respectively. Generally all variables had
acceptable internal consistency above the minimum value of 0.7 (Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson
& Tatham 2006)
Table 1: Reliability Results
Reliability Statistics

No
items

Cronbach’s Cronbach’s Alpha
Alpha
standardized items
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Endogenous innovation barriers (X 1)
Proactive Work Behavior (Y)
Source: Data Analysis, (2014)

10
23

0.792
0.804

0.792
0.794

Factor Analysis
Factor analysis was carried out for each of the variables to reduce the number of items on each of
the variables for ease of presentation, analysis, interpretation and discussion of the most
significant factors. The total variance explained in table 2 presents the number of common
factors compounded, the eigen values associated with these factors, the percentage of total
variance accounted for by each factor and the accumulative percentage of the total variance
accounted for by the factors. Although twenty three factors were computed, not all the factors
were useful in representing the list of variables. Using the criterion of retaining only factors with
reasonable percentages of variance eigen values, the first 6 factors were retained for rotation. As
indicated in table 4 the first component accounted for 19.952% of variance and was designated
voice while the second component had 10.821% variance and was designated personal initiative.
Component 3 accounted for 8.031% variance and was labelled result-oriented while the fourth
had a variance of 6.544% and was named creative behaviour. The fifth component had a
variance of 6.037%and was designated was adaptive and the last had 5.643% and was labelled
inventive. The 6 factors accounted for a total cumulative variance of 57.028% and thus, they
were adequate to represent the data.
Table 2: Total Variance Explained of Proactive Work Behavior
Compon Initial Eigenvalues
Extraction Sums of
ent
Squared Loadings
Tota % of
Cumulat Tota % of
Cumulat
l
Varia ive %
l
Varian ive %
nce
ce
1
4.5
19.9
19.952
4.5
19.9
19.952
89
52
89
52
2
2.4
10.8
30.773
2.4
10.8
30.773
89
21
89
21
3
1.8
8.03
38.804
1.8
8.03
38.804
47
1
47
1
4
1.5
6.54
45.349
1.5
6.54
45.349
05
4
05
4
5
1.3
6.03
51.385
1.3
6.03
51.385
88
7
88
7
6
1.2
5.64
57.028
1.2
5.64
57.028
98
3
98
3
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Source: Data Analysis (2014)

Rotation Sums of
Squared Loadings
Tota % of
Cumulat
l
Varian ive %
ce
2.6
11.5
11.551
57
51
2.4
10.8
22.402
96
51
2.2
9.72
32.127
37
6
2.2
9.58
41.717
06
9
1.9
8.54
50.259
65
2
1.5
6.77
57.028
57
0

Table 3 shows the rotated component matrix that presents 6 factors of proactive work behavior
after varimax rotation. The clustering of the items in each factor and their wording offer the best
clue as to the meaning of the factors. The 6 components explain a total of variables grouped into
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each of the 6 principal components (factors). The interactions converged in 27 iterations. The
components were rotated using Varimax Criterion to reduce the multi-collinearity and hence
account for 100% of the variance.

The total variance results of endogenous innovation barriers factors indicates that of the 10
factors computed only 2 were useful in representing the list of variables. Using the criterion of
retaining only factors with eigen values of 1 or greater, the first 2 factors were retained for
rotation. Component 1 accounted for 37.421% of variance and was designated organizational
technicalities while the second component accounted for 17.262% of variance and was
designated resource inadequacies. These retained factors accounted for a total cumulative
variance of 54.684 %, thus, adequate to represent the data.
(See author for tables and graphs)
Table 4
Table 5 shows rotated component matrix that presents 2 factors of used to measure endogenous
innovation barriers after varimax rotation. The clustering of the items in each factor and their
wording offer the best clue as to the meaning of the factors. The 2 components explain a total of
variables grouped in to each of the 2 principal components. The interactions converged in 5
iterations. The components were rotated using Varimax Criterion to reduce the multi-collinearity
and hence account for 100% of the variance.
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(See author for tables and graphs)
Table 5

Results of linear Regression
From the table 6 below, there exists a negative relationship between proactive work behavior
(Yi) and endogenous innovation barriers (X1), based on the negative coefficient of thevariable β0.289. This implies that when endogenous innovation barriers are reduced by one unit
percentage, proactive work behavior improves by 28.9%. It follows then that reduction in
endogenous innovation barriers improves proactive work behavior barriers.
(See author for tables and graphs)
Table 6
From the model summary, R2 was found to be 0. 84. There regression of Yi on X1 explains 84%
of the variations in the dependent variable. This implies that proactive work behaviour is
explained by 84% of endogenous innovation barriers. At the same time, the data yield a DurbinWatson value of 1.358, which indicates correlation amongst the variables brought out in the
study.
Table 7: Model Summary of Yi on X1
Mod
R
R
Adju
Std.
el
Squa
sted
Error
re
R
of the
Squa
Estima
re
te
1

.289a

.084

.071

.423

Change Statistics
R
F
df
Squ
Chan
1
are
ge
Cha
nge
.084 6.848 1

df
2

Sig.
F
Chan
ge

7
5

.011

Durbi
nWats
on

1.358

a. Predictors: (Constant), X1
b. Dependent Variable: Y
Source: Data analysis, (2015)
From the results of the analysis hypothesis, there is no significant relationship between
endogenous innovation barriers and proactive work behaviour in the hotel industry was rejected.
(t=-3.617, p=0.011). At 95%confidence interval for endogenous innovation barriers(X1), the
estimation of β ranged between ( - ) 0 . 1 9 7 and (-) 0.027 for the lower and upper bound
respectively. The true population parameter would lie in this range on 95 occasions out of one
hundred occasions this parameter is estimated. The standard error of the X1estimates too d
at0.043. This is a small value in relation to the regression coefficient which implies a reliable
prediction of β.
Discussion of Findings
Inadequate resources like financial capacity, inadequate employees and competencies are
endogenous innovation barriers which exist in hotels. They hamper innovation process especially
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of highly risky products. According to the knowledge based view, knowledge, skills and abilities
of the employees in a company facilitate expertise and innovation in the organization. Without
skills, an organization can rarely generate and explore innovative ideas. Organizational
technicalities such as too much management control, public pressures from internal stakeholders
who resist change, high perceived risks of innovative products e. t. c and resource inadequacies
like insufficient employee’s finances and competencies like relevant job experiences and skills
can limit employees’ ability to be proactive.
The findings are consistent with, Frese and Fay (2001) study which pointed out that if people
know that they have resources to deal with a situation, they also know that the outcome is
controllable. When few resources are available (control is low), people give up their aspirations.
If employees are provided with adequate resources like finances and skilled labour; they are
necessary to contribute to in proactive behaviour, the likelihood that they will actually carry out
this behaviour and strive for goals increases regardless of the impediments that may be brought
about by the external environment.
This study corresponds to previous studies that contended that proactive work behaviour may be
considered as a personal disposition akin to personality that may be triggered by situational cues
like resources and competencies. The situation cues may generate high levels of intrinsic
motivation, which, in turn spurs proactive work behaviour (Crant, 1995; Marisa and Wilmar,
2004; Morrison & Phelps, 1999).
Conclusion
There is a relationship between endogenous innovation barriers and proactive work behaviour in
the Kenyan hotel industry. The barriers may stifle proactive work behaviour. Therefore,
hospitality organizations should endeavor to eliminate of innovation barriers to promote
proactive work behaviour through provision of necessary job resources. Job resources create a
greater job autonomy which might make employees feel more receptive to change. Establishing a
proactive and innovative workforce requires an integrated strategy, incorporating elements of
recruitment, selection, training, task and work redesign, organizational culture management,
human resource systems and organizational redesign.
The management should grant some freedom within the broader of strategic parameters, and not
punish well-intended proactive efforts which fail to work out. Similarly, the blame culture,
discourages proactive efforts, while the learning culture encourages. Managers should respond to
mistakes and failures in ways which encourage new initiatives. Hospitality policy makers and
regulatory frameworks should developed policies which support innovation and a proactive
workforce. Such policies may be entrenched in employment contracts and performance review
systems.
Whereas this study may provide a background of barriers to innovation and proactive work
behaviour, it failed to consider the demographic and psychological influences on the proactive
behaviour. Besides, the findings of this study are limited to international hotel chains in Kenya
and, the study only used questionnaires as the data collection instrument. This methodology may
have fallen short of uncovering the underlying reasons, opinions, and motivations of proactive
and innovative behaviours. There is need for conducting qualitative studies to gain an
understanding of the dispositional characteristics of proactive behaviour and the demographic
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and psychological influences related to proactive and innovative behaviours.
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Abstract
This study presents a review of literature on the potential of curriculum in imparting
entrepreneurial skills among hospitality students in TIVET institutions in Kenya. Specifically,
the study examines the course objectives, methods of delivery, course description and duration
and methods of assessment and evaluation in imparting entrepreneurial skills. The study utilizes
secondary data. It is based on the analysis of a diploma curriculum in food and beverage
production, sales and service management offered by the Kenya National Examination Council
in TIVET institutions in Kenya. Based on review of existent literature and analysis the
curriculum, this paper argues that hospitality curriculum has the potential to drive entrepreneurial
skills among TIVET students. The course objectives, methods of delivery, duration and
description of course and methods of assessment and evaluation have may produce an effective
outcome for entrepreneurial knowledge and provided an entrepreneurial environment, venturing
awareness, and venturing readiness skills and knowledge. This study contributes to the lengthy
debate on whether entrepreneurship skills can be imparted through formal training. The findings
of this study may help curriculum developers and implementers to develop and or review
curricular which meet the rigours of academia whilst keeping a reality-based focus on the
dynamic economic climate in Kenya. Besides, it may contribute to the promotion of
entrepreneurship as a prime driver to the realisation of the economic and social pillars of vision
2030. The study makes recommendations to relevant stakeholders to invoke policy formulation
and strengthen its enforcement with the aim of promoting entrepreneurship education in TIVET
institutions in Kenya.
Key words: Curriculum; Entrepreneurial skills; Technical, Industrial, Vocational and
Entrepreneurship Training.
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Background to the Study
There is no universally accepted definition of entrepreneurship. Due to these varied definitions,
scholars have propounded different dimensions to entrepreneurship that is a process, a behaviour
and an outcome (Wilson and Stokes, 2006). Hisrich & Peters (2002) process approach to the
definition of entrepreneurship is most suitable for this study, since it encompasses both the
behavioral and the outcome dimensions. Therefore, E.P is the process of creating something new
with value by devoting the necessary time and effort, assuming the accompanying financial,
psychic, and social risks and receiving the resulting rewards of monetary and personal
satisfaction and independence.
According to Hisrich and Peters (2002) entrepreneurial skill is the capability that requires the
financial, psychic and risk bearing approach involving potential efforts and time in introducing
any novel and valuable thing which can result in rewards of monetary and personal satisfaction
and independence”. Formal definitions characterize entrepreneurial skills as ability to have selfbelief, boldness, tenacity, passionate, empathy, readiness to take expert advice, desire for
immediate result, visionary, and ability to recognize opportunity (Shabbir, Shariff and Shahzad,
2016).
There has been an inevitable impetus in entrepreneurship education in institutions of higher
learning. Robb, Alicia, Alexandria, Valerio, and Brent Parton, (eds. 2014) study conducted in
Kenya and Ghana assert that entrepreneurship is a critical driver of job creation, either through
self-employment growth or as suppliers to the corporate sectors. Entrepreneurship training in
Kenya has been recognized in the economic plans in a number of government economic
instruments and strategies. According to the ministry of education report on the development of
education in Kenya, (2008) there has been an upsurge in the number of students in TIVET
institutions due to the growing number of KCSE candidates who miss university admission. This
number has been rapidly increasing every year with 2016 registering the highest in the history of
Kenyan education. As at October, 2015 there were 59 technical and vocational institutions
providing a wide range of programmes for all categories of school leavers. There are two
national polytechnic colleges, 39 technical training institutes (TTI’s), 7 institutes of technology
(IT’s), and the rest for students with special needs. Besides, over 900 other vocational training
institutions operated by private sector and other tailor-made vocational and technical training
programmes for school leavers run by Government ministries, state corporations, nongovernmental organizations and industrial firms (Nyerere, 2009)
Regardless of these developments, there has been a debate on the effectiveness of the Kenyan
education curriculum in enhancing learner practical skills, know-how and understanding. The
goal of TIVET is to furnish skills to learners required to improve productivity, raise income
levels and improve access to employment opportunities. TIVET enhances learner skills
development. A range of core skills include entrepreneurial, communication, financial and
leadership so that individuals are equipped for productive activities and employment
opportunities (wage employment, self-employment and income generation activities (Nyerere,
2009).
Airey and Tribe (2005) study doubts whether tourism and hospitality education prepares students
for thinking critically and working in the real world, while Li (2008) and Echtner (1995) note
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even greater concerns with regard to the knowledge and skills taught to develop entrepreneurial
vocation. Arranz et al, (2016) study opine that the relationship between post-secondary education
and entrepreneurship continues to be under debate. Scholars postulate that research into the role
of formal education in developing entrepreneurial vocation has focused primarily on determining
whether people can be taught to be entrepreneurs (Booth, McLean & Walkerb, 2009; Guerrero &
Urbano, 2012; Rae, 2005; Nicolau & Shane, 2009). It is generally assumed that some skills are
genetic whereas others can be developed, although there is a consensus that the core
competencies involved in entrepreneurial behaviour can effectively be developed in educationregulated settings (Anderson et al, 2008; Baron, 2002; Morris, Webb, Fu, & Singhal, 2013).
From the literature reviewed, it is evident that there has been an array of conflicting views on the
potential of education in imparting entrepreneurial skills. Some researchers have suggested that
entrepreneurship education positively potentials entrepreneurship development (Manolova et al,
2008; Sonfield et al., 2001; Kihoro, 2012; Lekoko, Rankhumise & Ras, 2012; Wasserman,
2012). The pertinent question which emerges from this debate is whether curriculum imparts
entrepreneurial skills. Therefore, this study attempts to bridge the gap that exists between the
conflicting views on the potential of curricula on entrepreneurial skills in the hospitality TIVET
programs in Kenyan. The study will determine whether hospitality curriculum imparts
entrepreneurial skill among students in TIVET institutions in Kenya.
Research Questions
1. Do curriculum objectives aim to impart entrepreneurial skills among students in TIVET
institutions in Kenya?
2. Does the description of the course impart entrepreneurial skills among students in TIVET
institutions in Kenya?
3. Do methods of curriculum delivery impart entrepreneurial skills among students in
TIVET institutions in Kenya?
4. Do methods of curriculum assessment impart entrepreneurial skills among students in
TIVET institutions in Kenya?
Literature Review
Theoretical framework
To derive the predictions which a curriculum may have on entrepreneurial skills, this study
adopted Dewey’s social constructivism theory. The theory suggests that human beings construct
knowledge and meaning from their experiences. A constructivist paradigm posits that learning is
an active, constructive process. This implies that the learning process should be centered on the
learners. The emphasis is put on the learners’ active participation in the learning process.
According to the implications of this theory, learning entrepreneurship skills may require
effective methods of curriculum delivery (Powell, Katherine & Kalina, 2009). According to
Yang (2016), such methods may include demonstrations, coaching, practice and discussions and
coaching.
The theory presumes that learners are information constructors who create their own subjective
representations of objective reality. This assumption calls for an open-minded learner who is
ready to relate the interface between theory and practice so as to fit in today’s competitive labor
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market or be self-reliant. It calls for learners to look beyond classroom learning and embrace the
real world experiences. These experiences may provoke leaners to be more risk averse,
innovative, creative and willing to take risks to exploit knowledge. These traits are building
blocks in nurturing entrepreneurship skills Powell et al., 2009)
In conclusion, it is prudent to note that education is a growth which results in a change of
behaviour. It is not an end in itself, and thus the curriculum should arise from students’ interests
and should be experience-based rather than abstract. It goes without saying that learning is meant
to create knowledge which can be applicable in the current world of economy. An effective
curriculum should therefore provoke learners to be entrepreneurs so as they may create new and
valuable models in a dynamic social, economic and political environment. For this aspirations to
come to light, there is need to underscore the emphasis of continuous, participatory and
experiential learning (Basic education curriculum framework report, 2016).
Formal Education and Entrepreneurship
Despite the fact that the debate on whether or not entrepreneurship can be taught continues, there
has been considerable interest in entrepreneurship education over the last couple of decades
(Henry et al., 2005). According to Ahmad, (2015); Li, (2008); Russell and Faulkner, (2004)
entrepreneurship is an important force behind the success of any industry, including the
hospitality and tourism sector.
Previous studies have linked education with entrepreneurship development. A study conducted
by Lekoko et al, (2012) state that integrated entrepreneurship education enables students to plan,
start and run their enterprises. Wasserman, (2012) underscores that education provides a platform
to learn about entrepreneurial pitfalls, thus helping entrepreneurs to make more informed
decisions from the outset, rather than having to fail and try again.
Departing from this school of thought Yang, (2016) opines that structural difficulties in teaching
entrepreneurship makes it impossible to teach entrepreneurship. Yang raises three fundamental
issues that make teaching of entrepreneurship unattainable. First entrepreneurship is actionoriented, and not knowledge-based. He likens entrepreneurship education to an athletic activity,
like serving a tennis ball, where one actually gets better through a combination of practice,
coaching and repetitions with resources. Secondly, he acknowledges the importance of failure
before the success of an entrepreneur. He alludes that trick in achieving success is to get enough
failure in the initial stages of venturing so that you can get up and try again. Lastly
entrepreneurship classes tell stories about people who have certain qualities, but they don’t
convey them. Tacitly, the act of being in the classroom pushes one further away from actually
taking on the challenge.
Wasserman, (2012) dispels this thinking. He acknowledges that just like any other discipline, not
everything about entrepreneurship can be taught in a classroom, there are elements of
engineering, medicine and law that can't be taught. The unteachable elements involve people
skills which everybody need to develop to get along with the world: for instance, how
salespeople can figure out how to get to "yes" with potential customers after hearing "no" after
"no." Wasserman goes further to dispel critics that have argued that the real world is more
uncertain than any classroom lesson could possibly be. He underscores that the unpredictability
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of the real underscores the importance to educate people about the common challenges they will
face, so that they're better armed to deal with the challenges. He challenges the argument that
that failures and mistakes are an inevitable—and, indeed, valuable—part of an entrepreneur's
education. He finds this school of thought ignorant of the fact that many types of failure are
predictable and avoidable. He poses the following questions:
“Wouldn't we teach a scientist that lighting gunpowder is dangerous? Would we let the
scientist learn that critical fact first-hand? By learning about common mistakes, the
scientist will become a more effective experimenter. The same goes for entrepreneurship.
Consider some more numbers. Nearly two-thirds of high-potential start-ups fail due to
tensions within the founding and executive team. Our research is showing that many of
those tensions are caused by early, ill-advised decisions about whom to involve in the
start-up and how to involve them. These are problems that founders with some
entrepreneurial education will be much better equipped to avoid.”
It is noteworthy to appreciate the role of education as a driving force of entrepreneurship and not
as the ultimate success of entrepreneurship. As much as entrepreneurship may be regarded as an
action-oriented discipline, learning always proceeds the idea and provokes the drive to venture in
entrepreneurship. From this point other factors may determine whether the idea may be put into
action or not. Other learned socio-cultural factors like cultures and beliefs and those acquired
like biological influence (e.g. genetic disposition) may contribute to the ability to identify and
exploit entrepreneurship opportunities. Exposure to these factors may be fundamental in the
decision making process to exploit or to desist from entrepreneurship (Lekoko et al, 2012).
According to Vygotsky’s (1978) theory of social development, it is important to also note that
learning may not occur immediately after information has been provided, it may happen later on
after the learner has been exposed to other external stimuli, therefore, failure is critical in driving
the learning process. Entrepreneurs need to be well exposed so as to be able to introduce new
products, apply new production methods, find new markets, capture new resources and set up
new industrial organizations. It matters less on how the exposure is achieved but key is that
learning takes place at every interface of this process. The more reason why a change in
behaviour (whether tolerant or intolerant to entrepreneurship) is manifested. These activities
may not be successfully achieved at the first trial.
Considering a review of literature on the role of education in enhancing entrepreneurship skills,
it is clear that education holds a centre stage position in influencing the success of entrepreneurs.
But first it is important to emphasise a misconception that entrepreneurship is about any
businessman, or anyone who starts a business with the aim of making profits, but rather
entrepreneurship is a manifest ability and willingness of individuals being able to innovate, think
creatively, take risks and make decisions to explore economic opportunities and create value for
self and society. Even though formal education cannot teach potential entrepreneurs everything
about entrepreneurship, it can determine the success of an entrepreneur by enhancing the quality
of decisions made. An informed entrepreneur may easily avoid making preventable mistakes
than a less informed entrepreneur who may learn from ‘trial and error approach.
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Entrepreneurial Skills
In order to develop and successfully manage an enterprise, entrepreneurs need a range of
entrepreneurial skills (Phelan and Sharpley, 2012). However as noted earlier, the definition of
both ‘entrepreneurship’ and ‘skills’ can be subjective since these terms are abstracts. However,
entrepreneurial enable entrepreneurs to perform effectively in an uncertain business environment
(Folahan and Omoriyi, 2006).
According to Hisrich and Peters (2002) entrepreneurial skill is the capability that requires the
financial, psychic and risk bearing approach involving potential efforts and time in introducing
any novel and valuable thing which can result in rewards of monetary and personal satisfaction
and independence”. Formal descriptions/ definitions characterize entrepreneurial skills as ability
to have self-belief, boldness, tenacity, passionate, empathy, readiness to take expert advice,
desire for immediate result, visionary, and ability to recognize opportunity (Shabbir, et al, 2016).
Shabbir, et al (2016) assert that there was a common belief that entrepreneurship is a trait, which
pushes the persons who possess it towards specific behaviour. However, this belief was
challenged by other researchers with a view that entrepreneurs are not inborn but made. They
argued that if the notion is true, it can be inferred that entrepreneurs cannot be developed for the
reason that people are helpless in imparting changes in individual personalities and traits.
Conversely, other scholars take a swipe to this thought and assert that entrepreneurial skills can
be learned. They observe that entrepreneurship comprises skills set, which is not an output of
innate endowment but training and development.
Several studies have identified varied skills regarded as core in enhancing entrepreneurial
success. These studies on entrepreneurial skills have resulted in an extensive list of skills
required by entrepreneurs. All skills referred by various studies are significant for entrepreneurs
in different situations. As a result, these studies overlap the skills required by entrepreneurs, and
not surprisingly, these overlaps make skill categorization difficult. For instance Smith,
Schallenkamp and Eichholz (2007) conducted a study to develop a skills framework for
entrepreneurs. They classified the core entrepreneurial skills as being; technical skills,
managerial skills, entrepreneurial personal skills, and personal maturity skills (Shabbir, et al,
2016).
On the other hand, De Noble, Jung, and Erhlich (1999) study identified six dimensions of
entrepreneurial skills as: risk and uncertainty management, innovation and product development,
interpersonal and networking management, opportunity recognition, procurement and allocation
of critical resources, and development and maintenance of an innovative work environment.
Other studies have asserted that entrepreneurial skills are important indicators of response to
change and uncertainties. E.P skills have been considered to be significant in the process of
entrepreneurial success. According to several scholars, the widely quoted core skills in
entrepreneurship are leadership, technical, personal, and managerial, technical, problem solving,
innovation, risk taking propensity, and social networking (Shabbir, et al, 2016).
Chatterjee and Das (2016) identified the core skills in entrepreneurship success as being
leadership skills, communication skills, human relations skills, technical skills and inborn
aptitude skills. They note that effective leadership significantly influences entrepreneurship.
Therefore, successful entrepreneurs should possess the knowledge, skills and abilities of a
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strategic leader through which their actions and decisions influence enterprise success. The
scholars observe that entrepreneurs need to be good communicators capable of easily
approaching, explaining and discussing their thoughts to others in order to succeed. Besides, they
need human relation skills to build and maintain healthy relationships and networks with others.
Like managers in any organization, entrepreneurs also need to possess technical skills to perform
certain functional roles. The technical elements, if put in place, ease the effective flow of the
business and its success. They note that rapid need of technical know-how leads to competition
in exploiting it in order to flourish in the market. Hence, technical competencies are required to
help entrepreneurs in handling and operating business-related tasks.
Lastly, the scholars underscore the importance of inborn aptitude skills in the success of
entrepreneurship. Citing Silva (2006), Chatterjee and Das (2016) assert that the chances of
opting entrepreneurship as a profession increases among people who are ‘inborn’ well-versed in
diversified fields. Hence, inborn aptitude can be considered as a strong component behind
entrepreneurship intention and success.
This study will adopt Sousa and Almeida (2014) model of entrepreneurial skills. The model
sums up all the overlaps in the classification of the skills. The scholars classified entrepreneurial
skills into two main typologies which are: personal skills and business skills. The personal skills
encompass skills, attitudes and creative thinking dimensions. The scholars suggested four
indicators of personal skills as being: cognitive skills, social and relational skills, technical skills
and management skills. Regarding business skills, Sousa and Almeida (2014) observe that the
entrepreneur must acquire strategy skills, products and/or services skills, corporate image
management systems (human resources management, financial management, marketing, etc.)
skills and the formal and informal structure of the company.
According to the scholars, cognitive skills include creative thinking, formulation and problem
solving, decision making and initiative. Social and relational skills include communication skill,
capacity for teamwork and ability to adapt to new situations while technical skills integrate
concepts of technical expertise including working methods, processes and contexts. Lastly,
management skills integrate knowledge about potential strategies to adopt in the company,
capacity planning and setting strategic goals and ability to make strategic decisions on company
policies in their various areas of expertise.
For this study, strategy skills and products and/or service skills are classified as marketing skills,
since they are required to perform marketing functions. Strategy skills are needed to understand
the mechanisms that contribute to the creation and implementation of technological,
organizational and market innovations. Strategy skills play a critical role in exciting business
transactions such as exporting, licensing, franchising, formation of joint ventures and foreign
direct investment. Besides, the skill is vital when conducting the analysis of the business
environment, competitive analysis, market analysis and the company itself. It helps in creating
corporate and brand name for products and services such as media publicity image. Products
and/or services skills are important in developing technical specifications of products and/or the
performance of services, as well as the types of possible customizations to meet the needs of the
market, and more specifically, potential customers. On the other hand, management systems put
into practice the company's processes that is the business management, marketing, human
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resources management, financial management and risk management. Lastly, the formal structure
and the informal structures of the company may be critical in creating and managing informal
networks related to partners and formal networks related to customers, suppliers, official bodies
(Sousa & Almeida, 2014).
Conceptual Framework
This study will assess the extent to which curriculum components affect entrepreneurial skills by
specifically exploring the following factors: the course objectives, contact hours, methods of
delivery and evaluation of the curriculum. These indicators have been used as the independent
variable for the study.
To measure entrepreneurship skills, this study will adopt Sousa and Almeida (2014) model of
development skills. The model sums up most of the overlaps in the classification of the skills.
The scholars classified entrepreneurial skills into two main typologies which are: personal skills
and business skills. The personal skills encompass: cognitive skills, social and relational skills
and technical skills. The business skills, include: marketing and management skills. A simple
conceptual framework which summarises the relationship among the various variables as
discussed above, is given in the Figure 2.0 below:

Methodology
This paper has drawn arguments related to the potential of hospitality curriculum in imparting
entrepreneurial skills in TIVET institutions in Kenya by tracking down useful extant published
academic works from various journal articles and other relevant publications. Additionally, the
technical education programmes syllabi and regulations, (2006) curriculum for diploma
programme in food and beverage production, sales and service management has largely been
used to inform the paper. The curriculum was analysed to determine whether its components
have the potential to impart learners with entrepreneurial skill. The basic technique employed
was to find documents and sources pointing in the direction of the information related to the
study. The methodology of the paper is purely based on the systemic literature analysis,
synthesis, and generalization, an approach adopted from Langvinienė and Daunoravičūite
(2015).
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Research Findings
To investigate the objectives for this study, the curriculum for diploma in food and beverage
production, sales and service management was used as the key informer. The first objective
which the study sought to determine is whether the curriculum objective aims to impart
entrepreneurial skills among students in TIVET institutions in Kenya. from the findings, the
general objectives of the technician training programmes are; to develop skills which will be
responsive and relevant to the country’s human resources required at the middle; to prepare the
trainees so that they can enter the world of work with confidence for either salaried employment
or self-employment and lastly, to impart skills which will enable the trainees to operate either as
craftsmen or perform middle supervisory function sectors (the technical education programmes
syllabi and regulations, (2006).
Hospitality graduates from technical institutions are usually exposed to a variety of courses to
equip the trainee with knowledge, skills and attitudes that will enable them to carry out
supervisory and managerial functions in a catering establishment. Learners are expected to
effectively carry out purchasing, production, selling and service functions in a catering business
and apply cost cutting measures to increase profit margins. These courses are supposed to
provide a skill that empowers learners to set out to their own enterprises. Core entrepreneurial
skills which learners are expected to have acquired through this subject range from
entrepreneurial, communication, financial, management and leadership (the technical education
programmes syllabi and regulations, (2006).
The second objective sought to investigate whether the description of the course impart
entrepreneurial skills among students in TIVET institutions in Kenya. As shown in the tables
below, students are exposed to both core and common units at different modules during the
training. In each of the three modules, students undertake a total of six units with a distribution
of duration hours as shown in the table 2.1:
Table 2.1: Module I course summary and time allocation
Unit
Scope of training
Food and
Topics range from the organisation of the kitchen, safety and
beverage
hygiene, to preparation of different dishes-local and
production
international. At the end, learners are taught emerging trends
shaping the industry. These aspects are covered both in theory
and practical sessions.
Food and
Topics range from organisation of the food and beverage
beverage service service department, preparation for service, menu knowledge,
service of foods and beverages to emerging trends.
Communication Topics range from the process of communication, preparation
skills
of different correspondences like memos, reports to aspects
which relate to verbal and non-verbal communication,
technology and other emerging trends.
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Hours
165

165

66

Mathematics

Training range from calculation of fundamentals of
mathematics, ratio and proportions, probability descriptive
statics, sampling and emerging trends
Catering
Trainees are exposed to topics which range from layout and
premises and
designs of food and beverage sections, catering equipment,
equipment
waste management, safety and security to emerging trends
Information
Trainees are exposed to basic computer skills like use of Ms
communication
Office applications, networks, internet and emerging trends in
technology
ICT
Entrepreneurship Trainees are exposed to main topics which like evolution of
education
entrepreneurship, entrepreneurship culture, and entrepreneur,
entrepreneurial opportunities, writing business plans, starting
small business and emerging trends in entrepreneurship.

66

66

66

99

Source: The technical education programmes syllabi and regulations, (2006).
Table 2.2: Module II course summary and time Allocation
Unit
Scope of training

Hours

Food production
management

Trainees are exposed to technical and supervisory duties of food
production of a variety of dishes and the emerging trends.

231

Food
commodities

Trainees cover different types of food commodities e.g. meats,
vegetables, herbs, spices and condiments etc.

99

Nutrition, diet
therapy and
home nursing

Students are introduced to aspects such as nutrients, dietary
requirements, home nursing, food preservation, food poisoning
and food spoilage. Students also cover emerging trends as the
last topic.

99

Food and
beverage control

Trainees are taught aspects of food and beverage control which
range from purchasing function, receiving, storage, preparation
and sales.

99

Law relating to
catering

Students cover basic legal aspects such as sources of law, law of 50
contract, hotel regulations and other relevant acts which regulate
hotel operations.
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Hospitality
accounting

Topics range from basic accounting concepts like double entry,
preparation of income statements, banking systems, bank
reconciliation statements among others.

82

Source: The technical education programmes syllabi and regulations, (2006).
Table 2.3: Module III course summary and time Allocation
Unit
Scope of training
Hours
Food service and
Students are exposed to the management functions of different 165
sales management
food service methods, including trends which shape the
industry
Beverage
Trainees are taught supervisory duties of beverage preparation 165
preparation, service and service, function catering and emerging trends.
and sales
management
Sales and
Trainees are taught different marketing concepts like
99
marketing
consumer behaviour, marketing mix, selling and emerging
trends.
Human relations
Social and psychological concepts such as personality,
99
attitudes, stress, conflicts, leadership and emerging trends are
taught.
Principles of
Trainees are taught topics which range from evolution of
165
management
management to functions of management, including emerging
trends in management.
Research project
Basic concepts such as research proposal writing,
297
methodologies and report writing are taught.
Source: The technical education programmes syllabi and regulations, (2006).
Hospitality diploma courses are designed to cover a duration of 2970 hours in training. 2310
hours are spent in the institution while 660 hours are used for industrial attachment. The course
is structured in three modules as summarised in the table below:
Table 2.4: Summary of Duration of the Course
Institution hours
Industrial attachment hours
Module I
660
330
Module II
660
330
Module III
990
Total
2310
660
Source: The technical education programmes syllabi and regulations, (2006).

Total hours
990
990
990
2970

Trainees entering diploma courses are required to have any of the following minimum
qualifications: passed relevant craft course or passed KCSE with an average grade of C or
equivalent qualifications determined by KNEC. KNEC offers external examinations while the
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institution offers continuous assessment tests and end of semester internal exterminations as part
of evaluation of effectiveness in student coverage of course work.
The third objective sought to investigate whether the methods of curriculum delivery impart
entrepreneurial skills among students in TIVET institutions in Kenya. From the curriculum, it
was found out that the main methods of delivery include use of discussions, presentations,
demonstrations and role play. During curriculum coverage, trainees are required to carry out two
projects, one of which is related to the trade and is assessed by KNEC while the other one is an
entrepreneurship project which is submitted to KNEC for validation. The aims of a project are: to
give a trainee experience in an intended piece of practical work, to provide an opportunity for
learners to develop and implement own ideas, to provide learners with experience of working
with supervisors and peers in carrying out tasks and to provide learners with the experience of
writing a technical report and recordkeeping. The entrepreneurship project is carried out at
Module I and the trade project at Module II. The projects may be decided upon by the institution
or sponsors. Every project must be supervised by a staff member to ensure adequate guidance to
the candidate. A minimum of 50 hours are spent on the orientation to project methodology. Both
internal examiner and external examiners from KNEC are required to assess the projects (the
technical education programmes syllabi and regulations, (2006).
Before the end of module, I and II courses, trainees must show evidence of having covered a
minimum of 330 hours of each module on industrial attachment. During this period, each trainee
is attached to an organisation practicing the relevant trade where they are expected to gather
supervisory and management skills. The training institution in collaboration with the
organisation where the student is attached supervise the trainees during the industrial attachment
(the technical education programmes syllabi and regulations, (2006).
Lastly, the study aimed at determining whether the methods of curriculum evaluation have the
potential to impart entrepreneurial skills among students in TIVET institutions in Kenya. It was
found out that the main methods of evaluation are use of questions and answers, presentations
and observations. Continuous assessment tests are given a weighting of 30% the external
examinations by KNEC is weighted at 70% in the determination of the examination results. To
be eligible for entry to examinations, candidates are required to have completed at least 75%
attendance of the course time. After successful completion of the examination, results are issued
in five classes with a distinction being the highest class and a fail being the lowest. Candidates
who fail any paper in a particular module are referred in the failed paper and are required to pass
the failed paper before being issued with a certificate of merit. KNEC issues the candidates with
result slips for each module. After successful completion of the three modules, a candidate is
thereafter awarded a certificate of merit. All theory based courses are examinable in a duration of
three hours in a sitting while practical oriented courses last for six hours. However, the duration
for the evaluation of entrepreneurship management project and research project is open (the
technical education programmes syllabi and regulations, (2006).
Discussion of findings
The five national aims for technical training programmes at post-secondary levels are: first, to
provide training opportunities for the school leavers to enable them to be self-supporting; second,
to develop practical skills and attitudes which will lead to income generating activities in the
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rural and urban areas through self –employment; third to provide practical education and
training skills which are responsive and relevant to Kenya’s agricultural, industrial, commercial
and economic needs; fourth, to provide the technical knowledge and vocational skills necessary
to enhance the pace of the nation’s development and lastly, to encourage self-employment while
at the same time producing skilled artisans, technicians and technologists for both formal and
informal sectors (the technical education programmes syllabi and regulations, (2006).
According to the technical education programmes syllabi and regulations (2006),
entrepreneurship education is intended to equip the trainees with necessary knowledge, skills and
attitudes that will enable them to start, operate and manage a personal or group business
enterprises effectively. It is also intended to instil in a trainee the driver necessary to venture into
profit making activities. This objective coincides with Simiyu (2009) who observes that the
purpose and objectives TIVET training is to provide, alongside general education, knowledge
and skills in technical and vocational fields in order to meet national human resource needs.
Ondigi (2012) posits that eeducation may not make any sense to an individual, society and or the
nation if it does not empower the student to be self –reliant. In similar lanes, Mwangi (2012)
asserts that entrepreneurship education is supposed to encourage learners to think outside
traditional patterns of pedagogy and classroom instruction. Thus, there as various ways
entrepreneurial skills are supposed to be imparted to learners.
Hospitality curriculum highlights the core topics which hospitality graduates are taught. The
topics provide learners with skills which empower them to set out to their own enterprises. Core
entrepreneurial skills which learners are expected to have acquired through the topics range from
technical, entrepreneurial, communication, financial, management and leadership. These skills
are regarded as key for an entrepreneur (The technical education programmes syllabi and
regulations, 2006).
Students hold perceptions towards entrepreneurship education which relate to: the clarity of the
entrepreneurship subject, the ability of course materials to satisfy learning and the relevance of
the course content in shaping students to become entrepreneurs (Ahmad, 2012). Concerning the
description of entrepreneurship course, trainees are exposed to main topics which like evolution
of entrepreneurship, entrepreneurship culture, entrepreneur, entrepreneurial opportunities,
writing business plans, starting small business and emerging trends in entrepreneurship. An
analysis of the content entrepreneurship education offered clearly indicate that the course has the
potential to produce an effective outcome for entrepreneurial knowledge and provided an
entrepreneurial environment, venturing awareness, and venturing readiness skills and knowledge.
Fafaliou (2012) posits that the duration of the study affects entrepreneurship. The duration for
training entrepreneurship is ninety-nine hours. However, the duration for evaluation of
entrepreneurship management project and research project is open (The technical education
programmes syllabi and regulations, 2006). Concerning methods of curriculum assessment,
entrepreneurship education offered in the TIVET institutions utilises questions and answers,
presentation and observation as the main method (technical education programmes syllabi and
regulations, 2006).
The technical education programmes syllabi and regulations (2006) suggests the key methods
curriculum of delivery of entrepreneurship education as being discussions, presentations,
demonstrations and role play. Such methods have been emphasised by Ahmad (2012) who
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observes that teaching of entrepreneurship should be treated differently from other courses such
as management. It requires delivery methods which impart skills through method like product
development process, simulations, virtual start-up competitions, real business plan competitions,
entrepreneurial workshops, discussions and knowledge exchange with participating
entrepreneurs, and work experience and internships in the start-up activities of a company.
However, according to Ahmad (2012) the most effective methods of assessment (in order of
effectiveness) include use of business games and simulations (for business formation and early
development) followed by use of interviews with entrepreneurs, in third position lies adoption of
lectures from tourism entrepreneurs and other practitioners (possibly in connection with visits to
high-growth tourism enterprises), fourth is use of practical case studies, especially of highgrowth tourism enterprises (written, live, and video cases), the fifth method is use of group and
team techniques for creating new business ideas and managing growth, the sixth best method is
the development and assessment of business plans, the seventh effective method is foundation of
student enterprises (development of new venture creation and growth projects) and lastly, use of
project work in the evaluation and assessment process.
Conclusion and recommendations
Based on the combination of literature review with the results of this study, hospitality
curriculum has the potential to drive entrepreneurial skills among TIVET students. Curriculum
components such as course objectives, methods of delivery, duration and description of course
and methods of assessment and evaluation have the potential to produce an effective outcome for
entrepreneurial knowledge and provided an entrepreneurial environment, venturing awareness,
and venturing readiness skills and knowledge.
However, there is need for a major curriculum review as the existing curriculum is more theorybased as opposed to practical-oriented. Besides, it lacks a clear link with the aspirations of
Kenya’s Vision 2030, since most programmes were developed before the conception of the
Vision. In light of the realisation of Vision 2030, there is need for the curriculum to furnish skills
to learners required to improve productivity, raise income levels and improve access to
employment opportunities. Besides, the review of curriculum may inform more innovative
methods of curriculum delivery and assessment which may promote the entrepreneurial
propensity among TIVET graduates.
Like any other research, this study suffers from limitations. First, since some studies assert that
entrepreneurship is akin to individual gene disposition. The existing accounts fails to address this
relationship and the other economic and socio-demographic factors which may have a bearing on
entrepreneurship. Secondly, the study fails to appreciate the student perceptions towards
entrepreneurship. Such perceptions on curriculum delivery, description and assessment may
affect student development of entrepreneurial skills. Lastly, the methodology adopted in this
study fails to point out the significance statistical relationships which may exist between the
variables. There is need to conduct a quantitative study to explore such relationships.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to assess the nature and magnitude of tourist harassments in Sri
Lanka during the period of 2011-2016 with a view to provide information and recommendation
for better tourism policy. The study is an exploratory and interpretative qualitative study with a
phenomenological approach. Unstructured, open, qualitative interviews were conducted with
both male and female tourists of different age groups, from different parts of the world, beach
boys, both authorized and unauthorized guides, travel agencies, hoteliers, police officers,
academics, government officials involved in tourism, touts and street vendors, and owners of
indirectly related businesses. The interviews were conducted in English and Sinhala and most of
them were tape-recorded, then transcribed and analyzed. Themes and categories that emerged
from the data are augmented with literature.
The study finds that around 25% percent of tourists arriving to Sri Lanka would encounter some
sort of harassment though the majority of them are minor in nature and substance.
The experience of harassment makes most of tourists cautious of visiting local markets, going
out alone, and going out at night. The majority of interviewees are in the opinion that their
vacation was not affected by harassment. The common type of harassment is pestering to buy
goods and services. The highest number of complaints made to police was in the category of
theft. Elderly tourists are more subject to harassment. Beaches are found to be the hotspots for
harassment. It is found that all the harassments are not reported due to some or other reasons.
Competition among service providers such as curio sellers, vendors, beach boys, guides made a
big impact on tourist harassment.
Key Words: Tourism, Harassment, Tourists, Complaints
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Introduction
The United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) defines the term tourists as "people
who travel to and stay in places outside their usual environment for more than twenty-four (24)
hours and not more than one consecutive year for leisure, business and other purposes not related
to the exercise of an activity remunerated from within the place visited Paci and Rosa (1995) .
According to the definition it is very clear a tourist is a person who is in the desire of visiting
other places beyond his or her usual environment. Therefore, it can be easy to categorize the
inbound tourists and the out bound tourists. In other words it is the domestic tourist and the
international tourist. The interest of travelling is depending on the requirement of the tourists,
and it is varied. Leisure, recreation and holiday, visiting friends and relatives, business and
professional, health treatment are the main reasons among large number of other factors. Simply
it is explained, services connected with the tourist when regarded as an industry is Tourism.
According to UNWTO, tourism is “a social, cultural and economic phenomenon which entails
the movement of people to countries or places outside their usual environment for personal or
business/professional purposes. These people are called visitors (which may be either tourists or
excursionists; residents or non-residents) and tourism has to do with their activities, some of
which imply tourism expenditure.
Recreational and educational travel had existed in the classical world and, even earlier, in Egypt
under the pharaohs. In the latter, there is evidence of journeys emanating from a luxury lifestyle
and the search for amusement, experience and relaxation. The privileged groups of the
population cultivated the first journeys for pleasure. Their writings tell us that they visited
famous monuments and relics of ancient Egyptian culture, including, for example, the step
pyramid of Sakkara, the Sphinx and the great pyramids of Gizeh – buildings that had been
constructed a good thousand years earlier (Ueli, 2010). The Greeks had similar traditions. They
travelled to Delphi in order to question the Oracle, participated in the Pythian Games (musical
and sporting competitions) or the early Olympic Games. Herodotus (485–424 B.C.) the welltravelled writer with an interest in both history and ethnology who visited Egypt, North Africa,
the Black Sea, Mesopotamia and Italy, pioneered a new type of research trip. He is on record
saying that ‘Babylon surpasses in splendor any city in the known world (Castellanos, 2013). This
indicates to us that tourism was extant even during the times of Mesopotamia civilization. In the
chronicle Mahawamsa, we find accounts of many travelers who had visited our country in the
ancient times. There is a reference of a Buddhist monk by the name Fa-Hsien visiting Sri Lanka
in the year of 411AD. These statements point out to us the fact that the habit of travelling of the
human being goes back as far as the beginning of the civilization of the mankind.
Tourism in Sri Lanka
Sri Lanka, beautiful island off the South-Eastern shores of India approximately 880 km north of
the equator belonging to the Asian contingent, is a perfect destination for tourists because its
geographical setup and natural attractions provide much more for them than they expect. It is a
well-known factor that the Sri Lanka was even in the Ptolemy’s world map which had been
drafted in the 2nd Century naming the island Taprobana (Silva, 2008). In the past it was Serendib
for Europeans, Ceylan for Arabs, and from seventeenth century it was Ceylon for invaders such
as Portuguese, Dutch and Englishman. It was the ‘Pearl of the Indian Ocean’ and ‘the Paradise
on the Planet Earth’ for the world. It would say all these metonymies had been accomplishing the
glory and the splendor of Sri Lanka that has been claiming for years.
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This small island is only 65,610 square kilometers in extent, but it has a long stretched and proud
history of over 2500 years. The oldest tree in the world, the Sri Maha Bo Tree, can be seen in
Anuradhapura. Scenic beaches and mountains, magnificent landscapes, exotic wild animals,
natural ponds and waterfalls are abundant in Sri Lanka for the pleasure of the traveler. The
primary objective of any tourist coming to Sri Lanka is to spend a few days watching panoramic
views or swimming in a sea with perfect peace of mind coupled with enjoyment. Having
experienced bitter climatic conditions in the cold countries of North Europe, the European tourist
finds a little paradise with sea beaches with wholesome sunlight and green forests with waterfalls
in Sri Lanka. They build much hope on the enjoyment of natural beauty of the country with sun,
sea, sand and service by a hospitable community. The tourists intent on enjoying the natural
beauty of the country pay a greater attention to the ‘tourist product1’ offered by Sri Lanka as a
fascinating tourist destination. A special privilege granted by the tourist product is the sure
accessibility of any tourist attraction in the country within 24 hours. For instance, a tourist who
takes breakfast at a beach holiday resort in the morning is capable of having lunch at Sigiriya of
the cultural triangle with hot climate. For dinner, he may reach Nuwara Eliya or Bandarawela
within a day. In contrast to this convenience of reaching a place from another place in Sri Lanka,
a tourist has to travel for days in a train or carriages to reach Taj Mahal from any tourist
attraction in India. When Maldives taken as a destination, the one and only tourist product it has
to offer for a tourist is the sea beach. Therefore, Sri Lanka is popular among tourists as a tourist
destination which offers tourist attractions including religious places, places of natural beauty,
different climatic conditions, flora and fauna within a short time at comparatively lower rates.
Apart from that, business transactions, international conferences, religious affairs, educational
pursuits and entertainment purposes propel a large number of tourists to Sri Lanka.
Sri Lanka's booming tourist industry is having a major impact in changing the nature of the
economy in the post conflict development process. Many top level economists expect that this
positive growth will spread to other economic sectors and result in improving the country's
macro-economic performance.
Continuing the post-conflict growth momentum, Sri Lanka attracted more than one million
tourists in 2012. Tourist arrivals in 2012 surpassed its target of 950,000 to record 1,005, 605
arrivals, an increase of 17.5 percent, over 855,975 arrivals in 2011. The highest ever number of
tourist arrivals for a month, which was 122,252, was recorded in December 2012.
The Sri Lanka Tourism Development Authority continued to operationalise its role in National
Tourism Strategy introduced in 2011 to develop the tourism sector. The aim of attracting 2.5
million tourists and recording earnings of US dollars 2.75 billion from tourism by 2016 remained
the main focus of the industry. Consequently, promotional activities were conducted in 25 trade
and travel fares worldwide with travel industry participation in direct marketing promotion that
were held in the UK, China, Germany, India, and the Netherlands among others. The
development of domestic infrastructure facilities, strategic investment by global hotel chains,
promotional campaigns, new tourist attractions and identified zones in the northern and eastern
provinces for tourism development activities, gave Sri Lanka a stronger stand in international
promotions.
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Island-wide investments were made to enhance the capacity to accommodate the growing
number of tourists in the country. Tourism development zones in Kalpitiya, Kuchchaveli and
Yala are being promoted for investment with a view to developing tourism on different themes.
A Hotel coming under the Kuchchaveli tourism development project was completed with an
investment of Rs 850 million adding 48 rooms in 2012. The ongoing Kalpitiya integrated
tourism development project and the resort development project Passikkudah with an investment
of over 10 billion to develop 11 new facilities to cover 764 rooms are expected to be completed
in 2013. Several new and refurbished star class hotels commenced operations in 2012 while new
hotels are under construction in different parts of the country. Shangri-La Asia Limited, one of
the Pacific’s leading luxury hotel chains, has already commenced construction of a 650 room
luxury hotel complex in Colombo with high end retail facilities and deluxe apartment, and is
scheduled to commence operations in 2015. International hotel chains such as Hyatt, Movenpick,
and Sheraton are also expected to be commencing their operations in Sri Lanka in the near term.
Meanwhile, the Sri Lanka Tourism Development Authority together with the Urban
Development Authority continued its tourism zone identification process in the district of
Mulaitive, Mannar, and Jafna in the northern province. The “home stay’ programme of the Sri
Lanka Tourism Development further enhance the tourism industry’s capacity and become
popular among tourist and travel trade.
Tourist Harassment
Harassment covers a wide range of behaviors of an offensive nature. It is commonly understood
as behaviour intended to disturb or upset and it is characteristically repetitive. In the legal sense
it is intentional behavior which is found threatening or disturbing and also harassment is the act
of systematic or continued unwanted and annoying actions of one party or a group including
threats and demands McElory et al, 2007).
The Swanswea University of the UK defines the term harassment as follows:
“The standard definition for harassment is unwanted conduct on the grounds of race,
gender, sexual orientation etc. which has the purpose or effect of either violating the
claimant's dignity, or creating an intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or
offensive environment for them. The following are some examples of specific types of
harassment, but it should be noted that this policy applies to all forms of harassment.”
Tourist Harassment is something that we have to look at that with a wide scope. It can be an
either physical, mental or social which can come under the categories that elaborated in
paragraph 1.2. The significance of experiencing harassment is it happens when the victim, most
probably, is away from his or her familiar environment as well while among a totally strange
situation. Tourist harassment occurs within a very broad spectrum, from unsatisfactory transport
facility to actual physical abuse. Eventually, a frustrated tourist with a bad view towards the
country might cause to bring the bad reputation and reduce the growth of the industry in the long
run. Complaints for tourist harassments are also increasing irrespective of the fact that whether
they are genuine cases or not2. Some of the complaints for tourist harassment in Sri Lanka cover
a wide range from none receiving from the airport as scheduled to making physical damages
causing even the death.
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Few popular searching machines related to tourism quarries such as Lonely Planet, Trip Advisor
etc pave the way to their customer to share the experience with the world or to share their
comment in order to give a warning, or on the contrary to encourage the searcher with regarding
a particular country, city, a region or the quality of the neighborhood to be visited. It is more
unpleasant and it is more intimidating Sri Lanka tourism to have to see the adverse comments
made by visitors with their horrifying, shocking or disgraceful memories. It is very common to
see, especially, the comments shared by individual female travelers alarming or discouraging
other individual female travelers, who wish to enjoy the scenic beauty plus hospitality of Sri
Lanka, Sri Lanka is not a safe place for female tourists at all, or Sri Lanka is a country that full of
maniacs or fanatics. Despite this is a kind of personal estimation, repeat commenting may have
the possibility of converting the personal estimation in to an outlook.
Though, the harassments against tourist are not at the level of first-degree murder that was taken
place in Tangalle in the Christmas Eve of year 2011 killing the Briton namely Khuram Shaikh
and sexually assaulting his female Russian partner, it is not something to simply ignore or to turn
the blind eye. All the development projects launching with the blessing of the government could
fulfill the basic infrastructure requirement with the 100% assurance of satisfied tourists, but the
zero harassment is one of the psychological aspect that strongly effect to the attraction of tourist.
Since we are getting ready to generate more income from tourism industry in the future, it is a
responsibility and far most important task of the government and other related institutions to
assure the security of tourists and provide them an environment which is free from harassments
and unpleasant experiences.
Literature review (Please request full literature review from author)
Methodology
This research study was focused on explaining the nature of tourist harassment in Sri Lanka, the
sources of tourist harassment, repercussions of tourist harassment and the remedies that can be
adopted to curb the situation. The type of investigation is correlation. In addition to surveying
literature, formal and informal interviews, participant observation and a questionnaire had been
used to collect data.
The study considered the tourists by region wise representing the under mentioned categories.
01. Two demographical categories (age and the gender)
02. The type of traveler (free individual or with a group)
03. The duration of the tour
The samples were selected based on the region wise tourist arrivals representing all the
categories mentioned above. A questionnaire was distributed among tourists aiming the
identification of above categories and to extract the idea that what are the grounds that make the
tourist vulnerable for harassment, what sort of harassment they experienced, what was their
reaction on harassment and what is their opinion in countering the harassments. Interviews were
held with the other stakeholders namely Tourists, Beach boys, Both authorized and unauthorized
guides, Travel agencies, Hoteliers, Police officers, Academics, Government officials, Touts and
street Vendors and Owners of indirectly related business
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Twenty interviews were held with the tourists including those who were subjected for serious
harassments in various parts of the island. Apart from tourists, two of each other above
mentioned stakeholder categories were interviewed. All the interviews were focused to emerge
the notion that whether any tourist harassments are existing in Sri Lanka, the sources of tourist
harassments, direct and indirect involvements effected on tourist harassment, the effect and the
magnitude of tourist harassments and remedies to be taken to counter the situation. Participant
observation was also done in order to have a clear picture in the field.
The sample size of the study was 200; this size was selected by using stratified random sampling
technique. Stratification was based on percentage of tourist arrivals by region wise in year 2012
representing both male and female.
Methods of data collection
The data required to conduct the research were collected by questionnaire. The questionnaire was
designed to measure the following variables in the research model.
 Tourist’s demographic variables ( gender and age )
 The type of the traveler
 The type of the transport mode
 The duration of stay
Few open ended questions were included to measure the opinion of the tourist regarding the
alternatives against tourist harassments.
The interviews with the other stakeholders also focused to extract their attitudes towards tourist
harassment such as how the tourist become vulnerable, how the fact ‘potentiality’ is increased,
Their perception towards tourist harassment, and what are the solutions that could be practiced
on the issue. The participant observation was also utilized to have an idea on how the tourist
subjecting for harassments, the sources of harassments, and tourist’s response for harassment.
Secondary datum such as number of annual tourist arrivals, number of complaints reported by
tourists against tourist harassments, the number of new arrivals I to tourism as service providers
were collected from Sri Lanka Tourism Development Authority and Police Tourist Division.
The variables in the research model such as demographics of tourists, the type of the tourist (free
individual or with a group) , the duration of the stay of the tourist, gender, lack of attention
towards the security aspect of the tourist were measured through the questionnaire which were
completed by the tourists themselves appropriately as their response to each question.
Hypotheses
The number of tourist arrivals, the number of new arrivals in tourism as service providers,
demographics of tourists, the type of the tourist (free individual or with a group), the duration of
the stay of the tourist, gender, competency among service providers, lacuna in legislations that
making a pressure on streamlining the industry, lack of attention towards the security aspect of
the tourist, various government regulations and precautionary measures that are taken upon the
national security are considered as independent variables and tourist harassment is considered as
dependent variable. On that basis, following five hypotheses were developed for testing within
the study.
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H1. There is strong relationship between the number of tourist arrivals and the number of tourist
harassment.
H2. Free individual female tourists were more vulnerable to harassment.
H3. Competition among service providers makes big impact on tourist harassment.
H4. Failing to create uniformity for tourist services directly effects in increasing the number of
tourist harassment.
H5. Upgrading the Tourist Police to international standards would minimize the number of
tourist harassment incidents.
Ethical Consideration
Ethical aspects of this study have been effectively addressed as proposed by Bryman and Bell
(2007). Safety and security of the participants of this research, mainly tourists, have been
maintained and they have not been subjected to harm in any ways whatsoever. Respect for the
dignity of research participants has been prioritized and their full consent has been obtained prior
to the study – they have been debriefed about aims and objectives of the study before the primary
data collection process. The protection of the privacy of research participants and anonymity of
individuals and organizations participated in have been ensured. Adequate levels of
confidentiality of the research data have been ensured. Any deception or exaggeration about the
aims and objectives of the research has been avoided and all type of communication in relation to
the research had been done with honesty and transparency. Any type of misleading information,
as well as representation of primary data findings in a biased way has been avoided. Texts
belonging to other authors that had been used in any part of this study had been fully referenced
with Harvard Referencing System.
Analysis and Discussion
This study, as pointed out previously, followed a qualitative paradigm based on ethnographic
methods. Consequently a considerable portion of data took the form of extensive, typed
transcriptions of field notes and interview sessions. Data analysis was carried out in accordance
with constant comparative methods suggested by Bodgan and Biklen (2003). In other words, the
formal analysis began early in the study and was nearly complete by the end as the incidents of
tourist harassment were continuing phenomena.
The observations themselves consist of two basic types of information. First, as Greenbaum
(1993) recommends, the focus should be on the physical setting (context, space allocation,
objects, resources/materials), participants (who, how many, roles, important characteristics),
activities and interactions (sequence, norms and rules, timing), conversation (content, silence,
non-verbal behavior), and dress. This data is largely descriptive and objective, dependent on
what the researcher was able to see and hear.
The second type of information in the notes and transcriptions includes observer comments
(DeWalt et al, 1998) reflexive remarks made by the researcher during particular visits. These
personal impressions, ideas, and opinions were bolded to distinguish them from the descriptive
text and often were called into focus during subsequent observations or interviews. For instance,
it was noticed during one of the sessions of observations that a group of three female tourists
were visibly harassed by a vendor who was staring at their bodies in the guise of selling curios.
The tourists had changed the place they were sun-bathing but the curio-seller was tagging behind
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them. This continued for a couple of hours, and when the researcher had inquired them as to why
they did not intend to make a formal complaint to the policemen patrolling the beach, the tourists
said that they preferred to stay out of unnecessary complications rather than to teach a lesson to
the annoying local. This pattern was confirmed through many subsequent observations.
The findings of the interviews held with respondents are as follows:
Respondents understanding of tourist harassment were high in the lines of knowing of the
existence of such phenomena owing to the high literacy rate among people and increasing access
to media reportage of occurrences and incidents of tourist harassment. All they agreed that it was
a threatening trend that the number of tourist harassment was on the rise. Asked if they were
aware of any counter measures, especially those at law enforcement levels and if they follow
those measures, they responded variedly. Both of the victims interviewed did not know the
righteous place to contact when they were subjected to harassment. They may seek wrong
addresses but most of the time had been fortunate to be directed to the relevant offices.
According to the majority (98%) of officials in law enforcing levels (ie Tourist Police), they had
done a complete job against tourist harassment. They were of the opinion that the trends of
tourism harassment must be arrested immediately by making use of deterrent punishments, in the
same time, expressed their willingness to go extra mile in the way to wipe out the threat had they
been given proper training, equipment, resources, etc.
This aspect was also observed in the responses to the questions marked and evaluated under the
needs assessment category where the respondents were asked about the occurrence or reported
incidents of tourist harassment in the places and fields they serve, and whether they have
conducted any needs assessments in terms of the countering them. Almost one hundred percent
agreed that the departments and state bodies battling against tourist harassment be empowered,
facilitated and funded to be on par with the latest developments in the tourism sector. Of the
respondents 11 percent had experienced incidents of harassment, though most of those incidents
could be coming in the lowest in the list of tourist harassment in accordance with their severity.
The respondents were asked to comment on the victims’ experiences with law enforcing and
expertise services provided to them after they made official complaints. Most of the respondents
spoke of positive assistance and they were praiseworthy of Tourist Police. Only six percent of
victims said that they were not satisfied with the services that had been offered to them. Incidents
of tourist harassment to the best of their knowledge could take place any time anywhere.
Findings have been summarized as components – a question and answers it received as one
single component so that there are 18 components as follows:
Component No 1: Asked tourists for their purpose of visit, the respondents responded verily. All
responded that they had visited the country on tourism purposes.
Component No 2: The tourists were asked to tick a box indicating the region of their residence,
and 26 were from North America, 35 responded that they were from the Western Europe, 10
from the Eastern Europe, 40 from the Asian countries, 16 were from Latin America, 21 were
from Middle Eastern Countries, 24 were from Oceania while 19 from other countries.
Component No 3: For the question asking for the respondents’ age group, a strong majority (93)
replied that they belonged to the age group born between the years of 1950-1980, while 52
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responded that they were born between the years 1980-1994. There were 18 respondents who
were born in before 1950 and 30 who were born after 1994.
Component No 4: Intended to check their gender but as the questionnaire had been distributed
among 100 males and equal number of females, but the responses received were 95 male and 96
females.
Component No 5: Asked the tourists the frequency of their visiting Sri Lanka, and 120 said that
it was their first visit, 16 responded they had visited Sri Lanka between 1-5 times, while 35 said
that they visited Sri Lanka between 5-10 times and there were 25 visitors who had visited the
country more than 10 times.
Component No 6: Respondents had been asked by the question No 06 to tick off their mode of
travelling; namely, individual, with your partner, with family, with the group, the respondents
have replied as follows: Traveling individually – 36, with his/her partner 116, with family 14 and
with the group 30.
Component No 7: For the question ‘How do you organize your travel’ 42 responded that they
would travel with the arrangements made by Travel Agent, 140 responded that they travel by
themselves while 6 said that they would travel with the assistance of their friends.
Component No 8: For the question ‘How do you prefer to travel, 54 responded that they travelled
in a rented vehicle driving by themselves, 29 preferred to travel with a group, 14 in a vehicle
with a driver and 95 preferred public transport.
Component No 9: Questionnaire outcome analysis indicates that 156 of the sample had stayed
for 1-2 weeks. There were 8 of respondents who stayed less than one week while 16 percent
respondents had stayed 2-3 weeks and only 11 respondents stayed in Sri Lanka more than one
month.
Component No 10: Asked the sample of respondents what was their most fabulous attraction in
Sri Lanka 143 said the sun, sea and beaches. Of the respondents 8 ticked off the response ‘Wild
life’ while 18 said Adventures. Two of them ticked the ‘Others’ box while 20 mentioned
historical sites were their preferred attraction.
Component No 11: For the question ‘How do you feel travelling Sri Lanka’ the respondents had
reacted as follows: 120 said ‘Excellent’, 39 replied ‘Satisfactory’, 30 responded ‘Not bad while 7
said ‘Pathetic’
Component No 12: In Question No 12 there were five given responses ranging from ‘No’ to
‘Other’ for the question ‘Did you encounter any harassment while you were touring?’ 10 of
respondents have said No while 160 mentioned either disturbed by Vendor, 180 said that they
had been disturbed by a beach boy, 96 said that they had been disturbed by a tout. There had
been 100 responses without mentioning any. Of the 200 questionnaires 16 had been returned
without any response despite the fact a response had been made available under the item called
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‘Other’ and a separate Component in Component No 13 to specify them the nature of
harassment.
Component No 14: Asked whether the respondents considered to seek the assistance of any
organization to act against harassment if they had faced any incident, the questionnaire drew
unsatisfactory responses as 26 saying ‘No, I ignored as it was not that serious, while 35
responding ‘Yes, /I wanted to but I didn’t know the system. Of the respondents 82 preferred to
tick off the option which said ‘No, I ignored despite it was serious as it was not easy for me’
while 48 respondents had ticked off the option which said ‘Yes, I did, but I did not get any
positive response.’
Component No 15: The respondents have been requested to tick the option ‘Yes’, or ‘No’ or
‘Yes, I do, but I couldn’t use because it was not the appropriate time’ for the question whether
they were aware of the Hotline No 1912. Reponses given are as follows: Option (a) = 8, Option
(b) = 190, Option (c) =3.
Component No 16: Over 80 percent (172) of respondents held the opinion that travelling in Sri
Lanka was safe. Of 200 respondents 102 said ‘Yes, 50%’ while 25 said ‘Yes 100%’. Of the
respondents 52 said ‘Yes 25%’ while 13 said ‘No’. Component No 17 had been connected to the
previous one but none of the respondents had mentioned anything in the space provided.
Component No 18: Asked the question ‘Can you suggest any remedies against unpleasant
situation/harassment that you experienced?’ the respondents posited no answers.
There were five hypotheses developed as follows: H1. There is strong relationship between the
number of tourist arrivals and the number of tourist harassment. H2. Free individual female
tourists were more vulnerable to harassment. H3. Competition among service providers makes
big impact on tourist harassment. H4. Failing to create uniformity for tourist services directly
effects in increasing the number of tourist harassment and H5. Upgrading the Tourist Police to
international standards would minimize the number of tourist harassment incidents. These
hypotheses would be tested against data collected from literary sources, questionnaire,
interviews, observations and statistics obtained from tourist authorities. Fifth section would be
the chapter conclusion.
H1. There is strong relationship between the number of tourist arrivals and the number of tourist
harassment.
This could be argued either way. As it could be truthful that the increasing number of tourists
would contribute to the increased number of incidents of tourist harassment, it could be seen that
the increased reporting of harassment cases would not deter the number of tourists increasing in
practical sense. In the years subjective to this study namely the years 2011, 2012 and 2013 the
number of tourists to Sri Lanka increased. The total numbers of complaints on incidents of
tourist harassments received by the Tourist Police and police stations country wide were 201,
198 and 195 respectively. This was despite the fact that huge public outcry and media reporting
an increase of harassment against tourists. The decrease of number of complaints could also be
attributed to the propaganda and awareness campaigns conducted by the Tourist Police and Sri
Lanka Tourism Development Authority. Kozak (2007) found those who experienced no
harassment were more likely to be satisfied overall, intended to recommend, and expected to
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come back. But as it has already been mentioned in a previous section of this chapter, those who
participated in this research may explain to friends and family that harassment was a negative
experience that transpired while on vacation, but would still recommend Sri Lanka based on
other experiences incurred.
H2. Free individual female tourists were more vulnerable to harassment
Analyzing the information obtained from the Database of the Tourist Police it could be seen that
there were 82, 92 and 75 complaints from tourists in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013 respectively
against what could be termed as harassment in line with the definition the present research has
adopted. Of these complaints 30, 29 and 25 complainers were female tourists in respective time
period. However, the statistics of complaints received by other police stations in the same period
point out otherwise with 86 of 113, 63 of 105 and 81 of 120 complainers were female tourists
giving credit to the hypothesis. It has also been hypothesized that the tourists travelling alone
themselves could be more vulnerable than others who travel with their families or groups. The
data of complaints received by the Tourist Police give credence to this. It had received 48 out of
82, 52 out of 92 and 57 out of 75 complaints in the period subjected to the study from individual
tourists. Nevertheless, the figures do not mimic the statistics of complaints received by outer
police stations under the same aspect. From individual tourists, those police stations had received
22 out of 113 complaints in 2011, 19 out of 105 complaints in 2012 and 25 out of 120 complaints
in 2013. Thus, it could be safe to surmise that the hypothesis is true.
H3. Competition among service providers makes big impact on tourist harassment
According to the observations and data obtained from informal interviews this hypothesis was
proven true. The vendors, taxi and three-wheeler drivers, beach-boys, water sports operators,
touts, curio sellers, authorized and unauthorized guides were not providing their services in an
organized manner but were competing with each other to sell their services. In their eye the
tourist is a potential customer and they all are hunting for their prey. This increased completion
among the service providers was seen as a determining factor in harassing tourists. As it had
been pointed out in the Second Chapter and the second section of this chapter quoting Dunn and
Dunn (2002) by training vendors it will educate them on product knowledge, product diversity,
and product quality.
H4. Failing to create uniformity for tourist services directly effects in increasing the number of
tourist harassment
As it had been mentioned in the previous section, the government authorities should take action
to create uniformity for tourist services for failing to do so would result in the increase of number
of incidents of tourist harassment as it could be found in observations, interviews and data
obtained from Tourist Police data base. Total number of cases reported to the Tourist Police and
other police stations during the years 2011, 2012 and 2013 on stealing money and property of
tourists stood at 66, 79 and 79 respectively. Had sufficient security been provided this number
would have definitely taken a lower value. It has been noticed in several places of this study and
alluded to in chapter two, the all-inclusive concept is deemed a solution to visitor harassment by
a number of authors to overcome this situation. All-inclusive resorts limit the encounters
between hosts and guests, therefore limiting the amount of harassment experienced while on
vacation. But Alleyne and Boxill (2003) note that while all-inclusive accommodations are a short
term solution to the problem of visitor harassment, in the long term these establishments "limit
the capacity of the industry to spread benefits outside the environment controlled by the all180

inclusive hotels". Thus, further segregating those working directly with the tourism industry
from those who do not, which further foster the problem of harassment. The solution needed is to
create uniformity for tourist services.
H5. Upgrading the Tourist Police to international standards would minimize the number of
tourist harassment incidents
The Tourist Police that commenced its operations in 1969 had been re-launched with more
personnel and equipment in 2007 to battle against tourist harassment. Upgrading this institute
and arming it with more human and physical resources would definitely pave way for the
minimizing the number of tourist harassment incidents as pointed out by tourists, travel agents,
hoteliers, police officers, academics, government officials related to tourism and owners of
indirectly related businesses during their interviews.
Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations
The overriding objective of this study was to assess the nature and magnitude of harassments
against tourists arriving in Sri Lanka from all parts of the world during the period of 2011-2016.
In addition to that main objective, there were three other sub-objectives namely, to identify the
sources of harassments against tourists, to identify direct and indirect parties involved in
harassment against tourists, and to make recommendations to deal with this issue with a view to
reduce tourist harassment.
The study was an exploratory, descriptive and contextual qualitative study. The researcher
adopted a phenomenological approach to achieve the objectives of the study. Unstructured, open,
qualitative interviews were conducted with tourists including from both male and female,
different age groups, different parts of the world, duration of the stay, beach boys, both
authorized and unauthorized guides, travel agencies, hoteliers, police officers, academics,
government officials involved in tourism, touts and street vendors, and owners of indirectly
related businesses. The interviews were conducted in English and Sinhala and most of them were
tape-recorded, then transcribed and analyzed. In addition, data had been gathered by circulating a
questionnaire to collect responses, by the means of participant observation, by obtaining them
from official databases etc. Themes and categories that emerged from the data were augmented
with literature, including literature from the internet. Trustworthiness of the data was assured and
ethical considerations respected by establishing credibility, transferability, dependability and
confirmability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
The present study established that roughly around 20-25 percent of tourists visiting Sri Lanka
would encounter some sort of harassment though the major percent of those incidents were of
minor in nature. In total, the findings of this research suggest that though around one fourth of
tourists visiting this country are subjected to various forms of harassment, it is not a big issue for
majority of them and it has no significant link with the repeat visits. The experience of
harassment did make most of them cautious of visiting local markets, going out alone, and going
out at night. Whether harassed or not, the majority of interviewees said their vacation was not
spoiled by the local people, their impressions of Sri Lanka did not diminish, and they would still
return to Sri Lanka in the future and recommend it to others.
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It also established that the tourists prefer that there would be better and trained persons to attend
to their needs so that their visits would be more fruitful. The most common type of harassment
against tourists in Sri Lanka was pestering to buy goods and services. Out of the number of
complaints the Police had received, the highest was against theft. Elderly tourists reported more
harassment than middle-aged and young tourists. It has also been found that the beaches are the
hotspots of harassment in Sri Lanka. In addition, the areas where participants experienced
harassment most include the streets and the market. The types of harassment most often
experienced in those places were vending and begging. Participants were annoyed and unhappy
about this local behavior, and expressed anger and concern for their safety, and felt slightly
threatened and victimized over this experience. The tourists felt annoyed and not amused with
this local behaviour and the majority of them reacted in the same way by saying "no thank you"
and walking away from the harassment situation.
All the harassment incidents would not be reported or complained to the law enforcing
authorities and the provisions in the laws pertaining to tourism industry have not provided action
against those who harass tourists. The study demonstrated that tourists on first visit were more
likely to experience harassment than those on repeat visits. This finding matched the findings of
many other research carried out elsewhere in the world. It has also been established that the free,
individual female tourists were more vulnerable to harassment. Competition among service
providers such as curio sellers, vendors, beach boys, guides made a big impact on tourist
harassment. The study also confirmed to the fact that authorities’ failure to create uniformity in
tourist services/service providers had direct effects in increasing the number of tourist
harassment. The study had also demonstrated the need for upgrading the Tourist Police to reduce
the number of incidents of tourist harassments.
Overall experience of the majority of participants (interviewees and respondents to the
questionnaire) overall experience with the local people was positive and these experiences
influenced their impressions of the island positively as well. Participants' description of the local
people was positive; their opinions of the locals before and after travelling to Sri Lanka were
positive, and their perceptions of quality with the tourism destination were also positive.
Although the quality of service, a ‘good time,’ beautiful scenery, and/or increasing encounters
are reasons that contribute to the provision of a successful tourism product, the safety and
security of the destination remain indispensable to the enjoyment of the product. Tourism
planning, therefore, must include a focus on how to improve these vital tourism functions.
Accordingly, authorities responsible must be able to: identify the risks associated with travel and
tourism; design ways to reduce such risks; and find ways to overcome any emergent or lingering
negative consequences of incidents. And in this regard, planners must focus on issues of
responsibility, including: communities and their responsibility toward visitors and the tourism
industry; tourism enterprises and their responsibilities towards visitors; and the responsibilities of
individual visitors.
However, given that there is absolutely no way to stop all harassment and that no one recipe fits
all circumstances, a number of concrete steps in addition to what had been suggested in the
previous paragraph, could be outlined as follows to be undertaken to deal with the problem of
tourist harassment.
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I. Establishment of a body similar to a standing committee as suggested by de Albuquerque and
McElroy (2001) comprising all major tourism stakeholders to meet quarterly to review
harassment issues and to plan contingent responses before matters become acute. Because of the
problem’s persistence and the cultural divide, achieving sustainable tourism will require ‘a
destination’s long-run commitment to cooperative attempts among associations representing
policy makers, hoteliers, cruise lines, and vendors and taxi drivers to collaboratively find creative
solutions to their conflicts (de Albuquerque and McElroy, 2001).
2. The Police Tourist Division should be upgraded. All tourist police posts should be centralized
and brought under the command of the PTD. These police posts should be upgraded to become
Police Stations. When recruiting officers, preference should be given to those who have the
motivation to work in tourist police and who are competent in speaking English and other
foreign languages. An official link between the PTD and diplomatic missions should be created
officially so that the matters could be addressed in an effective manner. A special uniform
should be introduced to the tourist police officers so that the tourists could approach them
whenever they need to do so. These recommendations to upgrade the PTD are in line with
Tarlow (2005), who points out that “special Tourism Oriented Policy/Protection Units (TOPs)
should be established and deployed in areas of high tourism concentration. Ideally, it is
recommended that these TOPs officers patrol on foot, be multi-lingual and extroverted and enjoy
working with foreign visitors. The more visible they are, the less harassment.
3. Authorities responsible including the Sri Lanka Tourism Development Authority and the
Tourism Ministry should channel more resources to increase awareness among public. They
should take initiative to hold conscious-raising seminars/lectures open to hotel and restaurant
employees. The focus would be twofold: to emphasize the cost of harassment to all tourism
workers, and to make sure that employees understand, in cases of unwanted sexual overtures, the
penalty could involve more than being fired and they would be compelled to face legal
consequences. Similar meetings dispensing similar information should also be regularly
scheduled with vendors, taxi drivers and other service providers. “Such round tables would allow
all sides to air grievances with the mutual goal of cooperatively resolving conflicts and
improving the destination’s reputation for service quality.3” Authorities should conduct regular
vetting and licensing to remove illegal operators on the beach. Citizens should be educated about
the importance of tourism to the economy, their role and responsibility in assisting the
development process, government’s plans to develop the sector, and the prospective employment
opportunities and other benefits of the sector to citizens and the country.
4. The government should bring about amendments to the Tourism Development Act No 36 of
2005 to give more powers to police officers. Currently the action that could be taken by a tourist
police officer against illegal elements that would pave way for tourist harassment is limited. For
example, a police officer could start acting most of the time only upon receiving a complaint
from the victim. This should be changed by amending the laws. The government should consider
enacting laws that criminalizes harassment of tourists. The laws should also be amended to
establish a mechanism where a tourist could give evidence at a trial once he or she goes back to
his/her home country. As nobody would like to keep visiting Sri Lanka to give evidence and
many tourists do not prefer to entangle in a legal mess.
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Abstract
The issue of Earnings Management (EM) has continued to be problematic in the financial
reporting context. It has proved to be an important topic that concerns a wide range of
stakeholders including auditors, managers, accountants, regulators and shareholders. Many of the
previous studies have proven that most of the business sectors in many of the countries are
engaging in EM practices to get undue advantages for their businesses. Hence, this study
attempted to investigate whether there are adequate factors that can be used by potential
stakeholders to see whether banking sector of Sri Lanka practice any EM techniques. This study
is predominantly quantitative in nature. A conceptual framework which comprised of various
factors affecting EM practices developed based on a previous research. Further, the study
attempted to observe mainly the awareness of managers, auditors and shareholders regarding EM
practices of listed banks in the Colombo stock exchange (CSE). SPSS 20.0 and Excel 2010 were
employed as data analyzing software packages.
Key words: Earnings Management, Commercial Banks, Sri Lanka, Financial Reporting,
Operating Assets.
Introduction
The process of EM is used by many corporations in the world, knowingly or unknowingly with
the mere expectation of seeking higher profits. Unfortunately, few loopholes in the accounting
standards have provided enough space for the use of EM practices and have committed many
financial frauds in the commercial world. The term EM can be defined as ‘the transformation of
financial accounting figures from what they actually are to what prepares desire by taking
advantage of the existing rules and for ignoring some or all of them’.(Naser,1993) This is simply
a way of manipulating real financial information to hide losses and sugarcoat the profits of the
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firm. The financial reporting process should be highly accurate and reliable as the financial
statements are the mediums by which both internal and external stakeholders acquire information
about the performance and financial condition of firms. Due to the variety of stakeholders of a
corporation with diverse interests, preparation of financial statements is a highly demanding
process, as the company needs to satisfy the requirements of all such stakeholders. Hence, with
this conflicting situation, companies require to maintain a balance between the accounting
processes according to the needs of the situation. Therefore, as a remedy, accountants practice
EM techniques as a way of satisfying company goals. But manipulating accounts and betraying
stakeholders is a great economic shock in the long term, as manipulated accounts will direct
investors towards wrong decisions, via higher company profits with an increase in the share
prices by creating an inflationary situation in the economy.
At present, the world has become much more commercialized and profit maximization has
gained a considerable weight among the main business goals. As a mode of reaching this
ultimate goal, most of the companies in the world have narrowed towards to manipulate their
company accounts. Being manipulation of accounts has become a common practice in the
current business world; Earnings Management has reached a considerable attraction in the
accounting literature, especially for the last few decades.
Both the term Creative Accounting and Earnings Management is referring to the same practicing
of manipulating accounting to influence the reported figures being remaining within the
accounting rules and laws in order to satisfy the requirements of the management by
sugarcoating the real picture of the firm in front of stakeholders. There is no globally accepted or
legal definition of the term EM and therefore most of the authors have defined the term on their
own perspectives. Anglo-Saxon is the first person, who wrote about creative accounting in his
literature in 1970s. (Tassadaq & Malik, 2015, p.548). Thereafter, many scholars came up with
their own definitions of the term. These scholars discussed the term EM based on the theories of
agency theory, shareholders theory, legitimacy theory, information theory, resource dependency
theory and positive accounting theory.
Researchers have identified many reasons for the firms to engage in EM. Satisfying the desires of
shareholders regarding high profits, dividends may bring in problems of high taxes, demand for
higher wages and bonus etc. In one hand, lower profit trend may have a negative image in the
minds of the investors regarding investment choice. Therefore, this requires the accountants to
maintain a balance between their financial performance and the needs of the stakeholder,
therefore the companies resort to practice of EM. (Bora &Saha, 2016, p.236) More specifically,
this study examines whether the commercial banks in a developing country like Sri Lanka also
practice EM techniques to reach their desired goals. Fernando and Kelum (2011) have proved in
their study on EM practices in Sri Lanka, that most of the quoted companies do apply income
management practices when preparing and presenting financial statements. But there is no any
study has done previously to investigate whether the commercial banks in Sri Lanka even
practice EM.
Most of the researchers have argued that income smoothing is one of the aspects the companies
follow for EM. Rather than showing volatile profits with a series of dramatic rises and falls, the
companies prefer to report a steady trend of growth in profits and in order to achieve this; the
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companies unnecessarily make high provisions for liabilities, or understating expenses and
overstating assets. There are some reported cases like the case of Satyam Computers, where the
companies have positioned fictitious expenses into the profit and loss account and siphoned off
the funds. Bora and Saha (2016) and Fox (1997) reports on how accounting policies at Microsoft
Corporation, USA are designed, within the normal accounting rules, to match reported earnings
to profit forecasts. A large part of the profit is deferred to future years to cover potential up
gradation and customer support costs when Microsoft sells software. Bora &Saha ,2016,
p.736)Apart from income smoothing, the management of the company practice EM to maintain
or boost share price both by reducing the apparent levels of borrowing and by creating the
appearance of a good profit earning trend.
According to the conceptual framework of the study, the independent variables of pressure from
managers, contractual obligations, necessity of managing taxes and share prices and to overcome
political costs, act as motivating factors for the companies to follow Earnings Management
through misleading accounting of data and misleading presentation of data.
Most of the researches have demonstrated that the pressure from the managers on their
employees to achieve the company goals by any mean have direct influence on their practicing
of EM. By adopting to the view of Fennell (1997) and Peterson (2003) defined ethical pressure
as a situation in which the employees feel pressured by their peers, supervisors, and other
members of the organization to compromise their personal values in order to achieve
organization goals resulting in an ethical conflict for employee.(Tian& Peterson, 2016, p.10)
Based on Healy and Wahlen (1999) and Fong (2006) defined that the EM takes place when
managers exercise judgment in financial reporting and in structuring transactions to adjust
financial reports with an aim to either mislead some stakeholders about the underlying economic
performance of the company or to influence contractual outcomes that depend on reported
accounting numbers.
According to Stangova and Vighova (2016) most of the companies in the world practice EM
with the aim of managing taxes. Accordingly, the companies use EM techniques to reduce
corporate income taxes by increasing the costs of the accounting entity by including the costs
that are not foreseen by the Law on income tax and also the firms reduce their own tax liabilities
for the value added tax through application of the deduction of VAT on purchases, which the Act
on VAT does not allow. The study done by Desai and Dharmapala (2006) demonstrates tax
avoidance as a highly attributing factor for EM.
According to Gosh (2010) EM may be employed in exchange for a variety of expected rewards
among them being political gains. McBarnet (2005) further asserts that both complex fraud and
complex manipulation through legal EM has been brought out into the open. He expresses that
one of the reasons why EM is practiced is to carefully avoid taxes, therefore reducing political
costs. Moreover the accounting information is designed more to meet other demands, including
reduction in political costs and determination of income taxes and dividend payments. (Van &
Vanstraelen, 2005)
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The share prices of a company is an influential factor to attract more and more shareholder to the
company as share prices is one of the indicators that indicate company performance. Therefore,
most of the companies manipulate their real accounts to manage attractive share prices.
Insider trading is commonly practicing in the business world with the aim of making higher
profits. Insider dealings refers to a situation where an insider or a related party trades based on
price sensitive non- public information obtained during the performance of the assigned duties at
the corporation, it also involves breach of trust and confidence or where the confidential
information was misappropriated from the company. (Bewaji,2012)
The primary objective of the current study is to investigate the financial variables of a
commercial bank that can be used to investigate whether banks are practicing EM. Moreover, the
sub objectives of this study include;




Investigating stakeholders’; managers, auditors and shareholders understanding and
awareness of EM in the Commercial banks of Sri Lanka.
Investigating whether there are adequate evidences to suspect whether commercial banks
in Sri Lanka are using EM techniques.
Identifying the factors influencing banks in Sri Lanka to practice EM techniques.

The study uses the following hypothesis to investigate whether the variables of pressure from
managers, contractual obligations, tax management, share price management and political cost
overcoming will affect for the commercial banks in Sri Lanka to practice EM techniques.
 H0:
Pressure from Managers has no effect on Earning Management practices of CSE
listed banks in Sri Lanka
H1:
Pressure from Managers has an effect on Earning Management practices of CSE
listed banks in Sri Lanka
 H0:
Contractual Obligations has no effect on Earning Management practices of CSE
listed banks in Sri Lanka
H1:
Contractual Obligations has an effect on Earning Management practices of CSE
listed banks in Sri Lanka
 H0:
Tax Management has no effect on Earning Management practices of the CSE
listed banks in Sri Lanka
H1:
Tax Management has an effect on Earning Management practices of the CSE
listed banks in Sri Lanka
 H0:
Share price Management has no effect on Earning Management practices of the
CSE listed banks in Sri Lanka
H1:
Share price Management has an effect on Earning Management practices of the
CSE listed banks in Sri Lanka
 H0:
Political cost overcoming has no effect on Earning Management practices of the
CSE listed banks in Sri Lanka
H1:
Political cost overcoming has an effect on Earning Management practices of the
CSE listed banks in Sri Lanka
Methodology
Mainly quantitative methodology was used in this study as it dealt with whether firms have
engaged in EM practices that are associated with manipulation of numbers. Some aspects such as
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factors influenced for manipulation and behaviousrs of managers are involved in the study
therefore, it is essential to use a mixed methodology; both quantitative and qualitative, which
will increase the reliability and accuracy of the research output Financial statements of 10
commercial banks listed in the CSE were carefully examined for the period between 2010 -2016
in order to elicit if any EM techniques has been used. The following ratio of Earnings as a
percentage of operating assets was used basing on the following assumptions to test whether the
selected sample has used EM techniques during 2010-2016.

Assumptions:
1. If there are larger variations in the earnings as a percentage of operating assets for more
than five consecutive financial years, it is assumed to be; that the banks have manipulated
their earnings.
2. If there are no huge changes in between the earnings as a percentage of operating assets
in between the years; it is assumed that the banks have not manipulated their earnings.
Moreover, structured interviews were employed to investigate the awareness of managers,
auditors and shareholders about the use of EM by commercial banks in Sri Lanka. For that, a
close ended questionnaire has been prepared by incorporating the key objectives of the study.
The Cronbach’s Alpha test was conducted to confirm the reliability of the questionnaire
statistically.
Pressure from managers, Contractual obligations, Tax management, Share price management and
Political cost over comings are found to be the main reasons for banks to practice EM.
(Kamau,C.G, 2016; Bora,J., & Saha, A, 2016). Therefore, this study investigates whether the
above identified factors by previous researchers are influencing the banks in Sri Lanka as well.
In order to disclose this factor, the research uses a questionnaire covering seven sections
supporting with an interview guide. The questionnaire has been administered among 107
respondents representing Chief Managers, Senior Auditors and major individual shareholders
across all the banks listed in the CSE.
Research Results and Discussion
The study is based on a descriptive analysis and a regression analysis of data, collected using the
survey questionnaire and analyzing of financial statements of selected commercial banks for
2010-2016. SPSS 20.0 was used as the data analyzing software package for regression analysis
and Excel 2010 was used for the descriptive analysis. The data collected in this study is
evaluated, discussed and inferences made, in an effort to address the specific objectives of the
study. Descriptive statistics were used to analyze the data on each variable. The descriptive
analysis discusses the awareness of three respondent groups on EM and the financial ratios
obtained by calculating Earnings as a percentage of Operating Assets of the banks. Further, the
study examines the dependent variable of ‘Earning Management’ with different influencing
factors affecting for the banks to engage in EM practices.
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The obtained results show that the banks are not practicing EM techniques. The following table
shows the results obtained by calculating the equation shown in the methodology, for each bank
in the sample for the period of 2010-2016.

NDB

Amana

NTB

Pan Asia
bank

Sampath
bank

Seylan
bank

Union
bank

2010 0.02 0.06
2011 1.46 0.11
2012 1.25 0.06
2013 1.03 0.05
2014 1.07 0.04
2015 1.06 0.03
2016 1.22 0.02
(Source: Survey Data)

HNB

DFCC

Year

Commer
cial bank

Table 1.0 : Earnings as a percentage of Operating Assets in banks listed at CSE
Bank

0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.03

0.02
0.02
0.03
0.05
0.02
0.01
0.01

-0.04
-0.01
0.02
-0.03
0.00
0.01
0.00

0.16
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02

0.03
0.03
0.02
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.01

0.02
0.02
0.03
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02

0.01
0.02
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.01

The above table clearly shows that the earnings as a percentage of operating assets of almost all
the commercial banks listed in CSE for the period of 2010-2016 has not changed in larger
percentages. Therefore, according to the assumptions discussed in the methodology, the results
obtained by conducting the test proves that the Sri Lankan commercial banks listed in the CSE
has not manipulated their earnings for the period of 2010- 2016 via Earnings Management
techniques. This result is very favorable for all the stakeholders of the commercial banks in Sri
Lanka. It is because, a sound banking system free from earnings manipulations contributes to the
effectiveness of intermediation, maturity transformation, payment facilitation, credit allocation,
financial investments and financial discipline. In a country like Sri Lanka where there is a bank
dominated financial system, which the banks contribute for 56% of the assets in the financial
system and 77% of GDP, the result obtained in the study by calculating earnings as a percentage
of operating assets is favorable for all the stakeholders related to the commercial banks in Sri
Lanka, being the result proves that there is no such strong evidences to describe that the
commercial banking sector is manipulating their earnings. Bank’s financial reports present the
bank’s financial power and they use the information in order to decide whether they can
overcome the possible risk or not in the financial environment. On the other hand, financial
information users also need the information regarding the bank reports for their investment
decisions. The central bank of Sri Lanka has highly regulated the banking sector in the country
under a continuous supervision. The financial reports of the banks are under a strict audit which
would lead them to provide reliable financial information compared to other institutions. On the
other hand, reporting reliable financial information has a huge importance for banks in order to
be trustworthy and reputable in the financial sector. Therefore, the financial accounts of the
banks are getting audited regularly within the bank as well as by external auditors assigned to the
banks. Therefore, the chances of manipulating the accounts of public listed banks in Sri Lanka
are very limited. But it is obvious that the regulation cannot guarantee for a zero failure in the
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banking system. Hence, it can control the banks from Earnings Management practices to a
certain level as the loopholes in the regulations of Sri Lankan banking system is very low being
the regulations are some times more higher than the required level in order to protect the banks
from failures.
The results obtained through the following multiple regression model reveals that there is a week
positive relationship between all the five independent variables, i.e., Pressure from managers,
Contractual obligations, Tax management, Share price management and Political cost over
comings.
EM = 1.454 + 0.197 (MP) + 0.059 (CO) + 0.113 (MT) + 0.117 (MSP) + 0.104(OPC)
The results in the following table indicate that the coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.149 and
coefficient of correlation (R) of 0.387. This means that about 14.9% of the variation in EM is
explained by the study model. However 85.1% of the variation in EM is unexplained by the
model. Adjusted R2 is a modified version of R2 that has been adjusted for the effect of increase
in the number of predictors in the model. (Kamau,2016) The adjusted R2 of 0.107 which is
slightly lower than the R2 value is a precise indicator of the relationship between the
independent and the dependent variable because it is sensitive to the addition of irrelevant
variables. The adjusted R2 indicates that 10.7% of the changes in EM is explained by the model
and 89.3% is not explained by the model.
Table 1.1: Overall model of Dependent and independent variables
Model R
R Square Adjusted R
Std. Error of
Square
the Estimate
a
1
.387
.149
.107
.44028
a. Predictors: (Constant), MPC, MCO, MPM, MMSP, MMT
The R value points to a week linear relationship between Pressure from managers, Contractual
obligations, Tax Management, Share price management, Political cost over comings and
Earnings Management among banks in Sri Lanka. The result suggests that there is a lesser
tendency for banks in Sri Lanka to practice EM techniques, depicting that the relationship
between the dependent and independent variables taken to the study are week but positive.
The ANOVA test in the table 1.2 indicates that the independent variables of the model have a
significant effect on Earnings Management among Sri Lankan banks since the p value is 0.004
which is less than 5% level of significance. Being it is very close to 5%, it implies that the level
of significance is very low when considering the influence of independent variables to the
dependent variable of EM among banks in Sri Lanka.
Table 1.2: ANOVA of dependent and independent variables
ANOVAa
Model
Sum of
df
Mean
Squares
Square
Regression

3.440

5

.688
193

F

Sig.

3.550

.004b

1
Residual
Total

19.578

101

23.019

106

.194

Dependent Variable: MEM
Predictors: (Constant), MPC, MCO, MPM, MMSP, MMT
Out of the identified five independent variables, Pressure from managers shows the strongest
relationship while the relationship of other independent variables to the dependent variable is
week. This means that the influence of all the above independent variables on Earnings
Management among the companies in Sri Lanka is not strong. Even though these independent
variables effect on the practice of EM in other countries according to Kamau (2016) and Tian&
Peterson (2016) there is not much more influence from these variables to the EM practices of Sri
Lankan firms and therefore there may be another different factors will have affected to the EM
practices of Sri Lanka.
The model estimates suggest that the hypothesized model is not explained by the data collected.
It is because, except in the first hypothesis, in all the other four hypothesis, the alternative
hypothesis was rejected and the null hypothesis was taken. It is because, only in the first
hypothesis, the p value 0.011<0.05 making the coefficient of pressure from managers is
significant in the model.
The awareness of the shareholders and auditors about the earnings management practices of the
commercial banks is very important. The results obtained in checking the awareness of auditors
and shareholders on EM practices of banks indicate that the auditors and shareholders are
unaware on this EM practices while few of the managers are aware on this practicing. Even
though the results of the study prove that the Sri Lankan banks listed at CSE are not practicing
EM, it is essential for all the stakeholders to be aware of this EM practicing being their
unawareness can lead them to wrong business decisions and make the whole economy of the
country inefficient.
Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations
According to the results of the study, there are no evidences to suspect that the banks in Sri
Lanka are practicing EM, probably because they are highly regulated and under the strict
supervision of CBSL. Further, the study ensures that the awareness and knowledge of most of
the Sri Lankans on EM is not at a standard level. Moreover, the research evaluates the factors
that influence EM practices of banks in Sri Lanka. The results obtained by the study indicate that
there is a positive relationship (R= 0.387) between pressure from managers and Earnings
Management. The regression analysis showed that there is a positive relationship between the
independent variable managers’ pressure and Earnings Management.
Following the findings of the study, it is recommended that the financial information should not
be biased to one party, giving individual benefits through information asymmetry, as it will make
the economy inefficient by providing more chances for stakeholders to take wrong business
decisions. Therefore, the reliability and transparency of the financial information is very
necessary.
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For further maintenance of this favorable accounting reporting of the Sri Lankan banks in the
same unbiased manner during each financial year, the study recommend following
recommendations.
 It is necessary to encourage the issuance of extended audit reports by the independent
auditors.
 Performance based compensation should be avoided in order to reduce the temptation of
influencing the EM practices.
 Corporate governance should be improved in order to improve the quality of the financial
reporting to increase the confidence of investors in company’s financial report.
 Accountants and bookkeepers should be encouraged to participate for business ethics
training programs each year.
 Earnings Management should be introduced to the Syllabus of accounting students in
order to stress on the ethical aspects of accounting and to improve the awareness of
future shareholders on EM practices of banks.
 The internal audit department of banks should be more independent, active, efficient and
strict their supervision.
 Government and other regulatory agencies should implement clear rules and legal
framework regarding the EM practices of banks.

The findings of this study contributed to reduce the research gap of locally to international. It is
because, there was no previous research has done in Sri Lanka on EM practices of commercial
banks in the country. Being the topic EM is not in the syllabuses of accounting students in most
of the Sri Lankan universities and therefore they are not familiar with the term earnings
management and as a result their awareness of the EM practices if banks are in a very minimum
level. Therefore, the findings of this study have contributed in filling this knowledge gap in local
literature on the subject Earnings Management and guided the university students to study more
on this term Earnings Management.
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Abstract
The overall research objective of this thesis is to identify the prominent features of CSR practices
and the pattern of growth of CSR engagement as expected by Carroll (2000) at the beginning of
the ‘new millennium’. Sixteen companies were selected as the sample for the content analysis
and data were collected for a 5-year period covering 2011/2012 to 2015/2016. The annual reports
of the sample were considered as the data source. The contents of annual reports of those
companies were fully analysed for five years. Both qualitative and quantitative data on the CSR
reporting were collected from those integrated annual reports. A content analysis focusing on the
number of pages, number of words used, number of images shown, number of tables used, and
number of charts/figures used was carried out. These annual data were used to uncover the trend
in CSR disclosure over the 5 years. The trend was identified quantitatively (number-wise) and
qualitatively.Although the analysis showed a quantitative progress in CSR reporting, it also
found that many irrelevant: images, tables, and charts were used in annual reports. Many images
in the reports included politicians, linking them with company activities. Carroll (2015) expects a
rapid growth in CSR in developing economies. It seems that underlying qualitative progress in
CSR reporting is at a low level, when compared with the quantitative progress reported. This is
not what Carroll (2000) expected at the beginning of “the new millennium” the 21st century.
Key Words: Corporate Social Responsibility, Sri Lanka, CSR reporting
Introduction
This study examines the salient features of corporate social responsibility (CSR) practices and
the pattern of growth of CSR engagement in Sri Lanka. It focuses on Carroll’s (2000, 2010,
2015) work primarily because Carroll was an early champion of CSR and provides optimistic
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views on CSR. Carroll (2000) expected CSR to grow in “the new millennium” (i.e., the twentyfirst century), saying, “As we transition to the new millennium, CSR will be more important than
ever and it will continue to be a meaningful issue as it embraces core concerns that also
identified progressive growth in CSR” (p.35). In the interim, the concept of CSR has continued
to grow in importance and significance as the concept has developed and evolved in both
academia and in practitioner communities worldwide (Carroll and Shabana, 2010). Although
CSR has evolved further in the developed world than in the developing world, Carroll, in 2015,
anticipated a rapid growth in CSR in developing economies: “CSR will be expected to grow
more rapidly and enthusiastically in developing countries as economic progress and
circumstances there provide additional opportunities” (Carroll, 2015, p. 95).
This research investigates whether the ongoing growth in CSR noted by Carroll and Shabana
(2010) and Carroll (2015) has occurred in Sri Lanka (a fast-growing developing country). To
achieve that aim, this study compares Carroll’s account of ongoing CSR developments in the
North-American context with what is happening to CSR in a more distant marketplace (Sri
Lanka).In recent decades, CSR engagement and reporting have been on the increase worldwide.
Whilst a decade ago the term CSR had little meaning for the public (Visser, 2008), CSR
practices and theory are continuing to develop (Shareef, Arunachalam, Sodique, & Davey, 2014;
Fernando & Pandey, 2012). The concept of CSR, however, generally refers to the requirement
for companies to contribute to society and the environment, while conducting their activities in a
sustainable manner. According to KPMG International (2005), firms need to be transparent and
accountable not only to stockholders but also to the wider society. KPMG explains that a
growing number of companies (and their stakeholders) believe that the long-term success of
organisations depends not only on their having a healthy balance sheet, but also on their social
and environmental performance. Friedman (1970) suggest that firms are responsible only to
maximise profits, whilst obeying the law. However, many commentators have recognised that
businesses have a broad range of responsibilities to society (Carroll, 1979; Davis & Blomstrom,
1975; Epstein, 1987; McGuire, 1963).
Literature Review
In the past, the term CSR has been used to define organisations’ charitable donations or their
participation in community-related activities. Now, however, CSR has become a wider concept.
According to an Asia-Pacific Economic Corporation (APEC, 2005) report: “There is a common
understanding that CSR is gradually moving from its historical focus on business philanthropy to
a broader set of activities that engage business with the full range of its stakeholders’ needs [and]
integrate the practice of CSR into the core strategy of the organisation” (p. 3). Hence, CSR is a
broad concept which generally asks: What is the role of business in society? How do
organisations fulfil their responsibilities to all stakeholders and to the society as a whole?
How/why do corporations engage in CSR reporting? There is no universally agreed definition for
the term CSR in the extant literature (Sethi, 1975; Carroll, 1999; Dahlsrud, 2008; Thilakasiri,
Welmilla, Armstrong, & Heenatigala, 2014) due to its vagueness and subjectivity. Most scholars
cite the definition provided by Carroll (1979): “The social responsibility of business
encompasses the economic, legal, ethical and discretionary expectations the society has on
organisations at a given point in time” (p. 500). This CSR definition focuses on what society
expects from businesses and it indicates that the nature of CSR depends on the organisation’s
context.
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Sri Lanka is a relatively small island in the Indian Ocean and Buddhism is an important part of
Sri Lankan culture. Ancient Sri Lanka was ruled by the Portuguese, then the Dutch, followed by
the British (Senanayake, 2009). Even though Sri Lanka obtained independence from the British
in 1948, colonisation influenced (colonial rule started in 1505) Sri Lanka’s culture, religion,
ethnic make-up, education system, and political structure. Under British rule, the plantation
sector was expanded and crops such as coffee, tea, rubber, and spices were introduced (De Silva,
2005). The British brought people from South India to work in the plantation sector
(Jayewardene, 2001). For these reasons, Sri Lankan culture, traditions, and religion have been
influenced by this ethnic mix. Wickramasighe and Hopper (2005) state that “Kingship permeated
Sri Lankan society, including its non-capitalist mode of production, with three key elements: an
agricultural economy, feudalistic polity and a Sinhalese Buddhist ideology” (p. 479).
Sri Lanka is a multi-ethnic, multi-religious, and multicultural country made up of 74.9 percent
Sinhalese, 11.1 percent Tamils, and 9.3 percent Moors (according to the 2012 census). The
majority of Sri Lankans follow Buddhism. According to statistics, people in Sri Lanka follow
four religions: Buddhism (70.2 percent), Hinduism (12.6 percent), Islam (9.7 percent), and
Christianity (7.4 percent) (CBSL, 2015). Because of its Buddhist, and other religious,
background/s Sri Lanka has a tradition of charitable giving (Simpson, 2004; Fernando & Pandey,
2012; Thilakasiri et al., 2014; Fernando et al., 2015). Sri Lanka ranks as number one among
developing countries in philanthropic giving and number eight among all countries, including
developed ones (CAF, 2011). The longstanding philanthropic giving tradition is largely
encouraged by the Buddhist teaching of ‘Dana’ (alms giving/charity). Shareef et al. (2014) also
mention that “Islamic laws require high business ethics standards from all stakeholders and Islam
has very clear perceptions about how business should be done” (p. 89). According to Fernando
and Almeida (2012), Buddhist teachings shape the current Sri Lankan CSR practices.
Jayawarene (2001) suggests that businesses provide money and donate land for religious and
social reasons such as the construction of roads, temples, churches, and schools.
CSR disclosure in Sri Lanka is at a low level (Fernando & Pandey, 2012; Hettiarachchi &
Gunewardene, 2012; Wijesinghe & Senaratne, 2012; Thilakasiri et al., 2014). Only a few
organisations really engage in CSR reporting. Fernando and Pandey (2012) conducted a survey
of the CSR reporting practices of companies listed on the Colombo Stock Exchange (CSE) in Sri
Lanka. They concluded that CSR reporting of Sri Lankan companies is still relatively
underdeveloped and not at a satisfactory level. Furthermore, International Alert1 (2005)
concluded 1) that Sri Lankan companies’ main reason for engaging in CSR activities is to
communicate their business image to the general public and 2) that most Si Lankans do not have
a clear understanding of the role they wish businesses to play in society. Thus, as an emerging
economy, Sri Lanka does not seem to have up-to-date knowledge on various dimensions of the
CSR engagement and reporting practices (Fernando & Pandey; 2012). Rajapakse and Fernando
(2014) highlight some of the reasons for the low level of CSR disclosure in Sri Lanka as follows:
Managers believe that inability to allocate a significant amount of funds would be
a one of the major barriers for the implementation of CSR in companies. Further,
another barrier would be the low level of awareness among the lower level
managers on real meaning of the social and environmental responsibility.
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Initiation from the top management would not be a main barrier for the effective
implementation of the CSR activities. (p. 85) .
Methodology
This study gives a picture of the elements of CSR reporting among the GRI-compliant
companies in Sri Lanka. The content analysis was carried out on the basis of the companies
registered on the GRI sustainability database for the year 2016. This free database allows the
public to access thousands of sustainability/CSR reports. The main objective of the database is to
increase the quantity and quality of reporting and enhance the transparency of CSR reporting
(GRI Sustainability Database, 2016). Sixteen companies were registered with the database and
the contents of their annual reports were analysed to:
(a) Determine the trend in CSR practices from 2011/2012 to 2015/2016
The trend was evaluated from the extant literature and the theoretical framework was developed
in the literature review. Progress was analysed over 5 years through main CSR themes:
Economic, social, and environmental.
(b) Describe the features and socio-cultural aspects of CSR practices in Sri Lanka
The content analysis focused on five dimensions; number of words used, number of pages
allocated, number of images shown, and number of tables number of charts used for CSR
reporting over a 5-year period from 2011/2012 to 2015/2016.
Insights were also provided in this study for these 16 companies regarding their CSR practices.
This was done by comparing features of CSR with theoretical models such as Carroll’s pyramid
of CSR. Further analysis was carried out to categorise the number of words under major CSR
themes: i.e., economic, social, and environmental. The number of words allocated to each
category was calculated to identify any progress in CSR reporting in these areas. According to
Sunee, Davey, and Low (2010), “Measuring the number of words is more detailed than
measuring ‘part-page’ disclosure; words lend themselves to more exclusive analysis” (p. 71).
Several pages of annual reports and sustainability reports were analysed to gather data.
“Researchers in the field of social and environmental accounting (SEA) have used content
analysis as the dominant research method for collecting empirical evidence.” (Guthrie &
Abeysekera, 2006, p. 115). Content analysis is also widely used in CSR research (Carroll &
Shabana, 2010; Lee & Carroll, 2011). Guthrie and Abeysekera (2006) suggest that “Content
analysis of annual reports is a technique for gathering data. It involves codifying qualitative and
quantitative information into pre-defined categories in order to derive patterns in the presentation
and reporting of information” (p. 120)
Content analysis has both advantages and disadvantages. According to Wijesinghe & Senaratne
(2012):
There are advantages and disadvantages of using content analysis as a mean of
measuring disclosure of CSR. However, in Sri Lankan context it is impossible to
use other means of measures like, corporate reputation indicators, data produced
by measurement entities or pollution indicators. Therefore, despite of its own
drawbacks, it was found to have significant advantages of content analysis as a
technique for measuring CSR. (p.236)
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Discussion On Findings
Data collected for content analysis based on GRI sustainability database. Accordingly, 16
companies registered on this database were selected as units of analyses and data were collected
for a 5-year period covering 2011/2012 to 2015/2016. The annual reports of the sample
companies were considered as the data source. Both qualitative and quantitative data on the CSR
reporting were collected from those integrated annual reports. CSR disclosure contents of five
annual reports of those companies were fully analysed. A content analysis focused on the
number of pages, number of words used, number of images shown, number of tables used, and
number of charts/figures used was carried out. These annual data were used to uncover the trend
in CSR disclosure over 5 year period and could be considered as adequate to identify any trends
of CSR reporting. The trend was identified quantitatively (number-wise) and qualitatively. The
companies in the sample are shown below in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1. Details of the sample (companies registered on the GRI Sustainability Database-2016)
Company Name
Sector
Access Engineering
Construction
Aitken Spence
Conglomerates
Ceylon Tobacco Company
Tobacco
CDB Finance
Financial Services
Commercial Bank
Financial Services
Dialo Axita
Telecommunications
DIMO
Automotive
HNB Bank
Financial Services
HNB Assurance PLC
Financial Services
John Keels Group
Conglomerates
Softlogic Life Insurance
Financial Services
Union Assurance
Financial Services
Walkers CML
Construction
CIC Holdings
Conglomerates
Hayleys PLC
Conglomerates
Mercantile Investments
Financial Services
Trends in CSR Reporting Over 5 Years
The annual reports of the 16 companies in the sample, along with the sustainability reports of
those companies, were fully analysed for a 5-year period to reveal the amount of space given to
CSR. This analysis focused on the number of words used, the number of pages allocated, the
number of images shown, the number of tables used, and the number of charts/figures used.
As shown in Table 5.2, the minimum number of pages a firm allocated to CSR reporting
increased by 66.67 percent between 2011/2012 and 2015/2016, rising from 6 pages in 2011/2012
to 15 pages in 2015/2016. The highest number of pages allocated to CSR was 70 (a 233.3
percent increment from 2011/2012). While the average number of pages for CSR reporting for
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the year 2015/2016 was 28, this figure had increased by nearly 133.33 percent since 2011/2012.
It was further revealed that the total number of words used for the CSR reporting by a firm
ranged from as low as 3547 (1765 words in 2011/2012 with a 100.96 percent increment) to as
high as 19055 words (9021 words in 2011/2012 and an 111.23% increment) with an average of
8393 words (3910 words in 2011/2012 and a 114.65 percent increment) when all the reporters
were considered. It was further revealed that there was an increasing tendency to use images
(photographs and pictures) to make CSR disclosures more attractive. All the reporters used
images in every year to show their CSR activities. The average number of images used rose from
5 in 2011/2012 to 11 in 2015/2016 (an increase of 120 percent).
It was evident that the firms were involved in more CSR activities and committed in more social
responsibility activities towards all their stakeholders and that they paid more attention to
preparing attractive, meaningful CSR reports for their CSR reporting. The trend is for GRIcompliant companies to give more space to disclosing their CSR activities in annual reports.
Based on the following data, a high level of disclosure can be expected in future, as a positive
trend in CSR disclosures over the 5 years was observed. Table 5.2 shows the increasing trend in
CSR reporting by the companies registered with the GRI sustainability database for the year
2016.
Table 5.2. Trend in CSR reporting over 5 years (16 companies)
Description
2011/2012 2012/2013 2013/2014
Total number of pages
191
221
324
allocated
Average number of
pages
11.94
13.81
20.25
Maximum number of
pages
21
26
50
Minimum number of
pages
6
5
10
Total number of words used
Average number of
words
Maximum number of
words
Minimum number of
words
Total number of Images
Used
Average number of
images

2014/2015 2015/2016
394

453

24.63

28.31

56

70

12

15

59,466

74,099

95,982

115,650

128,855

3909.63

4706.19

6153.56

7467.19

8393.06

9021

10895

13066

15244

19055

1765

1200

2475

2695

3547

86

83

120

157

182

5.38

5.19

7.50

9.81

11.38
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Total number of tables used
Average number of
tables

103

135

241

250

292

11.50

8.44

15.06

15.63

18.25

Total number of charts used
Average number of
charts
Source: Authors’ survey

89

73

175

221

344

5.56

4.56

10.94

13.81

20.69

Qualitative Progress in CSR Reporting
Most of the images, charts, and tables presented in relation to CSR reporting did not refer to
corresponding CSR activity carried out for a particular period and those used more pages and
words in annual reports. Many of the images simply showed politicians who took part in
company activities, and so the importance of using those images for CSR reporting is
questionable and their relevance is limited. Although the inclusion of such unnecessary images,
as evidence of CSR reporting, increased the space allocated to CSR reporting, they merely
ignored the substance of that information’s content. Other images were related to community
activities such as sports competitions, religious activities, tree planting programmes, blood
donation programmes, company visits to rural areas, distribution of school items to children in
rural areas, offering scholarships to children etc. In relation to environmental activities, only a
few images were included and most of these related to tree planting programmes. In addition, it
was found that human resources disclosures dominate CSR reporting because a great many pages
were allocated to providing information on employee-related activities, for example, employees’
training and development programmes, welfare activities etc. Many of the charts and tables were
also related to employee activities and covered low engagement with CSR. The companies
studied use of a lot of charts/ graphs and tables, which reflects their compliance with GRI
guidelines. Therefore, it is apparent that the progress made in terms of qualitative CSR reporting
is lower than that for quantitative CSR reporting.
Money Spent on CSR Activities
Only one company disclosed the total investment made on sustainability processes and actions
for the year 2015/2016. That sum was Rs. 77.3 million for the year 2015/2016 (Rs.100 million
for the year 2014/2015). Other companies gave some ad hoc disclosures on donations given for
charitable purposes, value of scholarships given, and investment in community development. A
few organisations disclosed the investment they had made on environmental activities. For
example, Access Engineering, a construction company which has a huge impact on the
environment due to its construction activities, had in response to pressure from the public
provided monetary disclosures on environmental protection activities. Disclosures on the money
spent on CSR projects have, however, grown over the years, particularly for those projects
related to the human capital of an organisation. For instance, almost all the companies recorded
money spent on employee training and development activities, employee welfare activities, etc.
Presently, most organisations are trying to provide more CSR disclosures in monetary terms,
although none of the companies provided sufficient information to enable the researcher to
calculate the total amount of money spent on a firm’s CSR activities and administration.
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Moreover, no accessible information was provided on the outcome of CSR projects which would
allow the researcher to calculate the value of their impact against the actual cost incurred.
CSR Categories
Initially, CSR activities identified were given four categories: “social”, “environmental”,
“community” and “economy”. Some firms use two categories, namely “environmental” and
“community”. Currently, companies use three main categories, namely “social”,
“environmental”, and “economic”. Employee-related activities, community activities, and
activities related to product responsibility are recorded under the social category. Activities
related to water conservation, energy conservation, waste management, bio-diversity, and
climate change are recorded under the “environmental” category.
Progress in main CSR themes and suitability of Carroll’s pyramid of CSR
Table 5.3 represents the progress on all the main themes in CSR over 5 years. The highest
progress (208.82%) can be seen in the environmental category, and then in the social dimension
(119.29%). The progress in these areas is due to compliance with GRI guidelines (especially GRI
G4) and the integrated reporting framework. As explained earlier, lot of unnecessary words were
included in annual reports to explain irrelevant images, charts, and tables.
Table 5.3 Main themes of CSR
Year

Environmental

2011/2012 2012/2013 2013/2014 2014/2015 2015/2016
Words
Progress %
64075
32855
44814
53562
63322
95.02%
42622
19436
22554
34931
39088
119.29%
22158
7175
6731
7489
13240
208.82%

Total

59466

Economic
Social

74099

95982

115650

128855
116.69%

Source: Authors

As Carroll (1991) and Visser (2008) note, economic responsibility is the most significant
element and the fundamental requirement for the existence of an organisation. Carroll’s CSR
pyramid gives priority to the legal dimension next, then to the ethical dimension, and finally the
least priority is given to the philanthropic responsibilities of organisations. Carroll’s model was
developed for a develop country and the suitability of this pyramid for a developing country has
been questioned by many scholars (Visser, 2008; Thilakasiri et al., 2014; Shareef et al., 2014;
Fernandoet al., 2015). In Sri Lanka, economic responsibility still receives the most emphasis.
Hence, in every year studied, all of the organisations gave the highest priority to the economic
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dimension and there was progress in this dimension over the 5 years. This progress is highlighted
in the following statements, which are taken from annual reports:
The triple bottom line has always been of primary focus to us given that we
believe strongly in building a business that expounds the virtues of financial
inclusiveness and creating wealth, while emphasizing on the ethos of
empowering our stakeholders in a milieu of wealth creation that would prompt
overall sustainable development. (Managing Director, Entrust Securities PLC,
Annual Report 2015/2016, p.16,)
Philanthropic responsibilities get the next highest priority because most organisations set aside
funds for corporate community projects. This priority is clearly highlighted from the following
statement:
As a socially-oriented Company, we not only seek economic value for ourselves,
although this is paramount for us to be a going concern; we also endeavour to
build mutually rewarding sustainable relationships with all our stakeholders
and create value for the society and environment. (Chairperson, LB Finance
PLC, Annual Report, 2015/2016, p.10)
Implications of The Study
A content analysis was carried out on the 16 companies registered with the GRI sustainability
database to identify any trend in CSR reporting. The contents of the annual reports of those
companies registered with the database were fully analysed for the 5 years 2011/2012 to
2015/2016. Although the analysis showed a quantitative progress in CSR reporting, it also found
that many irrelevant: images, tables, and charts were used in annual reports. Many images in the
reports included politicians, linking them with company activities. Carroll (2015) expects a rapid
growth in CSR in developing economies. It seems that underlying qualitative progress in CSR
reporting is at a low level, when compared with the quantitative progress reported. This is not
what Carroll (2000) expected at the beginning of “the new millennium” (21st century).
It was found that philanthropy was deeply rooted in Sri Lankan CSR practices, due to
longstanding cultural, historical, and customary traditions in Sri Lanka; what was labelled as
“philanthropy” in earlier days has now been refashioned as “corporate social responsibility”.
Furthermore, the researchers through their personal experience knows that culturally, Sri
Lankans would like to engage in social activities such as, taking care of clergy, looking after
elderly people, involved in charitable donations.
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Abstract
The purpose of the study is to examine factors influencing on capital investment decision on
computerized accounting systems by small and Medium Sector Enterprises (SMEs). Embracing
technology is seen everywhere and it is argued that computerised accounting systems can
improve the efficiency and quality of financial information for decision making. One of the
failure factors in SMEs is lack of effective information systems. Manual information processing
for accounting consumes lots of time and leaves a high probability for misstatements and errors
as well. Computerised accounting systems are relative costly at the beginning and decisions on
such an investment cannot be simply taken by SMEs as the decision is influenced by many
financial and nonfinancial factors.
The study is carried out based on four variables which are highly likely to influence such capital
investment decisions by SMEs. Sample is selected from SMEs that have already implemented
computerized accounting systems in Polonnaruwa District in Sri Lanka. Mainly quantitative
analyses by using SPSS are carried out. Study finds that size of investment, influence from
auditors and accountants, perceived benefits of use of information technology, past bad
experiences of manual information processing, the need for submitting financial reports on time
significantly influence capital investment decision on computer based accounting systems by
SMEs.
Key Words: Computerized Accounting System, SMEs, Investment Decision, Information
Introduction
The main purpose of financial accounting is to provide information that helps with the
assessment of a firm's financial history and current performance. In earlier all the companies and
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organization even the small business is done the accounting g transaction in manual form. But
with the rapid changes in information technology has resulted in depending of companies on
performing business and brought to keep all transaction in an electronic form. Many small and
medium firms in Sri Lanka started to use computerized accounting system. An information
system is a formal process for collecting data, processing the data into information, and
distributing that information to users. The purpose of an accounting information system (AIS) is
to collect, store, and process financial and accounting data and produce informational reports that
managers or other interested parties can use to make business decisions. Although an AIS can be
a manual system, today most accounting information systems are computer-based. While the
small business is tending to use the accounting information system (AIS) it will help the business
for their efficient transitions.
The components of the accounting information system should be considerable when the small
businesses are deciding on the investment decision. Small business is considering on the
People who use the system, including accountants, managers, and business analysts.
Procedure and instructions are the ways that data are collected, stored, retrieved, and processed.
Data including all the information that goes into an AIS. Software consists of computer programs
used for processing data. Information technology infrastructure includes all the hardware used to
operate the AIS. Internal controls are the security measures used to protect data.
A number of research studies that business generally was disappointed with their new purchases
of CAS. They did not get the benefits they expected, and the projects took substantially longer
and cost more than anticipated. Tate (1999) and Ivancevich, el. al. (2010) stated that selecting the
right accounting software is critical to any business. A wrong choice could mean incompatibility
problems, functional limitations, and frustration, as well as workers and customers may become
unhappy. The right choice means that a business can focus on the products or services that are
relevant to its core business model rather than losing effort, time and money trying to overcome
CAS problems.
The success of CAS usage depends not only on the investment, but also right choice of software,
personal qualification, experience, management support and vendor supports. All these factors
are commonly evaluated from economic, technical and social aspect. Asta Raupeliene and Linas
Stabingis (2003). And also the success of CAS depends on quality of information which system
will produce. According to Xu (2009) the quality of information is one of the competitive
advantage factors. Meal (2009) stated that the information produced by CAS is one of the basic
resources of the organization. It has the influence on financial decision making such as operation,
investment etc. Such decision will contribute to increase the performance of organization and
create market value. Also Reman (1992) supported that incomplete or inaccurate data may
adversely affect the competitive success of an organization. And also Nord, Jeretta Horn Nord
and Xu (2005) state that poor quality information can have a significant social and business
impact. Therefore, the investment on CAS is at a risk because, the system can due to several
reasons such as inadequate personal to use the system, or it is technically inadequate to fulfill
company’s requirements, etc. and also inappropriate operation of the system could lead to losing
the company performance. It could be assured that right personal and proper operations are
taking place in operation.
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Choosing a CAS system for any organization has never been easy, but again it has never been
more difficult than it is right now Meall (2009). Correctly choosing CAS can have positive
influence on the efficiency of an organization’s activity (Asta Raupeliene and Linas Stabingis,
2003).
Problem Statement
Most of the businesses are using computer based accounting packages for their business
transaction activities because of the advantages of the implementation of the computer based
accounting. Accounting information is important for decision making, record keeping, and
discovery and prevention of theft. The problem arises when the small business is purchase the
accounting information software with the suitability with the requirement of the business. In this
manner, the implemented accounting system software should me match with requirement of the
business and reliability of the accounting system, package to the organization. Therefore, the
main research question in this study is relating with the factors which are affecting to the
investment decision on computer based accounting system
Research Question
The main research question investigating on this study is,
What are the factors affecting investment decision making on computer based accounting
system in small business entrepreneurs?
Problem Justification
As the business environment keeps on changing, managers need to thoroughly scan the
environment before investing in an Information technology system. The reason is to identify the
major factors that can be detrimental to the organization from reaping the potential rewards from
their IT investments. As organizations continue investing huge sums of money towards IT, there
has been a shift towards the process of IT investment decision making. Adopting a new
technology into an organization is a complex and extensive procedure where ranging factors
need to be taken into consideration such as economical, technical, operational, legal and political
feasibility. Fuller, et al., (2008).
Therefore, investigating on the factors which are affecting on the investment decision on the
computer based accounting will help to those are interesting on the investment decision on
accounting g information system.
Objectives of the Study
The aim of this research is to investigate and identify the factors which are influencing decision
making in computer based accounting system with special references to the small business
entrepreneurs in Sri Lanka. The research finding will communicate the factors which should be
considerable in relating to the investment decision making on the computer based accounting
system. The objectives of this study can be explained as follows;
1. Identify the factors which affect the investment decision on CAS in SMEs
2. To determine the extent to which the factors influence investment decision.
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3. To find out the relationship between the influence factors and Investment decision
process.
Significance of the Study
Accounting information provides business owners with the relevant information to keep the
business financially sound. Businesses and organizations analyze income to determine
availability of funds for upcoming projects. Generally, accounting information is presented in the
form of financial statements, including a balance sheet and an income statement. When the
information generation will be done through the investigating the influencing factors carefully
will helps the entrepreneurs to success in their life.
Literature Review
Computerized Accounting System
Accountants are usually part of a multiple-discipline team that designs and/or implements
accounting information systems. When an organization considers a change to its AIS,
accountants must be involved in decisions related to such matters as evaluating which software
to purchase.
In the past two decades, there has been a substantial amount of money invested in Information
technology. The reason for such investments falls under certain factors such as the increased
globalization of markets, increased environmental concerns and technological advancement
(Turban, Mclean and Wetherbe, 2002)
The role of the accounting information systems is to meet the needs of the accounts department
as aligned with modern organizational needs. Modern organization will fail to make decisions
when there is absence of effective accounting information system. Therefore, accounting
information systems will enable in providing information that modern organization can use to
make proper and sound decision. Moreover, it is varying from one accounting profession to
another. This shows that accounting information systems should support all accounting
profession to play the role of supporter and enabler of effective decision-making. Noora Al
Shehhi (2012).
Anyone pursuing an accounting career must study and understand accounting information
systems (AIS) and the related concepts. After that only the successful implementation can be
done.
The researcher Irani and Love (2002) list some reasons for IS investments being evaluated in this
way:
• To compare different projects;
• To rank projects in terms of organisational priorities;
• To justify investment requests by management;
• To control expenditure, benefits, risk, development and implementation of projects;
• To provide a framework that facilitates organisational learning;
• To decide whether to fund, postpone or reject investment requests.
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The decision making process of making IT investment for the whole process is quite limited as
seen in various studies. Research shows that studies focus more on evaluation techniques for
certain stages in the decision making of IT investments and unfortunately has not captured the
whole process (Wang, 2006). According to Wang (2006), the decision making process for IT
investment decisions is composed of four different phases:
• Analysis and Planning
• Evaluation of costs and benefits
• Selection and implementation
• Post- implementation evaluation
Some organizations are developing such an accounting software which those are match with the
organization requirement. Alkary (2005). Explain that the developing a new CAS for SME is
rather an expensive, as it requires more capital, and lot of time. Hence, it is assumed that the
cost incur for developing can be used to usual business operation which will increase its profit in
long term. To achieve the business goal, resources have to be managed and properly utilized.
This depends on a full understanding of how to utilize system to support the decision maker.
Decision Making on CAS
It is a process that involves a sequence of actions with the identification of an Information
system related problem issue or opportunity and ends in the approval of an IT project” (Boonstra
2003). It is important to use available data since an organization use the data which can be either
from internal or external environment while in the process of decision making.
While embarking in making decisions, it is important to use any available source of data since an
organization can analyse this data and use it for future decisions, the data could be either from
the external/ internal environment. Raymond Tarabay, Raphael Eigbire (2009), and also
Raymond Tarabay, Raphael Eigbire (2009) explain that presents the framework used in the
evaluation of both the internal and external factors that affect IT investment decisions.
Evaluating the factors affecting the decision making in IT investments is an extensive procedure
and various literatures adhere strongly to this fact. Since the research objective was to evaluate
the factors affecting the IT investment decision.
Factors Affecting Investment Decision
There are numerous factors that affect the decision making of adopting CAS. Some of the
organizational factors that influence the decision making on CAS investments are; size of
company: top management support: organizational culture: business factors, human resources,
external pressure or support: technological factors, political factors, economical factors and
technological factors etc.
System Reliability
System reliability encompasses three aspects: hardware reliability, software reliability, and
operator reliability. ·Hardware errors can generate inputs outside the expected range for
software, causing unpredictable outcome. ·Software errors are often transient rather than
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permanent. ·Operator errors may result from lacks in users understanding of the system, or
confusing output creating stressful situations.
An important feature of the methodology is the sensitivity analysis of the importance of
parameter uncertainties for the uncertainty of the passive system performance. These sensitivity
measures give a ranking of input parameters and provides guidance as to where to improve the
state of knowledge in order to reduce the output uncertainties most effectively. M. Marques et al
(2002)
Understandable Discloser
The system should be understandable for the users which are utilizing the accounting software.
Awosejo, P. Pretorius et al (2014), explain on their research finding that From the results of the
statistical analysis, it can be deduced that the use of AIS is relatively accepted within accounting
firms, which is largely as a result of the ‘change’ that comes with the use of such application.
The use of AIS which is a computer- based application brings a new trend of change from the
conventional way of accounting to a computerized way which most people are not prepared for
or find very difficult to adapt to.
Organisations’ point of view, understanding factors that contribute to accountants’ behaviour
towards the AIS adoption remained relatively undeveloped (Aoun et al., 2010).
Awosejo, P. Pretorius et al (2014), explain that, AIS process were found to have a direct effect
on attitude, although no direct effect of this process on behavioural intentions were observed.
Hence, this emphasis on innovation adoption and diffusion initiatives should be focused on
developing user attitudes that are conducive to effective utilization and acceptance behaviour.
Comparative Accountability
The role of the IS design method in determining accountability outcomes has been described
above. In this final section, though, the focus will be on stakeholder perceptions of likely
accountability outcomes, and the impact of those perceptions on IS design. Richard Heeks
(1998)
Accountability is an essential information security concept. The phrase means that every
individual who works with an information system should have specific responsibilities for
information assurance. The tasks for which an individual is responsible are part of the overall
information security plan and are readily measurable by a person who has managerial
responsibility for information assurance.
Daniel J. et al (2008), explain regarding information accountability as Contemporary information
systems depart from the norm of social systems in the way they seek to enforce rules up front by
precluding the possibility of violation, generally through the application of strong cryptographic
techniques. In contrast, we follow rules because we are aware of what they are and because we
know there will be consequences, after the fact, if we violate them. Technology will better
support freedom by relying on these social compacts than by seeking to supplant them.
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Financial Measures
Contribution to the information systems literature by providing evidence on the usefulness of
AIS adoption in enhancing accounting performance. This evidence suggests that organisations
should obtain knowledge of appropriate information quality dimensions for accounting
information systems adoption to improve work performance as well as help organisations to
make profits. Manirath Wongsim, Pawornprat Hongsakon (2015)
Currently, integration is increasingly needed in the business environment. This need emerges
from the efficiency and synergy requirements necessary in a complex and turbulent environment.
In other words, integration is needed to facilitate coordination, which is again related to the
building of competitive advantage. Granlund & Malmi, (2002)
A number of beneficial changes were made, including the implementation of major new business
systems replacing the old accounting systems. Awosejo, P. Pretorius et al (2014). An accounting
information system is a great importance for preparing quality accounting information for a wide
range of users.
Research Methodology
The main objective of the study to understand the factors which are affecting the investment
decision on the computer based accounting system. For the study the Investment Decision
Process on Computer Based Accounting System is the Dependent Variable. Factor Influencing
CAS Investment Decision consider as the independent variable which influence on the
investment decision process on computer based accounting system. The variable of factor
influencing CAS investment decision comprise on five sub variables. Those are System
Reliability, Understandable Discloser, Comparative Accountability, and Financial Measures.
Conceptual Framework

Figure 01. Conceptual framework
Table 3.1 Operationalization of Variables
Concept
Variable
Indicator

Measure
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Reference

Dependent
Variable

Dependent
Variable

Decision
Making
Process

Factor
Influencing
on CAS
Investment
Decision

 Internal factor
Analysis




Strength
Weakness

 External factor
Analysis




Opportunities
Threats

 System
Reliability

 Hardware
Reliability
 Software
Reliability
 Operator
Reliability
 User friendly
 Software
features
 Accuracy
 Durability

 Understandable
Discloser
 Comparative
Accountability
 Financial
Measures

Raymond
Tarabay ,
Raphael
Eigbire
(2009)

Mysore
Ramaswamy
et al (2012)

Mysore
Ramaswamy
et al (2012)

 Financial
Statement Analysis

List of Hypothesis
In order to identify the factors influencing investment decision in CAS, following hypothesis has
been developed.
H 0: There is no influence of system reliability on investment decision in CAS
H 1: There is an influence of system reliability on investment decision in CAS
H 0: There is no influence of understandable disclosure on investment decision in CAS
H 2: There is an influence of understandable disclosure on investment decision in CAS
H 0: There is no influence of comparative accountability on investment decision in CAS
H 3: There is an influence of comparative accountability on investment decision in CAS
H 0: There is no influence of financial measure on investment decision in CAS
H 4: There is an influence of financial measure on investment decision in CAS
The research is based on the quantitative research method. The data collecting from the issuing
questionnaire to the owner of the small and medium entrepreneurs and the system users who
involves with the actual participation in the accounting information packages in the organization.
The questionnaire consists with two major parts. First part is the demographics information of
the respondents and the second part is data related to research variables.
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Research Sample
Research uses a simple random sample technique in order to collect data among the SMEs
registered in Sri Lanka under the Chamber of Commerce in Polonnaruwa District.
Questionnaires were issued for 100 entrepreneurs and responses were the 76%.
Data Analysis
Numeric Data
The frequency of the variables has been explained based on the responses of the entrepreneurs
are in the sample set
Table 4.1 Type of the Company
Criteria

Percentage

Service
Distribution
Retail
Wholesale

13.2 %
2.6 %
57.9 %
26.3 %

Responds indicate that 13.2% of entrepreneurs are in service sector, distribution service are in
206%. Most of the entrepreneurs are in retail sector is 57.9% among the resonance sample.
Table 4.2 Criteria of System Usage
Criteria
Billing only
Billing and Inventory
Financial Reporting
All activities

Percentage
39.5 %
7.9 %
1.3 %
51.3 %

Based on the results 51.3% of them are practicing the all activities developed by system.
Correlation Analysis of Variables
Correlation has been discussed in between four independent variables in relating to the factors
influencing Investment Decision on Computerized Accounting System.

Table 4.3: Correlations
DV
Investm
ent
Decisio
n

IV3
IV1
IV2
Comparati
System
Understanda ve
Reliabilit ble
Accountabi
y
Disclosure
lity
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IV4
Financia
l
Measure

DV Investment
Decision

Pearson
1
.036
.823**
Correlation
Sig. (2.755
.000
tailed)
N
76
76
76
IV1 System
Pearson
1
-.110
Reliability
Correlation
Sig. (2.343
tailed)
N
76
76
IV2
Pearson
1
Understandable Correlation
Disclosure
Sig. (2tailed)
N
76
IV3
Pearson
Comparative
Correlation
Accountability Sig. (2tailed)
N
IV4 Financial
Pearson
Measure
Correlation
Sig. (2tailed)
N
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

.018

.768**

.875

.000

76

76

.240*

.124

.037

.287

76

76

-.018

.640**

.876

.000

76

76

1

.183
.113

76

76
1

76

Based on the correlation analysis understandable disclosure and the financial measures are
positively correlating with the investment decision in AIS by entrepreneurs. Variable of system
reliability and comparative accountability have very small positive correlation and insignificant
relationship.
Multiple Regression Analysis
Multiple regressions explain the linear relationship among the variables.
Table 4.4 Multiple Regression
Model Summary
R
.884a

R Square
.782

Adjusted R Square
.770
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Std. Error of the
Estimate
.11654

ANOVA

Regression
Residual

Sum of
Squares
3.457
.964

df
4
71

Total

4.421

75

Mean Square
.864
.014

F
63.632

Sig.
.000

Coefficients

(Constant)
IV1 System
Reliability
IV2 Understandable
Disclosure
IV3 Comparative
Accountability

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

B
.522

Std. Error
.286

Beta

t
1.821

Sig.
.073

.045

.041

.063

1.080

.284

.445

.059

.569

7.571

.000

-.044

.042

-.061

-1.048

.298

.407

5.345

.000

IV4 Financial
.423
.079
Measure
a. Dependent Variable: DV Investment Decision

Based on the results of multiple regression analysis, coefficient of determination is 0.782 (R
square value); therefore, 78.2% of the variation explains the factor influencing investment
decision on CAS by entrepreneurs. Anova analysis explains that the model of the variables are
significant because of significant value is 0.000. The hypothesis testing of the research analysis
can be explained as follows;
H0: β1 = β2 = β3 = β4 = 0
H1: at least one β ≠ 0
The following table explains the Significance Level of independent variables based on the results
of coefficient table. The final decision of and the conclusions of the research can be made using
the significant value of the variables. Table 4.5 gives details of coefficients.
Table 4.5 Coefficient Decision Table
H0
Β
P value Decision
β1 = 0
β2 = 0

β1 ≠ 0
β2 ≠ 0

β3 = 0

β3 ≠ 0

.284
.000
.298

Conclusion

Do not reject H0
Reject H0
Do not reject H0
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System Reliability is insignificant
Understandable Disclosure is
significant
Comparative Accountability is
insignificant

β4 = 0

β4 ≠ 0

.000

Reject H0

Financial Measure is significant

Results of the coefficient decision table generate the conclusion explaining that variable of
Understandable Disclosure and the Financial Measure are significant and the variable of System
Reliability and the Comparative Accountability are insignificant. While the two variables are
shown the insignificant with comparing the significant value, the beta explains the positive
impact on the dependent variable based on the correlation ranking in order to the explanation of
the correlation analysis.
Estimate model
Y ^ = 0.522+ 0.045 ( X1 )+ 0.445 ( X 2 ) - 0.044 ( X 3 ) + 0.423 ( X 4 )
Where,
X 1 = System Reliability
X 2 = Understandable Disclosure
X 3 = Comparative Accountability
X 4 = Financial Measure
Standardized coefficient of the variables impact on factors influencing investment decision CAS
is explains that there independent variable are positively impact on the investment decision and
variable of comparative accountability has a negative impact on investment decision.
Conclusion
Results explain that the model explain in the research is significant. The variable of
understandable disclosure and financial measure has positive correlation and significant linear
relationship among the investment decision on CAS. User friendliness of system and System
features are adequate is significant. Most of the system developers developed CAS according to
the need of entrepreneurs. Therefore the understand ability and user friendliness is high in the
CAS. Accuracy of financial reporting is significant. Based on the results is shows that
entrepreneur can easily get the financial statement and financial reporting can be comparability
evaluate easily. For the decision making based on financial report can be easier by using the
effective CAS. Therefore the investing in CAS is helpful for the entrepreneurs for their success
of the business. Therefore finally it can be concluding that the understandable disclosure and
financial report measures significantly influencing in investment decision in CAS.
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Abstract
Supply chain performance in floriculture is crucial for the overall performance of flowers firms
which in turn contribute highly to the growth of economy specifically by increasing the
employment rate. The general objective of the study was to determine the effect of supply chain
linkages on supply chain performance among listed flower firms in Kenya and specifically
focusing on the effect of customer, supplier and internal linkages on supply chain performance.
Resource based view theory was used to ground the study. Pearson correlation coefficient and
multiple regression model were used to analyze the data in order to test the hypotheses for the
study. Purposive sampling technique was used to obtain a sample size of 306 respondents from a
population of 102 flower firms listed by the Kenya Flowers Council (KFC). The findings
concluded that customer linkages, supplier linkages and internal linkages have a positive and
significant effect on supply chain performance. Therefore, customer linkages, supplier linkages
and internal linkages are key determinants of supply chain performance and the study
emphasizes on the need for firm managers to understand and find ways to effectively manage
these interactions. Suppliers should also be allowed to contribute product ideas and participate in
the design phase of the firms’ product for the purpose of product improvement. Further, there is
need for firms to integrate their systems so that they can have information flow within the firm.
Key Words: customer linkages, supplier linkage, internal linkages, supply chain performance
Introduction
Supply chain performance is an evaluation of processes, functions, activities, relationships and
pathways along which products, services, information and financial transactions move in from
supplier to customer (Gattorna, 2006; Simchi-Levi, Kaminsky & Simchi-Levi, 2008). The
evaluation of suppliers in the context of the supply chain efficiency, flow, linkages,
responsiveness and customer satisfaction involves measures important at the strategic,
operational and tactical level. Strategic level measures include lead time against whole industry
operations, quality level, cost saving initiatives and supplier pricing against market. Tactical
level measures include the efficiency of purchase order cycle time at departmental levels,
booking in procedures, cash flow, quality assurance methodology and capacity flexibility.
Operational level measures include ability in day to day technical representation, adherence to
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developed schedule, ability to avoid complaints and achievement of defect free deliveries
(Croon, 2003).
Supply chain is a system of organizations, people, activities, information, and resources involved
in moving a product or service from supplier to customer (Anna, 2006). It is a complex dynamic
supply and demand network which is also regarded as part of the overall value chain, which has
both demand and supply components that need to be balanced dynamically at levels of
uncertainty and risk, and which focuses on optimizing net value added at each linkage, as well as
in total to the end user (Wieland & Wallenburg, 2011).
The supply chains have frequently experienced costly discontinuities in the current dynamic
markets and vastly-changing technological environments. According to Mckinnon, Cullinane,
Browne and Whiteing (2010) the floriculture supply chains are inflexible and susceptible to
disruption since they are unable to swiftly and suitably respond to customer specifications,
emerging international protocols, customer quality requirements, certification requirements, poor
integrated internal systems for physical and smooth flow of the products within the supply chain
management, suppliers specification, governmental and regulatory changes. All these signs are
symptomatic of supply chains typified by disruption. When the floriculture supply chains are
disrupted, the economic fundamentals are affected since horticulture is one of Kenya’s chief
exports (World Bank, 2010).
Supply Chain Linkages consists of various linkages: upstream linkages also known as sources of
supply, internal linkages inside the organizations involved in supply chains and downstream
linkages which include distribution and ultimate customers (Hugo, Badenhorst-Weiss & van
Rooyen, 2002). Upstream linkages consist of suppliers and producers. Suppliers include
suppliers who supply materials and other goods required by producers. The upstream linkages
are important in ensuring material flow from suppliers and their upstream suppliers. Supply
chain linkages include integration with customers, suppliers, and internal linkages. Supplier
integration is defined as “The long-term relationship between the organization and its suppliers.
It is designed to leverage the strategic and operational capabilities of individual participating
organizations to help them achieve significant ongoing benefits” Li, Ragu-Nathan & Subba Rao
(2004).
Internal integration is defined as “the degree to which a manufacturer structures its own
organizational strategies, practices and processes into collaborative, synchronized processes, in
order to fulfill its customers’ requirements and efficiently interact with its suppliers” Flynn, Huo
and Zhao (2010). Internal integration is an essential practice that should be implemented prior to
moving to achieve external integration (Vanichchinchai & Igel, 2009).
Customer integration is defined as “demand management practices through long-term customer
relationship, satisfaction improvement, and complaint management” Tan, Lyman & Wisner
(2002). The fundamental aspect of customer relationship is the focus on key customers to
understand their needs and requirements and to satisfy them (Sheth, Sisodia & Sharma, 2000).
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Literature Review
Theoretical review
Resources Based View Theory (RBV
According to Barney (2001) the resource based view examines the link between a firm’s internal
characteristics and performance. Moreover, to create a competitive advantage, resource need to
fulfil the criteria of being valuable, rare, in-imitable and non-substitutable (Barney, 2001).
Feng, Sun and Zhang (2010) investigated the impact of participation with suppliers and
customers on competitive advantage as a matter of external integration with concentration on
resource-based view (RBV) and knowledge-based view (RBV). They mention based on resource
based view and knowledge based view that participation with suppliers can help the company to
create value in process of cost management.
Empirical review
Linkages is defined as “the degree to which a manufacturer structures its own organizational
strategies, practices and processes into collaborative, synchronized processes, in order to fulfill
its customers’ requirements and efficiently interact with its suppliers” (Flynn et al., 2010).

Customer Linkages on Supply Chain Performance
The quality of customer linkages and inter-actions also known as service encounters has been
recognized as a key strategic competitive weapon for effective supply chain performance
(Mattila & Enz, 2002). In many cases, customer linkages are the first and only direct
representation a customer has of a firm customers often base their impressions of the firm on the
service received thus improved supply chain performance (Hartline, Maxham III, &
McKee,2000; Kandampully, 2002).
It is therefore important for service managers, particularly in the flower firms, to understand, and
then find ways to effectively manage, these interactions. Customer linkages and interactions have
been examined from many perspectives in the literature.
A linkage analysis also helps identify the kinds of investments to make. A common output for a
linkage analysis is a planning spreadsheet that allows managers to input hypothetical
assumptions about investment costs and improvements in specific areas to determine the ROI.
Supplier Linkages on Supply Chain Performance
Firms are economically linked to suppliers for inputs and to customers for sales. Significant
events at one firm can influence the supply chain performance of its directly linked suppliers and
commercial customers (Cohen and Frazzini, 2008; Hertzel, Li, Officer & Rodgers, 2008).
Linkages between suppliers go beyond directly linked suppliers and customers, however, to
include a network of potentially significant economic linkages. These networks have the
potential to propagate idiosyncratic shocks throughout the economy thus affecting supply chain
performance negatively (Acemoglu, Carvalho, Ozdaglar & Tahbaz-Salehi, 2012).
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The nature of a firm’s supplier linkages, particularly its concentration, is a potential risk to firm
supply chain performance. In manufacturing companies, managing capabilities and resources
across companies boundaries’ becomes increasingly important and, therefore, should be an
important element in manufacturing strategy. This, however, presumes that firms integrate their
production and distribution networks, instead of merely the resources of an individual company.
Internal Linkages on Supply Chain Performance
Internal integration deals with integrating and linking information among different organizational
departments, creating an easy access to inventory information, developing an easy accessed
integrated database that encompasses main operational data, integrating production processes
using advanced information systems, and linking production and marketing departments using
computerized planning systems Lee, Kwon & Severance (2007).

Methodology
Explanatory research design was adopted in the study to determine the cause-effect relationship
between the independent and the dependent variables. From a population of 102 flower firms
listed by the Kenya Flowers Council (KFC), purposive sampling technique was used to select
three respondents from each flower firm who comprised of the overall managers, procurement
managers and middle level managers totaling to a sample size of 306 respondents. Structured
questionnaires were used to collect data on a drop and pick later basis. To test for reliability of
the research instrument, the study used the internal consistency technique by employing
Cronbach Alpha coefficient, while instrument validity was determined by discussing the items in
the instrument with other researchers and colleagues to seek for advices which include;
suggestions, clarifications and other inputs. These suggestions were used in making necessary
changes to the research instrument. Pearson correlation coefficient and multiple regression model
were used to analyze the data in order to test the hypotheses for the study.
The simple multiple regression model used in the study is indicated below;

Where;
Y= Supply chain performance
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α = Constant
= Parameter estimates
X1 = Customer linkages
X2 = Supplier linkages
X3 = Internal linkages
ε =is the error of prediction.
Data Presentation And Interpretation
Demographic Information
The study put into account the demographic information of the respondents since the background
information of the respondents is crucial for the authenticity of the results. The demographic
information of the respondents who were the manager, procurement managers and middle level
managers of the flower firms registered with Kenya Flowers Council (KFC) includes their
gender, age bracket, education level, job tenure and training on information technology related to
e-procurement. As evidenced in table 1.10, majority 63.3% (162) of the respondents were male
while 36.7 % (94) of them were female. This is a clear indication that majority of the
management are male.
The study put into account the age bracket of the respondents. From the results in table 1.10,
most 38.7% (99) of the respondents are between 36 and 40 years, 29.3 % (75) between 31 and 35
years, 19.9% (51) are between 18 and 30 years, 10.9% (28) between 41 and 45 years and 1.2 %
(3) of the respondents are over 46 years. This tentatively implies that majority of the respondents
comprised of the managers between 36 to 40 years age bracket.
With reference to the educational level of the respondents, 53.9% (138) had a Bachelors’ degree,
25.4 % (65) Diploma, 19.5 % (50) Masters Level of education, 1.2 % (3) Secondary and none
had a PhD level of education. This clearly shows that majority of the employees in the firms
were degree holders.
In terms of job tenure, 33.6 % (86) of the respondents have worked for 4 to 6 years, 29.3% (75)
of the respondents have worked for 7 to 9 years, 19.9 % (51) for less than 3 years and 17.2 %
(44) of the respondents have worked for over 10 years. Majority of the respondents have worked
in the firms long enough hence they would provide relevant information as sought by the study.
Finally, majority 66.4 % (170) of the respondents have undergone training on information
technology related to e-procurement. Nonetheless, 33.2% (86) of the respondents noted that they
had not undergone training on technology related to e-procurement. The analysis shows that
there are indeed demographic factors that can help predict how people manage supply chain
internal linkages.
Table 1.10
Gender

Demographic Information of the Respondents
Male
Female
Total
225

Frequency
162
94
256

Percent
63.3
36.7
100.0

18-30
Yrs.
31-35
Yrs.
36-40
Yrs.
41-45
Yrs.
Over 46
Yrs.
Total
Masters
Bachelors
Diploma
Secondary
Total
Less Than
3 Yrs.
4-6 Yrs.
7-9 Yrs.
10 Yrs.
And
Above
Total

Age bracket

Education level

Job tenure

Training on information technology related to
e-procurement

Yes
No
Total

51

19.9

75

29.3

99

38.7

28

10.9

3

1.2

256
50
138
65
3
256

100.0
19.5
53.9
25.4
1.2
100.0

51

19.9

86
75

33.6
29.3

44

17.2

256

100.0

170
86
256

66.4
33.2
100.0

(Source: data 2017)
Correlation results
In this study, Pearson correlation analysis was conducted to examine the relationship between the
variables. The results in table 1.20 indicate that, there is positive correlation between supplier
linkages and supply chain performance (r = 0.66) and internal linkages and supply chain
performance (r = 0.62).
The results also indicate that there is a positive and significant correlation between customer
linkages and supply chain performance (r = 0.56).
Table 1.20: Correlation Results Table
Supply
Chain
Customer Supplier Internal
Performance Linkages
Linkages Linkages
Supply chain
performance
1
Customer linkages

0.56**

1
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Supplier linkages

0.66**

0.61**

1

Internal linkages

0.62**

0.52**

0.64**

1

** Correlation is Significant At The 0.01 Level (2-Tailed).
(Source: data 2017)
Hypothesis testing
Table 1.30 reveals the F-value of 112.22 with a p <0.05 indicating that the overall regression
model is significant; hence, the joint contribution of the predictor variables was significant in
predicting supply chain performance. Multiple regression model indicated a coefficient of
determination (R2) of 0.52 This means that 52 % variation of supply chain performance is
explained/ predicted by joint contribution of customer linkages, supplier linkages and internal
linkages.
Hypothesis 1: Customer Linkages have no Significant Effect on Supply Chain Performance
The results of multiple regressions, as presented in table 1.30 also revealed that customer
linkages has a positive and significant effect on supply chain performance with a beta value of β1
= 0.18, p< 0.05). Therefore, the study rejects the null hypothesis and it is accepted that for each
unit increase in customer linkages, there is 0.18 unit increase in supply chain performance.
Hypothesis 2: Supplier Linkages have no Significant Effect on Supply Chain Performance
The results of table 1.30 showed that the standardized coefficient beta and p value of supplier
linkage were positive and significant (β2 = 0.35, p < 0.05). Thus, the researcher rejects the null
hypothesis and it is accepted that, supplier linkage has a positive and significant effect on supply
chain performance. Also, for each unit increase in supplier linkage, there is 0.35 unit increase in
supply chain performance.
Hypothesis 3: Internal Linkages have no Significant Effect on Supply Chain Performance
Table 1.30 further shows that internal linkages has a positive and significant effect on supply
chain performance with a beta value of (β3 = 0.294, p< 0.05). Therefore, the researcher rejects
the null hypothesis and it is accepted that for each unit increase in internal linkages, there is 0.29
unit increase in supply chain performance.
Table 1.30: Coefficient of Estimate
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Std.
B
Error
(Constant)
0.74
0.19
Customer linkages 0.18
0.05
Supplier linkages
0.31
0.04
Internal linkages
0.32
0.05
R Square
0.52

Beta
0.18
0.35
0.29
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Standardized
Coefficients

Collinearity
Statistics

t
3.81
3.64
6.29
5.59

Tolerance

VIF

0.59
0.48
0.56

1.68
2.07
1.77

Sig.
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Adjusted R Square 0.51
Durbin-Watson
1.69
F
112.22
Sig.
0.00
a Dependent Variable: Supply Chain Performance
(Source: data 2017)
Findings
The general purpose of this study was to determine the effect of supply chain linkages on supply
chain performance among flower firms in Kenya. Multiple regression analysis was used to
establish the relationship between the supply chain linkages and supplier chain performance.
Multiple regression model indicated a coefficient of determination (R2) of about 0.52. From the
study, customer linkages has a positive and significant effect on supply chain performance with a
beta value of β1 = 0.18 (P < 0.05). Mattila & Enz, (2002) echo that the quality of customer
linkages is a key strategic competitive weapon for effective supply chain performance. Similarly,
it is through customer linkages that customers have a direct representation of a firm thereby
improving satisfaction. Further, Kray (2004) argues that customer linkages enable the
management to answer key questions about their efforts to improve customer satisfaction hence
improving supply chain performance.
Further findings revealed that supplier linkage has a positive and significant effect (β2 = 0.35, P
<0.05). Consistently, directly linked suppliers significantly influence the supply chain
performance (Cohen & Frazzini, 2008; Hertzel, et. al., 2008). Similarly, Frohlich and
Westbrook, (2001) echo that coordinated supplier linkages can improve and differentiate supply
chain performance. Additionally, Li and Wang, (2007) are of the opinion that supply chain
coordination are needed to not only change the behaviour of individual partners in the supply
chain but also to improve supply chain performance. As such, Simchi-Levi et al., (2003) find it
important for supply chain managers to eliminate supply chain inefficiencies by aligning their
decisions and execution more closely between the trading partners hence improving supply chain
performance.
Moreover, internal linkages has a positive and significant effect on supply chain performance
with a beta value of β3 = 0.29 (P< 0.05). In line with the results, Lee et al., (2007) found that
internal linkages are the most contributing practice to supply chain performance. Similarly,
Stratman & Roth (2002) stated that internal linkages in a firm facilitate the flow of information
among different function hence enhancing supply chain performance. In a similar vein, Moberg,
Cutler, Gross and Speh (2002) asserted that timely and shared information in the SC results in
more accurate decisions and is a pillar of improved supply chain performance.
Conclusion
The findings of the study have revealed that customer linkage is positively associated with
supply chain performance. It is through customer linkage that the firms’ gains key strategic
competitive weapon for effective supply chain performance. Customer linkages are evident
through management of customer relationships and sharing of resources such as facilities with
clients. Also, through customer linkages, customers have access in real time about the
availability of products and their specification. Additionally, there is joint effort by both clients
and their firms to identify opportunities for new markets.
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Supplier linkages positively influence supply chain performance. As a result of supplier linkages,
the firm is aware of the production capacity of its suppliers and allows them to contribute to
product ideas in order to improve on the products. Also, suppliers are provided with future
demand forecasts of the firm. As such, suppliers participate in the design phase of the firm’s
products and have knowledge of the firms’ production plans.
Additionally, the study established that internal linkages contribute to improved supply chain
performance. The internal linkages have made it possible for the firms to have integrated systems
for flow of products. Further, through the linkages, customer orders and requirements are met in
a timely manner. There is also easy retrieval of inventory status by the firm as a result of an
integrated database and computer based planning system between marketing and production. In
a nutshell, the information technologies in place have facilitated the information flow among
different functions thereby enhancing supply chain performance.
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Abstract
The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act is one of the most contentious and debated
pieces of legislative Acts in the US during the past decade. Notwithstanding arguments that it
would drive for-profit-hospitals out of business, no study, to the best of my knowledge, has
examined empirically the effect of the legislation on for-profit hospitals. This study contributes
to the debate by using the event study technique to evaluate the financial effect of the Act on forprofit hospitals. The results show that abnormal returns to shares of profit-hospitals increased,
on average, by nearly 10% on the days that decisions were made to implement the Act. This
result, which represents the consensus of market participants, is statistically significant at
0.001% with a z-value of 3.56 serves as evidence that for profit-hospitals will benefit instead of
suffer from the Act’s enactment.
Introduction
This study uses the event study methodology to analyze the financial impact of the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) on for-profit hospitals and makes policy
recommendations. The study is important for a number of reasons. First, it contributes to the
literature on healthcare and, specifically to research on the PPACA. Second, even though the
PPACA had been opposed by many healthcare providers (including for-profit hospitals) on the
grounds that it would hurt their profitability, hence the survival, no study has to date, four years
after the Supreme Court’s decision on PPACA’s constitutionality, examined its effect on forprofit hospitals and therefore the soundness of arguments that were used to oppose it; this study
fills this gap.
The primary objective of the PPACA was not only to make health insurance available to the
majority of the 57 million uninsured Americans, but to also reduce the number of the uninsured
who have resorted to using hospitals’ emergency rooms for their primary care, and thereby reign
in the high cost of hospital and/or physicians for insured patients. Thus, it is not surprising that a
disproportionately large number of studies after the passage of the Act have been devoted to
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assessing the gains that have been made in terms of insurance coverage (Sommers et al, 2013;
Cantor et al., 2012; Antwi et al., 2015). Surprisingly, however, to the best of my knowledge, no
study has yet assessed the financial effect of the Act on healthcare providers. Evaluating the
financial effects of the PPACA on healthcare providers, particularly hospitals, is important
because of the possibility of unintended effects. If the Act makes hospitals unprofitable, then its
long-run effect is most likely going to make healthcare less available instead of more available,
as many hospitals will go out of business. Within this context, this study makes an important
contribution.
A Brief Review of the Literature
Kocher and Sahni (2011), one of the few studies that examined the effect of the PPACA on
hospitals, examined physician hiring practices of hospitals after the passage of the PPACA. The
authors observed that more than one-half of practicing physicians in the United States are now
employed by hospitals or integrated delivery systems that seek to become an “accountable care
organization” (ACO). This strategy is taken by hospitals or integrated delivery systems to
possibly position themselves for the risk-based payment approaches that the healthcare reform
envisions. However, the success of this strategy depends on factors such as the local market
condition, first-mover advantage, and competitive behaviors.
An interesting finding by Kocher and Sahni (2011) is that because of the time it takes a new
physician to transition from practicing in one hospital to the other, hospitals lose about $150,000
to $250,000 per year over the first 3 years of employing a new physician. For hospitals to breakeven, not only must a newly hired primary care physician generate a minimum of 30% more
visits and 25% more referrals than his/her established colleagues, but the hospitals will also have
to try to decrease costs through such means as standardization of supplies, using evidence to
choose cost-effective devices, and requiring the use of health information technology (HIT).
Burke (2011) in an article on “Law and Public’s Health” examined the operations of ACO. The
author described an ACO is an entity that consists of “integrated providers that are jointly held
accountable for achieving measured quality improvements in care and reductions in the rate of
spending growth for a defined patient population” (p. 875).
The PPACA “embraces the ACOs for their potential to realign incentives away from the
fragmentation and volume orientation of fee-for-service medicine and toward the promotion of
health and wellness” (Burke, 2011, p. 877). Traditionally, the American tax payers, through the
government and private insurance plans, pay for care on a fee-for-service basis without any
benchmarks for outcomes, hence providers had the perverse incentive to increase revenue by
increasing volume. The ACO is one of the PPACA’s solutions to this problem. The PPACA
incentivizes the formation of ACOs by not only compensating healthcare providers through the
traditional fee-for-service means, but also by combining it with financial incentives for reduced
costs, improved quality and the greater achievement of information transparency. The latter is
fueled by the significant improvements in health information technology (HIT) which have made
real-time communication, coordination, and data sharing possible. It is important to note that the
ability to share data is significant in reducing healthcare cost as it helps in avoiding expensive
duplication of tests, medication and the like.
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One of the most comprehensive reports, to date, on the effects of PPACA on hospitals was
published by DeLeire, Joynt and McDonald (2014). The report was a synthesis of different,
studies and surveys. It shows that as of second quarter 2014, hospitals had experienced a shift in
payer-mix that would likely reduce their uncompensated care cost (UCC). Second, the volumes
of uninsured/self-pay admissions and the uninsured/self-pay emergency department visits have
fallen significantly. Third, the report noted that even though hospitals are not the only providers
of UCC, they account for about 60 percent of the costs incurred in taking care of the uninsured
(AHA, 2012).
However, with the PPACA driven coverage that leads to an increase in the number of the insured
or a decrease in the number of the uninsured, it is expected that the expenses incurred by
hospitals due to UCC will decrease. Furthermore, because utilization of hospitals will change
due to expansion in insurance coverage, it is expected that this increase in volume will translate
into a positive impact on the finances of hospitals. However, this expectation must be tested by
the “facts on the ground” which this study attempts to accomplish.
Data
I obtained data on for-profit hospitals that are publicly held and traded in the United States from
2007 through 2014 using Google Databases and the Edgar Database. Eight hospitals satisfied
these criteria (i.e., to be included in the study, the hospital must 1) be for-profit, and 2) be
publicly traded). I also noted four important dates to the PPACA through a literature search on
the legislative history of the Patient Protection Affordable Care Act. These dates are: 1)
December 24, 2009 –when the Senate passed the Act, 2) March 21, 2010 when the house agreed
to the Senate Amendment, 3) March 23, 2010 when the president signed the bill, and 4) June 28,
2012 when the Supreme Court ruled on the constitutionality of the bill. I extracted daily market
returns data from CRSP tapes using the Center for Research in Security Prices database created
at the University of Chicago.
Methodology
The battle lines were clearly drawn in the debate on the PPACA. This is evidenced in the fact
that the U.S. Supreme Court had to rule on the constitutionality of the bill. However, no one
could say for sure before Supreme Court’s ruling whether the Act would be permanent or not.
Hence, each of the four dates noted above represented a surprise or not a very-well anticipated
news. Therefore, I argue that the event study technique (Brown and Warner 1985; Fama et al.,
1969) is appropriate for measuring the market’s reaction to each of the four occurrences above. I
used the market model which is based on the argument that the expected returns on any asset i in
the market is linearly related to the contemporaneous return on the market portfolio such that
Ri,t = αi + βiRm,t + εi,t

(1)

Where,
Rit = random return on asset i
αi and βi are parameters,
Rm,t = return on the market portfolio, and
εi,t = residuals, and
εi,t = Ri,t - αi - βiRm,t
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(2)

The event-study methodology is based on the efficient market hypothesis and the rational
expectations theory which in simple language could be said to posit that the asset prices in the
market quickly adjust to incorporate information available in the market in order to establish
market prices (see Fama et al., 1969). In equilibrium, the residuals (εi,t), as indicated in equation
2 above will not be statistically significantly different from zero. Thus, a positively significant
residual deviation from zero is indicative of positive unexpected news in the market. Vice versa,
a significantly negative deviation from zero is indicative of negative unexpected news.
I estimated the parameters of equation [1] using a linear regression over a period starting from
220 trading days to 15 trading days before t0, any of the four momentous dates in the ACA
promulgation stated earlier. I used the parameters to forecast expected returns for a period of 15
days prior to the event dates (t0) to 5 days after the event dates (t+5), and measured the impact of
the event by subtracting the actual returns from the forecasted returns. I divided each firm's
excess returns by the estimated standard deviation to correct for variance.
The presence of significantly positive abnormal returns is indicative of the presence of new
unanticipated good news, and the presence of significantly negative abnormal returns is
indicative of new unanticipated bad news (see Brown and Warner 1985). I computed the zstatistics of the abnormal returns following Mikkelson and Partch (1988).
Results
The results of my analyses are interesting and insightful and reported in Table 1 below.
Table 1
Cumulative Abnormal Returns
Days (t)
Mean Cumulative Abnormal
Returns
-30, -2
-1.39%
-1,0

9.93%

+1,+30

-5.58%

Generalized sign z
0.409 not significant
3.56 significant @ 0.001%
level
-1.870% significant @0.05%
level

The stock market’s reaction on the days that a significant decision was reached on PPACA (day
t-1, 0) was strongly positive. The cumulative abnormal returns were 9.93% with a generalized zvalue of 0.001. This shows that the consensus of participants’ in the market is that the PPACA
will have a positive financial effect on for-profit hospitals. This is quite contrary to what those
who opposed the PPACA have been predicting. While I cannot at this time point out the specific
parts of the bill that have contributed to its favorable reception by the market participants, I can
say that the results suggest that the PPACA will not negatively impact for-profit hospitals and
therefore we should not expect a reduction in their numbers. Further studies that monetize the
stock market’s reaction are being conducted.
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Conclusion
The debate on the PPACA continues despite the Supreme Court’s decision and notwithstanding
the fact that it has been in existence for seven years now. In fact, the Republican party which
seems to champion opposition against the PPACA continues to make attempts to repeal it, with
the latest failed attempt which has caused political ripples came on July 2017 with Senator Jon
McCain (Re-Arizona) casting the deciding vote against repealing the affordable care. In spite of
the vociferous attacks on the PPACA, the evidence from studies thus far have shown that the bill
is accomplishing what it was set up to do. More Americans are now insured under the bill and
therefore have access to healthcare, and hospitals are not closing down as predicted by bill’s
opponents. The results of this study in particular show that the consensus of the market
participants is that for-profit hospitals will be more profitable than before the bill, thus
opposition to the PPACA in the United States might not be based on economic grounds, but
perhaps on political ideology.
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to examine epistemological perception of women and reasons for
women to choose between professional career development and confining to a housewife. Role
of women in the process of human capital development is heavily discussed and researched and
it is considered to be influential for economic growth. How socially constructed marriage has
been institutionalized and interfaced with education and career development is explained and
examined.
Traditional responsibilities of a woman as a housewife are confronting with choices of women to
continue with career development. Interpretive research design is used as it could produce indepth explanations. Therefore, qualitative interviews based on a semi-structured questionnaire
are conducted with 10 female postgraduate students of Asian Institute of Technology (AIT)
representing China, India, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Bhutan and Pakistan. In addition to individual
interviews, a focused group discussion is held with five different graduate students.
Study finds that most participants prefer to choose marriage life over career and continuation of
education though they are perceived as important aspects of life. However, a duality in women
on marriage life and career development is seen. Biological, psychological and cultural reasons
including tradition, fear of being ejected from society, religious beliefs, influence of family
members, epistemological perception favouring marriage, are seen to have associated with
women’s decisions.
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Introduction
The proportion of female engagement in the education process including postgraduate studies is
seen to be greater than that of males. The situation at the Asian Institute of Technology (AIT) is
also true in this regard. In general, the female proportion of intake varied from 52% to 56% over
the last 10 years despite the fact the male proportion was higher than that of females with regard
to certain programs.
Student information reveals that more than 700 female students from 30 countries have enrolled
to follow postgraduate degrees at AIT and most of them are from Asian countries. Being an
academic officer at AIT over last three years, I have interacted with many students formally and
informally specially with females on matters such as student admission, selection of programs,
performance, compliance requirements and their personal grievances. Many ambitiously showed
high enthusiasm in pursuing postgraduate studies and career development when talked about
education, gaining knowledge, and interest of continuing in professional careers. On the other
hand, they expressed with emotions, their interests of family lives and marriage by highlighting
that fact that sometime one has to be compromised with the other. Basic facts gathered from
these discussions with students further revealed that the marriage life may be challenged by the
continuation of education and careers development. However, they appeared to have high desires
for becoming a mother amidst other career successes.
It is highly likely that the choice between marriage, education and career may vary depending on
the context in which one lives and to be influenced by many factors. It is a fact that many female
professionals give up their jobs at different levels even after holding big positions in both in
private and public organization before retirement (Lantrip, Luginbuhl, Chronister, & Lindstrom,
2015). This basic revelation troubled me to ask the question as to why females give up the hopes
and desires of continuing higher education and their professional careers developments in lieu of
family lives. Hence, research questions and research objectives were developed with a view to
explore choices of women pertaining to education, professional careers and personal life.
Research Problem
The main research problem that disturbs me is why females compromise their desires for
continuing with higher education and professional carriers and give them up at various levels in
lieu of taking the responsibility of becoming a housewife in a global context where education,
knowledge and human capital are considered to be more influential determinants of economic
growth (Curry & Sura, 2007). Marriage is a social construct determined by tradition and culture
(Abramschmitt, 2008) and the traditional marriage has institutionalized full devotion of taking
care of children, preparation of food for everyone in the family, washing clothes, cleaning the
house are major responsibilities of a wife. This can be viewed as a situation where women
convert themselves to domestic workers in the name of marriage and becoming a wife. Societies
discuss about the responsibilities of a husband too and accept that he too should have shared
responsibilities even though the realities are little known. These traditional responsibilities are
embedded in societies and are being accepted mainly due to cultural practices and patriarchal
influence on the society (Woodhams, Xian, & Lupton, 2015) in addition to other factors. It
could be argued that, if females wish to continue with education and professional careers after
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marriage, they could do so by making alternative arrangements at home to make sure that family
matters are taken care without physical presence of the woman at hole all the time as a domestic
worker.
Further, it could be argued that the responsibilities of family matters should be equally held by
both husband and wife while others may argue that they are responsibilities of women. Hence,
questions can be raised as to who really bears the responsibilities at home within a family. Do
they fall in the hands women or men? Or do both should take equal responsibilities? If women
are confined to domestic works at home all the time, what is the extent to which women can
pursue higher education and career developments? Do women struggle to take decisions? These
questions need to be addressed.
If women choose to continue their employments, it could be asked whether they can enjoy the
same rights and responsibilities as men at work. People may enjoy equal rights at work in terms
of working conditions and pay, accessing to civic rights and facing legal matters. However, may
be coerced on do certain things at work. For examples they may be coerced not to become
pregnant during work or within specified time period thus depriving their rights to have babies.
Females may be screened out at interviews, if the interview panel come to know that female
candidates are just married or going to marry soon. Female employees may be subject to both
physical and sexual harassments at work places. These reasons may have discouraged women to
quit from jobs once they get married.
On the other hand, it could be questioned whether female employees have the same capabilities
as men when facing the stress which are likely to increase with relatively high ranking positions?
Could females bear the same responsibilities and risks as men in decision making process of
organizations? What would be reactions of other employees when females hold top positions?
Do co-workers and subordinates respect females as they do for males? Answers to these
questions or how people perceive these questions could influence on women choices to continue
with professional careers at work.
Whatever reasons and conditions which compel women to compromise opportunities for future
professional careers after higher studies for becoming a housewife, it is worth to explore this
social and phenomenon as to why this happens.
Research Questions
Based on the explanations and arguments elaborated under the research problem, following
major research questions were raised.
1. Do women struggle to choose between the roles of becoming a housewife and to continue
education and career development?
2. Do women confine themselves to traditional roles of housewives even after acquiring
postgraduate studies?
3. What are the major influential factors for women to choose between becoming a
housewife and to continue with studies and professions?
4. Do they sacrifice education and opportunities for career development for marriage and
family life?
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5. Are there common reasons for women to choose between becoming a traditional
housewife and to continue with studies and professions?
6. How do the culture and practices influence on taking those decisions
Purpose Statement
In line with above research problem and questions highlighted, the purpose of the research is
expressed as to explore the reasons as to whether women compromise their opportunities to
continue with professional career development after higher education in lieu of becoming a fully
devoted housewife. This research further explored the reasons as to why they want to choose
either of becoming a housewife or continuing with professional careers.
Significance of Study
Outcome of this study has a social bearing as it is related to gender specific aspects of social life
characterized by education, continuation of professional careers and family life. Hence, this work
adds the body of knowledge on why women’s choices between traditional family role as a house
wife and exploring career opportunities after higher education. My research capacity, in
particular, would improve and in turn help me engage in more research activities in future to
contribute for the society in terms of knowledge. Findings of the study could be used as a
valuable input for learning and research activities of others as well.
As the participants of the research are graduate students at an international postgraduate studies
and represent six counties, the outcome might reveal commonalities and diverse reasons for their
choices. Therefore, the outcome can also be used for further country specific qualitative
researches and expanded researches with new dimensions to explore the aspects which were not
covered in this study.
Choice of women between family life and career development involve a complex social
phenomenon. Women may have different motivations and learning processes compared to men
with regard to having a happy family by confining themselves to be a housewife or to focus more
on career development. Social roles and responsibilities women are significant and therefore, the
outcome would be useful on discussion of gender-equitable issues to examine how they respond
to personal and professional development.
Literature Review (Please request literature review from author)
Methodology
With reference to the objectives of the study, it is necessary to access rich accounts of data of
respondents to analyse and interpret the research problems and questions to achieve the
objectives of the study. Therefore, interpretive research design is used as it could produce indepth explanations (Lukka & Modell, 2010) as to why the choice between personal life and
career development has become critical to lives of women and what really influenced those
decisions. This method allows interviewees to describe their understanding about life, education
and career expectations freely though some self-imposed restrictions could prevail. Therefore,
qualitative interviewing technique was used to collect data (Quesenberry, Trauth, & Morgan,
2006). These interviews were carried out based on semi-structured questionnaire to maintain the
consistency but were openness and flexibility of discussions was maintained as I wanted to
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explore subjective dimensions of their choices between careers and personal lives. This method
has been recognized as useful for dealing with cross-cultural differences (Ryen, 2003) and
believe to improve the quality of data and trust. Even though this study did not directly deal with
cross cultural differences, respondents represent different counties thus providing some cultural
beliefs, traditions, personal values and norms which could reveal some cross cultural dimensions
with limited exposure as the participants are limited to 10 by representing six countries. This
approach of interview was seen to have been adopted in similar qualitative studies
(Quesenberry, et al., 2006) and helped to obtain good understandings and insights of women who
participated in the interviews.
Before starting the interviews, participants were encouraged to reveal their true and honest
views, by telling them that their stories might help exploring critical aspects of women choices
and enhance future research engagements as well. Since there is a possibility that participants
sometimes may not reveal their true views as they relate to their personal and cultural values.
Therefore, I followed a strategy of first becoming friendly with students as all of them interact
with me very often regarding their study related matters as I am in the academic officer attached
to School of Environment, Resources and Development of AIT. Some students tended to talked
about their personal matters as well. I extended my support for them to solve their problem
pertaining to both academic and nonacademic as well within my capacity and purview. As a
result, a kind of trust and understanding developed over two semesters and they are continuing
dialogs with me. This situation gave me an opportunity to select some students whom I believed
would reveal true and honest ideas on my research questions. Similar modes of selection are
referred as snowball strategy for sampling (Berg, 2004) where participant are selected through
networks and referrals. I further believe that the problems of homogeneity and nonrepresentativeness (Woodhams, et al., 2015) of this method of sampling would not significantly
distort the outcome the research as I have already established very good relationships (Yeung,
1995) with participants. On the other hand I, being an outsider to their lives and cultures and they
will not perceive revelation of personal ideas will not have any negative consequences on their
lives. Hence, I believe that participants revealed their true views and ideas.
In addition to individuals, a focused group discussion was held with five participants to real more
data in interactive and argued manner. Same questions were asked and moderated the discussion
accordingly by focusing on the objectives of the study.
Views and ideas expressed by participants were then transcribed and summarized before
describing and interpreting. Responses were grouped based on themes which were designed by
referring to questions for the purpose of interpretations.
Assumptions
The study assumed that each participant has fare knowledge on attributes of family lives,
education, career engagement and different ways in which roles of women are performed.
Participants were also assumed to have revealed true and honest views based on their knowledge,
perceptions and experiences without being biased on any alienation to study related matters as
they are pursuing for postgraduate degrees. Further, it was assumed that good trust and
confidence were built between participants and I before the interviews were carried out.
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Participants and Sampling
There are 1345 active postgraduate students at AIT who follow different degree programs
offered by three schools. Of them 475 students have been enrolled for programs conducted by
School of Environmental Resources and Development (SERD) where I am the academic officer.
My duties involve sorting student registration and information, maintenance of student files and
academic records and administering student requests. Participants for the interviews comprised
of 10 individual female graduate students of AIT from China, India, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka,
Bhutan and Pakistan who are pursuing for Masters and PhDs in Urban Environmental
Management, Environmental Engineering and Management, Regional and Rural Development
Planning, Climate Change and Sustainable Development, Gender and Development Studies,
Natural Resources Management, Agricultural Systems & Engineering, Food Engineering and
Bioprocess Technology. Focused group comprised 5 female students who follow courses in
Gender and Development Studies and they were not individually interviewed. They represented
China, India, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and Pakistan. Two individual participants were married and
have two children and one child respectively. Except one married woman all the other
participants were in the age range of 25-35 years.
Data Collection
Semi structured questions were prepared in order to maintain consistency in data but the length
and depth of discussion varied based on responses of interviewees. Interviews were conducted in
English language which is not the native language of both interviewer and interviewees.
Interviews were arranged based on pre appointments which were convenient to participants and
questions were asked in such manner thus allowing them to disclose how choices are made and
on what basis they were prioritized. Questions for individual interviewees focused on family
background, cultural background, career decisions and goals, influences on career, influences on
personal and family life, personal expectations, and plans for career development. With regard to
the focus group discussion, I acted as the moderator for the discussion as I wanted to cover up
the depth and direction of the discussion. The theme for the discussion was set as the “The
influence of socio economic contexts on career choices and personal lives”.
Data Analysis and Discussion
Answers given by participant were noted down in addition to audio recording which was done
with the permission of participants. Data from audio recordings were transcribed and
summarized separately. Analysis and interpretations were done case by case by using multiple
stage analysis process (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Accordingly, detailed explanatory account of
participants was given to highlight the choices and socio economic reasons highlighted by
participants. Data was rearranged on four major themes namely gender identity with regard to
choice between career and personal life, motivations for family life, motivations for education
and career development and factors influencing on choices.
Data analysis was carried first by getting a fair understanding and being familiarized with
responses through carful listening and readings. Responses were grouped into common
categories based on social economic themes as mentioned in the preceding paragraph.
Description and explanations of responses are also provided before the final Interpretations are
made.
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With regard to the gender identity of women’s role in family, 8 participants mentioned that
responsibilities on children’s education, provision of food to family members, health and safety
are mainly casted upon women and they are willing to do so. Five out of these eight participants
accepted that equal rights for women and men should be established but it was not necessarily
shared the responsibilities of family matters with respect to all the attributes. They viewed that
men should take the responsibilities for the things that they are supposed to do within accepted
social and traditional practices. One of the major responsibilities of men is to earn adequate
income for the family to mainly assure food, education, health, clothing and shelter. The major
role of women is to manage the income for the family to assure that everything is order and
functioning smoothly. The Chinese participant and an Indian participant strongly mentioned that
both women and men should equally bear the responsibilities of family lives with respect to all
the responsibilities. They upheld the idea of gender equality and equal rights of men and women
at all the platforms.
The other two participants mentioned that roles of women in a family are not different that of
men in relation to all the matters except the main responsibility of earning which should be with
the husband. However, it is highly debated about the role of women at the focused group
discussion. Many argued that it is unfair to categorically define and establish that these are the
roles of women in a family as all live in a family together it should be a collective responsibility
and therefore shared not only between wife and husband but also among children as well.
On choices of family life and career development, all the participants believe that they can
contribute to the family and to the society more if they continue in education and engage in
employment. However, it was revealed that they are reluctant to put that idea into practice as
their responses to the importance of family life, more descriptions were given about the family
life and showed that they were not ready to compromise family life it is threatened by the
continuation of education and engagement in career path. Seven participants wanted to look for
good career opportunities amidst having a happy family life as well. They wanted to balance the
career and family lives. However, 4 respondents mentioned that as they have already heard from
others and the knowledge that they have, profit motive organizations require employees to
separate family lives from jobs. Employees are required to objectively focus on their
responsibilities at work and matters arising from family should be managed by employees
themselves and should not be mixed up with the job. They considered this situation as a big
threat to family life. So that, respondents mentioned that their priority is to have a good family.
But they would first look for a good career opportunity based on their education and would give
it up when the family life will be challenged either by work pressure or influences from the
husband.
All the respondents admitted that the responsibilities at home should be held by females and
therefore, the priority has to be given for alternatives to be in and maintain the family life well
when needed to choose. Further, participants believe that the most of males also perceive that
women are the ones who should have overall responsibility of family life and therefore, women
should not think differently so that the unity of family life can be assured. By highlighting the
importance of being within the family, six respondents highlighted that they would definitely
quit from the job if the job threatens the family life.
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Five participants were in the opinion that the balance between career progress and family life
would be lost if women decide to stay at job for long. However, they stressed the importance of
having an employment after having proper education. All the participants said that it would be a
waste of money and time if they will not engage in a job after graduation. Hence, they showed
the intention of first having a job was highlighted by everyone but no assurance was given as to
how far that they could continue with a chosen career. Therefore, they will engage employment
immediately after graduation and will decide how far they can go depending on the prevailing
situations and challenges that they have to face. Possibility of risking family lives was also
highlighted by 4 participants mainly due to the fact that women are coerced to work when
financial burdens are aggravating.
On the purpose of marriage, seven respondents mentioned that the main purpose of marriage is to
have babies. They further mentioned that they are not ready to compromise their explicit desire
of having babies for anything. Alternatively , they had heard about some bad experiences of
employees where work pressure, workings stress and commitments for woke had caused women
to defer having a baby and sometimes such situations have ended up with a misery of not having
a baby for their life time. In turn, the circumstance of not having babies or sometime infertility
creates family problems as well. Though the marriage and the motherhood were not properly
distinguished by participants, it was apparent that 7 participants regarded motherhood is stronger
than marriage. Other three participants did not care much about the motherhood but emphasized
on the importance of having a happy and successful marriage life.
Three participants stressed that higher education and a good job would certainly help them to
find a suitable partner to marry in future. They would continue with employment even after
marriage but will stop working after having the first baby to take care of the baby and husband.
If they continued to work, they are in the opinion that adequate time cannot be allocated and
proper care cannot be given to the family. The happiness of the life was regarded as the family
and therefore, any decision no matter what they are, cannot be allowed to disturb a good family
life and wanted to be a good housewife.
7 participants mentioned that education and career development are also important aspects of life
and in turn that would help improve the happiness of marriage life as well. Hence, they wanted
to first establish themselves with a high caliber educated social identity as it enhances the quality
of life in the long run. Then the marriage would not be a significant issue in the life. Participants
from India, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Pakistan regarded education as an attribute of high social
recognition and intelligence. In general educated people are highly respected in the society
irrespective of their social status. Participants from India and Sri Lanka mentioned that education
is a powerful tool to overcome traditionally and culturally set regressive social conditions and to
establish new identity for women. Traditionally, women were regarded as less intelligent, fragile
and dependant on others by 6 participants. On the other hand, there could be a possibility that
women may use either higher educational qualifications or high ranking job as a means of
finding a suitable husband of their desires. Good education and high rank jobs are regarded good
attributes of a person and thus women will have more opportunities of finding a partner with that
caliber who is cable of providing means required for a better life.
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Five participants revealed that the engagement of women in career development is highly
restricted by gender inequality and social status of women. They were in the view that equal
opportunities are not given at most of organization even though it is marketed as equal rights are
protected. Hence, they believe that the society has not developed to a level which encourage and
respect human dignity in an equal manner to engage in employment without depriving rights and
opportunities for women to have a decent family life. Therefore, marriage is preferred to career
development.
Some of the citations from interviews are given below for the purpose of describing and
interpreting them to explore as to why women choose between marriage life and career
engagement. Respondents are identified as anonymous in order not to reveal their personal
identity.
Mari mentioned “I have seen many women who are confined themselves to domestic works at
home all the time and never go out. Their major tasks are to cook food, wash clothes, and take
care of children. The major entertainment for them is to watch television when they have free
time. They seem to have well accustomed to these conditions. I do not know whether they are
having happy lives or not. I do not want to confine myself to house and want to explore the
world. I too was restricted to home and not allowed to go out of home before I came to AIT for
my studies. So, I really want to have a good job and do not think marrying soon. I will marry
later and see how it will change my future”.
“I have two brothers and a sister. All are well educated. One has already done a masters degree.
My parents are teachers. I was always encouraged by parents to up in education. I too have a
feeling of doing well in education better than others in the family. Our family is well respected
by neighbours mainly because all of our family members have gone passed secondary education.
Therefore, my ambition for higher education and good job will not be disturbed by the idea of
marriage”.
“I have a boyfriend and he too has done a masters degree and holds an executive position in a
private company. We have agreed that we will marry only after I find a suitable job after my
master’s degree. I believe that engagement in employment would give me more exposure and
helps me to have a good life as well compared to be a housewife even though my future husband
will provide all the necessities for the family”
Above facts reveal her desires for influences on her decisions for education and career
development. Her family and social identity are playing a significant role in that regards.
However, there is no assurance how she would face the challenges of an employment and would
react to them when she really works in a organization.
Susi says that she faced lots of difficulties to find a job and even the previous working
environment was not conducive for me to continue with career as job engagement created stress
all the time.
“Because of my job and education, I feel like I cannot take care of my husband well. I do not
know whether my husband get good food as I am here for education. I happened to resigned
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from the previous job as it was demanding all the time. My husband and his family sometime
complained me about my attention on family as I happened to give more time for office work.
We did not have time to go out for eating or any other things as both of us always happened to
work. I feel guilty of not taking care of my husband and have a fear of facing some
misunderstanding and problem in future if I will be away from my husband. So my desire is to
give the priority to the family”
“I want to find good job after I finish my studies and to continue my career on the same path. I
prefer to find a job in my home country but if I get a change in another country I would go there.
My parents encourage me to do so but I do not know whether my husband would like me to
work when I get married. Most of men do not like women to work and want them to be at home.
I don’t know. I don’t have anyone yet to think of a marriage but my parents are always talking
about this. I also want to marry but don’t know whether a good person can be found. In case, if
there will be a disagreement on job and family life I don’t know what to choose. If I have to give
up job for family that is ashamed and waste of my education. I try my level best to convince the
husband to agree with me to work”
The above was revealed by an Indian participant and she has the influence of culture and her
perception on job and family life. Though she is more interested in doing a job against being a
housewife, a contingent condition prevails as of now on her decision.
“In fact I came to AIT as I received a scholarship to study. In fact I wanted to be with my parents
as they are getting old. I have never been away from home before I came to AIT. I wouldn’t have
come if I did not get a scholarship for sure. It was difficult for me at the beginning but now I am
adjusted to this culture, food and people. But I want to go back home immediately after the
degree. I do not think of marriage. What I want is to find a good job in my country and stay with
my parents”
Family association and attachment to parents are the main reasons for her choice. In addition, it
is apparent that economic condition of the family is not that satisfactory and as a result she is
forced to find a job. At present no intention of marriage is seen.
Hazana’s account reveals that she wants to have more education and her ambition is to do a PhD
after completion of the Master degree but faces lots of cultural and religious resistance to do so.
“My intention is to be a qualified professional and work in a public organization related to
energy and natural resources. I want to earn by myself and have the independence of living and
taking decision pertaining to family. My husband supports my idea and he is with me in AIT. He
helps me a lot for domestic work and taking care of our child. In fact those things were done by
me when I was in Bangladesh. He never, helped me to do the work at home. Parents of my
husband also lived with us and the work load at home was too much. I cannot imagine the
change of my husband and I am happy about that. I believe he will support me in the same way
as he does now. I am afraid that if we go back to my country whether I will be able to devote
more on my job and profession or to do the same work as I did in the past. Both my parents and
the parents of my husband do not have big support for me to work. They emphasized me to pay
more attention of the education of our child, husband and work at home. We do not have much
economic problems as my husband good income”.
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Prina’s account reveals that she wants to be good housewife with decent income. She is not
married. The followings are extracted from here interview. “I don’t like to compete with others
either in education or in working. I do not like to get work stress and waste my time in an office.
That is monotonous. If I marry someone who likes to travel around and provide safely and
income for the family I will do all the responsibilities at home. I am passionate of doing things at
home and keep the house attractive and make husband happy all the time. I think, most of
working women have family problems due to many reasons. They fight with husband and create
conflicts all the time. Being a woman, one of the responsibilities is to maintain a good family. I
recall how my mom is managing the house. She is the in charge of the house. My father always
consults my mom regarding family matters. I hope that I can be a good wife. Education gives me
a social respect and knowledge also helps me to be good at home. I need to have children when I
reach 30. Working at office will be stressful. It is not part of my personality.”
Susmitha wants to have a balance between marriage life and career engagement. I have some
experience of working before coming to AIT and was able to win the hearts of my bosses and
subordinates. My advises for subordinates on how to do their job helped them achieve objectives
of the company. I believe that I can be a good manager and use my knowledge to create value”.
Geetha says that women are normally less ambitious and therefore it is less likely that women
will not compete with men. But, if a woman is competent enough she has the opportunity to be
successful in career. But sometimes women get mixed family work with careers. Her intention
was to assume duties at the same place in her home country as it is secured. She further expects a
promotion at the office. However, she admits that balancing family and work is really
challenging and influenced by many factors. She would try to balance them as much as possible
and not ready to sacrifice marriage life for work. She has already been engaged for marriage and
the partner has not disagreement with her.
“I strongly believe that the success for me at my previous work place was my education and
professional qualification. Education is so important and that gives you a competitive advantage.
I am sure that I will get a good recognition if I continue to work after my degree. I will be able to
gain respect from other employees including management. I prefer to find a job outside my
country more preferably a job in Europe or in Japan. Both of my parents are dead so that I have
no specific barriers of moving to another country. Marriage I have not thought of yet. I have no
one yet. If I marry, I decide my future job. Either to work or not is decided with his agreement
and consent only”
Yin feels that she is successful in her education and life. “I want to achieve many goals in life. I
am considering of doing a PhD. I think till now, I am gathering experiences and knowledge by
sacrificing time and money. I need to harvest the fruits of investment in education. I am
determined to be successful both in career and family in future”.
“I really need to be a good house wife. I already give up my job. I am sure that my husband can
provide economic means to have a good life for us. My main concern is the future of my
daughter. Now everything is about her. … My husband? What should I say, I don’t know. I
receive good support from him. But my husband keeps a distance himself from domestic work at
home. Sometimes I feel the work is too much but have no option. I get a relief when I think of
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my daughter. I feel like my husband doesn’t involve and support domestic work may be due poor
recognition of domestic work. so the he feels those works belong to me. I don’t care but stress
builds on. With regard to my daughter’s education, my husband very rarely involves and not it
has become a practice and it’s my duty”
Kareems reveals her experience from her parents and she doesn’t want to have the same
situation. so that she would prefer to do a job until she will be happy with the condition of future
husband that she is dreaming.
“I can recall how my mother was managing the things at home with influences from my dad and
his parents. I remember how my mother felt when her mother-in-law came to stay with us. She
says my dad behaves differently when his parents visit our house. My grandma was always
advising me and my mother as well. It was irritating me sometimes as she used to saying the
same thing. My mother was talking to my father in private and when I see them they stopped it
and felt uncomfortable. I don’t know whether they were having conflicts or disagreement but I
knew that it was not a pleasant experience for my mom. So I cannot comment on my marriage
but I intend to find a good person one day. Present interest is to complete my studies and find a
good employment opportunity”
Teena reveals “I am sure that I can have a balanced life between career and family. I am
confident on that. I will never marry if my partner is not willing to allow me to work as per my
experience. I know how manage the things at home as well. Mutual understating and discussion
would help me to balance the life. I don’t think there is any problem balancing my career and
family life. I believe everything depends on attitude and values. It is a matter of management of
any tasks”
Focused group discussion highly appreciated the motherhood and regarded it as an important
aspect of the life of women whereas the marriage was viewed as a social phenomenon which
people care and respect as a legal matter, a social norm and a traditional practice rather than
recognizing something connected with human dignity, love and care.
Gender specific role of women was identified from traditional and cultural perspective and it was
highlighted that women could play a bigger role to contribute towards economic development of
the country, in addition to fulfilling the responsibilities at home as a good housewife. Success of
women at family was considered to have been influenced by the social and traditional attributes
such as loyalty, kindness, religious devotion, motivation for family success, caring ability and
obedience to husband. Desires for career development, higher education and individual family
lives have been greatly influenced by society and culture embedded practices and traditions.
Marriage was seen to have been perceived as a major achievement in everyone’s life.
Further it was found that women decisions are on the other hand influenced by the social
networks to which they belong and relationships maintained.
Conclusion
This study attempted to explore epistemological thinking of women as to how they choose
between career paths and personal marriage life and socio cultural and other reasons that are
likely to influence their decisions. Most prefer to choose marriage life against engagement in
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employment even though the importance of education, career and human capital development
was highly recognized as important aspects of the life by all the participants.
The study finds a kind of duality in women with regard to marriage life and career path. On one
hand, participants stressed that they want to excel in education and career development as they
are more important than the option of being confined to a traditional family as a housewife. On
the other hand, their attachment to the desire of marriage and to be a housewife came to forefront
all the time when cross questions were asked in case of critical choices. Interviewees showed bit
emotional expression when they talked about marriage and family life. Biological and
psychological reasons associated with family related matters were not examined as they were not
the focused of the study.
Further, the views and ideas of participants are likely to have been influenced by many factors
including practice of tradition, fear of being ejected from well-established social institutions,
cultural influence, and religious beliefs, family members and epistemological thinking which
favour marriage and family life while appreciating the importance of education and career
development. Societal and democratic developments are further needed to assure equal rights at
workplace with dignity and respect to encourage women to engage in career development and to
incorporate working engagement with a successful marriage life. Traditional and social
embedded practices of having children, taking care of children; bearing family responsibilities
have created a tendency for women to place a higher priority on family responsibilities than on
career development.
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Abstract
Third party logistics (3pl) plays a vital role in supply chain management. In supply chain each
and every party is important and there should be an effective collaboration with each other to
become successful. According to the famous Servqual model, five service quality gaps have been
identified but all are forward gaps. Therefore, in this research it is argued that not only forward
gap but also reverse gaps are important for successful supply chain and the study was conducted
using 3pl companies and their respective customers in Sri Lanka. Data collected using qualitative
method and data analyzed using thematic approach. It is revealed that there are many reasons for
forward quality gaps in 3pl market in Sri Lanka, as well as reverse quality gaps also plays a
major role in effective operation of 3pl companies.
Key Words: 3PL, Supply Chain, SERVQUAL Model, Quality Gap
Introduction
Outsourcing of logistics functions are widely popular and growing importance all over the world
(Razzaque And Sheng, 1998). Logistics is defined as: “a part of supply chain management that
plans, implements, and controls the efficient, effective forward and reverses flow and storage of
goods, services and related information between the point of origin and the point of consumption
in order to meet customer's requirements.”(CSCMP, 2015). Third party logistics (3PL) can be
defined as agents that companies contract to perform their logistics operations. It consists in the
use of specialized external companies, to perform all or part of the logistics activity (Razzaque
And Sheng, 1998; Sahay And Mohan, 2006). Many Companies Has Gained Competitive
Advantage By Reducing In- House Operations By Using 3PL Service Providers Instead
(Rahman, 2011). “The Relationships Associated With 3PL Are Typically More Complex Than
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Any Traditional Logistics Supplier Relationships And They Are Truly Strategic Alliances. These
relationships have become a popular way to enhance an organization's flexibility in meeting
rapidly changing market conditions, focus on core competencies, and develop long-term growth
strategies” (Thakkar Et Al, 2005). In today’s global marketplace, integrating with supply chain
members is important since individual firm can no longer compete as independent entities
(Drucker, 1998; Lambert And Cooper, 2000)
Sri Lanka is emerging as a key sourcing base in south asia for international buyers, leading to
increased demand for 3pl services, including warehousing and transportation, as well as
integrated supply chain solutions (HKTDC, 2015). But, the country’s logistics and transport
industry still lag behind a number of the region’s other leading hubs, Including Hong Kong,
Singapore And Dubai. Sri Lanka Was Ranked 89th Out Of 160 Countries according to the World
Bank’s 2014 Logistics Performance Indicator (LPI). Notably, Sri Lanka scored 2.91 on
competence and quality of logistics services, compared to India’s 3.03, UAE’s 3.5, Hong Kong’s
3.81 And Singapore’s 3.97according To The Statistics (HKTDC, 2015) . Further, while today
world logistics industry is practicing 4PL, 5PL, and collaboration up to 7PL, within a short span
of time, Sri Lanka Is Still Grappling With 3PL, JIT (Just In Time), And VMI (Vendor Managed
Inventory) ( Malkanthie & Jayamanna, 2016) . Therefore, the developments in 3PL industry are
crucial to the country for its future growth.
In Sri Lanka, customers of the 3PL companies are also quite happy about 3PL service providers.
But the level of satisfaction, and trust towards the service providers are not considerably high
(Malkanthie & Jayamanna, 2016). Further, cost, lack of control, lack of coordination and lack of
cooperation, lack of skills and knowledge, lack of industrial knowledge, trade union activities are
identified as problematic areas in 3PL market in Sri Lanka according to the customers’ point of
view (Malkanthie & Jayamanna, 2016). Hence, it is clear that there is a service gap between
customer expectations and what they actually experiencing in 3PL market in Sri Lanka.
The concept and definition of service quality has been greatly influenced by the works of
parasuraman et al. (1985, 1988, And 1991). They conceptualize service quality as the relative
perceptual distance between customers’ expectations and evaluations of service experiences. It
was operationalized using gap model and a multi-item scale called SERVQUAL (Parasuraman
Et Al., 1988, 1991). It seems that the studies in the context of quality of service in supply chain
have focused on one directional view (customer perception and expectations) since SERVQUAL
instrument was specifically designed to capture gap 5 (gap between customer expectation and
perception). But, a bi-directional study (i.e. issues of customers that prevent giving a better
service) may help to fulfill the basic objective of supply chain. Hence, the intention of this bidirectional study is to identify the leading factors affecting the service quality gap in 3PL
market, Sri Lanka.
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Therefore, the objectives of the research are to identify the
 Interface gap (forward) between third party logistics service provider and logistics user
 Interface gap (reverse) between logistics user and third party logistics service
Literature Review
3PL Industry
According to the council of supply chain management professionals, 3pl is defined as "a firm
provides multiple logistics services for use by customers. Preferably, these services are
integrated, or bundled together, by the provider. (Manzini Et Al, 2007). The main reasons for
outsourcing are: reduction in capital investment in equipment, facilities and human resource, ontime delivery requirement. Third-party logistics (3PL) are widely popular in all over the world,
particularly in Europe, and North America (Sahay and Mohan, 2006). According to Rahman
(2011), many organizations today, users 3PL service providers instead of in house operations.
Though the level of satisfaction with 3PL Service Providers Is High in many countries, In Sri
Lanka it is moderate (Malanthie & Jayamanna 2016) and is reflected in a commitment to
continue their use in the future. Thus, it predicts that the use of 3PL services will continue to
grow over the next several years.
According to Lieb (2008), ten years of research 3pl in the United States reveals a resilient
industry that has changed with user demands and an increasingly global economy. 3PL
relationships today have become more collaborative. It is good news for big users of logistics.
“the relationships associated with 3PL are typically more complex than any traditional logistics
supplier relationships and they are truly strategic alliances. These relationships have become a
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popular way to enhance an organization's flexibility in meeting rapidly changing market
conditions, focus on core competencies, and develop long-term growth strategies” (Thakkar Et
Al, 2005).
Hindering Issues Of 3PL Market
The design and implementation of 3pl relations appears to be problematic. Often-cited
difficulties include lack of understanding of client’s supply chain needs, lack of adequate
Expertise In specific products and markets, unrealistic customer expectations, inadequate
description of services and service levels, lack of logistics cost awareness by the client and lack
of 3pl innovation (Ackerman, 1996; Ellram and Cooper, 1990; Wilding and Juriado, 2004).
The most often-cited problems are associated with 3pl partnerships are loss of control over the
logistics function and loss of in-house capability and customer contact (Ellram And Cooper,
1990). Lack of responsiveness to customer needs is also cited as a problem of outsourcing (Van,
And Ploos, 1996). Further, many authors cite problems with respect to service performance,
disruption to inbound flows, inadequate provider expertise, inadequate employee quality,
sustained time and effort spent on logistics, loss of customer feedback and inability of 3PL
providers to deal with special product needs and emergency circumstances (Ellram And Cooper,
1990). Despite gaining access to logistics information systems (Rao Et Al., 1994), shippers
appear to be dissatisfied with service provider’s it capabilities and prefer to rely on in-house
systems instead (Van L., Et Al., 2000). In contrast, there have been many studies so far
investigating success factors for 3PL partnerships (Lambert Et Al., 1999; Van L., Et Al., 2000).
In Sri Lanka, lack of control, lack of cooperation, high labour turnover and high training cost,
lack of skills and knowledge, lack of industrial knowledge, labour unions (Trade Union
Activities) and political influences are the main issues in 3PL industry (Malkanthie &
Jayamanna, 2016).
The Model Of Service Quality
The Popular Gap Model of service quality was developed by a group of American authors, A.
Parasuraman, Valarie A. Zeithaml and Len Berry, In a systematic research program carried out
between 1983 and 1988. Principal dimensions (or components) of service quality was developed
by them through this model and proposed a scale for measuring service quality (SERVQUAL) as
well as suggested possible causes of service quality problems. At the beginning the researchers
of gap model identified ten dimensions of service quality, but after by testing and retesting, total
number of dimensions was reduced to five, namely - reliability, assurance, tangibles, empathy
and responsiveness. These five dimensions are thought to represent the dimensions of service
quality across a range of industries and settings SERVQUAL instrument (I.E. Questionnaire) is
used by many researches to measure potential service quality problems and the model of service
quality to help diagnose possible causes of the problem. Expectancy-Confirmation Paradigm is
the base of gap model which examines the consumers perceive quality in terms of their
perceptions. In other words, of how well a given service delivery meets their expectations of that
delivery is measured through the SERVQUAL instrument.
According To The Gap Model, When Customer Expectations Are Greater Than Their
Perceptions Of Received Service, Service Quality Is Deemed Low. When Perceptions Exceed
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Expectations Then Service Quality Is High. The Model Of Service Quality Identifies Five Gaps
That May Cause Customers To Experience Poor Service Quality. But, Gap 5 Is The Service
Quality Gap That Can Be Directly Measured. In Other Words, The SERVQUAL Instrument Was
Specifically Designed To Capture Gap Five.
Methodology
Qualitative thematic approach was used to analyze the data. Thematic analysis was used because
it does not wedded to any pre-existing theoretical framework, and therefore it can be used within
different theoretical frameworks (Braun & Clarke, 2008). In depth interviews were conducted
with the employees of 3pl companies and their respective customers. Twelve 3PL companies
(Finlays , Advantis, EFL, DHL John Keels, OVIKLO, toll global forwarding lanka Pvt. Ltd. Egle
Logistics, Del Logistics Company, Aitken Spence, DPL, Expo Lanka Holdings) and six of their
customers (Cargills, Unilever, MAS, Nestle, Fonterra, Gsk) in Sri Lanka were interviewed
Analysis And Results
First, in order to identify the interface gap (forward) between logistics service providers and their
respective logistics user, in- depth interviews were conducted with customers to identify the
issues pertaining to them in dealing with 3PL service providers that hinder the smooth operations
at the initial stage from the interviews forty codes were identified according to the guide lines of
thematic analysis by Braun & Clarke (2008) and thirteen themes were identified from the codes.
Identified themes are given below with some of the statements of the respondents as examples.
1.
Inefficient labor- this was identified as the main issue that hinders the service quality of
3PL companies in Sri Lanka. One of the respondents said “we deal with cold chain. To manage a
cold chain, we need knowledge on two different areas; knowledge on logistics and knowledge on
food and hygiene factors. In FCS, there is no professional who can deal with both hygiene
factors and logistics. When we consider the employees who engage in loading, don’t have much
knowledge on ergonomic, safety and methodologies that they can practice at work place”.
Another respondent said “they are not providing a defined set of employees to us. In that case we
find it difficult to put the reliability on Advantis’ employee about a specific task. Sometimes
newly coming employees are not having proper knowledge on logistics activities which matters
for their time efficiency”.
Moreover, a respondent from nestle said “labor shortage and high labor turnover of logistics
employees has become a issue for nestle”. In addition to the above views many issues received
on temporary workers, high labor turn over, lack of labor skills, labor shortage in 3PL
companies, Sri Lanka
2.
Lack of facilities is the next problem with 3pl companies in Sri Lanka. One of the
respondent said “current market demand is fluctuating with the time. But, sometimes 3PL
providers fail to provide required warehouse space according to our requirements.” Another
respondent expressed his view as “dairy products need to be stored under special conditions.
They are highly sensitive for germs. When there is a germ attack whole production plant has to
be close down temporarily. This occurs once or twice a month. In order to maintain undisrupted
service company needs to have buffer stock. But 3PL provider does not have that capacity”. As
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well as inadequate storage capacity, lack of warehouse facilities in outstations, lack of flexibility
to change space requirement with the seasons, inadequate trucks and powered pallets, lack of
freezers, incapability to meet the company’s specific logistic requirements were revealed as
problems associate with facilities in 3PL companies in Sri Lanka
3.
Risk of leaking sensitive information was identified by some of the service receivers and
one respondent said “our company is not only the customer of Advantis. Advantis also offers
their services to P & G. P& G is one of the major competitors of us. Because of that there is a
possibility to lose our sensible data through 3PL service provider”. Another respondent said
“with the tough competition going in the FMCG industry, the information regarding the quantity
stored, date of dispatching, etc might be worth millions for the competitors. However, through
the outsourcing of logistics functions, there exists a high risk of leakage of information to the
competitors”.
4.
Interdepartmental integration and coordination problems are one of the main issues that
reduce the quality of the service providers. This was explained by one of the respondent as “EFL
has separate customer service department. But, the operations department always involves with
customers. There is no proper flow of information between two departments.” Another view in
this regard is; “most of the time shipments do not meet the deadlines because inefficient
communication between office staff and warehouse staff. Therefore delay handling charges are
getting high”.
5.
Cultural mismatch according to the responses, cultural mismatch negatively affect for a
better service quality. One of the respondent said “due to the differences of company cultures,
languages and style of the service receiver, the communication between two entities will take
into chaos”. Another respondent expressed his view on cultural mismatch as “multinational and
multicultural corporate relationship of logistics provider and receiver negatively affects to have
smooth functions between two companies. The mismatch between standards, safety measures
has created an issue.
6.
Technological mismatch under technological mismatch, incompatibility of information
systems between company and 3PL company and having no integrated ERP system with supplier
are fund out as the main issues that hinder the service quality of 3PL supplier.
7.
Poor Technology usagesome Of The Evidence To Show Poor Technology Usage Of 3PL
companies in Sri Lanka is given below according to the views of respondents.
“nowadays, warehouse industry has taken major steps in RFID technology. But at FCS, RFID
technology has used in few places such as in RFID Dock Control System and for pharmaceutical
operation. But, fcs doesn’t use this technology for tracking inventory whereas in some other
warehouses we can see that they using this technology for such operations”. Another respondent
said “some warehouses still use paper based system for labeling. This may cause logistics
activities to carry inefficiency as it is difficult to choose items and it can’t be done automated
way”. Another view on this is “there is no barcode system at some warehouses and it may cause
to inefficient activities”. High manual documentation, high documentation, more manual work in
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logistic companies, no proper documentation, were some of the views received from
respondents.
8.
Contract problems were highlighted as a minor issue with compared to other issues
discussed and conflicts, changing and breaching agreements, inflexible contracts were discussed
under this matter.
9.
Lack of coordination between customer and supplier was highlighted as one of the main
issues and some of the views were; “sometimes, Advantis fails to provide documentation on time
with the delivery. Therefore, we are unable to pay their charges on time. “nestle does not
experience on time delivery due to the problems with logistics partner. Due to this, nestle lose
its’ revenue. “absence of flexible working hours has made the company difficult to deal with its
logistics partner”. “as a leading food and beverage company, the demand for nestle food items is
always at a high level regardless of the season, climate and time period. Therefore nestle requires
warehousing facility to work for 365 days a year. Sometimes it is not being provided by our
logistics partner”. In addition to these views, difficult to coordinate, poor communication, late
submission of bills, not sharing information on time, issues of stock outs when required were
found out were discussed by many respondents as issues of 3PL companies.
10.
High cost was found out as one of the problems with cold storage facility providers in Sri
Lanka. “cold stores are having only with Finlay. Being the sole company to provide such service
there seems to be a monopoly in cold storage industry. Therefore they charge high rates for the
service”. This view was shared by many companies in that industry.
Lack of control, no value addition by using 3PL, poor communication, no proper understanding
between 3pl service provider and the company, failure of 3PL to meet company’s future growth
needs were the other issues highlighted by the respondents.
The reasons behind the interface gap (forward) between logistics service provider and logistics
user can be identified according to the above thirteen themes revealed from the in-depth
interviews with the customers. They can be summarized as inefficient labor, lack of facilities,
risk of leaking sensitive information, interdepartmental integration and coordination problems,
cultural mismatch, technological mismatch, poor technology usage, contract problems, lack of
coordination between customer and supplier, high cost, lack of control, no value addition by
using 3PL, failure of 3PL to meet company’s future growth needs. According to Malkanthie &
Jayamanna (2016), in adequate capabilities, lack of control and lack of coordination also were
identified as issues that diminish the satisfaction of customers with 3PL service providers in Sri
Lanka.
Next in order to identify the interface gap (reverse) between logistics user and 3pl logistics
services, in- depth interviews were conducted with twelve logistics companies. From the
interviews their perception on their shortcomings and customer problems that affect to the
smooth operations of 3pl companies were identified. From the interviews, eight codes were
identified according to the guidelines of thematic analysis by Braun & Clarke (2008). Then, five
main themes were identified by examining the eight codes identified in the analysis. Though
there are few issues identified in the relationship with the customers by 3pl service providers,
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they are the main issues from customers’ side from the view of 3pl service providers in addition
to their own problems. The themes identified are listed below as the main issues for reverse
service quality gap between customer and 3PL service providers.
1.
Poor communication by customer with 3PL provider was mentioned as one of the main
issues by 3PL companies
2.
Inaccurate information some of the views given on this issue is “customers change the
due dates of exporting/importing their products and rush to do them quickly”. “Sometimes,
customers do not provide accurate booking details and air freight department face big problem
regarding it”.
3.
Rush from customers “highly demanding customers for quick picking, dispatching and
distributing activities, are unreasonable and it makes the whole operations in Finlay’s disrupted”
is one of the views in this regard. In addition to the above issues, inaccurate orders, cultural
mismatch, poor coordination from customers side were identified as reasons that hinder the
service quality of 3PL providers. Further, 3PL companies also identified they themselves have
many problems such as inefficient labor, inadequate facilities, poor interdepartmental
coordination and communication etc in order to have good relationship with their customers.
From the above analysis of data, gap five of the SERVQUAL model can be modified in 3PL
market in Sri Lanka and the proposed model is as follows:
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Discussion
In this study service quality gap in 3PL industry was studied from two perspectives; forward gap
and reverse gap in the relationship between 3PL service providers and their customers. This
reverse gap concept also proposed by Seth Et.Al. (2006). The reasons behind the forward gap
I.E. the gap of customer expectations from 3PL service providers and their perception were
identified as inefficient labor, lack of facilities, risk of leaking sensitive information, interdepartmental integration and coordination problems, cultural mismatch, technological mismatch,
poor technology usage, contract problems, lack of coordination between customer and supplier,
high cost, lack of control, no value addition by using 3PL, failure of 3PL to meet company’s
future growth needs from the in-depth interviews conducted with customers as well as suppliers.
The most highlighted issues were identified as labor problems, lack of facilities and poor
technology usage. One of the companies explained the problem of labor as “most of the
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employees are manpower (I.E. companies who supply employees) employees. Therefore, they
always tend to change their jobs time to time to find a job with better remunerations and less
work. Manpower suppliers have people, with different attitudes and different education levels.
Therefore, manpower employee recruitment cannot do in a standard way. Most of the time,
these employees are school leavers who do not have any experiences in doing a job. So it is
really hard to train them and keep them. Logistics is an industry which has to do with experience.
Due to the high labor turnover, it is difficult to keep employees with up to date knowledge about
the industry”.
In the next stage, the reverse gap was studied from 3PL companies’ perspective. In order to have
a successful supply chain not only efficient forward flow of materials/goods is vital but also
backward or the reverse support also significant. If the customer does not support properly the
supplies is in chaos. The reasons identified for the reverse gap are: poor communication,
inaccurate information, inaccurate orders, cultural mismatch, and poor coordination. One of the
3pl service provider explained about its customers as “ in the industry of logistics provision,
there exist highly demanding customers for quick picking, dispatching and distributing activities,
which is sometimes unreasonable. But in order to carry on business with them, we have to do
those in one way or the other. But the issue is, when such action are taken, the whole operations
get disrupted.” Another 3pl company said “customers change the due dates of exporting or
importing their products and rush to do them quickly. In this study, it was identified that number
of problems identified by the customers of their suppliers. But no customer identified their own
problems not to have a smooth supply chain. The customer organizations should look at
themselves as well to get efficient flow of raw materials or goods. This research helps to identify
the weaknesses of both 3pl companies and their customers in order to develop strong relationship
and smooth function of supply chain.
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Abstract
This paper examines eight African countries popular for safari tourism. We first divide the
countries in three clusters based on the level of economic development and geographical
proximity. We then provide a brief description of unique game animals and safari experiences
offered by each country in various clusters. We proposed to expand the research presented in this
work-in-progress paper by applying the Tourism Attractions-Basics-Context, TABC, model
(Manrai & Manrai, 1993, Manrai et al., 2017) of destination competitiveness. Beyond the tourist
attractions discussed in this paper, we will also include tourism basics, that is, tourism necessities
and tourism context, that is, tourism environment.
Key words: Safari Tourism, African Safari, Destination Competitiveness, Tourist Attractions,
Tourism Basics, Tourism Context
Introduction
Tourists from all over the world are attracted to Africa for the safari-tourism opportunities that
this continent offers. Eight countries in particular are known for safari tourism. These are:
Botswana, Kenya, Namibia, South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. The
competition is intense and these countries (and numerous game lodges and resorts within these
countries) must differentiate themselves to attract tourists. Moreover, tourists themselves prefer
to visit multiple countries when they come to Africa, which allows them to see different and
unique animals, as well as to enjoy unique safari experiences offered by a particular country.
The purpose of this study is to categorize the above-listed eight countries using two criteria,
namely, geographical proximity and level of economic development. We then identify unique
game animals and safari experiences offered by each country in different clusters.
Our preliminary analysis resulted in three clusters, which are given in Figure 1 and Table 1. In
Figure 1, we present the geographical locations of the clusters in a map of Africa. Table 1
provides data on the country location (latitude & longitude), level of economic development
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(GDP (PPP) per capita and GNI (PPP) per capita.) We have also included unique attractions, that
is, game animals and type of safari experiences found in a country.
I. Preliminary Results:
As can be seen, our research identified three clusters. Cluster 1 includes the Republic of
Botswana, Namibia, and South Africa. Cluster 2 includes the Republic of Kenya, Tanzania, and
Uganda, and Cluster 3 includes the Republic of Zambia and Zimbabwe. Countries in Cluster 1
are more developed, and they are classified by the World Bank (2016a & 2016b) as uppermiddle-income countries, based on GDP (PPP) per capita and GNI (PPP) per capita. The three
countries in Cluster 1 share borders and are in close geographical proximity. Although the
countries within Cluster 2 and Cluster 3 are also in close proximity, the two clusters are
geographically significantly separated by Lake Malawi and several other countries, such as the
Republic of Burundi, Congo, Malawi, and Rwanda. The three countries in Cluster 2 (namely,
Kenya, Uganda, & Tanzania) share borders with each other and all three countries are located
around Lake Victoria. Both Cluster 2 and Cluster 3 consist of low-middle-income and lowincome countries, with a relatively low GDP (PPP) per capita and GNI (PPP) per capita. It may
also be noted that, although Cluster 1 and Cluster 3 are in geographic proximity, they are very
different in terms of economic development. We have also discussed unique game animals and
safari experiences in each country in Table 1.
II. Further Research
In terms of further research, we will be applying the Tourism ABC (Attractions-Basics-Context)
model of destination competitiveness developed by Manrai & Manrai (1993) and further
elaborated by Manrai at el. (2017). We will discuss in detail the unique tourism attractions of
each country, specific tourism basics in terms of necessities and infrastructure including
accommodations, transportation etc., and country- and region-specific environmental tourism
context including safety, security, literacy, and other dimensions relevant to the present study.
Figure 1
(Please request tables, graphs, and maps from author)
Safari Tourism Clusters, Map of Africa
Cluster 1: Botswana, Namibia, & South Africa
Cluster 2: Kenya, Uganda, & Tanzania
Cluster 3: Zambia & Zimbabwe
(Please request tables, graphs, and maps from author)
Table 1
Location, GDP (PPP) per capita and unique attractions of eight African countries
Clusters and Countries
GDP (PPP) per capita 1
Unique Game Animals and
&
&
Safari Experiences Available
Location:
GNI (PPP) per capita 2
in a Country
[Latitude, Longitude]
CLUSTER 1
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1. Botswana
[24° S and 25° E]

Upper-middle-income
GDP/capita: $ 17,918
GNI/capita: $ 16,380

2. Namibia
[22° S and 17° E]

Upper-middle-income
GDP/capita: $ 11,838
GNI/capita: $ 10,550

3. South Africa
[26° S and 28° E]

Upper-middle-income
GDP/capita: $ 13, 321
GNI/capita: $ 12,860

CLUSTER 2
4. Kenya
[1° S and 36° E]

Lower-middle-income
GDP/capita: $ 3,516
GNI/capita: $ 3,130

5. Tanzania
[6° S and 35° E]

Low-income
GDP/capita: $ 3,296
GNI/capita: $ 2,740

6. Uganda
[1° N and 32° E]

Low-income
GDP/capita: $ 2,155
GNI/capita: $ 1,820

CLUSTER 3
7. Zambia
[15° S and 28° E]

Lower-middle-income
GDP/capita: $ 3,982
GNI/capita: $ 3,790
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Botswana features unspoiled
wilderness and has fewer but
extremely large safari
resorts.
Namibia is known for its
scenic beauty and wildlife
specialties like tracking
black-rhinos and desert
adapted elephants.
The private game reserves
adjacent to the Kruger
National Park are the best to
see the Big Five game
animals (lion, leopard,
elephant, buffalo and rhino.)
The Masai Mara Game
Reserve is the ideal place for
big cat viewing. Likipia is
known for viewing rare
species of African wild dogs
and Grevy’s zebras.
Tanzania is home to Mount
Kilimanjaro, Serengeti, and
Zanzibar. It has an estimated
4 million wild animals,
including Africa’s largest
populations of lions.
Tanzania is known for an
estimated 2 million
migration of wildebeest,
zebra and gazelle.
Uganda offers excellent
opportunities for viewing
and trekking gorillas and
chimpanzees.

South Luangwa National
Park in Zambia is well
known for walking safaris.
Night game drives are
excellent in the Zambian
parks as well.

8. Zimbabwe
[17° S and 31° E]

Low-income
GDP/capita: $ 2,002
GNI/capita: $ 1,920

Zimbabwe offers attraction
of finding wildlife on foot
through tracking in Mana
Pools National Park. Another
park is Hwange, where water
holes in a dry environment
attract a great many number
of large animal species like
elephants and buffalos.

1

World Bank (2016a), GDP Per Capita, PPP, International Comparison Database, World Bank
Group, accessed at https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.PP.CD
2
World Bank (2016b), GNI Per Capita, PPP, International Comparison Database, World Bank
Group, accessed at https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GNP.PCAP.PP.CD
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Abstract
This article addresses nexus between employee performance measurement and management in
African public sector. Further, the article reviews the different performance measurement system
design processes and creates a framework for comparing alternative approaches. Though the
African public service is under pressure to become more efficient and effective, evaluation
studies show that many attempts to introduce results-based management in the public sector in
African public sectors are still unsuccessful. Literature on public-sector performance
management points to problems in the design and management of these systems and questions
their effectiveness as policy tools for increasing governmental accountability and performance.
The paper develops from theory, a framework for analysing the implementation of a performance
measurement system and uses this framework to propose adoption of more appropriate employee
performance measurements. This article concludes that specific processes are required to
continuously align performance measurement systems with outcomes-based performance
management.
Key Words: Employees, Performance Measurements, Performance Management, Performance
Measures, African Public Sector.
Introduction
Nowadays, nations spend more attention, time, and money on results-based management in the
public sector than ever before. Oecd (1966) suggests seven main reasons for this new trend: the
changing nature of work; increasing competition; specific improvement initiatives; national and
international quality awards; changing organisational roles; changing external demands and the
power of information technology. This has consequently elevated the position of performance
measurement and evaluation to become the talk of the day at all levels of the public sector: local,
regionally and nationally in colleges and universities, local governments, and other
administrative agencies, developmental aid organizations (non-governmental organizations and
international non-governmental organizations) and organizations such as the world bank, are all
involved in producing data and information on performance results and if possible, the impact
(Pollitt & Bouckaert, 2000, p. 87). Power 1997; 2000) refers to this as the “audit explosion” or
the “audit society.” Believers in new public management (npm) attribute the high priority to
measuring output and outcomes and aim to base their new policies and management activities on
this type of information, ideally meant to make policy implementation more efficient and
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effective. Concept of performance measurement is an important topic to put emphasis on, in
order to raise awareness among the workers about their own potentials and to get better
outcomes from them (Fuentes et al 2006).
The most difficult part of the performance measurement policy is to accurately and objectively
measure the employee performance (Bond & Fox, 2007). Measuring the performance covers the
evaluation of the main tasks completed and the accomplishments of the employee in a given time
period in comparison with the goals set at the beginning of the period (Rudman, 2003). Kuvaas
(2006) avers that measuring also encompasses the quality of the accomplishments, the
compliance with the desired standards, the costs involved and the time taken in achieving the
results. Bond and Fox (2007) Contend that measuring employee performance is the basis of
performance appraisal policy and performance management. Furthermore, accurate and efficient
performance measurement not only forms the basis of an accurate performance review but also
gives way to judging and measuring employee potential (Fletcher & Bailey, 2003).
This article therefore explores the implementation of multidimensional performance
measurement of employees and organisational management in the public sector. It discusses the
various initiatives taken in an attempt to improve the performance of employees in the public
sector especially in african countries. This is followed by a section that explores the purpose of
employee measurement and looks at the failures experienced in the performance of the public
sector in the light of the new public order of liberalization and free enterprise. The main concern
here is the justification of continued use of taxes to support the public sector and the continued
use of formal management controls that do not articulate the individual performance and
contribution in the organisation. The optimal utilization of the individual skills for the
development of the firm is also highlighted and infers that appropriate performance measurement
may be used as a suitable guide for reward management. The research proposition explores the
adoption of performance metrics which guide task performance in the light of efficient use of
available resources. Finally, the implications, conclusions and recommended areas for further
research are discussed.
Literature Review
Employee Performance Measurement
Different criteria have been fixed in business firms for measurement of performance such as
output per hour/shift quality of work, behaviour, discipline and level of commitment
(Schermerhom Et. Al 1985). These help to find out the poor and good performers out of the lot
on the basis of the measurement of performance so that further remedial action can be taken.
Performance measurement is following up the firm's program and reporting it (Calik 2003)
regularly by using suitable metrics which give the feedback needed by administrative level
(Argon 2004). Performance assessment is highly important while achieving the goals of the
organization and determining the individual contributions to the organization (Nizamettin &
Gokhan 2008).
Hunt (2005) highlights that conflicts on the purposes and goals of a performance measurement
often exist during implementation because significant barriers to the implementation of an
employee performance measurement policy are often neglected (Grote & Grote, 2002).
Therefore a performance measurement policy must be part of a performance management policy
that emphasizes ongoing communication and coaching in order to motivate the employee
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(Mondy & Noe, 2008). While performance measurement policy may improve employee
performance, ill-prepared performance measurement policy can adversely impact on employee
performance (Fandray, 2001) and thus commitment from the organization to conduct
performance measurement policy correctly is essential (Wade & Ricardo (2001) which include
logistical and technical support, in-depth job analysis and on-going training. According to
Roberts (2002), managers may often fail to provide timely and accurate expectations and
feedback to employees regarding performance and when feedback is provided, it is often
communicated incorrectly thereby reducing morale and further reducing employee performance
(Stone, 2002). Further, employee groups often oppose the implementation of a performance
measurement policy due to a variety of factors including distrust of management’s ability or just
a perception.
Employee Performance Measurement In African Public Sector
In the present competitive situation the organization in the public sector that gives better results
can survive, stabilize, grow and excel in the performance (Senge 1990) and this helps a lot in
achieving the objectives of the entire nation. Performance management includes activities to
ensure that goals are consistently being met in an effective and efficient manner. Performance
management can focus on functions of the organization, a department, a process to build a
product, a service or employees (Armstrong 2001) as follows: create healthy work environment;
develop performance plans; selection of appropriate people; decision regarding performance
standard; plans for development of employees; measurement of employee performance; conducts
performance feedback; design compensation, recognition and reward system and contributes in
developing good will.
Evaluation studies show that many attempts to introduce results-based management in the public
sector in African public sectors are still unsuccessful (Leeuw & Van Gils, 1999). During The
1990s, In What Has Become Known As The ‘New Public Sector Management (Npm)’, many
services in growing and advanced economies, such as those in Africa, u.k. and Scandinavia, have
come under pressure to become more efficient and effective (Haque 2000), so as to reduce their
demands on taxpayers, while maintaining the volume and quality of services supplied to the
public. To achieve this, they have been subjected to the introduction of various ‘private sector’
management techniques and the frequent adoption of some form of neo-market system in which
the purchasers and providers of public services have been split and are frequently required to
contract with each other.
In the new public management (Npm), the management control systems (Iso Stds., Pc) that are
used have been introduced in several African countries such as Nigeria, Gambia, Ghana and now
Kenya (Kobia & Mohammed 2006). These are “formal (Written and Standardized) informationbased procedures and statements, used by managers to monitor and influence the behavior and
activities in a firm” (Simons 1994). They enable managers not only to cope with increasing
information needs, but also to avoid loss of control because of lack of monitoring (Child &
Mansfield 1972). These control procedures are cascaded from top to bottom, for example in
performance contracting every employee is expected to sign a performance contract with
management while the management signs with the supervisory entity. It follows that the
individual performance culminates in the total performance of the entire firm. The iso standards
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on the other hand comprises of procedures in quality control manuals which are adopted and
used in all areas of the firm by employees to ensure quality service and products. These
management control systems are ideally meant to provide information about the entire
organisation and are therefore unable to measure individual employee performance accurately
(Oecd 1996).
These control systems are however costly and time-consuming to install and operate and as a
consequence, early-stage firms are likely to choose their systems selectively (Sandino 2006). For
example, the issues underlying the choices of formal controls in early-stage firms differ from
those confronted by mature firms for three reasons: first, mature companies usually have an
extensive amount of formal systems already in place and thus are less concerned about running
‘‘out of control’’ than early-stage firms. Second, the first formal controls introduced provide a
foundation for the future development of formal controls in the firm (Davila 2005; Davila And
Foster 2005; Nelson And Winter 1982). In this respect, while the main concern in a mature
company will be how to integrate new formal controls with the existing ones, a young firm must
consider how the first formal controls will affect the choice of future formal controls. Third,
early-stage firms utilize informal control systems more intensely than do mature firms (Cardinal
Et Al. 2004; Moores & Yuen 2001) and, thus, they might decide to invest only in those formal
controls that liberate managers from routine operations and allow them to informally focus on
the firm’s strategy.
Proposed New Approaches In Employee Performance Measurement In African Public Sector
The article postulates that the performance measurement literature on African public sector has
identified difficulties and pitfalls to be avoided based on practitioner experience in the
implementation of performance measurement methods in the organisation. Many organizations
are scrapping the traditional performance appraisal policy in favour of new performance
measurement (Dessler & Gary 2011) mainly because during the employees’ performance
appraisal, the employee is passive Mondy And Noe (2008:4). Thus according to Fineman
(2006:270), the managers’ ability to perceive subordinates’ emotions has an impact on the
subordinate’s satisfaction with the performance appraisal process because the employee does not
have a significant input to the process. They merely receive an evaluation on their performance
over the given performance appraisal policy period. For the purpose of measuring employee
performance in African public sector, different input forms can be used for taking the feedback
from the various sources like the supervisor, peers and the employee (Mello, 2010). Aguinis
(2009) posits that measuring the performance of the employees based only on one or same
factors can provide inaccurate results and leave a bad impression on the employees as well as the
organization. For example, by measuring only the activities in employee’s performance, an
organization might rate most of its employees as outstanding, even when the organization as a
whole might have failed to meet the goals and objectives. Therefore, a balanced set of measures
should be used for measuring the performance of the employees (Kuvaas, 2006).
According To Freeman (2002), employees often find themselves in situations where they must
change direction frequently and Wade and Ricardo (2001) highlight that a new approach focuses
on coaching and feedback to determine whether the direction they are working is what is
expected by the organization. Rechter (2010) contends that the performance measurement policy
for employees must be frequent, accurate, specific and timely. Levinson (2005) suggests that it is
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becoming increasingly popular for organizations to ask employees to evaluate the performance
of their colleagues and it is especially true with the increased focus on the use of teams in the
workplace. According to Rudman (2003), all the perspectives thus received should be combined
in the appropriate manner and to get an overall, complete view of the employees’ performance.
Four categories of the most suitable metrics for the public sector in Africa are proposed: work
quality metrics; work quantity metrics; work efficiency and organizational performance metrics
(David 2016).
(I) Work Quality – Employee Performance Metrics
Work quality metrics say something about the quality of the employee’s performance and they
include: management by objectives (mbo), 360 degree feedback and 180 degree feedback. In the
mbo policy the manager and the employee agree upon goals which should be flexible to reflect
changing conditions in the economy and workplace and employees should think of their
managers as coaches who are there to help them achieve success. These goals often take the form
of objectives that are set between the employee and the manager. Antonioni (1996) explains 360
degree feedback as another tool to measure employee performance. To assess an employee’s
score, his peers, subordinates, customers and manager are asked to provide feedback on specific
topics. This feedback often represents an accurate and multi-perspective view of an employee’s
performance, skill level and points of improvement. 180 degree feedback is a simpler version of
the 360 degree feedback tool. In the 180 degree feedback system only the employee’s direct
colleagues and manager provide feedback. The system is therefore often used by workers who do
not manage people and/or do not have direct customer contact.
(Ii) Work Quantity Employee Performance Metrics
Different industries have different ways to express their quantitative output. In traditional
manufacturing the number of units produced was often a reliable quantitative metric (Modarress
& Ansari 1989). In Modern (Service) organizations, similar metrics are still being used, for
example, the number defects, sales or even keys that journalists hit per minute when they are
typing on their keyboard. Another way to measure quantitative production is to track the number
of lines of code that programmers produce (write per hour). There are some obvious
disadvantages to using a purely quantitative metric of production. Like in the previous example,
only when one’s output is very simple and straightforward should such an output metric be used.
Furthermore in public service, most of the work is services oriented rather than production. The
customers therefore may take varying timings depending on the complexity of the problems.
Nevertheless this technique should be used in hospital consultation rooms and government
service counters to bring out an element of competition and efficient time utilization among the
employees. This will eliminate the long tea and lunch breaks that are common in such
organisations.
(Iii) Work Efficiency – Employee Performance Metrics
In the case of public sector, a system that measures the time taken to serve a customer or to
prepare a report may be considered. This kind of measurement will have to be tested over time
before a standard service time is set against which all other service providers undertaking similar
tasks can be compared. Kenya has attempted to use this technique by preparing a ‘service
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charter’ and some of the items highlighted include waiting time on a telephone line; the time
taken during waiting in a queue and at the service counter and response time to a letter or mail. It
has been noticed that those public entities that have adopted and followed these new methods
have improved their services a great deal amidst the aforementioned limitations.
Organisational Level Employee Performance Metrics
David (2016) suggests that measures to evaluate handling time, first-call resolution, contact
quality is essential and should be considered. Organizations can also use employee performance
metrics to assess their own competitiveness (e.g. revenue per employee). These metrics give a
ball-park estimate of how much an individual employee brings in and in some cases low revenue
and many employees give a lower rating than the combination of high revenue and fewer
employees. This metric can also be used to benchmark companies; measuring performance of
insurance and investment firms such as real estate.
Conclusion, Implications And Recommendations For Further Research
The purpose of measuring employee performance is not to indicate only where things are not
going according to plan but also to identify why things are going well so that steps can be taken
to build on success (Levinson 2005). Leaders are reluctant to change the employee management
policy because they have deeply invested in the existing measurement system and being
rewarded by it, they don't know how, and they are afraid that they might create an even more
dangerous monster, “better the devil that you know.” Given the examples of policy downside
cited, it is no wonder that employees are cynical about measurement and its positive potential,
but those who avoid or criticize measurement are really just reacting to the way they have
traditionally experienced it. The positive power of measurement remains just an unrealized
promise and the African public sector still has a long way to go to make measurement both
useful and relevant to their employees which is a challenge, but a worthy one.
Implications Of Employee Performance Measurement
Weaknesses of most measurement systems together with the need to base rewards on
measurement cause a lot of measurement dysfunction. People tend to do what they are paid to do
even if it's the wrong thing. When managers and employees are striving for rewards anything
from "employee of the month" to a pay raise or stock options they will often revert to selfserving behaviours, even when they know the behaviours are harming the customer, the
company, or both. Even when there is minimal dysfunction, very rarely does measurement with
strong incentives lead to healthy outcomes or continuous improvement. While some managers
struggle to use the process as an effective means of holding poor performers accountable as well
as give proper credit to the finest achievers, those who measure performance well have the
advantage of tuning employee development and encouraging employees by helping them
understand how their contributions matter to the success of their organization. Any institution
significantly impacted by technology will benefit from having the right talent to leverage
technology accelerators for a business advantage and this talent is defined by knowledge skills
and abilities which are, at times, measured by certifications or assessments. Though on one hand,
performance reviews can appear to be a waste of time for both employees and managers, the
performance review and future planning practice is a wonderful opportunity for documenting a
dialog between employer and employee regarding the needs of the organization. The goal of the
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whole process is to enable better business results for the organization and all of its contributors
and anything less makes the time it requires a poor investment.
Recommended Area Of Further Research
(i) Future empirical research in this area should take the form of longitudinal case studies to
track differing paths of development and their effects through time because the need
for measuring output, outcomes, and evaluation activities remains an important
element in statements by politicians and administrators focused on improving
government’s performance.
(ii) The issues of accuracy and fairness in performance measurement is one of the key
research interests
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Abstract
This article seeks to establish the nexus between managing strategic knowledge, innovation and
technology in business organisations in Africa. The article further reviews literature on
interactive relationship between dominant knowledge types, creation, transfer and the impact of
knowledge in the performance of business organisations. Available literature on business
organizations in African aver that they are yet to embrace the strategic importance of strategic
knowledge, innovation and technology for creating value and enhancing competitiveness and
innovation. This scenario notwithstanding, the understanding of the link between strategic
knowledge and organisation performance in Africa is vague and starved of relevant literature.
This article therefore develops from theory, a framework to propose adoption of more
appropriate techniques of knowledge utilization, transfer and security in business organisations
in Africa. An integrative approach between strategic knowledge and organisation performance in
Africa has been followed in preparing this contribution to the already existing body of
knowledge.
Key words: strategic knowledge, knowledge transfer, innovation, technology, Africa.
Introduction
Many organizations in the developed world are now realizing that their knowledge-base and
intangible assets can generate wealth and profits. However, organizations in Africa are yet to
embrace the strategic importance of strategic knowledge for creating value and enhancing
competitiveness and innovation according to the World Bank (2011). Thus the promotion of
innovation, in particular, technological innovation, in developing countries is becoming a
fashionable subject. Furthermore, the growing interest in the subject stems from the recognition
that it is necessary to go back to basics after experiencing the limits of traditional economic
policies. It is true that innovation goes hand-in-hand with development and as a developing
region, Africa needs sustainable economic growth.
The emergence of the knowledge economy, intense global competition and considerable
technological advancement has seen strategic knowledge and innovation become increasingly
central to competitiveness (Porter & Stern 1999). Strategic knowledge and innovation is the
mechanism by which organisations produce new products, processes and systems required for
adapting to changing markets, technologies and modes of competition (D’Aveni, 1994;
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Dougherty & Hardy, 1996; Utterback, 1994). In the context of intense global competition and the
continuously increasing pace of technological development, innovation is considered as
mandatory for surviving in such a dynamic market environment (Nonaka & Kenney, 1991;
Forrester, 2000; Cardinal, 2001). Firms that apply a given set of knowledge sources to a larger
number of innovation objectives also may be able to multiply the benefits of their knowledge
sources without incurring additional costs of knowledge acquisition (Kogut & Zander, 1992;
Schumpeter, 1934).
As yet, there is no evidence that in Africa, knowledge-based assets are being managed like the
traditional factors of labour, capital and raw materials (Wambui et al 2013). Very few business
and non-profit organizations have established positions specifically charged with managing
knowledge-based assets. The nature of the global economy has changed so much that Teece
(2000) suggests that fundamental changes have been wrought in the global economy which are
continuously changing the basis of firm level competitive advantage, together with the functions
of management. Because of the changes which have been wrought on the global economy,
business and non-profit organizations should look beyond managing the traditional factors of
production. In the emerging knowledge economy, both profit-making and non-profit
organizations in Africa should devise and design managerial techniques specifically meant for
managing knowledge-based assets (Hall 1992; 1993).
Wambui et al (2013) posit that with the move of advanced economies from a resource-based to a
knowledge-based production, many governments in Africa have increasingly recognized
knowledge, technology and innovation as significant driving forces of economic growth, social
development and job creation. Thus in Kenya and many other developing countries, the
promotion of knowledge transfer has increasingly become a subject of public economic policy.
Furthermore, the underlying assumptions that there is a potential for increased collaboration
between industry and universities is also underlined in much of the current innovation literature.
In particular the open innovation approach to developing business value is explicitly based on an
assumption that universities are a vital source for accessing external ideas. Moreover universities
have been deemed to be the great largely unknown and certainly underexploited resource
contributing to the creation of wealth and economic competitiveness.
This article therefore focuses on the impact and efficient adoption of strategic knowledge
management, technology and innovation in business organisations in Africa. It specifically
attempts to draw more light on efficient creation and transfer of strategic knowledge. This article
argues that there is an interactive relationship between dominant knowledge types and
organisation performance. Further, it explores the extent to which strategic knowledge
constitutes the knowledge base of organisations in Africa, how it is created and transferred. The
article develops from theory, a framework for analysing the management of strategic knowledge
and uses this framework to propose adoption of more appropriate techniques of its knowledge
creation, utilization transfer and security. At the end a proposal of areas of further research is
made in order to beef up literature on this concept. Implications of adoption of strategic
knowledge concept are outlined and security measures hitherto.
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Review of Strategic Knowledge, Innovation and Technology Literature
Strategic Knowledge as a Corporate Resource
Three economic goals guide the strategic direction of almost every business organisation, namely
survival through growth and profitability (Porter 1980). Thus in order to enable to survive, grow
and be profitable, any profit seeking organisation must seek a competitive advantage. Businesses
strive to achieve a competitive advantage by competing in one or two ways, namely by a lowcost producer of goods and services or by differentiation of a product or service (Porter 1980). In
addition to the generic strategies, most business analysts agree that innovation is the key element
for growth and survival (Darroch & McNaughton 2002). By the 1980s primarily in support of
transformational processes, technology and especially information and communication
technology (ICT) applications became wide spread and sophisticated enough to enable firms to
compete in new and innovative ways. By using data IT systems such as knowledge, management
tools, organisations started to focus on those market forces that significantly favour the
organisation in the competitive environment, firms can now compete on both low cost and
product differentiation simultaneously.
Strategic knowledge defines a company’s level of competitiveness. The definition of strategic
knowledge by Antonelli (1995) is very broad and includes factors such as skills, intuition,
organisational culture, reputation, and codified theory. All the factors, which are contained
within the definition, may be placed on a spectrum of knowledge, which runs from tacit
(uncodified) knowledge at one extreme to explicit (codified) knowledge at the other. Tacit
knowledge is acquired by experience; it is knowledge of ‘‘what works’’ and it is characterised by
causal ambiguity. Tacit knowledge is viewed as residing within the individual, and the primary
role of the organization is knowledge application rather than knowledge creation. On the other
hand, explicit knowledge is knowledge that has been captured in a code, or a language that
facilitates communication (Teece, 1986).
Studies on strategic knowledge activity often distinguish between product and process
innovation. Within these types of general innovation activities, firms also are likely to have
specific objectives. Product objectives may include goals such as the development of a
completely new product or the improvement of an existing product. Process objectives may
include goals such as reduction of labour costs or improved manufacturing flexibility. Cohen and
Malerba (2001) have used the term ‘technical goals’ to refer to these more specific types of
innovation objectives. Early research argued that because the likelihood of innovation success is
highly uncertain, firms could improve the odds of innovation success by using what Nelson
(1961) termed a ‘parallel path strategy’ of utilizing a variety of different approaches in
innovation activity. More recently, Baldwin and Clark (2003) have emphasized the benefits for
innovation of conducting multiple parallel searches. A few mathematical models have analyzed a
parallel path approach to innovation (Nelson, 1961; Evenson & Kislev, 1976; Baldwin & Clark,
2003) for example in ‘sampling’ models, the potential for innovation, or technological
opportunity, is characterized as a distribution of values of innovation outcomes. When a firm
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undertakes innovation activity, it does not know ahead of time which innovation outcome it will
draw from the distribution.

Transfer/sharing of Strategic Knowledge towards Innovation and Technology
An important dimension in knowledge management is the degree of transfer of any particular
knowledge to a person, a group or to all members of an organization. The ability to transfer
knowledge from one unit to another has been found to contribute to the organizational
performance of firms in both the manufacturing (Epple et al 1996; Galbraith, 1990) and service
sectors (Baum & Ingram, 1998; Darr et al 1995). This is because according to the framework of
McGrath and Argote (1993), knowledge is embedded in the three basic elements of
organizations: members, tools, and tasks and the various sub-networks formed by combining or
crossing the basic elements and members are the human components of organizations. Tools,
including both hardware and software, are the technological components. Tasks reflect the
organization’s goals, intentions, and purposes. The basic elements of organizations combine to
form sub-networks. The member–member network is the organization’s social network. The
task–task network is the sequence of tasks or routines the organization uses. The tool–tool
network is the combination of technologies used by the organization. The member–task network
(or the division of labor) maps members onto tasks. The member–tool network assigns members
to tools. The task–tool network specifies which tools are used to perform which tasks. The
member–task–tool network specifies which members perform which tasks with which tools.
These networks when efficiently oiled form the basis of knowledge transfer.

Strategic Knowledge Management Barriers
Cook and Cook (2004) examined what organizations can do to promote knowledge sharing in
order to gain a competitive edge in Africa. The company’s environment directly influences the
openness and ease with which employees communicate. Physical structures are often excellent
representations of the company’s beliefs and values. Management should promote and support
the creation, sharing and use of knowledge among employees. Dupuy (2004) points out that it is
necessary for companies to develop a ‘‘company culture’’ by investing in human capabilities
through an individual and organization learning process. Considering that innovation may be a
key to survival in today’s highly competitive and abruptly changing business environment,
companies should ensure that their organization encourages product development and
administrative innovation. But only few firms in Africa are reshaping their organization in order
to optimize the utilization of their capabilities in managing knowledge creation and transfer
within and across the company. Tacit knowledge resides in individual skills, previous
experiences of collaborations and their social context. Many of these skills and social
arrangements are related to work activities.
van Baalen et al. (2005) posits that explicit knowledge assumes the existence of tacit knowledge,
the latter which cannot be articulated that easily and as a consequence the transfer of innovative
knowledge (which often is tacit knowledge) from a person or group within an organization to
another will become problematic (van Baalen et al., 2005). Szulanski (2003) talks about the
stickiness of knowledge when transferring knowledge from one person to another as involving
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three aspects: the knowledge source, the knowledge recipient and the context. When the
knowledge source and the knowledge recipient share the same context and are engaged in the
same practice, the ‘‘stickiness’’ will be relatively low, whereas the transfer will be more difficult
and will increase in cost when the knowledge source and the knowledge recipient operate in
different contexts and are engaged in different practices. According to Szulanski (2003), people
on the source side may be reluctant to share their knowledge with others for fear of losing
ownership, a position of privilege, superiority, for the lack of insufficient rewards or even
sometimes due to being unaware of the fact that their knowledge might be of interest to others
(van Baalen et al., 2005). Szulanski’s discussion of the ‘‘internal stickiness of knowledge
transfer’’ focuses on the possible barriers encountered in the transfer process. In his empirical
analysis he came up with three barriers with significant potential to disrupt the transfer of tacit
knowledge. Firstly, there exists ambiguity of the mostly tacit knowledge which needs to be
transferred. This seems to have a huge influence, where neither sender nor receiver can find
enough congruence. This is closely connected to the second barrier the lack of absorptive
capacity; which happens if the receiver is not able to deal with the ambiguity and therefore the
probability of failure increases. The third interconnected obstacle to smooth transfers according
to Szulanski is difficult relationships between sender and receiver (Lehner & Lehmann, 2004).
Proposed Effective Methods of Strategic Knowledge Transfer
An easy answer at first is to remove most barriers but as companies become increasingly focused
on innovation and technology in Africa, the performance hurdles for success have increased
considerably. Escalating levels of commitment to innovation and technology are required simply
to stay in the same place or improve competitive position. However, managing the complex and
risky process of strategic knowledge has been problematic and fraught with difficulty. Therefore,
it requires co-operation between individuals and groups, free and reliable communication and a
culture of trust in order to enhance knowledge transfer. This is strategic knowledge management
and it’s described as the formalization of and access to experience, knowledge, and expertise that
create new capabilities, enable superior performance, encourage innovation, and enhance
customer value (Gloet & Terziovski 2004).
Organizations have to focus on the so called human-related factors like motivation, commitment,
hopes and rewards, which is a combination of an intrinsic and extrinsic value system. Employees
must be given the time, space and opportunity to transfer and therefore share tacit knowledge
which is transmitted verbally. This is supported by the culture and organization structure of a
company, e.g. through the decision making process, HR policies and performance measurements.
These success factors are mentioned by Hall and Sapsed (2005), who strongly underline a fit
between the reward systems and the organizational roles and structure, along with sociocultural
factors such as culture and power relations as well as industry dynamics. Von Krogh and Ko¨hne
(1998) argue for good relationships between sender and recipient which is the precondition for
planned, formal, informal and coincidental communication. Organisations such as Equity and
Kenya Commercial Banks in Kenya organize frequent open days and staff parties which allow
free interaction between staff members.
The use and transfer of tacit knowledge will depend on management leaders as role models and
to offer reward for imitation. Trust and openness between sender and receiver will often result in
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automatic absorption which must be backed up by the whole organization structure of the firm
Cavusgil et al. (2003) vote for mutual trust and frequent and close interactions within and
between organizations. Companies with great collaborative experience will benefit more than
others. Organization structures have to be modified in different industries so that the
organizational structure of a company or a department supports transfer and transmission of tacit
knowledge in the best way. Li and Gao (2003) recommend identifying knowledge hierarchies in
order to efficiently and effectively explore the transfer of tacit knowledge within an organization.
Firms have formed alliances which allow them to share their strategic knowledge as
demonstrated by Old Mutual and UAP, Safaricom and several Banks in Kenya which have come
together to form alliances. In the first case, old mutual is endowed with expertise in money
market and investment while UAP is a leader in general and life insurance. In the latter case,
Mpesa product has been adopted by many organisations as a suitable money transfer method.
These collaborations help to reduce stiff neck competition which could result in market
destruction. Thus alliances are used as vehicles for organizational learning in which strategic
alliances have presumed to be motivated by firms’ desire to acquire knowledge from one another
for their mutual benefit rather than for destruction (Grant 1996, Senge 1990). Furthermore, the
primary advantage of alliances over both firms and markets is in accessing rather than acquiring
knowledge; building upon the distinction between the knowledge generation (exploration) and
knowledge application (exploitation).
Knowledge Security
Studies of how rapidly knowledge “leaks out” to competitors have found that technological
knowledge embedded in products spills over to other firms more quickly than knowledge
embedded in organizational processes or routines (Mansfield, 1985). Competitive advantage
assets need to reign in the firm for a long time by resisting imitability rival company’s
intelligence. The article develops the proposition that interactions among people, tasks, and tools
are least likely to fit the new context and hence are the most difficult to transfer. This theoretical
result illuminates how organizations can derive competitive advantage by transferring knowledge
internally while preventing its external transfer to competitors. Because people are more similar
within than between organizations, interactions involving people transfer more readily within
than between firms. By embedding knowledge in interactions involving people, organizations
can both effect knowledge transfer internally and impede knowledge transfer externally. Thus,
knowledge embedded in the interactions of people, tools, and tasks provides a basis for
competitive advantage in firms. Although embedding knowledge in technology is an effective
way to transfer knowledge within the firm, it is also a way to facilitate knowledge transfer
externally. Making knowledge explicit enough to be embedded in technology eases its internal
transfer but also speeds its spillover to other organizations.
Conclusion, Implications and Areas of further research
The role of strategic knowledge as the key source of potential advantage for the future in
organizations and indeed whole economies has become hotly debated. African firms must realise
that knowledge is the only meaningful economic resource for organizations, individuals and
society and therefore the processes by which knowledge is created or acquired, communicated,
applied and utilized must be effectively managed. However, the mere act of processing
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knowledge itself does not guarantee strategic advantage; instead knowledge has to be managed.
In next years, firms that create new knowledge and apply it effectively and efficiently will be
successful at creating competitive advantages.
Implications of strategic Knowledge Management, Technology and Innovation
Strategic knowledge plays an important role in all stages of the innovation process. It is obvious
that in the early phases of the innovation process, (idea discovery and generation), the use of tacit
knowledge is high. It can therefore be assumed that tacit knowledge and its transfer in the early
phases of the innovation process plays an important role by speeding-up of the innovation
process and thus results in innovation success are adopted earlier in the firm. At the four
companies Blu¨mm (2002) examined in his study, the transformation and implementation phase
of ideas in the innovation process was shortened substantially through the transfer and
application of appropriate strategic knowledge. Also, the intuitive containment of the different
alternatives before the real test phase starts, leads to a process-acceleration effect in the
innovation process. It shows that with appropriate strategic knowledge management, upcoming
problems are solved in a flexible manner and that in all phases of the innovation process, (from
idea discovery up to market entry and ongoing utilization), proper transfer of strategic
knowledge is of great significance for the success of innovation.
Areas of further research
The article recommends the following areas for further study: Generally, in the innovation
process tacit and explicit knowledge components merge into each other and are quite difficult to
separate from each other. However the use of tacit knowledge is emphasized and therefore,
researchers and managers in the field of interaction and networks should show a high interest in
this subject, as tacit knowledge seems to be an outflow of personal interaction processes; a
further element open to further reflections lies in the concept of collective learning. Collective
learning is generally defined as a social process of cumulative knowledge, based on a set of
shared rules and procedures which allow individuals to coordinate their actions in search for
problem solutions; in a 20-year retrospective on U.S. educational technology policy, Culp et al
(2003) describe a mismatch between educational technology leaders’ visions for technology
integration and how most practitioners use digital tools. Researchers need to conduct studies
aimed at establishing the cause of this anomaly and provide solutions.
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Abstract
Cloud computing is becoming a prominent technology among individuals with its exclusive
characteristics and usage of remote resources through the internet. This research investigated the
factors affecting to the university students’ attitudes towards the use of cloud computing with
special reference of lately established universities in Sri Lanka. The researcher developed
structured questionnaire and data were collected from 150 respondents by using purposive
sampling technique. A research model was developed and five hypotheses were tested using
Pearson correlation and regression analysis coefficients. The findings of this study have shown
that perceived usefulness is the most important variable to improve the students’ attitudes to use
the cloud computing and the other factors perceived ease of use, perceived security, perceived
ease of access and social influences also affect to the students’ attitudes towards the use of cloud
computing. The university administrators and academics could influence to students to use of
cloud computing since the cloud computing is very useful tool for their academic achievements.
Keywords: Ease of Use, Usefulness, Security, Ease of Access and Social Influences
Background
Learning takes place before and after the class room environment of students but Wu (2013)
observers that students were unable to practice learning after school with the same environment.
The learning at any time in anywhere has been addressed by the concept of cloud computing and
it is a general term for delivering hosted services over the internet which can gain more benefits
in educational sector. Students get more advantages through cloud based e-learning. They can
take online courses, attend the online exams, get feedback about the courses from instructors,
sharing learning materials, completing assignments and send their projects through online to
their teachers. Changchit (2014) emphasize that cloud computing can bring an increased number
of benefits to an educational setting, not only for its cost effectiveness, but also for the thirst for
technology of students adapting to the new technologies easier for them.
A pilot study was conducted using undergraduates of the Rajarata University of Sri Lanka to
check their attitudes towards the use of cloud computing. The attitudes towards the internet of
them were significant because 96% of the undergraduates of the Rajarata University of Sri Lanka
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are using different services available in the internet for their education but only a 40% of the
students had the awareness of cloud computing concept.
Considering the significance of usage of cloud computing the educational institutes like
universities should know which factors are to be affected and how they are affected for the
students teaching and learning process. Therefore, the objective of this study is to find out what
are the factors affecting to the student attitudes on use of cloud computing services with special
reference to lately established universities such as Rajarata University of Sri Lanka, Wayamba
University of Sri Lanka and Sabaragamuwa University of Sri Lanka.
The paper consists of five sections. First section presented the background of the cloud
computing usage and highlighted the issues in the literature and pilot study along with the
objectives. The second section shows the related literature related to the students’ usage of cloud
computing and a research models with the hypotheses development. Fourth section discusses the
research methodology. Fifth section presents the results and discussion of the study. Final section
discusses the conclusion and recommendations with the limitations and the direction for future
works.
Literature Review
Mell And Grance (2011) define the term cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient,
on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (E.G.,
Networks, Servers, Storage, Applications, And Services) that can be rapidly provisioned and
released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction. Fishbein and Ajzen
(1975, as cited in Davis (1989) defined attitude as an individual’s positive or negative feeling
(evaluative affect) about performing the target behavior.
Mingchang Et Al. Wu (2011) had examined eight factors of relative advantage, complexity,
compatibility, top management support, ﬁrm Size, technology readiness, competitive pressure,
and trading partner pressure in his cloud computing adoption study and categories them in to
three groups such as technology, organization and environment. The ﬁndings of the study has
revealed that relative advantage, top management support, ﬁrm Size, competitive pressure, and
trading partner pressure characteristics have a signiﬁcant effect on the adoption of cloud
computing. Top management support, ﬁrm Size, competitive pressure, and trading partner
pressure were positively related to organizational likelihood to adopt cloud computing; and
relative advantage was negatively related to organizational adoption of cloud computing.
Taylor and Hunsinger (2011) defined cloud computing is a general term for delivering hosted
services over the internet. Further, the study noted that many students use software as a service
of one of the services available in cloud computing google docs and all three constructs of the
theory of planned behavior (attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control) are
significantly and positively correlated with intention to use Google docs.
Perceived ease of use (Peou) has denoted to the degree to which the prospective user expects the
target system to be free of effort (Davis Et Al., 1989) and the research study has addressed the
ability to predict people accept computers from a measure of their intensions and the ability to
explain their intentions in terms of their attitudes, subjective norms, perceived usefulness,
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perceived ease of use and related variables. Further the study noted that peou significant effect
on intention of use of computers. According to the Changchit (2014) Peou play an important role
in encouraging students to accept cloud computing as part of their core curriculum.
Davis Et Al. (1989) defined perceived usefulness (Pu) as the prospective user’s subjective
probability that using a specific application system will increase his or her job performance
within an organizational context and the study. The study holds that pu strongly influenced
peoples’ intension of accept computers and pu is the major determinant of behavioral intension.
Changchit (2014) descried Pu play an important role in encouraging students to accept cloud
computing as part of their core curriculum and clearly students get benefits using cloud
computing for their learning. Arpaci (2015) emphasize that Pu have a signiﬁcant positive effect
on the attitude, which in turn is a signiﬁcant predictor of behavioral intentions use of mobile
cloud storage by students.
Perceived security (Ps) usually refers to the degree of protection against loss, damage, danger,
and criminal activity (Changchit, 2014) and it is still a top concern and also plays an important
role in encouraging students to accept cloud computing as part of their core curriculum. More,
the study suggests that it may be worthwhile for the universities to educate students about the
security of cloud computing before introducing it as part of their core curriculum. According to
Perera and Meedeniya (2012) private clouds located in the enterprise premises to ensure the
maximum security and privacy of the data. Alotaibi (2014) stressed that privacy and security
issues, are crucial for ensuring the successful adoption of an appropriate cloud and Hashim and
Hassan (2015) expressed that high security has positive effect on the behavioral intention to
adopt cloud computing.
Perceived speed of access (Psoa) of the internet or bandwidth access of the cloud computing is
also a major factor will consider by using students of cloud based services. Changchit (2014)
highlighted that one major benefit of technology nowadays is the ability to process a large
amount of data at lightning speeds, which also requires a larger capacity for data storage.
Further, the study add Psoa as an additional construct to the technology acceptance model of
davis (1989) to measure to measure students’ perception of cloud computing because this is an
important to retrieve the data at the same speed as when the data is stored in their personal
computers and it is also play an important role in encouraging students to accept cloud
computing as part of their core curriculum. Further, the study noted that the speed of access to
cloud storage is also a crucial factor for the students’ access in cloud computing.
The study of Hashim And Hassan (2015) results indicate that performance expectancy is the
most important factors that affect the behavioral intention to use cloud computing followed by
effort expectancy, social influence, security, and trust. Behavioral intention and facilitating
conditions have strong influence on use behavior of cloud computing services. Further the study
noted that have social influence significant influence on the adoption of cloud services.
The study of Hashim and Hassan (2015) deploys the unified theory of acceptance and use of
technology (Utaut) as a theory of adoption along with security and trust. The results indicate that
performance expectancy is the most important factors that affect the behavioral intention to use
cloud computing followed by effort expectancy, social influence, security, and trust.
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Based on the above literature review the study focuses the research variables of perceived ease of
use, perceived usefulness, perceived security, perceived speed of access and social influences
affect to the students’ attitudes towards usage of cloud computing and that will influence to the
student acceptance and usage of cloud computing. The following research model is used with the
five hypotheses (H1 to H5).

Hypotheses
H1: perceived ease of use of the technology positively affects the students’ attitudes towards
use of cloud computing.
H2: perceived usefulness positively affects the students’ attitudes towards use of cloud
computing.
H3: perceived security positively affects the students’ attitudes towards use of cloud computing.
H4: perceived speed of access of the technology positively affects the students’ attitudes
towards use of cloud computing.
H5: social influence positively affects the students’ attitudes towards use of cloud computing.
Methodology
This study is using questionnaires as a tool for data collection. Initially data were collected from
using preliminary questionnaire from 45 students from three faculties from Rajarata University
of Sri Lanka to confirm the research issue which identified from the brief literature review. The
research model was developed considering empirical support of previous research studies and
five hypotheses was formulated. Next comprehensive questionnaire was developed and primary
data were collected using purposive sampling technique from 150 respondents from the lately
established University Cluster of Rajarata University of Sri Lanka, Wayamba University of Sri
Lanka and Sabaragamuwa University Of Sri Lanka. The questionnaire is divided into two parts.
First part asked questions about the demographic information of the respondents such as their
gender, university, year of the study, awareness and uses of cloud computing. Second part asked
questions about the variables of the study. Five point Likert scales were used where (1) is
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strongly disagree and (5) strongly agree. Two types of methods were used to distribute the
questionnaire to the respondents as paper printed questionnaire and online (Google Forms)
Questionnaire. Karl Pearson correlation analysis and regression analysis were used to identify
relationship between independent and dependent variables and to commenting about hypotheses.
Demographic variable analyses were analyzed using t-test and one-way Anova Test. In addition
to that statistical tools such as reliability test (Cronbach’s Alpha Values), descriptive analysis
were used to predict the results.
Results And Discussion
Demography Analysis
According to the table 1, the majority of the respondents are male 92 (61.3%) students and only
female 58 (38.7%) students from of 150 respondents. Among them 66 (44%) are fourth year
students, 30 (20%) are third year students, 28 (18.7%) are second year students and 26 (17.3%)
are first year students. The awareness of the cloud computing was questioned from the
respondents and 63 (42%) respondents are not knowing the concept of cloud computing even
they used a lot of facilities in the internet.
Table 1- Respondents' Demographic Information
Gende Frequency
Year Of
Frequenc
r
Study
y
Male
92 (61.3%)
I
26
(17.3%)
Femal 66 (44%)
Ii
28
e
(18.7%)
Ii
30 (20%)
Iv
66 (44%)

Cloud Computing
Awareness
Yes

Frequenc
y
87

No

63

Reliability Test
There are six research variables including the dependent variable. According to the table 2
Cronbach’s alpha value of perceived ease of use is 0.841, perceived usefulness alpha value is
0.813, perceived security alpha value is 0.768, perceived speed of access alpha value is
0.701, social influence alpha value is 0.773 and alpha value of attitudes to use of cloud
computing is 0.807. According to the results Cronbach’s alpha value for all constructs are more
than 0.7. Therefore, data collected for the research variables can be used for further analysis to
predict the results.
Table 2 - Cronbach’s Alpha Values of Research Variables
Cronbach’s
Variables
Alpha
Overall Value
0.926
Perceived Ease Of Use
0.841
Perceived Usefulness
0.813
Perceived Security
0.768
Perceived Speed Of Access
0.701
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No. Of
Items
24
4
4
4
4

Social Influence
Attitudes Towards Use Of Cloud
Computing

0.773

4
4

0.807

Descriptive Statistics For Research Variables
The following table describes descriptive statistics of responses of respondents related with
independent and dependent variables of the study. Almost all the mean values of the research
variables are relatively high and above 3.4. Maximum mean is having for attitudes towards the
cloud computing (m= 3.99, sd=0.72) and lowest mean value is having for perceive ease of access
(m=3.44, sd=0.68). The mean values of the variables are range from 3.73 to 3.99; the standard
deviation values are range from 0.78 to 0.68.
Table 3 - Descriptive statistics for research variables
Variable
Mean
Perceived Ease Of Use
3.6583
Perceived Usefulness
3.7267
Perceived Security
3.4733
Perceived Speed Of Access
3.4467
Social Influences
3.7333
Attitudes Towards Use Of Cloud
3.9950
Computing

Std. Deviation
0.78973
0.74543
0.71310
0.68700
0.76340
0.72089

Correlation And Regression Analysis Of The Research Variables
In Regression Analysis, Students’ Attitudes Was Entered As Dependent Variable And Perceived
Ease Of Use, Perceived Usefulness, Perceived Security, Perceived Speed Of Access And Social
Influences Were Entered As Predictors.
Table 4 - Regression and Pearson correlation analysis
Correlation Analysis
Variable
Pearson
Correlation
Ease Of Use
0.648
Usefulness
0.737
Security
0.602

Regression Analysis
Variable
Β

Sig:

Ease Of Use
Usefulness
Security
Speed Of
Access
Social
Influence
(Constant)

0.000
0.000
0.000

Speed Of Access

0.580

0.000

Social Influence

0.573

0.000

0.174
0.377
0.157
0.150
0.176
0.234

Sig.
0.003
0.000
0.009
0.014
0.001
0.282

R Square = 0.694
F = 65.295
P-Value = 0.000
A. Predictors: (Constant), Social Influence, Perceived Usefulness, Perceived Speed Of
Access, Perceived Security, Perceived Ease Of Use
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B. Dependent Variable: Attitudes Towards Use Of Cloud Computing
In regression analysis, r2 value is 0.694 which means 69.4% of the variation attitudes towards use
of cloud computing can be explained by social influence, perceived usefulness, perceived speed
of access, perceived security and perceived ease of use. The p-value (0.000) from the Anova
table is less than 0.001, which means that at least one of the five variables: social influence,
perceived usefulness, perceived speed of access, perceived security and perceived ease of use
can be used to model attitudes towards the use of cloud computing. Also, large f value (65.295),
indicated by a small p-value (<0.05), implies good fit of the constructs. This means that at least
one of the independent variables could explain outcome significantly.
Further, the p-values for social influence, perceived usefulness, perceived speed of access,
perceived security and perceived ease of use are 0.001, 0.000, 0.014, 0.009, 0.003 respectively
and all values are less than 0.001 (<0.05). Hence, perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness,
perceived security, perceived speed of access and social influence are significant predictors to
attitude towards use of cloud computing of lately introduced Universities in Sri Lanka.
According to the table-4 Pearson correlation values are 6.48, 0.737, 0.602, 0.580 and 0.573 of
the research variables perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, perceived security, perceived
speed of access and social influence respectively which are more than 0.3 with the attitudes
towards use of cloud computing also all the significant values are less than 0.01. This means that
all the independent variables are positively and significantly correlated with the dependent
variable attitudes towards the use of cloud computing and hence, perceived ease of use,
perceived usefulness, perceived security, perceived speed of access and social influence are
significant predictors to attitude towards use of cloud computing of lately introduced Universities
In Sri Lanka.
Based on the results of regression analysis a model can be developed as follows.
Y (Attitudes) = 0.234 + 0.174(Peou) + 0.377(Pu) + 0.157(Ps) + 0.150(Psoa) + 0.176(Si)
The regression model says when increasing perceived usefulness by one unit and holds other
independent variables as constant, can estimate an increase of 17.4 percent in students’ attitudes.
When increasing perceived ease of use by one unit and hold other independent variables
constant, can be expected an increase of 37.7 percent in students’ attitudes. When changing
perceived security by one unit and keep other independent variables constant, can be seen a
changing 15.7 percent in students’ attitudes. It can be expected an increase of 15 percent in
students’ attitudes when increase perceived speed of access by one unit and hold other
independent variables as constant. Also when social influences changing by one unit and
assuming other independent variables are constant, students’ attitudes will change by 17.6
percent.
Finally conclude that all the hypotheses h1 to h5 do not reject of considering the Pearson
correlation and regression analysis. Based on the above results formulated hypotheses can be
evaluated as follows.
Table 5- Summary Of Hypotheses Testing
Hypotheses

Correlatio
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Regression

H1: Perceived Ease Of Use Of The Technology Positively
Affects The Students’ Attitudes Towards Use Of Cloud
Computing.
H2: Perceived Usefulness Positively Affects The Students’
Attitudes Towards Use Of Cloud Computing.
H3: Perceived Security Positively Affects The Students’
Attitudes Towards Use Of Cloud Computing.
H4: Perceived Speed Of Access Of The Technology
Positively Affects The Students’ Attitudes Towards Use
Of Cloud Computing.
H5: Social Influence Positively Affects The Students’
Attitudes Towards Use Of Cloud Computing.

n
Supported

Supported

Supported

Supported

Supported

Supported

Supported

Supported

Supported

Supported

Conclusion And Recommendation
Purpose of this study is to find out the factors affecting to the student attitudes on usage of cloud
computing with special reference to the lately established Universities in Lanka (Rajarata
University of Sri Lanka, Wayamba University Of Sri Lanka And Sabaragamuwa University Of
Sri Lanka.) Using five independent variables perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness,
perceived security, perceived speed of access and social influences. A total of 150 respondents
participated in this study. The respondents are students of the above three (03) Universities.
The study developed a research model and tested five hypotheses using Pearson correlation and
regression analysis coefficients. The findings showed that research model can be used to predict
the students’ attitude of usage of cloud computing with the five independent variables. The entire
hypothesis supported by correlation and regression analysis coefficients. The highest coefficients
values were determined by the perceived usefulness from the five constructs to improve the
attitudes towards the use of cloud computing among the university students. Therefore, students’
awareness of the cloud computing should be increased by the administrative and academic
authorities of the universities since it is helpful to improve the students positive attitudes and
skills.
The literature review showed that there are some other variables to improve the students’ attitude
of cloud computing such as performance expectancy, effort expectancy from Utaut model and
many more variables like perceived trust and facilitating conditions etc. The findings of the study
were only for the undergraduates belonging to the said three universities with the constructs of
perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, perceived security, perceived speed of access and
social influences affect to the students’ attitudes towards use of cloud computing. The future
studies is needed with large samples in different context of using the same independent
variable’s towards attitudes of students’ cloud computing usage to confirm the results and more
studies is necessary with cloud computing usage with different constructs too.
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Abstract
CSR has become part of a firm strategic plan it is a tool that increases the firm’s reputation
which helps the firm gain social cooperation and support from their stakeholders. Board
characteristics is seen as potential determinants of CSR but have not been fully explored
in developing countries like Kenya. The research was to find out whether board size and
board independence have an effect on corporate social responsibility of firms listed in Nairobi
security exchange in Kenya. The specific objectives for this study were to determine the
effect of board size and board independence on corporate social responsibility. The study was
guided by upper echelon theory. The study employed explanatory research design. The
research utilised secondary data derived from companies’ annual reports. The study targeted
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65 firms listed on the Nairobi Securities Exchange (N.S.E) for the period ranging from
2005 to 2015. The study utilised data from 11 companies. The study adopted descriptive
statistics, correlation analysis, fixed effects (F.E) and Random effects regression models.
Hausman test was carried out and Random effect model was found to be the best model for
predicting the change in CSR. Study findings indicate that board independence had a negative
significant effect on CSR, (-0.34173, p= 0.004), board size has a positive significant effect on
CSR (0.171523, p = 0.047), In conclusion the study found out that appropriate board size
leads to the elimination of problems and enables the members of the board to deliver in
social responsibility actions. Furthermore having a large proportion of independent directors
on board lead the organizations to expand its CSR. Therefore the study recommends
organizations to have a balanced board size-one that is not too small or too large so that there
is no time wastage and will better CSR performance. It also recommends that it is utmost
necessary to have a balanced board composition because this will enhance CSR.
Key Words: Board Size, Board Independence, Corporate social Responsibility (CSR)
Introduction
The concept of Corporate Social Responsibility CSR has grown to be an unconscious
practice not entirely under the regulations of legal body but more as a custom that a
corporate should practice and obey. However, for many Companies, it remains remarkably
unfamiliar. In developed nations quite a number of publicly listed companies tend to view
CSR as a strategic issue. Developed nations firms incorporate CSR into their corporate
governance agenda to become good corporate citizens. (Saleh, 2009).
CSR can be defined as treating the stakeholders of the firm ethically or in a responsible
manner. CSR is a concept whereby organisations consider the interests of society by taking
responsibility for the impact of their activities on stakeholders as well as the environment.
This obligation is seen to extend beyond the statutory obligation to comply with legislation
and sees organisations voluntarily taking further steps to improve the quality of life of
employees and their families as well as the local community and society at large.
Carroll (1991) suggested that CSR should be divided into four levels: economic, legal,
ethical and philanthropic responsibilities. Economic responsibility refers to the profitability of
the organisation, while legal responsibility is complying with laws and regulation. As for the
ethical perspective, the organisations' operation should go beyond the laws to do the right
thing in fair and just ways. Philanthropic responsibility refers to voluntary giving and service to
the society.
Board of directors oversees all aspects of the corporation's operations and delegate certain
functions to key senior management, but must maintain a supervisory role, they have the
responsibility of making decisions affecting the corporation based on the advice of
professionals where required (Chueh, 2015). It is responsible for regularly reviewing the
performance of senior staff to which they entrust the implementation of the corporation's
mandate on a daily basis. Board of directors have a legal authority and shareholder
encouragement to proactively oversee executive decision making.
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In a study conducted by Hermalin et al., (2001) suggested that having small size board
increases the performance of the organizations hence improving CSR activities and having
large board size may lead to conflicts among board members and communication and
coordination problems begins to arise which will not be in the favour of the organization.
They concluded that smaller board size lead to increased performance and big board size
lead to decreased organizational performance and CSR activities. According to Ibrahim et
al., (2003), found out that outside board members are very much concerned regarding CSR
activities.
Statement of the Problem
Several studies found in literature attempted to address the numerous contradictions and
debates surrounding CSR issues, yet there are lots of disagreement, controversy and conflict
of interests amongst the corporate managers, business theorists, academics and the general
public Literature argues that ownership structure influences corporate social responsibility
CSR (Chai, 2009). Other studies reveal that level of corporate giving are positively associated
with Chief executive officer personal ties to charities. (Chin et al., 2013). Recent study
argues that board characteristics affects organizations charitable activities (Ali, 2013),
however the determinant of CSR is not clear in Kenyan context.
Previous Studies on Board characteristics & CSR has mainly focused on developed nations
with less emphasis on developing nations like Kenya. Various studies have been done on
CSR as a determinant of corporations’ success with little emphasis on finding out what
determines CSR in Kenya To the best of the researcher`s knowledge, little study with similar
combination of variables has been conducted in the firms listed in the Nairobi Security
Exchange. Owing to their indispensable contributions to the economy it is paramount to fill
in this gap. Therefore, as a result of the aforementioned scarcity, this study was out to add to
the growing body of knowledge in CSR, using a set of firms listed in the Nairobi Security
Exchange as a case study to empirically evaluate the likely effect board size and board
independence on CSR.
Literature Review
CSR has received several supports and critics from various angles. As a result, several
attempts have been put in place by various scholars to coin down the concept in order to
define how companies should behave to respect and respond to the social, environmental and
ethical issues in the business conduct. CSR involves integrating the issues of the workplace,
the community, and the market place into core business strategies. The recent development
in the concept is evidenced to the call for integration of CSR into the corporate policies and
operating practices to enhance competitiveness. Firms are simultaneously advancing the
economic and social conditions in the communities in which they operate. Some of the
challenges in this emerging field comes from the customers who select products with better
qualities and reputation, investors who contribute their money into the companies, creditors
who lent out money to the firms for future benefits, employees interested in mutually
beneficial relationships and good working conditions with the company, government, NGOs,
local communities and the operating environment.
Several forces have been reported in the literature behind the growing pressure in CSR
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initiatives. Some of these driving forces emanate from the increase in regulatory pressure
ranging from reporting requirements to government regulations that introduce compulsory
business standards by which companies of all sizes have to follow and respect (Gray et
al., 1995). According to Johnson (2003), growing demands from customers` side,
employees, community and other stakeholders of concern is one of the factors that forced
corporate social responsibility and ethical involvement. As a result, firms have come under
increasing pressure to engage in CSR practices (Beurden & Gossling 2008)
Effects of Board size on Corporate Social Responsibility
There are two schools of thoughts - small and large board size, but there is no agreement
on which of them is better. Researchers in the first school of thought are of the opinion small
board size contributes more to the success of a company (Guest, 2009). Furthermore, Xie &
Fukumoto, (2013), argued that large board is slow in decision making and time wasting. The
second school of thought argues that large board size improve company performance
(Adams & Mehran, 2012).
In the recent years the organization’s performance has been measured keeping in view the
board size of the organization and it is very famous phenomena which leads researchers to
study the performance of an organization on the basis of its board size (O’Connell &
Cramer, 2010). Having a suitable board size which affects C.S.R activities of the
organization has gain an enduring discussion, (Kiel & Nicholson 2003).
Most studies have argued that having large board size will lead to bad coordination and
communication behaviour’s and attitudes. Sahin et al., (2011), explored the relationship
between board characteristics and corporate social responsibility behaviour of the
organizations in Turkey he noted that having an appropriate board size not only lead to
elimination of problems but also to protect stakeholder’s interests and have a better corporate
social responsibility performance. This notion also supported by different authors in their
research. (Said et al., 2009).
H01; There is significant effect of board size on corporate social responsibility
Effect of Board Independence on Corporate Social Responsibility
Board independence refers to a corporate board with majority of outside directors. It is
believed that board dominated by outside or independence directors are more vigilant in
monitoring behaviour and decision making of the company (Finegold et al., 2007).
Outside directors bring in more skills and knowledge to the company which increases
expertise necessary for strategy implementation (Kamardin, & Haron, 2011). For Independent
directors to perform their duties well they must be free from management`s influence. The
effective monitoring by independent directors reduces agency costs and increase company
performance. The presence of independent directors on board gives greater weight to board`s
deliberations and judgment (Saat, et al., 2011).
Outside directors play both resource provision roles and monitoring roles (Hillman &
Dalziel 2003). This is often influenced by the closeness of independent directors with the
Chief executive officer .Close relationship between the chief executive officer and directors
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can enhance the board’s resource provision role by promoting relational capital, mutual
trust, and ease of communication (Luo et al., 2012).
As per the findings of Ibrahim et al., (2003), the outside board members are very much
concerned regarding philanthropic dimensions of corporate social responsibility. In a study
conducted by Johnson & Greening, (1999), found a positive relationship between
corporate social performance of the firms and outside director representation in the board of
directors.
A study done by Ibrahim et al., (2003) found that having large proportion of independent
and outside directors on board lead the organizations to expand its corporate social
responsibility strategy. Independent /outside directors have more links with other
organizations which also resolve the issues regarding resource dependence of the
organizations.
H02 There is significant effect of board independence on corporate social responsibility
Materials And Methods
Explanatory research design was used in this study. The study targeted 65 firms listed on
the Nairobi Securities Exchange the study sampled all firms that had been listed on the
Nairobi Security Exchange (NSE) during the eleven year period, 2005 –2015, were
sampled. 11 firms qualified to be included in the study sample. The study got its data from
secondary sources data was collected from the annual reports of firms listed on the Nairobi
Security Exchange (NSE) from 2005 to 2015.
Data Analysis
The study conducted initial data analysis using descriptive statistics, correlation analysis and
the fixed effects and random effects regression models. The descriptive statistics of the firms
provides an overview of the background analysis of the sample used in this study as well
as results on study variables. The regression model for the fixed and random effects were
respectively stored and there after a hausman test was carried out to establish the best model
in predicting the changes in the CSR.
Yit = αit + β1it X1it + β2itX2it+ εit
Y = the dependent variable
(C.S.R) α = Constant
ε = Error term
β1, β2, β3, – is the regression coefficients in Y by each X variable.
X1 = Board size
X2 = Board independence
All the above statistical tests were analyzed using stata 12. All tests were two-tailed. Significant
levels were measured at 95% confidence level with significant differences recorded at p < 0.05
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Results Of The Study
Descriptive Analysis

N

Minimum Maximum Mean

Std.
Deviation

CSR

119

1

27697

440.45

696.05

Board size

119

3

15

8.63

3.00

Board
independence

119

0.5

5.15

1.43

1.26

From the above table, the mean value of total amount spent on CSR for all the sample firms was
440.45 million with standard deviation of 696.05 implying that the data deviate from both side
of the mean by 696.05. The minimum and maximum values spend on CSR were 1 and
27696 million respectively.
The descriptive statistics show that the sample firms had board size mean of 8.63, implying
that firms listed in NSE had an average of 9 board members with standard deviation of 3.00,
which implies that the data deviate from the mean by 3.00. The minimum and maximum firm
size was 3.00 and 15.00 respectively. Board independence had a mean of 1.43 implying that
there was at least one non - executive board member among firms listed in NSE. More
findings show that there were average of 5 non- executive board members in the board, with
the standard deviation of 1.26 the minimum and maximum for the listed firms in NSE were 0.5
and 5.15 respectively.

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
From the table above, the correlation between the board independence and CSR was negative (r
= -0.5790, p < 0.05 (at 5 percent significant level), indicating that board independence had
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57.9% negative relationship with CSR. In addition, the findings revealed that the board size
and CSR was positive (r = 0.5286, p < 0.05) (at 5 percent significant level). This means that
board size had 52.86% negative relationship with CSR. In addition, board size had a
negative and significant correlation with the board independence

The results presented in table above revealed that the overall model was found to be
significant, with at least one estimated coefficient found to be different from 0, F (6, 102) =
2.65, p-value = 0.0196. The findings showed that the estimated standard deviation of αi
(sigma_u) is 1.1255826 which is greater than the standard deviation of εit (sigma_e)
1.0338906 suggesting that the individual-specific component of the error is more
important than the idiosyncratic error. The findings showed that board independence (0.12805, p = 0.554), board size (0.147286, p = 0.102), do not have a significant effect on
CSR.
In addition from the findings, 54.24% of the variance is due to differences across panels; ‘rho’
is known as the intra-class correlation. A general observation was that although the
estimated coefficients, board independence and board size were not significant in terms of
their effect on CSR.
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The findings in the table above revealed that the overall model was found to be significant,
with at least one estimated coefficient found to be different from 0, Wald χ2 (6) = 24.65,
p-value = 0.0004 showing that the variation of CSR was dependent on the model. The
findings showed that the estimated standard deviation of αi (sigma_u) is 0.79921723 which is
smaller than the standard deviation of εit (sigma_e) which is 1. 0 338906 suggesting that the
individual-specific component of the error is less important than the idiosyncratic error.
Furthermore, assessing the z-values revealed that the z-values for board independence and
Board size were greater than +/- 1.96 (at 95% confidence). Board independence (-0.34173, p
= 0.004) and board size (0.171523, p = 0.047) had significant effects on the CSR. This
implies that with each unit increase in the board independence, there is - 0.34173 unit
decrease in CSR, with each unit increase in the board size, there is 0.172 unit increase in
the CSR. In addition from the findings, 37.41% of the variance is due to differences across
panels; ‘rho’ is known as the intra-class correlation.
Selecting between fixed effects model and random effects model
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From the findings presented in the above table column labeled (b) represents the fixed
effects model estimated coefficients while the one labeled (B) represents the random
effects model estimated coefficients. From the hausman test table which shows summary
of the results, the conclusion is that, there is a failure to reject the null hypothesis of
“difference in coefficients not systematic” to determinants of CSR. This is because the
chi-square value of 7.25 was not significant, p-value = 0.2985. Therefore, this implies
that, CSR is analyzed using the random effects model. This means that the most
appropriate model is the random effect, in fact, board size and board independence have
been shown to have significant effect on the CSR.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the study found out that the board size has a significant effect on CSR.
The findings support the notion that an appropriate board size leads to the elimination of
problems and enables the members of the board to deliver in CSR actions such as donation
and charity. Besides, the board has a vast wealth of experience which is also important in
enhancing CSR.
The study results have shown that having a large proportion of independent directors on
board lead the organizations to expand its corporate social responsibility strategy. This implies
that the more the firms have external directors, the more they participate in CSR. This is due
to the fact that external directors are independent of management and are more effective in
protecting the interests of shareholders and have an understanding of the external
environment. A balanced board is therefore important because balanced board composition
enhances CSR.
Recommendations
The study has exhibited a significant relationship between the board size and CSR.
Consequently, there is need for organizations to have a balanced board size-one that is not
too small or too large so that there is no time wastage. An appropriate board will make it
possible for the organizations to protect the interests of the shareholders and at the same
time have better corporate social responsibility performance.
Further studies reveal that board independence has a significant influence on CSR it is
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utmost necessary to have a balanced board composition. Therefore, there is need to add outside
directors to the board so as to keep the independence of the board. This is because outside
directors are independent of management and more effective in protecting the interests of
shareholders and enhancing CSR. Moreover, they are well aware of the external environmental
dynamics which is key in CSR performance.
Recommendations For Further Research
This study was conducted to examine whether Board Size and Board Independence have
an effect on CSR of firms listed in Nairobi security exchange in Kenya. The sample was only
drawn from firms listed in the Nairobi Securities exchange, thus this study may be
limited in its generalizability of the findings. So, future researchers should have to draw
sample of respondents on a larger sample for the sake of generalizing the results of the study.
Moreover, more time should be allocated to the same and a combination of more than one data
collection as this will help to counter check the information provided by the respondents.
A further study needs to be conducted using more variables like CEO duality, board age,
board education, foreign C.E.Os that may be relevant to this study.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to examine the indirect effect of emotional experience on purchase
intention via social value in retail settings. In addition, the moderating effect of store image on
the indirect effect and the entire proposed model is investigated. This study is based on a
conceptual model showing the interactions of emotional experience, social value and store image
and purchase intention. A sample of 420 respondents was selected from three Nairobi based
retail stores, each from the three leading tier one retail chains in Kenya. Stratified, proportionate
and purposive sampling techniques were used to select the sample using store intercept approach.
The study finds that emotional experience significantly relates to both social value and purchase
intention. Moreover, social value emerged as a significant mediator in this relationship. The
moderating effect of store image on the indirect effect and the entire model is established.
Key Words: Emotional Experience, Social Value, Purchase Intention, Store Image
Introduction
“Commodities are fungible, goods tangible, services intangible, and experiences memorable”,
(Pine & Gilmore 1998 p.98)
Gaining understanding of consumer behavior remains a key pillar of the marketing concept and
therefore continues to attract increasing interest from both the marketing practitioners and
scholars across the world. Of special interest is the need to gain understanding of the dynamics
of consumer purchase intentions and which has been the focus of considerable recent attention
(De Cannière et al., 2010: Khan & Rahman, 2014: Awan et al., 2015). Purchase intention is “ a
combination of consumers' interest in and possibility of buying a product” (Kim & Ko, 2012
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P.1481). It is a set of alternatives under consideration by the consumer with the choice among
product alternatives influenced by the context of the purchase decision (Ashton and Scott, 2011).
Notably , the traditional canonic marketing principles are fast losing relevance in this era of
information, branding and communications revolution (Schmitt, 1999) reducing the
receptiveness of audiences to the traditional communication which is targeted mostly to mass
audiences. Pine & Gilmore, (1998) and Vila-Lo´pez & Rodrı´guez-Molina, (2013), opines that
the solution to addressing this challenge is connecting with the customers at the individual and
emotional level through experiential marketing. Experiential marketing is referred to as the
memorable events or experiences that engage the consumer in a personal way, such that he/she
feels as being part of them, while exhilarating the senses and providing him/her with sufficient
information to make a decision(Gilmore & Pine, 2002). Moreover, Yang & He, (2011),
identified three dimensions of experiential marketing namely; Sensory Experience, Emotional
Experience, and Social Experience, that are significantly linked to purchase intention. Emotional
Experience includes the moods and emotions generating during the shopping trip. This present
study investigated the influence of emotional experience on purchase intention mediated and
moderated by social value and store image. According to Sweeney & Soutar, (2001) and
Sánchez-Fernández & Iniesta-Bonillo, (2007) value is a highly multidimensional construct. In
this regard, Sheth et al., (1991) categorized value into functional , social, emotional , epistemic,
and conditional value . Moreover, social value is the image that is congruent with the norms of a
consumer’s friends or associates and/or with the social image the consumer wishes to project.
The linkage between emotional experience, purchase intention, store image and social value is
implied by Andreassen & Lindestad (1998 p.3) who, citing Oliver, (1980) argues that “customer
loyalty (such as repurchase intentions and willingness to provide positive word-of-mouth) is a
function of customer satisfaction, which again is a function of a cognitive comparison of
expectations prior to consumption and actual experience”. Due to the vicious competition in the
retail sector, and the increasingly assertive and enlightened consumer, understanding the
dynamics of consumer decision making is therefore essential if retailers are to devise winning
strategies. This study is therefore a response to the call by Cronin et al., (2000) to develop
integrative models to study consumer behavior.
Literature Review And Hypothesis Development
The concept of purchase intention
Purchase intention refers to the antecedents that stimulate and drive consumers’ purchases of
products and services (Hawkins & Mothersbaugh, 2010 cited by Haque et al., 2015). According
to Morwitz et al., (2006 p.4) citing Fishben and Ajzen (1975) , "if one wants to know whether or
not an individual will perform a given behavior, the simplest and probably most efficient thing
one can do is to ask the individual whether he intends to perform that behavior". Intentions
constitute a “willful state of choice where one makes a self-implicated statement as to a future
course of action. It is an intermediate state of abstraction between a concrete action (e.g.,
purchase) and an abstract idea (e.g., perceived cost) or feeling (e.g., liking)” (Bagozzi, 1983) .
Moreover, Haque et al., (2015) regards analyzing of intention as one of the most common
approaches undertaken by marketers in gaining an understanding about consumers’ actual
behavior. Purchase intention is the exchange behavior created after consumers’ general
evaluation of a product or attitude towards a brand combined with external stimulating factors
and hence may regarded as a perceptual reaction involving a subjective judgment for what we
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would like to buy in the future (Lin & Lu, 2010). Kim and Pysarchik, (2000) have demonstrated
the existence of a strong correlation between these two respective constructs. Hence, they assert
that purchase intention serves as an alternative for measuring consumers’ purchase behavior.
When the intentions of performing certain behavior are strong, there are higher likelihoods that
the respective behavior will be performed. This therefore explains why numerous marketing
studies including this particular one, have used purchase intention instead of actual purchase.
Relationship between emotional experience and purchase intention
Experiential marketing is a means to create a memorable experience that engages the customer in
an inherently personal way (Gilmore & Pine, 2002). It entails engaging the targeted audiences
with a personalized connection using emotions and direct involvement that bring credible and
memorable experiences (Khan & Rahman, 2014). According to Gilmore and Pine, (2002)
customers have become relatively immune to messages targeted at them and this therefore means
that the only effective way to reach them is to create an experience within each one of them.
These experiences should be so engaging such that the potential customers can’t help but pay
attention and consequently pay up. Despite the lack of consensus on a single definition of
experiential marketing, there is a general agreement among those definitions that it is directly
and mainly related to emotions, feelings, and senses, and not directly to cognitions and
intentions (Same, 2012).
Srinivasan & Srivastava, (2010) established that emotional experience through its ability to
create touch points for creating memorable experiences was found to be a significant factor in
attracting shoppers to a retail store. In view of this, the study conclusion was that “retailers
should work on the environmental elements to increase satisfaction and encourage the return of
shoppers” (Srinivasan & Srivastava, 2010 p.6). Moreover, this agrees with Yang & He (2011)
who established that two dimensions of experiential marketing- emotional experience and social
experience significantly affect purchase intention. Considering the arguments presented above,
we propose the following hypotheses.
Hypothesis 1. Emotional experience is positively related to purchase intention
Relationship among emotional experience, social value and purchase intention.
Verhoef et al., (2009), regards customer experience construct as one that is holistic in nature
involving the customer’s cognitive, affective, emotional, social and physical responses. Based on
this definition and the five experiential modules (Schmitt, 1999), of sense, feel, think, act, and
relate, Yang & He, (2011), identified three dimensions of experiential marketing namely;
sensory experience, emotional experience, and social experience. Moreover, sensory experience
refers to the aesthetics and sensory perceptions about the shopping environment, atmosphere,
products and service. Emotional Experience includes the moods and emotions generating during
the shopping trip while Social Experience emphasizes the relationships with others and society.
All the three dimensions are significantly related to purchase intention.
Srivastava, (2008) investigated on how experiential marketing could be used to build brands
where he compared stores using experiential marketing and those not using experiential
marketing. The results of the study showed that “repeat visit for customers in the experiential
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marketing stores was thirty times higher than in the stores not using experiential marketing.
Moreover, the reasons that were given for repeat visits were; “ambience (34%), feel good (37%),
friendly people (29%)” (p. 5) and this confirms that the power of experiential marketing to
generate stimuli and emotions is a major determinant of purchase intention.
Rintamäki et al., (2006 p.3) in a study on ‘Decomposing the value of department store shopping
into utilitarian, hedonic and social dimensions’ asserted that “Creating and delivering customer
value is a precondition for retailers to survive in today’s competitive marketplace”. The study
concluded that by becoming aware of the utilitarian, social and hedonic dimensions that
comprise total customer value, and the benefits that customers associate with these dimensions,
the concept of customer value can be used as a managerial tool in planning advertising and
promotions, segmentation strategies, managing store atmospherics, and in staging integrated and
memorable shopping experiences.
In addition, studies have been conducted confirming a linkage between experiential marketing
dimensions and perceived value dimensions. A study on how to sustain the customer experience
(Gentile et al., 2007) identified five experiential dimensions that contribute to value perceptions.
These are; sensorial component that provides sensorial value , emotional component that creates
affective value, cognitive experience that relates to a customer’s thinking or conscious mental
processes, lifestyle component that relates to a consumer’s values and beliefs, and lastly ,
relational component whose focus is the customer’s value derived from the social context of the
experience. The study was able to prove that a relevant part of the value proposed to customers,
and actually recognized by them, is linked to experiential features.
In view of the above, the following hypotheses are proposed
Hypothesis 2. Emotional experience is positively related to social value
Hypothesis 3. Social value is positively related to purchase intention
Hypothesis 4. Social value mediates the relationship between emotional experience and purchase
intention
The moderating effect Store Image
The pioneer work of Martineau (1958) set the stage for research in store image which he referred
as the way in which the store is defined in the shoppers mind partly by the functional qualities
and partly by an aura of psychological attributes. Store image may be defined as the general
image that consumers have developed over time about a particular store (Park et al., 2011 citing
Doyle &Fenwick, 1974). It is the customer’s perception and evaluation of the symbolic and
functional meaning of a particular store (He & Mukherjee, 2007). Additionally, it may be
defined as the “complex of a consumer’s perceptions of a store on different (salient) attributes”
(Bloemer & de Ruyter, 1998 p.3) or the “symbolic, experiential expression of the manner in
which consumers “see” or “visualize” a store” (Saraswat et al., 2010 p.4).
Previous studies have been conducted linking store image with perceived value dimensnions and
experiential marketing dimensions and purchase intention. The results of a study on how
destination image, perceived value, and service quality affect destination loyalty
(Kim et al., 2013) showed that overall satisfaction was affected by perceptions of service quality
and perceived value, which were also directly influenced by perceived destination image.
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Perceived value quite often stands out as an antecedent and a key determinant of customer
satisfaction and their future behavioral intentions (Cronin et al., 2000: McDougall and Levesque
2000: Parasuraman & Grewal 2000). Image and perceived value are outcome variables of service
quality. Moreover, service quality and customer satisfaction are core marketing priorities since
they are prerequisites of consumer loyalty such as repeat sales and positive word of mouth (Ryu
et al., 2012). Citing the results of a study by Lai et al.,(2009) , Ryu et al., (2012 P.6) posits that
“service quality directly affected both customer perceived value and image perceptions”. Ryu et
al., (2012), did a study where one of the objectives was to establish the influence of restaurant
image on customer perceived value and customer satisfaction. The results of the study showed
that customer perceived value was a perfect mediator of an image-satisfaction path. Moreover,
this supports the notion that customers highly rely on customer perceived value to evaluate their
satisfaction, while customer perceived value is significantly influenced by image.
In view of the above arguments, the following hypotheses may be proposed.
Hypothesis 5. Store image moderates the relationship between Emotional experience and social
value such that the positive effect of store image varies at different levels of social value
Hypothesis 6. Store image moderates the indirect relationship between emotional experience and
purchase intention via social value such that the positive effect of store image varies at different
levels of social value.
Figure 1 shows the conceptual model that explains the hypotheses about the relationships among
all variables involved in this study.

Store image
H5
H6

Emotional
Experience

Social Value

H4/H6

H4/H6
H3

H2

Purchase
Intention

H1

Figure 1: Conceptual model. Key: H stands for Hypothesis, H1/ H2/ H3 represents direct effects,
H4 represents mediated effects, H5 represents moderated effects, H6 represents moderated
mediation.
Methodology
Respondents and procedure
The study targeted customers of the three leading retail stores in Kenya namely Tuskys, Naivas
and Nakumat. Using store intercept approach as was applied in (Michon, et al., (2008) and
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Madahi & Sukati, (2016) the respondents were selected using stratified, proportionate and
purposive sampling methods. A total of 420 respondents was selected based on the proportionate
branch networks of the three retail chains. Since according to Diallo et al., (2015), shopping
motives vary by time of day and day of the week , data for the study was gathered through a
structured questionnaire over a three day period running from Thursday to Saturday .
Measurements
All the items used in measuring the constructs of store image, purchase intention and social value
adopted a 5-point Likert-type scale indicating the extent of agreement or disagreement with a
given statement, namely, 1 “Disagree strongly”, 2 “Disagree”, 3 “Neither disagree nor agree”, 4
“Agree”, and, 5 “ Agree strongly ”. Chen & Dubinsky, (2003) citing Marton-Williams, (1986)
argues that the five-point scales as was used in this study, has been confirmed by previous
research to be readily comprehensible to respondents and enables them to easily express their
views. The measurement of purchase intentions was done using five items adapted from Anggie
& Haryanto, (2011). Social value was measured using six items adapted from (Rintamäki et al.,
2006). The store image was measured using five item measures adapted from Chang and Wang,
(2014) and as previously used by Grewal, Baker, and Borin (1998). However, emotional
experience was measured using six items originally used by Brengman & Geuens, (2004) and
which were designed to a semantic-differential scale.
Results
Measurement model
Confirmatory factor analysis
To establish the validity of the constructs, the study conducted factor analysis with the construct
configuration obtained through principal component analysis (PCA). The loadings were as
follows; five items on store image, five items on purchase intention, six items on emotional
experience and six items on social value. The factor loadings >0.5, KMO>0.6 and Eigen values>
1, all confirmed acceptable levels of construct validity and amenability for factor analysis.
Reliability
The internal consistency of the tool was checked using composite reliability and Cronbach’s
alpha to ascertain that indeed it was reliable. The minimum recommended levels for composite
reliability(CR) is 0.7 and for Cronbach’s alpha is 0.6 (Bagozzi & Yi, 1988; Fornel & Lacker
1981). The results on table 1 indicate that both the composite reliability and Cronbach’s alpha
indices met this requirement.
Convergent validity
To determine whether the variables meets the requirements for convergent validity, the
researcher analysed the Average Variance Extracted (AVE) consistent with Beneke, Cumming,
& Jolly, (2013) and Yuan & Wu, (2008). AVE refers to the “average amount of variation that a
latent construct is able to explain in the observed variables to which it is theoretically related and
hence it is generated when “variance is averaged across all observed variables that relate
theoretically to a latent construct” (Farrel, 2009 p 3-4). To compute the average variance
extracted for the constructs, the researcher used the squared multiple correlations from the
confirmatory factor analysis (O’Cass & Grace, 2008) . Furthermore, the researcher used the
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Fornell Larcker criterion (Fornell & Larcker, 1981) to determine whether the AVE scores meets
the requirements. A score of 0.5 and above is acceptable meaning that the constructs account for
more than 50% of the explained variance (Beneke, Flynn, et al., 2013). As shown in table 1, all
the four variables met this requirement.

Table 1 Internal Consistency Reliability
Dimensions.
Number
Composite
of
Reliability.
questions (CR)
Purchase Intention. 5
0.94
Store Image
5
0.94
Social value
6
0.88
Emotional
6
0.94
experience

Cronbachs alpha
dimensions

AVE

0.919
0.915
0.918
0.941

0.76
0.75
0.55
0.71

Discriminant Validity
The researcher also sought to establish whether there existed discriminant validity in the model
consistent with (Beneke, Flynn, et al., 2013 ; Yuan & Wu, 2008). Discriminant validity is
referred to as the “trait difference between constructs” (Yuan & Wu, 2008 p.15). According to
Matzler et al., (2006 p4) discriminant validity is suggested to be present “when the diagonal
elements (square root AVE) are greater than the off-diagonal elements in the corresponding rows
and columns”. The results on table 2, confirms that satisfactory levels of discriminant validity
exists.
Table 2 .Cross loadings of the constructs within the model
PI
EE
Variable

SV

Purchase Intention(PI)

0.87

Emotional Experience.
(EE)
Social Value (SV)

.468**

0.84

.581**

.594**

0.74

Store image (SI)

.584**

.541**

.613**

SI

0.86

Nb/. Square roots of AVE in diagonal and italicized.

Hypothesis testing
The study used process macro model 7 to test the hypothesized relationships and all the results
are shown on table 3.
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Hypothesis 1: There is a significant relationship between Emotional experience and purchase
intention.
The results indicates that emotional experience has a beta value (β=0.1873,p=0.0000). Since the
p- value associated with emotional experience is less than 0.01, hypothesis 1 is supported and
hence concludes that emotional experience is significant in predicting purchase intention.
Hypothesis 2: There is a significant relationship between Emotional experience and Social
value.
The results indicates that emotional experience has a beta value (β= 0.4102, p<0.000).Since the
p- value associated with emotional experience is less than 0.01, hypothesis 2 is supported and
hence concludes that emotional experience has a significant relationship with social value.
Hypothesis 3: There is a significant relationship between social value and purchase intention.
The results indicates that social value has a beta value (β= 0.3938, p=0.0000).Since the p- value
associated with social value is less than 0.01, hypothesis 3 is supported hence concludes that
there exists a significant relationship between social value and purchase intention.
Hypothesis 4: There is a significant mediating effect of social value on the relationship
between emotional experience and purchase intention
The indirect effect of social-sensory effect on purchase intention via social value is computed by
multiplying effect of emotional experience on social value with the effect of social value on
purchase intention (0.4102*0.3938 =0.16***). As shown in table 3, the outcome is a beta value
(β= 0.16, p=0.0000). Since the p- value associated with the indirect effect of emotional
experience on purchase intention via social value is less than 0.01, hypothesis 4 is supported
consequently concluding that there exists a significant mediating effect of social value on the
relationship between emotional experience and purchase intention.
Hypothesis 5: There is a significant moderating effect of store image on the relationship
between emotional experience and social value.
The results of the interaction effect of store image on the relationship between emotional
experience and social value as shown in table 3 has a beta value (β= 0.1594 p=0.0007). Since the
p- value associated with the interaction effect of store image is less than 0.01, hypothesis 5 is
supported consequently concluding that there is a significant moderating effect of store image on
the relationship between emotional experience and social value.
Furthermore, as shown on figure 2 at the lower level of emotional experience, the average effect
on social value for the customers with low store image perceptions is 3.0; while for those with
high store image perceptions is 3.8. Furthermore, when the level of emotional experience
increases, the effect on social value increases for both the customers with low, and, those with
high store image perceptions. However the increase for those customers with high store image
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perceptions is significantly greater than the increase for those with low store image perceptions
whose change is marginal, confirming interaction

Figure 2: A graph on the moderating effect of store image
Hypothesis 6: There is a significant moderating effect of store image on the indirect
relationship between emotional experience and purchase intention via Social value.
The conditional indirect effects of emotional experience on purchase intention via social value,
moderated by store image were computed using bootstrapping and its result as indicated in table
3 is a beta value (β=0.0628; Btll 0.0282, Btul 0.1099). The conditional indirect effect is deemed
to be significant if the bootstrapping bias corrected confidence interval does not contain 0
(Preacher, Rucker & Hayes, 2007). Since the confidence interval does not contain 0, hypothesis
6 is supported hence concludes that store image moderates the mediated effect of emotional
experience on purchase intention via social value.
Table 3 Results of Regression Analysis with Social Value as the Mediator and Emotional
Experience as the Predictor.
Variable
Social Value Purchase Indirect Effect
Moderating
Intention
Effect
Intercept
3.8714***
2.7511***
0.4102*0.3938
0.1594***
=0.16***
Emotional Experience

0.4102***

0.1873
0.3938***

Social Value
Store Image

0.5965***

Emotional

0.1594***
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Experience*Store Image
R2
Bootstrapping results for
conditional indirect
effect

0.5470***
0.0628***

0.3609***

Discussions And Conclusions
This study examined the indirect effect of emotional experience on purchase intention via social
value moderated by store image. The results of the study indicated that there is a significant and
positive relationship between emotional experience and purchase intention. These results are in
agreement with (Pine & Gilmore 1998) who challenges firms to embrace experiential marketing
if they are to keep close to their customers. Moreover, this is also consistent with Yang & He
(2011), who proved the existence of a significant relationship between emotional experience and
purchase intention. The challenge therefore to retailers is to endeavor to appeal to the customer’s
emotions so as to attract and retain them.
Furthermore, emotional experience was found to be significantly and positively related to social
value. This is consistent with Gentile et al., (2007) who proved that experiential dimensions are
significantly linked to value perceptions. In view of this, retailers would enhance their
competitiveness by incorporating value perceptions in the customer experiences. In addition, the
results showed that social value is significantly and positively related to purchase intention. This
is consistent with the results of previous studies such as Lin et al., (2005) and Parasuraman &
Grewal, (2000) that have singled out perceived value dimensions as playing a significant
mediating role in purchase intention directed decisions. It is therefore incumbent upon retailers to
package their offerings with relevant value perceptions as defined by their customers.
Furthermore, the study results explicitly showed that store image significantly moderates the
emotional experience- social value relationship. This is consistent with prior studies such as
Koo, (2003), Žemgulienė, (2013), and Chang & Wang, (2014). In those studies, store image was
shown to be positively related to value perceptions, purchase intentions and overall customer
experiences. In view of this, it would be advisable for retailers to identify relevant positive
image builders in line with customer expectations so as to win over and retain shoppers.
Moreover, the contextual nature of the emotional experience-purchase intention relationship via
social value was supported, affirming the complex and contextual nature of consumer decision
making process. This again is consistent with the study by Chang& Wang (2014) who
established that store image is a major contextual factor in consumer decision making processes.
It would thus be prudent for for retailers to design integrated strategies that capture the critical
influences on consumer decision making processes so as to attract and retain customers.
Limitations And Future Research
This study was conducted in three branches based in Nairobi of the leading retail chains in
Kenya namely Tuskys, Nakumat and Naivas. Any attempts to generalize these findings should
be approached with caution. This is because the branches from which respondents were drawn
are urban based and from tier one category retail chains. A study using lower tier chains and
probably from a non-urban setting may give varying results and therefore may be worthy of
pursuing.
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Furthermore, the study dealt with highly multidimensional constructs namely experiential
marketing and perceived value but restricted the study to only one dimension of these constructs
that is; emotional experience and social value. Future studies may thus consider the interactions
of dimensions not covered in this study. Moreover, this study was carried out in the service
sector and yet different sectors have their dynamics. Consideration may be made to evaluate the
interaction of these variables in a non-service sector. In addition, since on-line shopping behavior
differs from shopping in physical stores, there may be a need to test these relationships in a
physical store.
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Abstract
The financial and economic crises that have been witnessed in many parts of the globe over the
last decade, coupled with climatic and environmental changes, have necessitated new and
innovative approaches by financial services sector players to create a better future. This paper
addresses the missing link between corporate social responsibility, green internal processes and
green product development on the one hand; and economic, social and environmental
sustainability on the other. The paper reviews extant literature on progress already achieved and
proposes a new conceptual framework to guide modeling and measurement of sustainability and
its predictor variables, going forward. Leadership behaviour is introduced as a moderator in the
mediated relationship between corporate social responsibility, green internal processes and green
product development; and sustainability. In conclusion, the paper discusses the impact of
leadership behaviour proposes empirical studies in order to escalate the sustainability agenda
from a mere theoretical concept, to a practical form.
Key Words: corporate social responsibility, green internal processes, green product
development, green finance, economic sustainability, social sustainability, environmental
sustainability, leadership behaviour.
1. Introduction
Economists view sustainability as a way of defending economic efficiency (Sundar, 2006). Their
view is guided by the belief that due to their scarcity, resources can be allocated or reallocated,
efficiently to maximize utility. They also suggest that operations and activities of an organization
contribute to a nation’s overall economic growth and stability, with minimal negative impact on
the environment or society. Economic sustainability therefore entails the adoption of risk
management guidelines on determining the types of risk and level of appetite that organizations
get involved in (Van Greuning, 2009).
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Financial services
The financial services sector is crucial in driving gross domestic product (GDP) and
development of economies through enhancing financial intermediation, promoting financial
inclusion, employment creation and payment of taxes to the state (Jeucken, 2010). Economic
sustainability requires financial sector players to adopt best practices on transparency and
accountability so as to keep stakeholders well informed on costs of operation. Financial
institutions avoid undertaking ventures that expose them to unnecessary financial risks. They
also take proactive steps to protect client deposits and retain adequate capital for trading
purposes.
Besides this economic reason for survival, they invest in community development projects
through corporate social investment (CSI). Some of these institutions are conscious of the social
and environmental risks they face, besides the credit, reputational and compliance risks. They
operate within a web of complex and competing interests of various stakeholders with diverse
expectations (Kariuki, 2015). This has prompted the urgent need for a balance between the
diverse expectations from the different stakeholders and the impact of economic decisions
organizations make. Sustainability is therefore not an option for this sector because the services
and products extended by financial institutions could have adverse effects on the environment,
human rights, society and the economy (Van Gelder, 2006). The financial and economic crises
witnessed in many parts of the globe over the last decade, coupled with climatic and
environmental changes, have all necessitated new practices and innovative approaches, to create
a better future (San-Jose et al, 2009).
The Banking Subsector
The financial services sectors in emerging economies are bank-led, explaining reasons why the
banking sub-sectors are in the forefront in pursuing the implementation of sustainable finance
(Kariuki, 2015). One of the main reasons why banks pursue this agenda is because, besides
deposit-taking and lending to clients, they deal with investment, insurance, microfinance,
custodial services, private equity ventures (Mugo et al, 2012) and engagement with the capital
markets in raising long term funding both locally and internationally. Clients, shareholders,
investors and environmental activists usually organize campaigns against institutions that finance
projects which have negative impacts on the environment and local communities (Jamali, 2008).
Because of such activism, an institution may suffer reputational loss and eventually lose
customers and business.
Sustainable finance provides banks with an opportunity to develop innovative products and
services (in existing and new markets), that have social and environmental benefits (Kariuki,
2015). Such opportunities include; renewable energy, energy efficiency, cleaner production
processes and technologies, biodiversity conservation, microfinance, financial services for
marginalized groups like youth and women, agency banking, and low-income housing. By
developing such products, these institutions are able to get new clients, access new markets,
attract new capital, generate goodwill and attract support from stakeholders.
Socially responsible banking consists of ingrained series of principles in the financial services
market that guide banks on how to offer financial products while considering sustainability
issues. These institutions are also required to become more transparent in reporting their
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corporate social responsibility (CSR) activities (Scholtens, 2009). CSR is a concept that refers to
business decisions which acknowledge and recognize ethical values, compliance with legal
requirements, and respect for people, communities and the environment (Kama et al, 2003).
The other concepts that are fast emerging are green internal process - a holistic management
process responsible for detecting, expecting and satisfying the requirements of customers and
society, in a profitable and sustainable way (Peattie & Charter, 2003) and green product
development - when organizations ensure that all the four P's of the traditional marketing mix
(price, product, promotion and place) are ‘green’. This means that the development of products,
pricing policies, communication strategies and distribution systems that are followed go to
support consumption of low energy. It is the development of new, ‘green’ financial products
such as loans that finance cleaner technology, and financing programmes that improve banks’
environmental performance and reputation, such as energy efficiency and waste management
(Evangelinos et al, 2009).
Problem Statement
Sustainability-related issues are becoming increasingly important for businesses. Scarcity and
volatility of resource availability and cost; regulation; customer demands; investor pressure;
emergence of new markets; economic uncertainty, changes in financial operations; necessity for
collaboration intra-industry and globally and the pressure from communities and interest groups
are factors that have made sustainability inevitable. According to Dyllick and Hockerts (2002),
there are three key aspects to business sustainability. The first is an integration of economic,
ecological and social elements. The second is going beyond the short-term financial benefits
driven by shareholder expectations to pursue a long-term value for all stakeholders. The third is
maintaining not only the capital base of the firm, but also paying attention to the management of
natural and social capital.
Previous studies laid emphasis on the direct effects of the predictors of sustainability. Empirical
research has attempted to address corporate social responsibility broadly (Vaaland et al, 2008).
Other studies have linked green bank marketing and product development to the broader CSR
concept (Scholtens, 2009; Karna et al, 2003; Grove et al, 1996). What the studies have not
brought out is the people factor, and particularly the influence of organizational leadership. No
empirical studies have been done to establish the influence of leadership behaviour in balancing
the relationships among the economic, social and environmental elements of firm sustainability.
This paper therefore attempts to determine a conceptual framework that can be used in future
studies, to establish the relationship between green banking and its predictors, and also between
green banking and organizational sustainability. The import of the study is the intersection of
leadership behaviour and the three elements (corporate social responsibility, green internal
processes and green products development) in impacting on business green finance and business
sustainability. This is a gap in the current academic knowledge, yielding a research problem that
needs to be empirically tested and statistical evidence of the expected effect to be availed. The
paper therefore proposes empirical studies in order to escalate the sustainability agenda from a
mere theoretical concept, to a practical form.
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Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study will be to investigate the moderating effect of leadership behaviour on
the relationship between corporate social responsibility, green internal processes and green
product development on the one hand, and organizational sustainability on the other.
The Concept of Green Finance
Green financing is a business strategy that financial institutions adopt to trade-off economic,
social and environmental benefits. It integrates the good governance, transparency, integrity and
economic, social and environmental factors when extending financing to corporate clients. This
strategy embeds resource efficiency and brings on board financial inclusion by supporting the
small and medium enterprises (SMEs). It refers to a decision by financial institutions to provide
products and services to only those clients who take into account environmental and social issues
in their establishments (Babalola, 2014). This happens when an entity’s activities accord benefits
to employees, shareholders, customers and the economy generally while at the same time
conserving the natural environment. It is therefore noteworthy that the role of financial
institutions in emerging economies is not restricted to fiscal development and lending risk
management, but it includes social and environmental sustainability.
In spite of the abovementioned benefits, coupled by growing consumerism (Campbell, 2005),
government interventions and other initiatives aimed at sustainability in the sector, it is not lost
that there have been some critics. For example, there are those of the view that community
investments lack guaranteed returns to financial institutions (Gathungu & Ratemo, 2013) and
that there is no need for pursuing them. Others argue that through corporate social responsibility
(CSR) initiatives, these institutions are already engaged in sustainability work. Sustainable
financing is also viewed as a constraint on the institutions’ core business of profit-making,
because of the costs incurred in implementing it. Some of the costs are incurred in monitoring,
evaluation of environmental impacts, opportunity costs in losing projects, preparation of
sustainability reports and building in-house capacity. These costs are at times overstraining to
smaller financial institutions. Another obstacle to sustainable financing is the lack of support
from employees and management for the concept and therefore lack of spirit for enforcement of
environmental requirements. The absence of internal capacity to understand environmental
impact and assessment of client activities, lack of consistent application of relevant guidelines
and even lack of relevant regulations, standards and guidelines are other constraints. Sustainable
finance practices are also viewed as competitive disadvantage because they extend risk
management in lending processes and there is absence of qualified and affordable advisors in this
field.
Literature Review
The classical and neo-classical scholars have viewed organizational development as a process,
growth or change in quantitative and qualitative terms which all organizations and economies go
through (Beaudry & Portier, 2007; Kariuki, 2015 ). Over time it has been realized that by
focusing on economic growth only, the social and environmental pillars of economic
development have been overlooked. There has therefore been a need for integrating the social
and environmental concerns in development. This is what led to the formulation of the principle
of sustainable development.
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Sustainability in the financial services is grounded on the principle of sustainable development,
which is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs (Kates et al, 2005). Recent studies have shown a
direct correlation between sustainability and profitability (Lopez, et al, 2007). Besides the usual
customer screening by every prudent banker, aimed at meeting regulatory due diligence
obligations, this screening has positive impacts on long-term profitability. Financial institutions
adopt sustainability and environmental, social and governance standards to enable them access
finance from international development financial institutions like IFC, FMO, DEG, AFD, and
AfDB. These multi-national corporations provide pricing incentives for financial institutions to
adopt sustainability in their business models. Sustainability compliant institutions are able to
access direct and indirect funding at reduced cost.
Sustainable development is a holistic and balanced concept. It is a process of applying the
principles of integration and focuses on the specific problems of resource depletion, health care,
social exclusion, poverty, and unemployment, amongst others (Strange & Bayley, 2008). The
three pillars of sustainable development are society, economy and the environment (Mutisya and
Yarime, 2014). These pillars are interrelated and interdependent. Ignoring one of them leads to a
macro or global crisis such as climate change. For example, previous literature has highlighted
the interdependence of human beings (society), the economy and the environment. Improvement
of production systems through technologies and processes that utilize resources more efficiently
while producing less wastes, is an important improvement towards sustainability for business
and industry (Davenport, 1993; Kariuki, 2015). Facilitating and encouraging creativity,
competitiveness and voluntary initiatives is another approach to stimulating more varied,
efficient and effective sustainable options. The emergence and propagation of sustainable
development, has led to concerted efforts by both the public and private sector players to
integrate this concept in their operations and activities.
In 1992, the Rio Conference adopted Agenda 21 as its action plan. This agenda places emphasis
on businesses and industries achieving sustainable development. It stipulates that increasing
prosperity, as a goal of the development process, is contributed primarily by the activities of
business and industry. Leading institutions in the financial services sectors have already
formulated sustainability guidelines for adoption. Examples of these are: - Global Reporting
Initiative (GRI), launched by UNEP (1997) to promote sustainability reporting, UN Global
Compact initiative (2000) aiming at having a more sustainable and inclusive global economy,
International Finance Corporation (IFC) that focuses on transforming markets by driving
innovation and adding value to clients’ business performance, German Investment Corporation
(DEG), the Netherlands Development Finance Company (FMO), French Agency for
Development (AFD) and African Development Bank (AfDB). For example, IFC ensures the
economic benefits from their lending are shared with the poor and vulnerable and that
development takes place in an environmentally and socially sustainable manner. This is
economic sustainability for the vulnerable. A memorable example is the pressure from NGOs,
which led to the World Bank withdrawing its finance partnership with the Three Gorge Dam
project in China, and the Namada Valley Series in India. Failure to conduct environmental,
social and economic screening of projects, can negatively affect the performance of investment
portfolios. Since most large-scale projects depend on returns from the project and its assets to
repay borrowed loans, failure to do sustainability screening for projects increases clients’ credit
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default risk (Ibtissem & Bouri, 2013). A financier that fails to carry out sustainability screening
may have no recourse in recouping the extended credit (Willis, 2003). Another effect is
devaluation of collateral or loss of market valuation, because of non-compliance by clients,
especially where competitive pressure portrays a perception that other players within the sector
have improved their practices with positive impact on their overall green agenda performance.
The Concept and Role of Leadership Behaviour
Adoption of voluntary sustainability programmes is a management and a strategic response to
reputational risk, which also benefits the society and natural environment (Dlamini, 2010).
Despite the emerging and urgent need for leadership contribution in the coordination of factors
of production in the contemporary organizations’ operating environment, extant literature
lacking in this area of how it interplays in balancing amongst these the three sustainability
elements of economy, society and environment. Firms require leaders who are able to not just
create value for shareholders and stockholders of their firms, but to also protect the environment
and improve the lives of those communities in which they operate and other present and future
stakeholders, namely: - customers, employees, business partners, governments, local
communities, and the public. Firms now require sustainability leaders who reflect an emerging
purposeful consciousness and choose to live their lives and lead organizations in ways that
account for their footprints on the earth, society, and the health of a global economy (Ferdig,
2007). Adapting and modifying the sustainability model by Kaldschmidt et al (2011), the figure
5.1 below show the role of leadership behaviour.
Figure 5.1: The interplay of leadership Behaviour in Sustainability Agenda
Economic
Sustainability

Leadership
Behaviour
Environmental
Sustainability

Social
Sustainability
Source: Kaldschmidt et al. (2011), and

modified.
Discussions
The implementation, monitoring and enforcement of sustainable development principles remain
a challenge (McCool & Stankey, 2004). There are two main approaches to monitoring,
implementation and enforcement. These are the command and control model; and the voluntary
approach. Each of these approaches has its own advantages and disadvantages.
The command and control model is when government agencies set guidelines and standards and
enforce sanctions on failures to comply, or give incentives for compliance to encourage
acceptance and implementation. The sanctions include cancellation or denial of licenses,
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imposition of fines or cancelation of projects. The main advantages of this approach are: - the
guidelines are certain, their obedience is mandatory and a high compliance rate is possible since
they are backed by sanctions. Disadvantage is the lack of adequate capacity in implementing by
government agencies, hence reduced effectiveness. Non-compliant parties may corrupt or
influence the regulator, leading to poor implementation of the guidelines.
The voluntary approach is where organizations adopt and implement sustainable principles on
their own initiative. The main advantage of the voluntary approach is that these organizations are
likely to comply with guidelines adopted voluntarily. Moreover, this saves tax payers money in
setting and implementing sustainable standards and guidelines. Self-regulation complements
regulatory initiatives and therefore ensures greater compliance. The salient disadvantage is unfair
competition. Some institutions are unlikely to adopt the voluntary principles due to lack of
sanctions (Amalric, 2005). This main weakness of voluntary codes of creating unfair competition
will also lead to financial institutions incurring compliance costs, or others avoiding costs in
appetite for profits. Voluntary approach has no sanctions and encourages withdrawals at will; the
standards are ambiguous, loose and differ from one organization to the other. This makes
enforcement mechanisms weak and disjointed since compliance depends on industry discipline
or peer pressure. Some institutions will benefit from the adoption of industry-wide guidelines
without actually taking steps to adopt those guidelines i.e. only adopting them formally without
implementing them.
Sustainability is not CSR
Sustainability is distinguishable from corporate social responsibility (CSR) in terms of benefits
(Edu, 2012). Whereas CSR is an after-core business approach, (where an institution carries out
programs to benefit the community as a philanthropic exercise), sustainable financing is a corebusiness approach integrated into an organizations management and operations. CSR is sporadic
while sustainable financing is embedded in a business’ strategy and therefore consistent and
long-term (Katamba, et al, 2012). Ultimately, sustainability extends profits to a company.
Previous studies have shown existing of a correlation between profitability and sustainability.
Although this poses challenges in achieving measurement with precision, environmental threats
such as climate change have knock-on effects on key sectors of the economy including
agriculture, tourism, transport and energy. These effects lead to economic slowdown,
unemployment, migration, rises in commodity prices and volatility in the property market.
Proposed Conceptual Framework
Dyllick and Hockerts (2002) modelled a concept premised on just the three elements of
economic, social and environmental perspectives of an organization. Kaldschmidt (2011),
however indicated that sustainable strategic management of a firm is specifically focused on the
management processes that integrate all of a firm’s sustainability related responsibilities economic, ecological, and social (Stead & Stead, 2010) in order to attain competitiveness in
terms of cost and differentiation (Dyllick, 2004; Stead & Stead, 2010).
The process involves leaders’ efforts to successfully fit their firms to their environment by
developing competitive advantages, which allow the firm to capitalize on its opportunities and
minimize its environmental threats. The leadership comes up with a vision for the firm. The
strategic vision guides the firm’s decision-making processes at all levels. The leadership
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develops a mission, guiding on the goals the firm wants to pursue. Strategy building and
monitoring of execution is dependent on the effectiveness of leadership (Stead & Stead, 2010).
Leadership behaviour is how development of subordinates is accomplished through coaching,
training and development, empowerment, participation and delegation. There is a positive
relationship between developing leadership skills of employees and their performance and by
extension exists a relationship between leadership behaviour and the level firm performance
(Abbas & Yaqoob, 2009). That is why this paper recommends leadership behaviour as a forth
element upon which the other three are anchored. A conceptual framework has been adapted
from Lymperopoulos et al (2012) and modified as shown in figure 7.1 below. The study
proposes that green finance concept mediates the relationship between corporate social
responsibility, green internal processes and green product development, and organizational
sustainability. Further, leadership behavior moderates the green finance concept and its
antecedents and also between green finance and organizational sustainability.
Figure 7.1: Role of Leadership Behaviour in Business Sustainability
Corporate Social
Responsibility
Green Internal
Process
Green Product
Development

Leadership
Behaviour
Green
Finance

Economic sustainability
Social sustainability
Environmental
sustainability

Source: Adapted from Lymperopoulos et al (2012) and modified
Recommendations for Further Study
The study will present recommendations on salient insights into strategic management for both
practitioners and scholars. The study will go to fill the knowledge gap on the model of firm
sustainability agenda, by incorporating, and in the context of, leadership behavour. It is hoped
that the results would spur additional research to encompass other leadership aspects like
psychology, temperament, training and experience etc. that would affect strategic behavior. In
particular, sustainability in the financial services sector therefore provides an attractive research
area. Some of the critical aspects of focus would be the extent to which institutions have
complied with environmental legislations, their ecological footprint, environmental impacts of
their products and services, environmental behavior of their (existing and potential) clients and
the adoption of environmental management systems (such as green energy, double sided
photocopying, use of recycled paper, provision of staff buses, and good usage of water).
Sustainability will be attained when financing of projects will target only those that are
environmentally sound. That is when development will to an extent meet the needs of the present
society without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own. Sustainability
in the financial services sector therefore provides an attractive research area, particularly when
the variables, such as regulatory framework, competition, leadership behaviour, organizational
size etc. that play a role, are moderated by contextual factors.
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Conclusions
In conclusion, the findings of the study will offer important implications for both academic and
empirical strategic management literature and practice. Practicing managers find some useful
implications for application in designing strategies used in enhancing and sustaining firm
performance, notably, the appropriate model for use when acquiring resources and selecting the
competencies and capabilities that would avail desired results efficiently and effectively. The
study results will provide reference for practicing managers and leaders. The results will guide
CEOs and firm owners in the financial services sector to appreciate the impact of leadership in
sustainability agenda. Further, the study will provide a model for use by practitioners in the
modern ever changing operating environment, the balance between economic, social and
environmental pillars of sustainability is imperative narrative. The study results will demonstrate
why firm owners should recruit CEOs who possess compatible leadership behaviours. The
findings are useful to other firms in other sectors within Kenya or financial services sector firms
outside Kenya. Policy makers and practicing managers will be offered useful implications for
application in designing strategies to attain sustainability. For theoretical implication, the study
will make a valuable contribution to strategic theories of competitiveness and sustainable firm
performance, a long term objective of many firms.
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Abstract
The form and level of the salesperson’s compensation is a pressing issue to the management of
Kenyan Banks today, in terms of how much and in what form they should be remunerated,
noting that perceived compensation fairness influences the retention of Sales persons and their
productivity. Salesmen control their own work schedules making direct supervision a challenge.
Senior Management of Banks (as principals) need to find a way of aligning the activities of these
salesmen (Agents) with the goals of the Bank by extracting discretionary effort from them. The
article examines the effect of the Bank’s compensation mix like straight pay, commissions and
hybrid of both in determining the performance of salesmen by interrogating the Agency and
Expectancy theories. Our model presents theoretical proposals on the extent to which Salesmen
compensation form affect firm performance. The article identifies gaps in literature and discusses
research implications.
Keywords: Agency theory, Compensation policies, performance, Banking, Salesmen
compensation fairness, Expectancy theory
Introduction
In many industries, how much and what form of structure the salesperson’s compensation should
take, is a pressing issue to policy makers. How much of that pay should be guaranteed salary
rather than contingent on performance and the relationship between salesman rewards and work
motivation and performance remain largely under researched (Rouzies, Coughlan, Anderson and
Iacobucci 2009; Tyagi 1985). Banks can ill afford the loss of clients to competitors when
Salesmen defect. The introduction of interest capping that has pegged interest rates at a
maximum of 14% per annum on loans with a corresponding minimum return of 7% per annum
yield on deposits has reduced Bank margins considerably, over the past year, and is likely to
depress margins in this sector in the foreseeable future unless the Legislation is amended by
Parliament. The profitability of the Banks is also assailed by the introduction of International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), which alters the rules of provisioning by requiring Banks
to provide for loans immediately they are booked rather than when delinquency sets in. Reduced
margins and increased provisioning increases the risk of failure. There is need for Banks to seek
a new paradigm in the wake of such far reaching changes in the regulatory framework by
exploring optimal compensation structure that have the potential to retain the satisfaction of
salespeople and increase the Customer lifetime value. Customer lifetime Value is driven by
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optimal spending on customer acquisition and management, longevity of relationship, which
correlates to retention or turnover intent of Salespeople and job satisfaction. The Perception of
fairness determines the productivity and the intention to change jobs, which in a profit-service
chain destabilizes Customer relationships.
Perceptions of pay fairness, besides the compensation structure, specifically, the extent that a
salesman perceives his pay to be fair either in comparison to other employees within the
company and those within the industry is a key aspect in salesman performance, which has been
studied through the dichotomy of distributive fairness and procedural fairness by a number of
researchers.
In the distribution of salaries and pay packages across Jobs in an organization, Employees tend to
gauge their comparable worth or reward magnitude in relation to their input and compare their
reward-input ratios of similar employees (Livingstone, Roberts, and Chonko 1995).
A sales job, especially in Corporate, Small and Medium Banking or Business Banking is
multidimensional , and being a largely self-directed job, effective compensation plans must
factor in, the different dimensions or tasks that comprise a salesperson’s efforts. Because sales
effort involves prospecting for clients, where at times guidelines are not provided, and includes
aspects such as continuous sales support and building customer relationships , which are long
term in nature and not merely transactional, effective compensation plans must also take into
consideration the different dimensions or tasks that comprise a salesperson’s efforts (Brown et.al.
2005).
Distributive justice evolved from the equity theory, and is related to the perceived fairness of
reward allocation. Employees’ perceptions of equity or inequity are based on a social comparison
with a reference person or group. For example, an employee expects to receive similar outcomes
(e.g., pay and promotion) as another person with whom he or she believes has equal inputs (e.g.
same level of education and seniority). The perceived ratio of what an employee obtains from his
or her job compared to what an employee puts into his or her job compared to a similar person or
group helps to determine equity or inequity (DeConinck and Johnson 2009).

Sales task, being at the sharp end of outbound activities in a value chain, enhances the perception
of salesmen that their contribution is critical to the survival of the firm, in comparison to other
roles, which drives them to easily perceive inequity if they feel their compensation is
incommensurate with their contribution, more so if they sense that others, whose input is less in
comparison are receiving better pay. Distributive justice perceptions are greater when the merit
pay rewards that salespeople receive are linked to job performance and the supervisor is unbiased
and consistent in applying appropriate performance standards (Ramaswami and Singh 2003).
Procedural justice informs the extent to which employees feel involved in processes that lead to
their pay levels. Procedural justice presupposes that a salesman clearly understands the formulas
used in arriving at his/her pay level. Consequently, it appears critical that sales managers engage
in behaviours and practices that emphasize an unbiased approach in merit pay decisions. An
option is to produce and share hard evidence that supports that performance-pay linkages are not
compromised by individual manager biases (Ramaswami and Singh 2003).
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The normative in the commercial banking sector in Kenya, is that salesmen are invariably
referred to as Relationship managers, account managers or Portfolio Managers and usually report
to team leaders or respective heads of their departments, in an environment in which job grading
is pervasive. The obsession with hierarchy within the Kenyan Banking environment results in a
situation in which back-office routine office jobs command higher pay packages in comparison
to the pay packages of Relationship Managers, simply because of job grading systems, which do
not consider the extent of contribution or the spiral effect of losing talented and seasoned
salespeople.
The ‘distributive injustice’ that emerges between salesmen and routine back office job holders
has yet to be addressed in the salesmen pay discourse. A number of jobs like Head of operations,
Legal Officers, and others, most of the time seem to enjoy interactional fairness in terms of
dignity (parking slots), respect (perhaps attributed to their professions like accounting for Chief
Finance Officers) and social standing (their titles). Similarly, the application of a standard
formula in which the annual bonus is determined on the basis of employees monthly gross
salaries, exacerbates the salesman’s perceived inequity in an environment where non-core jobs ,
ranked higher in the hierarchy have a head start in gross salaries.
Equity theory states that, the greater the discrepancy between the amount employees believe they
should receive and the actual amount that they receive, the greater is their tension or
dissatisfaction (Lawrence, Roberts and Chonko 1995).
Robertson, Moye, and Locke (1999), support the view that job satisfaction is likely to be
positively associated with the degree to which the pay system adheres to salespeople‘s sense of
fairness. Employees who experience distributive fairness are likely to exhibit greater satisfaction
(Netmeyer et.al. 1997). Tyagi (1985) contends that perceptions of organizational inequalities
serve as an important source of information used by individuals to evaluate the desirability or
undesirability of rewards available in a given situation
Pay fairness and performance
Research indicate a high correlation between procedural justice and organizational commitment.
Fairness perception influences salesmen commitment to their organizations. commitment is
driven primarily by salespeople‘s job satisfaction. Distributive fairness influences employees’
job performance. The sense of equity that arises from being rewarded fairly provides the
incentive to salespeople to work harder and to improve their job performance (Ramaswami and
Singh 2003).
Organizations consider common performance measures of customer orientation, customer
satisfaction and Sales volumes when addressing pay structure or any increase (Lawler 1990).
Roberts and Chonko (1996), have noted that because many salespersons do not get the
opportunity to pick their compensation plans, it is proposed that the various compensation plans
will lead to differing levels of satisfaction with pay. Research shows a high correlation between
procedural justice and organization commitment (DeConinck and Johnson 2009).
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Satisfaction with pay is an important component of job satisfaction for salespeople and job
satisfaction has been shown to be a significant predictor in sales people decision to change jobs
(Roberts and Chonko 1996).
A company’s compensation plan helps motivate and influence salespeople to achieve both
individual and organizational goals. The Challenge in designing effective compensation mixes is
to align the salesperson’s (agent’s) goals with the firm’s (principal’s) goals (Chonko, Tanner and
Weeks 1992).
Agency theory is particularly beneficial in designing compensation plans for salespeople,
because it addresses the necessity of having individuals influence criteria for rewards, the need to
balance rewards with risk, and the Importance of performance that can be measured.
Compensation Structure
The optimal choice and design of sales force compensation plans remain a perennial challenge
for most companies. Financial compensation is widely acknowledged as a key driver of sales
force motivation, revenue, and profit in industries that rely heavily on personal selling (Zoltners,
Sinha, and Zoltners 2001).
The level and form of sales compensation determine the quality of salespeople a company can
attract and their motivation to perform. Given that pay usually comprises the largest component
of the selling budget, the optimal form and design of the compensation plan and return on these
expenditures are matters of great importance to management (Brown, Evans, Mantrala and
Challagalla 2005).
Tyagi (1985) classifies rewards into Intrinsic and extrinsic rewards. Intrinsic rewards represent
rewards such as feelings of self-worth, accomplishment and developing oneself. Extrinsic
rewards are not under the control of individuals. Examples are monetary income and promotion.
A variety of sales force compensation plans involving differing portions of fixed (salary) and
variable (sales-based commissions or bonuses) pay are seen in practice today. In addition,
companies frequently offer incentives or run sales contests that reward people for their individual
or team performance relative to others in the sales force, with most compensation plans
combining a salary with quota based commission or bonus plans (Joseph and Kalwani 1998).
There exist competing viewpoints regarding the justification of individual recognition. One
viewpoint supports the notion that team members need to be differentially recognized while the
opposite view argues that doing so would afflict teamwork especially where interdependencies
prevail and team members may end up competing with each other, lowering overall group or
team productivity and undermining cooperation (Baron and Cook 1992).
Employees tend to focus on those activities for which they are rewarded. Ridnour, Lassk and
Shepherd (2001) aver that performance –based pay can serve to motivate and help focus
employee efforts on sales related activities, by directing effort towards more profitable sales,
which bridges the gap between the expectations of the agent (the employee) and the Principal
(the organization).Research has identified that organizations with a sales culture are more likely
to provide performance –based pay to their employees (Ridnour et. al.).
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Perceptions of injustice occur when rewards are considered to be low in proportion to the
individual’s contribution. Inequity results when distribution of rewards among individuals is
perceived to be unfair. Both perceptions can result in salesmen dissatisfaction and lower
motivation, which can easily mutate to dysfunctional behaviour (Cropanzano and Randall 1993).
Besides Variable pay and fixed pay considerations, another key aspect of salary is the concern
about across the board payment systems in which slackers and the go-getters are rewarded
equally. Sales managers easily defend this proposition, anchoring their thinking in the fact that
even star performers benefit from team selling (Lopez) and that paying individual performance
afflicts teamwork (Savin and Mahajan 2001).
The level of perceived self-ability is likely to influence the compensation type that a salesman
prefers. Roberts and Chonko found (1996) that sales people with high self-perceived ability are
likely to prefer plans that distribute rewards based on performance while salesmen with low selfperceived ability will likely choose the straight salary option.
Rewards can be distributed equally or according to position. Some researchers argue that team
members should be rewarded as a unit because differential rewards are inherently inconsistent
with the team concept (Parker 1994).
An across-the- board pay assumes that the amount of risk and responsibility shouldered by each
member depends on his or her seniority, position in the organization and the role of the team
(Savin and Mahajan 2001). The distortion of rewards should be structured to reflect the different
levels of risk and responsibility assumed by each member. However much the jobs in a Banking
environment are deemed to be heavily interdependent.
Wallace (1988) contends that in evaluating rewards, contribution by each member should be
considered. Contributions should include the efforts, risk and responsibility assumed by each
team member (Wallace 1988).
It is common across the Banking industry in Kenya that departments are largely interdependent.
The frontline, customer facing staff rely on their back office counterparts to process customer
requirements in a timely manner. The back office support units, Legal, Risk, Human Resources
and operations interact with each other to lend support the frontline staff to deliver customer
expectations.Faure and Weitz (1993) argue that the decision to pay individually depends on the
extent to which dependencies exist in the particular environment. However Savin and Mahajan
(2001) argue that, interdependencies, notwithstanding, the ease within which the role of the
individual can be measured determines whether a company adopts team or individual output.
Churchill et.al (1990) is categorical that salary-only pay systems do little to induce sales people
to engage in specific sales behaviours.
Research by Williams and Livingstone (1994) found that when rewards were contingent on
performance, much higher levels of satisfaction were evident. Making commission based reward
system be seen as incentives to engage in selling behaviours (Evans and Grant 1992).
In Business Banking and Corporate Banking in Kenya, the usage of variable pay like
commission and performance based bonuses is not as pervasive as expected despite several
authors having vaunted variable pay as an incentive for performance, yet the modern
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management information systems have the capacity to provide Banks with granular information
that includes profit, Assets, loans per Relationship manager, among the many modules that eases
the assessment of performance. Many companies use commissions because they are tied directly
to outcomes, and in some situations, salespersons behaviours are difficult to monitor, since they
are in the field.
The decision to reward employees using commissions is pegged on the Expectancy theory,
which suggests that people are motivated to greater performance when they perceive a clear link
between their efforts/ performance and rewards (Baron and Byrne 1997). Making rewards
contingent on the outcome establishes such a clear link (Merchant 1985), making them more
effective in fostering the behaviour required for achieving set goals (Lawler and Rhodes 1976).
Using an expectancy approach, Anderson and Chambers suggested that the reward system in a
sales organization guides a salesperson’s behaviours by signalling to the salespersons, the most
crucial activities or outcomes in the organization. Lopez, Hopkins and Raymond (2006) concur
that the compensation mix that a company adopts influences behaviours.
Basu.et. al avers that commission based compensation plan motivate the salesforce to expend
more efforts on the profitable segments if commission is based on profitability, noting that
commissions are the most effective motivators in a selling situation, there being a direct link
between sales performance and financial rewards.
Because it is generally assumed that outcomes vary directly with effort, employees may be
motivated to increase their level of effort in the hopes of ultimately increasing their rewards
(Anderson and Oliver 1987).
A study conducted by Lopez, Hopkins and Raymond (2006), found that commission structures
were the most preferred reward structure and helped as a control measure in an organization.
Offering higher commission rate directly relates the reward to the person’s performance to the
outcome.
Chonko, Tanner, and Weeks (1992) and other authors have examined salesperson preferences for
pay rises, promotion opportunities, recognition, incentive awards, and fringe benefits with
inconclusive results.
However, a potential perceived disadvantage with increased commission rates is that the total
money going to the salesperson may increase unabated as long as sales increase, whereas a pay
rise of senior cadre officers would stagnate.
This finding perhaps, explains the increased use of straight salary within the sales organization in
the Kenyan Banking industry. Senior executives harbour the fear of the loss of earning power to
sales executives through the unabated increase of commissions paid out to salesmen.
In a study that compared Pay raise, commissions and other compensation modes, pay rise was
rated second (Lopez et.al 2006). It was established that younger people who were less
established in the sales job preferred pay rises than any reward. This supports the career stage
research that shows that younger people, in the formative stages of their careers prefer fixed
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salaries, feeling that commissions are too risky. But as salesmen try to establish themselves and
succeed, the preference for incentive pay is more prevalent ( Flaherty and Pappas 2002), with
Dubinsky, Anderson, and Mehta (2000) advising managers to consider reserving increases in
commission rates and pay rises for major milestones , as they are most valued rewards and
should be utilized to motivate , influence, control , and retain salesforce. On a similar breadth,
recognition is much less costly for a firm and can still serve as a form of appreciation and can be
used for smaller milestones.
Organizational reward and evaluation structures must keep pace with the changes in the
environment. Outdated reward structures are a common reasons teams fail in organizations
(Finley 1995; Wallace 1987).
Lopez et.al suggest that recognition and promotion were the least preferred awards. This follows
the assumption that the natural career progression for salespeople is a vertical movement into a
managerial position, yet there are few management positions than there are sales positions.
Managers must find out whether salesmen are interested in administrative type positions
promotion.
There is a widely held assumption within the Kenyan Banking environment that the career
progression route for salesmen is to climb the ranks to become sales managers (invariably
referred to as Heads of either corporate or Business Banking) then progress to Executive
positions of General Manager and possibly CEOs. There are no known studies that have
empirically tested, the motivation for Relationship managers to take up senior administrative
titles.
Peak performance
A major concern of Sales managers is getting the salesforce to work at peak performance
(Skinner 2000). Peak performance is achieved when a salesperson uses discretionary effort, the
additional effort that a salesperson puts in, without the knowledge of the bosses to ensure that a
sale deal is closed successfully or a service failure is prevented. For example, if a Relationship
Manager who decides to use his business skills, like accounting to help a customer with a payroll
solution or, decides to spend time to study an industry in order to develop a new product line.
Discretionary effort is experienced when a salesperson choses to do what she did, not just to
satisfy management directives or meet normal job expectations.
Peak performance, the highest level of performance an employee can achieve, results when a
worker surpasses acceptable performance by exerting discretionary effort (Yankelovich and
Immerwahr 1983). The performance can be raised, but peak performance can only be attained
when employees employ discretionary effort (Donnelly and Skinner 1989).
Skinner (2000) suggests that the study of peak performance is ripe for empirical investigations
by delineating certain aspects of peak performance, in relation to a sales organization.
One aspect is to try and establish if discretionary effort would increase if compensation was tied
directly to performance , and if salespersons shared significantly in performance gains, however
manner they are designed.
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Another key item for investigation would be to figure out if discretionary effort would reduce if
sales manager’s perks and bonuses increased with a wide margin in comparison to the
salesmen’s perks.
This sets the stage for further examination of attainment of peak performance by means of
distributive justice in compensation and the compensation mix.
Managerial implications
Based on the ideas presented in this paper, a major challenge facing Bank Managers is
Intra organisational sense of reward fairness between Salesmen themselves, between salesmen
and back office or support staff and between the individual and the team. The fear that
commission based pay can take the pay level of Relationship Managers to a higher level than
some Senior Managers in back Office functions may be a key factor behind the slow uptake of
variable pay structures.
If salesmen commissions are pegged to residual income from their portfolios, then with
increasing performance of their portfolios, the varied incomes may rise unabated and overtake
that of senior staff.
Performance based pay bridges the pay gap between the customer contact staff and Back Office
staff, and minimises the negative perception of unfairness, which helps reinforce equity theory.
Policy intervention, in which market orientation that emphasises selling as the centrepiece of the
organization’s strategy should direct the sales culture, and change the paradigm in the
organization.
Employees tend to focus on those activities for which they are rewarded, Thus if the organization
wants its non-sales staff to sell, they must be rewarded for that. Naturally, through this process of
according everyone an opportunity to sell, some will succeed, while others will fail and another
segment may not have interest at all, hence restoring the Equity. Employees who experience
distributive fairness are likely to exhibit greater satisfaction (Netmeyer et.al. 1997).
It is a common practice for Board of Directors to set yearly quotas or targets for Relationship
Managers through the senior management without a chance to get their buy-in. Based on the
proven benefits of procedural justice, Sales Managers are encouraged to stretch backwards and
set very clear evaluation procedures, and get the buy-in and the trust of their teams. The design
of the territorial designs should be perceived to be fair and extenuating circumstances taken into
consideration for trust to be enhanced. Career stage research suggests that the preference for
remuneration structures change over time, depending on the experience and the portfolio size of
Relationship Managers. Human Resources practitioners should design periodic reviews with
Relationship mangers to figure out if their self-perceived abilities have changed.
Turnover of Salesmen , within the strategic business units of the Banks such as Corporate
Banking and SME Banking, where Relationship Managers cultivate long term and close
relationships with customers, is critical and must be managed for long term growth. A Reward
structure based on a percentage of Profits contributed by the respective portfolios of the
Relationship managers, may give a sense of ‘ownership’ and promote the perception among
Relationship managers that they are working for themselves, stemming dysfunctional Turnover,
with the possibility of promoting functional turnover.
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Across the board, hierarchical remuneration systems do little to direct salespeople efforts
towards expending discretionary efforts. A reward structure that rewards both slackers and
performers does little to induce peak performance. The modern Management Information
Systems enables Banks to view each Relationship manager’s Profitability and Balance sheets,
making it easy to measure productivity and reward individual effort. Through Treasury
operations, transfer pricing ensures equity in instances where some Relationship manager’s
portfolios are more deposit rich with less Loan Assets.
A shift in paradigm is necessary in addressing whether promotion of salesmen to senior
administrative roles can induce peak performance and help in retention. There are only a few of
such positions in any Bank, making promotion a less practical tool for retention and inducing
peak performance. A performance based pay is variable and increases with the growth of the size
of a portfolio, assuming bad debts do not assail against growth. Human Resource managers, in
their recruitment strategies should expand their horizons and interrogate other avenues of
motivating Relationship managers. Some Relationship managers may just prefer to increase their
incomes by growing their portfolios, hence the entrepreneurial paradigm of ‘working for oneself
‘within employment. Continuing with straight salaries as the portfolio grows and complexities
increase may enhance perceptions of distributive injustice, triggering turnovers.
Research implications
This study of salesmen compensation that addresses fairness in relation to variable compensation
structure has not received adequate empirical treatment. The review of the literature in this
article suggest that detailed empirical research need to be conducted in specific areas.
P1: Giving Salesmen an opportunity to choose for themselves a compensation
structure that suits their self-perceived abilities at the stage of recruitment or at
different stages of their careers induces retention and performance
P2: The level or form of the compensation mix determines the quality of salespeople
a company attracts
P3: The compensation mix adopted by a Bank is a control measure that aligns the
needs of both salesmen and the management.
P4: Performance based pay system reduces the supervisory effort expended by the
management.
P5: Across the board pay does not induce discretionary effort by salesmen
P5: Rewards based on commissions are preferred more by Salesmen over promotion.
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Abstract
This paper reviews the relationship between emotional intelligence (EI), transformational
leadership styles and organization performance. The study involves a descriptive analysis of
literature. The article reviews literature on emotional intelligence, transformational leadership,
and their relationship to performance. The review indicates that there are contradicting findings
on this area of study and identifies the gaps in knowledge. The difference in findings is likely to
border on the difference in sample size among the studies and the unit of analysis. The
descriptive analysis also indicated that emotional intelligence and transformational leadership
and performance is conceptually supported but a gap exists due to scarcity of studies. It is
observed that EI has positive correlation with transformational leadership some studies.
Keywords: Emotional Intelligence, Transformational Leadership, Organizational Performance,
Descriptive analysis
Introduction
The aim of this review is to determine the gaps in knowledge in the relationship of emotional
intelligence, transformational leadership and organization performance. This paper will endeavor
to examine how emotional intelligence (EI) impact on leadership style, whether transformational
leadership style have an effect on organization performance and the relationship between
emotional intelligence, leadership style and organization performance
Emotional Intelligence
According to (Sadri, 2012) “Emotional Intelligence” (EI), was introduced by Salovey and Mayer
(1990), and revolves around the capacity to reason about emotions and argument that emotions
enhance thinking and suggests further that that EI is a mental process where thinking and feeling
work in partnership. Definitions of (EI) vary. Salovey & Mayer (1990), Bar-On (1997),
Goleman, (1995), Mayer, Roberts & Barsade (2008), all allude to an awareness of one’s own
emotions; an awareness of emotions in others; an understanding of emotions; and the ability to
manage one’s own emotions and the emotions of others. There are two dominant models of
emotional intelligence; an ability-based model (Ashkanasy & Daus, 2005; Mayer et al., 2008)
and a skill-based model (Petrides, 2010), and they differ in their conceptual approach toward the
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application of EI. The ability-based model defines EI according to intelligence theory,
emphasizing the cognitive elements of EI (Ashkanasy & Daus, 2005; Mayer et al., 2008) while
the skills-based model is trait based and encompasses a broader set of competencies (Petrides
2010).
Emotional Intelligence is a cross-section of interrelated emotional and social competencies, skills
and facilitators that determine how effectively we understand and express ourselves, understand
others and relate with them and cope with daily demands (Bar-On (2006); Clarke, 2010).
According to Bar-On’s (2006) EI model comprises five scales; intrapersonal skills, interpersonal
skills, stress management, adaptability and general mood. The scales have fifteen subscales:
Intrapersonal skills (self-regard, emotional awareness, assertiveness, independence and selfactualization), Interpersonal skills (empathy, social responsibility and interpersonal
relationships), Stress management (stress tolerance and impulse control), Adaptability (reality
testing, flexibility and problem solving), General mood (optimism and happiness) (Bar-On,
2006).
Relevance Of Emotional Intelligence
The development of EI result in increased productivity, loyalty, innovation and performance of
individuals, groups and organizations (Bar-On, 2006). According to Berkovich & Eyal (2016),
many scholars agree on the need to study EI because it improves the performance of individuals.
Emotional intelligence also enhances individual’s commitment (Bhalerao & Kumar, 2016). BarOn (1997) retaliates that people who have high EI perform better in life than people with less EI.
They are able to understand themselves better and other people, socialize and communicate more
and manage any difficult changing situation (Bar-On & Parker, 2000). According to Bar-On and
Parker (2000) when EI is high, it improves the physical and psychological health of people,
leading to better academic and work performance.
According to Welch (2003) said that EI enables teams to improve their performance. His
research showed that just like individuals, the most effective teams are the EI ones and that any
team can improve and attain higher levels of EI. Teams with identical aggregate intelligence
quotient (IQ) were compared, and it was found that teams with high levels of EI outperformed
teams with low levels of EI by a margin of two to one. Bardzill and Slaski (2003) study found
that organizational leaders must recognize the importance of EI and reward it actively. Positive
reinforcement of an EI environment ensures the development of a service – orientated climate.
Emotional aspects underlie the dynamics of many factors of modern organizations, and the role
of EI should be seriously be considered while formulating organizational policies, processes, and
procedures.
Emotional Intelligence is the softer component of the total intelligence and it contributes to both
professional and personal lives (Turner, 2004). Traditional IQ is the ability to learn, understand
and reason. It is now postulated to contribute only 20% to one's success, whereas emotional
quotient (EQ), which is the ability to understand oneself and interact with people, contributes
80%. EQ is critical to effective leadership. IQ has been linked to work performance and was a
key element in recruitment however, EQ is evident in the leaders’/managers’ ability to retain
their positions and succeed in their roles. Most firms hire for intelligence (IQ) and sack because
of attitude (EQ). According to Vakola et al. (2004) EI contributes to a deeper understanding of
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the affective implications of a change of policy, processes and procedures in an organization.
They claimed that employees with low control of emotions react negatively toward the proposed
organizational changes because they are not well equipped to deal effectively with the demands
and the affective consequences of such a stressful, emotionally expensive process. Abraham
(1999) postulated that EI is directly associated to performance and the literature both
conceptually and empirically continues to supports this assertion (Goleman, Boyatzis & McKee
2002, pp. 14; Bradberry & Greaves 2009, pp. 26).
Emotional Intelligence And Leadership
Many scholars argue that EI is a key component of effective leadership (Sadri, 2012) as “it
represents a critically important competency for effective leadership and team performance in
organizations today” (Melita Prati et al., 2003, p. 21). According to Antonakis, (2003); Brown
and Moshavi (2005) emotional intelligence has attracted substantial attention among scholars
and the possibility of a relationship with leadership has been preliminarily, but inconclusively,
examined. Emotional intelligence enables employees to understand specific leadership
behaviour and leadership effectiveness (Walter et al., 2011). Leadership is as an emotional
process where the leader recognizes, manages and evokes emotions in his/her followers
(Humphrey, 2002).There is a lot of debate regarding the contribution of EI to leadership
(Antonakis, Ashkanasy & Dasborough, 2009; Landy, 2005; Locke, 2005). Studies on emotional
intelligence (EI) and leadership has been dominant focus of research interest for more than ten
years (Cacioppe, 1998; Cavazotte, Moreno & Hickmann, 2012). This is clearly reflected, for
instance, in studies of leadership styles impact on the emotional states of employees, enhancing
organizational commitment, proactive behaviour and job performance (Riggio & Reichard,
2008). According to Cavazotte et al., (2012), transformational leaders are agents of social and
organizational change and regarded as effective. They are described as being models for conduct
and as being able to inspire a new and stimulating vision in their followers.
Abdulkarim (2013) notes that Goleman (1995) after sampling 500 organizations by the Hay
Group, reported that the outstanding performance of “star” top leaders was due to EI. Zeidner et
al. (2004) and Antonakis et al. (2009) criticized Goleman’s research indicating that no empirical
studies is cited to support Goleman’s assertion concerning the positive outcomes of EI. This
criticism comes despite the massive amount of studies done showing the positive relationship
between EI and effective leadership. Researchers argue that EI is a key component of effective
leadership (Sadri, 2012). Mandell and Pherwani (2003) found a significant relationship between
EI and leadership in the manufacturing sector however Brown and Michael (2008) study in
manufacturing sector found that EI was not related to transformational leadership. The
coefficient of determination was zero. Brown and Michael explained that conflict in findings is
likely to be because; the relatively large sample size which should, in and of itself, provide some
elements of psychological and cultural diversity. Respondents included hourly workers,
professional managers, engineers, and professional staff while Mandell and Perhwani’s (2003)
research examined 32 self-report leaders regarding their leadership. Brown and Michael (2008)
study results was derived from data provided by 2411 followers assessing the leadership
behaviors of 161 managers and supervisors. The relevance of sample size to the robustness of
analysis and the ability to generalize results is well established (Feldt & Ankenmann, 1998;
Charter, 1999). Larger samples provide statistical power for detection of weaker relationship.
Therefore it is expected that Brown and Michael results to be more significant than Mandell and
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Pherwani’s. The other issue which differentiates the results of Brown and Michael (2008) from
the Mandell and Pherwani, lies in the method of data collection.
In Brown and Michael (2008) research leadership behaviors were assessed through followerreports, while Mandell and Pherwani exclusively used self-reports. According to Rich, Bommer,
Johnson, MacKenzie, and Podsakoff (1999), the chances of measurement error inherent in
subjective self-reports of behavior and attitudes and the impact on social science research is well
documented. It is impossible to clearly articulate the exact impact of the larger sample and data
collection methods on the results in this study however as compared to that of Mandell and
Pherwani (2003), it appear, when interpreting the significant different results, the Brown and
Michael (2008) has more statistical power and fewer methodological threats to validity. The
results of Brown and Michael (2008) study suggest that there may in fact be no relationship of EI
and leadership. The notion that EI might affect leadership is largely appealing. Locke (2005)
suggested that the emotional nature of EI is antithetical to the rational nature of leadership,
particularly transformational leadership. Perhaps EI is neither helpful nor catalyzing for
leadership or social influence. Similarly, leadership is inevitably expressed in behaviors which
influence others, while any form of intelligence is an internal introspective process. The
theoretical and actual connection between these two concepts has yet to be made.
Kerr et al. (2006)’s research on 38 supervisors and their 1,258 support staff concludes that there
is a positive correlation between EI and effective leadership. In South Africa, Pillay, Viviers and
Mayer (2013) did a study on the relationship between EI and leadership styles in the South
African petrochemical industry. Their research was based on the positivist paradigm, using
quantitative research instruments and correlation analysis indicated that there was a statisticallysignificant relationship between EI and transformational leadership. The study found that there
was a positive correlation between self-reported emotional intelligence and transformational
leadership, but there was a negative correlation between emotional intelligence (specifically
intrapersonal skills) and laissez-faire leadership. The Pillay, Viviers and Mayer results of
positive correlation based on self-report is related to Mandell and Pherwani (2003) which
exclusively used self-reports and similarly found there is relationship between EI and leadership.
The chances of measurement error inherent in subjective self-reports of behavior and attitudes
and the impact on social science research is well documented (Rich, Bommer, Johnson,
MacKenzie, and Podsakoff, 1999). The Pillay, Viviers and Mayer (2013) study also critiqued to
be limited because it comprised one business unit within a South Africa petrochemical
organization, implying that the results cannot be generalized to the entire population. Secondly,
because of the cross-sectional survey-based research design, causal factors could not be isolated
and attributed to the research findings. Thirdly, the sample size may have affected the results of
this study because a larger sample could have provided more information regarding the
relationships between EI and leadership styles.
Project management context studies have found EI to be a significant area of individual
difference associated with effective leadership and, more so for transformational leadership
(Clarke, 2010). According to Brown and Moshavi (2005), there have been argument that EI may
represent an elusive ‘X’ factor for predicting transformational leadership. By linking EI to
transformational leadership, the argument is therefore put that there is a positive relationship
between these constructs. According to Cohen (1992) study emotional quotient explained small
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practical effect size percentages of variance (R² ≤ 0.12) in the dependent variable
transformational leadership. The F values for transformational leadership were significant
statistically (p ≤ 0.001), indicating that the regression is significant, yet the adjusted R² value
(0.089) indicates that only 8.9% of the variance in transformational leadership is explained by
the regression model. According to Hur et al., (2011) whilst the regression analysis does point to
many other factors that also play a role in the prediction of leadership, it indicates that EI is
gaining a foothold as a predictor of effective leadership.
In Alborz province Iran, Alam (2014) did a research on the relationship between EI and
transformational leadership among sports managers. The target population consisted of 101
sports managers in Alborz province in 2012. The results showed significant positive correlations,
both simple and multiple, between EI and transformational leadership style in the sports
managers in Alborz province. Motivation as a component of EI had a greater role in predicting
transformational leadership among the sports managers. The results of testing research
hypotheses on the relationship of EI and its components with transformational leadership showed
a significant positive correlation between EI and transformational leadership in the sport
managers of Alborz province (r=0.646, coefficient of determination 0.417, P=0.0001). This
implies that increased EI leads to increased transformational leadership behavior in sport
managers and EI explained 41.7 % of transformational leadership. The study results also
indicated that there was a significant positive correlation of self-awareness, self-regulation,
motivation, empathy and social skill with transformational leadership among the sport managers.
The results also indicated that multiple correlations between EI components (self-awareness,
self-regulation, motivation, empathy and social skill) and transformational leadership in the sport
managers of Alborz province (F=49.50, P<0.05). In this regard, EI components were found to
account for 72% of variance in transformational leadership in the sport managers of Alborz
province.
The Alam (2014) study results are consistent with the findings of Abedi Jafari et al. (2010),
Torkan and Ahmadi (2010), Keyvanlu (2010), Beikzad et al. (2010). Droodgar et al. (2010),
Moghadami et al. (2009), Farhangi et al. (2009), Jafari et al. (2008), Arastoo and Ansari Renani
(2008), Abedi Jafari et al. (2010), Hebert (2011), Fazeli et al. (2011), Vivekananda and
Madhusudhan (2011), Burkham (2010), Yung-Shui and Tung-Chun (2009), Soriano (2007),
Brown et al. (2006), Hoffman and Frost (2006), and Gardner and Stough (2002). The Alam
(2014) findings, however, are inconsistent with the findings of Lindebaum and Cartwright
(2010), Brown et al. (2006), Zeidner et al, 2014, Antonakis et al 2009, Brown and Michael 2008
and Palmer et al. (2001). This inconsistency could be associated with the use of different scales
in measuring EI and specific conditions of different studies. Lindebaum and Cartwright (2010)
used TLQ-Public scale (Alban-Metcalfe et al., 2001) and Wong and Law Emotional Intelligence
Scale (WLEIS) (2002) to measure transformational leadership style and EI, respectively.
Brown et al. (2006) used Bar-On’s emotional intelligence questionnaire that is different from the
scale used in the present and other consistent studies. Masi and Cooke (2000) compared the
impact of transformational leadership (TL) and transactional leadership on follower motivation,
empowerment, and commitment to quality and found that TL tends to empower and motivate
followers while transactional leadership tends to suppress follower commitment to both quality
and productivity. This is a key developments in the investigation of EI and TL confirming its
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utility in increasing organizational satisfaction, commitment, and effectiveness. According to
Bass and Avolio (1993) there are four dimensions, which comprise TL behavior which they
idealized as; influence, inspirational motivation, intellectual simulation, and individualized
consideration.
According to Palmer et al. (2002) inspirational motivation and individualized consideration
components of TL are significantly correlated with the ability to both monitor and manage
emotions in oneself and others. Brief and Weiss, (2002) asserted that the transformational leaders
feel excited, enthusiastic and energetic, thus energize their followers. Transformational leaders
use strong emotions to arouse similar feelings in their audiences. According to Kark and Shamir
(2002) transformational leaders can have a dual effect, exerting their influence on followers
through the creation of personal identification with the leader and social identification with the
work unit.
Transformational Leadership And Organization Performance
Leadership is a dynamic process within a group whereby an individual influences others to
contribute voluntarily to the achievement of group task in a given situation (Cole 1999). Handy
(1993, pp. 100) assert that there are some general assumptions made in relation to effects of
leadership. These include employees will work harder, they become more productive, employees
improve their performances, and recognition that different leadership styles yield different results
in relation to performance. According to Channer and Hope (2001) transformational leaders
lead others through inspiration and enthusiasm as opposed to ordering and instructing, where
they stimulate their intellectual and emotional response, which activate a positive vision within
the follower. They are respected, admired and trusted (Humphreys 2002). Transformational
leaders are able to motivate their followers to perform over and above expectations by providing
aspirational goals, articulating a vision and becoming suitable role models (Fetter, Mackenzie,
Moorman & Podsakoff, 1990). According to (Mackenzie, Rich and Podsakoff, 2001) there is an
inherent dissonance which comes out of the literature that transactional and transformational
leadership are uniquely different, however their traits can be simultaneously displayed and coexist within the same leader.
According to Tucker & Russell (2004) transformational leadership has been shown to be the
preferred leadership style under environmental conditions of constant and rapid change.
Empirical studies have shown that transformational leadership is associated positively with
leader effectiveness (Bass & Avolio, 2004; Northouse, 2012). Bass & Riggio, 2006; Bass &
Bass, 2008; Northouse, 2012 asserts that transformational leadership is an approach to leadership
where the leader identifies the needed change, creates a vision to guide the change by inspiring
their followers and executes the change with the commitment of their followers. According to
Harms & Credé, 2010; Lowe, Kroeck & Sivasubramanian, (1996), meta-analytic reviews have
indicated positive relationship between transformational leadership and performance of support
staff.
Emotional Intelligence, Transformational Leadership And Organizational Performance
According to Goleman et al (2002, pp251) emotional intelligence contributes to between eighty
to ninety percent of the competencies that distinguish an outstanding leader compared to average
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leaderThis assertion is accurate. EI is critical for organization success as it influences the
performance of the leader-follower as well as buyer-seller. “Self-awareness competency is vital
in relation to job performance where it has been identified that eighty three percent of people
who were high in self-awareness are top performers compared with two percent who were
bottom performers” (Bradberry & Greaves 2009, pp. 26).
Brown (2014) carried out a review on the effects of emotional intelligence (EI) and leadership
styles on sales performance. The research involved a descriptive analysis of literature regarding
emotional intelligence, transformational leadership styles and sales performance. A
conceptualized model of leadership style, emotional intelligence and sales performance was
created from literature reviewed. The review suggest that transformational leadership styles act
as strong predictors of leadership effectiveness and their ability to influence the sales person’s
performance. The findings further indicated that leadership styles appear to have a symbiotic
relationship with EI within leadership styles domain. The literature provided support for a model,
which suggests that emotional intelligence components such as personal/social competencies,
motivation and empathy are positively linked to transformational leadership style, which
empowers the sales person to perform beyond their normal expectations. The review suggest that
there is a correlation between EI, Transformational leadership and sales performance.
Conclusion
The review offers a synthesis between EI, transformational leadership style and organization
performance. Having reviewed a considerable number of papers, it is observed that EI has
positive correlation with transformational leadership though some studies contradict that. The
contradictions in results is possibly due to differences in sample size and data collection
approach, as this review indicates. This shows that research methodology is a key aspect to be
considered when comparing and contrasting studies. Studies also indicates transformational
leadership is positively correlated to individual and organization performance. Leaders having
higher EI show better quality of work performance, transformational leadership enhances
organizational performance while some studies contradict this. This study has reviewed several
empirical studies and indicate there are contradictions in studies done, which offers scope for
further research especially on EI, transformational leadership style and organization
performance.
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Abstract
Export oriented horticultural SMEs in East Africa countries and Kenya, in particular, have not
fully benefited from the formation of East Africa Community. The current study seeks to
establish the moderating effect of entrepreneurial orientation on the relationship between
EAC strategic levers and performance of export oriented horticultural SMEs in Kenya. The
specific objectives will be to examine the link between EAC strategic levers and
performance of export oriented horticultural SMEs in Kenya and to establish the
moderating effect of entrepreneurial orientation on the relationship between strategic levers
and performance of export oriented horticultural SMEs in Kenya. The study reviews the
theories of regional integration and entrepreneurial orientation, the concept of strategic levers
and their relationship with the performance of businesses. The research will adopt
quantitative research design and the target population will be 20,000 export oriented SMEs
in Kenya. Stratified random sampling will be used in selecting respondents. Data will be
analyzed using SPSS version 22 where descriptive and inferential statistical analysis will be
carried out.
Key words: Entrepreneurship Business Strategy, Small-and-Medium-Sized-Enterprises
(SMEs), Regional Integration, Export oriented, Horticultural, Strategic levers, East African
Community (EAC), Firm Performance, Common Market Protocols
Introduction
Most businesses in the East African countries are small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
as stated in research by (Boateng et.al, 2008). Because of their growth, SMEs are able to
make a major contribution to the National Income and employ a significant number of
people. Furthermore, SMEs are major players in exportation, as they are often involved in the
production and export of goods and services (Knight & Kim, 2009). However, SMEs from the
EAC are not performing well in exportation because of the various export barriers they face
(Milanzi, 2012). Because of this, EAC countries' involvement in exportation is low compared
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to other regions and continents and, as a result, they are lagging behind in terms of economic
and social development (Asiedu, 2004). For those that are participating in exporting, their
performance is not as good as expected. One of the barriers to exporting facing these SMEs is
their poor access to knowledge of information and communications technologies (Ernst &
Young, 2009). Kenya is the only East African country that significantly penetrated the global
horticultural market and is a world leader in exports of green beans and green peas (Milanzi,
2012). Kenyan exports are price competitive, organized and reliable in supplying off-season
vegetables. Other East African countries, whose exports are smaller and more nascent, may
gain more by attracting Kenyan investment and expertise than by going it alone and
competing head-to-head (Ernst & Young, 2009).
The horticultural industry is among the leading foreign exchange earners and contributes
enormously to food security and household incomes to a majority of Kenyan producers
who carry out one form of horticultural production or another (Kenya Economic Survey,
2016). The horticultural sub-sector approximately employs 4.5 million people countrywide
directly in production, processing and marketing while another 3.5 million people benefit
indirectly through trade and other activities, (HCDA, 2009). One way that Kenya and other
sub-Saharan African countries have attempted to reduce poverty and achieve higher rates of
growth is by diversifying their export portfolio away from primary commodities into nontraditional exports with more auspicious market trends (Solomon et al., 2007). Currently,
horticulture, which comprises of fruits, vegetables and flowers, is the fastest growing subsector of the economy with Kenya having a long history of growing horticultural crops
for both domestic and export markets (Kenya Economic Survey, 2016). Structural and
macroeconomic reforms, plus the introduction of a more liberal trading environment under
WTO arrangements have provided a major boost to Kenya's horticultural prospects
(Floriculture in Kenya, 2008). The question is, has an EAC market protocol, contributed to
the horticultural performance in Kenya?

Statement of the Problem
East African Countries’ economic performance has been low compared to other regions. This
has been attributed to among others: the inability for most East African countries to secure
access to larger markets; inherent high intra-country trade costs; lack of an effective
framework for regional cooperation and resource pooling; and the pressure from development
partners pursuing their own foreign policy objectives in the continent (Abigael, 2015). This
despite the existence of an EAC common market protocol that encourages the free
movement of people, goods and services, labor migration and access to markets.
Therefore, this research will investigate the moderating effect of entrepreneurial orientation
on the relationship between East African Community strategic linkages and performance of
export oriented horticultural SMEs in Kenya. The horticultural SMEs to be included in the
study are SMEs dealing with fruits, flowers and vegetable exports.
Study Objective
The main objective of this study is to establish the moderating effect of entrepreneurial
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orientation on the relationship between EAC strategic levers and performance of export
oriented horticultural SMEs in Kenya. Specific objectives include:
1. To examine the link between EAC strategic levers and performance of export
oriented horticultural SMEs in Kenya.
2. To establish the moderating effect of entrepreneurial orientation on the relationship
between EAC strategic levers and performance of export oriented horticultural SMEs
in Kenya.

Study Hypotheses
Ho1: There is no significant relationship between EAC strategic levers and performance
of export oriented horticultural SMEs in Kenya.
Ho2: Entrepreneurial orientation does not significantly moderate the relationship between
EAC strategic levers and performance of export oriented horticultural SMEs in Kenya.
Significance of the Study
The findings will be useful to researchers, policy makers, and practitioners intending to
improve SMEs performance, especially in this era economic integration. A firm's performance
is vital for SMEs to attain a competitive edge in order to face challenges posed by a
competitive environment. There are few, if any, studies that have been undertaken to
establish the factors which hinder the SMEs (who are participating in the horticultural
production) from direct participation in the export markets. The study findings will thus inform
policy makers and other stakeholders the extent to which EAC regional economic integration
has influenced horticultural performance in Kenya.
Literature Review
Theories on Regional Economic Integration
Scholarly work on regional economic integration dates back to 1961 (Balassa, 1961).
Economic integration can take many forms. According to Balassa (1961), there are four
different stages of economic integration. The first is a Free Trade Area (FTA), then a Customs
Union (CU), then a Common Market (CM), and finally the Economic Union. A study by
(Balassa, 1961) agrees that economic integration implies an elimination of trade restrictions.
Studies discussing trade integration gains and explaining the theoretical implications of
preferential trade agreements are based on the pioneering study of Viner (1950). Viner's
study was the first to identify concrete criteria to distinguish between the possible
advantages and disadvantages of economic integration. Viner's so called static analysis of
economic integration has divided possible effects of economic integration into the wellknown trade creation and trade diversion effects. Overall, Viner's theory basically stipulates
that countries are motivated to integrate for trade creation more than trade diversion. Krauss
(1972) argued that studies by Viner (1950) and Cooper and Massell (1965) have concluded
that free trade is superior to customs unions as a trade liberalizing device. The scholars
argue that the reason behind forming customs unions is a better allocation of resources is no
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longer valid. Therefore, one should stop analyzing the welfare impacts of customs union
using static effects. As a result, (Balassa, 1961) and Cooper and Massell (1965) introduced
another tool (dynamic effects) into the analysis of the welfare effects of economic integration,
as a more efficient economic reason or rationale behind the formation of customs unions or
economic integration schemes in general. Current Studies have concluded that dynamic
effects of economic integration have recently emerged as a result of recent changes that are
shaping the world economy today (Viner, 2014).
Another theory of economic integration is the Training ground theory (Heimenz &
Langhammer, 1990). According to Inotai (1997), the theory depends on the hypothesis that
during the first phase of integration among developing countries, international
competitiveness of developing countries can be gradually improved by relying on the
regional market in the first phase of industrialization. Free trade among member countries
plus the usually high common external tariff on imports from the outside world should
provide temporary protection of infant industries as well as a sufficiently large market for
future industrial development. This process that is termed as import-substituting
industrialization will secure sufficient time for the development of the industrial sectors of the
member developing countries (Rueda-Junquera, 2006). Entrance or openness to world
markets may then come at a later stage after developing countries have reached a
reasonable degree of efficiency and technical development. Thus, economic integration
among developing countries may be considered as a transitional period or a stepping stone
towards open competition with the outside world after a short period of learning or
training; hence the name training ground theory (Inotai, 1997). The theory is relevant for
the current in that it shows how EAC can protect locals horticultural SMEs from stronger
world competitors by offering them subsidies to make them cost efficient.

Theoretical Review of Entrepreneurial Orientation
Theory of Entrepreneurial Orientation (EO) refers to processes, practices, and decisionmaking activities of firms that lead to new entry and enhanced performance of
manufacturing firms operating under a regional integration context (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996).
According to Knight & Kim (2009), EO is the magic strategy which firms adopt to enter,
maintain or augment their viability in situations of regional integration. It is associated with
product innovativeness, process innovativeness, technological innovativeness, management
proclivity for risk-seeking and pro-active competitive posture. The EO theory is,
therefore, anchored in a firm’s basic underlying orientations, processes, practices, and
decision-making activities that are imperative to the firm’s success (Knight & Kim, 2009).
Firms which aspire to operate in a regional integration set-up, anticipate enhanced performance
and success in their endeavors. This calls for them to urgently adopt Entrepreneurial
Orientation (EO). EO is the strategy making practices that firms make to identify and launch
ventures. It represents a frame of mind and a perspective about entrepreneurship that are
reflected in a firm's ongoing processes and corporate culture (Lumpkin, 1996). According
to Knight (1997) firms which operate within a regional integration regime, which does not
have the right frame of mind and perspective, encounter difficulties in enhancing their
performance and competitiveness. Firms are, therefore, encouraged to embrace
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entrepreneurial orientation to excel and overcome the challenges.
Schumpeter (1934) holds in his theory on innovation, that, an entrepreneurial firm is one
which combines various input factors to generate value that exceeds the cost of input factors
for profit. The theory is applicable to horticultural firms in Kenya, which operate within the
context of the East African Community (EAC). According to Morris & Allen (1991), EO
incorporates management proclivity for risk-taking, referred to as the degree the
management is willing to make large and risky resource commitments, which have a
reasonable chance of failure. Possession of a proactive competitive posture is the extent to
which a firm anticipates and acts on future needs, seeks new opportunities which may or may
not be related to the present line of operations, introduces new products and brands ahead
of competition, and strategically eliminates operations which are in their mature or declining
stages of life cycle (Knight & Kim, 2009). Venkataraman (1989) avers that EO is the firm's
ability to adopt innovative, proactive, and risk-seeking strategies to achieve performance
objectives. This study anchor on Schumpeter's theory to assess the moderating effects of
entrepreneurial orientation on the relationship between EAC strategic levers and performance
of export oriented horticultural SMEs in Kenya.

Strategic Levers and Performance
According to Hofer and Schendel (1978), strategic levers are the processes that
manufacturing firms adopt to address the changing environmental conditions precipitated
by transition from domestic to regional and global markets. The strategic levers comprise of
rationalization, technology acquisition, automation of production, product quality and
regionalization. According to Toyne and Walters (1993), rationalization involves streamlining
of key activities intended to optimize scale and scope efficiencies by doing away with
products or processes which do not add value to the successful operations of the firm.
According to Lumpkin and Dess (2000), rationalization is the reorganization of
manufacturing firms in order to increase their efficiency. The reorganization may lead to an
expansion or reduction in the firm size, a change of policy or alteration of strategy pertaining
to manufacture particular products. Rationalization is further understood as the selling off or
closing down of some plants or units to be more in line with the manufacturing firm’s core
competencies in the interest of efficiency, or as a cost cutting measure in a changed
environment (Knight & Kim, 2009). The objectives of rationalization are to: implement a
saving or reduction in the operational costs; simplify the application landscape; expedite
deployment of new services; minimize the cost of deployment of new services; ease of
operational support; reduction of points of failure; and predicting performance and
scalability more accurately for manufacturing firms operating within a regional integration
context (Knight
& Kim, 2009)
Technology Acquisition is the process by which manufacturing firms acquire rights to use
and exploit technology for the purpose of improving or renewing their processes, products or
services (Toyne and Walters (1993). Technology acquisition is, therefore, the foundation
upon which innovation is anchored. It enables firms to respond to the changed conditions in
their external environment as a result of regional integration (Szymanski, et al, 1993).
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Through technology acquisition, firms are enabled to tailor their products or services to
suit the demands of new market opportunities, meet strict product standards, or make
products more universally desirable. According to Mosey (2005), technology acquisition is a
key competency for manufacturing firms operating under a regional integration regime. He
avers that the main reason why manufacturing firms embrace technology acquisition
developed externally is to allocate limited resources more effectively in order to reduce costs
and gain advanced technological know-how quickly over competitors. Most manufacturing
firms opt for acquisition of technology developed externally when there is incapability of
in-house development of new technology. Mosey (2005) further avers that, the problem in
acquiring technology externally are: the dependence on the source of technology; the
transaction costs to search, negotiate, execute and enforce the contract; the need to adapt and
fine tune the technology and; the need to rationalize the price of technology which may be
overpriced.
Automation is the use of control systems and information technologies to reduce the need
for human intervention. It plays an important role in the world economy and in daily
experiences in firms (Knight & Kim, 2009). Automation increases efficiency and effectiveness
in the operations of the firm by increasing a firm’s competitiveness and profitability within the
context of expanded markets. Automation leads to increased productivity, expanded capacity,
lower manufacturing costs, greater flexibility all permitting manufacturing firms to become
more globally competitive (Eden, 1994). Product quality is the fundamental characteristic of
products that meet or exceed customer expectations regarding features and performance
(Knight & Kim, 2009). It is linked to improved competitiveness and improved performance in
expanded markets (Bharadwaj & Varadarajan, 1993). Product quality enables end-users to
compare across a greater variety of product brands from a large number of competing
firms. Under such conditions, customer’s expectations of quality are apt to grow.
Regionalization is the coming together of states or countries to form a regional integration
area for the purpose of attaining socio-economic and political development agenda (EAC,
2011). Regionalization, therefore, avails opportunity for manufacturing firms to expand their
activities or operations beyond the domestic market. Regionalization therefore, acts as a
catalyst to manufacturing firms to gather foreign market information, transform their
products and processes to suit local needs, and commitment of resources to achieve
regional goals. It is, therefore, important for member countries to harmonize regional tariff
and remove investment barriers with the objective of reducing foreign investment risk and
trade-related transaction costs (Porter, 1990). Firms perceive regionalization as a means to
pursue new market opportunities, which compensates for domestic market and increases
profits. Rugman and Verbeke (2007) posit that increases in trade occur predominantly within
each broad regional integration area. Regionalization does avail numerous opportunities to
manufacturing firms, including the ability to sell to a larger market, utilization of location
economies, using experiences learned in various markets to enhance core competencies, and
the development and transfer of skills between subsidiaries and headquarters. However,
despite the opportunities availed by regionalization, there exist challenges that constrain the
ability of manufacturing firms to fully reap the resultant benefits. This study hypothesizes that
Ho1: There is no significant relationship between strategic levers and performance of
horticultural SMEs in Kenya.
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Entrepreneurial orientation and Performance
Entrepreneurial orientation is a process construct and concerns the methods, practices, and
decision-making styles managers use (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996). Entrepreneurial orientation
is grounded in the strategic choice perspective and concerns the intentions and actions of
key players functioning in a dynamic generative process (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996). An
entrepreneurial orientation promotes initiative and is conceptualized as having anywhere
from three to five dimensions, which may vary independently (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996)
and have different levels of effects on the relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and
performance. An organization could exhibit relatively high levels of one or more
dimensions and, at the same time, relatively low levels of other dimensions (Lyon, Lumpkin,
& Dess, 2000). An entrepreneurial orientation is potentially important to the success of private
firms (Martin and Lumpkin, 2004). Entrepreneurial orientation has been found to contribute
to firm growth (Becherer & Maurer, 1997) and relates to strong performance in private
firms (Lumpkin and Sloat, 2001). Empirically, the positive impact of entrepreneurial
orientation on firm performance has been supported by several studies (Wiklund et al., 2007).
Zahra and Covin (1991) found that firms with an entrepreneurial orientation could target
premium market segments, charge higher prices, and were faster to the market. These
firms tend to monitor market changes, respond quickly, and capitalize on emerging
opportunities. Innovation, competitive aggressiveness and proactively keep them ahead of
competitors, leading to better performance. Previous research suggests that firms that
exhibit high levels of entrepreneurial orientation will achieve superior performance to firms
possessing low levels of entrepreneurial orientation (Zahra and Covin 1995). According to
Lee and Peterson (2001), firms that have an entrepreneurial orientation tend to be more
successful. Indeed, recent studies indicate that increases in firm performance related to
entrepreneurial performance are sustainable over long periods of time. These findings are not
uncontested. Auger et al (2003) and Smart and Conant (1994) were unable to find a
significant relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and performance, whereas Hart
(1992) argues that entrepreneurial type strategies may even be associated with poor
performance. Ozsomer et al (1997) says that firms with the most aggressive strategic posture
are more likely to survive, let alone stay competitive.
Firm Performance
Performance is a recurrent theme in strategic management research (Wang, 2008). It is
important from three perspectives. Theoretically, because effectiveness of strategies is tested by
the level of performance they cause, empirically because there are many constructs that have
been employed to capture performance, and managerially as a measure of quality of
decisions that managers make on a day to day basis (Venkatraman and Ramanujam, 1986).
Organizational performance is the most important dependent variable for researchers
concerned with almost all areas of management (Richard et al., 2008) because it explains
how well an organization is doing (Obiwuru et al., 2011). It is an indicator of how well a
firm realizes its objectives (Ho 2008). According to Lusthaus et al. (2002), the analysis of
organizational performance is an important step in ensuring organizational success, but yet
there is little agreement as to what constitutes a valid set of criteria for measuring
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organizational performance due to the complexity of the construct. Even though the
literature in organizational research shows that organizational performance has been used
extensively as a dependent variable and that many studies concentrated on identifying the
factors that affect the variability in performance outcomes, it is still an indistinct and loosely
defined variable (Richard et al. 2008). From their analyses, Lusthaus et al. (2002) concluded
that organizational performance can be defined in terms of the following elements;
effectiveness (ability of the organization to achieve its goals), efficiency (accuracy, how
economically the organization can turn resources/inputs into results), relevance (being
adaptive to the stakeholders and its environment) and financial viability (ability to raise
required funds).
Research Gap
The empirical review above has shown the relationship between regional economic
integration and firm performance. But most of these studies were done in different
environments and hence the results may not be generalized to Kenya specifically. Moreover,
no study has been carried out on the moderating effect of Entrepreneurial Orientation on
the relationship between EAC strategic levers and performance of export oriented
horticultural SMEs in Kenya. There is, therefore, a gap in literature as regards East African
Community regional economic block and performance of export oriented horticultural SMEs
firms in Kenya.
Conceptual Framework
To determine the effect of EAC strategic levers on performance of export oriented
horticultural SMEs in Kenya and the moderating effect of entrepreneurial orientation on
the relationship between EAC strategic levers and performance of export oriented horticultural
SMEs in Kenya.
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Study Methodology
Research Design, Target Population and Sampling
The study will adopt quantitative approach of research. The quantitative approach focuses on
the designs, techniques and measures that produce discreet numerical or quantifiable data
(Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009). Further, quantitative approach is strongly linked to
answering research questions, which are directly linked to specific objectives of the
study. The target population will comprise 20,000 export oriented horticultural SMEs in
Kenya (HCDA, 2015). This study will adopt stratified random sampling design because of
the size and different nature of the population within the agricultural SMEs. The strata will
be formed based on the type of selected horticultural SMEs activity: fruits, vegetables and
flowers. According to Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, (2009), for a population in the
bracket of 10,001 – 100,000 with desired precision of 5%, a sample size of 383 is
adequate. To arrive at the exact sample size, the researcher will use YaroYarmjne’s
formula (1984) to determine the sample size. In this case, for the given population of 20,000
exports oriented horticultural SMEs in Kenya, a sample size of 392 respondents will be
used to represent the population. The illustration below shows how the sample size was
arrived at.
n = N/ (1+N (e2)
Where; n = the desired sample size, e = probability of error (i.e., the desired precision, e.g.,
0.05 for 95% confidence level). N=the estimate of the population size.
N = 20,000/ (1+20,000 (0.0025) n = 392
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Instruments, Analysis and Presentation
The main data collection instrument will be questionnaires containing both open ended
and closed ended questions. This study will adopt, a five point agree/disagree Likert scale
questionnaire items. Each respondent will be asked to rate the extent (5=strongly agree,
1=strongly disagree) of their perceived levels of strategic levers and horticultural performance
of selected SMEs. The questionnaire will be pilot tested by using a sample of 10 agricultural
SMEs. These firms will not be involved in the final survey. SPSS version 22 software will be
used for this study for quantitative analysis. Data analysis will be performed in a number of
stages. Once the questionnaires are collected, data from the questionnaire will be coded,
analyzed and items grouped into the various dimensions of constructs. Data screening
will be performed. Both descriptive and inferential statistics will be used to analyze data
and test research hypotheses. Descriptive statistics will be utilized to provide a profile of the
demographics of the horticultural exporters to be surveyed. It will provide a summary of
statistical indications including the means, medians, modes, standard deviations, minimums
and maximums, skewnesses and kurtosis statistics on the variables. The inferential
statistics to be used include correlation and multi regression analysis. The model
specification will be based on equation (1).
P = β01+β1X1 +β2X2 +ɛ1............................................................. (1)
Where
P = firm performance,
are coefficients, X1= strategic levers, X2 =
entrepreneurial orientation and 1 = Error term.
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Abstract
The formation of East African Community regional economic block came with a lot of
expectations especially for export oriented horticultural SMEs in east African countries.
The study seeks to establish the effect of access to market through East Africa Community
on the performance of export oriented horticultural SMEs in Kenya. The specific objective of
this study will be to assess the effect of access to markets on the performance of export
oriented horticultural SMEs in Kenya. The study reviews the concepts of access to market
and how they affect the performance of export oriented horticultural SMEs in Kenya. The
study will adopt quantitative research design and the target population will be 20,000
exports oriented horticultural SMEs in Kenya. Stratified random sampling will be used in
selecting respondents. Data will be analyzed using SPSS where descriptive and inferential
statistical analysis will be carried out.
Keywords: Economic Integration, Small-and-Medium Sized Enterprises (SMEs), Market
Orientation, International Trade Theory, Globalization Market Integrations, Economic
Growth, East African Community (EAC), Horticultural, Business Performance
Introduction
In the global economy, SMEs are largely recognized as engines of growth and development
and are the backbone of the economy in many successful developed nations (Zain, M. & Ng,
S. I., 2006). The open market economy has introduced new operating conditions, markets, and
challenges in developing economies like Kenya, something that entrepreneurs and owners
of Small and Medium Enterprises’ (SMEs) must consider and respond to in order to remain
viable and competitive (Morris et. al, 2008). The removal of trade barriers has increased
internationalization of markets for sales and purchasing, subsequently enhancing the entry
of new competitors into formerly protected domestic markets (Abigael, 2015). These
dynamics have also caused changes in customers' preferences due to exposure to new
brands. In this regard, the involvement of SMEs in the open market is not a matter of choice;
it is a question of a struggle for survival, regardless of whether SMEs operate in global or
local markets (ESCAP, 2012). Government interventions have been required to create
enabling environments for SME growth. Such interventions include transparent licensing and
permit procedures, financial provisions, information gathering and sharing, infrastructure
(along with trading routes and borders) and efficient customs procedures (ESCAP, 2012).
Under the present globalization era, regional integration, whose progress has been
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facilitated by increasing trade and investment liberalization and advancement of logistic
systems and information and communication technologies (ICT), has changed SMEs'
operating environment in a drastic way.
Statement of the Problem
Export oriented Horticultural SMEs in East Africa and Kenya has not been able to get the
full benefit from the fact of being from East African Community. As a result, East African
Countries’ economic performance has been low compared to other regions. This has been
attributed to among others: the inability for most African countries to secure access to
larger markets; inherent high intra-country trade costs; lack of an effective framework for
regional cooperation and resource pooling; and the pressure from development partners
pursuing their own foreign policy objectives in the continent (Abigael, 2015) . This despite
the existence of an EAC common market protocol that encourages the free movement of
people, goods and services, labor migration and access to markets (Kishor & Ssozi, 2011)
.Few studies exist if any that have looked at the effect of access to market on the performance
of export oriented horticultural SMEs in Kenya under the backdrop of East African
Community regional economic integration. The study, therefore, seeks to examine the effect
of access to markets on the performance of export oriented horticultural SMEs in Kenya.
Objectives of the Study
The objective of the study is to examine the effect of access to markets on the performance
of export oriented horticultural SMEs in Kenya.
Study Hypothesis
Ho: There is no significant relationship between access to markets and performance of
selected export oriented horticultural SMEs in Kenya.
Literature Review
Theories on Regional Economic Integration Scholarly work on regional economic integration
dates back to 1961 (Balassa, 1961). Economic integration can take many forms. According to
Balassa (1961), there are four different stages of economic integration. The first is a Free Trade
Area (FTA), then a Customs Union (CU), then a Common Market (CM) and finally the
Economic Union. (Balassa, 1961) agrees that economic integration implies an elimination of
trade restrictions. Studies discussing trade integration gains and explaining the theoretical
implications of preferential trade agreements are based on the pioneering study of (Viner,
2014). Viner's study was the first to identify concrete criteria to distinguish between the
possible advantages and disadvantages of economic integration. Viner's so called static analysis
of economic integration has divided possible effects of economic integration into the wellknown trade creation and trade diversion effects. Overall, Viner's theory basically stipulates
that countries are motivated to integrate for trade creation more than trade diversion. A study
by (Hosny, 2013) argued that studies by (Viner, 2014) have concluded that free trade is superior
to customs unions as a trade liberalizing device. The scholars argue that the reason behind
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forming customs unions is a better allocation of resources is no longer valid. Therefore, one
should stop analyzing the welfare impacts of customs union using static effects. As a result,
(Balassa, 1961) and (Cooper & Massell, 1965) introduced another tool (dynamic effects) into
the analysis of the welfare effects of economic integration, as a more efficient economic
reason or rationale behind the formation of customs unions or economic integration
schemes in general. Current Studies have concluded that dynamic effects of economic
integration have recently emerged as a result of recent changes that are shaping the world
economy today.
Training ground theory, according to Inotai (1997) depends on the hypothesis that during the
first phase of integration among developing countries, international competitiveness of
developing countries can be gradually improved by relying on the regional market in the
first phase of industrialization. Further, (Heimenz & Langhammer, 1990) explains that
Free trade among member countries plus the usually high common external tariff on
imports from the outside world should provide temporary protection of infant industries as
well as a sufficiently large market for future industrial development. Paper by (RuedaJunquera, 2006) explains that this process that is termed as import-substituting
industrialization will secure sufficient time for the development of the industrial sectors of
the member developing countries (Junquera & Delgado, 2009) Entrance or openness to
world markets may then come at a later stage after developing countries have reached a
reasonable degree of efficiency and technical development. Thus, economic integration
among developing countries may be considered as a transitional period or a stepping stone
towards open competition with the outside world after a short period of learning or training;
hence the name training ground theory (Junquera & Delgado, 2009). A study by
(Khandelwal, 2004) reported that Trade Simulation Model Partial equilibrium models
developed by world bank are widely used to simulate and measure the effects of changes in
trade policy. Paper by (Castro, 2005) further explains that the models assess the effects of
specific changes in tariffs or other trade taxes on trade flows, revenue, prices, and some
measures of welfare at a given point in time. Typically, a simulation model based on simple
Vinerian customs union theory is employed (Khandelwal, 2004).

Access to Markets and Performance
Access to markets is one of the strategic objectives of the formation of the EAC community
as illustrated in the common market protocol. Small businesses increasingly face
competition not only from their peers but also from large corporations participating in
niche markets once regarded as a preserve for small businesses (Ntakobajira, 2013).
According to (Gachangi, 2012) one of the most significant challenges is the negative
perception towards SMEs. Potential clients perceive small businesses as lacking the ability
to provide quality services and are unable to satisfy more than one critical project
simultaneously. Often larger companies are selected and given business for their clout in
the industry and name recognition alone (Abigael, 2015). Infrastructure is a key component
in access to markets. The inadequacy of the physical infrastructure is a principal cause of low
levels of investment and unsatisfactory performance of small and micro enterprises (Abigael,
2015). The economic recovery strategy paper, 2003 has identified poor infrastructure as a
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critical factor that constrains profitable business in Kenya. The infrastructure problem includes
poor state of roads, inaccessibility to land, work space, electricity, and utility. Lack of
allocation of suitable land to SMEs in most urban and rural areas is a major impediment to
growth and development. Inaccessibility to land and lack of property rights hamper access to
infrastructure and utilities by line SMEs (Nteere, 2012).
A study by (Abor & Quartey, 2010) examined the characteristics, the contributions of SMEs
to economic development, and the constraints to SME development in developing countries
with particular reference to Ghana and South Africa. According to (Abor & Quartey, 2010),
Notwithstanding the recognition of the important roles SMEs play in these countries, their
development is largely constrained by a number of factors, such as lack of access to
appropriate technology; limited access to international markets, the existence of laws,
regulations and rules that impede the development of the sector; weak institutional capacity,
lack of management skills and training, and most importantly finance. The paper by (Abor
& Quartey, 2010) further provides some relevant recommendations to policy makers,
development agencies, entrepreneurs, and SME managers to ascertain the appropriate
strategy to improve the SME sector in these countries. A study by (Fugazza & Nicita, 2011)
shows that the major consequence of emergence of preferential trade agreements is because
a big chunk of global trade is not subject to most favored nation but to enter markets
through preferential access. This access affects trade in that it provides some countries
with relative advantage in trade hence discriminatory. A study by (Fugazza & Nicita, 2011)
examined the extent to which preferential access affects bilateral trade flows. The researchers
established that advantage provided by the structure of preferences also affects the magnitude
of bilateral trade flows. That is, bilateral trade flows depend on the advantage provided by
the system of preferences over other competitors. Paper by (IFAD, 2014) holds that access to
markets is very important for young farmers all over the world. In developing countries, it is
necessary to enhance productivity, generate increased incomes and thereby reduce poverty
and food insecurity. The paper by (IFAD, 2014) also explains that despite this the
importance of access to markets, majority of market structures militate against market
access for youth. The paper (IFAD, 2014) further provides illustrations of how youth can
increase market access. The paper argues that to gain access to markets and commence
production, access to productive resources to is very necessary. However, access to these
productive resources is usually more limited to the youth as do for the older smallholders. The
paper therefore recommends that initiatives and assistance schemes must specifically direct at
young people, for instance start-up funding opportunities and competitions can help them
overcome these challenges (IFAD, 2014). Education and training are needed if youth are to
seize marketing opportunities and create their own business. Training initiatives should be
designed to respond to the needs of young producers (IFAD, 2014). Mentoring programmes
usually offer a lot of advantages: in terms of gaining knowledge and competencies to
comply with the market requirements; specific skills development; and increased confidence.
Young farmers are new in the market and have only limited networks and contacts with
buyers, which restricts their ability to access to market information. However, modern
market information services now exist and the development of ICTs facilitates marketing
and trading. Youth usually tend to be adept at learning to use new technologies and they
may already use ICT tools for social networking (IFAD, 2014). Infrastructure and related
services help to make things happen, it feeds and it is fed by trade, it fuels foreign direct
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investment, it backs up the creation and sustainability of industrial clusters, it cuts costs
and raises competitiveness (Kishor & Ssozi, 2011). A spatial planning approach ensures
the most efficient use of land by balancing competing demands within the context of
sustainable development (Rozee, 2003). It becomes an ongoing, enduring process of
managing change by a range of actors, in the interests of sustainable development
(Tewdwr, 2004). This makes efforts to promote industrial development extremely urgent
and rurally focused (Kinyua, 2012). Study by (Karamuriro, 2015) examined the effect of
COMESA RTA on intra-regional exports. The findings suggest that the formation of COMESA
trading bloc has improved export performance among its member countries, implying intrabloc export bias. Further, (Karamuriro, 2015) shows that intra-COMESA exports have
grown by approximately 35 percent since the formation of COMESA. On the other hand,
exporter’s GDP per capita and distance between trading partners had a negative and
statistically significant effect on intra-COMESA export flows. Contrary to expectation,
importer’s GDP did not have any significant impact on intra-COMESA exports. According to
study by (Mwasha, 2011), the EAC offers many benefits to its Partner States including:
increased trade, expanded markets, attraction of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), increased
bargaining power, strengthened security and conflict resolution in the region, and the free
movement of people across the region (Mwasha, 2011). Furthermore, EAC Member
Countries undertake several projects together including; transport and communication
projects, collective employment and poverty reduction, joint environmental conservation
especially on Lake Victoria, and joint tourism promotion (Mwasha, 2011). However, and in
the view of the contemporary global trend in which trade negotiations are increasingly
being conducted under regional arrangements, and in order to benefit more from this
integration, Partner States should strengthen their integration by ensuring among others
full political commitment, good governance and by solving the problem of multiple
membership facing them (Mwasha, 2011)
According to (Kaushalesh & Peedoly, 2006), Globalization offers SMEs opportunities to
participate in the regional and international markets while internationalization presents
opportunity for growth and development beyond the local market. However globalized
production by multinationals presents new threats in form of increased competition
(Kaushalesh & Peedoly, 2006). Limited access to global markets denies SMEs significant
opportunities confining them to saturated local markets whereas internationalization is
necessary for their survival and expansion. Barriers that limit SME internationalization
include limited information on foreign markets and technology, lack of managerial skills,
limited knowledge, and limited resources to finance exports, inefficient transactions and
limited product and service quality to meet customer requirements (OECD, 2010). SMEs
need information on business trends and markets; business environment, legal and
regulatory aspects, business management, customer needs, business expansion and
diversification; technology; business opportunities; linkages and business partnerships.
(Schleberger, 2008). Limited access to opportune, current, relevant and adequate
information is a notable constraint to SMEs in Kenya. The enterprises struggle to gain access
to important information needed for improved productivity, customer satisfaction, improved
cycle time and opportunities at the market place. Market signals on business opportunities
and customer trends are not communicated effectively to SMEs, who perform better in
information rich environments (KIPPRA, 2006). From the review of empirical literature, the
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current study postulates as follows:
H0: There is no significant relationship between access to markets and performance of
export oriented horticultural SMEs in Kenya.
Performance of Business Organizations
Performance is a multidimensional concept (Carton & Hofer, 2006) therefore multiple
measures of performance should be used. Becoming a high performing firm is the main
objective of SMEs (Zulkifli et al., 2010). According to (Madrid-Guijarro, Van Auken, &
García-Pérez-de-Lema, 2007), high performing firms are able to generate a variety of benefits
for both the company and society in general such as attracting resources, creating wealth and
generating jobs. These authors also claimed that an accurate measure of performance can
provide reliable insight into what affects performance and how firms can develop good
strategies, arrange resources, meet consumer expectations and compete successfully.
Inappropriate measures of performance will produce misleading results and tend to show a
poor competitive position (Madrid-Guijarro et al., 2007). Study by (Murphy, Trailer, & Hill,
1996) confirmed that growth, profitability and efficiency are the most common performance
factors in the entrepreneurship literature. In this study, the organisational performance of
SMEs is measured through growth and profitability, following the measures used in the
studies conducted by (Matzler, Grabner-Kräuter, & Bidmon, 2008). This decision also aligns
with (Covin & Slevin, 1991) conviction that growth and profitability represent the factors of a
firm’s economic performance. Steffens et al. (2006) also claimed that both are important
factors for SMEs performance. Davidsson et al. (2002) postulated that organisational growth
has become mainstream in the literature with many studies incorporating growth and
entrepreneurship. Growth has been argued as an essential element of sustainable competitive
advantage and profitability (Markman 2002), and it is hard to dissociate sustained growth
from profitability (Asiedu, 2006).
In the entrepreneurship literature, growth is often interpreted as evidence of success (Steffens
et al. 2006) and is used as the best available proxy for organizational success due to the fact
that reliable data on the financial performance of small firms can be difficult to obtain.
Ferreira and Azevedo (2008) suggested that organizational growth reflects an important
outcome of the entrepreneurial behavior of small firms. Profitability is one of the most
common measures of business performance that must be considered as it is unlikely that firm
growth can be sustained without profits (Fitzsimmons et al. 2005). Looking at
entrepreneurship as the creation of rents through innovation (Stewart 1991), in which
‘rents' are defined as above average earnings relative to competitors (Norton & Moore 2002),
then profitability measures also seem relevant to SMEs. Thus, reviewing the proposed research
questions and the scope of this study, growth, and profitability might be the most relevant
measures in the context of horticultural SMEs. The conceptual framework the effect of
access to markets through EAC on the performance of export oriented horticultural SMEs in
Kenya.
Research Gap
The empirical review above has shown the relationship between access to markets and
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firm performance. But these studies were done in different environments and hence the
results may not be generalized to Kenya specifically. Moreover, no study has been done on the
role of access to market to performance of export oriented horticultural SMEs in East African
Community with special focus to Kenya. There is, therefore, a gap in literature as regards
to access to market through East African Community regional economic integration and
performance of export oriented horticultural SMEs in Kenya.

Study Methodology
Design, Population and Sampling
The study will adopt quantitative approach. Quantitative approach focuses on the designs,
techniques, and measures that produce discreet numerical or quantifiable data (Saunders &
Lewis, 2009). Further, quantitative approach is strongly linked to answering research
questions, which are directly linked to specific objectives of the study. The study population
will comprise 20,000 exports oriented SMEs in Kenya. (HCDA, 2015). This study will adopt
stratified random sampling design because of the size and different nature of the population
within the agricultural SMEs. The strata will be formed based on the type of selected
horticultural SMEs: fruits, vegetables and flowers. According to (Saunders & Lewis, 2009)
for a population in the bracket of 10,001 – 100,000 with desired precision of 5% a sample
size of 383 is adequate. To arrive at the exact sample size, the researcher will use (Yamane,
1969) formulae to determine the sample size. In this case, for a given population of 20,000
exports oriented horticultural SMEs in Kenya, a sample size of 392 respondents will be used to
represent the population. The illustration below shows how the sample size was arrived at.
n = N/ (1+N (e2)
Where; n = the desired sample size, e = probability of error (i.e., the desired precision, e.g.,
0.05 for 95% confidence level). N=the estimate of the population size.
n = 20,000/ (1+20,000 (0.0025) n = 392
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Instruments and Data Analysis
In this study, the main data collection instrument will be questionnaires containing both
open ended and closed ended questions. Questionnaires are preferred because according to
(Saunders & Lewis, 2009) they are effective data collection instruments that allow
respondents to give much of their opinions pertaining to the researched problem. This study
will adopt, a five point agree/disagree Likert scale questionnaire items. Each respondent will
be asked to rate the extent (5=strongly agree, 1=strongly disagree) of their perceived levels
of regional integration imperatives and horticultural performance of selected SMEs. The
survey instrument will be pilot tested by using a sample of five agricultural SMEs. These
firms will not be involved in the final survey. SPSS software will be used for this study for
quantitative analysis. Data analysis will be performed in a number of stages. Once the
questionnaires are collected, data from the questionnaire will be coded, analyzed and items
grouped into the various dimensions of constructs. Data screening will be performed. Both
descriptive and inferential statistics will be used to analyze data and test research
hypotheses. Descriptive statistics will be utilized to provide a profile of demographics of the
horticultural exporters to be surveyed. It will provide a summary of statistical indications
including the means, medians, modes, standard deviations, minimums and maximums,
skewnesses and kurtosis statistics on the variables (McNabb, 2008). The inferential statistics
to be used include correlation and regression analysis. The table below presents a summary
on how the hypotheses will be tested. The Model specification is shown in equation (1)
P =β01+β1X1+ɛ1...............................................................................................(1)
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to establish the relationship between training and practice of food
safety management (FSM) among food handlers. This was a cross-sectional descriptive research
design involving 90 food handlers from twelve conventional hotels in Eldoret Town, Kenya.
Data was collected by use of self-administered questionnaires and observation checklists, after
which analysis was done with the aid of Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version
21 and Microsoft excel. Descriptive statistics and tables were used to summarize and present
data respectively. Chi-square test was carried out to determine the association between various
variables under study. The findings showed that there is no association between training and
practice of FSM (p>0.05). The study recommends that investment should be made into both
training the food handlers on FSM as well as providing the necessary resources to enable food
handlers practice FSM effectively.
Key Words: Food safety management, Food handlers, Food safety training
Introduction
Food safety issues continue to be a major concern worldwide especially with the proliferation of
various food outlets and food handlers have been cited as a major link in foodborne outbreaks
(Gaungoo, 2013). Mitchell et al., (2007) indicate that public exposure to unsafe food handling
practices is likely to increase as the popularity of dining out and “take out” grows. This
consumer lifestyle emphasizes the need for better and more effective ways of controlling food
hygiene (Bas et al., 2006). One method for combating these food safety risks is through food
safety training and many food safety professionals have agreed that employee training and
implementation are essential in preventing foodborne illnesses (Rowell et al., 2013). Training of
managers, supervisors and all people who can influence the safety of food is essential to reduce
the unacceptable high levels of food poisoning (Gaungoo, 2013). However, only 20% of
managers in the foodservice industry have been trained in supervisory role of food safety and
therefore are limited on their ability to convey proper hygiene knowledge to their staff (Egan et
al., 2006). Proper food handling and effective implementation of training programs depend
highly on qualified, positive manages. It is important that food safety management training
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should be organized that targets the managers so that they can be well equipped to undertake
their supervisory roles adequately (Seaman & Eves 2006).
Materials and Method
In this study the researcher sought to establish whether food handlers had been trained on food
safety, to investigate their practice of food safety and to establish whether there is a relationship
between training and practice of Food Safety Management (FSM) in conventional hotels in
Kenya. The study was carried out in Eldoret Town, Kenya. This is one of the upcoming towns
in Kenya situated in Uasin Gishu County, commonly known as “the home of champions.” The
study adopted a cross-sectional descriptive study design involving 90 food handlers from twelve
hotels in Eldoret Town, Kenya. The food handlers were chosen by census while the hotels were
purposively selected because food handlers in medium to large hotels are literate and should
possess some level of training on food safety. Data was collected by use of self-administered
structured questionnaires among all the 90 participants and non-participant observation was
made in ten out of the twelve hotels. Data was then analyzed with the help of Statistical Package
for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 21 and Microsoft excel. Descriptive statistics and tables were
used to summarize and present data. Data collection instrument sought information on food
safety management practices with regards to food handlers’ personal hygiene, temperature
control, cross contamination control and purchasing & storage. Chi-square test was used to test
for association between the various variables under study. Non participant observation using
observation checklists was carried to verify the quantitative data.
Results
Table 3.1 shows the selected demographic profiles of the respondents in terms of position held in
the establishment, highest level of education attained, training on FSM as well as where the
training was received. The finding in relation to food safety training shows that a high
percentage (87.6%) of the respondents had received some training on FSM with majority of them
(57.6%) having received the training on FSM in college. This is because most (67.8%) of the
respondents had attained college education.
Table 3.1: Demographic profile
Variables
Job title/position in the hotel
Waiter/waitress
Cook/chef
Storekeeper
Purchasing officer
Food and beverage manager
Others

Percentage
33.7
27.9
8.1
3.5
8.1
18.6
99.9

Highest level of education
Primary
Secondary
College
University

3.4
6.8
69.3
20.5
100
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Received training on FSM
Yes
No

87.6
12.4
100

Where FSM training was received
College
In-service training
On the job training
Not applicable

57.6
22.4
9.4
10.6
100

Practice of FSM
The study sought to investigate the practice of FSM by the food handlers with regards to
personal hygiene, temperature control, cross contamination control, as well as purchasing and
storage. The findings in table 3.2 from the written questionnaires indicate clearly that that
personal hygiene practices was reported to be always observed by 70% of the food handlers.
However, observation made by the researcher revealed that not all food handlers wear adequate
or the right clothing all the time and no adequate handwashing facilities were available to ensure
adequate hand washing. Only some of the hotels (50%) provided a separate handwashing sink
for kitchen or after using the toilet and of those that provided the facilities, they lacked soap and
hand drying towel. In other hotels, the chef’s sink doubled up as the handwashing sink before
beginning work and in-between work while in some hotels the sink for washing utensils was the
same one that was used for washing hands before beginning work and in-between work.
In relation to temperature control measures, fifty eight respondents (69.9%) reported that leftover
foods were promptly cooled using acceptable methods (using a wide container to allow the food
to cool faster) and fifty four respondents (64.3%) indicated that highly hazardous foods (meat,
poultry and fish) were cooked to temperatures above 700C. The results also showed that 35% of
the respondents reported that the internal temperatures of held foods were not always checked
every two hours, 30% of the respondents indicated that leftover foods were sometimes reheated
to temperatures above 820C. There were twenty four respondents (29%) who reported that highly
hazardous (meat, poultry and fish) foods were not always cooked to temperatures above 700C
and also prepared foods were sometimes held at temperatures between 40F to 1400F. Table 3.3
highlights that only 59% of the respondents reported that prepared foods were never held at
temperatures between 40F to 1400F. Observation revealed that the necessary equipment were
lacking for the food handlers to ensure proper temperature control. For example, only half
(50%) of the hotels under observation had adequate storage facility (refrigerators, freezers and
cold room storages) with thermometers to monitor temperature readings so as to ensure proper
storage temperatures. None of the hotels had a probe thermometer for checking the internal
temperatures of cooked foods.
Regarding cross contamination control, results from the written questionnaire showed that
seventy-one respondents (85.5%) indicated that work surfaces were sanitized after cutting raw
food while seventy respondents (84.3%) reported that ready to eat and raw foods were prepared
separately and also stored separately. However, observation showed that only one hotel (10%)
had separate rooms for preparation of the various food items If and only two (20%) hotels stored
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raw and cooked foods separately. Furthermore, most hotels (80%) had foods prepared in the
same room though with designated areas for specific tasks and one hotel (10%) used the same
table for various tasks with imaginary lines to distinguish which section should be used for
various tasks e.g at the time of observation, chappatis, fruits and meat were being prepared at the
same time. One hotel (10%) did not even designate any space for different tasks but had different
food items (i.e salad, meat) prepared in any available space on the same table as need arose from
the food orders by customers (table 3.4). The researcher did not observe any sanitation taking
place instead, an incident was observed in one of the hotels where a dirty piece of cloth was used
to wipe the work surface between one activity and another.
With regard to storage and use of color coded chopping board, it was observed that eight (80%)
of the hotels stored foods using FiFo method, and seven hotels (70%) had separate color coded
chopping boards for different activities. However, the chopping boards were not used as
adequately as results from the written questionnaires showed that fourteen respondents (17%)
indicated that different color coded chopping boards were not always used.
Concerning purchasing and storage practices, 77.4% of the respondents reported that food was
always purchased from licensed suppliers and that receiving of supplies was strictly done against
specifications although fourteen respondents (16.7%) indicated that sometimes food was not
purchased from licensed suppliers. With regard to storage, fourteen respondents (16.9%)
indicated that food was not always stored using FiFo method and another twelve respondents
(14.5%) reported that food was never stored using FiFo method. This is due to the fact that some
of the hotels (90%) did not have adequate storage space and therefore it became a challenge to
observe storage rules. In some cases the stored foods were even kept on the floor (70%) and in
others raw and cooked foods were stored together (70%).
Table 3.2 Practice of food safety management (from questionnaires)
Variables
Never (%) Sometimes (%)
Personal hygiene
Food handlers wash their hands before
beginning work, sneezing, visiting
3(3.6)
Food handlers use the double hand
washing technique
5(5.7)
Food handlers are examined medically
after six months
7(8.1)
Food handlers wear appropriate aprons,
head gear, and footwear
6(7.0)
Food handlers are not permitted to
handle food when sick from clinically
recognized conditions
11(12.9)
Temperature control
Internal temperature of held foods
are checked every two hours
11(13.3)
Leftover foods are promptly cooled
using acceptable methods
16(19.3)
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Always (%)

14(16.7)

67(79.8)

21(24.1)

61(70.1)

9(10.5)

70(81.4)

7(8.1)

73(84.9)

5(5.9)

69(81.7)

29(35)

43(51.8)

9(10.8)

58(69.9)

Highly hazardous foods are cooked to
temperatures >700C
6(7.1)
24(28.6)
Leftover foods are reheated to
temperatures >820C
12(14.3)
25(30)
Prepared foods are never held at
temperatures between 40 to 1400F
10(12)
24(29)
Cross contamination
Ready to eat foods and raw foods are
prepared separately
8(9.6)
5(6.0)
Work surfaces are sanitized after cutting
raw food
6(7.2)
6(7.2)
Work surfaces are sanitized before
Beginning work
7(8.6)
12(14.8)
Different color coded chopping boards
are used for specific jobs
9(11.0)
14(17.0)
Ready to eat and raw foods are stored
separately
6(7.2)
7(8.4)
Periodic facility cleaning is done
9(11.0)
10(12.2)
Purchasing and storage
Food is purchased from approved
suppliers
5(6.0)
14(16.7)
Receiving of supplies is strictly done against
specifications
9(10.7)
10(11.9)
Supplies that do not meet the standards are
rejected
9(10.8) 12(14.5)
Food is stored using FIFO method
12(14.5) 14(16.9)
Food safety training and rules
Foodservice employees are oriented on
FSM rules upon employment
8(9.4)
10(11.8)
Food safety trainings are organized for
food handlers
8(9.4)
15(17.6)
Food safety rules are displayed on the
notice boards for easy access
17(20.7) 13(15.9)
Physical features
Food preparation areas are well lit
and ventilated
8(9.4)
3(3.5)
Different storage areas have correct
temperature readings
7(8.2)
8(9.4)

Table 3.3: Temperature control as observed
Variable

Proportion

Probe thermometer available
Internal cooking temperature of cooked meat is ensured
Frozen food is thawed using acceptable methods
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0
10
5

54(64.3)
47(56)
49(59)

70(84.3)
71(85.5)
62(76.5)
59(72)
70(84.3)
63(76.8)

65(77.4)
65(77.4)
62(74.7)
57(68.7)

67(78.8)
62(73)
52(63.4)

74(87.1)
70(82.4)

Percentage
0%
100%
50%

Leftover foods are properly cooled and stored
Cold foods held at appropriate temperatures <400F/50C
Hot foods held at appropriate temperatures >1400F/600C
Adequate temperatures for the various storage areas
Refrigerator (<100C
Cold room ( 4-100C)
Freezer (-180C)
Dry goods store
(room temperature)

10
1
1

100%
10%
10%

5
2
5
7

50%
20%
50%
70%

Table 3.4: Prevention of cross contamination as observed
Variables
Proportion
Ready to eat food and raw food are prepared separately
Raw foods are stored below ready to eat foods
Foods are stored in FIFO method
Raw and cooked foods are stored separately
Separate chopping boards are used

6
1
8
2
7

Percentage
60%
10%
80%
20%
70%

Other than inadequate food preparation and storage areas in most of the hotels, three (30%) of
the hotels did not have appropriate work surfaces. The work surfaces were not made of the right
material (non-absorbent and inert materials – stainless steel) and in some cases the work surfaces
were joined with nails while others had joinery sections i.e was not continuous and had rust and
some were even made of chipped formica.
Observation made in the hotels revealed that six of the hotels that had separate storage for raw
and cooked foods, most of them (3 hotels) had raw foods stored together with cooked foods with
some foods uncovered, other stores had food together with other things like cleaning detergents
and steel wool and spirit, some foods were kept on the floor, and others stored food in the filing
room. Only 1 (10%) hotel had distinct and separate areas for food storage. The rest of the hotels
mixed up things, with cooked foods being stored together with raw foods in the same place either
in the cold room or in the refrigerator and others not covered with some food items even being
put down on the floor.
Despite all the hotels (100%) under study having different color-coded chopping boards for
various tasks, the manner in which the chopping boards were cleaned can be a major cause of
food contamination. It was observed that the boards were not washed adequately making them a
possible harbor for pathogens and microorganism. In some cases, the chopping boards were
never used for their specified jobs but just used as it was convenient.
Relationship between training on food safety and practice of FSM
The findings as presented in table 3.5 shows that there is no association between training on food
safety and practice of FSM as far as personal hygiene, temperature control, cross contamination,
and purchasing & storage is concerned (P<0.05). This result was supported by the observation
carried out which revealed that the necessary resources needed to practice FSM was missing in
the hotels thus rendering the food handlers incapable of practice FSM. A study by Clayton et al.,
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(2015) revealed that generally food handlers were aware of the food safety actions they should
be carrying out but identified a number of barriers which prevent them from implementing these
practices. These barriers included lack of time, lack of staff, and a lack of resources. The
researchers state that despite 95% of respondents receiving food hygiene training, 63% admitted
to sometimes not carrying out food safety behaviors and concluded that food safety practices will
only be implemented given adequate resources and an appropriate management culture.
Table 3.5 Relationship between training on food safety and practice of FSM
Variable
X2
df
P-value
Personal Hygiene
Temperature control
Cross contamination control
Purchasing & Storage

12.531
5.722
15.136
9.751

10
10
14
10

0.251
0.838
0.369
0.4
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Abstract
Food safety is a critical issue facing the foodservice industry today, affecting both developed and
developing countries alike. More than 200 known diseases are transmitted through food and it
has been estimated that each year 1.8 million people die as a result of diarrheal diseases, most of
which can be attributed to contaminated food or water. Up-to 70% of diarrheal diseases may be
caused by contamination through unhygienic food handling practices, infected food handlers and
lack of appropriate knowledge on foodborne diseases by food handlers. Therefore food handlers
play a major role in food safety management and an understanding of their knowledge on food
safety management is of paramount importance. The purpose of this study was to assess food
handlers’ knowledge on Food Safety Management (FSM). The study adopted a cross-sectional
descriptive research design. Eight star-rated hotels were purposively selected and all 90 food
handlers in the hotels were recruited into the study through census. Data was collected by use of
self-administered structured questionnaires and analyzed with the help of Statistical Package for
Social Sciences (SPSS) version 21 and excel and presented in percentages, tables, and figures.
The findings of this study revealed that food handlers had adequate knowledge on FSM,
especially on personal hygiene. However, knowledge on food contamination, causes of foodborne illness, and temperature control was inadequate. It was concluded that generally there is
adequate knowledge on food safety management among the food handlers. The study
recommended training on FSM to cover more issues regarding food safety and should target all
food handlers at all job levels and a thorough orientation plan on FSM to all new employees who
handle food.
Key Words: Food safety management, Food handlers, Star-rated hotels
Introduction
Food safety is entails the actions aimed at ensuring that all food is as safe as possible and there
are five key principles of food hygiene (five keys to safer food) which should be observed by all
food handlers. These five keys to safer food include: keep clean, separate raw and cooked; cook
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thoroughly, keep food at safe temperature; use safe water and raw materials (WHO, 2006). Food
safety is a vital issue both in developed and developing countries given that food borne illnesses
contribute to millions of illnesses and thousands of deaths annually. It is becoming a key public
health priority because a large number of people take their meals outside the home as a result,
they are exposed to food borne illnesses that originate from food stalls, restaurants and other
food outlets (Rahman et al., 2012). Mitchell et al., (2007) indicate that public exposure to unsafe
food handling practices is likely to increase as the popularity of dining out and “take out” grows
and therefore Bas et al., (2006) argue that this consumer lifestyle emphasizes the need for better
and more effective ways of controlling food hygiene. Furthermore, Wallace (2014) states that
food safety remains a key public health challenge in the 21st century, both in developed and
developing countries and empirical data shows that there are weaknesses in the way that food
safety is managed, even in large food businesses. A report by WHO and FAO (2005) indicates
that human resource capacity in Kenya is inadequate in terms of knowledge in food safety
management tools and very little research work and surveillance of food-borne diseases has been
done in Africa and Kenya in particular (WHO, 2008). Ko (2011) notes that a lack of food
poisoning knowledge is apparent among food service employees and suggests that further
research should be done on catering employees’ knowledge, attitude, and behavior toward food
poisoning.
Many studies have been carried out to establish food safety knowledge among food handlers
with varied results (Hsu & Huang, 1995; Henroid & Sneed, 2004; Sneed et al., 2004; Isara et al.,
2009; Fawzi & Mona, 2009; Soeres et al., 2012; Webb & Morancie (2015). All these studies
have focused on food handlers’ food safety knowledge in various food establishments such as
restaurants, temporary food facilities, and institutional foodservices and very little research if
any, has been done on star-rated hotels. The purpose of this study was to assess foodservice
employees’ food safety management knowledge in selected star-rated hotels in Eldoret Town,
Kenya and determine if the level of a food service operation plays a role in food safety
management.
Materials and methods
The study was carried out in Eldoret Town, Kenya. A cross-sectional descriptive research design
was adopted for the study. 90 food handlers from eight star-rated hotels were chosen through
census to participate in this study. The food handlers comprised of cooks/chefs, waiters,
assistant cooks, store keepers, purchasing officers, food and beverage managers, and bar tenders.
The eight hotels were purposively selected. Data was gathered by used of self-administered
structured questionnaires between December 2014 and April 2015. The questionnaire solicited
information on food handlers’ knowledge on food safety management in terms of personal
hygiene, temperature control, cross contamination, and causes of foodborne illness. Content
validity was ensured by carrying out a pilot study while Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficient
test was used to test the reliability of the constructs under study and the value of 0.84 was
obtained. Data was analyzed with the help of Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS)
version 21 and excel then presented in descriptive statistics in terms of percentages, tables and
figures.
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Results
Knowledge on circumstances for double hand washing technique
The findings as described on table 3.1 shows that 90% of the respondents had adequate
knowledge on the various circumstances for double hand washing technique except for after
coughing/sneezing and after smoking.
Table 3.1: Circumstances for double hand washing
Variables
Yes(%)

No(%)

Before handling food
After vising the toilet
After coughing or sneezing
After smoking
After handling raw to working with cooked food
After touching food waste

1(1.1)
4(4.5)
10(11.2)
13(14.8)
8(8.9)
4(4.5)

89(98.8)
85(95.5)
79(88.8)
75(85.2)
81(91)
84(95.4)

Knowledge on sources of food contamination
Over 95% of the respondents were knowledgeable about the different sources of food
contamination though 11.3% of the respondents did not know that improper cooking
temperatures can cause food contamination as shown in table 3.2.
Table 3.2 Sources of food contamination
Variables

Yes(%)

No(%)

Food handlers
Contaminated surfaces
Cross contamination
Improper cooking
Poor handling
Improper storage

84(95.4)
86(96.6)
84(95.4)
78(86.7)
87(97.8)
88(98.9)

4(4.5)
3(3.4)
4(4.5)
10(11.3)
2(2.2)
1(1.1)

Knowledge on possible vehicles for food contamination
A large percentage of the respondents had knowledge on the vehicles for food contamination
(over 90%). However, 29.5% of the respondents did not know that food can be a vehicle for
food contamination as presented in table 3.3. This can be attributed to lack of training on FSM
since some of the respondents indicated that they have never received such kind of training.
Table 3.3: Possible vehicles for food contamination
Variables
Yes(%)

No(%)

Fingers
Flies

4(4.5)
2(2.3

83(95.4)
86(97.7)
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Food
62(70.5)
26(29.5)
Feaces
81(93.1)
6(6.9)
Knowledge on likelihood of stages in the food flow to cause food contamination
Table 3.4 shows the respondents’ knowledge on the potential areas of contamination in the food
flow. The largest percentage of the respondents reported that the use of leftovers (65.1%) and
storage (64.4%) were the very likely stages to cause food contamination. 30.2% and 26.4% of
the respondents indicated that purchasing and receiving are less likely to cause food
contamination.
Table 3.4: Likelihood of stages in the food flow to cause food contamination
Variables
Don’t know(%)
Less likely(%) Likely(%)
Very likely(%)
Purchasing
Receiving
Storing
Pre-preparation
Preparation
Serving
Use of leftovers

8(9.3)
6(6.9)
9(10.3)
10(11.5)
7(7.8)
10(11.6)
12(14)

26(30.2)
23(26.4)
8(9.2)
17(19.5)
16(17.8)
21(24.4)
8(9.3)

23(26.7)
32(36.8)
14(16.1)
22(25.3)
27(30)
29(33.7)
10(11.6)

29(33.7)
26(29.9)
56(64.4)
38(42.2)
37(43.7)
26(30.2)
56(65.1)

Knowledge on causes of food-borne illnesses
In relation to knowledge on causes of food-borne illnesses table 3.5 shows that 84% of the
respondents agreed that bacteria, parasites and viruses can cause food contamination leading to
food-borne illnesses. Likewise 73% of the respondents agreed that pesticide residues can also
cause food contamination. However, 23.3% of the respondents disagreed that food additives can
cause food contamination.
Table 3.5 Causes of food-borne illnesses
Variables

Disagree(%) Neutral(%)

Agree(%)

Pesticide residues
Bacteria, parasites, and viruses
Food additives

11(12.9)
11(12.6)
20(23.3)

62(73)
73(84)
41(47.7)

12(14.1)
3(3.4)
25(29)

Knowledge on duration for medical check-up
The respondents’ knowledge on the duration for routine medical check-up for food handlers is
presented in figure 3.1. The results show that the largest percentage of the respondents reported
that routine medical check-up should be done after three months (72.7%).
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Key: 1 = six months 2 = three months
3 = one year
Figure 3.1: Duration for medical examination

4 = don’t know

Knowledge on danger zone
Only 13% of the respondents had the correct knowledge on danger zone as illustrated in figure
3.2. Danger zone is the temperature range that is conducive for bacterial growth in which food
should not be allowed to stand for long. This zone is between 400F and 1400F or 50C to 650C.

Figure 3.2: Knowledge on Danger zone
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Discussion
Food safety is receiving more attention worldwide with a rising incidence of foodborne diseases,
concern over new potential hazards, and growth in agricultural trade (The World Bank, 2000).
As a result, many studies have been carried out to establish food safety knowledge among the
stakeholders and some studies have found that there is inadequate food safety knowledge among
all job categories with the highest knowledge score being seen in personal hygiene and lowest
knowledge score being seen in food preparation, purchasing, and storage (Fawzi & Mona, 2009;
Ko, 211).
Furthermore, several studies on food safety knowledge have been done in different parts of the
world focusing on foodservice employees at different levels of food establishments such as street
food vendors, restaurant foodservice employees, hospital foodservice employees, and university
cafeteria foodservice employees with varied contradicting results (Kitagwa, 2012; Hume, 2005;
Egan et al., 2006; Seaman & Eves, 2009). The findings from this study revealed that generally
there is adequate knowledge on food safety management among the food handlers especially in
regard to personal hygiene apart from use of double hand washing technique after coughing
/sneezing and smoking, in the star-rated hotels. However, inadequate knowledge was found on
vehicles for food contamination, likelihood of different stages in the food flow to cause food
contamination, causes of food-borne illness, duration for routine medical examination for food
handlers, temperature control, and danger zone. This finding is consistent with other studies
which have found that there is adequate knowledge on food safety among food handlers (Isara et
al., 2009; Henroid & Sneed, 2004; Webb & Morancie, 2014). The study however differed with
some studies which found that there was inadequate knowledge among food handlers (Hsu &
Huang, 1995; Sneed et al., 2004 & Ko, 2011; Cuprasitrut et al., 2011; Soeres et al., 2012).
Knowledge regarding circumstances for double hand washing technique was found to be
adequate except for after coughing/sneezing and smoking. Negligence on the part of the food
handlers can be the cause of this lack of hand washing as required since food handlers are the
most frequently reported barriers to food safety practices (Panchal et al., 2012). According to
Shojoei et al., (2006) research findings from the food industry suggest that hands play the role
of a vehicle in the transmission of enteric pathogens especially those who do not wash hands
after visiting the restrooms pose the risk of carrying high loads of microbes such as E. Coli and
S. Aureus on their hands.
Majority of the respondents had adequate knowledge on sources of food contamination and
vehicles through which contamination can occur although quite a number did not have adequate
knowledge on the fact that improper cooking temperature can cause food contamination and that
food can be a vehicle for food contamination. All food handlers should be well trained on
sources and vehicles of food contamination. It has been documented that inadequate temperature
practices have contributed to several food-borne outbreaks (Panchal et al., 2010). The probable
reason for this lack of knowledge on food being a source and vehicle for food contamination is
lack of proper training. This therefore means that it is possible for food not to be cooked
properly leading to food contamination. Angellilo (2000) suggests a lack of knowledge on
common food vehicles that transmit pathogens which explains the reason why a significant
number of the food-handlers did not agree that food can be a vehicle for transmitting food
contamination.
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There was inadequate knowledge on the likelihood of different stages in the food flow to cause
food contamination since only two stages were accepted by the respondents to be very likely to
cause food contamination: storage and use of leftovers. Purchasing, receiving and serving were
reported to be less likely to cause food contamination and yet food flow begins with purchasing
through storage, pre-preparation, preparation, service, and ends with the use of leftovers and
during each of these stages, food safety should be ensured (Homberg (1983). The findings from
this study concur with Fawzi & Mona (2009) whose study revealed that food safety knowledge
scores were seen in personal hygiene and lowest in food preparation, purchasing and storage.
The most likely explanation for this finding again is lack of proper training since the training in
food safety relies too heavily upon attaining a certificate rather than paying attention to achieving
competency in food hygiene practices (MacAuslan, 2003).
The food handlers’ knowledge on food-borne illness was limited as a large per percentage of the
respondents did not seem to be aware that food additives can cause food-borne illnesses.
According to Ababio and Lovatt (2015), all food hazards are detrimental to the health of
consumers and require monitoring and control in the country although currently microbiological
hazards in ready to eat foods and chemical hazards mostly pesticides from agricultural products
including fresh vegetables and fruits have been highlighted. There is minimal information on
physical contaminants/hazards, food allergy and injuries caused by these. This could be due to
less awareness and or lack of public education of these hazards. It is therefore necessary that
awareness be created among the food handlers on the possibility of food additives causing food
contamination.
Knowledge on the frequency of undertaking routine medical examination was found to be
insufficient since the respondents gave different results concerning when the medical checkup
should be done. Interview results revealed that even the managers themselves seemed to differ
on the duration of the medical check-up with managers from different hotels giving contradicting
responses and even accessing copies of the medical examination certificates from the hotels for
purposes of verification was futile. This raises the question whether the food handlers adhere to
the requirements for medical examination as required by the ministry of public health in the
country. Marriot (1999) says that it is not easy to maintain medical control over food handlers in
food establishments due to their rapid turnover and this could explain the contradiction and even
lack of evidence of the medical examination licenses from the hotels.
Temperature control is one of the critical areas in food safety management and therefore an
understanding of the danger zone is very important to food-handlers. The results from this study
showed that the respondents’ knowledge on temperature control was adequate. However,
knowledge on danger zone was limited which was consistent with a study by Panchal et al.,
(2014) in Italy which revealed that a very low proportion of food handlers correctly identified the
temperature range at which germs proliferate. These results could be attributed to the fact that
most managers are not themselves trained on food safety management as Egan et al., (2006)
observe that less than 20% of managers in the foodservice industry have been trained in the
supervisory role of food safety thereby restricting their ability to assess food safety risks and
convey proper hygiene training to their staff. This could mean that food is never kept at the
optimum temperature and therefore is predisposed to the growth and multiplication of
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microorganisms that may cause food-borne illnesses and therefore it is important that that the
importance of cooking temperatures should be emphasized to restaurant managers and food
handlers through regular training as part of general efforts to reduce the burden of foodborne
diseases.
Conclusion
From this study it was concluded that generally there is adequate knowledge on food safety
management among the food handlers in star-rated hotels especially in relation to personal
hygiene. However, the study shows that there is insufficient knowledge regarding sources and
vehicles for food contamination, likelihood of different stages in the food flow to cause food
contamination, causes of food-borne illnesses, duration of routine medical examination,
temperature control and danger zone.
Recommendation
The study recommends that the management in these hotels should intensify their training on
FSM to cover more issues regarding food safety and should target all food handlers at all job
levels and a thorough orientation plan on FSM should be given to all new employees who handle
food.
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Abstract
The Kenyan financial sector has undergone tremendous changes in the last two decades (Hira et
al 2012). However, the banking industry has been depicted as exhibiting little market orientation
and fulfilling services with little regard to customer needs. Learning is therefore accepted as
completely necessary for organizational outcomes and performance which is also driven by
employee loyalty and satisfaction. The purpose of this study will be to analyze the influence of
organizational learning culture on employee performance. The objective of the study will be to
determine the relationship of organizational learning culture and employee performance. The
researcher will use goal setting and RBV theories. Explanatory research design will be used
while target population will be 530 employees. Purposive sampling technique will be used and
questionnaires will be used for data collection. Cronbach Alpha will be used to test reliability.
The researcher will use Mplus SEM for analysis. The study will reflect the actual position
regarding direct and indirect effect of organizational learning culture and employee performance.
This will help the organization to come up with strategies that will enhance employee
satisfaction and employee loyalty with learning as a key determinant.
Introduction
Performance is a multi-dimensional construct and may be defined as the record of an individual’s
accomplishment. Employee performance therefore is the job-related activities expected of an
employee and how those activities are executed. (Stephen I et al 2014). High organizational
performance is attained through enhanced employee Performance (Masood H et al 2012). One of
the most important goals of an organization is to maximize employee performance in order to
accomplish those goals. In doing this, the organization needs not only highly motivated but also
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satisfied and psychologically balanced employees to increase performance and productivity in
the organization. (Butler & Rose 2011
The concept of organizational learning culture metamorphosed from the terms organizational
learning and learning organization (Hung et al. 2010). Argyris and Schon (1978) defined
organizational learning culture as fault discovery as well as correction. They considered that the
organization acquire information via the individual employee and groups within the organization.
Development on this theoretical understanding, Marquardt (2002) suggests that organizational
learning culture is that type of organization where learning is accepted as completely necessary
for organizational outcomes / performance; therefore, learning is habitual as well as integrated
part of all organizational activities
Literature Review
Employee Performance
Employee work performance is multidimensional and critical for organizational success (Dyne,
et al., 2002) and effectiveness (Ohly & Frizt, 2010). Employee performance is described as
“synonymous with behavior it is what people do that can be observed and measured in terms of
each individual’s experience or level of contribution” (Pulakos et al., 2000, p. 612). George and
Jones (2008) further indicated that performance can be viewed as an evaluation of the results of a
person’s behavior which includes determining how well or poorly a task has been completed.
Campbell, McHenry & Wise (1990) stated that employee performance consists of observable
behaviors that people do in their jobs that are relevant to the goals of the organization. Stephen, I
et al (2014) emphasize that definitions of job employee performance should focus on behaviors
rather than outcomes. The factors that are used in performance ratings are varied but Campbell et
al (1990) suggest that studies should look at the dimensions separately because the general factor
cannot possibly represent the best fit when rating employee performance. Several measures have
been developed to measure employee performance. Though the measures vary in terms of how
carefully and distinctively they are conceptualized with respect to affective or cognitive job
satisfaction
Goal Setting Theory
Goal-setting theory refers to the effects of setting goals on subsequent performance. Researcher
Edwin Locke (2006) found that individuals who set specific, difficult goals performed better than
those who set general, easy goals. The willingness to work towards attainment of goal is main
source of job motivation. People perform better when they are committed to achieving certain
goals. Through an understanding of the effect of goal setting on individual performance,
organizations are able to use goal setting to benefit organizational performance. Locke and
Latham (2002)
Goal–performance relationship
Locke and colleagues (1981) examined the behavioral effects of goal-setting, concluding that
90% of laboratory and field studies involving specific and challenging goals led to higher
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performance than did easy or no goals. Locke and Latham (2006) argue that it is not sufficient to
urge employees to "do their best". "Doing one's best" has no external referent, which makes it
useless in eliciting specific behavior.
Organizational Culture
According to Poskiene (2006: 47), organizational culture “refers to the complex set of
ideologies, traditions, commitments, and values that are shared throughout the organization and
that influence how the organization conducts its whole performance becoming a potential source
of innovation, advance and advantage. Nongo (2012) and Malik (2014) states that organizational
culture affects the sense of loyalty of employees, have a sense of organization and serves to
reduce turnover. According to Mayangsari et al., (2014) work culture influence in fostering
attitudes of employee loyalty, While Wibawa et al., (2014) indicates that organizational culture
has no significant effect on employee loyalty. Organizational culture is in the interests of
external stakeholders, namely customers, so it does not have effect to the loyalty of employees as
internal stakeholders.
The significance of organizational culture is becoming so high that it has taken on nearly equal
status to that of strategy, structure and control (Hofstead, 1991). Organizational success or failure
can be predicted by observing organizational culture because well-managed organizational
culture causes the success of organization (Oparanma, 2010).
Organizational Learning Culture
The concept of organizational learning culture metamorphosed from the terms organizational
learning and learning organization (Hung et al. 2010). Argyris and Schon (1978) defined
organizational learning culture as fault discovery as well as correction. They considered that the
organization acquire information via the individual employee and groups within the organization.
Development on this theoretical understanding, Marquardt (2002) suggests that organizational
learning culture is that type of organization where learning is accepted as completely necessary
for organizational outcomes / performance; therefore, learning is habitual as well as integrated
part of all organizational activities.
Employee Satisfaction
According to Moyes, et al (2008) the employee satisfaction may be described as how pleased an
employee is with his or her position of employment. Employee satisfaction is described as a
pleasurable or positive emotional state resulting from an employee’s appraisal of his or her
company environment or company experience (Rollinson, 2005). Employee satisfaction is
closely related to job satisfaction and the intention to leave or stay with the organization
(Robinson 2006). According to Spector (1997), Employee satisfaction is a comprehensive term
that comprises job satisfaction of employees and their satisfaction overall with companies‟
policies, and company environment.
According to Kumar et al., (2014) Job satisfaction is the pleasant emotional state associated with
the appreciation of one's work and contributes immensely to performance in the organization.
According to Tett & Meyer 1993, there is convincing evidence that where job satisfaction is high
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labour turnover is reduced, however if job satisfaction is absent and there are other opportunities,
turnover could well increase. There is no limit for the employees to reach the full satisfaction and
it may vary from employee to employee. Sometimes they need to change their behaviors in order
to execute their duties more effectively to gain greater job satisfaction, Miller, (2006).
Intrinsic reward basically deals with the satisfaction of employee to his jobs emerging out of the
pleasure of working that he experiences in a good organization that rewards him for his job.
Rewards are very meaningful to employees whether they are extrinsic or intrinsic. Intrinsic
reward emerges in a person after the accomplishment of certain task or work (joy, satisfaction,
pride etc.); while extrinsic motivation comes from outside sources or forces as salary, money or
grades. (Scott and Bruce, 1994).
Figure 2.3. Conceptual Frame work
Independent Variable
Variable

Mediator 1

Dependent

Employee
Satisfaction.
H02
Organizational
Learning
Culture.

H03

Employee
Performance

H01

Source: (Researcher 2015).
Hypotheses
H01 There is no significant effect of organizational learning culture on employee
Performance.
H02 There is no significant effect of organizational learning culture on employee
Satisfaction.
H03 There is no significant effect of employee satisfaction on employee performance
Research Methodology
Research design
According to Trochim (2006), Research design refers to the overall strategy that you choose to
integrate the different components of the study in a coherent and logical way, thereby, ensuring
you will effectively address the research problem; it constitutes the blueprint for the collection,
measurement, and analysis of data. Explanatory design will be used by the researcher.
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Explanatory design minimizes bias and provides an opportunity for probability sampling which
maximizes reliability of data collected.

Target population
Population is the entire group under study as specified by the objective of the research.
(Pedhazur et al 1991). The target population for the study will be employees of the 29
commercial banks in Kisumu County, 29 banks have a total population of 530 employees.
Sampling Design
Sampling is a procedure that uses small number of a given population as a basis for drawing
conclusion about the whole population. (Pedhazur et al 1991). The researcher will use total
population sampling which is a type of purposive sampling technique. Advantage of total
population sampling is that it involves all members within the population of interest. It is also
possible to get deep insights into the phenomenon a researcher is interested in. With such wide
coverage of the population of interest, there is also a reduced risk of missing potential
insights from members that are not included.
Sampling frame and Sample size
According to Cooper and Schindler (2005), a sampling frame is a list of elements from which the
sample is actually drawn. Ideally it is a complete and correct list of population members only,
while Sample size is the number of individual samples measured or observations used in an
experiment which is generally represented by the variable "n". The study will be based on a
sample size of 530 employees of commercial Banks in Kisumu County. The researcher will use
total sampling which is a type of purposive sampling technique.
Data Collection Instruments and Procedures
Data collection is the process of gathering and measuring information on variables of interest, in
an established systematic fashion that enables one to answer stated research questions, test
hypotheses, and evaluate outcomes. (Weimer1995).
Type of Data
The researcher will use qualitative data. Qualitative data is a categorical measurement expressed
not in terms of numbers, but rather by means of a natural language description. Ordinal variable
will be used and this includes 5-likert scale ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree,
where 1 is strongly disagree and 5 is strongly agree.
Data Collection Instrument
The researcher will use questionnaires. The selection of these tools has been guided by the nature
of data to be collected, the population as well as the objectives of the study.
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The target population is largely literate and is unlikely to have difficulties responding to
questionnaires. Feedback from respondents’ by use of questionnaire can be made more
dependable and reliable. The questions in the questionnaire will be used on Linkert scale using a
scale of 1-5. The Likert scale is named after its originator, Rensis Likert. According to Likert,
questions used are usually easy to understand and so lead to consistent answers. (Likert, R.1932).

Reliability and Validity
A measuring instrument is reliable if it provides consistent results after repeated trials. Reliable
instrument gives confident that the transient and situational factors are not interfering. The
researcher will use Cronbach Alpha to test reliability. Reliability implies the extent in which
measures are free from random error. It is widely accepted that an alpha of at least 0.70 is
required to demonstrate internal consistency (Nunnally, 1978).
Validity
Validity is the extent to which differences found with a measuring, instrument reflects true
differences among those being tested. Content validity will be used. Validity refers to the extent
we are measuring what we hope to measure. The researcher will use content and face validity.

Data Processing
Inspection and editing for completeness, coding and accumulation of missing data will be done.
Data coding will be done numerically to facilitate faster data entry and reduce errors. The
researcher will use Mplus for analyses under Structural Equation Modeling (SEM).

Measurement of Variables
The study will measure the construct Organizational learning culture (OLC) using ten items
questionnaire adopted from Dasanayake et al (2008) A 5-Point Likert-type rating scale ranging
from (1) strongly disagree to (5) strongly agree will be used.

Data Analysis
Data will be analyzed using descriptive statistics after data collection; the questionnaires will
systematically be organized to facilitate analysis. The data will be converted into numerical
codes in order to achieve consistency. Classification will be done to reduce the volume of data.
Descriptive statistics will be used like tables, and percentages. Under descriptive statistics, the
researcher will also use mean, mode, standard deviation and variance to analyze the data.
Bivariate correlations will be calculated to examine the direction and magnitude of inter-variable
associations. Hierarchical regression analysis will be used to determine whether the mediated
model provided a reasonable description of the relations among variables.
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Primary data
The researcher will obtain primary data from the respondents by use of the questionnaires. The
data will be collected from employees of commercial banks in Kisumu County.

Data analysis procedure
Descriptive and inferential analysis will be adopted in analyzing the data for the study. The data
will mainly be analysed quantitatively. Mplus will be used by the researcher. According to
Muthén & Muthén (2010), Version 6.0 of Mplus8 runs under Microsoft Windows and is divided
into a program for SEM, Mplus Basic, and three add-on modules for analyzing additional kinds
of latent variable models. Mplus Base analyzes all core types of structural equation models plus
discrete- and continuous-time survival models. A special strength of Mplus is that it can analyze
outcome variables that are any combination of continuous, dichotomous, ordinal, or count
variables. The researcher will use the four step approach regression equations of the mediation
model proposed by Barron & Kenny (1986) are as follows:

Tests of statistical significance of mediation
An early test of statistical significance of the indirect component ab uses an approximation of the
standard error of ab as proposed by Baron & Kenny, 1986. Sobel (1982): Sab = √ b2s2a + a2s2b
where a and b and their standard errors can be taken from the regression analyses. The ratio
ab/Sab is assumed to be distributed as a standardized normal z. The test is conducted by dividing
(a × b) by its standard error and comparing the result to a standard normal distribution. This test
is very simple to apply, directly tests the hypothesis of interest, and can be used to form
confidence intervals for the population indirect effect
There have been many discussions on the effect of mediator variables between independent
variable and dependent variable (Baron & Kenny, 1986; Holmbeck, 1997; MacKinnon et al.,
2002; Shrout & Bolger, 2002; Edward & Lambert, 2007). The effect of independent variable on
dependent variable is triggered by the mediator variable. Such effect is termed as the indirect
effect (Shrout & Bolger, 2002).
Structural Equation Modeling (SEM)
Structural equation modeling is a comprehensive statistical approach to testing hypotheses about
relations among observed and latent variables (Hoyle, 1995). It is a
methodology for representing, estimating, and testing a theoretical network of mostly linear
relations between variables (Rigdon, 1998). It tests hypothesized patterns of directional and non
directional relationships among a set of observed (measured) and unobserved (latent) variables
(MacCallum & Austin, 2000). According to David Kenny, researchers love SEM because it
addresses the questions they want answered and it “thinks” about research the way researchers
do.
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Goodness of Fit
Chi-square test
The Chi-square test indicates the amount of difference between expected and observed
covariance matrices. A chi-square value close to zero indicates little difference between the
expected and observed covariance matrices. In addition, the probability level must be greater
than 0.05 when chi-square is close to zero.
The Lagrange multiplier test provides information about the amount of chi-square change that
results if fixed parameters are freed. The Wald test provides information about the change in chisquare that results if free parameters are fixed (Hoyle, 1995).
Comparative Fit Index
The Comparative Fit Index (CFI) is equal to the discrepancy function adjusted for sample size.
CFI ranges from 0 to 1 with a larger value indicating better model fit. Acceptable model fit is
indicated by a CFI value of 0.90 or greater (Hu & Bentler, 1999).
Root Mean Square Error of Approximation
Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) is related to residual in the model.
RMSEA values range from 0 to 1 with a smaller RMSEA value indicating better model fit.
Acceptable model fit is indicated by an RMSEA value of 0.06 or less (Hu & Bentler, 1999).
Path Analysis
Path analysis is a method employed to determine whether or not a multivariate set of
nonexperimental data fits well with a particular causal model. ( E.J. Pedhazur 1982). Path
analysis is also a statistical method of testing cause/effect relationships. Path analysis is
theoretically useful because, unlike other techniques, it forces one to specify relationships among
all of the independent variables. This results in a model showing causal mechanisms through
which independent variables produce both direct and indirect effects on a dependent variable.
Path analysis was developed by Sewall Wright, a geneticist, in 1918. (Ashley 2017)
Factor Analysis
The researcher will use factor analysis. This procedure is intended to reduce the complexity in a
set of data. Factor analysis is a method for investigating whether a number of variables of
interest Y1, Y2, Yl, are linearly related to a smaller number of unobservable factors F1, F2, Fk.
(Peter Tryfos, 1997).
The rotated component matrix will be used to extract the factors that measure organizational
learning culture using the principal component analysis and Varimax rotation methods.
Suitability of the respondents’ data for factor analysis will be assessed using Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
(KMO) Measure of Sampling Adequacy. The KMO index is recommended when the cases to
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variable ratio are less than 1:5. The KMO index ranges from 0 to 1, with 0.50 considered suitable
for factor analysis.
Limitation
The commercial banks are spread in town and due to sensitivity of required information
especially the total number of employees required for the study, time taken to obtain staff
number in the banks being long. 50% of branch managers were not easily available in the offices
after making appointment.
Expected outcome
The outcome of this study is expected to show effects of organizational learning culture on
employee satisfaction and employee loyalty and would contribute to performance of employees.
However, the indirect effect of the mediators will be analyzed to give the true position of the
study. The culture in the banking sector will display the quality of workforce in the organization.

Ethical Issues
Information from commercial banks is sensitive and confidential. The researcher will consider
high level of professionalism while in the field and all details treated with high level of
confidentiality. This includes the total population of employees from each commercial bank.
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Abstract
The digital economy has made it necessary for SMEs to manage their capability for adapting to a
new business environment of intense global competition. Lack of marketing skills is the main
reason for business failure, especially for SMEs, according to evidence in several previous
studies. To overcome this occurrence, SMEs need to identify their entrepreneurial marketing
readiness level to allow entrepreneurs to be advised beforehand of any dimensions of the
operation that are weak. This research aims to investigate factors and indicators on
entrepreneurial marketing and systematic assessment in Thai SMEs. Qualitative research has
been undertaken with the interview technique, using semi-structured questions. The results show
that most of the indicators employed in the extant literature were strongly recommended by
experts, but knowledge management and adaptability were rejected. However, all factors and
indicators need to be included in the questionnaires of future research in order to ensure valid
and reliable measures.
Introduction
One of the most important functions of businesses is the marketing of their products. Marketing
4.0 is new revolution of marketing practice that focuses on the relationship with the customer,
which can reach a whole new level of quality and intensity through the use of digital
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technologies. In 2016, the Thai government announced to the public a policy called Thailand 4.0.
Thailand 4.0 is a new economic model to develop Thailand into a value-based economy. The
new model will transform the country’s traditional practices into a fully digital economy, and the
traditional products and services to high-value ones. The policy will substantially impact seven
core sectors that are considered the backbone of the digital economy. To meet the challenges of
the policy and the world-competition situation, businesses must move dynamically.
This is a tremendous change that will impact all stakeholders in the business system, particularly
in terms of entrepreneurial readiness in Thai SMEs. Thai small- and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) play a significant role in the Thai economy. In 2015 there were 2.7 million SMEs in
Thailand, comprising 98.5% of all enterprises and contributing 37% of total GDP in Thailand.
Because the contribution of SMEs to GDP in Thailand is so important for the Thai economy, it is
important to increase their resilience.
The reviews show a high rate of business failure along the stages of the business life cycle,
especially at the seed and start-up stages, from companies’ first to tenth years (Radipere and Van
Scheers, 2005). The major reason is lack of marketing skills: this has a negative impact on their
success, viability and development (Radipere & Van Scheers, 2005; Simpson, Padmore, &
Taylor, 2006). The challenge, so as not only to improve the entrepreneurial marketing skills of
small business owners but also to increase their resilience, is to provide them with efficient
entrepreneurial marketing readiness in the context of the digital transformation stream. In
Thailand, several governmental, public enterprise and private firms are trying hard to boost
SMEs in a variety of dimensions. The efforts mostly consist of consulting, seminars and training.
Even so, these practices cannot ensure that SMEs can make it happen in real practice in their
business. Thus, the problem is the readiness of SMEs, at both the organizational and individual
levels. Accurate and valid readiness evaluation could help them better in identifying their
marketing readiness levels (Hacioglu, Eren, Eren, & Celikkan, 2012).
Purpose
This research aims to identify entities and indicators in entrepreneurial marketing for systematic
assessment in SMEs. The assessment can help Thai SMEs and related public firms to collaborate
with each other in order to build up SMEs’ marketing capability and pursue dynamic change to
keep pace with the global trends associated with marketing 4.0 and digital economy.
Reviewing the literature
In order to conceptualize entrepreneurial marketing readiness indicators comprehensively, this
research begins by reviewing the literature on entrepreneurial marketing, the digital economy
and SMEs.
Entrepreneurial Marketing
Entrepreneurial marketing refers to marketing principles in real-life practice (Kotler 2003).
However Hills, Hultman and Miles (2008) argue that it is difficult to define what entrepreneurial
marketing is. It is possible to explain entrepreneurial marketing by using only the concept of
traditional marketing, but that does not convey its full essence. Entrepreneurial marketing lies at
the intersection of marketing and entrepreneurship. Moreover Morris, Schindehutte and LaForge
(2002) suggest that entrepreneurial marketing is proactive opportunity identification in order to
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acquire and maintain potential customers who will return profitability to the business based on
innovative risk management, process resource leveraging and value creation. Further, Kraus,
Harms and Fink (2009) show that entrepreneurial marketing is an organizational function to set
the process of creating, communicating and delivering value to customers, with profitability
concern to the business and its stakeholders, involving innovativeness, risk taking and
proactiveness. Finally, Morris et al. (2002) suggest that the core components of entrepreneurial
marketing are proactivess, risk taking, innovativess, opportunity orientation, resource
leveraging, customer orientation and value creation, involving expertise from both the
entrepreneurial and the marketing orientations (Hills et al., 2008; Kocak & Abimbola, 2009).
However, the present research inquires into broader related circumstances by using systematic
review, where the following components have been found to be significant.
Brand Management
Many researchers suggest that brand management is related to entrepreneurial marketing in four
areas. First is branding, where entrepreneurs should manage their brand tangibly (Morris et al.,
2001; Mokhtari, 2011; Hanafizadeh, Behboudi, Koshksaray, & Tabar, 2012). Moreover, they
should bring the brand into all parts of the business strategy and convey the brand message to
customers in a variety of ways, including both the traditional methods and with modern
technology (Jones and Rowley 2009). Second comes brand and image awareness, whereby
entrepreneurs should realize the importance of their brand’s image (Abimbola & Vallaster, 2007;
Berthon, Ewing, & Napoli, 2008). Then customers should consistently connect the brand with
quality experience from buying and selling activity (Mitchell, Hutchinson, & Quinn, 2013). The
third area comprises brand orientation, performance and dynamics. Entrepreneurs should define
their brand as a strategic resource of business (Osakwe, Ciunova-Shuleska, Ajayi, &
Chovancová, 2015). Hirvonen et al. (2016) suggest that firms should attend intensively to brand
performance in both the financial and non-financial return on investment (ROI), with focus on
the brand’s dynamic. Lastly, brand resource and strength are also important. In order to maintain
sustainability of the brand in the sight of customer, the firm should invest of budget, time and
human resources consistently (Berthon et al., 2008).
Performance and Value Creation
Of the aspects of entrepreneurial marketing, performance and value creation is one component
that researchers often refer to. Five areas within this sphere have been identified as crucial. First
is market orientation and performance, which refers to how the entrepreneur differentiates the
particular product from the competition, in terms of both properties and cost (Lefebvre and
Lefebvre, 1993; Bhuian, Menguc, & Bell, 2005). Moreover, it has been posited, the entrepreneur
should implement the business model with a platform that can communicate the value of the
business on the value chain to investors, customers and new distribution channels (Sosna,
Trevinyo-Rodríguez, & Velamuri, 2010; Hacioglu et al., 2012). Second is productivity and firm
performance. Gengatharen and Standing (2005) suggest that SMEs should practice quality
control for production, complying with standardization. Moreover, firms should follow up
consistently on profit rate and ROI (Raju, Lonial, & Crum, 2011; KrejČÍ, Strielkowski, &
Čabelková, 2015). Risk and crisis management is a third point that SMEs cannot afford to
neglect. During its business operations, not only should a firm analyse and prioritize risks and
tackle them beforehand, but also set up a protection plan to relieve effects from any unexpected
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situations that may arise (Gao, Sung, & Zhang, 2013). For the success and sustainability of
SMEs, the ability to stay connected with supporting organizations that can provide and support
key success factors for business is a must (KrejČÍ et al., 2015). In the meantime, SMEs need to
maintain their success by operating their business with full attention to social and environment
concerns (Choongo, Van Burg, Paas, & Masurel, 2016). Finally, Hills and Hultman (2013)
suggest that SMEs should create value in the business operation and then capture the profit from
its value, to sustain it in the long run.
Entrepreneurial and Opportunity Orientation
Entrepreneurial and opportunity orientation in SMEs are key points for the core skill and
creativity of both business owners and their team, which mean enthusiasm, goal setting and the
sharing of emerging ideas (Wallnöfer & Hacklin, 2013). Moreover, entrepreneurial and
opportunity orientation also includes awareness of entrepreneurial organization, culture and
opportunity recognition, all of which are necessary to the effort for being successful
entrepreneurs (Martin, 2009, Choongo et al., 2016).
Marketing Research and Information System
Marketing research is one of the most important components of both traditional and
entrepreneurial marketing (Keh, Nguyen, & Ng, 2007). In order to achieve accurate strategic
decision making, marketing research and marketing information systems allow firms to obtain
useful and important information as a decision support system (Hacioglu et al., 2012). In
particular, a marketing research and information system will support a strategic planner in
drawing up an efficient marketing budget for overall marketing activities (Keh et al. 2007).
Innovation and Technology Experience
To survive and enjoy a sustainable profit in the digital age, innovation is a key factor that can
lead SMEs to achieve their goal (Fathian, Akhavan, & Hoorali, 2008). Innovation, whether rapid
or incremental, can strengthen competitive capability and make their profits higher (Hallbäck &
Gabrielsson, 2013). However SMEs also need technological experience in order to be aware of
and tackle the basic functionality and benefits of innovation, so as then to implement innovation
efficiently, for both the business operation and the product or service being sold (Chen,
Windasari, & Pai, 2013).
Market Orientation and Customer Loyalty
Smart SMEs need to attend to marketing opportunity identification intensively (Gruber,
MacMillan, & Thompson, 2008). Good skill in marketing opportunity identification will enable
SMEs to get more alternative choices in not only new products or markets but also new chances
of business when the timing is right (Hallbäck & Gabrielsson, 2013). Moreover, SMEs should
focus on trying harder on satisfy the customers than on making them loyal to the business. Last
but not least, SMEs should effectively respond to competitors in order to maintain sale volume
and market share (Sosna et al., 2010).
Knowledge Management and Adaptation
Some evidence shows that knowledge management might be important to the success of SMEs
(Lau et al., 2012). At minimum KM can better support and formalize entrepreneurial knowledge
transfer within firms (Brettel, Engelen et al. 2011). Moreover, it is related to a successful rate of
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adaptability, pursuing business dynamics when a firm gets updatable business knowledge as a
learning organization (Swee & Peter, 2008).
Organizational Strategy and Resource
Efficient entrepreneurial marketing needs an efficient organization strategy. Strategic planning
can enhance and direct SMEs to the right track of operation (Osakwe et al., 2015). Moreover,
firms need to invest in entrepreneurial capital such as human resources and business credit, then
leverage these assets into one of the key success factors (Gruber et al., 2008). Finally, integration
between forms of human capital should be of concern. Cross-functional integration can
accelerate SMEs’ performance in both dimensions of productivity and time quality (Foerstl,
Hartmann, Wynstra, & Moser, 2013).
Digital Readiness
Digital readiness occurs when used in a nation potentially pursuing a digital economy. The
assessment includes not only potential in leveraging digital communication and digital
commerce but also readiness of the government in development of its economic and social
aspects. In SMEs context Value (2010) and Parker (2000) defines digital readiness as the
preparing of business operations for the pursuit of electronic business and commerce. However,
the successful rate of digital operation depends not only on shifting the business value chain onto
a digital platform but also (and particularly) on the readiness of customers, suppliers and partners
to embrace electronic activity in the business transaction (Chen et al., 2013). Fathian et al. (2008)
suggest that digital readiness in SMEs also encompasses the capability of adoption, utilization
and deriving of benefit from SMEs’ information technology. Studies done in the past found that
the reason for the low digital readiness level among SMEs was not only the lack of electronic
infrastructure but also the low digital awareness level in the human resource sector. Investment
in digital awareness exposure is a particular need that will benefit SMEs’ operation (Rizk, 2004).
Particularly, there are more factors used in digital readiness assessment in SMEs, such as IT
infrastructure, internal information and information literacy, financial capital for information
technology and legal tools that business owners can apply toward developing the digital
readiness of SMEs efficiently.
Methodology
In-depth interviews were used to answer the aforementioned two research questions, by
collecting data from specialists who had recent experience and involvement in entrepreneurial
marketing in SMEs in Thailand. This interviewees represented a commercial organization, a
public support organization for SMEs, an independent SME-related association and an academic
institution. Eight representatives were chosen from these organizations closely related to Thai
SMEs, as shown in table 1.
Table 1-Interview delegates by type of organization and facet of perspective
Interview Delegates

Organization type

Facet of perspective

The Federation of Thai SMEs

Independent SMEs
related association

Entrepreneurial
Marketing in digital
context
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Thai E-Commerce Association
National Science Technology and
Innovation Policy Office
Sasin Graduate Institute of Business
Administration of Chulalongkorn
University
Department of Business
Development, Ministry of
Commerce

independent SMEs
related association
SMEs Public Support
Organization

Entrepreneurial
Marketing in digital
context
Entrepreneurial
Marketing

Academic Institution

Entrepreneurial
Marketing

SMEs Public Support
Organization

Digital SMEs policy and
related

Commercial
Organization
Department of Industry Promotion, SMEs Public Support
Ministry of Commerce
Organization
Department of Intellectual Property, SMEs Public Support
Ministry of Commerce
Organization

Entrepreneurial
Marketing
Digital SMEs policy and
related
Digital SMEs policy and
related

Muze Innovation Co., Ltd.

The qualitative method has been found to be effective in explaining concepts, definitions,
symbols, metaphors and phenomena (Berg and Lune, 2004); hence, it is appropriate for this
study. SMEs experts’ insights based on their knowledge and experience with entrepreneurial
marketing and digital readiness factors were collected using semi-structured interviews.
Findings
After the interviews, the experts reviewed and discussed the semi-structured questions to
generate initial data. The researchers discussed and validated the indicators to ensure levels of
reliability parallel to the existing literature. Finally, a content analysis was performed to answer
the research questions.
Table 2- Recommendation level parallel to literature from experts
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Regarding the research questions, table 2 summarizes the recommendation levels toward the
factors and indicators gained from the literature review.
For the Brand Management factor, Performance and Value Creation factor and Entrepreneurial
and Opportunity Orientation factor, the interview results show strong recommendations in all
indicators by all experts. Results represent the importance of these first three groups of factors
and indicators toward entrepreneurial marketing readiness. Moving to factor four, Marketing
Research and Information System, the interview results show strong recommendations by most
of the experts for most of the indicators. However, only expert 1 recommended a marketing
information system and only expert 5 recommended both marketing research and marketing
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information system. For the Innovation and Technology factor, only expert 5 gave a
recommendation for the technology experience indicator. Overall, however, strong
recommendations were given. Most of the experts strongly recommended most indicators, but einfrastructure was recommended only by expert 5. According to the interview results for Market
Orientation and the Customer Loyalty factor, all indicators were strongly recommended by all
experts. Knowledge Management and Adaptation seem to have gotten totally different results.
Most of the experts did not recommend it for the Thai SMEs context. The final one,
Organizational Strategy and Resource factor, was strongly recommended by all experts.
Contribution
This study provides a further understanding of factors and indicators that fit in with developing
the readiness assessment of entrepreneurial marketing in Thai SMEs, as indicators revealed from
both the literature and interviews with experts. Further, this study illustrates not only the fit
indicator for Thai SMEs, but also found that knowledge management and adaptation has become
the operational indicator with the largest contrast between the literature and expert interview
results. However, this factor still includes instrument development, another step of testing.
To succeed in an investigation of accurate entrepreneurial marketing readiness indicators for
Thai SMEs, all factors and indicators will be developed into a questionnaire, then a validity test
with IOC by academics, and a reliability test with pretest sample SMEs for future research.
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Abstract
Ambidexterity influences organizational performance. This paper reports the findings of a study
on the effect of organisational context on ambidexterity and consequently on firm performance.
Structured questionnaires were used to collect data from 183 managers of SMEs operating in the
Klang Valley in Malaysia. Using partial least square, our result demonstrates that organisational
context positively predicts ambidexterity. However, ambidexterity was found to be not critical in
enhancing firm performance and does not play a mediating role between organisational context
and firm performance.
Keywords: Ambidexterity, Organisational Context, Firm Performance, Small and Medium
Enterprises (SMEs)
Introduction
The modern day workplace is characterised by rapid technological change, global competition,
economic uncertainty, regulatory events and workforce diversity. To cope with this turbulent
environment, it has been proposed that firms should develop ambidexterity in addressing both
short and long term needs. Through ambidexterity, company must simultaneously pursue both
exploitation and exploration capability for short-term and long-term survival. Ambidexterity has
been posited as enablers of innovation and prerequisites to the improvement of firm
performance. The purpose of this paper is to extend the understanding of organisational context
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as antecedents to the development of ambidexterity which should contribute to firm
performance.
Literature Review
Organisational Context
Gibson and Birkinshaw (2004) defined organisational context as a system, processes and a set of
belief that shape individual-level behaviours in an organisation. Studies were done, and four
main dimensions were identified and how it would serve to influence individual initiative,
cooperation and collective learning within an organisation. Four main dimensions were
discipline, stretch, trust and support (Ghosal & Bartlett, 1994; Gibson & Birkinshaw, 2004; Patel
et al., 2013). Ghosal and Bartlett (1994) proposed that Discipline encourages members to step up
to strive in meeting expectation that was created by their explicit or implicit commitments. With
organisation setting clear standards for performance and behaviour, fast-cycle feedback systems
and consistent sanctions upon members would enforce the formation of discipline. Stretch is an
aspect that activates members to step up for more ambitious goals or objective as to settling for
lesser goals. By having a shared ambition, collective identity and personal meaning to the firm,
this would enforce the formation of stretch. Support is an aspect that encourages firm members
to help one another and provide countenance to others. An instrument that encourages members
of the organisation to support is the freedom of access to existing resources, the ability for a
lower level member to be autonomous and senior members prioritising guidance and help when
required as compared to exercising authority in the process of enforcing stretch in the
organisation. Finally, trust is an aspect that allows members to depend on one another based on
commitment towards one another. The fairness in the organisational decision-making process,
the involvement of members in decision and task that are affecting them and staffing new
members who are competent and are capable of contributing to the team, enforces the element of
trust.
Gibson and Birkinshaw (2004) argued explicitly that organisational context will develop the
capacity for ambidexterity. A supportive organisational environment that inspires an individual
to do “whatever it takes” to deliver results. A supportive organisation context spurs staff to
engage in both exploitations related actions and exploration related actions, which results in
ambidexterity (O'Reilly & Tushman, 2013), which subsequently enhances performance. Given
the previous literature, organisational context significantly impacts firm level ambidexterity in
ten multinational companies (Gibson & Birkinshaw, 2004). Likewise, the present research argues
that ambidexterity is achieved when all four elements characterise the SMEs.
H1: Organisational Context positively influence ambidexterity

Ambidexterity and Firm Performance
Ambidexterity is defined as the ability for an organisation to simultaneously pursue both
explorative and exploitative innovation (O'Reilly & Tushman, 2013). Exploration is related to
search, experimentation, and variance increase, whereas exploitation increases productivity and
efficiency through improved execution and variance reduction (March 1991). Studies have found
that pursuing both activities simultaneously enhances performance (He & Wong, 2004; Junni et
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al., 2013; O’Reilly & Tushman, 2013). Raisch et al. (2009) remarked that organisations must be
able to manage contradictions and conflicting goals, engage in paradoxical thinking and fulfil
multiple roles. Hence from the perspective of ambidexterity, companies need to ensure that they
have the optimal balance of exploration and exploitation. Exploitation and exploration will
guarantee the success in the short and long term (March, 1991) for the organisation.
H2: Ambidexterity positively influence firm performance
Mediation Effects of Ambidexterity
This research proposed that ambidexterity mediates the relationship between the four attributes
of organisational context and firm performance. The underlying reasons for hypothesising a
mediating effect is that ambidexterity is seen as a meta-capability that is developed gradually
over time through the interaction of the various features of an organisation context. The
development of ambidexterity as a capability takes many years (Ghoshal and Bartlett 1994;
Adler et al., 1999). It would be wrong to suggest that a company could simply enact the four
attributes of organisational context and expect them to deliver superior performance. Rather, the
four characteristics shape individual and collective behaviours that in turn shape firm
ambidexterity, and it is the ambidexterity that leads to superior performance.
H3: Ambidexterity mediated the relationship between organisational context and firm
performance
The conceptual model acknowledges that organisational context plays a central role through
ambidexterity, which allows the firm to attain a better performance in presented in Figure 1.

Organisational Context

Ambidexterity

Performance Management Context
Social Context

Firm
Performance

Figure 1: Conceptual Model
Methodology
This is a cross-sectional study using survey method. Managers in SME companies were
approached around Kuala Lumpur and Selangor, Malaysia. In determining the sample size, Kline
(2005) recommended another way to estimate the minimum sample size which is power analysis
by using G*Power 3.1 program (Faul, et al., 2009). Using G*Power 3.1, the estimate sample size
would be 98 respondents with the power at 95%, the alpha at 0.05 with the medium effect size of
0.15. Organisational context was captured using the scales from Gibson and Birkinshaw, (2004).
The scale consists of 16 measuring performance management context and social context.
Performance management context consists of 7 questions (OC1 to OC7) while social context
consists of 9 questions (OC8 to OC16). In capturing ambidexterity, twelve items from Lubatkin
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et al., (2006). Lubatkin et al., (2006) proposed an additive index to conceptualise the
ambidexterity. The additive model proved more superior compared with the difference or the
multiplicative model (Lubatkin et al., 2006). The dependent variable, firm performance was
measured with four items that required the senior and middle management to reflect on
performance over the last five years and indicate the degree to which they agreed with. The four
items were adopted from Gibson and Birkinshaw (2004). All questionnaire were measured on a
7-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree).
The Findings
The questionnaires were distributed via email and attracted 183 usable responses. The
characteristics of the 183 respondents with a total of 148 (80.9%) respondents operate in the
service industry, 13 (7.1%) respondents from the manufacturing sector and the remaining 22
(12%) were from the classification of others industry. A total of 103 (56.3%) respondents
operated in a firm that are less than 5 years of its operation, 6-10 years of operation have 29
(15.8%) respondents, 11-15 years of operation have 19 (10.4%) respondents and the remaining
32 (17.5%) respondents work in firm that is more than 15 years of operation. 110 (60.1%) of the
respondents were managers or supervisor while the remaining of 73 (39.9%) were owners of the
SMEs. Table 1 summarises the characteristics of respondent.
Table 1. Respondents’ Characteristics (N=183)
Profiles
Types of Industries

Age of Firm

Position

Service
Manufacturing
Others
Less than 5 Years
6-10 Years
11-15 Years
More than 15 Years
Owner
Manager / Supervisor

148 (80.9%)
13 (7.1%)
22 (12%)
103 (56.3%)
29 (15.8%)
19 (10.4%)
32 (17.5%)
73 (39.9%)
110 (60.1%)

Partial Least Square (PLS) a second generation multivariate technique (Ringle et al., 2012)
which evaluate both measurement and structural model to minimise error variance (Hair et al.,
2013). In testing the hypothesis, Smart PLS 3.2.6 (Ringle et al., 2015) was used to analyse the
data. Through our analysis, we observed that the results returned a 14 factor with a total variance
explained of 71.87%, and the first factor only explained 28.09% which indicated that there is no
serious common method bias in this research (Podsakoff et al., 2003).
Assessment of Measurement (Outer) Model
Ambidexterity was modelled as a single item measure, validity and reliability assessment were
not required to be conducted. As for the second order construct organisational context, firstly we
assessed the first order construct, all items met the minimum cut off value of 0.5 as proposed by
Hair et al., (2017) where the outer loadings for all the items were ranged from 0.613 to 0.789. In
assessing convergent validity, each first order construct were evaluated and achieved a
composite reliability ranged from 0.815 to 0.873 exceeds the recommended value of 0.7 by Hair
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et al., (2017) and the value of average variance extracted (AVE) as recommended by Henseler et
al., (2009) of above 0.5, as for the construct they were ranged from 0.525 to 0.559 (See Table 2).
As for reflective-formative second order organisational context, collinearity test on the index
indicates minimal collinearity with the variance inflation factor (VIF) below the cut-off value of
5 (Hair et al., 2017). Hence performance management context and social context does not
correlate perfectly and exhibits discriminant validity, which is desirable because high
multicollinearity would challenge assessments of component validity (Diamantopoulos &
Winklhofer, 2001). Since PLS-SEM does not assume a normal distribution (Hair et al., 2014;
2017), the researcher applies bootstrapping routine to determine the level of significance of each
indicator weight. The components weights for performance management context (0.408) and
social context (0.707) suggests that each component is an important determinant of
organisational context. As for the significant, all the two variables were significant to their
respective construct ranging from 15.360 to 22.060. The results were summarised in Table 3.

Table 2. Items, Loadings, AVE and CR for First and Second Order Construct
First Order Construct

Items

Ambidextrous Behaviour

ADD

Loadings /
Weights
SIC

AVE

CR

SIC

SIC

OC1
0.740
0.525
0.815
OC2
0.763
OC3
0.719
OC4
0.673
OC9
0.756
0.535
0.873
Social Context
OC11
0.727
OC12
0.758
OC13
0.789
OC14
0.732
OC15
0.613
PERFO1
0.561
0.559
0.832
Firm Performance
PERFO2
0.753
PERFO3
0.756
PERFO4
0.884
OC5, OC6, OC7, OC8, OC10, OC16 has been removed due to low loadings.
Note. SIC = Single Item Construct, AVE = Average Variance Extracted, CR = Composite
Reliability
Performance Management
Context

Discriminant validity was evaluated using Heterotrait-monotrait (HTMT). HTMT were
introduced and found to be more suitable as compared to Fornell-Larcker criterion and crossloadings assessments (Henseler et al., 2014). The evaluation for HTMT is to observe whether
does the ratio approaches 1.0, which if it does it would indicate issues with discriminant validity
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(Voorhees et al., 2016). Henseler et al., (2014) suggested a cut-off value of 0.85 or 0.90 in
determining for any issues with discriminant validity, while Voorhees et al., (2016), suggested
that a cut-off ratio of 0.85 would be the best balance between a high detection and low false
positive rate. (See Table 4). HTMT value was below the cut-off ratio of 0.85, thus indicating no
serious concern regarding discriminant validity.

Table 3. Variance Inflation Factor and Outer Weights for Second-Order Construct
Second Order Construct
Organisational Context

First Order Construct
Performance Management
Context
Social Context

Weight
0.408

T-value
15.360

VIF
1.503

0.707

22.060

1.503

Table 4. Heterotrait-Monotrait Ratio (HTMT)

1. Ambidextrous Behaviour
2. Firm performance
3. Organisational Context

1

2

0.354
0.761

0.398

Figure 2: Measurement Model
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3

Assessment of Structural (Inner) Model
Following suggestion by prominent researchers, bootstrapping method of 5000 re-sampling
procedure was used to estimate for standard errors and significant of parameter estimates (Hair et
al., 2017, Henseler et al., 2015) for hypothesis testing. From the analysis, it was found that
organisational context (β = 0.709, p<0.00) positively related to ambidexterity. Next,
ambidexterity (β = 0.159, p>0.05) was found to be not significantly related to firm performance.
In evaluating the structural model, the path analysis was conducted to test the two hypotheses
outlined in this study. R2 indicates the amount of variance explained by the exogenous variable.
The R2 for ambidexterity was 0.502 which indicates that 50.2% of the variance is explained by
organisational, while as for firm performance, the R2 value was 0.151which indicates 15.1%.
Thus, hypothesis 1 is significant while hypothesis 2 is not significant. The results are
summarised in Table 3.
As for the predictive relevance (Q2), which is assessed through blindfolding procedure. This
method procedure is relevant for endogenous model with reflective items and single item
construct, which intend to examine the capabilities of the exogenous variable in predictive
relevance of the endogenous variable (Hair et al., 2014; 2017). The findings indicate that the
predictive validity for all exogenous was ranged between 0.065 to 0.487 with all exogenous
variable predictive value greater than zero, then the model is considered to have predictive
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validity (Hair et al., 2014; 2017). The results are summarised in Table 5. As for the mediation
analysis, the PLS-SEM result indicates that ambidexterity is not a mediation between
organisational context and firm performance. Thus, hypothesis 3 is not significant. The results
are summarised in Table 4.

Table 5. Std. Beta, Std. Error, T-Value, Variance Explained and Predictive Relevance
β

Std
Error

T-Value

Decisions

R2

Q2

Organisational Context
H1
0.709 0.044
16.168**
0.502 0.487
-> Ambidexterity
Supported
Ambidexterity -> Firm
H2 Not
0.159 0.130
1.226
0.151 0.065
Performance
Supported
**p<0.01, f2 = Effect Size, R2 = Variance Explained, Q2 = Stone-Geisser Predictive Relevance
(Bootstrapping = 5000, Omission Distance, D = 7)

Table 4. Mediation Analysis

Relationship

95%
95%
Confidence
Confidence
Direct
Indirect
Interval
TInterval
TEffect
Effect
between
value
between
value
(Beta)
(Beta)
direct
indirect
effect
effect

Organisational
Context to
0.259
Firm
Performance

[0.233,
0.518]

2.181 0.113
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[-0.069,
0.300]

1.199**

Result

Non
Mediation

Discussion
The present study found strong evidence that organisational context influences ambidexterity.
Alternatively, ambidexterity was found to be not significantly influencing firm performance. On
top of that, ambidexterity does not mediate the relationship between organisational context and
firm performance. Some of the results observed contradicted finding by other researchers
(Gibson & Birkinshaw, 2004; Chang et al., 2011). The result demonstrated that organisational
context influences ambidexterity. Similar results were observed by Gibson and Birkinshaw
(2004). SMEs can simultaneously develop the four attributes would encourage its personnel to
make their own choices as to how best to divide their time between exploration and exploitation
related activities (Gibson & Birkinshaw, 2004). This perspective allows the management to play
a paradoxical role posed by ambidexterity. As organisational context craft a supportive climate
for personnel, the environment encourages them to switch between exploitative and explorative
related activities.
The results indicate that ambidexterity does not influence firm performance and ambidexterity
does not play a mediating role between organisational context and firm performance. These
findings contradict past research (Gibson & Birkinshaw, 2004; Junni et al., 2013). A closer
examination of the respondent was instructed to reflect for the past five years and indicate the
degree to which they agree with the statement to capture firm performance. Referring to Table 1,
the majority of the respondent (56.3%) operated their business for less than five years. These
nascent SMEs would not have reached their full potential or observe significant returns in their
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operations. On top of that, exploration related activities mainly refers to an opportunity for SMEs
to increase growth, whereas exploitation related activities refers to the opportunity for firm to
generate more profits, which implies that ambidexterity may have different impacts depending
on what aspect of financial performance we are looking at (Junni et al., 2013).
Conclusion
SMEs are constantly challenged with limited resources coupled with a hostile dynamic
environment. These challenges further emphasise and motivate firms to establish the right
capabilities with minimal impact on company’s resources. Based on the study, organisational
context has a significant impact the development of firm ambidexterity. Hence it is importance
for the entire firm, as a whole in formulating and cultivating the right organisational context as a
method of establishing ambidexterity that increases the chances of long term survival among
SMEs.
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Abstract
Life Sciences comprising of medical strategies, hospital management, medical trials,
telemedicine, medical tourism, health cover and medical tools, has turn into one of India’s major
sectors, both in terms of employment and income. The Indian life science sector is increasing at a
quick speed due to its intensification services, coverage and increasing spending by community
as well personal players. This research focusses on how well the digital marketing is used in
driving the sales up for the organisations and how efficiently the various digital marketing
channels are used in lead nurturing and lead management. The target customers for these Life
Science service providers are people at all the three levels of management- i.e. operational,
middle and top level management. Corporate follow many approaches while reaching out to
customers. However in industrial marketing one of the most effective way of approaching target
customer has been Email Marketing in the recent years. This research tries to identify the
effectiveness of email campaign in generating leads and turning them into prospective
customers. An experimental design was employed with three different email campaigns and sent
to the target customers, where various factors are studied. The overall analysis reveals how the
product pitching (email designs) impacts the process of lead and prospect generation. The
researchers has identified the target customers through data mining of the databases available.
The email behaviour of the prospective clients are captured for the three campaigns. The study
concludes with analysis of the results of the campaign run revealing the most impactful design
that contributes positively for lead generation and customer nurturing.
Key Words: Experimental Design, Lead Generation, Client Nurturing, Life Sciences, Email
Marketing
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Introduction
The research consists of how well the digital marketing is used in driving the sales up for the
organisations and how efficiently the various digital marketing channels are used in lead
nurturing and lead management. India is a ground packed of opportunity for players in the
medical campaign industry. The nation has additionally ended up one of the main destination for
top of the line indicative administrations with enormous capital venture for cutting edge
demonstrative offices, hence taking into account a more prominent extent of populace. In
addition, Indian therapeutic administration shoppers have turned out to be more Life Science
towards their social insurance upkeep.
Life Sciences Services organisations supporting backend operations of healthcare companies
cater to the customers at all levels - people at top management level, middle level and
operational level. With workplaces in the United kingdom, United states, India, China, and
Australia, these organization operating from India can relate worldwide with clients; impact an
overall style gathering of technologists, clinicians, space specialists, innovative expert, and
business handle pros; sort out widespread base resources; and bridle worldwide medicinal
services data to determine client challenges.
Nobody can deny the fact that digital marketing has taken over the conventional methods of
marketing. Nowadays, the most effective way of approaching their target customer is through
Email and nurturing them till they became a potential client has proved a successful marketing
strategy across industries.
Industry Profile
Life science has turn into one of India’s major sectors - both in terms of employment and
income. Lifesciences comprise medical strategy, hospitals, medical trial, telemedicine, medical
sightseeing, health cover and medical tools. The Indian LifeScience sector is increasing at a
quick speed due to its intensification services, coverage and increasing spending by community
as well personal players. Indian LifeScience rescue arrangement is categorized into two key
components –private and community. The administration, i.e. community LifeScience
organization comprise partial secondary and tertiary care institution in key cities and focus on
providing essential LifeScience conveniences. The personal sector provide common of
secondary, tertiary and quaternary care institutions through a major attentiveness in metros, tier I
and tier II cities. India's cutthroat advantage lies in its huge pool of well-trained medical
professional.
There are service organisations in Life sciencces who are leading global providers of business,
promoting and clinical answers for worldwide life science and social insurance associations.
These Life Sciences services organisation based on Indian IT cities like Bangalore and
Hyderabad join forces with customers to make and convey answers throughout today and
tomorrow by coordinating innovation, medicinal science, and correspondence skill. These
companies enhance tolerant engagement and supplier; medical, optimizes business, and R&D
costs; enhances administrative and security consistence; payer and supplier quality; and quickens
incomes and helps global healthcare organizations address complex challenges by seamlessly
integrating analytics, technology, operations and medical expertise. Clients choose these service
organisation to get real results that help the clients drive revenue and productivity by making
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giant leaps in digital transformation, customer engagement, health reform, healthcare cost
reduction, and health outcomes improvement.
Nature of the Business in Health Care Support Services
The Life Sciences Services Companies operating from India offer the following services to its
clients across the globe.
Medicare: Some assistance with advantaging plans enhance incomes through better CMS-HCC
coding accuracy, medical record, risk scores, retrieval and review, multi-channel, data and
clinical analysis.
Provider and Patient Engagement: Ranging from health strategy connect member, providers and
patients with proprietary multichannel actions that effect in improved health outcomes, STAR
Ratings, and coding accuracy.
Enhancing business quality through activities and clinical and measures together with HEDIS,
re-admission rates, value-based purchasing, STAR Ratings, Health plans, suppliers.
Other Health Reform Transformation Services, Scientific Insights with data standardization,
enterprise content, productivity training. They also take up investigative learning, adaptable
conveyance models, restrictive innovation, and a customer driven way to deal with drive
transformational activities, Multi-Channel Marketing, Patient Enablement Solutions, etc. The
service organisations are into brand solutions offering its customers some assistance with
increasing personality and piece of the pie through enhanced partner commitment, more
successful product launch and superior use of scientific and statement expertise, creative digital
production, research analytics and insights too apart from Regulatory, Safety, Packaging,
Artwork and Labelling.
Review of Literature
Ruth Rettieet al (2012)1 have suggested that mail marketing is growing rapidly and should be
integrated into the overall communication mix. Interviewees also believed that email marketing
would be more effective as a retention rather than as an acquisition tool, because its interactivity
facilitates two-way communication. The experts interviewed also stressed the importance of
targeting and the use of 'permissioned' lists. As the latter varies from 'double opt in' companyspecific lists to pooled 'opt out' lists, it is likely that the specificity and intensity of permission
will also affect response rate. The response process model suggests that there are three stages in
effective email marketing: getting the recipient to open the email, getting them to pay attention to
the email and persuading them to click through the URL link, hence response rate should depend
on the email header as shown in the in-box, the email contents and the recipient. The quantitative
research supports this model, with a significant correlation between response rate and subject
line, email length, incentive, and number of images. Regression on email length and number of
images accounted for 54% of the variance in response rate. Analysis of demographic and
lifestyle data for nine campaigns found a significantly higher response for respondents who had
bought online, who were aged 3o -34 or who had incomes over £35,000. These may relate to
length of Internet use and early Internet demographics, but we were unfortunately unable to test
this. Whilst this would auger well for the industry as email marketing response rate would
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increase with length of Internet use, the dramatic growth in 'non-permissioned' email marketing
or spam may undermine the development of acquisition email marketing.
Sumanjeet (2013)2 has opined that, online banner advertising has great potential as an
advertising medium. It is easy to create, place and use. It offers companies targeting well
educated, innovative, affluent males/females or students with great potential for success as their
segments are highly represented. But it is not superb-direct marketing tools. It has many
limitations like CPM banner advertisement doesn’t provide enough accountability to advertisers
and click-through (CTR) doesn’t provide enough accountability to publishers. Still banner
advertising remain the mainstay of online advertising. There’re some forces that will shape the
evolution of online advertising and determine the future of advertising banner.
Muñoz, Ricardo F., et al (2016)3 has found that massive open online interventions (MOOIs)
have the potential to increase the reach, scalability and affordability of psychological
interventions. This articles reports on an extension of a proof-of-concept participant preference
smoking-cessation trial conducted in the form of a MOI. The research presents data on the last
18 months of recruitment during which around 27ooo participants were screened for eligibility
and around 7000 completed the survey. It was observed that the quit rates were as high as 50 .1
% at 12 months. Results also suggest that MOOIs have the potential to provide people worldwide
with evidence-based people worldwide with evidence-based behavioural interventions.
Sahni, Navdeep, Wheeler, Christian and Chintagunta(2016)4 in their randomized field
experiments in which experimentally tailored email ads were sent to millions of individuals
found consistently that personalizing the emails by adding consumer-specific information
benefited the advertisers. The researchers found that adding the name of the message recipient to
the email’s subject line increased the probability of the recipient opening it by 20 % which
translated to an increase in sales leads by 31 % and a reduction in the number of individuals
unsubscribing from the email campaign by 17 %. The effects also extend to other content of
similar nature. The investigation into several possible mechanisms suggests that such content
increases the attention consumers pay to the other content in the rest of the advertising message.
The paper quantifies the benefits from personalization and contributes understanding the role of
non-informative advertising content.
Resnick, Marc L., and William Albert (2016) conducted two eye tracking studies to investigate
the impact of information relevance and visual design treatments on inattention blindness to
banner advertising on web pages. The Ads were designed with rich visual elements or modified
to contain minimal design. Page-relevant ads and user-task- relevant were expected to attract
more attention than irrelevant ads, but richly designed ads attracted more attention. Results of
their study showed that participants spent more time attending to the task-relevant ads, but not to
ads with visual design treatments or to the page-relevant ads. This finding has implications for
web design, particularly where there is a risk of inattention blindness.
Pöyry, Essi, Petri Parvinen, and Richard G. McFarland5 (2017) in their paper have
investigated that what combination of sales influence tactics (SITs) should be used when
customers are approached more than once regarding the same offering that is sequentially.
Consistent versus complementary SIT approaches were tested in two field experiments, one with
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an electronics manufacturer in a single communication channel setting and one with a financial
services provider in a cross channel setting. The results supported the hypothesis and indicated
that use of complementary SITs across interactions, regardless of the order increases lead
conversion.
Scope of the Study
This study aims at studying client servicing and business development process and is done in
healthcare services organisations. This study helps to get the reality check of a market. The study
helps to understand the concepts of email marketing, but while implementing it might differ from
situation to situation. This study also helps to understand and know how to deal with different
kinds of customers or clients and how to make an impressive online campaign with respect to
health care industry.
Research Design
The study is about how well the digital marketing is used in driving the sales up for the
organisations and how efficiently the various digital marketing channels are used in lead
nurturing and lead management. The study explores the process identifying, converting a
customer lead into a potential client and the nurturing them. The study is taken up in the services
industry that supports the health care equipment manufacturing companies dealing with X-rays,
CT Scans, Cardiology equipment, MRI scans, Ultrasound scans. The overall analysis states that
how well the customer profiling and data analysis is done and how well the product pitching is
done. The process starts with identifying the target customers based on the product.
Experimental research design was followed. Experimental research design is a blueprint of the
procedure that enables the researcher to test his hypothesis by reaching valid conclusions about
relationships between independent and dependent variables. It refers to the conceptual
framework within which the experiment is conducted.
Universe
All the physicians practising in the fields of Gynaecology, Cardiology, neurology and Ortho and
have Linkedin account and belong to India, Malaysia and Singapore. Data mining was carried
out in order to get the data of clients such as email id and contact details.
Sample and Sampling Technique
A sample of 100 respondents were chosen at random from the open databases of linked in.
The Variables Monitored include - Sent time, Opened time, Subject line, Opened Mail,
Unopened mail, Un-subscribed, Hard Bounces, Soft Bounces
Time Period
Cross sectional one time study in a period of three months starting from February 2017 to April
2017.
Experimental Design
Two different designs of email (Virtual Advocacy and Virtual Adboard) and one standard email
(Launch Engine) were made and used in running the email campaign for customer lead
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generation. The standard email came with less content, short subject line. The Virtual Aboard
was designed with more pictures. The Virtual advocacy was designed with info-graphics. A lead
generated through email campaign is nurtured based on the email behaviour of the client. The
study concludes with analysis of the results of the campaign run.
Objectives:
1.
To estimate the mean time taken to click open the email sent in the email campaign
2.
To calculate the mean time taken to reply from the targeted client for the email sent
during the campaign
3.
To test the homogeneity across the mail campaign in the time taken to open and time
taken to reply.
4.
Analysis & Interpretation:
Table 1 :Email name: Launch Engine (Increase Share of Voice by 3-folds)
Campaign Report
Email name
Launch Engine (Increase share of voice by 3folds)
Subject
Increase share of voice by 3-folds.
Sent on
Sent
Opens
Clicks
Unsubcribers
Bounces
Unopened

8-March-17
100
24
4
1
29
47

24.0%
4.0%
1.0%
29.0%
47.0%

By analyzing the above table, it can be understood that campaign was sent to 100 clients. out of
which open rate was 24.0%, click through rate was 4%, unsub scribers were 1.0% and Bounces
rate was 29.%. But the unopened rate counts to 47.0%
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GRAPH 1

Interpretation
From the above graph, we can interpret that for this product, the unopened rate is 47.00%
because most of the clients are not interested and consider as a spam email, which is not useful to
them and also un-segmented email list leads to more unopened rate.
Table 2 showing analysis of the email Campaign 2
Email name: Virtual advocacy
Subject: Build Advocacy through Virtual Platforms
Campaign Report
email name

Virtual Advocacy

Subject

Build Advocacy through
Virtual Platform

Sent on

10-March-17

Sent

100

opens

24

24%

Clicks

2

2%

Un subscribers

3

3%

Bounces

26

26%
427

Unopened

50

50%

From the above table 2, we can analyze the campaign was sent to 100 clients. Out of which open
rate was 24%, click through rate was 2%, unsubscribers were 3% and Bounces rate was 26%.
But the unopened rate counts to 50%.
GRAPH2

From the analysis it’s clear that this product (campaign 2) list open rate is 24% because Subject
lines and from address, Design layout and graphics have grabbed the attention of clients which
made them open the email.
Table 3 showing analysis of the email Campaign Report
Email name: Virtual Ad Board; Subject: 4000+ participants engaged across 29 countries
Campaign Report
Email name

Virtual Ad Board list

Subject
Sent on
Sent
opens
Clicks
Unsubcribers
Bounces
Unopened

4000+ participants engaged across 29 countries
12-March-17
100
20
5
2
31
49
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20%
5%
2%
31%
49%

From the above table 3, we can say that the campaign was sent to 100 clients. Out of which open
rate was 20%, click through rate was 5%, un subscribers were 2% and Bounces rate was 31%.
But the result shows that, most of the unopened rate counts to 49%.
GRAPH 3

Interpretation
According to the graph 3 there are 2% of unsubscribers. It can be interpreted that this format of
Campaign 3 the subscribers were not attractive the mobile phones were not Mobile-optimized.
Analysis:T-test for time taken to open
Table 4: One-Sample Statistics
N
TimeTakentoOpen

67

Mean
32.0448

Std.
Deviation
42.44691

Std. Error
Mean
5.18572

Interpretation
The table 4on ‘One Sample Statistics1’ for ‘Time taken to Open’ reveals that 67 respondents
have opened the email sent. Table 1 reveals that on an average the time taken to open the mail
sent through the campaign is 32.1 minutes.
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T-Test for Time Taken to Reply
Table 5One-Sample Statistics
N
TimeTaken_Reply
22

Mean
30.6818

Std. Deviation
23.52382

Std. Error Mean
5.01530

Interpretation
Table 5 reveals that only 25 respondents have replied back which is approximately 8.3 % of the
total emails sent. On an average the time taken to reply for the mail sent through the campaign is
30 minutes.
Analysis Of variance
The Analysis of Variance gave a p value of 0.0803 and 0.759 for ‘Time taken to Open’ and
‘Time taken to Reply’ respectively. The p values are above 0.05 alpha level. Hence, the analysis
of variance states that null hypothesis cannot be rejected. It is interpreted that there is no
significant difference in both the variables ‘time taken to open’ and ‘time taken to reply’ across
the three different email campaigns.
Table 6 :Result of all the Campaigns:
Campaign Name
Open
Clicks

Un subscribers

Bounces

Unopened

Launch Engine

24%

04%

01%

29%

47%

Virtual advocacy

24%

2%

3%

21%

50%

Virtual Ad board

20%

05%

02%

31%

49%

Interpretation
The table 6 states that the launch engine campaign has highest open rate and second highest click
rate and very minimal subscription and has 29% of bounces and 47% of unopened mail. The
Campaign two has the 24% open rate and 2% clicks and 03% of un-subscribers and 21%
bounces and 47% of unopened mail. The campaign three has 20% of opens and 5% of clicks and
2% of un-subscribers and 29% bounces and 49% unopened mails.
Findings
 The campaign one has 24% of open rate and 50% of unopened mail recipients who have
not opened the mail sent to them.
 The campaign two has 20% of open rate and 47% of unopened mail recipients who have
not opened the mail sent to them.
 The campaign three has 27% of open rate and 50% of unopened mail recipients who have
not opened the mail sent to them.
 On an average the time taken to open the mail sent through the campaign is 32.1minutes.
 On an average the time taken to reply for the mail sent through the campaign is
30minutes.
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Time taken and use of graph in the design of email has no impact on the opening of mail
which was sent.
The time taken to open and time taken to reply does not depend on the campaign
Time taken to open and management level are not dependent to each other.




Suggestion





In the Email Campaign, the subject line can be kept very short and to the
point, so that it will attract and increase in open rate.
Launch Engine Campaign with less, compelling and quite interesting content.
Life Sciences Services Companies in the email campaigning shall cross check
the list in email tester before running campaign to reduce hard bounce rate.


Conclusion
Life Sciences Services is a growing sector with a lot of potential players in the market. They
should increase their services and frequency of advertisement to stabilize their position in the
market. From the above experiment and analysis we can conclude that most of the respondents
are using spam button without opening the mails, the respondents decision based on the ‘from’
line and ‘subject’ line of the organization. The company has a very good chance to increase sales
with the help of brand awareness.
These services organisations when launching their email campaign shall concentrate on their
subject line by keeping short and to the point, thereby will be able to increase their open rate and
click through rate of the organization. The company can also use strategy of creating evoking
interest content, which will contribute for lead conversion to potential client which in turn will
contribute for the sales.
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Abstract
Self-regulation is an essential factor responsible for determining success in life and
psychological wellbeing seems to play an important role in shaping the interaction of employees
in their work environment. This study was undertaken to understand the performance level of
employees in Almasi Beverages Limited and the study focuses on understanding self-regulation
of employees and its link to their performance level on the job. Self-regulation is a crucial factor
for organization's performance and growth and plays an important role in performance of today’s
competitive organizations. Explanatory research design was used with a sample size of 338
employees drawn from the target population of 826 employees of Almasi Beverages Limited.
The questionnaires were the research instrument used for gathering primary data and were
administered to the respondents directly by the researcher. The data gathered was analyzed
through descriptive statistics such as frequency tables and percentages as well as inferential
statistics. Multiple regression analysis was used to determine whether independent variable (selfregulation) has an effect on dependent variable (employee performance). The results indicate that
there is a relationship between self-regulation and employee performance. (r = .226, p <.001). It
is therefore concluded that self-regulation affects employee performance hence the researcher
recommends self-regulation as a tool for policy making, theory development, practice in
organizations and further research.
Keywords: employee performance, self-regulation
Introduction
Individual performance is a core concept within work and organizational psychology. During the
past 10 or 15 years, researchers have made progress in clarifying and extending the performance
concept (Campbell, 1990). With the ongoing changes that we are witnessing within organizations
today, the performance concepts and performance requirements are undergoing changes as well
(Ilgen & Pulakos, 1999). Although there might be exceptions, high performers get promoted
more easily within an organization and generally have better career opportunities than low
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performers (VanScotter, Motowidlo, & Cross, 2000). In this complex scenario organization both
public and private sector have to manage change in an effective way.
Self-regulation plays an important role in helping the managers and employees to cope with this
dynamic change in the business environment. Dalip Singh, (2001) mentioned that application of
self-regulation supports the employees to recognize and understand emotions and using
emotional intelligence to manage oneself and his/her relationship with others. The organizations
must coach their employees in developing their interpersonal skills and coach them to perform
effectively on the job with other employees in the organization. (Reuven Bar- On et al, 2007).
For organization’s to be successful there is need to develop employee’s self-regulation skills in
order to help them work effectively in the organization. (Bob Wall, 2008).
Statement Problem
Drucker, (1996); Hooper & Potter, (2000); Nel & De Villiers, (2004); Weisinger, (1998) drove
research efforts and encouraged debates on the topic both worldwide and in South Africa on the
effect of self-regulation and its direct relationship on employee performance and its predictive
validity regarding future performance. Research studies conducted in South Africa which
concentrated on the significance of self-regulation within the work context also confirmed that
self-regulation has a significant effect on performance (Hayward et al., 2008; Murphy, 2008;
Murphy & Janeke, 2009; Nel & De Villiers, 2004). Various studies quoted in the literature
review have tried to determine the effect of using and managing emotions in the workplace and
the difference between employees in dealing with emotions and the impact this may have on
other variables within the work environment such as team work, leadership and managerial
effectiveness, sales performance, occupational stress, organizational commitment, job
satisfaction.
According to GRI, 2014 and ABL, 2013 reports showed that performance in the three
companies; RVB, KBL and MKBL drastically dropped and hence the researcher is seeking to
find out if the decline is associated with employee self-regulation. However, whereas much study
have been done in a developed economy focusing on self-regulation and performance, little
studies or no empirical research has been done in developing economy, such as Kenya on the
effect of self-regulation on employee performance in which this study strives to fill the gap. This
study therefore attempts to investigate self-regulation effect on employee performance in Almasi
Beverages Limited.
Literature Review
According to John Mayer and Peter Salovey (1993) self-regulation is the ability to regulate one’s
emotions to use them to make good decisions and to act effectively. Further, Reuven Bar-On
(2000) defined self-regulation as being concerned with effectively understanding oneself and
others, relating well to people and adapting to and coping with the immediate surroundings to be
more successful in dealing with environmental demands. Daniel Goleman (1995) self regulaiton
as a capacity for recognizing own and others feeling for motivating self for managing emotions,
both within ourselves and in our relationship. (Neal M. Ashkanasy et al, 2000).
Emotional intelligence plays an important role in the workplace (Goleman, 1998). Research
studies during the past 25 years about factors that contribute to success in workplace have
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resulted in identifying factors that are related to workplace intelligence (Goleman, 1998).
Emotions contain vital information that helps managers and employees “to be better at what we
do” (Wolfe & Caruso, 2004). Analyses of studies of about 500 organizations worldwide,
reviewed by Goleman (1998) “point to the paramount place of emotional intelligence in
excellence on the job in virtually any job”. The term became widely-known with the publication
of Goleman's Emotional Intelligence, Why it can matter more than IQ (1995).
Several reported studies have underscored the effect of self-regulation on employee performance
extensively and these studies have found a positive association between self-regulation and
employee performance (Mayer et. al., 2004; Bar-On. 2005). Seibert et al. (2001) posits that selfregulation contribute to work performance (as reflected in salary, salary increase, and company
rank) by enabling people to nurture positive relationships at work, working effectively in teams,
and building social capital. He further argued that work performance often depends on the
support, advice, and other resources provided by others. Seibert et al. (2001) postulate that
emotional intelligence enhances work performance by enabling people to regulate their emotions
so as to cope effectively with stress, perform well under pressure, and adjust to organizational
change Bagshaw (2000) in Hayward (2005) postulated that individual absenteeism and apathy is
caused by negative emotions such as fear, anxiety, anger and hostility, use up much of the
individual’s energy, and lower morale. Hayward (2005), a research by Cooper (1997) posit that
emotions, if managed properly, can and do have successful outcomes, can drive trust, loyalty and
commitment and also can increase the productivity, innovation and accomplishment in the
individual, team and organizational environment.
Self-regulation is mostly about being able to control your emotions and responses to situations
and other people but it's also about feeling positive emotions and expressing positive emotions to
others. Some of the abilities (also known as competencies) that are part of self-regulation are
emotional self-control - controlling impulsive emotions; trustworthiness – being honest and
taking action that is in line with your values; flexibility – being able to adapt and work with
different people in different situations; optimism – the ability to see opportunities in situations
and the good in other people; achievement – developing your performance to meet your own
standards of excellence and initiative – taking action when it is necessary (Goleman 1996).
Methodology
The target population in this paper includes 338 employees of Almasi Beverages Limited,
Kenya. The data collection for the research was undertaken from both primary and secondary
sources. Primary data was collected by survey method using structured questionnaire on selfregulation while Secondary data was collected from various journals, magazines, newspapers
and websites like Human Resource Management International Digest, Human Capital, and
HR.com. Sample was drawn from a population of employees working in the five departments of
ABL. The sample size was calculated and the number of the population to be assessed 826
employees. Out of this, 338 were selected through simple random sampling method using
random table. The score range on the scale of 1 to 5, where in 1 indicates strongly disagree and 5
strongly agree. Descriptive statistics was applied understand the level of managers and
employees performance and level of emotional intelligence among managers and employees.
Emotional intelligence is a set of competencies, which direct and control one's feelings towards
work and performance at work. These set of competencies are the ability of the individual to
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control and manage his or her moods and impulses on the job. Knowing one's emotions and
feelings as they occur, and tuning one's self to the changed situation, requires the emotional
competency, emotional maturity and emotional sensitivity that are demanded on the job. In a
work situation, performance of the employees depends on working with group of people with
different ideas, suggestions, and opinions. Effective use of emotional intelligence gives better
team harmony (Ashforth et al, 1995). The study was guided by research objective effect of selfregulation on employee performance in ABL and research hypothesis Ho1: There is no significant
effect of self-regulation on employee performance in ABL.
Findings
Multiple Regression Analysis
The purpose of conducting multiple regression model analysis was to determine the effect of
self-regulation on employee performance. The model showed that there is significant relationship
between the dependent variable and the independent variable with a p-value of .000 which is
<0.05 and R .476. Durbin Watson test showed that there was no autocorrelation among the
variable as indicated by value = 1.594 which was less than 2 thumb rule.
Hypothesis Testing
The independent variable self-regulation studied explained 22.6% of the variation in employee
performance as represented by the R2. Further, the Durbin-Watson value is within the thumb rule
(1.594) hence there is no serial correlation. The significance value is 0.000 which is less than
0.05 thus the model is statistically significant in predicting self-regulation. Hypothesis testing is
based on standardized coefficients beta and p-value to test whether the hypothesis is rejected or
not. Hypothesis test (Ho1) predicted that self-regulation significantly affect employee
performance. The results of the objective indicated that β1 = 0.388 was significant at p<0.05 and
t value= 6.157. This shows that self-regulation affects employee performance hence providing
grounds for rejection of hypothesis. This implies that increasing self-regulation of employees
will increase employee performance in ABL.
Conclusion
When the results are considered as a whole, the level of self-regulation and employee
performance should be increased equally in the three companies. Within this scope, companies
need to create a kind of atmosphere in which employees’ self-regulation that is self-control,
trustworthiness, conscientiousness, adaptability and innovativeness can be enhanced.
Recommendations
Based on the findings of the study, ABL should therefore improve employee performance by
ensuring that self-regulation as a tool of equipping its employees is embraced by top
management. The study provides contribution to the existing literature, theory and has
contributed knowledge to the field of academia. Self-regulation as an important area of human
behavior needs a lot of research in the developing countries like Kenya as it directly influences
the employees behavior working in any organization, the decision making power and the abilities
related to handle the contingency situations, which may arise out of blues. Research may also
extend the model to include other factors such as self- awareness, self-motivation, social
awareness and social skills mixed model and trait models by Goleman and Mayer and Salovey.
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Future research can also be extended to identify the effect of the employee performance and
emotional intelligence by taking demographic variables into account in exploring emotional
intelligence and performance scores. Future research should be conducted comparing various
homogenous demographic populations.
The performance of individuals is critical to the effectiveness of any organization and needs to
be managed. Any organization requires an appropriate performance management system that is
directly aligned to the strategic objectives of the business, ensuring that the strategic objectives
of the business are translated into clear achievable objectives for each individual employee.
People are the key to organizational effectiveness and the key to the success of any business is
being able to unleash the potential which resides within their human capital. To do this,
organizations need to identify self-regulation as most relevant to the achievement of their
strategic performance indicators.
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Abstract
Organization leadership often struggles with effectively supporting performance of working
parents. This manuscript reports the findings of a social network intervention study for working
mothers, aimed at informing scholarship and practice in a wider, more diverse way with the
intentions of supporting high performance of dual-role employees. This study presents research
using a case study framework, specifically intended at gaining a deeper understanding of how
and to what extent social networks for working mothers impact their participants with regard to
their perceived effectiveness. Study findings identified effectiveness outcomes in the areas of
guidance, confidence, and work-life balance.
Keywords: work-family balance, mentoring, social capital, careers, networking, women
Having a child is a momentous event for most parents, as is the subsequent return to the
workforce. The majority of mothers (58.6%) in the United States with children under 1-year-old
participate in the workforce. This number increases to over 75% by the time the youngest child
in a household reaches age 18. The dual-role responsibilities of new parents and professional life
are unique, considering that that majority of fathers and more than half of new mothers return to
work, the phenomenon is worthy of scholarly investigation.
Historically, socio-anthropologist Hrdy (2004) suggests that the baby sling (not fire) was the
most important tool in the advancement of humans. This device permitted women to combine
motherly responsibilities and work simultaneously rather than sequentially, thus substantially
increasing the number of hands available to hunt, gather, and contribute to group maintenance.
She postulates that this tool allowed humans to gain a competitive advantage resulting in
migration, adaptation, and promotion of our species over other mammals. Later, Kanter (1977)
introduced gender into the study of organizations, yet was criticized as foundationally genderneutral, however the most significant aspect of her work was the conclusion that it is not gender
differences which determine work experiences but rather responses to organization conditions.
Culturally, research shows that there is a substantial gap in the United States concerning the
issues of social justice, parents, and their work environments. Gilbert (2005) writes, “among the
advanced industrial democracies the United States is considered a laggard in dispensing parental
leave, day care, and other public subsidiaries to reduce the friction between raising a family and
holding a job” (p. 26). It is evident among American legislators who acknowledged the crisis
with the introduction of the Family and Workplace Balancing Act of 2005. This government
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sponsored catalyst was intended to improve the lives of working families through family and
medical need assistance, child care assistance, in-school and after-school assistance, family care
assistance and encouragement of family friendly workplaces.
In the past two decades, employers have seen shifting worker priorities resulting in dramatically
altered workplaces. The 1990s resulted in a movement toward shorter work hours and workweeks, flexible workplace arrangements like job sharing, flex hours, and telecommuting were
popularized and provided a solution to the labor market employment crisis. There was also a
concern about extensive changes due to downsizing, restructuring, and overall changes in
technology.
The next decade proved just as challenging for the workplace with the emergence of the aging
workforce in the United States. In some labor market segments, employers were already
experiencing skill shortfalls as a growing numbers of baby boomers started retiring; in addition,
the significant trend of the increasing female employment rate and emergence of the dual-earner
family as the most common family configuration compounded shortages. The combination of
these social, demographic, and economic trends that supports the significance of workplace
work–life balance interventions for employees and employers.
Work-life balance is not a new issue for workers or workplaces, it has been experienced by our
ancestors and research dates back to the 1977 Quality of Employment Survey. In this survey one
in three workers reported inconvenient or excessive work hours, along with work schedules that
interfered with family life, and a lack of control over work time. The dynamic interplay and
dependence between work and family is both complex and multidimensional, yet research
suggests that work and family can positively influence each other (Clarke, 2000; Ely, 1995;
Frone, 2003). However, due to the multi-disciplinary nature of the problem, research may not be
able to sufficiently study the complexity inherent in work and family balance. Additional
scholars call for more substantive measurement and stronger sampling—both at the macro and
micro levels of organizations (Kossek & Ozeki, 1998; Frone, 2003).
Research Context for Social Networks of Employed Mothers’
In the field of Human Resources (HR), Bierema and Cseh (2003) site a serious shortage of
knowledge concerning parents’ work experiences, specifically that of mothers. In their review of
over 600 articles presented to the Academy of Human Resource Development from 1996 to 2000
they came to the conclusion that the field of HRD focuses minimally on social justice issues at
work or in a societal context. Quoting directly from their review, “women’s experiences as well
as those of other diverse groups is ignored, as are asymmetrical power arrangements” (p. 23).
Research done by Houston and Marks (2003) showed that women who perceive their workplaces
to be supportive of working mothers are more likely to return to work after maternity leave, if
not full-time, part-time. Killien (2005) reported that workplace social support and supervisor
encouragement were significantly related to work-life balance and role performance. Nichols and
Roux (2004) found that employed mothers required social and organizational support to maintain
personal balance and family equilibrium. Research has also reveals that social support at work,
from supervisors and coworkers, positively influences work outcomes (Allen, 2001).
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Marcinkus, Whelan-Berry, and Gordon (2006) established that work-based social support was
positively associated with job satisfaction, organizational commitment, and career
accomplishment. Schwartz (1989) raised many groundbreaking points that overlap women and
motherhood; (a) the cost of employing women in management is greater than the cost of
employing men; (b) women have babies, yet men make most rules; (c) turnover of women in
management is 2-1/2 times higher than; (d) few companies have studied the cost of maternity
leave; and (e) there is a shortage of good people that gender should not matter.
Feldman, Sussman, and Zigler (2004) found that shorter maternity leaves led to higher maternal
depression, lower preoccupation with the infant, less knowledge of infant development, more
negative impact of birth on self-esteem and marriage, and higher career centrality. There is little
evidence to prove that working mothers have adverse effects on the development of their
children (Joshi, 2002). Few differences were found in the experience between single and married
mothers in relation to work-family issues (McManus, Korabik, Rosin, & Kelloway, 2002) and
part-time work caused negative consequences to mothers such as, great personal cost, with
constrained prospects, and promotions (Gatrell, 2007).
Nichols and Roux (2004) concluded that mothers who returned to work experienced role
conflict/overload, family stress, family/child issues, finances, and psychosocial issues while
positive outcomes were social support, maternal role satisfaction, positive adaptation, and career
role satisfaction. Categorically, mother’s return to work is significantly dependent upon
satisfactory child-care arrangements and supportive workplace relationships (Killien, 2005)
while the overarching decision to return to work at all is related to the amount of planning done
during pregnancy, household income, and anticipated support in the workplace (Houston, &
Marks, 2003).
Millward (2006) studied individual responses during maternity transition. Results reported
experiences of invisibility, dilemmas with returning to work, and difficulty reintegrating at work
after maternity leave. She also reported that women coped with new demands by finding role
models with similar experience. Results supported that despite family friendly policies, shared
household duties and childcare women continue to struggle with the reconciliation of mothering
and employment.
In addition, we know that the main reason women work is for economic benefit, which is
significantly dependent on income. Two or more children are obstacles to employment, and
previous work experience was also a factor to employment (Gordon & Kammeyer, 1980). We
also know that women tend to feel marginalized during pregnancy, leave, and their subsequent
return to work, and women are more likely to return to work if they have a viable plan to do so
(Millward, 2006). Research has also shown that job satisfaction drops after the birth of a child
(Holtzman & Glass, 1999).
Mentoring as a Work-life Balance Intervention
Mentoring is when one individual offers insight, wisdom, perspective and support to another.
The process is usually considered collaborative and is aimed at developing the mentee’s
knowledge, skills and abilities as he or she adapts to the challenges they face in their personal
and professional lives. These relationships often offer challenging ideas, inspire high
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performance expectations, share critical knowledge, offer friendship and encouragement,
encourage professional behavior, listen, inspire self-awareness and help build self-confidence.
Research shows that mentoring relationships are important to all employees, but essential for
women (Burke & McKeen, 1990; Noe, 1988). Women are less likely than men to receive
personal or developmental support (Ohlott, Ruderman, & McCauley, 1994; Cianni &
Romberger, 1995) and mentoring is related to greater career satisfaction, career commitment,
career planning, organizational socialization, self-esteem, job satisfaction, and lower intentions
to turn-over (Fagenson, 1989; Chao, 1997; Ostroff & Kozlowski, 1993; Koberg, Boss, &
Goodman, 1998; Bahniuk, Dobos, & Hill, 1990; Laband & Lentz, 1995). However, little
research exists on the mentoring relationship from the mentor’s perspective. The three areas that
have been most heavily researched are functions and outcomes of the relationship, gender
differences in decisions to mentor, and gender differences in the costs and benefits of mentoring.
Performance and Employed Mothers’
A comprehensive understanding of contextualized work-life balance is critical, yet most research
centers on flex-time and on-site child care rather than holistic workplace support mechanisms.
Some studies have a peripheral connection to holistic solutions, such as Kline and Snow (1994)
found that work-family workshop initiatives lowered employee stress. The National Council of
Jewish Women (1987) reported that work-family support positively impacted job satisfaction,
reduced turnover, and decreased sick days taken. Organizational strategic goals are affected
when organizations are named to the Working Mother list award through increased stock price
(Chauvin & Guthrie, 1994). Availability of family responsive practices increase organizational
attachment (Grover and Crooker, 1995) and it appears categorically that the use of flexible work
arrangements and work-life programs improves individual performance (Catalyst, 1998;
Dawson, Mikel, Lorenz, & King, 1984; Lambert, 1993; Rowe, 1973). Flexible schedules and
supportive supervisors results in reduced job dissatisfaction and lower levels of depression
(Thomas & Ganster, 1995).
Theoretical Frameworks to Support Employed Mothers
Some theories that have emerged to described work-life balance relationships, including
Greenhaus, Collins and Shaw (2003) who provided a comprehensive definition of work-family
balance, not only to distinguish it from other concepts, but also as a foundation for theory
building. They specifically define work-family balance as “the extent to which an individual is
equally engaged in—and equally satisfied with—his or her work role and family role”
(Greenhaus, et al., 2003, p.513). There in an interesting observation inherent in accepting this
definition, mainly the void of balance as the preferred state, a universally accepted good. Using
this definition, balance can be interpreted as either positive or negative. In short, work and
family is a reciprocal relationship that can positively or negatively impact each other, supporting
the contemporary idea that dual roles can be healthy provided they are congruent.
Greenhaus, et al., (2003) presents a practitioner lens to the concept of work-family balance by
establishing three components: (a) time balance, (b) involvement balance, and (c) satisfaction
balance. Using this framework, relationship conflict occurs when greater time, psychological
involvement, or satisfaction in one role overcompensated for other roles. This framework also
suggests that work-life balance can be positive where inputs and outputs to both roles are high.
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On the other hand, work-life balance can be negative, when inputs and outputs associated with
both roles are low. This framework is a continuum model with heavy imbalance for one role
(family) on one end and extreme imbalance for the other role (work) on the other end. Research
reports that workers more engaged at work report higher levels of work-life stress, while workers
who were more engaged at home reported higher quality of life scores and lower stress levels.
There appears to be disagreement on how “family-friendly” benefits support competitive
advantage among high performing employees. Grover and Crooker (1995) suggest that workfamily benefits have a positive impact upon employees’ organization attachment irrespective of
whether they actually use these benefits or not. So, if flexibility and alternative work
arrangements are the most effective ways to increase performance—what exactly should they
include? Suggestions from the literature include modifications of daily start and stop times,
compressed work weeks, part-time work, job-sharing, and standardized telecommuting practices.
Leave policies would include mandated maternity and paternity leave, informal short term
arrangements (a few hours or days off with or without pay) available on an ad hoc basis. Worklife balance can be supported through existing mental health and wellness services including
Employee Assistance Programs, stress management workshops, formal support groups, parenting
education, and seminars on family-related matters. Options for dependent-care services could
include on-site childcare facilities, subsidized child care costs, rate reduction contract with
preferred vendors, pre-tax credits for child-care assistance, and information referral services for
dependent care and resources.
Problem Statement
Working parents are struggling with managing their multiple life roles (Gornick & Meyers,
2003) and organizations have neglected to incorporate intervention agendas related to diversity,
equality, power, discrimination, sexism, homophobia, or other similar issues resulting in the
omission of large portions of the workforce (women and other oppressed groups) from research
(Bierema & Cseh, 2003). For these reasons, organization and leadership interventions aimed at
meeting the specific developmental needs of working mothers is worthy of academic
investigation.
Method and Methodology
A qualitative case study research approach was deemed most appropriate for researching
mothers’ social networks since it is linked epistemologically to the research question: In what
ways, and to what extent, does participation in formal workplace social networks for working
mothers make a difference in members’ perception of effectiveness to self and others?
Participants
The research population was the formal mothering social network group at a Fortune 500 general
merchandise and food discount chain company headquartered in the Midwestern United States.
Group members spanned four worksites in a metropolitan location and at the time of the research
study 504 women were included in the distribution list (population) for the group. Most group
members were married, professional women who worked full-time. According to the
organization’s annual report, this company employs 366,000 full-time, part-time, and seasonal
employees, with peak employment between Thanksgiving and the end of December at
approximately 396,000 workers.
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This specific organization and data collection site was chosen for this research project for the
following reasons: (a) it has an active social network of mothers, (b) social network members by
definition are balancing the life roles of parenting and employment, and (c) the researcher was
permitted access to the group members collectively and individually. A positioning survey was
used to guide the interview protocol and was administered online to all 504 members of the
social network using the leader’s distribution list. Interview volunteers were solicited by the
principal investigator in-person at a network meeting, and through an e-mail request sent by the
network leader. Ten volunteers responded to the requests and eight individual interviews were
conducted, at times and places chosen by mutual agreement between the principal researcher and
the participant. Interview locations included coffee shops, a cafeteria, and a conference room.
Results
Effectiveness was manifested through guidance, increased confidence, and better work-life
balance.
Guidance
Foundational to this network is the integration of parenting advice. Participants routinely cited
the information sharing as impactful on their membership experience. The advice was talked
about both in terms of receiving and giving advice to fellow participants. The sharing at meetings
is also collaborative in that questions by some members are unanticipated questions of other
participants. This was found to be a central theme of how women’s effectiveness was altered by
the social network membership. For example, Cathy realized that the benefits of the information
sharing are immediate, plus they helped her prepare for future previously unanticipated parenting
knowledge needs:
Having that ability to ask my questions about various things or hearing things that people
are talking about from a few months ahead of me. . . . I feel like every meeting so far I
have gotten like another little bit of information and I can go home and use in the future.
The advice that is provided at meetings is strengthened by established topics that are provided in
advance for participants, so members who have an interest or immediate informational need can
focus on those meetings to maximize benefits. Betsy commented, “It was a great resource and it
was because it was topic focused. It was pretty helpful in that way.”
Members also described the social network as a mechanism to appreciate diversity in colleagues
and their children, as well as parenting styles. Lucy noted, “Everyone’s got a different approach.
There’s no right or wrong and maybe my way is not that bad. So that is something that I really
appreciate, and all the ideas, the diversity in ideas.” This diversity and difference is clearly
understood as advantageous to the group. Renee explained, “The wealth of knowledge, I mean,
everybody’s just got vastly different experiences and yet some common threads, and so it’s a
comfortable environment to share.”
For many participants the advice is a function of the accessibility of the group to participants,
since other community based avenues for parenting support are not easily available to full-time
working parents, because they cater to stay-at-home parents:
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Just having a network of people that you know you can ask questions. . . . It was nice to
get to work and realize that I have this option and it was actually better—I fit better with
these people because you can’t do all of the ECFE things and stuff when you are at work.
It’s nice to have something right at work. Otherwise, I would feel like I was missing out
on stuff but I just work full-time. . . . It’s been very helpful, [emphasis added] so much
good information just especially right away. We were having issues with napping timing
and that kind of thing and it was really nice getting feedback from other people. (Abby)

In the previous quote Abby was specifically talking about attending meetings, but the network
has also set up other mechanisms for parenting support like the intranet site and newsletter.
Providing information in a variety of venues, methods, and formats increases the ability for
participants to engage with the group and benefit from the collective resources: “There’s a lot of
good information and you don’t have to work very hard to get it.” (Renee)
When mothers share their experiences and provide advice to other members, this also provides
for a common bond among participants through a better understanding of a shared experience,
which was also a way of lessening isolation for some working mothers:
Hearing people talk about similar things that they were having challenges with, or being
able to ask your question and have 10 different people’s suggestions, or that’s fine, it’s
actually not a big deal, or whatever—just that positive feedback and suggestions and
open discussions, you know, it’s okay it’s totally normal. It’s challenging but it will pass
kind of just all of that together it’s such a good resource. (Abby)
Several study participants noted their perception of other women who were engaged in the
network in visible ways through the network meetings or leadership roles were also seen by
colleagues as placing value on family and self:
I feel like most of the women who go to that are really out there just trying to be great
moms. They just want to soak in as much as they can. They want to bounce ideas off of
other people or they just want to listen, and gain information, but in some way they are
trying to better themselves or their family. (Tina)
For mothers who have questions that arise between meetings, knowing coworkers who are also
members can facilitates growth from members who are assets outside of formally organized
resources. Lucy asserted, “You have some place to go if you have a question or if you were
really struggling. Probably one of the first places that I would go is someone that I know that is
also a member there.”
The advice impacts participants in very real and pragmatic ways. After attending a meeting on
toddler feeding, Lucy had many ideas for her family that provided solutions for getting her
somewhat picky eating daughter to try a variety of foods. In her own words, “Oh I got this idea
today, like after last week, I said, I went to this meeting and I got these ideas, and we all went
grocery shopping together. Let's try this and this to see what she does.” The acquisition of
parenting advice is practical but it also validates the time commitment women make to attend
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meetings. Tina remarked, “I usually take away two or three really good nuggets where I’m like I
feel like that was worth going.”
Confidence
Five participants described that one outcome of their membership in the social network was a
change in their confidence both in terms of self-confidence and confidence in their parenting
skills. The network is constructed in such a way that women gain confirmation of prior and
pending parenting decisions. By sharing her experiences with colleagues, Renee developed a
sense of validation for decisions she had made regarding her children years prior to attending a
meeting. Retelling her rationale was self-confirming: “Sharing my experience and some of that
was I guess in a consulting way it was validating in terms of making me feel more confident in
the choices that I made.”
Five women were drawn to the group because they were first-time mothers, so they often
reported that they were unsure of their parenting skills, and that not knowing what to do in so
many different situations was discouraging and for some even overwhelming. The group
provided a venue for acknowledging this, seeing it in others, and making concrete lasting
changes to feel better about decisions that members were making daily. Linda shared,
I took back even that confidence in my abilities as a mom, my solutions as a mom. It
gave me confidence in those things, because then all those things you’re doing for the
first time you don’t know what you are doing. You don’t know if it’s going to work. You
don’t know if it’s the right thing or the wrong thing.
When asked specifically about how the group impacted non-work relationships, only
four study participants acknowledged a change. Linda, however, reported an extensive impact on
her confidence and strengthened parenting skills that were then transferred home with her. She
stated, “I did gain confidence from them that validation I think confidence and I would bring that
home with me.”
While there is not consensus about the carryover from the group for work to non-work settings,
there appears to be some impact on the children of participants. Renee specifically talked about
her confidence in setting limits for her sons and her ability to handle their opposition to those
limits as positive outcomes to her participation in the group. She emphasized, “I found that it [the
network] definitely benefits my kids. . . . I think that it just reframes that in a sense of
empowering I guess is the word that I would use.”
Additionally, some participants of this study reported a change in how they viewed themselves,
both as employees and as mothers. In reflecting on my observations of network meetings and in
conversations with network leaders, more than once there was a mention of the realization that
there were previously untapped skills that were brought to fruition through the network. Linda
noted, “It just goes to show that I had something in me that I wasn’t sure I had I guess.”
The network also provides women with the chance to compare their parenting and self-discovery
journey as a mother to the experiences of their co-workers. For the most part, the reflections and
connections with like-experienced peers was a natural evaluation of women’s development and
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seen as validating, empowering and reassuring. Amanda commented, “It also did, in that sense,
give me kind of reassurance that with parenting I was on the right track.” There is benefit in
being able to see other like-experienced women challenged by work and life balance. As Linda
explained, “The group also made me feel very empowered because I felt validated in the
struggles that I was having.” Abby’s comments also acknowledged the positive outcomes of the
connection in validating mothers and supporting their self-confidence:
I think, too, that it has kind of helped with your confidence, especially when you are a
first-time parent just knowing that other people are going through the same things. . . . I
think that for me; it helped boost my confidence.
Work-life Balance
One of my assumptions in guiding the original framework for this research project was a
comment made by the network founder in our very first conversation. We talked about the
purpose of the group in an effort to help me situate the group into prior organizational research.
With cursory knowledge of the group, I was guided by the leader not to the organizational
business case related to work-life balance or networking, recruitment, or retention but rather to
an outgrowth of an individual employee looking for a solution to challenges of meeting the
demands of both work and family. With that in mind, I believed that the foundation to the study
was in work-life balance. However, the results of this study undermine that initial proposition.
As I analyzed the data set, it became apparent that while women do use the group to balance
multiple life roles, this is not foundational to the network. When specifically asked about how
the group is used in navigating these roles, only four participants reported a change navigating
multiple roles. Some of that has to do with the fact that not all women are challenged with worklife balance because of their work role, support from their supervisor, or higher levels of in-home
support for childcare. As mentioned previously in the detailing of the advice outcome, that is the
primary overlap of the network into the work-life balance arena. Tips and tricks learned through
group resources are used by participants outside of work. As Cathy noted, “I would say it has
probably impacted home like ways just using some of those ideas from the other moms on how
to balance the stuff at home with work.”
Discussion
Little scholarly work has been conducted to advocate for new parents in the workplace, or for
theoretical frameworks that support strategic initiatives that ease and manage the transition
process, and multi-role conflict inherent in this experience. This lack of interest perhaps emulates
the societal apathy in the value of parenting, which includes a lack of understanding of conflicts,
feelings, emotions, concerns, frustrations and challenges of working dual income parents.
The last thirty years has shown an unprecedented number of women in the workplace resulting in
increasing dual income households. Are the needs of working parents invisible? It is important
that organization leadership starts seeing parents in the workplace; since their voices are
invaluable in reshaping future family-balance workplace initiatives. As a result of this paper, it is
clear to the author that most workplaces do not have an understanding of work-life balance and
research results are scant and conflicting. This is a timely call to action for developing
progressive strategic initiatives that promote and encourage work-family balance that better meet
the needs of this critical demographic for competitive advantage in most industries. The
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shortcomings in our systems and programs must be acknowledged. The rich ethnographies of
parents indicate that many practitioner assumptions are flawed. Failure to acknowledge this
defect leaves the workplace with an incomplete awareness of the connection between work,
gender and enterprise culture, thus cultivating programs and processes that reduce organizational
commitment, individual effectiveness, and encourage employee turnover.
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Abstract
Rural market setting creates avenue for buyers and sellers to interact for exchange of goods and
services which is critical for the sustenance of the society and value chain creation. This
exchange leads to many social actions and linkage activities arising from market organizations.
This study assesses how rural markets dynamics influence income and poverty levels in Rano
rural market of Kano State. The research employs mixed research design using both quantitative
instruments of structured questionnaires administered on 50 respondents drawn through simple
random sampling and qualitative data sourced through in-depth interview scheduled on 10
market key stakeholders. Logistic regression was used to analyze the data. It was found that
savings, reinvestment, by market participants, movements of people to and from the rural market
are critical inverse determinants of poverty level. Evidence reveals that missing a market-day
exposes market operators to higher poverty incidence. The study recommends adequate
provision of infrastructural facilities such as good roads, electricity, market stalls and accessible
credit facilities to boost market activities.
Keywords: Rural market, poverty, market dynamics and logistic regression.
JEL Classification: O18, P25, P46, Q12
Introduction
A rural market, also referred to as a farmers market, is one of different varieties of system,
institutions, procedures, social relation and infrastructures where by buyers and sellers
participate in exchange. Many of the rural markets in Nigeria rely on sellers providing their
goods or services in exchange for money from buyers. The rural market is a physical retail
market presenting food directly by farmers and farmers’ wives to consumers and
wholesalers/aggregators from the urban centers. Usually, it consists of booths, tables or stands,
outdoors or indoors, where farmers sell fruits, vegetables, meats, and sometimes even prepared
foods and beverages. Based on periodicity, rural markets can be categorized as; daily markets,
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special/specialized markets, and periodic markets. The periodic markets usually take place
regularly on one or more fixed days each week or month and is the major characteristics of rural
markets.
According to Braun, Fricke and Malchau (1998), the organization of rural markets takes into
account the distribution of population and settlement, the degree of mobility of traders and
buyers, and local variations in productive capacity and resource endowment. This space-time
procedure of periodic markets ensures a quality return from waiting for demand and supply of
goods and services. Rural markets exist world-wide and reflect the local culture and economy of
a particular community. The image of the local culture sometimes determines the location and
the name of a rural market. Thus, “The King’s Market” is often located near a king’s palace. The
sizes of rural markets range from a few stalls to several blocks of stalls. In some cultures, live
animals, imported, locally unavailable frailties and personal goods and crafts are sold.
Dogra and Ghuman (2008) define rural marketing as the planning and execution of marketing
function for the rural areas. Gopalswamy (1997) borrows from Jha’s (1988) conceptualization of
rural marketing which posits a two-way marketing process; that is, movement of goods and
services from urban to rural, rural to urban, and rural to rural areas. As we know, the goods that
usually flow from rural to urban area are mainly agricultural produce, therefore for rural
marketing to develop, rural agricultural must be developed in order alleviate or reduce poverty
levels among rural markets participants. With 75% of the world’s poor in rural areas and most of
them reliant on farming, agriculture must be part of world economic growth, poverty reduction,
and environmental sustainability (UNDP, 2012). Agriculture is critical to attaining global
poverty reduction objectives and it is still the sole most important productive sector in most low
income countries, often in terms of its share of gross domestic product (GDP) and almost always
in terms of provision of employment opportunities (IDA, 2009). In Nigeria, agricultural sector
contributes over 40% of the GDP and employs about 60% of the working population, Nwafor,
Ehor, Chukwu and Amuka (2011).
Against this background, this paper employs probit and logit regression technique to analyze the
implications of rural market dynamics on incidences of poverty in Rano rural market, Kano
State, Nigeria. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: following this section is section two
which reviews related literature and conceptual issues. Section three presents methodology of the
research; brief on the study area, model specifications and definition of variables/terms. Section
four dwells on presentation and analysis of results and lastly, section five offers conclusion and
recommendations.
Literature review
Empirical Literature
This section broadly reviews empirical literature on rural market dynamics poverty and other
characteristics. A lot has been document on poverty to the extent that the phenomenon is never
ever hard to comprehend, yet it is seen and defined differently by people (Aliyu, 2008). Aboyade
(1975), for instance, observes that like an elephant, poverty is more easily recognized than
defined. Accordingly, different criteria’s have, therefore, been used to conceptualize poverty.
Theoretically however, poverty is seen in either relative or absolute terms; World Bank (1977)
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defines relative poverty as a condition when households have a per capita income of less than
one-third (⅓) of the average per capita income of the country. The Bank further defines absolute
poverty in terms of household’s command over resources, which are sufficient to obtain a basket
of goods and services required to guarantee a minimum decent living standard. Townsend (1973)
defines relative poverty as a situation where individuals or families are in command of resources
which, over time, fall seriously short of the resources commanded by the average persons or
families in the community in which they live.
A number of empirical studies in the area of rural market dynamics have also been documented
in the literature some of which are reviewed here. Waheed (2012) in his empirical study
conceptualizes customer faith for traders in rural India by reviewing the trust theories from
economic sociology and social psychology literature in developing countries and acclimating the
established marketing concepts from the Western countries. Findings deliver several unique
vistas to the existing trust theories in marketing which confirm, spread and challenge the studies
conducted in the developed countries. Further, social relationships are strong, very common and
socially significant and rural people’s purchase decisions are markedly influenced by a web of
family members and relatives, neighbor’s, caste members, political associations and friends.
Singh and Shaikh (2012) report that marketers must recognize the role of family in persuading
the buying of consumer goods more particularly in the rural areas. The marketers must design
their advertising messages as well as visuals in such a way that these pierce well into the minds
of the family members. Only then they can have positive endorsements of their products in an
extremely competitive environment. Marketers must take major steps in manufacturing and
presenting reliable and persuasive advertisements. It seems that people are consistently losing
faith and confidence in the mass media advertising of consumer goods. It would be more suitable
if marketers make best use of social media that can be used as an interactive advertising through
authentic story-telling.
Siras and Sirat (2012) opine that rural marketing should not give the impression that rural
markets have not been exploited at all. Its purpose is only to highlight the increasing importance
of rural markets in the fast moving economic situation. Already, ample penetrations has been
made by the producers of most consumer goods. Though the cost of distribution and promotion
is certain to be high and producers may even sustain losses in the initial phases, this should not
discourage them from entering the market the potentialities of the rural market are great
definitely. With the changing economic conditions in the country, and with better purchasing
power, among the rural population, the newly evolving rural markets are guaranteed to yield rich
disbursements.
Gupta (2012) discovers that customers’ responses are somewhat varied between market locations
in the rural India. That although customers favor some of the popular brands yet they still prefer
to use local brands. The loyalty status for brands is also modest in the rural markets. It seems that
customers do not worry about the purchase decision of F.M.C.G. product. The house makers and
other members of the family sway the purchase decision. Rural households have enough time to
talk with their friends and social groups so their choices are also swayed by reference groups.
That consumer in the rural markets is not so cultured and not mindful about the brands and
purchase decision. This shows an opportunity for the marketers to endorse their products using
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advertising strategies, which can make a place in the heart of the customers. Some of the
companies with local brands win the battle by convincing the retailers about the product.
Retailers sometimes work like a salesperson for that company and recommend the product to the
customer because they get a smart margin for this. Moreover the local companies also give
discount for space in the shelf of shopkeeper.
Morenikeji and Oluchukwu (2012) argue that rural markets serve as outlets to enterprises and
middlemen that supply goods to the urban markets for distribution thereby generating
employment opportunities for a large number of market operatives. A lot of traders in the
markets sell manufactured goods such as clothes, shoes, cooking utensils, bags, among others.
Within the markets there are also men and women engaged in small enterprise such as shoe
repairers, hair dressers, tailors, and public transport drivers such as taxi and bus (tuketuke)
drivers. Earlier, Beston (2010) examines market by looking at valuable channel and regional
comparisons as well as analysis of key retailer space allocation initiatives.
Ikelegbe (1999) discovers that African markets are quite varied in terms of size, method and
quality of construction, facilities for market operators and physical maintenance. At one end of
the scale are countless markets that are simply open spaces along-side of a road where buyers
and sellers meet on a regular schedule. If any services do occur at such sites, they are usually
crude housings constructed by the sellers themselves, comprising of a roof of thatched materials
supported by wooden poles. At the other extreme are the huge and often heavily congested urban
markets ran by authority of city councils or similar bodies. The urban markets have open stalls,
locked up stalls and toilets.
In Nigeria, Adelemo (2010) identifies that market places are vital points of economic life and
that traditional market system in Nigeria signifies an articulation of spatial linkages which had
been deserted in the post- independence development, such as the building of transport routes to
link settlement. He argued that despite the lack of credit given to the development of market
center in the post- independence period, market canters still strive to accomplish integrative
functions by providing the link between the production and consumption centers of the
economies within which they are located. He argued that not all the market center are in urban
centers, yet, they act as centers for the distribution of information to the surrounding areas and
regions.
Furthermore, Ajetunmobi (2010) assesses the role market plays in the socio-economic
development of the society by saying that it brings about inter-group relations among relations
different. Since man’s want are insatiable and unlimited, there developed the need to exchange
various goods from different regions. He further said that inequality in skills and resources in
part led to the creation of market in man’s environment, especially on Lagos Island local
government has the largest number of traditional markets, some of which still form the leading
markets in the area, such as Ebute-Elefun, Oke-Arin, Ebute-Ero, Jankaara, Ojuwoye, Ita-Faji,
sand grouse and Oju-Olobun markets.
Omole (2002) argues that markets are man-made structures established for the use of man. The
work of scholars, particularly those of Filani and Richard (1976), Nwafor (1982), Sada and Mc
Nuity (1978), Eben-Saleh (1999), among others concur with this statement. They went further to
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identify two basic classes of market places as daily and periodic markets which were further subclassified as; morning, full-day, night, periodic, local and with kingdom markets. Nwafor (1982)
held the view that a crawly market requires the presence of many full-time traders and that it is a
more suitable type of market in that it provides daily needs to the people on daily basis.
Research methodology
Introduction
This section covers the description of the study area and the population of the study. It also
presents the sample size and how it is arrived at. The data sources, data collection method and
the data analyses techniques are also explained accordingly.
The Study Area
This study is conducted in Rano Local Government Area of Kano State. Its headquarters are in
the town of Rano. It is located at latitude 110 330’260”N and longitude 8o 35o’00”E. The
minimum and maximum temperatures ranges from 15.85oC and 33oC and fall as low as 10oC
during the harmattan season between December and January.
Rano Local Government has an area of 520km2 (200 square meters) and a population of 145,439
as at the 2006 census. The local government area is a typical nucleated settlement whose houses
are very compact together. Transport in the area can be regarded as fairly good as roads can be
seen in almost every section of the local government area. The common language spoken in
Rano is Hausa and Fulani.
Method of Data Collection
In general, there are two methods of data collection, these are; the primary and secondary source.
Primary method of data collection refers to the process whereby the researcher goes to the field
himself to gather the data for the first time for the purpose of his research work. Primary method
of data collection is more reliable because the researcher has a direct contact with the subject or
the respondents. This is the reason why primary method of data collection will be used in this
work.
The data is obtained from the field through the use of questionnaires administered to the
respondents. Furthermore, the questionnaire comprises of a mixture of both open and close
ended, so as to allow the respondents to express their views without restrictions.
Population of the Study
The population of the study comprises all the rural market operators in Rano Local Government
Area in Kano State. However, for the purpose of this study, the questionnaire is administered to
the selected respondents that constitute the sample of the study.
Sample Size and Sampling Technique
Sampling refers to the selection of some part of the population to represent the entire population
under study or research. Surveying the whole population is cumbrous. The sample size of 50
marketers in Rano Local Government is used to represent the entire population.
Random sampling technique is used since the population is fairly homogenous and as such
anyone could be sufficient.
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Specification of Logistic Model
The choice of logistic regression model follows the trends in the empirical literature and the
work of… in particular. Logistic regression is the appropriate regression analysis to conduct
when the dependent variable is dichotomous (binary). Like all regression analysis, the logistic
regression is a predictive analysis. Logistic regression is used to describe data and to explain the
relationship between one dependent binary variable and one or more nominal, ordinal, interval or
ratio-level independent variable.
The general form of the model is expressed as:
Li = ln
(1)
0 + β1X + β2X + … + β6X6 + ui
While the odd-ratio is given as:
Prob =
(2)
The relationship between poverty and rural market dynamics is expressed in equation (3) as
follows:
Pov = f (save, reinv, emp, trans, incloss, aexp)
(3)
Ln Pov = β0 + β1 save + β2 reinv + β3 emp + β4 transp + β5 incloss + β6 aexp + ui
(4)
Where:
Pov - poverty
save - savings
reinv - part of savings reinvested
emp – employment generation
transp – mode of transportation used
incloss – income loss as a result of missing a market day
aexp - Average expenditure
From the model above “poverty” is the dependents variable and the explanatory variables are
income, expenditure, savings, transportation reinvestment, employment and income loss. In
addition, other personal characteristics of the respondents are used in the analysis. These
variables are measured as:
Definition and Measurement of Variables
a. Poverty: this is the dependent variable and it refers to the general scarcity or the state of
one who lacks certain amount of material possession or money. It can also be seen as the
inability to satisfy basic human needs like food, shelter, healthcare etc. it is measured in
binary form expressed as dummy variable assuming the values of 0 for those above the
poverty line of US$1.25 considered as non-poor and the value 1 for those below the
poverty line considered as poor.
b. Income: this refers to the average money earned by a marketer daily as a result of
exchange of goods or services in the market. It is measured in Naira.
c. Savings: refers to part of the income that is not used in the purchase of current goods or
services. It is measured in Naira
d. Reinvestment: refers to part of savings used in purchasing additional goods in the market
for the purpose of making profit. It is measured in Naira.
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e. Transportation: refers to the movement of individuals, goods or services from the farm or
were it is bought to the market. It is measured in binary form (i.e., commercial or private
vehicle).
f. Expenditure: refers to the part of income used for the purchase of current goods and
services. It is measured in Naira.
g. Employment: refers to the number of job created as a result of the activities carried out by
an individual in the market. It is measured by knowing how many people work under an
individual in the market.
h. Income Loss: refers to the total amount of money that an individual will lose as a result of
missing a market day. It is measured in Naira.
A Priori Expectation of Variables
The economic or a priori test shall be constructed to enable us examine the magnitude and size
of the parameters estimated. This evaluation is guided by economic theory stated as follows:
β1, β2, β3, and β4 β6 < 0 while β0, and β5 > 0
Data Presentation and Analysis
This section presents results of data analysis. Equation (4) was estimated using a logistic
regression with the dependent variable, poverty treated as a dichotomous variable while the
exogenous variables follow the specification and definitions presented above.
Poverty
Coefficient
Standard error
z-value
save
-.0054143
.0063039
-0.86
reinv
-.002409
.00882
-0.27
emp
.2617897
.2980399
0.88
transp
-.300042
1.20496
-0.25
incloss
-.0031496
.0024179
-1.30
aexp
-.0052211
.0034168
-1.53
_cons
5.069656
2.352583
2.15
Source: Results computed by the author using Stata software.

Probability
0.390
0.785
0.380
0.803
0.193
0.127
0.031

Interpretation of Results
Savings: The result above shows that, holding the influence of reinvestment, employment
generation, mode of transportation, income loss as a result of missing a market day and average
expenditure constant, an additional Naira saved will on average reduce the level of poverty
among rural market participants by 0.0054. Although the result is not statistically significant it
conforms to the a priori expectation, that is, a negative relationship between increase in savings
and reduction in the incidence of poverty. Furthermore, a computed odds ratio for a unit change
in savings reveals that poverty level will decline, though marginally, by 0.621%.
Reinvestment: Similar to savings above, holding the influence of all other independent variables
constant, an additional Naira reinvested will on average reduce the level of poverty by 0.0024.
The result conforms to the a priori expectation of a negative relationship between reinvestment
and poverty though not statistically significant. The computed odds ratio following a unit change
in reinvestment yields a value of 0.623%.
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Employment: Holding the influence of savings, reinvestment, mode of transportation and
average expenditure constant. An additional laborer employed will on average increase the level
of poverty by 0.2617. Therefore the result does not conform to the a priori expectation of a
negative relationship between employment and poverty. This could be due to limited scope of
operations. Employment could perhaps be effective in reducing poverty in the long run as
operators begin to enjoy the benefits of economies of scale. The odds ratio yields a value of
0.81% implying that a unit increase in employment increases poverty by almost 1%.
Transportation: Also, holding the influence of all the other exogenous variables constant, a
change in mode of transportation will have 0.300 chance of decreasing poverty. Although the
sign of the coefficient conforms to our prior expectation, it is however not statistically
significant as indicated by the low value of the z-statistic. Assuming a unit change in the
transportation cost, the odds ratio yields a value of 0.463% implying that poverty reduces by
almost by a half of a percent.
Income loss: Similar, holding the influence of all the other explanatory variables constant, result
shows that a loss in market day which results in income loss has the tendency to decrease
poverty by 0.00315. This is counterintuitive in addition to being statistically insignificant as
indicated by the low value of the z-statistic. A unit loss of income bears an odds ratio of 0.623%
implying that poverty reduces by more than a half of a percent following loss of income.
Average Expenditure: Again, holding the influence of savings, reinvestment, employment
generation and mode of transportation constant, an additional Naira spent will have a 0.0052
chance of reducing poverty. Therefore the result conforms to our a priori expectation of a
negative relationship between expenditure and poverty. The coefficient is however not
statistically significant. The odds ratio yields a value of 0.631% implying that a unit increase in
average expenditure increases poverty by more than half of a percent.
The pseudo R2 yields a value of 0.4932 which denotes 49.32%. This means that the variables
which include savings, expenditure, employment, mode of transportation explains or influences
poverty level by almost half.
Conclusion and recommendations
This paper seeks to analyze the implications of rural market dynamics on incidences of poverty
in Rano rural market, Kano State, Nigeria. Based on the data analysis, we can conclude that rural
market dynamics are important in the development of rural markets and in reduction of poverty.
Though the regression coefficients were all non-statistically significant, their consistent signs
proved useful in the analysis.
Despite the economic importance of marketing dynamics there are a lot of challenges facing the
development of rural markets which includes; high rate of taxes, lack of infrastructural facilities,
lack of credit, unfavorable government policies, insufficient linkage between rural and urban
cities, low consumer demand, lack of capital, high transportation cost, etc.
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Considering the findings of the study, it is imperative to provide some recommendations that
would help to enhance the conditions of the rural markets. It is hoped that the recommendations
would help to ensure greater productivity, smooth running and efficiency in Rano rural market:
Firstly, Government should provide infrastructural facilities like good roads, hospitals, water and
electricity supply, schools etc., so as to reduce the level of migration from rural to urban cities.
This is because, the more people stay in the rural areas, the more the aggregate demand and if the
more aggregate demand increases the more rural markets develop. Secondly, Government should
establish institution for educating rural citizens on entrepreneurial skills that will help them
explore and utilize the untapped potential of the rural markets. Governments should also develop
policies that will accommodate rural markets either through reduction in taxes or increased
subsidy on consumer goods. Thirdly, commercial banks should reduce their rate of interest so
that small scale venders could be able to collect loans for the expansion of their business. And
lastly, Government should provide rail roads from urban to rural centers for easy transportation
of goods and also provide stronger linkage between rural and urban cities.
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Abstract
Smart city is a concept that can be used to provide alternative solutions to traditional
development in urban areas. This incorporates a lot of human capacity and environmental issues.
The paper addresses the sustainability of the smart cities and future role of ICT In developing
countries. The smart cities will match the globalization needs for the purpose of trade and
commerce is treated as a sovereign political entity of the whole world. Through smart city, there
is a great potential for the application of ICT in the governance of the change that urban areas
will have to undergo in the decades to come in developing countries in Africa. The smart city in
developing countries will bring in economic aspects to the expense of more fundamental needs if
proper measures are not taken into account (Ferro, 2010). The ICT will shape the future of smart
cities and the new digital technologies have created a fully integrated capital market of
tremendous scope and substance. Furthermore, technological and financial innovation will
continue triggering a demand for more appropriate international exchange and payment systems.
Africa, whose working-age population is projected to top that of China and India before 2040,
has the most unfilled potential which can be realized through adoption of smart cities and the
ICT will act as the catalyst to realize these potential
Keywords: smart cities, sustainability, ICT, innovation, Globalization, Governance
Introduction
Smart cities are a result of need to overcome traditional urban developments which have poor
information sharing between systems and stakeholders. The initiative requires high leverage of
data to optimize usage of systems, address environmental and human capacity issues. The
integration of systems will lead to easy usage of data. Caragliu et al. (2011) conceptualize smart
city with the following main characteristics: (a) An enhanced administrative and economic
efficiency that enables the development of culture and society by utilizing networked
infrastructures; (b) An underlying emphasis on business oriented urban development; (c) A
strong focus on the goal of realizing the social inclusion of different kinds of urban residents in
public services; (d) An emphasis on the significant role of high-tech and creative industries in
long-term growth; (e) A perspective to pay close attention to the function of social and relational
capital in city development, and; (f) A vision to take social and environmental sustainability as
an important aspect of smart city development. Some authors also point to the necessary
ingredients for the composition of a smart city, such as: smart economy, smart mobility, smart
environment, smart people, smart living and smart governance (Lazaroiu and Roscia 2012; Lee
et al. 2014; Jong et al. 2015). Additionally, the concept of smart city goes beyond the definitions
of information cities, digital cities, and intelligent cities, because it contextualizes technology to
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be used in favour of systems and services for people (Jong, 2015). In this Era of Globalization
ICT has role to play in development of smart cities as it present innovative ways of managing the
cities – smart buildings, intelligent traffic management, new efficiencies in energy consumption
and waste management, and not least exchanging information and knowledge and
communicating on the move in an increasingly converged information society.
ICT tools have the ability to provide eco-friendly and economically viable solutions for cities.
Potential advancements could be made in the forms of efficient water management based on realtime information exchanges, public transport systems organized through information gathered by
satellites, exploring solutions to concerns related to air quality monitoring and electromagnetic
fields, among others. This is where the concept of smart sustainable city comes into play. 'Smart
and Sustainable City' entails more than just the implementation of technologies and strategies
aimed at meeting today's needs without compromising those of future generations. It is also
about understanding the city itself: its identity and its goals, its stakeholders and their priorities,
and in that way, identifying the attributes that would tailor to the uniqueness of each city while
enhancing its overall living quality and sustainability with the support of ICTs.
Globalization and Smart Cities
Globalization for the purpose of trade and commerce is treated as a sovereign political entity of
the whole world. Riley defines economic globalization as the process of increasing economic
integration between two Countries leading to the emergence of a global market place. This
facilitated a truly global division of labour which presents opportunities, for specialization,
collaboration and exchange on scales once unimaginable. Through globalization firms in
developing countries will get better opportunities to gain access into more and larger markets
around the world. This will lead more access to capital flows, technology, human capital,
cheaper imports and larger export markets. Multinational corporations manufacture products in
many countries and sell to customers around the world. This leads them to underdevelopment
that deepens and aggravates the fundamental problems of their peoples. It forced the developing
countries to want to profit from globalization in the form of increased foreign trade, foreign
direct investment and international borrowing. They concentrate on similar cash crops and
commodities and rely on a narrow range of primary commodity exports whose world prices are
often unstable leading to considerable fluctuation in the incomes of exporting nations (Harrison,
2011). Management of these oil firms in host countries become the responsibility of corporate
entrepreneurs. These are hired hands by the parent enterprise based in the home country. What
matters is the business insight of the corporate centre.
For the transformationalists, ‘globalisation is a central driving force behind the rapid social,
political and economic transformations that are reshaping societies the world over (Khor 2011).
To this school of thought, the whole idea of globalisation is about change, development and
transformation. Hence, globalization has become the necessary ingredient of economic
development. It is against this backdrop that scholars in this school of thought warned that
African economies cannot afford to be dormant since a nation with a closed economy with few
relations with the rest of the world is no longer desirable and no longer practicable.
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Smart city governance using ICT
Through smart city there is a great potential for the application of ICT in the governance of the
change that urban areas will have to undergo in the decades to come in developing countries in
Africa. In order to deliver on their promises, such technologies will have to be employed not
only to increase the intelligence of socioeconomic systems but also to establish incentive
structures promoting the creation of sustainable public value. The real smart city in fact will have
to learn how to reconcile individual and collective needs, in other words: channel individual
aspirations towards the creation of value for society at large through the attainment of economic,
social and environmental objective. The Table 1.1 gives a snap of the smart city governance
towards value creation while highlighting components of sustainability dimension.

From Technological Infrastructures to Value Creation
To be properly understood, the use of ICT in governance processes needs to be framed within a
longer process of technology-driven public sector reform. This process over the last decades has
contributed to shape a novel vision of the public sector, where information sharing, transparency,
openness and collaboration are key concepts with tremendous organizational and policy
implications. This slow, yet steady, process has considerably contributed to render more complex
the “business of government”, in terms of competences required, institutional/organizational
arrangements, policy actions' responsiveness and appropriateness (Ferro & Gil-Garcia, 2010). In
the governance of urban areas, city managers are faced with the challenge of balancing three
overriding concerns: achieving a high quality of life for all citizens, maintaining economic
competitiveness and protecting the natural environment (GlobeScan & MRC McLean Hazel,
2007). More and more, ICT is becoming a vital tool in the governance balancing act as buildings,
transport networks and utilities systems (Economist Intelligence Unit, 2010).
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There seems to be a general belief among the political, academic and professional world about
the importance of role that ICT may play in the governance of city. In this section the discussion
will try to shed some light on what type of contribution such technologies may offer as well as
on how their potential may be turned into reality. In this respect a number of questions seem to
be of particular relevance: are ICTs contributing to enable new and better decision making
processes and/or incentive systems? May information and communication technologies help
tackle the pressure on public budgets without cutting on service provision? How may the
pervasive presence of connected devices in large metropolitan areas help reduce CO2 emissions
and stimulate economic development? All these interrogatives may probably be considered a
specification of an overarching and more fundamental question about how a technological
infrastructure may be turned into value for society. Answering these questions is of course not a
straightforward task. Nevertheless a number of reflections may be put forward drawing from the
experience gained over the last two decades in studying the role of ICT in promoting public as
well as private sector innovation.
The first aspect worth considering is the acknowledgement of the fact that technology alone is
not enough and that a number of complementary investments are required to fruitfully exploit its
potential (e.g. training, organizational change, new policy frameworks). Secondly, it is key to
understand that the diffusion and adoption of ICT as well as the “intelligence” that such
technologies are supposed to generate do not possess an intrinsic value but an instrumental one.
That is to say, they may be considered valuable only to the extent to which they allow the city to
attain a set of objectives that are perceived as being of intrinsic value either for society (good
simpliciter) or for a specific target group of stakeholders. In other words, ICT is a means to an
end. For this reason, innovative solutions developed by public and private organizations should
be assessed not on their technological intensity but rather on the value they generate for a given
set of stakeholders. Therefore, it is important to question the often advocated assumption
whereby the usage of the latest technology equates to more value for the final user. While this
may sometimes be true, it nevertheless requires a thorough check since often the use of cutting
edge technologies entails higher costs that may jeopardize the financial viability or long term
sustainability of the associated solution (this is even more true in times of recession). In addition,
the economics of innovations literature shows that incremental product innovation is
characterized by a decreasing marginal utility (Adner, 2002).
In this respect it is important to assess what functionalities generate the most utility, as they are
most likely subject to a Pareto distribution whereby 20% of the functionalities account for 80%
of the utility. Other two additional aspects to consider are causality and time. As the literature on
information systems tells us, the understanding of the interaction between technology and
ecosystems of actors (as cities may be considered) has gone through three main phases over the
last two decades (Helbig et al., 2009). The first was characterized by the presence of a
technological deterministic view according to which impacts mainly came from the inherent
features of technology which was thought to be able to solve social, political, economic, and
organizational problems. According to this vision, the simple infusion of technology into an
ecosystem was enough to introduce significant performance improvements. The second phase,
instead, taking stock of the numerous failures occurred during the previous phase, was
characterized by a contingent approach in which human choices within social structures
determined the impacts of technology (Belissent, 2011).
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In this view, technology could be compared to a tailor-made suit that needed to be customized on
the specificities of the ecosystem considered. This view slightly improved success rates, but did
not fully take into account the time dimension. The third and more recent phase promotes an
evolutionary view according to which there exists a mutual and iterative influence between
technological solutions and the social ecosystem in which they are implemented. In other words,
technological solutions should be designed to meet the needs and wants of the targeted group of
stakeholders, while accounting for the fact that the adoption of the solution itself is changing
them. Moving now onto discussing the role of ICT in the governance of the transition process
that smart cities will have to undergo, a synoptic framework has been devised providing a
unifying view of such role as well as of the ingredients necessary to turn technological
infrastructures into value for society.
In such a framework, ICT may cover a complementary role by offering an important contribution
in terms of management, planning and control of production to both energy “prosumers” and
energy network operators. The second contribution pertains to the possibility to transform the
way in which many daily activities are conducted. In this respect, we may think of telework and
telemedicine which are leading to a decoupling between activities and the physical location in
which they are conducted. Another example could be the opportunities offered to local
communities to self-organize (Cottica, 2010) to manage different aspects of their lives (e.g. fairtrade collective purchasing promotes the consumption of local products and the
disintermediation of the distribution chain with deep social and environmental impacts). The
third and final contribution has to do with the role of ICT in informing individual choices and
behaviors. As a matter of fact, the reduction of the carbon footprint of an urban area inevitably
requires the modification of everyday choices of millions of individuals. Inducing such change is
not an easy task and surely may not be achieved by a mere top-down approach. In this respect,
the wise use of ICTs and, in particular, Social Media may help in diffusing a greater
environmental awareness and sensitivity leading to the emergence of social norms incentivizing
more virtuous behaviors. Moving now to the final part of the house, the roof represents the value
orientation that any smart initiative should never lose sight of in order to generate positive
externalities for society (Lee, 2012).
ICT Value addition for smart city
The triangular shape has been divided into three different layers in order to generate a stack
configuration with diverse and interrelated levels. Each level, in fact, depends from the level
below in terms of existence similarly to what happens in other hierarchical models present in the
literature (e.g. Maslow pyramid, OSI/ISO stack). The introduction of society’s needs in a layered
structure intends not only to stress the importance of a value orientation but also to stimulate the
reflection of what value should be produced. To exemplify, the mere push towards economic
growth to the expenses of the environment and public health that has dominated the world’s
economy over the last century, when put in relation with this hierarchical schema clearly shows
its shortcomings linked with the attempt to build the second layer without having assured the
existence of the level below. The smart city in developing countries will bring in economic
aspects to the expense of more fundamental needs if proper measures are not taken into account
(Ferro, 2010). At the same time, it is important to stress that this misalignment of priorities may
only be considered a temporary solution as it is clearly unsustainable. Long term strategies
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should therefore attempt to wisely balance the actions aimed at producing resources with high
value in exchange and actions aimed at better employing environmental resources with a high
value in use. Figure 1.2 illustrates how ICT infrastructures may be turned into value within urban
areas and, more in general, in any type of social ecosystems, it contains an organic depiction of
the relationship between the necessary inputs (the foundation), the expected outputs (the pillars),
and the desired outcomes (the roof) of a smart and sustainable urban ecosystem. This
representation on top of offering a useful tool in the definition of smart city strategies may also
provide precious inputs in the design of impact assessment frameworks for the evaluation of a
city performance against a number of long term policy objectives to be operational zed in terms
of value creation (Errico, 2015).

Figure 1.2 - The Smart City House Model

Innovation in the context of developing countries
Innovation in the context of developing countries is not so much a matter of pushing back the
frontier of global knowledge, but more the challenge of facilitating the first use of new
technology in the domestic context. Innovations should be considered broadly as improved
products, processes, and business or organizational models. Development strategists ought to
think not only of R&D and the creation of knowledge, but also attend to the details of its
acquisition, adaptation, dissemination, and use in diversified local settings. It is useful to review
what is involved in each of these five activities as this taxonomy will help structure the analysis
of the most appropriate policies, institutions and capabilities necessary to increase innovation in
the broad sense suggested her.
An alternative vision for cities of the future in Developing Countries
Urbanization is an inevitable progression. It can go well, it can happen badly, but progress it will.
To make urbanization a positive and productive transformation that will deliver long-term gains
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to citizens, three goals need to be achieved social equitability, economic viability, and
environmental sustainability. Social equitability is based on the principle of inclusion; there is no
discrimination in access to benefits across population segments. Economically viable solutions
are those that are financially self-sustaining. Environmental sustainability ensures the
preservation of the environment for future generations (Adner, 2002).
Businesses and governments are starting to recognize the role of technology in meeting the goals
of urban infrastructure provisioning both today and in the long term. Previous centuries saw
industrial infrastructure such as railways, roads, and telephone lines preparing the way for new
cities and new connections. This century’s urbanization is based on the integrated management
of the economic, social, and infrastructure aspects of urbanization via the use of networked
information. An intelligent solution ensures more equitable access to services since almost a
billion social-networking users have at least one foreign connection, while 2.5 billion people
have email accounts, and 200 billion emails are exchanged every day. About 250 million people
are currently living outside of their home country, and more than 350 million people are crossborder e-commerce shoppers expanding opportunities for small and medium sized enterprises to
become “micro-multinationals which requires a great vision for the future and developing
countries.
Future outlook for financial transactions in Smart Cities through ICT
In African countries where cash is hard to come by, people often face the difficult choice of
paying for healthcare, food, education, or repair all four aren't always an option. Gates says these
results from poor banking infrastructure. Financial services like M-PESA are providing access to
digital bank
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accounts in countries like Kenya and Uganda. People who may not have previously had access to
banking services can use those accounts to store money more easily. The adoption of digital
payments also leads to productivity gains for organizations. These gains are estimated to be $300
billion in Sub-Saharan Africa. Kenya is therefore often lauded as the most successful digital
economy among emerging markets. Widespread adoption of the mobile money system, M-Pesa,
and the introduction of a broad range of other mobile based financial services make the country a
model of modern innovation. One key enabling factor has been an improved infrastructure,
undersea cables providing more bandwidth, power, and access to the Internet which offers a
good platform of smart city. one of the most striking differences between the new economy and
the one that preceded it is found in the magnitude and rapid movement of international capital
flows. Capital account liberalization, the development of new financial instruments, and the new
digital technologies have created a fully integrated capital market of tremendous scope and
substance. Indeed, a major force driving the growth of international trade and investment has
been the liberalization of global financial transactions as well as exchange and capital controls.
Furthermore, technological and financial innovation has triggered a demand for more appropriate
international exchange and payment systems. It has also necessitated a more acute emphasis on
the development of sound financial systems, compliance with the principles of good governance,
and the implementation of sound fiscal and monetary macroeconomic policies as evidenced by
cross border trades. Cross-border data flows are increasing at rates approaching 50 times those of
last decade. Almost a billion social-networking users have at least one foreign connection, while
2.5 billion people have email accounts, and 200 billion emails are exchanged every day. About
250 million people are currently living outside of their home country, and more than 350 million
people are cross-border e-commerce shoppers expanding opportunities for small and medium
sized enterprises to become “micro-multinationals.” In future if the same pace of growth in trade
flows is maintained in the smart cities as shown in figure 1.3. Africa, whose working-age
population is projected to top that of China and India before 2040, has the most unfilled
potential. It also faces the greatest challenges: mobilizing its domestic resources, aggressively
diversifying individual state economies, increasing sustainable urbanization, accelerating crossborder infrastructure development, and deepening regional integration. Failing to achieve any
one of these could stall growth.
Smart cities and digital economies for emerging markets in developing countries
There are over 3 billion mobile phone subscribers in the world nearly half of the global
population. Two-thirds of these subscribers live in the developing world, with Africa often
quoted by the ITU and GSMA as the fastest growing mobile region in the world. The population
density associated with cities is an important factor for economic success, since large urban areas
catalyze innovation and increase economies of scale. Emerging market cities are following the
trend seen in developed market cities which became wealthy as they get urbanized. Mobile
subscribers are both the beneficiaries and drivers of the digital economy. With their phones, they
communicate frequently and send money to each other. They search for information on
entertainment, sports, agriculture, and health. Some of them use simple SMS messages to check
the validity of their medicines; others receive regular advice on caring for their babies. A few of
them can report undemocratic activity with their phones, or pay their electricity bill, or their
children’s school fees. Many are maintaining a savings account, taking out (and repaying) small
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loans, and buying insurance. Most use their phones for work in some shape or form.
Increasingly, having a phone is essential, not a luxury.
The smart cities will also have ease in retailing. In retailing, for instance, one of the largest
sources of value could be the sales lift that real-time, in-store personalized offers are expected to
deliver. This will require the sophisticated integration of data across many sources: real-time
location data (the shopper’s whereabouts in a store), which would link to data from sensors in the
building; customer-relationship-management data, including the shopper’s online-browsing
history; and data from tags in the items on display, telling the customer to enter a specific aisle,
where he or she could use an instant coupon sent to a phone to buy an item previously viewed
online. In short, information technology and operations technology will converge, both
technically and in their metrics of success. As a result, companies will have to align their IT and
operational leadership tightly, though traditionally these functions tended to work separately and,
more often than not, held each other at arm’s length.
Companies will need to rely on the capabilities of vendors to mitigate some of these risks.
However, preparing for a revolutionary change in distributed connectedness and computation
will also require a new strategic approach, which our colleagues have described as “digital
resilience.” In other words, companies need to embed methods of protecting critical information
into technology architectures, business-model-innovation processes, and interactions with
customers. They can start by assessing the full set of risks in an integrated way and by creating
an extensive system of defenses that will be hard for hackers to penetrate. Companies also need
to tailor cyber security protections to the processes and information assets of each of their
businesses, which smart cities will increasingly be linked. Given the extent of the risks and the
cross-functional nature (and significant cost) of the solutions, progress will require senior-level
participation and input.
In future smart cities will continue using ICT for digital services. Digital services will move
beyond just basic service or content delivery and into a genuine economic powerhouse for the
region. Furthermore, the value proposition for digital economies will become clearer and be a
driver to digital creation. This success will be self-reinforcing and encourage more to adopt
smart cities.
Conclusions
The paper expounds on the future role that ICT may play in the governance and development of
sustainable smart cities. Three main contributions were identified: the value addition of ICT in
smart cities, innovation of smart cities in developing countries, future outlook for financial
transactions in smart cities through ICT, finally, smart cities and digital economies for emerging
markets in developing countries. In addition, an overview of the required inputs, possible outputs
and desired outcomes was provided. The value offered by such framework is twofold. It provides
a simple and concise representation of the process of turning a technological infrastructure into
value for society and it constitutes a useful tool for the design of assessment frameworks aimed
at evaluating cities’ smartness both in terms of readiness and outcome generation.
There is consensus that great potential for the application of ICT in the governance will become
prevalent in the change in urban areas which will bring great transformation to smart cities in
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decades to come and more so in developing countries. In order to achieve the benefits of
technologies in smart cities, such technologies will have to be employed not only to increase the
intelligence of socioeconomic systems but also to establish incentive structures promoting the
creation of sustainable public value.
Future research should focus on the role of governments in developing smart cities not only as a
produce of content in the smart cities’ framework providing intelligent e-services or introducing
ICTs to improving transparency in governments but also as a element for organizing and
managing the smart initiatives in smart city.
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Abstract
Indian agriculture system is moving through tough challenges due to the changing needs of the
Indian population. Urbanization of population and decreasing profit in agriculture can be the two
reasons behind the declining interest among farmers in agriculture in these days and that’s the
sole reason they do not want to indulge their future generation in agriculture. Contract farming
seems the only way to bring back the farmers in traditional occupational activities fulfilling their
economic and social needs. It has been observed that adopting of contract farming is also not an
easy way for farmers as it is also loaded with number of problems. That’s why farmers are not
showing interest in contract farming. This paper deals with how the concept of contract farming
can made famous among farmers so that the farmers of Indian Punjab can be attracted towards
contract farming in the state. Farmers’ receptiveness, Assured market, Input requirement and
Availability of facilities are the main factors affecting the farmers’ decision for entering into
contract farming with company specific.
Key Words: Contract Farming (CF), Agriculture, Farmers, Contract farming companies, Factor
Analysis, Punjab.
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Introduction
Indian agriculture is expected to take three main challenges in time ahead. First, the area under
cultivation is estimated to come down from 170 million hectares to 100 million hectare by 2020
(kumar, Gugananthan, & Kaarthik, 2011). There will be a shortage of irrigated water. The
number of people will decline in agriculture. Hence to overcome these forecasted pitfalls
contract farming practices are highly welcome in our Indian agriculture practices. Uncertainties
vis a vis price and buyer have been one of the major factor providing farmers from diversifying
their cropping pattern. MSP policy coupled consistent yield for wheat and paddy has forced
farmers to shift farming operations in favour of these crops. The rotated cultivation of paddy and
wheat is countered to some extent by paddy-potato-sunflower cropping pattern in area where
potatoes can be grown. Farming operations for potato also require some substantial investment
which cannot be undertaken by all farmers. Hence small farmers cannot produce anything except
wheat and paddy.
Summary of variables (criteria) determining farmers’ decision for entering into Contract
Farming:
(Venkatesh Reddy & K.G, 1982) in their study on contract farming discussed that labor(man
days), manure and fertilizer use are the important determinants for farmers to participate in
contract farming schemes. (Hill B.E. & K.A. Ingersent, 1987)are of the view that additional
source of capital and more certain price for the produce are the main source of motivation for
farmers’ participation in contract farming schemes. (Eaton, 1998) observed that farmers prefer
the crop under contract farming which provide them new and better marketing opportunities for
their produce. On the other hand modern irrigation technology and good quality seed are the
main variables determining farmers’ decision for entering into a contract farming has been
observed by (Gow, H, 2000). (Eaton, C & A. Shepherd, 2001) explained in their study on
contract farming that farmers’ knowledge of the proposed crop is the main determinant behind
the selection of the crop under contract farming.(Arumugam, Fatimah, Eddie, & Zainalabidin ,
2010)in their study discussed that five factors such as market stability, access to information
about new agricultural technology, improved farm practices, access to inputs and indirect
benefits are the main determinants in decision making for farmers entering into contract farming.
Research Methodology
To study the problems faced by the farmers under contract farming in Punjab, multistage
stratified random sampling technique has been used to collect the data from the farmers. The data
has been collected from the farmers of Amritsar, Hoshiarpur, Jalandhar and Gurdaspur districts
of Punjab as these are the main districts where farmers are engaged in contract farming to a large
extent. The findings of the study are based on 497 farmers, selected from the above mentioned
districts of Punjab. These farmers are having the experience of both contract farming and noncontract farming. To get the response of the farmers (Respondents), 2 Block/ Tehsil/ Taluks were
selected from each district mentioned above and four villages from each taluk were selected to
get the data from the farmers. Sarpanch of each village was contacted to get the information for
the farmers which are engaged in contract farming. Hence 32 villages were covered to get the
data from the respondents, and a total of 544 survey questionnaire had been sent out to which
only 497 have been included in the main study. After due screening and error checking, it was
found that remaining 47 questionnaire were not suitable as 20 questionnaires were not received
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back from the respondents, though phone calls were made, but they did not give any positive
response and remaining questionnaire had blank answers (less than 25% of the questions).
After carrying out screening process 497 responses were considered valid for data analysis. This
represents a success rate of 91.36%, which is considered to be good in view of time and cost.
Analysis
The factor analysis technique was applied to know the factors affecting the farmers’ decision for
selection of crops under contract farming. Four factors have been extracted from 15 variables
explaining 80.988% of variance .Each factor was defined by at least three scale items. The
specific factors extracted were 1.Farmers’ receptiveness, 2. Assured market, 3. Inputs
requirement and 4. Availability of facilities. These factors explain the criteria motivating the
farmers for selection of crop under contract farming.
Scale development and refinement
A scale was developed while reviewing the literature as shown in literature. The variables for
surveyed were selected to find the criteria chosen by farmers for selecting the crop under
contract farming. After discussion with the farmers and agriculture experts many items were
selected and deleted. At the end 15 items were selected for survey and selected items for survey
were rated on 3 points Likert scale by the respondents (farmers).
To retain and delete the items for the development of reliable scale, item wise reliability analysis
was performed. The scale for this objective was refined and purified for validity and reliability.
To conduct the reliability analysis and to know the extent to which items were correlated with
the set of items under consideration inter-item correlation and Cronbach’s alpha was employed.
Scale reliability analysis factor analysis:-Exploratory Factor analysis was conducted as a means
of data reduction to see if the face validity of the items holds valid ( Pallant, 2001). The items of
the scales were subject to the principal component analysis (PCA) using SPSS. The value of
communality using PCA ranged from 0.698 to 0.863 (Table 1).
“Table 1 goes here” (Please request tables from Author)
Here it is important to discuss that communalities 0.5 is sufficient for explanation of construct.
(Hair, Black, Babin, & Anderson, 2009). All these values show that factor analysis has extracted
good quality of variance in the items. Hence it is clear that all requirements of validity and
reliability are met.
Many items were revealed through correlation coefficient of 0.3 and above as shown in the Table
2. According to the scale if all the 15 items get the rating of 3 each item the total score would be
45. The inter item correlation mean was 0.387 which varies between 0.180 to 0.821 with a range
0.641. Hence it was clear with the sufficient correlation to go ahead with factor analysis.
“Table 2 goes here” (Please request tables from Author)
The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) value was exceeding the recommend value of 0.6 (Tabachnick
& Fidell, 1996), (Kaiser, 1974) and Bartlett test of Sphericity (Bartlett, 1954) reached statistical
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significance, supporting the factorability of the correlation matrix. PCA revealed the presences of
4 factors with Eigen value exceeding 1 explain 80.98% of the variance.
Pearson correlation coefficient (Pearson’s r) is a method to use for calculation of relationship
among variables. Correlations were used to measure the relationship among 15 main independent
variables of contract farming. The purpose behind the conduct of correlation analysis was to see
whether the 15 variables were independent of each other or not. As a rule of thumb it is observed
that it the correlation value of ‘r’ lies between 0 to 2 then there is a weak relationship among
variables and if the values of ‘r’ varies between .3 to .6, then relationship is generally considered
moderate, and if it lies between .7 to .1 a strong relationship is considered (Dancey & Reidy,
Statistics without maths for psychology, 2007).
Factors Extracted
Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was employed to identify the underlying dimensions of
contract farming and to achieve the goal the respondents (farmers) were asked to rate the 15
variables on three point liker scale ranging from not important to important. All the factors
having loading >0.5 were considered good and in the present study the loading of all variables
ranged from .899 to .679. All the variables with a value <0.5 were not considered in the analysis
and removed from the study. The four factors were generated with an Eigen values rangers from
1.266 to 6.505 and the results were found validated as shown in Table 3.
“Table 3 goes here” (Please request tables from Author)
Factor one: Farmers Receptiveness
This factor alone explained 27.795% of total variance. This factor has been labeled as farmers’
receptiveness. Five variables namely knowledge of the proposed crop, duration of crop, staff
requirement, promise of increase in yield and intensity of services required affect the farmers
receptiveness towards contract farming. So farmers would keep in mind these variables while
selecting a crop for contract farming or at the time of entering into contract farming. The scale
reliability alpha of this factor is .945 and factor loading ranger from .894 to .830. The valuable
knowledge of the proposed crop has the highest loading (.894) in this factor. The inter item
correlation ranges from .807 to .874 and item to total correlation ranges from .648 to .696. It
cover 6.505 of the Eigen values.
Factor Two: Assured Market
Second factor which is labeled as assured market explain 21.055% of the total variance. Four
variables such as assured purchase, no involvement of middlemen, hassle free purchase and
protection from price fluctuation have been included. Variable, assured purchase has the highest
loading (.899) in this factor. A farmer would be highly affected from these four variables which
can be quiet important for the farmers at the time of taking the decision to enter in to the contract
farming with specific company, assured and hassle free purchase would be the main priority and
after that how many middleman are there this will also be a main factor to think over before
entering into a contract farming. This is because more the number of middlemen, less will be the
profit to the farmers or producers. The main risk is of price fluctuation. So farmers should be
protected against price fluctuation, while deciding the price well in advance to protect the
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interest of the farmers. The factor loading ranges from .899 to .821 and scale reliability alpha is
.905. The inter item correlation of variables range from .761 to .843 and item to total correlation
ranges from .478 to .571. This factor covers 2.478 of the Eigen values.
Factor Three: Input Requirement
The third factor (input requirement) contains three variables namely less water and pesticide use
for proposed crop, availability of modern agricultural equipment at subsidized rates and
prospects of getting quality seeds. These three variables play an important role while making
decision about entering into contract farming and farmers should have the easy access of
required inputs so that farmer can grow the crop on time at less cost. The most important
variables under this factor, considered by farmer is less water and pesticide use for the proposed
crop with the factor loading .887. This factor explains 17.061% of the total variance. The inter
item correlation of variables range from .764 to .825 and item to total correlation ranges from
.478 to .543.This factor covers 1.899 of the Eigen values.
Factor Four: - Availability of Facilities
Three variables namely easy availability of loan, provision of transport facility and provision of
training and technical knowhow to farmers have been involved in the fourth factor. This factor
has been labeled as availability of facilities. This factor explains 15.077% of the total variance
and it covers 1.266 of Eigen values. The most important variable under this factor with high
loading value (.873) is easy availability of agricultural loans. Financial help by the companies
with the assistance of banks to farmers can be a good source of motivation for farmers towards
entering into a contract farming. Transport facility offered by the company at their own cost can
reduce the transportation cost for farmers which will help them to supply the produce to the
company without any hindrance. Apart from this farmers should have the provision of training
and technical knowhow, so that farmers may avail the benefit of contract farming after getting
the knowledge of concerned crop. The inter item correlation of variables range from .681 to .782
and item to total correlation ranges from .591 to .666.The reliability alpha of this factor is .861.
Discriminant Validity
To check discriminant validity between deduced factors regarding motivation among farmers to
adopt contract farming following hypotheses was formulated:
Ha: The correlation between two factors is significantly less to underscore their difference
in measuring the same phenomena.
The results in Table 4 indicate acceptance of hypotheses implying that four factors are
sufficiently different from each other, but they do measure the same phenomena of motivating
the farmers for contract farming though contributing differently. For instance, correlation
between F1 and F3 was found to be significantly (indicated by significant t-value shown in
brackets) less but not zero. This suggests that factors are different but measure the same
construct.
“Table 4 goes here” (Please request tables from author)
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Conclusion
The study clearly indicated that farmers’ receptiveness, Assured market, input requirement for
the proposed crop and Availability of facilities are the important factors for farmers at the time of
selection of crop under contract farming .A farmer would prefer to cultivate the crop under
contract farming if farmer is well aware about the specifications to cultivate the crop chosen
under contract farming. Farmer would also like to keep in mind about the duration of the crop,
labor requirement, technical knowhow etc. as these are the important determinants for farmers at
the time of crop selection under contract farming .Cost of crop cultivation, use of pesticide and
water for irrigation, also are the important determinants for farmers behind crop selection under
contract farming.
Apart this subsidized loan facilities, assured purchase of the proposed crop and direct purchase
of the crop by company without the involvement of any middlemen (Artiyas) are also considered
as important determinants for crop selection under contract farming. Companies should also
maintain coordination with farmers and assist them to enter into contract farming by explaining
them the terms and conditions of the contract along with the facilities a company would offer to
them at the time of entering into a contract.
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Abstract
The study has focused on the team Kings XI Punjab (KXIP) of Indian Premier League (IPL) to
find out the impact of attendees team association in the form of team-sponsor congruence, team
identification and team involvement on their knowledge of the sponsor’s brand as well as the
impact of the attendees product knowledge on their sponsor image and purchase intentions. For
the study, data were collected from the 302 respondents those watched the match of the Kings XI
Punjab team on the ground. The result of the study shows that attendee’s team association
positively impacts their product knowledge of the sponsor’s brand which also positively impacts
their sponsor image and purchase intention. In the examination of the data, the study found the
weak association between the attendee’s product knowledge and their purchase intention
implying the mediation of sponsor image.
Keywords: Team identification, Team involvement, Team-Sponsor congruence, Sponsor image,
Sponsorship, Structural equation modelling
Introduction
Professional sports is one of the growing enterprise in today’s world, where sports is coming
with the innovative formats, and different leagues (or teams), which are performing in different
parts of the world such as English Premier League, National Football League, National
Basketball Association and Indian Premier League. In the past, many researchers had shown the
importance of the concept of team, or sports identification to measure sports spectators’ attitude
towards sponsor’s brand and their purchase behaviour (Wann and Branscombe, 1993; Hunt,
Bristol, and Bashaw, 1999; Gwinner, Larson and Swanson, 2009). Sponsoring organization used
sponsorship, to form the positive link between the sponsoring brand and the target customers
(Crimmins and Horn, 1996). Sponsorship had become a vital part of funding for a wide range of
sporting, artistic and social events (speed and Thompson, 2000). The worldwide sponsorship
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market had grown from an approximated U.S $2billion in 1984 to $16.6billion in 1996
(Meenaghan, 1998). According to International Event Group the total global sponsorship
spending was increased from $44billion in 2009 (IEG, 2010) to $46.3billion in 2010 (IEG, 2011)
to $48.6billion in 2011 (IEG, 2012) to $51.1billion in 2012 (IEG, 2013) and expected
$53.3billion in 2013.
In India, the Indian Premier League is the first of its kind which had gathered the interest of both
the sponsor’s and the fans. During the IPL season different sponsors from the different brands
had associated with the league for the promotion of their brands. According to a report in April
2010 by sport intelligence.com about the global salaries published in their annual review, the IPL
was the second league, which was withdrawing the highest salaries in the world, just below the
National Basketball Association (NBA). The calculations were based on the first team salaries of
the players. Within the three years of its starting, IPL had become the second highest paid league
in the world. In the fifth season of the IPL, Brand finance (A Brand Valuation Consultancy)
estimated its brand value around $2.99 billion.
Despite the growth of sports sponsorship in the world, the sponsorship had not been examined
empirically in India. This study has taken the Kings XI Punjab as a team of Indian Premier
League (IPL) and HTC as a sponsor of the team and examined the impact of different factors of
attendee’s association with the team on its knowledge of the sponsor’s brand, and its influence
on their image of the sponsor’s brand and the purchase intentions. The study also examined the
direct impact of attendee’s knowledge of the sponsor’s brand on their intentions to purchase the
sponsor’s products.
Review of Literature and Hypothesis Development-Team-Sponsor Congruence
Team-sponsor congruence means the degree to which the consumers think the image of the team
matches with the image of the sponsor. It also means the compatibility between the event/team
and the sponsor, so the sponsor can get the benefit by attaching their brand with the event/team.
In the sponsorship literature, congruence had been used to indicate a consumer’s perception of
liking between the sponsor and the sponsored team event (Meenghan, 2001; Cornwell,
Humphreys, Maguire, Weeks, & Tellegen, 2006; Koo, Quarterman & Flynn, 2006). In a study by
Gwinner and Eaton (1999) found that sponsorship companies were getting the benefit of
sponsoring team/event if the consumer perceive the resemblance between the team and the
sponsor. That resemblance may be functional based (brand is used in the event) or image based
(similarity between image and event). In the other study by Gwinner and Bennett (2008) it was
found that, consumer’s perception of fit between the event and the sponsor brand, can influence
their attitude towards the sponsor brand and this also affect their purchase intentions. In the
recent study by Gwinner et al. (2009) found, the positive impact of team identification and
event-sponsor fit on consumer’s perception of image transfer from the outcome to the sponsored
brand. The survey too found that positive image of the brand name in the judgment of the
consumers can also affect their purchase decisions. Hypothesis 1: Attendee’s perception of teamsponsor congruence with the team will have a positive effect on sponsor’s product knowledge.
Team Identification-Sports fan team identification means the psychological attachment of the
fans with the team. The fans that have highly attached with the team and also showing the
interest in the team and its players, they also spend their time and money for watching the games,
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and buying the different memorabilia of the team (Wann and Branscombe, 1993, Fisher and
Wakefield, 1998). Ngan, Prendergast & Tsang (2011) found that, those consumers who were
highly attached to the team, were less affected by their performance. But, weak team associates
were more delicate towards the performance of the team which could affect their purchase
intentions. Another study by Lee and Ferreira (2013) examined the direct and moderating
impact of team identification and organizational identification on consumer attitude towards
cause related sport marketing (CRSM) and purchase intentions. The study found that the
consumers had shown positive attitude towards CRSM when they perceived a program as high
fit between a sport and a cause. The respondents had also exhibited the positive attitude towards
CRSM, when they identified the organization as cause marketer. In the study, team identification
and cause organizational identification played the moderating role effectively between the
sport/cause fit and attitude towards CRSM, but the study rejected the direct impact of team
identification on consumer attitude towards CRSM.
Hypothesis 2: Attendee’s identification with the team will have a positive effect on sponsor’s
product knowledge.
Team Involvement- Under the sport management research the contribution of involvement
constructs was very important in the point of view of organizational consumer or leisure
research. Because those participants/consumers who were highly engaged in the activity, they
contribute more for the organizational success such as revenue generation, building the image
and the credibility of the organization and brand equity. Funk, Ridinger, & Moorman (2004)
provided two sources of involvement in their study such as individual and environmental
sources. Individual sources include personal, psychological and demographic factors and
environmental sources include social and cultural factors. The study also examined the impact of
involvement to an individual’s cognitive and behavioural outcomes. Cognitive outcome means
psychological and attitudinal commitment and behavioural outcome means the purchase
behaviour of an individual. Beaton, A study by Bachleda, Fakhar, & Elouazzani (2015)
examined the direct impact of sports involvement and indirect impact of sponsor image and
sponsor awareness on sports involvement-purchase intention relationship. The study found that
sponsor image had a strong mediator that could affect the spectator’s involvement in the event
and their purchase intentions. But the sponsor awareness didn’t impact much as a mediator on
sports involvement-purchase intention relationship, rather sponsor awareness worked as a
suppressor. In other words, those spectators were involved in the sport, they were already aware
of the product of the sponsor, which could negatively impact their purchase intentions. The study
found that those spectators were involved in the sport, they framed positive image of the sponsor
in their mind, which could also impact their buying decision of the sponsor’s product. The study
also found the positive relation between the sponsor involvement and consumer’s purchase
intentions of sports products.
Hypothesis 3: Attendee’s involvement with the team will have a positive effect on sponsor’s
product knowledge.
Knowledge of Sponsor Brand-Consumer’s brand knowledge means the consumer’s experience
and information about the sponsored product (Tsai, 2007). The consumer’s perception about the
sponsored brand depends upon their knowledge of that brand, so they could easily differentiate
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the sponsored brand from its competitors (Sen and Battacharya, 2001; Roy and Cornwell, 2004).
Those consumer’s had the knowledge about the sponsored product were more engaged with that
brand and its social activities. A study by Lacey, Close, Finney (2010) showed a positive relation
between event attendees' product knowledge and their perception of the sponsor’s corporate
social obligation. This could enhance their commitment towards event sponsor’s brand, which
could modify their purchase intentions. A study by Close and Lacey (2013) revealed that the
consumers, those had the knowledge of the sponsored brand and found the congruence between
the event and the sponsored brand, perceived positively the sponsor’s corporate social
responsibility which could influence their commitment towards the brand and their purchase
intentions. According to Walker, Hall, Todd, & Kent (2011) consumers perceived the event as
high quality, if they observed the congruence between the event and the sponsor. The study also
revealed that the consumer’s knowledge about the sponsored brand could also increase their
attendance in the event. Hypothesis 4: Attendee’s knowledge of the sponsor’s product will
positively influence their image about the sponsor’s brand.
Sponsor Image-According to Aaker (1992, pp. 109-110) brand image was “a set of association
usually organized in some meaningful way”. Every consumer had associated differently with a
particular brand. The association may be on the basis of product-related or non-product related
attributes; functional, experiential or symbolic benefits; and overall brand attitude (Keller, 1993).
Keller (1993, P.7) also mentioned that brand image will be more clear and definite if it had
maintained and used the consistent images such as logo, colours, endorsers, slogans etc. Bachlda
et al. (2015) in their study, found the sponsor image as a strong mediator that could affect the
spectator’s involvement in the event and their purchase intentions. In other words, those
spectators were involved in the sport, they framed positive image of the sponsor in their mind,
which could impact their buying decision of the sponsor’s product. Grohs and Reisinger (2014)
examined event image, event sponsor fit, and sponsorship exposure that directly impacted the
image of the sponsor. The study found that event image and event sponsor fit had positive impact
on sponsor image but sponsorship exposure had negative impact on it. The study also found that
when spectators were highly involved with the event, then event commercialization had also
positive impact on sponsor’s image.
Hypothesis 5: Attendee’s image about sponsor’s product will positively influence their intentions
to purchase the sponsor’s brand.
Purchase Intention-In behavioural outcome, researchers attempted to encounter out the effect of
sponsorship on consumers' purchase intentions. A study by Kim, James and Kim (2013) with the
help of a model, tried to investigate that, sports consumers buying decisions were collectively
determined by their motives (i.e. Hedonic, psychological and societal) and commitments (i.e.
Affective, continuance and normative). To conclude, different motives could affect the sports
consumer’s commitments to purchase the particular product. In another study by Herrmann,
Kacha and Derbaix (2015) established the positive relation between the sponsor’s promotional
activities, the consumer’s attachment with the sponsored product and their behavioural
intentions. The study found that sponsor’s leveraging activities related to the sponsorship, could
increase the awareness of the consumer’s or fans, about the sponsored entity, which delivered a
positive impact on their purchase intentions. A study by Lafferty, Goldsmith and Newell (2002)
examined corporate and endorser credibility to find out its impact on consumer’s intentions to
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purchase the advertising product. The study ascertained that endorser credibility had greater
impact on attitude towards the ad then corporate credibility, but the corporate credibility
impacted positively on consumer’s behaviour towards the advertisement, towards the brand and
their purchase intentions. The study also found that those consumers had positive frame of mind
towards the advertising that could also impacted their intensions to purchase that product.
Hypothesis 6: Attendee’s knowledge of the sponsor’s product will positively influence their
intentions to purchase the product of the sponsor.
Research Methodology
Scale Measure-To measure team-sponsor congruence, the three-items, seven-point likert scale
was used from Speed and Thompson (2000). To estimate team identification, the three-items,
seven-point Likert scale was adapted from Grohs and Resinger (2014) earlier used by Laurent
and Kapferer (1985). To calculate team involvement, the five-items, seven point Likert scale was
taken from Cornwell and Coote (2005), earlier used by Bhattacharya, Rao, & Glynn (1995).
Product knowledge of sponsor was judged on two-items, seven-point Likert scale taken from
Close and Lecey (2013). Sponsor image was assessed on five-items, seven point Semantic
differential scales adapted from Grohs and Resinger (2014). The purchase intention was
determined through three-items, seven-point semantic differential scale developed by Ngan,
Prendergast & Tsang (2011).
Data Collection-The study was conducted during the Indian Premier League (IPL) season 9
which had started from 8th April, 2016 and ended 29th May, 2016. By using the systematic
randomization sampling technique, the data were collected from 302 respondents, who visited
the PCA stadium to watch the match. The brand, HTC (Official Principal Sponsor) of the Kings
XI Punjab (KXIP) team from last four seasons in the IPL gets chosen because it is one of the
main sponsors of the team in the IPL.
Data Analysis and Results
Sample Profile-Heterogeneity was marked in the 302 sample respondents under demographic
profile. Mostly (59 percent) respondents were male. 55 percent of respondents were belong to
18-28 years old, with another (26 percent) were ranging from 28 to 38 years old, (11 percent)
were ranging between 38 to 48 years old and (eight percent) were ranging from 48 to 58.
Analysis had shown a difference in household income with (49 percent) respondents were earn
less than Rs1,50000 annually, (38 percent) earn between Rs1,50000- 500000 and (13 percent)
were earn greater than Rs5,00000. 34 percent respondents were actively play the cricket, 19%
respondents irregularly plays the cricket and 48% respondents just watch the cricket.
Measurement Model-The confirmatory factor analysis was used to measure the model fit. The
parsimonious fit index of the model is X2/df = 1.774 which was lower the proposed perimeter
of 3 (Kline, 2011). The goodness of fit index (GFI) was .917, the comparative fit index (CFI)
was .967, the tucker Lewis index (TLI) was .959, the incremental fit index was (IFI) .967,
relative fit index was (RFI) .911, and normed fit index (NFI) was .927. Thus, all were over the
proposed cut off of 0.9 (Hu and Bentler, 1999). The root mean square error of approximation
(RMSEA), which showed the amount of error in the model is .51 which was lower to the cut-off
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of 0.08 (Bentler, 1990; Bentler and Bonett, 1980). All the values had shown that the model
entitles an adequate fit to the data.

Structural Equation Model
TSC= Team-Sponsor Congruence, TID= Team Identification, TINV= Team Involvement, KSB=
Knowledge of Sponsor Brand, SI= Sponsor Image, PI= Purchase Intention,
Structural Equation Modelling-Structural equation modelling technique was used to test the
hypothesized relationship between the constructs. The statistical software Amos 21.0 was used to
test the structural equation model. The model has a chi-square value of 302.034, df = 175 and
P=0.000. An examination of the goodness of fit index (GFI=.916) comparative fit index (CFI=
.968), tucker Lewis Index (TLI= .962), normed fit index (NFI= .928), parsimonious fit index
(1.726) and the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA= 0.049) provide evidence for
acceptable fit (Bentler, 1990).
Table. 1 (Please request table from author)
Reliability and Validity
Reliability and Validity Measures-In this paper, both the convergent validity and discriminant
validity of the models were assessed. Convergent validity was tested using the average variance
extracted (AVE), Cronbach’s Alpha, and Composite Reliability (CR). All constructs (used in the
study) standardized factor loadings were more than the prescribed cut-off of 0.50 (Bagozzi and
Yi, 1988). Composite reliability (CR) values (see Table.1) were well above the threshold limit of
0.70 (Nunnally and Bernstein, 1994), thus revealing that the scales measured the notions that
they were designed to measure. Reliability of every construct was assessed with Cronbach’s
Alpha which ranged from0.79 (team identification) to 0.95 (purchase intention) for brand HTC
which designates a good level of reliability for the items and scales that were used in the study
(Nunnally, 1978). Discriminant validity (see Table.1) was determined across the average
variance extracted (AVE) for each latent variable contained in the model, which should be
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greater than the inter-construct correlation estimate (Fornwell and Larcker, 1981). The data of
Table.1 shows that these essentials had been met.

Table: 2
Goodness of Fit

Goodness of Fit Indexes and Hypotheses
Hypothesis Relationship
Standardize
d
Regression
Weight

X2/df = 1.726
GFI = .916
CFI = .968
TLI = .962
NFI = .928
RMSEA = 0.049

H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6

TA KSB
SIDKSB
TINV KSB
KSBSI
SIPI
KSBPI

.235****
.262***
.234***
.155*
.082***
.662

Tvalue

Supported
vs. Rejected

2.73
3.24
3.27
2.29
9.33
1.62

Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported
Rejected

Notes: Table 2. **** indicates p < 0.006, *** indicates p < 0.001, ** indicates p < 0.01, *
indicates p < 0.1, no star means none-significant, X2/df = Parsimonious fit index, GFI =
Goodness of fit index, CFI = Comparative fit index, TLI = Tucker Lewis index, NFI = Normed
fit index, RMSEA = Root mean square error of approximation
Results
The study used structural equation modelling technique to examine the different hypotheses H1H6 of the proposed model. The results of the study had shown in Table. 2. The first three
hypothesis described in the study, team-sponsor congruence H1 (β = .235), team identification
H2 (β = .262), and team involvement H3 (β = .234) had the positive impact on attendee’s product
knowledge as per mention in the hypotheses. The study also found the positive correlation
between the attendee’s product knowledge and their image of the sponsor brand H4 (β = .155).
The attendee’s positive image towards the sponsor’s brand impacted positively on their purchase
intention H5 (β = .662). The study also found the weak correlation between the attendee’s
product knowledge and their purchase intentions H6 (β = .082). Therefore the study accepted the
H1- H5 hypothesis and rejects the H6 hypothesis.
Theoretical Implications-The purpose of the current study was to determine the role of
attendees association with the team and their knowledge about the sponsored sport entity to
highlight its impact on their sponsor image and behavioural outcomes. In the first hypothesis,
study supports the findings of Becker-Olsen (2003) and found the congruence between the team
and the sponsored entity, which positively impacted attendee’s product knowledge. In other
words, attendees product knowledge increased linearly with sponsorship linked marketing
activities when they perceived the positive connection (marked by correlation) between the team
and the sponsor.
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Second and third hypothesis supported the findings of madrigal (2000) that, sports fans social
alliance with a preferred team influence their behavioural outcomes. Second hypothesis revealed
that, those attendees had psychologically attached with the team, think more positively about the
sponsored product then other people. It means that attendees had appreciated not only the game
of their cricket team but they had also recognized the sponsors of their team. The result of the
third hypothesis also found the positive involvement of the attendees with the team and their
sponsor. It means the attendee’s those had engaged with the team also had the knowledge of the
team sponsor’s brand which created the positive image of the brand in their minds.
By showing attendees association with the team and linking sales oriented leveraging activities,
the study also found positive effect of attendee’s product knowledge on sponsor’s brand image.
In other words, study supports the findings of Close and Lacey (2013) that attendee’s product
knowledge played an important role in determining sponsor’s identification and sponsor’s image.
The attendee’s positive feelings towards their team activate or enhance their cognitive processing
of sponsor’s brand, which could also improve their sponsor image. The study also found that,
when the attendees formed the positive link between the team and the sponsor, then this could
affect their sponsor image, which could positively influence their purchase intentions. In the end,
the study found the weak relation between the attendee’s product knowledge of the sponsor’s
brand and their purchase intentions. It means, the attendee’s had more attachment with the team.
They had the knowledge of the team sponsor product but this knowledge itself not sufficient to
change their behavioural intentions. It was only through the mediation of sponsor image that
purchase intention came into being.
Managerial Implications-These days’ companies were using sponsorship as a marketing tool to
reach their target customers and to improve the brand image of their products. The current study
was moving over the useful thoughts to managers and vendors to improve the marketing scheme
of their company. The research findings confirmed that if the event managers make a liaison
between the sponsors and the team, then this could give the positive signal to the attendee’s
which would also helpful to transfer the image of the outcome to the sponsor brand. The
attendee’s team association impacted their attitude and behavioural intention positively towards
the sponsor’s brand. From the managerial point of sight, it was important to know the perception
of the target market about the team, so the firm could use the positive image of the team to
achieve their brand positioning goals. Managers should choose to sponsor teams with which
they share either a functional or an image fit. High fit benefits sponsor image for more and less
involved consumers or attendee’s. In this study, the attendee’s association with the team affected
positively their thinking towards the sponsor’s brand and also their buying decisions.
To maximize the value of sponsorship, both the sponsor and the event managers must had the
full understanding of the variables that affected attendee’s team association and their product
knowledge. In this respect, managers had to understand that, how much attendee’s involvement
and identification with the team, and sponsor’s marketing communication helped to establish or
strengthen the link between the team and the sponsor. This knowledge could help companies to
plan their sponsorship decisions according to the target group’s involvement level. This study
forms the positive association of different constructs of team association (team-sponsor
congruence, team identification and team involvement) with attendee’s product knowledge
which again impacted sponsored entities brand image and behavioural outcomes. So it was
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essential for the managers and companies to link their brand to an event or team that constitutes
the part of attendee’s extended self. It is unlikely that attendee’s of an event feel passionate
towards a product and generates strong feelings about the team with which they were affiliated.
This would help the companies to determine their target market in terms of brand awareness and
image transfer. They should weigh the factors that were affecting sponsorship success and should
incorporate those elements into their preparation process.
Limitations and Future Research-Like all other studies, this study had also contained certain
limitations. The limitation of this study was that we had taken different constructs from different
research papers and tried to develop a model. Although we had tested our model with
confirmatory factor analysis and structure equation modelling technique and also assessed its
reliability and validity but these were only the initial attempts that would be refined in the future
research studies. In the future studies, we would also try to find out the impact of high and low
identified fans on their association with the team and the event and its effect on their brand
image and purchase intentions
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Abstract
India has a large entrepreneurial potentiality wherein the male participation excels female who
are erstwhile seen with reduced participation rate, excessive concentration in the often confined
to their traditional roles within their dwellings and approaching out and employed at par with
males are not highly encouraged. Though both state and central government has started a number
of measures like exceptional concessions, incentives, grants, mechanical and managerial
teaching and assistance, yet a vacuum is glimpsed in the participation of women in the
entrepreneurial development. Social entrepreneurship has a unique approach in finding solutions
to societal and developmental problems that also attracts academic interest. Not like men,
women’s involvement towards society oriented activities is comparatively high. Several
researchers have done research on women social entrepreneurs and few others have given
suggestion to undertake WSE study in future. Therefore, it is required to conduct a study about
women social entrepreneurship which will be useful for social entrepreneurs and also to the
government to device strategies both short term and long term for the development of the
nation’s economy and society. This study is focused on the influence of various factors on the
determinants of women social entrepreneurship. The present study was conducted among 458
women entrepreneurs in a metropolitan city of Tamilnadu, India. The collected data were
analyzed and the appropriate findings were derived. Based on the findings, suitable suggestions
were given at the end of the article.
Keywords: Entrepreneurship, Social Entrepreneurship, Women Social Entrepreneurship, Social
Empowerment, Entrepreneurial Intention
Introduction
India has a large entrepreneurial potentiality wherein the male participation excels female who
are erstwhile seen with reduced participation rate, excessive concentration in the often confined
to their traditional roles within their dwellings and approaching out and employed at par with
males are not highly encouraged. Though both state and centered government has started a
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number of measures like exceptional concessions, incentives, grants, mechanical and managerial
teaching and assistance, yet a vacuum is glimpsed in the participation of women in the
entrepreneurial development. Women are educated about the social benefits including awareness
about the existing social problems in the society, good recognition & image in the family &
community, role in making important decision in their family, plan & promote better education
for their children, taking care of health of the aged and the children just to mention a few.
Women Entrepreneurs
It is recognized that women entrepreneurship as an important source of economic growth. They
create new jobs for themselves, others and also provide society with different solutions to
management, organisation and business problems. However, they still represent a minority of all
entrepreneurs. Women entrepreneurs often face gender-based barriers to starting and growing
their businesses, like discriminatory property, matrimonial and inheritance laws and/or cultural
practices; lack of access to formal finance mechanisms; limited mobility and access to
information and networks, etc. Women entrepreneurship can make a particularly strong
contribution to the economic well-being of the family and communities, poverty reduction and
women’s empowerment, thus contributing to the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).
Thus, governments across the world as well as various developmental organizations are actively
undertaking promotion of women entrepreneurs through various schemes, incentives and
promotional measures.
Social Entrepreneurship
The term of - social entrepreneurship! was first coined in 1980 by Bill Drayton of Ashoka which
is the global association of the world‘s leading social entrepreneurs. David Gergen, Harvard
Professor, described social entrepreneurs as the - new engines of reforms. In an environment
where traditional providers such as the charitable and voluntary sectors have been criticized as
bureaucratic and resistant to change and the public sector has become overstretched and
hampered by resource constraints, SE has been identified as an innovative way of tackling unmet
socio-economic needs (Leadbeater, 1997; Mulgan and Landry, 1995). Examples of social
entrepreneurship include microfinance institutions, educational programs, providing banking
services in underserved areas, helping children orphaned by epidemic disease, etc. The main goal
of a social entrepreneur is not to earn a profit, but to implement widespread improvements in
society. However, a social entrepreneur must still be financially savvy to succeed in his or her
cause.
Women Social Entrepreneurship
Despite the explosive growth of the social entrepreneurship field, the relevance of gender to
conceptualizations and analysis in this field are still lacking despite claims that social enterprise
can address social issues such as women’s empowerment. Thus, while women may be the
intended beneficiaries of particular forms of social enterprise, there is not a gender aware
framework to examine unvoiced assumptions guiding concepts and research in the social
entrepreneurship field more broadly (Brush, De Bruin and Welter, 2009). To address this gap,
we focus on gender as central to conceptualizing and understanding social entrepreneurship,
given that men and women are positioned differently in societies. Related to this notion,
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scholars have suggested that existing societal gender orders may become replicated in enterprise
activities in different economic, political, and social contexts (Gawell and Sudin, 2014). It is in
this critical vein that we apply feminist theorizing to extend such perspectives in social
entrepreneurship and to underscore assumptions related to gender and entrepreneurship more
generally. The general inclusion and participation of women in social enterprise stands in stark
contrast to their marginalization in perhaps the most lauded form of commercial
entrepreneurship: high-technology and high- growth entrepreneurship (Yang and Aldrich, 2014).
Review Of Literature
In the last thirty years, many studies have tried to address the issues regarding women social
entrepreneurs in many countries, taking into account various factors that could affect their
entrepreneurial performance. Ruebottom (2013) argued that social entrepreneurs simultaneously
pursue commercial and social goals by taking risks and making do of whatever resources they
can access to fill a market need and contribute to local development (Di Domenico, Haugh, &
Tracey, 2010). Adetu (2014) stated that social entrepreneurship is an approach to social and
environmental problems that combines innovation and opportunity just the way any entrepreneur
would. Its primary purpose is to use revenue generated to drive transformational social change.
Women entrepreneurship for is a phenomenon associated with entrepreneurial activity and
involves a complex pattern of social interactions that extends beyond individual women
entrepreneurs to incorporate teams, organizations, networks and institutions (Blundell and
Lockett, 2010). It is also a capacity for innovation, investment and expansion in new markets,
products and techniques (Carter and Evans, 2012). Social entrepreneurship is not a single
discipline, but a complex of disciplines (Abu-Saifan, 2012) that play a significant role in the
changing of social sector (Mariotti and Glackin, 2013).
Due to their unique sensitivity towards social needs, women social entrepreneurs are frequently
celebrated as “lead innovators” when it comes to social innovation. The parallel association of
social entrepreneurship and women’s entrepreneurship provides an important rationale for the
intersection in the entrepreneurial tendencies in their objectives, motivation and values (Datta &
Gailey, 2012). Evidence of women seen as primary targets and agents of social entrepreneurship
strategies around the world confirms this connection (Goss, Jones, Betta, & Latham, 2011).
Wendy and Siong (2007) investigated factors influencing women entrepreneurs’ performance in
Malaysia. They examined variables such as individual characteristics, management practice,
motivation and goal, networking and entrepreneur orientation. Their findings show that
experience, size and sector, management skills and competency are needed to develop
appropriate skills which will not only enhance women entrepreneurs’ performance but also in
starting up and sustaining their business in long-run.
The study of Vollmann (2008) on social entrepreneurship for the German context, gives a
compact analysis of the determining factors for social entrepreneurship in Germany. He
determined the factors namely financial support, government policies, government programs,
education and training, research and development transfer, market openness/barriers to entry, and
cultural and social norms. These factors are used in this study as the determinants of women
social entrepreneurship by modifying them in to Indian context. Social entrepreneurship has role
in balancing social interest with market mechanism by combining social and economic
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initiatives. This makes social entrepreneurship gain capacity to function as a catalyst and source
of innovation and development of society, which happens by combining entrepreneurial
activities to welfare. Similarly, several studies (Rajesh and Sinha, 2010; Syed, 2011; Otunaiya et
al., 2012) have been performed on the determinants of women social entrepreneurship and the
outcomes were significantly influenced the entrepreneurial performance. On analyzing several
review of literature related to social entrepreneurship, there is a wide gap in doing a research on
women social entrepreneurship and its relationship with entrepreneurial performance. Several
factors that influence women social entrepreneurship and its determinants need to be studied as
this topic is neglected in the previous research.
Research Gap
While analyzing several articles related to social entrepreneurships, studies show that women
generally care take of their family members, and give importance to relatives, friends and
neighbors. In the same way they show their affection and care towards society also, but they
were not given ample opportunities to work for the public. Not like men, women’s involvement
towards society oriented activities is comparatively high. Yujuico (2008) also suggested that the
social entrepreneurship’s needs are the existing societal needs, to which they provide workable
solutions. However, Yujuico (2008) did not mention about women entrepreneur’s role in societal
need. Guillen (2013) pointed out that women entrepreneurs in the developing world are so
important because they can truly make a difference. It is identified that though several factors
influence women social entrepreneurship as a whole, but the influence on the individual
determinants of women social entrepreneurs is a great vacuum which needs to be filled.
Therefore, it is required to develop a model that shows women social entrepreneurship which
will be useful for social entrepreneurs and also to the government to device strategies both short
term and long term for the development of the nation’s economy and society.
Objectives
The following objectives were framed based on the review of literature
1.
To know the general information about women social entrepreneurship
2.

To identify the influence of various factors on women social entrepreneurship

Research Methodology
It is to be noted that there are several ways of studying and handling a research problem. The
present study falls under the category of “Descriptive studies” as the nature of the problem is to
determine the relationship among the different variables. Women entrepreneurs who run any
business including trading, industry and service enterprises, has been considered as population.
The size of population is more than one lakh. Women entrepreneurs who have registered their
enterprises alone have been considered for this study. For the population of above 1,000,000,
Van der Lans (2005) suggested a minimum of 400 samples enough to be surveyed. However, to
avoid the error rate the sample size needs to be increased (Sekaran, 2003). Hence, the researcher
plans for more than 400 samples. Respondents have been selected from the top FIVE
associations in Chennai based on their familiarity. Chennai is selected because of the number of
entrepreneurs is more compared to other cities in Tamlnadu. Moreover, Chennai is a
metropolitan city where people from different culture and background can do business. Hence,
Chennai is selected as the research area.
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Researcher planned to select 3 percent of the respondent from the top five associations. So the
planned sample size is 441. In anticipation of non-response an additional 10 percent of the
planned sample is included. Therefore the total sample size is 428. The researcher adopted
proportionate stratified random sampling method to identify the respondents. A pilot test was
carried out with 50 respondents in Chennai to test the validity and reliability of the instrument of
the study and to adjust to potential problems during the full-scale research. Reliability test was
performed using Chronbach alpha coefficient. The Cronbach alpha coefficient values are found
to be more than acceptable level of 0.7 mentioned by Nunnally (1978), which shows that the
items have relatively high internal consistency. For the purpose of obtaining the data relating to
various aspects, a well formulated questionnaire was prepared. Using this questionnaire, the
relevant data on various aspects have been collected. The data collected in this study were by
using the primary method. The data were collected from the respondents who are Women
entrepreneurs who run any business including trading, industry and service enterprise in
Chennai.
The survey work was carried out from July 2016 to January 2017. Researcher approached top 5
associations and got the list of members. Researcher has randomly selected the required sample
from each association (lottery method) by considering Chennai respondents alone, and contacted
them over phone, mail and in-person. Since, it is difficult to approach all the respondents inperson, the researcher appointed “Research Moderators” who are the field workers to collect the
data from the respondents as the representative of the researcher. Ten researcher moderators
were used in this research to collect the data. After getting appointment from the respondents, the
researcher and the research-moderators met them in-person and collected the data by explaining
the nature and reasons of the study as well as assuring respondents the confidentiality of any
information provided. A total of 487 questionnaires were surveyed, and among 487 responses, 29
were found to be improperly filled and hence rejected. Finally effective sample size was settled
at 458.
Analysis And Discussion
After the data collection, the data were analyzed with descriptive analysis and multipleregression analysis. The analysis for descriptive study is not shown here. Therefore, the results
alone are given in detail in this article. Based on the analysis it is found that one fourth of the
respondents’ business turnover is 11 to 15 lakhs per annum, and only less than 7 percent of the
respondents’ business turnover is less than 5 lakhs per annum. One fourth of the respondents
have 6 to 10 years of previous work experience. It is found that 70 percent of the respondents
have previous work experience relevant to their current business. It is noticed from the findings
that one fourth of the respondents have 11 to 20 years of work experience in their current
business, and the same percent of the respondents have 3 to 5 years of work experience. It is
observed that around 60 percent of the respondents agree that the number of employees working
in their companies is less than 20, and in 30 percent of the respondents’ company has 20 to 100
employees working.
Around 40 percent of the respondents are spending more than 60 hours in a week to manage their
business, and 34.9 percent of the respondents are spending 41 to 60 hours per week, and only 8.3
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percent of the respondents are spending 20 hours or even less than 20 hours per week to manage
their business. Study reveals that one fifth of the respondents is doing import and export trade,
while the same percentage is doing whole sale and retail business. 7.9 percent of the respondents
are doing education and training services, 7.4 percent of them are doing technical and
engineering services, 6.6 percent of the respondents are doing manufacturing business and 4.8
percent of them are doing computer and related services. Very few respondents are doing
business like construction, real estate, telecommunication, restaurants, transportation, health and
beauty services and tourism.
Table-1: Social activities performed by Women Entrepreneurs
Social Activities
Responses
N (Total)
Percent
Education
145
31.7
Awareness
141
30.8
Health Awareness
160
34.9
Road Safety
146
31.8
Child Welfare
89
19.4
Counseling
90
19.7
Fighting Poverty
116
25.3
It is found that 34.9 percent of the respondent are conducting health awareness program as a
social activity, followed by 31.8 percent of them conducting road safety program, 31.7 percent of
the respondents are conducting education related program, 30.8 percent of them are doing
awareness program, 25.3 percent of the respondent are fighting against poverty and 19.4 percent
of the respondent are doing child welfare activities.
Result also concluded that 44.5 percent of the respondent are performing the social activities for
3 to 4 years, followed by 25.3 percent of them are performing the social activities for lee than 3
years, 17.9 percent of the respondents are doing social activities for 6 to 10 years and only 12.2
percent of them are performing the social activities in their business for more than 10 years.
Study reveals that 40.6 percent of the respondents are motivated by themselves to perform the
social activities. 25.3 percent of them are influenced by their parents, 21.2 percent of the
respondents are motivated by their friends and 12.9 percent of the respondents are influenced by
their relatives to perform the social activities in their business.
It is found from the study that 31.2 percent of the respondents are performing the social activities
for their self-satisfaction. 23.0 percent of the respondents are doing social activities to attract
their customers, 18.6 percent of them are doing these types of activities only to obey the
government rules, 14.6 percent of them are doing for publicity and 12.5 percent of the
respondents are performing social activities in their business to earn more profit.
Result revealed that the respondents find difficult to access government licensing option, and
integrating technological innovation to business process. They also opine that the government to
assist incentivizes new sources of funding in favor of social entrepreneurship implementers, and
insists that corporate business enterprises should do business with social entrepreneurs. Results
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confirm that in order to improve the entrepreneurship culture, respondents argue that the
respective government and private agencies should assist social entrepreneurship from stigma of
failure during difficult situation. Regarding education and training, government should come
forward to support young people who chose a social entrepreneurial career and also social
entrepreneurs should look for the educational opportunities that suit their needs.
Table 2 shows that, among the factors that influence the determinants of women social
entrepreneurship, social valuation of entrepreneurship is the only variable that influences all the
determinants of WSE. Further, results show that entrepreneurial characteristics significantly
influence technical support, entrepreneurship culture, taxation and education training.
Entrepreneurial intention significantly influence financing, technical support, taxation and
education training. Perceived behavior control significantly influence financing, regulatory
framework, access funding and entrepreneurship culture. Entrepreneurial motivation
significantly influences regulatory framework, technical support and education training.
Table – 2: Influence of various factors on the determinants of women social
entrepreneurship
(Please request Tables from author)
B- Beta value, *-Significant at 5 percent level
Findings

It is found that that ‘Entrepreneurial Intention’ and ‘Social Valuation of
Entrepreneurship’ contribute significantly to the prediction of financing. In addition to
that, ‘Perceived Behavioural Control’ is also found to have negatively and significantly
contributed to the prediction of financing.

It is identified that social valuation of entrepreneurship is found to be the most
significant related factor affecting the regulatory framework, which is followed by
perceived behavioural control and entrepreneurial motivation.

Result reveals that ‘Entrepreneurial motivation’ contribute significantly to the
prediction of technical support, which is followed by ‘Entrepreneurial Characteristics’
and ‘Entrepreneurial Intention’ which are found to have negatively and significantly
contributed to the prediction of technical support.

Result concluded that perceived behavioral control is found to have negatively
and significantly contributed in the prediction of access to fund, which is followed by
social valuation of entrepreneurs.

It is found that ‘Social Valuation of Entrepreneurship’ and ‘Perceived Behavioral
Control’ contribute significantly to the prediction of entrepreneurship culture. In addition
to that ‘Entrepreneurial Characteristics’ is also found to have negatively and significantly
contributed to the prediction of entrepreneurship culture.

Result confirmed that ‘Entrepreneurial Intention’ is found to have negatively and
significantly contributed to the prediction of taxation. However ‘social valuation of
entrepreneurship’ and ‘entrepreneurial characteristics’ are significantly and positively
contributed in the prediction of taxation.
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It is identified that ‘Social Valuation of Entrepreneurship’ and ‘Entrepreneurial
Motivation’ contribute significantly to the prediction of education training. In addition to
that ‘Entrepreneurial Intention’ and ‘Entrepreneurial Characteristics’ are also found to
have negatively and significantly contributed to the prediction of education training.

It is found that social valuation of entrepreneurship and Entrepreneurial
Motivation are significantly contributed in the prediction of women social
entrepreneurship. Further, Entrepreneurial Intention is also found to have significantly
but negatively contributed to the prediction of women social entrepreneurship.
Suggestions

Result revealed that social entrepreneurs who had entrepreneurial intention and
social valuation of entrepreneurship are having more financing problems. Therefore,
women social entrepreneurs who have both entrepreneurial intention and social valuation
of entrepreneurship should find out the ways to create social entrepreneurship venture
with other agencies in order to have sufficient funds to run their business successfully.
Government should also assist them in providing funds by instructing agencies to have
social entrepreneurship ventures with women social entrepreneurs, and also provide seed
funds to them for initiating their business. It is interesting to note that the women social
entrepreneurs who have high perceived behavioral control do not have financing
problems. Thus, enhancement of perceived behavioural control during the education and
training programme would reduce the problem of financing and develop a confidence to
face financing problem in their business.

Since, it is found that social valuation of entrepreneurship significantly influence
regulatory framework, the family, friends, and colleagues should educate women
entrepreneurs about the possible regulations they have with respect to government and
other agencies, as they stick on to rules and procedures in obtaining license, and also
gender specific obstacles.

Highly motivated persons can do wonders, but sometimes make the things
complicated. When women entrepreneurs who are motivated in several ways face
problems in integrating technological innovation in the business process and not getting
proper support from management consultancy, legal consultancy. Therefore, government
and other private institutions should identify the women entrepreneurs and give training
on technological aspects in business and provide adequate support from management and
legal consultancies at a nominal fee. This would help women social entrepreneurs to do
social activities in a better way.

Since, perceived behavior control negatively influence access to fund, it is
concluded that women social entrepreneurs who have control over their behavior do not
face more problem in accessing to the fund. Therefore, it is suggested that women social
entrepreneurs should develop behavior which will lead to a peaceful life and paves a way
to take right decision during difficult situation. They find the way to get new sources of
funding in favour of social entrepreneurs, and make the corporate business enterprises to
do business with social entrepreneurs.

As social valuation of entrepreneurship and perceived behavioral control
significantly influence entrepreneurship culture, training should be given to women social
entrepreneurs on educating social values and enhancing perceived behavioural control in
order to have good entrepreneurship culture. Government should take necessary steps to
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assists social entrepreneurship, should open the door for excluded talents among the
women entrepreneurs, and should create more networking opportunities for the
entrepreneurs in the country.

Since, it is found that entrepreneurial intention and entrepreneurial characteristics
significantly and negatively influence education training, it is suggested that the
government and other agencies need not educate and give training to women social
entrepreneurs who had good intention to become entrepreneurs and who have very good
entrepreneurial characteristics. Rather, government should take initiative to make use of
those women social entrepreneurs who have good entrepreneurial characteristics and
intention and motivate them to conduct training programme for various entrepreneurial
aspirants at various places. This will create a revolution in the field of social
entrepreneurship studies particularly among women aspirants.
Conclusion
From the findings of the study, it is observed that social entrepreneurship in India is gaining
momentum, and particularly women social entrepreneurship is at its forward trend. Presently
women social entrepreneurship focuses on different social activities like health awareness
programme, road safety programme, education related programme, poverty eradication
programme, child welfare programme, etc. If difficulty in accessing government licensing
option, integrating technological innovation to business process, and assistance from government
and private organization during difficult situation are given adequate importance, certainly the
performance of women social entrepreneurs will increase to a higher level. Results also
concludes that proper education and training to entrepreneurial aspirants and also the existing
budding women entrepreneurs on social oriented aspects will reduce several problems and
develop confidence to face those problems, if they exist. Both public and private agencies should
promote and support the social enterprises in overcoming challenges along finance, support
services and regulatory frameworks to motivate the youth and emerging women social
entrepreneurs to continue their various social programs and projects sustainably. This will
undoubtedly enhance the performance of women social entrepreneurship and thereby the society
gets benefitted in various aspects. If the same is implemented across the country, then without
any second thought, India will become socially developed country.
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Abstract
The manufacturing sector is experiencing major challenge of sustainability. The purpose of this
article was to examine the moderating effect of culture on the relationship between green
consumer behaviour and sustainability of manufacturing firms in Kenya. The study adopted
explanatory research design. The target population was 1066 with sample size of 291 managers.
Data collection instruments were standardized by Cronbach Alpha and factor analysis. Multiple
hierarchical regressions were used to test the hypotheses. The findings showed that green
products (ß= 0. 737), green prices (ß= 0.736), purchase decision (ß= - 0.687) and culture (ß= 0.
411) were significant. Their interaction with culture indicated green prices (ß= -0. 448), purchase
decision (ß= -0.553) were significant except green products (ß= -0. 077) which was insignificant.
R2 results indicated that green consumer behaviour explained 74% of the sustainability, with
moderator culture explaining 75.6 % and interaction improved to 77.3 %. Policy makers must
ensure sustainability through green production. Green consumer behavior and culture in the
African context plays a vital role in sustainability.
Key words: Culture, green, consumption, behaviour, sustainability, manufacturing firms
Introduction
The encouragements to consume and purchase environmentally friendly products and services
emanated from the idea of sustainability. Given sustainability implies the ability to sustain and
maintain a process at a desirable level of utility, therefore managerial, functional, operational and
technical requirements need to be satisfied in manufacturing firms (Badiru,2010). The results
being better quality of life for the present and future generations achievable by
combining economic development together with social and environmental ones (Grant, 2007).
Marketing efforts of either the green attributes or green initiatives of products and services with
every opportunity have been the trend of almost all the firms in the manufacturing industry
(Polonsky, 2011). Subsequently, Danciu (2012) concluded that if a fair quality life is achieved
and focus of preservation of the environment is maintained, then the 21st century’s business
philosophy shall be sustainability.
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According to Peattie (2010), sustainability requires an increase in the green consumerism of the
consumer as well as increased eco-efficiency in the technological development of a firm.
Heralding an inevitable and a dramatic shift in consumptions towards greener products has
rapidly increased at the same time with green consumerism as stated in treatments of green
marketing in the early academics (Oliff & Vandermerwe, 1990). Though, the enthusiasm of a
consumer in engaging in green consumer practices is depended by the enhancement of greener
consumer via green production. Peattite (2010) defined green consumer as an individual
intensely inspired by consumer norms, habits, and values. Trijp and Van Dam (2011) stated how
literature widely acknowledged the importance of green consumer. Nevertheless, there has been
limited availability of research on how far individual firm’s ability to influence the behavior of
green consumer with the use of their green production (Kraus et al., 2008).
Today’s businesses and consumers have realized the biggest consequence and challenge
confronting them is the need to protect and preserve the natural resources and that their
production and consumption behaviour can directly impact their sustainability (Gan, et al,
2008).The deterioration process of natural resources caused by such activities call for responsible
roles to be assumed by all involved, the consumers, governments, institutions, organizations and
the media, so as to meet the environmental crisis (Carrete, et al, 2012). Going by this are the
current popular buzz statements that the usage of sustainable energy, consume green products,
focus on green marketing practices. Researchers (Gupta & Ogden, 2009; Singh & Bansal, 2012)
found that consumers had awareness, concern and positive inclination towards green products
but were hesitant to purchase it owing to the higher prices involved. This positive attitude yet
hesitant purchase behaviour is puzzling stakeholders on sustainability. Hence this paper
examined the potential influence of green consumer behaviour mainly focusing on how it can
contribute towards sustainability.
According to Bigsten et al., (2010), manufacturing sector has high potential in employment
creation and poverty alleviation in Africa. Kenya aims to becoming the business hub and the
provider of choice for basic manufactured green goods in Eastern and Central Africa. This may
be achieved through enhanced green production and sustainability at firm levels. The
manufacturing sector contributed 8.9 per cent of gross domestic products and provided 12.4
percent of employment in the formal sector in 2013 (Kenya Economic Report, 2014). Although
this seems to be a good performance, it is below the 10 per cent contribution target per annum
anticipated in the Kenya’s vision 2030. The major problem attributed to this is unfair
competition emanating from unsustainable practices (Kenya manufacturing survey, 2012).Of
course, green consumers are still considering price and overall quality as important criteria for
products’ choice, but at the same time they started to take into consideration the effects of their
purchasing choices not only on themselves, but also on the external world (Harrison, Newholm
& Shaw, 2005). Generally, normative social influences have been found to influence consumers'
purchase intentions more strongly in collectivist compared to individualist cultures (Lee, 2000).
In addition, the forms of social influence may also differ between people from individualist and
collectivist cultures.
Culture is an important and distinctive factor of consumer behavior. Consumers’ expectations
and perceptions of sustainability practices may vary based on cultural differences. In order to
have an understanding of cross-cultural consumer behavior, the difference between
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individualistic and collectivist cultures should be emphasized (Maheswaran & Shavitt 2000). In
today’s global business, it is indispensable for green companies to know whether sustainability
practices are perceived in the same manner in different cultures (Maignan, 2001). Moreover,
although many ethical issues are common on global arena, however, green consumers from
different countries and cultures are not homogenous for what concerns the meaningful issues for
them (Shaw & Clarke, 1998).Yet, this remains a very crucial issue in as far as the green
consumer behaviour of manufacturing firms in Kenya is concerned. Hence, there is a need to
shed light on the moderating effect of culture on the relationship between green consumer
behaviour and sustainability of manufacturing firms in Kenya.
Literature Review
The preservation of economic, ecological, and social systems for the benefit of future
generations represents the three main “pillars” of sustainability and is known as the “triple
bottom line” concept (Elkington 1997). View sustainability as the triple bottom line of economic
profitability, respect for the environment, and social responsibility (Johnson, 2009). Green
consumer describes an environmentally concerned consumer who characteristically takes into
account the public consequences of his or her private consumption behaviour and attempts to use
his or her purchasing power to bring about change (Moisander, 2007). Without changes in
consumers’ green consumer patterns and behaviours, the important roles and contribution that
environmental technologies, production systems, economic policies, and social initiatives all
play in the pursuit of environmental sustainability will be undermined (Peattie, 2010). To address
this issue, the notion of green consumer has emerged as a focus for policy makers and marketing
strategies of manufacturing firms (Peattie, 2010).
Thus, the green consumer considers whether the product or service they are purchasing will, in
consumption; result in a positive or negative consequence to the environment (Kim, 2011). The
green consumer is an individual that has preferences for environmentally friendly products and
motivations that are aligned with the preservation of the environment (Noonan & Coleman,
2013). Green consumers demonstrate an interest in product characteristics, such as recyclability
and chemical content, organic, energy efficiency, or biodegradable packaging (Leonidou et al.,
2010). Along with showing higher levels of concern for environmental preservation issues, green
consumers are recognised as showing perceived consumer effectiveness (Noonan & Coleman,
2013). The impact of consumers’ perceptions towards the green concept and going green is
important, as their green behaviour influences them to seek products and services that help to
save the environment which in turn results into sustainability (Chen & Chang, 2012).
Moreover, the consumers’ intention to perform a green behaviour may increase through
manufacturing firms attempting to improve consumer awareness and perceptions towards the
advantages of the green concept and the benefits of going green (Rezai et al., 2013). Researchers
have found that it is difficult to predict a consumer’s intention to perform a green behaviour. To
overcome the problem of the lack of predictability between attitudinal intentions and behaviour,
other researchers have identified several key factors motivating environmentally friendly
behaviour, including concerns and knowledge (Biswas & Roy, 2015; Cowan & Kinley, 2014;
Han et al., 2011; Han & Kim, 2010; Hu, Parsa, & Self, 2010), perceptions of the effectiveness of
green practices (Han et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2012), and an overall orientation toward the welfare
of others (McCarty & Shrum, 2001).
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Green consumers take on a degree of responsibility that is built on their socially conscious
intentions to somehow solve a problem or make a positive impact on society (Jansson et al.,
2010). They align themselves with a set of values and beliefs built on environmental
improvement, in that the green consumers’ motivations go beyond meeting personal needs and
are also focused on the needs of the community, and this element of influence makes the green
consumer micro-culture unique (Noonan & Coleman, 2013). Research has also found that
consumers face a difficult and self-conscious challenge of having consistent green consumer
behaviour. Moreover, green consumer behaviours may vary throughout the consumption stages.
For example, they can purchase conventional products and compensate with a post-purchase
environmentally friendly behaviour (reusing a non-recyclable packaging) (Follows & Jobber,
2000; Peattie, 2001). Therefore, the problem is likely to be explained by green consumers’
environmental knowledge (Luzio & Lemke, 2013; Mostafa, 2007), perceived product
confidence, willingness to compromise (McDonald & Oates, 2006; Peattie, 2001), and pricing
(Chen, 2001; Hedlund, 2011).
While making sustainability conscious consumption decisions is now a widespread concern,
consumers often overstates their willingness to purchase green products or services (Tsarenko et
al., 2013). Consumers expressed strong pro-environment sentiments and a preference for green
products in many surveys (Bonini & Oppenheim 2008; Ginsberg & Bloom 2004). However,
research shows that the level of green consumer remains too small to translate into a meaningful
sustainability impact (Sheth et al., 2011). Liu et al., (2012) found that nearly half of the
participants in their research had seldom bought green products, confirming a low level of
purchases for green products. In summary, what has been recognised is that the literature
suggests that in spite of consumers expressing strong pro-environmental sentiments and a
preference for green products, individuals are not always able to be consistently green in their
private consumption behaviour and the level of green consumer is low. Despite the importance
of consistency in an individual’s green consumer behaviours, there is still limited understanding
about how green consumers interpret or make sense of their green consumer behaviour in their
everyday lives.
Green products: product that will not pollute the earth or deplore natural resources, and it
can be recycled or conserved (Mostafa, 2007).In the view of Elkington and Makower (1988)
these products contain environmentally sound content or are packaged in such a way that reduces
the environmental deterioration. Krause (1993) found that consumers are being transformed into
more conscious individuals. According to Martin and Simintiras, (1995), environmental concerns
of consumers are being translated into a commitment of actively purchasing green products. In
the event that green and conventional products are not perceived as substitutes due to perceived
poor green product performance, the likelihood that consumers will not purchase the product is
high (Gupta & Ogden, 2009). Similarly, knowing that consumers want greener products is not
the same as knowing exactly which products consumers are going to want and what kind of
price-performance trade-offs they may be willing to accept in their green purchase behaviours
(Peattie & Crane, 2005). Green products must match up with those attributes against non-green
products to attract consumers. Moreover, the greenness of products and services cannot
guarantee consumers positive purchase behaviour (Chen & Chang, 2012). Furthermore, it is hard
for manufacturing firms to convince their consumers to purchase their green products and
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services without providing enough information to their consumers to obtain trust and reduce
scepticism (Chen & Chang, 2012; Martinez, 2015).
Green prices: Price consists of flexibility, price level, terms, differentiation, discounts and
allowances (Zeithaml et al., 2006). Peattie (1992) argued that while developing environmentally
sustainable practices, extra costs often arise, which normally diminish again with learning, as
such; both costs and demand have to be considered in the price. The price of a product usually
covers the direct and indirect costs of production plus a profit margin to reward the investors and
for reinvestment. The socio-environmental costs of production, product use and disposal are
largely excluded from the price that consumers pay. The debate about the environment has been
underpinned by an assumption that greener products will necessary cost more, and by discussion
about how much green premium the customers are willing to pay. However, evidence suggests
that where a ‘clean technology’ approach is followed, developing new technologies from first
principles, which reduce the inputs needed and the amount of pollution and waste produced, such
initiatives can be cost-effective (Irwin & Hopper 1992).
Price is a perceptive factor that may explain rationalizing purchase behavior decision of green
products. According to Evans (2011), anything that carries some sort of sustainable or green
credentials is likely to be associated with premium pricing, thus compared to their brown
counterparts, they are less attractive. Comparing green products with the traditional products,
they are considerably more expensive (Evans, 2011; Dekhili & Achabou, 2013; Moser, 2015;
Lee-Weisstein et al., 2014), thus many consumers who would like to be green are more likely to
be deterred by price. Gleim et al. (2013) argued that there is a likelihood of several consumers to
continue with the purchase of traditional products due to high sensitivity levels of price
accompanied with professed high prices of green products. According to Gleim et al. (2013), the
downward trending of sale of green products in the United States is as a result of greater
psychological costs, performance risk or information search of green products. For more than
half a century, the literatures’’ general consensus has depicted price as strong indication for
professed quality (Dekhili & Achabou, 2013). With regards to the scope to which prices are
deemed fair and how consumers perceive the prices of green products, it is crucial to note the
inadequate contribution of academic studies of prices in the case of green products.
Purchase Decision: Consumers make decision to buy the product/service and they evaluate
products not only on performance and price, but also on the ‘social responsibility of
manufacturers. The decision of the consumers to purchase good or that are friendly to the
environment may directly to the environmental deterioration (Luchs & Swan, 2011). According
to Guerci et al. (2015) and Huang and Rust (2011) responded by proposing that consumption
decisions are affected by the consumers’ environmentally sustainable knowledge of firms. The
firms may be translated by consumers’ choice of green products and services as a powerful
incentive to improve their performance environmentally (Liu et al., 2012). The overall image of
the firm influence the customer’s perception and also play a significant role in buying behaviors
of the consumers (Chen & Tsai, 2007; Ryu et al., 2007; Lyn et al., 2007).There are five stages
that encapsulates the decision making process: (1) Recognising the need; (2) Information search;
(3) alternative evaluation; (4) decision to purchase; and (5) post-purchase behavior (Mostafa,
(2007). The link between actual purchase decision and the evaluating the alternatives i.e.
intention to purchase is weak, when examining the decisions of the consumers to purchase the
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green products (Wong & Rosenbaum, 2015, Mostafa, 2007). Further, Mostafa (2007) and Liu et
al., (2012) explained the affirming the willingness and concerns of the consumers to somehow
contribute to the protection of the environment through purchase of green products, though, their
purchase behavior does not evidently show consistent concerns, since the green products
purchased is low.
According to Kaufmann et al., (2012), factors influencing pro-environmental consumer
purchasing behaviour include environmental knowledge, awareness, concern and attitude,
altruism, availability of product information, product availability and belief about product safety
for use, perceived consumer effectiveness, collectivism and transparency/fairness in trade
practices. These researchers further proposed an integrated framework taking into consideration
the vital factors/aspects of environmental issues likely to have an impact on consumer green
purchasing behaviour. Peattie (2010) had suggested taking certain steps to facilitate green
behaviours purchase decision which included provision of better environmental literacy and
knowledge through education, technical improvements to key products, regulation and fiscal
incentives, and structural changes.
A recent study by Kumar and Ghodeswar (2015) substantiated many of the above findings and
identified factors affecting green product purchase decisions as support for environmental
protection, environmental responsibility drive, green product experience, environmental
friendliness of companies and social appeal. According to peattie (2001), either the green
product’s confidence level or the green product’s compromise level required for purchase arise
from the thoughts that green consumer make green purchasing decisions. If the consumers do not
highly or positively contribute to environmental protection, their probability of green purchase
participation will be low even if they behave in manner that is sensitive to the environment in
their daily lives (Albayrak et al., 2012). According to research, consumer’s oftenly find that they
lose trust on green products’ credibility due to their confusion concerning green products.
Culture: Culture is one of the most important variables affecting consumer behavior (Eisingerich
& Rubera 2010). Cultural impacts, as many scholars confirm, are the most difficult to deal with
as they are the hardest to evaluate and define. Culture is a learned, shared, compelling,
interrelated set of symbols whose meanings provide a set of orientations for members of society.
These orientations, taken together, provide solutions to problems that all societies must solve if
they are to remain viable (Terpstra & David, 1991). Past research indicates that there is a strong
inﬂuence by culture on the perceptions, actions, and values of the consumers (Chaplin & John,
2005). The behaviour of consumers is culture bound in that the decision to buy a particular
product by a consumer is inﬂuenced by a number of factors, of which culture is a key factor
(Hofstede, 1984). Previous studies found a strong influence of culture on consumer behavior.
Chan (2001) stated that collectivism exerts a significantly positive influence on attitudes toward
green purchases. McCarty and Shrum (2001) revealed that collectivist consumers consider
recycling more important compared to individualist consumers. Parboteeah et al. (2012) found
that collectivism is positively related to individuals’ propensity to support sustainability
initiatives.
Therefore, national culture has been proved to impact significantly on individual values and
attitudes (Hofstede, 1984), and to have a significant influence on consumer decision-making
style (Leo et al., 2005). In addition, individuals’ cultural backgrounds determine their
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perceptions about what characterizes a good and responsible consumption, and consequently
what violates those moral norms (Belk et al., 2005), thus influencing the way consumers
prioritize ethical concerns, and consequently their consumption attitudes and behaviors. Concern
for sustainability is a global issue, and it is important to understand whether consumer behavior
relative to sustainability practices differs based on the culture (Oliver & Rosen, 2010). This
applies to Kenyan context and in this case culture was considered as moderator to moderate the
relationship between green consumer behaviour and sustainability of manufacturing firms. It is
this apparent gap that this paper endeavoured to fill.
Firms Sustainability: Sustainability at the firm level consists of three interlocking pillars:
economic growth, environmental quality and social responsiveness (Bansal, 2005; Konrad et al.,
2006). The three pillars are described further by Triple Bottom Line or the famous ‘three P’s’
which represents People, Planet and Profit (Fauzi, et al., 2010). Montiel (2008) asserted that CS
has been viewed as an economic development that meets today’s generation resource needs
without compromising the opportunity and ability for future generations. A sustainable approach
to consumption and production involves enjoying a standard of living today which is not at the
expense of the standard of living that can be enjoyed by future generations (Pierre & Prothero,
1997). Firms have realized that focusing on sustainability as a business goal can profoundly
impact the firm’s competitiveness and accordingly are using green marketing strategies to
promote green purchases to current and potential consumers (Raska & Shaw, 2012).
Integrating sustainability practices into business operations and strategy has become an
opportunity for the organizations (Porter & Reinhardt 2007; Dangelico & Pujari,
2010). Thus, in adapting sustainability practices consumers play a very important role for green
manufacturers. Today, consumers are beginning to seek environmentally friendly choices of
products in their shopping. Consumers are demanding environmentally friendly products and
services and considering a company’s environmental record when involving in exchange
relationships (Lash & Wellington 2007; Tate et al., 2010). Sustainability practices may increase
operation costs. Even for manufacturing firms, sustainability practices may not be in alignment
with cost savings (Pullman et al., 2009). In many cases, sustainability efforts have inevitable
trade-offs and may increase costs (Devinney 2009). As a result, companies often charge higher
prices for sustainable products or services (Husted et al., 2013). Most of the consumers are not
willing to pay a price premium for the sake of sustainability despite their positive stance on
sustainability issues (Johri & Sahasakmontri, 1998).
Theoretical Framework
According to Arnould and Thompson (2005) came up with consumer culture theory. Consumer
culture theory illuminates the contextual, symbolic, and experiential aspects of consumption as
they unfold across the consumption cycle, from acquisition to consumption and disposition
(Arnould & Thompson 2005; McCracken, 1986). Social practice theory represents a promising
theoretical framework to deliver new insights to influence more environmental consumption
practices (Sahakian & Wilhite, 2014). Social practice theory diverts attention away from
moments of individual decision making and towards the doing of various social practices (Shove
& Pantzar, 2005). Further, individuals themselves are removed from centre-stage and instead
become the carriers of social practices, carrying out the various activities and tasks that the
practice requires (Reckwitz, 2002). Theory of Reasoned Action (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975) is the
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most popular theory used to discuss the attitude-behaviour relationship. According to them, a
specific attitude is known to be relatively strong in predicting a single behaviour on a particular
attitude object, while a general attitude explains the general tendency engaged in relevant
behaviours on a category of attitude objects.
Conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework for this study was based on the following independent variables:
green product, green price and purchase decision which influences the dependent variable firm’s
sustainability. Customer culture being one of the aspects is expected to moderate the relationship
between green consumer behaviour and sustainability of manufacturing firms.

Research Methodology
An explanatory research design was employed to help explain the moderating effect of culture
on the relationship between green consumer behaviour and manufacturing firm sustainability.
According to Saunders et al. (2011) studies that establish causal relationships between variables
use explanatory research design. Explanatory research design adopts mixed design approach that
combines both qualitative and quantitative forms (Creswell, 2009) and hypotheses tested by
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measuring the relationships between variables, while data is analyzed using inferential statistics.
The design was deemed appropriate for the study as it allowed to be carried out in natural
settings where researcher employed random probability samples. Furthermore, it involves
surveys which are helpful to learn about trends or characteristics of individual attitudes,
opinions, beliefs, practices, successes or effectiveness of program or to identify needs (Creswell,
2008).
Survey was conducted in all registered manufacturing firms in Kenya. According to Kenya
association of manufacturers (K.A.M), stipulate that there are approximately 1066 registered
manufacturing firms. Target population of 1066 managers, out of which a sample of 291
managers was obtained using Yamane’s (1972) formula. The target population comprised
companies in Kenya’s manufacturing sector which is classified into 14 key industrial sub sectors
and by the type of raw materials companies import or the products they manufacture, in addition
to service sector and affiliate associations (KAM, 2014). The paper sample was identified using
simple random sampling technique to determine the sample size of managers. This allowed equal
representation of all individuals in the defined population to be selected as a part of the sample
(Kombo & Tromp, 2006). This is important as it helps reduce biases that may arise. This
technique was appropriate for the study since it gives each element in the population an equal
probability of being selected into the sample. Cronbach’s Coefficient Alpha was used to
determine the reliability of the research instruments. In the study green product (0.804), green
price (0.853), purchase behaviour (0.745), culture (0.870) and sustainability (0.891) met the
threshold. According to Fraenkel and Wallen (2000), a reliability coefficient of 0.7 and above is
assumed to reflect the internal reliability of the instruments. After all data has been collected, the
researcher conducted data cleaning, which involved identification of incomplete or inaccurate
responses and correct to improve the quality of the responses. The data was coded and entered in
the computer for analysis using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS V 23).
Inferential statistics was used to analyze relationship between variable using Pearson product
moment of correlation and multiple regression analysis.
The multiple hierarchical regression analysis was used to explain the extent to which green
consumer behaviours: green product, green price and purchase decision (independent variables)
explained variation in sustainability of manufacturing firms (dependent variable). Moderated
multiple regression was further used to establish the estimate interaction effect and test the
moderating effect of culture on green consumer behaviours and sustainability of manufacturing
firms in Kenya. Through Multiple regression analysis, scatter plot was used to determine
whether there were linear relationships between independent and dependent variables. Multiple
regression analysis was used to test Hypotheses.
Results
Multiple Regression analysis was carried out when the following assumptions were met:
linearity, normality heteroscedasticity and multi-collinearity. The correlation matrix indicated
that there was positive significant correlation between sustainability and green product (r =
0.783, P < 0.01). The correlation of sustainability and green price was positively significant (r =
0.840, P < 0.01). The correlation of sustainability and purchasing decision was positively
significant (r = 0.662, P < 0.01). The correlation of sustainability and culture was positively
significant (r = 0.630, P < 0.01) as show in Table 1.
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Table 1 Correlations

Zscore
Sustainability
Zscore(GPT)

Zscore(GPR)

Zscore(PD)

Zscore(CT)

Sustaina Zscore(GPT) Zscore(GPR)
bility
Pearson Correlation 1
.783**
.840**
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.000
N
246
246
246
Pearson Correlation .783**
1
.956**
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.000
N
246
246
246
**
**
Pearson Correlation .840
.956
1
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.000
N
246
246
246
Pearson Correlation .662**
.958**
.874**
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.000
.000
N
246
246
246
Pearson Correlation .630**
.896**
.768**
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.000
.000
N
246
246
246

Zscore(PD)
.662**
.000
246
.958**
.000
246
.874**
.000
246
1
246
.925**
.000
246

Zscore(CT
)
.630**
.000
246
.896**
.000
246
.768**
.000
246
.925**
.000
246
1
246

ZGPT=Green Products, ZGPR=Green Prices, ZPD= Purchase Decision and ZCT= Culture
Notes
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Regression model summary results between green consumer behaviour and sustainability,
indicates that the three variables explained 74% (R2 = 0.740) of the variance on sustainability and
they were statistically significant as shown in model 1. Culture explained 75.6 % (R2 = 0.756) of
the variance on sustainability thus contributing an additional R2 of 0.016 (1.6%) which was
significant as shown in model 2. Model summary interaction results shows that model 3
interaction of Z score culture *Z score green product which explained 76% (R2 = 0.760) of the
variance on sustainability which resulted in R2 change of 0.004 (0.4%) which was not significant
as shown in model 3.
In addition interaction of Z score culture * Z score green price explained 76.5% (R2 = 0.765) of
the variance in sustainability. This contributed additional R2 of 0.005 (0.5%) which was
significant as shown in model 4. interaction of Z score culture * Z score purchasing decision
explained 77.3 % (R2 = 0.773) of the variance in sustainability. This contributed additional R2 of
0.008 (0.8%) which was significant as shown in model 5. Results indicated by model 1,2,3, 4 and
5 shows good model fit as illustrated by overall test of significance with F-test values of 229.363,
186.895, 151.779, 130.009 and 115.720with p value 0.000 < 0.05 (level of significance) were
statistically highly significant. In other words green product, green price, purchase decision and
their interaction with culture were statistically highly significant predictors of sustainability of
manufacturing firms as shown in Table 2.
Table 2 Multiple hierarchical regression analysis of Green Consumer Behaviour and
Sustainability
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
Model 5
ZGPT
.737*
.190
.210
.289
.450
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ZGPR
ZPD
ZCT
ZCTGPT
ZCTGPR
ZCTPD
R Square
Adjusted R
Square
R Square
Change
F

.736*
-.687*

1.082*
-.845*
.411*

1.130*
-.883*
.428*
-.077

1.102*
-.912*
.449*
.339
-.448*

.740
.737

.756
.752

.760
.755

.765
.760

1.041*
-.996*
.436*
1.216*
-.797*
-.553*
.773
.766

.740

.016

.004

.006

.007

229.363***

186.895***

151.779***

130.009***

115.720***

Key: *P < 0.05; * * P < 0.01; *** P < 0.001
GPT=Green Products, GPR=Green Prices, PD= Purchase Decision and CT= Culture
H01: Green Product has no Significant Effect on Sustainability of Manufacturing Firms
The hypothesis test results indicated that green product is a significant predictor of sustainability
of manufacturing firms (ß= 0. .737, p < .05). The results did not support the first hypothesis
which was rejected. This was in line with Bennett (2005), that the product is regarded as one of
the most visible indications of what is going on.
H02: Green Price has no Significant Effect on Sustainability of Manufacturing Firms
The hypothesis test results indicated that green price is a significant predictor of sustainability of
manufacturing firms (ß= 0. 736, p < .05). The results did not support the second hypothesis
which was rejected. In line with (Dekhili & Achabou, 2013; Evans, 2011; Lee-Weisstein et al.,
2014; Mahenc, 2007; Moser, 2015), that price deters many consumers who would like to be
green. Thus, high levels of price sensitivity coupled with perceived high prices of green
products, is likely leading many consumers to continue purchasing traditional products (Gleim et
al., 2013). The green products are shown to be considerably more expensive than traditional
products.
H03: Purchase Decision has no Significant Effect on Sustainability of Manufacturing Firms
The hypothesis test results indicated that purchase decision is inversely significant predictor of
sustainability of manufacturing firms (ß= -0.687, p < .05). The results did not support the third
hypothesis which was rejected. In line Luchs and Swan, (2011) that consumer’s decision to buy
environmentally friendly goods or services may directly contribute to the reversal of
environmental deterioration.
H04: Culture has no Significant Effect on Sustainability of Manufacturing Firms
The hypothesis test results indicated that culture is a significant predictor of sustainability of
manufacturing firms (ß= 0.411, p < .05). The results did not support the fourth hypothesis which
was rejected. This was consistent with findings of Singh and Bansal (2012) that knowledge on
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environmental issues make consumers responsible towards the environment. Also concurs with
Saxena and Khandelwal (2012) that people’s high concern for environmental protection and
willingness to consume environmentally friendly products should induce marketers to go for
green marketing that can be used as a tool for sustainable growth.
HO5a: Culture do not moderate the relationship between Green Product and Sustainability of
Manufacturing Firms
Hypothesis (H05a) stated that culture does not moderate the effect of green product on
sustainability of manufacturing firms (β = -0.077, p >0.05) and the hypothesis was supported.
The study found that culture had negative and insignificant factor in moderating green product
on sustainability of manufacturing firms. The results did not support the hypothesis and was thus
accepted. This was consistent with Chen and Chang, (2012) that the greenness of products and
services cannot guarantee consumers positive purchase behaviour. Green products must match
up with those attributes against non-green products to attract consumers.
HO5b: Culture do not moderate the relationship between Green Price and Sustainability of
Manufacturing Firms
Hypothesis (H05b) stated that culture does not moderate the effect of green price on sustainability
of manufacturing firms (β = -0.448, p >0.05) and the hypothesis was not supported. The study
found that culture had negative and significant factor in moderating green price on sustainability
of manufacturing firms. The results did not support the hypothesis and was thus rejected.
HO5c: Culture do not moderate the relationship between Purchase Decision and Sustainability of
Manufacturing Firms
Hypothesis (H05c) stated that culture does not moderate the effect of purchase decision on
sustainability of manufacturing firms (β = -0.553, p >0.05) and the hypothesis was not supported.
The study found that culture had negative and significant factor in moderating purchase decision
on sustainability of manufacturing firms. The results did not support the hypothesis and was thus
rejected. This was consistent with Saxena and Khandewal (2010) that the factors impacting
consumers’ green purchase behaviour as well as Carrete et al., (2012) who developed an
understanding of the in-depth motivations and inhibitions of green consumer behaviour in
Mexico.
Conclusion
Seven hypotheses tests were conducted during the study. The results of the tests showed that six
were significant while one was not. Seven conclusions were drawn from these hypotheses tests.
The results of the first hypothesis tested showed that green product explained a significant
variation in sustainability of manufacturing firms. This is an indication that green product affects
sustainability of manufacturing firms. The tested results of hypothesis two showed that green
price accounted for significant variance in sustainability of manufacturing firms. This means that
green price affects sustainability of manufacturing firms.
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The third hypothesis tested results showed that purchase decision caused significant variation in
sustainability of manufacturing firms. On the basis of the results, it was concluded that purchase
decision affects sustainability of manufacturing firms. Hypothesis four tested results revealed
that culture accounted for significant variation in sustainability of manufacturing firms. The
conclusion drawn from this result was that culture does affect sustainability of manufacturing
firms.
The tested results of hypothesis four indicated that culture had insignificant moderating effect on
the relationship between green product and sustainability of manufacturing firms. The tested
results of hypothesis five indicated that culture had significant moderating effect on the
relationship between green price and sustainability of manufacturing firms. The tested results of
hypothesis six indicated that culture had significant moderating effect on the relationship
between purchase decision and sustainability of manufacturing firms.
Recommendations
This study established that green consumer behaviour as measured by its green product, green
price and purchase decision affect sustainability of manufacturing firms. In addition, the study
observed that culture moderated the relationship between green consumer behaviour and
sustainability of manufacturing firms.
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Introduction
Information Communication Technology (ICT) is today considered the driving force behind the
long unprecedented economic growth period in the last few decades (Ulka & Milind, 2012). It
has provided the infrastructure for economic development, helped create the knowledge society,
contributed to innovation and created value for the economy. More importantly, ICT has brought
the world closer together by improving on dissemination, sharing of knowledge, accelerating
research, stimulating innovation and facilitating collaboration (Petrides and Nodine 2003).
Knowledge management is concerned with the exploitation and development of the knowledge
assets of an organization with a view to furthering the organization’s objectives (Rowley 2000).
Elias & Awad (2008) defines knowledge management as a systematic, organized, explicit and
deliberate ongoing process of creating, disseminating, applying, renewing and updating the
knowledge for achieving organizational objectives. Knowledge consist both explicit;
documented knowledge and tacit; subjective knowledge (Ahuja and Shankar, 2009).
Management of knowledge entails all of those processes associated with the identification,
creation, storage and sharing of knowledge. This requires systems for the creation and
maintenance of knowledge repositories, and to cultivate and facilitate the sharing of knowledge
and organizational learning (Davenport & Prusak 1998).
The development of ICT has changed knowledge management significantly in recent decades.
Technology allows many operations to be automated (Norton, 1995; Flanagan and Marsh, 2000).
At best, automation takes care of many routine tasks, thus, people have additional time for more
demanding tasks. Technology has also improved access to information (Shin, 1999; Flanagan
and Marsh, 2000; Ahuja and Shankar, 2009) and communication has become easier due to;
Internet, mobile phone calls and video conference calls. Furthermore, the increased use of ICT
has improved the quality of information shared among users (Suwardy et al., 2003).Technologies
such as mobile computing have become ubiquitous; they are in form of notebooks and converged
devices such as smart-phones. And therefore, present many opportunities for information
management and collaboration, for example mobile devices are always with the user for variety
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of use (Watson-Manheim and Belanger, 2007). With the enormous progress of mobile
computing and wireless communication capabilities of small devices (e.g. smart phones, PDAs,
and wireless enabled laptops), we have seen an emergence of various applications supporting
mobile collaboration. These hand-held devices are becoming much more powerful than before,
thereby attracting people to use them in their work and social lives (Litiu & Zeitoum, 2004).
With the flexibility offered by smart phone devices, people can frequently work while on the
move (Dustdar & Gall, 2003). For example, it has become very common to see people using
their laptops or PDAs on the street or at meetings to take notes, reply to e-mails, and stay up-todate. This study focused on mobile technology and its significance in enhancing knowledge
management in research at the National Museum of Kenya (NMK).
Problem statement
In the NMK, specimen collection is carried out manually posing a lot of challenges to the
researchers. Researchers spend a lot of their time in the field; collect specimens that are brought
physically to the research center for digitization and storage to a knowledge database.
Consequently, the process of capturing, organizing, storing and disseminating research
knowledge is tedious and complicated. It has led to inefficiencies in the entire knowledge
management process, leading to out dated and inadequacy of knowledge, challenges in sharing
and distribution knowledge. It is a fact that mobile phone is increasingly becoming a very
attractive application platform: mobile phones have improved from a simple device used for
phone call and messaging into a multitasking device. However, despite today’s abundance of
feature-rich mobile phone hardware and powerful software platforms, research institutions have
not fully utilized this technology. It is evident that NMK has no single IT system that is
supported by mobile phone technology. It is as a result of this fact that this study was carried out
to explore viability of mobile phone technology in capturing, sharing, distributing and utilizing
knowledge at the Museum. This is due to the fact that mobile technology has become pervasive
and more convenient to users who are geographically dispersed.
Aim of the study
The aim of this study was to design and develop a mobile phone application prototype to
enhance knowledge management and sharing at the National Museum of Kenya.
Literature review
ICT is defined as the set of activities that facilitate the capturing, storage, processing,
transmission and display of information by electronic means (Simone & Christopher, 2008),
simply it refers to any device, tool, or application that permits the collection or exchange of data
through interaction or transmission. ICT is an umbrella term that includes anything ranging from
radio to satellite imagery to mobile phones or electronic money transfers (Monyatsiwa, Ferguson
& Phumaphi, 2013). ICTs depend very much on development of other infrastructure like power
and connectivity for data transfer. One of the most remarkable aspects of ICTs is their
crosscutting nature and speed in terms of progress and easy adoption. For example, nearly three
decades ago postal deliveries, landline and television broadcasting were major mediators of
information flows in one direction only whereas today the world is globally interconnected
through various ICT facilities (Williams 2011).
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A study by Dzidonu, (2010) demonstrated that ICTs have a significant impact on the society and
their appropriate utilization has proved to have important results for socioeconomic development
at large and knowledge management in particular. Knowledge Management in this context
describes approaches connected with the creation, processing and dissemination of knowledge
and the technological know-how of it (Laudon and Laudon, 2010). In the view of Singer and
Hurley (2008), knowledge management helps to make the best use of available knowledge, while
creating new knowledge in the process. A knowledge management system thus creates an
enabling environment to foster better knowledge and experience sharing, so that organizations
can leverage their collective knowledge (Baloh et al., 2012). As a foundation, ICT systems have
been seen as key tools in the facilitation of knowledge creation, storage, transfer and use
(Anderson and Mohan, 2011; Su, 2011). A number of other scholars, such as Corso et al. (2007)
and Lai (2006), cite ICT benefits as: technologies that enable quick and easy access to external
sources of knowledge and new and more intense communication channels; aiding knowledge
capture processes, such as online debriefings, audio diaries and post-project reviews; and
avoiding loss of organizational memory. Knowledge management systems are mostly built over
existing information systems, thus it is difficult to determine when an information system
becomes a knowledge management system or what kind of features are encompassed in the
former and not in the latter (Awad and Ghaziri 2008).
Davenport and Prusak (2008) believed that weaving ICT into knowledge management initiatives
in the organization would create a common controllable environment such that knowledge can be
shared within the organization, thus helping to ensure the success of such initiatives. Further,
Hendriks and Vriens (2009) found that ICTs have both a direct and indirect influence on the
motivation for sharing knowledge because they can eliminate hindrances, provide channels to
obtain information, correct flow processes, and identify the location of the knowledge carrier and
knowledge seeker. n general, these studies have highlighted that ICT can play important roles in
facilitating knowledge management in organizations, and as such the perceived usefulness of
ICT in facilitating knowledge management initiatives is likely to be rather more beneficial than
harm (Hendriks 2001). Ajiferuke (2003) asserts that ICT is often used in knowledge management
to inform clients of latest innovations in the business world as well as providing a platform for
sharing knowledge among players. It also facilitates accumulation of organizations’ knowledge,
providing access to retrievable knowledge and enhances collaboration for knowledge sharing and
utilization (Ryan and Prybutok, 2001).
Theoretical Framework
The Knowledge Worker Desktop Model (KWDM)
According to Grundstein (2007) knowledge workers utilizes available information or data, this
coupled with their own intentions, restrictions or controls, influences the decision; their
knowledge and know-how, ability to analyze and process information allow them make
decisions.. In this regard, KWDM can be used as a pattern of reference to conceive digital
information system architecture using multifunctional software applications characterized by the
type of data they are processing. This model therefore expresses viable knowledge management
architecture with its relevant components and procedures. This model gives a knowledge worker
a practical approach to knowledge creation, processing, representation and dissemination.
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The SECI Model
Nonaka (1994) proposed the Socialization, Externalization, Combination and Internalization
(SECI) model to understand the dynamics of knowledge creation, organization and utilization.
According to this model, there are two different types of human knowledge: tacit knowledge; and
explicit knowledge. Tacit knowledge is hard to formalize, codify or communicate, whereas
explicit knowledge is codified, systematic knowledge that can be transmitted in formal language.
This model posited that four phases i.e. Socialization, Externalization, Combination, and
Internalization occur when tacit and explicit knowledge interact with each other, and that these
phases are fundamental in any knowledge creation and management. The four modes of
knowledge conversion (Socialization, Externalization, Combination and Internalization) interact
in the spiral of knowledge creation. The spiral becomes larger in scale as it moves up through
organizational levels, it triggers new spirals of knowledge creation, processing and applications.
The Knowledge Management Process Model
This model attempts to offer a more realistic overview of the knowledge management processes.
This model does include the creation of new knowledge as a specific knowledge management
initiative. According to Botha et al (2008) this model focuses on three approaches; human/people
oriented, organizational and technology focused. This model therefore, asserts that knowledge
management processes focuses all the three dimensions: Human focus, organizational focus and
technological focus. The three approaches are integrated to yield rich knowledge management
solution.
Analysis of the models
All the three models described above, demonstrate knowledge management processes. KWMD
model shows how knowledge management supports decision making process in organizations.
The source of knowledge – data coupled with the laid procedures assist knowledge workers and
the general user, knowledge to make decisions based on the given problem. Looking at SECI
model, it demonstrates the stages in knowledge creation, organization, access and process of
dissemination considering the two dimensions of knowledge i.e. tacit knowledge; and explicit
knowledge. The phases in SECI model are fundamental in any knowledge creation process,
access and utilization of generated knowledge.
The KM process model illustrates knowledge management process in three main perspectives;
human, organizational and technology. It implies that effective knowledge management process
is geared towards human perspective and neither organizational nor technological perspective.
This model asserts that technology serves as the necessary platform for knowledge creation
storage and distribution while human generate, utilize and share same knowledge.
Conceptual Framework
From the diagram (fig. 1) below, research ideas are a result of unsolved problems. This diagram
show how researchers utilize technology to build knowledge. This leads to creation of
knowledge base that will be accessed by researchers for their own research needs. The kind of
knowledge involved include; tacit, and explicit knowledge. Tacit knowledge is personal and
action oriented, while, explicit is knowledge that can be formally expressed.
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Fig.1 – Conceptual framework
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Research Methodology
Research Design
This research was qualitative case study with experimentation. Data and requirements were
qualitatively gathered and analysed qualitatively to generate system requirements that were used
during design and development of the prototype. The requirement gathering was carried out by
interviewing staff and researchers at the National Museum of Kenya, specifically from those
departments dealing with research work (i.e. Zoology, Earth science and Herbarium sections).
System Development Methodology
Evolutionary prototyping methodology was adopted in the development of the prototype. The
study adopted five prototyping steps as elaborated below:
1. Interviewing of stakeholders to gather requirements: this involved interviewing IT
personnel, researchers and section heads in the National Museum of Kenya.
2. Modeling of a quick design: this involved use of UML- use cases, activity, sequence,
class and ER diagrams to come up with quick design.
3. Prototype implementation and user testing: involved coding (creation of interfaces using
PHP, developing the core using Java/C# and database using MySQL.
4. Iterative deployment delivery and feedback: this involved presenting the prototype to
users for testing and scrutiny, identifying improvements.
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5. Keeping review and meeting users informally.
Modeling and Software tools
During design stage, UML diagrams e.g. use case, activity diagram, class diagram, sequence,
package and deployment diagrams were used to model the prototype. ER diagram was used to
model the database. Various software tools were used to develop the application: PHP
framework was used to develop interfaces (for both mobile and web). Java and C# was used to
develop the core - business logic (Java for Android and C# for windows platforms), while
MySQL was used to create the database.
System Design, Development And Implementation
Modeling
Unified Modeling Language (UML) was used as a standard modeling language (see fig. 2). First,
the scope and the requirements for the system developed are defined. This involved system
functions and the users. During analysis, developer focused on designing an ideal or logical
system that satisfies the laid requirements without being overly concerned about implementation.
During design, the work was modified and a concrete physical was achieved. Implementation
phase that involved actual code writing before the initial prototype was tested. After testing, the
first iteration ends and the second iteration start with the analysis phase again. The iteration
continued until the entire prototype was completed and users were satisfied with it.
Fig. 2 – Development Roadmap

Source: (Author, 2017)
Architectural design
It determined how application components were identified; the interaction between them and the
interface protocols for communication were stipulated. In this case 3-tier architecture was
adopted where, an application program was organized into 3 parts; the workstation or
presentation interface, the business logic, the database (see fig. 3). The first tier (presentation)
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entails programming, graphical user interface (GUI) and application-specific entry forms or
interactive platforms, this was achieved by coding using PHP. Business logic was achieved by
coding using Java and C#, it encodes the real-world business rules that determine how data is
created, displayed, stored, and changed. It also acts as the server for client requests from
workstations. The third tier is the database (a repository) that was constructed using MySQL.
Fig.3 – 3-tier architecture
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Functional Requirements
The ultimate outcome of this study was a mobile application prototype for knowledge
management that can be installed on both android and windows enabled mobile phones and other
devices. The functional requirements were as follows:
 The application shall provide interface for new users to register and be able to create,
modify or utilize existing knowledge.
 The application shall be able to capture specimens and artifacts instantly from their natural
environment.
 The application shall provide an interface for giving details and description of the collected
data (specimens and artifacts).
 The application shall allow expertise to collaborate, share knowledge and exchange views
on specific research issues.
 The application shall have variety of tools and communication platforms to allow experts
create new knowledge and give modification to the existing body of knowledge.
 The application shall provide interface for searching and retrieving stored knowledge.
 The application shall allow general users to access and utilize the existing knowledge in the
repository.
 The application shall be able to store complex structured and unstructured information in a
centralized repository i.e. Knowledge base.
 The application shall provide means and convenient way to distribute and share knowledge.
 The application shall retain logs of all users and their activities.
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Implementation/Coding
This is involved implementation of the logical design specified in the design stages into
executable programming language code. This was achieved by using PHP to develop user
interfaces. Java programming language and C# was used to develop the core - business logic
(Java for Android and C# for windows platforms respectively), while MySQL was used to create
the database.
Integration and Testing
Testing was carried out to validate that the code works the way it was intended, and to detect
presence of bugs. The testing procedure was automated; it was carried out by use of Android
studio and Selenium frameworks which are open source testing tool for mobile applications. It
facilitated both white and black box testing by simulating a user’s workflow in a prototype via a
mobile device browser. Both major mobile operating systems - Windows and Android and
including numerous browsers, was used to accurately test prototype.
Summary, Conclusion And Recommendation
Summary
From the findings, it was established that NMK has adopted a number of web based systems that
support knowledge management activities. Among the Knowledge Management Systems used
include: Botanical Research and Herbarium Management system (Brahms), Collection
Management system (KE Emu), Argus and Gallery systems. These systems are available within
the museum and they are used to facilitate research knowledge management activities. However,
mobile phone technologies have not been adopted in any part of the museum as knowledge
management support tool. The findings revealed that researchers and staff experience challenges
while collecting specimens and during compilation of research information. Specimen collection
is carried out manually; most of the research specimens and artifacts are collected, brought to the
research unit within the museum for further action. They are first sorted out, classified, preserved
and later digitized through along process of scanning and storing them in a system. By use of
web-based systems, data is transformed into digitized form and stored in a centralized database
that can be accessed by users. In this case, the process of gathering, coding, and evaluation and
sharing of these knowledge is very tedious and challenging and therefore, need better and
efficient tools and methodologies as a remedy to these problems. Moreover, there was no mobile
phone technology adopted in the museum to aid research activities. Knowledge is stored and
availed on web-based systems. These led to the design and development of a mobile phone
prototype that provided the following capabilities:





Allow users (both expertise and other general users) to register and be able to access,
share and distribute knowledge;
Various data in form of; images (specimens and artifacts) could be captured, described
and retransmitted using the prototype.
The prototype has good user interface that allows presentation of knowledge by giving
scientific descriptions and images
Provides tags that allow sharing of articles, themes or topical areas by experts in form of
collaborations and exchange of knowledge on topical issues.
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Has a range of tools for easy sharing and distribution of knowledge. For example, the
email-to-knowledge-base feature automatically converts an email into a knowledge base
article. The user just needs to forward the email to the knowledge base and the rest of the
users will be able to access it, respond and comment on it.
Offers powerful search facility for users to precisely search and retrieve existing
knowledge.
Allow use of GPS function to show the physical location or origin of specific research
data e.g. artifacts and specimens that form sources of knowledge.
Allow submit and comment an article by browsing through the recently submitted
articles; users need to install and register before receiving alerts on the existing articles.
Has a repository of the acquired knowledge, and allow management of the same
information stored in the knowledge base;
Allow users to share links of documents or articles, new articles can also be featured and
tagged to experts for interrogation.
All the logs are retained in the repository, to allow monitoring and tracking of changes
done on the documents.

In general, this prototype was a specialized solution designed to help researchers build and
maintain intellectual network for development, sharing and utilization of research knowledge. It
was designed with the non-technical business user in mind and making it easy to capture, create,
modify, store and share research knowledge at the Museum.
Conclusion
The use of mobile phone technology is now being realized in everyday life. The driving force
behind this realization is the tremendous leap in technological development and the increased use
of mobile phone devices in our daily life activities. This research focused on the possibility of
designing a mobile phone application (prototype), to resolve existing knowledge management
challenges as a step forward in collaborative research activities. The adoption of mobile phone
technology in knowledge management is a new paradigm which is intuitive to use and adds an
emotional and personal dimension in information sharing. The prototype developed in this
research therefore allows end users to capture specimens and artifacts from their natural
environment and organize them for easy manipulation, access and share knowledge among
experts. This would also make research knowledge sharing easier and more convenient to the
users. The platform empowers administrators with tools for monitoring changes and
improvements made on articles. The prototype specializes in knowledge generation, storage,
utilization and management. Through this initiative, NMK researchers would easily work
together in collaboration to create, review and share research content, and provide efficient
procedures that would optimize knowledge use.
Recommendations
Recommendations on Knowledge management Practices
First, research knowledge is recognized as a key resource; by drawing on various ICT tools can
play a variety of roles in support of research knowledge management processes. This study
therefore, recommends that all research institutions should explore new technological
innovations like, mobile technology, semantic web, natural language processing, artificial
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intelligence, cloud technology etc., in the management of knowledge or information. The
management and leadership within such organization should play a critical role in establishing
the multilevel context for the effective assimilation of such ICT systems in knowledge creation,
storage, retrieval, transfer, and application. Secondly, this study developed a prototype
anticipated to be a future tool for knowledge management processes in research organizations.
This study recommends that research organizations embrace mobile phone applications because
of its intuitiveness and to resolve challenges in knowledge management and utilization, through
expertise networks and collaborations. This will enable the creation of communities of experts
and encourage the exchange of explicit and tacit knowledge, through interactive virtual spaces.
Thirdly, there is need for organizations to envision and emphasize on the design of KM
technologies to fit organization culture. This is the ability to embed KM technology in natural
surroundings, and be able to utilize knowledge whenever and wherever it is needed.
Recommendation on the developed Mobile phone Prototype
The following are recommendations towards future enhancement of the developed mobile
prototype. This is aimed to accommodate different and changing dynamics of knowledge
creation, codification, sharing and utilization by researchers. First, the developed prototype is a
practical visualization of the idea of the researcher. It has room for further work in design scope
and functionality; the prototype can be improved to incorporate for video, animations and cloud
storage. Secondly, the current version of the prototype is targeted towards researchers at the
NMK. The application can be extended to a larger setting, such as business organizations,
medical institutions or institutions of higher learning. In order to improve the network reliability
and availability, it may require the use of satellite communication link to obtain the desired
capacity and coverage within the physical surroundings where the service is required. This will
greatly increase the possibilities for conducting research at remote regions. Thirdly, the
functionality of the prototype can be further extended to include cloud store and semantic
computing to allow more robust knowledge management capabilities. In collaborative research,
cloud store can be used to hold variety of knowledge, with varied formats and topical areas
originating from experts around the world.
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Abstract
Utilizing exponential regression model and the panel data of non-financial firms trading on
Nairobi security exchange over the period 2008-2016, the paper examine the pecking order of
financing and the effect of free cash flow on implied overinvestment. Indeed, the predictions of
the paper were that, free cash flow and over- investment exhibit linear relationship. The debt and
dividend payout exhibit nonlinear relationship and the first and the later variables respond to
over investment. Again, the descriptions of pecking order hypothesis seem to be, influenced by
overinvestment of free cash flow. The empirical analysis seems to be consistent with the
predictions of the paper. The paper provides a better understanding of the control mechanisms of
dividend payout and the debt payout on overinvestment of free cash flow. And, the influences of
overinvestment on the pecking order hypothesis in emerging market/economy like Kenya.
Keywords: dividend payout, debt payout, free cash flow, overinvestment and pecking order
hypothesis
Introduction
Over the last three decades, the pecking order hypothesis of financing, investment expenditure
and free cash flow has received enormous attention among scholars and in the general public
debate (Myers and Majluf, 1984; Jensen, 1986; Shyam-Sunder and Myers, 1999; Chirinko and
Singha, 2000; Richardson, 2006; Frank and Goyal, 2003; Reynolds and Smolensky, 2013;
Chen,et al., 2016; Ding, et al., 2016 and Lewellen, & Lewellen, 2016).
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Scholars have laid claims that, there is likelihood of wasteful expenditure as a result of free cash
flow (Jensen, 1986; Minnick, and Rosenthal, 2014 and Chen et al., 2012). It is also argued that
shareholders and managers try to act in defence of their own interests, agency theory (Jensen and
Meckling 1976; Moriarty, 2014 and Raelin and Bondy, 2013). And firms sources its’ finances
through, a strict ordering or hierarchy of finance (Myers, 1984: Myers and Majluf, 1984;
Lemmon and Zender, 2010). Undoubtedly, within the scope of pecking order hypothesis of
financing and overinvestment of free cash flow, the debt financing and dividend payout play a
great role in reducing agency costs of free cash flows (Jensen, 1986; Chakraborty et al., 2016;
Nobanee and Abraham, 2017 and Kadioglu, and Yilmaz, 2017). The theoretical account of these
claims indicates a matter of disputation to date. This paper attempts to resolve some of these
debates by focusing on a more composite model in order to determine the response of pecking
order hypothesis when there is existence of over investment of free cash flow and control
mechanisms of agency conflict of publicly traded firms in Kenya.
The paper hypothecate that, the traded firms in Kenya are involved in value destroying activities
and engage in other activities associated with management entrenchment when there is
availability of free cash. And lessening it through control mechanisms of agency conflict is
nonlinear, thus disordering the implied pecking order hypothesis of financing. Publicly traded
firms in Kenya has lost millions of shillings in bad business practices and poor corporate
governance structures which allows top executives and directors to pursue harmful and
destructive practices motivated by self-interest. For example between 2008 and 2015 one of the
listed firm in Kenya was found to have sold vehicles on unsecured cash transactions without
collecting the cash, the main motive of this risky strategy was to earn commission on the sales
that were then funnelled to the off-shore secret accounts. Then the management deepen firm’s
losses by borrowing to finance the credit-based sales.
According to Cytonn Investment Report, 2016 Kenyan investors have incurred losses as a result
of isolated corporate governance issues affecting over 13 per cent of listed firms. According to
the report, some of the firms have accumulated massive debts that have pushed their
management into a survival dogfight, exposing the perils of credit-fuelled expansion in tough
economic times. The huge debts, which have left some of the firms owing more than their net
value, have left investors facing low prospective returns for years to come. Currently these firms
seek new cash injections to partly retire their loans and finance ambitious turnaround plans. This
is worrisomely and intriguing, thence calling into question on the frameworks of managing
investment expenditure when there is excess cash flow in a developed market like Kenya.
This paper is actuated by a growing body of analytical, empirical and theoretical studies which
had investigated the cost of capital, corporation finance, and the theory of investment
(Modigliani & Miller, 1958), managerial behaviour, agency costs and ownership structure
(Jensen & meckling,1976) the determinants of corporate borrowing (Myers, 1977; Graham, et
al., 2015), the capital structure puzzle (Myers, 1984), still searching for optimal capital structure
(Myers, 1989), agency costs of free cash flow, corporate finance, and takeovers (Jensen, 1986),
financial architecture (Tadesse, 2002), corporate cash reserves and acquisitions (Harford,1999),
the sensitivity of investment expenditure to cash flow when financing is frictionless (Alti, 2003),
cash flow and over-investment and corporate governance (Richardson, 2006; Chen et al.,2016)
some legal and policy issues in capital structure (Myers 2000a; Aggarwal, & Kyaw, 2010) and
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outside equity (Myers, 2000b; Holmström & Tirole, 2011) investment expenditure and cash flow
(Hubbard, 1997; Park, & Jang, 2013), excessive investment and acquisition activity (Blanchard,
et al., 1994; D’Mello, & Miranda, 2010), the pecking order of ( Myers & Majluf, 1984; Myers,
1984; Shyam-Sunder & Myers, 1999; Helwege & Liang, 1996; Frank and Goyal, 2003; Seifert &
Gonenc, 2010; Leary & Roberts, 2010) among others, yet no satisfactory conclusion has been
reached to settled both theoretical and practical issues facing corporate organisation today and
particularly in developing economies where markets are increasingly becoming imperfect and
incomplete.
This paper makes an initial effort to address these issues by investigating; the pecking order of
financing and the effect of free cash flow on implied over- investment of publicly traded firms in
Kenya. The issue of free cash flow and over-investment has never been explored before in Kenya
and Africa at large. In U.S, According to Richardson (2006) on average, firms over-invest 20%
of its free cash flow and large firms invest free cash flow in form of financial assets (cash or
marketable securities). It is argued that firms are more likely to make acquisitions and these
acquisitions are followed by abnormal declines in operating performance (Harford, 1999) and
companies with excess cash have higher capital expenditures, and spend more on acquisitions,
even when they appear to have poor investment opportunities (Opler et al., 1999). In China,
over-investment exists for all types of firms, even in the most efficient and most profitable
private sector (Ding, et al., 2016). Furthermore, according to lie and Liu, (2017), the returns of
acquirers decline with their cash holdings, but only when at least part of the payment is in the
form of stock and payment are overvalued, especially when they have excess cash that they
could have used instead.
In developing countries like Kenya, firms have experienced some controversies associated to
over-investment. Kenya Airways one of the best and most respected airline companies in Africa
faced major problems like, buying and leasing aircrafts, and fuel hedging, under arrangements
which are not profitable to the company, thereby leading to sky rocketing indebtedness and
expensive ticketing which is non-competitive in the market leading to loss of passengers as well
as revenue (KQ Annual report, 2015). Arguably Kenya’s biggest bankruptcy in recent times has
been that of Uchumi Supermarkets Limited. The main cause of the company’s financial woes
was an ambitious expansion programme funded by short-term funds which caused liquidity
problems Halima Abdallah, (2016, January)
A good explanation of over-investment originates from free cash flow theory (Jensen, 1986).
According to Jensen, when managers are endowed with the free cash flow, they will invest in
wasteful investments rather than pay it out to shareholders. Earlier, Jensen and Meckling, (1976)
had argued that if managers abuse their decision-making power by adopting unprofitable or
overly risky projects that could damage the interests of equity holders and those of debt holders,
the problem of overinvestment may occur.
Considering the current management of stock market in Kenya and empirical sense from the
corporate finance theory, this paper takes on, an over-investment as an investment expenditure
beyond that required to maintain assets in place and to finance expected new investments in
positive NPV projects (Richardson 2006; Ding, et al., 2016) and free cash flow as cash flow
beyond what is necessary to maintain assets in place and to finance expected new investments
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(Jensen, 1986; Richardson 2006 and Ding, et al., 2016). Considering Under agency cost,
management has the potential to squander cash only when free cash flow is positive (Jensen,
1986 and Richardson, 2006) and firms with negative free cash flow, can only squander cash if
they are able to raise relatively inexpensive capital (DeAngelo, DeAngelo, & Stulz, 2004;
Jensen, 1986). However, this is less likely to occur because these firms need to be able to raise
financing and thereby place themselves under the scrutiny of external markets Easterbrook,
(1984). It is argued that managers of these firms are expected to increase their compensation and
perquisites consumption at the expense of the shareholders, and engage in other activities
associated with management entrenchment (Shleifer and Vishny, 1989). Christie and
Zimmerman (1994) suggest these non-value-maximizing managers are more likely to mask nonoptimal expenditures by accounting manipulation. On the basis of these arguments, the paper
proposes that:
Hypothesis 1: Free cash flow and over- investment exhibit linear relationship in publicly listed
firms in Kenya
Prior research has documented a positive relation between free cash flow and over- investment
for example, by utilizing an accounting based framework to measure the constructs of free cash
flow and over-investment Richardson, (2006) suggests that over-investment is a common
problem for publicly traded US firm for non-financial firms during the period 1988–2002, and
the average firm over-invests 20 percent of its available free cash flow. Furthermore, the
majority of free cash flow is retained in the form of financial assets and there is little evidence
that free cash flow is distributed to external stakeholders, thereby creating the potential for
retained free cash flow to be over-invested in the future.
Based on agency theory and upper echelons theory, Jiang, (2016) showed that there is a positive
relationship between over-investment and free cash flow, and the over-investment of free cash
flow is severer in the early years of CEO’s service than the later years. Bates (2005), determined
whether firms overinvest by comparing the capital expenditure ratios of each firm operating in a
given industry in a given year with the median ratio of all firms operating in the same industry
during that year. If the difference is positive or negative, then firm overinvest (under invest) in
that manner.
It is argued by Ding et al., (2016) from the Chinese context that the investment above the median
and the investment above the predicted level exhibit heterogeneity on Chinese firms’ investment
efficiency and uncover evidence of overinvestment for all types of firms. Accordingly, the rising
of profitability in recent years have generated significant free cash flow that has induced
overinvestment in the collective and private firms which is consistent with the prediction of the
free cash flow hypothesis. This same argument is consistent with Chen et al., (2016) that firms'
over-investment is more sensitive to current free cash flow and that over-investment is more
pronounced in firms with positive free cash flows.
The rational framework and the aspect of free cash flow and over- investment involves the role
of dividend payout in mitigating the free cash flow concerns. It is argued that the association of
paying out dividend and free cash flow is positive and linear. Free cash flow theory emphasizes
that the firm’s dividend payout play an important role in controlling the possibility that excess
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free cash flow will be used by insiders for their own benefits. It has been argued that dividend
payout mitigate agency conflicts by reducing the amount of free cash flow available to managers,
who do not necessarily act in the best interests of the shareholders (Jensen, 1986).
Specifically, the theory of free cash flow argues that managers deploy internally generated cash
flow in a way that does not maximize shareholder wealth, such as financing value destroying
investments instead of returning funds to investors through dividends (Jensen, 1986). Similarly,
Easterbrook (1984) suggests that dividend payments force managers to raise funds more
frequently and this increases monitoring by capital markets. The relative success of the agency
explanation for dividends may result from the fact that it relates a firm’s corporate governance to
its dividend policy.
Inspired by agency theory arguments, recent research has explored only one aspect of dividend
payout and free cash flow, and these studies have been offering only a linear relationship. For
example, it is argued that dividends reduce the free cash flow that managers have at their
discretion (Lang and Litzenberger, 1989; Harford et al., 2012; Adjaoud and Ben‐Amar 2010).
Moreover, Easterbrook, (1984) and recently, Ghosh, and Sun, (2014), Hernández-Cánovas et al.,
(2016), Al-Najjar and Clark (2017) suggests that dividend payments and debt payout force
companies to go to equity markets in order to raise additional capital, thus reducing agency costs
by offering outside stakeholders the opportunity to exercise some monitoring on managers.
Evidence indicates that the optimal payout policy of listed firms in Kenya depends on its life
cycle stage. That is, dividends are related to net income and to liquidity (Parkinson, and Waweru,
(2010). Squeezed earnings, reorganisation of business models and a drive to expand- questions
the agency role of dividend payout on free cash flow and its association (linearity) as advocated
by empirical literature. For example, on average, over 50% of listed firms in Kenya have been
experiencing an irregular dividend payment history. To note a few firms, Kenya commercial
bank (KCB) in 2016 conserved cash payouts to drive business growth. Eveready Company broke
a seven-year drought for shareholders and pay out its first dividend since May 2008. And in the
manufacturing sector at the NSE, dividends have been relatively consistent (Alushula, 2017,
February). Though financial theory suggests that the dividend policy should be set based upon
the type of company and the management determines the best use of those dividend resources for
the firm to its shareholders.
It is argued that dividends eliminate the agency costs of free cash by forcing cash out, but could
result in underinvestment if the cash paid out is later needed for operations (Oded, 2008).
Accordingly, evidence shows that some firms listed in NSE have been paying out dividend
despite posting full-year losses (Alushula, 2017, February). This contradicts the arguments of
(Fama & French, 2001) that, the company pays the dividend due to the presence of free cash
flow.
Accordingly, considering Kenyan context no evidence has been pointed out to indicate that overinvestment responds to dividend payout. It is also argued that continuing dividend payments
helps dissipate cash which might otherwise have been wasted in non-value maximising projects,
therefore reducing the extent of overinvestment by managers Jensen (1986).Therefore, to
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ascertain the relationship between the dividend payout and free cash flow and furthermore
determine the respond of dividend payout and overinvestment this paper hypothesizes that:
Hypothesis 2a: Dividend pay-out and free cash flow exhibit nonlinear relationship in publicly
listed in Kenya
Hypothesis 2b: Over-investment responds to dividend pay-out in publicly listed firms in Kenya
Considering the role of dividend payout in mitigating free cash flow, it has been argued and well
emphasized that debt is an effective substitute mechanism for dividend payout (Easterbrook,
1984; Jensen, 1986 and Shleifer, and Vishny, 1997). In Kenya debt financing through the capital
markets is becoming more and more common because of the unpredictability of commercial
bank rates and the high rate of return on equity financing.
Managers with substantial free cash flow can increase dividends or repurchase stock and thereby
pay out current cash that would otherwise be invested in low-return projects or wasted (Jensen,
1986; Shleifer and Vishny, 1997). This leaves managers with control over the use of future free
cash flows, but they can promise to pay out future cash flows by announcing a permanent
increase in the dividend. Such promises are weak because dividends can be reduced in the future
(Jensen, 1986). The fact that capital markets punish dividend cuts with large stock price
reductions is consistent with the agency costs of free cash flow.
Debt creation, without retention of the proceeds of the issue, enables managers to effectively
bond their promise to pay out future cash flows (Jensen, 1986). Thus, debt can be an effective
substitute for dividends, something not generally recognized in the corporate finance literature
(Jensen, 1986; Brigham and Ehrhardt, 2013). By issuing debt in exchange for stock, managers
are bonding their promise to pay out future cash flows in a way that cannot be accomplished by
simple dividend increases. In doing so, they give shareholder recipients of the debt the right to
take the firm into bankruptcy court if they do not maintain their promise to make the interest and
principle payments. Thus debt reduces the agency costs of free cash flow by reducing the cash
flow available for spending at the discretion of managers.
These control effects of debt are a potential determinant of capital structure (Barclay and Smith,
1995; Porta et al., 1997 and Titman and Wessels, 1988).The threat caused by failure to make
debt service payments serves as an effective motivating force to make such organizations more
efficient. The control hypothesis does not imply that debt issues will always have positive
control effects. For example, these effects will not be as important for rapidly growing
organizations with large and highly profitable investment projects but no free cash flow. Such
organizations will have to go regularly to the financial markets to obtain capital (Jensen, 1986).
Jensen and Meckling, (1976) owner-managers of a levered firm tend to overinvest and choose
risky and often negative net present value projects due to their limited liability. This leads to
asset substitution; alternatively Myers (1977) argued that risky debt may lead to underinvestment
due to the wealth transfer from shareholders to creditors that would occur upon investment.
Listed firms in Kenya today are loading more debt onto their books as they seek fresh capital to
finance operations and implement ambitious development programmes and not for control
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effects as alleged in the theory of free cash flow. Theoretical explanation and empirical results
have found direct and linear sensitivity of debt financing to generated cash flow. It is argued that
the required debt payments decrease the cash flow that manager has available, thereby reducing
non-value maximizing behaviour (Jensen 1986 and Gul, (2001). And Thiruvadi et al., (2016)
established that debt tends to lessen agency conflicts in firms that result in high FCFs. Flannery
(1986) and Ross (1977) demonstrated that debt may signal managerial willingness to pay out
cash flow or to be monitored by lenders.
Another aspect of agency theory that has remained unexplored and particularly in developed
economy is on whether over-investment responds to debt pay-off. It has been argued that issuing
debt leads to a dramatic reduction in the form of overinvestment (D’Mello and Miranda, 2010)
however, others studies claims that it is distribution of dividends – rather than debt level – that
leads to reduction of free cash flow Nekhili et al., (2009). Debt financing is related to lower
agency costs due to its mandatory payout of cash. Therefore to establish how debt levels alleviate
non-value-maximizing activities in Kenya, this paper hypothesizes that:
Hypothesis 3a: Debts pay off and free cash flow exhibit nonlinear relationship in publicly listed
firms in Kenya
Hypothesis 3b: Over-investment responds to debt pay-off in publicly listed firms in Kenya
The finance literature has long recognized that market imperfections such as information
asymmetries and agency conflicts affect corporate finance and investment. For example, the
classic adverse-selection model of Myers and Majluf (1984) predicts that asymmetric
information between informed managers and the public market causes underinvestment. On the
other hand, Jensen and Meckling (1976) suggest that managers have an incentive to make their
firms grow beyond an optimal size and predict that agency conflicts due to managers’ selfishness
give rise to overinvestment. Both under- and overinvestment cause a loss in firm value.
One of the key assumptions in the original Myers and Majluf (1984) model is that managers only
undertake positive NPV projects, a behaviour that is consistent with the maximization of existing
shareholders’ wealth. This assumption automatically rules out any possibility of overinvestment
in the Myers–Majluf model’s predictions. But the recognition of managers’ self-interest has
recently gained importance in the corporate finance literature. As Myers (2000) pointed out that
sooner or later the theory of corporate finance must deal generally with the self-interest of
corporate managers.
Early studies tend to emphasize either overinvestment (Jensen and Meckling, 1976; Jensen,
1986) or underinvestment (Myers, 1977; Myers and Majluf, 1984). Stulz (1990) studied on how
over- and underinvestment jointly affect firm value is a marked exception, he assumed that
managers prefer expanding firm assets to maximizing firm value, but with strings attached. If
managers maximize investment only to undertake negative NPV projects after exhausting good
projects, shareholders can curtail this by either refusing to provide more funds or forcing
managers to pay out free cash flows (using outstanding debt that is due at the time when the
investment decision is made). However, due to asymmetric information, shareholders are not
able to know precisely when free cash flows and overinvestment occur. Consequently, when
internal cash flows (unobservable to outside investors) are high, managers are likely to
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overinvest, and when the cash flows are low, managers are likely to under-invest because they
cannot truthfully convince the market that they need the new equity required for good projects.
Stulz (1990) concludes that managerial discretion brings about two kinds of costs—one from
underinvestment and the other from overinvestment—and suggests that financing policies can
affect firm value. For example, debt has a disciplinary effect, forcing managers to disgorge cash
flows and hence mitigating the overinvestment problem recognized by Jensen, (1986) while at
the same time aggravating the underinvestment problem. The tradeoff between the positive and
negative effects of debt financing, which is later empirically supported by McConnell and
Servaes (1995), gives rise to an optimal capital structure.
However, these two lines of literature imply that many corporate finance variables exercise
opposite value effects. For example, Jensen (1986) argues that free cash flows are likely to be
wasted by managers on bad projects, in sharp contrast to the prediction of the Myers–Majluf
model that financial slack plays a value-enhancing role in mitigating the underinvestment
problem. While more recent literature has shown how corporate cash positions have opposing
effects on under- and overinvestment (e.g., Stulz, 1990), an important issue that needs to be
addressed is how a wide range of corporate finance and governance variables affect under- and
overinvestment in a coherent theoretical framework.
Myers–Majluf model formally taking into account the inherent information asymmetry that
exists between different parties, the pioneers that have explicitly accounted for asymmetric
information in their work has been Ross, (1977; Brealey et al., (1977). They showed that the
choice of capital structure mitigates inefficiencies in the firm’s investment decisions that are
caused by information symmetry. According to the Pecking Order theory, firms have a strong
preference for internal finance (Myers, 1984) as it is believed to have a cost advantage over new
debt and equity. If external finance is required, firms first issue debt and when all other safe
options are exhausted; they issue equity as a last option. This prediction has been scrutinized for
over two decades by scores of studies attempting to determine whether and when the pecking
order accurately describes observed financing behavior; yet, there is little agreement on these
issues.
This paper argue that the divergence of conclusions on the validity pecking order have been
driven primarily because of statistical tests, contexts and methodological strategies employed.
For example, Shyam-Sunder and Myers (1999) conclude that the pecking order is a good
descriptor of broad financing patterns; Frank and Goyal (2003) argued the opposite. Lemmon
and Zender (2004) conclude that a pecking order—which delineates financial distress costs—is a
good descriptor of financing behavior; Fama and French (2005) conclude the opposite. Frank and
Goyal (2003) suggests that the pecking order better describes the behavior of large firms, as
opposed to small firms; Fama and French (2005) suggests contradictorily. Finally, Bharath, et
al., (2008) suggests that firms facing low information asymmetry account for the bulk of the
pecking order’s failings; Jung et al., (1996) showed the opposite.
Shyam-Sunder and Myers (1999) indicated that the pecking order offers a good description of
financing demeanours than the trade-off theory, after presenting an empirical model in which net
financing need is matched approximately dollar-for-dollar by net debt issues in their sample of
large firms during the 1970s and 1980s. Though Shyam-Sundar and Myers’ test has been
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criticized for its potential bias arising from equity issuances (Chirinko and Singha 2000) and
equity issuances are far from rare (Frank and Goyal, 2003; Fama and French, 2005). However,
Fama and French (2002) found that some firms followed pecking order while others followed the
trade-off model and none of them could be rejected. Concerning the work of Shyam-Sunder and
Myers (1999), Frank and Goyal, 2003 showed that pecking order theory performs poorly among
small and high growth firms where it is expected to perform well as they face higher asymmetric
information problems. Furthermore, Frank and Goyal (2003) argued that when smaller firms and
more recent data are included in Shyam-Sunder and Myers’ analysis, the pecking order is
rejected Lemmon and Zender (2004) and Leary and Roberts, (2005) accounted the value of
maintaining financial slack for future investment to avoid financial distress in Frank and Goyal’s
broader sample. The Pecking order did not offer a reasonable description of the financing
behavior. However, there is a support for the pecking order theory among firms that do not have
debt capacity concerns. According to Singh and Kumar (2012) Indian firms exhibit tradeoff over
pecking order behavior while making their financing choices. However, these studies did not
account for debt capacity concerns while testing the pecking order hypothesis.
Seifert and Gonenc (2008) studied firms from the US, UK, Germany and Japan for the period
1980 to 2004. Their results found little support for pecking order theory for American, British
and German firms. Japanese firms on the average did follow pecking order theory. Moreover,
Clark, Francis and Hasan (2009) studied firms from 40 countries and found support for the
dynamic trade-off theory; this derails the existence of pecking order for capital structure.
Although majority of the empirical work has been done on the developed economies, very few
studies have been done on the emerging economies.
This paper predicts that listed firms in Kenya are expected to behave differently than the firms in
the developed economies simply because of accounting differences, auditing differences and
narrower range of financial instruments. It has been argued for example that the legal protection
and investor protection laws are different in emerging economies as compared to the developed
ones, La Porta et al., (2000).
Among the emerging economies too, the capital structure financing differs due to different
history and development of the capital and debt markets. Each market is unique and should be
analysed in its own economic, legal and institutional framework. Booth et al., (2001) studied 10
developing economies and found that within them the country specific factors mattered. The
validity of pecking order argument among emerging market firms has been absence or little and
no one has ever tested whether listed firms in Kenya follow the pecking order while making their
financing choices and under the presence of agency control hypothesis. Thus, this paper, do not
seek to test description of financing behaviour only as a variable but instead extend it by
analysing whether Pecking order hypothesis responds to over-investment of free cash flow of
publicly listed firms in Kenya. Hence this paper therefore, hypothesizes that;
Hypothesis 3b; Pecking order hypothesis responds to over-investment of free cash flow of
publicly listed firms in Kenya
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Research methodology: data, models and measurement of the variables
The study’s sample comprises data of 39 public shareholding firms listed on Nairobi security
Exchange of Kenya over the period 2008 to 2016. Following the general convention in the
literature, the paper excluded all financial firms (banking industry) due to their unique financial
structure, regulatory requirements and accounting standards. Only those firms which were listed
for the whole period of the study and for which requisite financial data are available for all
periods have were considered. Applying these criteria, we were left with a final sample of 39
firms for a total of 305 firm-year observations. For each of these, the paper followed the
methodology of Richardson, (2006) to test for free cash flow and overinvestment. Richardson,
(2006) defined total investment as, ITOTAL, as the sum of all outlays on capital expenditure,
Acquisitions and research and development less receipts from the sale of property, plant and
equipment.
According to Richardson, (2006) total investment expenditure is broken into two main
components, the required investment expenditure to maintain assets in place, IMAINTENANCE, and
investment expenditure on new projects, INEW. Then decompose INEW into expected investment
expenditure in new positive NPV projects, I*NEW, and abnormal (or unexpected) investment, I ε
NEW. However, given the nature and the status of Voluntary Corporate Disclosure by Kenyan
Companies and the extent of applying international financial reporting standards (IFRS), this
paper adopted only new positive NPV projects, I*NEW, and abnormal (or unexpected) investment,
I ε NEW . The abnormal component of investment can be negative or positive. Negative (positive)
values correspond to under-(over-) investment. The focus of this paper is on the over-investment
of free cash flow. Hence, the study will focus on firms with positive values for INEWt. . Free cash
flow on the other hand was computed by adding the over-investment, net payments to
shareholders, equity, principal payments to debt holders, debt, net change in financial assets,
financial asset, other investments and miscellaneous cash flows.
To test pecking order of capital structure the study utilised the methodological approach of
(Shyam-Sunder and Myers, 1999; Frank and Goyal, 2003). Their empirically tests indicates that
it is financing deficit, (DEFit) itself that matters and a unit increase in any of the components of
(DEFit) must have the same unit impact on net debt issued Δ (Dit). Shyam-Sunder and Myers,
1999 further argued that after an Initial Public Offering (IPO), equity issues are only used in
extreme circumstances. Thus to Shyam-Sunder and Myers, cash dividends ( DIVt ) is equal to
net investment ( It ) and net investment ( It ) is equal to change in working capital (Δ Wt ) and
change in working capital is equals to cash flow after interest and taxes (Ct) and cash flow after
interest and taxes is equals to 1. The regression analysis of Frank and Goyal Frank and Goyal,
(2003) is a regression of leverage on four factors namely, tangibility of assets, market-to-book
ratio, sales and profitability. It is notable that the factors of Frank and Goyal Frank and Goyal,
(2003) is about the firms historical costs or accounting values, which can be summed up by cash
flow after interest and taxes denoted as (Ct) by Shyam-Sunder and Myers. Therefore, the model
specification of testing pecking order hypothesis in this paper will be;
Δ Dit = α +β Cit +εit
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Where εit is a well-behaved error term, lastly the role of debt payout and dividend payout on free
cash flow and overinvestment was tested using the total amount of dividend paid per share in the
accounting year Kumar, (2006). Considering the nature and the role of debt payout as monitoring
tool in alleviating overinvestment, this paper considered the measures of current ratio- a
company's ability to pay short-term and long-term obligations to test the role of debt payout as a
control mechanism toward the use of free cash flow
The paper compromised variables that have been shown in prior research to be determinants of
overinvestment decisions which includes shareholders’ activisms leverage, board composition,
firm size, firm age, past stock returns and prior firm level investment (e.g., Barro 1990; Bates,
2005; Hubbard, 1998; Lamont, 2000; Baldenius et al., 2014; Gantchev, 2013)
To avoid inter-industry effect because of unique data set, the paper deemed useful to perform a
sub-samples regressions, as per industry or sectors to enable accurate prediction and to
supplement analysis of full sample, such methodology have also been utilised by Cai, (2013).
Prior empirical model have been generalising the results and information on the existence of
overinvestment and free cash flow Richardson, (2006) pecking order hypothesis (Shyam-Sunder
and Myers, 1999; Chirinko and Singha 2000 and Frank and Goyal, 2003) the free cash flow
and debt monitoring hypotheses (Gul, & Tsui, 1997) and corporate governance and firm cash
holdings (Harford, et al., 2012)
Table 1.0 presents the data on free cash flow and overinvestment the values of all variables regressed by
the industry that have been listed in NSE firms for the period 2008-2016

(Please request table from author)
Descriptive statistics, Standard error and heteroscedasticity tests were not reported for the sake of
brevity.
Results in table 1.0 above reports that publicly traded firms in Kenya overinvest with the
exception of automobile industry and investment service industry. The empirical analysis of the
results in table 1.0 shows that there is overinvestment of free cash flow. The effect that free cash
flow have on overinvestment in agricultural industry is (β=0.855, P= 0.000), commercial service
industry is (β= .255, p= 0.005), construction industry (β= 1.690, p= 0.000), Energy and
petroleum industry (β =-5.429, p= 0.035), manufacturing industry (β=1.1880, p=0.000),
automobile industry (β= 1.331, p>0.005) and Investment service industry (β=.0232 ,p>0.005).
The result depicts that overinvestment is extravagant in manufacturing industry and construction
industry. The analysis really suggests that managers in firms with free cash flow engage in
wasteful expenditure, management entrenchment, and non-optimal expenditures by accounting
manipulation. From the results it is notable that the availability free cash flow does not lead to
overinvestment in Automobile industry and Investment service industry. In energy and
petroleum industry the relationship between free cash flow and overinvestment is negative. The
finding in energy and petroleum industry contradict the theory of free cash flow which state that
the presence of internally generated cash flow in excess of that required to maintaining existing
assets in place and financing new positive NPV projects creates the potential for those funds to
be squandered (Jensen, 1986). The prediction of the reported finding in Energy and petroleum
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industry suggests that firms in this particular industry attempts to improve seriously the NPV of
project invested.
To test hypothesis (2a, b and 3a, b), the paper used exponential regression model to o
approximate a nonlinear function by a linear function. The model linearizes a nonlinear equation
using Taylor series expansion around some initial values of the parameters- debt payout and free
cash flow. The linearized equation is then estimated by NLS and the initially chosen values are
adjusted. The iteration can continue until the difference between successive parameter vectors is
small enough to assume convergence, second-degree approximation -a quadratic function. The
model specification of the nonlinear regression for employed by the paper to test hypotheses 2a,
b and 3a, is as follow
Dividend payout = β 0 + β1*β2^free cash flow............................................. (I)
Dividend payout = β 0 + β1*β2^overinvestment............................................ (II)
Debt payout = β 0 + β1*β2^free cash flow..................................................... (III)
Debt payout = β 0 + β1*β2^ overinvestment................................................... (IV)
Where β0 is the constant term β1, β2^ are partial derivatives of the function
Table 2.1 present exponential regression analysis of nonlinear relationship of dividend payout and free
cash flow regressed by the industry that have been listed in NSE firms for the period 2008-2016

(Please request table from author)
Number of observation in each industry is the same as that in table 1.0 above
The empirical results from exponential regression model in table 2.1 key out the general pattern
of dividend payout and free cash flow of listed firms in Kenya. The model (table 2.1) indicates
that the first derivative /b1| of construction industry is significant suggesting dividend payout and
free cash flow is linear thusly the paper concludes that the dividend payout and free cash flow do
not relate in majority of the firms listed in NSE availability of cash do not matter on payout.
Furthermore, the coefficients (/b2|) of the study (table 2.1) indicate that the derivatives of the
function are significant in some firms and the existence of nonlinearity between dividend payout
and free cash flow is indicated by; the runs of iterations, that is the number the model takes to
linearizes dividend payout and free cash flow to assume convergence, the second-degree
approximation or a quadratic function. For instance the exponential regression statistics in table
2.1 suggests payout count on free cash flow and their relationship is nonlinear in many
companies that are listed in NSE- agricultural industry, commercial industry, construction
industry, energy sector and manufacturing industry.
Basing on the empirical analysis of the model, table 2.1 /bs| this paper could argue that, many
companies at the NSE declares dividend payout basing on availability free cash flow and the
payout increases with the increasing cash flow to a point where the declared payout starts
declining. Notably, according to Fabozzi and Drake, (2009), Drake and Fabozzi, (2010),
companies often experience a life-cycle with at least three stages that are defined with respect to
growth: an early, development stage with high growth, a maturing phase with moderate growth,
and a declining phase with little, no, or negative growth. This behaviour usually occurs due to
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several emerging factors such as substitutability of debt, squeezed earnings, reorganisation of
business models and a drive to expand etc. The statistic from the model in automobile and
investment sector indicate payout do not relate to free cash flow.
Table 2.2 present exponential regression analysis of nonlinear relationship of dividend payout and
overinvestment regressed by the industry that have been listed in NSE firms for the period 2008-2016

(Please request table from author)
The results in table 2.2 shows that dividend payout responds to overinvestment in commercial
industry and investment industry (β=.9996213) and (β=21.78258 to 1.004317) respectively. The
statistics indicate a positive relationship, signifying that payout intensify overinvestment
supporting the argument of (Jensen1, 986) that dividend payout as agency costs of free cash flow
leaves managers with control over the use of future free cash flows and they can promise to pay
out future cash flows by announcing a permanent increase in the dividend. Consequently this
may reduce the inefficiency of marginal investments (Rafael La Porta et al., 1998). The
coefficient on the construction industry reports that dividend payout responds to overinvestment
between (β=-121.929 and β=.997700) this empirical analysis is theoretically supported by
Easterbrook (1984) and Jensen (1986) that the payout of cash flows to shareholders through
dividends, can lower agency costs

Table 3.1 present exponential regression analysis of nonlinear relationship of debt payout and free cash
flow regressed by the industry that have been listed in NSE firms for the period 2008-2016

(Please request table from author)
Table 3.1 reports various specifications of debt payout and free cash flow. The model reports that
the debt payout and availability of cash is nonlinear in publicly traded firms in Kenya. The
positive coefficients reported by the model /b2| in all the industries confirm the second-degree
approximation of debt payout and free cash flow, thereby supporting the sense of high non
linearity between debt payout and free cash flow among listed firms in Nairobi security
exchange.
It has been indicated that the, issuance of debt without retention of the proceeds is likely to
reduce agency costs associated with free cash flow. And the required payments under debt
contracts reduce the cash flows management have available for non-value maximizing behaviour
and so restrict that behaviour (Jensen, 1986, 1989; Stulz, 1990; Bugshan, 2005). Furthermore,
the debt market also provides management discipline (Billett, et al., 2015). However, the result
of this paper maintain that though debt payout is related to free cash flow, it will arrives at a
point where the rates of change is not constant- the optimal point. Therefore, this paper contend
that debt payment, serves as a control for agency problem to a certain extend where debt
issuance serve no purpose. The analysis of the paper conforms with the argument of Jensen,
(1986, pg.5 ) that “ the debt payout does not imply it will have positive control effects and these
effects will not be as important for rapidly growing firms with large and highly profitable
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investment projects but no free cash flow. Such organizations will have to go regularly to the
financial markets to obtain capital. At these times the markets have an opportunity to evaluate
the company, its management, and its proposed projects”.
Table 3.2 present exponential regression analysis of nonlinear relationship of debt payout and
overinvestment regressed by the industry that have been listed in NSE firms for the period 2008-2016

(Please request table from author)
The paper employed the exponential regression model to predict the effect of debt payout on
overinvestment, since the paper established that debt payout exhibit nonlinear relationship table
3.1. The model provide significant evidence that debt payout reduces overinvestment of NSE
firms to a certain level. In agricultural industry debt payout reduces overinvestment by (β= 1.297) to a point where it become insignificant at (β=.0019076), in automobile (β= -4.4164) to
(β=.01409) where it become insignificant, Commercial industry (β=-20.2653 to 2.10e-06) where
it become insignificant, construction industry (β=-34.2654) to .0135837) where it become
insignificant investment industry (β= -5.1507 to β = 3.00e-08) where it become insignificant and
manufacturing industry (β= -32.3203 to β= 1.05516) where it become insignificant. Only Energy
and petroleum industry showed that debt payout issuance increases overinvestment between (β=
341.383 and β=.998325) which it can be assumed that the energy and petroleum diversify more
on profitable NPVs project
Given the asymptotic nature of empirical analysis in table 2.1, table 2.2, table 3.1 and table 3.2,
to maintain consistency and reliable analysis of the data, the paper deemed the exponential
regression model fit to predict the respond of pecking order hypothesis on overinvestment of free
cash flow since the model is able combine the coefficients of the first and second derivatives.
The model specification is as follows:
Δ NET DEBT ISSUED it = β1it*(1 - β2it ^overinvestment of free cash flow) +εit
Where β1 it, β2 it, are the β1, β2^ are partial derivatives of the function. Since it has been indicated
that it is financing deficit, (DEFit) itself that matters and a unit increase in any of the components
of (DEFit) must have the same unit impact on net debt issued Δ (Dit), and the equation of the
model being equal to one (Shyam-Sunder and Myers, 1999), the paper assumed that the effect of
overinvestment of free cash flow should be less than 1. The paper assumed that the bias towards
larger firms in the industry if it exists, does not affect the pecking order tests (Shyam-Sunder and
Myers, 1999).
Table 4.1 summarizes the basic present exponential regression test of pecking order hypothesis and
overinvestment of free cash flow regressed by the industry that have been listed in NSE firms for the
period 2008-2016

(Please request table from author)
Table 4.1 above presents empirical results for the responds of pecking order hypothesis on
overinvestment of free cash flow. Contrary to Shyam-Sunder and Myers, (1999) the paper finds
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R2s that is far from 1.0 in majority of the industries in Kenya, except in construction industry
(R2= 0.789) and Investment industry (R2= 0.637) this predicts that in this particular firms
(sectors) external funding is dominated at least by debt financing thence overinvestment level is
very low. Accordingly, it is notable that the coefficient within these particular industries is very
close to 1.0 as suggested by (Shyam-Sunder and Myers, 1999; Frank and Goyal, 2003). In table
4.1, the product of the coefficients i.e. (β1it*(1-β2it ^Overinvestment)’s column, the construction
industry, automobile Industry and investment industry the coefficients reported is (β= 1.03382),
(β= 1.064902) and (β= .941318) respectively.
The model reported explanatory power below the average in the automobile, commercial
industry, energy and petroleum and in manufacturing industry predicting low debt financing. The
coefficients further indicates that among the listed firms in NSE, it is the manufacturing that
pecking order hypothesis do not responds to overinvestment of free cash flow, this strongly
increases the confidence of the results since it is in this particular industry the earlier model of
the paper table 3.2 reported that debt payout don’t responds to overinvestment. Overinvestment
of free cash flow greatly influences the descriptions of pecking order; beyond the threshold of
existence of pecking order hypothesis in energy and petroleum (β= 14.92541) however, the
influence is insignificant, implying overinvestment of free cash flow has nothing to do with the
patterns of sourcing funds for investments. Moreover, the empirical tests shows overinvestment
of free cash flow influence significantly the pattern of financing in agricultural industry (β =
5.3638) and commercial industry (β =3.41519). Accordingly, the empirical results of pecking
order and overinvestment of free cash flow envisions that if firms overinvest they would plan to
finance anticipated deficits with debt. Thus the paper suggests that the pecking order of capital
structure is influenced by the overinvestment of free cash flow this rule out the assumption of
Myers and Majluf (1984) model that managers only undertake positive NPV projects.
Conclusion
This paper presents evidence on the pecking order of financing and the effect of free cash flow
on implied over- investment of traded Kenyan firms. The paper carried out the exponential
regression analysis by the industries that have been listed in NSE firms for the period 2008-2016
with the exception of financial institutions. The evidence in this paper suggests that overinvestment is a common problem with the exception of automobile industry and investment
service industry in traded Kenyan firms. There is also evidence to suggest that dividend payout
count on free cash flow and their relationship is nonlinear in many companies that are listed in
NSE. On the same note, the empirical statistics of the paper offer little support on the impact of
dividend payout on overinvestment. Though the model of the study suggest at payout increase
overinvestment up to a certain point then it start reducing the level of overinvestment in
commercial industry and investment industry supporting the arguments raised by Rafael La
Porta et al., (1998). On the contrary, the construction industry showed that dividend payout
responds to overinvestment supporting the argument of Easterbrook (1984) and Jensen (1986)
that the payout of cash flows to shareholders through dividends can lower agency costs.
Additionally, the paper finds out that the association of debt payout and free cash flow is
nonlinear. It is argued that debt reduces the agency costs of free cash flow by reducing the cash
flow available for spending at the discretion of managers. This paper argue that debt, serves as a
control for agency problem but there is no guarantee of complete control effect on the
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availability of free cash flow. In relation to overinvestment the results of the paper demonstrates
that debt payout reduces overinvestment of NSE firms to a certain degree. And only Energy and
petroleum industry showed that debt payout issuance increases overinvestment which it can be
assumed that the energy and petroleum industry diversify more on profitable NPVs
Finally, the empirical tests of pecking order and overinvestment of free cash flow indicates that
the pecking order of capital structure is influenced by the overinvestment of free cash flow. The
analysis of the paper further finds R2 s is far from 1.0, in majority of the industries in Kenya,
contrary to Shyam-Sunder and Myers, (1999). Furthermore, the model reported that the
explanatory power is the below average in the automobile, commercial industry, energy and
petroleum and in manufacturing industry, predicting a low debt financing when overinvestment
of free cash flow is considered.
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Appendix 1.1
Figure 1.1 Dividend payout and free cash flow in agricultural industry: Exponential regression
model
Figure 1.2 Dividend payout and free cash flow in Automobile industry: Exponential regression
model
Figure 1.3 Dividend payout and free cash flow in Commercial industry: Exponential regression
model
Figure 1.4 Dividend payout and free cash flow in Construction industry: Exponential regression
model
Figure 1.5 Dividend payout and free cash flow in Energy and petroleum: Exponential regression
model
Figure 1.6 Dividend payout and free cash flow in investment services industry: Exponential
regression model
Figure 1.7 Dividend payout and free cash flow in manufacturing industry: Exponential
regression model
Appendix 2.0
Figure 2.1 debt payout and free cash flow in Agricultural industry: Exponential regression model
Figure 2.2 debt payout and free cash flow in Automobile industry: Exponential regression model
Figure 2.3 debt payout and free cash flow in Commercial industry: Exponential regression model
Figure 2.4 debt payout and free cash flow in construction industry: Exponential regression model
Figure 2.5 debt payout and free cash flow in Energy and petroleum industry: Exponential
regression model
Figure 2.6 debt payout and free cash flow in Investment industry: Exponential regression model
Figure 2.7 debt payout and free cash flow in manufacturing industry: Exponential regression
model
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Abstract
Past research studies on customer responsiveness have conceptualized it as a dimension of
service performance or market orientation where market intelligence is collected and used to
meet the wants and needs of customers or value addition to the service by enhancing
relationships. In the contrary, the author introduces the concept of customer responsiveness,
which entails how a customer behaves towards oneself and the service provider. This
investigation was carried out in an airline setting with 426 respondents. It was found that
customers perceived greater satisfaction when they are more responsive towards service
performance. It was shown that perceived service performance mediates the relationship between
customer responsiveness and their overall satisfaction. Managerial and research implications
based on these findings are also presented.
Keywords: customer responsiveness, service performance, customer satisfaction, airline
industry, marketing of services.
Introduction
The service industry is a very delicate area to deal with, especially when it comes to what the
customer needs and whether those needs have been met. Needs and wants of service customers
changes every time there is something new in the market. Balancing the needs and wants of the
customer, where the service provider and the customer finds a common ground that the services
have been rendered according to the way the service provider wanted at an optimal level, and the
customer consuming the services and conceding to the needs being met. This study explores the
customer responsiveness of a service industry from the perspective of the customer. This study
implies that when customers seek service providers and the services are rendered according to
their expectation, then the evaluation of the service is favourable and hence satisfaction.
Although previous researchers have studied the concept of service quality and satisfaction, no
researcher has attempted to combine service performance, customer satisfaction and customer
responsiveness.
There is scarcity of literature on customer responsiveness, though Pehrsson, (2011) called for a
deeper understanding of the concept of customer responsiveness. Some authors (e.g Kohli and
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Jaworski, 1990; Kohli et al., 1993; Rodriguez Cano et al., 2004; Kirca et al., 2005) explained
customer responsiveness as the action taken in response to market intelligence concerning
individual needs of target customers and it being an activity of market orientation that has been
established as a major antecedent of performance. Where, market orientation is defined as the
organizational activities related to a firm’s generation and dissemination of market intelligence
and the firm responding to market intelligence (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990), hence continuous
assessments of needs of customers (Pehrsson, 2014; Deshpande´ and Farley, 1998).
Other authors (e.g Schlegelmilch and Ambos, 2004; Matthyssens and Vandenbempt, 2008;
Storbacka and Nenonen, 2009; Pehrsson, 2014) described customer responsiveness as how the
organisation involve customers in their decision making in value addition activities like solving
customers’ problems, building relationships, and customizing service offering. In this context the
organisation respond to the customer needs. While Grandey., et al, 2011, looks at responsiveness
as a central dimension of service quality which becomes the responsiveness of employees to
attend to customers’ needs, requests and helping customers promptly.
According to Daugherty et al., (1995) and Parasuraman et al., (1991) customer responsiveness is
meeting customer requirements through market intelligence, that involves reacting to or
anticipating the wants of the customers which becomes an externally focused tool used by firms
to improve customer relations and enhance overall service/quality appropriate and substantial
goals to gain efficiency. Responsiveness to customers is considered an important predictor of
service quality (Mittal and Lassar, 1996), and driver of customer satisfaction (e.g Andaleeb and
Basu, 1994; Handfield and Bechtel, 2002; Tiedemann et al., 2009), yields positive performance
(e.g. Langerak, 2003; Norman et al., 2007; Sorensen, 2009).
Against this backdrop, this study takes on the direction of customer responsiveness having a
positive impact on customer satisfaction mediated by service performance on the perspective of
the customer. Performance of a service to the perceptions and expectations of the customers, lead
to positive evaluation of the service process, hence an overall satisfaction with the service
transaction. Clearly, there is a link between service performance and satisfaction which was
ascertained that, measuring satisfaction with service performance depict an overall satisfaction
with service performance (Chen et al, 2011; Lee, Yoon &Lee, 2007; Yuksel, 2007; Ajzen&
Driver, 1992). Most importantly, if performance is adequate, customers will be satisfied
(Johnston, 1995).
Oliver (1999) defined satisfaction as a customer’s judgment that the consumption of a product or
service is providing a pleasurable level of fulfillment of the customers’ needs, desires, and goals.
The systems and the physical resources used have a direct influence on the quality perception of
customers, as have the attitudes and behaviors of the contact personnel (Grönroos, 1997;
Lehtinen, 1983), distinctly, service performance is the behavioral outcomes of customers as well
as employees in fulfilling their roles in the transaction.
Customer satisfaction is identified as a function of consumers’ service quality perceptions (Brady
& Cronin, 2001; Athanassopoulos, 2000; Chenet, Tynan& Money, 1999; Fornell et al, 1996;
Hallowell, 1996). Many researchers argue that there is a distinction between consumer
satisfaction as related to tangible products, and as related to service experiences. This is due to
the inherent intangibility and perishability of services, as well as the inability to separate
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production and consumption (Zeithaml et al, 1990). Since evaluation of a service provided is
inhibited by intangibility and variability, performance of that service rather than its utilisation is
used to rate the services rendered by service providers. Therefore the following hypotheses were
formulated:
Hypothesis 1: Customer responsiveness is positively associated with customer satisfaction
beyond the effect of purpose of travel
Hypothesis 2: Service performance mediates the relationship between customer responsiveness
and customer satisfaction beyond the effect of purpose of travel.
Control variables
Past studies suggest that certain reasons and activities can impact the key constructs in the study
hence confusing the relationship amongst the constructs. Therefore, to allow for better
delineation of the relationship and to provide a more rigorous test of the theoretical linkages, the
author included one control variable. The control variable is the purpose of travel which is
subdivided into three sections that include travelling for business, leisure or visiting friends and
relatives. For a business traveler, choices and decisions are removed from them, the leisure
traveller choices and decisions solely falls on them, while a person visiting friends and relatives
the choices and decisions may either fall on them or their friends or relatives.
Methods
Variables
The dependent variable customer satisfaction was customer satisfaction was measured using a
five item unipolar adjective scale adapted from Westbrook and Oliver (1991). Since satisfaction
is considered to be primarily an affective construct, the adjectives used were emotive in nature
(Oliver, 1997). Respondents were asked to report the degree to which they were happy, pleased,
and delighted. Five items were used.
The independent variable was customer responsiveness 5 items were used, where respondents
were asked to rate their perceived responsiveness to self and service provider. The rating was
made on a five‐point Likert scales ranging from 1=“strongly disagree” to 5=“strongly agree”
(Cronbach's alpha=0.746) which exceeds the recommended reliability estimate of 0.7 (Nunnally,
1978).
The predicted and expectation gap concept of service performance represents a comparison with
a norm, it does not represent a difference between predicted and received service. Exceeding the
norm means high quality is received and falling short of the norm means low quality is received
(Teas, 1993). Service performance will be measured using a slightly modified version of Teas
(1993) five-item bipolar adjective scale statements concerning a service provider’s performance.
These items provided an overall assessment of the quality of the services being evaluated.
Data collection and sample
To collect customer data, 600 randomly selected customers from the lobby of Eldoret
International Airport were approached and given the paper and pen questionnaires. 426 usable
questionnaires were collected, yielding a response rate of 71 per cent.
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Results
A bivariate correlation matrix for all variables can be found in Table 1 (see Table 1).

Analytic Approach
To test the hypothesis, we carried out procedures developed by Baron & Kenny (1986). Baron
and Kenny’s procedure requires that (a) the independent variable significantly affects the
mediator, (b) the independent variable significantly affects the dependent variable, and (c) the
mediator variable affects the dependent variable when both the independent and the mediator
variable are in the model. If these conditions hold in the hypothesized direction, then the effect of
the independent on the dependent variable should be less in the third regression equation than in
the second (Baron & Kenny 1986). Furthermore, perfect mediation holds if the independent
variable has no effect on the dependent variable when the mediator is controlled. The effect of
the service performance variable mediating the effect of customer responsiveness (independent
variable) on customer satisfaction (dependent variable) was evaluated using the above
procedures. All the variables were at the unit level, accordingly hierarchical linear regression
analyses with pairwise deletion was used in order to test for the predictions. First examined was
whether customer responsiveness was associated with customer satisfaction, while controlling
for purpose of travel (Hypothesis 2). Second was testing for mediation through service
performance (Hypothesis 2) via the conservative mediation approach (Baron & Kenny 1986) and
a Sobel test was also done on the mediation effect.
Hypothesis 1 proposed that customer responsiveness would be directly related to customer
satisfaction beyond the purpose of travel (control variables). In the regression analysis, purpose
of study was first included explained an insignificant significant amount of variance in customer
satisfaction (ΔR2 =0.003, β=0.39, p<.01), with customer responsiveness has a significant
positive effect on customer satisfaction (ΔR2 =0.267, β=0.345, p<.01). Thus, Hypothesis 1 is
supported (see Table 2).
Hypothesis 2 proposed that service performance mediates the relationship between customer
responsiveness and customer satisfaction. The first step of mediation was demonstrated by
Hypothesis 1 test. The next step was to assess the relationship of customer responsiveness on
service performance which is the potential mediator. The control variable (purpose of travel)
explained 3% of the variance. Predicting customer satisfaction was assessed to find out whether
adding service performance had a unique effect and reduced the impact of customer
responsiveness on customer satisfaction. Service performance had a unique significant effect
(ΔR2 =0.161, β=0.436, p<.01) which is shown by the reduction of change in R square. The
results supported that customer responsiveness had a significant indirect effect on customer
satisfaction through service performance. The Sobel test was further done and it showed the
effect size of 0.428 which shows that service performance can mediate customer responsiveness
and customer satisfaction. Therefore mediation was supported (Hypothesis 2).
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Conclusion
The demonstrations from this study are three fold in nature, that; (1) customer responsiveness is
real and robust and worth pursuing further (2) customer responsiveness has a positive effect on
customer satisfaction (3) perceptions of the customers are important in order to arrive at a
common ground on what entails a good service performance for the customer to evaluate it
positively.
Aviation service requires exchange of relevant information between the service provider and the
customer. Hence the service provider gains a competitive advantage when the needs and wants
for their customers are known, met and satisfied. Given the scarcity of research reported in
customer responsiveness this points a finger to a tremendous opportunity for theory building,
empirical testing, and application and replication of findings in all areas as this study was carried
out in a service sector.
This study greatly assists managers to understand how their customers assess their service
experiences. Essentially, we address three basic issues: (1) what customers looking for in a
service set up, (2) how do employees proffer services in the eyes of the customer especially with
the service characteristic of inseparability (3) strategies to be put in place to enhance customer
satisfaction thus gain competitive advantage. These three factors require managerial attention in
efforts to improve customer perceptions of service performance and customer satisfaction.
Therefore, this study can guide managers as they strive to enhance customers' service
experiences.
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Abstract
This study examined the factors influencing environmental management accounting adoption
among manufacturing companies in Sri Lanka, special references with listed manufacturing
companies in the Colombo Stock Exchange. This is an explanatory study based on analyzing
primary data to answer the research problem of what are the factors influencing the adoption of
environmental management accounting practices among manufacturing companies in Sri Lanka.
Influencing factors for environmental management accounting practices adoption is employed as
independent variable and parameter was used to measure independent variables such as firm
size, firm age, regulatory compliance, financial performance, environmental strategy and level of
manufacturing technology whereas the level of adoption environmental management accounting
practices among manufacturing companies is the dependent variable. A convenient sampling
method was used to collect data and select 36 manufacturing companies which are listed in
Colombo Stock Exchange have been sampled. The study revealed that firm size, firm age,
regulatory compliance, financial performance, environmental strategy and level of
manufacturing technology significantly positive influenced manufacturing company’s intention
to adopt environmental management accounting practices. To achieve this result six hypotheses
were formulated. This study has made useful contributions to current knowledge by providing
more explanations for environmental management accounting adoption in an unexplored context.
To conclude, this study has provided important insights into the factors that influence the
acceptance and adoption of environmental management accounting in general, and specifically in
Sri Lanka. More importantly, this study has opened up possibilities for further research into
environmental management accounting adoption in Sri Lanka and other developing countries,
and worldwide.
Introduction
The world population increase day by day but limited resources do not increase with the
population therefore protecting environment represent one of the most important problems in the
community. By implementing EMA will multiply the benefits gained from environmental
resources. According to the Ansari et al. (1997) Environmental Accounting (EA) is “the process
of identification, measurement and allocation of environmental cost and their integration into
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business decision”. The major areas for EMA application include assessment of annual
environmental costs, budgeting, product pricing and investment appraisal, computing costs and
saving of environmental projects. EMA systems have the dual purpose of managing and
improving the financial and environmental performances of an entity. Application of EMA
which integrates two of the main principles of sustainable development in terms of environment
and economics can help to significantly improve corporate decision making UNDSD (2001).
Most of previous studies have been done based on the developed capital markets. EMA is a very
important concept achieving better goals and objectives in the manufacturing companies. But in
the context of Sri Lankan organizational view, researches on EMA are still at the initial stage. In
view of the fact that little is known about the application, practices and the role of EMA in
determining corporate performances, the importance of EMA practices should be identified. As
only few research works were done in Sri Lanka, these are not enough for Sri Lankan context
when comparing the other countries in the world. Many researches investigate the impact of
EMA practices on financial performances. (Larojana, 2014) have investigate that there is a
strong positive relationship between practices of EMA and financial performances of listed
manufacturing companies and EMA practices record keeping is essential for decision making
which invariably affects performances of manufacturing companies. (Perera et al, 2015) have
investigate that there is a listed manufacturing companies performances strongly depend on
EMA practices and also there is a positive association relationship between the EMA practices
and financial performances of listed manufacturing companies.
Researcher unable to find out relevant to the factors influencing the adoption of EMA practices
among manufacturing companies in Sri Lanka. As mentioned above, this domain has not been
touched thoroughly. As a developing country investigates about this area is more important.
Varies industries have been included in EMA related research and case studies, But more
concentration to the practices of EMA application and it is impacting on the organizational
corporate performance will be important to the organizations. Considering these researches
understand the gap between factors influencing the adoption of EMA and organization successful
in Sri Lankan context. Therefore, this study attempt to fill the gap in the literature as well as find
out what are the factors influencing the adoption of EMA practices among manufacturing
companies in Sri Lanka.
Literature Review
EMA is the subset of environmental accounting, which is the “accounting systems and
techniques that provide decision makers and management with financial and nonfinancial
information about the firm or organization and its environment” Bouma & Correlij (2003) and
(Birkin, 1996) indicated that “EMA is a straightforward development of management
accountancy”. Everett & Neu (2000) and IFAC (2005) indicated that management accountants
can apply their expertise and skills to improve the quality of environment related information in
decision making on investment appraisal, capital budgeting and strategic management. MA
integrates two of the main principle of sustainable development, such as environment and
economics. It helps to significant improve corporate decision making. The UNDSD (2001)
suggested that EMA “is simply doing a better, more comprehensive management accounting
while wearing an environment hat that opens the eyes for hidden costs”. (Staniskis & Stasiskiene
2006) and (European Comission, 1992) suggested that EMA support the internal management
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decision making process through various techniques of cost allocation, performances
measurement and business analysis.
In order to understand EMA practices, it is important to consider management accounting
practices in general management accounting is concerned with the delivery of accounting
information to management to assist them in making decisions (Drury, 2008). In the case of
EMA practices, manufacturing firms are more likely to adopt them because of the impact their
production activities have on the ecosystem. This is not easy that non-manufacturing entities do
not adopt EMA practices. (Chang, 2013) found that the level of EMA implementation within
universities in Taiwan. This researcher finding showed that universities used EMA simply to
identify environmental costs and also researcher found that the levels of implementation of EMA
were very low.
Hart, (1997) investigated that the management, natural resources through the application of EMA
may result in pollution prevention and may assist manufacturing corporations in saving energy
consumption costs, material costs and waste disposal costs through recycling and cleaner
production process. Hence an organization is able to produce and deliver goods and services
while using simultaneously reducing their ecological impact and resource utilization. This double
effect is known as Eco efficiency. According to Barrutia,( 1996) limitation faced by local entities
tend to increase proportionally as their size decreases. Several authors (Emilsson & Hjelm, 2002)
and (Zutshi et al. 2008)have stated that smaller local entities tend to lack the financial, human
and knowledge resources needed to develop and implement EMA practices. Therefore, it could
be said that larger local entities are more likely to develop EMA practices.
Rothenber & Zylidopoulos, (2003) used a questionnaire survey for collecting data. Conducted
the primary concern is with the various EMA practices adoption within the U.S. printing
industry. This research is investigating that the impacts the external and internal factors (firm
size, environmental regulation, productive technologies, dynamism, environmental technology
and munificence) determining the adoption of EMA practices and innovations by firms. The
study used correlation and coefficient measures and evaluated independent and dependent
variables. The major finding is that firm in highly dynamic environments, as well as firms that
have adopted productive innovation are more likely to adopt a greater number of environmental
innovations.
According to have a more empirical review about the EMA practices in manufacturing
companies. Most of the researches have been done based on the developed capital markets.
Further, have several empirical reviews on EMA practices and adoption level of EMA among
manufacturing companies in international context. EMA is a very important concept achieving
better goals and objectives in the manufacturing companies. But in the context of Sri Lankan
organizational view research on of EMA is still at the initial stage. Some amount of research
works was done in Sri Lankan context, such as (Perera & Meepagama, 2015), (Larojana &
Thevaruban, 2014) and (Gunarathna, 2014) But these are not enough for Sri Lankan context
comparing other countries in the world, and manufacturing companies in Sri Lanka. Therefore,
low empirical review has EMA practices and adoption level of EMA among manufacturing
companies in Sri Lanka. In view of the fact that little is known about the application, practices
and the role of EMA in determining corporate performances. Therefore, that creates a need to
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carry out a study on the factors influencing the adoption of EMA practices among manufacturing
companies in Sri Lanka. As well as this study focus fill the gap in literature. Further, find out of
factors influencing the adoption of EMA practices among manufacturing companies in Sri
Lanka.
Methodology
The study determines the factors that influence the levels of adoption of EMA practices among
manufacturing companies. According to the previous studies Firm age, Firm size, Regulatory
compliance, Environmental strategy, financial performance and Level of manufacturing
technology were considered as independent variables and the level of EMA practices adoption
was dependent variable. Researcher developed following hypothesis based on the above
independent and dependent variables.
H1: There is a significant relationship between environmental strategies employed by
manufacturing companies and the level of adoption of EMA practices.
H2: There is a significant relationship between financial performance and the level of adoption
of EMA practices.
H3: There is a significant relationship between the age of manufacturing companies and the level
of adoption of EMA practices.
H4: There is a significant relationship between the levels the costs of compliance to
environmental regulations and the level of adoption of EMA practices.
H5: There is a significant relationship between the size of the manufacturing companies and the
level of adoption of EMA practices.
H6: There is a significant relationship between advanced production technology of a
manufacturing companies and the level of adoption of EMA practices.
The population of this study consists of the companies listed on the CSE or the purpose of
selecting respondents to the sample from population, a researcher has selected simple random
sampling method. This study selected sample based on convenient sampling techniques and
sample size of the research is 40 manufacturing companies listed in CSE. As four companies are
not adopting EMA practices, hence only 36 companies were considered for this study. The first
part of the questionnaire was used to collect data about demographic information and second part
was used to collect data about independent and dependent variables. The questionnaire consists
multiple questions, dichotomous questions and Likert Scale‟ questions. Likert scale questions
included one to five points. One represents lowest level and five represents highest level. The
questionnaires were analyzed through SPSS software and employed descriptive, correlations and
regression analysis to derive accurate findings.
Result and Discussion
The study collected primary data to analyse research hence study employed validity test and
reliability test at the initial stage. The estimate values of the items were greater than 0.7, and the
lowest value was 0.713. It indicated that an item explains more than 70% variation of its
respective dimension. KMO values of all dimensions were greater than 0.5. Accordingly, both
estimate and KMO values were above the standard level (Estimate 0.7 and KMO 0.5) of
convergent validity of the test (Hair, 1998). According to reliability test, the Cronbach’s Alpha
value of each item to variables was greater than 0.7. That indicates all respective items are
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internally consistent to the respective variable. Later, study tested overall reliability of variables;
it also was at the accepted level.
Correlation Analysis
According to the correlation analysis Firm age and EMA Practices significant at 0.003 and it was
less than 0.05. This relationship was statistically significant. It means firm age of the
manufacturing company’s influence of the level of adoption EMA practices among listed
manufacturing companies in Sri Lanka. Hence this variable was relatively high and this F value
was 5.619 as the value is more than the three, there was a strong positive relationship between
firm age and EMA adoption among manufacturing companies in Sri Lanka. Firm size and EMA
Practices significant at 0.007 and is less than 0.05. This relationship is statistically significant.
Hence this variable is relatively high and this F value is 5.869 as the value is more than the three,
there is a strong positive relationship between firm size and EMA adoption among
manufacturing companies in Sri Lanka.
The person correlation value for EMA practice adoption and regulatory compliance was 0.431
and it was the moderate positive relationship between above variables. According to the analysis
significant value is 0.009. Therefore, it can be statistically say that there was significant and
moderate positive relationship between EMA practice adoption and regulatory compliance. EMA
practice adoption and financial performance was 0.421 and significant at 0.011 which reflects
moderate positive significant relationship between EMA practice adoption and financial
performance. EMA practice adoption and environmental strategy was 0.531 and it was a strong
positive significant relationship between these two variables.

According to the regression analysis R value shows the simple correlation and it is 0.731. The R2
value indicates how much of the total variation in the dependent variable can be explained by the
independent variable. According to the above result, 73.1% of the level of EMA practices
adoption among manufacturing companies were described by the variable taken under the model
1. Also, this indicates that the remaining 26.9% of EMA practice adoption is described by the
other factors.
Coefficient table show the intercept (constant) and predictor variable in regression equation
which is, EMAP = (3.679) + (0.079)b1 + 0.306b2+ (0.462)b3 + 0.447b4 + 1.290b5 + 0.598b6
.According to the coefficient analysis without the influence of the identified factors, the level of
adoption of EMA practices would decrease by 3.68%. The analysis result reflects Firm age,
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Environmental strategy and Regulatory compliance positively and significantly affect to EMA
adaption but Level of manufacturing technology positively and insignificantly affect to EMA
adoption ,firm size and financial performance insignificantly and negatively impact on EMA
adoption

Conclusion
The study was analysed factors that influence the levels of adoption of EMA practices among
manufacturing companies. According to the findings approximately 90% of the manufacturing
companies that participated in this study have adopted EMA practices to some extent. The results
indicate that most manufacturing companies separately account for identify environmental costs.
EMA is a new tool in the discipline of EA. Recently, it has been a steep increase in all
environmental costs, including energy and water prices. According to the analysis, it can be
found that adoption of EMA practices is a transformation in company’s decision making, and
organizations are realizing the important role which performance can play in terms of costing
decision product pricing decision.
Correlation and linear regression methods have been exercised to analyze the data which was
collected through the questionnaire based on the randomly selected sample of 40 manufacturing
companies in Sri Lanka. One of the specific objectives is to establish the factors influence the
levels of adoption of EMA practices among manufacturing companies in Sri Lanka. According
to the analysis it can be concluded that, there were statistically positive relationships between the
variables of study. Items of EMA practices (firm size, firm age, regulatory compliance, level of
manufacturing technology financial performance and environmental strategy) were statistically
and significantly positively related to the factors influencing the adoption of EMA practices
among manufacturing companies in Sri Lanka. Based on the finding researchers’ can represent
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the following conclusion about the study. EMA adoption among listed manufacturing companies
in Sri Lanka strongly depend on the firm size, firm age regulatory compliance, level of
manufacturing technology financial performance and environmental strategy. As well as above
variable significantly and positively effect on the EMA adoption among listed manufacturing
companies in Sri Lanka. According to the finding, researcher can some issue regarding EMA
adoption among manufacturing companies in Sri Lanka. Such as Lack of professional guidelines
for EMA practice reporting and EMA practice adoption, lack of knowledge and training of
adoption EMA practices, negative attitude about EMA adoption within the manufacturing
companies, shortage of qualified staff employee to carry out EMA adoption and lack of local and
international standard about EMA practice hence government and relevant parties can improve
knowledge regarding EMA and provide better guidance to practice EMA within organization.
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Abstract
Among the macroeconomic situation in the economy inflation and economic growth is one of the
controversial issues in the country, policy makers, and the economic literature. These concepts
are debatably discussion in the different economic conditions during the last two decades. The
conclusion of most of these findings are centered in levels of inflation rates stimulate the
development process of the economy, and hence economic growth. Moderate inflation rate
increases yield to savings side, enriches investment side, and ultimately, favorable conditions are
prevailing economic growth of the country and inflation levels. This study empirically examines
the present effects of inflation and economic growth in the Sri Lankan context. Empirically
analyzing the monthly data on real Gross Domestic Product and Inflation Rate for the period of
2008 to 2015, it extensively analysis the empirical evidence has assimilated over the Granger
Causality test, Co-integration test, and Error correction models. The empirical evidence
establishes that there exists a statistically significant long-run negative relationship between
inflation and economic growth for the country as indicated by a statistically significant long-run
negative relationship running from Inflation rate to Gross Domestic Product. Further the
evidence shows that there exists a statistically significant long-run positive causality running
from Gross Domestic Production to inflation rate and economic growth influence inflation rate
positively. Differently when increase in the rate of inflation prevails beyond the edge inflation
level then inflation influence economic growth negatively. The study examines to further
discussion of the important macroeconomic policy implications of the results.
Keywords: Granger Causality test Macroeconomic Policy, Inflation Rate, Gross Economic
Growth, Long Run
Introduction
Most important objective of macroeconomic policies among the policy makers is to endure
sustainable economic growth among the entire sector among the economy together with
manageable inflation rate in this economic environment leads to long term economic
sustainability. Precisely, the related economic issues in the economy that whether manageable
inflation is one of the favorable atmosphere in the economy for economic growth. On the other
economic policy debates, it is harmful generates a significant debate both theoretically and
empirically. Some conclusions exists the macroeconomic stability, defined as low inflation rate,
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and are positively related to economic growth. Scholars in the field of economy, Central Bank,
Financial advisors, and policymakers have often highlighted the costs and social cost associated
with fluctuation of inflation. Inflation enforces negative externalities on the economy and the
vulnerably sectors when it interferes with an economy’s efficiency and resources allocation.
Fluctuation of inflation can lead to uncertainty about the future profitability of investment
projects, price vulnerability, and foreign direct investment; reduce economy’s global
competitiveness and risk. On the other hand these indications to more conservative investment
strategies rather than moderate investment strategies other than would be the event, ultimately
indication to lower levels of investment and economic growth. Inflation may also be vulnerable
economy’s global competitiveness, by making its exports relatively expensive, thus effects on
foreign trade deficit. If inflation rate is indeed unfavorable to economic activity and growth, then
how low should inflation be? Number of empirical studies and theories has been investigated
inflation and economic growth found inconclusive evidences (Wai, 1959; Johansen 1967. Fisher,
1993; De Gregorio, 1993; Barro, 1995; Brunno and Easterly, 1995; Malla, 1997; Faria and
Carneiro, 2001; Dewan & Hussein, 2001). This study will test whether a meaningful behavior
these variables exists in Sri Lankan context. To achieving this targets this study is organized five
sections.
Literature Review
Most of the scholars in the field of economic have been investigated in the many aspects between
Gross Domestic Production (GDP) growth and inflation. The actuality and nature of the relation
between economic growth and inflation have extensively been examined in the empirical and
theoretical environment. Most of this research has been conducted develop economic system and
its prevailing disciplined monetary system. In this study have been reviewed some of these
important empirical findings. Further to analyze it to conclude some important conclusions.
The conclusion of Barro (1995) reported that the significant negative relationship between
inflation and economic growth exists. This framework is based on an expanded view of the
neoclassical growth model as stated by Barro and Martin (1995). Bruno and Easterly (1995)
revealed that the economic growth determinants of inflation which estimated inflation crises
during the period from 1961 to 1992. In their empirical analysis, higher inflation rate is
considered as the threshold level for an inflation crisis. They find inconsistent relationship
between inflation and economic growth. Further, the empirical analysis noted that there is a
temporal negative relationship between economic growth and inflation above this threshold
level. Finally, they found that economy of the country improves their pre-crisis economic growth
rates following successfully managing high inflation and without adverse effect to economic
growth. According to Sarel (1996) explain the non-linear effects of inflation on economic growth
rate and inflation and found a significant structural discontinuity which admitted at inflation rate.
It shows that below that structural break, inflation has slightly positive effect on economic
growth but higher the inflation rate, it has aggressive negative effect on economic growth rate.
Another interest empirical finding, using the annual time series data Khan and Qasim (1996)
found the key determinants of inflation and they disaggregate inflation into food and non-food
inflation it results divided into role of money supply in accelerating inflation rate. Other
determine factors causing inflation, investigated by the researchers, are currency devaluation,
value addition in agriculture sector, import prices and price of electricity. The crucial finding of
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this empirical analysis suggests that the cross country relationship between inflation and longterm economic growth involvements some fundamental problems. Finally, inconclusive
relationship between inflation and economic growth rate can be estimated from matching cross
country time series regressions with different regions and time periods. Ghosh and Phillips(1998)
and Aitken and Harrison (1999) revealed that the short-run consequences of rapid disinflation are
found and starting from lower inflation rates; a rapid disinflation is closely associated with
decrees in economic growth by using large panel data set covering the period 1960–1996.
Researchers found two important nonlinearities in the inflation growth relationship. At very low
inflation rates, inflation and growth are positively correlated. Otherwise, inflation and growth
are negatively correlated, so that the decline in growth associated with an increase prevailing
higher rate of inflation is much larger than that associated with moving from higher rate than
economic growth rate. Research finding from Shitundu and Luvanda (2000) the empirical
results suggest that inflation has been negatively affect to economic growth. Nell (2000) suggests
the issue whether inflation is negatively effect to growth or downturn?. Study conclusion related
the South African Economy and dividing it into four fillers, using Vector Auto Regressive
(VAR) technique, his empirical results findings that inflation within the single digit zone may
beneficial to growth, while inflation in the double digit zone appears to impose costs in terms of
slower growth. Faria and Carneiro (2001) examine the relationship between inflation and output
for the economy with where permanent inflationary shock has been observed for the last many
years and noted output growth and the change in inflation has long run influence on output. They
also use the data to estimate the short run relationship between inflation and real output. Their
findings confirm the neutrality of money supply has no real effect on output and productivity in
the long-run but real effect on short run exists.
On the other aspect of the issues of the Asian context, Mallik and Chowdhury (2001) examined
the short-run and long-run economic issues. By employing cointegration and error correction
models they found important findings. First finding, the relationship between inflation and
economic growth is positive and statistically significant and Second, growth to changes in
inflation rates is smaller than that of inflation to changes in growth rates. These results have
showed that the moderate inflation promotes economic growth, aggressive economic growth
grips into inflation by inefficiency of the economy. Research was conducted by Khan and
Senhadji (2001) using developed and developing country data they examine threshold effects of
inflation on economic growth. Level of threshold beyond the inflation exerts has showed a
negative effect on growth and low inflation for sustainable growth is strongly supported. Parks
(1978) introduced an econometric model to test the behavior of these two variables and found
that inflation rate reducing the return to capital. Level of Inflation is included as main variable
and the theory is related with the concept of equilibrium that is implicitly includes transitional
approaches to the balanced growth rate. When inflation rate going from weak range economic
growth is negatively affected.
Sweidan (2004) examined whether the relationship between inflation and economic growth has a
structural breakpoint effect. His findings were noted that it was positive and significant below an
inflation rate and the structural effect occurs at an inflation rate prevailing weak levels. Beyond
this threshold level inflation affects economic growth negatively. When it is estimated the
threshold level of inflation for economy it can used the Granger Causality test as an application
to calculate the threshold. The estimation of the threshold model suggests that an inflation rate
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beyond the determine rate is detrimental for the economic growth. This in turn, suggests that
inflation rate below the estimated level is favorable for the economic growth. Khan and
Schimmelpfenning (2006) construct a simple inflation model to find that monetary factors
determine inflation. They examine long run relationship between the inflation rate and private
sector credit and their results show that there may be no trade-off between inflation and growth
in the short run but it certainly exists in the medium and long run. Their estimated results suggest
moderate level inflation rate target for sustained economic growth and macroeconomic stability
for the economy. According to Kemal (2006) noted that an increase in money supply over the
long-run imposes to source of inflation. The long-run excess money supply is the main factor for
inflation. This study denies with Hussain (2005) his conclusion noted that inflation is not only
behave a monetary phenomenon it also influenced many other factors. Saaed (2007) revealed the
relationship between inflation and economic growth, using annual data. The estimated result of
the relationship shows a long-run and strong inverse relationship between inflation and real
Gross Domestic Production. Erbaykal and Okuyan (2008) examined the relationship between the
inflation and the economic growth has been data covering 1987 and 2006. The existence of the
long term relationship between these variables was examined by employing Bound Test (Pesaran
et al. ,2001), and results showed existence of a cointegration relationship between the two series
was identified no statistically significant long term relationship was found but and statistically
significant negative short term relationship has been showed. The results of causality
relationship was examined and no causality relationship was found from economic growth to
inflation, a causality relationship was found from inflation to economic growth.
Econometric Approach
To study the impact of Economic growth and inflation empirically tested by Ahmed and Mortaza
(2005) and Alfred (2007) have used Error correction model and Co integration (Johansen, 1988)
test to examine the empirical results. By employing two models it is ability to test the long and
short run impact of economic growth and inflation further to test direction of causality between
two variables is to identify by the Granger causality. In this study mainly focus to identify the
long term and short term relationship between economic growth and inflation, finally examine
the direction of causality.
Analysis Model Specification
Achieving primary objective of this study it is test to identify the relationship between Economic
growth and Inflation is modeled thus:
Economic

Growth

( EG )  f (inf lation )....( 1 )

Economic

Growth

( EG )   0   1 inf lation t   t ........( 2 )

Gross Domestic product changes are calculated as proxy for Economic growth and Grater
Colombo Consumer Price index is calculated as proxy for inflation. α0 is the constant value of
the model, t is the trend and ‘ε’ is the random error term in the specific model
Variable Description and Data Collection
To study the long term and short term effect on inflation on the country economic development
identified variable calculated from the Central bank of Sri Lanka monthly data from the period of
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2002 to 2015 and 156 variables observation are used to examine by using EViews statistical
software to test the relationship between economic growth and Inflation, Economic growth
variables are reported on Quarterly basis from Central Bank of Sri Lanka and its converted in to
the monthly basis. Economic Growth variable are transformed in their natural logarithms in order
to avoid the problems of heteroscedasticity.
Estimation Technique
In this study following statistical technique are used to estimate the study parameters to examine
the study observations in many aspects. Examine the economic indication in the country it is
important to study the macroeconomic data in various aspect and it is help to understand the
behavior of the economic indicators as it expected and finally policy makers would be manage
the economy as they estimated in which they achieve their final desires,
Unit Root Test
In the module of the research design the first step is involved to testing the order of integration of
the individual data series under identified in this study. To achieve this target study have
Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test to examine the data series are stationary or not.
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test resulted on rejecting a null hypothesis of unit root (the series are
non-stationary) in accepting the alternative hypotheses of data stationary. The tests are conducted
with and without a deterministic trend (t) for economic growth and inflation data series. The
following regression model is estimated ADF test in this study.
n

 Y   0   1 Y t  1     Y t   t .......... ( 3 )
t 1

n

 Y   0   1 Y t  1     Y t   t   t .......... ( 4 )
t 1

Where: Variable Y data is a time series, Δ is the first difference operator in the variable Y, t is a
time trend, α0 is a constant parameter of the function, n is the optimum number of lags in the
dependent variable (first difference Y) and  is the random error term in the regression, further
similar modification of equation (1) the equation (2) is formulated, the first equation includes
simple behavior of the regression and, however, the second equation includes both simple and
linear time trend effect. Equation (5) is core term of the model.
 Y   0   1 Y t  1   t .......... ( 5 )

The Cointegration Test
Parameter of a unit root has been verified the tested data for a series, the next process is to test
whether there exists a long-run equilibrium signal among variables. The existence of long-run
equilibrium (stationary) relationships among identified economic variables is recognized there is
cointegration which is very significant to avoid the risk of specious regression. The basic idea
behind cointegration is that if, in the long-run, two or more series move closely together, even
though the series themselves are trended, the difference between them is constant. It is possible
to regard these data series as identifying a long-run equilibrium relationship are exists, as the
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difference between them is stationary (Hall and Henry, 1989). A lack of cointegration suggests
that such variables have no long-run relationship: in principal they can arbitrarily far away from
each other (Dickey et. al., 1991). We employ the Vector Auto Regression (VAR) model based on
co-integration test using the methodology developed in Johansen (1991, 1995). Johansen’s
methodology takes its starting point in the VAR model of order P calculated by following
Equation (6).
Y t     1 Y t  1          py t  p   t .......... ( 6 )

Where Yt is an nx1 vector of study variables that are integrated of order commonly denoted (1)
and εt is an nx1 vector of innovations. This VAR model can be rewritten as
p 1

 Y t     yt  1    i  Y t  1   t .......... ( 7 )
i 1

Where
p

 

n

 A i  1 and

 

i 1



 Aj   t .......... ( 7 )
j  i 1

To calculate the number of co-integration vectors suggested the trace test statistic, and the
maximum eigenvalue test statistic. The trace test statistic can be formulated by:
Trace Test Statics
k

 trace   T



log (1   i )......... ........( 8 )

i  r 1

Where, λi is the ith largest eigenvalue of matrix Π and T is the number of observations. In the
trace test, the null hypothesis assumes that the number of distinct cointegrating vector(s) be less
than or equal to the number of cointegration relations (r).
Maximum Eigenvalue Test
The maximum eigenvalue test examines the null hypothesis of exactly r cointegrating relations
against the alternative of r+1 cointegrating relations with the test statistic calculated by:

 max   T log (1   r  1 )......... ........( 9 )
where λr+1 is the (r +1)th largest squared eigenvalue. In the trace test, the null hypothesis of r = 0
is tested against the alternative hypothesis of r + 1 cointegrating vectors.
Johansen’s cointegration test is highly sensitive to calculate the lag length of data series.
Therefore a VAR model is modify to formulate the time series data in order to test lag structure
of data series. The Likelihood Ratio (LR) test, Schwarz Criterion (SC) and Akaie Information
Criterion (AIC) are used to find the number of lags required in the cointegration test. Therefor
these tests are benefit to the study to examine the study objectives in order to answer the research
questions.
Granger-Causality Test
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After the testing of the Cointegration relationship, it is tested causality between economic growth
and inflation. If the economic growth and inflation variables are co-integrated, an Error
Correction term (ECT) is required to be included (Granger, 1988) in the following Bivariate
Autoregression;
n

m

EG t   0    1 t EG t  1    2 t IN t  1   1 ECT t  1   1 r .......... ( 9 )
i 1

i 1

m

n

IN t   0    1 t EG t  1    2 t IN t  1   2 ECT t  1   1 r .......... (10 )
i 1

i 1

Where: EGt is Economic Growth IN is inflation used as a proxy for inflation. The term ECTt-1 is
the error correction term derived from the long-run cointegrating relationship in equation 3.
Study identified that the estimate δ1 and δ2 can be introduce as the variable of speed of
adjustment. According to, the existence of cointegration denotes the existence of the causality
relation between the EC and IN (Johansen and Juselius, 1987) under the limit (δ1) +(δ2) > 0. If
cointegration relationship between the variables EGt and INt does not occur, the term ECT will
be exclude then the bivariate autoregression equation 9 and 10 modified as follows;
n

m

EG t   0    1 t EG t  1    2 t IN t  1   1 r .......... (11 )
i 1

i 1

m

n

IN t   0    1 t EG t  1    2 t IN t  1   1 r .......... (12 )
i 1

i 1

Hypotheses testing
Study hypotheses testing and rejecting or accepting H0; α21 = α22 = ……. = α2m in equation (9
and 10) or equation (11 and 12) suggests that Growth do (do not) Granger cause Inflation. On the
other hand, rejecting (accepting) H0; α11 = α12 = ………..= β1m confirm that Inflation do or do not
Granger Cause (influence) on Economic Growth.
Data and Empirical Results
The following section is devoted to discuss the empirical results of the study in several aspect of
the analysis test under Descriptive statistics Unit root test, Cointegration and Granger causality
tests are used to examine the study.
Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive statistics use to explain basic information about data set as well as the test helps to
find out normality of data series. Hence, following descriptive statistic table 4.1 illustrates
basic descriptive values of the study.
Table 4.1: Descriptive Statistics
(Please request tables and test analysis from author)
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As above table 4.1 shown, Maximum inflation changers of Sri Lanka was 3.593 and minimum
was -2.40 while the maximum Economic growth rate of Sri Lanka was 8.424 and minimum was
-5.29 during the period. Both mean and median value of inflation changers were 0.63 and 0.59
respectively. Mean value of Economic growth rate was 1.37 and median value of economic
growth rate was -0.31. Standard deviation of the inflation changers and economic growth rate
were 0.90 and 4.52 respectively.

Unit Root Test
Unit Root Test encompasses testing for the economic growth and inflation variables stationery
using the ADF test to examine the existence of unit root in each of the time series. The statistical
results of the ADF test are shown in the table 4.1 and 4.2 both stationary test at levels and first
difference. Table 4.1 and 4.2 reported levels and first difference respectively.
Table 4.1: ADF stationary test at Levels
Table 4.2: ADF stationary test at first Difference
(Please request tables and test analysis from author)
To avoid the imitation regression results at the first step verify the stationarity of the economic
and inflation variables. In this context ADF Test has used. The table 4.1 and 4.2 tabled ADF
result. Table 4.1 and 4.2 results are with intercept, intercept & trend and none (intercept nor trend
in the model). Based on the reported results it is concluded all the variables were not presented in
the level of stationary. This can be proved by comparing the observed values of the ADF test
statistics with the critical values of the test statistics at the 1%, and 5% level of significance.
Result from table 4.1 provides strong evidence with significant of nonstationarity. Hence, the
formulated null hypothesis is accepted and it is sufficient to confirm that there is a existence of
unit root in the economic growth and inflation variables at levels. It is noted that the above result,
all the variables were differenced once and the ADF test was conducted on them as. The results
of Johansen test for cointegration reported in table 4.2.
The coefficients parameter compared with the critical values (1%, 5% and 10%) confirm that all
the economic growth and inflation variables were stationary at first difference. It is on the basis
of formulated null hypothesis of non-stationary is rejected and it is safe to conclude that the
economic growth and inflation variables are stationary. This implies that the variables are
integrated at order one.
Cointegration Test Analysis
The statistical result of the cointegration values shows the existence of a long term linear relation
is explained in Table 4.3 and 4.4 Maximum Eigenvalue explain hypothesis of no integration
between the economic growth and inflation variables in the study.
Table 4.3: Unrestricted Cointegration Rank test- Trace
Table 4.4: Unrestricted Cointegration Rank test- - Maximum Eigenvalue
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(Please request tables and test analysis from author)
These findings are important to discuss in this study statistic of trace and maximum eigenvalue
and respective corresponding critical values prevailing under the rejection value of 5%
significant levels therefore null hypotheses both trace test and maximum eigenvalue are rejected.
These results explore the situation of the most important macroeconomic policy of the Sri
Lankan context. Implication of this findings is empathized there is a long term relationship
between economic growth and inflation.
Further analysis of the related statistics of Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) has
emphasized several advantages of time series analysis and these macroeconomic policies.
Assuming that the these two variables are co integrated it has revealed that the VECM includes
Economic growth and inflation are associated with both the long term and short term effect in the
economy. Further VECM results are noted to test the impact of inflation and economic growth
can be formulated by designing the standard regression model (Harris, 1995). Following table
4.5 shows the estimated coefficients of the VEC term which represent the long run effect of these
macroeconomic variables. Further the lagged value of the two variables of time series are
revealed the short run effect of economic growth and inflation.
Table 4.5: Vector Error Correction Estimate
4.3 Granger Causality Test Analysis
Table 4.6 Pairwise Granger Causality test (lag 3)
Table 4.6 Pairwise Granger Causality test (lag 3)
(Please request tables and test analysis from author)
Conclusion
This study empirically examines the relationship between economic growth and inflation in the
Sri Lankan context. The study analysis reported that there is a statistically significant long-run
negative relationship between economic growth and inflation. Further, the empirical evidence
supported to there is a statistically significant long-run positive causality running from economic
growth to inflation. Moreover the existence of cointegration prevailing between economic
growth and inflation, further effort was made to cross check the causality relationship that noted
between the economic growth and inflation variables by testing the VAR-Granger causality
approach at three lag periods as could be estimated in Table 4.5 to Table 4.6. The first test was
conducted using lag three (3) and in the result bi-directional causality was seen between
economic growth and inflation.. Further test at lag four (4) was carried out and it supported the
first by indicating a bi-directional causality between economic growth and inflation of Sri
Lankan context.
In conclusion, the finding of this study In conclusion, the finding of this study is that economic
growth affects inflation positively. But when increase in the rate of inflation goes beyond the
threshold inflation level then inflation affects economic growth negatively. Low or moderate
inflation is an indicator of macroeconomic stability and creates an environment conducive for
investment. Countries with low or moderate rates of inflation have higher growth rates over the
long-term compared with countries with high inflation rates. However, low inflation does not
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constitute a sufficient condition for growth. To promote growth and keep inflation low, the
government needs to control budget deficits. This can be achieved by switching public
expenditure from consumption to investment, this may be a difficult policy to pursue, especially
in a developing country with a multiparty democracy. It may be more realistic to choose
‘tolerable’ levels of inflation rate and achieve the maximum possible growth given that rate, by
deficit-financed public investment.
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Abstract
This research looks at the impact of free trade agreements (FTA) on small and medium-sized
enterprises (SME) internationalization process. More precisely, it analyzes the effects of the
Switzerland-China FTA on Swiss SMEs. Over the past 50 years, free trade agreements have
highly facilitated international trade relations around the world. These agreements are typically
composed of extensive and often complicated rules. The purpose of our research is to record
what are the main barriers to internationalization of Swiss SMEs and to analyze if this agreement
can actually facilitate their internationalization process by removing these said barriers. The
methodology used in this research is a survey completed by Swiss SMEs. The principal findings
of this research are the following: the main barriers to internationalization for SMEs are related
to time and regulations issues. Moreover, this research shows that the benefits brought by the
Switzerland-China FTA will not directly facilitate the internationalization process of Swiss
SMEs. Although most Swiss companies are already exporting their products, there is still a lot
that can be done to enhance and facilitate internationalization of SMEs.
Key words: Small and Medium-sized Enterprises, Free Trade Agreements, Internationalization,
International Trade Barriers, Switzerland, China.
Introduction
Over the past decades, the economic development of the world has been unprecedented. With the
increasing importance and the help of international trade, most nations have developed
themselves in a highly globalized way. We have all heard this example of the pair of jeans that is
produced from Turkish cotton in Bangladesh and sent back to the United States to be sold. This
development of multilateral trade has opened the way to bilateral and regional free trade
agreements or zones. The most commonly known are the European Union free trade zone, the
North American Free Trade Agreement regrouping the U.S., Canada, and Mexico, and the
ASEAN, the Association of Southeast Asian Nations. This development of free trade has pushed
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most nations around the world to start considering developing such agreements with valuable
trade partners in order to protect or enhance their relations.
The purpose of this research is to analyze whether free trade agreements can facilitate the
internationalization process of small and medium-sized enterprise, or more precisely, can the
Switzerland-China free trade agreement help Swiss SMEs to internationalize. There are two
main objectives of this research. First, it aims at giving an overview of the newly signed and
entered-in-force free trade agreement between Switzerland and the People’s Republic of China.
Second, it aims at recording what Swiss small and medium-sized enterprises think about the
extensive free trade agreement network of Switzerland, about their internationalization and the
barriers they are encountering throughout this process.
Theoretical framework
Free Trade and Free Trade Agreements
The free trade ideology first appeared in the mid 18th century when it supplanted mercantilism as
the main economic ideology. Adam Smith, one of the first advocators of free trade, suggested in
his publication ‘The Wealth of the Nations’ that using free trade would be in everyone’s interest
(Zhang, 2013). Free trade ideology aims at not restricting exports and imports at all and at letting
nations trade freely between each other. Nowadays, although many countries promote free trade,
the real outcome is very relative. Perfect free trade would mean that governments do not apply
tariffs barriers, such importation and exportation taxes, but also do not apply non-tariff barriers,
such as quotas or licenses requirements. In reality, although many countries or regions entered
regional free trade zone or agreements, free trade is not as perfect as Adam Smith suggested it
should be, as barriers are still very much in place to a large extent (Zhang, 2013). The General
Agreement on Tariff and Trade (GATT), which came into force on January 1948, was the first
multilateral agreement aiming at reducing barriers to trade. On January 1st 1995, it was replaced
by the World Trade Organization (WTO), which has the same final goal of ensuring that trade
flows as smoothly, predictably and freely as possible. As countries aim at reducing trade barriers
with strategic partner, regional trade agreements (RTAs) (between two or more nations) have
become increasingly important in the past decades. As shown on the Figure 1 on the next page,
the majority of the regional trade agreements were concluded within the past 14 years.
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Figure 1: Number of regional trade agreements concluded worldwide 1960-2014
(Source: Calculations by the authors based on information contained in the WTO's
RTA database)
Small and Medium-sized Enterprise (SMEs)
There are different ways to define a small and medium enterprise (SME), such as number of
employees or the annual turnover. For this research, the used metric will be the number of
employees, and we will consider that an SME is an enterprise with up to 250 employees (Wilson,
2000).
Swiss SMEs
Switzerland’s economy relies highly small and medium-sized enterprises. Indeed, they account
for more than 96% of all the companies in Switzerland, and employ more than 2/3 (about 67%)
of the Swiss workforce. Another interesting fact appears when we further divide the SMEs into
three categories, namely micro (1-9 employees), small (10-49 employees), and medium (50-249
employees). Micro enterprises account for more than 80% of all the companies, if we add the
small enterprise, we reach 96% of overall businesses (Swiss Business Census, 2008). This
amounts to about 300,000 enterprises, which employ around 40% of the Swiss workforce.
Internationalization of SMEs
Even though it was proved that company’s size is very important when talking about exporting
(Hayakawa, 2015) and that larger companies tend to export and use FTAs more often,
internationalization of SMEs has been a widely researched topic over the years. As the world is
globalizing at a fast pace, most businesses have to rethink their value chain in a more
international way. Internationalization of a firm can happen in various situations. There are four
main motives for internationalization, which are market seeking, resource seeking, efficiency
seeking, and strategic asset seeking (Dunning, 1993). More recently, a new kind of companies
have been called ‘born global’. According to a McKinsey report, born global firms are the ones
that start exporting less than two years after the foundation of the firm. These firms see the world
as their global marketplace (McKinsey & Co , 1993). Clearly, Internationalization is not only a
choice anymore, but also sometimes has become a necessity. In a small country like Switzerland,
SMEs are typically forced to start selling products and services abroad to survive, as the
domestic market is relatively small.
For the purpose of this research, we focused on the companies who export products to foreign
markets, precisely from Switzerland to China, otherwise known as market-seeking firms. This
process of internationalization has been the topic of various studies, each focusing on different
aspects of it. This research will focus on what are the main challenges and barriers encountered
by SMEs in their international ventures.
Barriers to SMEs internationalization
Research done by Hessels and Kemna (2008) shows that in present times SMEs face less
traditional barriers when internationalize. It seems that it is easier than ever for SMEs to find
information about foreign markets’ conditions and potential foreign partners, and resources are
more mobile and transferable than before. However, there are many researches dedicated to the
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topic of barriers to internationalization. In this part of the research, we will look at the available
literature concerning this topic and their findings concerning the challenges that SMEs encounter
during this process.
It is interesting to first make a distinction between internal and external barriers. According to
the European Commission Enterprise and Industry (ECEI, 2010), internal barriers are related to
the characteristics of the enterprise itself and external barriers are related to the environment in
which the enterprise conduct business. Results of this research were in the same line with Wilson
(2000) who has also identified that SMEs face both internal and external barriers when
internationalizing. According to this work, external factors include national and international
administrative rules and formal and informal trade barriers; internal barriers include cultural
differences, lack of information or skills, insufficient networks, language barriers and lack of
access to necessary finance. At the same time, Scoles (2008) suggests that main barriers for
SMEs to utilize the FTAs are lack of awareness and knowledge of FTAs, complex and differing
rules of origin and difficulty accessing domestic or foreign government support and information.
Hessels and Kemna (2008) again concluded that SMEs from developed countries that operate in
emerging markets do face specific internal barriers, first of all insufficient skills of staff and too
high costs of internationalization. Besides that, they have also concluded that these SMEs face
external barriers such as lack of information, laws and regulations, cultural and language
differences and lack of capital.
Ali (2006) found out that in order to internationalize SMEs might face certain external and
internal obstacles. One of the problems is that SMEs are often not aware of government and nongovernments financial sources and other assistance. Besides that, the same author argued that
obstacles could also be procedures for export, lack of knowledge about foreign markets and
language barriers.
Paunovic and Prebezac (2010) emphasized that internationalization might be expensive and time
consuming and that limited funds can be a large barrier for SMEs, as well as limited skills,
cultural differences and bureaucracy.
After reviewing relevant literature concerning this topic, it appears the barriers that SMEs are
facing when they internationalize are more external than internal. Following are the main barriers
identified within previously conducted researches (see Table 1 on the following page):
a) Shortage of working capital to finance exports (Internal)
b) Identifying foreign business opportunities (Internal)
c) Lack of managerial knowledge and skills (Internal)
d) Exporting costs (External)
e) Complex rules and administrative procedures (External)
f) Tariff and non-tariff barriers (External)
g) Cultural differences and Language barriers (External)
h) Protection of intellectual property rights (External)
Table 1. Main barriers for SMEs internationalization
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Research

Main barriers

OECD (2009), “Top Barriers and Drivers to SME
Internationalisation”
Scoles, S. (2008), “Increasing FTA utilization by SMEs”
ECEI (2010), “Internationalization of European SMEs”
EFIC (2008), “Global readiness report”
Wilson, K. (2000), “Encouraging internationalisation of SMEs”
Hessels, J. & Kemna, M. (2008), “Internationalization of
European SMEs toward Emerging Markets”
Paunovic, Z. & Prebezac, D. (2010), “Internationalization of
SMEs”
Ali, M.Y. (2006), “Barriers to Export and Export Promotion
Programs: Insights from SME Managers”

a, b, c
a, b, c, d, e
a, c, d, e, f, g
c, f, g, h
a, c, g,
a, c, d, e, g
a, c, e, g
a, b, d, e, g

It is interesting to see that the main barriers according to these researches are the shortage of
working capital to finance exports and the lack of managerial knowledge and skills to conduct
export operations. Another interesting fact to highlight is that only one research mentions
problems with protecting one firm’s intellectual property as a barrier to internationalization.
Research method
The survey created for this research is composed of 19 questions, each of which is translated into
three different languages. It was sent to 664 Swiss small and medium-sized enterprises by email.
Respondents were contacted thanks to the cooperation with Switzerland Global Enterprise, a
non-profit association that advises, informs, and guides Swiss SMEs in their international
business ventures. Overall, we received 71 answers, 47 of which were fully completed. The
response rate was 10.5%, and in accordance with the usual response rate for such surveys.
Research findings
Respondents belong to many different industries, starting from high-tech industries (22
companies), followed by traditional industries (13 companies), business-related services (7
companies), retail and sales (4 companies), information, communication and IT (3 companies),
construction (2 companies), transportation and shipping etc. In total, respondents were composed
of 18 micro enterprises (1-10 employees), 11 small enterprises (11-49 employees) and 11
medium enterprises (50-250) employees. Besides that 7 respondents were companies with more
than 250 employees.

Figure 2 – Number of companies currently exporting their products.
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Figure 3 – Number of respondents currently exporting to China
Companies were also asked about the largest challenges they face when selling their
products/services to foreign customers and Table 2 represents the opinions of already
internationalized companies (N=43), while Table 3 the opinions of not internationalized ones.
Table 2 – Main exporting challenges for already internationalized companies
CHALLENGES TO EXPORTATION
Grade
Very time-consuming
3.74
Dealing with confusing and difficult administrative tasks
3.71
Be sure to receive the payment
3.68
Ensuring the protection of Intellectual Property rights
3.67
Very costly
3.37
Getting financing to start
3.34
Finding markets where to export your goods
3.21
Table 3 - Main exporting challenges for companies that are not internationalized
CHALLENGES TO EXPORTATION
Grade
Ensuring the protection of Intellectual Property rights
4.33
Getting financing to start
4.33
Very costly
3.83
Be sure to receive the payment
3.67
Very time-consuming
3.50
Dealing with confusing and difficult administrative tasks
3.50
Finding markets where to export your goods
3.00
Finding goods and/or services that are exportable
2.83

Figure 4 – Number of companies aware that Switzerland has more than 25 FTAs
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Further in the survey, respondents evaluated the main benefits that have from FTAs Swiss
government has signed, and the answers are presented in Table 4.
Table 4 – FTA Benefits for Swiss companies
FTA BENEFITS
Easier access to certain markets
Lowered taxes and duties
Improved international cooperation
Increased revenues
Better protection against unfair competition
Better protection of intellectual property rights
Improved Environmental Standards

Grade
2.67
2.67
2.53
2.47
2.46
2.43
2.20

The following Figure 5 reflects what Swiss SMEs believe to be the main barriers to using a free
trade agreement. We can see that the main ones are in relation with the complexity of such
treaties.

Figure 5 – The main barriers for Swiss SMEs to use FTAs
Although most companies are aware of this new free trade agreement between China and
Switzerland, most of them (66%) still feel they did not receive enough information concerning it
(Figure 6).

Figure 6 – Do you have enough information about the new FTA between China and
Switzerland?
The following Figure 7 records the behavior of the companies that are not trading with China
towards the new FTN. Among the 22 respondents that are not trading with China yet, about 60%
are planning to start doing so in the future due to FTA now available.
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Figure 7 – Number of currently not internationalized companies that are planning to start with
exports to China
Respondents have also reported that the main challenges when doing business with China are
finding a trustworthy partner, language barrier, complicated regulations, cultural gap, getting
paid, quality issues and finding the right product/service to export or import.
When asked if new FTA between Switzerland and China might solve some of the problems
when doing business in China, 64% of the respondents believe that it will and 36% believe the
FTA will have no impacts on those barriers.
Discussion
The main hypothesis of this research is that free trade agreements indeed facilitate the
internationalization of small and medium-sized enterprise. The findings exposed within the
previous sections brought many interesting topics for discussion and will help us confirm or
invalidate this hypothesis by confronting all the answers recorded in the survey. The first part of
this discussion section will focus on the current knowledge and usage of free trade agreements
by Swiss SMEs. The second part will look at the benefits and challenges of internationalization
and the barriers to using an FTA. Finally, we will look at the features comprised within the
China-Switzerland FTA from a theoretical and a practical point of view.
The level of knowledge about free trade agreements by Swiss SMEs is relatively high.
Knowledge and awareness are the first essential steps in creating a successful and usable free
trade agreement network in one country. In Switzerland, it appears that most companies (87%)
were aware of the extensive network developed by the Swiss confederation over the years, and
most of them (89%) were also already trading with a country that had concluded a free trade
agreement with Switzerland.
Moreover, exportations take a very high share of the total business of the enterprise. Indeed, 75%
of respondents have stated that the share of exports within their company’s total sales exceeds
50%. This could lead us in thinking that the Swiss FTA system works rather well, and that
companies are well informed about it. However, when asked if they feel they have received
enough information concerning the China-Switzerland FTA, two companies out of three (66%)
admit they feel they have not. This lack of information results in misunderstandings toward the
agreement and its effects.
Although Swiss SMEs are heavily exporting their products, our research shows they still face
some challenges in their international ventures. When looking at barriers to internationalization,
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some interesting facts come out from the survey. First, companies that are already exporting and
companies that are not, each point out different challenges to internationalization. However, the
small number of non-exporting companies’ respondents forbids us to make a trend out of it, it
still represents an interesting difference. For companies that are already exporting, the two main
barriers are that exports are highly time-consuming and that the administrative tasks it requires to
conduct can be confusing and complicated. On the other hand, non-exporting companies view
the main challenges as being the protection needed to make sure their intellectual property is safe
and the cost related to export activities.
Another interesting fact is that both types of companies (exporting and non-exporting) agree on
the fact that finding the right goods or service to export is not an issue for them, neither is to find
market in which to export their products. However, this was one of the main challenges recorded
during the interview. Finding the right product to sell to the right population segment can be
critical in China.
When it comes to using an FTA, respondents said the main benefits are easier access to the
market and reduced taxes and duties, although they did not believe FTAs would help them
protect their intellectual property rights. The benefits indeed are quite straightforward for Swiss
SMEs and it is true that protection of intellectual property is not the most important part of the
FTA. The benefits are mainly related to cost savings due to lower tariffs. Using an FTA also
presents challenges and barriers and the main ones are related to the features of the FTA itself.
First, 50% of companies are having troubles understanding which products can enjoy which
tariff exemptions or reductions. Second, the complex rule of origin also represents a major
challenge in using an FTA. Both of these barriers derive from the fact that Swiss SMEs often
have shortage of international trade skills within their staff, another barrier identified by
respondents. Moreover they also feel the information given to them is not sufficient. The answers
received in the interview are confirming these results. Free trade agreements are very
complicated to implement and take advantage of. Some companies are even having more
difficulties now than before the FTA.
Finally, doing business in China also has its share of challenges. According to respondents, the
main difficulty is to find a trustworthy partner, followed closely by language barriers and
complicated regulations. When asked if they believe the FTA will solve some of these issues, 2
companies out of 3 are positive it will facilitate trade relations with China.
Conclusion
To conclude, it is clear that the China-Switzerland Free Trade Agreement should theoretically
bring many benefits to Swiss companies and therefore facilitate their internationalization.
However, we believe that in practice it will not help SMEs as much as expected for two main
reasons.
First, the benefits brought by the FTA do not really answer the challenges faced by SMEs when
internationalizing. An FTA, if something, will lengthen the process of internationalization. To
take advantage of the agreement, companies will have to provide many different documents to
customs, and will also most likely have to spend some more time negotiating with the Inspection
Quarantine in order for their goods to cross the border. It appears that the tariff barriers have
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been lowered because of the FTA, but non-tariff barriers, mostly administrative barriers, have
been increased on the Chinese side. This is in line with Zhang (2013), who explains that tariffs
around the world have fallen, but a variety of non-tariff barriers have increased. This represents a
cost in time and money that SMEs will probably not be willing to bear. Small structure are much
more cost and time conscious than larger ones, and therefore the benefits that could be received
from the FTA will be outweighed by the new problems and difficulties it will bring.
Second, the challenges to doing business with China will remain the same. Although a majority
of respondents feel the FTA will facilitate the trade with China, we believe it will actually not.
The main barriers are related to culture and language, two aspects for which the FTA cannot do
anything. Moreover, another barrier is the complicated regulations of China, and the agreement
will not make them easier at all.
To say that the FTA will bring no benefits at all would be a large overstatement for two main
reasons. First, as shown in the survey, it has raised awareness about the Chinese market and the
opportunities it presents. Indeed, a large number of companies (60%) plan on trading with China
now that the FTA entered in force. Second, it will bring many interesting benefits for Swiss
companies in the future, but different points will play a paramount role in receiving these
benefits. First, the size and the access to capital of the enterprise will be central in being able to
take advantage of the FTA. Second, the industries in which Swiss companies are active will also
dictate the facility with which benefits will be gained. Some might present more problems
concerning difference between GB standards (Chinese standards) and European standards than
others. Finally, time will play an important role, as most benefits will take some time to appear.
Remember that most Swiss products will enjoy a gradual reduction of tariffs, ranging from 5 to
15 years starting from the date of the entry in force. Overall, we believe that it will take much
longer time than expected for the benefits to appear for all companies.
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Abstract
A whole process of the supply chain must be embedded with the Sharia Principles in order to
determine a halal supply chain. While, logistics management is where a process of handling
goods between supplier and buyer. This paper is tending to get the definition of Halal Supply
Chain and explanation of Logistic Management and Halal Logistic Management in the sense of
halal supply chain. To achieve the objectives, respondent from five organizations who have
implemented halal supply chain were interviewed. The data will be analyzed using Atlas.ti to
meet the objective. The results found that halal supply chain is the connecting chain from the
manufactures to the end user. While logistic management is a subset of halal supply chain. If the
goods are Halal but the logistics are not follow the Sharia tenets. Then, the whole supply chain
will be considered as Haram. In conclusion, the logistic management should follows the Sharia
compliant in between the transportation the goods of cargo to prevent contamination to the
supply chain. As such, this paper will brief is an exposure to the public about the importance of
Halal Logistic Management in term of the supply chain. For future research, it hopes there will
be a framework in discussing the halal logistic management.
Keywords: Halal Logistic Management, Halal Supply Chain, Sharia, Halal, Haram
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Introduction
Halal is an Arabic word meaning lawful or permitted. The term “halal” means permissible,
allowable, or lawful following of the Islamic teachings (Zakaria & Ab Talib, 2010). The opposite
of halal is haram, which means unlawful or prohibited. Halal is an important benchmark to the
Muslims. Today, the halal industry, business is recording billions of dollars globally and is
growing at a rapid rate. Halal is not only confined to the consumption of foodstuff but also
encompasses other aspects of life, such as banking, services, supply chain and also logistics. One
of the reason Muslims getting aware with halal is because the actions of in their daily lives must
be based on the Islamic teachings. They must have an understanding and awareness on the
significant impact of halal products. (Rafiki, 2014) Meanwhile, the Halal food industry has been
established initially to serve Muslim consumers worldwide. However, the wholesomeness
concept of halal that covers not only on halal or religious requirements aspect, but also
cleanliness, health and safety makes Halal food products the choice of people regardless of race
and religion. The requirement of Halal is based on the Sharia law which is based on the Qur’an
and the Sunnah. (Samsi, Othman, & Tasnim, 2012) Market for Halal industry is gained by a
global customer group of nearly two billion Muslims, while the international Halal food industry
is valued at US$570 billion in 2005. And with the total spent on logistics around 5-10% of total
revenue, it is not surprising that logistics companies are trying to grab a piece of this growing
market. (Chriss & Catto, 2007) This is happened caused by the contemporary Muslim are
looking on the whole halal process instead of behavior of demanding are not only halal products
(Omar and Jaafar, 2011). Hence, to meet the demand, logistic companies have introduced the
halal supply chain, which mean, a new concept that has been introduced in many regions around
the world. However, the logistic companies should aware that border crossing process in the
other hand involves compulsory regulatory procedures, documentation and physical movement
that change hand from the exporting countries to the importing countries. (Sarbani & Jaafar,
2016)
Halal Supply Chain
Bahrudin et al. (2011) said that the halal supply chain has a similar definition like conventional
supply chain which are it involves the managing process in the supply chain activities with
relevant information and necessary documents and only dissimilar in the aspect of following the
principles of Shariah law. Omar and Jaafar (2011) have derived that halal supply chain are
applying the halal concept in the activities of the supply chain which begins from the point of
origin to the point of consumption with regard to Sharia Islamic perspectives. So from all of
viewpoints, the halal supply chain is more suitable for the food industry. The halal supply chain
includes such activities as halal warehousing, halal logistics, halal transportation, halal sourcing,
and other activities. In this chain, the halal logistics must embed the activities with both the
upstream and downstream supply chains that include transportation and storage (warehousing).
Omar and Jaafar (2011) have defined a halal supply chain is a combination of business activities
from the point of origin to the point of consumption performed in accordance with the Sharia.
The reason for introducing the halal supply chain is to offer Muslim consumers the confidence
and satisfaction of consuming the halal products from all stages. The halal supply chain must be
purely based on Sharia. Halal supply chain is a significant step to assure the authenticity of the
halal products. (Tieman, 2011) Beside that Yusoff et al., (2015) have support with the evidence
that the rise of consumer knowledge regarding halal food and goods make them to choose
products that are comply with sharia.
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Until today, Halal is recognized as a new benchmark for safety and quality assurance. Halal food
is highly sought after, not just by the 1.5 billion Muslims around the world, but it is also looked
by people from different races and religions that looking for clean and pure food. Malaysia is
serious to put itself to be the Halal food hub center in the Asian region and Malaysia want to be a
pioneer in the globalization of Halal certification. However, Malaysia must have a dedicated
entity and blueprint to provide a clearer objective and guideline in the industry as a first move.
(Nik Muhammad et al., 2009). However the other nations try to compete as to grab a piece of the
lucrative Halal trade. To maintain as leadership in the Halal industry, Malaysia must improve on
the capacity and services to bring more halal business and greater halal trade volume. (Khalid,
2009).
Halal Logistics
Logistics is the part of the supply chain process that plans, implements, and controls the efficient,
effective flow and storage of goods, services, and related information from the point of origin to
the point of consumption in order to meet customers’ requirements (Ronald). The logistics world
is the great potential of the halal industry. The halal logistics sector should be one of the fastestchanging areas to watch out for in the region. With increasing awareness and demand by the
customer, it seems that halal food producers need to do more to ensure that their respective
supply chains meet halal requirements (Smith & Catto, 2007). Halal logistics and supply chain
management are an emerging requirement such as for halal food, cosmetics and pharmaceutical
industries. Thus, halal needs to be addressed all the way in terms of supply chain and logistic.
(Tieman, 2015) As in Halal Logistics, it is very important that halal products are segregated from
non-halal products to avoid direct contact with haram, addressing the risk of contamination and
ensuring that it is in line with the perception of the Muslim consumer (Tieman, 2011). Halal
logistic companies need a comprehensive understanding of the halal concept and they must know
the rationales before implementing it. Some logistics companies do not have to particular in the
segregation process among the halal and non-halal products. They have to understand the role of
the two principles of handling regarding halal products which are segregation and dedication. To
implement Halal Supply Chain across sourcing, handling, storage and delivering is very
challenging. (Jaafar et. al., 2011).
Halal logistics system should be fair and practical. It is also should suppose not to increase the
costs of Halal products. This would be an important determination of the global to accept of a
Halal logistics system. (Tieman & Ayub, 2013) Halal have something to do with implications for
storage, transportation and handling of halal products. Halal Warehousing is physically to
segregate and separate of goods throughout warehouse processes, for example, in receiving
stage, put away stage, storage, Cross -Docking stage, Value-Added stage, Logistics stage, Order
Picking stage and Shipping stage. Halal Transportation, for halal and non-halal goods are not
mixed even on handling equipment such as forklift, trolley and pallet or in a container or
transportation vehicle. While an add-value in Halal Logistic, Samak is a ritual cleansing for both
container and transportation (Kontena Nasional Berhad) is needed when there are visual haram
stains on it.
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Methodology
Research design provides an overall structure and strategy of the research. It gives information
on how research data will be collected, analyzed and interpreted (Coolican, 1999). This research
is a qualitative study. Data will be collected by conducting a desk study of the literatures and
interview of the selected person. Five respondents were selected among the companies that have
been engaged in Halal Logistic. A set of interview questions are developed in order to gain more
informations on Halal Logistic management in several industries. The respondents were asked
regarding the definition of halal supply chain and they were also asked to explain the logistic
management and halal logistic management.
Technique of analysis data
This study adopt semi-structured interview. A semi-structured interview process involving the
researchers was the key instrument for data collection. All the information from the selected
respondent will be analyzed using content analysis. Therefore, this study will use Atlas.ti to
analyze all data.
Sampling
The participants in this research are selected from the companies that engaged in Halal Logistic
Management in Malaysia. They are selected because the researcher is interested to conduct a
stray regarding an implementation of Halal Logistic Management. They will help in providing
meaning to Halal Logistic Management and Halal Supply Chain. Five participants are been
interviewed. They are labelled as P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5.
Results And Discussion
Halal Supply Chain
Figure 1 shows depth definitions explained by respondent
Figure 1: Definition of Halal Supply Chain
(Please request figure from author)
P1 has said there are lots of definitions. She also suggests a definition by Dr. Marco Tieman.
Look for a conventional supply chain; it is a flow of material from upstream to downstream, on
how we manage the chain. For Halal Supply Chain, you just have to make sure the flow is halal,
that’s means we have a mechanism to control the flow from the supplier to the customer, which
is the traceability of the product itself. If it just focuses on manufacturing, halal logo and others,
the materials itself we can’t ensure where it is coming from. So that’s mean halal will be disturb
and throughout the chain is non-halal. While P2 has almost got a similar definition, he said it is
about two disciplines where you combine it together. So if you understand what is logistics
which is a movement of goods from origin to the destination that involve transportation,
warehousing, handling, packaging, materials handling inventory management, and warehouse
management. They apply Sharia principles along the chain so that is basically what is logistic
and Halal Supply Chain all about. Supply chain involves logistics, procurement, sourcing,
operation management, and also integration.
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P3 and P4 have given a simple example of halal supply chain which is actually from what we see
is from farm to fork so there must be have manufacturing, which the raw material will be sent to
the manufacturer, after manufacture, it will send to traders, traders will do trading, then it will go
to the marketing division, marketing division will market the products to somewhere else like
shopping complex and mall, and from the mall it goes to the retailers and to the consumer. This
whole chain is actually halal Supply Chain. P3 has claimed that in a Halal supply chain, what
they found is the current system; they use a System Certification Regime. Regime here means if
products from Thailand or India to enter into Malaysia, you have to get a certification which is
Jakim, same as well products from Malaysia to be exported out. Those products should be
certified by the Certification Board (CB). So supply chain is in the regime that actually done
through certification even your product is halal. The product cannot export out if not certified.
For example, is a backdoor, small medium enterprise, like women who are making crisps.
Forward halal requirement, it must have a center, a shop, the process. How can women with
small business get all those things? But at the same time, the crisps are halal. That kind of
procedure will make the opportunity that should she get will be banished.
While P5 has given a true definition which is a halal supply chain is actually connecting chain
from the manufactures or factory to the end user or consumer. So it may involve multiple
transporters, warehouses that involve beforehand to end user. That is the basic idea of halal
supply chain that it must ensure it’s had no Haram or Syubhah or any contaminated element in
the transportation and also warehousing.
Logistic Management and Halal Logistic Management
The explanation of both logistic management and halal logistic management are describe in
depth as in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Explanation of Logistic Management and Halal Logistic Management
(Please request figure from author)
P1 has explained the connection between logistic and supply chain. He said that supply chain
cannot happen when there are no logistic activities. The supply chain is the flow of how we
managed the flow need the transport. Transport come from logistic, same as well the
warehousing, the whole is about supply chain. That’s no way company doing business alone
without cooperating supplier and the customer. The flow of halal material from the first tier
(supplier) to end of the tier, all the players are called as Orchestrator. Logistic is needed to be
retrieved from the supply chain.
P2 also has mentioned in his statement which is logistic it’s about the movement of goods from
origin to destination, from a vendor, supplier, manufactures, distributors, and finally retailers. P2,
P3 and P4 agree that logistics is a subset of supply chain management and one of the elements in
the supply chain because the supply chain is wider. Some more, P3 has highlighted that in
logistic chain that producer cannot produce products less than the market demand. At the same
time, a producer cannot produce products more than market demand. So producer must know
how to manage the market. This is what we call supply chain management. Not just as a sender,
producers must know either the product developed is sufficient to the market. So basically, P5
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said that logistics management is the handling goods of cargo from the manufacturers by the
logistic player or provider to the consumer.
Halal Logistic Management
P1 said halal logistic is in the middle of the supply chain between supplier and customer. The
flow of halal products and materials at once have done somewhere here (of the supply chain
between supplier and customer). Let's say one of the phases, semi product or fully completed
product and you go for distribution channel, of course you need a transport. Activities like
transport, warehousing, all of those activities are in the logistics management. Where to cap the
things or products in the store? How to deliver the customer or next player? That would be Halal
Logistic. Meanwhile, P2 said that halal logistics are when they apply Sharia principle along the
chain. Let say, transportation, how do you ensure it is halal, the product either halal or not, and
how you make sure you store the goods, how do you make sure it is Halalan Toyyiban, so that is
halal logistics. So meaning halal logistics, the scope is smaller than compared to supply chain.
P3 has revealed some issue in halal logistic which is when we talk about halal logistic, we are
not talking about the premises, currently we are talking about the system. The system should be
halal, not the premises. The current halal logistic is based on the premises, they have their own
zone. Actually, in fact, that is not halal logistic. Since he has been through. Actually halal
logistic is from the raw material itself. From the value chain should be halal.
A simple example by P3, is that only Ahmad is the one who can drive the lorry while Ahcong
can’t? Is the lorry can be store at Ahmad’s shop while Ahcong can’t? This will be happening
when Halal only go for premises. That’s why we are looking Halal for permissible. We must
bear in mind that in Islam there are halal, haram, Sunnah, Harus and others, but in terms of trade,
there are only 2 things which are permissible and non-permissible. Non-permissible is the
important one which is included pork and alcohol. Everything that regarding pork and alcohol,
the others are permitted. They got no halal certification. Cloth for an example, cloth that we
wear. Both are permissible, but it is not halal. It is because nobody can claim halal for cloth.
Unless it told so it is made from pig skin. So what we are saying, if we go halal, the market for
Halal is only about 2.47 trillion USD. While the market for permissible products is about 46.7
trillion USD. It is because they look halal from halal perspective only, that means their product
are must be classified as halal first. But we are looking permissible like shirt and spectacles. All
those things should include in the trade. But if looking for Halal food, the market would be
narrow. That’s why in Selangor, we are looking for permissible products to increase the market.
P4 also give another explanation about halal logistic management, which is they have to ensure
the Halalan Toyyiban is being secured which mean the process is must be ensured not
contaminate with other thing along the supply chain. For example, cow was slaughtered, and it
has followed the Halal ways, and the meat will be packed into smaller packs. And now we have
to use transport such as a lorry or container lorry, but how can it can be sure that the operator are
not mixing the package with other things and not be contaminated. In Malaysia’s environment,
maybe it is not mixed within halal and non-halal. It might happen in another country. Not only
that, it may contaminate in the lorry itself. That’s why we have to know the hygiene. On the
whole process, the operator must ensure the whole chain basically is Sharia compliance. In
general, it is not as contaminate from hygiene aspect. It is must make sure the whole thing from
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the beginner to the consumer. So basically, P5 said that Halal logistic management is added
element which is Sharia compliant or law of god Allah SWT that we must ensure no haram
element or contamination in between the transportation the goods of cargo. So, they must ensure
there are no Haram or Syubhah contaminate along the way to the consumer.
Halal Logistic Management of Supply Chain
Figure 3 shows the vivid diagrammatic display of what constitutes halal logistic management as
describes by the stakeholder of halal logistic companies and halal experts.
Figure 3: Halal Logistic Management of Supply Chain
(Please request figure from author)
Logistics is a subset of supply chain management and one of the elements in the supply chain.
Logistics management is a part of the supply chain. It is a connecting phase between supplier and
buyer. Logistic management may involve in warehousing, storing, packaging, labelling, tagging
and transporting. It is impossible to do a business without logistic management because it
involves an important process before handing to the buyer. A failure in logistic management may
cause a failed business in the context of sharia compliance. While halal logistics management is
same like conventional logistic management, but the sharia principle that have been embedded
make a huge difference in how the logistic operates. Halal should go for the system, not the
premises part only. The system should acknowledge that there must be no contamination during
the whole along the supply chain.
Finding
The research framework is formulated with regards to providing a working structure} within
which a body of laws, theories and concept are transformed into a simple research model
(Grinter, 2005). Based upon the review of literatures, research framework was developed to
answer the research questions of this study. This kind of framework proposed that there is a
relationship between the set of elements (supplier, logistic management, storage and warehouse,
value-added and consumer) with the integrated halal logistic management reflected.

Figure 4 Schematic Diagram for Research Framework
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Supplier (Inbound Handling)
Halal logistic management start from the provider manufacture the product as logistic provider to
manage for supplier.
Logistic Management
In the logistic service provider, there will track record (Emmett, 2005) all the product reach at
the counter and segregate (Jaafar, Endut, Faisol, & Omar, 2011; Tieman, 2012, 2013) them in
pursuing types. Then, they will label and tag the product to avoid any contamination. The
products will be transfer using container lorry into the logistics service provider.
Storage and Warehouse
The products will be transfer to the storage pursuing the types of product. Any movement in the
logistic provider will be using dedicated transportation such as forklift. Before it reaches to the
consumer, they can ask for value added services as product assembly, product packaging and
packing to smaller package.
Customer (Outbound Handling)
At last the product will be transportation to the customer using dedicated transportation. There
ought to be no contamination happen throughout the logistic process. Nevertheless, Sertu
services can be do for hygiene and purifying purpose.
Conclusion
Halal supply chain is similar definition like conventional supply chain which are it involves the
managing process in the supply chain activities with relevant information and necessary. The
difference is in the aspect of following the principles of Sharia. In other words, the halal supply
chain is a connection chain between the manufactures or factory to the end user or consumer. It
involves multiple transporters, warehouses that involve beforehand to end user. The basic idea of
Halal supply chain is it must ensure it’s have no Haram or Syubhah or any contaminated element
along the chain. Supply chain cannot be happening when there are no logistic activities. The
supply chain is the flow on how to manage the flow that needs the transport. It is impossible that
the company doing business alone without cooperating supplier and the customer. The flow of
Halal material from the first tier (supplier) to end of the tier, all the players are called as
Orchestrator. Logistic is needed to be retrieved from the supply chain.
While logistic it is about the movement of goods from origin to destination which is starting
from vendor, supplier, manufactures, distributors, and finally retailers. On the other hand,
logistics is a subset of supply chain management and one of the elements in the supply chain. In
Malaysia’s perspective, the goods are maybe not mix within halal and non-halal but it might
happen in another country. For example, it may contaminate in the lorry itself. The concept of
halal logistic is the hygiene. The operator must ensure the whole chain basically is Sharia
compliance. In general, it is not as contaminate from hygiene aspect. It is a must to ensure the
whole thing from the beginner to the consumer are in hygiene and follow the Sharia principle. So
basically, Halal logistic management is added element which is Sharia compliant that we must
ensure no haram element or contamination in between the transportation the goods of cargo.
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Abstract
Innovation has become one of the fundamental drivers of today’s competitiveness of countries as
well as organisations. Although there is universal agreement on the role of innovation in spurring
economic growth and development, few studies have explored the role that innovation plays in
economic diversification; a void this paper sets out to fill. This paper investigates the role of
innovation in economic diversification through a review and synthesis of related literature on
innovation and economic diversification. The study argues that leveraging innovation by
developing economies is likely to result in robust diversification and competitiveness of such
economies. The paper highlights some pertinent issues that countries need to put into place as a
way to promote innovation, such as, friendly innovation and industrial policy, technology, seed
fund for innovation, absorption of research and development, and national research funds. The
paper also presents a conceptual framework that can be used to guide innovation activities for
competitiveness.
Keywords - Africa, industrial policy, government, economy, innovation policies, developing
countries, knowledge management, social capital, economic diversification.
Introduction
Most studies on innovation have concentrated on the drivers of innovation at individual and
organisational levels, with little attention being paid to innovation at a national level. For
instance, a study of 34 countries using 50,000 data reveals that the interrelationship between
social capital dimensions and dynamics of innovation at national level is still lacking
(Ghazinoory, Bitaab and Lohrasbi, 2014). The study further states that policy-makers should not
prescribe innovation policies using culture as a baseline, but rather, they should take into account
the economic, historical, and political backgrounds of the society amongst other factors.
Therefore, be it innovation policy, industrial policy, and technological policy, policy makers
need to understand innovation dynamics at a national level in a broad context in order to craft a
workable National Innovation Systems (NIS) and national research framework. This study is
organised as follows: First, two research questions were formulated to guide the research,
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followed by the methodological approach. Thereafter, a conceptual framework was developed
through a review of related literature. This was followed by a discussion of the research findings
and, lastly, research implications. To achieve these objectives, the tractate poses the following
research questions: how can developing countries use their capabilities (resources, knowledge,
R&D, creativity, people) to foster industrial growth? How can developing countries foster
innovation for sustainable economic diversification?
Theoretical and Conceptual Framework
Innovation and Economic Diversification
The concept of innovation is mired in controversial definitions. For example, the Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD, 2005) defines innovation as the
implementation of a new or significantly improved product or process, a marketing method or a
new organisational method in business practices, workplace organisation or external
relationships, while Rogers and Shoemaker (1971:19) define innovation as an “idea, practice or
object perceived as new by an individual”. In a similar vein, Zaltman, Duncan and Holbeck
(1973:10) define innovation as “a new, practice or material artefact perceived to be new by the
relevant unit of adoption”. Innovation is “the introduction and implementation of new ideas that
have economic value” (Agolla and Van Lill, 2017); creativity is the “generation of ideas or
concepts” (Agolla and Van Lill, 2016). In a nutshell, creativity is a precursor to innovation. In
this case, innovation includes new ideas generated and implemented within the national
boundary of a country. This paper distinguishes between innovation and creativity because the
clarity in the definitions of these terminologies is essential for a lucid understanding of what
constitutes the concept of innovation. In this study, two distinct definitions of creativity and
innovation, which differ with the earlier usage of these terms, are presented (see Gurteen, 1998,
Taha, Sirkova and Ferencova, 2016). Other scholars, for example, also hold the view that
creativity and innovation differ in their definitions Lau (2016). In addition, Pesut (1985:5) (cited
in Pesut, 2013) defines creative thinking as:
“A metacognitive process of generating novel and useful associations, attributes,
elements, images, abstract relations or sets of operations that better solves a
problem, produces a plan or results in an outcome, pattern, structure or product
not clearly present before”.
From this definition, it is very clear that innovation can only take place after people have
generated creative ideas. To this end, the authors propose a more general definition of innovation
based on a ‘national’ level of analysis as: ‘New processes, services, and products that are
developed and introduced by a given country’s citizens working as individual, groups or
organisations, which has sustainable economic value both in the short-term and long-term’. At a
national level, a country needs to conceptualise what it means by the term ‘innovation’ so that it
is not confused with ‘creativity’. This makes it imperative that innovation should not be treated
merely as a technological issue, but as a social and economic factor that is characteristically
linked to the welfare of the people and future generations (Ali, 2014). Internationally, there is a
strong agreement that innovation is the key factor in promoting economic diversification and
increased competitiveness in a global knowledge economy. Innovation is a crucial factor for
ensuring economic growth, competitiveness, and the wellbeing of society (Ali, 2014). Porter
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(1990) and Huggins and Izushi (2015) note that national competitiveness is the outcome of a
nation’s ability to innovate, to achieve, or to maintain an advantageous position over other
nations in a number of key industrial sectors. Figure 1 presents a theoretical and conceptual
framework, which highlights the interrelationships between the factors that are perceived to be
instrumental for economic diversification and a sustainable high growth.
Figure 1. Conceptual framework of innovation for economic diversification

Source: Authors own illustration
Innovation Policy
Innovation policy plays a critical role in shaping a country’s NIS that can result in a country’s
global competitiveness, employment and wealth creation. Countries that have developed sound
innovation policies, in order to guide their national innovation imperatives have not only ripped
the economic benefits arising from such endeavours, but have also managed to diversify their
economies through innovation spillovers and start-ups (Figure 1). In an earlier study, Porter
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(1985) opines that a country should focus on innovation as a means of creating competitive
advantage as opposed to innovation being only part of the strategies. Therefore, the question is:
how should such a country’s innovation policy look like? At a national level, a policy that seeks
to upgrade all clusters in the economy would appeal to innovation driven economies (Porter,
2008). This type of policy should be well aligned to industrial policy in order to achieve better
results. Porter (2008) makes it clear that cluster-based policy approaches are fundamentally
different from traditional industrial policy approaches that are considered based on seeking to
pick winners in the form of desirable industries. Fundamentally, however, this appears to have
failed to come across to policymakers. In addition to this, policymakers have often used policies
labeled as cluster initiatives to support and subsidize those particular industrial sectors that they
consider to offer a basis for future economic growth (Huggins and Izushi, 2015). But to realise
any benefits, innovation policy should be intertwined with industrial policy, and such a policy
must be broad and should clearly state what it supports, such as collaboration, tax rebates for
innovative organisations within the borders, the role of the government, incentives for
innovators, protection of Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) and patents regimes.
Industrial Policy
With the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) of the last seven years, being one of the worst economic
downturns ever encountered in recent history, developing nations urgently need to identify an
efficient approach of industrial development that would produce positive economic results (Goh,
2005). Goh (2005) posits that industrial policy has been characterised by a primary emphasis on
attaining the desired macro-economic environment for industrial development, and at the same
time, achieving the intended economic performance for a country. However, industrial policy
may be defined as:
“Industrial policy can be defined as a wide range of government actions designed
to promote growth and increase the competitiveness of a particular sector or
sectors in an economy. Such actions often imply preferential treatment” (Goh,
2005:237).
From the above definition, we may view industrial policy as a policy that enhances
industrialisation and the movement of a country towards industrial competitiveness. For
industrial policy to be effective, its objectives should aim to achieve an accelerated pace of
competitive and sustainable industrial growth within a functional framework of increased market
orientation and private sector-led development. Additionally, a country should aim to transform
its national economy to an innovation-driven economy by pursuing an industrial policy that is
rooted in innovation imperatives as shown in Figure 1. These two aspects of industrial policymaking must go hand in hand if the intended economic outcomes of innovation development are
to be achieved (Figure1). Whatever the forms of industrial policy a country may adopt, one
valuable lesson seems clear: it is vital that industrial policy-making must position developing
nations to incessantly braze new trails of innovation; increase Research and Development (R&D)
spending and improve the quality of public institutions, as developed nations have done for
several decades. In order to shift developing nations towards innovation, an industrial policy
must be intertwined with technology policy, education policy, R&D policy, National Research
Framework (NRF) and NIS. Having these policies in tandem will ensure a greater focus on
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industrialisation and economic growth for developing nations (Figure 1). Once innovation
becomes the lifeblood of organisations and mainstay of organisational activities, economic
upgrading can be sustained continuously through: creating highly skilled jobs, producing worldclass exports and fuelling high industry growth – outcomes of an innovation-driven economy.
Technology Policy
Technology policies should balance the interests of various actors and offer incentives to
encourage innovation. Government should also focus on improving an innovation environment,
so that transferred technologies from foreign innovation sources can contribute to sustainable
innovation (Chan and Daim, 2016). Developing economies, particularly in Africa, are yet to
realise this, as much Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) and technology transfer is limited, given
that there are no specific requirements from various countries. Chan and Daim (2016), for
example, state that governments in developing countries can develop policies to encourage the
transfer of advanced technologies from developed countries.
Education System
Education is known to play a critical role in a country’s development. A country’s education
system determines the level of productivity, development and national competitiveness.
However, special attention needs to be paid to the quality of such an education system, in order
to realise its purpose for a country. Stonkiene, Matkeviciene and Vaiginiene (2016) posit that the
competitiveness of a national higher education system could be analysed through the capacity of
the higher education system to create, maintain and develop the higher education environment.
Such education environment can enhance the national and global competitiveness of a higher
education system and increase the welfare of the society. This concept is based on the
establishment and assurance of the conditions for competitive operation of the higher education
system. Education systems that encourage learners to question what they have been taught in
formal as well as informal classrooms are ideal for an innovation driven economy as it develops
creative thinkers in the society. This type of education should be adopted from an early
childhood development level. When children are encouraged to engage questioning, it leads to
knowledge, which develops their mental faculty to reason and critically analyse things from
different perspectives. However, in most developing countries, particularly Sub-Saharan Africa
countries, the cultural practices are that a child must not question anything coming from an adult
person, as this is considered to be rude. In addition, it is viewed as a taboo and such children are
seen as disrespectful to adult persons. But to create an innovation driven economy, education
policies should foster and nature critical thinking in learners right from early childhood
education development to higher education. This will equip a country with a creative and
knowledgeable population that is capable for innovation imperatives.
National Knowledge Management
Since the time of Adam and Eve, knowledge has always existed, and its co-existence with
humanity is shown in different human-made exploits (Moustaghfir and Schiuma, 2013). Such
exploits can be seen from many historic and iconic developments, such as, the Pyramids of
Egypt and the Taj Mahal in India, among others. Just like an organisation, a country’s ability to
innovate depends on its internal (within the boarder) competencies, such as its population
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knowledge, organisational and technological base as well as its capacity to find, adopt, develop
and enlarge knowledge (Obeidat, Al-Suradi, Masa’deh, and Tarhini, 2016). Knowledge-based
development in today’s global economy has become an arsenal, and so has the ability of nations
to, generate, transfer and apply knowledge, but to also “tap into external knowledge as well as
adapt such knowledge for specific needs” locally (Dahlman and Andersson, 2000). For sustained
(knowledge) development to take place, countries need to establish mechanisms that facilitate
the circulation of data, information and knowledge across developing and developed nations
(Chou and Pessarini, 2009).
National Culture
Culture is the glue that binds a particular group of people. In defining culture, several scholars
offer different definitions. On one hand, Trompenaars (1994:3) defines culture as “the shared
ways in which groups of people understand and interpret the world” while on the other hand,
Hofstede’s (1984) states that culture is something that is learned and, therefore, is embedded in a
society or nation. Culture is akin to a “mental programme” that is developed early in life and
reinforced through an extensive programme of socialisation. Hall (1977:9) asserts, “The natural
act of thinking is greatly modified by culture”. Throughout history and civilisations, those who
engage in innovation are talented people who take initiatives and risks. Some work individually
and some with groups and organisations. But, in almost all cases, these individuals need support
and infrastructure to transform their visions and creative ideas into something practical and
marketable. While individual instinct, imaginative capacity and propensity are instrumental in
moving innovation projects forward, the surrounding environment and culture serve as the
incubator that either facilitates or impedes innovation (Ali, 2014). It is common, in developing
countries, to see people laughing at innovators or inventors who have failed to make ingenuity
materialize. This is what the authors call “the great killer of creativity and innovation”.
Innovators, inventors and creators need moral support, irrespective of the outcomes of their
experiments. A lack of support will cause the would-be innovators to naturally shy away from
such innovation endeavours in fear of being turned into a laughing stock by the society in which
they live. Support from the society and the government, in particular, will naturally motivate
these innovators, creators, and inventors to aspire for more innovative ventures. An innovative
culture is tolerant of ambiguities, failures, divergent views, and people are praised for trying out
something new irrespective of the outcomes of such experiments. Much creativity has been
killed due to a culture that is intolerant to failures. Thus, a supportive national culture is critical
in promoting creativity and innovation.
National Innovation Systems
Overview
The NIS initiative was born out of the fact that a tacit nature of knowledge makes it difficult to
transfer knowledge over distance and therefore it becomes “sticky” within geographical
boundaries, hence the transfer of such knowledge requires frequent face-to-face interaction
between the giver and the recipient of the knowledge (Lee, Mudambi and Cano-Kollmann, 2016;
Von Hippel, 1994). National innovation system is made up of different economic and societal
components, defined within the limits of a geographical and economic space (Von Hippel, 1994).
The NIS should be drawn from an overall industrial policy and innovation policy that a country
wants to pursue to enable the actors within the NIS to realise economic benefits of such
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collaborations. The NIS provides an avenue to actors to understand the cultural and institutional
context under which such knowledge was created. This is because both constantly have face-toface interaction (Figure 1). Innovation systems have been originally utilised to study the western
developed world (Chan and Daim, 2016). An innovation system framework often links various
national innovation resources (education, R&D institutes and enterprises) toward technological
outputs; publications, patents and new products (Chan and Daim, 2016). The literature reveals
that technology policy should generate innovation with a view to construct co-evolution among
heterogeneous players with different degrees of competitive advantage as shown in Figure 1.
Each player is required to recognise and develop its core competence through learning that is
inspired by other players in the national innovation systems (Chan and Daim, 2016).
Government
The role of government in innovation pervades all the sectors of the economy. As the sole
regulator of the economy, government can either promote or hinder innovation. Government
promotes innovation through formulation of user-friendly legislation and policies that are
supportive to both creative and innovative endeavours in the economy. At the national level,
government is responsible for pulling all the sectors of the economy towards a common purpose
to achieve economic development. Innovation at a national level requires efforts from all the
sectors of the economy to be spearheaded by a committed government and political will.
Countries that have experienced rapid innovation have succeeded doing so because of the
government taking the front lead in areas such as policy formulation, funding, openness to
external ideas (open innovation) and joint-ventures in large undertakings of projects. Innovation
policy at a national level that covers a broad spectrum of industrialisation and development needs
of a country through financial, tax, industry, trade and Science and Technology (S&T) should
serve as a link that connects all relevant players/actors at various levels of NIS (Fu and Xiong,
2011). The policy imperatives should define specific types of innovation at NIS such as inbound
Open Innovation (OI), Outbound Open Innovation (OOI) and Closed Innovation (CI). This will
guide players/actors at different levels of the NIS as they engage in innovation endeavours at a
national level. The innovation policy should also cater for how the resources of the NIS are
shared among the actors, given that some innovation ventures require substantial resources that
may not be within individual or organisational reach. Collaboration and engagement of
government and citizens in NIS is paramount for an innovative nation (Hoe, 2016).
Public Institutions
A country’s public institutions play an important role in economic development and
competitiveness. In developing countries, public institutions are charged with vast
responsibilities of providing critical services to the citizens. Such services range from clean
drinking water, education, roads, health facilities, and security, among others. To serve citizens
better, such institutions need to be efficient and timely in delivering critical services at affordable
rates. However, some of these services do not meet the basic needs of the citizens in many
developing nations. This is because most of these institutions are mired with corruption,
inadequate funding and non-existence of Research and Innovation (R&I).1 At a national level,
public institutions should take the lead in initiating innovative projects that could enhance the
living standard of the people. This relationship is depicted in Figure 1, where there are more
interactions among the institutions at a national level through the NIS. Government can
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transform the public sector through enactment of a regulatory framework that would allow them
to: be open to external knowledge; engage in R&D/I; tax rebates; rewards for innovative ideas;
partner with private organisations on projects; remove unnecessary bottlenecks and allow for
easy innovation procurement,2 effective IPRs regime and patents. Through these actions,
government can encourage public institutions and the private sector to engage in meaningful
innovation at NIS.
Research and Innovation
The quality of R&I at the individual, group, organisational and national levels plays a critical
role in innovation and economic diversification capabilities of any country. Research and
development/innovation should not be the preserve of academia only, but should also be fostered
by charitable organisations as well as public and private sectors. Government can foster a culture
of quality research in a country through enactment of various legislation frameworks. This may
require a serious commitment to funding R&I projects and uptake of such R&I outputs. This is
because R&D alone without any uptake may not result in any innovative outputs as shown in
other studies (Odhiambo and Ntenga, 2016). The Magazine of Research & Development reports
that the USA has traditionally led the world in all aspects of R&D for more than 50 years, due to
combined large industrial and government research spending and investment. However, this
overwhelming advantage has changed in recent years as the rate of R&I investments in Asia
exceeded that of the USA. Lately, there has been a change in the nomenclature to R&I, replacing
the traditional R&D. The rationale for the change from R&D to R&I is meant to differentiate the
two, based on their outputs. Evidence suggests that, R&D may not necessarily result in
innovative outputs as opposed to R&I. Nonetheless, one thing is notable: R&D is one of the
inputs for innovation. Another issue that needs to be taken into consideration when evaluating
the role of research in economic development is the spillover effect of academic research on
innovation and industrial-development processes. This spillover effect does not arise from
academic research alone, but also from privately conducted industrial research. Government
should encourage individuals and private organisations, through appropriate subsidies, to
participate in R&I in the economy.
Intellectual Property Rights and Patents
Innovators, creators and inventors become motivated to continue with their work only when they
are assured of the ownership of their innovation, creations and inventions. Such ownership is
vested in IPRs and patents law regimes of a country (Agolla and Van Lill, 2017). It is important
for an innovation-driven economy to have an effective IPRs and patents law in place, as
innovators require such a safeguard of their own creations. Intellectual property (IP) could either
refer to the “unique or value-adding creations of the human intellect that results from human
ingenuity, creativity and inventiveness” (Kalanje, 2006:1). Countries need to consider adequate
protection before engaging with external actors in order to prevent unwanted knowledge theft,
and this is typically solved through the application of IP protection rights (Brem, Nylund and
Hitchen, 2017). In this way, countries would be able to protect their citizens from unnecessary
infringements from externalities. For policy-makers, supporting more efficient patenting and
trademark processes in start-ups, spin-offs and new businesses would be a way to improve the
efficiency of innovation in general. For instance, the costs of filing and maintaining IPRs should
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be more distinctive for small or big organisations because without distinction in the filing and
maintenance of IPRs, Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) may not able to afford them.
Innovation Parks
It is the role and responsibility of any government to create national innovation parks as well as
Science and Technology (S&T) parks in order to promote innovation activities in the local and
regional levels. The ability of government to make such decisions gives a powerful drive to local
developments (Jolly and Zhu, 2012). Science and technology parks around the world are based
on the rationale of resource concentration. This is because the spillover effects from innovation
parks always trigger a chain of creative activities, which are good for economic growth.
Innovation requires massive resources, which may pose serious challenges to the developing
economies. Nevertheless, such challenges must be weighed against innovation outcomes and
resources implication. In spite of all these challenges, a concerted effort from government, public
institutions and private sectors to pull resources together for the purposes of creating innovation
parks, both at regional and national levels, should be the priority of any country, in order to
promote innovation endeavours that result in new businesses, employment opportunities, poverty
alleviation and tax revenue for the exchequer.
Other Institutions
Innovation at a national level brings together many players who come in different sizes and
shapes to share their creative ideas with other actors in NIS. By ‘other institutions’ the author
refers to those organisations or individuals acting alone or in groups, but have no formal
organisations where they can disseminate their creative ideas or those that lack funds to scale up
their innovation or inventions. To promote an innovation driven economy, these institutions need
to be supported through a special regulatory and legislation framework that is aimed at protecting
them from being victims of copyright infringements from well-established organisations. They
need to be given a platform within NIS where their ingenuity could be nurtured, and where they
can receive assistance to access finance and markets for their products. These institutions need
more interactions with large organisations in order to market their creativity.
Diffusion, Uptakes and Start-ups
Studies indicate that, in any system of innovation diffusion, there are three common players: the
(potential) individual user, the community of users (of categorically similar technology) and the
innovating industry or market. The players influence and are in turn influenced by three systemic
conditions: technological, social and learning (MacVaugh and Schiavone, 2010). The question is:
how can innovation be diffused, marketed and made a reality? This requires well-developed
infrastructure that ensure that diffusions of any innovation related factors reach the intended
destinations. Such uptakes of innovation outcomes find a way into markets, where they are tested
and, where possible, are scaled up for mass production. This creates more new businesses and,
consequently, increases a country’s economic diversification. Start-ups are very instrumental in
the diversification of the economy. However, they need a well-developed policy framework and
financial support to mature into businesses. As start-ups are businesses that are in their infancy
stage, government needs to support them so that they can grow and stand on their own. Through
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support from government and even well-established organisations, innovative start-ups will grow
into large organisations, capable of spurring economic growth.
National Competitiveness
Countries should not view competitiveness as an end, but rather as a means to achieve high-level
sustainable economic growth, that can result in increased employment, social wealth and
cohesion. In today’s economic perspectives, competitiveness has become a fundamental force
(see, Agolla and Van Lill, 2017. Highly competitive entities are winners in the global economic
competition game (Ramoniene and Lanskoronskis, 2011). The World Economic Forum (WEF)
defines competitiveness as the set of institutions, policies and factors that determine the level of
productivity of a country (WEF, 2015-2016). According to WEF, there are 12 pillars of
competitiveness. These competitiveness pillars are quality and efficiencies of public and private
institutions, existence of high quality infrastructure, macroeconomic stability, health and primary
education, a healthy workforce, efficiency and flexibility workforce, efficient financial sector,
techno-readiness, market size, business sophistication, and innovation.
High Level Economic Growth
Innovation-driven economy should not only aim at competitiveness, but also at high-level
economic growth that will create employment opportunities, social wealth and cohesion among
citizens. This simply means a country is able to cater for its citizens’ wellbeing in terms of basic
as well as secondary needs. Meeting such needs leads to a better standard of living, which results
from low cost of products and services, good medical care, quality education, and equal
opportunities for all active citizens (Ahmad and Hall, 2009). The social economy sector is
defined as the area of the economy, which is situated between the private (business) and the
public sector (government). It includes a wide range of organisations such as cooperatives,
associations, foundations, charities and mutual aid organisations (Defourny et al., 2001;
Westlund, 2003). Social economy satisfies the needs that have been ignored (or inadequately
fulfilled) by the private or public sector. It is based on the principles of social value
maximisation, solidarity and responsibility, organisational autonomy, democratic decisionmaking process, priority of people and society over capital, voluntary and equal participation.
Conclusion
While a lot of studies have explored the relationship between innovation and different economic
variables as precursors to economic diversification, in this study, the authors expanded the
horizons by further bringing in high-level economic growth, which has never been examined
before (Figure 1), which is the main contribution of our study. An innovation-driven economy
requires countries to have quality and effective institutions that can deliver innovative products
and services. The areas of concentration that most countries should pay attention to are: national
innovation systems, industrial policy, innovation policy, national knowledge management,
education systems and policy as well as a national culture that is supportive to an innovationdriven economy. In addition, a national culture that promotes and celebrates creativity is
paramount in stimulating creative population that can be instrumental in innovation activities.
Research and innovation is instrumental in creating new products and services in an economy,
which in turn helps economic growth and development, consequently uplifting developing
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economies to better growth paths. There is a need to have National Research Framework Policy
(NRFP) that can guide R&I not only in academic institutions, but also in the country as a whole.
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Endnote
1

Institutions are moving towards Research and Innovation (R&I) because not all Research and Development (R&D)
translates into innovation. In short, R&D is an input to innovation. See Section 3.4.
1
Innovation procurement is a form of innovation in which government may require organisations to come up with
innovative approaches to solve a specific problem. In this instance, the government acts as a market for such
innovation.
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Abstract
It is valuable to reflect on how the financial environment changed during the earlier cash
crunches and the recent financial crisis. This paper will highlight the impact of current
demonetization move on Indian retail sector. This paper will give a brief overview of the purpose
of demonetization. Then the author will discuss the consequences of demonetization drive on
organized and unorganized retail sector. This impact is for short duration or long duration will be
analyzed through this paper. The initiative to withdraw large-denomination currency from the
market, has led to massive adversity to the lives of millions of people in the country’s mainly
cash based economy. This cash-crunch has also impacted the “Cash on Delivery” model of ecommerce industry. So, the author will try to make it clear what amendments need to be
introduced in the routine of consumers to counter this demonetization move. The entire
transformation from cash based economy to cashless economy has forced retailers too to adapt
various new modes to revive and sustain in the market. Here an attempt will also be made to
study and compare the after-effects of earlier demonetization moves taken by government from
time to time. In nutshell, an effort has been made to understand whether the Indian economy will
ever lose its' propensity to deal in cash or whether the digital empire will take over and entirely
revolutionize the facade of Indian Retail.
Introduction
The word ‘Demonetisation’ has become a buzz word these days. It is one of the major reforms in
the economic environment of the country. Youth of the country has faced it for the very first time
in their life span. Demonetisation refers to the concept of taking away from the currency its value
as a legal tender (Kumar, 2016). It means old unit of currency becomes expired and is replaced
by a set of new currency. Prime Minister of India on November 8, 2016 had given a verdict to
demonetize currency notes of Rs 1000 and Rs 500 from midnight of the same date. They gave 50
days time period till 30 December, 2016 to exchange or deposit the currency notes retained by
them. This move was primarily taken to curb black money or eliminate counterfeiting of notes
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and hit out at tax evaders. But this government initiative has affected the lives of millions of
people of the country. Not only the individual lives, but retail business houses whether small or
big have also been affected. The transformation from cash based to cash less economy has
affected the retail sector tremendously. Now the retail sector has to encourage reduction in the
cash based transactions and help create a “less cash economy”. A number of incentives have
already been offered by government to induce people to use digital transactions.
Purpose and Extent of Success
The first motive behind demonetization was to plug terror financing. And then second one was to
expose “black money”. The third motive was to expand the fiscal space of the government with
black money discovered. The fourth claim is that demonetization would reduce interest rates in
the banking system.
The fifth expectation is that demonetization would help formalize India’s informal economy.
The major goals of demonetization were to relieve the economy of fake currency and hit out at
tax evaders who had amassed their dishonestly acquired wealth in the form of high value
currency notes. But from the analysis carried, the short to medium run scenario does not appear
to be too rosy. None of the economic variables of importance are likely to move in a healthy
direction. This withdrawal of high denomination notes will certainly have a short term impact on
market transactions and hence output level in the economy. In the short run, aggregated demand
is being adversely affected which means that price level will go further down in the next few
months and hence resulting into piling of inventories which firms may not want due to
opportunity costs involved and this can hamper production.
Further, if corruption itself cannot be addressed, we may very well end up with a scenario where
new black money will drive out old black money from the system. One can see that the move is
destabilizing a stable and fast growing economy. Economy is facing distress and loss of
confidence in the wake of currency reform. Despite long bank and ATM queues, overall
economy is suffering with a plunge in expenditure, due to the falling demand, reduced
confidence in the government and sharp decline in corporate bond yields (Patil, 2016).
On the contrary, the success stories across developed nations like the introduction of Euros in
2002 and the decimalization of the British pounds reflects a positive outlook for the
demonetization in India. Demonetization has also resulted in fall in the credit cost, which could
be used to increase the investment potential of businesses. Secondly, demonetization will result
in a digital India, thus making all the transactions convenient and minimizing possibilities of tax
evasions in future.
Difference between previous and current situation
The act of demonetization has already been exercised by many countries in the past. For
example, in 1982, Ghana announced the decision to demonetize its 50-credi currency notes so as
to check corruption and money laundering. Nigeria also issued new currency notes to let old
notes become unusable. 80% of the currency of Myanmar was demonetized in 1987 to regulate
black money and even faced massive protests. Soviet Union demonetized their higher
denomination currency in 1991. In 2010, North Korea also demonetized its currency which
resulted in its economic slowdown in the short run.
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Demonetization has already been done in Indian economy also in 1946 by doing away with
higher currency notes of 1000 and 10000 and replaced them with new ones to minimize black
marketing. In 1978, again demonetization was done to regulate illegal activities. Recent move of
demonetization in November, 2016 was aimed at controlling the funding of terrorist activities
against our national security and to fight against the threat of black economy.
In 1978, demonetization of 1000, 5000 and 10000 currency notes was done with the objective of
eliminating the possible use of such currency notes for financing illegal transactions. At that
time, demonetized notes formed just a minuscule fraction- about 0.6 %- of the total currency in
circulation and they were of little significance for common people. The current situation is
entirely different in the sense that demonetized currency constitute over 85% of total currency in
circulation (Rajkumar and Shetty, 2016).
In 1978, 45% of high denomination notes in circulation were with banks and government
treasuries and not with the public. This time, only 5% of notes in circulation were with banks and
government treasuries (Rajkumar and Shetty, 2016).
Impact on Retail Sector
As the reports suggested, major sectors of the economy face a slowdown, be it agriculture,
industry, services or the organized and unorganized sectors. Economy may further slow down by
0.5%, but due to the vagueness created by the demonetization, the full impact cannot be judged
at present. An economy which the government claimed as the fastest growing in the world is all
of a sudden facing a crisis due to demonetization.
India is characterized by a large unorganized retail sector which uses more cash and less of bank
transactions and that affect the retail sector adversely. So to stabilize the retail sector, money has
to take different form i.e. electronic money. This move contracted money in circulation, which
resulted in immediate contraction in transactions and consequently in output. This affects
demand in the entire economy as this sector produces 45% of the output and the impact would
brim over to the organized sectors. So, the organized retail sector which is less dependent on
cash is also immediately affected.
Shopkeepers and their customers may have to give loans to each other to enable transactions to
take place. This would mean a need for increased amount of working capital precisely.
Finally expenditures by the public have fallen sharply since they have lost their capital to spend.
Farmers may have to be satisfied with the paper from the wholesale dealers promising to pay
them later. Hence supplies to the retail market may slow down and lead to rise in the prices of
essentials.
Whether its small traders or large retailers, the biggest inconvenience that the retailers have to
face is the diminishing level of conversions due to the fall in store traffic. Small traders are being
ignored by the customers as they don't have the provision of accepting debit/credit card or digital
payments. For instance, according to ETRetail.com, in Mumbai alone, around 40% of retailers in
the metropolitan region don't have the card-swipe machines and as a result, are having a tough
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time in maintaining store traffic. Around 20,000 people have already applied for the machines in
order to restore control over their customers.
Given Indian’s fondness to deal in cash, especially when shopping in luxury malls and high
streets, retail will see short-term impact on sales. The media has already reported how retail sales
have fallen as the immediate outcome of the government’s announcement, and how millions of
new users are registering on portals offering digital payment services.
As the Indian retail industry generates a lot of cash transactions, a reduction in sales will
continue in the short-term, i.e. one-two quarters. This impact is being felt largely by small traders
and the unorganized retailing segment prevailing on many high streets across the country, as
compared to the organized retailing and malls.
Segments such as jewelery and luxury have seen a higher impact than others, and this situation is
likely to continue for a while. These two segments will take much longer to revive, though
plastic money and online payments will help them sustain for now. The luxury segment, with its
historically high incidence of black money acceptance, will see more transactions in white than
ever before. This augurs well for this business.
In the medium-to-long term, however, there is no threat to these sub-segments, as the domestic
consumption recovers from the temporary cash crisis.
Lower footfalls in shopping malls is a transitory phase and is expected to return to normal in a
few weeks as more of the newer currency denominations come into circulation, enhancing the
purchasing power of consumers once again. The long-term growth scenario of Indian retail
continues to be resilient and growth-oriented. The domestic consumption story remains intact
thanks to a strong economic base, favorable demographics and FDI-friendly policies.
To stay afloat and conquer the challenges demonetization has posed, offline retailers are
encouraging consumers to move away from cash and are giving various payment solution
alternatives to avoid purchase hindrances.
Inducement to Cash-less Retail
Kishore Biyani-led Future Group, which operates Big Bazaar, the largest retail chain in the
country, is encouraging consumers to use cards. “In our urban stores, around 40 per cent sales
happen through cards. In smaller towns and cities, that number is around 25 per cent. We will
introduce cheque payments and encourage people to go digital. We are also going to promote
debit card, digital payment and gift cards,” CEO, Future Group, Kishore Biyani was quoted as
saying in an interview.
Importantly, the fact that retailers will encourage alternate/ digital payment solutions will help
the marketplace become more transparent and structured. There is no doubt that demonetization
is a great move for a better future of India and its economy. It will definitely influence many
more shoppers to start using plastic money in the long-term. Already, malls see usage of credit/
debit cards and e-Wallets go up during big sales, when banks and fin-tech start-ups offer cash
backs or discounts.
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Giant Retailer, Big Bazaar & FBB stores now allows customers to withdraw upto Rs 2000 from
their bank accounts with the use of debit cards. They have collaborated with State Bank of
India and as a result are enabling this facility through the bank's cash at POS machines in 258 of
their stores located across 115 cities and towns. V-Mart (one of the most renowned chains of
family fashion stores in India) is enabling Smart ATMs in 136 stores across 116 cities, which
will enable people to withdraw up to Rs 2000 with their Debit cards. Apart from trying to
provide convenience for people by providing them with an alternative to standing in long queues
in banks and ATMs, it can be called a strategic move on the part of these retailers to maximize
store traffic and score conversions.
Apart from ordering for card-swipe machines, retailers are exhibiting a huge tendency of
resorting to mobile wallets and digital payment services for the purpose of receiving payments.
Customers too are adopting these services to make payments due to the liquidity crunch.


A year before demonetization took effect; the mobile wallet user base in India had
already surpassed the total number of credit cards. According to data by RBI, there were
already 135 million mobile wallet users in India in comparison to 22 million credit
cards by November 2015.



Paytm, the country's renowned mobile payment platform experienced an overwhelming
increase of 435% increase in overall traffic as millions of people resorted to the Paytm
wallets to make payments immediately after the demonetization announcement. They
experienced a 200% hike in number of app downloads and 400% growth in transaction
value of offline payments.

The numbers above makes it quite obvious that customers are willing to make payments
digitally. Mobile wallet companies like Paytm, Mobikwik, Freecharge, Oxigen, etc have
established quite a huge market share over the course of the last twelve months. The increase of
demand of digital payment systems and digital wallets post demonetization, shows how the
Indian economy can last without it being completely cash intensive when left with limited
options.
Demonetization has also in a way dismantled some of the traditional barriers preventing Indians
from adopting digital payment solutions such as the habit of using cash, complexity and
unfamiliarity of digital payment systems, lack of compelling value proposition, and anxiety over
fraud and network security.
India’s mobile wallet industry is touted to grow multifold from US$ 22.41 million in 2015-2016
to US$ 4.37 billion in 2022. This would entail a corresponding jump in the value of mobile
wallet transactions from US$ 3 billion to US$ 800.35 billion during the same period, according
to a July forecast by Assocham-RNCOS titled “Indian M-wallet Market: Forecast 2022.” The
values behind the study will inevitably get impacted by the sudden usage of digital solutions
forced upon customers in the current period – real jumps towards permanent adoption of cashless
solutions will, however, require more assurance from firms and the banking sector. In this
context, the temporary rollback of Paytm’s point-of-sale (PoS) feature on its mobile app within
24 hours of its launch due to security concerns last week is worrying.
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Nevertheless, the current payments landscape presents a huge opportunity for digital companies.
Additionally, the demonetization move has not only forced individual consumers to adopt
alternative payment mechanisms but also large sections of the unorganized sector who have been
badly hit by the ongoing cash crunch. The unorganized sector forms the bulk of the Indian
economy and includes grocery stores, small traders and merchants, sweetmeat sellers, artisans
and potters etc. Another target of digital payments companies is rural India – home to 870
million people – where online penetration is gradually progressing. A recent report by the Boston
Consulting Group titled “Rising Connected Consumer in Rural India” predicts that rural users
will increase from about 120 million in 2015 to almost 315 million in 2020, presenting enticing
opportunities for marketers and digital wallet firms.
Various brands are not only supporting PM Modi's vision of a Digital India, but also devising
mechanisms to help contribute in achieving the same. For instance, Vodafone recently
introduced a unique cash out facility where over 8.4 million of their M-Pesa customers could
withdraw cash from over 1,20,000 M-Pesa outlets by using their digital wallet. 56% of these
outlets have been located in Rural India.
Further, the digital and paperless Airtel Payments Bank announced that it opened savings
accounts for over 10,000 customers within two days of going live with a pilot project in
Rajasthan, last week.
The Retail Sector has taken an initial beating but is definitely hoping for a swift resurgence with
the growing flexibility shown by their customers in making digital payments. The transition for
big retailers to adopt the digital path is not going to take much. The problem lies with the small
retailers. But, we also have been surprised at the keen adoption of digital payment by a handful
of local fast-food vendors in almost every city in the country. Small Retailers can definitely take
a leaf out of their book. Only time will tell whether the Indian economy will ever lose its'
propensity to deal in cash or whether the digital realm will take over and completely change the
face of Indian Retail.
Impact on E-Commerce/Online Retail
The total share of Cash on Delivery in e-commerce sales used to be 80% of all the transactions
before demonetization. But the recent government push towards a cashless economy will
persuade more online payments and reduce the share of COD. This should help e-commerce
companies including Amazon to reduce overhead costs and other risks associated with the COD
model. During the 8th-13th November week, the cash on delivery (CoD) volumes were down
by 60% than usual. Flipkart claims that they experienced a dip in sales by 25-30% after the
announcement. About 70% of online shoppers in India, including those on Amazon’s platform,
opt for cash while buying a product. Cash payments are more frequent for high value products
where the unaccounted “black” money is spent on luxuries. According to Forrester Research, the
cash crunch will bring the cash on delivery share of e-commerce sales down significantly and
increase the online payments.
Generally, the leading e-commerce companies register returns of about 13-15%, but have
doubled up ever since demonetization took effect, with most cancellations arising out of cash on
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delivery orders due to the growing reluctance of customers to give out cash. While online
grocery companies have seen a surge in revenues with the demonetization move, as consumers
look to buy essential commodities through digital payments, gross merchandize value of other
high value commodities is likely to be impacted negatively.
However, in a region where a small section of the population owns credit or debit cards (12%
according to a 2014 report), a shift towards a digital payments will be difficult and can impact
revenues significantly in the short term.
Demonetization a Huge Boon for Digital Payments Market
Demonetization was great news for emerging digital payments market. In fact, among the
reasons justifying the demonetization move, which was chiefly to weed out black money and
destroy the parallel shadow market, is now a shift sought towards a cashless economy.
CFO – Paytm, Madhur Deora, said, “This is the biggest and most ambitious step ever to crack
down on black money and fake currency. We stand by the government in its efforts towards
taking black money out of the equation and offering a major boost to the Indian economy. Since
Paytm is fast becoming synonymous to all kinds of payments, we are happy to announce we
have registered a strong surge in volume on our platform.”
Paytm users can pay virtually anyone who has a smartphone just by scanning their QR code or
entering their mobile number in the Paytm app. Paytm Cash can be used to pay for local
taxi/autos fares, paying at petrol pumps, grocery outlets, restaurants and coffee shops,
multiplexes, local tea/vegetable vendors or other service providers who prefer Paytm because of
its seamless payment solutions.
The platform also allows users to do online recharges and bill payments, book movie tickets, do
travel bookings and shop for products online among others. The safety and convenience of the
process has triggered mass adoption across various categories, and has seen thousands of new
users joining the cashless ecosystem within hours.
Conclusion
In concluding remarks, researcher may end with the question will the demonetization exercise
produce any remarkable benefit? From the above analysis carried, short to medium run picture
doesn’t seem to be too rosy. But in the long run one can expect a transition from cash based to
cash less economy. None of the economic variables of importance are likely to move in a strong
direction. It is also possible that new black money will wipe out the old black money from the
system. But no doubt for e-retailers, it’s going to be a great news as it helped in reducing their
Cash on delivery sales which are replaced by immediate online payments. For retailers without
adopting new ways of payment, they cannot survive in the economy whether they are organized
or unorganized retailers. Hence demonetization proved to be a boost for service providers like
Paytm, BHIM etc.
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Abstract
To remain competitive, hotels are keen to probe into factors which may result to the ups or
downs of an organization. Being part of the ‘people oriented’ industry, organizations are to abide
by the fact that their performances are measured through customers’ satisfaction. Due to this,
human capital has been identified to be one of the key factors in determining the success or
failure of a business. Hence, it is crucial for organizations to select the right people with the right
personality to represent the organizations. However, individuals in the organization could be as
subjective and could not deny the inevitable presence of stress which would cause behavioral
change, and in turn may affect their job satisfaction.
A total of 165 employees participated in this study around Kuala Lumpur vicinity. Data were
collected through self-administered survey questionnaires. Descriptive statistics, reliability
analysis and multiple regressions analyses were used in the data analysis. The regressions
analyses of this study revealed that stress mediated the relationship between personality and job
satisfaction in which two out of five personality traits used in this study were found to be
partially mediated by stress; Openness (β=.32, p<0.01) and extroversion (β=.23, p<0.05).
Therefore, it could be concluded that not all personality traits could be affected by stress.
From the study, one can have a greater understanding of to what extent personality types
contribute to job stress and how job satisfaction could also be affected. In addition, this study
provides a basis especially for the hospitality industry researcher to further test the relationships
among these constructs.
Introduction
With reference to GDP index in 2008, the relatively increasing number of GDP from the year
2010 to 2014 has shown a significant uprising of the sector in which the services sector has
become the leading contributor towards the national GDP. Looking through this, it could be seen
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that the economy pattern has been impacted vastly by the sector in which the country was
previously depending on manufacturing sector to inject the biggest amount of money into the
GDP. The services sector apparently has become the most important player in economic
escalation of Malaysia. An average of 56.2% employment has listed services sector as the sector
that provides biggest number of employment in the country exceeding the other sectors by more
than half of the total from the year 2010 to 2014. This is an explicit contribution made by the
services sector towards the proliferation of economic growth. It is also undoubtedly said that the
sector stands a very strong position in the country with the advantages of contributing the biggest
number into GDP as well as its capability to offer employment opportunity to more than half of
the population.
While services sector comprises of ten diverse industries, the hotel and restaurant industry
particularly has contributed an average of 6.1% out of the total GDP contribution by services
sector from the year 2010 to 2014 (Department of Statistics Malaysia, 2014). In line with this,
the breakdown of employment opportunity percentage by gender in 2008 shown 68.3% of
employment in service industry is female (Department of Statistics Malaysia, 2014). Thus, it is
obviously seen that the sector has impacted the most on the rising of number of working female
nowadays. In the ninth Malaysia Plan, the Government takes measures to reduce the number of
low-skilled foreign labor to 1.80 million in 2010 while participation of women in labor force will
be increased from 46.1% in 2007 to 50.0% in 2010. This will be achieved by controlling the
number of foreign labor by subsector, revising the wage system, providing better facilities and
benefits to retain locals in selected sectors and systematically phasing out labor-intensive
industries.
Literature Review
Definitions of Stress
Smith and Sainfort (1989) concluded that stress could be defined as a "misfit" between the
person and the environment which was the basis for adverse behavioral and psychological
reactions. On the other hand, Montgomery et al. (1996) defined job stress as an employee’s
awareness or feeling of personal dysfunction as a result of perceived conditions or happenings in
the workplace, and the employee’s psychological and physiological reactions caused by these
uncomfortable, undesirable, or threats in the employee’s immediate workplace environment.
Furthermore, Cranwell-Ward (1998) in his study stated that stress is defined as the physiological
and psychological reaction, either consciously or subconsciously, to a perceived threat or
undesirable condition beyond one’s immediate capacity to cope. On the other hand, Egor (2000)
cited in Nwadiani (2006) defined stress as “the way an individual responds to conditions that
scare, threaten, anger, bewilder or excite them.
According to Levi (1972), stress can be associated with both pleasant and unpleasant events. It
will only become problematic when it remains unresolved as a consequence of lapses in the
individual's adaptive capacity (Faulkner and Patiar, 1997). Stress is also associated with impaired
individual functioning in the workplace. Negative effects include reduced efficiency, decreased
capacity to perform, dampened initiative and reduced interest in working, increased rigidity of
thought, a lack of concern for the organisation and colleagues, and a loss of responsibility
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(Greenberg and Baron, 1995; Matteson and Ivancevich, 1982). Stress has aalsobeen associated
with important occupational outcomes of job satisfaction, organisational commitment and
employee withdrawal behavior (Naumann, 1993; Sullivan and Bhagat, 1992; Tett and Meyer,
1993; Williams and Hazer, 1986). Satisfaction and commitment have invariably reported a
negative relationship to intent to leave and turnover (Arnold and Feldman, 1982; Hollenbeck and
Williams, 1986). High levels of work stress are associated with low levels of job satisfaction
(Landsbergis, 1988; Terry et al., 1993) and job stressors are predictive of job dissatisfaction and
a greater propensity to leave the organisation (Cummins, 1990).
The relevance of workplace stress to well-being has been recognized (Cooper et al., 1988), but
little attention has been given to the incidence of this problem in the service industry, despite the
growth of this sector, and the obvious relevance of stress to fluid situations where much depends
on inter-personal relations (Law et al., 1995). Even less attention has been given to work-induced
stress specifically in the hotel industry (Brymer et al., 1991; Zohar, 1994; Faulkner and Patiar,
1997).
The incidence of work-related stress highly relevant to hotel management is seldom being
highlighted. Several authors identified four main considerations to make the incidence. First, the
emphasis on face to face contact with guests and the real time nature of service delivery means
that workers are required to respond promptly (Dann, 1990), and they are ‘‘subject to a mass of
competing, often contradictory or conflicting demands and expectations from a multiplicity of
sources’’ (Hales and Nightingale, 1986). Second, if workers are unduly stressed and therefore
unhappy, this will be reflected in their dealings with guests, and the quality of the service
provided will suffer as a consequence (Brymer, 1982; Zohar, 1994). Third, high stress levels
have the potential to result in high levels of staff turnover and this will, in turn, result in higher
training costs and problems in service quality maintenance. This can be a particularly significant
problem in a labor-intensive industry such as the hotel industry. Finally, as employers, hotel
managers have a moral obligation to protect the welfare of their staff by adopting management
practices that reduce their employees’ exposure to situations where stress may become a
problem.
Dimensions of Stress
Role Conflict
Pandey and Kumar (1997) referred role conflict to one’s cognitive condition or understanding or
insight when there is two or more role expectations demanded simultaneously and that
compliance with one would make compliance to the others more difficult or almost impossible.
In a study by Papadopoulou-Bayliss et al. (2001), the definition of role conflict is derived from
Rizzo et al. (1970) as the level of incompatible expectations to the role occupant’s values,
feelings or beliefs. Piko (2006) simply defined role conflict as lack of congruent in role
expectations by people at the surrounding of a workplace. Additionally, Wu and Norman (2006)
interpreted role conflict as fluctuating job obligations which caused by the demands of two or
more people which are diverse.
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Role Ambiguity
Role ambiguity has been defined as a lack of understanding and inconsistency of information
with regards to the expectations associated with a person’s designation at his/ her workplace
(Kahn et al., 1964). Based on the definition in the field, it is also defined as the uncertainty in
various aspects of one’s job (Breaugh & Colihan, 1994). Moreover, role ambiguity is taken as a
fact that role expectations are vague to the role incumbent (Johnson, 1999). In the studies by Wu
and Norman (2006), it is construed as unclear job obligations imposed to an individual.
In attempts to enhance the knowledge on stress factors that could lead to various outcomes
including areas such as human’s well-being, organizational performance and employee
performance, a number of studies on stress have been conducted which associated stress to other
contributing factors. The next section will elaborate a few important studies on stress.
Types of Stress Studies
Savery & Luks (2001) reported that the higher the perceived amount of influence over areas of
work, the greater is the level of job satisfaction and lower level of job stress. It seemed that the
amount of influence is an important variable in job satisfaction and feeling of stress caused by
the job. However, the higher a person goes in hierarchy it appears that the more likely that he/she
will feel stressed even though he/she has large amount of autonomy. This may mean that job
with responsibility are perceived by the individual as stressful, it may also due the fact that a
larger percentage of manager work excessive overtime compared to people in other occupations.
Chen & Silverthorne (2008) in their study had examined the relationships between locus of
control and the work-related behavioral measures of job stress, job satisfaction and job
performance in Taiwan. Their study indicated that the locus of control score was a predictor of
work related behavior in several areas. Respondents who had an internal locus of control
perceived lower levels of job stress, reported higher levels of job satisfaction and job
performance. Based on individual responses, the results showed that high performance Certified
Public Accountant firms probably have more internal locus of control individuals than low
performance firms. The mediator function tests also showed that locus of control is a mediator,
through which job stress influences job performance. In addition, the mediating effects of locus
of control indicated that job satisfaction affects job performance and job stress. In other words,
for an external locus of control individual, job stress would have a negative effect on his or her
performance while for an internal locus of control individual job stress can enhance his or her
performance. Compared with external locus of control individuals, an internal locus of control
individual was more easily satisfied with his or her job, thus increasing job performance. Also an
internal locus of control individual finds it easier to cope with job stress.
In line with previous study, Halkos & Bousinakis (2009) in their recent study identified two
important problems that modern organizations listed; that are stress and job satisfaction of their
employees. Their study investigated the effects of stress and job satisfaction on the functioning
of a company. The study seeks to focus on factors affecting stress and job satisfaction such as
number of work hours, good relations between management and employees, good function of the
group and work related to employees’ area of education. The result indicated that increased
stress leads to reduced productivity and increased satisfaction leads to increased productivity.
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When work begins to overlap with workers’ personal life this implies a negative effect on
productivity. Quality work is more related to conscientiousness and personal satisfaction than
work load. Energetic and active individuals affect productivity positively.
Many previous researches have led to the development of various types of stress assessments
used to measure different facets or dimensions of stress. These assessment tools have been
widely recognized and contributed to a massive number of the later researches in terms of their
operationalizations.
Table 1 Type of Stress Assessments
Author
Stress assessment
Varca (1999)
Kahn et al. (1964)

Dimensions
Role of conflict, role of
ambiguity, role of overload
Factor intrinsic to the role,
organizational role,
relationship with other
people, career and
achievement,
organizational culture and
climate, homework
interface.
somatic symptoms, anxiety
and insomnia,
social dysfunction, severe
depression

Holdsworth&
Cartwright (2002)

Occupational stress indicator

Fairbrother& Warn
(2002)

General Health
Questionnaires

Glazer et al. (2004)

Parker and DeCotiis_s (1983)

Erkulu&Chafra (2006)

Job Stress Survey

Zohar (1999), Knight et
al. (2006), Kim et al.
(2009)
LeRouge (2006)

Rizzo et al.(1970)

Role of conflict , role of
ambiguity

Role Stress Fit

Chen & Silverthorne
(2008)

Job stress scale (Price 2001)

Preferred role stress,
perceived role stress
ambiguity, conflict,
workload and inadequate
resources

a time constraints, an
anxiety component
Job Stress Index, Job Stress
Severity, Job Stress
Frequency.

Definition of personality
Various personality definitions have been found to be defined in previous researches according
to which they are applicable to and the diverse used of these definitions was established in many
different types of personality studies conducted earlier. Personality has been defined in a very
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broad manner by those who have done thorough studies on it. Some of the studies include
Allport (1961) and Ryckman (1997) have defined personality as the dynamic and organized set
values of an individual that exclusively influences his/her cognitive drives and behaviors. While
Cattell (1995) concluded that personality refers to psychological and physical behavioral patterns
shown in any diverse circumstances and they are stable over time. A studies by Tellegen (1991)
defined traits as a psychological (therefore) organismic structure underlying a relatively enduring
behavioral disposition, i.e., a tendency to respond in certain ways under certain circumstances.
Additionally, personality was defined by Guthrie, Coate and Schoewer (1998) in their studies as
one’s tendency to react or behave in a distinguished manner as to respond to his/ her
environment. Johnson (1997) in Robert (2009) stated that personality trait is about behaving
consistently across diverse circumstances. Gulliver & Ghinea (2010) described personality as
consistent emotional, thought and behavioural patterns in a person.Furnham (1990) classified
personality theories into three schools: benevolent clecticism which describes a long and
venerable line of personality theories; partisan zealots who present only one theory in which they
believe and enthusiastic taxonomists who classify theories according to their epistemological
origins. Ryckman (1997), who belongs to the third school (enthusiastic taxonomist), categorized
personality theories into five perspectivessuch as psychoanalytic perspective, trait perspective,
cognitive perceptive, existential perspective and social behavioristic perspective.
The psychoanalytic perspectiveis biological in nature and based on theunfolding of a series of
stages in whichparticular behaviors occur (Ryckman, 1997).The trait perspective assumes that
there are dispositional factors that regularly and persistently determine conduct in a variety of
everyday situations (Furnham, 1990). The cognitive perspective assumes that people's
personality is never completely determined; people are changeful and always free to reinterpret
their experiences in idiosyncratic ways (Ryckman, 1997). The existential perspective postulates
the existence of an innate growth that moves individuals toward realization of their potentialities
if environmental conditions are right (Ryckman, 1997). Lastly, the social behavioristic
perspective assumes that most of our behavior is learned and purposive; we are guided by our
motives to attain certain goals (Ryckman, 1997).
Unlike psychoanalytic and existential perspectives, the social behavioristic perspective is not
interested in the growth stages. In contrast, it is similar to the trait perspective which assumes
that personality refers to regularities and consistencies in the behavior of individuals (Snyder and
Ickes, 1985). However, the social behavioristic perspective asserts that our personality or
behavior is learned, rather than innate. People's experiences and interactions continually
influence one another (Rotter et al., 1972), and behavior occurs as a result of complex interplay
between inner processes and environmental influences (Bandura, 1971).
Types of Personality Traits
Personality traits are the distinguishing qualities or characteristics of a person. Traits are
readiness to think or act in a similar fashion in response to a variety of different stimuli or
situations. The following are some examples of traits that are being used for the purpose of this
present study.
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Neuroticism
The neuroticism is generally referred to as a lack of positive psychological adjustment and
emotional constancy (Costa & McCrae, 1988). Neurotics are individuals that tend to be very
affected by negative life experience and to have bad moods linger (Suls, Green and Hills, 1998).
Costa& McCrae (1988) noted that these individuals are prone to dealing with anxiety (instability
and stress tendencies) as well as addressing one’s wellbeing (personal insecurity and depression).
Neuroticism on the other hand has been found to be negatively correlated with job performance
(Salgado, 1997). Research has shown neuroticism to be a valid predictor of performance in
assessment-centre exercises (Spector et al., 2000) and facets of neuroticism (self-acceptance and
self-confidence) have been found to negatively correlate with salary (Rawls and Rawls, 1968;
Harrell, 1969) and occupational status (Melamed, 1996a, 1996b).
Extroversion
The extroverts are being viewed as those who often portray themselves as sociable, impromptu
and even bold in an attempt to increase their excitement (Eysenck, 1967). Watson and Clark
(1997) noted that extroverts are social oriented (outgoing and gregarious), but also surgent
(dominant and ambitious) and active adventuresome and assertive). They are usually associated
to the experience of positive emotions, and have the tendency to hold leadership roles as well as
to have greater number of close friends.
Extroversion has also been linked in several studies to job performance, although the findings are
not as consistent as for conscientiousness and neuroticism. Extroversion has been found to
correlate with salary and job level (Melamed, 1996a, 1996b) asit was suggested that in
determination of job satisfaction, the extroverts would highly value certain extrinsic aspects in a
job, such as opportunities to interact with others and rewards in the form of pay rises and benefits
(Eysenck& Eysenck, 1985; Furnham & Heaven, 1999). However, Stewart and Carson (1995)
found extroversion to be negatively correlated with performance in service jobs, and it has been
suggested that introverts are better at handling routine work activities than extroverts (Cooper
and Payne, 1967). These contradictory findings may be due to different measures of job
performance were used in these studies, and also because of the relationship between personality
and job performance is at least partly job specific (Tett, Jackson and Rothstein, 1991).
Openness
The openness is referred to as intellect or culture by the earlier researchers and this personality
trait was interpreted from the point of thoughtful reflection and intellectual knowledge. (Fiske,
1949; Goldberg, 1994; Johnson, 1994; Saucier, 1994). Open individuals are proposed to being
intellectually curious and behaviorally flexible hence they are committed to get themselves
involved in intellectual activities (Ashton et al., 2000). Of many researches that have been done,
personality traits of openness and agreeableness are the trait factors that have not been found to
correlate consistently with job performance. Openness has been found to be a valid predictor of
training proficiency (Barrick and Mount, 1991) and of effectiveness (Judge and Bono, 2000).
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Agreeableness
The agreeableness is often viewed in terms of interpersonal relationships (Ode and Robinson,
2007). Agreeable person is remarked as persons who are cooperative, thus, their trusting and
caring nature lead them to prefer to behave in adaptive modes of conflict resolution (Graziano et
al., 1996; Jensen-Campbell & Graziano, 2001).Besides, they are also known to be likeable as
they have good natured, cheerful and gentle characteristics (Judge et al., 1999). The trait factor
of agreeableness has been found to correlate with overall job performance (Judge and Bono,
2000). However, as Judge et al. (1999) noted, openness and agreeableness have characteristics
that could be detrimental for job performance for specific occupations. For example, open
individuals could be dissatisfied in conventional jobs, while agreeable individuals with high
altruism could sacrifice their success in order to please others. Indeed, openness has been found
to be negatively correlated with performance of rugby referees (Jackson and Corr, 1998) and
agreeableness has been found to be negatively correlated with management potential (Howard
and Bray, 1988).
Conscientiousness
The conscientiousness is related to an individual’s self-control as well as need for success, order
and determination. Therefore, they are undoubtedly characterized as those who are hardworking,
dependable, careful and organized (Costa, McCrae & Dye, 1991). Conscientiousness and
neuroticism are the factors that are most consistently correlated with job performance (Barrick,
Mount and Judge, 2001). Conscientiousness has been found to positively correlate with salary
(Orpen, 1983; Barrick and Mount, 1991), promotions (Howard and Bray, 1994; Jones and
Whitemore, 1995), supervisor ratings of job performance in the military (Hough et al., 1990) and
job status (Judge et al., 1999).
Job Satisfaction
Job satisfaction is one of the most widely studied and measured constructs in the organizational
behavior and management literature. Interest in job satisfaction proceeds from its relationships to
other substantial organizational outcomes including absenteeism, organizational commitment,
turnover, and performance. Nagy (2002) studies have revealed that job satisfaction has been
found to have a major influence on job-related behaviors such as intentions to turnover,
absenteeism, and self-reported job performance. Warr et al. (1979) defined job satisfaction as the
degree to which a person reports satisfaction with intrinsic and extrinsic features of the job. The
current environment with its extremely unstable organizational changes, which is affecting most
industries, including the hospitality industry, is creating an imperative for understanding how to
keep employees productive and committed at work, and thus calls for the study of job
satisfaction and related factors (Smith, 1992).
The theoretical definition of job satisfaction includes evaluative or expectancy components. For
example, Mottaz (1988) regarded job satisfaction as an effective response resulting from an
evaluation of the work situation. It is widely accepted that job satisfaction is a function of workrelated rewards and values (Vroom, 1964; Kalleberg, 1977). Spector (1997) in his studies simply
defined job satisfaction as one’s feelings towards his/her job and the various aspects of their jobs.
Additionally, Lawler (1990) refers to the people’s feelings about the rewards they receive when
their jobs are successfully accomplished.
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Most approaches to job satisfaction are based on the theories of motivation and attitudes towards
work developed by Herzberg, Maslow, and Vroom. Maslow (1943) hypothesized that within
every human being there exists a hierarchy of five needs, which include psychological needs,
safety needs, social needs, esteem needs, and self-actualization needs. Maslow's hierarchy of
needs theory suggests that although no need is ever fully gratified, a substantially satisfied need
no longer motivates. Thus, it is critical that an organization understands what level of the
hierarchy an employee is currently on and focuses on satisfying needs at or above that level
(Robbins, 1993).
Herzberg's (1966) motivation-hygiene theory proposes that there are two factors which affect the
individual's satisfaction or dissatisfaction with work. According to this two-factor theory,
intrinsic factors such as employees' opportunity for personal achievement, recognition from
supervisors, the work itself, and growth are related to job satisfaction. Conversely, extrinsic
factors such as company policy, administration, supervision, and working conditions are
associated with job dissatisfaction.
Vroom's (1964) expectancy theory has also influenced the development of the construct of job
satisfaction. Expectancy theory argues that the strength of a tendency to behave in a certain way
depends on the strength of an expectation that a given outcome stems from the act and on the
attractiveness of that outcome to the individual. Thus, expectancy theory predicts that an
employee will perform at a high level of effort if he or she perceives that there is a strong
relationship between effort and performance, performance and rewards, and rewards and
satisfaction of personal goals (Robbins, 1993).
Many have supported job redesign as a means of enhancing job satisfaction by making jobs more
interesting (Herzberg, 1968; Herzberg, Mausner, &Snyderman, 1959). This is done by changing
the characteristics of a person's job and tasks. Job characteristics refer to the content and nature
of job tasks themselves (Spector, 1997). The most influential theory of how job characteristics
affect people is Hackman and Oldham's (1980) job characteristics theory. The basis of job
characteristics theory is that people can be motivated by the intrinsic satisfaction they find in
doing job tasks. When they find their work to be meaningful, people will like their jobs and will
be motivated to perform their jobs well.
According to the job characteristics theory, there are five core characteristics that can be applied
to any job: skill variety, task identity, task significance, autonomy, and feedback. The five core
characteristics are thought to lead to three psychological states, which include experienced
meaningfulness of the work, experienced responsibility for outcomes of the work, and
knowledge of the actual results of the work. Skill variety, task identity, and task significance
combine to produce a meaningful work experience. Autonomy leads to feelings of responsibility.
Feedback results in knowledge of the results of the products of work. The three psychological
states in turn contribute to critical outcomes of job satisfaction and employee motivation
(Spector, 1997). In other words, the more often these psychological states are present, the greater
will be the employee's motivation, performance, and satisfaction.
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In terms of measurement, job satisfaction can be considered as a global feeling about the job or
as a related constellation of attitudes about various facets of the job. The global approach is used
when the overall attitude is one of interest. On the other hand, the facet approach is used when
one wishes to find out which parts of the job produce satisfaction or dissatisfaction. The
approach can be useful in that it can give organizations an opportunity to identify areas of
dissatisfaction that they can improve upon (Spector, 1997). A job satisfaction facet can be related
to any aspect of a job, including rewards, coworkers, supervisors, the work itself, and the
organizational. According to Spector (1997), the facet approach can provide a more complete
picture of an individual's job satisfaction than the global approach, because an individual can
have different feelings about the various facets of the job. For example, he or she might like
coworkers and dislike pay.
The many impacts of job satisfaction have been well discussed and addressed by previous
researchers. However, this never-ending issue has led to a wider scope of studies in which job
satisfaction could be associated with many other different factors in the later environment and
obviously contributed to the revision of literature reviews.
Methodology
A quantitative approach was utilized in this study which involved the processes of collecting,
analyzing, interpreting and writing the results of the data collected. This present study used selfadministered questionnaire in order to examine the effects of study variables; personality, stress
and job satisfaction in the context of hotel industry. The respondents were the hotel employees of
Foods and Beverages Department who work in the coffee house. The data collected was
analyzed using various statistical tools such as descriptive analyses as well as multiple
regressions.
This cross-sectional study took place between June and September 2010. The four-star and fivestar hotels were chosen as the unit of analysis for the purpose of this study. Based on the
statistics by Tourism Board of Malaysia in 2008, there were fifteen registered four-star hotels
and twenty-one registered five-star hotels in Kuala Lumpur. Therefore, a total of thirty-six hotels
were considered in this research. The following research model describes the relationships of the
variables that this research seeks to test within the context of a hotel organization.
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This model is to describe the relationships between three variables; personality, stress and
performance. In this study, personality will be operationalized based on five traits; neuroticism,
extroversion, openness, agreeableness and conscientiousness using Big Five Inventory developed
by John et al. (1991). On the other hand, stress which encompasses of two dimensions; role
conflict and role ambiguity, will be measured using an instrument by Rizzo et al. (1970). This
study will look into how personality and stress is closely related to job satisfaction which is
operationalized based on five specific facets; pay, job security, social, supervisory and growth
satisfaction. Based on these measurements, this study aims to understand the underlying
relationships between these variables.
Hypotheses
H1: Personality significantly effects job satisfaction.
H1a: Neuroticism significantly effects job satisfaction.
H1b: Extroversion significantly effects job satisfaction.
H1c: Openness significantly effects job satisfaction.
H1d: Agreeableness significantly effects job satisfaction.
H1e: Conscientiousness significantly effects job satisfaction.
H2: Stress significantly effects job satisfaction.
H2a: Role conflict significantly effects job satisfaction.
H2b: Role ambiguity significantly effects job satisfaction.
H3: Stress mediates the relationship between personality and job satisfaction.
H3a: Role conflict mediates the relationship between personality and job satisfaction.
H3b: Role ambiguity mediates the relationship between personality and job satisfaction.
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The effect of stress on job satisfaction
H2: Stress significantly effects job satisfaction.
H2a: Role conflict significantly effects job satisfaction.
H2b: Role ambiguity significantly effects job satisfaction.
Hypotheses 2 posited that stress was a factor that affects job satisfaction of the hotel employees.
The analyzed data presented the result in Table 1 in which the two dimensions which comprised
the stress variable are both significantly and positively affected job satisfaction. This was
projected through the beta coefficient value scored by role conflict β=.37, p<0.01 and role
ambiguity β=.44, p<0.01.
The findings of this present study are aligned with other researchers (e.g., Brown and Peterson,
1993; Almer and Kaplan, 2002; Perrewe et al., 2002; Siu et al., 2002; Firth et al., 2004; Ngo et
al., 2005; Karatepe and Sokmen, 2006) who empirically confirmed the association of a variety of
work stressors, including role ambiguity and role conflict, with lower job satisfaction, increased
job-associated tension and anxiety, less affective commitment, lower work involvement, and
poor job performance (Sohi, 1996; Karatepe and Sokmen, 2006), leading to intentions to resign.
The mediation effect of stress in the relationship between personality and job satisfaction
H3: Stress mediates the relationship between personality and job satisfaction.
H3a: Role conflict mediates the relationship between personality and job satisfaction.
H3b: Role ambiguity mediates the relationship between personality and job satisfaction.
Based on the findings revealed previously, the regression analysis showed that stress mediated
the relationship between personality and job satisfaction. The mediation test has proven that
stress overall was able to mediate two types of personality; extroversion and openness. The
relationship between extroversion and job satisfaction was partially mediated as there was a
reduction in beta value which indicated that the correlation between the two variables was
decreased yet still significant. The same condition applied in the relationship between openness
and job satisfaction. Generally, hypothesis 3 is partially supported as stress only mediated two
out of five personality dimensions used in this study.
The findings for hypothesis 3 (H3a) showed that role conflict had mediation effect only in the
relationship between extroversion and job satisfaction whereby the beta value was also decreased
in the presence of role conflict. Therefore, role conflict is considered as partial mediator in the
relationship between the two variables. Hypothesis 3 (H3a) was also partially supported.
The result of hypothesis 3 (H3b) presented that role ambiguity has partially mediated the
relationship between extroversion and job satisfaction as well as openness and job satisfaction.
This obviously showed that this hypothesis was partially supported since there were only two
relationships between personality dimensions and job satisfaction were mediated.
The framework used in this study was developed exclusively for the purpose of this research and
it is based on the research findings of other researchers, hence the literatures to support the
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Hypothesis 3 (H3, H3a and H3b) are the assimilation of researches done on personality, stress
and job satisfaction.
Lawrence (1984) had examined the relationship between personality and job stress. The result
from his study indicated that as much as 61 percent of the variance in job stress could be
accounted for through personality characteristics. In line with this, several studies was found to
denote neuroticism as the best-known personality trait in its relationship with occupational stress
and has the least controversy among scholars (Chen and Spector, 1991; Jex and Spector, 1996).
In consideration of the influence of this personality trait on job satisfaction, Ilies and Judge
(2002) in their studies revealed that individuals who scored high on Neuroticism were more
likely to have their mood affect their job satisfaction. Additionally, in a study by Kim et al.
(2007), neuroticism personality trait displayed the largest beta coefficient with both exhaustion
and cynicism, suggesting the strongest effect on job burnout among all traits. Thus, this showed
that neuroticism is the most influential burnout predictor. However, in this present study
neuroticism has been found to be correlated with job satisfaction at β=.15, p<0.05. However, the
presence of stress in the relationship between these two variables did not indicate a significant
relationship. The result may be due to cultural differences in different work setting has set
varying definitions or standard for stress level. Additionally, previous research by Choo (1986)
found that the level of job stress a person experiences is a function of their personality type.
Spector and O’Connell (1994) also indicated that some types of personalities may lead to
individuals self-selecting jobs which typically have higher levels of stress.
Jamal and Baba (2000) found that job stress was significantly related to job satisfaction. The
dimension of stress that is role conflicts reduce job satisfaction and increase job stress as they
cause information overload for the role incumbent (Tubre and Collins, 2000). Rizzo et al. (1970,
p. 150) suggest that role conflicts have dysfunctional effects on individuals’ satisfaction, as they
violate the principle of unity of command, and lead to individuals’ being caught’. Based on this
study findings, the existence of role conflict in the relationship between extroversion and job
satisfaction has resulted to partial mediation. Therefore, Hypothesis 3a was partially supported.
Thus, it could be concluded that an extrovert could be easily influenced by role conflict factor
that would then affect his/her job satisfaction. On the other hand, the stress dimension of role
ambiguity has been found to be significantly related to the personality traits of extroversion and
openness. The existence of role ambiguity in the relationship between these variables has given a
partial mediation impact on both traits. Therefore, it could be concluded an individual with
personality trait of extroversion or openness who is confronted with role ambiguity would be
influenced by this distraction hence affect their satisfaction at work. As a result, it could be
concluded that stress does not affect all types of personality and there might be other factors that
are able to affect these personality traits.
Findings And Discussion
Table 4.1: Respondents’ Demographic Profiles
Table 4.2: Overall Mean Score and Standard Deviation of each Dimension
(Please request tables from author)
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Table 4.2 shows the overall mean score and standard deviation of the variables and sub-variables
calculated based on five-point Likert scale used in present study. The mean score for seven-point
Likert scale is considered ‘low’ if the value is 2.99 and below. The score ranging from 3.99 to
4.99 is reckoned as ‘moderate’ while mean score of 5.00 and above is deemed as ‘high’. On the
other hand, the mean score for five-point Likert scale is considered ‘low’ is the value is 1.99 and
below. The score ranging from 2.00 to 3.99 is considered as ‘moderate’ while mean score of 4.00
and above is reckoned as ‘high’.
Based on Table 4.2, the overall mean score on a five-point Likert scale for personality measures
was moderately high (M=3.52, SD=.56) with the entailing five sub-variables; Neuroticism
scored moderate mean (M=3.37, SD=.60) while the rest of the sub variables scored moderately
high mean score with Extroversion (M=3.51, SD=.69), Openness (M=3.62, SD=.68),
Agreeableness (M=3.51, SD=.53) and Conscientiousness (M=3.54, SD=.83). Gosling et al.
(2003) in their studies using seven-point Likert scale obtained high overall mean score for
personality (M=5.05, SD=1.27) while the five sub dimensions; Neuroticism scored moderately
high (M=4.83, SD=1.42) Extroversion scored moderately (M=4.44, SD=1.45). The other three
sub dimensions of personality obtained high mean score in which Openness scored (M=5.38,
SD=1.07), Agreeableness (M=5.23, SD=1.11) and Conscientiousness (M=5.40, SD=1.32).
The overall mean score for stress variable was moderately high with M=3.59, SD=.63, and the
two sub-variables; Role conflict (M=3.45, SD=.63) scored moderate mean while Role ambiguity
scored high mean with (M=3.78, SD=.75). Rizzo (1970) in his study using seven-point Likert
scale scored moderate mean (M= 4.25, SD=1.74 )for stress, while its sub variable role conflict
scored M=4.37, SD=1.77 and role ambiguity scored M=4.10, SD=1.70 in which both were
considered moderate mean. Finally, the overall mean score for the dependent variable which is
job satisfaction in this study was moderate M=3.41 and SD=.67. However, Lee (2000) derived
M=5.39, SD=1.39 for the overall job satisfaction which explained that the mean score was
classified as high.
Summary of Hypothesis Testing
The summary of the hypothesis testing as reported in Table 4.19 serves to report the findings of
this study. The hypotheses tested in this study are further explained as follows:
Hypothesis 1 (H1) proposed that personality significantly effects job satisfaction. The five
personality types (neuroticism, extroversion, openness, agreeableness and conscientiousness)
were tested with overall job satisfaction in order to support or not to support hypothesis 1. The
first sub hypothesis (H1a) proposed that neuroticism significantly effects job satisfaction.
Based on the findings presented in Table 4.12, neuroticism was a personality trait that showed
significant and positive relationship with job satisfaction (β=.15, p<0.05). Therefore, this result
supports the first sub hypothesis (H1a). The second sub hypothesis (H1b) and the third sub
hypothesis 1 (H1c) proposed that extroversion and openness significantly effect job satisfaction.
The results in Table 4.12indicated the beta coefficient for both personality traits of extroversion
(β=.40, p<0.01) and openness (β=.39, p<0.01) significantly and positively predicted job
satisfaction. It could be seen that extroversion has the most impact on job satisfaction. Based on
these results, hypothesis 1 (H1b) and (H1c) are supported.
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The forth sub hypothesis 1 (H1d) proposed that agreeableness significantly effects job
satisfaction while fifth sub hypothesis 1 (H1e) proposed that the personality type of
conscientiousness also significantly effects job satisfaction. Based on the findings in Table 4.12,
both results indicated that these two personality traits have no significant relationship with job
satisfaction hence Hypothesis 1, H1d and H1e are not supported.
Hypothesis 2 proposed that stress significantly effects job satisfaction. Based on the finding in
Table 4.13 of the regressions analysis, the two dimensions of stress (role conflict and role
ambiguity) were tested with job satisfaction. The first sub hypothesis 2 (H2a) and the second sub
hypothesis 2 (H2b) have a significant and positive correlation to job satisfaction. The size of the
beta coefficients of role conflict and job satisfaction was (β=.37, p<0.01) while role ambiguity
and job satisfaction was (β=.44, p<0.01). Therefore, the results have shown that role ambiguity
has a bigger influence on job satisfaction as compared to role conflict. Therefore, Hypothesis 2,
H2a and H2b are fully supported.
Finally, hypothesis 3 (H3) proposed that stress mediates in the relationship between personality
and job satisfaction and entailed two sub hypotheses 3 that are (H3a) and (H3b) which
respectively proposed role conflict mediates in the relationship between personality and job
satisfaction, and role ambiguity mediates in the relationship between personality and job
satisfaction. The research findings for H3 are as stipulated in Table 4.14 and 4.15 in which it
showed that stress as a whole is a mediator in the relationship of personality traits extroversion
and openness with job satisfaction. Additionally, it was found that stress only mediates partially
in the relationships between these variables. The findings for H3a (in Table 4.16) found that role
conflict only mediates in the relationship between extroversion and job satisfaction while
findings for H3b were presented in Table 4.16 and 4.17 stated that role ambiguity mediates in
the relationship between extroversion and openness and job satisfaction. Overall, the results
partially support Hypothesis 3 and its two sub hypotheses (H3a and H3b) since the mediating
variable did not mediate all of the personality traits.
Conclusion
The first question set in this study was to see which personality traits of the hotel employees
contributes to job satisfaction. The discussion was also based on the Hypothesis 1 and its five
sub-hypotheses as elaborated below:
H1: Personality significantly effects job satisfaction.
H1a: Neuroticism significantly effects job satisfaction.
H1b: Extroversion significantly effects job satisfaction.
H1c: Openness significantly effects job satisfaction.
H1d: Agreeableness significantly effects job satisfaction.
H1e: Conscientiousness significantly effects job satisfaction.
Hypothesis 1 (H1) examined the effect of employees personality types and the overall job
satisfaction of Foods and Beverages employees of 4-star and 5-star hotels in Kuala Lumpur. The
results presented in the earlier chapter (Table 4.20) found that three personality traits
(neuroticism, extroversion and openness) were able to influence the employees’ overall job
satisfaction. Based on the findings, extroversion scored β=.40 (p<0.01) in which it was described
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as having high influence on the overall job satisfaction among the three. In the meantime,
personality trait of openness also had beta coefficient value of β=.39 (p<0.01) hence it was also
considered second highest predictor of job satisfaction. On the other hand, neuroticism was
found to be the predictor of job satisfaction at β=.15, p<0.05. The personality traits of
conscientiousness and agreeableness appeared not to have significant effect on job satisfaction.
Based on the findings, it indicated that different personality type of an employee has a different
impact or contribution towards job satisfaction. Therefore, findings from this present study were
aligned with previous studies in which Furnham et al. (2002) studied the meaningful
relationships between personality traits and aspects of job satisfaction. The previous study had
discovered that the differences in personality traits have influences in individuals’ evaluations of
job satisfaction, which they could be satisfied either in the form of extrinsic and intrinsic factor
namely Hygiene and Motivator theory (Herzberg et al., 1959). In addition, the facets of
extroversion have been found to correlate with salary, job title and managerial promotions
(Rawls and Rawls, 1968; Caspi, Elder and Bem, 1987; Howard and Bray, 1994) in which these
are among the elements of job satisfaction.
On the other hand, the earlier researcher, O’reilly (1977) found that the individual differences in
personality are related in work attitudes and performance. The study investigated the types of
personality with different work expectation and direction which lead to job satisfaction, in which
one is about desiring achievement and self-actualization while on the job and the other is about
the desire of job security and high financial reward from the job.
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Abstract
Often, SMEs’ top management, technology readiness and firm size affect their adoption of cloud
computing. This paper argues that despite an increased awareness on the benefits accruing from
adopting cloud computing, SMEs seem to lag behind in exploiting the opportunities of new IT
applications. In addition, research results on the link between organizational context and cloud
computing adoption has been inconsistent. To address this inconsistency, this paper introduces
the mediating role of user perception as a pertinent agent in cloud computing adoption. The
discussions in this paper are anchored on a study that sampled 398 respondents from Nairobi
County, Kenya. Data was collected through questionnaires and analyzed using a multiple
regression model. The authors shed light on the link between organisational context, user
perception and adoption of cloud computing among SMEs and call for the need for stakeholders
to note that cloud computing adoption goes hand-in-hand with user perception.
Key Words: Organisational Context, Top Management Support, Technology Readiness, Firm
Size, Cloud Computing Adoption, Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU), Perceived Usefulness (PU)
Introduction
The facets of work and personal life are moving towards the concepts of availability of
everything online. Taking advantage of this trend, big and giant web based companies such as
Google, Amazon, and Salesforce.com are moving towards cloud computing - the sharing of web
infrastructure comprising of internet information storage, versatility and computation (Kambil,
2009). Cloud computing incorporates figuring asset services, delicate uses of circulated
frameworks and information storage. Cloud computing has been rendered as another outlook
change in which the computing scene is rapidly changing toward an arrangement of inferring
relative applications for millions to stretch out as a service instead of utilizing personal
computers. IT capabilities are real time over the internet services requested, provisioned,
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delivered, and consumed on demand (Sultan, 2010). Cloud computing is an advancing
innovation enveloping different ideas. In this manner, David (2010) asserts that comprehension
of cloud computing by SMEs can be helpful in their approach for distributed computing
administrations use.
Qureshi and Kamal (2011) note that cloud-computing adoption is classified into three type cloud
services models such as Platform as a Service (PaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), and
Software as a Service (SaaS). Besides, cloud computing is an enclosed business model about
new technologies, such as virtualization, applications (Software as a Service (SaaS), platform
(Platform as a Service (PaaS), and hardware (Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), (Goscinski &
Brock, 2010). Boniface et al. (2010) note that PaaS cloud conveyance model gives a foundation
and stage in the cloud for application designers to fabricate, send and run applications on the
internet and clients are charged per-use. Low, Chen, and Wu (2011) note that in Taiwan's
innovative industry, the basic determinants for receiving cloud computing innovation are relative
preferred standpoint, best administration support and firm size.
For the purpose of this discussion organizational context captures firm’s business scope, top
management support, organizational culture, complexity of managerial structure measured in
terms of centralization, formalization, and vertical differentiation, the quality of human resource,
and size related issues such as internal slack resources and specialization (Jeyaraj, Rottman, &
Lacity, 2006; Tornatzky & Fleischer, 1990). Inside an organizational setting, individuals are by
and large strengthened for good execution by raises, advancements, rewards, and different
rewards (Pfeffer, 1982; Schein, 1980).
PU defines prospective user’s subjective probability that using a specific application improves
operations (Lu, Yu, Liu, & Yao, 2003). It provides diagnostic lenses into how actual use and
intention to use are influenced. PU domiciles in Vroom’s expectancy theory since the decision to
adopt an innovation is driven by its near-term and long-term expected results (Triandis, 1980).
The near-term results are synonymous with postulates of PU; and the long-term consequences
refer to consequential results in one’s career or social image, which reflects Rogers’ (2003) most
important motivation for adoption of innovation. The attainment of perceived near-term
usefulness paves way for long-term usefulness. Chau (1996) observes that behavioural intentions
are dependent upon the above two variables and perceived ease of use.
PEOU measures the prospective user’s assessment of the mental efforts required of the use of the
target applications. Mental effortlessness demands by an IT attracts more adoption behaviour;
thus, innovations with perceived complexities of user interface and steep learning curve are
thought risky to adopt (Opia, 2008). PEOU is a distinct but related construct to PU; it impacts on
near-term usefulness since improvement in it contributes positively to outcomes and ultimately
defines PU. Studies undertaken by scholars to assess observed usefulness and ease of use tradeoff and to determine the impacts of external variables on these two mental determinants show
mixed findings (Chau, 1996). Nevertheless, empirical findings confirm the positive relationships
between ease of use and attitude towards use (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000) and show that PEOU is
a proven key determinant of users’ intention to accept IT (Venkatesh, 2000).
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Figure 1: Mediating effect of Perceived Ease of Use and Perceived Usefulness of Organisational
Context on Adoption of Cloud Computing
Technology-Organization-Environment (TOE) framework of Tornatzky and Fleischer (1990)
assumes a generic set of factors to predict the likelihood of adoption of cloud computing. The
theory suggests that adoption is influenced by technology development (Kauffman & Walden,
2001), organizational conditions, business and organizational reconfiguration (Chatterjee,
Grewal, & Sambamurthy, 2002), and industry environment (Kowath & Choon, 2001). This paper
incorporates the use of organisational context – a variable in the TOE theoretical model.
Organizational context analyses the following three sub-constructs: top management support,
firm size and technology readiness. Top administration support is basic for making a strong
atmosphere and for giving satisfactory assets to the adoption of innovations (Lin & Lee, 2005;
Wang et al., 2010). As the many-sided quality and modernity of technologies increase, top
management can give a vision and duty to make a positive situation for innovation (Lee & Kim,
2007; Pyke, 2009). Thong (1999) notes that the change specialists for innovation selection at
organizational level may incorporate the support and attitude of key decision makers, for
example, owner managers and CEOs (Gibbs et al., 2007).
Firm size is among the factors that have an influence on technical innovation (Jeyaraj et al.,
2006) and makes for resilience to environmental shocks. Compared to larger firms, SMEs,
because of their size, are more innovative and flexible enough to adapt their actions to the quick
changes in their environment compared to large firms (Damanpour, 1992). The uptake of internet
and its infrastructures in business is slower in smaller than in larger firms (Damanpour, 1992).
Adoption is slower amongst smaller institutions perhaps because of resistance to change, lack of
education on IT potential, lack of trust in the security as well as the strengths to bear the
associated risks and to encourage trading partners to adopt technology with network externalities
(Zhu et al., 2004).
Accordingly, firms that have technological preparation are more arranged for the adoption of
cloud computing. However, review shows that top management, firm size and technology
preparedness of the firm assumes a pivotal part in affecting the view of cloud computing
adoption. In past reviews, when workers perceive frameworks as being less demanding to utilize
they had a tendency to be more valuable and simpler to utilize (Huang, 2004). Consequently,
innovation availability positively affects PU and PEOU to adopt cloud computing. The TOE
structure is predictable with Rogers' (2003) hypothesis of development dissemination (Pan &
Jang, 2008; Wang et al., 2010). The constructs utilized in TAM are in a general sense a subset of
perceived innovation qualities; subsequently, Chen, Gillenson and Sherrell (2002) note that the
mix of these hypotheses could give a significantly more grounded model than either remaining
solitary.
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Apparently, the existing theories are insightful in understanding the IT adoption nature of SMEs
but some seem a bit narrow-minded in their constructs and so, can rarely be extrapolated to deal
with SMEs in developing countries. Therefore, this research paper seeks to reduce these
theoretical gaps by enlarging the constructs of TAM and TOE frameworks as they affect
adoption of cloud computing by SMEs. The major snag of TOE is that some of the constructs in
the adoption predictors are assumed to apply more to large organizations, where clients are sure
of continuity and less complaints, than to SMEs. As a result, this paper deemed it necessary to
carry out a study that sought to address the research gap by analysing the effect of organisational
context mediated by user perception (PEOU and PU) as a determinant of cloud computing
adoption. However, integrating TOE with other models such as TAM, with each adoption
predictor offering larger number of constructs than the original provides richer theoretical lenses
to the understanding of adoption behaviour.
Theories and Models Underpinning the Study
This paper is grounded on the Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT) as developed by E.M. Rogers
in 2003. Diffusion is the procedure by which a development is embraced by individuals from a
specific group. It is noteworthy that diffusion is not a solitary, general hypothesis, yet rather a
few hypothetical points of view that identify with the general idea of diffusion, that is, it is a
meta-hypothesis. The IDT hypothesis contends that potential clients settle on choices to receive
or dismiss an innovation in view of convictions that they shape about the innovation (Agarwal,
Sambamurthy & Stair, 2000).Technology Acceptance Model is the foremost traditional adoption
theory in the field of IT (Awa, Eze, Urieto, & Inyang, 2011) and provides a basis for unveiling
the impacts of external variables on adoption decisions with its basic postulates resting firmly on
economic, utilitarian, and attitudinal grounds. TAM proposes PU and PEOU as the fundamental
determinants of IT adoption. An individual’s intention to use an application is explained and
predicted by his perception of the technology’s usefulness and its simplicity.
The strengths of Roger’s (2003) diffusion of innovation and Ajzen’s (1991) Theory of Planned
Behaviour (TPB) have been explored to enrich TAM by adding usage and placing premiums on
specific settings and external variables that influence a technology’s adoption process. TAM and
TPB are routed to the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA). Though TAM and TPB neglected the
influences of psychological, social, and interpersonal variables on IT adoption decision (Ukoha,
Awa, Nwuche, & Asiegbu, 2011), TPB complemented TAM’s constructs with subjective norms
and perceived behavioral control to explain perceptions of ease or difficulty of performing an act
given resource constraints. Taylor and Todd (1995) believe that TPB explanatory and predictive
utilities are better enhanced by extending and integrating with TAM. Other researchers (e.g.
Venkatesh & Davis, 2000) validated, modified, extended, and improved TAM under different
situations to make for wider applicability in the novel knowledge economy.
Business visionaries and managers of SMEs constitute the adopters who at their own particular
volition and relying upon the apparent expenses and benefits decide to adopt information and
communication technology. Diffusion hypothesis gives a structure that comprehends why ICT is
received by a few people and not by others. This hypothesis can clarify, anticipate, and represent
elements that expand or obstruct the dispersion of innovations.
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Research Methodology
The study employed a positivism approach and utilized an explanatory research design and
cross-sectional survey. The study sample comprised 398 respondents drawn from Nairobi
County, Kenya. Data that was collected through pre-tested structured questionnaires collected
from IT managers, managers or entrepreneurs and analyzed using multiple regression model.
Regression was used to test the degree to which the independent variables predict the dependent
variable. The independent variables were the components of organisational context; top
management support, firm size and technology readiness. User perception is the mediating
variable while the dependent variable was adoption of cloud computing. Top management tool
was adapted from Wang et al. (2010), Pan and Jang (2008) and Zhu et al. (2004). Firm size was
adapted from Damanpour (1992). Technology readiness was adopted from Yang (2010). Further,
to accomplish construct validity, convergent and discriminant validity were set up. Information
gathered on demographic variables was handled and detailed in percentage through descriptive
analysis.
Results and Discussion
Firm Characteristics
Based on the findings, the targeted firms had a minimum of 10 employees and a maximum of
300. On average, there were 73 employees (mean = 73.36, SD = 147.794).On average, the firms
had been in existence for the past 16 years (mean = 16.42, SD = 15.296). Generally, the firms
had applied ICT for the past 9 years (mean = 9.61). Besides, the entrepreneurs had a tenure of 5
years (mean = 5.45, SD = 3.953). The results are as presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Firm Characteristics
Firm size
Firm age
Years in ICT
application
Job tenure

N
322
322

Min
10
1

Max
300
70

M
SD
73.36 147.794
16.42 15.296

322
322

1
1

40
19

9.61
5.45

6.209
3.953

The firms were in the manufacturing (28.6%), consulting (20.8%), hospitality (18.3%),
information technology (17.7%), computer retail (8.4%) and tour and travel (6.2%) sector.
Organisational Context
The findings on top management support summed up to a mean of 3.9153, standard deviation of
0.48656, Skewness 0.297 and kurtosis -0.206. Top management exhibited a culture of enterprise
wide information sharing. This meant that the SMEs’ top management sent positive signals on
the significance of cloud computing to all organizational members thus encouraging high
adoption rates of cloud computing. On the same note, the companies’ top management provided
strong leadership and engaged in the process when it came to information systems. It was also
established that the top management was likely to consider the adoption of cloud computing as
strategically important. In view of this, management support is a key ingredient in the
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maintenance of the importance of possible change through an articulated strategy for the
organization. As such, the respondents stated that cloud computing adoption depended on the top
management support.
Furthermore, the respondents indicated that the top management was willing to take risks
involved in the adoption of cloud computing. This implied that there was adequate support from
the top management which is essential in the adoption of cloud computing. Besides, top
management supported the adoption of cloud computing when they perceived it useful to the
organization. Adoption of cloud computing was supported when perceived easy to use within the
organization. It was therefore deduced that the SMEs’ top management support was considered
crucial in the successful integration of cloud computing in the selected SMEs.
The study therefore deemed it important to establish the SME firms’ sizes. The results on the
firm size summed up to a mean of 3.73, standard deviation of 0.897, Skewness -0.643 and
Kurtosis -0.136. The study findings revealed that the number of the employees among the
studied SMEs had been increasing over time. Moreover, the firms had established branches
across other parts of the country. To sum up, the firms had diverse asset accumulation from the
start. The research sought to establish the technology readiness of the SMEs in regards to cloud
computing. In a nutshell, the results on technological readiness summed up to a mean of 3.589,
standard deviation of 0.652, Skewness of -0.15 and Kurtosis of 0.197. It emerged that SMEs
hired highly specialized or knowledgeable personnel for cloud computing. This indicated that the
organizations had knowledgeable personnel with the ability to flexibly interact with cloud
computing, making it possible for the organizations to fully exploit the gains of such technology.
Respondents further reported that there were sufficient technological resources to implement
cloud computing unrestricted access to computer. Nevertheless, there was doubt expressed on
whether there were sufficient technological resources to implement cloud computing – high
bandwidth connectivity to the internet. On the same note, it has not been fully established if the
entrepreneurs allocated a percentage of total revenue to cloud computing implementation in their
companies. Furthermore, the entrepreneurs perceived the adoption of cloud computing as useful
because they were ready for the technology in their work environment. Consequently, adoption
of cloud computing was found useful since the respondents were already competent Therefore,
generally agreeable on the items.
User Perception - Perceived Ease of Use and Perceived Usefulness
User perception consists of the following sub-constructs; perceived ease of use and perceived
usefulness. The results on perceived ease of use of cloud computing summed up to a mean of
3.96, standard deviation of 0.657, Skewness -0.281 and kurtosis -0.136.The skewness and
kurtosis values range from -1.96 to +1.96 indicated a normal distribution of the responses in
perceived ease of use. Regarding perceived ease of use of cloud computing, the procedure is
understandable, easy to learn, and make use of. Further, the use of cloud computing is adoptable
if perceived to be easy to use. Additionally, Respondents, agreed that cloud computing is an easy
technology for one to become skilled and its flexible to interact with.
As far as perceived usefulness was concerned, entrepreneurs ascertained that cloud computing
enables them to manage their business operation in an efficient way. The results on perceived
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usefulness of cloud computing summed up to a mean of 4.1589 indicating that the respondents
were agreeable. The standard deviation was 0.673, Skewness -0.596 and the kurtosis 0.115. As
such, it has increased their business productivity and the quality of business operation and has
advanced their competitiveness. Furthermore, cloud computing has enabled the entrepreneurs to
accomplish organizational tasks more quickly and on the whole, cloud computing is perceived
useful to the organization.
Adoption of Cloud Computing
Software as a Service-computing model allows users to access simple desktop applications such
as word processing and spreadsheets as a service on the web. From the findings of this study,
SMEs used I-cloud computing to a high extent in their businesses. On the other hand, the
standard deviation of 1.085 revealed a high degree of variation in the responses. The study
indicated that the respondents applied email services in their business. Further, there was an
indication that the email application was accessible from anywhere anytime. This meant that the
entrepreneurs could conveniently and effectively interact with their customers. From the
foregoing, it was concluded that CRM users could access applications on demand and CRM
services were effective. The study indicated a composite mean of 3.696, standard deviation of
0.7314, Skewness -0.768 and Kurtosis 0.397. This implied that most of the respondents were
agreeable and besides, the standard deviation was indicative of fewer variations in the responses.
In the Platform as a Service approach, cloud providers give the consumer a higher level of
abstraction to deploy onto the cloud infrastructure consumer created or acquired applications
created using programming languages, operating system, web server, libraries, services, and
programming language tools (Mell & Grance, 2011). As such, the study deemed it important to
establish the extent of use of the features of Platform as a Service in the selected SMEs. In
regards to the extent of utilization of cloud data storage service, the results implied that the
SMEs utilized cloud data storage services. Respondents indicated cloud data storage service as
effective. Further, the respondents were also asked to rate the extent to which their firms enjoyed
server and network service maintenance offered by their service providers. The results showed a
significant number of the SMEs were enjoying server and network service maintenance. Besides,
the standard deviation indicated less variation in the responses.
The respondents were also asked to rate the amount of data they stored in the I-cloud. Generally,
the results items on Platform as a Service realized a composite mean of 3.58, standard deviation
of 0.79549, Skewness -0.697 and Kurtosis 0.384. This implied that most of the respondents were
agreeable and there was less variation in the responses. Additionally, the skewness and kurtosis
values -1.96 to +1.96, indicated a normal distribution of the responses.
The basic strategy of IaaS is to set up a fixable environment where consumers are allowed to
perform several activities on the server, for instance, starting and stopping it, customizing it by
installing software packages, attaching virtual disks to it, and configuring access permissions and
firewall rules (Buyya et al., 2011). The respondents indicated cloud infrastructure was reliable
implying that it can be used by SMEs to meet their goals. In regards to server upgrades, study
results inferred that the respondents enjoyed server upgrades. The standard deviation indicated
less variation in the responses. In response to the extent to which they felt infrastructure was the
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responsibility of the cloud service provider, inferred that SMEs do not have to worry much as the
infrastructure is owned by the service provider. The results items on Infrastructure as a Service
realized a composite mean of 3.64 standard deviation of 0.806, Skewness 1.958 and Kurtosis
2.409
Factor Analysis for Study Variables
The researchers ran a principal component analysis to identify patterns in data, and to express the
data in such a way as to highlight their similarities and differences. Besides having data set items
reduced to manageable level while retaining as much of the original information, it helped in
identifying groups or clusters of variables. By use of varimax rotation, the researcher retained all
factors with Eigen values greater than 1. The criterion was based on the idea that the Eigen
values represent the amount of variation explained by a factor and that the Eigen value of 1
represents a substantial amount of variation. Sampling adequacy was tested using the KaiserMeyer-Olkin Measure (KMO measure) of sampling adequacy. As evidenced in Table 2, KMO
was greater than 0.5. The KMO Measure is an index for comparing the magnitude of the
observed correlation coefficients to the magnitude of the partial correlation coefficients.
Table 2: Factor Analysis

Regression Analysis
The study predicted that perceived ease of use and perceived user perception does not mediate
the relationship between organisational context and cloud computing adoption. In order to test
the hypothesis, regression models were run as indicated in Table 3. The explanation of the
models are as follows; Model 1 is the regression of mediating variable; (PEOU and PU) on
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organisational context, model 2 is the regression of the criterion variable; level of adoption of
cloud computing on both organisational context (predictor variable), perceived ease of use and
perceived usefulness (mediator) respectively, when both are included as simultaneous predictors
of Y. From the findings in PATH 1 denoted as (a) organisational context accounts for a
significant proportion of variance in the mediating variable PEOU (β=0.5350, p<0.01) and PU
(β= (0.6174, p<0.01) In path 2 denoted as (cꞌ) and (b) it was revealed that organisational context
and user perception (PEOU and PU) respectively accounts for a significant proportion of
variance in adoption of cloud computing (β=0.5697, p<0.01); (β=0.1663, p<0.01) (β=-0.398,
p>0.01).The correlation of organisational context (IV) to PEOU and PU (MV) is denoted as path
a (0.5350); (0.6174) respectively. The correlation of PEOU and PU (MV) to cloud computing
adoption (DV) is denoted as path b (0.1663); (-0.398) respectively. To establish the mediation
effect and its significant there was need to get a product of (a) and (b) (Mackinnon, 2000). Path a
(0.5350)* b (0.1663) = (0.0890) for PEOU and Path a(0. 6174) * b(-0.398)=(-0.0246) for PU.
However perceived usefulness (PU) effect on level of adoption showed a negative beta
coefficient (-0.398) and an insignificant p-value.
Furthermore, to test significance of mediation effect, normal theory tests (sobel) for indirect
effect was generated using PROCESS macro. The Z-value of PEOU 3.0229 yielded a p-value of
0.0025 and the Z-value of PU,-.7721 yielded a p-value of 0.4401. Due to the low p-value
associated with Z-value for PEOU it can further be concluded that a significant mediation
occurred. As for PU the p-value associated with the Z-value was insignificant hence implying
mediation of perceived usefulness (PU) not significant. It was further noted that the association
between organisational context (IV) and cloud computing adoption (DV) significantly increased
by the inclusion of the mediating variables PEOU and PU. The direct effect cꞌ (0.5697) is the size
of the correlation between organisational context (IV) on cloud computing adoption (DV)
inclusive of PEOU and PU (MV) in the regression. The total effect c (0.6341) is the total sum of
Indirect effect a*b (0.0644) added to direct effect cꞌ (0.5697).
Therefore, a partial mediation is evident with an increasing effect, hence a complimentary
relationship. The total ratio index was computed by dividing the indirect effect (0.0644) by the
total effect (.6341) giving a total percent of 10.16%. This implies that 10.16% of the total effect
of organisational context on adoption of cloud computing goes through the mediating variable;
perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness and about 89.84% of the total effect is either
direct or mediated by other variables not included in the model. Additionally, it is evident that
the 95% confidence interval conclusively shows that significant mediation has occurred. The
confidence interval for a*b does not include zero hence a clear indication of mediation.
Confidence interval of the lower limit is .00036 and upper limit is .1268 as shown below in
Table 4. Basing on the explanation above, it is conclusive enough to state that PEOU and PU
combined increases the strength of the relationship between organisational context and adoption
of cloud computing among SMEs in Nairobi Kenya as shown in Figure 2.
Table 3: Regression Coefficients of the Different Paths for Organisational Context
PATH 1 (a); PEOU;
PATH 2(b;cꞌ);
PU
T
LoA
T
B(S.E)
B (S.E)
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(Constant)

1.9658 (0.2436)*
1.8526 (.2424)*
Organisational Context 0.5350 (0.0646)*
0.6174 (0.0643)*
PEOU
PU
R
R Square
F
Sig.

0.4202 ; 0.4730
0.1765 ; 0.2237
68.600 ; 92.217
.000
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8.0709 1.0161 (0.2250)* 4.5163
7.6414
8.2825 0.5697 (0.0616)* 9.2487
9.6030
0.1663 (0.0508)* 3.2704
-0.398 (0.0511 ) 0.7788
0.5720;
0.3272
51.5434
.000

Figure 2: Mediation Graph Predicting the Mediation Effect of Perceived Ease of Use and
Perceived Usefulness on the Relationship between Organization Context and
Adoption of Cloud Computing
Conclusion and Recommendations
Based on the above observations, the findings validate the conceptual framework developed.
This paper has shed light on the link between organisational context, user perception and
adoption of cloud computing among SMEs. A partial mediation is evident with an increasing
effect, hence a complimentary relationship. The findings, of this study have shown that perceived
usefulness and perceived ease of use have a strong correlation to user acceptance of information
technology. In addition, a system perceived to be easier to use will facilitate more system use and
is more likely to be accepted by users. The main implication to industry, service providers will
be able to create effective public awareness and enhance insight for training and support.
Socially, due to scalable pay-as-you-go cost structure, reducing IT investment will enable
reliable service accessible from anywhere anytime enhancing quality and lower cost services to
customers
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Abstract
Islamic Banking has been established since 1980s in Malaysia. Various Islamic Home Finance
products have been introduced and practised in Malaysia. However, these products have been
tainted with the issue of their inadequacy to deal with the issues of abandoned housing projects.
This paper aims to study the case law dealing with abandoned housing projects involving Bay’
Bithaman Al-Ajil (BBA) Islamic Home Finance. This paper used shariah (Islamic Law), legal
doctrinal, qualitative social and textual analysis research methodologies. This paper finds that the
case law reveals weaknesses of the BBA in face of the problems of abandoned housing projects.
The outcome of this paper will improve the theory and practice of Islamic Home Finance
products in dealing with the issue of abandoned housing projects in Malaysia.
Keywords: Islamic Home Finance Products; Malaysia; abandoned housing projects; Bay’
Bithaman al-Ajil (BBA); justice.
Introduction
It is a trite practice in Malaysia that those who wish to purchase houses, particularly involving
transaction that fall under the purview of Housing Development (Control & Licensing) Act 1966
and its regulations (Act 118), to apply for home financing from Islamic banks. Normally,
purchaser consumers will enter into housing contracts with the housing developers purchasing
the pending completed houses. Once the relevant documents are signed, the purchaser consumers
will then apply to Islamic bank to finance the balance purchase price via any Islamic home
finance products, for example Bay’ Bithaman al-Ajil (BBA) (Md Dahlan & Aljunid, 2011; Md
Dahlan & Syed Abdul Kader, 2010; Khozim Malim v Bank Kerjasama Rakyat Malaysia Bhd
[2012] 3 CLJ 860 (High Court of Malaya at Kuala Lumpur).
Nonetheless, it is the observation of the author that the terms under the Islamic Home Finance
products are unable to provide protection to purchaser customers against losses and grievances in
abandoned housing projects (Md Dahlan, Fauziah & Shuib, 2017). Thus, this paper will highlight
this issue and attempts to explain and provide suggestions for the improvement of Islamic Home
Finance product in face of the issues.
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Problem Statement
Abandoned housing projects is one of the hot topics and unending difficult issues for the
Malaysian government to tackle and settle. As a result many purchaser consumers have sufferred
irrepairable damage and losses without getting equitable and appropriate remedies (Md Dahlan,
2009).
Previously, just after Independence in 1957, the main provider for public housing was the
government itself. However, as the government faced upsurges in demand for housing
accommodations and suffered shortage of funds to finance the construction of public housing for
public purchase, the government had opened this programme to the private sector housing
developers as well to participate. The government only controls the conducts of these private
sector housing developers through the Housing Developer’s (Control & Licensing) Act 1966
(Act 118) and its regulations (Md Dahlan, 2009).
Despite there are federal and states’ laws governing housing development through the above
statute, the National Land Code 1965 (Act No. 56), Town and Country Planning Act 1976 (Act
172) and Street, Drainage and Building Act 1974 (Act 133) and Uniform Building By-laws 1984,
abandoned housing projects is still cannot be totally curbed to the detriment and chagrin of the
aggrieved purchasers (Md Dahlan, 2009).
In the observation of the author, the major reasons leading to the abandonment of housing
projects are these: There is no mandatory system of “full build then sell” of housing delivery by
the developers; there is no mandatory requirement that the developer must possess housing
development insurance serves as a support in the event the developer is unable to complete the
project; and, there is no specific regulation governing rehabilitation of abandoned housing
projects to the detriment of the rights and interests of the purchasers. Apart from these, it is
found that the loan agreements between the bank financiers and the purchaser consumers
including the Islamic Home Finance Bay’ Bithaman al-Ajil (BBA), Musharakah al-Mutanaqisah
(MM), Commodity Murabahah (CM), Istisna’ and Ijarah Mausufah Fi Zimmah also, do not
have terms and conditions that can equitably and fairly protect the rights and interests of the
purchasers if the housing projects are terminated mid-stream and abandoned by the developers
(Md Dahlan, Mohd Noor & Shuib, 2017).
It is evident that the terms in Islamic Home Finance products are inadequate to protect the rights
and interests of the aggrieved purchasers in abandoned housing projects. This tantamount to an
injustice and a breach of the Islamic concept of al-Ghunmu bi al-Ghurmi and prohibition against
gharar in that, there is no corresponding and reciprocal responsibility on part of Islamic bank to
protect the interests of purchaser customers in the event of abandonment of housing projects
despite clear terms that the purchaser customers must repay to the Islamic bank (Md Dahlan,
Mohd Noor & Shuib, 2017).
Among the losses that the purchaser consumers have to bear are as follows (Md. Dahlan, 2009):
1) They cannot obtain the duly completed houses as promised by the housing developer and
as prescribed under the sale and purchase agreement on time;
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2) They have to incur additional costs in the event new rehabilitating parties agree to
undertake rehabilitation, as the end-finance funds are not adequate to cover the costs of
rehabilitation;
3) They have to incur additional costs for renting houses pending the completion of the
rehabilitation of the abandoned housing projects complete; and,
4) They may have to suffer irreparable damage and losses as the abandoned housing
projects cannot be rehabilitated as there is no party interested to revive the project or the
projects are not feasible for rehabilitation.
1. Research Questions
a. What are the law cases that having dealt with abandoned housing projects involving
Islamic Home Finance products?
b. What are the issues raised and determined upon in the case law?
c. Had the case law provide justice to the stakeholders?
d. What are new suggestions to improve the products?
2. Objectives
a. To study the case law in abandoned housing projects involving Islamic Home finance
products Bay’ Bithaman al-Ajil.
b. To study the issues that the case law dealt with.
c. To propose improvements in the Islamic Home Finance products and practices in face
of the problems of abandoned housing projects.
Research Methodology
The author used shariah (Islamic Law) and legal research methodology to explain and analyze
the case law in abandoned housing projects involving Islamic Home Finance Bay’ Bithaman alAjil. The legal research is in a form of hybrid in nature. It consists of applied research, academic
research, analytical/critical research, descriptive research, library-type and experimental study.
The research activities under this heading include the discovery of the principles, rules and case
law in order to explain and resolve the identified problems guided by the set objectives (Zahraa,
1998).
The second methodology is the social research methodology using textual legal analysis on the
reported and unreported case law. The author chose a qualitative textual legal analysis as the
author wishes to examine in detail issues and discussion in IHFP that involve abandoned housing
projects. The sources are from the reported case law in the Current Law Journal, Malayan Law
Journal, All Malaysia Report and Legal News Service (LNS) (Silverman, 2000; Yin, 1994; Yin,
2000).
Findings
The author found the following cases that had dealt with the abandoned housing projects of
which only involved BBA, viz:
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a)
b)
c)
d)

Pripih Permata Sdn Bhd v. Bank Muamalat Malaysia Bhd [2015] 6 CLJ 135;
Bank Muamalat Malaysia Berhad v. Norizan Tajudin [2013] 1 LNS 854;
Khozim Malim v. Bank Kerjasama Rakyat Malaysia Bhd [2012] 3 CLJ 860; and,
Muhammad Daud bin Radzuan v. AmIslamic Bank Bhd [Civil Appeal No. (R2)-12B2009)(High Court of Malaya at Kuala Lumpur).

6a
Pripih Permata Sdn Bhd v. Bank Muamalat Malaysia Bhd [2015] 6 CLJ 135 (High
Court of Malaya at Melaka).
In this case, the Plaintiff purchased three (3) units of shophouses/office (the property) from a
developer to run a medical clinic business. To finance the purchase of the property, the plaintiff
entered into a contract with the defendant bank using the principle of Bay’ Bithaman al-Ajil
(BBA). The price stated in the Property Purchase Agreement (PPA) was MYR (Malaysia
Ringgit) 384,000.00 (USD 85,475.82). While the price stated in the Property Sale Agreement
(PSA) was MYR 764,051.40 (USD 170,072.62). The Plaintiff was to pay MYR 4,244.73 (USD
944.69) as monthly installment for 180 months.
The plaintiff made the payment as required under the agreement without failed. When the said
property was abandoned and the developer was wound up, the plaintiff informed this to the
defendant to stop making further payment. Nevertheless, the defendant requested the plaintiff to
proceed with the installment payment as usual and threatened that legal action would be taken if
the plaintiff failed to comply with the defendant’s demand. The plaintiff paid all the balance of
the selling price which was still outstanding but they had not yet obtained vacant possession of
the said property. As the result, the plaintiff commenced a legal action against the defendant on
the contention that (i) all documentations relating to the said agreement were null and void due to
the concept of Gharar al-Fahish (exorbitant gharar); and (ii) The security interest contained
element of riba’(usury). The plaintiff claimed damages on the property price, compensation on
rental payment and costs of refurbishing the clinic.
The High Court decided that the principle of Gharar al-Fahish (exorbitant gharar) is clearly
applicable in this case from the commencement until the conclusion of the contract. The plaintiff
had cautioned the defendant bank about the problematic housing development project and thus
requested the defendant bank to stop making any progressive payment to the defaulting
developer but this had not been heeded by the defendant bank. The court also held that the BBA
documentation is also void. Further, according to the court, at the first look, the word ‘security
interest’ can be interpreted as a ‘guarantee interest’. ‘Guarantee interest’ is unlike ‘profit
margin’. Thus, there is a conflict of meanings and that the ‘guarantee interest’ also known as
‘security interest’ that falls under the category of the prohibited riba’ (usury). In implementing
finance facility approved by Shariah, the defendant bank should stay away from any element of
riba’ (usury). The court also, on the balance of probability, allowed the application and claims of
the plaintiff. Finally, the court ordered that (i) the amount of MYR 577,168.42 (USD
128,473.72) being the total installments paid to the defendant bank be refunded to the plaintiff;
(ii) the defendant bank pays to the plaintiff MYR 387,600.00 (USD 86,277.16) as damages for
the rental of clinic and MYR 4,200 (USD 924.00) as damages for the cost of refurbishing the
clinic, being the expenditures incurred by the plaintiff purchaser consumer.
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This case shows that the bank, being the vendor, was at fault as they could not ensure that the
property could be completed and the vacant possession could be handed over to the purchaser
consumer. The BBA did not contain terms that could protect the rights and interests of the
purchaser consumer when the property was abandoned by the insolvent housing developer.
6.b
Bank Muamalat Malaysia Berhad v. Norizan Tajudin [2013] 1 LNS 854 (High Court
of Malaya at Shah Alam)
In this case, the defendant - Norizan Tajudin, being a purchaser, obtained an Islamic Home the
purchase of a property from the plaintiff bank (Bank Muamalat Malaysia Berhad). The amount
of the finance was MYR 292,405.42 (USD 65,123.705) inclusive of MYR 21,405.42 (USD
4,767.354) as Takaful Mortgage Plan and Long Term House-owner’s Takaful, MYR 154,414.00
(USD 34,390.65) for the purchase of land on which the said property would be erected thereat
and MYR 116,586.00 (USD 25,965.70) as the cost to develop the land and the property. The
property was a single-story unit of a bungalow house to be built on a land known as Plot No. 01,
Nusa Lestari, Hulu Langat, Selangor under the holding of a master title GM 219(EMR 4873) of
Lot No. 3022, Mukim of Ulu Langat, Selangor.
The said property was developed by a housing developer by name of Kamara Land Sdn Bhd
(‘Kamara’). Nevertheless, in the course of construction, Kamara stopped the construction of the
said property and the said property was left abandoned. There was no vacant possession of the
said property given to the defendant. The plaintiff had paid the progressive payment to Kamara.
However, the plaintiff had not yet released two (2) progressive payment stages viz payment stage
No. 9 and No. 10. The defendant too failed to pay the monthly installment to the plaintiff. The
defendant only made a partial payment of the purchase price.
As the defendant had failed to pay monthly installment to the plaintiff, the plaintiff commenced a
legal action and claimed an amount of MYR 902,188.50 (USD 200,932.86) being the sale price
after deducting against the installment paid by the defendant.
The issues that needed to be solved by the court are as follows:
a) Whether the plaintiff is responsible to ensure that Kamara had a valid housing
developer’s licence on the Nusa Lestari housing development project?;
b) Whether the plaintiff had been negligent in releasing progressive payment to Kamara?;
and;,
c) Whether the plaintiff’s act in commencing the legal action against the defendant was a
pre-mature action as there was an undertaking letter of the developer given to the
plaintiff?
The court held that it was not a duty and responsibility of the lending bank to investigate as to
whether the certificate issued by the architect was valid and true. Thus, the bank is entitled to
rely on the certificate of the architect in accordance with the provision under the agreement on
the procedure to release progressive payment.
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The court also held that the plaintiff does not have any responsibility to ensure the developer to
possess housing developer’s licence from the Ministry of Housing and Local Government
(MHLG) and nor do they have any duty to ensure the project had obtained approval from Majlis
Perbandaran Kajang (MPKj) (Municipal/Town Board) before the financing agreement can be
executed by the defendant and plaintiff.
Further, the court held that the undertaking letter of the developer to refund all monies in the
event they are unable to register the name of the purchaser into the issue document of title does
not absolve the defendant from all obligations as the borrower to repay all installment payments
as agreed under the financing agreement.
In this case, the court found that the plaintiff had succeeded in providing his case on the balance
of probability as required under the law. The court allowed the plaintiff’s claim against the
defendant on the amount of MYR 902,188.50 (USD 200,932.86) as at 13 October 2011 and
additional damages at the rate of 1% per annum on the amount of MYR 82,529.51 (USD
18,380.74) as at 13 October 2011 calculated from 14 October 2011 until full settlement. The
plaintiff’s claims were allowed with costs.
What is clear is that the court in this case allowed the plaintiff’s application to apply the whole
selling price (MYR 902,188.50 (USD 200,820.99)) even though the repayment period has not
yet expired. This decision is also the decision in Maybank Islamic Berhad & Malayan Banking
Berhad v. Goh Siew Lan & Chong Peng [2012] 1 LNS 1013, Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad v.
Lim Kok Hoe & Anor and Other Appeals [2009] 6 CLJ 22, Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad v Adnan
bin Omar [1994] 3 CLJ 735, Dato Haji Nik Mahmud Daud v. Bank Islam Malaysia Bhd [1998] 3
CLJ 605 and Arab-Malaysian Merchant Bank Bhd v. Silver Concept Sdn Bhd [2006] 8 CLJ 9.
However, in other cases, the court does not allow the financier bank to use the whole selling
price when the repayment period has not yet expired. These cases are Bank Islam Malaysia
Berhad v. Azhar Osman & Ors [2010] 5 CLJ 54, Affin Bank Bhd v. Zulkifli bin Abdullah [2006]
1 CLJ 438, CIMB Islamic Bank Bhd v. LCL Corporation Bhd & Anor [2011] 7 CLJ 594, and
Malayan Banking Bhd v. Marilyn Ho Siok Lin [2006] 3 CLJ 796.
It is submitted that the BBA terms in the above case law do not have terms that provide
protection to the purchaser consumer if the property they purchased becomes abandoned.
Further, the bank should only claim the amount of fund that had been disbursed to the developer,
and not the whole selling price as this may amount to oppression and usury.
6.c
Khozim Malim v Bank Kerjasama Rakyat Malaysia Bhd [2012] 3 CLJ 860 (High Court
of Malaya at Kuala Lumpur).
In this case, the plaintiff purchased a piece of land and a house that would be erected on it – one
unit of double storey house in Gombak, Selangor known as Lot No. 863, Ukay Bistari, PH 1 held
under the master title H.S.(D) 27426, P.T. No. 14325 and H.S.(D) 27427 P.T. No. 14326, Ulu
Kelang, Gombak, Selangor (‘the said property’) from a developer (Platinum 88 Sdn Bhd
(developer) and Daya Tenaga Muda Sdn Bhd (land proprietor)) at the price of MYR 246,400.00
(USD 54,855.53) to finance the purchase of the said property.
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The plaintiff as the purchaser consumer applied for an Islamic Home Finance facility from the
defendant (Bank Kerjasama Rakyat Malaysia Bhd) viz Manzili Facility of Bay’ Bithaman al-Ajil
(BBA). The defendant bank released an amount of MYR 70,000.00 (USD 15,583.95) and MYR
24,000.00 (USD 5,343.07) to EON Bank Bhd (developer’s bank) and to the developer. The
payment of RM 70,000.00 (USD 15,583.95) was to redeem the said property from EON Bank
Bhd and that the amount of MYR 24,000.00 (USD 5,343.07) was for the first progressive
development payment to the developer. The plaintiff had paid monthly installment amounted to
MYR 55,361.02 (USD 12,330.40) to the defendant bank but after the said property had been
abandoned, the plaintiff stopped making further installment payment. The plaintiff argued that
the defendant bank had breached the BBA contract by releasing the said redemption amount to
EON Bank Bhd, purportedly in contravention of clause 2(a) of the PPA read together with the
Third Schedule of the Sale and Purchase agreement. To the plaintiff, the defendant bank should
only have paid to EON Bank Bhd an amount of MYR 24,640.00 (USD 5,488.48) being the
progress development payment when he executed the BBA and not the redemption sum of RM
70,000.00 (USD 15,583.95).
Thus, according to the letter dated 6 August 2004 issued by Messrs Khairil & Co being the
defendant’s lawyer mentioning that the payment that would be made by the defendant to EON
Bank Bhd should comply with the Third Schedule. If the defendant bank failed to comply, the
disbursement payment made would be in contravention of the BBA contract and the sale and
purchase agreement. This could lead to a breach of the BBA contract and thus would entitle the
plaintiff to terminate the contract. The plaintiff also relied on section 40 of the Contracts Act
1950.
The plaintiff also applied for a declaration that the defendant bank had breached the BBA
agreement as the defendant had made a payment of MYR 70,000.00 (USD 15,592.62) to EON
Bank Bhd in breach of the Third Schedule; a declaration that the plaintiff was not responsible to
make any installment payment to the defendant as the defendant had breached the BBA
agreement; that the defendant to refund all installment payments made (MYR 55,361.02 (USD
12,331.77)) which were paid by the plaintiff; that the defendant to repay a premium amount of
Takaful Mortgage amounting to MYR 3,600.00 (USD 801.621); and, damages on breach of
contract, exemplary damages and costs.
The issues that the court has to deal with in this case are as follows:
a) Whether the payment made by the defendant bank amounted to MYR 70,000.00 (USD
15,587.35) to EON Bank Bhd was a breach of the BBA contract?; and,
b) If in the affirmative, whether the plaintiff has a right to terminate the BBA contract?
The court rejected the plaintiff’s application with costs. The court referred to section 40 of the
Contracts Act 1950 which contains a phrase ‘in its entirety’. Pursuant to this phrase, in order to
consider the defendant bank had breached the BBA contract, the court opined that, the defaulting
party must have refused to carry out or caused not to be able to carry out the whole contract. In
other words, to prove the existence of breach of contract, the defendant bank should have been
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fully refused to carry out the BBA contract, the breach of which had caused the essential part of
the contract could not be fulfilled.
Pursuant to clause 2(a) of the Property Purchase Agreement (PPA), the defendant bank is not just
required to pay the sale price of the said property by way of progressive development release to
the developer according to the Third Schedule of the Sale and Purchase agreement, the defendant
bank too is subject to ‘other documents’ which provide the method of making disbursements to
the developer and EON Bank Bhd (developer’s bank). The term ‘other documents’ is wide and
can cover the redemption sum issued by EON Bank Bhd to the defendant bank as well. Thus, the
act of the defendant bank who had paid MYR 70,000.00 (USD 15,587.35) as the redemption
payment was not a breach of the BBA contract, as this is also allowed in the BBA itself.
Again this case proved the BBA terms contained no term that could protect the rights and
interests of the purchaser consumers if the property they purchased becomes abandoned.
6.d
Muhammad Daud bin Radzuan v. AmIslamic Bank Bhd [Civil Appeal No. (R2)-12B2009)(High Court of Malaya at Kuala Lumpur).
In this case, the defendant purchased a property known as Lot No. 99, Type: Jasmine (Zone 2-3)
at Lembah Beringin, Selangor (‘the said property’). To finance the purchase of the said property,
the defendant obtained an Islamic Home Finance facility from the plaintiff under the principle of
al-Bay’ Bithaman al-Ajil (BBA). The price of the said property was MYR 100,000.00 (USD
22,248.14). The defendant paid MYR 11,888.00 (USD 2,644.86) to the developer (Lembah
Beringin). The balance purchase price was financed through BBA. Through BBA, the defendant
was required to repay the plaintiff an amount of MYR 241,440.00 (USD 53,715.98) in 240
months with monthly installment of MYR 1,006.00 (USD 223.817). The defendant had paid 12
times the monthly installments amounted to MYR 12,072.00 (USD 2,685.92).
However, the development of the said property was abandoned. The developer undertook to
refund all monies received to the plaintiff as the development of the property became abandoned.
The plaintiff had made a payment of MYR 38,461.60 (USD 8,558.99) to the developer. Due to
the abandonment also, the defendant refused to make monthly installment to the plaintiff. The
plaintiff commenced a legal action in the Sessions Court and the court allowed the plaintiff’s
claim. The defendant who was dissatisfied with the decision, appealed against the decision to the
High Court. The High Court allowed the appeal.
The High Court was of the opinion that the main issue in this case was whether the plaintiff bank
had proved the amount of debt of the defendants?
To the High Court judge, in this case there was no certificate issued by the responsible person
who superintended the computer operation as required under sub-section 90A(2) of the Evidence
Act nor was the computer superintendant called to give testimony on the computer operation. As
the result, the said account could not be used as an evidence.
The High Court also found that the plaintiff had failed to produce the statement of account as
required under clause 28 of the Sale Agreement Cum Assignment signed by the plaintiff. There
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was no evidence produced that showed the statement of account had been signed by the bank’s
manager or any authorized person. When examined, the said document did not have any
signature as it was a computer printed statement.
Further, the High Court found that plaintiff’s witness – SP 2 did not explain on how the financed
amount paid by the plaintiff to the developer amounted to MYR 38,461.60 (USD 8,558.99) had
become the defendant’s debt of MYR 172,309.55 (USD 38,364.772). SP 2 when was crossexamined agreed that he had no knowledge on how the financed amount of MYR 38,461.00
(USD 8,558.99) had become MYR 172,000.00 (USD 38,296.52) and he said this amount was
arrived based on computer system.
Following the above matter, the plaintiff had failed to prove the indebtedness of the defendant to
him. The defendant’s appeal was allowed with costs. The costs are to follow scale and the cost is
MYR 2,000.00 (USD 445.264). The High Court also ordered that the deposit be refunded to the
defendant.
This case shows the negligent of the bank to prove that the consumer purchaser had indebted to
them. The failure of the bank to prove the indebtedness and relied on inadmissible evidence lead
to the fatality of the cases disfavored the bank. Again, in this case, it is clearly showed that the
BBA terms lack terms protecting the consumer purchasers against abandonment and its
consequences.
Conclusion
The above explanation reveals the case law in abandoned housing projects involving BBA in
Malaysia and the arising issues.
What can be concluded, based on the case law, there is no unequivocal term in the products that
provide duly protection to purchasers/customers in abandoned housing projects. The duly
protection that is intended here is the responsibility of the Islamic bank to ensure that the
abandoned housing projects can be rehabilitated and/or the Islamic bank and the defaulting
developer/vendor pay fair compensation to the aggrieved purchaser customers.
To improve the current Islamic Home Finance products including Bay’ Bithaman al-Ajil (BBA)
in Malaysia, there must be adequate terms of protection including that the products must spell
out the responsibility of the developer/vendor and the bank in the event of abandonment, to carry
out rehabilitation and/or pay compensation to the aggrieved purchasers/customers. To further
enhance the protection and beautify the products, it is submitted that, the Islamic bank can
require that the developers apply ‘full build then sell’ system of housing delivery and in
possession of housing development insurance/takaful as a support in the event the housing
projects become abandoned, before they approve the customer’s application for Islamic Finance
Product to finance property pending completion.
Last but not least, the author proposes that the membership of the Shariah Advisory Council
(SAC) of Malaysian Central Bank and Shariah Advisory Board (SAB) of the respective Islamic
banks in Malaysia should also comprise of representatives from the consumer associations (for
example, Persatuan Pengguna Islam (PPIM), National House Buyers Association (NHBA),
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Federation of Malaysian Consumers Association (FOMCA) and Consumers Association of
Penang (CAP)) in order to ensure that the decision making process in these bodies is sound and
inclusive, thus can ensure that the products approved are truly ‘consumer friendly’, practical,
equitable and fair to consumer public, not just being one sided and being banker-centric.
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Abstract
Consumers’ purchase of luxury brands is a reflection of their lifestyle, personality and mindset
rooted in their financial power, individual values, and social status. A number of previous
scholarly studies about the luxury brand consumption across the rich western world have
attempted to analyze the behavioral outcomes of the consumers in terms of their hedonism,
prestige, uniqueness, quality and conspicuous consumption of luxury brands. However, these
dimensions have not tested and analyzed consumer behavior from the standpoint of an emerging
country/ island nation (Sri Lanka) where new wealth creation (thanks to globalization) has
created a new segment within the society (a new class of “rich and famous” consumers) who
wish to enjoy the luxurious living of westernized rich and famous by owning luxurious car
brands such as Rolls Royce, Bentley, Porch, Lamborghini, and Ranger Rover. This study uses
empirical and theoretical evidences in order to develop a model of consumer behavior for a small
island nation (Sri Lanka) where luxury is being redefined by the new wealth generated by
business elites through globalization.
Keywords: Global Branding, Luxury Car Branding, Attitudes, Luxuriousness, Brand
Personality, Lifestyle, Psychographic, Hedonism, Conspicuous Consumption, Sri Lanka.
Introduction
This study is being conducted on the key determinants of consumer attitudes towards global
luxury car brands in Sri Lanka. Study of luxury brand consumption has been a major topic
among a number of scholars over the years. However, understanding the culture, its perceptions
and attitudes towards the brands have been a major challenge for marketers. Research studies
conducted on luxury automobile purchasing behavior in Sri Lankan contexts are very few.
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Understanding the way of life, its observations and states of mind towards the brands have been
a noteworthy test for marketers. Brands of luxury have begun its voyage to stream into the Asian
market with the growing monetary gains of the High Net-worth Individuals including in Sri
Lanka. With the beginning of the 21st Century, eighty five percent of the world's global luxury
brands had been in the hands of the Asian and Chinese markets (Koch & Mkhitaryan, 2015).
Sri Lanka is now becoming a rapid developing country in the south Asian region with the
eradication of the civil war prevailed in the country for more than thirty years. The post-war
period has given new hopes for the Sri Lankan consumers with its focus on economic
development and the government of Sri Lanka has shown significant interest on attracting
foreign direct investments to the country on a number of development projects. The Sri Lankan
consumers have also become quite fashionable and more conscious about the living condition.
They are also more knowledgeable than they were a few decades ago with the blessings of the
globalization. Sri Lanka is a South Asian country with a gross per capita income of USD 3800 at
the end of the year 2015 with a real economic growth of 4.8%. The economic contribution of the
country’s GDP has been changed dramatically in the past few decades and the in 2015 the
service sector contributed 62.4% for the GDP of the country followed by 28.9% and 8.7% by the
industrial and agricultural sectors (Worldbankorg, 2016). Further, the richest 20% of the country
accounts 54% of the income generated (Central Bank Annual Report, 2014). As the new
demand drivers in the Sri Lankan economy, the growth of per capita income predicted up to
USD 7500 by the year 2020 will create more demand for luxury living in condominiums of Sri
Lankan consumers (Kpmgcom, 2016). According to World Bank, Sri Lanka is heading towards
to become an upper middle class country (Worldbankorg, 2016). Further the improved life
standards are explicit in the decline of the share on food consumption and the increase of the
ownership of assets etc. (Worldbankorg, 2016). With its new economic prosperities and future
plans as a nation, a number of multi-national companies are eying on the rapid changing life
styles of the Sri Lankan consumer. The Multinationals will have to look for its brand marketing
perspectives in order to capture the market for its luxury car brands. According to Towansend
(2009) the promotion of global brands has resulted in for the multinational to go into capture the
global markets and the cultures. Sri Lanka has the economy that is the fastest in the South Asian
region and its GDP growth rate of over 6%. The per-capital income of the country stands USD
3625 in 2014 and the unemployment rate is around 4% (Investment Guide, Board of Investment,
2015).
The objectives of the research are as follows:
Main Objective
To identify the key determinants of luxury perceptions and the influence of attitudes on luxury
automobile brand purchase intention.
Specific Objectives
1. To identify the determinants of overall perceived luxuriousness of consumer purchase of
global luxury car brands in Sri Lanka.
2. To identify influence of perceived luxuriousness of luxury cars on consumer attitude of
current owners and the aspirants who have dreams to buy luxury cars with respect to their
intention to buy.
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3. To examine the factors which are more influential for the current users and the aspirants
in terms of the adoption of global luxury car brands.
Literature Review
Luxury
The word ‘Luxury’ is borrowed from the word ‘luxus’ in the Latin language and as indicated by
its definition in Latin Oxford Dictionary, it alludes to "delicate or indulgent living,
overindulgence" and "richness, solace, plenitude" (Christodoulides et al., 2008). According to
Vigneron & Johnson (1999) the luxury alludes to the largest amount of prestigious brands that
incorporates different physical and mental qualities. Explained by Godey et al., (2013) luxury
could increase the prices in most part of the world. From an alternate point of view, luxury
merchandise are the items 95% of whom are just accessible to the 5% of the populace and that
have a restricted supply (Savitha & Sathyanarayan, 2014). In this sense, luxury items trigger
social separation. The traditional view on consumer behavior is identified as the way the
consumers act rationally selecting goods that will provide the maximum value at the lowest cost
for the consumer (Altunisik, 2007). However, the studies do not always suggest that consumers
act rationally and the consumers get emotional when they select products for pleasure, happiness
and esteem etc (Altunisik, 2007). Generally, people want to obtain nice, quality and interesting
goods and from the same consumption, they experience rational and hedonic appeals as well.
Husic & Cicic (2009) discuss that the demand for luxury is increasing as the people could earn
more revenue and they tend to enjoy more consumption opportunities. According to Yeoman
(2011) the luxury term has been viewed as a process of consumer materialism to time, passion
and when consumers do satisfy their inner feelings of pleasure consuming the luxury goods, the
existing luxury goods continue to enhance its charm for consumers.
Luxuries are distinguished as classification of customer products that are required more over the
survival needs of the general population and improvement needs. It is additionally perceived as
"non-necessities" (Dylw, 2015). An imperative element that has been the key for the real
development has been focusing on the center and upper white collar class for luxury items
(Savitha & Sathyanarayan, 2014).
Over the previous years and decades the luxury brands have developed picking up notoriety on
the planet. The market for luxury brands has been expanding extraordinarily and the shopper
conduct has been influenced essentially. As indicated by Weidman et al., (2009) luxurious
esteem demonstrate comprising four principle measurements. These measurements are
recognized as money related, individual, social and utilitarian measurements. The money related
esteem or the perspective is the monetary measurement about the items. It is essentially the value
relative of the concerned item. The center advantages of the items are distinguished as the useful
measurement while the shopper's close to home perspective if recognized as the individual
measurement. The social measurement expresses that the shoppers' apparent esteem relating to
luxury utilization inside a social gathering.
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Rising Demand for Luxury
The increasing global millionaires have been in a considerable growth and it has resulted in
creating increasing segment of mass consumers; Democrats (Barnier & Rodina, 2006; Husic &
Cicic, 2008; Wiedmann, Hennigs & Siebels, 2007). Even though there is a growth in the sector,
the number of studies which are related to luxury automobiles are very minimal. Meanwhile,
prestige car brand businesses have extended their product lines appealing to a majority middleclass consumers by emphasizing the macro economic impact of the industry. Not only that, with
the growth of consumerism, many consumers who could not traditionally afford luxury products
expressed the idea that everyone had a "right" to access this market (Dubois & Laurent, 1996).
The importance of the management of the customer's perceptions and valuation of a car brand to
assist customers in their ability to differentiate one car brand from another car brand has
significantly increased. Also, as compared to non-prestige car brands, consumer attitudes play a
critical role in shaping desire for prestige car brands with the focus of consumer’s desire for
intangible and psychological benefits (Vicker & Renand, 2003). A car brand represents an
inherent and a symbolic value.
Even according to several past studies (Vigneron & Johnson; 1999; Engand Bogaert, 2010;
Ghanei, 2013) the terms luxury and non-luxury could be differentiated from five key
perceptions. They are perceived conspicuousness, perceived uniqueness, perceived quality,
perceived hedonism and perceived extended self. At the same time, several literature emphasizes
that, the Brand Luxury Index (BLI) acts as a tool to estimate the amount of the perceived
luxuriousness of a prestige brand. Kim & Johnson (2015) present a Brand Luxury Index (BLI)
re-evaluating the Brand Luxury Index developed by Vigneron & Johnson in 2004. The BLI
developed in the Western context could be considered in the Eastern parts of the world. The
applicability of the BLI could be tested in Sri Lanka as particular territory selected in South Asia.
Further, due to the fluidity of the concept, each society or culture has its own idea of what luxury
is (Nwankwo et al, 2014).
Purchasers as people recognize the term luxury with expressions, for example, upscale, great in
taste, quality and class and so on. It is apparent that individuals satisfy their utilitarian necessities
through luxury additionally the mental prerequisites (Dubois, Laurent & Czellar, 2001).
Vigneron & Johnson (1999) as referred by Hanzee & Teimourpour (2012), luxuriousness
definition is viewed as the renowned sentiment regarded brands with both physical qualities and
the mental qualities. Distinctive individuals characterize the term luxury in differing ways. This
is a result of its smoothness of the idea. Consequently, most scientists do concur on the way that
the luxury recognition is on two distinctive topics; the unique situation and the general
population (Cambell, 1987). Purchasers can be related to regard to the items they purchase. For
the most part the purchaser products can be related to three essential classes. They are
requirements, substandard products and luxury merchandise. At the point when the salary level
goes up of these buyers they tend to buy more lavish merchandise (Songer, 2014).
The impression of luxury, buyer state of mind towards luxury and the customer passionate
emotions are recognized as the components that are influencing for forming the purchaser
conduct on luxury. The purchasing designs, customer steadfastness and brand fulfillment are
influenced by the way the consumers distinguish the luxury. Consequently, it is imperative to
distinguish and evaluate the consumer discernments and states of mind towards luxury.
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Brand attitude is identified as a general role in consumer buying behaviour. As Keller (1993)
mentions, brand attitudes are based on the formulation of multi-attributes within which the brand
attitudes are identified as a function of the attributes and benefits associated with the brand. The
four important characteristics are identified with brand attitude; brand attitude depends on the
motivation at present, the brand attitude represents both cognitive and affective elements, the
cognitive element may comprise of the belief of the brand benefit and brands meet the
underlying motivation of consumers better than others (Percy & Rossiter, 1992).
Dimensions of Perceived Luxuriousness
Luxury is a unique idea as its significance is dictated by individual and interpersonal thought
processes and is consequently principally based on devour recognition (Vigneron & Johnson,
2004). According to Weidman, Hennings & Siebles (2009) luxury has been conceptually viewed
from four basic dimensions. They are financial, functional, individual and social value.
Different people define luxury in different ways. This is because of its fluidity of the concept.
Therefore, most researchers do agree on the fact that the luxury perception is on two different
subject matters; the context and the people (Cambell, 1987). Perceived value is the customer
perception on the product or service benefits with respect to the customer expectations.
According to Zithmal (1988) it is identified as the utility of a perceived value of a product.
Dubois & Lautrent (2001) and Dubois, et al. (2001), found that shoppers' state of mind towards
the idea of luxury change impressively. Buyers at the same time show solid positive and negative
sentiments towards luxury. People refer luxury to the expressions identified as quality, upscale,
great taste and class and also garishness and awful taste. It is evident that luxury items satisfy
one's needs, practically, as well as mental (Dubois, Laurent & Czellar, 2001). Vigneron &
Johnson (1999) proposed the meaning of luxuriousness as the largest amount of prestigious
brands enveloping a few physical and mental qualities. Widemann, Hennigs & Siebels, (2007)
describe that the luxury value has three fundamental dimensions. They are functional value,
social value and individual value. Vigneron & Johnson (2004) proposed that the measure of
luxuriousness of a brand can be overseen on the off chance that it can be measured. They built up
the Brand Luxury Index (BLI) to give an apparatus to evaluate the measure of luxury shoppers'
connection with a brand. Their measure contained five segments: conspicuousness, extendedself, uniqueness, quality and hedonism. These scientists posited that the overall perception of the
luxuriousness of a brand was a combination of diverse assessments of these five measurements.
Dimension of Luxury Perceptions
(Please request table from author)
Methodology
Research Questions
 What are the determinants of overall luxuriousness of consumer purchase of global
luxury car brands in Sri Lanka?
 How does perceived luxuriousness of luxury car owners and aspirants, who are willing to
buy, are influenced by the consumer attitude with respect to buying intention?
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What are the more influential factors that can effect on the adoption of luxury cars by the
users and the aspirants who are willing to buy global luxury car brands?

Research Hypotheses
H1 –The perceived conspicuousness of a car brand is positively related to intention to buy –
Current owner of luxury cars.
H2 –The perceived uniqueness of a car brand is positively related to intention to buy –Current
owner of luxury cars.
H3 –The perceived quality of a car brand is positively related to intention to buy –Current
owner of luxury cars.
H4 –The perceived extended self of a car brand is positively related to intention to buy –Current
owner of luxury cars.
H5 –The perceived hedonism of a car brand is positively related to to intention to buy –Current
owner of luxury cars.
H6- The perceived brand personality of a car brand is positively related to intention to buy –
Current owner of luxury cars.
H7- Income of a consumer is positively related to intention to buy –Current owner of luxury
cars.
H8 –The perceived conspicuousness of a car brand is positively related to intention to buy –
Aspirants who are willing to buy a luxury car.
H9 –The perceived uniqueness of a car brand is positively related to intention to buy –Current
owner of luxury cars.
H10 –The perceived quality of a car brand is positively related to intention to buy – Aspirants
who are willing to buy a luxury car.
H11 –The perceived extended self of a car brand is positively related to intention to buy –
Aspirants who are willing to buy a luxury car.
H12 –The perceived hedonism of a car brand is positively related to intention to buy – Aspirants
who are willing to buy a luxury car.
H13- The perceived brand personality of a car brand is positively related to intention to buy –
Aspirants who are willing to buy a luxury car.
H14- Income of a consumer is positively related to intention to buy – Aspirants who are willing
to buy a luxury car.
H15 –The relationship between the perceived conspicuousness of a car brand and the intention to
buy of Current owner of luxury cars is moderated by consumer attitude.
H16 – The relationship between the perceived uniqueness of a car brand and the intention to buy
of Current owner of luxury cars is moderated by consumer attitude.
H17 – The relationship between the perceived quality of a car brand and the intention to buy of
Current owner of luxury cars is moderated by consumer attitude.
H18 – The relationship between the perceived extended self of a car brand and the intention to
buy of Current owner of luxury cars is moderated by consumer attitude.
H19 – The relationship between the perceived hedonism of a car brand and the intention to buy
of Current owner of luxury cars is moderated by consumer attitude.
H20- The relationship between the perceived brand personality of a car brand and the intention
to buy of Current owner of luxury cars is moderated by consumer attitude.
H21- The relationship between the Income of a consumer and the intention to buy of Current
owner of luxury cars is moderated by consumer attitude.
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H22 –The relationship between the perceived conspicuousness of a car brand and the intention to
buy of Aspirants who are willing to buy a luxury car is moderated by consumer attitude.
H23 – The relationship between the perceived uniqueness of a car brand and the intention to buy
of Aspirants who are willing to buy a luxury car is moderated by consumer attitude.
H24 – The relationship between the perceived quality of a car brand and the intention to buy of
Aspirants who are willing to buy a luxury car is moderated by consumer attitude.
H25 – The relationship between the perceived extended self of a car brand and the intention to
buy of Aspirants who are willing to buy a luxury car is moderated by consumer attitude.
H26 – The relationship between the perceived hedonism of a car brand and the intention to buy
of Aspirants who are willing to buy a luxury car is moderated by consumer attitude.
H27- The relationship between the perceived brand personality of a car brand and the intention
to buy of Aspirants who are willing to buy a luxury car is moderated by consumer attitude.
H28- The relationship between the Income of a consumer and the intention to buy of Aspirants
who are willing to buy a luxury car is moderated by consumer attitude.
Conclusion
Sri Lanka as its upper class consumers are more esteemed focused and high concentration in the
capital Colombo, they are more in search of luxury in their day today life. The demand for
luxury is today available to the general individuals other than the elite consumers and the rich
class. Therefore, there is a significant urgency for the luxury brand marketers to study the
consumer attitude and perception in these part of the world where different values, beliefs and
attitudes prevail. The global luxury spending has jumped up significantly and it is expected to
reach USD 40 Trillion by the year 2020. Previous research studies conducted have attempted to
emphasize the role of a country’s culture and its demographical factors influence on the luxury
brand consumption (Hung et al., 2011; Godey et al., 2013). However, as Miller and Mills (2012)
suggested the meaning of luxury could vary from country to country with its cultural uniqueness.
Further the consumer motivations and their objectives which are behind the purchase could be
similar (Hennings et al., 2012). Though there have been research conducted with the
investigation perspective into the luxury branding from the view of the practitioner’s perceptive
(Fiondaan & Moore, 2009) and from the conceptual point of view (Miller & Mills, 2012; Ghosh
& Varshney, 2013), this has not been studied from the perspective of the consumer attitudes on
luxury automobiles.
Researcher’s Definition of a Luxury Car in Sri Lanka
As researcher has experienced over the years in the Sri Lankan context and referring to the
literature, a Luxury car can be identified as a vehicle which give extravagant experience to the
customer with its features, functional and emotional rewards which are beyond the necessity of
the user but purchased at an increased cost.
Based on the evidences the researcher has found that the consumer behavior is affected by a
number of factors such as consumer demographics, culture, attitudes, perception and
psychological factors etc.
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Abstract
The tourism industry generates substantial economic benefits. The industry now accounts for
one in 11 jobs on the planet and covers 5.4% of world exports (WEF, 2015). Currently,
Ethiopia’s share is 800,000. Ethiopian government uses tourism as a tool to promote its economy
and to maintain understandings among the public. Relevant data was gathered and systematically
analyzed. The major challenges identified on competitiveness are limited use of ICT and
domination of the tourism businesses by few people in rural Ethiopia. Moreover, the early
derogatory history of Ethiopia influences potential visitors to be shaped by stories of wars,
drought & famine crisis. Recently, hotel standardizations is practiced. Even though, yet, in many
competitiveness parameters, Ethiopia is far behind Kenya and Tanzania. Yet, focusing on ICT
use is vital to ensure the nation’s overall destination competitiveness.
Keywords: Tourism development, Competitiveness, Sustainability.
Introduction
The concept tourism has become basic element of our universal language. In the past six or more
decades, it has showed a recurrent development and variation and became one of the prime and
fast-growing economic areas in the globe (UNWTO, 2014). The estimation given by the World
Tourism Organization shows that international arrivals will be 1.6 billion and receipts will
amount to 2 trillion U.S dollars by the year 2020 (Tourism Policy of Ethiopia,
(2009).Consequently, ETO (2015), puts that Ethiopia envisions to be one of the top five
destinations in Africa in terms of tourism revenues by 2020.
Most developing countries are attracted to tourism due to its rich benefits such as creating job
and employment opportunities, bringing inflow of foreign direct investment and foreign
exchange, and, most importantly, tackling poverty to so as to attain sustainable development
goals(Maureen Ayikoru,2015). Accordingly, in Ethiopia, tourism plays a significant role serving
as a major source of foreign exchange, scaling up micro and small-scale venture, creating jobs,
and fostering sustainable development (FDRE tourism policy, 2009).Thus, the purpose of this
study is to analyze the efforts towards creating a competitive tourism in Ethiopia and related
challenges.According to ETO (2015) Ethiopia has many distinctive and iconic tourist attractions.
The country is known for its rich and diverse culture, unique cultural traditions and practices,
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ancient historical sites, scenic and beautiful natural features, excellent hospitality, friendly and
peaceful people, excellent air links and connections, and high value-for money provided to
visitors. Hence, it is possible to assume that the country has enormous potential for
competitiveness.
In creating competitive destinations, many local, regional and national bodies and governments
currently consider tourism’s significance as a major driving force for economic development
through supplying resources to manage and enhance the development of the tourism sector in
their regions (Scott McCabe, 2009). According to the latest report from the Ministry of culture
and tourism of Ethiopia, the tourist arrival in the country has shown an increment since 2005
from 227,000 to 681,000 in the year 2013 and around 886,897 in 2016/17. (MoCT, 2017).
This increment, according to Tegegne et al, (2014), seems to be continual since the country is
doing well in economic, social, political, infrastructure and service competitiveness. Thus,
tourism is creating job and employment opportunities and rising income in Ethiopia (MoCT,
2016, Tegegne et al, 2014). These days, becoming a competitive destination is a major challenge
(Gianluca Goffi, 2013). Hence, this study has examined the creation of competitive tourism in
Ethiopia and analyzed the major competitiveness challenges that hold back the country’s tourism
sector moves towards a sustainable development.
Literature review
Today, the business volume of tourism equals or even surpasses that of oil market, food products
and automobiles. Tourism is being one of the foremost livelihood options in developing nations
and one of the major actors in the international commerce. In the past years, tourism exhibits a
consistent growth and diversification to become one of the fastest growing and leading economic
sectors in the globe. This growth of the tourism industry goes in line with an increasing
diversification and competition among tourism destinations. (UNWTO, 2016).
Destination competitiveness is the ability of one country to create additional values and thus
increase the national wealth by managing assets and processes, attractiveness, aggressiveness
and proximity and by integrating these relationships within an economic and social model that
takes into account a destination’s natural capital and its preservation for future generations
(Ritchie, Crouch, 2003). Tanja Armenskia*, Doris Omerzel Gomezeljb, Branislav Djurdjeva,
Lukrecija Đeria, Dragin Aleksandraa, 2011. Thus, a tourist destination cannot gain competitive
advantage by accident; it is the result of a constant planning process. It was demonstrated that
enterprises that use planning procedures have significantly higher performances compared to
businesses that do not. (Ray F. Iunius 1, Laura Cismaru 2,* and Diana Foris 2, 2015). In today’s
competitive global market, the world is more and more integrated and complex, tourist are more
educated, experienced and well-informed about global destinations through the widespread use
of information technology. Traditional used of destination competitiveness models and set of
indicators are seemed no longer provide complete results which show somewhat ambiguous in
some studies. A highly competitive destination does not achieve by chance, creative strategies
formulations are required to sustain destinations‟ competitiveness in market place over time. Ei
Ei Khin, Dr Jaruwan Daengbuppha, Dr Petchsri Nonsiri, 2014.
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Attributes and indicators of destination competitiveness
A competitiveness model and evaluation tool provides insights to destination marketing and
management organizations (March, Roger, 2004). Go and Govers (1990) examined the
competitiveness relying on seven attributes: facilities, availability, service quality, overall
accessibility, image, climate and environment, as an attribute and attractiveness of a destination.
Jovan Popesku, Danijel Pavlović*, 2015. Kim’s model (Kim & Lee, 2005) examines
competitiveness by dividing indicators in to three sources of competitiveness. Ritchie and
Crouch (2006) designed and introduced their model of competitiveness in 1999, complemented
with various factors over years. It consists of five indicator groups: supporting factors and
resources, core resources and attractors, destination management, destination policy, planning
and development, qualifying and amplifying determinants.
Most importantly, the integrated model shows that the competitiveness assessment derived from
the survey of internal stakeholder’s points to the assessment from the aspect of key players in
destination’s tourism industry, as well as among experts and professional associations in tourism,
regulatory bodies etc. (Jovan Popesku, Danijel Pavlović, 2015) and has a merit to critically
examine the views of these key stakeholders on the study subject. Thus, integrated model of
competitiveness is applied for the study.
Study methods
The study approach is qualitative, and descriptive by design. Descriptive study is often
undertaken when the characteristics/attributes to be tapped in a situation are known to exist, and
one wants to be able to describe them better by offering a profile of the factors. (Uma Sekaran &
Roger Bougie, 2010). Hence, it helped to describe existing tourism competitiveness and analyze
its development in relation to specific factors of the integrated destination competitiveness model
(Kim, Dwyer, 2003).
The study is based on both primary and secondary data sources. Reliance on secondary data as
seen in this study is not unusual for such destinations as previous research on the evolution of
tourism and strategic analysis in other African destinations have used a similar approach (such as
Maureen Ayikoru, 2015). Consequently, the research draws up on the critical desk review of
Tourism Policy of Ethiopia (2009), Tourism marketing strategy for Ethiopia 2016-2020, and
Ethiopian tourism destinations development strategy (2016). Besides, the most relevant data for
the study was obtained from WTTC, UNWTO, WEF, UNESCO, World Bank, MoCT and ETO
websites, publications and country specific reports.
In addition to the secondary sources, the research being contemplated during the starting year of
implementing ‘Ethiopian tourism marketing strategy 2016-2020’ and during the introduction of
the new tourism brand of the nation ’Land of Origins”, interview with the key tourism
development actors was pertinent. On this basis, key informants in-depth interviews were
conducted with regional tourism bureau heads, tourism destination managers and policy advisors
of the tourism ministry. Interview of practitioners are viewed as an appropriate population to
respond (Crouch 2007).
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In addition, focus group discussion (FGD) was conducted with purposely selected
representatives of senior tourism researchers, and selected national tour operators,
representatives from hotel associations, and destination marketers serving the Ethiopian tourism
organization. Moreover, the researchers discuss practical experience and understanding of
tourism development in Ethiopia assessed in face-to-face meetings and based on knowledge from
long years of working and learning within the industry. (Tegegne et al, 2014). Thus, the findings
of the study are drawn from a triangulation of the analysis of interview, FGD, personal
observation, review of relevant literatures and consultation of official documents & reports.
Results
Existing efforts towards creating a competitive tourism industry
A highly competitive destination does not achieve by chance, creative strategies formulations are
required to sustain destinations‟ competitiveness in market place over time. Ei Ei Khin, et al,
2014. Currently, Ethiopia takes the lead in Africa sheltering 12 UNESCO inscribed world
heritage sites. Historically, in 1965 during the reign of the last Ethiopia’s emperor, Emperor
Haile Selassie II, Ethiopia had implemented its first tourism development plans as a part of
national integrated economic growth and development plan. (MoCT, 2009, Tegegne et al, 2014).
In the last few decades the number of tourist arrivals, national travel agencies and hotel
establishments are growing much. This growing trend is resulted from the major efforts made by
the government and the private sectors in the development and establishment of the following.
i.e., in the establishment of Ethiopian Tour Operators Association, opening of tourism education
at higher educational institutions (since 2006), designing of National Tourism policy document
(2009), Tourism Code of Ethics document (2010), Sustainable Tourism Master Plan (2013),
establishment of Ethiopian Tourism Organization (2010), National Tourism Transformation
Council (2012), and development of the new tourism strategy and destination brand for the
country ‘Land of Origins’ designed and its implementation started (2015) are to mention some.
Similarly, the Ethiopian tourism policy and the Federal legislation (916/2015) clearly stated the
need to make arrangements of benefit sharing for local communities has also put the issue in its
policy principle “Guaranteeing Community Participation and Benefits”. Ethiopia undertaking a
series of sustainable tourism-eliminating poverty, pilot projects identified with the technical
collaboration of the UNWTO. Consequently, the development of new tourism forms, ecotourism and community based eco-tourism are evidences at the ground showing the pattern of
hope for the country growing through conservation of natural resources and promoting it for
ecotourism development. During the investigation, the major ecotourism and community based
ecotourism projects emphasize on conservation of natural resources and benefiting of the
adjacent local community are TESFA community tourism of Meket, Adaba Dodola ecotourism
site of Oromia region, and Guassa Community Conservation Area of North Shewa.
In specific terms, the building blocks of any tourism destination are assets such as natural
scenery and cultural heritage as well as properly functioning infrastructure that allow travelers to
access a country and move comfortably within it. Without these building blocks, a country
cannot compete in the global tourism market. (WEF, 2013). Hence, findings on the
competitiveness of these building blocks are summarized as follows.
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Endowed/inherited Resources of the country: Ethiopia is a land blessed with a rich and varied
heritage from over 80 different cultural traditions and fascinating religious festivals to ancient
history, archaeological wonders and pristine natural endowments. In general, the resource
endowments of Ethiopia are enormous. It comprises of Natural resources such as mountains,
lakes, beaches, rivers, climate and Cultural/Heritage resources such as churches, cuisine,
handicrafts, language, customs etc. on the other hand, there are ten different ecosystems in the
country. The flora and fauna diversity, biodiversity is diverse along the different ecosystems,
ranges from one of the lowest point in the planet, the Danakil depression (110 meters below sea
level) to mount Ras Degen/Dashen (4543 meter above sea level).
Region wise, as depicted in the table below, compared to the cultural resources competitive
position of Ethiopia within the region, the country’s position in the nature resources are less
ranked. This lower rank is due to the stiff competition on resource endowments and valuation
from the region such as Kenya, Tanzania and other competing countries like Morocco in the
continent. Kenya is ranked 14th for its natural resources in 2013, with its three World Heritage
natural sites and its rich diversity of fauna. Yet, Kenya is seen in the high number of online
searches for natural tourism. (WEF, 2015). It looks why experts suggest that Ethiopia should
provide a more cultural approach to divide its tourism market from other African countries.
(Mulugeta Girma, 2016). Howsoever, the country has the potential to drive unique values of its
resources to be competitive in both natural and cultural resources.
Table 3 Summary of global competitiveness of the regional countries in resources and
supporting factors
Competitiveness parameter
Ethiopi Keny Tanzani Uganda
a
a
a
33
14
125
25
Natural resources
82
97
122
130
Cultural resources
120
58
127
54
Prioritization of tourism in the
country among other
sectors/Affinity to tourism
135
104
125
124
Tourism infrastructure
Source: (Recompiled, 2017)
Created Resources: Created resources refer to tourism infrastructure, range of visitor
experiences/activities, special events, entertainment centers and shopping. Tourists experience is
influenced by physical infrastructure, service quality and tour programs. (Hee-Sun Cho et al,
2014). In its 2012 report on Ethiopia, the World Bank cites infrastructure (transport, ecommerce, communication and product development), value chain inefficiencies, a greater role
for regional governments and a greater private sector involvement in the regions as impediments
to competitiveness (World Bank Competitiveness report, 2012). In addition, standard service can
only be ensured if facilities and amenities improve and skilled labor force is available. Thus,
availability of roads, airports, hotels, tourist information centers and tourism education is critical
for a destination to be competitive and below is the description for the country.
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Table 4 Exisitng created and supporting resources in the country
Tourism infrastruct –
re elements

Number/quantity

Source

Regional
status

Total Road networks

99,522 kilometers

ERA, 2014

Low

Rail ways in tourist
destinations
Airlines

Airports

NA
1 public, 4 private Ethiopian owned (offer
both int’l & local flight services), & about 11
foreign owned offer only international flight
services
About 20 functioning

Ethiopian
express,
2017

High

Ethiopian
Airlines,
2016

Average

Hotels

168 star categorized hotels, 500 basic hotels &
6 international hotel chains

Low

Universities offering
tourism education

14 public universities & about 5 private
colleges

High

Special events
(religious and secular
viewed by tourists)

About 10 major religious & social events able
to attract tourists.

Foreign Exchange
(FOREX)

Minimum of 1 FOREX center (bank) exists at
or close to tourist sites.

Low

Source: (Recompiled, 2017)
Tourism destination competitiveness is dependent on quality of tourist attractions, availability of
accessibility (roads, flight and railway/cruise services), and accommodation facilities to dine and
spend overnight. Ethiopian Airlines (Ethiopian) is the fastest growing and most profitable airline
in Africa. In 2014, IATA ranked Ethiopian as the largest airline in Africa in revenue and profit.
Since 2011, Ethiopian airlines joins the Star Alliance, which enables tourists flying via Ethiopian
airlines to enjoy seamless travel experience allowing them access to more than 18,500 daily
departures, 1330 destinations within 192 countries.
In the view of competition, Ethiopian airlines won “Best Airline to Africa”, for a second year in
a row, and “Best Airline in Africa” by Premier Traveler, one of the most prominent travel
magazines in the US. Similarly, it named as Best Regional Airline of the Year by Air Transport
World (ATW) at the 41st annual Air Transport World Airline Industry Achievement Awards on
February 25, 2015. Than any other competing airlines in the region, it flies to 51 Africa, 16
Europe & America and 25 Middle East & Asia countries. Furthermore, its vision, to be the most
competitive and leading aviation group in Africa by providing safe, market driven and customer
focused services, is an input to achieve the development vision of Ethiopian tourism industry.
Regarding tourism, the airline has grand role in moving more than 90% of foreign tourists to
Ethiopia. Likewise, there are above 20 active airports in the country (Ethiopian Airlines, 2016).
Currently, there is a new route linking Addis Ababa to Djbouti via Lebu, Bishoftu, Awash, and
Dire Dawa is planned to contribute much for the development both freight and passenger
transport. According to (MoCT, 2015) capacity of this new route will be about 2800. Thus,
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currently railway has no contribution on the competitiveness of tourism and fostering of nation’s
economy.
In many of the African region, while the tourism industry is growing strongly, infrastructure
investments on airports, road and rail, and communication technologies are lagging behind,
leading to significant bottlenecks. (WEF, 2015). So, the railway development is presumed to fill
part of the development challenges.
Destination Management practices: destination management factors are those that can enhance
the appeal of the core resources and attractors, strengthen the quality and effectiveness of the
supporting factors and resources and best adapt to the situational conditions (Crouch and Ritchie
1999). In the marketing of tourist destinations, there are no well-organized moves. Recently, to
reimage Ethiopia as an appealing tourist’s destination there were few campaign by the
government using athletes, artistes, diasporas. (Mulugeta Girma, 2016).
Communicating with travelers online through various direct or indirect channels requires many
destination managers and developers to redesign their existing marketing capabilities.
destinations need to rethink their positioning among competing countries to prepare for shortterm demand shocks and long-term shifts of traveler flows. (WEF, 2013). Promote a convincing
and differentiated tourism positioning and brand identity (MoCT, 2015). In effect, Ethiopia has
now shifted from the ’13 months of sunshine’ brand in to ‘Land of Origins. This new brand
positioning has considered the distinctive, unique and real image of the country and indicates
that Ethiopia is the origin of so much history and culture; human kind, coffee culture, tolerance
with diversity, ancient architectures, spectacular landscapes and water bodies.
Moreover, new ecotourism and sustainable form of tourism have been established in different
corners of the country. According to the UNEP Green Economy Report (2011), global spending
on ecotourism is increasing by 20% per year. (USAID et al, 2011).
Table 5 Ethiopia's relative competitiveness in int'l tourist arrival and tourism receipts
Ethiopia
Kenya Tanzania
Uganda
Int’l tourist arrivals
681
1,433
1,063
1,206
(thousands), 2013
Int’l tourism receipts (inbound 619.3
880.6
1,880.4
1,183.6
US$ millions) 2013
Source, (WEF, 2015, Recompiled, 2017)
Some countries have a richer endowment than others, but some are also better than others at
promoting and protecting them. (WEF, 2015).
Table 6 relative global rank of the four East African countries among 141 economies
Enabling
T&T
Infrastructure Natural and
Overall
Environment Policy and
Cultural
global
Enabling
Resources
rank
Conditions
Ethiopia 118
118
109
124
73
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Kenya
18
117
Tanzania 93
124
Uganda 114
122
Source, Recompiled, (WEF, 2015)

43
67
87

88
119
123

36
31
59

Challenges of tourism development & competitiveness
In recent years, the environment in which countries compete for international visitors has
become increasingly challenging. Economic shocks, political instability, and natural disasters
have significantly affected tourism in many countries that previously experienced strong growth
in their tourism economy. (WEF, 2013). The past history and negative image of Ethiopia as a
land of poverty and war hearts the tourism industry. Most people still image the country as a
barren land with extremely poor people. Until today, the recurrent droughts, recent war with
Eritrea and human crises cases broadcasted over international news media has a major impact on
the development of the sector. The media publicity creates a stereotype, as result, many people
tend to think still Ethiopia is unstable and difficult place for them to imagine as a tourist
destination to visit. The western media and the NGO are still focusing on the past history of the
country, instead of existing progresses of the country. (Selamawit, 2013). In recent years
attention has been shifted from product destination to potential destination visitor and one of the
many marketing objectives is an enhancement of tourist image of the country. (G.S.Batra & A.s.
Chawla, 1995).
Besides, safety and security is a critical factor determining the competitiveness of a country’s
T&T industry. Tourists doubt from traveling to dangerous countries or regions. (WEF, 2015).
Even though, terrorism is not a problem for Ethiopia today, the continuous terrorism (Alshabab),
crime and violence in the region particularly in Somalia and Eritrea highly impacted the flow of
visitors in to the region. Thus, on the faces of such a turbulent environment in Ethiopia and the
horn of Africa requires for a new marketing strategy based on past experiences, situation analysis
and research is inevitable.
Another impediments on the destination competitiveness and sustainable tourism development is
inequitable benefit sharing. The study finding showed that among others, direct benefits
collected from the Semien mountains national park (a world heritage site) park office is still
directly sent to the federal government, leaving no finances for the local community to share
from the entry fees collected. (Endalkachew et al, 2016).
Consequently, there are only few tourism business enterprises run by local communities. The
unfair profit making motive of tour operators highly tackles the existing efforts by the industry to
sustain tourism. Therefore, the creation of stronger linkages within local economies and chain
tour operators to purchasing goods and services from local businesses, create employment
opportunity for local community (USAID et al, 2011) and ensure that the poor participates in the
tourism value chain and become major beneficiaries of tourism development are important.
(UNDP Ethiopia, 2012).
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In general the institutionalization of the tourism community in the country is poor. There has
been a consensus among the FGD respondents that the country as one of the global destinations
fails to institutionalize the industry with other development actors. The major concerns to this
end are -non-existence of a means to link community tourism associations with financial
institutions to get credit access for establishing of small locally owned tourism businesses;
nonexistence of tourism benefit sharing mechanisms between the national government and local
districts; inability to diversify tourism products at local levels, and high dependency on foreign
aids to run projects.
Above all, due to lack of strong framework reports from the public tourism offices exhibit
existence of limited skilled manpower, whereas to the other end public higher universities
offering tourism courses are complaining on unavailability of jobs for graduates in the field.
In general, the most critical problem identified in the study is the competitiveness gap the
country has in readiness of Information Communication Technology (ICT, here after).
Table 7 Compared to the top five African countries Ethiopia is doing well except for ICT
readiness
Country
Global Business
Safety
Health Human
ICT
rank
environment and
and
resource and readiness
security hygiene labor market
South
Africa
Mauritius

53

5.3

3.9

3.8

4.6

4.4

55

5.2

5.9

5.3

4.8

4.5

Morocco

65

4.7

6.1

4.6

3.9

4.3

Egypt

74

4.3

3.3

5.4

4.1

3.9

Kenya

80

4.4

3.4

3.2

4.5

3.4

*Ethiopia
116
4.0
4.9
4.5
Source: WEF, TTCI, 2017 (Recompiled by the Author)

3.7

2.6

Conclusions
The study findings clearly showed the existing efforts in tourism development and
competitiveness aspects along with competitiveness challenges ahead. Currently, the
establishment of national tourism marketing strategy; policy support for foreign businesses to
inter in to the country; incentives through relaxation of import tax for tour operators and hotel
businesses; and the start of hotel service standardization and accreditation since 2015/16 have
inevitable effect in enhancing the access and quality of tourism services and facilities, destination
competitiveness of the country. Nevertheless, compared to the resource endowments of the
country its regional and global competitiveness is limited. The unsatisfactory competitiveness by
the country is linked to the limited finances assigned for the sector, stress of terrorism in the
region, lack of institutionalization in the development of tourism and sharing of benefits.
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Study implications
The study implication is that policy makers need to consider the challenges and plan destination
marketing to determine the improvement of destination competitiveness of the country. Besides,
improvements on development of tourism ICT, entrepreneurial skills, special focus on image
development, integrate and institutionalize destination marketing and destination management
efforts are requisite for tourism competitiveness. Moreover, the study tries to indicate a linkage
on the role of existing development efforts towards overcoming competitiveness challenges in
Ethiopia and developing country contexts. Nevertheless, in reality the existence and extent of
these challenges vary among destinations and regions. Therefore, future researches are required
to overcome the limitations of this study through investigation of regional or destination
competitiveness attributes of a nation.
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Abstract
In the modern world, the concept of library is evolving significantly with the dynamic demands
by the users who are recognized as customers. Today, meeting and exceeding their satisfaction
has been a key challenge for organizations globally. Marketing enables academics,
administrators and policy makers to look into the organizational objectives identifying and
anticipating the customer needs and their satisfaction levels. Along with the growing Middle
Class, Globalization, Information and Communication Technology and Education, libraries in
Sri Lanka too need to be user friendly and customer oriented focusing on the loyalty in order to
foster a Knowledge Based Society. Therefore, Service Quality has been a major theme discussed
in the academia over the years and it has been discussed heavily in the face of technology as
well. This paper discusses the major theories discussed in service quality literature in academia
relevant to the management of libraries in Sri Lanka form the Marketing perspective. The review
was conducted through numerous sources such as books, internet, virtual physical library,
academic journals, conference proceedings, government reports and journal databases etc. This
review of literature will help to identify the existing literature gaps and conceptualize the concept
of Service Quality in libraries in Sri Lanka from a marketing perspective.
Keywords: SERVQUAL, service quality, library marketing, customer, satisfaction, quality
management, services marketing, library service, Sri Lanka
Introduction
In this article presents review of relevant literature of service quality in libraries. Different
authors enlighten quality for services measures in libraries. Apart of that, this will presents
practice of SERVQUAL in quality of library service assessment in the past years. The under
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literature will discuss certain of the prominent explanations of service quality and then will
confer the experimental work done by well-known researchers. Following is a brief indication
and discussion of key ideas and interrelationship among them. Literature review plays a vital role
for structure up a main basement of specific discipline area in any type of research study. On the
other hand this is an important part of the entire research advancement and creates a valued
contribution to approximately both operational point.
Currently service quality has develop a key part of consideration to, researches, managers and
practitioners since of its solid impact on lower costs, business performance, return of
investments, customer loyalty, customer satisfaction, and fast advanced income. (Cronin and
Taylor, 1992; Gammie, 1992; Hallowell,1996; Chang and Chen. 1998; Gummesson, 1998;
Lasser et al., 2000; Newman 2001; Sureschander et al., 2002; Seth and Deshmukth, 2005;
Ghotbabadi et.al., 2015; Shahin, and Samea, 2010; Blesic et. Al., 2011; Peprah and Atarah;
2014; Franlin and Arul; 2014; Nejati and Nejati; 2008; Fazlzadeh et. Al., 2011; Thompson et.
Al., 2008). This is the extent to which a service encounters or exceeds customer expectations
and requirements. (Lewise and Mitchell, 1990; Dotchin and Oakland, 1994a; Asubonteng et al.,
1996; Wisniewiski and Donnelly, 1996; Seilier, 2004; Zahari et al., 2008; Khan, 2016; Dahan;
2016).
Libraries and information centers are service organizations charged with the responsibility of
providing varied information services based on collection of suitable resources. It covers tangible
assets namely library building, equipment, furniture, information resources and staff, and
intangible information services. The tangible assets and intangible services of libraries are
changing greatly due to the development and changes in the area of information technology.
Quality is indefinable terms that cannot be defined correctly. It is a serious problem to everybody
that pays somewhat to a product or service. It is not tremendously measured due to various
clarifications. Quality of a library can be perceived either from the organizational level or user
level as well as both. SERVQUL is a globally famous tool used in marketing research to evaluate
the service quality and products based on consumer expectations and perceptions. In this article
defines the role of SERVQUAL in measuring the service quality of future libraries.
Quality is the elementary viewpoint and necessity of library service. Therefore, all libraries
attempt to bring the greatest service quality. A service quality is totally comes across the
expectations and necessities of the users. If a library offers proper material to the correct user at
the correct period and in the essential form, then it could be reasoned to be retaining quality.
Quality library services consider as supporting the quality of all and every user correctly,
expeditiously and exhaustively. As Nejati et al., (2008) trust quality of a library was measured by
the quality of library requirements and collection. If a library professions to offer its users with
adequate information at a practical time, in the correct form and with a practical comfort, it can
be discussed that the library is keeping a good level of quality. Prompt technological
development in information technologies has formed variations in library service supply
procedure, redefined information collection, and placed a demand on skill of library staff, library
facilities and infrastructure. (Moses et. al., 2016). SERVQUAL established by Parasuraman et
al., (1985), Hence, this study seeks to assess the major theories discussed in service quality
literature in academia relevant to the management of libraries in Sri Lanka form the Marketing
perspective.
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Literature Review
Concept of library users
Exploratron library users by field of study, specific requirement, kind of work, age, lifestyle, and
all support libraries identify their readers and the information facilities they need. Library readers
remain to need principal services-timeliness, reliability, honesty and a considerate method,
competence and responsiveness. On the other hand, they need maintenance with information
access to occupy their information requirement. They need to read information source in several
methods such as print as well as online forms. They want all to purpose effectively and
efficiency. They want assistance to assurance information resources which they use successfullythen they want to use self-service facility as well. They need motivation and training in
information resources discovery, sensible service distribution and ICT skills. They want replies
their inquiries which they need. At present, library users are moving into customers with rising
conditions, various requirements, needs and choices. If users are happy with the service which
are provided from specific library, and they can endorse others to usage of the library that pay
consideration to their requirements.
The role of the librarian
Librarians are considering as knowledge managers or knowledge brokers, information officers,
information specialist, information consultants. Librarian must be good at listening and
answering. They have to always involve with user service. For that reason all library staff should
have knowledge regarding customer service. Therefore, librarians themselves are vital important
to gain new skills, attitude, and knowledge to function effective and efficient user requirements.
Libraries are continuously creating every determination companion with customers to what they
requirement. A quality library service allows customers to use the library information resources
effective and efficient manner to satisfy the customers’ requests. Therefore, libraries must
recognize the necessities and potentials of their customers.
The Concept of Service Quality
The service quality is an important indication in the service industrial and is significant for
commercial service providers who have fight in showing their customers product variety. Several
dimension tools have been established to capture and clarify service quality dimensions.
SERVQUAL is the most usually used tool which associations the notion of service quality is the
outcome of associating perceptions and expectations. (Parasuraman et al., 1989; Gronroos, 1994)
Service quality considerations on supporting customers, necessities throughout the service
process, where the customers outline their perceptions about the disseminated facility. The
practitioners of the service quality trust that service quality can growth performance of a firm.
Several studies, questioned the applicability of SERVQUAL dimensionalities to library services.
Fegan describes (2014) that service quality is the understanding assessment carried out by the
users, on how pleasant / unpleasant, good/ bad or the service or product is. Assess service quality
valuation numerous scholars suggested diverse model such as WebQUAL, sitequal, E-squal,
DigiQUAL, LibQual, Servqual, etc. Service orientation an organizational process as such needs
to be executed this execution requires time and resources. The concept of ‘marketing’ created in
early 20th century and became a central activity for consumer products during 1950s. And in
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1969, Kotler’s ‘marketing –for -non opened new vistas for marketing. The delayed information
doesn’t yield any productive result. Hence the librarians should be able market and promote the
library collections and services among its users, to utilize them at right time a right way.
Libraries are trying to discovery appropriate methods for respond to the modern requirement for
achieve their goals, meet their necessities both existing and potential users and communicates the
libraries value.
Conclusion
Marketing is a method to accomplish users’ satisfaction. The idea of applying the concept of
marketing in academic libraries started taking momentum during 1969 to 1973 when a series of
articles were published by prominent scholars in the field. To make the library products and
services user-centric, library personnel must remember the 4Ps, i.e., products, price, place and
promotion. To satisfy the user groups, librarians must evaluate the services on a regular basis so
that libraries can give greatest products and services. The marketing tenders both a process and
theory that marketing by which libraries can connection results products and roles. Marketing
can contribution libraries defining their future and recognizing quality of marketing audit and the
resulting design can donate to a library’s capability to find a place in the present as well as in the
future and to fill that place by an best allocation of resources. Applications of marketing
techniques are very significant in improving the capabilities of library’s information services
towards reaching satisfaction of users. The market philosophy also requires that management
efforts on the identification of users‟ requirements rather than library requirements. Marketing is
a complex activity with many sides. Even through information is often intangible and has an
unknown value and cost, electronic information products can be marketed using the standard
techniques.
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Abstract
A situation analysis was conducted on health processes and systems to identify problems with
the current health information system at UNRWA. Health service inside clinics is relying on a
labour intensive system of handwritten patient records, prescriptions and registers. This is
creating negative impacts on the beneficiaries in terms of service delivery or keeping an
updatable health record for every refugee patient. A health reform strategy was promoted in this
paper that could strengthen both the quality and efficiency of health services provided by
UNRWA. This reform consists of developing e-Health vision while focusing on two equally
important aspects: functionalities and impacts of Health Information System (HIC) and Clinic
Information System (CIS). Such an integrated ICT system will streamline and automate
statistical gathering processes, consolidate all statistical heath data into a single repository and
automate all clinical operations that are practical and interfacing with HIS.
Keywords: E-Health, UNRWA, Health Reforms, Health Clinics Operations, Health Information
System, Clinic Information System
Introduction
United Nations for Relief and Work Agency for Palestine Refugees (UNRWA) provides primary
health care services through 143 primary health care clinics to some 3.5 million Palestine
refugees residing in the five fields of operations: Jordan, Gaza, West Bank, Lebanon, and Syria
(Health Department Annual Report, 2015). Services covering medical care, family health,
disease control and prevention, and health education are provided at no cost to registered
Palestine refugees. In addition, the Agency supports Palestine refugees’ access to secondary and
tertiary health care services.
Besides the provision of health care services, each clinic provides regular statistical reports of
key performance and epidemiological indicators according to Agency, WHO and host
government requirements. These statistics, which are used for evidence-based planning and
management and donor reporting, are a unique, valuable and irreplaceable source of long-term
health data profiling the Palestine refugees. However, the process for gathering, consolidating
and reporting on this data inside UNRWA is a time-consuming, costly, heavily manual and
cumbersome process. Clinics has so far relied on a labour intensive system of handwritten
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patient records, prescriptions and registers. This result in less time a physician can allocate to
direct patient care as a considerable time is spent on compilation of reports (Mailman School of
Public Health, 2012). Field offices and headquarters inefficiently store the data using spreadsheet
formats; the main problem of which is with data re-written, re-calculated, re-entered, emailed
and copied & pasted many times. In addition, the data is held in hundreds of distinct and
unlinked files making data use beyond the original intended purpose difficult.
Such an adverse data gathering setting necessitates a reform initiative in health information
system. Its overall objective is to improve the health status of Palestine refugees through
improved quality by allowing more patient/doctor-nurse time as well as building efficiency of
health care services by saving staff time, office space and significantly reduce running costs by
saving on stationary. To achieve these results, the purpose of this study will be to explore the
need for a modern automated and integrated electronic health system, and highlight the great
potentials emerge from its implementation. The gains in health clinics performance will be
considerable in terms of reducing staff workload, improving daily operations (data recording and
reporting), improving the quality of data, reducing medical errors, and reducing paperwork. This
paper will also discuss the improvements in the credibility of statistical information (e.g.
accuracy, completeness, errors, duplications, etc.) and thereby the quality of evidence-based
planning and management and subsequent improvement in the effectiveness and efficiency of the
health clinics. Furthermore, it will advocate a long-term e-health vision with the institutional
capacity to fully exploit this in twofold: 1) for the surveillance and management of services at the
delivery level (health clinics), and 2) planning, monitoring and evaluation of the programme at
all levels.
The main four contributions of this paper within this vision are:
Raising IT awareness and capacity in the Health Clinics.
Realizing efficiencies to increase staff productivity and reduce staff workloads.
Proposing an accessible and secure health information system (HIS) that will streamline and
automate statistical gathering processes and consolidate all statistical heath data, including
historical data, into a single repository.
Advocating a clinic information system (CIS) that will automate all health clinic operations that
are practical and interfacing with HIS.
These contributions altogether will demonstrate that the proposed reform in health vision will
have an impact on the beneficiaries in terms of service delivery and building a life-long
updatable electronic health record for every refugee patient. Also, this reform will justify the
adoption of new health information system on an efficiency and effectiveness basis and thereby
demonstrating value for money.
This paper will start by reviewing the current situation in UNRWA’s Health clinics in relation to
ICT requirements focusing on processes and systems. Then a modern automated and integrated
health ICT system is promoted as a health reform strategy. This reform proposed consists of
developing e-Health vision while focusing on two equally important aspects: functionalities and
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impacts of Health Information System (HIC) and Clinic Information System (CIS). Conclusions
on what has been reached out and their implications are presented at the end.
Situation Analysis
UNRWA provides Palestine refugees with health care services amidst conditions of intense
conflict, economic crisis and growing poverty (Health Department, 2015). In 2011, UNRWA
began a reform process based on a Family Health Team approach and has made significant
progress in the delivery of health care to Palestine refugees (UNRWA, 2011). UNRWA is
committed to further enhancing and improving its health care services to address the changing
needs of Palestine refugees. It is requested to embark on a long-term vision to develop a health
informatics platform and electronic medical records via a modern integrated Health ICT system
(Cinquini, 2006). The aim is to modernize the Agency’s primary health care services, making
them more person-centered and more efficient.
An observational study was carry out to one of UNRWA’s clinic located in Lebanon Field in
order to examine closely the processes and systems followed inside the clinic. In specific, health
clinic records, registers and reports are investigated in detailed. Their association with the
provided care service inside clinics are discussed as well. This contextual analysis will be the
framework used to formulate the e-Health vision that will be introduced afterward.
Processes
A process is series of steps involving one or more people with each step being dependent of the
completion of the previous step. This section explores current activities performed within Health
Department and map their processes. Four main processes will be studied below.
Epidemiological Statistical Reporting (ESR) Process
The Epidemiological Statistical Report is an annual publication by the Department of Health for
inclusion in the WHO’s annual World Health Statistics report (WHO). It contains summarized
information on Health Department services organized in the following categories:
Category
Services
Medical
Outpatient, in-patient, physiotherapy.
services
Health
Training activities, maternal health care, under-weight
protection &
children below three years, infant child health care.
promotion
Disease
Cancer registry, immunization programme, immunization
prevention
adverse effects, infectious diseases, sexually transmitted
and control
diseases, non-communicable diseases.
Table 8: Categories and Services reported in ESR.
The ESR workflow starts at the health clinic level and proceeds to the areas, Fields and finally
headquarter. A number of issues were noted with this dataset. Later on, these issues are
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holistically analysed and synthesized to develop the e-Health vision. Each issue identified is
described below.
ESR data at the clinic level is itself often derived from other data, which exists only on paper
systems meaning more possibilities for error-introductions and time-consumption. Also, data is
manually entered at the Field after being written in the Clinic. This introduces further errors and
is time-consuming.
Most Field and HQ spreadsheets contain a myriad of formulas for calculations and data linkages
between worksheets within a spreadsheet or to other spreadsheets. Systematic calculations need
to be hard-coded for each specific instance. Typically these formulas are unprotected and can be
accidentally modified by the user without awareness.
"Disconnected Data". A new data cycle starts every year, with the previous year being archived.
Long-term trends on clinic, Field and Organization levels cannot be monitored efficiently.
“Data house-keeping issues”. Sometimes multiple copies of the same file are created and
modified for special studies or operation requirements. The copies are sometimes kept in the
main repository. Over time it becomes difficult to identify which copy of the data is the
definitive version.
Infectious Disease (ID) Statistical Analysis Process
The statistical analysis process and practices in the Health department are examined in the
context of the infectious disease data, part of the ESR dataset, as this is the only data that uses
EPI-Info; an advanced public domain statistical package (Endersen & Øvensen, 1994). The
sophisticated analytical tools within this package are designed for epidemiologists and medical
professionals and also have applicability in non-business sectors, in particular, WHO, public
health and medical research.
A number of issues were observed with gathering and analysing infectious disease data. Later on,
these issues are holistically analysed and synthesized to develop the e-Health vision. Each issue
identified is described below.
Three different software packages are used in the gathering and processing of the infectious
disease data, namely: EPI-Info, Excel and Access. Data is re-entered into Excel and after manual
execution of series of commands within EPI-Info. The .REC file is also manually imported into
Access after some manual editing of the file.
EPI-Info data files are error-prone. EPI-Info does have sufficient data validation at the data item
level but not record level. However these do not seem to be always enforced, possibly because
users can edit the .REC files directly.
Data is no longer adequately analysed. EPI-Info was used for advanced statistical analysis;
nowadays it is only used for simple tasks that could just as easily be performed in MS Access.
The need for good data analysis and it use for evidence-based planning is becoming more urgent
for all Agency
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Health Clinic Operations
UNRWA maintains 143 health clinics in small, medium and large configurations. Clinics, with
some variances between Fields, operate a 37.5-hour week over six days. Clinics are divided into
six units:
Unit
Clerk room

Functions
Handles registration, in-coming patients and allocation and family files.
General medical care including communicable and non-communicable
Out-patients (OP)
diseases.
Mother & Child
Covers antenatal, post-natal, immunization and family planning.
(M&C)
Dental
Dental services covering check-ups, fillings and extractions.
Laboratory
Laboratory testing.
Dispensary
Dispenses drugs and other pharmacy items.
Table 9: Units and Functions reported in Health Clinic
The daily functions performed inside the various units were linked to the daily work performed
by clerk, nurse, pharmacist, lab technician, dentist, and physician. The below flow chart of health
clinic operations shows the various patient flows from a unit to another.

Figure 1: Clinic Layout and Care Service Flow for Patients
A number of operational inefficiencies were observed inside health clinics, mainly:
Clinic staff spend considerable time in writing and re-writing patient data and other records.
Problem occurs in all areas of clinic operations. For instant, when patients arrive at the health
clinic, they report to a clerk, who searches for their file. This can take anything from 15 minutes
to several hours (Mailman School of Public Health, 2012).
Clinic staff are also required to manually maintain tally sheets and registers which in turn can be
transcribed multiple times before it is in a format suitable for reporting to the Fields.
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Historical data of individual patient records is destroyed due to large volume of paper files. One
cannot do large-scale studies involving historical patient data.
A caveat to computerization is what happens in the event of cut-off electricity or system failure.
Clinics treat thousands of patients a day and they need be in operation at all times. Should
mission critical patient data be computerized? Possibly primary records, i.e. the patient cards,
should not, but the secondary records e.g. tally sheets, registers, reports can. Any automation will
need to have backup processes that would include electronic capture of the downtime data.
Dispensary Process
Consumable supplies are divided into the following groups: Mental Drugs, Topical Preparations,
Hospital Sundries, Laboratory Supplies, X-ray Supplies, Insecticides, Water Treatment, Dental,
Drugs and Infectious Drugs. Stock of consumable supplies in a Health Clinic is recorded in the
daily Stock and Tally sheet (S&T). There is an S&T for every catalogue item, so every day
hundreds of sheets are updated.
A number of issues were observed with dispensary stock management. Each issue identified is
described below.
Current Drug Management System (DMS) is inadequately supported by developer or IT
department due to incompatible standards and additional resources required in supporting such
system.
Dispensaries need to manually calculate the stock required from the S&T sheets.The cyclical
requested stock for dispensary are entered three times: Handwritten request prepared at the
clinic, then the same request is prepared at Health department on the DMS, and then onto Store
request form by Central Pharmacy on reality.
Clinic dispensaries spend half their work-time on record keeping and crosschecking.
Doctors do not know if the prescribed item is not in stock. Often the dispensary may an
alternative and suitable item available. A second doctor’s visit is required by the patient to be
prescribed the alternative item.
Clinics tend to over-order as there is unreliable data on current stock.
Headquarters does not have access to information from the Fields.
Systems
A system is any tool used for the gathering, storing, use and/or dissemination of data or
information. A recording system can be broadly categorised as Paper-based, Computerized data
files, or Databases.
Paper-Based Records
Data collected from handwritten records can take one of three forms: raw data known as level 1
data, derived data from level 1 known as level 2 data, and derived data from level 2 known as
level 3 data.
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Level 1 Data: All patient medical records are paper-based and are kept in the health clinic.
Collectively they can be referred as Level 1 data, because they represent health data in its
most fundamental form. Examples are: Family file, NCD Patient Registration Files,
Maternal Health Records, Family Planning Records, and Child Health Records.
Level 2 Data: These are paper-based clinic tally sheets and registers that are used to prepare the
clinic statistical reports. Examples are: Out-patient register, Dental register, Dispensary
register, and Hospital Referral Register.
Level 3 Data: These paper-based reports are the statistical reports sent to Field Offices. A few
examples include: Weekly Incidences of Infectious Diseases Report, Monthly laboratory
Report, and Quarterly Immunization Adverse Events Report.
Computerised Data Files
Clinic data are collected and stored in one of the following four datasets: MHIS, ID, ESR, or
ATLAS.
Management Health Information System (MHIS): MHIS is a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet
system with three data entry forms, extensive formulas, linked sheets and charts. It contains
forms of M&C statistical data on maternal health care, under-weight children below three
years and infant child health care. Each clinic has the system installed on a computer in the
clerk room with a least one clerk proficient in its use. Each Field also has a clinic-wide
consolidation of the system. Similarly HQ has an Agency wide consolidation of aggregated
data.
ID dataset: This dataset exists in a variety of formats: EPI-Info, Microsoft Excel and Microsoft
Access. However the primary source of the data is EPI-Info both in terms of gathering and
analysis. The data is in a fixed-length text format file containing counts of infectious diseases
by week, clinic and disease type.
ESR dataset: The ESR dataset is a series of Microsoft Excel spreadsheets containing statistical
laboratory data. The spreadsheets of ESR are disconnected for each other, as well as other
health profile datasets, such as ID. Data also needs to be re-entered and/or re-handled many
times before it is in its final state, e.g. for Sexually Transmitted Disease (STD) data this
occurs eight times. These limitations are due to ESR being originally paper-based and then
spreadsheet-based rather than a database system. Also processes cannot be streamlined due a
lack of electronic connectivity with the health clinics and not fully exploiting the electronic
connectivity between Fields and HQ (i.e. using email instead of centralised database).
ATLAS dataset: ATLAS dataset is a series of Microsoft Excel spreadsheets containing statistical
laboratory data. ALTAS contains extensive formulas, linked sheets and charts.
Computerisation of laboratory data into ATLAS occurs in the Fields and is consolidated and
aggregated at Headquarters. ATLAS is used to evaluate laboratory services for planning and
management purposes. The output for these spreadsheets is the annual health report:
Assessment of Trends in the Utilization and Production of Laboratory Services.
Databases
There are two databases developed for health clinics operations: HCS contains transactional
information about patient treatments and DMS monitors stock movements of supplies.
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Health Clinics System (HCS): HCS is a Microsoft Access database system. The database
contains the registration details of all patients registered at the clinic as per on the refugee
registration card. Its purpose is to determine usage of clinics for planning and management and
to identify the patients using more than one clinic in the same year.
Drug Management System (DMS): DMS is FoxPro database system used to control the stock of
pharmaceutical supplies. There is no contract of support for this product within the Agency due
to its development in non-supported database system and non-expertise in the area. The
developer was a staff member who left the Agency and who only provides limited support.
Develop e-Health Vision
The situation analysis which conducted on health processes and systems identified problems with
current health information system at UNRWA. These problems can be summarized as follows:
Tens of thousands of statistical reports are compiled by the clinics every year and the processes
for gathering, consolidating, checking and reporting on these is time-consuming, labourintensive, duplicative and costly.
Data is not adequately validated at point of entry. It is re-written, recalculated, re-entered,
couriered, e-mailed and electronically copied, and pasted many times. It is aggregated during
consolidation causing loss of details. It is stored into very many distinct and non-relational files
in a variety of formats, segmented by location, time and domain, making usage beyond the
original purpose difficult. It is unsecured as changes can be made without adequate controls.
Patient medical records are segmented such that only portions are available to doctors operating
in different units of a clinic.
Unveiling these current problems, UNRWA is thereby requested to embark on a long-term vision
to create a modern automated and integrated Health ICT system denoted by “e-Health vision”.
The objectives of this vision are to introduce workplace efficiencies, enhance the surveillance
and management of services at the delivery level, and improve the evaluation and evidencebased planning of the health programme at all levels.
E-Health Vision Statement
Adopting Eysenbach’s (2001) and WHO’s (2004) perspectives of e-Health, a statement about
UNRWA e-health vision would point to:
“Develop a modern, automated and integrated health ICT system; automating to the most
practical extent, patient medical records, clinical orders and dispensation of medicines.”
This vision is in harmony with the belief of health system managers worldwide, that the use of
electronic systems will provide more accurate information to doctors, in terms of the health
status of individuals, treatments, tests, and referrals, to improve the processes, save time,
accommodate an increased number of patients, avoid repeated tests, ensure appropriate referrals,
improving the quality, safety, and efficiency of primary care practices, improving coordination
of care, reduce medical errors, and increase preventive care.
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UNRWA officials are confident that adopting an e-Health will potentially improve the quality of
healthcare support. It will enable Palestine refugees to reach their full potential, prevent illness
by detecting early warning signs or symptoms before they develop into a disease and detect
diseases at an earlier, and often more treatable stage.
Moreover, e-Health system will introduce many improvements in the processes of health service
delivery. It will reduce staff workload, improve daily operations (data recording and reporting),
quality of data, reduce medical errors, and reduce paperwork. It should also improve the
credibility of statistical information (e.g. accuracy, completeness, errors, duplications, etc.) and
thereby the quality of evidence-based planning and management and subsequently improve the
effectiveness and efficiency of the health clinics. A relational diagram visualizing the rewards of
E-Health system is presented below.

Figure 2: Benefits of introducing E-Health system at Clinics
Two systems are proposed in this research to achieve such vision. These are Health Information
System (HIS) and Clinic Information System (CIS) which be developed in alignment with
higher-level external and internal strategic frameworks, in particular:
Donor and stakeholder calls, in particular the Geneva conference (United Nations Secretariat,
2004);
UNRWA objectives and strategies, in particular the Medium Term Strategy (MTS) of UNRWA
(Medium Term Strategy 2016-2021) and Organizational Development (OD) (Planning
Department, 2006); and
WHO Health Metrics Network (HMN) Framework and Standards for Country Health
Information Systems (WHO, 2008).
The framework of the suggested systems is detailed next to the extent possible. It embraces
functionality and impacts. Although each system will be discussed individually, the two are best
appreciated as components of an integrated e-Health vision.
Health Information System (HIS)
The current disparate health systems at the Field and Headquarters level consist of: ESR, MHIS,
ID, ATLAS, DMS and HCS. To overcome such disparate, a Health Information System (HIS) is
proposed. It will be a web-enabled database developed to streamline statistical gathering
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processes, and consolidate all health statistics into a single repository. It will capture all future
and optionally historical data related to the ESR, MHIS, ID, and ATLAS.
Functionality
HIS will have the following functionality:
-All the data entry screens, reports and charts that are currently part of ESR, MHIS, ID, ATLAS
and DMS.
-Linkage with CIS so that ESR, MHIS, ID, ATLAS and DMS datasets are automatically derived
from such.
-Various export, interface and integration options for user selected data, including to MS Excel,
EPI-Info or other supported statistical software.
-Automate reporting in appropriate formats to external organisations as required, most notably:
WHO Cases of Infectious Disease reports.
-A ‘sandbox’ environment for expert users such as HHIS, to create their own ad-hoc queries
without affecting integrity or performance of the main system.
-Clinic stock control and re-ordering for all clinic units, replacing the current DMS.
Appropriately accessible by all Health staff in HQ, Field Offices, area offices and clinics.
Impacts
HIS will produce the following impacts
Improving the utilization and re-utilization of data
The data held by the health department is a unique and valuable but significantly under-utilized
source of data representing the health of our refugee clients. The current framework is not
suitable for the sheet volume of health information needs of the department. All health data is
stored in thousands of discrete data files, primarily spreadsheets, making it impossible to
automate the utilization of the data except within the narrow constraints of established processes,
for example MHIS. Even within these systems the processes require significant manual
interventions.
In fact, the problem for the Health department is not lack of data, but the inability to rapidly
synthesize this into information, let alone knowledge. Lack of automation not only means
established processes are slow - it also hampers the data being used in new ways as well. As the
WHO Health Metrics Network states (WHO, 2006):
“The ultimate objective of a health information system is to produce information for taking
action in the health sector. Performance of such a system should therefore be measured not only
on the basis of the quality of data produced, but on evidence of the continued use of the data for
improving health systems operations and health status”.
HIS will replace the multitude of disparate and unsecured file-based datasets (Excel
spreadsheets, FoxPro and MS Access databases and EPI-Info files); with a single source secure
database system containing consolidated and validated data.
Also, HIS will ensure accuracy and transparency in UNRWA health centres. The system will
help doctors to plan ahead and efficiently assess the needs of the patients. It also contributes to
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the monitoring of communicable diseases by indicating a growth in certain symptoms in the
community, thus enabling us to take precautionary steps immediately.
Compliance with WHO standard for health metadata
A metadata dictionary is data about data. It describes the intrinsic qualities of each data item
such as description, format, range or allowed values, mandatories, relationship with other data.
As well there should be top-level information about the data set, such as general description,
accuracy, custodian, relationship to indicators and frequency of collection. A metadata dictionary
is essential to understanding the data and ensuring that consistent definitions are followed and
that data from multiple sources can be related.
Compliance with WHO standard data dissemination and warehousing
The WHO HMN (WHO, 2008) calls for a ‘data distribution’ facility accessible at all levels
specifying a web interface connected to the Internet with appropriate access controls, where
Internet accessibility is possible. For the UNRWA model this translates to HQ, Fields, Areas and
individual health clinics.
Currently most health data does not even exist in database format, a pre-requisite for web
systems of this type. HIS will integrate all data and deliver Internet access to all health staff at all
levels.
Improving data management and accessibility
Spreadsheets have widespread use throughout UNRWA for data entry and simple reporting. For
the user/developer they have a familiarity due to the instant visibility of results. However, their
very flexibility and ease of use often results in poor standards for data collection and
management.
HIS will be a secure controlled environment. Relationships between data will be internally
defined to facilitate automated linkages. It will not be possible to misplace data or lose track of
the correct version of the data.
Also, HIS will allow for better data management, leading to improved monitoring and follow-up
on patients; holistic individual and family files that track medical history; and reports that
analyse disease patterns and trends. These improvements mean UNRWA health professionals
have better outcomes, including lower antibiotic prescription rates and better maternal care –
which leads to healthier babies and children.
Improving the efficiency and accuracy of data collected
Data is often triple-entered, first hand-written at the clinics, then re-typed in the Fields and then
cut and pasted at HQ. In fact at the clinic level the same data can hand-written many times before
it is in the ESR or ATLAS format and this aspect is addressed in Clinic Information System
(CIS).
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These time-consuming and essentially repetitive Field and HQ processes are very inefficient
particularly considering the well-established capabilities of current ICT installed in Fields and
HQ. HIS will exploit these capabilities to their fullest advantage, and with CIS will extend the
ICT infrastructure to result in single point of data entry, i.e. the health clinics, for each type of
report, with Fields and HQ having appropriate levels of control for review and authorisation This
will completely eliminate the manual processing that now occurs in Fields and HQ.
Validation of data
Because data is manually handled and edited many times before it reaches the final reporting
stage, there are many possibilities for inadvertent errors occurring. A large part of the process
involves checking for errors but this is done after-the-fact. Also given that all checking processes
are manual, the sheer volume of the data involved and staff workloads it cannot be expected that
the current data is as reliable as it could be.
As well as eliminating the multiple points in the process where errors can crop in, HIS will
introduce automated and systematic controls at the single point of data entry to check for all
forms of standard errors including duplicate records, missing required values, out of range, not in
value list, etc. Relevant Field and HQ staff will still need to perform some checking prior to
confirmation but this will become more cursory in nature thereby further reducing the workloads
of the personnel concerned.
Improving Stock control
The current Drug Management System is inadequately supported and usage of it is restricted to
stock control by Field Pharmacists. HIS will contain a replacement for DMS that can also be
used for stock control of other areas of clinic operations.
Clinic Information System (CIS)
Nearly all clinic data gathering systems are paper-based. This includes the patient medical
records, stock management and most statistical reporting. A few spreadsheets covering some of
the Mother and Child reporting and a database for patient registration has been introduced in
recent years. The clinics have no electronic connectivity with the UNRWA WAN. Many clinic
staff have no computing skills.
To eliminate this paper-based system, a CIS is proposed to electronically capture all data
collected at clinics, streamline processes and interface the statistics that can be automatically
generated from the CIS into the HIS for consolidated reporting.

Functionality
CIS will have the following functionality:
All data gathering to be entered on-screen or scanned, no more paper-based systems.
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Automation of derivative data, i.e. currently hand-written journals, tally sheets and reports will
be auto-generated.
Interfacing with HIS for automation of all statistical reporting and other functions.
Clinic stock monitoring and re-ordering (stock request) linking with HIS, replacing the current
DMS.
Be able to operate in standalone mode, i.e. not dependent on Internet access, link to any other
UNRWA system. Any HIS actions during network down-time are queued.
System has security mechanism so clinic staff can access the appropriate screens and functions
based on their profile.
Impacts
The CIS will yield the following impacts:
Eliminating inefficiencies
Health clinics gather and report on their data in a highly inefficient manner. These inefficiencies
are due to the disconnected paper-based nature of clinic record-keeping. In an automated
workflow environment the underlying data in a presentational format should be distinct from the
presentation of it. However in health clinics the formats are paper-based and so necessitate the
need to manually re-transcribe the data, or derivative of it, every time. CIS will automation of
health clinic processes making redundant the need for multiple entry of information
Reducing staff workloads and providing staff for additional clinics
The MTP recognises the exceptionally high workloads of clinic staff and presents the case for
increased staffing and building of new clinics (Medium Term Strategy 2016-2021). This research
acknowledges the problem but proposes an alternative or complementary solution, namely to
introduce efficiencies to alleviate the heavy workload. These efficiencies will be so effective that
it will also be possible to re-deploy some staff to the new clinics and thereby also reduce future
planned operating costs.
Improving stock control
Stock control is entirely a manual process in the clinic as identified earlier. In fact, an Assistant
Pharmacists employed by UNRWA is estimated to spend as much time on record keeping and
stock monitoring as in dispensing medicines to patients.
A computerised system will achieved great savings of time and improve the management of
expiry dates and reduce over-ordering. Linkage to a HIS integrated stock control module will
also save the Field re-entry of stock request notes.
A computerised system can generate warnings when stock is low, advise a doctor when a
prescribed item is unavailable, incorporate bar-coding, tracking system, discourage over-ordering
thereby alleviating wastage. Further efficiencies can be achieved by linking CIS with a Field
stock control module as part of HIS.
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Conclusions and Implications
UNRWA e-health vision called for the use of ICT in Health to be expanded by introducing an
effective systems to improve the surveillance, monitoring and management of services at a
delivery level. This health reform is obligatory as clinics, fields and headquarter are struggling
with manual means to sift and record massive clinic reports as well as islands of electronic data,
to struggle to produce the evidence it needs to effectively manage and plan its services.
This research deliberates that a modern, automated and integrated health ICT system will require
complimentary changes in processes as the reasons for success are not just good choice of
software or technology. The focus on technology as the “magic recipe” and ignoring the
processes of a large-scale ICT implementation, particularly in an organisation such as UNRWA,
will dramatically increase the risk of failure.
At the operational level, the use of e-health system will facilitate and streamline the daily
operation of health clinics. It will lead to better documentation and follow-up of referrals, more
efficient use of space, rational use of stationary and printed forms and streamlined patient
movement. It will ease the burden of paperwork on staff, and streamline for doctors to access
patient information, allowing more contact time with patients. This will lead to more thorough
examinations, accurate diagnoses and treatment, and better doctor-patient relationships. Quicker
searches for patient files will also reduce patient waiting times and improve patient flow.
At the administrative level, e-health will facilitate the de-centralization of health clinics, and
strengthen the continuous process of quality improvement, which in turn will enhance staff
managerial and administrative capacity. The system will enable the automatic generation of
health reports, the compilation of health data, and the production of data on all health indicators.
The improved accuracy and reliability of statistical information, enables the development of
evidence-based policies that are essential to sustain and improve the outcomes of the health
reforms.
This is not to overlook that many challenges lie ahead in the designing and implementation of an
e-Health system. The first steps are to validate this research and to develop the overall e-Health
strategy; so that the e-Health vision, or derivate of it, can become owned, adopted and
understood by the Health department. As well as a clear strategy, key factors for success will be
an effective leadership and IT governance; consensus building and Health staff engagement;
commitment and accountability; and alignment, coordination and integration with other Agency
strategies and initiatives.
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Abstract
Being the captain of our life’s vehicle. Human’s beings are the creator of all the worldview,
events, success and failures emerging and showing –up in their journey of life. Being the most
sophisticated Machine on the planet “HUMAN’S” are self-programmed for all creations, coming
in their vision. Breakthroughs and Breakdowns are the ultimate outcomes within the confined
focus of our “belief system “Exploring our limiting beliefs and acknowledging their hidden
unseen shield towards life. It seems past experience, informative learning is the true access that
drives our life and emerging strong belief systems to play in limited frame .But at the fulcrum is
getting present to the limiting beliefs and acknowledging the hidden realm of unlimited beliefs.
An attempt has made to acknowledge the source of our belief system, which give us a limited,
confined access to outer world to view. the belief system which is further our strong points or
traits to achieve certain success in life , but same time a big hurdle for our extraordinary life and
success in life .
To explore possible access not only to acknowledge the rigid belief system, but get an practical
distinction to move beyond the limiting belief systems and create anything and everything in
any situation . On ontological level, getting deep in one’s belief system and perception patterns
to know our self-created frame for our self and execute life from that frame
Key Words: Belief‘s, Belief system, creation, real life, ontological level
Introduction
Beliefs as the traditional meaning is an acceptance that something exists or is true, especially one
without proof. We perceive belief and believe coming from same context, but it differ from its
contextual understanding.
The main difference between belief and believe is that belief is a noun while believe is a verb.
Taking the example of these two words differ in usage. Given sentences are giving same
meaning .I believe you and I have belief in you or I stopped believing in him that day and ,My
belief in him died that day. Belief’ refers to the act of accepting something as truth, whereas
believe can be defined as the state of accepting something as truth. It can also refer to having
religious faith. Believes systems are said to be the base of thoughts.
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Researches have been conducted that our thoughts drive our lives .Studies have concluded that,
who we are today is the result of our thought process and thinking patterns. Or in other words
who we are today is the choices of believe system we have embraced .Every moment acquires
the opportunity to choose certain thoughts based on some believes, which creates our life. Are
life is the choices we have in our .If we ponder deep inside our life. And think why we have
certain specific pattern to think, certain specific character, nature, thought process, and every
individual is unique and have some specific unique characteristics, which no one else embraces.
Is the believe system conditioning our-thoughts and choices we make in our life.
What is a belief and how it shapes our reality. Believes is an idea that you hold to be true. An
idea which is imbued in our early childhood days, believes about other people, about family,
outer world, and our own self. All these are ideas that are imprinted in our consciousness , and
these ideas coming from childhood conditioning seems to be true and reality for us .it shapes our
perceptions, our attitudes, our feelings ,moods, our-assumptions, our exceptions about reality,
reality what we called infinite possibilities, which gets filtered in to our consciousness through
our believes .believes act a filter that modify our pure potentiality People sometimes have strong
believe on their religion, culture, national values ,patriotism, God etc..etc. But the important
point is. Our beliefs are empowering or limiting, most of the times our beliefs are limited. Like
our created hurdles to face situations and take actions. Suppose some self-empowering believes
could be empowering. Like patriotic believe to uplift society with strong will. And believe that
you have the courage and strength to make it possible… Or believe to change the system for
social benefits…even empowering believes are limiting believes as they limit you by any label,
any analysis, true empowerment comes from going beyond believes.
Objectives
Living in the era of super complexities, enormous imaginations, multi layered demands and
expectations from outside and inner world. Human thought process and thinking patters are
influenced by complex facet beliefs where we are facing world through these believe.
Investigation has been conducted to foreseen these believes and its impact on us,, keeping in
view the following identified objectives, which are the important factors for the identified
purpose of the research:
1. Are we trapped in our own believe system, to view the world with the filter of theses
believe?
2. Thoughts, believes and choices connected, so as to integrate and synchronize the outcome
decision we take in our life, which ultimately shapes our life.
3. Our beliefs are majorly our limiting thought, which somehow comes up as a hurdle to
cross the belief.
4. Living life from pure potentiality, infinite possibilities is beyond the believe system and
conditioned patterns.
Need And Importance Of Study
With the mushrooming of various verticals, complexities ,contingencies ,concepts and most
importantly, ever changing situations, leading to immense stress, which ultimates psychological
and physiological disturbances therefor it is a dire need to equip ourselves ,and dig deep down
the inner engineering of our thoughts and believe system to create real life which we love to live
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and deserve to live. With this multilayered complexities and thought matrix ,somewhere we are
walking and moving as per defaulter mind mode ,where thoughts and our limiting believes create
our pathway and road map to move ahead in life by taking on the choices designed by our
believes and thoughts .which runs our life.
There is a dearth of conscious human, who actually come across this question in life, why we
have unhappy, unfulfilled, not satisfied life instead of putting full efforts and learning to increase
our knowledge quotient and E.Q as well. Still something is missing to complete the puzzle and
acquire full expression .which we use to have one day in our childhood days
This research study addresses to seek a new realm of possibilities .And looking forward for
transformational shift in our thoughts believe systems and choices we take in our life, to create
happiness. That happiness which is the essence of bliss in our true nature. It is at the core where
we are. Where we can make connection within our self with our source and open up that joyful
journey, and experience at its fullest and share with others too. Once the authentic joy is felt,
every choice taken up will expand our state of happiness which is beyond our imagination. Like
tuning into life with full joy moment by moment to create better life every moment
Statement Of The Problem
The significant factors of believe system and choices we take in our life that impacts our life and
stress associated which leads us towards more tangled and unproductive personnel and
professional commitments .A model/ process of Transformational Learning with an context to
solve prevalent complexities in life.
Research Problems
 To reflect the importance and relevancy to uplift our consciousness and being conscious
beings to cast the real characters playing the game of life. Awakening ourself to
acknowledge the believes which drives our life
 To equip common human being into more awakened and conscious being with relevant
ontological skilling to live peaceful and fulfilled life.
 To deep down the inner engineering of human mind ,and its believe system
Hypothesis
As humans we tend to believe in ourself and believe colors our perceptions about ourselves and
world around us. Believes are self-creations, as it is customized according to the experience
someone experienced associated with that believe. Sometimes it’s a ladder to success, sometime
huge pitfalls, bondages for our self. Whatever you are in life, is the reflection of what your
beliefs are.
Research Methodology
The research study is theoretical. It is qualitative and descriptive in nature. Books, research
papers, websites and articles have been consulted, comprehended, analyzed and correlated within
the contextual framework of the research problem being investigated. In
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Data Collection Method
The data has been collected through books, research papers, websites, and articles have been
comprehended and analyzed within the context of Ontological study on believe system, and
transformation learning.
Results And Discussions
It’s been truly said by mystic yogi that, most sophisticated machine on the planet is humans.
Humans are meaning making machines. Which are designed and programmed to work in
defaulter mode if not operated consciously.
Every good and bad outcome on our planet is human minds creation. Before its real
manifestation ,it was mere a believe and thought process ,which in future resulted to be boon or
Bane .whatever thoughts and believes emerges in human mind tends to be in reality someday.
Whether talking about serious terror or divine healing energies or technological enhancement.
It’s all human creations .Small tale associated with this. Where a man moved out for a walk, he
kept walking. He walked so far, that he ended to a paradise, He was too tied, looking for some
place to relax. He saw nice tree with cushiony grass.so he slept under the tree. After having nice
sleep he woke up and felt very hungry after long sleep. So he thought of all good food he want to
eat. Suddenly all that good food appeared in front of him. He was happily surprised and shocked,
after eating food, he felt to be thirsty, he thought of water, water appeared. He drank water and
felt fulfilled. Then he thought what’s happening, what’s so ever he thinks comes into existence.
He think there is some problem in this place. May be this place is magical or some ghost live
here. Suddenly ghost appeared. He got scared from ghost and thought they will trouble him and
beat him. Soon in pain and trouble he thought, these ghost will kill me. And he died ….Actually
he was sitting under kalypvriksh. A wish-full tree and that person is like monkey mind, which
flicks from one thought to another and to next. Considering human minds are like monkey, to
jump from one thought to another and never settle. But the good news is that human thoughts
didn’t manifest so suddenly. Else it will be major problem on our planet.
Giving this background of relatedness to understand that we have numerous thoughts and
believes popped up every single milliseconds in mind. The good news is that it didn’t manifest
immediately, else humans will have major problem. Good example to explain this. Once a
person had ten lakh rupees with himself. Thought to buy a house .that means he is looking for
house. But then he had another thought, it’s not possible with this much less money. So in other
way he is thinking it’s not possible and he did not want….. That’s the negative thought and
doubt which emerges and comes in between to its real manifestation.so how the thoughts can be
manifested in reality, which is the study of decades been conducted by various neurologists from
scientific projective and mystic yogis from In In In
traditional religious prospective. Still
human mind is so sophisticated and complex to understand its working and executions. Truth is
that whatever we are right now in our life ,our personal and professional life and its real
positioning was some time a mere thought in our conscious or sub conscious mind which
manifest on the platform of believe system. The core believes which drives everything. These
three divine qualities. He knows that that subtle energy exchange at conscience levels of his
followers, with all of them connecting to the very core, the hub. According to Tao Te Ching
“Thirty spokes on a cartwheel go towards the hub that is the center, but look, there is nothing at
the center, and that is precisely why it works!
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In recent studies been done by Bruce Lipton on science behind the beliefs systems has
challenged the traditional science and medicines scientist to review their knowledge on believes
and analogy behind every disease and any outcome in one’s life. The science can change your
life. As you can create wonderful life on that planet. Secret are two ... first is to acquire the
knowledge Second is to use it in your practical life. The medical profession does create miracles
in certain areas. But in some diseases medicine lacks like cancers, Diabetes, elsimers … it does
not do good job…. As medical doctors haven’t touched yet the cause and source of the diseases.
Or somewhere the drug business does not allow the practitioners to go beyond the medicines.
So the cellular biologist exclaims that when you see yourself in mirror and perceive that you are
one single body and organism. That’s a misconception: As human body is made of fifty trillion
cells, and cells are living entities. Just life of community of cells, not a single organism, and
mind is the government for the 50 trillion cells, and all the systems present in human body are
present in single cell. Like respitory system, nervous system, immune system
In philosophy, there are two believes which are found on the human mankind. And its different
opponent believes, which comes from ancient Greeks. Believes that how cells are controlled, the
two believe systems are The Socrates and The Democritus. The Socrates whose believe that
some energy comes from outside to the cell for its functioning, Spiritualist and Religious
practitioners follows this, as some Energy drives the functioning and existence of the living cell.
Whereas in contrast to Socrates, Democritus are mechanists and believes on matters and atoms
are the smallest concept. And the theory based on science and matter, which controls the cell
inside out. Based on the work on Isaac Newton (1643-1727). Created mathematic calculus, based
on his mathematic calculation, he predicted the exact movement of the universe .all based on
study of matter, no energy interference. And in conclusion he said universe is a machine. So
based on them, if you look at human body .Human body is machine and to examine it, one has to
dissect it into bits and pieces. Go at the molecular level and detect that health and cause of the
problem or disease.
Modern science Mission is obtain knowledge to dominate and control that nature. After a century
Watson and Crick (1953) Gave the concept of DNA and Genetic code .where the structure of the
genetic code decide the structure of proteins present in DNA. There are one hundred fifty
thousand proteins to make human body. Mission of modern science is to obtain knowledge to
dominate nature. And identify the control of life. Where human body was inspected at
microscopic level at molecular level and checked eggs and sperm to identify the life’s origin,
whereas afterwards the story of DNA emerged, DNA, which comes up with the central dogma
given by Francis crick. In which he indicates DNA influenced by RNA which further influenced
by Protein. So, your DNA controls your life .so as per this all your features, traits and characters
emotional, physical and behavioral all are pre-programmed in your DNA. Which is called
Genetics Determinations. Genes control your life.
The Bad news is you didn’t pick your Genes you came with. You dint choose your Genes for
you. so, become a victim of genetic determination. And you will always live in Hoax of fear to
have all those dangerous diseases, which is there in your parents or in your family. When you
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acquire such a believer. You become powerless. When this believe host’s, people became
irresponsible. In medical language it’s, you are biochemical machine controlled by genes.
Neutronium physics give us the science of matter, and controls everything is the matter and
science of molecules and atoms. Based on that medicine specialist develop various drugs to cure
the disease cells and eliminate those unwanted cells and atoms, as their study is confined to
atoms, molecules and atoms. Or others words its matter and materialistic.
But the quantum physics give us detail study on energy and frequency of energy which manifest.
And life emerges through destructive energy inference and constructive energy interference.
Modern science based on matter does not resolve the issues beyond matter and materialistic
things. Whereas certain healing at energy level can cure anything with right believe system.
Talking about the science behind this is based on proteins which are blinded in our DNA. And
when there are movements in proteins, it causes behavior. And movement occurs in single
protein happens through the signals. These Signals comes from outside world or environment
where the life exist. The way outside world occurs to anyone, way someone perceive or believe
on its outside world and environment impacts the signals coming inside the system to impact in
certain specific way to proteins and DNA, which further impacts on its mutation and cause
specific believes. So which resulted, some strong and firm believe systems cause one’s life and
his /her behavior.
Conclusion And Findings
In this conceptual paper, an effort has been extended to discuss reality behind the believe
systems. Science behind the beliefs systems and how it impacts life. The occurrence of the
outside world and environment, its perception associated, which results to acquire strong believe
system and ultimately the outcome and life.
Recommendations/Suggestions/Limitations
As discussed in details in this theoretical paper, that believes is the connect between spiritual and
science behind the occurring world, there is a dire need to incorporate spiritual and
understanding of energies and its frequency which impacts the non-local and local physical
matter both But there are many challenges to this concept. Firstly, the educational system needs
to be revamped. Secondly, the Medical institutions should incorporate the subject of spiritual
sciences and energies and its impact on the thoughts and believe system in their syllabi. Studies
associated to impact of spiritualism and meditative techniques on one’s life and believe system.
Various Analogies life EFT, Emotional Freedom technique, Vedic yogic meditations and other
healing techniques are far effective and resulted magically, where science fails
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This video clip shows the meditators in Yogic flying:
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=8874644544830997872# (from t=32 minutes for about
4 minutes).
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Abstract
Although India with large talent pool is a preferred IT outsourcing hub for MNCs; the sector is
suffering from high turnover rates, quality concerns and retention issues. This research therefore,
focuses on application of HR analytics (ANN) to predict the characteristics of the software
engineers who (i) have intention to leave the firm, and (ii) who are satisfied with their current
job, and thus can aid in building a predictive turnover prediction and selection screening system
respectively. Survey instrument used is Questionnaire constructed using standardised scales for
six individual characteristics namely Self-Esteem, Self-Efficacy, Integrity, Resilience,
Intellectual Humility and Personality; and three work outcomes – Person Organization Fit,
Intention to Quit and Job Satisfaction. Respondents are software engineers working in tier 1 IT
firms in India (TCS and Infosys). Artificial Neural Networks in SQL Server 2012 have been used
to classify the characteristics of each cadre of engineers. The study confirms that there are
specific individual traits which impact the work outcome of each cadre of engineers.
Keywords: ANN, HR Analytics, IT, Software Engineers, Turnover, Selection, Predictive
Analytics, Individual Differences
Introduction
India is the world's largest sourcing destination for the information technology (IT) industry,
accounting for approximately 67 per cent of the US$ 124-130 billion market. The industry
employs about 10 million workforces. Cost competitiveness is the USP (unique selling
proposition) of the sector, while the country is also gaining prominence in terms of intellectual
capital with several global IT firms setting up their innovation centres in India. The Indian IT
sector is expected to grow at a rate of 12-14 per cent for FY2016-17 in constant currency terms.
However, it has been seen that when IT professionals in India acquire around four years of
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experience, they tend to move abroad or switch to other firms for better job opportunities.
Turnover is defined as “Individual movement across the membership boundary of an
organization”. (Perez, 2008) Turnover rates are expected to rise globally, with India experiencing
the highest rate, where one in every four employees will switch jobs. (India in the eye of an
employee turnover storm: Survey, 2013) A report on Indian employee turnover suggests that
maximum rate of attrition is among the knowledge workers (11% to 20%) because they indulge
in job hopping due to high demand of their skills (Yiu & Saner, 2008). When an organization
plans strategically and utilizes predictive analytics, it can curb turnover. (Elkjaer & Filmer, 2015)
For example, organizational strategy will suggest talent requirement, following which workforce
planning, talent management and retention should be carried out. Internal labor flows and
correlation can depict the scenario quite well. Then statistical modelling can yield fruitful results
such as which independent variables lead to turnover. There are largely three classes of factors
which cause employee voluntary turnover in a firm – psychological factors, economic factors
and demographic factors. (Thite, 2010) Psychological determinants are seen to have the largest
effect on turnover intent. External factors, organizational practices and individual characteristics,
each have an influence on employee turnover. (Elkjaer & Filmer, 2015)
Literature Review
Determinants of Individual Differences
A multitude of individual differences have been included for this research work, which have
been described ahead. First one is Self-esteem which has been defined as: “Self-esteem refers to
an individual’s overall self-evaluation of his/her competencies. In other words, it is the degree to
which an individual sees himself as need satisfying and competent.” (Pierce, Gardner,
Cummings, & Dunham, 1989), (Rosenberg, Schooler, Schoenbach, & Rosenberg, 1995) Selfesteem at workplace is built primarily from three sources – reflected appraisals, social
comparisons, and self-perceptions. Self-esteem has been seen to be linked with multiple work
outcomes. Self-efficacy is defined as: “Self-efficacy beliefs involve judgements of their
capabilities to organize and execute courses of action required to attain designated types of
performance.” - (Bandura, 1997), (Moynihan, Roehling, LePine, & Boswell, 2003) It is said that
people who are high on self-efficacy take up challenges in their life and persevere to achieve
their goals and is also a predictor of creativity. Self-efficacy has been utilized as a research
variable, because it is a vital driver of on the job performance in a variety of task settings. (Gong,
Huang, & Farh, 2009). Integrity can be defined as: “Social responsibility or integrity comprises
of two factors – reliability and trustworthiness.” - (Winter & Barenbaum, 1985) Integrity tests
(Sackett, 1994) are used to measure counter-productive or dishonest and deviant behavior at the
workplace. Integrity tests have long been used in selection setting (Ones, Schmidt, Viswesvaran,
& Lykken, 1996) for pre-employment testing, and predict on-job performance. Humility has
been typically defined as: “Humility is a set of abilities related to self-regulation across a variety
of contexts.” - (Davis & Hook, 2014) Intellectual humility is being humble about one’s
knowledge – neither diffident nor intimidating. (Samuelson, Jarvinen, Paulus, Church, Hardy, &
Barrett, 2015) Resilience has been defined as: “Successful adaptation of life tasks in the face of
social disadvantage or highly adverse conditions”. - (Windle, 1999) Resilient individuals are
curious, rational and inquisitive. (Narayanan, 2008)Studies also demonstrate positive linkage
between resilience and extraversion dimensions of Big Five model of personality. Often resilient
individuals are characterized by commitment, viewing change as an opportunity, sense of humor,
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optimism, faith, patience close attachment with others, adaptable, exercise control and set limits.
Personality is defined as: “The sum total of ways in which an individual reacts to and interacts
with others.” - (Robbins, Judge, & Sanghi, 2009) Personality testing is widely used by
organizations to recruit and screen the candidates. It is also widely deployed in so many other
areas of HRM such as succession planning, career planning, team building and management
development.
Work Outcomes
Job satisfaction and PO Fit are significant predictors for selection screening process. Job
satisfaction is defined as positive feelings about one’s job depending on person’s characteristics.
It is also seen as pleasurable to positive emotional state, which impacts the experiences of an
individual on job. Job satisfaction is an important indicator of employee success and turnover in
an organization. (Lambert & Hogan, 2008) (Gregory, 2011) (Savery, 1996) PO fit was chosen as
an outcome variable because it is a significant predictor of extrinsic and intrinsic measures of an
individual success. (Bretz Jr. & Judge, 1992). Turnover intention has long been used as a
predictor of attrition in organisations. This is able to indicate whether an employee is interested
in continuing with the organisation within the next year or not. (Chatman, 1991) (Cable & Judge,
1996)
Artificial neural networks
Artificial neural networks have wide range of applications in diverse areas of business
management. Sales forecasts are impacted by promotions which traditional techniques cannot
capture. Fuzzy neural networks are equipped to capture vague data, such as expert opinion. ANN
is a better tool than traditional ones, when deployed for long term sales forecast. (Kuo & Xue,
1999) ANN has also been found appropriate in all cases of time series data. ANN has been
employed to learn sales pattern from previous time series data. Authors suggest that ANN had
been previously applied in several areas but had limited application in psychological decision
making. (Carson, Bizot, Hendershot, Barton, Garvin, & Kraemer, 1999) Comparison of ANN
with discriminant analysis and logistic regression in their power of predicting consumer choice
suggest that the best trained ANN always outperformed discriminant analysis and logistic
regression. (West, Brockett, & Golden, 1997)
Research Methodology
Data collection and procedures
The current research work was ‘Descriptive’ because survey was conducted to describe the
selection characteristics and attrition characteristics, as they exist in the firm. This research
design is most appropriate when an opinion or attitude of a population is to be inferred and
described. (Creswell & Poth, 2015) (Lambert & Lambert, 2012) In this study, survey
administered contained structured questions to assess the personal traits (individual
characteristics) of an individual, based on which, models for selection screening and attrition
have been designed. Demographic data was collected using close-ended questions while
attitudinal data for all scales was collected on a 5 point Likert scale. In this study, software
engineers working in tier 1 IT organisations (TCS and Infosys for the research) make the target
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population. The study employed both random sampling and snowball sampling. A total of 198
accurate responses were received after a period of 3 months.
Measures
Standardised scales were taken for all the work outcomes and individual characteristics under
study. Cronbach alpha value to demonstrate reliability of each scale was determined using SPSS
and is found to greater than 0.5 (Malhotra, 2004) All the scales being already standardised, were
content validated by HR academicians and industry experts.
1.1.1. Intention to Quit: Intention to quit within one year measures turnover and was measured
using three items scale. (Chatman, 1991) (Cable & Judge, 1996)
1.1.2. Person-Organisation Fit: Person organisation fit was measured using four item scale
developed and validated in (Saks & Ashforth, 1997)
1.1.3. Job Satisfaction: Job satisfaction has been measured using five item scale given by
Brayfield-Rothe. (Judge, Van Vianen, & DePater, 2004) (Erdogan & Mauer, 2005)
1.1.4. Integrity: IPIP which is International Personality Item Pool was used to derive scale for
measuring integrity. (Lasson & Bass, 1997) (Martin, Rao, & Sloan, 2009)
1.1.5. Intellectual Humility: The scale used to assess intellectual humility has been taken from
(Elroy, et al., 2014)
1.1.6. Resilience: The scale used in the study has been taken from (Naswall, Malinen, & Kuntz,
2014) consisting of 9 items.
1.1.7. Self-Esteem: General self-esteem was measured here because selection settings have its
basis in general rather task-specific self esteem. (Saks & Ashforth, 1997)
1.1.8. Self-Efficacy: Instrument used to assess self-efficacy was taken from IPIP. (Martin, Rao, &
Sloan, 2009)
1.1.9. Personality: A shorter version to measure personality ‘TIPI’ which has two items for each
construct has been used in this study. (Gosling, Rentfrow, & Swann, 2003)
SQL Server 2012 Neural Network Mining Algorithm
Artificial neural networks mimic biological neural networks and are used to model any type of
complex functional relationships and do not require pre-specifying the relation between
covariates and response variables. An artificial neural network has multiple layers – one layer is
the input layer, second layer is composed of one or more hidden layers and third layer is that of
output or response variables. An algorithm in neural network assigns weights to inputs and then
after computing the weighted output compares it to actual output provided in training data. Then
corrections are made in weights and comparison is made again till least error state is reached.
This process is called supervised learning. The following steps are utilised in neural network for
weight training or supervised learning:




Initially all weights are set to random values which are drawn from a normal population or
set to user specified values.
Now the algorithm in the neural network computes the output from the given set of inputs
and these weights. If the training is incomplete, the output will differ from observed output.
The network therefore computes and error function E which can be sum of squared errors
(SSE) or cross-entropy is computed.
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Here o denotes the computed output and y denotes the observed output while lh denotes the
input output pair.
The weights are adjusted according to the rules of the algorithm which generally is
minimisation of error function. The process stops once the criteria is fulfilled.
Many models have been defined to compute the weighted average and ANN in SQL

Server 2012 uses multilayer perceptron to model functional relationships. Multilayer perceptron
(Gunther & Fritsch, 2010) (Zurada) is like a directed graph which has nodes and directed edges.
The data passes as signals through the networks the weights are adjusted till desired minimum
error is reached. Weight adjustment is done using learning rate
and gradient or partial
derivative of weights is used for the adjustment. These basically form the principle of conjugate
gradient algorithm which is applied in SQL SERVER 2012. The working is same but for weight
adjustment, conjugate direction of gradient is searched. This approach is called adopting a
negative gradient descent method that is moving in direction opposite to the direction of
gradient. (Xuming, Mingyuan, Qian, Li, Zhongyi, & Lin, 2016)
Construction of SQL Server 2012 ANN mining model
The data was stored in an excel sheet and downloaded from Google Drive. For construction of
neural network mining model, using SQL Server Integration Services, the data was exported to a
SQL Server 2012 table. Another Analysis Services project was created to build the mining
model, using the table as the data source. The input, key and predict columns were specified in
the model and finally it was executed. SQL Server 2012 mining model output displays for a prespecified target variable, the key influencers (input factors and their value which have maximum
impact on target state) with following statistics: ‘Score’ which depicts the overall importance of
the variable for discriminating between different outputs, ‘Probability’ of occurrence of given
input variable state for different values of the target variables, ‘Lift score’ which depicts the
relative importance of the variable if used for prediction of target variable.
Results And Discussion
Figure 1 depicts the key individual characteristics which impact the level of job satisfaction and
perceived person-organization fit of software engineers in IT firms. These traits have been mined
by application of ANN as a data mining tool to the data collected for the engineers. The numbers
shown against each trait on the arrow represent the score derived from ANN output. Higher the
score, higher is its influence on the target variable and better is its predictive power towards the
output. Only the factors which have value of scores greater than 50, are included in the model. It
is proposed that those traits which are predictive of high levels of Job satisfaction and perceived
person-organization fit should be used for selecting candidates during initial screening while the
traits which are predictive of low levels of Job satisfaction should be used for rejecting
candidates during initial screening.
The most significant predictors of job satisfaction at level 1 in IT firms are resilience, emotional
stability and agreeableness. Resilience has been statistically and significantly linked to job
satisfaction. (Lumanlan, 2013). This trait is important in selection for IT firms, since burnout,
complexity of technologies, lack of expertise, tight workloads and competition create stressful
circumstances in IT. Only a resilient individual can thrive in such conditions, time and again
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bouncing back and proving his worth. (Norton, 2011) Resilient individuals sustain despite life’s
challenges, are effective in problem solving; tend to be happier and it can be developed over
time, so organizations should seek to recruit and train resilient staff. (Hudgins, 2015) (Diener &
Dweck, 1978) It can be seen from the ANN output that when individuals are married, it
significantly affects their job satisfaction levels negatively. However, the reverse cannot be said
affirmatively that is it’s not always the case that an unmarried individual will have lower job
satisfaction. (Azim, Haque, & Chowdhury, 2013) Additional responsibilities, need for steady
income and role conflicts arising out of a marriage, lead to lowered satisfaction levels. (Saner &
Eyupoglu, 2013) Studies have established that differences in personality are important in
differentiating one’s level of job satisfaction. (Tesdimir, Asghar, & Saeed) (Furnham & Zacheri,
1986) (Said, Abukraa, & Rose, 2015) In this research work, job satisfaction is influenced
significantly by emotional stability, agreeableness, followed by conscientiousness. So firms need
to look for individuals with high emotional stability. But if this is variable, then other factors of
selection should also be taken into account. (Salgado, 1997) (Judge & Bono, 2001) The findings
are consistent with previous researchers which too demonstrate the link between job satisfaction
and personality traits in different selection settings. (Judge, Van Vianen, & DePater, 2004)
(Barrick, Mount, & Judge, 2001) It is important to note that emotional stability is a stable trait
which implies that while hiring organizations should specifically look forward to hiring
individuals with positive emotional stability. (Costa & McCrae, 1988) (McCrae, 1993)
When Intellectual humility is low, it is seen in this work that job satisfaction is also low; but
same cannot be said otherwise when intellectual humility is high. Intellectual humility is an
important trait in IT services, owing to the fact that software services are a knowledge intensive
sector, and requires its employees to disseminate knowledge and be aware of one’s limitations.
(Martinez-Fernandes, Soosay, Krishna, Turpin, & Bjorkli, 2005) Additionally, employee
response is positive towards ethical leadership when leaders demonstrate intellectual humility.
So when these level 1 engineers will be promoted as team leads in their organizations, their
intellectual humility will impact the job satisfaction derived by their team members (subordinates
in team). (Yates, 2014) Probably this is the reason that when intellectual humility is low, one is
at conflict with one’s own self and hence experience low job satisfaction. A rather surprising
finding is that when integrity is high, job satisfaction is low. Integrity of employees can be
maintained through enforcement of laws, rules, regulations and procedures and cannot be
controlled through prevention, monitoring and accountability. So, when integrity is maintained,
employee job conduct is smoother and hence job performance and satisfaction are better. (Akir
& Malie, 2010) Many other researchers have suggested linkage of leader integrity with job
satisfaction. When employees perceive organization and leadership to be integral, job
satisfaction of employee automatically goes up. (Harper, 2014) (Awaludin, Adam, & Mahrani,
2016) Probably in the organizations under study, for the engineers who are at first level of their
jobs, they are experiencing some conflicting factors which are making them dissatisfied with
their jobs despite of high integrity. This perspective requires further investigation.
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Figure 1. Proposed predictive model for selection and turnover of software engineers
Two important findings for PO fit at level 1 are with respect to gender and tenure. Males seem to
have low levels of PO fit (80% of males at level 1) than females. Also, it is seen at level 1, if
service duration of a person exceeds 3 years, his level of fit with the organization decreases. But
if the age is between 40 to 50 years and tenure is greater than 5 years, and the person is still at
level 1, his PO fit is high. This may be because his age and lack of career growth has restricted
the number of avenues available to him to switch jobs and therefore he is comfortable with
present organization. (Hall, Schneider, & Nygren, 1975) (Mortimer & Lorence, 1979) Unmarried
individuals have higher PO fit than married individuals. When intellectual humility is low, PO fit
is low, which may be due to lack of sufficient knowledge to thrive in the organization. When
resilience is high, PO fit is also high, because it positively affects their value congruence with
organizational setup and hence plays a major role in hiring and retaining. (Bates, 2009)
Personality traits which seem to impact PO fit are conscientiousness, openness, and
agreeableness. This implies that if an individual is organised and achievement oriented, open to
new experiences (even if moderately) and cooperative and trustworthy, his level of fit with the
firm would be high and hence should be selected. Highly conscientious individuals have stronger
job choice decisions and hence higher PO fit. (Resick, Baltes, & Shantz, 2007) Self esteem and
self-efficacy moderately influence PO fit levels of individuals. It is seen that if an individual
attributes his performance solely to his abilities, then probably the role of fit with organization
(PO Fit) does not matter much since now the individual might look at other job alternatives in
lieu of his abilities in demand. In light of the same, if abilities of an individual are in demand in
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the market, his self-esteem would rise, resulting in a lesser PO fit since he might opine that the
current firm is limited in its offerings. (Boon & Biron, 2016)

Figure 2. Model depicting individual characteristics impacting Intention to Quit for level 1 (from
ANN output)
The factors depicted in the figure 2 have been extracted from ANN output, listing the individual
characteristics which have significant impact on individual’s intention to quit and hence should
be used to build predictive turnover model. Of higher concern for turnover intent are the factors:
Age, Agreeableness, Openness to Experience, Integrity and tenure with the firm. If an age group
is greater than 40 years, then probably being still at level 1 IT firms at higher age probably
causes frustration among the individual and raise his turnover intent. Those who are not
agreeable and have high risk taking ability and are open to new avenues, too have higher
intentions to quit. Both agreeableness and extraversion have been found to have reverse relation
with intention to quit. (Deswani & Dave, 2013) Except emotional stability, all other four
dimensions of personality have been positively related with turnover intent and is seen to be a
significant predictor of the same. Extroverts and Agreeable individuals have lower turnover
intention. (Mayende & Musenze, 2014) (Zimmerman, 2008) Besides, they have been with the
firm for more than 3 years and are still due for promotion and have average integrity. Although
tenure indicates loyalty to the firm, in IT sector, higher tenure implies higher skill set, hence
better job alternatives and compensation. This is one of the reasons why longer tenure builds up
the intention to quit among employees. (Mayden, 2014) (McNall, Masuda, & Nicklim, 2010) On
the other hand, when individual at level 1 is married, but has average self-efficacy, then probably
he is secure of holding a job at least to bear family costs and therefore his intention to quit is
lower. So, largely financial obligations post marriage lowers one’s turnover intentions.
(Emiroglu, Akova, & Tanriverdi, 2015) (Carbery, Gravan, O'Brien, & McDonnell, 2003)
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Limitations And Implications For Research
The research has been able to demonstrate that for level 1 engineers, most important parameters
for screening candidates at the time of selection should be:




Personality Traits – Highly emotionally stable, High Agreeableness, High
Conscientiousness, More than average Openness to Experience
Resilience should be High
Intellectual Humility should be more than Average

Such individual characteristics would ensure high job satisfaction and perceived Personorganization fit in the selected employees. In addition, firms should also lookout for individuals
with the following traits at level 1, that is screen the candidates with following factors: Low
levels of Resilience, Low levels of Integrity, Low levels of Intellectual Humility, Low levels of
Self-Efficacy, Personality – Low Conscientiousness, Low Emotional Stability and Married
individuals. Such individuals have a tendency to have low job satisfaction, low perceived personorganization fit and a higher tendency to leave the firm. Here High, Low and Medium have the
same interpretation as in data analysis.
Only a resilient individual can thrive in such conditions, time and again bouncing back and
proving his worth. (Norton, 2011) In this research work, job satisfaction is influenced
significantly by emotional stability, agreeableness, followed by conscientiousness. Probably in
the organizations under study, for the engineers who are at first level of their jobs, they are
experiencing some conflicting factors which are making them dissatisfied with their jobs despite
of high integrity. This perspective requires further investigation. Unmarried individuals have
higher PO fit than married individuals. The result for intellectual humility is consistent with the
findings for job satisfaction that when intellectual humility is low, PO fit is low. This can be due
to lack of sufficient knowledge to thrive in the organization.
The current study is limited by the sample size. The number of software engineers working in
both the firms is in tens of thousands while the total sample drawn is only 198. This is owing to
low response rate and difficulty in reaching out to software engineers. This limits the
generalization of the study. In addition to this, geographical diversity of both the firms is not
taken into consideration. Although, questionnaire was administered electronically and was not
targeted to a specific location; it cannot be said with confidence that all locations of both
organizations in India were completely covered by the survey. Also, both the firms have offices
outside India in other countries as well. These cross cultural factors too impact intention to quit
and work outcomes. These were not incorporated in this study. Sample size also posed a
limitation on the efficiency of artificial neural networks. The efficiency of these techniques is
directly proportional to sample size, that is, the larger the sample, more efficient the technique is.
The study was conducted using survey where data were collected based on self-report on a five
point Likert scale. However, self-reporting is often distorted owing to bias, prejudices, and
incomplete responses. Some items were deliberately kept small to reduce the length of the
instrument and hence the time required in completion. This has chances of introducing
measurement errors and hence constraining some relationships between variables. Scales used to
measure different items have their own set of limitations since they are limited in application and
scope. Although the scales are validated before incorporation in research implying that they
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measure accurately what they are intended to measure, it is limited by the timing of observation.
That is the trait to be measured could be influenced by a number of factors and measured
perception might not reflect the true state of behavior of an individual.
Many factors in the research work came out to be insignificantly related with the outcome
variables, however because they are important in selection and turnover studies, such variables
require further investigation. The role of time should be studied. For example, self-efficacy
which is the belief in one’s ability to do a task changes over time due to age factor and it also
differs with gender. So a longitudinal study can be carried out to study the role of time in
turnover owing to these factors and demographics. Organizations find individual traits such as
integrity and intellectual humility to be very important and expect their employees to be integral
and intellectually humble. However in this study they didn’t relate highly to the work outcomes
considered. This aspect too requires further investigation, probably with different set of work
outcomes which can measure the impact of variables under study.
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Abstract
Purpose: The main purpose of the paper was to determine the moderating effect of
interactional perceived organizational justice (IPOJ) on the relationship between financial
idiosyncratic deals (I-deals) and innovative work behavior (IWB) among tied life insurance sales
agents in Kenya.
Methodology: The study is grounded on equity theory. Explanatory research design was
employed with a target of 1954 tied life insurance agents from life insurance firms in Kenya.
Simple random and stratified samplings were used to select 498 tied life insurance agents.
Primary data was collected from structured questionnaires. Hierarchical moderated multiple
regression was used to test the hypotheses.
Findings: The study findings showed a positive relationship between financial I-deals and IWB
(β= 0.476, p< 0.05). Subsequently, when financial I-deals were moderated with IPOJ the
findings indicated that there was a significant effect of financial I-deals (β= 0.272, ρ= 0.02)
interactions with IPOJ, hence presence of moderating effects on the same variables on IWB.
Implication: The study recommends that life insurance firms should be fair in motivating
their employees through granting financial incentives I-deals to enhance IWB. Further research
should focus on the moderating effect of POJ on the relationship between task and development
I-deals and IWB.
Keywords: Financial Idiosyncratic Deals, Organizational Justice, Innovative Work Behavior.
Paper type: Research paper.
Introduction
IWB has generated increased interest in literature in the recent past because of its importance in
enhancing employee outcomes and effectiveness in organizations (Noori et al., 2017). A number
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of past studies agree that IWB is an employee behavior that leads to the creation, development
and implementation of new ideas, products, services and procedures for an individual, a group or
an organization in order to enhance their overall efficiency (Jeroen & Hartog, 2010; Spieglare,
2014), particularly during times of a dynamic business environment. There is also agreement on
employee commitment and leadership as some of the crucial drivers for innovation in
organizations (Noori et al., 2017).
According to Scott & Bruce (1994), the extent to which any firm can continuously innovate is
linked to innovation by her individual employees implying that IWB is associated with benefits
both to the organization and to the individual employees. Some of the benefits cited include
efficient operation of the organization, minimal industrial conflicts, reduced organizational
politics, job satisfaction, work engagement and reduction in work-life conflicts (Basadur, 2004;
Scott & Bruce, 1994; Spieglare, 2014). The key message from the studies is that firms have to
innovate through their employees on a continuous basis in order to stay competitive and to
survive in the long run in their industries.
Financial and other I-deals research has identified a number of factors that make employees to
negotiate I-deals. These factors may be categorized into organizational initiated and employee
motivational factors. More of the factors that endear employees to initiate financial I-deals are
from their own initiatives (Chatfied & Collins, 2013). Individual employee factors that contribute
to I-deal negotiation includes the employees own political negotiation skills that enable them to
influence the negotiation and granting of the I-deals (Rosen et al., 2013). In addition other
employee strategies that enhance negotiations include individual personality related
characteristics which include social-emotionally friendliness and mutual consensus development
(Liu &Ipe, 2010), leader member exchange (LMX) quality (Hornung et al., 2008, 2009;
Rousseau et al., 2010; Rosen et al., 2013), employee motivational goals like status, achievement
and communal goals (Sheldon et al, 2003). Organizational factors that can induce employees to
I-deals negotiation have been cited by studies to include job characteristics constraints that may
include the nature of their jobs and the size of the organizations that they work in (Chiaburu &
Carpenter, 2013). Home workers are believed to be active in I-deals negotiation (Chiaburu &
Carpenter, 2013).
Perceived interactional organizational justice (IPOJ) is the perception quality of the relationships
between the employees and their employers (Petriglieri, 2011). Employees behave depending on
their evaluation of the cost incurred or the benefit they get in a relationship and compare such
benefits to the effort that they offered (West & Turner, 2010). They stop reciprocation when
they perceive injustice in the quality of the interaction they receive in comparison to the
efforts expended in the organization (Greenberg, 2011). Employees who perceived interactional
justice were committed (Fatt et al., 2010) and developed a strong bond with the organization they
work in (Kim, 2009). Despite the importance of IPOJ, no known study has particularly examined
the effect of interactional perceived organizational justice on the relationship between financial Ideals and IWB. Therefore the current study examined it’s the role on this relationship among tied
life insurance agents in Kenya.
The Kenyan insurance industry just like the global picture of the life insurance industry is
confronted with new challenges and opportunities. For instance it is confronted by a growing
competition from new entrants who seek to disrupt the traditional market approaches and models
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that align with customer expectations (Crawford, 2015). This implies that it requires
innovative strategies particularly from its distribution perspective so as to be competitive.
Therefore insurers are prioritizing efficient customer service through innovative
ways like encouragement of loyalty and “brand sticking” and providing fresh services for
evolving customer needs through their employees (Crawford, 2015). Some of the innovative
distribution strategies used in Europe and USA include supermarket vouchers, digital
communication channels, use of customer data and individualized distribution (Crawford,
2015). Some of these strategies are employee-initiated. The same scenario in the insurance
industry in America and Europe is replicated in the developing world like in Kenya due to
globalization effects. In Africa, the growth of the insurance industry is improving though it is
concentrated in the southern Africa, although other Sub-Saharan Countries including Kenya
are coming up but at a slow pace (Kangetta & Kirai, 2017).The distribution of life insurance
product in Kenya and other developing economies need creative and innovative working done in
Europe and USA. This innovative work behavior may be achieved through I-deals that
are granted fairly to employees in the insurance industries.
Theoretical review
Financial incentives I-deals is one of the four I-deals conceptualized in research utilizing
idiosyncratic theory (Rosen et al., 2013). Similarly, perceived organization justice has its basis
on the equity theory by Adams (1963, 1965). According to this theory people compare the ratios
of their own perceived work outcomes (e.g. pay and recognition) to their own perceived work
inputs (i.e. contributions) to the corresponding ratios of comparison of others (e.g. co-workers).
If the ratio is unequal, the party whose ratio is higher is theorized to be inequitably overpaid
while the one whose amount is low is said to be inequitably underpaid (Greenberg, 1990).
Adams (1965) argued that social behavior is affected by beliefs that the allocation of rewards
within a group should be equitable and proportional to the contributions of each of all the group
members. Satisfaction by the group members is achieved when the ratios of the inputs to
outcomes (i.e., rewards) equal the ratios of inputs to outcomes (Lee, 2000). Since interactional
perceived organizational justice is the fairness in the quality of the relationships between
employees and employers, financial I-deals should be granted to employees in a consistent way,
with decisions based on accurate information, without discriminating, made ethically, appeals for
decisions made, sharing of relevant information as well as treatment of employees with respect,
courtesy and dignity.
The relationship between Financial I-deals and Innovative Work Behavior
Financial I-deals are compensation arrangements that meet individual needs, fit the
employee, compensate unique skills and contributions, compensation arrangement that raises
employee pay due to exceptional contributions made to the organization beyond normal policies
and which plan a reward for unique contribution after employee’s initial appointment within the
organization (Rosen et al., 2013).
Past studies have associated these I-deals to beneficial employee behaviours and attitudes that
benefit an organization. For instance, a compensation arrangement that compensates for unique
contribution to the organization is likely to make the employee continually committed to the
organization (Rosen et al., 2013). This is because employees are likely to quit the organization
without such motivation, given that financial incentives are of economic exchange rather than
social exchange, and hence are universal, can be replicated among organizations (Liao et
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al., 2014) and act as a basis for competition for employees by organizations. Therefore when an
organization directs focus on financial incentives the employees may evaluate the uneconomical
consequences of quitting the organization and instead focus on reciprocating the financial I-deals
by searching for ways and techniques for improving processes, products and procedures used in
the organization, which is the essence of innovative work behaviour.
Some past scholars believe that financial I-deals have unclear relationships with innovative
work behaviour. One such study is by Spieglare et al., (2014) who concluded that financial
incentives to employees had a collective impact on innovative work behaviour but not as
individuals. However, the current study proposes that financial I-deals have a positive and
significant effect on innovative work behaviour and intends to add to literature on idiosyncratic
deals-innovative work behaviour. This is because with these I-deals individual employees
are facilitated adequately hence providing room for their focus on new ways of producing goods
and services. This stance is in tandem with the findings of the study by Milkovich & Newman
(2005) who found out that pay was a very important variable when employees were
asked questions about how they perceived their employers obligations. In the same light financial
I-deals are so important for an employee when it comes to their view on behaviours like IWB
that are important for the performance of an organization. Therefore,
Ho1 Financial idiosyncratic deals have no significant effect on innovative work behavior among
tied life insurance agents in Kenya.
Ho2 The effect of interactional perceived organizational justice on the relationship
between financial ideals and innovative work behaviour
Employee outcomes like IWB are provided at the discretion of the employee and assist in the
overall effectiveness of the organization (Janssen, 2000). These beneficial behaviours are
discretionary from the employees’ perspective since they are not rewarded by the organization
just like the other job tasks included in an employee’s job-description. The organization views
these behaviours as extra-role (Spieglare et al., 2014) hence are not rewarded as the traditional
core roles. Although innovative work behaviour is not rewarded, it is known to contribute to the
organizations overall effectiveness and performance (Spieglareet al., 2014). It is also believed
that this behaviour enhances sustainability in an organization (Sanders et al., 2010) since
innovative employees engender a culture of expanded knowledge, varied skills, more
responsibilities and higher expectations that drive them in their quest to innovate.
Financial incentives approval by employers are also expected to motivate an employee to
reciprocate through non-core work behaviours like the identification, generation, popularizing
and implementation of original and new ideas in the work place. Financial incentives I-deals
include ensuring compensation arrangements that meet individual employee needs, a
compensation arrangement that is tailored to fit an employee, compensation arrangement that
covers unique contributions and one that rewards unique contributions after the initial employee
appointment. An organization that empowers employees through superior and customized
compensation is likely to retain highly experienced and performing employees. Through the Ideals such employees reciprocate by utilizing their experience and high quality skills to craft new
ways that may enable the organization gain competitive advantage even if the new ways are not
remunerated in the normal way.
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The current study also holds that I-deals granted in an organization need to be granted in a way
that is perceived by employees to be just so as to bring a significant effect on innovative
work behaviour. When I-deals are granted in an environment withn interactional perceived
organizational justice, employees are likely to be motivated, resulting in an ethical, respectful
and dignified exchange relationship that invoke the display of employee outcomes like
IWB. Interactional perceived organizational justice refers to the perception of justice in the
interaction between employees and employers or their agents who are involved with employee
outcomes in comparison with the inputs that they offer (Colquit, 2001).
It involves treatment of an employee with respect, courtesy and dignity, treatment with kindness
and consideration, sensitivity to personal needs, dealing with them in a truthful manner, showing
concern for their rights, discussing with them the implications of decisions, justification of
decisions made about an their job, making explanations that make sense to an employee and
clear explanations of decisions made on an employee job (Colquit, 2001). This has the
implication that for I-deals offered to bring a significant influence on innovative work behaviour,
the granting of all the I-deals must be perceived by all co-workers to be fair in comparison with
what they get or may get in the future if they requested for. However, if fairness is not perceived
then the likelihood of display of employee outcomes like innovative work behaviour will be
minimal. In conclusion, the study proposes that interactional perceived organizational justice
moderates the relationship between financial idiosyncratic deals and innovative
work behaviour. The study thus, hypothesized that:
Ho2interactional perceived organizational justice has no significant effect on the relationship
between financial I-deals and innovative work behavior among tied life insurance agents in
Kenya.
Conceptual Gaps in the Reviewed Literature
A review of literature on innovative work behaviour identified the following conceptual research
gaps. The first gap relates to scarcity of empirical research on the relationship between financial
I-deals and innovative work behaviour. Although past research shows that the study by Spieglare
et al., (2014) did focus on the relationship between the two, all the I-deals components were not
focused by the study. The components that were considered in relation to the I-deals literature
were financial incentives. The second conceptual gap relates to the lack of an empirical study on
the moderating effect of perceived interactional organizational justice on the relationship
between financial I-deals and innovative work behaviour. The only study that focused on
innovative behaviour, but from a direct relationship was the one by Agarwal (2013). In
particular, this study used only two components of organization justice (procedural and
interactional) in a direct effect on innovative work behaviour. Therefore, no known study has
investigated the moderating effect of perceived interactional organizational justice on the
relationship between them (I-deals) and innovative work behaviour. In this study the
independent variable was financial incentives. The dependent variable innovative work behavior
is measured by idea exploration, idea generation, idea championing and idea implementation.
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Financial I-deals
Innovative Work Behaviour
Figure.1. A conceptual framework of financial I-deals, IWB, perceived organizational justice.
(Please request table from author)
Methodology
Explanatory design was employed to assess moderation by perceived organizational justice
represented the indirect causal link in the relationship between financial idiosyncratic deals and
innovative work behaviour. The design adopted survey which was used to collect data at one
point in time from all the relevant people, subjects or phenomena hence cross-sectional survey
approach was adopted.
In the study, IWB which is the dependent variable was operationalized and measured in its four
dimensions of idea exploration, idea generation, idea championing and idea implementation with
a nine item scale developed and validated by Jeroen & Hartog (2008). Financial idiosyncratic
deals were measured by twenty one item likert scale developed by Rosen et al., (2014).
Perceived organizational justice was measured by the one dimensions of interactional as well
with the scale developed by Neihoff & Moorman (1993). All the variables were operationalized
and the information was obtained from questionnaires distributed to 498 agents through simple
random sampling from their unit managers. The unit managers themselves filled the
questionnaires for the purpose of evaluating their agents’ innovative work behaviour. All the
three variables were measured using 7-point likert scales.
Table 1.Operationalization of the Research Variables
(Please request table from author)
In this study the reliability of the measures was determined by Cronbach alpha coefficient, which
was used to assess the internal consistency or homogeneity among the research instrument items
(Sekeran, 1992). A Cronbach Alpha of more than 0.70 was targeted for the reliability of the
instruments as shown in table 2.From the results, the Cronbach alpha test showed values that
ranged from 0.878 for financial I-deals, 0.861 for IPOJ and 0.878 for innovative work
behavior. The coefficient alphas of the variables were reported in Table 2 below.
Table 2: Reliability (Please request table from author)
(Please request table from author)
Further, to achieve construct validity, convergent and discriminant validity were established.
This was done by looking at the correlation matrix and the inter-construct correlation.
Convergent validity exists when concepts that should be related to one another
are actually related, while discriminant validity is when a measure or scale is unique (Hair et
al., 2010). Additionally, multi-variate procedures like exploratory factor analysis were used to
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establish the construct validity of the research instrument. Exploratory factor analysis
provided the dimensions (factors) of the instrument (Zikmund et al., 2013).
Data was entered in SPSS version 20, verified and missing data was deleted. Scale reliability and
validity were assessed using Cronbach coefficient alpha and factor reduction. The study
hypotheses were tested using multiple regression analysis while hierarchical moderated linear
regression was used to test the moderator effects. The hierarchical method was chosen because it
would show how the prediction of the independent variables, a moderator, and interactions of the
independent variables and the moderator improves the prediction (Leech et al., 2011). The
moderated regression equation was:
y= β0+ C+ε1
.............................................................................. (1)
y= β0+ C+ β1x1+ε2
................................................................ (2)
y= β0+ C+ β1x1+β2x1∗x2+ε4
.......................................... (3)
Where:
y= Innovative Work Behavior
c= Control Variables
β0= Constant
x1= Flexibility I-deals
X2= Perceived Organizational Justice
β1- β2= Coefficient of Regression
e….e7= Error Terms
Findings and Discussion
The survey data was screened for a number of potential problems in relation to missing data
according to guidelines provided by Tabachnick and Fidell (2013). Initially, missing values were
evaluated with respect to cases and their distribution. Most cases had non-missing (95.6%)
values and 17 cases (4.4%) had missing values. Thereafter, missing values were assessed with
respect to variables. 53 variables did not have missing values while 3 had only minimal missing
values. Specifically, 2 variables had one missing value and one variable had two missing values.
These were deemed useable but missing data were replaced with mean substitution before further
analysis was conducted (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2013). In line with the recommendation of
Tabachnick and Fidell (2013) this study used Mahalanobis D2 measure to identify and deal with
multivariate outliers. Multivariate outliers would take care of univariate outliers. However,
treating univariate outliers would not necessarily take care of multivariate outliers (Hair et al.,
2010). Hence, Mahalanobis D2 were calculated using linear regression methods in SPSS,
followed by the computation of the Chi-square value. Given that 4 items were used, 3 represent
the degree of freedom in the Chi-square table with p < 0.001, (Tabachnick&Fidell, 2013). This
means that any case with a probability Mahalanobis D2 value of less than 0.001 is a multivariate
outlier and should be removed.
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Descriptive Statistics and Factor Analysis
In order to do factor analysis for IWB and the other variables its analysis requirements were
assessed starting with settling on exploratory (EFA) type which was chosen because the
instrument used was slightly adjusted from what had been previously used by other researchers
for some of the variables, hence it enabled the exploration of the underlying factor structure of
the variables. Then factorability of the data was assessed using Bartlets test of sphericity and
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy which should be statically
significant at ρ< 0.05 and the index should range from 0 to 1. Factor extraction was done using
principal component analysis (PCA) where factors with Eigen values greater than 1 were
chosen. The results from the factor analysis for IWB showed that the factor loading results were
above 0.5. This implied that all the factors were retained for further analysis. The KMO
measures were above 0.5 hence acceptable. Also, the Bartlett’s Test of
Sphericity was significant. Table 4.19 shows the above results.
Table 3:Factor analysis for Perceived Interactional Organization Justice
(Please request table from author)
Before testing Tests for Regression Assumptions
Univariate and multivariate assessment of outliers was done across all cases. Further, subjection
to probability for the mahalanobis D2 all had values more than 0.001 confirming that there was
no outlier. A value of D2 with low p value (< 0.001) was used as the criteria to reject the
assumption that the case came from the same population as the rest (Hair et al., 2010).
Linearity was tested with the SPSS following the accepted procedures. The decision rule applied
was that if the value of significant deviation from linearity is > 0.05, then the relationship
between the independent and dependent variables is said to be linearly related but the reverse
was true if the value < 0.05.The findings for the linearity test confirmed the presence of linearity
between the dependent and the independent variables since all the deviations from linearity
were significant as their p-values were > 0.05. To identify the shape of the distribution in the
study, Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro Wilks Tests were used (Shapiro and Wilk, 1965)
which were calculated for each variable. Normality could be detected by looking at the p-value
of Kolmogrov-Smirnov-test and Shapiro Wilk-test. In this respect if the p-value of the ShapiroWilk Test is greater than 0.05, the data is normal. If it is below 0.05, the data significantly
deviate from a normal distribution. Therefore since the p-values for all the variables were more
than 0.05, then normality of the data was confirmed. The VIF values were less than ten and the
tolerance level of more than 0.10 meant that there was no multi-collinearity among the
study variables. Since Levene’s statistics were above 0.05 (Martin and Bridgmon, 2012). The
assumption of homoscedasticity of variance in this study was therefore supported.
Correlation Results
Financial I-deals were indicated to positively relate with innovative work behavior (r =
0.654, ρ< 0.01). Furthermore, perceived organizational justice was positively and significantly
associated with innovative work behavior (r = 0.389, ρ< 0.01). This implies that
FNIDEALS and IPOJ were expected to influence innovative work behavior.
Table 4. Correlation results
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(Please request table from author)
Test of Hypothesis
The first hypothesis of the study stated that financial I-deals had no significant effect on
innovative work behavior. This was however refuted since financial I-deals had a positive and
significant effect on innovative work behavior basing on the β1= 0.407 (p-value = 0.000 which
was less than α = 0.05) thus we failed to accept the hypothesis and concluded that they had a
significant effect on innovative work behavior. It therefore means that these I-deals are likely to
predict innovative behavior since satisfied and committed employees are likely to benefit the
organization through exploration, generation, championing and implementation of new ideas.
The management of organizations should take keen interest to facilitate the granting of these Ideals for purposes of eliciting this behaviour because employees seem to attach more value to
these I-deals in predicting innovative work behaviour. This in line with the argument fronted by
Rosen et al., (2013) that these I-deals are intended to attract, motivate and improve employees
off the job and work-family balance. This then could be the reason employees attach greater
importance to these I-deals in working for a particular organization for a longer period of time.
Otherwise without financial I-deals employees are likely to quit for other organizations. The
study finding on the strong significant effect of financial I-deals on innovative work behaviour as
compared to the other I-deals presents a new perspective of these I-deals on attitudinal and
behavioral employee outcomes. Therefore this is an important value and contribution of
knowledge on I-deals-employee outcomes research and more so on the relationship between Ideals and innovative work behaviour.
Hypothesis 2 posited that interactional perceived organizational justice moderates
the relationship between financial I-deals and innovative work behavior among tied life
insurance agents. From the table, the interaction between financial I-deals and perceived
organizational justice is (β2= 0.272, ρ=0.002). Due to the low p-value associated with the tvalue, hypothesis 5 (d) is not supported. Hence, there was a significant moderating effect of
perceived organizational justice on the relationship between financial I-deals and innovative
work behavior among tied life insurance agents. Table 4.31 shows that perceived organization
justice has a positive and significant moderating effect on the relationship between financial
ideals and innovative work behavior. Precisely, whenever there is perceived organizational
justice, employees have more compensation arrangements that meet their individual needs and
are commensurate to their contributions to the organization. The resulting outcome is that
employees are motivated to work towards finding original solutions to problems and encourage
others to be supportive of innovative ideas. Consequently, perceived organizational justice
enhances the relationship between financial I-deals and innovative work behavior. However, the
findings of this study (β= 0.272, p= 0.002) did not support this hypothesis hence it was rejected.
The findings are also consistent to arguments by Demiret al., (2015) distributive justice affect
important employee attitudes and behaviours as well as on their motivation because of their
grievances. Hence unfairness in the granting of these I-deals is likely to evoke strong feelings of
dissent on new ideas that are likely to affect the organization’s effective capacity. Since
previously in other studies on I-deals-innovative work behavior (Spieglareet al., 2014) there is no
evidence of the moderating effect of perceived organizational justice, the present study presents a
new finding that contributes to the extension of knowledge and research in this area that is useful
for further research.
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The hierarchical multiple regression results also revealed an increase in R-square with the
addition of the blocks of variables. For instance the controls contributed to an R-square change
of 3%. With the addition of the direct variables (Development, flexibility, tasks and financial) Ideals, the R-square increased to 48% (R-square change of 45%). With the moderator (perceived
organizational justice) it increased to 49% (R-square change of 1%) meaning that the moderator
did contribute to the variance explained on innovative work behaviour by the controls and the
direct effects. It however, remained constant at 49% when the interaction between perceived
organizational justice and development I-deal was added since the interaction was insignificant.
This implied that the interaction did not contribute to the variance of innovative work behaviour.
The same scenario was replicated with the interaction of the moderator and task I-deals which
was not significant. Therefore there was no contribution on the R-square increase for the two
interactions.
However, with the addition of the interaction of perceived organizational justice and flexibility Ideals, the R-square increased to 50% (R-square change of 1%). Finally, with the interaction of
perceived organizational justice with financial I-deals, the R-square increased to 51% (R-square
change of 1%). This implied that there was a moderating effect of perceived organizational
justice on the relationship between financial I-deals on innovative work
Table 5: Moderating Effects of Interactional Perceived Organizational Justice on the
Relationship between financial Idiosyncratic Deals and Innovative Work Behavior
(Please request table from author)
The moderation effects of perceived organizational justice on the relationship between financial
I-deals and innovative work behavior was determined using the moderation graph. Like in the
earlier case the analysis revealed that the effect of perceived organizational justice is significant
at the low, medium and high levels of perceived organizational justice. It further reveals that at
low levels of perceived organizational justice financial I-deals have low effects on innovative
work behaviour whereas at high levels of perceived organizational justice the effect of financial
I-deals become higher. The slopes in the figure indicate that, at low levels of perceived
organizational justice, increasing financial I-deals was associated with lower but significant
innovative work behavior as compared when it is with medium and high perceived
organizational justice as shown in the figure 4.2 below.
Figure 2: Moderation of Perceived Organizational Justice on the Relationship between Financial
I-deals and Innovative Work Behaviour.
Source: Research Data, (2016)
Conclusions
It can be concluded that financial I-deals are significantly related to innovative work behavior. In
many other past study findings, including the study by Rosen et al., (2014), financial I-deals are
believed to elicit less effect on employee attitudes and behaviours. The explanation to
this could arise from the attachment that employees place on economic incentives more than on
social exchange relationships when reciprocating employee outcomes particularly in the
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developing countries such as in the Kenyan insurance industry. This finding therefore signifies
an important contribution in I-deals-outcomes literature.
Perceived organizational justice also moderated the relationship between financial I-deals and
innovative work behavior. According to Liao et al., (2013) in their research involving employees
working in retail and professional services, financial incentives I-deals contributed to the
majority of the variance explained by I-deals in terms of affective organizational commitment
and continuance organizational commitment which refers to emotional attachment, identification
and involvement in the organization and commitment based on the costs of associated with
leaving the organization respectively.
In the same study, findings showed a significant relationship between financial I-deals and job
satisfaction. Consistent to Adams (1965) employees evaluate their exchange relationship through
their investments (for e.g. experience, skill, seniority, time and efforts) and their rewards (e.g.
money, status, esteem and social identity).Employees therefore may perceive unfairness when
they are under-rewarded relative to their investments. This contention is supported by Janssen
(2004) who postulates that innovative employee’s feel stressed up when they are under-rewarded
by the organization. This implies that the social exchange relationship will be curtailed by such
unfairness thus undermining reciprocation of the beneficial employee outcome. Therefore from
the foregoing explanation, the conclusion is that perceived organizational justice moderates
the relationship between financial I-deals and innovative work behavior.
The significant moderating effect of perceived organizational justice on the relationships
between I-deals (financial) and innovative work behaviour presents a contribution on I-dealsoutcomes literature since many other studies have investigated the direct relationship between Ideals and employee outcomes and few have studied the intermediate processes of the
relationships. This study therefore has extended literature by incorporating perceived
organizational justice as one intermediate process on literature on the relationship between Ideals and with innovative work behaviour literature.

Implications of the Study
Finally, the current study findings are in support of equity theory associated with Adams (1965).
According to this theory people compare the ratios of their own perceived work outcomes (e.g.
pay and recognition) to their own perceived work inputs (i.e. contributions) to the corresponding
ratios of comparison of others (e.g. co-workers). If the ratio is unequal, the party whose ratio is
higher is theorized to be inequitably overpaid while the one whose amount is low is said to be
inequitably underpaid (Greenberg, 1990).
The findings in this study also supported the moderating effect of perceived organizational
justice on the relationship between financial I-deals on innovative work behaviour. It thus reveals
that if employees perceive unfairness in their rewards from the organization in comparison to
what their colleagues get, they are likely to display low outcomes (e.g. innovative
work behaviour).
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The implication for management of life insurance companies’ managements in Kenya is to
encourage work plans where employees negotiate for financial incentives that reflect their
contributions to the organization’s effectiveness. Tied life insurance sales agents may contribute
in terms of their peculiar negotiation talents, working overtime in their offices by meeting their
clients and also from the number of clients attributed to their negotiation skills and the volumes
of their sales.
Finally, the moderation of perceived organization justice on the relationship between financial Ideals is of significant application by practioners in the life insurance industry and other
employers. Of importance is that financial I-deals need to be provided in an atmosphere where
there is fairness among the employees so that there is a great perception of organizational justice
in terms of their distribution, the procedures involved in the distribution and the nature of
interaction witnessed by employees with their managers while the I-deals are distributed. Finally,
future researchers may examine the same constructs of idiosyncratic deals as the dependent
variable, perceived organizational justice which is the moderating variable and the dependent
variable, innovative work behavior using other analysis approaches like Structural Equation
Modeling and other software apart from SPSS.
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Abstract
In the dynamically growing hospitality industry, trivial firms stand little chance of survival given
heightened competition. Attaining a competitive edge could be from key inter-firm networks and
upholding network alliances. This paper examines the link between network capability (NC) and
performance for trivial Event Management Ventures in Kenya. The study sampled 271
entrepreneurs concerned with event planning. Analysis of Moment Structures (AMOS 18)
software was used for analyzing data. Results indicated that NC significantly predicted
performance (β=0.86, p<0.001) thus, NC is facilitative of Venture Performance. Entrepreneurs
should participate in networking activities and form associations to manage relationships within
the network.
Keywords: Event Management, Kenya, Network Capability, Performance
Introduction
Firms need to be embedded in networks of professional, social and exchange relationships that
are founded on appropriate governance mechanisms, sharing routines, and able to initiate
changes in this relationships whenever necessary (Dyer & Singh, 1998). This, according to
Walter et al., (2006) is referred to as network capability. They identify four dimensions of NC
namely; coordination between collaborating firms, knowledgeability of the firm’s partners, the
ability to initiate relationship skills with other firms and, the ability to enhance internal
communication skills. Moreover, Walter et al. (2006) hold key the ability of a firm to coordinate
inter-organisational activities while providing mutually supportive interactions among
participatory ventures.
A growing body of studies has evidently shown the benefits of networking on the performance of
firms clearly indicating positive correlation. Pittaway et al. (2004) observe that higher
performance in new ventures can be achieved through combined efforts and networking with
competing firms. A more recent study by Teng (2007) identified collaboration of new ventures
with other firms as the most flexible beneficial alternative for acquiring resources due to shared
risks and costs. This can eventually foster fast growth as opined by Falemo (1989). EMVs can
make the best out of their networking activities with professional advisors like lawyers,
consultants, bankers and accountants to name but a few, who are well equipped in devising
strategies for better performance and growth. According to Orhan (2001), professional experts
are an entrepreneur’s first source of advice. Therefore performance of EMVs in Kenya can be
better understood by exploring relationship networks in which they are engrafted.
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Hypothesis
H01: There is no significant statistical association between Network Capabilities and performance
of trivial event management ventures
Literature Review
Networking is the mutual give and take that results in a win-win situation for everyone involved
in the transaction (Burg, 1998). Johanson and Mattsson (1987) aver that an organization is
dependent on networking and creates its identity through interaction. A firm’s resources are
critically linked to its stakeholder exchange relationships. Håkansson and Johanson (1993) affirm
that stakeholder interactions that include information exchange, expertise, goods and services as
well as payments and loans with suppliers, customers and other stakeholders form the basis of a
resourceful enterprise. This, as supported by Blankenburg et al. (1999) is true in the case of
event ventures which widely depend on their external counterparts as much as on the parent
relationships
Other studies have established that networks and alliances are considered important in achieving
a firm’s competitive advantage and success. In this, such networks and alliances are used in
acquisition of important and complementary resources (Ireland et al., 2002) while jointly
developing new resources (Gulati et al., 2000). Cooper (2002) opines that ventures would most
benefit from these networks and alliances as their establishment is limited by resources and
capabilities. In their study, Mazzarol and Reboud (2006) discover the importance of strategic
information resulting from network relations as being critical to commercial operations’ success.
It can therefore be deduced that firm performance is evidently enhanced by a firm’s competitive
advantages as such; ventures can increase these advantages through engaging in networks and
alliances. However, resource constraints can ultimately hamper a ventures’ performance. Such
constraints, as suggested by Watson (2007) and Cooper (2002) can be faced out through building
strong networks and alliances. By so doing, ventures stand a high chance of improving their
performance defined by large market share and profitability. Networking sets ground for
ventures to easy access complementary resources including information.
Network Capability and Performance
Network Capability (NC), according to Dyer & Singh (1998) is a firm’s ability to develop and
manage multiple relationships, through appropriate governance, shared routines, and initiation of
necessary changes in those relationships. Walter, Ritter and Gemünden (2003) place NC at a
higher order construct defining it as the ability of a firm to develop and utilize interorganizational relationships. These authors’ recognition of the contribution NC has on
performance of ventures comprehends four latent dimensions of NC as: coordination, relational
skills, market knowledge and internal communication. In their view, NC (considered a high order
‘resource’) is a composite construct whose magnitude increases with an increase in each of the
four components thus requires a formative measure. Ventures expand their relational boundaries
through coordination with concomitant interactions. The inter-personal aspect is key to most
business relationships through which management can become successful through relational
skills. Such skills include emotional stability, communication, conflict management,
extraversion, empathy, self-reflection, cooperativeness and sense of justice.
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Knowledge relations at a firm level enable “situation-specific management” which includes
deploying mechanisms to reduction of transaction costs, enable conflict resolution and it
stabilizes a firm’s position while safeguarding effective exchanges. Walter et al. (2003) posit that
apart from improving internal communication between parties, this knowledge adds to the
efficacy of coordination. It is commonly believed that internal communication is central to a
relational perspective dealing with assimilation and dissemination of up-to-date information on
collaborating firms’ resources and instigating clear agreements to avoid process redundancy,
miscommunication, and improve the detection of synergies.
Ventures are no longer individual and self-fulfilling units. This is attributed to their embedment
in social networks with other firms (Walter et al., 2003). Walter et al. (2003) consider ventures
as learning aspects of critical capabilities and protection of firm-specific competencies resulting
from friendship, respect and trust between interacting parties. However, a ventures’
competitiveness cannot only be improved through network relationships, thus should be kept
from such relationships if they have capabilities to introduce, advance and make use of the
relationships. The skills to cultivate and maintain valuable relationships cannot be generated by
habitual social behavior (Kim & Aldrich, 2005).
Network relationships are usually dynamic and proper management is therefore essential. It
requires good governance and embracing change if necessary. According to Gulati et al (2000) a
firm’s strategic network consists of enduring inter-organizational ties and tactical significance
for the interacting firms. Therefore network relationships will benefit individual firms through
knowledge partnership, coordination, relationship skills and communication skills (Walter et al.,
2006). However, lock-in effects may be created by collaborating firms to prevent new
relationships. In their study, Kale et al. (2002) affirm that management and monitoring of such
network relationships and activities to trace out conflicting or overlapping firms or activities. To
properly manage those relationships, awareness of the capabilities and trustworthiness portrayed
by potential partners, suppliers, customers, and competitors is a requisite (Walter et al., 2006).
This complements good relational skills and partner knowledge of collaborating EMVs.
Efficiency of a venture can then be achieved from its networking activities through openness,
responsiveness and inter-organizational learning (Walter et al., 2006), ensuring internal
communication to integrate and coordinate knowledge within the firm while generating
feedback from prior and ongoing collaborations (Kale et al., 2002).
Venture firms that include EMVs are often limited to one or two employees on entry into the
industry thus sharing experiences in practice of internal communication skills which at this time
only resides within the owners or managers can prove impossible. More so, previous studies on
NC have not shown appreciation for a firm’s ability to engage in new network relationships. This
study assumes the ability to build new relationships as a key performance indicator for EMVs.
The network-based theories acknowledge novel collaborators as providers of new ideas and
resources to improve performance of a venture. They argue that ventures facing high levels of
technological change and increasing market uncertainty attain improved performance to manage
those problems. The ability of a venture to position itself in the market in this era of rapidly
changing technology is extremely fragile and remains a fundamental concern for EMVs’
performance. However, it becomes manageable by forming ties with new partners who possess
capabilities to contend the challenge (Nohria & Garcia-Point, 1991). A venture without insight
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into which new relationships to pursue is likely to leave the firm with bounded rationality rather
than hyper-rationality (Kim &Aldrich, 2005). Such ventures stand a high chance of losing
potentially valuable relationships and possible new opportunities; thus missing an opening into
new collaborations that could have otherwise augmented entrepreneurial opportunity. From the
foregoing discussion, being open to new relationships could be an additional NC dimension to
Walter and others’ four dimensions stated earlier.
Therefore another dimension, to be open to and to initiate new relationships, is added to a
venture’s NC. A venture’s propensity to risk taking and innovation is a competitive advantage
that can be established through network capabilities in initiating new relationships with
collaborative firms. In so doing, partner knowledge and relational as well as internal
communication in a firm is enhanced, ultimately providing a learning platform for ventures to
recognize opportunities thus increasing commercial performance and strategy. Finally, good
network relationships initiatives deter ventures from unworthy relationships that do not add to
their competitiveness and performance (Walter et al., 2006). Ideally, strengthened links between
NC and VP should be a result of inter-organizational alliances. This study therefore examines the
relationship between Network capabilities and Venture performances as a link for EMVs in
Kenya.
Methodology
The sampling frame consisted of trivial event management ventures identified from three
counties in Kenya i.e. Kisumu, Uasin Gishu and Nairobi Counties. The study focused on trivial
event management ventures consisting of confectionary, décor and event planning, outside
catering, banqueting and conferencing as well as rental ventures for tents, furniture and sound
equipment. The study employed a census survey; reporting no variation between the early and
late respondents thus ensured a non-biased response. A total of 313 ventures met criteria for this
research but 271 ventures participated in the study yielding an effective response rate of 86.6%.
Self-administered questionnaires were used to collect data which was screened for missing
values, normality, univariate and multivariate outliers using missing value analysis, Box and
Whisker plots, standardized Z-scores, and Mahalanobis distance respectively. Computation of
Cronbach’s alpha coefficients was done to check reliability and internal consistency of the
measurement scales for items were above 0.75.
Results
Correlations
Correlations among NC dimensions were statistically significant, ranging from r = 0.170 (p <
0.01) to r = 0.409 (p < 0.01). Correlation between open communication and developing
relationships was however low and insignificant at r = 0.100 and p > 0.05). Correlation between
non-financial and financial performance was statistically significant at r = 0.196 and p < 0.01.
Most correlations between NC dimensions were significant and positive. This correlation ranged
from r = 0.125 (p < 0.05) to r = 0.299 (p < 0.01). There was a low and insignificant correlation
between open communication and non-financial performance at r = 0.058 and p > 0.05).
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Hypothesis testing
The study model was tested using the Analysis of Moment Structures (AMOS 18) while testing
of the hypothesis was done by structural equation modeling. First, confirmatory factor analysis
was employed towards assessing the factor structure of NC. The path diagram in Figure 1 shows
the standardized regression weights (factor loadings) for NC and its corresponding four
indicators. The squared multiple correlation coefficients (R2), describing the amount of variance
the NC explains in the indicators are also displayed. It is evident that Partner Knowledge and
Initiating Relationships appeared to be the best indicators of NC. Their standard regression
weights were respectively 0.65 and 0.63 with R2 values of 0.42 and 0.40. This means that NC
explains up to 42% of the variance in Partner Knowledge (ptner-Knldge) and up to 40% of the
variance in Initiating Relationships (In-Rlnships). Open Communication (op-comm) and
Developing Relationships (Dvlping-Rlnships) with R values of 0.09 and 0.12 and corresponding
regression weights of 0.29 and 0.35 respectively were found to be poor indicators of NC but
were nonetheless retained.

Figure 1. Confirmatory factor analysis - network capability
The structural model is presented in Figure 2. The model fit indices indicated a good model fit
(χ2= 17.290, χ2/df = 2.161, GFI=0.980, AGFI=0.946, NFI=0.896, CFI=0.939, and
RMSEA=0.066).The hypothesis predicted a positive relationship between NC and VP of EMVs.
The results indicated that NC has a positive impact on VP (β= 0.86, p<0.01), hence the
hypothesis was not supported. This means that NC tends to influence performance of EMVs. In
particular, the standardized coefficient indicates that an increase of 1 standard deviation in NC
was likely to lead to an increase of 0.86 standard deviations in performance of EMVs

Figure 2. Structural modelof network capabilities and venture performance
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Discussion
The statistical results obtained in this study showed that NC has a significant positive impact on
performance of trivial EMVs. More to it was an indication that when trivial EMVs have higher
capability to network their ventures, they will improve their performance both financially and
non-financially. These findings are consistent with other studies conducted by Nohria and Garcia
(1991); Walter et al., (2006); Kale et al., (2002) and Westerberg and Wincent (2008). A case in
point is the observation by Walter et al. (2006) that involvement of a venture in network
relationships requires that such ventures are capable of coordinating inter-organizational
activities and collaborative firms into reciprocally supportive interactions. The level of NC
showed that besides close coordination between ventures, there is also close scrutiny of
competing ventures which enables ventures to initiate and sustain relationships with others for
mutual benefit. These findings concur with those of Walter et al. (2006) that easy and quick
access to new markets and customers is enhanced by ventures’ collaboration with other firms. In
addition, Narver et al. (2004) and Coltman (2007) support this notion by noting that a venture
which acts proactively or responsively in identification and satisfaction of customer needs, may
influence the extent to which the ventures’ NC affects its social capital and performance.
New ventures forming a networking relationship to exchange capabilities and resources should
be more cooperative to enhance learning experiences from proper management of those
relationships (Kale, Singh & Perlmutter, 2000). Overall, the findings indicated that NC positively
influences venture performance. That is, the better a venture is in open communication, partner
knowledge, initiating and developing relationships, the better the performance. Knowledge
ability of partner and relationship initiatives increased a venture’s ability to act proactively,
whereas its ability to find and initiate new relationships increased its proclivity towards
innovation and risk taking. Therefore, a venture’s ability to establish new relationships is a
crucial part of its networking capability, because lack of insight on open communication and
knowing its partners as well as being able to relate well with partners might hinder the venture’s
possibility to create new networks aimed at entrepreneurial opportunity (Kim &Aldrich, 2005).
The findings from this study support that in order to initiate, develop and maintain networks,
there is need for open communication, partner knowledge, initiating and developing
relationships. Entrepreneurs should attempt to build good relationships inside and outside the
establishment and also be accommodative and flexible in order to manage the relationships.
Having partner knowledge helps ventures learn to deal with different members in the network
and also enhance in initiating relationships.
Moreover, by cooperating with new relationships, ventures obtain a variety of resources,
capabilities and information deemed at improving NC. The challenges faced by a venture can
therefore be alleviated by its NC using a variety of strategic resources. For instance, a venture
can develop open communication by initiating new relationships that could give it a competitive
edge in the market. Thereafter, becoming established in the market and further developing its
product/service it could benefit from shared partner knowledge to stage it at a more proactive
ability thereby enhancing performance. However, there is need for ventures to have frequent
meetings between each other in order to enhance interpersonal relations necessary for
maintaining networks.
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From the findings, this study supports previous research suggesting that ventures benefit from
the network opportunities, through the capability to initiate, develop and make use of networks
as advanced by Rothaermel and Deeds (2006). The findings from this study support that in order
to initiate, develop and maintain networks, there is need for open communication, having partner
knowledge and the ability able to initiate and nurture relationships.
Conclusion
The study findings indicated that the more the network relations, development and management
of these relations the higher the NC. Therefore, a venture’s NC can be considered as being
facilitative means, or tools, in enhancing NC. These empirical findings provide several important
venture management implications. First, EMVs can strive to improve NC by providing adequate
training programmes related to open communication. Entrepreneurs should strive to initiate and
develop relationships with other partners who would enable them to acquire and integrate
different sources and types of knowledge to be shared and transferred from one venture to
another. With proper networking, entrepreneurs will be able to use and apply the knowledge to
improve efficiency within their ventures. Second, it is essential for EMVs to appreciate that VP
can not only be measured in financial terms but also non-financially. Fair performance appraisals
should then focus on these dimensions of performance and could possibly see many ventures
remain a float in the market. However, this work was unable to make causal inferences due to its
cross-sectional nature. Networking requires time to bear results hence; a more appropriate
method would have been to conduct a longitudinal study. This study was limited to EMVs
located in only three counties of Kenya thus findings obtained may not be generalized to other
counties across the country.
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Abstract
The main purpose of this study was to determine the relationship between strategic conformity
and financial distress among listed firms in Kenya. The study employed panel analysis for a
period covering ten years from 2006-2015 for all 64 listed firms in Nairobi Securities Exchange.
Findings from random effects multiple regression analysis showed that inventory levels has a
positive and significant effect on financial distress (β =0.678; p<0.05) while plant and equipment
newness had a negative and significant effect (β=-0.580; p<0.05) on financial distress. This study
recommends that firms should ensure that they have policies that regulate inventory levels as this
has a positive significant effect on financial distress, while adequate project appraisal should be
done to inform acquisition of new plant and equipment.
Keywords: Inventory Levels, Financial Distress, Plant and Equipment Newness, Listed Firms
Introduction
Financial distress is a worldwide issue influencing both developed and developing economies.
Financial distress has been seen in finance discourse as the organization's inability to meet its
monetary commitments as and when they fall due (Pindado et al., 2008; Agrawal, 2015).
Business firms encounter financial distress when they confront lacking income to meet their
current money related commitments (Jabeur & Fahmi, 2017; Mselmi et al., 2017). Moreover,
financial distress is shown by a company's powerlessness to raise funding to back tasks
(Bandyopadhyay, 2006). Mselmi et al., (2017) define financial distress as the situation where a
firm's cash flows are not enough to meet contractually required payment. Sanz & Ayca (2006)
describe financial distress as a circumstance where income is deficient to cover current
budgetary commitments. The event of default of a firm’s financial obligations indicates
deterioration in the financial health of a firm, which needs to be identified in time (Agrawal &
Maheshwari, 2014). According to Miller et al., 2013 the financial health of a firm may be
affected by a firm’s attempt to conform to the average strategic profile of organizations in its
industry. Buchko (2011) points out that the setting of the institution in which the companies
function can and in most cases results in the companies pursuing collective approaches.
Consistent with institutional theory, researchers have argued that firms whose strategies conform
to industry norms will secure greater legitimacy which plays a significant part in allowing
companies to access crucial resources, for instance technology, economic and social capital,
markets, partners, and customers. This can increase organizational performance (Higgins &
Gulati 2006,). Therefore, Miller et al., (2013) indicates that strategic conformity can result in
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better financial returns. Various studies have shown that the evaluation of financial distress will
avail critical data on the risk of default of firms to their creditors as well as other corporate
players and regulators in the industry (Pindado et al., 2008; Tinoco & Wilson, 2013).
Corporate financial distress may occur due to a single factor or a mix of factors that can be either
external or internal such as errors in management because of failure to change managerial and
operational frameworks of the company in line with existing new realities, ineffective or
inconsequential corporate policies, the economic setting, variations in legislation and decrease in
the sector (Mousavi et al., 2015). As such, the area of organizational strategic conformity has
attracted a good deal of attention (Miller et al., 2013). The results of strategic conformity are
held by institutional scholars to be certain results which incorporate improved assets (Cohen and
Dean 2005, Higgins and Gulati 2006), better securities exchange costs (Zuckerman 2000), and
more help from partners (Choi and Shepherd 2005). A basic attestation of scholars building
turnaround models for firms confronting monetary emergency is that firm-debilitating
performance decreases (e.g., organizational emergencies) are an inescapable result of managers
neglecting to keep up the arrangement of the company's technique with the requests of an
advancing and evolving condition. The declining company's center issue could either be wasteful
procedure or frail vital position with respect to contenders (Barker & Duhaime, 1997).
Since there are no known studies on the connection between strategic conformity and financial
distress, except for the studies that capture financial leverage, a dimension of strategic
conformity by Fitzpatrick & Ogden, (2011), Kim & Partington, (2014) among others, the current
study utilized much theoretical literature from the strategic conformity measures. Moreover, no
known study has utilized plant and equipment newness and inventory levels measures of
strategic conformity to predict financial distress. Therefore, the current study investigated the
effect of strategic conformity measures (plant and equipment newness and inventory levels) on
financial distress among listed firms in Kenya.
In the past few years, many firms have been delisted due to financial difficulties with others
being placed under receivership and therefore the need for this study. This has been witnessed by
defaulted financial obligations such as defaulted principal and interest payments on loans,
defaulted payment to suppliers and delayed/nonpayment of staff salaries which is evidence that
listed firms could be facing financial distress. Several firms have been delisted from the stock
market including Mumias sugar, Eveready, Lonrho East Africa, East African Packaging, Uchumi
supermarkets while other firms have been placed under statutory management due to financial
difficulties (Gathecha, 2016). This study therefore sought to determine the existing relationship
between strategic conformity and the financial distress among listed firms in Nairobi securities
Exchange. Thus, the study hypothesized that
H01: Inventory levels has no significant relationship effect on financial distress of listed firms in
Nairobi Securities Exchange.
H02: Plant and equipment newness has no significant effect on financial distress of listed firms in
Nairobi Securities Exchange.
Literature review
A number of theories have been fronted to explain the phenomenon of financial distress. Agency
theory forms the basis of most of the theoretical models. The agency theory hypothesizes that
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managers seek to maximize their own interests, but these interests may not be aligned to the
interest of shareholders. Agency theory predicts that the misalignment of interests amongst
managers and investors could prompt operational issues. Managers take part in exercises for their
own advantage as opposed to the advantages of the company's investors considering the
existence of principal-agent relationship that exists between firm managers and shareholders
(Jensen and Meckling, 1976). This conflicts brings out a highly reported organization issue
referred to as administrative "domain building". This alludes to managers' inclinations to keep up
unutilized assets or to develop the firm past its ideal size with the motivation behind expanding
individual utility from control, pay, status and glory (Jensen 1986; Stulz 1990; Hope & Thomas
2008).
The agency issue can be mitigated by great corporate administration and control administrators'
motivators to promote their own advantages to the detriment of the investors (Shleifer & Vishny
1997). Jensen & Meckling (1976) additionally contend that administrative agency costs
increment with the partition of proprietorship and control. Directors as the specialists of investors
are prone to squander the corporate assets to fulfill their self-interests. In line with the writing,
Chrisman et al., (2004) noticed that organization issues emerge when important specialist
connections are described by disparate interests and enlightening asymmetries. Their discoveries
demonstrate that agency-related expenses emerge from the costs caused for the exercises and
frameworks set up by principals to control operators' conduct and from the outcomes of
specialists' practices that are not in light of a legitimate concern for principals. This makes it
important to review the effect of managerial agency cost on financial distress.
Following Ridge et al., (2014) the strategic dimensions that capture conformity in strategy
includes; plant and equipment newness and inventory levels. Plant and equipment newness are
markers of the allotment and administration of firm assets crosswise over limit development
exercises.
The Relationship between Inventory Levels and Financial Distress
Inventory levels is the proportion of a firm stock levels of inventories compared to sales which
demonstrate creation process duration and working capital administration (Maccini & Pagan,
2008; Ridge et al., 2014). Inventories comprise a substantial percentage of the total assets of a
firm (Baños-Caballero, 2014).
Inventory levels of the firm have received significant attention in the operations management
literature in as far as evaluating the profitability of firms (Elsayed & Wahba, 2016). Mantrala &
Raman (1990) maintained that when actual sales greatly exceed the inventory levels, it may
strain production capacity or result in stock-outs. This is because stocking out of materials
inventories entails costs associated with production disruptions that are distinct from the costs
associated with lost sales. On the other hand, firms abstain from holding exorbitant loads of
inventories by offering more on credit and accumulating debt claims when future request is
questionable (Caglayan et al., 2012) which might lead to increased level of debtors and bad
debts.Larger stocks of inventories may indicate higher sales uncertainty which may apply
indirect consequences for the fixed capital investment of a firm through company's leverage,
cash holdings or money streams (Caglayan et al., 2012). Potential loan agencies can't precisely
assess the association's financial soundness in a domain with enhanced vulnerability. Sales
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vulnerability will constrain the company's capacity to raise outside assets by potential loan
specialists raising the risk premium they require (Caglayan et al., 2012). In addition, reduction in
inventory projects is also greatly developed with the objective of realizing finances for other
uses. The thinking behind this notion is that reducing inventories leads ceteris paribus to
decreased requirements in capital resulting in measures in profitability such as increase in return
on assets (Obermaier & Donhauser, 2012).
Likewise, there are expected genuine impacts of investment unreasonably in working capital that
can bring about negative impact on the value of the organization at given levels of working
capital. Keeping stock accessible improves the costs, for example, the lease of the stockroom,
protection and security costs which generally increment as the level of stock increases. On the
other hand, Kieschnick et al. (2013) note that firms that hold more noteworthy working capital
additionally experience more interest costs and, subsequently, more consumption of monetary
assets. As working capital expands, it is more probable that organizations will encounter
financial distress and face the risk of insolvency. In addition, huge investment in inventories can
also curtail the capacity of the company to acquire other projects that are value- promoting
(Baños-Caballero, 2014), which would have otherwise improved their financial resources.
Stock-performance relationship is an exploration region that has developed extensively in the
operations management writing, and gave various discoveries. In particular, while different
examinations have detailed the beneficial outcome of stock decrease on association performance,
different investigations found no unmistakable proof for this relationship (Elsayed and Wahba,
2016). The consequences of Lieberman and Demeester (1999) bolstered the positive connection
between stock decrease and profitability development. They inferred that stock decrease can be
considered as a critical driver of process change. Fullerton and McWatters (2001) additionally
highlighted a beneficial outcome of stock decrease on association performance in a JIT setting.
They showed that association performance has been improved through stock decrease, and in
addition lessening in quality costs along these lines expanding client responsiveness.
Also, Demeter (2003) detailed a beneficial outcome of stock turnover on association
performance. Besides, Deloof (2003) observed that lower stock and higher performance are
emphatically associated. Shah and Shin (2007) inspected stock as a mediating factor, and broke
down its impact of on the connection between interest in data innovation and performance. They
inferred that there is a positive and noteworthy impact of stock lessening on performance.
Associations that have exceptional performance convey lower stock level (Swamidass, 2007).
Likewise the higher the association stock level, the lower its profitability rate (Koumanakos,
2008) . The results of Capkun et al., (2009) indicate that total inventory levels have a positive
effect on firm performance. The positive effect on the relationship between inventory levels and
firm performance was further supported by the results of Pong & Mitchell (2012) and Elsayed
(2015a). In addition, the results of Shin et al., (2015) demonstrate that a lower proportion of
stock to deals for a firm is related with higher net revenue for the firm.
In any case, in different examinations, the outcomes were not as strong of stock's power in
assessing the performance of firms. For instance, the evaluation of Balakrishnan et al. (1996)
was not ready to identify a huge variety consequently on resources between without a moment to
spare organizations and non-in-the-nick-of-time organizations. Steady with this discovering,
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Cannon (2008) and Eroglu and Hofer (2011) uncovered that stock and association performance
have no critical relationship. In any case, Chen et al., (2005) detailed that organizations with
anomalous high inventories have strangely poor long-term returns. Firms with somewhat lower
than normal inventories have great stock returns, however firms with the least inventories have
common returns. Associations that have high stock levels will probably acknowledge terrible
financial performance (Boute et al., 2007). Firms that have the most reduced stock level have
likewise the most exceedingly bad performance level (Obermaier and Donhauser, 2012). As of
late, Elsayed and Wahba (2016) demonstrate that stock to deals proportion has applied a negative
and noteworthy coefficient on association performance.
As indicated by Cannon (2008) stock is seen as on a very basic level a driver of costs that show
themselves in renounced venture open doors as the consequence of tied-up capital. It additionally
makes auxiliary expenses caused in moving, putting away or generally essentially taking care of
stock or unsolved process issues that are concealed by the stock. In this view, orderly decreases
in stock would be seen as confirmation of effective administration. Along these lines, an
assessment of stock levels would be fundamental in the appraisal of monetary distress of firms.
The Relationship between Plant and Equipment Newness and Financial Distress
Plant and equipment newness has been associated with the net value of plant and equipment in
the firm’s asset structure (Adam & Goyal, 2008). The total spending on new fixed investment
such as property plant and equipment replaces depreciated capital goods. This gives a feeling of
how much cash an organization is spending on capital things utilized for operations (Liargovas
and Skandalis, 2010).
Proceeded with interest in the capital things of a firm is vital in light of the fact that the helpful
existence of existing capital things lessens after some time. New interest in capital things, for
example, plant and hardware extend the creation and income producing limit of the firm thus
positively related to firm performance (Liargovas & Skandalis, 2010). Business people think that
it’s less demanding to bring outside capital up in ventures which utilize more unmistakable
resources that can fill in as insurance, for example, plants and apparatus (Claessens and Laeven,
2003). Geng et al. 2015 keep up that an association's definitive presence depends on the
procuring energy of its advantages. Moreover, indebtedness in a sense happens when the
aggregate liabilities surpass a reasonable valuation of the company's advantages with esteem
dictated by the procuring energy of the benefits (Altman, 2000).
This study examines the link between effective tax rates and capital intensity and finds that asset
values reduce payable taxes because of accelerated depreciation charges relative to asset values
(Adhikari, 2006), thus higher depreciation tax savings. Manova (2008) argues that the
availability of collateralizable assets determines a firm’s ability to raise outside capital, which is
enhanced by the value of plant and equipment. This recommends the absence of guarantee makes
it exorbitant for firms to acquire financing and is solid confirmation of a credit limitations
channel. Within the sight of money related erosions, the venture openings open to firms with
lacking private capital are restricted (Manova, 2008).
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Plant and equipment represents the fixed costs that have been allocated to the company cost
structure. Most of the capital investments are greatly regressive in the short-time and thus they
restrict the company’s ability to adjust its costs to the revenue (Pourali et al., 2013). Explicitly,
Smaller firms that have less physical resources may have higher exchange and data expenses and
along these lines might be more defenseless against negative profitability and market esteem
stuns. They may likewise think that it’s harder to raise value or offer resources while doing
ineffectively. Such monetarily challenged firms are probably going to have a higher financial
distress for any given debt ratio (Hovakimian et al., 2011).
Lee et al. (2011) noted that greater capital intensity tends to increased company’s risk which is
sourced from the idea that the company with a higher level of fixed assets naturally faces more
fixed expenses that are static depending on the firm’s level of sales. Pourali et al. (2013) finds
that there is a negative significant relationship between capital intensity and degree of financial
distress, while Lee et al. (2011) finds that capital intensity reduces financial distress thus having
a negative relationship.
Kane & Richardson (2002) find that when management invests in property plant and equipment,
financial distress is intensified. This is because increasing the asset base amplifies the need for
borrowing money to facilitate the purchase/expansion of property, plant and equipment which
increases the necessary uses of working capital as debt must be serviced. Conversely, Bhat
(2000) provided evidence that age of a plant is one of the most significant factors that can
influence maintenance costs. Older machines require replacement of parts and more intensive
maintenance. Consequently, companies with older plant, equipment and building spend more on
maintenance. Continued investment in capital items used for operations (such as property, plant
and equipment) of a company is significant because the useful life of existing capital decreases
over time (Liargovas & Skandalis, 2010). The amount of net investment has a positive
relationship with the performance of a company because new investments increase the
production and the cash flow generating capability of the company.
Material and Methodology
Positivism was employed in the study which supports this study since it aims at working with
observable social reality (strategic conformity and financial distress of listed firms in Nairobi
securities exchange) and that the end product of this research is on causality and law-like
generalizations. The hypotheses in this study were examined by utilizing panel data analysis.
This study focused on 40 listed firms in Nairobi Securities Exchange over the period 2006-2015.
This study utilized secondary data which was extracted from a number of secondary sources
which include the companies’ year-end financial reports in Compustat-Capital IQ, Nairobi
Securities Exchange (NSE), and annual reports lodged in the Capital Markets Authority (CMA)
library.
Measurement of Variables
Financial distress was measured using the Z-score for firm i in year t, developed and validated by
Altman (1968) and reviewed by Altman & Hotchkiss (2006The Z-score is examined in time
period t in order to make predictions about firms’ financial distress in the following period (t+1)
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as this should reflect normalized operating performance (Altman, 2004; Altman & Hotchkiss,
2006).
Inventory levels indicate production cycle time and working capital management (Maccini &
Pagan, 2008; Ridge et al., 2014). Thus following studies by Geletkanycz & Hambrick (1997) and
Ridge et al., (2014) inventory levels was measured by inventories divided by sales for firm i in
year t.
Plant and equipment newness is defined and measured as net plant and equipment/gross plant
and equipment (Finkelstein and Hambrick, 1990) for firm i in year t. Several studies have used
this dimension to measure strategic conformity (Geletkanycz & Hambrick, 1997; Ridge et al.,
2014).
Strategic conformity measure for inventory levels and plant and equipment newness was
constructed in three steps following Geletkanycz & Hambrick (1997). First each of the variables
for all firms in the industry was standardized by industry mean; next the absolute difference
between a firm’s score on the variable and the average score for all firms in the industry was
calculated and multiplied by minus one to bring the measure in line with conformity
(Geletkanycz & Hambrick, 1997).
Firm size is defined and measured as natural log of total value of firm assets (Back, 2005; Boyd
et al., 2005; Agarwal & Taffler, 2008; Brad et al., 2015; Doumpos et al., 2015) for firm in year.
Analytic Model
Multiple regression analysis was conducted to show the amount of variations explained by the
independent variable on the dependent variable. Hair et al. (2010) point out that the coefficient of
determination, R2, is used as a measure of how good a predictor in the regression equation is
likely to be. It represents the proportion of the variability in the dependent factor that can be
explained by your multiple regression equation. Therefore, hypotheses’ testing was conducted
using hierarchical moderated regression analysis.
FDit = β0it + β1it Sizeit + + εit………………………….....................Model 1
FDit = β0 it + β1it Sizeit + α β2itINVVit + β3tPEit + εit ………………..Model 2
FDit = Financial distress, measured by Z-score for firm i in year t.
INVLit =Inventory levels, measured as inventories divided by sales for firm i in year t.
PEit= Plant and equipment newness measured by net plant and equipment divided by gross plant
and equipment for firm i in year t.
Sizeit = Firm size measured by natural log of total value of firm assets for firm i in year t.
β0 = Constant
β1 - β12= Coefficients of Regression
εit = Error terms
i=Firm
t=Time
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Econometric tests
Goodness of fit test for normal distribution was done using the Jarque-Bera (JB) test proposed by
Brys et al., (2004) and the normal probability plots recommended by Hair et al., (2010) to test for
normality. The White test was used to assess whether the variances of a single variable are equal
across any number of variables. The results of White test were above 0.05 indicating absence of
heteroscedasticity. Regression errors whose variances are not constant across observations are
said to be heteroscedastic (Greene, 2003). The parameter linearity assumption was tested by
plotting residuals against predicted values of the response variable, whereby the relationship
should take a linear form for this condition to be met (Osborne & Elaine, 2002). The DurbinWatson statistic was used to test whether the value of the dependent variable at time t was related
to its value at the previous time period, commonly referred to as t−1. The results were found to
be within the acceptable threshold of values between 1.5-2.5, indicating that the error terms were
independent Multicollinearity was examined by means of tolerance and Variance Inflation Factor
(VIF). Very small tolerance value (0.10 or below) or a large VIF value (10 or above) indicates
high collinearity (Hair et al., 2006). This study incorporated the Levin-Lin test which tests the
null hypothesis that the series contains a unit root (or H0: α = 0) vs. the alternative hypothesis,
the series is stationary.
Testing for Fixed or Random Effects
To decide between fixed or random effects, Hausman test was run where the null hypothesis is
that the preferred model is random effects vs. the alternative model being fixed effects (Green,
2003). This was to test whether the unique errors (ei) are correlated with the regressors, the null
hypothesis is that the unique errors are uncorrelated with the regressors. If the difference in
coefficients is not significant (p ≥ 0.05), then the null hypothesis is rejected and it is concluded
that the unique errors are correlated with the regressors and thus the fixed effects regression
model will be used and vice versa (MacManus, 2011).
Findings
Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive statistics included in this study were mean, minimum, maximum and standard
deviations of the variables of this study are presented in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Distribution of the Mean and Standard Deviation of the Variables
Std.
N
Mean
Deviation
Financial Distress

400

2.158

1.534

Firm size(log asset)

400

0.767

0.762

Inventory Levels

400

1.334

0.315

400

5.552

0.428

Plant and Equipment Newness
Source: Research Data (2016)
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Correlation Analysis
In order to assess the effect of strategic conformity on financial distress, Pearson’s correlation
analysis was performed. The correlation among the variables in this study was done and
presented in Table 2 below. Inventory levels was found to be positively and significantly
correlated with financial distress (P<0.01). The logic behind this argument is that decreasing
inventories leads ceteris paribus to reduced capital requirements, causing profitability measures
such as return on assets to increase. Shin et al., (2015) show that a lower ratio of inventory to
sales for a firm is associated with higher profit margin for the firm.
Plant and equipment newness correlation was found to be negatively and significantly correlated
with financial distress (p<0.01). This means that when plant and equipment are new the chances
of the firm facing financial distress is minimal. The probable reason is that assets determine a
firm’s ability to capital from outside sources; this is enhanced by the value of plant and
equipment. Therefore, it means that lack of collateral makes it costly for firms to obtain funding
and is strong evidence of a credit constraints channel.
Firm size was found to be negatively and significantly correlated with financial distress
(P<0.01). This implies that small firms are likely to be in financial distress than large firms. The
reason could be that small firms get it difficult to access funding from outside the firm since they
have limited assets to form a collateral security compared to large firms. These results were in
agreement with those by Babalola (2013) whose study of 80 Nigerian manufacturing listed firms
in the Nigerian stocks exchange showed a positive and significant relationship between firm size
and financial position.
Table 2: Pearson correlation Coefficient Results
Financial
Inventory
Plant &
Distress
Levels
Equipment
Firm size
Financial Distress 1
Inventory Levels .474**
1
Plant & Equipment -.579**
.645**
1
Firm size
-.187**
.320**
.143**
1
** Correlation is significant at 0.01 level * Correlation is significant at 0.05level
Source: Research Data, (2016)
Hypothesis testing
Regression analysis was conducted to test the dependence of financial distress on control
variables, independent variables and the interaction terms. Hierarchical regression method was
used which involved entering variables in blocks. In model 1 the control variables were entered
which included the firm size. In model 2 the independent variables were entered. These included;
inventory levels and plant and equipment newness. Random effects regression models were run
for all the models and the results are presented in Table 4.10.
Model 1 presents the results for control variables firm size. The results showed that firm size had
a negative and significant effect on financial distress (β=-0.064 p<0.001). This implies that larger
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firms are less likely to be financially distressed as compared to small firms. Prior research done
by Xiaozhou et al., (2008) suggested that large firms have larger resources to adapt their strategy
in such a way that they can obtain a performance at least as small as the market performance
value.
Hypothesis H01 postulated that inventory levels has no significant effect on financial distress of
listed firms in Nairobi Securities Exchange. The results indicated a positive and significant effect
of inventory levels on financial distress (β =0.678; p<0.05). The result therefore means that
hypothesis H03 is rejected. Maccini & Pagan, (2008) argue that keeping stock available increases
costs such as warehouse rent, insurance and security expenses, which tend to rise as the level of
inventory increases. The result of this study is however contrary to the study by Capkun et al.,
(2009) which found positive and significant relationship between inventory and financial
performance of manufacturing firms in the United States of America
Hypothesis H02 stated that plant and equipment newness has no significant effect on financial
distress of listed firms in Nairobi Securities Exchange. The results however showed a negative
and significant effect of plant and equipment newness on financial distress (β=-0.580; p<0.05).
The results thus mean that hypothesis H04 is rejected. It thus, indicates that when plant and
equipment are new the firm is less likely to face financial distress. The possible explanation for
this could be that newness of plant and equipment increases chances of the firm to get access to
funds since they act as collateral. In addition, (Liargovas & Skandalis, (2010). Indicate that new
investment in capital items such as plant and equipment expand the production and cash flow
generating capacity of the firm thus positively related to firm performance.
Table 3: Regression Analysis Results
Table 4: Summary of the study results
(Please request tables from author)
Conclusions
The findings of the study indicated that inventory level had a positive and significant effect on
financial distress. Inventory is viewed as fundamentally a driver of costs that manifest
themselves in forgone investment opportunities as the result of tied-up capital. It also creates
ancillary costs incurred in moving, storing or otherwise simply handling inventory or unsolved
process problems that are covered up by the inventory. Therefore, this study concludes firms
should establish inventory reduction programs in order to release cash for alternative uses. The
logic behind this argument is that decreasing inventories leads ceteris paribus to reduction in
capital requirements, causing profitability measures such as return on assets to increase.
Plant and equipment newness was found to be negatively and significantly related with financial
distress for the listed firms in NSE in the period of study. Continued investment in plant and
equipment is crucial because the useful life of existing capital items diminishes over time. New
investment in capital items such as plant and equipment expand the production and cash flow
generating capacity of the firm thus positively related to firm performance. In addition, the
availability of collateralizable assets determines a firm’s ability to raise outside capital. This
study therefore concludes by suggesting that firms with new plant and equipment are likely to
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reduce the chances of the firm entering financial distress. Thus, firms should invest in new plant
and equipment as it tends to influence the decisions of investors and lenders.
In conclusion, the findings of this study have significant implications for both academic, finance
and corporate governance. As scholarly inquiries into the notion of strategic conformity and
financial distress have remained conceptual to date, this study is one of the first to attempt to test
the concept in empirical setting. The policy makers will find useful implications that are relevant
and can be used to endorse the findings of this research in corporate governance policies.
Recommendations
The study concludes that new plant and equipment influences investors and potential lenders to
advance funds to the firms since the new plant and equipment act as security/collateral.
Consistent with feedback hypothesis, new plant and equipment sends positive message to would
be investors that the firm will be able to provide collateral to the finance advanced to the firm.
Therefore, the study recommends that there is need for firms to invest in plant and machinery as
it was found to be negatively relate to financial distress. In addition, asset values reduce payable
taxes because of accelerated depreciation charges leading to higher depreciation tax savings.
This study only incorporated listed firms in Nairobi Securities Exchange. Since strategic
conformity is a relatively new construct in financial distress research, the study therefore
recommends future research using different samples (e.g. private non-listed firms or Small
Market Enterprises) which may provide additional insights and add to the existing understanding
of the issues explored in this study.
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Abstract
The accrual accounting provides useful financial information to users to enhance knowledgeable
decision-making. The move from cash accounting in the New Public Management reforms has
seen the public sector shift to accrual accounting since it increases efficiency in governmental
entities. The performance of the public sector can be evaluated in terms of accomplishments,
efficiency, and service cost if accrual accounting is adopted. Accrual accounting is useful since it
provides better information that facilitates accountability and decision-making by shifting the
way executives operate and think. This paper examines accrual accounting in public institutions
as a contemporary issue. The main objective is to analyze the challenges that hinder the
implementation by the public institutions of accrual-based accounting. The literature review was
guided by positive accounting theory and the institutional theory. The findings indicate that some
of the challenges that hinder the public sector from embracing the accrual accounting include the
inconsistency in the government activities, lack of conceptual clarity of the underlying reforms,
and the use of a business model by the public sector in their accrual-based accounting.
Keywords: Accrual accounting; Public sector; New public management; and Financial
management reforms.
Introduction
The new public financial management came up with new ideas to improve the management of
public finance. One of the vital aspects that came with the reforms is the replacement of the cash
accounting of the public finance with the principles of accrual accounting for the purpose of
financial reporting. Rossi et al., (2016) assert that the accounting system in the public sector and
government has seen a wave of reforms in the last 30 years. The new public financial
management (NPFM) drive has reinforced these transformation efforts, with the main focus on
the implementation of the accrual-based systems of accounting and pursuing convergence of
public finance models with the models of business accounting (Rossi, et al., 2016). Accrual
accounting is a system of accounting where the recognition of events and transactions is done
when they occur and not when cash and cash equivalents are received. Lapsley et al., (2009)
articulated that the choice by the public sector to implement the international principles of
accrual-based accounting is largely not determined by the managerial or technical arguments but
by the political sphere of a nation.
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According to Groot & Budding, (2008) two chief explanations come up why the public sector
adopts the accrual accounting. One of the reasons is that the system of accounting increases the
accountability and enhances transparency both internally and externally to state entities.
According to IFAC (2003) and Newberry & Pallot (2005) the extent to which the accrual
reforms in the governmental department incorporate the accounting standards similar to the
commercial sector, the introduction of the accrual accounting may also enable the comparison of
the cost of providing a service from the private sector with the cost of public provision by the
government. The second key reason as articulated by Groot & Budding, (2008) is that the use of
the accrual system of accounting by the government will enable entities to improve their
decision-making in coordination, control, and resource allocation through the identification of
the full costs of activities undertaken. In general, the use of accrual system of accounting by the
public sector will ensure that entities make better decisions that will enhance their performance.
Justification of the Paper
Stakeholders in the public sector have increasingly demanded transparency and accountability in
the preparation of financial statements that enhance monitoring and internal control of public
resources. The cash accounting systems that public entities previously used does not show the
true and fair view of the assets held by the state. Regering (2010) asserts that for better
comparisons of systems globally and enhanced accountability, it is vital for the public sector
adopts accrual-based accounting. Notwithstanding the many benefits recognized to accrual
accounting for public entities other studies consider that its execution is frequently supplemented
by a plethora of problems and drawbacks that ultimately overcome expected advantages
(Stamatiadis, 2009). The success of the transition to accrual based systems can only be achieved
in business-like systems in the government entities (Christiaens & Rommel 2008). A study by
Dorotinsky (2008) focused on the nations that have adopted the new public finance reforms like
United Kingdom, New Zealand, and Australia, indicate that the benefits expected from the
implementation of accrual accounting are never realized in practice. This raises appropriate
question outlined by 10th biennial Conference on Comparative International Government
Accounting Research (CIGAR), “Is government accounting reform Mimicry, fad or necessary?”
This paper seeks to examine the challenges that hinder the implementation by the public
institutions of accrual-based accounting. Therefore, the paper aimed at achieving the objective:
i.

To determine the challenges that hinder the implementation by the public institutions of
accrual-based accounting

Literature Review
This section of the paper gives the theoretical review in relation to accrual accounting in the
public sector as a contemporary issue. In the subsequent sections, the paper critically reviews the
literature on the benefits and challenges faced in adopting accrual accounting in the new public
management.
Theoretical Review
Institutional theory and Positive accounting theory were used to support this paper.
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Institutional Theory
Dimaggio & Powell (1983) developed the institutional theory. According to the theory, the
actions and structures of an organization are shaped by the institutional environment that
surrounds it (Scott 2001). The theory advocates that the decisions of organizations are not
motivated purely by rational objectives of efficiency, but also by cultural and social concerns and
factors for legitimacy. Institutions are conveyed by routines, structures, and cultures and they
function on multiple levels. The theory asserts that entities become more alike due to pressures
of legitimacy and isomorphic pressures (Dimaggio & Powell 1983). This implies that with time,
with an increase in customer pressures and competition, most organizations in the same field
become homologous, because they tend to copy the trends undertaken by the leaders in the
industry.
The choice of accounting policy in the public sector is explained by the Institutional theory. The
non-economic factors like institutional norms, politics, and organizational values often determine
the bureaucratic self-interests. The theory is significant in elucidating the choice of accounting
system by firms where the maximizing actors of self-interest cannot influence the accounting
practices undertaken by an organization because of their relative power positions. The legislation
often determines the technique used in the public sector accounting and hence, the power to
change the accounting system is not held by any bureaucrat (Oulasvirta, 2014).
Many studies have used the institutional theory to explain the adoption of the innovative
managerial accounting (Johnsen, 2005; Ribeiro & Scapens, 2006). The main concern of
Institutional theory is the spread and diffusion of the models used by organizations with the
knowledge of the cultural and social systems within the specific environments they are exposed
(DiMaggio & Powell, 1983; Oliver, 1991, as cited by Pina et al., 2009). The main assumption of
the theory is that entities react to gravities from their institutional environments and assume
practices and structures that have high shared value as responses to external variations in the
formal rules and organizational anticipation. Burns (2000) articulates that the institutionalization
of accounting practices can happen when its adoption becomes the basic form management
control and it is widely accepted in the entity. The adoption of the accrual accounting technique
in the public sector follows institutional theory because it is a process of formal compliance with
the expectations and wishes of stakeholders and the external environment. Therefore, in an
environment where there is little trust in regulatory bodies, public institutions, and the
government the use of accrual accounting is viewed as a sign of good management and
responsiveness to the pressures of the environment (FEE, 2006).
Positive Accounting Theory (PAT)
Positive Accounting Theory (PAT) is a theory that attempts to create good expectations of realworld happenings and transform them to accounting transactions (Malmi, & Granlund, 2009).
PAT try to predict and explain the arrangements of organizations like the accounting practices
that an entity will decide to use and organizations will respond to newly suggested accounting
policies. (PAT) is a general word for any theory that offers descriptive information concerning
accountants’ behavior. Watts and Zimmerman used the title and this is mainly a development of
earlier research done initially by Fama and later in the 1960s by Ball & Brown. The main
intention of PAT is to predict and understand how different organizations choose their
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accounting policies (Setyorini & Ishak, 2012). The theory appreciates that economic
consequences exist in any choice of accounting practice. Under PAT, entities organize their
operations efficiently so as to maximize their survival prospects. The need of efficiency ensures
that organizations will want to minimize contract costs like monitoring, negotiations, and
renegotiation. Therefore, an entity will always choose accounting practices that acknowledge the
need to minimize the costs of contract (Setyorini & Ishak, 2012).
PAT identifies that the shifting needs in the business environment require executives become
flexible in choosing and determining the accounting practices for the organization. The changing
environment brings forth the problem of ’opportunistic behavior’. The behavior occurs when the
actions of executives are to foster their personal interests at the expense of the entity. With this in
mind, the accounting policies that are optimal are termed as a concession between setting
accounting practices to minimize costs of contract and providing flexibility during the changing
circumstances and also putting in mind the effects of opportunistic behavior. The public sector
will achieve PAT through the change of accounting practices and incorporate the management of
discretionary accruals (Pereira, 2014).
Empirical review
Extant literature exploring the features of the reforms in accrual accounting has been done for
several decades. Empirical research by Anessi-Pessina & Steccolini, (2007) explored the issues
that enable or hinder the adoption of accrual accounting and evaluated the extent to which the
potentials of its effects have so far happened in practice (Groot & Budding, 2008; Kober et al.,
2010). A study by Connolly & Hyndman ( 2006) established that the advantages of introducing
accrual accounting practices in the financial management reforms are somewhat unclear for the
affected personnel and that the new information is neither desired nor used in practice. Kober et
al., (2010); Paulsson, (2006) in their studies argue that the importance of accrual accounting
systems largely depends on the perception and roles of the user groups. Although most of this
literature does not identify why such opinions arise, it realizes additionally that public sector
reform entails various weaknesses, such as massive costs and intense work (Connolly &
Hyndman, 2006).
Carlin & Guthrie (2003) echoes these assertions in their study that showed that it is difficult to
implement the accrual accounting systems techniques and that the predicted effects of reform are
only recognized in part or not at all (Ezzamel et al., 2013; Connolly & Hyndman, 2006).
According to Thomas & Davies (2005), the presence of strong occupational groups traditionally
and the fundamental alterations in recent years have led to the relevance of transforming the
identity in the public sector. Certain literature has examined the effect of the shift in attitudes
towards business-like in the new public finance (NPF) reforms on the identity of staff in the
public sector (Ter Bogt, 2008). In fact, some analysts even ascertain the deliberate lessening of
independence as a vital ideology of NPM in general and of accounting methods in particular, or
NPM as an ‘‘identity project’’ targeting at reconfiguring the accounting in the public sector.
Some authors assert that accrual accounting techniques used in the commercial sector cannot be
introduced to the public sector devoid of adjustment (Groot & Budding, 2008). The authors
assert that accrual accounting is not neutral to the sector and that problems may arise in the
accounting for heritage and comparable assets, like roads, parks, reserves, monuments, and other
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scientific, cultural and social assets. Possibly they may better be held as liabilities, rather than
assets, for the reason that the stream of cash outflows they need to be serviced and maintained
(Pallot & Pallot, 2009). This may be the reason why accrual accounting techniques are
introduced differently in different nations.
It is important that the different public sector circumstances and requirements be incorporated in
the accrual systems of accounts for control and management accounting. For example in Swedish
agencies, the practice of accrual accounting information is reliant on the purpose of use and the
nature of the entity. The use of accrual accounting is more intense in large agencies that face
difficulties in finances yet they get more income from fees. The use of accrual accounting
information is for the determination of service and product costs and not for producing financial
statements for general-purpose. Paulsson (2006) argued that public entities use the accrual
accounting information is mainly used for the control of management performance and less for
policy-making and budgetary decisions. The discrepancy is because of the perceived impression
of the difficulty faced by political decision-makers in understanding the accrual systems. They
are therefore limited in their capability of engaging in negotiations, which weakens democratic
accountability and control (Ezzamel et al., 2005).
Carlin (2006) articulates that the use of accrual accounting techniques in the public sector in
Australia has led the increased use of asset re-evaluation, current costs, and an increase in the
depreciation costs as compared to the commercial listed firm. While a study in New Zealand
indicates that the comparison between the private sector firms and public sector showed a higher
biased in the capital charge (Newberry & Pallot, 2005). This may make the private sector more
attractive as compared to the public sector services. In the Netherlands, the central government
uses the cash system of accounting with occasional use of the accrual accounting while the local
governmental entities use the accrual financial systems for their reporting (Ter Bogt & van
Helden, 2005). On the other hand, agencies use the full accrual accounting basis of accounting
(Bac & Budding, 2004; Ter Bogt & van Helden, 2005). However, Carlin, (2005) argues that the
central government is considering implementing the accrual accounting and is presently doing
some experiments with the system.
Methodology
A desk review of the literature and related secondary data in the Library was carried out.
Research studies documented in peer-reviewed journals and relevant institutional reports relating
to concepts of focus of this paper were analyzed as to draw the conclusion.
Discussion
Accounting needs to be understood as a prevalent sociological and institutional practice which
has the capacity to precipitate a re-understanding of what is being accounted for and a
reallocation of scarce resources (Jang, 2005). The original objective of accounting may be to
designate events and circumstances, but that information is then used to justify viewpoints and
decisions which will alter future events and circumstances. Consequently, accounting itself
requires being made responsible through those who ratify and exercise it, and mainly those who
pursue to increase or redirect its influence (Pallot & Pallot, 2009).
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The concern with the use of accrual accounting in the public sector is that it has persistently been
used devoid of sufficient recognition of its varied and sometimes disputed nature that is
anticipated to trail social goals. As an alternative, there has been a belief that the method of
accrual accounting used by private sector organizations could merely be shifted for use by all
public sector organizations devoid of any major refinement or modification (Carnegie & West,
2003). Given this situation, some resolve confers to the need to carry a transparent and
comprehensive review of the public sector post-implementation of accrual accounting. Such a
review would advance on the foundation of recognizing and then executing alterations that may
be essential for the structure to better fit the specific situations of the sector (Anessi-Pessina &
Steccolini, 2007).
The concern of what is to be recognized and valued as an asset in the financial statements of
public entities is to the fore of the matters that need attention. In the statement of financial
position in the public sector accounting, the non-financial resources do not have a legitimate
place because they are not financial assets which pursue social objectives. Lapsey et al. (2009)
argued that public monuments that are regarded as assets are in the actual sense liabilities since
they lead to a cash outflow instead of cash inflows. In essence, these assets have to be
maintained by the government and they do not have any income streams. This occurrence strains
the predictable private sector model of asset valuation and recognition (Groot & Budding, 2008).
Conclusion
According to a study by FEE, the European trends in the accounting reforms have
institutionalized the accrual-based accounting for external financial reporting and budgetary
purposes. This upsurge of change is revealed in a wider study made by IPSASB. According to
this, an increased number of nations expect to implement accrual principles of accounting. The
literature indicates that some assets in the public institutions like infrastructure and heritage are a
public domain which does not occur in the private sector. A key concern with heritage assets is
that the worth of these things is innately social and cultural and not monetary. According to their
nature, it is difficult to cost these assets and hence, a cost allocated to such an article could be
considered subjective.
The execution of accrual accounting is not just the best alternative of costing, it is also a better
way to use and understand that information. Some nations have discovered that the
implementation of accrual accounting was hindered because of a lack of aspiration from top
management to learn and adapt the accrual system (Connolly & Hyndman, 2006). The findings
indicate that some of the challenges that hinder the public sector from embracing the accrual
accounting include the inconsistency in the government activities, lack of conceptual clarity of
the underlying reforms, and the use of a business model by the public sector in their accrualbased accounting.
Recommendation
The desk research indicates that accrual system of accounting in the public sector has been
adopted majorly in the western and developed countries. In sum, research by Groot & Budding,
(2008) and Liguori et al., (2012) settles that ‘‘not much interest ... [is] found in favor of accrual
accounting. The motives for such results, however, remain rather blurred; questions such as why
is the information not used? Or why is acceptance low? Seldom get answered. In light of these
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outcomes and the apparent pressing need to reform the public sector, the quest for the best public
sector accounting method is ongoing. This paper recommends that a research should be
conducted in developing countries to determine the level of adopting accrual accounting in the
public sector.
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Abstract
The Maasai Mara National Reserve elephant dispersal areas support a high elephant population
whose interaction with local people causes serious Human-Elephant Conflict (HEC). Lack of
tourism benefits has driven the local people to farming, a land use type that is not compatible
with elephant conservation. Because of crop damage and other conflicts, the local community
has developed a negative attitude towards elephant conservation. To address this, a conflict
mitigation initiative was started to change the local community from aggression to supporting
elephant conservation. In this paper, we analyze the impact of HEC mitigation initiatives on the
attitudes of the local community towards elephant conservation and tourism development. For
comparative analysis, two adjacent target populations were purposively selected - the benefiting
(Lemek-Aitong) and the non-benefiting (Lemek-Morijoi) communities. Using a questionnaire
survey, 200 respondents were randomly selected using stratified sampling technique based on
where the mitigation initiatives were ongoing and tourism activities. Descriptive and inferential
statistics including chi-square and ANOVA tests were used to analyze the data using Statistical
Package for Social Sciences (SPSS). The findings of the study indicated that mitigation
initiatives and tourism benefits have positively influenced the local community’s attitudes
towards elephant conservation and tourism development. Further, the local community was
generally aware of the mitigation initiatives and was willing to adopt them to reduce HEC. This
paper recommends that short, medium and long-term conflict mitigation initiatives be formulated
and implemented with the involvement of the local community to conserve elephants and secure
their range for sustainable tourism development in the Mara ecosystem.
Key Words: Human-Elephant Conflict, Mitigation Initiatives, Local Community, Maasai Mara
Introduction
Co-existence between elephants (Loxodonta Africana) and humans in Africa is facing serious
problem in areas adjacent to protected zones (Newmark, 1993) and has been identified as a
priority issue that is calling for mitigation (Sitati & Walpole, 2003). In Kenya, the Maasai Mara
ecosystem includes the Maasai Mara National Reserve (MMNR) and its dispersal areas. The
national reserve has an area of about 1510 square kilometers. Tourism was the highest foreign
exchange earner world over (Wang & Wang 2009). The Maasai Mara is an important tourism
destination, which earns the country high foreign exchange (Wishitemi, 2008). Communities
whose main economic activity is pastoralism and which is slowly being replaced by cultivation
surround the landscape (Mijele et al., 2011; Ogutu et al., 2011; Gakuya et al., 2012).
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Human elephant conflict has strongly been linked with the increase in human population and
associated expansion of land under cultivation (Pinter-Wollman, 2012; Acharya et al., 2016).
The influx of human and conversion of nature habitats to human dominated land use causes
fragmentation and loss of habitat. With increased contact, elephants progressively raid crop
fields, break down shelter as well as threaten human life (Okello et al., 2014; Naza, Munishi &
Treydte, 2017). Chance encounters between elephants and humans as well as efforts to guard
against elephant depredation results in injury and death of humans, which eventually brings
about negative attitudes towards elephants and tourism development. However, recognizing the
importance of both human life and the need for conservation for tourism, development methods
to mitigate the local community and elephants is inevitable. Mitigation mechanism through the
Human-Elephant Conflict (HEC) project was implemented in Narok County in the year 2007
using various initiatives to change the local community negative attitudes towards elephant
conservation and eventual tourism development.
Many human elephant mitigation initiatives have been tried in other areas. These include areas
such as Transmara County, Kenya, community based conservation in Kenya and compensation
policy in Botswana (Hoare, 2001; Sitati, 2003; Western, 1994). However, by the time of
undertaking the study upon which this paper is based, there was no known study on information
regarding the influence of human-elephant conflict mitigation initiatives on local community
attitude towards tourism development. The research therefore sought to bridge the gap that
existed by establishing the influence of HEC mitigation initiatives on the attitudes of the local
community towards tourism development with the view of giving more informed information for
policy formulation.
The WWF is the funding organization for the HEC project in Narok County. With almost 5
million supporters and a global network active in more than 100 countries, its mission is to stop
the degradation of the planet’s natural environment and to build a future in which humans live in
harmony with nature, and improve the livelihood of people living alongside elephants
(http://www.panda.org/africa/elephant). Among the actual benefits the HEC project has
supported the local communities are: torches and batteries, fireworks, pilipili rope, capacity
building among others. The aim of the project in this instance is to mitigate and minimize the
conflict between the local communities, especially farmers, with the elephants.
Numerous mitigation initiatives to control elephant damage have been tested. They range from
traditional methods to conventional as well as novel. The term traditional methods encompass all
self-defense measures taken by local farmers to protect their crops from elephant damage (Hoare,
2001). For instance, farmers in the Waza- Logone District of Cameroon believe that elephants
dislike the smell of burnt sheep dung but Tchamba (1996) found this to be ineffective. Villagers
in Burkina Faso hang kerosene lambs on wooden poles around their fields as a deterrent, which
can be expensive to maintain over time while in Sumatra, flaming torches and powerful
flashlights are used to deter crop raiding (Sayuni et al., 2015; Campbell et al., 2002). In this
paper, we evaluate the perception of the local community towards long term WWF supported
human-elephant conflict mitigation project initiatives towards elephant conservation.
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Theoretical Grounding
The discussions in this paper are premised on selected tenets of social exchange theory (Ward &
Berno, 2011; Nunkoo, 2016; Chuang, 2010). Various scholars (Andriotis, 2005; McGehee &
Andereck, 2004; Ward & Berno, 2011; Nunkoo, 2016; Chuang, 2010) aver that residents’
attitudes toward and perceptions of tourism, tourism impacts and conservation processes are
predominantly based on and can be explained using the social exchange theory. Social exchange
theory suggests that people evaluate an exchange based on the costs and benefits incurred as a
result of that exchange. Consequently, an individual who perceives benefits resulting from an
exchange is likely to evaluate it positively, while one who perceives costs is likely to evaluate it
negatively. Thus, residents who find that the exchange benefits them and increases their wellbeing are more likely to have positive reactions to elephant conservation and therefore support
elephant conservation. Residents who find the exchange problematic, correspondingly, will
oppose elephant conservation. In this paper, the social exchange theory has been employed in a
bid to understand how the local community, having developed negative attitudes towards
elephant conservation, perceives the HEC mitigation initiatives.
Methodology
The study was conducted in Narok County which lies between 340 450E 360 000E and 00 450S –
20 000 S and focused on the semi-arid pastoral rangeland North of Maasai Mara in Narok
County, Kenya (see Figure 1). The study area, covering a total area of 1707km2 (Koyiaki 931km2; Lemek - 717km2; Olchoro Oroiua - 59km2), represents a critical dry season dispersal
area for the Serengeti–Mara Migratory Wildlife route (Sinclair, 1992). The study area is
bordered to the south by the Maasai Mara National Reserve (MMNR) and on the East by Siana
Olkinyei and Masaantare group ranches while the Mara River marks the Western boundary. Due
to the great diversity of habitats and woody plant community (Walpole et al., 2004), the study
area provides a critical dispersal area for the elephant population migrating from the MMNR.
The reserve, gazetted in 1961, is a leading international tourist destination and supports the
largest mammal migration in the world (Medani, 2014; Larkin, 2014).
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Figure 1: Map of the Study Area (Shaded)
Sampling Design
The study followed a cross -sectional survey research design (Oso & Onen, 2005). It involved
the use of quantitative and qualitative modes of inquiry that sought to analyze the influence of
HEC mitigation initiatives on the attitudes of the local community toward tourism development
in Narok County. The study sought in-depth responses of attitudes of the respondents about the
research problem and was also interested in interviewing key informants and opinion leaders in
the community to get their feelings and to respond to research questions. The research design
covered the time required for the successful execution of the study in collecting the data and
analysis.
The target population of the study was the local community in Lemek Aitong (benefiting) and
Lemek Morijoi (non-benefiting) who comprised of farmers, pastoralists and businessmen
totaling. The sample size was drawn from a population of households in the study area. The
population size in the study area was as follows; Lemek-Aitong had 1908 households, while
Lemek- Morijoi had 1623 households. Regarding the calculation of the required sample size, the
research followed the method of proportional allocation under which the sizes of the samples
from the different strata are kept proportional to the population size of the strata. Purposive
sampling was used to select the study area in Lemek-Aitong (benefiting) and Lemek – Morijoi
(non- benefiting). The study area practices tourism and conservation, has high elephant conflict
incidences and has HEC mitigation initiatives on going.
Primary data was obtained by the use of questionnaire survey and semi–structured interviews.
The former was used for the local community while the later was used for wildlife managers,
community elders, community leaders and conservation managers. Secondary data was obtained
from both published and unpublished materials (textbooks, referred journals, project reports and
other media). Other relevant materials in libraries as well as internet also formed part of
secondary data. There were two sets of questionnaires, one for the Lemek-Aitong community
(benefiting) and the other for the Lemek-Morijoi community (non-benefiting). Section 1 dealt
with the general information of the respondent such as age, gender, marital status, family size
and level of education. Section 2 had differed questions and addressed different objectives.
Questionnaire for Lemek-Aitong community included Economic activity, Human wildlife
conflict, Human elephant conflict mitigation initiatives, tourism as a mitigation strategy, attitudes
and perceptions towards elephants. The difference with the Lemek-Morijoi community was that
of farm size ownership and the conservancy belonging because mitigation initiatives by the HEC
project targets farmers in Lemek-Aitong only. Both questionnaires consisted of a mixture of
closed ended and open-ended questions. Likert type scale questions were used to compare
attitudes of those benefiting and the non-benefiting community with regard to the HEC project
mitigation initiatives and others. The interview schedule covered questions cutting across the
whole questionnaire but did not include personal details.
Data from questionnaires were coded and entered in to the Statistical Package for Social
Sciences. Data from interview schedules and secondary sources was used to confirm data
obtained from questionnaires. Descriptive and inferential statistics were used to analyze the data
with frequencies and percentages being used in summarizing most variables. Chi-square test was
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used to test the relationship between benefiting and non-benefiting groups such as the attitudes of
the HEC project initiatives and how they influence tourism development in the area. The results
of data analysis were then presented in the form of narratives, frequency tables and charts. For
most studies in tourism and leisure, the confidence level of 0.05 or 95% is satisfactory (MaCorr
Research Solutions, 2014; Nassiuma, 2017). Therefore, a 95% confidence level was adopted for
this study.
Results
The study was conducted with the objective of understanding the influence of Human – elephant
conflict mitigation initiatives on the attitudes of the local community towards tourism
development. For comparative analysis, two adjacent target populations were selected. 200
questionnaires were issued to the local community out of which 84.5% (n=169) were male and
13% (n=26) were female. The trend was similar in the benefiting and non-benefiting community
with 75.5% (n=79) male, 16.8% (n=16) female and (n=90) male, 10% (n=10) female
respectively.
Majority, 66% (n=129) of the local community confirmed that they are aware of the HEC project
support to them in keeping elephants away from farms. The benefiting and non-benefiting
community seemed to have the same sentiments at 69% and 63% respectively. (χ2=20.498, df 1,
p=0.000). Community members who confirmed that the HEC project had benefited them were
only 29.7% (n=58) and 70.2% (n=137) reported that although they were aware of the initiatives
that are on- going in their area, there are no direct benefits. When asked whether they planned to
adopt the HEC project initiatives, more than a half 53.8 % (n=105) confirmed that they planned
to adopt the mitigation initiatives. These sentiments were similar in both benefiting and the nonbenefiting community as 54.7 % and 53% confirmed. Table 1 presents the results.
Table 1: Attitudes of the Respondents towards HEC Mitigation Project
(Please request table form author)
Actual Benefits Received from HEC Mitigation Project
The actual benefits derived from the HEC mitigation project comprised 23.5% (n=40) fireworks
while 5.1% (n=10) received torches and batteries used to scare elephants away from farms.
Majority of the community members said that they had not received any actual benefits. There
was a significant difference between the benefiting and non-benefiting community at χ2
=106.055; df=1, P=0.000. This means that the members from the non-benefiting community are
not aware of actual benefits from the project.
Fireworks were viewed as very effective in keeping elephants off farms as agreed by 98.9% of
the respondents from benefiting community and 72.6% from the non-benefiting community. The
use of torches as a mitigation strategy was also seen as effective by over 70% of the respondents.
Few members viewed chili rope as effective with 40% of the respondents from benefiting
community and 22% from the non-benefiting community agreeing to the statement. Figure 2
illustrates the findings.
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Human-Elephant Conflict Project Initiatives
Numerous mitigation measures to control elephant damage have been tested elsewhere.
Initiatives by HEC mitigation project were viewed as effective by over 70% of the respondents.
In some instances, the community members were provided with actual benefits of fireworks,
torches and batteries as tools for chasing away elephants from farms without causing any harm to
the elephants.
The local community members were generally aware of the project as it was confirmed by 64%
and it had generally helped in minimizing the HEC. Thus the project was considered beneficial
to the community and many of whom had not employed the initiatives, planned to adopt them.
Firecrackers and torches were mostly used by the benefiting community to scare elephants away
although only 23% of them confirmed that they had realized actual benefits from the project.
Discussion
The Kenya Wildlife Service (KWS), a government body mandated to manage wildlife in
protected areas, has stations in the study area. However, despite the confidence bestowed upon
them by the local community, the study found out that majority of the community members felt
that their response to reported damage was wanting. Equally, the communities in both benefiting
and non-benefiting communities felt that KWS had become irrelevant since apart from being too
slow in wildlife-related conflicts, there is no compensation from them. An elderly man in Aitong
summed up as ‘Hiyo watu hawana kazi hapa’ meaning (KWS) personnel do not have jobs in the
area. If the elephants disturb them, they will kill them.
State law prohibits any form of destruction and killing of wildlife (Akama et al., 1996).
Consequently the local community is reduced to guarding crops and livestock by lighting fires
around farms, guarding farms at night and chasing away elephants. These methods serve as a
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short-term deterrent but are unsustainable for any length of time without large tracks of forests
being cut down (Ngure, 1995). Similarly, with high rate of resource depletion, lighting fires at
night needs to be discouraged. One warden when asked to comment on the HEC conflict was of
the opinion that locals sometimes walk long distances at night which is very risky and need to be
discouraged. These findings are similar to the one by Hoare (2001) where almost the same
initiatives were used by the local community to protect their crops from elephant damage.
Human-elephant mitigation project is important in conserving the elephant species and for
improving the acceptance of protected areas by the local community (Kasiki, 1990).
Conclusion And Recommendation
In conclusion, this paper has shown that the local community acknowledges the importance of
Maasai Mara National Reserve as a major source of income to most of them, thus they have
made efforts to ensure that they co-exist with wildlife. This is evident by their willingness and
planning to adopt the mitigation initiatives in the area in order to reduce the costs of living with
wildlife. They have also done this by erecting barriers, scaring elephants by use of fireworks,
torches and lighting fires around farms among others to mitigate the human-elephant conflict.
Furthermore, the community acknowledges the role the project is doing to mitigate the conflict.
However, the project needs to scale up and reach most landowners. Hence, WWF should raise
more resources to broaden the project in all elephant conflict zones in order to win more support
of the local community towards elephant conservation and tourism management. The immediate
benefits of fireworks, torches and batteries only are inadequate and need improvement.
Equally, the best results for HEC conflict mitigation may come from a combination of long term
and short-term initiatives. However, these initiatives require the will of the government to be
positively implemented. In the meantime, it is recommended that community based mitigations
initiatives should be enhanced to capture a wider area if possible the whole of Masai Mara
reserve. We recommend that the HEC project should involve key partners such as local
administration, central government, non-governmental organizations, Kenya Wildlife Service all
together to be able to have a positive impact.
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Abstract
Purpose –The purpose of this study was to investigate the mediating effect of humanistic
organizational culture in the relationship between charismatic leadership style and job
satisfaction in national secondary schools in Kenya.
Design/methodology/approach- A sample of 367 teachers was selected using proportionate and
systematic sampling systems. Data was collected using drop -off and pick up system.
Findings- The results demonstrated that humanistic culture partially mediates the relationship
between charismatic leadership and job satisfaction.
Practical implications- Since employees are the human capital of organizations, deliberate
efforts should be made by the leadership to establish a participative, supportive and personcentered culture in the schools for enhanced job satisfaction.
Originality/value- The study provides empirical evidence from a unique context: national
secondary schools in Kenya.
Key words: Humanistic culture, Charismatic leadership style, Job Satisfaction, Kenya
Introduction
Job satisfaction is critical to both the employer and the employee since it affects work-related
behaviors such as efficiency, absenteeism, commitment and turnover (Koustelios, 2001; Mau et
al., 2008). This concept continues to draw a lot of interest among researchers in the fields of
organizational science and behaviour (Rainey, 2009). However, the results of the studies on job
satisfaction of teachers in Kenya are mixed. On one hand, some studies argue that Kenyan
teachers-as is indeed with most developing countries-exhibit low levels of job satisfaction due to
factors such as poor remuneration, promotion, recognition and workload (Nganzi, 2014; Ogochi,
2014). On the other hand, other studies observe that teachers in Kenya exhibit a high level of job
satisfaction (Kiboss & Jemiryott, 2014).
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Previous studies have demonstrated a positive relationship between leadership style and job
satisfaction (Belias, & Koustelios, 2014; Conger & Kanungo, 2000; Rothfelder et al., 2013; Saiti
& Fassoulis, 2012; Voon et al., 2011). However, limited empirical studies have been done to
simultaneously examine the three concepts especially in the education context in Kenya. This is
important especially since most studies in this area are in the industrial and profit-making
organizations (Martín et al, 2009).
Job satisfaction has been defined as a complex multi-dimensional concept and a general attitude
a person has in handling his or her work (Saiti & Fassoulis, 2012). It also has been referred to as
the degree to which employees like their jobs (Yang & Wang, 2012) which is influenced by
many organizational contextual factors, ranging from salaries, autonomy, job security, job
flexibility, to leadership (Voon et al., 2011). Therefore, this implies that employee levels of jobs
satisfaction can range from extreme satisfaction to extreme dissatisfaction (Njiru, 2014).
Although the term leadership has been extensively researched on, it still means different things
to different scholars and there is no one agreed definition that can be used as a standard template
to be used in every situation (Boncana, 2014). The common leadership styles adopted in different
organizations include autocratic, bureaucratic, laissez-faire, democratic, participative, situational,
transformational, charismatic and transactional (Rad & Yarmohammadian, 2006).
Organizational culture has been described as the glue that holds organizations together
(Balthazard et al., 2006). It is also argued that organizational culture permeates every aspect of
an organization: it is their essence, their DNA, their present and their future (Barmett, 2008).
Simply put, organizational culture is about ‘how we do things here’ (Deal & Kennedy, 1999) or
‘the way we think about things here’ (Williams et al., 1994). Humanistic organizational culture
involves leading people in a participative and person-centred way which emphasizes on
cooperation and constructive interpersonal relations (Xenikou & Simosi, 2006).
Literature Review
Charismatic Leadership and Job Satisfaction
Equity theory developed by Stacy Adams (1963:1965) argues that employees weigh what they
put into the job (input) against what they receive from it (outcome) and then compare this with
that of other workers in similar work environments (Saif et al., 2012). The comparison could
even include colleagues and friends. Employees invest their skills, knowledge, experience,
commitment and trust in their workplace. In return, they expect rewards which include salary,
job security, reputation and recognition. If the worker perceives that the reward is above
expectations, he or she may feel guilty but if the reward is below what he or she deserves, he or
she will be demotivated and his or her feeling of injustice will rise. When workers feel injustice,
they can either distort inputs or outputs or leave the organization altogether (Dugguh, 2008). This
theory could explain the high number of teachers’ unrests in Kenya.
Charismatic theory developed by House (1977) posits that charismatic leaders create a special
emotional bond with their followers by creating a compelling vision hence increasing the
likelihood that they will make short-term sacrifices for the long-term benefit of their organization
(Conger & Kanungo, 1987, 1988; Pillai & Meindl, 2015). However, recent theory has shifted the
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focus towards recognition of charisma from being a trait possessed by the leader alone to a
relationship between the leaders and their followers (Howell and Shamir, 2005). The vision of a
charismatic leader provides the follower with hope, optimism and confidence in the future and
this in turn can lead to job satisfaction (Howell & Shamir, 2005; Fortado & Fadil, 2012).
Humanistic Culture as a Mediator
Although studies have focused on the relationship between charismatic leadership and job
satisfaction, there are reasons to believe that humanistic orientation could mediate this
relationship. A humanistic culture within the organization affects the way leadership is exercised
and thus the leadership style adopted could affect the job satisfaction levels of employees
through the organizational culture (Kim, 2015). Denison and Mishra (1995) developed the
Theory of Organizational Culture and Effectiveness. It identifies four cultural traits that are
positively associated with performance. These are: involvement, consistency, adaptability and
mission. This model is used in the present study because it links charismatic leadership and job
satisfaction.
Research has also demonstrated that charismatic leaders are in a position to impact on
organizational culture (Waldman & Yammarino, 1999). It is argued that company founders
often imprint organizations with their own personalities and behavioral patterns (Kane &
Tremble, 2000). Charismatic leaders have been associated with friendliness, warmth,
helpfulness, trustworthiness, intelligence and creativity and an increased sense of community
(Fritzsche & Parrish, 2005; Pillai and Meindl, 1998).
Humanistic culture reflects the human relations movement in the workplace and is characterized
by cooperation, participation in decision-making, emphasis on teamwork, empowerment,
employee social support and self-actualization (Balthazard et al., 2006; Eyal & Roth, 2011).
The organizational rules and regulations are crafted to facilitate group coordination and synergy
of divergent organizational views and resources (Wood & Vilkinas, 2005). Employees in
humanistic settings are more likely to be satisfied and loyal and hence willing to contribute more
to the organization (Kotter & Heskett, 1992). Limited literature is available on organizational
culture as a mediator on the charismatic leadership-job satisfaction link.
Based on the reviewed literature and the propositions of the theories underpinning this study, it
was therefore hypothesized that:
H0 :

Humanistic orientation does not mediate the relationship between charismatic leadership
and job satisfaction.
Figure 1: Conceptual Framework
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Methodology
The sample
This study adopted explanatory survey research design since it is appropriate for studies that seek
to establish causal relationships between variables (Saunders et al., 2011). The study targeted the
8,160 employed teachers in Kenyan national secondary schools.
Depending on the number of teachers in each school, proportionate sampling was used to
allocate the number of respondents. Secondly, systematic probabilistic sampling was employed
to identify the actual respondents in each school. The sample size for teachers was determined
using the Sample Size Formula by Cochran (1977) that returned a sample size of 367.
Measures
Charismatic leadership style was measured using a modified version of the Multifactor
Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ 5X-Short) developed by Bass and Avolio (1995). Job
Satisfaction was measured using an adapted version of the Job Satisfaction Survey (JSS) by
Spector (1994). This instrument assessed respondents’ perceptions of the teaching occupation.
Job Satisfaction Survey measures nine aspects of job satisfaction: pay, promotion, supervision,
benefits, contingent rewards, operating procedures, coworkers, nature of work and
communication. Humanistic cultural orientation was measured using an adapted version of the
Organizational Culture Inventory (OCI) by Cooke and Lafferty (1989). This tool was designed to
measure behavioural norms that are expected or implicitly required by members of an
organization. All the three standard instruments were measured on a seven-point Likert-type
scale ranging from 1 (Strongly Agree) to 7 (Strongly Disagree) to indicate their agreement with
each item.
Results
Analytical Procedure
A total of 367 questionnaires were distributed to the respondents and 318 were able to complete
and return the questionnaires. This gave a response rate of 86.6%. Cronbach’s alpha reliability
test was used to determine the internal consistency of the question items and they were all
within the benchmark of 0.7 suggested by Sekaran & Bougie (2016). In order to ensure content
validity, previously validated measures were utilized and the preliminary questionnaires were
pre-tested on a pilot set of respondents for comprehension and relevance. Construct validity was
assessed by factor analysis. In order to assess the construct validity, the items were examined by
principal components extraction with varimax orthogonal rotation. The results are in Appendices
1 and 2.
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Correlation Analysis Results
All the associated pairs of variables were significant at level 0.01 hence hypothesized
relationships developed were found to be statistically significant at level p < 0.01. Charismatic
leadership and humanistic orientation had a strong significant positive relationship (r=0.734, p <
0.01). There was also a strong significant relationship between humanistic orientation and job
satisfaction (r=0.598, p< 0.01). Charismatic leadership correlated with job satisfaction
significantly and positively (r=0.537, p< .01). The results are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Correlation Coefficients
(Please request table from author)

Mediation Test
To examine the mediating effects of humanistic orientation on the relationship between
charismatic leadership and job satisfaction, hierarchical regression analysis was done as per
Baron and Kenny’s (1986) model. In step 1, the direct effect was determined by regressing
charismatic leadership on job satisfaction. Results showed that there is a significant positive
relationship between the independent variable (charismatic leadership) and the dependent
variable (job satisfaction) (β =.527, p=0.000). In step 2, charismatic leadership was regressed
against the mediator (humanistic orientation). Results indicated a positive significant relationship
between charismatic leadership and humanistic orientation (β=.799, p=0.000). For step 3, a
hierarchical regression was done between charismatic leadership and job satisfaction while
controlling for humanistic orientation. The results showed that humanistic orientation as a
mediator in step 3 was statistically significant with (β = 0.397, p=0.000) while the regression
coefficient of charismatic leadership reduced from β=0.527 with p=0.000 to β=.210 that was still
significant (p=0.000). It was therefore concluded that humanistic orientation partially mediates
the relationship between charismatic leadership and job satisfaction and thus hypothesis H0 was
not supported. The results are presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Mediation Results for Humanistic Orientation
(Please request table from author)
Discussion
This study examined the mediating effect of humanistic orientation on the charismatic leadership
and job satisfaction link. The study hypothesis proposed that humanistic orientation does not
mediate this relationship. The results demonstrated that humanistic orientation partially mediates
the relationship between charismatic leadership and job satisfaction; hence the hypothesis was
not supported. This means that humanistic culture explains partly the relationship between
charismatic leadership and job satisfaction since other factors also come into play in this process.
(Please request table from author)
The implication is that the mediator accounts for some, but not all, of the relationship between
the independent variable and dependent variable (Ogbonna and Harris, 2000). This is true in the
Kenyan education context because the state is still in charge of some aspects of the teacher
management like remuneration and promotion.
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The results are consistent with previous studies on supportive cultures (Lok and Crawford, 2004;
Ogbonna and Harris, 2000). In a nutshell, this research makes an important contribution to
literature in that it provides evidence that humanistic orientation partially mediates relationship
between charismatic leadership and job satisfaction in the secondary context in Kenya.
Conclusion
This study explored the possibility of humanistic orientation mediating the relationship between
charismatic leadership and job satisfaction in the secondary school context in Kenya. The results
demonstrated that humanistic orientation partially mediates this relationship. This underscores
the importance of culture in enhancing preferred organizational outcomes. Ensuring teacher job
satisfaction is a critical because satisfied employees are likely to be more productive and
committed to their work. On reflection, these findings make sense because if a charismatic leader
inspires his or her followers, a humanistic environment conducive for work is likely to ensue
which then is likely to not only lead to workers enjoying doing their work but are also likely to
go an extra mile. In practice, this implies that charismatic leaders play a crucial role in the
formation and maintenance of a humanistic culture within the organization which, in turn
enhances teacher job satisfaction. Leaders should create a humanistic organizational culture for
better job outcomes.
Recommendations
Like all research, this study has a limitation since it only focused on national secondary schools
in Kenya. Future studies could explore if the findings can be generalized in other contexts
beyond the Kenyan education context.
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Abstract
The study examines how managerial competencies influences access to financial services in the
Microfinance industry in Uganda. The major focus of the study was to examine the mediating
role of financial inclusion in the relationship between managerial competencies and access to
financial services in Uganda’s Microfinance (MFI) industry. This study was motivated by
escalating limited access to financial services by the marginalized communities in the MFI
industry that has generated endless debates, which hardly yielded solutions. Earlier studies
conducted in the same industry have produced mixed results. An initiative was, therefore, made
to establish the mediating effect of financial inclusion in the relationship between managerial
competencies and access to financial services. To test the hypotheses, cross-sectional design was,
therefore, found more appropriate for the study. Quantitative research paradigm was employed to
collect data from the clients of the 92 MFIs that are registered with the Association of
Microfinance Institutions in Uganda (AMFIU). Data analysis involved a series of correlation and
regression tests and models such MedGraph-excel version Program. The study found that
managerial competencies have a positive and significant relationship with access to financial
services. The mediation tests conducted established that financial inclusion indeed mediates the
relationship between managerial competencies and access to financial services. The main
managerial implication of the study is that MFIs to appreciate the importance of financial
inclusion towards enabling clients of MFIs to access financial services in the MFI industry of
Uganda.
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Introduction
The East Africa continues to be a region plagued with challenges but ripe with opportunities in
microfinance. One in five households has access to formal financial services, with high operating
expenses. Available literature shows that there is a general lack of financial infrastructure,
supervisory frameworks or consumer protection plans being just a few of the stumbling blocks to
greater financial inclusion (CGAP, 2012). Despite these challenges, the focus on microfinance
has gained momentum during the past few years in the East African Region.
Extant literature on financial inclusion in East African Community (ADB, 2013) indicates that
the financial sector integration will establish a single market in financial services among the
EAC partner states (Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Rwanda, Burundi). This will be targeted towards
improving access to financial services to the underserved population within the EAC region
(CGAP, 2012). Although financial systems in the EAC are at different levels of development,
they have two key common characteristics: a) financial inclusion rates are typically low; b) the
banking sector dominates formal financial service provision with a limited range of financial
products. In addition, the expected competition among financial service providers operating at a
regional level will drive down costs/prices. Access to financial services is fundamental to the
development of individuals and the society; savings accounts, loans facilities to generate income,
and, insurance services together combine to bring about improved standards of living.
Worldwide, only 50% of the total population has access to any form of formal financial services
but in Uganda, the rate is even lower (Finscope, 2013). Compared with other countries in the
region, Uganda scores far below average (13%) in terms of access to MFI financial services
(World Bank, 2013). The unserved (economically active poor) are the primary target group for
MFI, as they not only represent the most fragile section of the population, but also have the
highest demand for microfinance services. Inspite of the substantial un-bankable population of
62 % (Finscope, 2013) in Uganda, earlier studies have not a tackled the factors inhibiting access
to financial services in the microfinance industry. A number of studies have predicted access to
financial services using information asymmetry, institutional capacities and funding levels
(Dusuki, 2008; Claressens, 2005), social intermediation (Kamukama & Natamba, 2013),
financial intermediation (Rau, 2004; Nissanke & Stein, 2003), social capital (Khanh, 2011;
Heikkilä et al.,2009), and networks (Ahlin & Townsend, 2007; Okten & Osili, 2004). However,
these studies have inconclusive results While hypothetical assertions substantiate that social
capital mediate in the relationship between social intermediation and access to financial services
(Kamukama & Natamba, 2013; Ledgerwood, 1999; Bhatt & Tang, 1998; Collier, 1998), the
important contribution of financial inclusion and managerial competencies are ignored, thus
weakening empirical. This is further supported by Mackinnon (2008) who argued that existing
literature on microfinance lacks enough evidence to explain the gaps in access to financial
services. This study, therefore, investigated the mediating effect of financial inclusion in the
relationship between managerial competencies and on access to financial services in the
Microfinance industry in Uganda.
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This paper was based on a single research methodological approach. Cross-sectional research
design was adopted since it was most appropriate based on the nature of the subject. Findings
indicated that financial inclusion exhibits a partial type of mediation in the relationship between
managerial competencies and access to financial services. This is the first study that focuses on
testing the mediating effect of financial inclusion in the relationship between managerial
competencies and access to financial services access in Uganda’s MFI industry. The remaining
sections of this paper focused on theory and hypothesis formulation, methods of data and
analysis, Results as well as discussions and conclusions.
Theory and Hypotheses development
Increasing numbers of countries worldwide are putting in place regulatory regimes that allow
poor people to access formal financial services. However, developing countries continue to
struggle with poverty and raising the economic welfare of their citizens (Njuguna, 2012). The
poor are among the unbanked in these countries, and often have no have no access to financial
services. Whereas there are stable financial systems in most of Sub-Saharan Africa, their reach
remains limited. Poverty in Africa is exacerbated by lack of access to markets and the financial
markets play a critical role. In Kenya, the formal banking system served only 23% of the
bankable population in 2009. This financial exclusion can be a source of financial instability
through contagion effects. A number of theories have been applied to explain limited access to
financial services though none has resulted into a solution for the scenario at hand. This study
used the theories of Theory of Access, Social Learning Theory and Knowledge-Based Theory.
The Access theory (Ribot & Peluso, 2003) defines access as the ability to benefit from things;
including material objects, persons, institutions, and symbols. By focusing on ability, rather than
rights as in property theory, this formulation brings attention to a wider range of social
relationships that can constrain or enable people to benefit from resources without focusing on
property relations alone. The theory of access examines a broad set of factors that are viewed
heuristically in this study as strands that constitute and configure webs of access hence its
applicability in the MFI industry. As shown above, the theory of Access (Ribot & Peluso, 2003),
compares access to property and exemplifies the notion of access as bundles and webs of powers
that enable actors to gain, control, and maintain access. The access theory provides an approach
for analyzing access, mechanisms of Access, enumerates the parallel, complementary,
conflicting, sequential, and nested mechanisms; processes or means of access that together can
explain the underplaying factors causing limited access to financial services in the MFI industry.
Related to the access theory is the Knowledge-based theory; an extension of resource-based view
of the firm, which advocates for the importance of heterogeneous knowledge bases among
individuals. The managerial competencies demonstrated by the ability to create and apply
knowledge as the main determinants of service delivery can be of great importance in the
microfinance industry where the illiteracy levels are above average. In this case access to
financial services can be made possible if clients have knowledge, skills and expertise required
(Grant, 1996; Spender, 1996; Decarolis & Deeds, 2006). In line with the above discussed
theories is the Learning Curve Theory by Wright (1987) and Baloff (1991) which puts
importance on experience of workers to increase efficiency, and thus help clients’ access
services. This theory posits that confidence, experience and knowledge of the workers lead to
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efficient and high production, which are determinants of every firm’s service delivery levels
(Ham, 2000). This applies very well to an industry like MFI where specialized skills and
knowledge are needed to deliver financial services to clients.
The above theories tries to explain the concept of access to services using the demand and supply
sides but does not explain the nature of heterogeneous asset bases that are appropriate to
different firms in light of their goals. Firms have different goals and the blend or mix of
knowledge bases may vary from firm to firm hence failure to address the needs of some
stakeholders where MFI clients may not be of any exception (Slater & Narver, 2007).
Managerial competencies and Access to financial services
Scholars such as Lynn (1996) and Goldberg (1994) observed that for financial services to be
provided, certain investments in form of specialized knowledge and skills should be made. Such
should be focused on building human resources, increasing the self-reliance and confidence of
marginalized groups, and prepare them to engage in formal financial intermediation. In this
sense, managerial competencies on the side of MFI clients are perceived as an answer to limited
access of MFI financial services. This can be partly explained by information asymmetry
challenges. Furthermore, Evans and Jukes (2000) argued that knowledge-sharing is an
important factor that is associated with organizational value alignment. In this case, when
the values of customers are aligned with those of their organization, they tend to be
more open with one another, exchange ideas, transfer information, and share their
knowledge. This will help the MFI understand the needs of the clients hence availing to them
products that are affordable. The process of sharing openly results into gaining of managerial
competencies that are essential in access to financial services in microfinance industry.
The above is consistent with transitive memory theory by Wenger (1998), where members
benefit from each other’s knowledge and expertise if they develop a good shared
understanding of who knows what in the group or unit. Ruzevicius (2006) supported the
same view and acknowledged that the sharing of knowledge should become one of the essential
values within an organization. Based on the above, MFI managers should, therefore regard
customer training and developing managerial competencies as one of the most important
priorities of the organization. The professional capacities belonging to human competencies
can, therefore, be seen as an element of interaction among individual attributes and service
delivery requirements in a particular context (Spencer & Spencer, 1993). Thus, the interactive
behavior of the individuals and their willingness to generate and share knowledge in the
microfinance firm influence the competence base, a stable inclusive system that facilitates
access to services (Davidsson,2000;Stiles, 2005;Bontis et al., 2001). As discussed above, it’s
evident that there exists a link between managerial competencies and clients access to MFI
services regardless of little literature in that area. Whether managerial competencies have a direct
or indirect effect on access to financial services is a matter that is limited in literature on
Microfinance Sector. In this context, the challenge is to investigate the extent to which
managerial competencies influences access to financial services in Uganda.
The researcher therefore, hypothesizes as follows;
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H1: Managerial competencies positively relates to access to financial services in
Uganda’s microfinance industry.
Managerial competencies and Financial Inclusion
Managerial competencies have been defined in literature to capture business skills, intra–
personal skills; interpersonal skills; and leadership skills as important for effective managerial
performance (Maxwell, 2014). However, while these competencies are necessary for effective
managerial performance, no emphasis has been put on career and mentoring skills as important
managerial competencies. However, a critical review of the managerial competency literature
indicates that career and mentoring skills are important for effective managerial performance.
This leaves a gap in managerial competency literature; the development of a comprehensive and
holistic domain model which captures knowledge, skills and expertise as additional
competencies that can enable MFI clients’ access financial services. Managerial competencies
can influence services delivery if the system in place can promote knowledge generation and
transfer, which in turn results into an inclusive system that accommodates the needs of clients
(Landeiro, 2003). This reduces information asymmetry which is major hindrance to credit access
and savings services. Business skills therefore, give a potential borrower ability to use the
available funds at his disposal (Yunus, 1998). The skills acquired financially includes or
integrate poor men and women into formal financial markets, and enable them to be linked to
government services (credit services), which in turn, may help them to become more productive
and access financial services (Yunus, 1998). Literature linking the managerial competencies and
financial inclusion is scanty, and, none is available about Uganda’s microfinance industry.
This leads to testing the following hypothesis;
H2: Managerial competencies positively relates to financial inclusion in Uganda’s
microfinance industry.
The mediating role of financial Inclusion
Existing literature in the area of behavioral finance such as Srikant (2008, et.al) have observed
that the managerial competencies influences access to financial services through financial
inclusion. This assertion pre-supposes that financial inclusion plays a mediating role in the
relationship between managerial competencies and access to financial services. Accordingly, a
number of researches have tried to analyze the influence of financial inclusion in the
development of MFI. However, the mediating effect of the same has been ignored yet it’s an
important aspect if access to financial services is to be realized. Theoretically, the mediating
effect of financial inclusion in the relationship between managerial competencies and access to
financial services is indisputable (Dusuk, 2008).
Whereas theoretical assertions authenticate the mediating role of financial inclusion in the above
relationship, empirical evidence in the literature is limited in the microfinance industry. In light
of the above, this study was investigated the practical role of financial inclusion in the
relationship between managerial competencies and access to financial services in the
microfinance industry of Uganda. Limited literature on the mediation effect of financial
inclusion in the above relationship promoted this investigation. Hence the hypothesis bellows;
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H3: Financial inclusion mediates the relationship between Managerial competencies
Access to financial services in the microfinance Industry of Uganda.

and

Methods and Data
Consistent with positivists studies, a quantitative and cross-sectional design was chosen and it
aimed to collect a large data sample to generate findings that are statistically significant
and which could be generalized. The study population comprised of a total of 1,934,858 clients
from 92 Microfinance Institutions registered with Association of Microfinance Institutions
(AMFIU) in Uganda (Microfinance Directory, 2014) as respondents. On the basis of Ntoumanis
(2001) and Field (2006) guidelines, this study covered a minimum of 5 and a maximum of 8
clients per microfinance firm that were registered by Association of Microfinance Institutions
(AMFIU).
A systematic sampling of participants was done based on the number of MFIs in each of the four
regions in Uganda, for a total sample size of 736 (8 clients x 92 MFIs) were targeted. Self
administered questioner was given to each respondent. The researchers approached the MFI
management and receive the client register to find the total number of clients registered in the
MFIs. This number was then be used to determine the number of clients (1st-8th) to give a
questioner in order to get the 5-8 cases required.
If a customer was found to be far away from the premises of that MFI or a non-cooperative
individual, then the next customer on the register was considered as a respondent. All items
were anchored on a five-point Likert–type scale ranging from 5 (strongly agree) to 1
(strongly disagree). Questionnaire was validated through expert interviews and a panel of
practitioners.
In total 509 responses were received, hence giving a response rate of 70%. The reliability of
the instrument (using internal consistency approach) to find out whether it consistently
measured the study variables on the scales used (Anastasi, 1982; Nunnally, 1978) was
tested. The computed Cronbach alpha coefficient results were all above 0.6. Common method
bias was addressed in this study by collecting data from at least five clients of each MFI, and
potential effects of response pattern biases were reduced by incorporating negatively
worded items on the questionnaire (Hinken 1995 & Drasgow & Idaszak, 1987). The logic is
that negatively worded items are like cognitive “speed bumps” that require respondents to
engage in a more controlled, as opposed to automatically cognitive processing (Hinken, 1995).
Data were screened to establish the distribution of data and assess whether the
assumptions of parametric data are tenable. Specific assumptions tested included normality
of the distribution of the data, homogeneity of variance, linearity of the data independence
of errors and multicollineality. Multi-collinearity was tested by running the Variance Inflation
Factor (VIF) and the tolerance levels, and standard cut-off points suggested by Scott (2003)
and Chong Ho Yu (2008) were observed. Tests for mediation were conducted in this study to
establish the nature of mediation, and the extent to which financial inclusion influences the
relationship between managerial competencies and access to financial services.
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The test for mediation was performed using MedGraph program by Jose (2008); which is
based on the works of Brambor, Clark & Golder (2002); Field et al, (2006) and Kenny
et al, (1986).
Results
Sample Characteristics
The results indicated that 67.5 % of respondents were above of 30 years 59.1% and 40.9% of
respondents represented males and females respectively, it was also observed that 35% of the
respondents accounts for both singles, widows and widowers. The results indicated that 39..9%
of respondents were Degree holders, 14.5% Diploma holders, 2.8% hold Masters degree,21.8%
and 15.9% hold Ordinary level and Advanced level certificates respectively. Arising from the
results presented, 41.8% have been served for period of less than years in the MFIs whereas
35.6% have been served for a period between 3-5 years. It’s also evident that 22.6% have been
for a longer period of time that ranges from 6 to over 15 years.
In addition, respondents had similar views on the mediating variable of financial inclusion
because of their respective substantial mean of 3.732 (Table 4.1). This observation is not far
from the findings of Porter (1998); Shirley 1997); Isabel et al., (2006) and Pierre (2005). The
mean value of access to financial services (3.857) was the second highest. This finding coincides
with the earlier assertion about the poor access of Microfinance services in Uganda. The
correlation results (Table 4.1) reported a positive and significant relationship between managerial
competencies and access to financial services (r=.338**, p<0.01). This implies that hypothesis
H1 that suggested a significant relationship is thus supported.
Furthermore, a positive and significant relationship between managerial competencies and
financial inclusion exists (r=.436, p<0.01) as indicated in table 4.1 bellow.
Table 4.1: Zero ordered correlation results including Means and Standard Deviation

Basing on the above results, hypothesis (H2) which predicted a significant relationship between
managerial competencies and financial inclusion thus supported. This implies that the higher the
competences base among the MFI clients, the stronger the likelihood of putting to use their
knowledge, skills and experiences towards joining the MFI financial system. Hypothesis (H1)
postulates a positive relationship between managerial competencies, financial inclusion and
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access to financial services (provide coefficients and significant levels) and therefore H1 is
supported.
Testing for Mediation
The mediation effect of financial inclusion in the relationship between managerial
competencies and access to financial services was also tested. Basing on the conditions of
mediation (Kenny et al., 1998; and Freeze et al., 2004) and application of the MedGraph
Programme (Paul,2008). Test to prove whether the four conditions for mediation according to
Kenny et al (1986) and Frazier et al (2004) have been met, the following outcome was observed.
First, the predictor variable accounts for a significant proportion of variance in the mediating
variable (B=.365, p < .01). Second, the predictor variable accounts for a significant proportion of
variance in the dependent variable (Access to financial services) (B =.239, p<.01).
Third, the mediating variable (financial inclusion) accounts for a significant proportion of
variance in the dependent variable ((B = .123, p <.01).
Finally, the absolute effect of managerial competencies on access to financial services is less in
regression model three (standardized beta=.266) than in regression two (standardized beta
=.327). Since all mediation conditions have been satisfied, financial inclusion is a true
mediator in the relationship between managerial competencies and access to financial
services; which supported hypothesis (H3). Related to the above results, the significance of the
mediation effect and nature or type of mediation was also tested by calculating sobel z–value and
ratio index using MedGraph programme. The results are indicated Table 4.1 and Figure 1 bellow
MedGraph programme graphically depicting mediation among three variables (Managerial
Competencies, financial l and financial services access)
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The Sobel z-value of 3.718 with p < 0.01 and the beta weight for the basic relationship
between managerial competencies and access to financial services (r=.266, p<.001) were
registered. These results indicate that: First, since the Sobel z–value is large with a pvalue less than 0.01, it means that a significant mediation of financial inclusion in the
relationship between managerial competencies and access to financial services was
established.
In a real sense, it indicates that the association between the predictor variable (managerial
competencies) and the criterion variable (access to financial services) has been significantly
reduced (from .336 to .266) by the inclusion of the mediating variable (financial inclusion) in
the third regression model (Jose, 2008). Second, partial type of mediation was also
registered because the correlation between independent variable and dependent variable was
reduced to a significant level (that is, from 0.336** to 0.266**). Third, the ratio index of 18.1%
implies that the effect of managerial competencies on access financial services goes through the
financial inclusion, and about 81.9 % of the effect is direct.
Discussion and Conclusion
The aim of the study was to establish the extent to which financial inclusion mediate in the
relationship between managerial competencies and access to financial services in MFI industry
of Uganda. The study found that the mediating effect of financial inclusion satisfies the
conditions of mediation, based on the procedure set out by Kenny et al., (1986) and Frazier et al
(2004). Results revealed that financial inclusion mediates the relationship between managerial
competencies and access to financial services.
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The mediating effect of financial inclusion in the relationship between managerial
competencies and access to financial services was further confirmed by significant Sobel zvalue of 3.718 (p < .01), shown in appendix 1. The calculated ratio index of 18.1% signifies
that financial inclusion partly reduces the strength of direct relationship since the ratio index is
not equal to zero when financial inclusion is introduced in the mediation model between the
managerial competencies, financial inclusion and access to financial services (Jose, 2008; Kenny
et al., 1986). These results further provide support for hypothesis H3. It is this synergetic effect
that enables the communities to access financial services in microfinance industry.
In the nutshell, this study has empirically established that financial inclusion is a true mediator
in the relationship between managerial competencies and access to financial services.
Although the constructs have been defined as precisely as possible by drawing upon relevant
literature and validated by practitioners, the measurements used may not perfectly
represent all the dimensions. This finding shows that an increase in managerial competence
base is associated with MFI’s client/customers high access to financial services. This is true
because the uniqueness of competencies and capabilities which reside in an individual can
put that person in a better competitive position to access the services. This finding links
well with the resource-based view (RBV) and the theory of access which together postulates
that the presence of assets/competencies that are difficult-to-imitate is highly associated
with the firm’s competitive position to serve clients (Barney, 1986). Other scholars whose
conclusions mirror this study finding include Marr & Schium (2001), who established that
competencies is the group of invisible assets that are attributed to an organization and
most significantly influence the firm’s competitive position and performance hence, clients’
access to financial services.
Once the internal attributes of a firm are in favour of customers as seen above, it will be easy for
them to be included in the financial system thereby increasing their chances of accessing the
services. This means that the presence of financial inclusion acts as a conduit between the
managerial competencies and access to financial services in Microfinance Industry of Uganda.
Implications of the Study to Management and Researchers
The fact that financial inclusion has been found to be significant in the study, managers should
consider its involvement in the operations of MFIs. A combination of managerial competencies,
financial inclusion leads to improved access to financial service levels hence a tool to promote
wealth creation among clients of Microfinance industry in Uganda. The extant literature and
study results indicate that financial inclusion in the MFI industry affects access to finance service
among the customers. However, the nature of and the extent to which financial inclusion
supports managerial competencies in group lending model of MFIs remain unexplored.
The implication is that the constructs used can realistically only be proxies for an underlying
latent phenomenon that is itself not fully measurable. Though there could be a possibility of a
method effect (Saunders et al., 2007) that could have affected the results. If MFIs are
serious about alleviating poverty, they must provide more training, support, and products tailored
to poor clients. The success of microenterprises is critical both to alleviate poverty and to drive
financial returns to the MFI. When microenterprises fail to make profits, clients must reduce
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their consumption, sell valuable assets, take on more debt from other sources, or default on their
loans. MFIs also suffer, losing revenue and posting unfavorable returns.
Although the ranks of micro entrepreneurs are swelling, MFIs must remember that their clients
are often in business by necessity, rather than by choice. Most microfinance clients have no
training, education, or role models in business, and therefore are unlikely to cultivate successful
microenterprises on their own.
They are not entrepreneurs in the traditional sense, if their communities had jobs and if their
family situations permitted it, they would be employed. Yet the large-scale, labor intensive
enterprises that generate stable employment will not arrive in most developing countries any
time soon.
To make microfinance work for more people, more often, in more places, MFIs need to think
clearly about how their practices will bring about the changes they seek. This may mean making
fewer microfinance loans and incurring more costs to support the loans they’ve already made.
The benefit, of course, is the building of sustainable businesses. The challenge is finding ways to
provide these additional services efficiently. In our current research, we are designing and testing
these client-centered practices. We hope that our results will ultimately lead to the broader
application of effective and cost-efficient client-centered microfinance.
The findings of this study are subject to some limitations that provide the initiatives for future
research. One of the possible reasons for the varied results of the study is the methodology used
for measuring study variables. One of the possible reasons for the varied results of the study is
the methodology used for measuring managerial competencies.
Future studies could use the same basic hypotheses and regression construction, but implement
the study in terms of a longitudinal rather than a cross-sectional design. The longitudinal study
would need to correct changes in data relative to the time element. Despite possible limitations of
using single-period data, the results of the present study provide valuable insights into the
effect of socio-managerial determinants on access to financial services in MFI industry. This
study emphasized more of quantitative approach than a qualitative one.
The latter has been used to supplement quantitative results, signifying that analysis of
qualitative data has not been deeply rooted in this study. Future researches need therefore, to
establish whether other factors other than managerial competencies are supported and the extent
to which they interact with each other to cause effect to access of financial services. Future
studies could use the same basic hypotheses, but implement the study in terms of a longitudinal
rather than a cross-sectional design. The longitudinal study would need to correct changes in data
relative to the time element. Finally, the study can be done to find out whether similar results can
be obtained in other sectors of the entire East-African Economy.
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Abstract
This study investigated the reasons why business sustainability in developing countries is in
doubt particularly Kenyan scenario. The purpose of the study was to determine the different
factors that contribute greatly to business failure to sustain its continuation in developing
countries, with particular reference to Kenya. The researcher adopted the following specific
objectives: to determine the influence of economic factors on business continuity, and to
examine the role of cultural practices on the continuity of a business. This was a desk research
whereby data was sought from various existing literature, publications and also from business
persons whose work are either in the internet or books. Then, the collected data was processed
and presented as percentages.. At the end of the study, it was noted that the major forces
affecting business sustainability are the legal and regulatory factors, economic forces and
cultural practices. The findings of the study depicted an inverse relationship between business
continuity and legal and regulatory policies. More often, when legal and regulatory policies are
made friendly, they facilitate the growth and continuity of business enterprises. The study
endeavored to conclude that legal and regulatory environment does not only scare away the
potential investors but also affect the sustainability of operating business, and in addition,
economic factors are key for the success or failure of business continuation and that culture of a
country contribute either negatively or positively for business sustainability. The
recommendation reached was that the government should create a friendly and conducive
environment by lowering that tax on businesses and also control the rate of fines and stabilize the
economic conditions by monitoring the inflation rate and interest rates.
Keywords: Business, Sustainability, Developing Countries, Business practices
Introduction
Business sustainability is the ability of the business to maintain its functionality of the both in
good and bad times. It is how the management strategizes their skills and resources in the
organization to guarantee life in the business. Business sustainability in the developing countries
has been and still is, in doubt. Developing countries are those which have not met full developing
standards. The challenges facing the developing countries are so varied. Businesses in Kenya fail
to maintain their focus up to maturity stage due to the following challenges; unfavorable
government policies, skilled personnel to run the business, political instability, unfriendly legal
and regulatory policies, inadequate financial resources for expansion and rampant corruption in
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the country among many more issues, Jonnes, Kolely and Michael (2010). These issues usually
creates unfavorable atmosphere for doing business. Very few, if any, businesses will manage to
successfully thrive in a country faced with such challenges.
A close look of some cotton factory in Kenya which failed before maturity will unveil the
menace behind the unsustainability of business in Kenya. Cotton factories such as Kisumu
Cotton Mills (KICOMI) and Rivatex failed due to so many factors. The collapse of KIKOMI was
due to both internal and external challenges. The factory declined substantially in the 1990’s at
the height of trade liberalization; due to continued synthetic competition, diminishing world
prices, introduction of cheap import of second clothes and diminishing cotton profitability
aggravated by inefficiencies in the production system and supply side constraints. The decline of
KIKOMI also coincided with increase in poverty levels in the areas designated as major cotton
bells. The decline of the factory affected other parts of the chain industry including, ginners,
textile mills and manufactures, Dentol and David (2006). The collapse of Kisumu Cotton Mils
among many others which collapse the same way such as the Rivatext was highly contributed by
the reluctance of the government to finance them and put in place friendly policies which could
ensure the growth and sustainability of these industries, Shaghu (2007)
Despite the collapse of many industries, others such as Thika Clothe Mills Limited continue to
exist. Its success has been boasted by its ability to equip itself with the latest plant machineries,
availability of raw materials, existing market network and cost effectiveness which is backed up
by quality control systems. It has a large diversified product range making it one of the reputed
textiles companies catering for every need and every budget. A major strength of the company
lies in its ability to successfully create and add new product lines to its established market in
spite of competitive market condition, Dentol and David (2006). The unsustainability of
businesses in Kenya and other developing countries started immediately after independence. The
oldest companies started by colonial governance trailed through harsh environment created by
the local governance and most of them eventually collapsed. Since then, companies have
collapsed and still some such as Mumias Sugar factory are slowly collapsing. With the same
trend it can be correctly predicted that more companies in Kenya, both small and big, will
collapse. Business unsustainability in Kenya has become past and parcel to the life of
entrepreneurs and it has scared away both the local and foreign entrepreneurs, Jontel and Maina
(2009).
With the high number of collapsing business in Kenya, greater concerns have been raised by the
entrepreneurs, Jontel and Maina (2009). Sustainability can be considered as an important
dimension as it is a condition for reaching sustainability of other projects components, Salman
(2008). It is achieved if the revenues of the business are greater than the expenditures. However,
sustainability is an output of the sustainability of other components at the same time.
Sustainability is the key factor for business growth, as it is a condition for achieving
sustainability of other components and survival of the business, Todd (2006). Most businesses in
Kenya are faced with a lot of challenges, starting and maintaining business in a highly
competitive environment. This study focuses on the factors that affect the sustainability of
businesses in Africa, more especially in Kenya. It is against this background that this study seeks
to establish the reasons why sustainability of businesses is in doubt in developing countries,
Kenya in this case.
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The economy tends to follow business circle of economic booms followed by periods of
stagnation or decline. During booms periods, jobs tend to be plentiful, since companies need
waters to keep up with the demand. When an employment is low, consumer’s spending tends to
be low because an employed people do not have an excess income to spend.
According to Kenya National Bureau of Statistics (2012), unemployment rate in Kenya increased
to 40% in 2012 from 12.7% in 2006. Unemployment rate in Kenya averaged 22.43% from 1999
until 2011, reaching an all-time high of 40% in 2011 and a record low of 12.70% in 2006. In
Kenya, unemployment rate measures the number of people actively looking for a job as a
percentage of the labor force. In Kenya, the higher institute of education releases around 25000
graduands of which only around 30% are absorbed in the labor force. Youth unemployment
challenges in Africa are often associated with rapid population growth rates. At a rate of 11.9%
in 2012 and 2013 as reported by the International Labor Organization (ILO) (2014), compared to
the global average of 13.1%, Africa does not have high level of unemployment. However, due to
the size of the continent, and different degree of urbanization and shift in economic activities, it
does have. South Africa has one of the highest levels of youth unemployment in the region, 50%
and Nigeria 13%. Kenya holds the dubious distinction of being the country with the highest
number of unemployment youths in East Africa. World Bank reports that Kenya’s rate of
unemployment now standing at 3 times that of the neighboring Uganda and Tanzania-is almost
among the highest in the world (Business Daily 9.3.2016).
According to Business Daily (7/3/2016), “Difficult times ahead for consumers in Kenya as banks
raise interest rates. It all started with a 150 basic point arise in April (2015) to cushion a shilling.
Six months later, and 300 basic points higher, the business had steadied nut the effect of saving it
is now threatening to bring down consumers. This is after several banks hiked their lending rates
in an effect to profit their profit margins. The rates have gone as high as 12 percent for some
clients, setting them up for difficult repossession and for closure for those with mortgage
facilities. The ghost of high interest rate is the bank. Treasury Cabinet Secretary, Henry Rotich
says that from the market dynamics, the banks’ move to substantially hike the rates is not
justified. He added that even with the rates averaging 15 percent, these banks will still make
handsome margin.” This clearly depicts how the interest rates affect the sustainability of the
businesses in Kenya and Africa at large.
Inflation is the rate at which the prices of the communities in the economy are increasing.
Inflation causes increase in the business expenses such as rent, facilities and cause of materials
used in the production. Rising of the cost forces the businesses to raise prices on their products
and services to keep to keep pace with the inflation and maintaining profits. Inflation can reduce
the purchasing power of the consumers unless the employers increase wages based on the level
of inflation Wanyonyi (2008). The Leading Economic Indicators highlights trends in consumer
price index (CPI) and inflation, interest rates, exchange rates, investment trends, agriculture,
energy, manufacturing, building and construction, tourism and transport. In Kenya, the CPI is
based on the expenditure of both the urban and rural households. The most important category in
the CPI are the Food and Non-Alcoholics Beverages (36%), Housing, Water, Electricity, Gas
and other fuels (18.3%), and Transport (8.7%). Clothing and Footwear (7.4%) and Furnishing,
Households equipment and Routine Household maintenance (6.2%).Restaurant and Hotel (4.5%)
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as well as miscellaneous goods and services (4.5%).Communication (3.8%), Health (3.1%) and
Education (3.1%). Recreation and Culture (2.3%) and Alcohol, Beverages, Tobacco and
Narcotics and the remaining (2.1%) Kenya National Bureau of Statistics (2015). Inflation rates in
Kenya and other developing countries are seriously affected by the rapid inflation rates which
affect the operations of the business thus rendering them unsustainable.
A problem of more recent origin in the developing countries is the political unrest and
instability- sometimes erupting in vicious civil wars and military takeover, which has dogged
many developing countries since independence. Also, the large scale of corruption and bribery
which has developed in most developing is a problem. Such conditions do not favor the business
expansion and development. The Kenyan 2007-2008 post-election violence released the real
picture of sufferance the entrepreneurs usually face during the political turmoil. Most of the
businesses were looted the owners forced to start from scratches. Political instability in the
developing countries scare the away the investors. This is because the economic activities at such
times stand still, Business Daily (24/12/2015).
Political instability is the biggest threat to the Kenyan’s economic growth recovery at a time
most sectors are showing a strong signs of rebounding, Synovate Survey (2016) indicates. The
survey (Synovate 2016) found that the most ranked political risk ahead of competition from
rivals and cheap imports are the biggest hurdle to the businesses achieving their full potential.
“The perceived political instability is largely caused by the amount noise in the government’ The
Cabinet has not met for long time and the reason is because of the deep wrangles in the
government. It affects the business operations and sustainability in the long run,’’ said George
Waititu, Chief Executive of Synovate.
Food insecurity, corruption and unemployment are some of the least risk to businesses,
according to Synovate (2016). “Political instability in any country is the key thing that an
investor looks into. Parliament must pass the draft to constitution and release to the public for the
referendum. A new constitution is what will bring political stability in Kenya. If it does not go
through this means then we will go back to the same political cycle that will take us to the 2012
General election without a new constitution,” said car dealer, Charles Munyori. “In Kenya there
is greater uncertainty among small and medium enterprises regarding political instability and
economic prospects,” said Danish Ambassador to Kenya Bo Jansen (2016).
The meaning of culture is controversial and has been defined in various ways. Ralph Linton for
instance, defined culture as “the way of life of its members; the collection of ideas and habits
they learn, share and transmit from generation to generation” (in Haralambos and Holborn,
2005). Ball and McCulloch, (2003) on the other hand, defined culture as “the sum total of
beliefs, rules, techniques, institutions and artifacts that characterize human population. It consists
of learned pattern of behavior common to members of a given society (unique lifestyles).
Casson, (2009) looks at culture as collective, subjective-shared set of values, norms and beliefs,
element are implanted during childhood, religious training and secular education; it is the
mystical collective will. This study adopts the definition given by Hofstede (1984) who defines
culture as a collective programming of the mind, which distinguishes the members of one group
or category of people from one another. The definition is flexible and can be applied to different
levels of analysis.
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The influence of culture in business activities of different societies have been investigated since
the beginning of 20th century. Weber, (2006) for instance showed the influence of religion (as
component of culture) on the business performance in the society. Casson (2007) also suggest
that culture is a determinant of business performance among nations. More specifically,
Davidson and Wiklund, (2005) propose that the most obvious source of variation in the level of
entrepreneurship across societies, are cultural values and cultural context. Dana (2009) further
argues that entrepreneurship should not be defined on the basis of opportunity, but rather cultural
perception of the opportunity. In an attempt to examine the influence of culture on businesses,
Hofstede, (2001; 2003; 2005) suggest five dimensions of cultural values namely; power distance,
individualism versus collectivism, and masculinity versus felinity, uncertainty avoidance and
long term orientation. McGrath, MacMillan and Scheinberg (2012) compares entrepreneurship
success entrepreneurship failures using a discriminated analysis, they found that entrepreneurs
tend to succeed on power distance, individualism and masculinity while they fail on uncertainty
avoidance. Hofstede’s (2005) analysis on cultural dimension on of East African countries
[including Ethiopia, Tanzania, Kenya and Zambia] shows low individualism [collectivists], high
power distance, high uncertainty avoidance, low masculinity and low long term orientation,
suggesting a hostile environment for entrepreneurship development thus the unsustainability of
the business in Africa, Kenya.
The entrepreneur is the leader and driver of the venture, and required skills to succeed such are:
ability to manage and minimize risk, hard work and persistence, ability to draw up a
comprehensive business plan, and having contingent plan ready and a strong need-orientation
that provides the inclination to achieve things. Lack of relevant entrepreneurial skills can make
an individual to lose their commitment in business and consequently their level of motivation
dips. The individual who lacks toughness and perseverance often do not consider venturing in
business. Lack of clear vision and misunderstanding can result in faculty perceptions. If an
individual demands anything to be clear and define in order to develop a perception, it will lead
to disappointment, Igusi, (2010). Success entrepreneurs manage their business with energy,
tenacity and clarity of vision. Skilled entrepreneurs evaluate themselves to enable them analyze
their short-coming and build upon their strengths. An honest evaluation of the entrepreneurial
skills helps an individual understand if they have the stamina for a business that is demanding
and challenges. Most of the people fear wearing the shoes of entrepreneurship since they have an
inward feeling that they will fail. According to Small Business Administration Office of
Advocacy (2010) reports that two-thirds of the new business service at least two years. This is
primarily caused by inadequate entrepreneurial skills sets. Most of the African countries have
failed to embrace the culture of entrepreneurship and thus the high level of businesses
unsustainability of the African countries.
According to the study done by Kenya Project Organization (KENPRO) (2014), Kenya is one of
the developing countries that have been labeled as having poor legal and regulatory environment
that has been hindering not only the growth of Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) but also
macro enterprises. A study on the challenges facing SMEs in Nairobi (by Anthony M. Wanjohi
2014) revealed that a vast majority of entrepreneurs (84.2%) indicated that unfriendly
environmental legal and regulatory environment was the most pressing challenge that face
entrepreneurs operating within Nairobi Central Business District (NCBD). The following were
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the identified factors that affect the business most; business permit, taxation issues and fines: For
any business to operate and without hitches and interference from the authorities as business, one
must comply with the rules as set for the specific type whether by the central government or by
the county government. In Kenya there are arranged of trade license and permit that
entrepreneurs is expected to have for them to be considered to running a legitimate business.
Some of them are; business name registration, declaration of compliance, filling in the
incorporation deed, PIN and Value Added Tax (VAT) registration, National Social Security
Fund (NSSF) and National Hospital registration for the employees and company seal. The
process of applying for the business permit is long and tedious, and expensive too. Further, the
national and the county government hardly provide services which match the required
permit/license fee.
Unaffordable regulatory environment does not only scare away potential investors but also
squeeze revenue for those in operation Wanjohi, (2009). As such, there is need for government
and development patterns to create a conducive legal and regulatory business environment that is
at per international best practices so that the country can attract the requisite private investment.
According to Asian Development Bank, Anti-Corruption, corruption is “the abuse of the public
or private office for personal gain.” Corruption distorts market and, like other forms of anticompetitive behavior, damages all involved in the supply of goods and services and ultimately
national economies. The World Bank identified corruption has the biggest impediment to
investment in an investment survey of nine African countries. A 2013 survey of seven countries
by consultancy, Control Risk found that “More than 35% of the companies surveyed have been
deterred by an otherwise attractive investment because of the host country’s reputation for
corruption.” United Kingdom Export Credit Guarantee Department (ECGD) recognizes that
“bribery and corruption distorts competition and investments, hinders free and fair trade, and
represent an unacceptable cost to business.”
Corruption negative impact on foreign direct investment can amount to an extra 20% in tax
discouraging investment and reducing profit margins. International Monetary Fund (IMF)
research (2012) suggests that corruption reduces investment by around 5% and an “increment of
1 point in corruption index can result in a deduction of foreign investment by as much as 8%.”
The adverse micro economic impacts are self-reinforcing. As Control Risk notes: “if good
companies avoid investing because of concerns about corruption, host countries also lose: the
investors that they attract are likely to have lower standards, both of the integrity and
professional competence. Reputation matters in another respect. When companies from emerging
economies enter the international market, the find it harder to win the trust of partners
companies.”
Transparency International (2014) ranked Kenya number 145 out 174 countries. Problem exist
particularly in land purchase and large government contracts. Kenyan’s public contracting law is
not an effective tool to limit governmental officials from steering contracts to those who offer
bribes. Wide spread violation of international property rights (IPR) related to medicine, videos,
music, software and a wide range of consumer goods continue to cause major problem for many
Kenyans firms. Counterfeits and substandard goods continue to enter in large quantities. The
government has been unable to provide a secure environment for business and families,
particularly in urban settings. Property crime and violence are major concerns and have become
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unavoidable cost of doing business for companies in Kenya thus unsustainability, Business
Daily, (2016).
The objectives of this research paper were; to determine the role of legal and regulatory policies
on the on business sustainability, to determine the influence of economic factors on the
sustainability of business and to examine the role cultural practices on the sustainability of the
business.
Methods
The research adopted the survey research and used the existing literature. Survey research
availed the facts as was available in the public domain. The research considered the use of the
existing literature more appropriate for collecting and analyzing the data in this study due to its
wide geographical coverage. The research was carried out in Kenya, Africa. The choice of
Kenya was the most appropriate because of the higher face of economic growth. The presence of
higher doubt of business sustainability in Africa made the country, Kenya suitable for the study.
Kenya lies across the equator in East-Central Africa, on the coast of Indian. Kenya borders
Somalia to the East, Ethiopia to the North, Tanzania to South, Uganda to the East and Sudan the
North-West. In the North, the land is arid; Southwest corner is the fertile Lake Victoria Basin;
and a length of the Eastern depression of the Great Rift Valley separates western highlands from
those that rise from the land coast strip. The study applied literature search in obtaining its
findings. The researcher used the data from Kenya National Bureau of Statistics, Newspapers
[Business Daily] and other materials such as books, journals, publications and internet. The
research study was presented using pie-chart, SEMPATH, graphs and tables. The research
employed quantitative methods of analyzing data. In analysis, percentage was used in data
measurement and both inferential and descriptive statistics was used to analyze the data. In
descriptive statistics, the research employed descriptive tools which helped to describe the data
and to determine the-extend used, the use of pie-chart and tables to present data.
Results and Discussion
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Figure 2: legal and regulatory environmental issues affecting business in NCND

Source: Business Daily (2016)
A study on the challenges facing businesses in Nairobi, Kenya, revealed that a vast majority of
entrepreneurs (84.4%) indicated that unfriendly legal and regulatory was the main pressing
challenge that faces entrepreneurs operating within Nairobi Central Business District (NCBD).
Figure 2 shows the distribution of the respondents on the various issues related to legal and
regulatory environment that affects businesses in Nairobi. According to fig. 2, 42.1% of the
respondent, say that the most pressing issue that affected business in NCBD was business permit.
Some explained that the process of obtaining business permit is long and tedious, and expensive
too. Further, there was feeling among most of them that the county government of Nairobi did
not provide services which match the required permit or license fee. Slightly over a third (34%)
of the respondents indicated that taxation was another issue. Kenya has been said to be one of the
countries in the world with heavy taxation. Another common issue was the fines which are
charged upon failure to meet certain business legal requirements. 23.7 % of the respondents did
indicate that fines are the third pressing issue in legal and regulatory environment.
Unfavorable legal and regulatory environment does not only scare away potential investors but
also squeeze revenue for those in operation, Wanjohi (2009). As such, there is need for
government and development patterns to create a conducive legal and regulatory environment
that is as per with international best practices so that the country can attract the requisite private
investment. The high amount in the legal and regulatory environment lowers the level of
revenues to the business. The low revenue affects the financial stability of the business thus
resulting to business unsustainability.
Table 1: illustrates the values of Kenyan inflation rate plus previous release
Period
Dec, 2014
Jan, 2015
Feb,2015
Actual
Previous

8.01%
7.32%

7.78%
8.01%

6.84%
7.78%
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Consensus
7.5%
Forecast
7.7%
Source: Business Daily (2016)

8%
8.2%

7.61%
7.4%

Table 1 shows that the rate of the inflation during the month of February 2015 was 6.84%
slightly lower by (0.94%) of the month of January 2015. The inflation rate of the Kenyan
economy is maintained at the average rate of 7.7. In January, the consumer prices reduced 0.29%
over the previous month. During the month of January the inflation rate decreased by 0.29%
which is slightly lower than the rate it increased with. In the month of February the inflation still
reduced by 0.90% which showed good economic status. Inflation focus in the new year January
should decrease by 0.31% in December, increase by 0.42% In January and further increase of
0.64% in February. This indicates a steady increase in inflation rate to even a higher rate above
9% next year. Higher inflation affects the customers’ purchasing power the level rate of
productivity thus resulting into business unsustainability.
Figure 3: The path below analyses the influence of culture on business sustainability

SEMPATH model examines the casual effect relation between culture values and the business
sustainability. The selected output model using the BCC0 criterion (BCC0=0.00) fits the data
fairly well as indicated by some of the fit indices; X2/df=1.93 (X2=76.72, df=40, p=0.003),
GFI=0.97, AGFI=0.94, NFI=0.842 and RMSEA=0.05%. As shown in figure 3, the minimum
likelihood regression estimates shows a negative but not significant causal relationship between
culture and post start-up behavior is (P=0.99, P=0.203). This implies that if culture increases by
one standard unit while other things held constant, the expected decrease impose start up
behavior is 0.99 standard units on the average. In addition, risk taking propensity (beta=0.49) and
pro-activeness (beta=49) accounts for greater variation of business sustainability while
muscularity (beta=41) and collectivism (low individualism: beta=0.31) have greater of cultural
values.
Figure 4: The pie-chart shows the government expenditure and corruption.
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Source: Business Daily (2016)
Kenya is losing a third of its state’s budget-equivalent of about $ 6 million to corruption every
year, the control’s new anti-graft chief Reuters, Business Daily (11/3/2016). Kenya has a history
of multi-million scandals that have failed to result in high-profile convictions. This has angered
the public, who accuse the top officials of acting with impunity and encouraging graft by those in
lower posts. Business also often perceives corruption as one of the biggest to investment and
sustainability of investments. “Kenyan budget is now approaching Kshs. 2 trillion; a third of it is
being wasted through corruption,” said Kihisi, Chairman of the Ethics and Anti-Corruption
Commission (EACC) (2016). Where such a sum not lost, it would be enough cover most day-today state spending before investment items such as development projects. “Six hundred million
shillings can finance the bulk of the governments’ recurrent expenditures so that the services can
reach all corners of the republic,” said Kihisi. Major corruption scandals which continue to taint
the image of Kenya are; Chicken gate Kshs. 14.8 million, Youth Enterprise Development Fund
(YEDF) Kshs. 180 million, National Youth Service (NYS) Kshs. 791 million, Business Daily
(2016)
Figure 5: The graph of rate of unemployment of some countries.
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According to the study done by Business Daily (9/3/2016), Kenya, East Africa biggest economy,
holds the dubious distinction of being the country with the largest number of unemployed
youths, a new World Bank report says. The report said that Kenya’s rate of unemployment now
standing at three times that of the neighboring Uganda and Tanzania-is also among the highest in
the world. The report says that nearly one in every five Kenyans youths of working age has no
jog compared to Uganda and Tanzania where about one in every twenty one people is jobless,
underlining the harsh economic reality that Kenyans youths are facing. Unemployment among
Kenyans youths is now estimated to stand at 17.3 percent compared to 6 percent of both Uganda
and Tanzania. Mass jobless, especially among the sprightly among innovative youths is drag on
the economic because of it forces unemployed adult depend on the small working class, stretches
family resources and consumers saving for future investment. The web report says mass
unemployment continues to deny Kenyans the opportunity to put its labor force to productive
use, thereby “denying the economy the demographic dividends from the majority young
population”. World Bank economists say the problem is mainly compounded by the fact that
Kenyans ability to create new job has lagged behind the population, resulting in marrow formal
opportunities, especially for entry-level workers fresh from the college. Kenya has working age
population of 25.5 million, or half of the countries and the number is projected to swell in the
next fourteen years when the country hopes to have transformed into an industrialized middleeconomy, Business Daily (9/3/2016).
Conclusion
Based on the findings, the study makes the following conclusions: first, unfavorable legal and
regulatory environment does not only scare away the potential investors but also affects the
operating businesses. Second, the study concludes that economic factors are the key elements for
the success or failure of the business since the business operates in the economy of the country.
Better economic conditions ensure the sustainability of the business. Third, the culture of the
country contributes positively or negatively on the business sustainability. Generally, there are
more factors still as indicated in the literature review which has resulted in the high rate of
business unsustainability in Kenya.
In addition, it is concluded that, legal and regulatory policies should be reviewed by a great.
First, the government should create fairly friend legal and regulatory environment by lowering
the rate of taxes charged on the business, control the level of fines rates levied on the business
and avail the relevant business permits cheaply and easily to the investors. The government
should also stabilize the economic conditions of the country keenly monitoring the inflation rate
and interest rate through Central Bank of Kenya and increasing the level of employment of
youths through job creation and organizing entrepreneurship training the consumer confidence of
the citizens.
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Abstract
Shortage of physical infrastructure is a top developmental challenge in sub-Saharan Africa
(Deloitte 2013). Public facilities known as infrastructure are very important for every country’s
production and distribution of economic output as well as to its citizens’ overall quality of life
(IDEP/BADEA 2015; Cheng 2010 Algarni et al. 2007). To this end, many have suggested the
need for the public sector to partner with the private sector known as public-private partnership
(PPP) to overcome these infrastructural challenges and deficits without further stretching the
public purse (Ghanaian National Policy on PPP 2011; Algarni et al. 2007; Hanaoka and Palapus
2012). According to Grimsey and Lewis (2002), PPP is where public sector bodies enter into
long-term contractual agreements with private sector entities for the construction or management
of public sector infrastructure facilities by the private sector entity, or the provision of services
by the private sector entity to the community on behalf of a public sector entity. There are a
number of PPP models or delivery systems (Dahiru 2012; Angleoha 2003) of which Build
Operate Transfer (BOT) is one. BOT emerged as a viable strategy, and it has been promoted by
both developed and developing countries as a way to supply badly needed infrastructure services
while under stringent budgetary constraints (Cheng 2010). BOT has established itself as a valid
delivery or financing system and the main idea behind it is to alleviate the spending on
governments’ budgets by seeking capital from external financiers especially on large scale
projects (Algarni et al. 2007). In most BOT projects, private capital builds an infrastructure
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facility, manages it for a period of time when it is expected to cover its costs and agreed returns,
and then hand the facility over to public management (Kumaraswamy and Zhang 2001).
While African governments have shown considerable interest in PPP (Ghanaian National Policy
on PPP 2011) very few projects have been achieved. It is, therefore, relevant from both a
research and management as well as policy point of view, to investigate the obstacles and
challenges in the PPP (BOT) system in African countries.
Keywords: Public-private partnership, Build, operate transfer, project business, project
marketing, infrastructure, emerging African nations, developing countries.
Introduction
Shortage of physical infrastructure is a top developmental challenge in sub-Saharan Africa
(Deloitte 2013). Public facilities known as infrastructure are very important for every country’s
production and distribution of economic output as well as to its citizens’ overall quality of life
(IDEP/BADEA 2015; Cheng 2010 Algarni et al. 2007) which indeed every developing country is
striving to attain. To this end, many have suggested the need for the public sector to partner with
the private sector known as public-private partnership (PPP) to overcome these infrastructural
challenges and deficits without further stretching the public purse (Ghanaian National Policy on
PPP 2011; Nigerian National Policy on PPP 2009; Algarni et al. 2007; Hanaoka and Palapus
2012). According to Grimsey and Lewis (2002), PPP is where public sector bodies enter into
long-term contractual agreements with private sector entities for the construction or management
of public sector infrastructure facilities by the private sector entity, or the provision of services
by the private sector entity to the community on behalf of a public sector entity. There are a
number of PPP models or delivery systems (Dahiru 2012; Angleoha 2003) of which Build
Operate Transfer (BOT) is one. BOT emerged as a viable strategy, and it has been promoted by
both developed and developing countries as a way to supply needed infrastructure services while
under stringent budgetary constraints (Cheng 2010). BOT has established itself as a valid
delivery or financing system and the main idea behind it is to alleviate the spending on
governments’ budgets by seeking capital from external financiers especially on large scale
projects (Algarni et al. 2007). In most BOT projects, private capital builds an infrastructure
facility, manages it for a period of time when it is expected to cover its costs and agreed returns,
and then hand the facility over to public management (Kumaraswamy and Zhang 2001).
Problem Discussion
In many African countries, infrastructure limitations, notably in power and logistics, inhibit
productivity and create other institutional challenges, such as such as weak governance, onerous
regulation and challenges in accessing finance (Deloitte 2013; Ministry of Finance 2014). To
this end, many in including governments have seen and suggested the need for PPP to overcome
these infrastructural challenges and deficits without further stretching the public purse (Ghanaian
National Policy on PPP 2011; Nigerian National Policy on PPP 2009; Algarni et al. 2007;
Hanaoka and Palapus 2012). Despite this level of awareness and knowledge of the
developmental challenges and how PPP systems can augment governments’ efforts to address
the problem, many obstacles hinder fruitful beneficial collaborations (Ghana PPP Workshop,
November 2008). From a developmental and policy point of view, this study is therefore
motivated to explore and close up this missing link hampering successful PPP agreements and
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collaborations so as to provide implications for how governments and institutional actors can
succeed in these projects. For this purpose, this study is set to find answers to why:
1. most African governments like Ghana have acknowledged the usefulness of PPP
(Ghanaian National Policy on PPP 2011; Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning,
2014) and have even engaged the private sector in some of its models such as the BOT
system on some projects which were supposed to be long term (De Marco et al. 2012) but
are short lived?
2. most African governments like Ghana with knowledge and experience with regards to
PPP (Ghanaian National Policy on PPP 2011) are failing to leverage on its various project
delivery systems and its improved quality and efficiency in public projects (Iyer and
Sagheer 2010) to address their infrastructural challenges and deficits?
The above unanswered questions suggest that, some challenges exist in these collaborations
(Ghana PPP Workshop, November 2008) which need to be critically looked into. Previous
research related to the industrial networks approach has studied project business (Jalkala et al,
2010; Hadjikhani and Thilenius, 2005; Owusu, 2002), but only traditional project marketing in
which the marketing companies bid for projects that they deliver on contract immediately after
the end of construction. Turnkey-plus projects have been studied, in which the marketer trains
the staff of the purchaser to run the project after completion (Owusu, Sandhu and Kock, 2007).
However, project marketing involving longer and more intense marketing, management, and
legal collaboration between the marketer and purchaser has not been studied empirically in the
industrial network approach. Yet, these studies would fit the conceptual framework of the
industrial network approach as the approach emphasizes the importance of long-term
relationships between all actors in the business market.
The industrial network approach incorporates the role of institutional and political actors and the
nature and importance of managing relationships with them (Hadjikhani, 1998; Håkansson and
Snehota, 2005). The roles of political actors as decision-makers and regulators and how
companies navigate relationships with them has also been studied in the industrial network
approach (Hadjikhani and Ghauri, 2001).
There are, therefore, concepts and frameworks from the industrial network approach that provide
the foundation for our study. Furthermore, our study could provide contributions to the industrial
networks research since different forms of public-private projects are increasingly being
proposed to deal with the increasingly complex and expensive infrastructure projects for a
continent that is growing fast economically and democratically making the lack of infrastructure
even more acute.
Objectives
This study seeks to:
 Investigate the challenges the private and public sectors face in entering into partnerships
such as BOT in Ghana.
 Explore the content of relationships and networks that have been used in public and
private partnerships
 Suggest ways to overcome the challenges, to promote these viable mutually beneficial
partnerships/collaborations and provide implications for managing them.
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Literature Review
PPP is where public sector bodies enter into long-term contractual agreements with private sector
entities for the construction or management of public sector infrastructure facilities by the private
sector entity, or the provision of services by the private sector entity to the community on behalf
of a public sector entity (Grimsey and Lewis 2002). Public and private resources are put together
to achieve goals that are beneficial to both parties. To the government, PPP can increase the
“value for money” spent for infrastructure services by providing more efficient, lower-cost, and
reliable services; improve the quality and efficiency of infrastructure services, and promote local
economic growth and employment opportunities. Furthermore, PPP allows the public sector to
transfer risks related to construction, finance, and operation of projects to the private sector and
to keep public sector budget deficiencies down (Kwak et al. 2009). PPP can take different forms
which differ in the precise mechanism of ownership, usage rights and obligations as well as basic
arrangements and essential emphasis (Kumaraswamy Morris 2002).
BOT is one of the models of PPP which emerged as a viable strategy during the sweeping waves
of privatization throughout the world in the 1980s, and has been promoted ever since by both
developed and developing countries as a way to supply infrastructure services while under
stringent budgetary constraints (Cheng 2010). The private sector companies in a BOT project
usually provide equity and debt, and the government secures the private sector’s interests by
continuing to be involved in the project (Cheng 2010). Thus both parties must build a strong
trusting long-term partnership (De Marco et al. 2012). In most BOT projects, private capital
builds an infrastructure facility, manages it for a period of time when it is expected to cover its
costs and agreed returns, and then hand the facility (which is public infrastructure) over to public
management (Kumaraswamy and Zhang 2001).
Public facilities known as infrastructure are very important for every country’s production and
distribution of economic output as well as to its citizens’ overall quality of life (Algarni et al.
2007). Developing economies need adequate services and public facilities to successfully meet
the challenges of economic growth, alleviating poverty, coping with population growth,
improving the environment, and modernising, globalising, expanding trade and productivity in
industry (IDEP/BADEA 2015; Cheng 2010) which indeed every developing country is striving
to attain. To achieve this, a country will require a very large capital investment for the
construction and maintenance of these infrastructures required to meet the needs of the public,
promote private economic activities, and provide social services as stated above.
Because of the large capital investment requirement by governments to provide adequate
infrastructure which they are challenged in, governments and public agencies are increasingly
looking for alternative sources of funding these capital investment projects (Dahiru, 2012;
Angleoha 2003). Governments can leverage on these alternative systems of funding to meet the
infrastructural deficits of their cities and countries. Apart from the funding aspect of BOT, it is
also a system where the public sector can leverage on the quality and efficiency of private sector
management (Deloitte 2013).
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Methodology
This study will adopt both qualitative and quantitative methods of research approach. Project
business companies and the public agencies and departments in Ghana constitute the population
of this study. The purposive sampling technique will be used to select a number of private
entities that have engaged in PPP before and those that have never but have the potential as well
as some public agencies and departments to be part of the sample for the study. A survey
questionnaire will be employed to ascertain the sample’s level of awareness and knowledge of
PPP policies, investigate the extent to which they are using BOT in their projects, as well as how
they execute and manage BOT collaborations and agreements. In-depth interviews will also be
conducted to understand the core reasons why some of them are avoiding BOT collaborations.
The data that will be obtained from the surveys and in-depth interviews will be interpreted,
coded, and analysed both qualitatively and quantitatively to reveal the major issues that meet the
objectives of the study to lead to the answering of the research questions.
Conclusion
Currently we are conducting a literature review and intend to first publish a literature review
paper. As the research field is still developing, we feel that we can make a good impact with the
literature review first. We will then build on that to do the empirical study. Our current results
from the review of BOT in Asia show that many countries have successfully used the method
and achieved good levels of infrastructure provision. We will provide recommendations and
implications for research, management and policy-makers in Africa.
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Abstract
Google glass is a portable computer, which can be put upon the frame of glasses. This project
has been closed due to some technological reasons as said by Google. This project is also in
controversy due to its cost, looks and some privacy issues. In this paper we try to analyse the
perspective of twitter users towards this project. With sentiment analysis done on tweets, the
popularity of Google glass is checked, i.e. whether this innovative product is accepted by the
people or not. The word cloud of Google glass is formed to predict from the frequently used
words. Attractiveness of Google glass is also checked by finding the geolocation of tweets. With
the geographical location of tweets it is checked that these are the popular areas, where Google
glass is popular. Further the strategies are also discussed to advertise the product when it will be
re-launched for commercial use.
Introduction
Google is the technology giant. It is a multinational corporation headquartered at United States.
Google is very much known for its search engine. It has delivered many internet related services
to its customers and internet users. It has made many software like google chrome, which is a
browser, and is known for its reliability and speed. Google generate revenue from the AdWords.
Adword is an online advertising agency which places the advertisement near the search results
and most of the revenue of Google is generated by adwords. Google is also known for its e-mail
service gmail. Gmail is a preferred mail service by the internet uses who want to use it as an
official email address. With the help of gmail the user can even connect to number of services
and webpages who use gmail ID as a login address.
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Google has launched its product known as Google glass. Its goal is to build a wearable computer
that records the perspective of the world and delivers information through a head up display. The
developer edition was made available at a price of US $1500. It is a multifunctional
minicomputer. As the official page of Google glass explained, it can be used for real-time
feedback. Strava run in google glass will make realtime feedback even easier and anyone can
control the run with the help of this feedback. Feedback includes the GPS for a track, analyse the
performance for an individual, and can even compare the personal records with the social circle.
Swingbyte for glass will help in improving the skills in the golf game without even stepping
away from the ball. It can even provide coaching to an athlete on a swing shot. Golfsight in
google glass is also an application for golf lovers. It will display all the needed information like
the golf field details and the score information. Glass is also used for navigation purpose. It can
act as path finder and can even find the distance and required time to reach a certain point.
Google glass makes the glass owner feel connected by sending messages hands free through
personal SMS and hangouts. Lynxfit for glass is a personal fitness trainer that will guide the user
to track the performance. It also provides real time coaching and also give a workout challenge
in a gym schedule. Google play music will provide the favourite music at a go. By listening to
the voice it can play the favourite track of the user. It is also installed with the language
translator. Language translator will translate any text to a preferred text. The camera is also
mounted in the glass. With the camera, the videos and pictures can be captured without even
taking a look away from that moment. The camera function was criticized by many organisations
and movie theatre because of privacy and copyright issues. Google glass is connected to social
media also by getting and sharing the latest updates form social media websites like facebook,
twitter, tumblr, Google+ etc. With all these important features, google glass looks like a very
promising device to interact and get information from any captured moment.
With coming in market in year 2012, Google glass has been looked as a product of suspicion due
to privacy issues. Moreover the looks of Google Glass also put a negative impression on the
community. The developer edition was priced at $1500, which was considered as a high price tag
for this device. After a certain time this device got banned from public places like restaurants,
movie theatres and even from company’s own meetings. But still it is a very appealing concept
to just look at the screen and getting all the information. It has opened a new avenue for a
commercial version that won’t look like a developer version that was so bulky and looks a bit
quirky.
Impact of Google glass on social media is very significant as this product created hype in the
market although having lot of controversies also. Studies conducted on this product keeping
social media aspect in mind are very few. This research fills the gap by studying the perception
of twitter users towards this product so that various marketing strategies can be made and also
various suggestions can be made for the portable computer created by Google.
Review of Literature
Social media creates immense data (Ediger, 2010). Social media consists of various platforms
like Twitter, Facebook and YouTube, which allows users to interact, create different contents,
commenting on different content and communicating with other users, and public. Social media
is used by almost every company and every brand. There is a shift in the businesses of the
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companies by coming of internet, social media and e-commerce (Saravanakumar, 2012).
Companies show their presence in this virtual world by communicating with internet users by
creating product specific pages and various blogs. Most of the big companies use social media
for making sociable customer relationship on web (Saravanakumar, 2012). Micro blogging
website like twitter is a very popular communication medium where users express their views
with tweets. This 140 character sentence expresses various hidden opinions about various topics
(Go, Huang & Bhayani, 2009). Social media is used by various personalities for connecting with
their audience. Apart from celebrities, research on any event can also be done (Tumasjan &
Sprenger, 2010). Opinion sharing became very popular with coming of social media sites.
Athletic personalities connect with their fans on twitter by posting, replying and doing retweet of
popular tweets. Twitter feeds are used in disaster management. They are used in the time of crisis
during or after any disaster (Zielinski & Bügel, 2012). Sentiment classification is the process of
classifying the text into positive, negative or neutral text. Various text mining algorithms are
used to classify the tweets into positive, neutral and negative category (Go & Huang,
2009).Event popularity of financial markets is calculated with twitter using sentiment analysis
approach (Daniel et.al, 2016). Hashtags are used in twitter to point to any topic. These Hashtags
are used along with the text in tweets. Tweets belonging to any particular topic can be easily
searched with the Hashtags. They are also used by twitter user to publicize any issue, event or
product. Hashtags categorizes the tweets on twitter and also assists the researchers in effective
research by streamlining the search on twitter (Wang & Wei 2011). Tweets on twitter contribute
to unstructured data. Unstructured data is very large in size. It contains lot of repetitive data,
which requires very complex classification algorithms. Diversity on twitter brings different
languages to the twitter. Twitter provides linguistic features to separate out the tweets on
different languages. Research work on making the retweets and several factors for burgeoning of
retweets is also done (Naveed, 2011). The corpus containing tweets is automatically collected
and is further processed for opinion mining, i.e. classifying the tweets into positive, negative and
neutral category (Pak & Paroubek 2010).
Objectives
The main objective of the paper is to do the sentiment analysis of Google glass on twitter users.
To create the word cloud of Google glass to find the hidden pattern in the cloud and to know the
perception of people through the most used words in the word cloud. Track the extracted tweets
on the map of USA to check the areas of popularity for google glass and to devise a strategy of
advertisement to re-launch the product.
Research methodology
The tweets related to Google Glass are extracted from twitter. Data extraction has been done
with R software. R is open source software from which authentication is done with Twitter. After
completing the authentication, tweets from twitter are extracted by using the Hashtags related to
Google Glass.
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Data cleansing is performed on the collected data. All the unwanted data like Hashtags,
mentions, hyperlinks are removed from the collected data for the accuracy in results.
Text mining algorithms are used after doing the data cleansing to do the analysis of data.
Sentiment analysis on the cleansed data is performed to check the hidden opinion of the twitter
users. Sentiment analysis will categorize the data into positive, negative and neutral. The tweets
are compared with the repository of positive and negative words and sentiment score is provided
to each tweet. The results of analysis are plotted on the pie chart
Below code is used to do the sentiment analysis.

After sentiment analysis of tweets, wordcloud of tweets is formed. Wordcloud of tweets
visualises all the words in the tweets. The most frequent words are plotted at the centre of the
cloud, and the least used words are plotted at the outer portion of the cloud. Analysis is done on
the occurrence of most used words in the cloud.
The geolocation of tweets in done with the assistance of ggplot package and maps package. The
tweets are extracted according to the location. According to the research, tweets should be
extracted from the Indian region. So the longitude and latitude of the area is given from the
south-west corner to the north-east corner in the command interface and the tweets will be
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extracted from this bounded region. Maps package will print the map in the software and ggplot
package will plot the extracted tweets from the twitter on the map. The geo-located tweets will
give the pattern on the map, and will give the region from where more number of tweets are
coming. All the tweets will be saved in ‘json’ file. The ggplot2 package will plot the tweets on
the map of USA. Map data for the map of USA is already saved in the package and it can be
easily displayed by giving the co-ordinates on the map by providing longitude and latitude. The
co-ordinates of USA provided here is “(-125, 25), (-66, 50)”.

Analysis And Discussion
When sentiment analysis has been performed on google glass, the results are displayed in the
form of pie graph. The pie graph clearly shows the perception of twitter users towards the google
glass. It showed that 11percent of tweets are positive tweets and 11 percent of tweets are
negative tweets. The rest of the tweets, which are in volume are neutral tweets. There can be
many number of controversies related to the product like cost, appearance and privacy issues
which contributed to the negative and neutral tweets. The immense number of neutral tweets
indicates that this product didn’t created hype in the market. Even the twitter users havn’t
appreciated the product, otherwise, such an innovative product by google should have created an
excitement in the mind of twitter users. This kind of response also shows that this can also be a
reason of closing the production of the product. But the company has stated that it is terminating
the production due to technological reasons and will return with the new and affordable product.
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Pictorial representation of word cloud is given below. The two most used words are google and
glass. They are in the centre of the cloud. Most of the words in the cloud are neutral words. The
word “explore edition” is also used. It shows that people are interested in the explore edition of
the google glass. Only doomed is the negative word in the cloud, rest all the words are bit
neutral. “suspended” also signifies that the production of google glass is suspended. The
company had clarified that they will launch technologically improved version of glass.

The geo-location of tweet is very important to find the place where google glass is a much talked
about thing. In America Google glass is popular in the eastern part as most of the tweets are
centered around Washington D.C., New jersey, Delaware, Maryland. The product is also popular
in Florida and California, as there is a cluster of tweets from these states also.
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Conclusion
Twitter is a very good tool to analyse any newly launched product with the support of tweets
posted by twitter user. Twitter is also helpful in analysing any long-standing product and various
strategies can be devised for that product if necessary. Tweets are very short messages and it is
very easy to analyse these short text messages. Twitter is very helpful in formulating marketing
strategies by gathering the reviews given by user. Google glass is a well reputed product by the
Google Company, but due to the cost issues it is lagging in the market and Google has
discontinued this product due to these reasons.
Recommendations
Google should launch the newer version of Google glass. It is clearly indicated in the analysis
section that users are happy with this product, as negative tweets generated were very few in
number. They should change the appearance of glasses, as people find it very humorous to wear
these glasses. Cost of the glasses should also be reduced so that the product can be easily
available to the general public.
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Introduction
There are hardly any opportunities to improve the earnings and prospective potentials because in
the urban unorganized sectors, women work generally as labourers in unskilled occupations,
traditional works, as domestic help or are self employed. This paves way for future supply of
labour for unorganized sector in adult hood especially in case of females both women and girl
child. The proper knowledge of the economic, productive, financial/ material, social and cultural
factors, employment, living and working conditions of the women workers in urban unorganized
sectors responsible for the inter generation transmission is insufficient. The government even
plans social security for the unorganized sector. The unexposed boom of urban unorganized
sectors and the negligence towards the women employed causes continuous exploitation, breeds
inequality, unemployables & poverty that moves from Intra-generation to Inter-generation. In
this study, attempt was made to address the issue and the role of women workers in the intergeneration transmission of economic, financial, productive socio-cultural factors with poverty
within purview.
The women workers are in the working age from 15-59 years (Census of India 2011, GOI) ild.
The individual who is offering their services for remuneration is termed as labour or worker. The
NCEUS 2007, also defined unorganized workers as “those working in the unorganized
enterprises or households, excluding the regular workers with social security benefits, and
workers in the formal sector without any employment/ social security benefits provided by the
employers.
Currently, approximately 94 percent of the work forces are working in the unorganized sector as
the employment growth in the organized sector, public and private combined, has declined
during the period between 1994 and 2007. This primarily happened due to the decline of
employment in the public organized sector and on other hand the labour force grew at a faster
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rate of 2.84 per cent than the work force (Economic Survey. 2010 – 2011, GOI) attributing to
rise in unemployment rate. The increase of female WPR in urban areas suggests improved
utilization of labour time primarily in unorganized sector but there has been decline in the
productivity. With respect to women it is further stated that the productivity decline is further
aggravated as these women are too weak to revolt due to complacent attitude, destitute poverty,
illiteracy, ignorance, social structure, etc. The poor families thus are forced to depend on
women’s earnings which are lesser compared to men or may be the prime source of income for
the family.
The high cost of living, income drain, social mobilization, stressful living conditions, media and
poor socio-economic conditions compel the women to work in unorganized sector and transmit
the factors intra-generation and then inter-generation.
Review of literature
Karen Moore, (2008) in the paper ‘Frameworks for understanding the intergenerational
Transmission of poverty and well-being in developing countries’ suggests that the tightest
possible definition of chronic poverty would be intergenerationally transmitted (IGT) poverty.
According to the author, this concept has been widely used in a 'developed' country but needs to
be applied in 'developing' world in a holistic manner. In the paper a framework for
understanding IGT poverty in developing country contexts is developed, focusing on bringing
together literature on the intergenerational transfer, extraction, and absence of transfer of
different forms of capital: human, social-cultural, social-political, financial/material and
environmental/natural. Emphasis of the concept of IGT poverty was primarily used to signify the
‘private’ transmission of poverty from older generations of individuals and families to younger
generations (especially, but not solely, from parents to children) It is suggested that of the range
of structures, processes, and livelihood strategies that can affect IGT poverty, a few are
particularly important in developing countries: HIV/AIDS, migration patterns, socio-legal
entitlement norms, labour market structures, and the presence or absence of social safety nets and
social services.
United Nations. (2005). The report depicts the concerns related to intra-generational and
intergenerational poverty. Lifecourse, or intra-generational poverty is defined as denoting the
ways in which a poor child or young person can grow into a poor, or even poorer adult.
Intergenerational poverty is defined as the transmittance of poverty through generations,
involving both private and public spheres, and cultural trends.
Bhargava, P., Mathur, K. and Rajagopal, S. (2005). According to the authors, the deprivations
which occur during childhood then ingrain poverty. IGT poverty is primarily used to signify the
private transmission of poverty from the older generation to the younger generations (especially
parents to children). IGT poverty is seen as a series of multiple vulnerabilities which include
poor nutrition and healthcare, low levels of education, depletion of the environment, insecure
livelihoods, indebtedness, cultural norms, traditions and social practices. After outlining these
deprivations in the context of Rajasthan, India, the paper highlights key policies which are
already in pace and the gaps between such policies and practice. The fieldwork undertaken here
ran over two years in two districts and aimed to assess the impact of programmes specifically
targeted at children. The data was collected via both qualitative methods (in-depth case studies,
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life histories, genealogies and timelines) and quantitative methods (survey collecting data on
households, children and fertility patterns). The paper concludes that disrupting negative poverty
cycles necessitates a policy environment that provides potential opportunities for people to
escape intergenerational and life-course poverty.
Harper, C., Marcus, R. and Moore. (2003) the paper defines IGT and life course poverty as
emphasizing the linked set of processes that may result in, or establish, childhood, adulthood or
chronic poverty, rather than outcomes or experiences during a specific period of time (pp.535536). IGT is seen to involve either the private transmission of poverty (within a family) or the
public transfer (or lack of transfer) of resources across generations. Negative transmissions like
debt and negative poverty cycles can be interrupted, but the specific contexts determining
poverty transmissions must be understood.
Intergeneration Transmission of Factors Contributing to IGT of Poverty
A systematic attempt was made to study the role of women workers in urban unorganised sectors
in IGT of poverty and at the complete level taking into consideration maximum occupations like
domestic, export houses, self employed, contractual workers of construction, safai karamcharis
and other related works. This negligence towards these women workers causes continuous
exploitation. Despite immense exploitation virtual and real, the role of women in the intergeneration transmission of poverty and under productive potential in the urban unorganized
sectors may be considered as significant. These women are holding and strengthening the
unorganized market structure, family structure and process of intergeneration transmission of
poverty that is moving through being Intra-generation. Along with it, there is intergeneration
transmission of poverty and under productive potential that is primarily through women workers
(Young and Elder) to the girl child and there is occupational segregation and marginalization of
unorganized female workers.
Factors as Determinants of Poverty: Intra and Intergeneration transmission
No doubt the women workers are significantly working in the unorganized sectors of
metropolitan Delhi. Considering the limited available infrastructure, time, financial constraints it
was not possible to study each sector employing these women. In the study many terms like
labour, demand for labour, employment in unorganized sector, working and employment
conditions, intergeneration transmission of poverty and other factors, have been used
interchangeably and in inter-disciplinary context so as to bring forward the optimum
conveniences of expression. The broad categories of the factors are given below:
i) Economic Factors - Family Income, material and financial assets, low productivity jobs,
terms and conditions of employment that included wages, deductions of wages,
nature of work, the age, efficiency, health and hygiene, source of supply, nature of
work, sex suitability, lack of social security, low level of education, etc. Demand and
Supply to labour market of Unorganised Sector: The main impact of migration from
rural areas to urban areas are: increase in urban population and slums, decrease in
wage bargaining power, demand for labour lags behind the supply, deteriorated health
and life expectancy, forceful entry of children into doing work, etc.
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ii) Social factors: Culture, value, caste and social systems which poverty creates, breeds and
transmits in the population. Other Social factors like family compulsions,
complacency, social background, lack of access to social services and basic
amenities, insecurity, male dominance, force to supplement the meager family
earnings, high cost of living, inadequate family income, impact and awareness of
Poverty Alleviation Programmes, etc.
iii) Physical factors:
a. Living conditions: The assessment included drinking water, sanitation, sewage, dwelling
units, facilities at dwelling unit, garbage collection, etc.
b. Working Conditions: The assessments of working conditions of women labourers were
also important in order to have full knowledge of employment. The working conditions
implied the duration of working hours, nature of work, terms and conditions of payment,
and overtime payment. The working conditions also included the physical environment
and surroundings at place of work. In case of women workers, special observation was
made with respect to separate toilet facilities and security at place of work.
Methodology
The research design was descriptive and explanatory in approach. The descriptive research
brought forward the situational analysis and described various aspects of women workers
working in the unorganized sector. The applied and experimental study described the role of
women in intergeneration transmission of factors of poverty. The universe of study comprised all
the women working in the unorganized sectors of Urban Delhi like domestic help, construction
site, home based industries, utensil barters, rag pickers, street vendors, etc . The sample was
drawn as mentioned below:
Women aged 15 years and above working in the unorganized sector.
Inclusion Criteria:
 Only those families were considered and included for the research where the young and
the adolescent are/had been working and the elder women may have worked or is
working currently in the unorganized sectors in Delhi metropolitan city.


Secondly, the women should belong to the very low to low income families. The three
categories of low income would be included for the study
o Below poverty line: The monthly per capita income is demarcated as Rs 454.11 or
Rs 67 per day in urban areas ( www.gov.delhi.in) and the annual family is also
below poverty line.
o Above poverty line but annual family income is less than Rs 55,000.
o Third category will be annual family income between Rs 55,000 to One lakh
depicting high vulnerability.

Further, the Multi staged stratified judgmental sampling method was used to draw the required
sample. Here the researcher generated wider understanding of social processes and social action.
The poverty aspect was dealt by considering the inclusion criteria of very low to low family
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income. The BPL families across the three segments were representative of chronic poverty and
Above or on Poverty line families upto Rs One lakh P.A family income were representative of
transitional poverty. This is so stated because average size of the family according to Delhi
economic Survey is 4.1.
The Sample size Distribution N=485 Number for the purpose of study: Data was collected
through both primary and secondary sources. The study was based on primary data in order to
get most reliable, original, correct, prompt information and explore questions in depth: What are
the factors that are transmitted (focusing on economic, human, social-cultural, financial/material
and environmental/natural, etc)
Results and Interpretation
Table 1: Economic Conditions in Monetary terms only
(N = 485)
As a child only
As a young Women

Mean
1.71
2.09

S.D.
0.734
0.754

Table 2. Contribution of Individual Earnings to the Family Income
(N=485)
As a Child only
As a Young women

Frequency
478
7

Percent
98.6
1.4

Table 3: Wages earned by the respondent when worked as a child
(N=485)
Upto 700
701-2000
2001-4000
4001-6000
6001-8000
8001 & above

Frequency
62
343
78
2
0
0

Percentage
13.8
70.7
16.1
0.4
0
0

Table 4. Wages earned by the respondent when worked as a Young women
(N=485)
Upto 700
701-2000
2001-4000

Frequency
10
79
250

Percentage
2.1
16.3
51.5
826

4001-6000
6001-8000
8001 & above

129
12
5

26.6
2.5
1.5

Table 5. Living Conditions as Child
(N=485)
Jhuggi
Kachha
Semi Pacca
Hutments
Pucca
On Sharing Basis

Frequency
196
177
54
15
40
3

Percentage
40.4
36.5
11.1
3.1
8.2
0.6

Table 6: Living Conditions as a young women
(N=485)
Jhuggi
Kachha
Semi Pacca
Hutments
Pucca
On Sharing Basis

Frequency
216
54
91
3
108
3

Percentage
44.5
11.1
18.8
0.6
22.3
2.7

Table 7: Security at Work Place as a child
(N=485)
Working along with
family members
Work from home
Work with other women
co-workers
Security from employer
Others

Frequency
214

Percentage
79.2

46
16

9.5
3.3

38
1

7.8
0.2

Table 8: Security at Work Place as a young women
(N=485)
Working along with
family members

Frequency
238

Percentage
49.1
827

Work from home
51
10.5
Work with other women
113
23.3
co-workers
Security from employer
81
16.7
Others
2
0.7
Intra-Generation to Inter-Generation Transmission of Factors
Economic Conditions
 The poverty is a complex phenomenon in its content and scope. It is diversified,
intensive and intrinsically related to socio-cultural, socio-political and socio-economic,
physical and environmental factors. Poor Monetary Conditions has been analysed by
categorization. The very poor category represented the destitute poverty and chronic
poverty. Poor represents the category of the women who are living in deprived conditions
and are below the poverty line as per Indian norms. Little better are the respondents who
are on poverty line and somewhat better are the ones who are in the transitory pattern i.e.
sometimes, below poverty line, sometimes on or above poverty lines but are highly
vulnerable. Over a period of time their economic conditions improved as a result of
enhanced earnings when they were young women but still on the scale are poor and
living under poverty &susceptibility.
Parents influence the children’s overall development. The overall development of the child does
require investment of time, money, family obligations, helping them learn, expenditure on their
education, etc. but all these are directly related to the family income. This means that low
economic status and family income of the adult deprives the child of the development pushing
them to work in the unorganized sector and contribute to the family income. The reasons
attributed to it is that these women as a child did not get wage payment specially in the rural
areas where they were though productively employed in activities like cattle rearing, working on
farm and nonfarm activities with family members.
Therefore to conclude it may be stated that the no change over the period of time and being
persistent is indicative of Intra-generation existence and continuous struggle. Further, as per the
inclusion criteria with purview it paves way for inter-generation depiction.


Transmission of Financial matters: The stagnant state of earning ability and minimal to
financial assets being transmitted from their adults is an indicator of decline in standard
of living. This deterioration further indicates hard pressing pressures, undue harassment
and atrocities the women have to face. This state when clubbed with ever growing high
cost of living makes the life experiences even bitterer. These experiences are shared in its
crude form by their children as well. They also get acclimatized to the situations and
accept it as way of life.



This indicates there is a mark shift in the earning ability as a woman when compared
intra-generation to child earning. But if compared to the current child labour and these
women as a child, the pattern of earning emerges to be nearly same indicating no
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improvement in terms of wage payment over a period of time and hence further
deteriorating their living conditions.


The prime reasons for working in the unorganized sector by these women are poverty.
The process of poverty transmission is through poverty traps and transfers mainly
through adult women to the girl child and then through this girl child when grows up to
its next generation as there is no change that is significant in the parameters (economic,
social, cultural, productive potential, environmental (living, physical work environment)
except the absolute numbers. This situation when compared to the current elder women
when she was a child did not show any significant difference in their state of poverty.
The family drew economic disadvantage from the then elder women being children
hampering their overall growth, health issues, earning abilities etc. Where as when
compared with the reason to work there is a significant difference between the elder
women and when she was a young woman. The elder woman primarily works as an
individual to supplement the family income.



Meeting the demands of the male members of the family has emerged to be one of the
main reasons for the work across all the generations be it the child, young women or the
elder. The situation is graver in Northern India due to patriarchal system and male
dominance prevalence. Therefore the women have always been used in some way or the
other to meet and fulfill the habitual demands. Further there has been significant
difference in this aspect whether she is a child, elder women or young women. It’s
because the male relationship changes from father or brother to husband and then the
sons.



According to the study, it is revealed that the significant difference between child, young
and elder women prevails with respect to being habitual workers and accepting it as an
integral part of life transmitting intra-generation and then moving intergeneration through
socioeconomic parameter and because of the insensitivity of the elders towards child
work. It is also perceived by the parents and the grand parents that education is not going
to serve as pathway out of poverty because there are hardly any employment
opportunities for this strata of population but the wage earning opportunities extended by
unorganized sector does help them at least to meet the basic needs and they being
habitual to working in these activities and sector accept it. Thus showing the transmission
of the factors, constraints, resources, habitual workers from adults to the child.

Living Conditions
Living conditions and neighbourhood was observed and definitely affects the probability of
Intra-generation transmission to intergeneration transmission. It also influences the prospects of
breaking out of chronic poverty or deprivations and constraints. Therefore the inheritance in the
form of material/ asset transfer is done on the basis of ownership rights and its right transfer to
the next generations is affected.


In the Study, it has been revealed by the young women that as compared to when she
was a child that there is significant difference in the availability of drinking water,
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electricity, toilets, sewage system because the perceived comparison is with situation of
their native villages as maximum respondents are migrants from neighbouring states like
Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan and other states like Gujarat and Bihar. But no change has been
revealed with respect to garbage collection. But the elder women who have been residing
in Delhi for long duration express that there is no significant change in the availability of
drinking water, electricity, toilets, Sewage systems, and garbage collection. This all
indicates long prevalence of these factors. Now the probability is that the children and
grand children of these elder women are living with same basic amenities. The elder
women expressed that there is significant difference with respect to the availability of
drinking water facilities, electricity, toilets, Sewage systems, and garbage collection at
dwelling premises as compared to when she was young women. This inadequacy and
lack has reduced and has almost halved with respect to toilets in last decade (TOI, May
8th, 2012).

Working Conditions
Population explosion, poverty and diminishing employment opportunities in organized sectors
have resulted in push of workers towards unorganized sectors and thus their exploitations. The
employers prefer women because they are submissive, docile and less demanding. They are
illiterate, unskilled and unaware. Therefore, they can work for long hours with low wages, no
bonus and other work related benefits and facilities. The prevailing socio-economic conditions
force them to continue to be in this sector because if they are deprived of these meager earnings,
it will further worsen their living conditions. Not only this, migrating to cities like Delhi and
finding paid work is the way to escape from destitution and abject poverty. In fact women of
such households constitute the source of supply to unorganized sector and in turn this sector
gives them labour opportunities with earning potential though meager. As a result there is
persistence of work conditions, this then moves intergeneration and then poverty. The poverty
grows, becomes intense with occurrence of negative events like illness, poor health, stringent
cultural practices, etc.
Socio – Cultural Factors
Government and various agencies working to combat poverty, whereas the role of mother or
the grand mother in the transmission intergeneration has been overlooked as impetus to break
the cycle of poverty transmission. Infact the socio-cultural factors are intrinsically
interrelated with poverty and its persistence and the transmitting intergeneration. Therefore it
implies that social intra-conflict needs to be addressed. Though we talk and claim gender
equality, empowerment, but in our society the male arrival in northern India to the family is
welcomed and that of female child, is a matter of grief. Therefore, it is essential to realize the
seriousness of cruelties, disparities and violence inflicted on women.
The study has been an eye opener in terms of bringing about some grounded issues of poverty
and its transmission. Although primarily the unit of analysis was women across the three
generations i.e. as a child, young woman and elder woman, in the transmission of poverty but, It
was found that poverty can also be transmitted within , between or through the public spheres as
well. Further the direction of poverty transmission was also highlighted not only from the older
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generation to the younger generations rather from younger to older as well. In concrete terms
when we analyse in what form this poverty has been transmitted, it becomes imperative to
explore the types of IGT poverty related capital. It exists in the form of Human Capital, Material/
Financial Capital, Social Cultural Capital, Socio-Political Capital, Environmental /Natural
Capital and Policies etc.
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Abstract
This paper extends the data envelopment analysis mathematical formulation presented by
Ablanedo-Rosas et al. (2010) aimed to estimate the efficiency of the Chinese container ports.
The model considers only outputs which are defined by six different financial ratios. The
aforementioned model fails to discriminate among efficient decision making units. In this paper,
a couple of variants for cross-efficiency assessment are developed. These novel approaches
alleviate the weakness of traditional data envelopment analysis models for ranking efficient
decision making units, and the multiple optimal solutions when finding weights associated to
each decision making unit. The results prove the usefulness and applicability of the developed
models.
Keywords: data envelopment analysis, efficiency, cross-efficiency, financial-ratio
Introduction
Global supply chains rely on efficient intercontinental transportation systems. One of the critical
components in global trade are the container port terminals. Container ports have been
extensively studied by researchers worldwide. Most of the efficiency studies are based on
infrastructure information of the port such as number of cranes, number of tugs, number of
berths, terminal area, terminal length, quay length, and yard gantries, among others. A different
approach was developed by Ablanedo-Rosas et al. (2010). They studied the Chinese port system
based on the financial ratio information of eleven major ports. Their study proved the relevance
of financial ratios for assessing the performance of ports, but it also confirmed the weak
discrimination of the classical Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) model.
This paper extends the DEA model presented by Ablanedo-Rosas et al. (2010). A couple of
innovative cross-efficiency approaches, for solving the only outputs DEA model introduced by
Ablanedo-Rosas et al. (2010), are presented. These new approaches are derived from the models
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presented by Wang et al. (2011) and Bal et al. (2008). The results are compared with previous
research and confirm the usefulness of the approaches.
Literature Review
The literature about assessment of ports’ efficiency is extensive and studies ports all over the
world. Hence, this literature review section focuses on some recent studies which are related to
Chinese ports’ performance and considers only the two most common techniques for quantitative
benchmarking which are DEA and Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA). The former is a nonparametric approach and the latter a classic parametric technique. The common ground between
these two methods is the consideration of inputs and outputs for efficiency assessment. Many
other techniques for estimation of port efficiency exist, but they are out of the scope of this
paper.
It is well know that China is a major player in worldwide manufacturing. Therefore, the Chinese
ports have experienced a tremendous growth and play a critical role in current global supply
chains (Comtois, 1999). Cullinane et al. (2002) applied a modified SFA to analyze the impact of
administrative and ownership structures in Asian ports’ performance. Their results showed that
port size and transformation of ownership from public to private sector have a significant impact
in ports’ efficiency. Tongzon and Heng (2005) applied a SFA model and found that private
sector participation can improve port operation efficiency and competitiveness. Changxin and
Hui (2007) measured the technical efficiencies of the Chinese major ports with SFA. The
empirical results suggested that ownership reform increases technical efficiencies. Yip et al.
(2011) developed a SFA model to make a connection between efficiency and port operations. An
interesting study is the cross-efficiency SFA model discussed by Hai-bo and He-zhong (2009).
China is surrounded for other very active and competitive players in the global supply chain
environment. Cullinane et al. (2005) evaluated the efficiency of the world’s most important ports
using the two alternative techniques of DEA and the Free Disposal Hull (FDH) model. A study
with five models of DEA for evaluating the operational efficiency of major container ports in the
Asia-Pacific region and for identifying trends in port efficiency was developed by Lin and Tseng
(2007). DEA models and a Malmquist approach were used by Liu et al. (2008) to measure the
efficiency of ports in mainland China. De Koster et al. (2009) studied 38 ports using DEA and
found that port size is a determinant of efficiency. Sharma and Yu (2009) fused data mining and
DEA to perform a diagnostic of port’s efficiency. Wu and Liang (2009) utilized DEA and
assessed 77 world ports; they stated the usefulness of creating comparison groups that result in
more homogeneous efficiency evaluations.
The traditional analysis of port efficiency has been largely based on port’s infrastructure without
considering financial information. Ablanedo-Rosas et al. (2010) suggest a financial ratio-based
DEA to analyze the Chinese ports efficiency. The DEA approach is an output oriented model
with only outputs which are defined by six financial ratios. The model provides new information
for decision makers. However, this approach still shows the weak discrimination of classic DEA
models. The research literature present several studies for overcoming this drawback. One way
to deal with this issue is the so called super efficiency DEA model introduced by Andersen and
Petersen (1993). Alternatively, a cross-evaluation DEA approach with secondary goals, proposed
by Doyle and Green (1994) and extended by Wu et al. (2009), has been widely used to define
appropriate weights for estimating cross-efficiency scores. This paper differs from the
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aforementioned two approaches and makes a novel contribution adapting a couple of methods
for determining a unique set of weights for the DEA model presented by Ablanedo-Rosas et al.
(2010).
Mathematical Models
DEA was introduced by Charnes et al. (1978) and has been developed into a widely accepted
academic field. The output oriented and financial ratio based DEA model with variable returns to
scale used by Ablanedo-Rosas et al. (2010) is defined as follows: There are n Decision Making
Units (DMUs), where each DMUi (i = 1,…,n) generates q outputs yij (j = 1,…,q). Let αi be the
DEA coefficient (decision variable) associated with DMUi. The DEA model is the following
linear programming problem:

The efficiency score for the DMUp in the study is given by  p
than or equal to one. The efficiency score
with an efficient score
score

p 1

p 1



p



1

p

, and it is positive and less

allows ranking the corresponding DMUp; a port

is considered relatively efficient, and a port with an efficiency

is considered relatively inefficient.

An extension of DEA is the cross-efficiency method which was developed for identifying the
best performing DMUs and for ranking DMUs using cross-efficiency scores. The advantage of
the cross-efficiency method is that it alleviates the weak discrimination of the classical DEA
model. The cross-efficiency method has two steps. In the first step, the classical efficiency scores
are determined using the model described by equations (1) to (4). A set of optimal weights ujp
preserving the efficiency values for each DMU is determined in the second step, and these
weights are used for calculating the peer evaluation score θpi (5) of DMUi (i=1,…,n) using the
weights obtained for DMUp.
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Linear Approach
There are multiple solutions when determining the optimal weights for the efficiency scores
generated by the model described by equations (1) to (4). Furthermore, it is highly desirable to
reduce the number of zero weights. Wang et al. (2011) introduced a variant of neutral DEA
model for weight determination. This model is accordingly modified for fitting the only outputs
approach presented by Ablanedo-Rosas et al. (2010) and results in the following mathematical
formulation.

Where δ can be interpreted as the minimum relative efficiency of the q outputs (Wang et al.,
2011). When solving the aforementioned linear programming problem, a unique set of weights is
determined for each DMU.
Non-Linear Approach
Recently, Bal et al. (2008) developed a model which minimizes the variation of weights and
obtains a unique optimal set of weights; we adapt this model to the presented in Ablanedo-Rosas
et al. (2010). The corresponding weights are determined solving the model described by
equations (11) to (14).
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Cross-Efficiency Estimation
After solving the linear programming model (equations 6 to 10) and the non-linear programming
model (equations 11 to 14), a set of optimal unique weights are defined for each DMUp and peer
evaluation scores can be determined using (5). Once all peer evaluations scores are calculated,
each DMUi has n cross-efficiency scores. The overall cross-efficiency score CEi for each specific
DMUi is determined by calculating its corresponding mean of cross-efficiency scores (15).

These approaches alleviate both the weakness of traditional DEA model for ranking efficient
DMUs and the multiple optimal solutions when finding weights associated to efficient DMUs.
Results
The case of Chinese ports studied by Ablanedo-Rosas et al. (2010) is used to test the model
described in the previous section. Table 1 shows the results.

The second column in Table 1 shows the output oriented variable returns to scale efficiency
scores for 11 major Chinese ports. The model used for estimating the efficiency scores
(Ablanedo-Rosas et al. 2010) has only outputs and corresponds to 6 financial ratios. The weak
discrimination of the DEA model suggested the use of a super-efficiency output oriented model
(Ablanedo-Rosas et al. 2010); the super efficiency scores and the corresponding ranks are listed
in the third and fourth columns respectively. The fifth and sixth columns show the crossefficiency scores and the corresponding ranks respectively using the linear programming model
introduced in equations (6) to (10). Similarly, the seventh and eighth column correspond to the
cross-efficiency scores and ranks using the non-linear programming model describe by equations
(11) to (14). It is very interesting that both cross-efficiency approaches coincide with the best and
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worst DMUs. Yantian, Tianjin, and Nanjing are identified as the top performers. Shanghai and
Rizhao are classified as the worst performers. The results show slightly differences in the
remaining DMUs; but it has been argued by researchers (Sexton et al. 1986; Doyle and Green,
1994; Wu et al., 2009) that cross-efficiency provides a better assessment and discrimination of
DMUs. Hence, these approaches can be used for efficiency assessment when traditional DEA
models fail to differentiate efficient DMUs.
Conclusions
This paper presented a couple of approaches that enhanced and extended the DEA model
presented by Ablanedo-Rosas et al. (2010). The purpose of the approaches was to overcome the
weak discrimination of the model. Firstly, the cross-efficiency approaches differentiate among
efficient DMUs allowing decision makers to identify top performers for benchmarking best
practices. Secondly, the aforementioned approaches generate a unique set of weights which are
required for cross-evaluation assessment.
The two approaches have a significant different structure, one of them corresponds to a linear
programming formulation, and the second one is a non-linear mathematical programming
problem. Both approaches can be easily solved with any available commercial solver. Both
formulations generated close efficiency scores which confirms their usefulness for crossefficiency assessment.
The results are promising and suggest as immediate future research the adaptation of other crossefficiency methods such as the discussed by Wang and Chin (2010a) and Wang and Chin
(2010b).
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Abstract
Distribution of products takes place through channels. Channels are sets of interdependent
organizations (also called as intermediaries) involved in making the products and services
available to the consumers. A channel connects a company's products and services to its
customers. In order to expand sales, a company should have multiple channels through which it
reaches its customers. It is a challenge for companies to find the right mix of channels that will
maximise sales, reduce costs and reach the most customers. A direct distribution channel is
where a company sells its products direct to its consumers. Companies needing to cut costs may
use direct channels to avoid middlemen mark-ups on their products. Selling agents and sales
through Internet are two most prominent types of direct distribution channels. The selling agents
work for the company and market their products directly to consumers through mail orders or by
some other means. Depending on the industry and product, direct channels have become more
prevalent due to the Internet. Actually the Internet has become an easy distribution channel
because of the global availability to consumers. .An indirect channel is used by a company which
does not sell its products directly to its consumers. Distributors, wholesalers and retailers are the
primary indirect channels that a company may use when selling its products in the market. A
company choose the indirect channel best suited for their product to obtain the best market share.
In this paper all the issues related with these concepts are deliberated.
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Introduction
Merchants are the intermediaries that buy and resell products. Agents and brokers are
the intermediaries that act on behalf of the producer but do not take title to the products. A
company can design any number of channels as per their requirement. Indirect channels are
classified by the number of intermediaries between the producer and the consumer. A level zero
channel has no intermediaries, a typical case of direct marketing. According to the marketing
concepts, a level one channel has a single intermediary and thus the movement of goods/services
(or both) is typically from manufacturer to retailer to consumer.
Objectives Of The Study
To identify and understand the strategies Vodafone is following to grab the Indian market.
 To study the post-paid plans offered by Vodafone for voice and data.
 To perform a SWOT (Strength Weakness Opportunity Strength) analysis for Vodafone.
 To study the payouts offered to channel partners for post-paid connections of voice and data.
 To increase the number of post-paid channel partners for Vodafone.
Review Of Literature
Weitz and Bradford (1999)-They have stated that in the present era when the mobile market has
nearly saturated, they are the channel partners who are driving the business of the company.They
are the primary point of contact or interfaces where a customer finds many options and is unable
to make his purchase decision and is heavily dependent on the channel member's perception.
They have defined these interfaces as the primary link between the buying and selling firms.
They have also stated that channel partners have considerable influence on the buyer’s
perception of the seller’s reliability, the value of the seller’s services and consequently the
buyer’s interest in maintaining the relationship.
Kotler (2011)-He has stated that most producers and service providers take the help of
intermediaries in selling their products and services to consumers; these intermediaries
are termed as marketing channels. Formally marketing channels or channel partners have been
defined as a set of interdependent organizations involved in the process of making a product or
service available for use or consumption.
Setphen et al, (2007)-He has highlighted that distribution channels have become the most
important component of marketing today and are receiving increased attention. They help in
bringing product and services to the market and are critical to business success.
Githa et al.,(2011)-They have stated that channels not only add value to products and services,
but also create customer and shareholder value, brand equity and market presence for an
organization. For Telecom sector the distribution channel comprising of agents, distributors, and
retailers plays an important role in the flow of goods from producers to consumers. As there are
many players and there is abundance of product and services of same nature, the power of
negotiation has shifted from the hands of the operator into the hands of the retailers, wholesalers,
and distributors. This has a great impact on distribution i.e. the consumer perceives all of the top
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brands as substitutes for each other thus leading to a lower brand loyalty for a moment. This
virtually decreases the operator power and hence channel partner satisfaction plays a major role
in the success of the company and its product. Effective channels give their effective services
and provide the company a sustainable competitive advantage. Increasingly, the channel partner
creates the most powerful and sustainable differentiation in delivering superior value to
customers. Like all elements of marketing and operations, it offers multiple situations to improve
revenue and profitability.
In mobile sector which is primarily technology driven, the notion that the employee satisfaction
is a major driver to the customer satisfaction has been replaced by the fact that the channel
partner satisfaction is the major driver for customer satisfaction. All the companies have now
started relying more on effective channel management for better business.
Kotler et al., (2008) -They have discussed that it is been taught worldwide in marketing that the
manufacturing/service providing companies should focus on motivating, training, giving
incentives and continuously evaluating the channel partners. They have highlighted the need to
treat the channel partners as final customer.
Research Methodology
Primary data has been collected by preparing a questionnaire and doing a market survey. For the
secondary data, search engines called grotal.com and justdial.com have been used. Secondary
data has also been collected from various websites, textbooks etc. Through these search engines,
the contact numbers and addresses of prospective channel partners were extracted. The
prospective channel partners were called and appointments were fixed.
Sampling-To carry out this research study, data has been collected from 202 enterprise owners
in the entire Patiala city.
Observations And Analysis
1 Number of employees working in all the enterprises covered under the survey
TOTAL
0-3
4-7
8 OR MORE
RESPONDENTS
EMPLOYEES
EMPLOYEES
EMPLOYEES
202
121
68
13
( 59.90% )
( 33.66% )
( 6.43% )
2 Amount that the respondent would like to invest if they plan to enter into any new line of
business in the near future
TOTAL
LESS THAN
20,000 TO 50,000 MORE THAN
RESPONDENTS
20,000
50,000
202

125
( 61.88% )

36
( 17.82% )

841

41
( 20.29% )

Inference: it can be concluded that if the respondents plan to enter into any new line of business
in the near future, 61.88% of the respondents would like to invest less than 20,000 rupees,
17.82% of the respondents would like to invest 20,000-50,000 rupees, 20.29% of the respondents
would like to invest more than 50,000 rupees.
3 For enterprises dealing in mobile repair and accessories
TOTAL
RESPONDENTS RESPONDENTS ALREADY INTO
RESPONDENTS INTERESTED
NOT
VODAFONE POST
IN BEING
INTERESTED
PAID
CHANNEL
IN BEING
CONNECTIONS
PARTNERS
CHANNEL
PATNERS
24

8

14

2

( 33.33% )

( 58.33% )

( 8.33% )

It can be concluded that from the total number of enterprise owners dealing in Mobile repair and
accessories that were surveyed, 33.33% of the respondents are interested in being a channel
partner for Vodafone, 58.33% of the respondents are not interested in being a channel partner for
Vodafone and 8.33% of the respondents are already into Vodafone post-paid connections.
4 For enterprises dealing in travel and tourism related services
TOTAL
RESPONDENTS RESPONDENTS ALREADY INTO
RESPONDENTS INTERESTED
NOT
VODAFONE POST
IN BEING
INTERESTED
PAID
CHANNEL
IN BEING
CONNECTIONS
PARTNERS
CHANNEL
PATNERS
50

3
( 6% )

47
( 94% )

0
( 0% )

It can be concluded that from the total number of enterprise owners dealing in travel and tourism
related services that were surveyed, 6% of the respondents are interested in being a channel
partner for Vodafone, 94% of the respondents are not interested in being a channel partner for
Vodafone and 0% of the respondents are already into Vodafone post-paid connections.
5 For enterprises involved in property dealing and consultation
TOTAL
RESPONDENTS
RESPONDENTS
ALREADY
RESPONDENTS
INTERESTED IN NOT
INTO
BEING
INTERESTED IN VODAFONE
CHANNEL
BEING
POST PAID
PARTNERS
CHANNEL
CONNECTIONS
PATNERS
85
14
71
0
842

( 16.47% )

( 83.52% )

( 0% )

Graph 5: Response of enterprises involved in property dealing and consultation
Inference: From the above graph, it can be concluded that from the total number of enterprise
owners involved in property dealing and consultation that were surveyed, 16.47% of the
respondents are interested in being a channel partner for Vodafone, 83.52% of the respondents
are not interested in being a channel partner for Vodafone and 0% of the respondents are already
into Vodafone post-paid connections.
6 For enterprises providing financial services
TOTAL
RESPONDENTS RESPONDENTS
RESPONDENTS INTERESTED IN NOT
BEING
INTERESTED IN
CHANNEL
BEING
PARTNERS
CHANNEL
PATNERS
29
7
21
( 24.13% )
( 72.41% )

ALREADY
INTO
VODAFONE
POST PAID
CONNECTIONS
1
( 3.44% )

It can be concluded that from the total number of enterprise owners providing financial services
that were surveyed, 24.13% of the respondents are interested in being a channel partner for
Vodafone, 72.41% of the respondents are not interested in being a channel partner for Vodafone
and 3.44% of the respondents are already into Vodafone post-paid connections.
7 For enterprises providing academic coaching
TOTAL
RESPONDENTS
RESPONDENTS
RESPONDENTS
INTERESTED IN NOT
BEING
INTERESTED IN
CHANNEL
BEING
PARTNERS
CHANNEL
PATNERS
14
2
12
( 14.28% )
( 85.71% )
843

ALREADY
INTO
VODAFONE
POST PAID
CONNECTIONS
0
( 0% )

It can be concluded that from the total number of enterprise owners providing academic coaching
that were surveyed, 14.28% of the respondents are interested in being a channel partner for
Vodafone, 85.71% of the respondents are not interested in being a channel partner for Vodafone
and 0% of the respondents are already into Vodafone post-paid connections.
8 Overall analysis of the response given by the respondents for being the channel partner
for Vodafone (post-paid connections)
TOTAL
RESPONDENTS RESPONDENTS ALREADY INTO
RESPONDENTS INTERESTED
NOT
VODAFONE
IN BEING
INTERESTED
POST PAID
CHANNEL
IN BEING
CONNECTIONS
PARTNERS
CHANNEL
PATNERS
202
34
165
3
( 16.83% )
( 81.68% )
( 1.48% )
Overall analysis of the response given by the respondents for being the channel partner for
Vodafone (post-paid connections)
9 Break-up of respondents interested in being channel partners for Vodafone (post-paid
connections)
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Graph 9: Break-up of respondents interested in being channel partners for Vodafone (post-paid
connections)
Inference: From the above graph, it can be concluded that from all the respondents interested in
being channel partners for Vodafone (post-paid connections), 23.52% of the respondents deal in
mobile repair and accessories, 8.82% of the respondents deal in travel and tourism related
services, 41.17% of the respondents are involved in property dealing and consultation, 20.58% of
the respondents provide financial services, 5.88% of the respondents provide academic coaching.
10 Number of employees working in the enterprises who's owners are interested in being
the channel partner for Vodafone (post-paid connections)
TOTAL
0-3
4-7
8 OR MORE
RESPONDENT EMPLOY EMPLOYE EMPLOYEES
S
EES
ES
INTERESTED
IN BEING
CHANNEL
PARTNERS
34
25
9
0
( 73.52% ) ( 26.47% )
( 0% )

Graph 10: Number of employees working in the enterprises whose owners are interested in
being the channel partner for Vodafone (post-paid connections)
Inference: From the above graph, it can be concluded that from all the respondents interested in
being channel partners for Vodafone (post-paid connections ), 73.52% of the enterprise owners
have 0-3 employees working under them, 26.47% of the enterprise owners have 4-7 employees
working under them and 0% of the enterprise owners have 8 or more employees working under
them. Majority of enterprise owners interested in being the channel partner for Vodafone (postpaid connections) have 0-3 employees working under them.
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11 Reasons for not being a channel partner for Vodafone post-paid connections

Graph 11: Reasons for not being a channel partner for Vodafone post-paid connections
Inference: From the above graph, it can be concluded that from all the respondents not
interested in being a channel partner for Vodafone, 57.57% of respondents do not want to get
into this line of business, 10.90% of the respondents believe that there is a lack of demand for
Vodafone post-paid connections, 16.96% of the respondents believe that there is a lack of
demand for post-paid connections and 14.54% of the respondents are not ready for the
investment. Majority of the respondents do not want to get into this line of business.
12 Reasons for lack of demand for Vodafone post-paid connections
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Inference: From the above graph, it can be concluded that from all the respondents who feel
there is lack of demand for Vodafone post-paid connections, 77.77% of the respondents believe
that there is a network problem and 22.22% of the respondents believe that the customer care
services are unsatisfactory. Thus, Network problem is the major reason for lack of demand for
Vodafone post-paid connections.
Conclusions
Most of the enterprise owners who were surveyed have 0-3 employees working under them.
 From all the respondents interested in being channel partners for Vodafone, enterprise
owners involved in property dealing and consultation have the highest percentage.
 After analysing the data, it can be concluded that some respondents feel that the demand for
post-paid connections is far less as compared to prepaid connections.
 Some respondents want to get into this line of business but they are not ready for the large
amount of investment that is required for being a post-paid channel partner.
 Many respondents are of the opinion that network problem is the major reason for lack of
demand for Vodafone post-paid connections followed by unsatisfactory customer care
services.
 Most of the respondents who are already channel partners for a telecom service provider
(including Vodafone) stated that all three criteria- tariff plans, network availability and
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payout structure are given equal importance for selecting a particular service provider and
becoming its channel partner.
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Abstract
The purpose of this article was to contribute in the field of importance of layout in retail industry.
Layout as part of store atmospherics has been highlighted as significantly important in effecting
shopping behaviour. But mostly studies have been done by considering store atmospherics in
general and not store layout as individual phenomenon. This aspect was studied in this article by
considering three different layouts namely grid, free-form and racetrack which are predominantly
applied in retail sector. Ample amount of previous studies regarding store selection criteria were
utilized to identify eleven such attributes irrespective of type of layout. Then data regarding
importance of these attributes was collected from customers of three different stores each
applying a particular type of layout. The comparison of each attribute with regard to type of
layout helped in inferring association of certain store selection criteria with particular layout.
Keywords: store selection criteria, grid, free-form and racetrack layout
Introduction
Kotler (1973) considered store atmosphere as one of the most important influencing factors of
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consumer perceptions and attitudes of a store and defined it as "the conscious design of the store
space in a way to generate specific influences on its clients or shoppers." Donovan and Rossiter
(1982) suggested that store atmosphere evokes emotional reactions, which, in turn, affect
consumer attitudes toward the store and their behaviour within it. According to Lewison (1994),
store atmosphere is the overall emotional and aesthetic effect, which is created by a store's
physical features. There are many factors that determine the store atmosphere in conventional
retailing. According to author, the psychological impressions a store makes on consumers
depend on (a) store images (e.g., storefront, layout, etc.), (b) store atmospherics (e.g., sound,
scent, etc.) and (c) store theatrics (e.g., decor themes).
Our study has limited its scope to understand role of layout as store atmospherics feature in
influencing store selection. Thus the purpose is to identify attributes that a customer emphasise
on while selecting a store with different types of layout of conventional i.e. physical stores
without discussing their impact on buying behaviour. This aspect was decided to be analyzed in
future studies.
Another important aspect of undertaking this study was application of identified attributes of
physical attributes w.r.t. layout on online store. It is evident that the Web shopping environment
constitutes a critical success factor for business effectiveness over the Internet. Correspondingly,
as far as conventional retailing shopping environment is concerned, there is a well-established
theory regarding the role of store atmosphere as a major influencing factor of consumer buying
behaviour within the store. However, store atmosphere of online stores and investigation of
principles and guidelines for usable and effective Web site design constitutes a challenging
research opportunity (Jarvenpaa and Todd 1997; Eroglu et al. 2000; Lohse and Spiller 1998;
Elliot and Fowell 2000). Findings of this study would be emulated in online store environment.
Theoretical Background
Large amount of literature is available regarding attributes that influence store selection criteria.
But little or no studies specifically relate these attributes to type of layout. The importance of this
phenomenon is that a store with a particular type of layout would focus on corresponding
attributes. It is important to mention here that due to lack of layout specific literature the deduced
attributes from following studies highlighted attributes which would make a store attractive to
customers.
The term atmospherics, in the context of retail store, refers to the aesthetics and ambience of the
store. The store cues such as color, lighting, music, smell, store front, window aisle width,
windows display and people crowding reflects the store atmosphere and play an important role in
the shoppers perception and evaluation of the store at large (Dabija & Babut 2012). Chebat et al.
(2010) opined that the retail stores should be perceived to be pleasant and moderately arousing.
He also observed that such stores are likely to contribute to the overall favorableness of the store.
According to Cox and Brittain (2004), store atmosphere is the major component of store image
and can be defined as: “the dominant sensory effect created by the store’s design, physical
characteristics and merchandise activities” (pp. 203). Berman and Evans (2013) noted that a
retailer’s image depends heavily on its atmosphere, “… the psychological feeling a customer gets
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when visiting that retailer. It is the personality of a store, catalog, vending machine or website”
(pp.508).
Sinha et al. (2002) observed that the buyers’ choice of store is based on many aspects that can be
classified as primary and image based. It was also observed that the importance of these aspects
changes with the kind of stores visited by shopper. The study explored the primary reason for
choosing a particular store by the shopper. Baker et al. (2002) proposed a comprehensive store
choice model. They empirically examined the extent to which environmental cues influence the
criteria of the assessment of choosing a store and further, how these assessments influence the
patronage intensions. Das (2014) empirically explored the influences of store attributes on store
personality dimensions across different consumer segments and found that different sets of
attributes such as store ambience, product style, merchandise assortment, attitude towards
retailers and store name positively affect the store dimensions.
Kumar (2016) investigated the impact of store attributes on the consumer perception in selecting
the store for shopping and patronizing the store. He found that merchandise assortment is the
most important attribute in patronizing a store by a consumer. The other important attributes of
store were: availability of assortment, quality of merchandise, convenience, waiting time, price
of the products, refund policy, and sales force service. Ghosh et al. (2010) identified
convenience & merchandise mix, store atmosphere and services as store attributes that influence
the decision criteria of store selection by the consumer.
Purushottam (2011) indicated that the shoppers give top priority to the store environment by
studying preference of retail shoppers in store selection. The outcome of the study identified
store environment and services, style and quality of the product, price and sales management,
advertising management, and merchandise management as factors that help the consumer to
decide the type of store. Mishra et al. (2014) investigated the relationship between the store
attributes and the consumer perception in context of Indian traditional retail stores. It was found
that the distance travelled by consumer has a moderating effect on the perception of the
consumer. It was also found that the store attributes (price of the products, discounts offered,
product assortment and availability of the product) has a strong relationship with the consumer
perception. Similar studies (Grewal et al. 2003; Paulins and Geistfeld 2003; Solgaard and
Hansen 2003; Carpenter and Moore 2006; Pan and Zinkhan 2006; ) conducted in different
environments helped in substantiating the importance of deducing store selection attributes as
important criteria in selection of stores.
Types of Layout
According to Lewison (1994) and Levy and Weitz (1998), there are three basic layout patterns
(i.e., grid, freeform and racetrack), each one employed to serve particular types of stores in
conventional retailing (e.g., grid layout is employed by grocery stores as it proved to facilitate
planned shopping behavior). In order to investigate whether web consumers have particular
preferences for a specific type of virtual store layout or not a decision was made to analyze,
design and adopt the three conventional store layout types (i.e., grid, freeform and racetrack) to
the web environment. According to established conventional retailing store layout theory
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(Ghosh, 1994; Mason, et al. 1991; Levy & Weitz, 2012; Lewison, 1994), there are three major
types of store layout:
Grid: layout is a rectangular arrangement of displays and long aisles that generally run parallel to
one another. It has been showed that the grid layout facilitates routine and planned shopping
behavior, providing consumers with flexibility and speed in identifying pre-selected products
which appear on their shopping list (Levy & Weitz, 2001; Lewison, 1994). It is widely favored
by the grocery sector because the majority of customers visiting grocery stores have planned
their purchases.
Freeform: layout is a free-flowing and asymmetric arrangement of displays and aisles,
employing a variety of different sizes, shapes, and styles of display. In this pattern, the customer
enjoys considerable freedom to move in any direction within the store. It is mainly used by large
department stores (e.g. fashion stores). The freeform layout has been shown to increase the time
that consumers are willing to spend in the store; it has an easy to use structure, making it easier
for shoppers to browse (Levy & Weitz, 2001; Lewison, 1994; Mason et al., 1991).
Racetrack/Boutique: In the racetrack/boutique layout, the sales floor is organized into
individual, semi-separate areas, each built around a particular shopping theme. The
racetrack/boutique store layout leads the customer along specific paths to visit as many store
sections or departments as possible, because the main aisle/corridor facilitates customer
movement through the store. The retailer who adopts this layout creates an unusual, interesting,
and entertaining shopping experience (Lewison, 1994).
Thus above studies do reflect importance of identifying store selection attributes and role of
layout in making store attractive to customers. But linkage between these two aspects is under
studied. Our endeavor through this study is to contribute to this phenomenon of attaching
particular store selection attributes to particular layout.
Research Methodology
Stores were selected on the basis of type of layout. For each type of layout i.e grid, free-form and
racetrack one store was selected. Studying of features of each type of layout from extensive
literature regarding layout helped us to understand that grid, free-form and racetrack layout are
predominantly applied by grocery, fashion and electronic stores respectively. Thus our study
selected an organized grocery store, a boutique in the category of fashion store and an organized
famous electronic store as stores with each type of layout. Data from 150 respondents of each
store was collected through a structured questionnaire. The respondents were selected on the
basis of two criteria: firstly they were planned shoppers i.e. before coming to a particular type of
store the respondents had planned for their shopping needs and secondly, each respondent must
have indulged in the process of buying as it would ensure that individual has navigated through
store and has experienced features of particular layout. Each respondent after their purchase
process was administered a questionnaire. The questionnaire consisted of statements related to
store selection attributes. These attributes as discussed were extracted from extensive review of
literature. A total of 11 attributes were selected pertaining to conventional stores. These were
‘prices of merchandise (s1)’, ‘variety of merchandise (s2)’, ‘quality (s3)’, ‘availability of
merchandise (s4)’, ‘product display (s5)’, ‘look and feel of the store (s6)’, ‘customer service and
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support (s7)’ ‘sales and promotions (s8)’, ‘security in transactions (s9)’, ‘movement in store
(s10)’ and ‘effort required in searching for the products (s11)’. An empirical study in context of
location analysis conducted by same author (Singla and Rai, 2016) helped in deducing these
attributes. The respondents were asked to rate each of these attributes on a scale of ‘1-5’where
‘1’implied least and ‘5’implied maximum importance assigned to that particular attribute. The
scale of importance would help in understanding presence or absence of a particular attribute
which would make a store attractive.
Analysis procedure involved comparison of scores of 150 respondents with regard to particular
attribute of three different types of stores. As stores have been signified as varying in terms of
their layout so comparison results would entail association between store selection attribute and
type of layout. For this purpose one way ANOVA was applied. It is important to mention here
that respondents for each type of store were different leading to a between study. Application of
one way ANOVA would indicate whether there is an association between an attribute and type
of layout which implies that whether change in independent variable which is type of layout
there is significant change in dependent variable which is selected attribute. To infer which type
of layout out of grid, free-form and racetrack has an effective relationship with an attribute
further multiple comparison test was applied. Following section gives results of such analysis.
Results
Application of ANOVA and Tukey honestly significant difference test gave following results
with regard to each store selection attribute.
Results in Table 1 implied significant association between price of merchandise and type of
layout as indicated by significant F value (F (2, 456) = 14.72, p = 0.024 < 0.05). Thus type of
layout was found to significantly price perception of customers effecting stores’ attractiveness.
“Table 1 goes here”
Further Tukey HSD test showed significant difference between mean scores of racetrack and
grid layout at 5% significance level whereas difference of 0.045 between racetrack and free-form
was found to be significant at 10% level. Higher mean score of racetrack layout and high
significance of difference between mean scores of racetrack and grid helped in inferring that
racetrack layout is useful and effective in projecting image of providing better priced products as
compared to other type of layouts.
Results in Table 2 implied significant association between quality of merchandise and type of
layout as indicated by significant F value (F (2, 456) = 15.10, p = 0.007 < 0.05).
“Table 2 goes here”
Further Tukey HSD test showed significant difference of 0.104 between racetrack and grid
layout at 5% significance level. Al other paired comparison mean differences were found to be
insignificant. Thus high mean score of grid layout and its significant difference with racetrack
clearly indicate its relevance and usefulness in projecting quality of merchandise attribute of
store selection.
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Results in Table 3 implied significant association between variety of merchandise and type of
layout as indicated by significant F value (F (2, 456) = 13.85, p = 0.000 < 0.05).
“Table 3 goes here”
Inference of significance of mean differences through multiple comparisons indicate free-form
layout to be of worth consequence in reflecting quality of merchandise to customers. Thus
customers would be influenced by quality of products if a store has adopted free-form layout.
Results in Table 4 implied significant association between availability of merchandise and type
of layout as indicated by significant F value (F (2, 456) = 5.782, p = 0.000 < 0.05).
“Table 4 goes here”
Free movement in free-form layout as compared to other layouts make customers to believe easy
availability of merchandise. This characteristic played a crucial role in making difference of
0.269 between mean scores of free-form and racetrack layout. Thus a store should adopt freeform layout if it intends to attract customers influenced by availability of merchandise attribute.
Results in Table 5 implied significant association between display of merchandise and type of
layout as indicated by significant F value (F (2, 456) = 3.687, p = 0.026 < 0.05).
“Table 5 goes here”
Characteristics of free-form layout influence positively in reflecting display of merchandise as
store selection criteria. This was highlighted in the results of post-hoc test as shown in Table 5.
Interestingly, mean differences of free-form layout with grid was found to be significant though
mildly at 10% significance level whereas its difference from racetrack was found to highly
significant. This implies that adoption of free-from layout would be more appropriate in
influencing customers through display of merchandise attribute.
Results in Table 6 implied significant association between look and feel and type of layout as
indicated by significant F value (F (2, 456) = 14.03, p = 0.000 < 0.05).
“Table 6 goes here”
Application of Tukey HSD as post hoc test indicated that grid layout is significantly important in
making a store attractive by providing customers intangible attribute of ‘look and feel’ attribute.
Due to aisle structure of grid layout products are inadvertently placed close to customer
movement making an individual feel that by looking only they are experiencing the product.
Results in Table 7 implied significant association between sales promotion and type of layout as
indicated by significant F value (F (2, 456) = 12.69, p = 0.039 < 0.05).
“Table 7 goes here”
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As racetrack layout is adopted by electronic stores in our study so it can be inferred that
electronic stores by adopting racetrack layout were able to promote their products better as
compared to stores which adopt other type of layout.
Results in Table 8 implied significant association between movement in store and type of layout
as indicated by significant F value (F (2, 456) = 23.31, p = 0.000 < 0.05).
“Table 8 goes here”
Free and streamline movement in store was considered as highly important by customers
experiencing a free-form layout as well as racetrack compared to grid layout. The mean
differences between free-form and grid was found to be 0.679 and between racetrack and grid to
be 0.564. In this analysis due to very high significance level of these differences and almost
equal importance as shown by mean scores (4.49 and 4.38) it could be interpreted that both freeform and racetrack layout contribute effectively in making a store attractive by providing easy
movement in stores.
Results in Table 9 implied significant association between effort required in searching for the
products and type of layout as indicated by significant F value (F (2, 456) = 8.85, p = 0.001 <
0.05).
“Table 9 goes here”
Last important attribute considered in this study of effort required in searching for the products’
was found to be have important association with type of layout implying that respondents’
consideration changes with change in layout. Grid layout was found to have significant and
positive difference regarding score of importance in providing ease of search as compared to
free-form and racetrack layout.
Results regarding customer service and security in transactions implied insignificant association
with type of layout. Regarding customer service high mean scores of every type of layout
indicates that irrespective of type of layout every store focuses on providing service to
customers. This was suggested by insignificant F value (F (2, 456) = 1.129, p = 0.324 > 0.05).
Regarding security in transactions attribute results show that stores with different layout give
high importance in providing secure transactions to customers. High mean scores (meangrid =
4.15, meanfree-form = 4.29 and meanracetrack = 4.10) implied importance of provision of this feature
by sampled respondents. Though high importance given to this attribute the difference between
these mean scores was found to be insignificant (F (2, 456) = 0.509, p = 0.602 > 0.05) suggesting
no association with type of layout.
Conclusion
Through this preliminary study an effort was made to investigate the association between three
selected type of layout employed in three different organized stores on store selection criteria.
The study was important in the scope of contribution of store atmospherics in effecting consumer
purchase behaviour. This effort required examination of firstly shopping behaviour attributes
which are applied intentionally or unintentionally by consumers as store selection criteria and
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secondly finding an association between these identified attributes with regard to type of layout.
Three different stores each applying a grid, a free-form and racetrack type of layout were utilized
for study purposes. Findings of study suggested identification of eleven attributes from various
past studies as store selection criteria. Association of these criteria and type of layout was
evaluated by applying one way ANOVA. The results inferred that customers considered quality
of merchandise, look and feel of products displayed and effort required in searching the required
merchandise as important in selecting stores for shopping which apply grid layout. Free-from
type of layout was found to be significantly useful than grid and racetrack in making a store
attractive if customers consider variety, availability and display of merchandise as important
store selection criteria. Racetrack layout was found to be effective with regard to price and sales
promotion of merchandise in making a store attractive for shopping purposes. Importantly, type
of layout was found to have no significant association with customer service and security in
transactions attribute. Thus irrespective of type of layout every store is similar in provision of
these store selection attributes. Lastly, one of the important attributes especially with regard to
layout was ease of movement in store which was found to be considered significant in free-form
and racetrack type of layout. Thus findings of our study underscored the importance of store
selection in conjunction with types of layout. As discussed earlier these findings are preliminary
in nature as these would be applied in understanding the effect on customer buying behaviour as
well as in studying similar impact in layout of different online stores.
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Table 1: ANOVA table with Price of merchandise attribute
Type of
Mean
F value Mean difference
layout
score
Free-form -0.084
3.81
Grid
Racetrack -0.13
Grid
0.084
3.90
14.72*
Free-form
Racetrack -0.045
Grid
0.13
3.94
Racetrack
Free-form 0.045
significant at 5%

Significance
0.808
0.004*
0.808
0.09
0.004*
0.09

Table 2: ANOVA table with Quality of merchandise attribute
Type of
Mean
F value Mean difference
layout
score
Free-form -0.013
4.49
Grid
Racetrack 0.104
Grid
0.013
4.50
15.10*
Free-form
Racetrack 0.117
Grid
-0.104
4.39
Racetrack
Free-form -0.117
significant at 5%

Significance
0.192
0.012*
0.192
0.337
0.012*
0.337

Table 3: ANOVA table with Variety of merchandise attribute
Type of
Mean
F value Mean difference
layout
score
Free-form -0.235
4.15
Grid
Racetrack -0.189
Grid
0.235
4.38
13.85*
Free-form
Racetrack 0.045
Grid
0.189
4.33
Racetrack
Free-form -0.045
significant at 5%

Significance
0.032*
0.150
0.032*
0.521
0.150
0.521

Table 4: ANOVA table with Availability of merchandise attribute
Type of
Mean
F value Mean difference
Significance
layout
score
Free-form -0.196
0.220
3.91
Grid
Racetrack 0.072
0.810
Grid
0.196
0.220
4.11
5.782*
Free-form
Racetrack 0.269
0.040*
Grid
-0.072
0.810
3.84
Racetrack
Free-form -0.269
0.040*
significant at 5%
Table 5: ANOVA table with display of merchandise attribute
Type of
Mean
F value Mean difference
layout
score
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Significance

Grid

3.78

Free-form

4.02

Racetrack

3.71

3.687*

Free-form
Racetrack
Grid
Racetrack
Grid
Free-form

-0.241
0.071
0.241
0.313
-0.071
-0.313

0.101
0.823
0.101
0.047*
0.823
0.047*

significant at 5%
Table 6: ANOVA table with look and feel attribute
Type of
Mean
F value Mean difference
layout
score
Free-form 0.189
3.86
Grid
Racetrack 0.176
Grid
-0.189
3.67
14.03*
Free-form
Racetrack -0.02
Grid
-0.176
3.69
Racetrack
Free-form 0.02
significant at 5%

Significance
0.029*
0.074
0.029*
0.344
0.074
0.344

Table 7: ANOVA table with sales promotion attribute
Type of
Mean
F value Mean difference
layout
score
Free-form -0.313
3.56
Grid
Racetrack -0.183
Grid
0.313
3.88
12.69*
Free-form
Racetrack 0.130
Grid
0.183
3.75
Racetrack
Free-form -0.130
significant at 5%

Significance
0.370
0.045*
0.370
0.601
0.045*
0.601

Table 8: ANOVA table with movement in store attribute
Type of
Mean
F value Mean difference
layout
score
Free-form -0.679
3.81
Grid
Racetrack -0.564
Grid
0.679
4.49
23.31*
Free-form
Racetrack 0.115
Grid
0.564
4.38
Racetrack
Free-form -0.115
significant at 5%

Significance
0.000*
0.000*
0.000*
0.527
0.000*
0.527

Table 9: ANOVA table with effort required in searching for the products
attribute
Type of
Mean
F value Mean difference
Significance
layout
score
Free-form 0.045
0.091
3.91
Grid
Racetrack 0.163
0.002*
8.85*
Grid
-0.045
0.091
3.86
Free-form
Racetrack 0.117
0.145
3.75
Grid
-0.163
0.002*
Racetrack
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Free-form
significant at 5%
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-0.117

0.145
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Abstract
Small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are a household name in most countries given their
superiority over large enterprises. As a result, SME sector in Kenya is known for creating
employment opportunities to many citizens and positive contribution to the gross domestic
product and economy development at large. The sector too enhances innovation and
entrepreneurship in the country. This paper examines SMEs in Kenya as a national strategy for
national development. The main objective was to evaluate the challenges facing the sector and
sustainability reporting as a contemporary issue. Contingency, stakeholder and legitimacy
theories guided the review of literature and the secondary data collected and analyzed
qualitatively. From the findings, several challenges facing SMEs in Kenya are categorized as
finance, management, business and modernization related challenges as well as other
externalities. To understand sustainable reporting, the paper is guided by the global reporting
initiative, United Nations Division for Sustainable development’s guidelines. From the findings,
there exist a positive association between sustainable reporting and financial performance of the
firms. The study recommends the government of Kenya to address the challenges facing the
SME sector while using the respective ministries in the county governments to create awareness
of sustainability reporting. In addition, the government needs to identify opportunities arising
from regional integrations and other international alliances to promote expansion of her SMEs
beyond the national borders. In the long run, SMEs in Kenya will be sustainable by meeting the
present needs while taking care of our future generations. Ultimately, the SME sector will be a
national strategy to boost the national development agenda.
Keywords: Small and Medium Enterprises, Sustainability, Sustainability Reporting, Green
Economy and Green Growth
Introduction
Small and Medium Enterprise (SMEs) are found in most countries across the world. However, its
definition or composition varies from one country to another. Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) identifies concepts to define small and medium firms to
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include number of employees, capital, assets, sales volume and production ability. In line with
this, most countries either base their definitions of SMEs on number of employees, asset base
and annual turnover. European Commission state that a small and medium enterprise to have less
than 250 employees and 50 million Euros respectively. United States Small Business
Administration (SBA) defines small and medium firms as having less than 500 employees. In
Nigeria, small and medium firms have between 11 to 300 employees and an asset base of 5 to
500 million Naira (Central Bank of Nigeria).
In Kenya, SME sector is regulated by Micro and Small Enterprise Act number 55 of 2012
alongside other key regulations. Key area of concern has been the definition of the enterprises
given that both large and small enterprises exist in Kenya. World Bank opine that SMEs have an
annual turnover of between Kenyan shillings (Kshs.) 8 to 100 million, asset base of at least Kshs.
4 million and employing persons ranging from 5 to 150. In 1992, the Sessional Paper number 2
posits that micro, small, medium and large enterprises in Kenya constitutes a number of
employees of 1 to 9, 10, 10 to 49, 50 to 99, 100 and above respectively. The Micro Small
Enterprise (MSE) bill of 2012 gives an elaborate definition of SMEs in Kenya based on the
annual turnover, number of employees, total assets and investment in manufacturing, service and
farming sectors. Based on the MSE bill (2012), micro enterprises have an annual turnover not
exceeding Kshs. 500,000, employees between 1 to 9, investment and total assets in
manufacturing not exceeding Kshs.10 million while in service and farming, it does not exceed
Kshs. 5 million. Small enterprises on the other hand have annual turnover ranging between Kshs.
500,000 to 5 million, 10 to 50 employees, total assets and investments in manufacturing sector
ranging between Kshs.10 and 50 million. In the service and farming sectors, small enterprise has
total assets and investments ranging between Kshs. 5 and 25 million.
Notably, SME sector comprises of small businesses yet they contribute to economic
development of many countries (Kongolo, 2010). In 2015, the World Bank group report showed
that micro small and medium enterprises (MSME) in emerging market ranges from 365 to 445
million whereby 25 to 30 million are formal SMEs, 55 to 70 million are micro enterprises and
285 to 345 are informal enterprises. Thus, economy growth according to Kongolo (2010) of any
country has a booming and blooming SME sector. In the World Bank report (2015), 600 million
jobs are required in the next 15 years given growing global force especially in Asia and SubSaharan Africa. The report thus found that SMEs in emerging markets create 4 out of 5 positions.
Further, the report points out formal SMEs contribute up to 60% to employment and up to 40%
of Gross Domestic Product (GDP). SME sector contributes largely to economy through creation
of employment opportunities, enhancing sustainability and boost innovation (Feeney & Ring,
1997; Kongolo, 2010). Kenskin, Sentrurk, Sungur and Kiris (2010) lauds SME sector in
developing countries for promoting healthy business climate, economic efficiency, power for
economic development, enhancing innovation, competition and entrepreneurship. In Malaysia,
SME sector is the source of employment, economic dynamism, competition, innovation and
improves income distribution (Madanchian, Hussein, Noordin & Taherdoost, 2015). In Kenya,
SME contribute 98% of GDP, 50% of workforce and 25% of enterprises (Kenya Private Sector
Alliance, KEPSA, 2016).
Management consist several functions as noted by Henri Fayol. These are planning, organizing,
commanding, coordinating and controlling. Hill and Jones (2008) further explain these
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management functions based on the three levels of strategic planning in an organization
(corporate, business and functional). In their famous strategic management theory, Hill and Jones
points out that management functions stated by Henri Fayol are used mainly in the corporate,
partly in business and minimal usage in the functional level. In 2002, Philip Kottler singles out
marketing functions to include analyzing, planning, implementing and controlling. Management
thus is vital in a business although it varies depending on the size. In relation to small and
medium firms, Peacock (2012) points out the factors influencing management of SMEs that
determines its failure rate. These include the owner of the business, isolation, lack of
information, lack of time, pressure, product dedication, external changes and high business risks.
SMEs in Kenya thus need to recognize that management is paramount in attaining its objectives
in this turbulent time.
Justification of the Paper
SME sector appears to be booming and blooming more as compared to large firms. Early in
1973, Scumacher identified SMEs’ superiority as having competitive structures, being more
efficient, keeping up with new demands and technology, enduring economic crises and being
more successful. According to Kenskin et al., (2010), SMEs are better placed than large firms
given their capability to adapt quickly, work with less capital though labor intensive, have low
cost of management, cheap production, less affected by economic crises. Thus, SMEs in Kenya
are crucial component in attaining the Vision 2030 (Kinori & Achieng, 2013). In this blueprint,
the government aims at constructing at least five SME industrial parks in Kenya’s key urban
centers. Thus, Kinori and Achieng (2013) terms SMEs as a base of entrepreneurial development,
seed bed for inculcating entrepreneurial culture, supporting rural industrialization and
industrialization development at large. Clearly from this, SMEs can be used by Kenya as a
strategy for national development.
For a long time now, focus has been on financial indicators of performance. Majority of firms’
owners put more efforts as to alleviate the profitability position. Adger and Winkels (2007) draw
attention on wider share of resources and opportunities to enhance sustainable development.
However, social responsibility awareness among Kenyan firms exists but no positive
implementation (Kamau, 2001). Hence, Skare and Golja (2012) points out that ‘business as
usual model’ is rapidly changing and hence no longer possible. This is due to globalization,
technological and demographic changes which has affected organization structures, processes
and behavior. More emphasize is on sustainable business which aims at taking care of present
and future generation needs. Despite that many issues affect enterprises, sustainability is vital if
at all they will be used as a strategy for national development. As a result, the going concern and
performance of SMEs will be ameliorated. This paper seeks to examine challenges and the
sustainability reporting as a contemporary issue among SMEs in Kenya which may hinder them
from maturing as companies of tomorrow. We were motivated to conduct this study given the
nature and size SME sector in Kenya. The findings will assist the SMEs owners in drafting new
strategies of survival in the current dynamic business environment full of uncertainties, risks,
challenges and contemporary issues to address. Thus, the paper aimed at achieving the following
objectives:
a) To examine challenges related to management of small and medium enterprises in
Kenya
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b) To investigate sustainability reporting as a contemporary issue in management of
small and medium enterprises in Kenya
(i)
To evaluate the environmental activities and reporting as a contemporary
issue in management of small and medium enterprises
(ii)
To evaluate the social activities and reporting as a contemporary issue in
management of small and medium enterprises
Literature Review
Theoretical Review
Contingency Theory
Stakeholder Theory
Legitimacy Theory
Empirical Evidence of challenges facing SMEs
Sustainability Reporting among Firms
Empirical Evidence of Sustainability reporting by firms
Environmental Activities and Reporting of SMEs
Social Activities and Reporting of SMEs
(Please request from Literature Review down to Social Activities and Reporting of SME’s
from author)
Methodology
A desk review of literature and related secondary data in the library was carried out. Research
studies documented in peer reviewed journals and relevant institutional reports relating to
concepts of focus of this paper were analyzed as to draw the conclusion. Kenya being a
developing country, the study evaluated challenges facing SMEs and analyzed relevant material
on sustainability reporting.
Discussion
The SMEs sector in any country is blooming and booming (Kongolo, 2010) hence considered
superior than large firms. SMEs are more efficient with have competitive structures to respond to
demands easily and endure economic crises (Scumacher, 1973). Moreover, such enterprises
compared to large firms require less capital, low cost of management and cheaper production
(Kenskin et al., 2010). In many countries including Kenya, SMEs sector is lauded for positive
contributions as creation of employment opportunities to many, contribution to GDP, enhancing
sustainability and innovation (Feeney & Ring, 1997; Kongolo, 2010; World Bank report, 2015).
Furthermore, SMEs promote healthy business climate, economic efficiency, competition,
economic development and entrepreneurship (Kenskin et al., 2010). Despite these positive
contributions, SME sector is facing many challenges which may hinder their growth and
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survival. The following table summarizes the common challenges facing the SME sector in
Kenya.
Table 1: Challenges faced by SMEs
(Please request table from author)
For many years, firms have mainly focused on financial indicators of performance. Due to
globalization process, technology and demographic changes, firms are changing from ‘business
as usual model’ (Skare & Golja, 2012). Given the need to share resources and opportunities
widely (Adger & Winkels, 2007), more emphasis nowadays is on promoting sustainable
business, that is caring for the present and future generations’ needs simultaneously!
Sustainability is a household name in the modern world if at all SMEs is to be used as a strategy
for national development. Unfortunately, awareness on social responsibility as one of the
concepts of sustainability is present but active implementation lacks among Kenyan firms
(Kamau, 2001). SMEs are expected nowadays to align the strategies as to address several
contemporary issues. However, this study found sustainability reporting as paramount in the
sense that the country needs SMEs to enhance their economic growth and performance. Without
serious address on the challenges, economic, social and environmental issues, SMEs’ going
concern is at risk. In line with contingency theory, enterprises need to make decisions based on
situations as the world becomes dynamic day by day. More so, a sound strategy must be in place
to meet interests of all stakeholders other than shareholders or owners. By being legitimate (able
to address firm’s economic, social and environmental responsibilities), SMEs are in a better
position to reduce regulatory action risks, stakeholder boycotts and get ultimate ‘license’ to
operate.
Across the globe, negative impacts of industries on environment affect economy of the firms and
country at large (Eccless & Krzus, 2010). As a result, firms are in dire need of strategies to
minimize natural resource use, emissions of waste and pollutants (Ofsad, 1994). There is need to
adhere to triple bottom line by Elkington (1994) namely profit and loss, people and planet
account. Traditional reporting was mainly n profit and loss account or economic performance of
the firm making them incomplete and partial if set against broad range financial and nonfinancial
performance measures (Beattie & Davie, 2006). Firm needs to account for numbers, social and
environmental commitments (Kneal, 2001; Hinna, 2008; Eccles & Saltzman, 2011). From an
SME perspective, several benefits are enjoyed if at all sustainability reporting is embraced. Thus,
borrowing from Eccless and Krzus (2010), Magnaghi and Aprile (2014), firm can enhance its
decision making, reduce reputational risks, improve commitments of all stakeholders and
reporting of financial and nonfinancial performance indicators. From the studies reviewed, a
positive correlation exists between sustainability and financial performance (Koellner et al.,
2008). Margolis et al., (2007) and Nwobu (2015) found a positive but small correlation while
Siew et al., (2013) found a weak correlation between sustainability reporting and financial
performance. Generally, positive correlation is dominant given sustainability reporting and
financial performance of the firm.
Environment issues or planet account too has attracted many researchers in most countries.
However, most studies relate to companies as opposed to SMEs. For instance, positive
association has been found between environmental related activities and financial performance
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practices of companies (King & Lenox, 2001; Murphy, 2002; Oba et al., 2012; Aggarwal, 2013).
Other researchers have found negative relationship between environmental and financial
performance (Hassel et al., 2005; Gonzalez-Benito & Gonzalez-Benito, 2005).Contrast to the
findings of other researchers, Jacob et al., (2010) found no significant association between this
variables. Studies did in relation to SMEs indicate a positive association between environmental
activities and financial performance (Vijfvinkel et al., 2011; Tuan, 2012; Jayeola, 2015).
CSR are actions of the firm to the society and environmental (European Union Commission,
2011) as to uphold interests of all stakeholders other than shareholders (Davis, 1973). The more
socially responsible a firm is, the higher the economic growth (Skare & Golja, 2014). CSR
benefits to a firm have been identified by Weber (2008) and Barnett and Salomon (2006). These
include improving image or reputation, employee motivation, retention and recruitment, cost
savings, increased revenue, reduction of CSR related risks, ease in attraction of resources,
marketing of products and services, source of competitive advantage and creation of unforeseen
opportunities. Firm owners though must observe the moral principles by Hodgson (1992) as
respect for human life, dignity, autonomy, honesty, loyalty, fairness, humaneness and promotion
of common goals. Studies done in companies have found a positive association between CSR
related activities and performance of the firm (Roman et al., 1999; Kubai & Waiganjo, 2010;
Skare & Golja, 2012; Mwangi & Jerotich, 2013; Tarus, 2015; Nyoror, 2015; RodriguezFernandez, 2016; Robert et al., 2016). Osino (2013) and Choongo (2017) found a positive
relationship between CSR and financial performance of SMEs. Ansong (2017) in his study noted
that improved CSR directly improves stakeholder engagement and performance. CSR practices
development lead to increase competitive performance.
In Kenya, SMEs have an uphill task incorporating both social and environmental activities in
traditional financial reporting system. As a requirement by UNEP, countries under UN umbrella
where Kenya is a member need to promote sustainable development. One way to attain this is
through sustainable reporting where each and every SME understands the need to have green
economy and green growth. The following table identifies key dimensions and activities to
achieve green economy and green growth which is useful for all organizations and SMEs at
large.
Table 2: Activities under Social, Economic and Environmental activities to aid in sustainability
reporting
(Please request table from author)
Conclusion
In conclusion, SMEs in Kenya are faced with many challenges but the government has
committed themselves in revamping the sector. The paper summarized the challenges as finance,
management, business and modernization related. Externalities are challenges affecting SMEs
but do not have direct control. They include diseases as HIV/AIDs pandemic, draught, climate
change and other unfavorable external changes. Regarding sustainability reporting as a
contemporary issue among SMEs in Kenya, it aims at protecting our present and future
generations. Promoting sustainability in the enterprise is not a practice in Kenya alone. In most
countries across the world are closely watching the activities of individuals, industries,
businesses to enhance sustainability development. UNDESA asserts that sustainability
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development is propelled by green economy and growth of a country. The study thus
recommends the following: First, the government needs to create awareness regarding social and
environmental activities which need to be incorporated in reporting. Taking advantage of
devolution in Kenya, respective ministries in the county governments need to organize for more
training of SMEs given their nature of businesses. Second, challenges facing SMEs need to be
addressed to ameliorate performance of SMEs. Those controllable challenges as finance,
business and management related need to be solved bearing in mind the modern world problems.
Third, identify opportunities associated with regional integration need to promote expansion of
SMEs in Kenya beyond its borders. As a result, benchmarking with other countries may help in
developing strategies to improve SMEs in Kenya. Going forward, we recommend an empirical
research on sustainability reporting among SMEs in Kenya to be conducted. Other studies should
focus on sustainability reporting among SMEs in the East African Community (EAC).
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Abstract
In last one decade, world over, the way people are consuming brands, the way they are
interacting, shopping, looking for price bargains, doing group shopping etc has changed.
Internet-based sales and communication channels are replacing traditional retail and services at
the same time brick and mortar retailers are integrating digital technology and social media in
their retail mix. These changes have slowly started affecting traditional retailers and their
customers as well as back end supply chains. Pure brick businesses are struggling with the
growing competition from pure click as it is creating new opportunities for innovation.
Disruptive innovations in social media like Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and Pinterest have
redefined the face of social interactions and a whole new generation of shoppers have evolved
which understands the alphanumeric language and communicates only through BlackBerry
Messengers (BBMs). This is called the i-generation which is inspired by Apple, Facebook and
Android. Hence it has become imperative to explore how new technology has revolutionized the
way shop fronts have changed, how line is blurring between real and virtual and how shoppers
are now moving seamlessly across channels (called omnichannel retailing) like a trapeze artist.
It is very critical to see this inflection point where shop, shopping and shoppers are ready to
redefine this business just the way departmental stores did in 70s, Wal-Mart did in 80’s and
Amazon in late 90’s.
Introduction
According to the consulting firm PSFK, the time has come to re-imagine the future of shopping
and now we need to think less about the conventional variables like real estate, staff, footfalls
and websites and start imagining the entire world as a store. This world store is the one in which
one can easily make instant purchasing regardless of time and place. A world which is driven by
technology, the web community and search for rich experiences, a world where shopping is
undergoing a mindboggling and sweeping transformation. At the same time, traditional retail
stores do remain important as they are providing an experience to the shopper through excellent
use of space, they are pushing the boundaries of storytelling, product trial and customer
education. The key questions one need to ask then is, how will we shop tomorrow? Where will
we buy and what services we expect to receive? We need to explore the future from the
perspective of brands, shoppers, retailers and communities, emphasizing how technology and our
senses play a role in creating the ultimate retail experience, both in and out of the store.
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Current Trends
Some of the key trends we are already seeing today are immediate product research, sampling
and buying, there are apps which are transforming i-phone and i-pad into credit card machine.
One can already shop by just sending a text and the delivery will happen at home. Retail
analytics is helping in shopper profiling based on shopping behaviour and purchase history and
allows for a pre-view shopping, apps are allowing shoppers to visit the store before their trip,
GPS is helping stores to give gift recommendations guided by location. Restaurants are offering
tablet enabled service and interactive nightlife space connects patrons and staff.
Future Trends
Augmented reality apps are bringing digital imagery to real stores which is shared through social
media. Augmented reality is sparking a revolution which may change the way shoppers shop
conventionally. In this futuristic world of virtual browsing shoppers are able to use 3D ‘try-on’
services and mirror technologies to help them buy over web. Augmented Reality (AR) has the
potential to transform even the conventional brick and mortar retailing where shoppers can watch
3D displays of products in the showroom, share it with their friends using social media and get
approval before buying. This will also alter the need to stock physical clothes and the layout of
the stores. Smartphones are increasingly becoming the extension of self and apps like nearest
tube in which the user will point his/her iphone into the air, films the immediate surroundings
and the app indicates the geographical position and location from the nearest tube station. This
can then be used to advertise stores that are nearby and give information about promotion and
discounts and this will give a great advantage to smaller retailers and an ability to compete in
digital space. Companies like Lego have already tested AR in stores around the world in the
form of Lego Digital Box where shoppers can hold a pack of Lego bricks upto a webcam
whereupon the contents are revealed in 3D before their eyes.
Social media: beyond making friends and sharing photographs:
Social networks are online communities that allow people to socialize and interact with each
other and have made tremendous impact in the lives of people in last 5 years and have changed
the “social” lives of young individuals. Facebook has over 900 million subscribing, twitter has
over 400 million active users and numbers are growing every day. With smart phones and better
mobile telephony services the social media landscape has changed forever. Millions are logged
in 24/7 and are sharing, uploading, downloading information, thoughts, ideas, doing businesses,
creating new ones so on and so forth. Social media has given way to consumer to consumer
(C2C) relationships and it has impacted how brands are being bought and consumed. It has given
way to a new way of retailing called “social e-shopping” which is providing an enjoyable
experience for young adults especially females. Research has shown that social shopping can
provide women with a pleasing and arousing motivation that would encourage them to spend a
longer duration, spend more money and return more often to e-retailers. Twitter and facebook
aren’t just for consumer networking anymore, they have emerged as a serious business tool for
brands as well as for retailers. In a research done by chain Store Age, it was found that facebook,
twitter and other web and mobile advertising are steadily growing in importance for retailers and
they will be very important forms of communications in the future.
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How technology is changing the business dynamics?
New technologies and sophisticated analytical tools are helping retailers to track shopper
behavior online, they use camera footage to analyse the paths used for shopping, it even provides
aisle by aisle breakdowns of which displays are working which are not. Now, mobile devices
with special apps are allowing sales clerks to instantly access customer profiles with their sales
histories and suggest bargains/merchandise accordingly and creates opportunities for cross sell as
well as up sell technology is helping retailers create a personalized promotion campaign for
example Intel developed signage and kiosk concepts that incorporate facial recognition to
determine gender and age of the shopper. Screens then display promos aimed at that
demographic. Similarly luxury retailer Net-a-porter launched an app to accompany its temporary
pop-up-shows. It allows Smartphone users to point their devices at a window display to get more
information about the products and buy them online. An interesting concept has also been
introduced called virtual fitting rooms. California developer Face Cake Marketing offers
software that uses Microsoft’s Kinect gaming technology to project shoppers’ image onto screen,
enabling them to try clothes without undressing. An exciting example of how retailers are using
social media is luxury retailer Sephora. It is reinventing retail with its new approach to online
and in-store shopping. Its social and mobile makeover includes new personalized web experience
, mobile website, iphone app and iOS Pinterest, adding “pin it” buttons to every product and
brand image. Each product on Sephora.com has been tagged and indexed with 25 different
characteristics, it also has 80000 additional images, product quick views, more colour views,
time saving check outs. They are also integrated with Pinterest and instagram. The pinterest “pin
it” button is on every product page, letting users to pin any of the 14000 products and its feed on
instagram will give followers a behind the scenes look at the company and its staff and what
trends and products are driving buzz in the beauty world.
Future Direction
Very few studies have been done to really understand the dynamics of retail business and the
impact of new technology clubbed with social media and mobile telephony. It is really
complicated and diffused and hence researchers have not attempted to combine the three. Studies
have restricted themselves to online versus physical or role of information technology on retail
especially in the backend supply chain. As the above discussion clearly points out, it is very
important to understand the changed dynamics of last 5 years which is shaking the fundamentals
of the retailing industry and giving it a real futuristic look. It is therefore imperative for modern
day retail researchers to understand this diffusion and create theoretical frameworks for
academicians and retailers to explore the future of shopping, they way it will be done, the future
of retail stores and how shopper will evolve, change, adapt to it.
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Abstract
More than three fourths (92%) of the Indian retail sector is unorganized. India is a cashdependent economy in which 98% of the transactions are done using cash by volume and 68%
by value. The informal sector in specific is mostly affected by demonetization move, as
significant proportions of the transactions are made using cash. Against this backdrop, the
current paper aimed to comprehend the view point of retailers and customers on demonetization
move, and its impact on their adoption of cashless transaction in Indian unorganized retail
context. This objective is accomplished through gathering data using structured questionnaire to
collect data from sixty retailers in Uttar Pradesh State in Indian context. Further, data was also
collected from sixty customers through qualitative interviews, who basically shopped in
unorganized retail outlets to gain better insights.
Hierarchical multiple regression was used to test the proposed model for the retailer’s data. Fish
bone Model was developed to depict issues allied with the customer’s adoption of cashless
transactions in unorganized retail context. Findings from retailers view point indicated that,
awareness on perceived benefits, impact on business, human capital and level of profits were
found to be significantly predicting the adoption of cashless transactions. Further, when
Information and Communication Technology (ICTs) ownership & usage was included to the
above variables, the prediction was improved. ICTs ownership and usage was found to have a
limited impact on adoption of cashless transactions. The qualitative findings were depicted using
fish bone diagram from customers view point, revealed that factors related to retailers,
Government, level of expertise and buyers (customers) restrained them from adapting to cashless
modes of payments.
Information from this study aids unorganized retailers, Government and also customers in
understanding the impact on such move that would have a greater impact. Further the study also
sheds light on what factors and under which circumstances people (Customers & Retailers)
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would adapt to cashless payment modes. This study explored the hardly researched area, as the
facts are unclear, and further the impact of such a move would vary in its extent, type of public
and geographical area.
Keywords: Demonetization, Information & Communication Technology (ICTs), Unorganized
Retail Sector, Fish Bone Diagram, Cashless Transactions.
Introduction
The Indian retail sector is the fifth largest global destination in the retail space, accounts over
10% of the country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and provides over 8% of the total
employment. With over 15 million mom-and-pop stores, the unorganized retail format in India
occupies a large chunk of about 92 % while only 8% of the retail sectors are organized formats
(IBEF, 2017).
The unorganized retail stores are characterized by small scale operations, mostly unstandardized,
barely use any technology or adhere to any processes, hardly use any formal accounting
standards predominantly selling their goods and services to local customers within a small
geographical area This is mainly not a profit oriented vocation but a mere source of livelihood
and doesn’t attract high capital investment and sophisticated infrastructure. Since the beginning
of the twenty-first century usage of information and communication technologies (ICTs) in
developing countries has grown significantly, transforming the definition of an unorganized
sector as being “lacking technical standardization” to a large extent. Currently, unorganized
retail sectors have started using Information Systems (IS) to achieve sustainability, performance
improvement, gain competitive advantage and opportunities to secure long-term success.
On November 8th, 2016, Indian government has enacted the demonetization policy of the two
highest denominations in circulation (i.e. INR 500 and INR 1000 currency notes) that accounted
for 86% of the country’s circulating cash as a legal tender. Demonetization is the process of
stripping or removing a currency unit of its status as a legal tender from general usage
circulation. The rationale behind the demonetization move in India was to make the economy
stronger by combating India's thriving underground economy and eradicating counterfeit
currency, fight tax evasion (only 1% of the population pays taxes), to get rid of black money
gotten from money laundering and terrorist-financing activities, thereby paving a path for
cashless economy (The Conversation, November 19th, 2016). The parallel economy accounts for
20% of the country’s GDP (The Guardian, November 8th, 2016). Thus the mid night
demonetization move in India has created a chaos in the cash-dependent economy, as nearly 68%
were cash transactions (Business Standard, November 14th, 2016).
Demonetization move has definitely impacted the Indian retail sector in short term due to lack of
liquidity in the economy. However, the impact is felt more by unorganized retailing segment,
rather than the organized retailers’. The effect was evident as there was nearly 30 % to 40%
decline in sales within weeks of the announcement in brick and mortar retail and informal sector
in particular (DNA, December 4th, 2016). The KPMG economic survey 2016-17 also revealed
that the maximum impact of demonetization has been witnessed by informal and cash-intensive
sectors (KPMG, January 2017). Since most of the retail industry in the rural area is based on
cash, it is believed that the Demonetization triggered shift from unorganized to organized retail
and card transactions rose up to 90% of total sales in Q3FY17 (Economic Times, January 13th
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2017). In the light of the above, this paper aimed in understanding the two leading research
questions: Firstly, under which circumstances retailers and consumers would adopt to cashless
payment modes, post demonetization in Indian unorganized retail context? Secondly, what is the
role of ICTs ownership and usage in adoption process? This study is comprehensive as it covered
retailers and also customer’s perspectives in adopting cashless transactions, and hence
contributed to the hardly researched area covering the key dimensions like role of ICTs, human
capital, perceived benefits, level of profits, level of expertise and impact on business. The current
paper is presented as follows. The first part gives the backdrop and the main theme of this
research. In the second part the literature review is presented and concluded with developing the
hypotheses for this study. In the subsequent section research method used in the study was
elucidated. In the next section, the findings are presented and discussed. In the last section, the
study suggested managerial implications, portrayed limitations and scope for further research.
Literature Review
According to AT Kearney in 2017, India has replaced China as the top retail global destination in
global retail development index (India Today, September 2017). To make it more renowned and
in order to gain consistency one needs to have strong infrastructure support that glorifies further.
One such infrastructural support that is truly needed and plays a vital role in development is the
usage of ICTs. Currently few ICTs have been penetrated to a moderate extent and are being used
in almost every sector. The unorganized retail sector also requires attention in this regard.
Government’s current move of demonetization has been a great initiative in this area. This paper
explored the impact of this move in the unorganized retail sectors in the light of ICTs usage and
ownership in adapting to cashless systems.
The first and foremost pre requisite behind the success of any move is that it should be known to
people. The people should be made aware about the benefits/usefulness, impact, the procedures,
process, duration and the objective behind government’s move towards cashless economy.
Perceived benefits in this study refer to the individual’s perception of the positive consequences
that are caused by the demonetization move. The term perceived benefit in general is used by
behavioral psychologists to elucidate an individual’s motives of performing a behavior and
adopting an intervention (Demonetization move in this study). Thus the perception of benefits is
associated to the retailer’s/customer’s beliefs about their own outcomes. Past research studies
opined (Leung, 2013) to comprehend positive perceptions of individuals as they believed that
behavior is driven by cognition in terms of individual's acceptability, motives, and attitudes
toward such behavior, particularly if it is positive. The Theory of Reasoned Action and the
Theory of Planned Behavior recognizes an attitudinal construct of expected consequences of an
action (counting benefits) that predict intentions to engage in specific behaviors (Ajzen, 1988;
Schifter & Ajzen, 1985).
A country’s pathway to a cashless economy is largely dependent on mass adoption by people at
all levels. This move enables opportunity to be shaped for this segment as well as the adoption
for cashless methods of payments providing security and safety over cash usage in business. The
sudden announcement of demonetization made by the Government of high value denomination
notes created cash crunch and thereby consumers shifted their modes of payments to credit
cards, debit cards and digital whereby going to retailers who possessed point-of-sale (POS)
machines or digital payments platform like Paytm (Economic Times, January 13 2017).
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A material transition to a cashless economy will depend on a number of factors like- availability
and quality of telecom network, development of technology in order to improve security and
ease in transactions and the role of government to find ways to incentivize cashless transactions
and discourage cash payments (Livemint, November 29 2016). Further Ind-Ra opined that the
consumers were quick in adopting the digital mode of payment and thereby the share of cash
transactions declined to about 20 percent from about 50-60 percent earlier. (Bloombergquint,
January 13 2017). According to India Ratings and Research (Ind-Ra), demonetization has
triggered the shift from unorganized to organized retail sector due to cash crunch. Consumers
who relied on unorganized retail outlets shifted towards organized retailing for doing card
transactions since they found difficulty in making payments in cash. Households who were
looking for alternatives found their way out in malls and hypermarkets that promoted use of
cashless transactions (Retail Franchise India, January 3 2017). It remains to be seen whether
organized retail will continue to gain market share at the cost of unorganized retail post remonetization or the customers will go back to their preferred mode of transaction once the
currency notes are replaced completely.
Hence from the above literature reviewed, the key dimensions considered for the study are:
Perceived benefits, Level of expertise, human capital, level of profits and impact on the business.
Research Method
In this section, the sample design and characteristics was discussed. Validity and reliability
checks were conducted to operationalize the adoption of cashless systems in unorganized retail
sector in demonetization context. Other variables namely, awareness on perceived benefits,
impact on their business, human capital and ICTs ownership & usage are also described and a
correlation matrix was calculated to examine the inter-relationships between these variables.
Finally, a hierarchical regression was used to determine the antecedents of adoption of cashless
systems by unorganized retailers post-demonetization phase in Indian context.
Sample Design
Research for this study was carried out during April, 2017 in Allahabad, India. The research site
was Allahabad, Uttar Pradesh State, India. Allahabad is prospective site for research as it is the
seventh most populous city in the Uttar Pradesh state, twelfth in the Northern India and thirtysixth in India, with an estimated population of 1.11 million in the city and 1.21 million in its
metropolitan region (Allahabad City Population Census, 2011). It was ranked as the world's
130th fastest-growing city from 2006 to 2020 (City Mayors Statistics, 2011).
The data was collected from 60 retailers who own a retail outlet and also from 60 customers who
basically shop from unorganized retail outlets in Allahabad, Uttar Pradesh State India. Data for
this study was collected through quantitative and qualitative methods. For retailers, we
conducted a survey using structured questionnaire. Survey method is widely accepted and
fundamentally unquestioned in the entrepreneurship literature (e.g. Wortman, 1987). Past
literature and studies in this context are quite a few due to midnight demonetization move that
took place abruptly, but had a severe impact on these small businesses in specific. Hence, prior
to designing the research instrument, a pilot study was carried out in Allahabad, India to
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understand the sample characteristics of the respondents’ and understand the variables that can
be included in the study. Based on this the themes were developed and finally the questionnaire
was designed. The questionnaire was pilot tested and further refined.
We also found that mere data collection from retailers alone, would not serve the purpose as the
customers do also have an impact on adoption of cashless systems in unorganized retail context.
Hence we further included a qualitative survey from 60 customers who were basically the
customers shopping at the surveyed outlets, in order to get a holistic picture. The questionnaire
was originally constructed in English and retranslated into Hindi. Based on the pilot test results,
we decided to use Hindi version of questionnaire with English version as back-up. Each
interview took 15-20 and 10-15 minutes approximately for retailers and customers respectively.
Sample Characteristics
More than two-thirds (68.3%) of the sampled retailers are males, married (60%) and young
people belonging to the age group (26-35) years. Food & Grocery (28.3%), followed by clothing
(18%) were found to be the dominant type of business of our sampled retailers. Nearly half
(45%) of the retail outlets surveyed were operating for (1-5) years and almost one-thirds (31.7%)
for (6-10) years. Apart from few (8.3%) most of the sampled retailers were educated, almost
equal numbers have possessed secondary level education (26.7%) and graduation (28.3%),
followed by higher secondary and above graduation with (16.8%) and (20%) respectively. On an
average sampled retailers owned M= (2; SD=3).
The study tried to gauge the impact of demonetization on level of profits and found that the
following: More than three fourths of the sampled outlets(41%) outlets earning profits between
5000 to 15000 (in INR) pre- demonetization phase have shown a decline by 1% (43%), followed
by nearly one-thirds (32%) earning profits above INR15000 declined by 9% (23%).
Interestingly, more than one-fourths (27%) of the firms earning profits less than INR 5000
increased by 7% (3.7%). This is because the firms that were earlier earning high profits (i.e
above INR 5000) are earning INR 5000, post demonetization phase. Overall results indicate that
the unorganized retailers were earning well before demonetization move by the government of
India and irrespective of the nature of the business and level of profits there is a decline in profits
post demonetization move. Hence it is evident that demonetization had greatly affected those
outlets having profit under 5000 (in INR). These outlets were small sized outlets having small
scale of business being operated by poor people. Table 1 lists the sample characteristics.
Table 1: Description of the Sampled Retailers
(Please request table from author)
Operational Measures
The following section elucidates the operationalization of the dependent variable- Adoption of
cashless transactions and the independent variables. Appendix 1 lists three independent variables
and the respective items that comprise these variables using the exact wording from the
questionnaire. The operationalization of the dependent variable and the other three independent
variables are shown in Table 2. The Cronbach Alpha is reported for the variables wherever
applicable (Cronbach, 1951).
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Table 2: Summary of Cronbach’s Alpha for Independent and Dependent Variables
(Please request table from author)
Findings
Pearson product moment correlations were calculated using SPSS version 20.0. Table 3 depicts
the Pearson-product moment correlations among the dependent and independent variables.
Adoption of cashless transactions by retailers was positively correlated with awareness on
perceived benefits, impact on their business, human capital and ICTs ownership & Usage.
However, no relation was found between Adoption of cashless transactions and level of profits.
Level of profits of the entrepreneur’s was positively correlated with impact on business (short
term) and human capital.
Table 3: Pearson-moment correlations among the dependent & independent variables
(Please request table from author)
To determine the antecedents of adoption of cashless transaction, a hierarchical multiple
regression was conducted with adoption of cashless transactions as dependents variable. As
Table 4 shows, when awareness on perceived benefits, impact on business, human capital and
level of profits were entered a significant overall linkage between adoption of cashless
transactions and the combinations of these predictors was found. F (4, 55)= 11.715, p<.001, with
awareness on perceived benefit, human capital, impact on business and level of profits were
found to be the significantly contributing to the prediction. When ICTs ownership & Usage was
added, the prediction was improved Delta (Δ) R²=.027 F (5, 54)=10.248, p<0.001.
The beta weights and significant values, presented in Table 4, indicate which variables contribute
most to adoption of cashless transactions by retailers. With this combination of predictors, the
significant predictors of adoption of cashless transactions by retailers were: awareness on
perceived benefits (β=.41), human capital (β=.29) and impact on business (β=.22), level of
profits (β=.-23). The variable ICTs ownership & usage is having limited impact as it is
significant at p<0.10 with (β=.20).
This indicates that retailers with higher awareness on perceived benefits of demonetization
move, possessing better human capital in terms of education and business experience with low
level of profits have adapted to cashless transactions. Further, higher the negative impact, the
retailers had on their business the better they have adapted to the cashless systems. Added to the
above, ICTs ownership and usage by the retailers enabled them to adapt to the cashless
transactions to a limited extent.
Table 4 Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis Summary Predicting Adoption of Cashless
Transactions
(Please request table from author)
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Fishbone diagram (also known as cause & effect, Ishikawa diagram) was shaped with the aim of
understanding the causes which restrained customers from adapting to cashless payment modes.
The Ishikawa diagram is an analysis tool that provides a systematic way of looking at effects and
the causes that create or contribute to those effects. Because of the function of the Fishbone
diagram, it may be referred to as a cause-and-effect diagram (Watson, 2004).
The method has also been used to classify the related causes into four different categories
namely: Problems related to Retailers, Government, Customers (Buyers), and level of expertise.
The root causes analysis of fish bone diagram claimed that consumer were not willing to adopt to
cashless payment systems due to factors related to the following:
1. Retailers- The problems related to retailers were: non-acceptance of cashless modes of
payment by retailers, non-availability of equipments/ devices with retailer’s 2.
Government- The problems related to Government as disclosed by customer’s were- fear
of tax burden, lack of infrastructure and lack of proper incentives for using cashless
payment modes.
2. Customers (Buyers)- The customers also expressed the problems associated with themas they perceived product to be more costlier due to additional tax, safety and security
issues, small quantum of purchase and convenience they have in making cash
transactions in terms of ease and time restrained them to adopt to cashless payment
modes.
3. 4. Level of Expertise- Customers also highlighted the problems like deficiencies in using
ICTS in terms of skills and expertise, lack of proper training and lack of awareness about
usefulness of cashless payment modes
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Discussion
The study provides a holistic view about demonetization and how it affected the working of the
unorganized retail sector. Both pre and post demonetization era was studied and its impacts were
analyzed using comparison with pre and post demonetization profits (retailers) and consumer’s
perception (consumers). The findings from retailer’s view point on adoption to cashless systems
indicated that retailers with higher awareness on perceived benefits of demonetization move,
possessing better human capital in terms of education and business experience with low level of
profits have adapted to cashless modes of payments. Further, higher the negative impact on their
business, higher the adoption to the cashless systems. Added to the above, ICTs ownership and
usage by the retailers enabled them to adapt to the cashless transactions to a limited extent.
Hence the study could be concluded by saying that positive impact of demonetization on retailers
depended only upon the awareness on perceived benefits, the level of expertise to use technology
and the ownership and usage of ICTs to a limited extent. Findings from customer’s view point
claimed that consumers were not willing to adopt to cashless payment modes due to- factors
related to the retailers due to acceptability and availability of equipments/ devices; factors related
to Government like- fear of tax burden, lack of infrastructure and lack of proper incentives etc,
and also related to due to their own safety and convenience issues. Despite of the negative
impact in the short run, however people believed the demonetization will have positive impact in
the long run because they started developing skill, expertise and understanding of using cashless
mode of transactions.
In the light of the above findings the implications from this study were firstly, mere possessing
of a bank account is not sufficient for adapting to a cashless economy, but should be coupled
with awareness about different banking services such as ATM, debit card credit cards etc. The
people must be educated so that they are able to use such tools for their day to day transactions.
Government should take effective measures to make the rules regarding the usage of banking
services in terms of simplicity, ease and flexibility. The people were also expecting waiver of
taxes on online transactions in order to adapt to digital transactions. The technology in terms of
cashless economy refers to the penetration of mobile phone computers laptops etc. in day to day
lives of the people. It also refers to the awareness and knowledge about the use of technological
interfaces such as and enabled payment system. Further the awareness about the cashless modes
helps in adapting to cashless economy. For a cashless economy to take off it is required that
every individual must have access to banking facilities and should hold a bank account with
debit/credit card and online banking facilities. Frequency and usage of the different cashless
modes and banking habits helps in determining the success of a cashless economy. Then
implementing a cashless economy requires a large scale utilization of online services for
payments and receipts. Often it is perceived by customers that, the online mode of payment is
insecure and chances of online fraud and malpractices. Hence, the strength of cyber laws and
protection against cybercrimes also play a vital role. Infrastructure in terms of access of masses
to banks, the availability of internet to the remote areas, availability of mobile network,
electricity etc. is yet another important pillar that defines the success or failure of cashless
economy. Stronger these services, lesser will be the burden of using cash as online modes of
payments will be more convenient.
The limited literature review that was available in this context and the absence of past studies
was a major problem. As the facts are not available to anyone, it is very important to evaluate
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the short run and medium-term impacts of demonetization on various sectors, people and
economy as a whole. Further, the impact of such a study and move would vary depending on the
geographical region, type of individuals and time. The study was confined to the geographical
area of Allahabad markets based in Uttar Pradesh State, India. The sample size was small and
was limited to only 120 responses- 60 from retailers and 60 from consumers. Hence the results
would be different if the study is replicated in other geographical area, type of individuals and
also time. Further studies may also explore the medium and long term impacts in different
geographical area and on different individuals. Comparative studies across different sectors on
this move and its impact may also be explored. Apart from the factors identified in this study,
researchers may also identify other effects and impacts of demonetization. Hence this study is
holistic in nature as retailers and customer’s perspectives were considered and contribute to the
academic literature as empirical findings, specially focusing on ICTs role in this context are quite
a few.
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Appendix-1 Independent Variables and their Reliability
Level of Profits (Monthly Profits In INR)
1= Less than 5000
2= 5000-15000
3= Above 15000
ICTs Ownership & Usage (Yes=1; No=0)
Do you own a computer?
Do you own a smart phone?
Do you own a POS system?
Do you use a computer for your business?
Do you use a smart phone for your business?
Do you use any POS system for your business?
Human Capital
Level of Education
1=None/very limited
2=Up to Secondary
3=Graduation
4=Above Graduation
Business Experience
1= Less than one year
2= 1-5 years
3= 6-10 years
4= Above 10 years
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Abstract
Due to the consistent growth of the store brands in retailing for past few decades, and the rising
competition between store brands and manufacturer brands in the recent times, posed a huge
challenge to marketers, retailers and manufacturers in scheming marketing strategies. Consumers
are seeking an integrated shopping experience across various channels, formats and anticipate
retailers would deliver this. Further branding is making more intricate, as retailers do not know
when exactly a customer quits. Further, the store brand proneness is more category centric than
customer centric and uneven across various product categories. Against this background, this
study aimed at understanding whether the patronage loyalty of customers do differ with
manufacturer and store brand loyalty across four retail formats, departmental store, specialty
store, hypermarkets and shopping malls with respect to a specific category, jean wear retailing.
This objective is attained through gathering information using random mall intercept method
from 505 customers through structured questionnaire at Hyderabad, Telangana state in Indian
retail context. The data was analysed through descriptive and inferential statistics. Consumers
were segmented based on their brand preferences using cluster analysis. Structural equation
model was used to examine the patronage loyalty of customers with respect to manufacturer and
store brands across various retail formats.
The findings revealed that the study variables do differ in terms of separation of clusters of store
brand and manufacturer brand choice which clearly indicates that the choice patterns between
two segments are not identical. Information from this study aids retailers who market both
private brands and manufacturer brands in understanding and designing a distinct strategy for
serving the customers better .This study explored the hardly ever researched area, especially
studies in segmenting customers based on brand preferences in Indian context are quite a few
and hence add more value in understanding customer’s patronage behaviour across emerging
retail formats.
Keywords: Retail Format Type, Manufacturer Brand loyalty, Store Brand loyalty, Patronage
Loyalty, Jeans Wear Retail
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Introduction
The metamorphosis undergone by retailing business in the past decade transmogrified Indian
retail sector into a dominant position that is evident in the current global retail rankings. The
Indian retail sector has not only captured global attention but also evolved as a favorite
destination for global players, due to its high market potential, low economic risk, and moderate
political risk (IBEF, 2015). Global retailers have not only widened their spread in India, but are
also trying to acclimatize to the Indian consumer psyche in contrast to their earlier strategies of
sheer adaptation. Against this backdrop of globalization, emerging modern retail formats,
veering customer paradigm and shifting demographics, building strong store brands has become
a predominant marketing strategy for many retail firms (Ailawadi & Keller, 2004; Anselmsson et
al. 2007). Global industry reports also substantiate that the market share of store brands have
spurt up around the globe in the last decades (Kumar et al. 2007; Manzur et al. 2011). According
to a report on private labels growth by Nielsen in 2003, private labels ranked sixth among the top
ten issues considered extremely important by the retailers, as many retailers are increasing
introducing store brands in various categories, as they offer numerous benefits. The prominence
of store brands has further intensified due to the development of modern retail formats. Further,
the current FDI policy and increased brand awareness led to expansion of western brands in
India.
The westernization impact with ongoing trend towards casual attire (like Friday casuals) in work
place fueled the growth and prominence of jeans wear in India. Global Lifestyle Monitor Survey
(in nine countries) provided the evidence that jeans are not only socially acceptable outfits in
India but are also globally accepted trendy items. In apparels, fad and fashions come and go by,
but jeans are the only one that continued to show a strong growth trend from its conception till
date. Further jeans are in huge demand not only in India but also worldwide. Jeans conceded all
borders, social cultural classes and remained to be the most recognized trendy outfits in the
world. Value sales of jeans in India grew by 13%, while men’s jeans grew by 12% in current
value and women’s jeans grew by 18% in 2012. Constant value sales of men’s jeans are expected
to increase at an 8% CAGR by 2017 mainly because men have been the key target consumers for
jeans. Value sales of jeans in India grew by 13% from USD 923 million in 2007 to reach USD
1596 million, while men’s jeans grew by 12% in current value to reach USD 1256 million and
women’s jeans grew by 18% to reach USD 339 million in 2012 (Euromonitor report, 2013).
Besides its prominence as an emerging category in apparels, jean is one of the categories, where
the existence of private labels has been around for several years. Apart from popularity of private
labels, branded jeans are more popular and preferred by Indian consumers that fueled the need
for study in this area.
The customer centric revolution altered the way retailers are doing business and gaining sturdy
momentum. Shopping has now transformed from utilitarian to more of hedonic and social
shopping. Modern retail formats have transfigured into an enveloped town, where everything is
offered under single roof. Consumers are expecting retailers to provide an integrated shopping
experience across various channels, formats. Hence the new frictionless market, wherein
consumers are exposed to more retail formats, ideas, media, people, products, practices, etc. of
diverse cultural origins and processes further intensified the competition than ever (Brynjolfsson
& Smith 2000). Added to this, the Government’s new FDI policy led to an increased number of
Western brands to cross the threshold and expand in India. Consequently, western retail formats
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such as Departmental Stores (DS), Shopping Malls (SM), Specialty Stores (SS) and HyperMarkets (HM) have become more lucrative for consumers in India (Ghosh, Tripathi & Kumar,
2010). Modern retail is now not just store management- it is about building a brand that attracts
and serves customers seamlessly, across multiple channels and formats. Social media turned out
to be an emerging virtual retail format, and this further intensified the competition.
Secondly, brands are complicating the shopping by creating multiple identities. Many retailers
have realized the importance of investing in building brand loyalty, as branding evolved to be the
foremost asset because of its numerous benefits (Keller, 2003a). For instance, (Keller, 2003b)
remarked that retailers use their own store brands to promote store patronage and generate higher
margins and profits. Moreover growing competition between store brands and manufacturer
brands has produced significant changes in marketing strategies by both retailers and
manufacturers. In the light of the coexistence of manufacturer and store brands, it is critical to
understand and distinguish how consumers respond to brands (d’ Astous and Saint Louis, 2005).
Hence our first research question is: What is the impact of brand loyalty (Store brand loyalty,
manufacturer brand loyalty) on customer’s patronage loyalty behavior towards a particular retail
format type? Further, (Mininni, 2007) discusses that retail brands are positioned uniquely and
offered as a part of the total retail shopping experience environments, thereby increasing the
retailers’ margins that further led to more private label brand development. In this current
scenario, it is important for manufacturers and retailers to understand the factors that influence
customers’ willingness to switch to store brands. Hence our second research question is: Does
the customer’s brand switching behavior differ with brand loyalty type (manufacturer and store
brand loyalty)? Understanding the shopping preferences of consumers plays a vital role in the
success of retail format developers and also the retailers (Carpenter and Moore, 2005).
Against this backdrop, the present study aimed in understanding the role of brand loyalty in
influencing consumer’s patronage loyalty towards a particular retail format type. More
specifically this study’s contribution is threefold. Firstly, to understand whether there is any
difference in the choice patterns of the customers’ between two segments (manufacturer brands
and store brands).Secondly, to compare the brand switching behavior of customers belonging to
the two market segments (manufacturer brands and store brands). Thirdly, how the two customer
segments differ in terms of patronizing towards a particular retail format type. Hence this study
contributed to the literature covering the most significant marketing trilogies namely- market
segmentation, brand loyalty and patronage loyalty in emerging retail formats in India. The
present paper is structured as follows. The first part gives the background and the central idea of
this research. In the second part review of the relevant literature is discussed followed by
developing a conceptual framework for the study and ends with framing hypotheses for this
study. The next section sheds light on the methodology used, sample design and general
description of the sample considered for this study. Consequently, the findings are presented and
discussed. The paper concludes with providing some managerial implications, discussed
limitations and schema for further research.
Literature Review and Conceptual Development
This section deals with defining the terms used in the study, followed by discussing the relevant
literature, developing the conceptual model and finally ends with framing the hypotheses for the
study.
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Brand Loyalty
Brand loyalty in this study comprises of manufacturer brand loyalty and store brand loyalty. Past
researchers (Jacoby & Kyner, 1973) have defined brand loyalty as, ‘a biased (non random)
behavioral response (i.e. purchase) expressed over time by some decision making unit with
respect to one or more alternative brands out of a set of such brands and is a function of
psychological (decision making evaluative) processes’. Further researchers (Jacoby and
Chestnut, 1978) have viewed the psychological connotation of loyalty to discriminate from
behavioral (i.e. repeat purchase) definitions. The impact of one’s attitude toward a brand is found
in (Keller, 2003b) statement that a customers’ positive attitude toward a brand may lead to them
loving the brand, and may even result in one feeling an association with other customers that use
the brand.

Manufacturer and Store Brands
In retail literature a range of forms of retailers’ private labels are used interchangeably in
representing, such as private brands, store brands, own brands, retailer brands, wholesale brands
and distributor’s own brands and used interchangeably (Ailawadi et al. 2001; De Wulf et al.
2005; Richardson et al. 1996a; Sethuraman, 2003; Semejin et al. 2004). According to the Private
Label Manufacturers’ Association (PLMA), “Private label products encompass all merchandise
sold under a retailer’s brand. That brand can be retailer’s own name or a name created
exclusively by that retailer. In some cases, a retailer may belong to a wholesale group that owns
the brands that are available only to the members of the group”. Manufacturer brands are key
asset to firms that are created and marketed by producers under its own brand name. They
simplify consumer decision making process, reduce their purchase risk and increase their ability
and willingness to depend on a branded product or service (Aaker, 1996; Aaker and
Joachimisthaler, 2000; Keller 2003b). They are also known as national brands.
Relationship between Brand loyalty and Brand Switching Behavior
Brand switching behavior which in this study termed as propensity to switch was suggested by
research (Oliver , 1999) in defining loyalty as, ‘a deeply held commitment to repurchase or
repatronage a preferred product/ service consistently in the future, thereby causing repetitive
same brand or same brand-set purchasing, despite situational influences and marketing efforts
having the potential to cause switching behavior. The conceptualization of consumer’s tendency
to purchase a brand routinely and resist switching to other competing brands was found in the
past research (Diallo, 2012). Corstjens & Lal (2000) from their research found that customers’
buy store brand during recession and switch to national brand when the economy recover.
Further researchers (Silverstein et al., 2010) found that 93% of consumers who bought store
brand will keep purchasing it although the economy recuperates. Based on research studies
(Steenkamp & Dekimpe, 1997; Uncles & Ellis, 1989; Corstjens & Lal, 2000), customers mostly
prefer to purchase store brand since it offers lower price and are usually not loyal to one brand.
One of the attention-grabbing concerns is the fact that store brands are uneven across various
product categories. Researchers (Sethuram and Hoch, 1995) note that private label proneness is
more category specific than customer specific. Further researchers (Jacoby and Chestnut, 1978)
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from their study have concluded that it would be unwise to infer loyalty or disloyalty solely from
repetitive purchase patterns without further analysis. Hence we propose the following
hypotheses.
H1: Manufacturer brand loyalty positively influences propensity to switch to store brands.
H2: Store brand loyalty positively influences propensity to switch.
Relationship between Brand Loyalty and Patronage Loyalty
The findings from the past research studies on the relationship between store loyalty and private
label choice (Ailawadi et al., 2008; Corstjens and Lal, 2000; Richardson et al., 1996) and the
consideration of national versus private label brands (Ailawadi et al., 2001; Batra and Sinha,
2000) tend to be mixed and do not offer a consensus on the drivers of consumers’ private label
choice decision, though researchers consistently suggest that store loyalty likely plays a role in
private label purchasing (Richardson et al., 1996).Myers (2003) found a positive significant
relationship between the dimensions of store brand loyalty, brand preference, and purchase
intention. Past researchers have identified customer trust to store brand influence store patronage
because it positively related to perceived value and intention to be loyal (Guenzi et al. 2009).
Ailawadi et al. (2008) noted in a recent study that the relationship between store loyalty and
private label choice remains in question. Spiggle and Scwall (1987) emphasized the need to
differentiate between retail choice, patronage and preference as they refer to conceptually
different consumer behaviors, although they are used interchangeably in retail research. Hence
the proposed hypotheses are:
H3: Manufacturer Brand loyalty has no significant impact on patronage loyalty towards retail
format type.
H4: Store Brand loyalty positively influences patronage loyalty towards retail format type.
H5: There is no significant difference between customers ‘Propensity to switch’ and patronage
loyalty towards a particular retail format type.
The conceptual model based on the hypotheses developed is depicted in Figure 1.

Fig.1: Conceptual Model for Comparative Loyalty of Manufacturer and Store Brands on
Consumer’s Patronage Loyalty Behavior
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Method
Since they are quite a few studies on brand loyalty and retail format choice especially in this
context, the current study has followed the guiding principles and measures of the earlier studies
(Bettencourt, 1997; Churchill, 1979; Mittal, 1994; Burton et al., 1998). These items were adapted
and then modified suitable to this study. The data was collected using random mall intercept
method from 505 customers through structured non-disguised questionnaire in Hyderabad,
Andhra Pradesh. The population frame were the customers who basically wear jeans and shop in
the retail store formats in the state of Telangana in India. The customers who bought jeans from
the four retail formats (DS), (SS), (SM) and (HM) belonging to affluent class and who are above
eighteen years and below sixty years in twin cities of Hyderabad and Secunderabad comprised
the sample unit for this study. The above mentioned socio-economic class (SEC) was selected to
ensure the homogeneity of the respondents across various retail formats in jeans wear retail. The
rationale behind selecting customers’ from affluent class was that, modern retail store formats
were visited by higher SEC customers (Sinha and Banerjee, 2004).
The sample size was calculated using the guidelines given by American Marketing Association,
Sample size= Z 2 * (P) * (1-P)/c 2. Sample size needed=470> 505, which was an adequate
sample. Cronbach’s alpha was used to measure the validity and reliability coefficient and the
reliability values for all the items were greater than 0.7. The items less than 0.7 were deleted
from the questionnaire during the pilot study which was employed on 44 customers. The
restructured questionnaire was thus administered on 975 customers and out of that only 505 were
found to be complete and valid ones for the study. Hence the response rate is 58%.
Over half of the respondents who participated in this research are male (60.4%), young people of
age group 18-25 years (64.6%), and unmarried (65.9%). Nearly half of them are
employed/working (49.3%) people, Graduates (43.6%) and from affluent class who earn monthly
income above INR one lakh (39.8%) with family size 4-6 (73.1%). (Please see Table 1).
Table 1: Demographic Profile of the Respondents
(Please request table from author)
Findings
Cluster analysis was used to classify the customers’ into manufacturer and store brand loyalty
Retail format type was clustered into departmental & specialty store cluster and shopping malls
& hypermarkets cluster. One-way ANOVA was used to examine whether the study variables do
differ in terms of separation of clusters. Data was analyzed using SPSS 20.0 V (Statistical
Package for Social Sciences) and LISREL 8.8 V.
K-Means Cluster Analysis for Retail Format Choice
K-Means cluster analysis was used to categorize retail format choice into two clusters. The
variables in the 2nd cluster are associated with departmental stores and specialty stores. The
cluster mean scores are 4.44 which are greater than 1st cluster and these variables represent
departmental store and specialty store cluster. The variables in the 1st cluster are associated with
shopping mall and hyper market. The cluster mean scores are 4.25 which are greater than 1st
cluster and these variables represent shopping mall and hyper market cluster from Table 2.
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Table 2: Final Cluster Centers for Retail Format Choice
(Please request table from author)
Departmental & Specialty Store cluster accounts for 117 respondents out of 505 respondents
(23%), and Shopping malls & Hypermarkets cluster accounts for 388 respondents out of 505
respondents (77%) from Table 3.
Table 3: Retail Formats Cluster
Retail Format Type
Valid

%

Departmental & Specialty Store

Shopping malls & Hypermarkets
Source: Primary Data

23
77

The One-Way ANOVA, indicated that the variables has significant difference in classifying the
cluster (F-Value<0.05). The larger F-Value indicates that the variable cause for separation of the
retail format choice clusters (Please see Table 4).
Table 4: ANOVA for Retail Format Choice
(Please request table from author)
K-Means Cluster Analysis for Brand Loyalty
K-Means cluster analysis was used to classify customers’ brand loyalty towards jeans. The
variables in the 2nd cluster are associated to the items 1to 4. The cluster mean scores are above
4.60 which are greater than 1st cluster and these variables represent manufacturer brand loyalty.
So this cluster is manufacturer brand loyalty cluster. The variables in the 1st cluster are associated
to the items 5 to 11.This cluster has high cluster mean values above 3.88 that are greater than the
2nd cluster, which represent store brands. Thus this cluster is named as store brand loyalty cluster
(Please see Table 5).
Table 5: Final Cluster Centers for Brand Loyalty
(Please request table from author)
Manufacturer brand loyalty cluster accounts for 399 respondents out of 505 respondents (79%),
and store brand loyalty cluster accounts for 106 respondents out of 505 respondents (21%)
(Please see Table 6).
Table 6: Brand Loyalty Cluster
Brand Loyalty
Valid

%

Store Brands

21.0

Manufacturer Brand
Total

79.0
100.0
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Source: Primary Data
The One-Way ANOVA, indicates that the variables have significant difference in classifying the
cluster (F-Value<0.05). The larger F-Value indicates that the variable cause for separation of the
clusters. The results are congruent with the past studies (Livesey and Lennon, 1978; Bellizi et al.,
1981) that found difference in consumer behavior with respect to consumer’s choice of private
label brands and manufacturer brands. (Please see Table 7).
Table 7: One-Way ANOVA for Manufacturer and Store Brand Loyalty
(Please request table from author)
Structural Equation Model for Patronage Loyalty Behavior
Multi group analysis was used to examine the impact of manufacturer and store brand loyalty
towards propensity to switch and re-patronage behavior of consumers in buying jeans. The
overall fitness of the model is also justified by the goodness of fit indices of the structural
equation model (See Figure 2). As depicted in Table 8, the overall fit statistics for the study’s
derived model met the targeted threshold levels (Hair et al., 2006).
Table 8: Structural Model Goodness of Fit Indices
Fit Index
Threshold Level
Fit Indices of SEM Model
(Hair et al. 2006)
GF1
Value close to 1
0.86
AGF1
Value >= 0.90
0.89
RMR
Good Model have small RMR
0.22
SRMR
SRMR <= 0.8 is good fit
0.08
NF1
Value >= 0.95
0.80
NNF1
Value >= 0.95
0.85
CF1
Value >= 0.95
0.98
Source: Primary Data Analysis
The result of structural equation exhibits that all the path coefficient values are positive and all
its t-value of the variables are statistically significant at p-value which is <=0.05 and the
Cronbach’s alpha> 0.7 (Hair et al.2006) from Table 9.
Table 9: Factor Estimates and t-value of Structural Equation Model
(Please request table from author)
Figure 2, diagrams the ‘Structural Equation Model for Patronage loyalty’ in jeans wear retail
context. The model is converged with Chi-square 21547.18 with 100 degrees of freedom and
RMSEA value of 0.565, is significant at P-value less than 0.05. Based on the above findings, the
hypotheses are summarized as follows.


H1 failed to be rejected as manufacturer brand loyalty positively influences (path
weight of 0.20) propensity to switch over to store brands. On the other hand,
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H2 is rejected as store brand loyalty negatively influences (path weight of -0.11)
propensity to switch over to store brands.



H3 is rejected as manufacturer brand loyalty negatively influences (path weight of 0.01) Re-patronage loyalty behavior towards store.



H4 is rejected as store brand loyalty negatively influences (path weight of -0.01) Repatronage loyalty behavior towards store.



H5 is rejected as propensity to switch over to store brands positively influences (path
weight of 0.01) Re-patronage Loyalty behavior (See Figure2).

Fig. 2 Structural Equation Model for Patronage Loyalty Behavior
*Note: Mb –Manufacturer brand loyalty; Sl- Store brand loyalty; Pl-Patronage loyalty; PsPropensity to switch to Store brands; Mb (1-4) are the items related to factor ‘Manufacturer
Brand Loyalty; Sl (1-7) are the items related to factor ‘Store Brand Loyalty ; PS (1-4) are the
items related to the factor ‘Propensity to Switch’ and Pl (1-3) are the items related to the factor
‘Patronage loyalty’
Discussion
This research is aimed in understanding the role of brand loyalty in influencing consumer’s
patronage loyalty towards a particular retail format type. This research has contributed to the
literature in patronage loyalty through the theme development for manufacturer and store brand
loyalty and re-patronage behavior. Managers can well utilize the measurement scale for making
decisions related to classifying the customer (future customer) into different segments like retail
format choice (Specialty & Departmental and Shopping mall & Hypermarket) and brand loyalty
scale (Manufacturer and Store brand loyalty). The segmented market can be analyzed further to
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design and develop the market offerings. This research indicates that the size of the segment for
a manufacturer brand is around 79 percent which is very huge when compared to the store brand
segment. It indicates that the potential for switch to store brand from manufacturer brand is
enormous if the managers alter the market offerings. It indicates that brand switch behavior is
more of emotional aspect rather than the physical setting aspects. Thus, manufacturers need to
redesign strategies to build brand loyalty and reduce brand switching behavior.
The study indicates that brand switching is high in customers’ who are manufacturer brand loyal.
Further it can be inferred that consumers’ who exhibit high brand switching behavior to store
brands are more likely to exhibit Re-patronage loyalty behavior towards the store Therefore
retailers can exploit this opportunity to attract and retain potential customers’. This can be done
through offering products to niche markets left uncovered by manufacturers segments. Therefore
retailers need to increase advertising, create brand awareness, and build brand image among
customers’. Positioning brands through adopting fast fashion merchandising may also be a line
of attack for building brand loyalty. Visibility of store brands need to be increased through social
media, in-store advertising as the awareness is less among consumers.
This study is confined to jeans wear category and limited to only four retail formats like
Hypermarkets, Specialty stores, Departmental stores and Shopping malls in twin cities of
Hyderabad and Secunderabad. Therefore the results could have been different and
comprehensive in nationwide and global studies if a wider sample across Tier I and Tier II cities
have been used to arrive at generalizations. The study has taken into consideration only affluent
class customers’ in urban area of twin cities and age group ‘18 and above’ and below 60 years.
Findings of this study cannot be generalized and may vary geographically across various retail
formats. Future research can extend this study across various product categories, purchase
patterns and with different segments of customers geographically. Online buying behavior of
consumers’ also may be considered further as it is the most emerging field of study. In
conclusion, it can be stated that while there exists a rich academic retail literature, however in
Indian retail context studies in current retail scenario are scant. Huge gaps exist in product
specific and comprehensive studies which focused on brand loyalty and patronage behavior
across emerging retail formats. Therefore this research is unique in its own way as it has
contributed new insights and developed empirical models by touching the hardly ever explores
area in retail literature.
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Abstract
Purpose- The purpose of this article is to explore the outcomes and effects of fast-food chains
marketing efforts through fan pages on Facebook on young consumers. Based on focus groups
discussion with young Facebook users, advertising on Facebook by fast-food chains and
consumers' engagement with fast-food fan pages had a positive effect on consumers' emotional
attachment to brands; in addition to that it has some favorable outcomes for the fast-food chains
including consumers' participation in online and offline brand activities, consumers' purchase
intention, word of mouth and resilience to negative information.
Originality/Value-Today, due to the rise and popularity of social networks among consumers
especially the young generation, many companies including fast-food chains are starting to adopt
social media networks extensively in their marketing and communication efforts. Since
advertising on social media networks is considered a relatively new marketing practice
worldwide in general and in Egypt in particular, there is still a limitation in understanding its
effect and outcomes on consumers' behavior. This research paper provides useful insights for
brand managers who are searching for innovative and new media for brand building and brand
differentiation.
Introduction
In the recent years, the rapid technological developments had a huge effect on the ways people
communicate and interact. Today, people are more connected than ever before, additionally they
have a better access to the markets and are deeper engaged with brands. Moreover, the
development in the digital devices and platforms available for consumers had a big contribution
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to new media revolution and is totally changing the traditional media definitions ((Mangold &
Faulds 2009).
Social media is one of the developments that had a big impact on people's lives. Today,
consumers use social media platforms for communication and social interaction and it had
widely replaced traditional communication media. Social media can be defined as" a group of
Internet-based applications that build on the ideological and technological foundations of Web
2.0 and allow the creation and exchange of User Generated Content (Kaplan and Haenlein; 2010,
p. 61). Facebook is considered the most widely used social media network, it has more than 1.35
billion monthly active users (Facebook, 2014). Egypt, along with other countries had a massive
growth in the usage of social media especially by young consumers; based on the Arab social
media report, the percentage of users between the age of 15-29 years represent 73% of the
Facebook users in Egypt in 2014 (Mohammed Bin Rashid School of Government, 2014). The
growth in Facebook penetration in Egypt especially among the young generation specifically
made it to have a big role in the Egyptian revolution that took place in 2011 where Facebook
allowed Egyptians to form groups and virtual communities on that social network which helped
them in connecting with each other and spreading the call for the revolution.
Due the rapid penetration and popularity of Facebook especially among the young generation,
many companies started to recognize the importance of it as a new medium that can be adopted
in marketing. Many companies adopt daily and direct communication on social media with their
potential and current customers with the aim of keeping customers engaged with their brands and
turning potential customers into loyal customers; additionally companies adopt many discounts,
offers and engaging content such as competitions and contests together with the direct selling to
their customers on these social networks (Tsimonis and Dimitriadis, 2014). Since marketers are
searching for new ways for effective marketing away from traditional media, they found in
Facebook an ultimate media for advertising for their products and services (Hutter et al., 2013).
To fund the increase in the social media adoption, companies are shifting budgets from offline
and online advertising media to social media (Nielsen, 2013).
According to the 2014 social media marketing industry report 83 % of marketers said that they
have integrated their social media marketing with traditional marketing activities; the major
social networks that were adopted in marketing were Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and
YouTube; Despite that Facebook was considered the most network that is adopted in their
marketing; however, most marketers either don't know or indicated that their Facebook
marketing is not working (Social media examiner, 2014).
Fast food chains in Egypt, along with other industries are adopting Facebook in their advertising
efforts; they are using all forms of Facebook advertising such as the sponsored advertising that
appears on the home pages on Facebook users' pages. These sponsored advertising direct the
users to the websites of the fast-food chains or the fast-food fan pages. Additionally, most of
these fast-food chains have fan pages on Facebook which is considered a form of online brand
communities. Social media brand managers of these fan pages keep posting news and offers
from the fast food chains with the aim of keeping consumers connected and engaged with these
brand pages. With the increase in communication and interaction in these virtual brand
communities in Facebook, consumers are transforming to be more active rather than passive in
the marketing communication process.
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Despite the wide interest of marketers for promoting their marketing offerings through social
media platforms in general and through online brand communities in particular, there is still a
limitation in understanding the outcomes of these activities and advertising efforts (Hutter et al.,
2013, Sung et al., 2010). Therefore, this study aims at exploring and identifying the expected
outcomes that fast food chains can generate from their advertising and promotional efforts on
brand communities in Facebook which is one of the newest and innovative marketing and
advertising practices.
Literature Review
Marketing in Social media
Today, the intense competition between companies in all industries together with the media
clutter is making the job of brand managers in their efforts of brand building more challenging
and important (Sung et al., 2010). Marketers are searching for more effective media for
interacting and communicating with their prospective and current customers. Acquiring new
customers and keeping old customers is becoming increasingly a hard task given the fierce
competition companies are facing; therefore companies are in a big need for involving
consumers with their brands and establishing long term relationships with their current customers
in order to gain fruitful loyalty; one of the tools that facilitated the communication and
relationships between companies and the consumers is the internet and social media (Royo-vela,
2010).
The popularity of social media websites among consumers especially the young generation has
lead to the rapid adoption of social media marketing by many companies across various
industries. Social media marketing refers to two practices of marketing through social media; the
first one is usage of free tools such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube; the second form of
marketing refers to the adoption of paid advertising on Facebook or sponsoring blog content
(Nielsen, 2013). Figures show that marketers are moving their marketing budgets from
traditional media towards social media where it is expected that companies will increase their
advertising budget allocated for social media from 4.1 billion $ in 2013 to 5 billion $ in 2014,
according to e-Marketer ( 2013). According to the 2013 paid social media advertising report,
89% of marketers are using free forms of social media marketing whereas 75% of marketing are
using the paid form of it (Nielsen, 2013). On the other hand, with the increase in the importance
of social media platforms to consumers, importance of marketing on social media has increased
as well; social media changed the traditional one way marketing communication into two way
communication between companies and consumers; it encourages active participation and
engagement of consumers and helps in brand community building (Hutter et al., 2013).
Moreover, social media has created a new communication paradigm where it has amplified and
increased the power of consumer to consumer conversations in the marketplace by making the
consumers able to communicate with thousands of other consumers rapidly and with less effort;
therefore managers should take advantage of these conversations to create positive images for
the companies and brands (Mangold & Faulds, 2009). Social media enabled consumers to say
their opinions about brands they use and exposed to; therefore social media marketing added a
fifth P to the traditional 4Ps which is the participation (Tuten & Solomon, 2013).
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In an exploratory research for identifying the motives that make marketers move towards social
media marketing; Tsimonis & Dimitriadis (2014) indicated that companies use social media
marketing of their products and services due to the social media growth and popularity among
consumers, viral nature of social media since consumers share the content with their friends on
the social network, the presence of competitors on social media websites, headquarters social
media strategy where many multinationals adopt a global social media strategy and finally for
cost reduction reasons since social media marketing is considered a cheaper form of marketing if
compared to traditional marketing media; additionally they find that social media gives the
opportunity for customers to connect and interact with each other which results in influencing
others and sharing the brand experiences. Despite the rapid rise of advertising on social
networking websites, Kelly et al. (2010) showed that consumers can avoid advertising on social
media websites if they perceive the advertising to expectations of a negative experience, the
advertising is not relevant to the user, the user is skeptical toward the advertising message, or the
consumer is skeptical toward the advertising medium.
Erdoğmuş & Çiçek (2012) conducted a study to examine the effect of social media marketing on
brand loyalty of consumer, the results showed that advantageous campaigns on social media are
the most significant drivers of brand loyalty followed by relevancy of the content, popularity of
the content among friends, and appearing on different social media platforms and providing
applications; they suggested that companies that want to generate brand loyalty should focus on
more engaging content that catches the attraction of social media users.
Despite the wide interest of marketers for marketing in social media websites, the outcomes of
their marketing activities are still argued among practitioners and marketers (Hoffman & Fodor,
2010).In addition to that there is a need to more understand the effects of marketing on social
media on the consumers evaluation to brands and companies that apply that new advertising
practice; moreover the effect of social media marketing on consumers' purchase decision process
has to be more explored ( Hutter et al.,2013).
Virtual brand communities in Facebook
Brand communities on social media are considered one of the newest forms of communication
between companies and consumers that are being adopted by companies in marketing of their
products and services. Online brand communities are the application of the concept of
communities in the marketing field; these online communities refer to a group of consumers who
voluntary are related to each other through their common interest in a certain brand (Casaló et
al., 2008). Brand communities can be defined as “a specialized, non-geographically bound
community, based on a structured set of social relationships among admirers of a brand” (Muniz
and O’Guinn 2001, p. 412); brand communities are characterized by the presence of different
types of relationships: consumer-brand, consumer-product, consumer-company and consumerconsumer (McAlexander et al., 2002).
Many companies are using brand pages on Facebook for marketing of their products and
services; these brand pages are considered a form of online brand communities where consumers
meet in an online virtual community which gathers the fans of a certain brand. Marketers
perform several activities on their brand pages on Facebook such as introduction of new products
and offers, making competitions and offering prizes that motivate consumers to engage with the
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post and the fan page; in addition companies use these pages for communication with their
customers and prospective customers; moreover these pages represent a good method for
companies for complaint handling and answering questions (Tsimonis & Dimitriadis, 2014).
Moreover, companies use brand communities on Facebook in marketing research as they provide
the companies with useful insights about their preferences and needs (Tuten & Solomon,
2013).Thus, R&D managers in addition to brand managers have to understand the mutable
online behavior if they wish to benefit from the potentials of online brand communities ( Brogi,
2014).
With the aim of exploring the motives of social network members to join virtual brand
communities Sung et al. (2010) conducted a research on online brand community members, their
research found that there are six social and psychological reasons for engaging in virtual brand
community activities which are: interpersonal utility where users join the community to meet
people with the same interests, brand likability where users join these communities since they
love the brands, entertainment seeking because they perceive brand communities as enjoyable,
information seeking to get information and to solve problems, incentive seeking where they join
these communities in order to get a reward, convenience because it is easy to use and is can get
what they want with less effort. Additionally, Zaglia (2013) noted that consumers join and
participate in brand communities in social networks for some reasons including the passion and
interest in the brand, willingness to learn and improve their skills; in addition to that users seek
social relations with other consumers who are interested in the same brand along with the
information they gain from the community which they consider more trustworthy than other
sources where participants ask for advices from other consumers regarding their feedback and
reviews, most consumers considered their peers on these communities a reliable source for
information and a good reference in their future purchase decisions; finally they join these
communities to seek entertainment since they consider that it represents a form of entertainment
and enjoyment for its members, in addition to the enhancement of their social position.
Royo‐Vela & Casamassima (2011) conducted a research to examine the results of belonging to a
virtual brand community on Facebook on consumers, the findings of the research showed that it
may result in consumer satisfaction, affective commitment and positive word of mouth for the
brand; in that study the researchers distinguished between participative belonging and non
participative belonging; In participative belonging the users of the virtual brand community
interact with the posts and share content with other users about the brand whereas in non
participative belonging users just belong to an online brand community to get updated about the
news and offers from the brand.
Woisetschläger (2008) suggested that consumer' engagement and participation in brand
communities are affected several factors including the identification with the brand community
where the consumer joins the brand community that matches his interests and makes him feel
that he is part of the community, also the satisfaction with the brand community has an effect on
the consumers' participation in the community; finally the consumers' influence of consumers’
perceived degree of influence on consumer participation where consumers prefer brand
communities that they feel that they influence on. On the other hand, Kang et al. (2014)
conducted a study on restaurant Facebook fan pages; they were able to identify some drivers that
make consumers join these fan pages for functional benefits, social-psychological benefits,
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hedonic benefits and monetary benefits; their study showed that consumers active participation
in brand communities on Facebook will have a positive effect on their brand trust and brand
commitment. Additionally, Zhou & Amin (2014) examined the factors that enhance the online
brand community members' commitment; in that study the researchers mentioned that online
community commitment is influenced by an individual’s psychological attachment factors which
are We-ness which is a shared knowing of belonging and the collective sense that is formed
among community members and online community characteristics, moral responsibility and
shared culture; in addition to that they showed that the second group of factors that affect the
online community commitment is the characteristics of the online community which are the
quality of information, quality of system, interactivity and reward for activities.
Brodie et al. (2013) highlighted the importance of consumer engagement in a virtual brand
community; in their research they defined brand community engagement as participation of the
consumer with other members of the community and with the brand, they considered consumer
engagement as a process including cognitive, emotional and behavioral dimensions that is
context-dependent, psychological state characterized by fluctuating intensity levels that occur
within dynamic, iterative engagement processes. Furthermore, they noted that the outcomes of
participation in online brand communities are consumer loyalty and satisfaction, consumer
empowerment, connection, emotional bond and more trust and commitment.
Facebook offers companies with many opportunities such as getting close to their markets by
observing their consumers and collecting information about their markets; Ulusu (2010)
conducted a research to examine the attitudes of consumers to advertising on their profile pages
on Facebook; the results showed that users in general accept the idea of brand announcements on
their profile pages. Also, they feel part of the brand communities that they are part of on
Facebook and usually trust the information about brands especially from their friends and social
networks.
With the aim of understanding the effect of consumers' membership in a brand
community on Facebook, Hutter et al. (2013) conducted a research on the brand page of mini car
on Facebook; they suggested that the consumers' membership in that brand community had a
positive effect on their brand awareness, word of mouth and purchase intention. Despite these
useful insights, that research was limited only on one brand page on Facebook and limited only
to one industry which is the car industry.
Despite the wide adoption of social media in marketing activities, there is a limited research
regarding consumers’ attitudes and acceptance to this new form of marketing (Hadija et al.,
2012). Moreover, since the adoption of brand communities on social media website is considered
relatively new practice especially in developing countries including Egypt, there is still
inadequate understanding of its effect on consumers and expected outcomes which is the main
motivation of this research. Investigating the outcomes of companies' activities on their brand
pages will help companies to manage their social media strategies in a more effective way. From
an extensive literature review, the authors of this research have found that no previous research
focused on outcomes of consumers' participation in fast-food online brand communities on
Facebook. Because the types of products and services differ between each other according to
their nature, the outcomes that the companies get from their activities on their Facebook fan
pages may also differ (Kang et al., 2014); therefore this study aims to bridge the existing
research gap regarding fast-food brand communities on Facebook.
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Methodology
In this study, the researchers chose to apply a qualitative research design. Qualitative research is
often used when the research topic is broad, complex and when existing knowledge is
insufficient (Bonoma, 1985). With respect to these conditions, social media marketing in general
is a relatively recent and fast developing media for marketing where both companies and
academics have not studied it adequately; in addition to that the adoption of brand communities
in Facebook by fast-food chains in Egypt is still in its infancy. On the other hand, since the
research aims at understanding the outcomes of young consumers' participation and engagement
with fast-food online brand communities on Facebook; the researchers adopted a qualitative
exploratory research which is most appropriate in conditions related to customers’ perception
and cultural needs (Cooper, 1999).
The researchers conducted 4 focus groups with young Egyptian Facebook users. Each focus
group consisted of 10 participants between the age of 18 and 30 years. The interviews were
conducted in Cairo and Alexandria which are the biggest Egyptian cities where all fast-food
chains are located. Purposive sampling was adopted where the participants were invited to the
focus groups through an online invitation on Facebook. The Focus groups discussions where
based on an interview guide, that consisted of a set of questions. These questions focused on
specific topics to draw insightful data about consumers and their relationship with online brand
communities on Facebook. All the focus groups were recorded after the respondents' permission.
The focus groups discussions were transcribed and analyzed based on themes with the aid of
qualitative analysis software (Nvivo). At the beginning of the focus groups the researchers made
sure that all the respondents were active Facebook users and were familiar with various
marketing forms through it.
Findings
The first group of questions that were discussed in the focus groups was intended to ask about
the participants' familiarity with Facebook and their motives for using it. Also, these questions
aimed at exploring consumer's familiarity for Fast food advertising in Facebook.
Different motives to use Facebook
The focus groups began with a question related to the participants’ general knowledge about the
social media websites and their usage to it. Based on the participants' background, they were all
users of social media websites all of them said that Facebook is the most social media website
used by them. They mentioned that Facebook is a part of their daily routine and habits. The vast
majority of them said that they spend more than 3 hours daily on their Facebook accounts. They
indicated that they use Facebook to stay connected with their friends' networks, share pictures
and videos with their social networks, entertainment and to get updated about political and other
social events. Additionally, some of them said that Facebook helps them to get news from their
university and things related to their studies. One of the participants expressed his relationship
with Facebook by the following quote: "Facebook is part of my daily routine, when I get up in
the morning the first thing that I do is that I check my Facebook account, the same thing happens
daily before I sleep". Another participant also showed his attitude towards Facebook by the
following words "I always keep connected to my Facebook through my mobile device and I keep
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checking it every hour, if for any reason I am not connected with Facebook for a whole day, I
feel that I am missing a big thing, I simply can't live without Facebook"
Familiarity with fast-food marketing efforts and brand communities in Facebook
The second question was related to the participants' familiarity with fast-food advertising efforts
in Facebook and their attitudes towards it. All interviewees agreed that they see fast-food
advertising in Facebook; they said that they see the sponsored advertisements on their profiles
and advertisements that are referred by their friends. On the other hand, all of them said that they
are familiar with fast-food fan pages on Facebook and most of them said that they are members
of at least one fast-food chain brand page on Facebook. In addition to that, participants said that
they prefer brand communities over other forms of advertising on Facebook. One respondent
expressed her interest in fast-food brand communities on Facebook by the following sentence "I
follow many fast-food brands fan pages on Facebook including local and global brands, I think
they are useful and entertaining"
Another participant expressed his interest in the fast-brand communities in Facebook by the
following words "I think that Facebook advertising is very essential for fast-food chains, I get
most of the information I need from the fast-food fan pages in Facebook and I consider it an
easier platform than the company website since I see the comments of other consumers"
Attitudes towards fast-food brand communities in Facebook
The third question was related to the participants' attitudes and beliefs regarding the fast-food
chains fan pages; participants said that they are generally interested in the fast-food brand pages
because they join it voluntarily and have the option to leave it at any time. One important finding
is that participants said that they are love fan pages that keep posting engaging content such as
contests and entertaining content such as funny posts; they don’t like fan pages that post only
advertisements about the meals. In addition to that they said that they prefer global fast-food fan
pages than local fast-food fan pages.
Outcomes of young consumers' participation in fast-food brand communities in Facebook
The second group of questions was intended to understand the outcomes that fast-food chains
gain from their activities on their brand communities in Facebook.
Brand Love
Since consumers can develop feelings of love towards some brands (Albert et al., 2008), most
respondents said that their membership in online brand communities enhanced their positive
feelings towards the fast-food chains since they see posts from the fast-food chains every day
which makes them feel committed and attached to these brands. The participants expressed their
love for the fast-food brands by the following words:
"The fast-food fan pages made me love the brands and feel that I am part of a bigger community
that I really enjoy being part of"
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Word of mouth activities
All participants indicated that they are very likely to speak about the offers of the fast-food
chains that see on brand communities in Facebook, they said that they can share the content they
like with their friends on Facebook. Also, they can recommend these chains to their friends when
they meet. The word of mouth activities can be expressed by the following quotations.
"When I find an interesting post that contains a good offer from the fast-food chain, I usually
share the post with my friends on Facebook"
"I usually speak with my peers and friends about the fast-food advertisements and offers I see on
Facebook".
Participation in online and offline Brand activities
Most participants said that they are engaged with the posts that the brand pages put in their brand
communities; furthermore they indicated that they can participate in the events that are posted in
the brand communities. Participants expressed their participation by the following sentences:
"I love to comment in the posts that are posted by fast-food chains especially if the posts are
related to contests and competitions"
"I saw an advertisement on the fan page of a fast-food chain asking people to participate in a
social event; I took my friends and participated in the event"
"I usually check the fan page to search for competitions and new activities"
Purchase Intention
Nearly all participants said that they have visited fast-food chains because they have seen it for
the first time in Facebook brand communities, or because they have seen an interactive post on
Facebook. They showed their interest in visiting the fast-food chains or ordering meals from
them by the following words:
"I firstly knew about a local fast-food chain from its fan page on Facebook, I found that I have
several friends members of the same page, I checked the meals that were posted on the pages,
also I checked the comments and other consumers' reviews, these positive comments made me
eager to order it and try all their meals"
"I saw a discount on my favorite fast-food chain fan pages, I called 3 of my friends and went
together to have dinner in that chain"
Further analysis
In the current study, content analysis was used to examine common themes related to the content
type of the brand posts, useful in identifying the amount of consumers engagement behavior i.e.
likes, comments and shares with each content type in brand pages. Content analysis were used to
find common themes in other studies in the context of social media marketing, e.g. (Ashley and
Tuten 2015; Su, Reynolds and Sun 2015).
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Table (1) demonstrates the themes of the posts that were used to assess the availability of each
content type.
Table 1: Content types and Themes

Each post was assessed for the availability of each of the four content types (0= Content type is
not available, 1=Content type is available). Then the total number of likes, comments and shares
of each post was counted as an indicator for the level of consumer engagement behaviours for
each brand page. Table (1) demonstrates the themes of the posts that were used to assess the
availability of each content type.
Resilience to negative information
The users said that belonging to a brand community made them trust the brand better especially
if the brand pages addressed the answers to their questions and complaints in a proper manner.
They mentioned that their membership in the fast-food online brand communities made them
more comfortable with the quality of the fast-food meals. One male respondent expressed his
trust in the fast-food chain by the following sentence.
"The fast-food chain fan pages improved my trust in the brand; if I see any negative comments or
hear any negative feedback I am more likely to ignore it"
Discussion and Managerial Implications
Many companies have followed the trend of social media marketing; thereby many of them have
activated their fan pages on Facebook and attracted millions of consumers as fans of these pages
on Facebook. In this article, the researchers tried to explore the outcomes of activities of the fastfood chains on their online brand communities in Facebook on the young consumers; it
highlighted the benefits that these companies can gain from having an active brand community
on Facebook. The findings of the research showed that having an active online brand community
on Facebook have several benefits and favorable outcomes for these chains; Facebook fan pages
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keep companies connected with their customers and prospective customers. On the other hand,
the daily exposure of Facebook fan pages to advertising messages and posts from these brands
develops a deep emotional attachment between the consumers and the brands turning them from
non-users into loyal customers. The brand love that develops between the consumers and the
brands as their result in their participation and engagement on these online brand communities on
Facebook has some favorable outcomes for the companies including purchase intention, positive
word of mouth, participation in the brand activities and resilience to negative information. The
outcomes of consumers' participation in the online brand communities can be shown in figure 1.
The findings showed that young consumers respond and interact with different advertising posts
on Facebook; they prefer posts that contain engaging content such as special competitions and
contests; moreover consumers like posts that contain incentives such as special offers and
discounts.
Fast-food chains should benefit from the marketing potentials that social media especially online
brand communities can offer that; these brand communities has the advantage of keeping
customers in close contact with the fast-food brands and can change prospective customers into
actual and loyal customers. In addition to that, fast-food chains should focus on messages that
can be generate rapid word of mouth such as special offers, coupons and all types of engaging
content to get benefit of the social media potentials of sharing information.

Figure 1: Outcomes of consumers' participation in an online brand community
Limitations and Directions for Future research
This research provides a significant advancement to the current literature of social media
marketing in general, particularly in the online brand communities. As the researchers reviewed
the previous literature, there is a limitation in understanding the outcomes and advantages
companies can yield from their activities in the online brand communities especially in
developing countries like Egypt. However, the research has some limitations. First, the sample
size was small. Second, the findings were based on what the respondents said, as they might not
be telling the truth or not expressing accurately what they feel. Third, since the study focused on
only on the fast-food industry; therefore the findings cannot be generalized on other industries
where the consumers' perceptions may be related to advertising from that specific industry.
Therefore, the present study needed to be supported by a quantitative study that evaluates the
findings of the research on a bigger sample as well as testing the overall model that was
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suggested. Additionally, this study studied the online brand consumers' outcomes from the
consumer perspective; accordingly future research can examine some areas that need to be
further explored from the companies 'perspective such as managerial expectation and aims of
branding strategies in social media. Similarly, future research can explore the differences
between branding strategies between global and local fast-food chains with the aim of reaching a
better social media strategy that yields better results. Also, the research can be replicated and
expanded to include other industries in addition to the fast-food industry. Finally, the research
can be expanded to include more age groups and other segments that can respond differently
than young consumers. Since that online brand communities are characterized by virtual features
and low switching where its members has the ability to join and leave it at any time, companies
must be aware of the reasons that make consumers and participate in their online brand
communities; additionally marketers must understand the reasons that make consumers more
committed to their online brand communities (Zhou, & Amin, 2014)
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Abstract
Value Added Tax (VAT) was introduced in Kenya in 1990 in replacement of the sales tax which
was in place since 1971. A lot of reforms have been initiated and implemented with the objective
of transforming VAT to be a major source of revenue. Such reforms were initiated in order to
enhance VAT productivity in terms of revenue collected by the Kenya Revenue Authority
(KRA). The responsiveness of VAT to reforms has been poor. In 2006, VAT reported the lowest
elasticity indices- suggesting that it is the most rigid tax. This study established the effect of
Online VAT returns on value added tax productivity in Kenya between 2007 and 2015; with
specific objectives being to determine effect of tax education, number of ETR users, online VAT
returns and increase in number of taxable items on VAT productivity in Kenya. The study
adopted a descriptive and explanatory research design, to determine the effect of the independent
variables on VAT productivity. Secondary data was collected from KRA, KNBS and Treasury
for the period 2007-2015. The analysis revealed that there was a strong positive correlation
between training, online VAT returns, increase in number of taxable items and VAT
productivity. This implies that by bringing more items under tax net and embracing online VAT
returns will increase VAT productivity. The studies recommend a critical review of the number
of taxable Items and consider broadening tax net of taxable items which will have positive effect
on VAT productivity. Further the study recommends that the Government should sensitize and
encourage tax payers to embrace online VAT returns. However, this would be more appropriate
when the Government steps up the relevant KRA IT systems.
Key Words: VAT Productivity, Online VAT Returns, Tax Education and ETR Machines.
Introduction
VAT is tax on value added on designated goods and services. The burden of tax falls on the final
consumers of goods and services as capital goods are exempted from VAT. It is designed to be
administered using the invoice-credit method and computed by subtracting taxes due on sales
from all taxes previously paid on purchases from other suppliers. Only registered traders are
required to charge VAT with qualification for registration under VAT being on annual sales
turnover of five million Kenya shillings (KRA, 2007).
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In Kenya, supplies of goods and services are either taxable, tax exempt or zero-rated. Tax
exempt relieves the gazetted categories of goods and services from paying value added tax save
purchases including capital goods. Therefore, exemption eliminates the tax on value added in the
final stage only. Although the retailer would not charge value added on its sales, the retailer
would not be entitled to a credit for tax paid on the purchase of an exempt item. Exemption
partially frees users of certain goods and services from VAT. Exempted users in Kenya neither
register for VAT nor file returns. Zero rated traders charge zero VAT and they are allowed to
reclaim whatever they were charged while making purchases.
VAT was introduced in Kenya on1st January 1990 to replace the sales tax as of and the input
credit system was adopted at its introduction (karingi et al, 2005) The country has seen a
number of system reforms in revenue collection ,hence necessitating the present study on the
effect of online filling of Vat returns on its productivity.
The introduction of VAT was part of an overall tax reform package which Kenya embarked on in
1986 through the Tax Modernization Programme (TMP) (Muriithi and Moyi, 2003). It was
anticipated that TMP would make the Kenyan fiscal system progressive, efficient, equitable and
more modern. Among the reforms include: use of ETR machines; filing of returns online; and
conducting seminars to enlighten tax payers.
Nada and William (2009) noted that in Kenya, the responsibility for paying VAT on certain sales
rests not only with the seller but also with the buyer. This is enabled through a system that was
introduced towards the end of 2003 in the name of VAT withholding. It was initially applied to
government agencies that were purchasing goods and services subject to VAT. It was observed
that the government, through these agencies, was paying VAT-inclusive prices to suppliers, who
were not necessarily remitting the revenue to the KRA. Later on, other purchasers were also
compelled to pay the VAT withholding leading about 2000 VAT withholding agents in 2004-05.
The agents consisted of purchasers who were required to withhold VAT. Most importantly is that
about 40 percent of VAT revenue was collected from these agents the same year (Nada and
William, 2009).
Literature Review
The VAT Theory
VAT is defined as a broad-based tax levied at multiple stages of production and distribution on
commodity sales at up to and including at least the manufacturing stage, with critically
systematic offsetting of input tax against output tax (Ebrill et al, 2001; Gendron and Bird, 2007).
As the name suggests, it is meant to tax value addition that is created in each stage of
manufacturing or distribution hence there should not be any cascading and the tax burden should
ultimately fall on final consumption of goods and services. If the tax falls on intermediate
transactions, it distorts allocation of factor inputs by firms and consequently reduces production
efficiency hence competitiveness of a country (Myles and Hindrick, 2004).
There are various forms of VAT depending on the design features of the tax. Best practice and
consensus strongly advocate for a broad-based consumption type VAT with a single rate,
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minimal exemptions and zero rating exports only (Ebrill et al., 2002). Some literature contend
that if properly administered, such a VAT is buoyant (Tait, 1991) and revenue productive (Le,
2003). The Kenya VAT adheres to most of this good practice, except that it is marred with low
tax compliance and excessive tax evasion which shrink its base thereby undermining its revenue
potential.
One crucial design feature of VAT that is targeted by many reforms and has a large bearing on
its revenue productivity is the extent of exemptions and zero rated goods. As argued by Cnossen
(2013) the disadvantages of exemptions outweigh its advantages as among others they erode the
tax base, distort input choices, increase compliance cost and undermine the destination principle
of VAT. Moreover, Kay and Davis (1990), using a survey of 32 countries, estimated that the
complete exemption of all services excludes from the VAT base between 45 and 78 percentage
points of a country's GDP. Therefore, it is always imperative to keep track of revenue
productivity implications of VAT reforms as some reforms may be counterintuitive.
Effect of Tax Education on VAT Productivity
According to the Fischer Model, non-compliance opportunities can affect tax compliance both
directly and indirectly through attitudes and perceptions. Chan et al. (2000) suggested that those
with a higher education level are more likely to have a higher level of moral development and
higher level attitudes toward compliance and thus will tend to comply more. In contrast, the most
recent study by Richardson (2008) cited in Mohd (2010) revealed that there is a negative
association between education and compliance. The survey result of Demissie (2008) reveals
that taxpayer’s with poor knowledge of tax rules and regulations are the most deterring factor of
voluntary compliance. In addition, Kasipillai et al. (2003) states that tax knowledge has impact
on tax compliance. The study specifically evaluates the influence of education on tax compliance
among undergraduate students in Malaysia. A questionnaire was administered on undergraduate
accounting students of University of Utara Malaysia (UUM) to determine whether education
influences respondents’ tax avoidance and tax evasion behavior. 560 questionnaires were
distributed to UUM students who had yet to commence their taxation course. The statistical
findings confirm the prevalence of a relationship between tax education and tax compliance,
suggesting tax education positively contributes towards tax noncompliance.
Effect of the number of ETR users on VAT Productivity
Electronic Tax Registers were introduced by KRA to replace the manual paper system of
remitting VAT returns that was considered inefficient and straining. To enhance the
accountability systems for Value Added Tax, the Kenya Revenue Authority (KRA) has
spearheaded the introduction of the Electronic Tax Registers and Electronic Signature Devices.
These devices offer unique benefits to traders and the Revenue Authority alike by recording
transaction data in such a manner that it cannot be deleted.
Effect of number Online VAT Returns on VAT Productivity
In 2000/2001 for the Tanzanian Revenue Authority (TRA) by the Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH (formerly GTZ) and experts from the German Tax
Administration. Programmers from the TRA were involved in the development. Since 2003, this
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version is in use in all TRA offices nationwide in Tanzania. In 2007, the Philippines-Local
Governments Units (LGU) version of the iTAX was developed based on the TRA one. This was
done through a GIZ project and local programmers from the Philippines were integrated in the
development team. Since then, iTAX is in use in 12 provinces in the Philippines. The Tanzania
Local Government Authorities (LGA) version of iTAX is a tailor-made version developed by the
same experts who developed the Philippines version and included some experts from the
Computer Centre of the University of Dar es Salaam. The Tanzania-LGA version started in
January 2012 and in May 2013, the Tanzania Prime Minister’s Office decided that the
nationwide rollout (164 LGAs) of this iTAX version would start as of July 2013. iTAX is an
integrated software system that is specifically designed for a developing country context. Its
modular system allows the administration of all types of taxes, on the national as well as
subnational level. iTAX is a customized development that is developed by GIZ in close
cooperation with the client country. (Jonas and Maja 2015).
The Kenyan VAT Act 2013 provides for use of information technology for most tax formalities
and procedures. This includes registration, electronic returns, tax payments, and notices and
guidelines on the use of tax computerized system. The introduction of the provisions legitimizes
the online tax management system (iTax) which is already operational as well as paving way for
new services via information technology.
Effect of Increase of Taxable Items on VAT Productivity
Most of the goods which were previously zero rated have become taxable at the standard rate
with a few becoming exempt. Various goods/services that were formerly exempted have also
become taxable. This brings these supplies under the VAT net and therefore reduces the number
of companies claiming for VAT refund as a result of making zero rated supplies. The former
VAT Act had over 400 exempt goods, 23 exempt services, over 300 zero-rated goods and 22
zero-rated services. The new Act has cut drastically the list of exempt and zero–rated goods and
services. The fully exempted goods list is 39, exempt services list of 18 and a list of 8 zero-rated
supplies (goods and services). There is a transition list of fuel and fuel oils which will be exempt
from VAT for a maximum period of three years before being standard rated.
Conceptual Framework
The following conceptual framework shows how the independent variables as indicated (online
VAT returns)by number of VAT returns filled online, number of users of ETR ,increase of
number of taxable items and number of seminar attendees relate to the dependent variable (VAT
Productivity).
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Statement of the Problem
Tax productivity is a growing international concern for tax authorities and public policy makers
as tax under productivity seriously threatens the capacity of governments to raise public revenue.
Taxpayers will readily accept any new system introduced if they have ample knowledge to
understand the system (Kasipillai, et al, 2003). It is clear that developing tax knowledge in
taxpayers is an important element in operating a successful tax system. Achieving appropriate
productivity level, taxpayers need to complete the tax returns correctly and pay the right amount
of taxes. Thus to realize substantial tax revenues, reforms have to be effected cautiously such
that they will bring desirable changes on VAT productivity. According to KRA policy,
taxpayers need to be informed, well educated (particularly in tax matters), and embrace modern
IT solutions by doing away with manual systems of tax administration.
Although, reforms to enhance tax based managements solutions have improved VAT collections
in the recent past, VAT still remains less buoyant and inelastic with implementation of various
reforms (KRA, 2011). Furthermore, KRA is still unable to meet its revenue collection target
presently. Despite the reforms, VAT collection has remained a challenge to both tax payers and
the KRA. Tax payers have complained of not being given enough time to file returns while VAT
collections have failed to meet targeted amounts. This study established precisely how online
VAT returns affect VAT productivity in Kenya. The former studies carried on elements of VAT
compliance have concentrated on electronic tax registers, inspection and income as bases of
VAT compliance. There has been no much research which has been done on the effects of
Online VAT returns on VAT productivity in Kenya. This study has established the effects of
Online VAT returns on VAT productivity in Kenya for the period July 2007-2 June015
Objectives of the Study
In view of the study problem’ we sought; to determine the effect of tax education through
training, the number of ETR users, the number of online VAT returns and increased number of
taxable items on VAT productivity in Kenya.
The following hypotheses were formulated to address the study objectives;
HO1: There is no significant effect of tax education through training on VAT productivity in
Kenya.
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HO2: There is no significant effect of the number of ETR users on VAT productivity in Kenya.
HO3: There is no significant effect of the number of online VAT returns on its productivity in
Kenya.
HO4: There is no significant effect of increased number of taxable items on VAT productivity
in Kenya.
Significance of the study
This research will be of great importance to the various stakeholders in terms of establishing the
gaps that exist in Kenya’s VAT tax regime, the knowledge gaps of the tax payers and the online
VAT returns. Empirically, the research will enrich taxpayers and revenue collector with more
valuable information that could be used to enhance VAT laws, tax practices and help to improve
VAT productivity. It will also assist the tax authorities to streamline and improve revenue
collection basing on the findings and recommendations which were outlined by the study.
Methodology
Research Design
Orodho (2003) defines research design as the scheme, outline or plan that is used to generate
answers to research problems. It constitutes the blue print for the collection, measurement and
analysis of data Kothari (2003). The research design employed was both descriptive and
explanatory which were relevant for the study as they also enabled the researcher to take control
of the research process. The designs further provided quantitative descriptions of some part of
the population and also enabled the researcher to describe and explain data.
Data Sources and Type
Secondary data was collected from Kenya Revenue Authority (KRA),KNBLS and the Treasury,
KRA publications , Economic Surveys and statistical abstracts for the period July 2007 to June
2015(96 months). Data collected included both dependent and independent variables for the
period in question.
Variable Operationalization
VAT productivity was the dependent variable measured as indicated in table below while
training, the number of ETR users, online VAT returns, and increased number of taxable items
were applied as independent variables as outline below;
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Data Analysis and Presentation
Multivariate regression was used to estimate the linear model in the study. The fit of the model
was tested after addition or elimination of specific variables to ensure the model still fits the data.
At each step, the variable that leads to the greatest improvement in predictive accuracy – in terms
of the highest score statistic tested at a significance level of 5%. The findings were presented
largely in form of tables and figures to elucidate the aspects of VAT reforms and productivity at
KRA.
Model Formulation and Specification
A regression analysis was used in modeling the analysis of numerical data consisting of values of
dependent variable and independent variables as indicated in the specified model. The study used
the following linear model in estimating the relationship between tax reforms and VAT
productivity in Kenya:-

Results And Discussions
Diagnostic Tests
The Ordinary Least Technique (OLS) estimation technique was applied and several assumptions
such as normality, linearity, multicollinearity, co-integration, unit root, homoscedasticity and
autocorrelation were tested. Other test that was conducted included Ramsey Reset Test for the
regression specification.
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Normality Assumption of the Random Variable
One of the assumptions of classical linear regression model is that the error term must be
normally distributed with zero mean and a constant variance. The error term is used to capture all
other variables that influence dependent variable but are not included in the model. It is
however, believed that the omitted variables have a small influence and at best random. For
OLS to be applied, one must satisfy the assumptions of normality of the error term Mukras,
(1993). Since OLS estimators are linear functions of the error term, and then it means they will
also be normally distributed. To confirm whether the error term is normal or not, the study
employed Shapiro Wilk test.
Heteroscedasticity
Presence of heteroscedasticity affects the minimum variance which later leads to invalid
conclusions when testing hypothesis. The residual plot method is used to test for it. If the plots
exhibit a systematic pattern, it implies that heteroscedasticity is present. As a remedy, robust
standard errors are used. If the source of heteroscedasticity is unknown, the study carries out a
white general test to check its presence or Cook-Weisberg test for heteroscedasticity test Mukras,
(1993).

Autocorrelation
Autocorrelation occurs mostly in time series data. This refers to the correlation between random
error terms of the subsequent time periods. If present, the bias leads to spurious estimates. The
use of robust standard errors also serves as a remedy for autocorrelation. The only problem is
that variance obtained will not be the minimum and therefore the conclusion made when testing
hypothesis are erroneous Mukras, (1993). Therefore the study used Breusch Godfrey to check
for its existence.
Multicollinearity
Multicollinearity is also common in time series data. This is because variables may be following
a particular trend. The variables may be increasing or decreasing over time. Multicollinearity
makes the coefficient of regression to be indeterminate and standard errors become infinite.
Multicollinearity may be common among variables, what matters is the degree. To check for the
presence of multicollinearity, the study used correlation matrix as well as Variance Inflation
Factor (VIF) test as a confirmatory test which measured how much variance of an estimated
coefficient increases due to collinearity Nachtscheim et al., (2004). For VIF values greater than
10 imply that multicollinearity is present. If found present, one of the variables is dropped which
is correlated or retained if the variable is not highly correlated as a remedy Mukras, (1993)
Linearity
Linearity in variables refers to linear relationship in which the dependent variable is expressed as
a linear function of one or more independent variables. Two plots are adapted to detect these
effects; the plot of dependent variable against its fitted values and the plot of estimated residuals
against the fitted values. If the graph for testing linearity shows that the plots are not symmetrical
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around 45 degrees then that kind of non-linearity implies that the model makes systematic errors
when making unusually large or small prediction Mukras, (1993).
Stationarity/Unit Root Test
A stationary series is preferred because one can study its behavior at the specified time and be
able to generalize for other time periods. With non-stationary series, one can only study its
behaviour at the given time period but cannot make a general statement. Unit root tests are used
to detect non-stationarity in all the variables. If variables are non- stationary, there is a tendency
of the estimates to change over time. This characteristic leads to spurious estimates. Therefore, if
variables are found to be non-stationary, successful lagging is applied until the bias is eliminated.
The null hypothesis in this case is that the variable under consideration is non-stationary
Gujarati, (2004). Thus the study used Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) test as a testing
methodology.
Conclusion and Recommendations
Implication of study to theory
The study revealed that Training and the number of ETR users were found to be statistically not
significant. On the other hand, number of online VAT returns filed and increase in number of
taxable items were found to have a positive significant effect on VAT productivity implying that
number of VAT returns filed online will lead to increased revenue realized ;the same with when
more items are brought under tax net. Furthermore, the study has revealed that the VAT theory
acts as an interlinkage between online VAT returns and VAT productivity specifically on the
number of online VAT returns filed and the number of increased taxable items. The results of the
study have implications to theory. Although the VAT theory has fitted fairly in the findings of
this study especially on some reforms like broadening tax net on VAT chargeable items which
are essentials and inelastic in nature leading to increased VAT revenue, there is need to
determine all items under tax net and include those that are not captured to enhance VAT
productivity in Kenya.
Implications of the Study to Policy and Practice
Online VAT returns being a new concept in Kenya have improved lives of taxpayers both
economically and monetary. The long ques witnessed at KRA have become something of past.
Time; money spend on processing of returns; anxiety; administration cost and frustrations
associated with manual returns are now forgotten.
Based on the study results, it was revealed that the number of online VAT returns was found to
significantly influence VAT productivity. Therefore, there is need to create information super
highway by boosting internet infrastructure in Kenya and installing sophisticated servers at KRA
to make the process more efficient. Electronic Tax Registers (ETRs) were made to ensure full
remittance of VAT by agents, however in the study results it has shown they have in- significant
effect on VAT productivity, this calls for a need of restructuring of ETR machines to boost their
significance effect on VAT productivity, by installing intelligent ETR machines which will relay
sales information in real time to KRA data base via GPRS system.
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On the other hand, the fact that increased number of taxable items led to higher VAT
productivity, according to the established results implies that there is a need to review all items
under tax net and include those that are not captured to enhance VAT productivity in Kenya.
Therefore, the VAT net should be cast wider to target online business to ensure that nonresidents who through their online business make taxable supplies to Kenya are included in the
VAT bracket. Training has proved to be insignificant in this study, implying that by giving
technical training alone may be counterproductive and hence need to enrich such training with
ethical enlightens.
Recommendations For Further Research
This study recommends further research on effects of mobile payments and e payments of taxes
on VAT productivity. From study results training resulted to insignificant effect on VAT
productivity hence indicating technical training alone on how to file VAT returns may be
counterproductive unless coupled with training on ethics. This study recommends for further
research on role of ethics and training on VAT productivity. The big positive constant figure of
6483.792 indicates there are other factors which affect VAT productivity which were not
exploited by this study, hence calling for further research on such factors.
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Abstract
Organizational Learning has been explored in many ways to develop human skills and expertise
for the job they do, so as to improve on their performance on a day to day basis. The Banking
industry internationally and in Kenya has evolved over the last ten years and banks are now well
spread across the country using digital platforms to reach their un-banked clientele. The Islamic
banking concept was introduced in Kenya in the year 2007 with 2 fully Shariah compliant banks
while many other windows offering the concept were also accessible to the Kenyan public. The
growth of the institutions has been remarkable, although not many employees or the Kenyan
public are aware of the concept and modalities of how it is practiced. The aim of this study was
to determine the moderating effect of psychosocial work environment on the relationship
between team learning and employee performance. The explanatory research design was adopted
for this study.The target population was considered to be 600 employees and the sample size of
173 was obtained using the proportionate sampling method from three banks offering Islamic
Banking products. Data was collected using five point Likert scale. Data was analyzed using
multiple regression analysis. The study revealed that team learning (β=0.5576 p- value 0.00) as
an organizational memory tool had a statistically significant effect on employee performance.
The study further failed to reject the null hypothesis for the moderating effect of psychosocial
work environment on the relationship between team learning and employee performance
(β=0.03477, p-value=0.064. This study concludes that team learning is important for employee
performance, however, psychosocial work environments does not affect teams and their
performances. It is therefore recommended that Banks practicing Islamic Banking concept
should work more in team targets instead of individual employee performance targets to improve
on overall organizational performance.
Keywords: Organizational Memory, Organizational Learning, Team Learning, Psychosocial
Work Environment, Islamic Banking Practice
Introduction
Organizations have struggled over the years to perform better and have a competitive edge over
the competition. It is acknowledged that the driving force of the organization has been their
employees. The term human capital emphasises that. Many studies have have attempted to
identify the key aspects of improving performance of the employee.Ab organization being a
collection of employees, the assignments given are both to individual and to groups. The groups
are specifically formed as one individual may not have all the knowledge needed to complete the
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task assigned. Therefore, in order to achieve the organizational goals, the sharing of knowledge
within groups and between groups has been identified as team learning. The technical terms,
position, job design, job content, interpersonal relations, health and work-individual interface,
define the various limits of psychosocial work environments. Studies indicate that team learning
does affect the performance of employees and other studies also indicate that the psychosocial
work environments also affect the performance of employees. Understanding that the team
learning and psychosocial work environments affect employees, this study investigated the
moderating effects of team learning on the relationship between psychosocial work environments
and performance of employees.
Employees have been identified to be the most important resource in the organizations today
deriving the name human resource (Lepak & Snell, 1999). The employees have a free will and
are run by emotions. They pose a huge challenge to organization to manage them effectively to
avail the maximum output from them. Employee performance appraisal assesses the physical,
intellectual, professional and managerial potential which are then compared with the objectives
and requirements that are to be met. On the other hand, performance appraisal is discussed in
terms of employee contribution for the purpose of organizational development (Vaduva &
Melinte, 2011). Various studies have been conducted to identify the aspect of service delivery
and customer satisfaction. This has been derived to bring the Service quality model
(SERVQUAL) and in other words the RATER model into existence. The RATER model focuses
on five service attributes namely; reliability, assurance, tangibles, empathy, and responsiveness
(Czaplewski, Olson, & Slater, 2002). The RATER model’s relevance to the study is to the extend
the details of customer service as one of the key components of performance and relates to
employee performance in the banking industry that is a service industry.
A number of studies have identified that employee motivation and performance is very central to
the management of employee within a company or organization as it has a direct bearing on the
company productivity or quality of services rendered. This inturn has an impact on the company
profits and continued existence (William, 2010). While corporate culture is very important in
every organization, it has positive impact on employee job performance (Ojo, 2009). This
implies that a culture of an organization is one of the contributors to performance of employees.
The factors contributing to employee performance have not been exhaustively studied, however
emotional intelligence, assessment and culture do contribute to the performance. As emotional
intelligence relates to employees’ work performance, it is necessary for the employees to manage
emotions in order to achieve organizational goals. Empirical research has shown a close relation
between emotional intelligence and work performance (Lam & Kirby, 2002;Schmader., et al,
2008; Barsade, 2002)).These studies conclude that emotional intelligence plays a greater role in
changing the moods and behaviors of people when they are working in teams and groups.
(Gondal & Husain, 2013; Stajkovic & Luthans, 1997), mostly refer to managers who provide
social recognition which is contingent upon individual employees’ behaviors that lead to
performance improvement.
Team learning is identified as the collective acquisition, combination, creation, and sharing of
knowledge by teams (Argote & Ingram, 2000). Though the interest in what makes organizational
teams effective, leads naturally to questions about how members of teams learn to work together
and how existing teams improve or adapt. It has been also observed that teams play a crucial role
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in organizational learning and thus contributing further to organizational memory. As many have
argued that organizations must learn to succeed in a constantly changing (Garvin, 2003), yet, the
topic of organizational learning has received more theoretical than empirical attention(Weick &
Westley, 1999). The relevance of the theory of team learning to the study is mainly taken into
consideration because of the approach of collective learning and disseminating knowledge to
attain the desired performance of employees.
Senge (1990) asserts that teams learn while playing sports, in the performing arts, in science, and
even occasionally in business. There are striking examples where the intelligence of the team
exceeds the intelligence of the individuals in the team, and teams develop extraordinary
capacities for coordinated actions. Therefore, to understand the nature of knowledge, members’
actions and interactions as a form of everyday work, and team learning in an organization,
studies suggest that team learning practice is best understood at the level of the team through a
study of the day-to-day conversations and dynamic interactions among members in their social
context (Chatalalsingh, 2011). However, employees’ perceptions are clarified on team
cohesion,developmental feedback, team creativity and perceived learning culture and team
creativity (Joo, Song, Lim, & Yoon, 2012).
Studies done in an academic health care organization suggest that learning often occurs in the
context of teams. The nature of the team, particularly the increasing emphasis being put on
providing quality patient care through team practice, will inevitably influence the nature and
quality of the learning that occurs.(Chatalalsingh, 2011). Further research has been
recommended to focus on leaders’ interactions with the corporate organization and policymakers so as to enlarge our understanding of the context of team learning and of
interprofessional education and practice.(Chatalalsingh, 2011). Team creativity may be
stimulated or hindered by cultural values, such as worldviews and the value placed on
conformity or tradition (Lubart, 1999). More cross-cultural studies conducted in diverse settings
would increase our knowledge of work teams in various contexts.(Joo et al., 2012)
People who are placed in work environments that “fit” are more likely to intrinsically enjoy their
work (Westerman & Yamamura, 2007). Sub-par employee performance is often the result of
psychological problems that are characteristic of a mismatch between an individual and his/her
environment (Lubinski & Dawis, 1992). The work environment having two main constructs of
physical environment and emotional environment have been empirically proven to affect the
individual’s behavior which in turn reflect on their overall performance at work. Theory of
Work Adjustment as presented by (Dawis, Lofquist, & Weiss, 1968) are explained as; work is
conceptualized as an interaction between an individual and a work environment. While
conditions of “fit” between the person and the environment are predicted to result in high
performance, satisfaction, and low stress. Alternatively, a lack of fit is likely to result in
decreased performance, dissatisfaction, and high stress (Pervin, 1968). The relevance of the
personal–environment fit model to the study is mainly taken into consideration because of the
cognitive aspect of an individual (Kulik, Oldham, & Hackman, 1987). The way the employee
perceives a situation and the way he/ she reacts to it vis-a-vis the skills the employee possess to
operate and deliver optimum performance.
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It has been observed that Industrial/organizational (I/O) psychologists use many variables like
job attributes (such as job challenge, job autonomy), characteristics of leaders and leadership
pro- cesses (leader consideration and support, leader work facilitation), workgroup
characteristics and processes (workgroup cooperation, workgroup esprit), and interfaces between
individuals and subsystems or organizations (role ambiguity, fairness and equity of reward
system) to asses work environments. However, two principles have guided many applied
psychologists' efforts to measure work environment perceptions: (a) Individuals respond to envi
ronments in terms of how they perceive them and (b) the most important component of
perception is the meaning or meanings imputed to the environment by the individual (Lewin,
1938; Mischel, 1969). This explains that while those who see themselves as strongly intrinsically
motivated may strive to select work assignments that allow them to develop new skills, exercise
creativity, and become deeply involved in their work, some may tend to see their work
environment in terms that support their intrinsic motivation, and they may seek occupations
where intrinsic motivators are salient.
The examination of eleven best-selling human resource management texts reveals that the impact
of work environment factors is generally not taken into account in discussions of how training
programs should be designed and implemented (Ripley, 2014). This explains that if the
discussions of value development are practiced they also likely to be productive (Locke, 1976).
The work environments vary from industry to industry while the psychological aspect remain the
same. The cognitive aspects of creating conducive environment to support the personal
environment fit model have not yet been exhausted. Previous studies have commonly
investigated team learning relationships with employee performance and work environment
relationships with employee performance independently. This study, therefore seeks to bridge
the gap by identifying the moderating effect of psychosocial work environments in the
relationship between team learning and employee performance in the Kenyan Islamic Banking
practice.
Study Methodology
The study was done in three banks in Kenya Kenyan banks. The explanatory research design was
adopted for this study and the target population was 600 from which the sample size of 173 was
obtained using proportionate sampling from the 3 banks. The study used primary data and the
questionnaire was divided in 2 sections namely the bio data and the following variables: team
learning, psychosocial work environment and employee performance. Primary data was collected
through semi structured questionnaires with a 5 point likert style scale of strongly agree to
strongly disagree. The unit of analysis was the employees of the 3 banks offering the Islamic
banking concept because the study was to identify the moderating effect of psychosocial work
environment on the relationship between team learning and employee performance. The data was
gathered just once over a period of months. The research took place at Gulf African Bank, Chase
Bank and National Bank in their Nairobi and Mombasa branches where all three banks had their
presence in the same area. For the study population, the researcher used a sample of employees
from each of the branches in random availability of staff. The data was summarized using the
principal component analysis and analysed using multiple regression analysis.
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Conceptual Model
To determine the effect of team learning on employee performance and the moderating effect of
psychosocial work environment on the relationship between team learning and employee
performancethe relevant null hypothesis were postulated as follows:
H01: Team learning does not significantly affect employee performance in the Kenyan Islamic
banking practice.
H02: Psychosocial work environment does not significantly moderate relationship between team
learning and employee performance in the Kenyan Islamic banking practice.

Results
The results show that 13 items for team learning are sorted and clustered into 3 components. The
results of the principal component analysis indicate that there are 3 factors whose eigen values
exceed 1.0. The Eigen value of a factor represents the amount of total variance explained by that
factor. For team learning the first factor has eigen value of 5.186 and the second factor has 1.406
while the third factor has an eigen value of 1.080. The three factors identified for the independent
variable team learning explain 59.013% of the total variance. The first factor explained 39.890%
of the total variance and the second factor explained 10.814% while the third factor explained
8.310% of the total variance. The percentage variance combines for succeeding items to make it
100% variance. The results also show the extracted sum of square loading for the factors. The
values are calculated on the basis of common variance which is smaller than the total variance
incorporating 59.013% of the variance. Rotated sum of squares loading depict the distribution of
the variance after Varimax rotation. Varimax rotation tries to maximize the variance of each of
the factors so the total amount of variance accounted for us redistributed over the extracted
factors. Principal component analysis with Varimax rotation is widely adopted as a reliable
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method of factor analysis. Keiser –Meyer-Olkin (KMO) had a measure of 0.874 which is above
the threshold of 0.5. The Bartlett’s is significant for communication with Chi Square = 819.018
(p- value < 0.05). This confirms the appropriateness of the factor analysis for team learning.

The first component exhibited on only one loading heavily that consisted of the team formulating
target to be achieved by the team (0.688). This factor was labelled team achievement targets. The
second component loaded heavily on; The staff members of my team support each other in
learning new skills(0.828) and the members of my team regularly stipulate how we can achieve
better results and this leads to concrete improvement actions(0.701). This factor was labelled
team support because the items are related to depending on each other in a team. The third
component loaded on two items namely: the members of my team regularly talk about the
statistical results of the work (0.760) and my team’s statistical results are evaluated (0.741). This
factor was labelled team evaluation as the items are related to evaluating teams. Using moderated
multiple regression analysis the moderating effect of the variable psychosocial work
environment wa analysed by interpreting the R2 Change in the models obtained from the model
summaries and the regression coefficient for the product term obtained from model summaries.
Variance – inflation factor (VIF) and tolerance were used to test for Multicollinearity among the
predictor variables. Multicollinearity statistics show that the tolerance indicator for team
learning, psychosocial work environments, employee performance and psychosocial work
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environments* team learning were all greater than 0.1 and their VIF values were less than 10.
These results indicate that no Multicollinearity problem occurred.
The results show that for model 1, R= 0.496, R2=0.246 and F= 55.768 (p=0.000). Model 2 shows
the results after the product term (Team learning * Psychosocial work environment) was
included in the equation. The results also show that inclusion of the product term resulted in R2
change of 0.015, F=3.477 (p= 0.064). These results do not show presence of moderating effect.
The moderating effect of psychosocial work environment on the relationship between team
learning and employee performance explains a 1.5% variance. Thus it can be concluded that the
study accepted the H02 because β=0 and p value is more than α.

Coefficients Results

Discussion
The study established that team learning independently has a significant effect on employee
performance. Thus it can be concluded that the study rejected the first hypothesis and that there
is no significant relationship between team learning and employee performance since the p value
was less than α. The study also established that the moderating effect of psychosocial work
environment does not have a significant effect on the relationship between team learning and
employee performance. The study further builds on the personal environment fit model, the goal
setting theory and the team learning models and submits that organizational memory and
psychosocial work environment affect employee performance. This indicates that the employee
performance is independent of individual goals which tend to divert the employee(Kristof-Brown
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& Stevens, 2001). It also suggests that to have a universally performing employees, the
organizations need to create a collective efficacy (Jex & Bliese, 1999). The study also indicates
that the individual mental environments are not affected when working together as a team (Kayes
& Burnett, 2006). The individualistic behavior which creates the psychosocial work environment
cannot impact the collective approach of team learning which is done as a team(Calantone,
Cavusgil, & Zhao, 2002). The study also further clarifies that the aspect of organization memory
is developed and sustained on a collective approach of team learning.
Conclusion
It was concluded that team learning has a significant effect on employee performance in the
Kenyan Islamic banking practice. However psychosocial work environments do not have
significant effect on the relationship between team learning and employee performance.
Therefore team learning should be emphasized more within organizations by applying team
targets, team support and team evaluations to improve employee performance and service
delivery at large. It is also prudent that the management should incluclate team building events to
encourage bonding between teams so that silos are not created. Team learning is a cognitive
approach to collective learning, the management should encourage group discussions to share
out the knowledge of individuals who have more experience than others on various skills,
organization history and client history.
Recommendations
The study encourages Islamic Banking managers to improve the management of the performance
of their employees they need to integrate the practices of team learning and put in place
structures that support the entire process of team learning practices. The study recommends that
banks should align common goals, learning modules under groups in order to make employees
more productive. This can be achieved by developing a single, easy to use system where the
organization sets and tracks measurable employee goals, involving employees in self reviews,
organizational achievements and regular rating of job performance. The study contributes to the
theory of cooperation and competition (Deutsch, 1949). This was identified by the team learning
strongly affecting the performance of employees.
Team learning happens within a group of persons, therefore it is understood to be collectively
applied to a single unit hence affects the performance of all team members within the team.
However if the employee is a member of a team, the work environment will not affect his or her
performance. Thus, policy makers should consider emphasizing more on team spirit instead of
individualizing employees. Subsequently the relationship between shared vision and employee
performance was not affected by the moderation of psychosocial work environments. This also
implies that the individuals who create a focus in line with the organization, their performance is
not affected by the environments created by the supervisor, peer or subordinate. Therefore, this
study irons out that stress given by colleagues does not play any significant role when the
employee has drawn the future in his mind about where the organization is headed and where the
individual has drawn his career path. Team Learning was observed to have a significant effect on
employee performance. This implies that the knowledge shared within a team can develop the
rest of the members to perform better. Therefore, future research can be done to investigate the
knowledge of team members and how many members need to be knowledgeable to maximize the
performance of employees.
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Future research could investigate the psychosocial environments within teams and its effects on
knowledge dissemination. The current study also leaves room for the mediating effects of
psychosocial work environment on the relationship between team learning and employee
performance.
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Abstract
Due to food contamination consumers do not trust in the food products. Food safety and security
is a major problem in most of the countries especially, India. Standards and regulations in India
regarding food safety and security is not good as developed countries. To attain safety and
security in food, many hurdles are there, risks being one of them. Risks are defined as the
probability of having hazard in it and how much loss it can cause. Risks were identified by
literature survey and expert’s opinion and seven risks were selected for the study such as
communication risk, storage risk, government policy failure, transportation risk, financial risk,
operational risk and health risk. The objective of this study is to analyze the risks in food safety
and security to minimize the loss of food. Grey relational analysis is an efficient assessment
approach that is globally used in multi criterion decision making (MCDM) problems especially
when there is an uncertainty in the decisions. It is based on geometrical mathematics which
consist laws of entirety, normality, proximity and symmetry. The projected approach is able to
incorporate the knowledge and experience of the experts for collecting their responses which was
based on the scale given by experts. After evaluating all the risks in food safety and security,
process risk attain the first rank having grey relational grade of 0.330 while economic risk holds
the last position with grey relational grade of 0.800. This study helps the higher authorities to
take proper decision in order to minimize the loss of food.
Keywords: Food safety, food security, multi criterion decision making, Grey relational analysis,
risks.
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Introduction
In the last few years, cases reading food safety and security are increased by a rapid pace.
Problems of food safety and security brought a vast impact on our lifestyle and which is showing
the failure of security agencies (Bhat and Vasanthi, 2003; Schmidhuber, 2007). For raising the
economy of the country, efforts are to be made on improving the food safety and security by
means of risk reduction, financial profits for the domestic industry and positive effect for food
safety in the domestic food system (Boholm, et al., 2016; King, et al., 2017). Risks in food
directly affect the amount of food wastage or money loss for the country. In our country 30 % of
the total population starve due to hunger and 10% of the population die every year. It is the
necessity of the current situation to provide accurate and precise information regarding food
safety and security to the consumer and to regain their trust on food products. As the country’s
food supply becomes worldwide and composite, decisions about policies expected at preventing
contamination and sickness have turn out to be even more important to the public’s health. In
general food safety ranks as one of the highest priorities in most developed and developing
countries, but in the rest of the less privileged world more fundamental needs of achieving the
international water sanitation targets and food security emphasis is made on (Zaccheo, et al.,
2017). When dealing with food fraud, most consumers are concerned with economically
motivated adulteration (EMA), which is one of the important factors that affect and undermine
food safety, and food security, and may cause disturbance of society stability (Zhong and Zheng,
2017; Arita, et al., 2017). Food safety and security includes the control on food borne illness risk
and it is consistent access to an enough amount of food that is safe, healthy, and wholesome.
Food safety and security is the safeguarding of the own food from national food supply chain and
dangerous microbial and chemical agents (Uyttendaele, et al., 2016). Risks play an important
role in food safety and security; and there are several types of risks i.e. operational, health,
communication, transportation, financial, storage and government policies failure. Rest of the
paper comprises of: section 2, explains the literature regarding food safety and security; section
3, explains the research method applied to solve the current problem, section 4, comprises of
grey relational grade, results and management implications; section 5, explains conclusion,
limitations and future scope.
Literature Review
Safety and security in food is a big issue in Indian context because of the increasing cases of
contamination. Risks related to food safety and security is mentioned in the next section.
Risks in food safety and security
Risk in food is a factor that influence the lifestyle of human beings as well their health. Risk is a
situation where the probability of danger is uncertain (Mangla, et. al., 2016). Activities
associated with food production and handling involve risks. Determination of risk is estimated by
the percentage of loss occurred. By minimizing the food risks, food safety and security gets
controlled automatically (Mangla, et. al., 2016). Risks related to food safety and security is
mentioned in the Table 1.
Table1: Risks in food safety and security
(Please request table from author)
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Solution Methodology
The importance of risks in food safety and security is evaluated with the help of GRA (Grey
Relational Analysis) approach and it also deals with MCDM problems. GRA approach is mainly
used when there is an uncertainty in decision making. The solution methodology used in the
present study for evaluation of the risks in food safety and security is explained in figure 1.
Grey relational analysis
GRA (Grey relational analysis) is an efficient assessment approach that is globally used in
MCDM problems particularly where there is uncertainty in the decision making (Deng, 1982,
1989; Wen, 2016). It performs assessment by measuring the association of each factor to a
perfect solution (Hashemi, et al, 2015; Song, et al., 2014; Jiang, et al., 2017). In general, GRA
has five steps and they are as follows:
Step one: Collect the initial assessment values from experts and make decision matrix. A
decision matrix is constructed as:

where (1 ≤ i < m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n) denotes the assessment value of the ith data sequence with respect
to criterion j.
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where, w j is the weight of the jth criterion. Correlation between reference sequence and
compared sequence is represented by grey relational degree. On the basis of grey relational
degree the priority ranking can be estimated. The one with the lowest grade of relation is
recognized as the best solution.
Results and Discussion
In the present study data was collected with the help of expert’s opinion i.e. based on the rating
scale according to their impact for risks in food safety and security. Seven risks (HR, TR, GP,
SR, OR, FR, CR) were identified from the literature and experts view, already mentioned in
Table 1. Determination of data from expert’s opinion i.e. based on the scale mentioned in Table
2. Scale is made after the discussion with experts and academicians.
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First collecting the values from expert’s and constructs the decision matrix by using equation (1)
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After construction of decision matrix normalization and reference is done for the cost criteria by
using equation (2) mentioned in (Table 4).
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Next  ij is the deviation sequence of the reference sequence is calculated with the help of
equation (4) and it is mentioned in (Table 5).
Investigating the data presented in Table (4)  max  ij  and  min  ij  is obtained and is as follow:
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Risks in food safety and security also increase the stress for the higher authorities. The present
study shows the grey relational grade and their rank accordingly; Process Risk (PR) attains the
highest grey relational grade in the list with value of (0.330) and it affects the food safety and
security very much. Managers need to give more attention on (PR) for reducing the risk in food
safety and security. One should provide proper information, training of the employees and also
warned about the devices which are used. The devices should be manufactured safely and design
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for minimum risks during the manufacturing of any product (Stadlmüller, et al., 2017). It is
clearly mentioned in the previous studies that process risk attains more importance from the
decision makers (Mital, et al., 2017; Stadlmüller, et al., 2017). Process Risk requires more
attention from the decision maker side to overcome the risks in food safety and security; Health
Risk (HR) holds the second position in the grey relation grade list with value of (0.456). Health
Risk is one of the important risk in aspect of food safety and security, because health is directly
affected by food contamination, misuse of food additives, more uses of fertilizers in the farming
and microbiological hazards. Decision makers encourage their employees regarding safety in
food processing and also encourage farmers to use organic manure in place of fertilizer to reduce
the risk of health. According to (World Health Organization, 2017) the human health risks
related with antimicrobial use in food; Storage Risk (SR) capture third place in the grey
relational list with value of (0.480) and is mainly affects the food safety security of food.
Improper infrastructure, storage places and unskilled labours increases the level of risk in food
safety and security. In the newspaper food safety and security related news is there and which is
mainly because of improper infrastructure of stored food. Managers work on it to reduce the
impact of it on food safety and security (Söderqvist, 2017). Government policy failure (GP)
holds the fourth position in the grey relational grade list with value of (0.486).
Government policy failure directly affects the firms as well as food producer to maintain the
quality of food. It plays an important role to minimize the risk of food safety and security
(Kaptan, et al., 2017). Decision makers keep in mind the negatives aspects of policy before
making them and the failure of it increases the risk in food safety and security. Transportation
Risks (TR) comes at the fifth place in the grey relational grade list with value of (0.490). It also
increase the risk in food safety and security by means of unskilled truck drivers, not
implementing cold chain and improper sanitation during the transportation of food from one
place to the another place. Now days transportation is a big risk for food as well environment and
it requires more attention from decision maker’s side (Hu, et al., 2017). Communication Risk
(CR) comes at the second last place in the grey relational grade list having value of (0.700). CR
is important during the collection and delivering of food from industry to the market and local
areas. When there is a miscommunication between the supplier and receiver, it cause risk in food
safety and security (Overbey, et al., 2017). Decision makers may clear the misconceptions
between the sellers and the producer of food to reduce the risk of safety and security. Economic
Risk (ER) comes at the last in grey relational grade list having value of (0.800). Economic risk
comes when there is a fluctuation or inflation in the currency rates (Fan, et. al., 2017). It attains
less value in the list and the impact of it is lesser than other risks on food safety and security.
Conclusion/Limitations
The final aim of this research is to analyze the risks in food safety and security to minimize the
food loss by using GRA (grey relational analysis) MCDM approach. Risks in food safety and
security directly affect the population of the country. Seven risks (HR, TR, GP, SR, PR, ER, and
CR) related to food safety and securities were analyzed and operational risk comes at the first
place and communication risk holds the last position. In the current study the results clearly
shows their effect on the safety and security of food. In the present days the news of food
adulteration, food contamination is common throughout the globe and it affects the personal
health as well as country’s health. Risks in food safety and security also increase the burden of
policy makers and government. GRA approach is mostly used for MCDM problems where there
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is uncertainty in decision; decision makers are not able to decide the best result. GRA approach
is used in many fields like manufacturing, automobile, medical and management. GRA approach
has its own limitations. In the future we pay more stress to overcome the limitations of GRA by
integrating the GRA with AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) approach, VIKOR
(VIseKriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje), DEMATEL (Decision Making Trial
and Evaluation Laboratory Model) and Fuzzy theory. By using fuzzy theory with GRA approach
uncertainty may be reduced and the results should be more precise.
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Abstract
Innovation encourages an organization to adopt new ways of conducting business thereby
increasing efficiency in service delivery. Closed innovation refers to the use of innovative ideas
which are generated within the inside boundaries of the organization excluding external
contribution. The concept of open innovation emerged to facilitate the opening of organizations
boundary for greater interactions with all stakeholders. Open innovation was originally used in
the Research and Design; R&D departments of big companies in the private sector to enhance
their service delivery. In the late 1980s, the clamour for the public sector reforms mirrored in the
private sector model brought about by the New Public Sector Management; NPM model
advocated for the application of the concept of open innovation to the public sector organizations
to improve the delivery of services. This paper examines the applicability of the concept of open
innovation to the public sector organizations.
Keywords: Innovation; open innovation; public sector organizations
Introduction
Closed business model assumed that industrial corporations would be able to innovate only by
conducting basic research activities internally and by carrying the results of that research through
to the market. Chandler (1962) noted that this approach worked well in the United States
corporations during the 20th century. However, the events in the past thirty years have eroded
the conditions that supported that approach rendering the internally focused model of closed
innovation obsolete in the most industries. Today the earlier model has been overtaken by a
model of open innovation. According to Chesbrough (2003), open innovation is a term which
was originally coined to refer to a paradigm that assumes that firms can and should use external
ideas as well as internal ideas, and internal and external paths to market, as the firm look to
advance their technology. The public sector reforms initiatives advocated for the application of
the concept of open innovation to the public sector organizations to facilitate the efficiency of
their service delivery. Open innovation in the public sector is different from that in the private
sector and therefore may be defined as the adoption, creation or development of ideas, objects
and practices that are new to the unit of adoption while considering the input of the stakeholders.
What is organizational innovation?
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Theories of innovation in business have stemmed mainly from the work of Schumpeter (1939)
who viewed innovation as distinctly different from invention, which he held occurs in isolation
of innovation and which could or could not be coupled with innovation. He further envisioned
innovation as being characterized by: construction of new plants and equipment; introduction of
new firms, and; the rise to leadership of new men. From this point of view innovation is a
discontinuous event. Innovation, as distinct from invention, refers to the adoption of something
new to its adopter (Rogers, 2003). Organizational innovation refers to the introduction of any
new product, process, or system into an organization (Suranyi-Uger, 1994). The word innovation
is derived from the Latin word novus, or new, and is alternatively defined as “a new idea,
method or device” or “the process of introducing something new” (Gopalakrishnan and
Damanpour, 1995). Burnet (1953) alludes to innovation as the basis of cultural change, and
defines innovation as any thought, behaviour, or thing that is new because it is qualitatively
different from existing forms. Rogers (1962) broadens the definition even further by referring to
innovation as an idea perceived as new by the individual. Innovation takes place via a process
whereby a new thought, behaviour or a thing which is quantitatively different from existing
forms is conceived of and brought into reality (Chesbrough, 2003a). More recently, open
innovation is defined as a distributed innovation process based on purposively managed
knowledge flows across organizational boundaries, using pecuniary and non-pecuniary
mechanisms in line with the organizations business model. The boundaries between a firm and
its environment have become more permeable enabling the transfer of innovation both inward
and outward.
The notion of organizational innovation denotes, in general, a mechanism applied by the
organizations to adapt to changing conditions of competition, technological advancement and
market expansion by providing newer products, techniques and systems (Dougherty and Hardy,
1996; Utterback, 1994). In its simplest term, organizational innovation is the tendency of the
organization to develop new or improved products/services and its success in bringing those
products/services to the market (Gumuslouglu and Ilsev, 2009). It may also be defined as the
organizational capability to renovate ideas and knowledge into new products, services or process
continuously for the benefit of its stakeholders. To define the concept more clearly, a distinction
between creativity and organizational innovation is very useful. Accordingly, Amabile (1998)
defined creativity as the production of creative and constructive ideas, and innovation as the
successful realization of innovative ideas within an organization. Oldham and Cummings (1996)
and Redmond et al (1993) also attached creativity at the individual level and innovation at
organizational level. They justified their claims by arguing that new ideas by creative employees
could be transferred to other employees and in a large scale lead to the development of
innovative products at the organizational level. According to Hage (1999) innovation can be a
new product, a new service, a new technology, or a new administrative practice. In a different
way, each of these areas of innovation can take five general forms including diversification of
existing pool of products and services; newer addition and versions of the existing types;
introduction of a completely new item; improvement of presentation techniques and styles; and
development of participation models (Razavi and Attarnezhard, 2013). Innovation is the process
of taking new ideas that develop through creative process and producing new products, services,
processes, and methods. Since innovation only occurs at the discretion of the followers, it seems
logical that the leader must create an environment in which followers are encouraged and
supported to try new ideas, through willingness to take risks (Winston and Patterson, 2006). The
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notion of the need for innovation is supported by Buzan et al. (1999) who implied that an
innovative workforce can help the organization distinguish itself from the rest of the industry and
increase the competitive edge in the global economy.
Diffusion is a process where the innovation spreads from its source of invention to its ultimate
users or adopters. It is a process by which an innovation is communicated through certain
channels over time among the members of a social group. Diffusion of innovation theory seeks
to explain how, why, and what new ideas and technology spread. Rogers (1962) popularized the
theory. He argued that diffusion is the process by which an innovation is communicated over
time among the participants in a social system and proposes four main elements influencing the
spread of idea: the innovation itself, communication channels, time, and a social system. This
process relies heavily on human capital. The innovation must be widely adopted in order to selfsustain. Rogers (1962) argues that within the rate of adoption, there is a point at which an
innovation reaches critical mass. The categories of adopters are innovators, early adapters, early
majority, late majority, and laggards. Diffusion manifests itself in different ways and is highly
subject to the type of adopters and innovation-decision process. The criterion for adopters
categorization is innovativeness, defines as the degree to which an individual adopts a new idea.
The concept of open innovation
The term open innovation was inaugurated and popularized by Chesbrough (2003), who is also
known as the godfather of open innovation. Chesbrough defined open innovation as “the use of
purposive inflows and outflows of knowledge to accelerate internal innovation and expand the
markets for external use of innovation”. The term described a phenomenon of companies making
greater use of external ideas and technologies in their own business, and letting the unused
internal ideas and technologies go outside for others to use in their business. Traditionally,
companies developed innovation in their research and development departments, by own
employees; this approach is called closed innovation, since all developments was taking place
within the borders of the organization. Open innovation implies, that external partners perform
part of the innovation process. One main characteristics of open innovation is the involvement of
external parties in the innovation process. It is worthwhile to mention, that Chesbrough did not
invent open innovation, but suggested the name and developed the definition since examples of
open innovation existed long before his work (Busarovs, 2013). Open innovation can be defined
as utilizing external as well as internal ideas as inputs to the innovation process, combined with
employing internal and external paths to market for the results of innovative activities. It can also
be considered as the use of purposive inflows and outflows of knowledge to accelerate internal
innovation, and expand the markets for external use of innovation respectively. Chesbrough et al
(2006) asserts that open innovation means that valuable ideas can come from either inside or
outside the firm and can exploit the market from inside or outside the firm as well.
Open innovation is opposite of closed innovation. The defenders of open innovation state that
cooperation is needed because the involvement of many private and public parties inside and
outside the value chain is important because no single organization can develop the large
quantity of research and development and technical opportunity due to the high costs involved.
Duin et al., (2008) argues that the central idea of open innovation is that in a world consisting of
widely distributed knowledge, organizations like enterprises cannot afford to rely entirely on
their own research. Instead they should buy or license processes or inventions (e.g. Patents) from
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other companies. In addition, internal inventions which are not used in business could be taken
outside the enterprise (e.g. by licensing or joint ventures). Open innovation encourages
organizations to search for solutions outside their organizational boundaries to address core
management problems (Margel et al, 2013). We can consider that open innovation paradigm can
be interpreted to go beyond just using external sources of innovation such as customers, rival
companies, and academic institutions, but can also incorporate the use of management and
employment of intellectual property as it is in the technical and research driven generation of
intellectual property, in this sense, it is understood as the systematic encouragement and
exploration of a wide range of internal and external sources of innovative opportunities, the
integration of this exploration with firm capabilities and resources, and the exploration of these
opportunities through multiple channels.
Chesbrough (2006) developed a model to aid in the conceptualization of the open innovation.
The model emphasizes purposive inflows of knowledge across the boundaries of the firm in
order to leverage external sources of knowledge and commercialization paths. There are three
different processes of open innovation namely; out-in activities, inside-out activities, and
coupled activities (Gassmann and Enkei, 2004).
The first type, called the outside-in process (or inbound activities) refers to the ability to gain and
explore knowledge from external partners. It focuses on expanding the firm’s knowledge base
through the integration of external resources external resources such as industry, academia,
suppliers, customers, competitors, consultants, research institutions or governments. Firms seek
to develop better products by using suppliers’ resources, skills and capabilities. At the same time,
firms constantly attempt to tap into the expertise of consumers, especially with the use of web
technology through the process of crowd-sourcing (Surowiecki, 2004). Innovation becomes
increasingly democratic as more and more consumers are innovating for themselves (Hartley,
2005). As these consumers, called “lead-users” are experiencing needs that will later be
experienced by other users in the market, it is likely that these innovations will be more
successful than innovations developed in-house (Von Hippel, 1986).
The second type of open innovation which is called the inside-out process encompasses activities
involved in external exploitation of internal ideas, for example by licensing out, selling of
knowledge, and divestment of parts of the firm, such as spinning off innovation projects into new
creative innovative firms (Lichtenthaler and Frishammar, 2011). It focuses on placing some of
the firm’s assets outside its own walls, transferring ideas to outside. A valuable inside-out open
innovation is to license unused intellectual property to third parties.
The third type of open innovation which is called the coupled process which refers to
collaborative activities between different actors in the innovation system and which combine
outside-in and inside-out activities (Gassmann and Enkel, 2004). They include co-creation with
complementary partners through alliances, cooperation, and joint ventures. In doing so,
companies can jointly develop and commercialize innovations (Bahadir et al. 2009). According
to Lee et al (2012) coupled process focus on combining the inside-in and the outside-out
process by working with complementary partners through alliances, cooperation, and joint
ventures. It is a complementary flow of knowledge: between firms, between users and other
stakeholders, and then interactive processes between firms and users (Cheshrough, 2006; Bogers
and West, 2012).
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Open innovation reforms in the public sector
In the context of public sector, open innovation can be defines as the public actions that
influence open innovation process (Chaminade and Edquist, 2006). The public sector open
innovation has been characterized by the Conventional Public Administration View, the New
Public Management; NPM (Pettigrew et al., 2006) and Digital Era Governance. Those reform
models in the public sector are linked to innovation. The Conventional Public Administrative
Approach popular until the early 1980s, is characterized by large scale government-led
innovation, often national and universal scale. In this approach, the capacity for continuous
improvements and adaptation is limited. The bureaucracy was characterized by paper-based
systems, formal written files, and command and control in large hierarchical structures
(Dunleavy and Hood, 1994).
In the late 1980s, a new paradigm for public management, called the New Public Management;
NPM emerged in which a radical innovation was identified as one of the core elements of the
NPM reform agenda. It attempts to restructure organization forms and processes, with
heightened emphasis on user-orientation (Lee et al., 2012). NPM emphasized disaggregation of
large-scale departments, increased competition within the public sector, and the incentivization
of public officials along business lines (Dunleavy and Hood 1994). Today, NPM represents a
code name for the infusion of successful managerialism into old-style bureaucracies. NPM has is
being implemented in many developed and developing countries over the past two decades.
Vigoda-Gadot et al., (2008) observed that the cornerstone of the NPM reform is viewing citizens
as clients and improving services through market-based mechanisms, that is, competition,
integrative performance measurement tools, and innovativeness.
As an alternative to the Conventional Public Administrative Approach and the NPM, some
public organizations have adopted networked forms of governance (Newman, 2001). This
paradigm called citizen-centered governance is based on emerging patterns of governance and
service delivery (Hartley, 2005). One of the most important characteristics of networked
governance is that the public is considered co-producers of service and innovation. The
government can solve problems faster and accurately by harnessing a collaborative network of
citizen experts (Albury, 2005; Arganoff, 2007). Such government-citizen efforts are evident in
many areas of government, indicating the shift in the government’s role towards a third party
coordinator. The benefits from making this change include improved quality of service, reduced
investment of public resources, and increased ability to mobilize rare public resources.
Depending on the nature of the collaborative arrangement, there are two types of networked
governances: government-led and community led (Nambisan, 2008). The first can be called the
top-down approach in the government assumes the role of the dominant partner and leads the
innovation project. This approach, traditionally limited to the defence area, has begun in other
areas such as health, transportation, immigration services among others. More and more
governments are developing open innovation policies to bring together external specific
capabilities and integrate their contributions (Lee et al., 2012). The second approach can be
called the bottom-up in that individuals called “information leaders” drive innovations. The
leadership tends to be loosely distributed among the network members while the government
plays a non-dominant role.
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The 2000s ushered in a new model of public management- Digital Era Governance; DEG which
placed digital technology at the centre of bureaucracy, which is based on the complete
digitalization of paper and phone based systems; a citizen-based holism where services are
recognized around digitally enabled citizens (Dunleavy et al 2005). DEG has challenged and
arguably defeated the NPM model as the dominant toolkit for public management reform, but
remains an emergent ideal type, pursued to varying degrees by different governments, and
different agencies and departments.
Types of open innovation in public sector
With the public sector reforms, governments are also gradually moving away from closed
innovation system and are now embracing open innovation models in the form of “open
governments”. The concept of open government offers new ways of interactive public value
creation by systematically integrating external actors (beyond civil servants) into the
governmental and administrative processes (Hilgers and Ihl, 2010). Other important innovation
policies include government funding of innovation development, particularly the funding of
public research, both public and private institutions. Borins (2008) focuses on the characteristics
of innovation in the public sector and categorizes them by policy domain, an approach adopted
by most government innovation awards programmes. He describes five themes of innovative
research: What is happening at the leading edge of governance and public service; sustainability
of innovations and the innovation life cycle; diffusion of innovations; innovation and
organizational performance, and; continuous improvements. According to Wu et al (2013)
innovation in the public sector usually take the form of service, technological, management,
collaboration and governance innovation.
Public service focuses on service delivery rather than product manufacturing. Public service
innovation may relate to the supply of new services to new users, the delivery of existing
services to new users or the supply of new services to existing users which represents three types
of service innovation (Osborne & Flynn, 1997). Treating citizens as customers has been one of
the key elements in transforming public services, and has been considered a core element of the
(new) public management reforms worldwide over the last two decades. Public institutions are
being transformed from bureaucratic organizations into a public service provider, which are
managed with strong emphasis on transparency, accountability, service orientation, and the
perceived output and outcome devoted to the welfare of the citizens (Hilgers and Ihl, 2010).
Innovation in the public sector tends to focus on new product development which is driven by
the desire to improve service performance and add value in terms of public benefit (Bommert,
2010). Cunningham and Kempling (2009) while high lightening the importance of negotiation
and dispute resolution in the public sector innovation, argue that persuading citizens to get on
side is, of course essential, but is not enough.
Technological innovation involves a change in service delivery technologies or arrangements. It
primarily involves the adoption of information technology (Walker, 2006). IT has been involved
in much of the innovation witnessed in the past few decades. It facilitates the information
exchange and communications within government and between government and the citizenry.
The market-oriented approach of NPM movement, in which commercialization, contracting out
and outsourcing have become increasingly prevalent, has arguably facilitated faster and greater
technological innovation, particularly in the public utility sector. Haque (2007) asserts that
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instead of innovating all by themselves, those agencies attempt to make the greatest use of
external knowledge sources to add public value. As a result, there has been widespread
restructuring of organizational forms within the public sector. This macro level change process is
described as the rise of new public management; NPM, which represents a deeply rooted shift
toward both a more managed and “market like” orientation.
Management innovation is defined as the restructuring of organizational structures and
management process and practices which primarily concerns the newness of operational process
or means of service delivery (Walker 2008). The adoption of total quality management; TQM
results based-management, strategic human resource management; SHRM restructuring and
empowerment, are all examples of management innovation. Public sector innovation should
focus more on a continuous process of interaction and negotiation among various stakeholders.
Nambisan (2008) observed that a growing number of public sector organizations are now
reaching out for good ideas from across the world for new ways to deliver public services.
Collaborative innovation is defined as boundary spanning activities in the process of service
delivery and management for example, alliances, partnerships, collaborations and networking.
Collaborative innovation is not limited to governments or their agencies, but increasingly
involves collaboration with Not-for-Profit Organizations; NPO and private enterprises (Wu et al.,
2013).
Governance innovation is defined as the new approaches and practices that aim to manage
democratic institutions trigger citizen participation and fight corruption. Ngok and Zhu (2007)
observed that governance innovation is more political and polycentric in nature than the other
types of innovation and it has increasingly become a prerequisite for in-depth administrative
reforms. Such innovation is now prevalent in developing countries and transition economies due
to the changing nature of their political systems, and can be found in grassroots democratic
elections, public engagement, and administrative delegation (Foster, 2006; Saich and Young,
2003).
Benefits of open innovation in public sector
Implementing open innovation methodologies in the public sector can have a myriad positive
benefits, including improved awareness of social problems, more effective practices based on
broad citizen experience, and increased trust between government and citizens (Bassler et al.,
2008; Gaventa and Barrett, 2010; Reddel and Woolcock, 2004). According to Smith and
Tushman (2005) innovations generate new knowledge, access to new markets, and increased
customer awareness, all of which enhance the existing product.
Innovation drives economic growth and economic growth is a necessity because of grand
challenges that this world is facing, such as keeping up with international competition in
globalizing world – which in turn increases the need for higher productivity rates through
product innovation and process innovation (Parisi, Schiantarelli and Sembenelli, 2006) and
megatrends such as climate change, social problem and the experience economy. It has been
observed that on a more regional level, a large amount of local economies depend on innovation.
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Open innovation has led to the emergence of enabling technologies, where a major role is played
by the Web, thanks to the new possibilities of Internet, many barriers are blurred, access to
information is increased, communication costs decreased which brings Small and Medium
Enterprise; SME and governments into the global arena, which was previously was accessible
only to big players with large resources (Busarovs, 2013). According to Kim et al. (2006), the
use of information systems is important in enabling both companies and governments to achieve
more efficient and effective communication with their channel partners. Metcalfe (1995) asserts
that the external relationship among key actors in the system –including enterprises, universities
and government research institutes- are shaped by a set of distinct institutions which jointly and
individually contribute to the development and diffusion of new technologies and which provide
the framework within which governments form and implement policies to influence the
innovation process.
Citizens’ satisfaction has been used as a core measure of high performance in public
administration, local governance and other state or federal agencies. Its analysis is based on a
comprehensive, distinctive, reliable and continuous assessment of governmental operations.
Satisfaction measures have become prevalent in state and federal agencies, largely prompted by
the client canon of NPM and by the vision of putting citizens first (Caiden and Caiden, 2002).
Public administration officials also encourage the use of satisfaction measures as part of
performance evaluations for public agencies.
Trust in governance is another aspect of a well performing bureaucracy. Trust is a psychopolitical concept. To trust a person, a group or an institution, is to assume their reliability to
believe that they will act as they should (Barber, 1983; Citrin and Muste, 1999). Psychologically,
trust is an informal contract between at least two parties that brings some certainty into their
relationship. Trusted people are expected to fulfil unwritten agreements, and thus allow the
trusting person to plan under the assumption that agreement will be honoured. Hence trust has
political implications that are relevant for national and community relationships such as those
between citizens the government agencies.
Challenges of implementing open innovation in the public sector
Open approaches in the private sector are context dependent and therefore cannot readily be
transferred to the public sector. Public sector innovations usually introduced through the policy
cycle: a political mandate instructs agencies to expand, abandon, or create a new public service
(Boyne, 1998). Based on political mandate, public agencies then have to respond by
implementing the required changes to their service delivery. Public agencies have rules and
regulations that govern their interaction with the public and their ability to source effective
solutions. Most of those rules and regulations are based on the traditional mode of contracting.
Contracting requires agencies to know the solution they need in advance and to work with prescreened vendors. When contending with open innovation, public agencies need a greater degree
of freedom in sourcing solutions. According to Khademian et al. (2013) the need to embrace a
much diverse solution provider space and have limited assurance that the solutions that citizens
provide are useful or even implementable .This might have to do with the fact that problem
definition occurs under incomplete information and, often times, a limited understanding of how
potential solutions can look like. It can also be that solutions from nonprofessional solution
providers might not be as substantial as those submitted by professionals and experts. Agencies
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might have limited capacity to evaluate the innovativeness and appropriateness of the submitted
solutions. Bozeman (1987) argues that agencies are also limited in the type of problems that they
can crowdsource through an open innovation process because of their publicness. Public
agencies are generally not able to ask outside problem solvers to invent products, or to increase
an agency’s cost-effectiveness by reducing service delivery to the highest-paying customers
(Bozeman & Bretschneider, 1994; Perry and Rainey, 1998). Fernandez and Rainy (2006) noted
that the formal political mandates do not necessarily result in successful policy implementation.
In addition, the extent to which each individual agency adopts the mandate often varies. Every
agency faces different internal and external environments that have to be navigated in order to
implement political mandate.
Glor (2015 states that the choice of innovations in the public sector organizations is affected by
ideology and politics. Since public services are part of the executive arm of most governments,
and are directed by elected governments and ministries, it makes sense that ideology and politics
should have an influence on public sector organizations.
Public organizations appear to undergo frequent change in function and form. The turbulent
environment and the myriad and competing claims placed on them by external stakeholders can
make lasting change difficult. This is due to the fact that new changes are mandated before
previous ones can be implemented and institutionalized (Meyer and Goes, 1988). In public
sector, some organizational changes are large in scale and garner considerable interest,
particularly changes adopted as part of a broad administrative reform initiative (Kettl, 2000).
Chakerian and Mavima, (2000) reports that the new public management reforms in the United
States and abroad have involved the simultaneous adoption and implementation of multiple
innovations and changes that at times interact with each other, causing either synergies or tradeoffs between them.
Critique of open innovation model
The major accusation of open innovation is in the intuitive dichotomy between the new open
approach and old or closed approach to research and design. Some authors claim that this
dichotomy, in best case, is exaggerated; in worst case it is wrong (Trott and Hatmann, 2009).
This critique is based on the assumption that open and closed innovation has defined borders,
while they should be assumed as a range where each company has a bias towards a more open or
closed model of innovation. Trott and Hatmann (2009) argues that Chesbrough created a false
dichotomy by arguing that open innovation is the only alternative to a closed innovative model
and that firms today follow these principles. This may be true in theory, but does not really exist
in the industry.
Another point of critique is the similarity of open innovation and the stage gate model (Cooper
and Kleinsmidt, 1986), without feedback mechanism. Despite its success, open innovation
model is not perfect, it is inherently linear, and basically a variation of the well-known stagegate- model without any feedback and feedforward mechanisms. The only distinguishing
difference is that in the open innovation model, ideas (technologies, knowledge) can freely ‘fly
in’ and ‘fly out’ of the funnel that runs from opportunity scanning to business incubation . This is
visualized by a funnel that contains holes which enable the exchange of ideas along the way.
However the flow of the innovation trajectory is linearly forward (Trott and Hatmann, 2009).
New innovative models such as the Cyclic Innovation Model (CIM) emphasize the importance
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of feed-forward and feedback mechanisms, as well as the notion that innovation is inherently a
cyclic process where new innovations build upon previous innovations (Berkhout et al., 2006).
The linearity of the flow of information in the open innovation model may not hold since the
flow of information may be cyclic or from either direction at times.
Another unexpected problem with open innovation are the recent findings of Hacievligal (2007)
that, even though a company has opened up the flow of knowledge towards other companies, the
internal boundaries of the company have tightened, decreasing and limiting the free flow of
knowledge between different departments within the company as was observed in their study at
Philips. This may be a common side effect of the current implementation of open innovation.
Areas of further research
The analysis of previous research has helped to determine these areas for future research. The
three main directions for future research of open innovation is outlined as follows:
Despite a substantial number of literature on this topic, additional research is required to
determine how the concept can be applied to improve the performance of the public institutions.
There is a need to develop a theoretical base for open innovation research dedicated to the public
sector environment. The first direction was made by Lichtenthaler (2011), who proposed a
conceptual frame work for this kind of research. Busarovs (2013) believes that this type of
approach will help to develop a holistic set of knowledge for open innovation theory.
Conclusions
The concept of open innovation has been widely used in the private sector. An increasing
number of governments are attempting to learn from the private sector experiences,
experimenting with the concept of both inside and outside of governments in order to increase
the efficiency in the service delivery. This paper examined the concept of open government and
its application in the public sector organizations.
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Abstract
Research has shown that leadership has been practiced in different situations within
organizations as a way of directing group and individual energies towards that achievements of
the broad objectives of their organizations. Several leadership theories has emerged over the
years to explain the effectiveness of leadership process in different organizations.
Transformational leadership theory gained a lot of attention from scholars since 1978 as one of
the most effective leadership style in transformation of the organizations. The tremendous
success of transformational leadership in the private sector led to arguments that this type of
leadership if replicated in the public organizations can be effective in promoting good
governance in the provision of services. This paper examines the development of leadership in
the public organizations and the applicability of transformational leadership in the public
organizations to improve efficiency in service delivery.
Keywords: Leadership, transformational leadership, public sector organizations.
Introduction
The term leadership is derived from the English word “lead” and French word “leden” meaning
“to go” or “to cause to go with oneself” and thus “to guide or show the way’. The term connotes
a sense of movement or journey from one place to another. Jesus used the word in this way:
“Can a blind man lead a blind man? Will they not both fall into a pit” (Luke 6:39). So, while the
word leadership is technically a noun, lead is a verb. We could say that leaders are people in
motion. Leaders venture into new territory. They take others to places they would not go on their
own. Leaders show others the way and invite others to join in the journey. Leaders lead by going
first, demonstrating in their person and by their actions what ends should be chosen and what
should be done next in service of those ends (McCloskey, 2012). Leadership has existed for as
long as people have interacted, and it is present in all cultures no matter what their economic or
social order make-up. Leadership is not only found in human quality; it is found in primitive
forms in many animal species, from low-level vertebrates such as chickens to high-level primates
such as gorillas and whales. Through observation and experimentation, especially conducted in
the animal’s own natural setting, it can be deducted that there exists a clear hierarchy or “pecking
order” of leadership that grants privileges to those who have it (Bass 1990). According to Bass
(1990) the earlier definitions identified leadership as a focus of group process and movement,
personality in action. The next type considered it as the art of inducing compliance. The more
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recent definitions conceive leadership in terms of influence relationships, power differentials,
persuasion, influence on goal achievement, role differentiation, reinforcement, initiation of
structure, and perceived attributions of behavior that are consistent with what the perceivers
believe leadership to be. Leadership may involve all these things. However, it is important to
note that contemporary researchers interested in the broad view of leadership and who develop
operational definitions are challenged to cover many of these elements without providing
excessively long, laundry-list definitions that are comprehensive but lack coherence (Trottier et
al 2008). Leadership is a social influence process in which the leader seeks the voluntary
participation of subordinates in an effort to reach organization goals. A leader can be defined as a
person who delegates or influences others to act so as to carry out specified objectives
(Nanjudeswaraswamy and Swamy, 2014). Leadership works like an invisible force inside
organizations and remains of high interest for social scientists because of its relation with
organization performance It refers to a non-routine process of intentional influence from an
individual (the leader) towards a group of individuals, aimed at accomplishing certain predefined
objectives relevant to both the group and the leader (Mora and Ticlau, 2012). Kotter (1996)
pointed out that leadership is a set of processes that establishes the effectiveness of organizations
and modifies them according to changing situations to make their performance effective.
According to Chandra (2010) leadership is the process of influencing and supporting others to
work enthusiastically towards achieving objectives. Effective leadership is an integral for the
achievement of the goals and objectives of the organization (Akiboye, 2005). According to
Kotter (1996), effective leadership is integral to organizational effectiveness and, effective
leaders create positive organizational culture, strengthen motivation, clarify mission, and
organizational objectives, and steer organizations to more productive and high performing
outcomes. Effective leadership is also needed to coordinate the efforts of diverse organizational
units during periods of rapid change (Duresa, 2014). Today’s organizations need effective
leaders who understand the complexities of the rapidly changing environment
(Nanjudeswaraswamy and Swamy 2014).
The development of public sector leadership
Leadership effectiveness in public sector is important because it determines the citizens’
satisfaction and trust, and organizational reputation (Aziz et al, 2012). Public leadership is
associated with public sector reforms and governance. Wart (2003) distinguishes five possible
definitions of public leadership: as a process of providing results required by authorized process
in an efficient, effective and legal manner; as the process of supporting followers who provide
results; as the process of aligning the organization with its environment, especially the macro
level changes necessary and realigning the culture as appropriate; as a service focus, and; as a
composite of technical performance, internal direction to followers, external organizational
direction-all with a public orientation. Leadership is the process by which individuals’
effectiveness is increased, while at the same time maintaining, if not increasing, motivation, jobrelated satisfaction and other forms of psychological well-being. It is the only way in which the
government’s objectives for the public sector can be achieved (Metcalfe and Metcalfe, 2004).
Hogan et al, (1994) observed that good leaders may put pressure on their people, but abusive and
incompetent management creates billions of dollars of lost productivity each year. This lost
productivity is caused by high turnover, insubordination, industrial sabotage, and malingering.
Therefore the first lesson of leadership must be to realize that leadership is not a choice, but a
moral, and financial imperative for any manager of staff and the most senior. The history of
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leadership theories used in public sector can be seen through six eras: the Great Man, followed
by Trait, Contingency, Transformational, Servant, and Multifaceted (Dubois and Fattore 2009;
Greenleaf 1977; McCall et al 1998; Miller and Toulouse 1984; and Wart 2003).
During Great Man eras (pre-1900), public leadership practices were learnt through successful
leaders such as Napoleon, George Washington and Martin Luther who has substantial effect in
society leading to a belief that leaders are born (Wart 2003). This era was influenced by the
notions of rational social change by uniquely talented and insightful individuals. An implicit
assumption of the great man theory is that leaders (such as heads of states) are essentially born,
probably allowing for some significant early training as well. That is, you either have “the stuff’
of leadership or you don’t and most do not.
During the traits eras (1900-1948) there was the resurgence of recognition of recognition of
importance of natural talents. The emphasis was based on the individual traits (physical,
personal, motivational, aptitudes) and skills (communication and ability to influence) that leaders
bring to all leadership tasks. Several common leadership trait such as flexibility, need for
achievement, and locus of control are said to be central in determining the strategies of many
organizations (Miller and Toulouse 1984). The characteristics of effective leaders were
investigated, in which leadership practices were based on selecting leaders with appropriate
traits, such as individual traits and skills. It was believed that leaders’ characteristics can be
developed. Wart (2003) reported that this era was influenced by scientific methodologies in
general (especially measurements) and scientific management in particular (for instance, the
definition of roles and assignments of competencies to those roles).
During the Contingency eras (1948-1980s), public leadership continues as the basis of most
rigorous models but with vastly expanded situational repertoire. There is emphasis on the
situational variables leaders must deal with, especially performance and follower variables
(Dubois and Fattore 2009). Shift from traits and skills to behaviors (for example, energy levels
and communication skills to role clarification and staff motivation) the era is influenced by the
rise of human relations theory, behavioral science (in areas of motivation theory, and the use of
small group experimental designs in psychology. Leadership effectiveness is determined by the
variables leaders must deal with, such as performance, follower, cultural and structural effects.
McCall et al (1998) observes that the preference of a functional leadership style has to do with
the type of situation the leader prefers or excels in: a maintenance situation, a project or task
force, a line versus function situation, a start-up, or turning a business around.
During the Servant eras (1977- present), emphasis is placed on the ethical responsibilities to
followers, stakeholders, and society. Business theorists tend to emphasize citizens; public
administration analysts tend emphasizes legal compliance and/or citizens. This era was
influenced by social sensitivities raised in the 1960s and 1970s. Public sector was attached with
the ethical responsibilities to followers, stakeholder, and society. The notion of servant
leadership was first introduced by Christianity founder, Jesus Christ who taught the concept of
servant leadership to his disciples (Mark Chapter10). According to Greenleaf (1977) servant
leaders seek to transform their followers to grow healthier, wiser, freer, more autonomous, and
more likely themselves to become servants. The importance of service leadership has been
acknowledged and practiced over the years.
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During transformational eras (1978- present), there is emphasis on leaders who create change in
deep structures, major process, or overall culture. Leader mechanisms may be compelling vision,
brilliant technical insight, and/or charismatic quality (Bass 1990; Bass and Avolio 1990). This
era was influenced by the loss of American dominance in business, finance, and science, and the
need to re-organize various industries which had slipped into complacency. The capabilities of
leaders to create organizational changes are emphasized to produce effective leadership.
Multifaceted theories of leadership practices used in the public sector emerged since 1990 until
today (Conger and Kanungo 1998; Tichy and Devanna 1990). Emphasis is placed on integrating
the major schools, especially the transactional schools (traits and behavior issues largely
representing management interests) and transformational schools (visionary, entrepreneurial, and
charismatic) (Wart 2003).This era is affected by the highly competitive global and the need to
provide a more sophisticated and holistic approach to leadership.
Transformational leadership approach
The transformational leadership theory starts from these premises that one of the essential
elements of leadership is change i.e. leaders are agents of change at any level whether at the
society of organizational level. They represents the catalysts of social movements, they can
fulfill this role by inspiring those around them, setting an example and creating a vision of the
future that is both attractive and credible (Mora and Ticlau, 2012). Transformational leadership
is a style of leadership where a leader works with subordinates to identify change, create a vision
to guide the change through inspiration, and executing the change in tandem with committed
members of a group. According to Bass and Avilio (1990) transformational leadership happens
when leader become wider and uphold the interests of the employees, once they generate
awareness and acceptance for the assignment of the group, so when they blend employees appear
beyond their own self-interest for the good of the group.
The term transformational leadership was first used by Downton (1973) in order to distinguish it
from transactional leadership and further developed by the work of Burns (1978) who introduced
the concept of “transforming leadership” theory which views transformation as a significant
factor to achieve goals and successfully manage change in constantly changing conditions of
organizations. He defined transformational leadership as a process where leaders and their
followers raise one another to higher levels of morality and motivation. He went on to say that
this type of behavior transforms groups ethically and morally uplifting ways. Transformational
leadership is based on more than the compliance of followers; it involves shifts in the beliefs, the
needs, and the values of followers, the result of transforming leadership is a relationship of
mutual stimulation and elevation that converts followers into leaders and may convert leaders
into moral agents. Seven years later, Bass (1985) took Burns theory and created the concept of
“transformational leadership” theory which he describes as “one who motivates us to do more
than we originally expected to do”. This is accomplished by appealing to, and exploiting, an
intrinsic need for a follower to satisfy the leader because they believe what they are doing is right
and good.
Tichy and Devanna (1990) believe that a transformational leader engages in a process; this
results in a sequence of phases that include recognizing the need for change, creating a new
vision, and institutionalizing the change. Transformational leadership is based on assumptions
such as trustworthy and purposeful. Bass (1990) presented a formal theory and conceptual model
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of transformational leadership. Transformational leadership requires employees (both leaders and
followers) to have a certain degree of flexibility in how they define and perform their work. The
increased control and associated feelings of responsibility in their work facilitate both the ability
of employees to be intrinsically motivated by their work as well as the development of the
confidence to be intrinsically motivated by their work as well as the development of the
confidence necessary to achieve it (Conger and Kanungo 1998; Thomas and Velthouse 1990).
This leadership model has four dimensions (Bass 1990, Bass and Avolio 1993; Bass et al 2003;
Bass and Steidlmeier 1999; Smith et al 2004): idealized influence, individualized consideration,
inspirational motivation, and intellectual stimulation.
Idealized
Consideration
Effective
Performance

Intellectual
Stimulation
Inspirational
F

Motivation
Idealized Influence

Figure 1- Elements of Transformational Leadership
Individualized consideration component is analogous to the consideration component of
leadership style identified through Ohio state studies (Bryman 1992). The leader gives personal
attention to his or her followers by treating them differently but equitably (Bass and Avolio
1990). The role of transformational leader is as a coach or mentor who is aware of followers
needs and develops their potential. The leader diagnoses and elevates the needs of each follower.
Leaders show individualized consideration for followers, they identify individual’s personal
concerns, needs, and abilities: provide matching challenges and opportunity to learn in a
supportive environment; delegate authority as a way of developing them; give developmental
feedback; and coach them.
Intellectual stimulation is important to the transformational leaders to foster innovation and
creativity by reframing new problems and approaching old situations in a new and novel ways.
The leader stimulates followers to view the world from new perspectives, questions old
assumptions, beliefs and paradigms (Trottier et al 2008). They present new ideas to followers
and challenge them to think critically. They encourage imagination and creativity in rethinking
assumptions of old ways while doing things. And they do not publicly criticize errors, mistakes
or failures, or ideas or approaches that differ from their own (Bass and Avolio 1990). Such
leaders use and encourage intuition as well as logic in dealing with issues. Intellectual
stimulation, together with individualized consideration, is the basis for an effective coaching and
mentoring role.
Inspirational motivation dimension means that the transformational leader shapes vision, gains
optimistic commitment to that vision, and sparks enthusiasm for meeting the challenges of
accomplishing the organizational vision (Yulk 2006). The leader articulates in simple ways an
appealing vision and provides meaning and a sense of purpose in what needs to be done (Trottier
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et al 2008). They communicate a clearer vision of the possible future; align organizational goals
and personal goals so that people can achieve their personal goals while achieving organizational
goals; and treat threats and problems as opportunities to learn.
Idealized influence refer to the fact that transformational leaders are altruistic role models who
engender the respect, admiration, and emulation of followers and also display idealized
influence, something closely related to charisma (Nusair et al 2012). The leader becomes a
source of admiration by followers, often functioning as role models; enhances follower pride,
loyalty, and confidence (Bass and Riggio 2006). They express confidence in the organizational
vision; show a sense of purpose, determination, persistence, and trust in other people; and
emphasize accomplishments.
According to research (Nusair et al 2012), transformational leaders have the four dimensions;
gain the admiration, respect, trust, and confidence of others by personally demonstrating
extraordinary abilities of one kind or another. By individualized consideration, the leader clearly
builds a one-to-one interactive relationship with followers and understands and considers their
deferring needs, skills, and abilities, and aspiration. Practicing intellectual stimulation, the leader
broadens and elevates the interests of his or her followers (Bass 1990) and stimulates them to
think about old problems in new creative ways. By inspirational motivation, the leader articulates
an exciting vision of the future, directs the followers to ways to achieve the goals, and express
his or her belief that they can do it. Using idealized influence, the leader instills admiration,
respect, and commitment and emphasizes the importance of having a collective sense of the
organization’s mission (Nusair et al 2012). Leaders who transform their followers attitudes and
commitment to the organization’s mission typically exhibit certain characteristics or behavior
(Bass and Riggio 2006; Paarlberg and Lavigna 2010; Trottier et al 2008; Wright and Pandey
2010) First, leaders must inspirationally motivate employees by clearly articulating an appealing
vision of the organization’s mission and future. Creating a vision, however is not enough.
Transformational leaders must also encourage and facilitate their followers to work towards that
vision. The second condition is that the leaders must become a source of idealized influence.
Functioning as a role model championing the stated vision and building employee confidence
and pride in the organization. Similarly, a third condition is that they must help followers achieve
the mission by intellectually stimulating them to challenge old assumptions about organizational
problems and practices. In these three factors-inspirational motivation, idealized influence and
intellectual stimulation- transformational leaders essentially direct, inspire, and empower their
employees.
Importance of transforming the public service through leadership
Transformational leadership advocates for trainings and development to enable leaders cope with
the changing public sector environments. Training and skills development of current crop of
prospective public sector managers is especially important because public organizations have
traditionally concentrated on developing managers who can operate in an environment guided by
specific rules and procedures. The need for change raises the question of which managerial or
leadership skills are appropriate for public sector in the new millennium. The public leader’s
work has been drastically transformed; hence the urgent need to prepare leaders with the ability
to adopt to change (Sirisetti, 2012). There are major differences between the private sector and
public organizations in terms of values, structure, legal framework, interest representation,
purpose, culture and impact of decisions (Ticlau et al 2010).
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Transformational leadership provides the best response to customers’ needs. According to
Metcalfe and Metcalfe (2004) Organizations across the public sector are facing enormous
challenges in aiming to provide services of the highest standards to their clients and service users
while operating with strictly limited resources. They include: demands to modernize public
services and orient them more closely to the needs and wishes of customers; higher expectations
on the part of the general public who expect services to keep up with private ones; increasing
opportunities, and requirements for partnership both across the public sector and with the private
and voluntary organizations.
The role of transformational leader is to change an organization by recognizing an opportunity
and developing a competing vision, communicating it to the organization members, building
trust in the vision, and achieving it by motivating organizational employees (Duresa, 2014). The
model of transformational leadership refers to a process of developing a commitment for the
implementations of strategies, objectives and mission of an organization to make effective
performance (Dessler, 1999; Riggio and Bass, 2006).
Transformational Leadership in public sector is an important component of good public
governance. Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD, 2001) defines
governance concept as the way in which the underlying values of a nation (usually articulated in
some way in its constitution) are “institutionalized”. This has formal aspects such as separated
powers, checks and balances, means of transferring power, transparency, and accountability. The
definition of governance is followed by the acknowledgement of the significance of actions of
public leaders and officials who would be guiding the system towards governance. The public
leaders have the responsibility to implement the governance principles, embedded in the values
into the system they are in. Thus good governance is only achievable through the action of public
leaders. Therefore public leadership is in essence the heart of good governance (Cetin, 2012).
According to OECD (2001) the role of public leaders is to solve the problems and challenges
faced in a specific environment, that is, people who will promote institutional adaptations in the
public interest through a positive espousal of the need to promote certain fundamental values that
can be called public spiritedness. Cetin (2012) points out that leadership is important and crucial
component of good governance that leads to superior management level and higher
organizational performance which also integrates efficient human resources management and
establishes public service ethics.
Dumdum et al (2002) found out that transformational leadership is at least as common and
effective in public organizations as in private organizations, and Wright and Pandey (2010)
found out that bureaucratic characteristics in public sector had little adverse effect on
transformational leadership in the public sector. This assertion is consistent with the findings of
Grant’s (2012) quasi-experimental study of the impact of transformational leadership on
performance. He finds that transformational leadership is most effective in motivating employees
when they interact with the beneficiaries of their work. This often the case in public
organizations, but can also happen in the private sector. Transformational leaders play key roles
in socializing newcomers into the values of the organization and the way those values are
reflected in the workplace behavior (Bass and Avolio 1993). Socialization introduce new
employees to the history, mission, goals, objectives, and norms of public organizations, and also
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demonstrate how organizations achieves public service goals (Cooper-Thomas et al. 2004; Klein
and Weaver 2000). Transformational leaders give meaning to jobs within the organization by
energizing employees about the importance of their work and by linking employees work to
organizational goals and employees’ values (Paarlberg and Lavigna 2010).
Transformational leaders encourage followers to view problems from new perspectives, provide
support and encouragement, communicates a vision, stimulates emotion and identification. Bruce
and Hinkin (1995) states that transformational leaders are able to define and articulate a vision
for their organization and their leadership style can influence or transform individual-level
variables such as increasing motivation and organization-level variables, such as mediating
conflict among groups or teams. Podsackoff et al (1990) disclosed that transformational
leadership had active influence on individual and organizational outcomes such as employee
satisfaction and performance. Higher levels of transformational leadership were associated with
higher levels of group potency.
Transformational leaders influence the employees’ perceptions and understanding of broader
organizational goals. Transformational leaders also lead by example, by modeling transparent
decision making, confidence, optimism, hope and resilience, and consistency between their
words and deeds (Avolio and Gardener 2005). A key characteristic of a transformational leaders
is the communication of high expectations that inspire followers to become part of larger goals,
stimulating them not only to change their own belief systems, but also to be creative problem
solvers (Bass, 1985). By providing individualized treatment and offering respect and empathy for
followers, as well as providing followers with the tools and skills to grow, transactional leaders
develop expectations of reciprocity – others also expected to exhibit these behaviors.
Organizational theorists agree that effective leadership more specifically transformational
leadership style is one of the most important contributors to overall organizational success
(Weese 1994; Robbins 2003; and Bernard 2000). Several studies have also found that effective
leadership style is transformational leadership over other types of leadership by displaying
positive behaviors of transformational leaders (Avilio and Bass 2000). They ascertained that the
role of transformational leader is to change an organization by recognizing an opportunity and
developing a compelling vision, communicating the vision to the organization members, building
trust in the vision, and achieving it by motivating organizational employees. Over the last 30
years, transformational leadership has become one of the most important theories of
organizational behavior. In contrast to leadership based in individual gain and the exchange of
rewards for effort, transformational leaders direct and inspire employee effort by raising their
awareness of the importance of organizational values and outcomes. In doing so, such leaders
activate the higher-order needs of their employees and encourage them to transcend their own
self-interest for the sake of the organization and its clientele (Wright et al. 2012).
Transformational leadership requires that organizations select leaders who exhibit values that
transcend individual self-interest, such as social justice, equality, benevolence, honesty, and
loyalty (Avolio and Gardener 2005). Transformational leadership is effective because it creates a
proactive vice reactive behavior which create a more stable climate which result in a more
pleasant working environment with a high morale and a sense of personal initiative and pride.
Leadership effectiveness is determined by the characteristics of leader, situation, and followers:
whether in general leadership or practices (Yukl, 2006) or in public sector leadership practices
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(Wart, 2011). Situational characteristics include the culture and structure of leadership practices
that usually can be changed, shaped and controlled (Yulk 2006; Northhouse, 2010), in which
bureaucracy can be seen as the ultimate organizational structure in the world wide public sector
(Kaufman, 2001).
Given its emphasis on the importance of an organization’s mission and outcomes,
transformational leadership may be particularly useful in public organizations, as such
organizations have strong service and community-oriented missions. The transformational
leadership school emphasizes vision and overarching organizational change (Cetin, 2012).
Transformational leaders attempt and succeed in raising colleagues, subordinates, followers,
clients, or constituencies to a greater awareness about issues of consequence. This heightening of
awareness requires a leader with vision, self-confidence, and inner strength to argue successfully
for what he believe is right or good, not for what is popular or is acceptable to established
wisdom of the time ( Kuhnert and Lewis 1987). This is done by making followers more aware of
the importance of task outcomes, inducing them to transcend their own self-interest for the sake
of the organization or team, and by activating their higher order of needs (Yukl, 2006).
Transformational leadership is meant to transform a culture of control to that of commitment.
Once followers are committed to the organization, the leadership effectiveness will prove itself.
Transformational leadership serves to enhance the motivation, morale, and job-performance of
followers through a variety of mechanisms; these include connecting the follower’s sense of
identity and self to a project and to the collective identity of organization; being a role model for
followers in order to inspire them and to raise interests in the project; challenging followers to
take greater ownership for their work, and understanding the strengths and weaknesses of
followers, allowing the leader to align followers with tasks that enhance their performance
(Reichenau 2005).
Bass and Bass (2008) argues that transformational leaders motivate others to do more than they
originally intended and often more than they thought possible. They see challenging expectations
and typically achieve higher performance. They also tend to have more committed and satisfied
followers as they empower followers and pay attention to their individual needs and personal
development, helping followers to develop their own leadership potential. Mora and Ticlau
(2012) asserts that transformational leaders can be seen as agents of change because of their
commitment for continuous self-development of each member of the group in order to reach
their ideals. Because of this commitment is usually higher than in other group-leader relations
and followers perform beyond expectations. According to Nanjudeswaraswamy and Swamy
(2014), transformational leadership style concentrates on the development of followers as well as
their needs. Managers with transformational leadership style concentrates on the growth and
development of value system of employees, their inspirational level and moralities with
preamble of their abilities.
Overcoming the public sector transformation challenges
As a guideline, Silong et al (2008) have suggested the three major roles and 15 competencies for
transformational leaders in public sector. The major roles are engaging others in the work
process, to focus on performance and excellence, and to focus on ethics and values. The
suggested competencies are abilities related to communication, teamwork, problem-solving,
relational skills, conflict resolutions, project management, public relation, interpersonal skills,
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professionalism, visioning process and strategic thinking, technical specialized skills, change
management, research skills, and leadership training, coaching, and developing subordinates.
However, studies conducted in Ethiopia (Duresa, 2014) found out that public service
organizations’ performance highlighted a number of implementation deficiencies in terms of
effectiveness, efficiency and a leadership practice has not been up to expectations. There is
always resistance to the modernization of public service by emphasizing efficiency and
effectiveness and the people will have to be reoriented. In most cases, the cumbersome nature of
public service institutions makes reforms of any kind difficult to effect. Emphasis on
effectiveness and efficiency has dominated the reform efforts of most developing countries.
Various initiatives, ranging from reducing the size of the public service to introducing
performance management systems, have been considered (Sirisetti (2012). Metcalfe and
Metcalfe (2004) asserts there is little shared understanding of the qualities required for effective
leadership in today’s public services. Leadership theory is driven by conflicting interpretations in
a full spectrum from those which emphasize the primary importance of personal qualities to
those who say systems are all-important. Leaders themselves often do not understand the reasons
for their own effectiveness. Fundamental to improved leadership is a clearer shared
understanding of what leadership behaviors work in delivering today’s services. Originally,
transformational leaders were expected to be less effective and less common in public
organizations compared to private organizations, because public organizations were thought to
rely more on the bureaucratic mechanisms than private organizations (Bass and Riggio 2006).
Employee’s ability to affect the desired outcome is also low in many public sector jobs, and this
weaken the relationship between leadership and organizational performance.
To cater with the weaknesses of bureaucracy, most of public sectors worldwide have been trying
to shift from traditional bureaucracy to the new public management (NPM) also referred to as
Public Sector Reform(PSR) or New Progressive-era Public Administration (PPA) (Walllis et al,
2007), as a way of fostering public sector transformation. The New Public Management (NPM)
School introduced modeling of public sector leadership in line with global developments as of
end of 1970’s by laying emphasis on performance appraisal and management audits. The type of
public leadership was also ideally required to be “an entrepreneurial leadership within public
organizations” (Osborne, 2006). To improve situational characteristics, public sector
management is suggested to analyze and adapt the NPM characteristics that is proved successful
in other countries. Studies conducted by Aziz et al (2012) in Singapore, New Zealand, UK, and
USA found out that the adaption of NPM improved the public sector management. Kufman
(2001) has suggested some NPM characteristics as an ideal for transformational leadership
practice, this includes:
Diminishing the influence of politicians and political parties over appointments to public
positions, over promotions, and other rewards within the public sector, and over the decision of
public officers and employees.
Strengthening executive leadership through leadership characteristics.
Decentralizing administration by giving field officers authority to take action on their own, free
of the need for prior approval by higher echelons, reduce delays and promote sounder
administrative actions.
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Reorganizing constituent structure by eliminating overlapping and duplication among
organizations, such as facilities coordination and the formation of comprehensive programs by
putting similar and relate functions under one administrative roof, and improves supervision by
narrowing executives’ span of control.
Changing the internal bureaucratic environment by stimulating market (focus on customer
satisfaction), reducing paperwork, reducing secrecy, raising managerial consciousness,
democratizing administration, and training ethics.
Conclusions
Cetin (2012) observed that public transformational leadership, whether it is considered at
different international, national or local context, has its roots in the public sector management
culture and societal culture in a given country or region. It also depends on how and to what
degree public leaders are exposed to different management styles, experiences, and management
cultures next to their character straits and their educational backgrounds. Transformational
leadership appears to be the most effective leadership style in the public sector organizations.
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Abstract
Purpose: The purpose of this study was to establish the relationship between financial literacy,
financial attitudes and the saving behaviours of youth in Uganda, the study of Mbarara district.
Design/methodology/approach: Youth in business and those in employment in Mbarara district
were the target population. A total of 310 questionnaires were distributed to collect data from
respondents. The sample was determined using Krejcie and Morgan (1970) table of determining
a sample.
Findings: The research findings indicate that financial literacy is a strong predictor of financial
attitudes with actions as the stronger predictor construct compared to financial knowledge and
skills. Findings also indicated a positive relationship between financial literacy and savings
behavior through self-control. Financial attitudes was found to have a significant positive
relationship with savings behavior
Research limitations/implications: Although the constructs were defined as precisely as possible
by the use of available literature, the measurements used may not perfectly represent all the
dimensions. This was because none of these constructs have been used in the same geographical
scope.
Originality/value: The study provides a contribution to the existing research done in the area of
financial literacy; financial attitudes and savings behavior among the youth in Uganda to enable
future researchers have a wide base of research materials. It’s among the few studies in Uganda.
The main theoretical contribution of this study is that it raises the question about how the theory
and research developed can be used to contribute to the application of savings behavior in other
countries especially in developing countries.
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Introduction
Uganda has a fast growing young population with over 60% of the total population below 30
years of age (World Bank 2008). There is enormous potential to boost the areas of economic and
social development with this young and vibrant population through encouraging the saving
behavior, an area Uganda is lagging behind (UBOS, 2014: Bank of Uganda, 2014). The
appropriate theoretical model used to better understand the relationship among the three
variables will be the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB). This model is adopted in this study
because it is open to the inclusion of additional predictors and its ability to predict behavior
achievement from ones attitude and belief in one self to achieve a certain behavior (perceived
behavioral control) (Ajzen, 1991,2008). Saving behavior is the choice to save or spend earlier in
life and this seems to be a much more important determinant of variation in wealth accumulation
(Cronqvist and Siegel, 2010). The proportion of disposable income of an individual that is not
consumed but instead invested or saved for future consumption or bequest indicates the
individuals savings behavior in that specific period. Individuals save money because it can be
used for emergencies, or it can be helpful in the future or it can be used when retired (Barnes et
al., 2011, Griskevicius et al., 2013).
Angelo and Ian (2011) emphasize that persons with a greater capacity to save for retirement, for
the future, for unforeseen circumstances and emergencies are financial literate persons. They
further argue that lower long term savings such as for retirement or superannuation are linked
with low financial literacy levels. Financial literacy has been studied by different scholars
(Angelo and Ian, 2011).World Bank (2010) explains that financial literacy to be understood, a
link from knowledge to skill to attitude should exist for behavior to change.
Chen and Volpe (1998) found that students with less financial knowledge had more negative
opinions about finances and made more incorrect financial decisions. Financial attitude is the
opinion of the individual about the belief in planning, their propensity to save and consume
(OECD, 2010). Negative attitude towards saving and saving institutions could discourage people
from participating in formal saving programs (Turnham, 2010). Changes in saving attitudes will
eventually lead to changes in saving behavior and actual savings (Supanantaroek, 2013).
The Ugandan government through Bank of Uganda, commercial banks and other institutions like
Uganda Bankers Association, United States Agency for International Development (USAID) and
Private sector foundation Uganda (PSFU) have made efforts to increase financial awareness and
literacy through efforts like the cross country financial literacy campaign in July 2014,
Commercial banks have introduced innovative ways of mobilising saving the save, spin and win
promotion of Development Finance Company Uganda Bank, Big wig by Kenya Commercial
Bank, Vimba reloaded by Bank of Africa and Beera Muloodi by Centenary Bank though these
have had just a slight growth from about 12.30% in 2010 to about 15.08% in 2014 (IMF, 2015)
Mbarara has about 82.3% of its population either self-employed or paid employees and about
67% of the region’s population of which the youth is about 35% has an income ranging from
about 500,000 and 10,000,000 both from farming and non-farming activities (Finscope, 2013).
the commercial banks within the district have introduced a number of savings products like the
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cente savings account, bonus savings account, safari savings account and instant saving which
has yielded a slight improvement in formal saving of about 5% to 7% of residents in the district
but this is not yet to the desired levels of saving of 15% to 20%.
Although there have been many interventions by the Bank of Uganda, development partners and
many other initiatives by commercial banks to promote savings in the country, the saving
behavior in all the regions has registered a marginal change. In Mbarara district the savings rate
is low and according to the Mbarara district bank managers association, about 200 bank accounts
are opened by all commercial banks in the district daily but only about 7% of these are savings
accounts, while this is saving behavioral change, the monthly saving volume on these accounts
range between shillings 50,000 to 100,000. This demonstrates that the financial literacy initiative
expected to change people’s attitudes towards savings could have accounted for low levels of
savings in the district negligible. The extent to which savings behaviour among the youth in
Mbarara district is affected by financial literacy and financial attitudes was the cause for this
study
The purpose of this study therefore was to establish the relationship between financial literacy,
financial attitudes and the saving behaviours of youth in Uganda, the study of Mbarara district.
Theoretical contribution
The theory of planned behaviour
The framework was based on the theory of planned behaviour (TPB) and an extensive review of
already existing literature. It explains the relationship between financial attitudes and behaviour.
The main area of focus of TPB is on behavioural control as a measure of the actual behaviour in
order to address the issue of personal control that TRA missed since it focused on behavioural
intentions and subjective norms ( fishbein & ajzen, 2010) many empirical studies have combined
a number of interrelated factors to explain the attitudes towards appropriate savings behaviour (
Hrubes, Ajzen & Daigle, 2001) when people have a rather negative attitude towards a behaviour,
it is argued they will be less inclined to undertake such a behaviour therefore changes in attitudes
and beliefs will eventually lead to the changes in the savings behaviour and actual savings (
supanantaroek, 2013).
Financial literacy is also included in the TPB as an external factor that affects the savings
behaviour (Ajzen, 2008, behaviour, para 20). Financial literacy is an appropriate external
predictor to be included to the variables in this study as literature suggests that those with a lack
of financial literacy are likely to have no or low savings (Lusardi, 2005). This suggests that it is
not only conceivable, but empirically supported that financial literacy is a causal factor in
determining attitudes towards saving and actual savings behavior. As a result of meeting these
criteria, financial literacy was added as a predictor to the original TPB model in this study.
Literature review
Financial literacy
Financial literacy remains an interesting issue in both developed and developing economies, and
has got much interest in the recent past with the rapid change in the finance landscape (Wachira
and Kihiu, 2012). There are a variety of definitions of financial literacy, including understanding
how to manage money effectively and having the knowledge and skills to make informed
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decisions regarding financial matters (Macy, 2001). It is also referred to as general
understanding on budgeting, conceptual knowledge of financial products offerings by financial
institutions and ability to make responsible investments (decisions) to facilitate the achievement
of one’s financial goal Beal (Delpachitra, 2003 and Worthington, 2006).
Noctor, Stoney and Straddling, (1992:4) define financial literacy as the ability to make informed
judgetment and decisions regarding the use of and management of money. Whereas others look
at it as a wide- ranging concept, taking into consideration a deeper understanding of economics
and how household’s decisions are affected by economic conditions and circumstances (OECD,
2008). Hogarth et al. (2002, 2003) indicate that individuals with higher financial knowledge are
more likely to engage in financial products and services, cash flows management, saving and
investment. Bernheim et al. (2001) suggest that high school financial curriculum mandates lead
to saving behaviour and higher net worth in adults. According to Lusardi (2004, 2005, 2008),
financial education in the form of retirement seminars aiming to increase financial literacy of
older people has positive effects on savings and total wealth.
Financial attitude
According to the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB), Attitudes represent a person’s general
feelings of favourableness or unfavourableness towards some stimulus object (Fishbein & Ajzen,
1975). When a person forms beliefs about an object, he automatically and simultaneously
acquires an attitude toward that object. Each belief links the object to some attributes; the
person’s attitude toward the object is a function of his evaluations of these attributes. TPB
measures financial attitudes using cognitive content and affective content. Cognitive content
refers to perceptual response and verbal statement of belief (person’s thoughts); affective or
emotional content are sympathetic nervous responses and verbal statements of belief (person’s
feelings) (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975).
Financial attitudes refer to one’s beliefs and values related to various personal finance concepts,
such as whether one believes it is important to save money (Chowa & Ansong, 2010). Attitudes
towards business affect both actual behaviour and behavioural intentions (Li et al., 2009;
Puccinelli et al., 2009; Einwiller et al., 2010). Ajzen (2008) defined attitude as the degree to
which a person has a favorable or unfavorable evaluation or appraisal of the behavior in
question. Results from previous research have indicated that many different factors influence
attitudes and, more specifically, attitudes toward savings. Among these are unrealistic optimism,
level of financial knowledge, debt tolerance, and money specific attitudes (Davies & Lea, 1995;
Hancock, Jorgensen, & Swanson, 2012; Livingstone & Lunt, 1992; Norvilitis et al., 2006;
Slowik, 2012). Psychological constructs, such as locus of control (Rotter, 1966) and cognitive
dissonance (Festinger, 1954) have also been found to influence attitudes toward credit card debt.
Finally, level of financial independence has also been found to influence college students’
attitudes toward credit card debt (Brougham et al., 2011; Kennedy & Wated, 2011).
In the present context, behaviour could involve savings levels (Cox, 2007), consumer decisions
on purchases of financial services products (Jayawardhena, 2004), the use of non-bank
organisations for banking activity (Li, 2001; Zeneldin, 2005; Leiser et al., 2010), longevity of
relationship with financial services organisations, public word of mouth (Czellar, 2003), and
shareholders’ willingness to purchase equity in the banking sector (Ryan and Buchholtz, 2001).
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All these scholars agree that with the positive attitude towards saving, the savings level will
increase.
Savings Behavior
According to Melzer (2007), savings is the money which is kept in an account in a bank or
similar financial organization. Encarta (2009) looks at saving as that amount of money that is not
spent. Katona (2011) uses social behaviour to explain savings by putting emphasis on the ability
and willingness to save of an individual. Following the thinking of the major economic theories
about consumption, Katona suggests that disposable income is a direct measure of a person’s
ability to save. According to the life-cycle hypothesis by Modigliani (2009) the private saving
behaviour is greatly influenced by the age composition of the population. Graham (2010),
Masson et al. (2008) find that higher proportions of the young and elderly in relation to persons
of working age are associated with lower savings rates. In addition literature shows that attaining
a saving behavior requires collection and making of forecasts about variables in the future, from
acquiring financial knowledge about for example interest rates, expected inflation, cheaper
source of finance to name just a few. Moreover, they have to perform calculations that require, at
minimum, an understanding of compound interest and the time value of money.
While the majority of studies have focused on modeling lifetime resources and preferences in the
way that best captures characteristics of individuals and the economic environment, including the
fact those predictions about the future are uncertain, few studies have recognized that making
saving decisions is a very difficult task. The Youth may have to spend considerable time and
effort searching for all the information required to make saving decisions. Moreover, individuals
may not possess the skills and ability to perform the calculations inherent in devising a saving
plan. This paper focuses on how much individuals plan for retirement, what they know about the
variables that should influence a saving plan, and the level of financial knowledge and numeracy
that they possess. While many of these characteristics have been overlooked in previous works
on saving, they are important predictors of saving behavior.
Financial literacy and savings behaviour
People with lower levels of financial literacy pay more for credit and short-term borrowing
(Lusardi and Tufano 2010) and may be less able to save effectively for long-term goals such as
homeownership, higher education, and retirement (Braunstein and Welch 2002). While there is a
growing recognition that being financially aware, literate or capable requires more than a
knowledge base, the mechanisms by which increased knowledge and skills translate into
behavioural change are not well understood (Way and Ang 2010). Behavioural research suggests
that people bring nonfinancial factors, such as values, emotions, early-life experiences,
psychological characteristics, and misperceptions; to their financial decisions and that these
should be considered along with knowledge in financial literacy efforts (Hilgert et al. 2003;
Holden 2010).
Several studies have found a positive association between financial awareness provided to lowincome participants in IDA programs and their rates of saving (Schreiner et al. 2001). Although
there is a need for more empirical work, the research findings to date suggest that financial
awareness can indeed make a difference in the financial behaviour of low-income populations.
This has led researchers and policymakers to explore integrating financial education into certain
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public programs as a way to expand the current reach of financial education initiatives (Collins
2010b).
Financial attitude and savings behaviour
Changes in saving attitudes will eventually lead to changes in saving behaviour and actual
savings. Its only attitudes and approximate behaviour that can be measured since actual changes
in saving behaviour are affected by implementation delays and may not be realized in a shortterm (Mandell, 2008 and Mandell and Klein, 2007). A lot of literature on individual saving
behaviour usually focuses narrowly on specific areas such as risk attitudes (Wa¨rneryd, 2008;
Wood and Zaichkowsky, 2004) or saving (Normann and Langer, 2002; Thaler and Benartzi,
2004). Different research also looks at investment in securities (Barber and Odean, 2001; Keller
and Siegrist, 2006) or focuses on specific segments such as occupational groups (Jo¨rg, 2005)
Loix et al. (2005) contends that looking at specific financial issues or situations does not indicate
an individual’s behavioural and attitudinal disposition toward finance. Rather focus should be on
the interest in finances or having certain habits related to managing one’s financial means this
may indeed lead to learning about behaviours and needs. A frequently discussed question in
research is to what extent attitudes predict behaviour. The more specific the attitude is the better
are the chances of finding a substantial correlation with behaviour if behaviour is also defined as
a specific act (Ajzen and Fishbein, 2011). Therefore, defined questions or attitudes can have
predictive power and a higher correlation of attitude to-wards behaviour has been confirmed in
comprehensive meta-analysis studies (Glasman and Albarracı´n, 2006; Tesser and Shaffer,
2010). A further question is the benefit of knowledge concerning behaviour. Whilst behaviour
changes over time, there is a popular assertion that “past behaviour is the best predictor of future
behaviour” (Ajzen, 1991).
Financial literacy and financial attitude
Evidential link between financial literacy and financial attitude of children and adolescents in the
developing world is rare (Rasul et al., 2010). Thou some literature has looked on the relationship
between the two focusing on both children, adolescents and adults in developed countries (
Lusardi et al., 2001; Lusardi 2004, 2005, 2008;Otto et al., 2006). Some studies thou argue that
financial awareness and financial attitude programs barely have an effect on saving and financial
behaviour, especially in children and adolescents. Mandell (2009) suggests that there is little
evidence showing that financial awareness education increases financial attitude and that also
financial behaviour changes as a result of financial awareness. Along the same line, Mandell and
Klein (2009) state that individuals who took a personal management course at school are not
more financially literate and do not consider themselves to save more than those who did not.
But Mandell (2008) continues to suggest that knowledge gained from financial awareness may
not be immediately utilized until a certain stage of life has been reached. Financial awareness
directly affects financial attitude towards spending and saving and some specific financial
behaviour may be realized in the short-term.
Method
The study was carried out using a cross-sectional research design. The researcher chose this
method because it is effective when gathering data of a sample population at a particular point in
time (Amin, 2005). It involved the use of both descriptive and quantitative techniques.
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The study constituted a population of 1,600 Youth in business and those in employment in
Mbarara district (Youth map Uganda, 2013; Youth Support Group Mbarara). The youth were
chosen in the study because they make over 50% of the district’s population (UBOS, 2009)
The sample size of 310 was used (Krejcie & Morgan, 1970). The respondents were selected
using stratified sampling where strata of youth in employment, and those in business were
created. This method of sampling was used because two different homogeneous subgroups of the
youth were studied (youth in employment and in business). From the strata, simple random
sampling method was used to get the 10th youth person on the employee list and youth list.
Primary data was obtained from the respondents using a questionnaire. The questionnaire had
two sections: section A and B. The respondents were requested to indicate the extent of their
agreement with a series of questions on a five-point Likert scale (Raaijmakers et al., 2000).
Validity of the questionnaire was established using Content validity Index (CVI) to determine
the relevance of the questions in measuring the variables (Campbell and Stanley, 1966) and face
validity was tested by asking views from people in the field and have experience. The Reliability
of the questionnaire was tested using Cronbach’s alpha test since its one of the widely used
measure of internal reliability (Kimberlin & Winterstein, 2008). Cronbach’s alpha coefficient
above 0.5 was accepted implying the instrument was valid Nunnally, (1978). The table shows
that all the four variables have Cronbach’s Alpha of above 0.7 which is greater than the
recommended.
Financial literacy was measured using questions relating to respondents knowledge of financial
concepts, actions that one takes as regards financial concepts, skills in making appropriate
financial decisions and the respondents showed agreement or disagreement using a Likert scale
as used by (Remund, 2010). Financial attitude was measured using Propensity to save and
consume, Belief in financial planning by seeking response in terms of agreement or disagreement
with questions related to the above measures as used (Agarwalla et al, 2012). Saving behavior
was measured using questions relating to self-control on spending, values on saving and financial
self-efficacy as used (Elliott et al., 2011), (Arjzen 1991) and respondents showed agreement or
disagreement using a Likert scale.
The collected data was coded, edited and analysed using a blend of both manual and computer
data analysis packages. The data will be tabulated and input in the Statistical Package for Social
Sciences research (SPSS). Principal component analysis was performed to identify patterns in
data and to reduce data to a manageable level (Field 2006) and varimax rotation was applied.
Both descriptive and inferential statistics was generated.
Data Analysis
Data was analysed using correlation and regression analysis.and results disscused as follows. A
correlation analysis was used is a means of association and the study intended to measure the
extent to which financial literacy, financial attitudes and savings behaviour are related. A
regression analysis was used to determine the causal relationship between the independent
variables (financial attitude and financial literacy) and the dependent variable (savings behavior).
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Results
Out of the 247 respondents, approximately half (57.9%) were found to be female and 42.1%
were male. Of the 247 respondents, 42.1% were found to have gone to school and attained a
Diploma followed by those with a Degree (29.6%) and last were those with Certificates
accounting for 28.3%. In terms of the age composition, majority (55.9%) of the respondents were
found to be aged between 18-24 years, followed by those aged 25-32 (26.3%) and lastly were
those aged 33-39 (17.8%). When asked about the employments status, 55.9% of the respondents
were found to be involved in private businesses, while 44.1% were found to be in formal
employment. On the issue of level of income received per month, 52.2% were found to be
receiving less Ugx 500000, followed by those (19%) whose monthly earnings are between Ugx
500000 -3000000 and last were those (6.9%) whose monthly earnings were between Ugx
5500000-8000000 as shown in the table above.
Results indicate that there is a significant positive (r= .578, p<.05) correlations between financial
literacy and financial attitudes, is a significant positive (r= .412, p<.05) correlations between
financial literacy and saving behaviour, and a significant positive (r= .477, p<.05) correlations
between financial attitude and saving behaviour.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
1

Financial Literacy (1) 1
.781** 1
Knowledge (2)
.807** .440** 1
Skills (3)
.814** .439** .504** 1
Action (4)
Financial Attitudes (5) .578** .470** .457** .464** 1
Cognitive Content (6) .569** .452** .460** .457** .894** 1
Affective Content (7) .471** .394** .362** .379** .902** .613** 1
.412** .346** .313** .330** .477** .392** .463** 1
Saving Behavior (8)
.474** .441** .349** .349** .577** .479** .556** .828** 1
Self-Control (9)
.108 .117 .070 .149* .108 .158* .771** .429** 1
Values Attached (10) .122
.404** .291** .295** .381** .432** .364** .411** .834** .581** .451** 1
Belief (11)
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
Results from the regression analysis indicated that that Financial Attitudes, and Financial
Literacy have a significant effect on Saving Behavior, thus (β= .320, p <0.05 ), and (β= .208, p
<0.05) respectively, implying that Financial Attitudes, Financial Literacy greatly influence the
Saving Behaviors of people. Considering the factor of Financial Attitudes, a change in Financial
Attitudes will bring about a 0.320 change in Saving Behavior. On the other hand, a change in
Financial Literacy will bring about a 0.208 change in Saving Behavior. Further still, the model
was found to be well specified and the model’s predictive power is 24.9%, an implication that
Financial Attitudes, and Financial Literacy impact on Saving Behavior by 24.9%. Financial
Attitudes was found to be the most influential at explaining Saving Behavior (β= .320, p <0.05)
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followed by Financial Literacy (β= .208, p <0.05). The regression model was statistically
significant (p <0.01).
Model
Unstandardized
Standardized
t
Sig.
Coefficients
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
Beta
(Constant)
1.641
.219
7.503 .000
1
Financial Attitudes
.320
.061
.359
5.276 .000
Financial Literacy
.208
.070
.204
2.995 .003
a. Saving Behavior
R = .505
F Statistic = 41.374
R Square = .255
Sig.
=.000
Adjusted R Square = .249
Discussion
The finding indicated a correlation relationship between Financial Literacy and savings
behaviour. This is in line with the findings of Lusardi and Tufano (2010) which suggest that
people with lower levels of financial literacy pay more for credit and short-term borrowing and
may be less able to save effectively for long-term goals such as homeownership, higher
education, and retirement (Braunstein and Welch 2002).
The findings revealed that there is a correlation relationship between financial literacy and
financial attitudes. In line with the findings of Mandell and Klein (2009) who state that
individuals who took a personal management course at school are not more financially literate
and do not consider themselves to save more than those who did not. Their research also affirms
that knowledge gained from financial awareness may not be immediately utilized until a certain
stage of life has been reached
The findings revealed that the relationship between financial attitudes and savings behavior and
financial literacy was positive and significant. This is in agreement with Loix et al. (2005) who
contends that looking at specific financial issues or situations does not indicate an individual’s
behavioural and attitudinal disposition toward finance but focus should be on the interest in
finances or having certain habits related to managing one’s financial means this may indeed lead
to learning about behaviours and needs
The findings showed that Financial Attitudes and Financial Literacy have a significant effect on
Saving Behavior. Financial Attitudes was found to be the most influential at explaining Saving
Behavior (β= .320, p <0.05) followed by Financial Literacy (β= .208, p <0.05). The regression
model was statistically significant (p <0.01). This in agreement with Mandell, (2008) and
Mandell and Klein, (2007) who contend that its only attitudes and approximate behaviour that
can be measured since actual changes in saving behaviour are affected by implementation delays
and may not be realized in a short-term.
Conclusion
The conclusions were drawn basing on the research findings and discussions of the study. The
conclusions are presented below.
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Basing on the study findings, we can conclude that knowledge, skills and actions promote selfcontrol in spending, values attached to saving and belief in financial planning among the youth in
Mbarara district. This justifies that financial literacy is paramount in improving the savings
behaviour of the youth in the district. It can be concluded that financial attitude is related savings
behavior as justified that in order to attain belief in savings and better financial planning, there is
need to have cognitive and affective content among the youth in Mbarara district.
From the findings we can also conclude that financial literacy through financial knowledge has a
positive impact on financial attitudes. The youth in Mbarara district who attain education about
the importance and the use of financial knowledge develop cognitive content and affective
content. Findings indicate that financial knowledge, skills and actions had a significant effect on
savings behavior. Therefore the Mbarara district official as well other financial institutions in the
district should promote financial literacy through arranging financial literacy trainings and
seminars to enable the youth get in touch attain financial skills as this will enable them improve
their attitudes towards saving hence a better future for them. The findings on the relationship
between financial literacy and financial attitudes revealed that youth involvement in the financial
decision making process through information sharing, learning basic financial skills like reading
and ability to assess the different risks that are associated with different financial products
improve financial attitudes. Therefore, in order to realize improved financial attitudes in Mbarara
district, the youth participation in financial decision making process should be given priority
since it will enhance acquiring financial knowledge and basic financial skills.
The district officials as well as other concerned parties in the district should also put in place a
good networking system where the youth that needs help as far as financial information and
financial products and services are concerned can easily get help. This will help improve their
attitudes towards saving with time.
Areas for further research
This study concentrated on financial literacy, financial attitudes and savings behavior among the
youth in Uganda a case study of Mbarara. Further research should attempt to widen the scope of
the study to cover more districts to ascertain the findings. The study adopted a cross sectional
design which studied the state of affairs of the selected number of youth at a point in time. To
study the true nature and quality of the effect of financial literacy and financial attitudes on
savings behavior, a longitudinal study is more appropriate. From the findings, the regression
analysis revealed that the model could only explain 24.9% in variance of Savings Behavior; a
study should be carried out comprising of other factors which were not part of the model.
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Abstract
The paper is an empirical investigation of the relationship between endorsement marketing and
consumer fanaticism of telecomm firms in Rivers State. A sample of 200 customers of selected
telecomm firms were surveyed and 196 copies of questionnaire were returned and valid after
data collation and cleaning for analysis using Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation with the aid
of SPSS version 21.0. Based on findings, the paper concludes that celebrity-product-fit has a
strong relationship with consumer fanaticism of telecom firms in Rivers State. Amongst the
recommendations is that: more investment should be made on endorsement marketing activities
as it enhances consumers’ brand recognition.
Keywords: Endorsement Marketing, Celebrity-Product-Fit, Perceived Risk, Devotion, Brand
Addiction, Telecomm firms
Introduction
In this present day of hyper competitive business environment and increasingly rational buyers
who are faced with abundant choice, strategic marketing activities that provide value and
communicates value through segmentation, targeting and positioning (STP) cannot be a thing of
less regard (Kumar 2004; and Wylie 2003).
Managing a brand strategically, constitute a process that involves the design and implementation
of marketing activities that has the capacity to build measure and promote such brand in order to
maximize its value (Kotler & Keller 2005). Khatri (2006) , noted that effective communication
and strategic positioning are among the key factor that determines a brand’s success as stiff
competition propels corporate assurance of all possible measures to promote and grab the
customer’s mind and share through developing positive associations not just to influence recall
but also to persuade them for trial.
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Significantly, firms in several industries spread within Nigeria and abroad such as MTN, Glo,
Etisalat, Coke Cola, Pepsi, Genesis, Heineken, etc have long time began the move of enhancing
the strength and value of their products via several form of marketing communication including
celebrity endorsement, events sponsorship and other endorsement activities that may increase
their brand equity. Adherently, Ogunsiji (2012), noted that endorsement marketing activities
comprises types of channel in brand communication through which a famous individual acts as
the brand’s spokesperson and certifies the brand’s claim and position by extending his/her
personality, fame and status to the brand.
Further, Agarwal and Kamakura (1995), cited in Khatri (2006), observed that the
conceptualization and adoption of endorsement marketing activities cannot be overemphasized
as estimate from studies reveal that approximately 20% of all television commercials feature
famous people. Same studies opined that these activities were common among beverage and
athletics shoe manufacturing companies during 1980-1992. But nowadays, the story has changed
as endorsement marketing has now become firms’ famous communication strategy. Chung et al
(2013), supported this claim by asserting that these days, linking products with popular and
reputable personalities have become an integral part of marketing communications.
This paper observed that other researchers who attempted a study on the basic concepts of
endorsement marketing failed to link it with consumer fanaticism of telecomm firms in Rivers
state, Nigeria.
Research Problem
Industrialization has improved the method of business activities which have also multiplied the
number of firms and industries among service sectors such as telecomm, restaurants, banking,
transportation etc. It is now very rare to have just one company producing a product without
close substitutes especially in the telecomm service where each firm is employing aggressive
strategies to attract and retain customers.
Moreover, the ample competition among telecomm firms in Nigeria has made marketing
communication a herculean task as consumer are faced with lots of messages which has
increased their awareness. It takes extra effort to catch consumers’ attention and an extra
ordinary effort to gain their interest. However, marketers are faced with the question of what
communication strategy would be adopted to win consumers’ heart?
Endorsement marketing activities have been considered as a modern way of communicating
brands to consumers but the problem lies on how best the endorser fits the brand it is associated
to? In the same vein, Khatri (2006), noted that the decision to create synergy between a brand
and the endorser is an import task for marketers to fix. Hence, this is the main thrust of this
study.
Aim of the Study
The study seeks to empirically ascertain the relationship between endorsement marketing and
consumer fanaticism of telecomm firms in Rivers state, Nigeria.
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Theoretical Foundations
Endorsement marketing holds four most commonly discussed and most comprehensive models
that are based on the endorsers’ credibility and attractiveness, the match between product and
celebrity, and the meaning transfer of the message (Erdogan, 1999., Hunter. 2010).
Kelman (2014); and Hunter (2010) discussed three processes of social influence that evokes
different responses to include compliance, identification and internalization. They noted that
identification and internalization are significant in celebrity advertising. Same studies stated that
identification is established via attractiveness as individuals identify and try to emulate attractive
people’s behaviour while internalization occurs via the credibility and trust worthiness of the
endorsers.
Source Attractiveness Model (SAM)
The attractiveness model is associated with McGuire’s theory (1985). The theory was more
about gaining efficiency from celebrity status and physical attractiveness. He noted that
attractiveness here entails message’s effectiveness which depends on the similarity, likeability
and familiarity the receiver perceives towards the source.
Source Credibility Model (SCM)
The Source Credibility Model (SCM) developed by Hovland, Janis & Kelly in 1953 holds that
the expertise and trustworthiness of an endorser are the key factor for effectiveness of any
message (Hovland et al., 1953). More, Erdogan (1999), added that source credibility can affect
consumers’ opinions, beliefs, attitudes control over their behaviour through internalization.
Ohanian (1990), developed a scale with dimensions for both source models that measures the
effectiveness of endorsement through expertise, trustworthiness and attractiveness. He posited
that that both source models should be combined during its application in order to command
successful endorsement marketing. See fig, 1 below:

Fig. 1: The Latent Source Model Dimensions and Measurable Items
Source: Ohanian, 1990; Hunter, 2010, p. 32).
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Study variables and Research Framework
The predictor variable for this study is endorsement marketing with its dimension as celebrityProduct-Fit, while the criterion variable is Consumer Fanaticism with its dimensions as Low
Perceived Risk, Devotion and Brand Addition. The attribute to these variables and explanations
include:
Endorsement Marketing: Using the popularity and expertise of individuals to create positive
relationship between a firms’ brand and their customers.
Celebrity-Product Fit: Ensuring that there is a fit or match between the endorsed celebrity and
the firm’s product. It is also known as celebrity-congruency.
Fanaticism: Consumers extreme phase of loyalty with a product or its firms.
Devotion: Very high level of consumer love for a brand
Brand Addiction: Consumers’ level dependability on a brand
Functional Relationships and Model Specifications
Functional Relationships: This study re-iterates its objectives to establish functional relationships
between the measures of both predictor and criterion variables. For the purpose of the study, we
developed a model specification to aid in the functional relationships as follow:
CF= f (EM)…………………………………………………………………………(i)
EM= f (CPF)……………………………………………..….……………………..(ii)
CF= f (LPR, D, BA)……………………………………………………………….(iii)
Where:
CF = Consumer Fanaticism
f = Function
LPR = Low Perceived Risk
D = Devotion
BA = Brand Addiction
Research Framework
Endorsement Marketing
(EM)

Celebrity-Product-Fit
(CPF)

Consumer Fanaticism
(CF)

HO

Low Perceived Risk
(LPR)

1

HO
2

HO
3

Devotion
(D)
Brand Addiction

Fig 2: Conceptual and Operational Framework on Endorsement Marketing
(BA) and Consumer
Fanaticism of Telecomm firms in Rivers state, Nigeria.
Source: Desk Research, 2016.
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Research Hypotheses
Based on the framework, the following hypotheses are formulated:
Ho1: Celebrity-product-fit does not significantly relate with low perceived risk of telecomm
firms in Rivers state, Nigeria.
Ho2 Celebrity-product-fit does not significantly relate with devotion of telecomm firms in Rivers
state, Nigeria
Ho3: Celebrity-product-fit does not significantly relate with brand addition of telecomm firms in
Rivers state, Nigeria.
Review of Related Literatures
Endorsement Marketing
Endorsement marketing entails associating brands with notable items like celebrities, famous
countries, reputable corporations etc. Mukherjee, D (2009) defined celebrities as people who
enjoy public recognition by a large share of a certain group of people with certain observed
attributes like attractiveness, high degree of public awareness, extraordinary life styles and
special skills that makes them unique to the social norm.
The use of famous personalities in marketing communication is evidenced among telecomm
firms in Nigeria in order to boost their brand’s market share. Marketers use individuals who have
achieved some form of celebrity status to serve as advocates for their companies; since it has
been observed that when a company decides upon using an endorsement strategy, the main focus
lies in exposing their brand (Kotler et al, 2001).
Belch & Belch (2001), stated that companies spend huge amount of financial resources to have
celebrities appear in their ads and endorse their products because celebrities have influential
effects. Adherently, Johnmark et al (2014), observed that Glo telecom firm in Nigeria has made
lots of effort in adoption of endorsement marketing strategies with their Glo Ambassedor that
consist of popular NollyWood (Nigerian Movie industry) stars and music artists such as Jim Iyk,
Ramsey Noah, D’banj, Ini Edo, Psquare, daddy Show Key, Stella Damasus, Desmond Eliot, Ali
Nuhu among others .
Celebrity-Product-Fit
Celebrity-product fit is the extent to which an endorser (i.e. celebrity) matches with the brand
endorsed. Creating a fit between a celebrity and the brand endorsed has posed a challenged
which calls for series of discourse in the field of marketing in order to expand its meaning and
usage.
In essence, Fleck and Quester (2007), stated that the celebrity-product-fit is related to
"congruence" which is used in several research areas, especially in brand extension, cobranding,
and sponsoring, with the purpose of assessing the fit between a brand and another entity (i.e. a
new product category, another brand, an event, or an individual). Same study also identified
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several terms that have been used to explain celebrity-product fit such as congruence, fit, link,
"match-up effect", etc.) but the general concept is the same.
In explaining manner of fitting an endorser with a brand, Khatri (2006); and Okorie (2010),
postulated that marketers must match the product or company’s image to the features of the
target market, and the personality of the celebrity in order to establish effective messages. They
also noted that the determinant of the match between celebrity and product depends on the
degrees of perceived association between product (product name, attributes) and celebrity image.
More also, Ogunsiji (2012), used Jide Kosoko for an instance of a celebrity-product fit by stating
that Jide Kosoko as the brand ambassador for Chivita juice portends a good celebrity-product
match since both the celebrity and the brand are considered as friendly, influential, moodboosting, humorous and outspoken.
Consumer Fanaticism
Fanaticism is concept that has its origin in the sports sociology and social psychology contexts
from which its understanding results into fresh insights to the concept of loyalty, including the
drivers and transitions between stages leading to the ultimate loyalty state. Fanaticism can be
established via socialization process which is facilitated by socializing agents that is driven by
identification, self-esteem maintenance, attachment, personal importance, a sacralization process,
and various kinds of preferences (Chung et al. 2005).
Fanatics of consumers involve consumers’ unique responses to a specified brand which affects
their attitude toward the brand. These unique responses are characterized by positive
contributions to brands value and equity. In support of this view, Bristow and Sebastian (2001),
stated that consumer fanaticism is a special form of loyalty made up of strong and very high
amount of commitment, allegiance, devotion, passion, emotional attachment, enthusiasm, and
involvement.
Low Perceived Risk
Perceived risk is the extent to which a consumer feels insured over a service provided by a firm.
It is consumers’ fear an expression of the feeling that a loss may occur in the process of
consumption or after consumption. Ogunsiji (2012), holds that perceived risk has connection
with the credibility of a celebrity. He noted that the most significant dimensions of credibility are
trustworthiness and prowess or expertise with regard to the recommended product or service.
Devotion
Consumer devotion entails strong love for a firm’s brand and willingness to spend much time,
energy, money and other resources in order to consume the brand. Devotion refers to faithfulness
of a consumer towards a firm and a state of being ardently dedicated to its products.
Further, Ramdom (2010), noted that devotion is mostly used in a religious context as a religions
ardor or zealous behaviour. Same study defined devotion to include earnest attachment to a
person, profound dedication and a strong loyalty.
Brand Addiction
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Brand addiction refers to the level of consumers’ dependability on a brand. A consumer is
addicted to a brand if he/she cannot say no to the brand regardless of changes in price, other
features and substitutes from competitors.
Significantly, Fournier and Alvarez (2013), asserted that negative brand relationships is
detrimental to both consumers and the firm involved. This follows that negative relationship with
a brand could hinder the consumer from his/her comfort and satisfaction which in turn deprives
the firm involved from making good sales.
Endorsement Marketing and Consumer Fanaticism
The importance of celebrity endorsers in brand communication strategies does not only hold on
the fact that they are used by firms who wants to expand their income, but in how these
celebrities add value to a firm and its product (Solomon, 2002).
Endorsement marketing has been viewed to draw attention of advertising massages and enhance
massage recall. Celebrities help in recognition of brand names, create positive attitudes towards
the brand and create a personality for the endorsed brand (Belch and Belch, 2001).
Consumer fanaticism could be enhanced if the celebrity endorsed has a perfect fit with the
product of a company. Accordingly, Solomon (2002), asserted that celebrities could favorably
influence customers’ positive flings, attitudes and purchase behavior. He further noted that a
perfect match of a celebrity with the brand increases consumers’ intention to hang-on with the
brand.
Moreover, recalling the proposition of risk-taking theory which suggests that consumer finds it
difficult to use a product that is new to them as it would be a potentially high-risk situation that
provides unfamiliar and ambiguous stimuli (Bauer 1960). Following the risk-taking theory,
endorsement marketing enhances the familiarity of a product with consumers thereby increasing
the chances of committed, addiction and a lowered perceived risk.
Further, Simpson et al (2008), noted that loss aversion theory suggests that responses to losses
are more extreme than response to gains. This explains that consumers are more rational to
escape from loss occurrences arising from the use of firms’ product. For instance, consumers of
telecomm service providers may be very careful in using a tariff plan. In such situations, there is
need to reduced consumer perceived risk and this is easily done by creating a fit between such
product and a celebrity that suits the target market.
Additionally, the paper observed that Banky.W- a Nigerian famous music artiste was associated
with easy-going, fun and music fiesta in the Etisalat’s advert campaign of “080 9ja for life”.
Also, “I don port to MTN” campaign by a Nigerian Actor- Hafiz Oyetoro, popularly called
“Saka” was adopted in order to persuade Saka’s fans to port or move over to MTN services.
Obviously, the use of celebrities is not new to Nigerians. Firms have been noted to spend
millions of naira in order to make famous personalities their brand ambassadors. These
ambassadors represent acts like spokesmen for the brand. Hence, there is need to empirically
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examine whether a brand’s fit with a celebrity will enhance telecomm consumers’ fanatic
beahviour in Rivers state.
Based on the review, the hypotheses are formulated thus:
Ho1: Celebrity-product-fit does not significantly relate with low perceived risk of telecomm
firms in Rivers state, Nigeria.
Ho2 Celebrity-product-fit does not significantly relate with devotion of telecomm firms in Rivers
state, Nigeria
Ho3: Celebrity-product-fit does not significantly relate with brand addition of telecomm firms in
Rivers state, Nigeria.

Methodology
The research adopted a survey study of consumers of 4 telecomm service firms in Rivers state as
the target population and 200 copies of questionnaire distributed to the respondents. The
questionnaire was structured in a 5-point Likert scale. Upon retrieval and data cleaning, 4 (2%)
of the copies were invalid while 196 (98%) copies were found useful for analysis and analyzed
using Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation Coefficient (PPMCC) with the aid of SPSS version
21.0 at 0.05% level of significance. See table 1 below:
Table 1: List of Four (4) Telecomm Service Firms Operating in Rivers State, Nigeria
S/N

Population

1
2
3
4

MTN
GLO
ETISALAT
AIRTEL
TOTAL

No. of
Samples
50
50
50
50
200

No. of
Retrieved
50
47
49
50
196

Not
Retrieved
0
3
1
0
4

%
Retrieved
25
23.5
24.5
25
98

% Not
Retrieved
0
1.5
0.5
0
2

Decision Rule:
Reject (Ho) if Sig < 0.05 then accept Ha
Reject (Ho) if the correlation value > 0.5 the accept Ha
and above = Positive Relationship
-0.1 an above = Negative Relationship
Data Analysis and Presentation
Table 1.1 Correlations between Celebrity-Product-Fit and the Dimensions of Consumer
fanaticism (Low Perceived Risk, Price Devotion and Brand Addition).
Correlations
Celebrity- Low
Product-Fit Perceived
Risk
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Devotion Brand
Addition

Pearson Correlation 1
.813**
Celebrity-ProductSig. (2-tailed)
.000
Fit
N
196
196
Pearson Correlation .813**
1
Low Perceived Risk Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
N
196
196
Pearson Correlation .731**
.
Devotion
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.
N
196
196
Pearson Correlation .786**
.
Brand Addition
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
.
N
196
196
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

.731**
.000
196
.
.
196
1
196
.
.
196

.786**
.000
196
.
.
196
.
.
196
1
196

Discussion of Findings
Table 1.1 reveals that celebrity-product-fit significantly influences consumer fanaticism with
Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.813* for low perceived risk, 0.731* for devotion and
0.786* brand addiction. Based on decision rule above, Ho1, Ho2 and Ho3 are rejected. These
also imply that the alternative hypotheses (Ha) are accepted i.e. celebrity-product-fit has a
significant relationship with low perceived risk, devotion and brand addiction of telecomm firms
in Rivers state in Nigeria.
Contributions to knowledge
The study contributes in bridging a literature gap as it has been observed that none of the current
study on endorsement marketing has empirically linked endorsement with consumer fanaticism
in Nigerian context. Moreover, the paper provides a new framework that will serve as a guide to
business practitioners especially the telecomm firms on the structure of their marketing
communications in Nigeria.
Conclusion and Recommendations
Therefore, the paper concludes that celebrity-product-fit has a strong relationship with consumer
fanaticism of telecom firms in Rivers State, Nigeria. Hence, the study recommends as follows:
Telecomm firms in Rivers state should endeavour to use celebrities that matches with their
products as these has strong link with consumer fanaticism.
More investment should be made on endorsement marketing activities as it enhances consumers’
brand recognition.
Celebrities with high credibility should always be considered in brand-celebrity match since
credibility has been found have a positive relationship with reduced perceived risk.
Value driven strategies should be adopted to ensure that consumers do not suffer loss of to avoid
increased perceived risk.
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Abstract
A major preoccupation of policymakers is the design and implementation of public policy for
efficient resource mobilization, allocation, stabilization of the economy and redistribution of
wealth to guarantee minimum standard of living for all. At the extremes, the Capitalist and
Socialist systems are characterized by the supremacy of self-interest in the former and total state
control in the latter. Exacerbated by the prevalence of riba in the systems, unwanted economic
outcomes; social and economic inequality, poverty, unemployment, crimes, booms and
recessions, thrive. The Islamic economic system which blends the material pursuit with spiritual
upliftment tailors economic policies towards attainment of Maqasid al-Shari’ah. As a pillar of
Islam and an omnibus instrument of economic stabilization, Zakah serves as an automatic
catalyst with backward and forward implications on resource mobilization, allocation,
stabilization and redistribution of wealth. Using a heuristic approach, the paper conducts an indepth assessment of the socioeconomic impact of Zakah in an Islamic economy. Evidences from
review of both classical and empirical literature unveil the positive impact of Zakah on
consumption, savings, investment leading to employment and higher productivity, (Kahf 1980;
Metwally 1983; Khan 1984; Ahmad, 1985; Kuran 2006; Azmi, 2009 and Norulazidah, Ali &
Myles, 2010. Further, Zakah acts as an expansionary tool to those at lower income level and a
discretionary tool to those at higher income level to redistribute income, remove poverty and
facilitates provision of desired public good for the benefit of the poor Faridi (1983). The paper
posits that in view of the overwhelming empirical evidences in the literature, Zakah is an
effective tool for tackling socioeconomic problems of our modern times.
Keywords: Zakah, socioeconomic, resources allocation, stabilization, redistribution, poverty
JEL classification: E62, I131, P24, Z12.
1.0
Introduction
Economic stabilization within the context of Islamic economic system is embedded in the
principles of the Shari’ah, otherwise the Islamic law. The tools or mechanisms and invariably the
objectives of economic stabilization owe their origin to the broad Maqasid al-Shari’ah, that is,
the objectives of Islamic law. Through economic stabilization, policymakers achieve managing
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the economic system free from extreme fluctuations in the aggregate level of prices, output,
employment, disparities in income and opportunities1, as well as open up more frontiers for
effective resource mobilization, and the like. These culminate into attainment of socioeconomic
justice for all and a balanced society2. Accordingly, economic management must tally not only
with the objective of attaining a stable and highly prosperous economy, but must ensure that the
instruments are strictly within the confines of the Islamic laws3. Contrary to the capitalist
instruments of economic stabilization which are themselves cradles of destabilization in view of
their strong association with riba, the Islamic instruments, and above all, the entire economic
system have strong inbuilt mechanism for stability and control4. The two pillars upon which the
whole economic system of Islam is erected and the measures employed to achieve growth and
distributive justice are: prohibition of interest, and the implementation of Zakah (Yakoob, 2009).
Zakah is one of the foundations of Islamic economy based on social welfare and fair distribution
of wealth to the poor (Ali and Hatta, 2014). It is both a pillar5 of Islam and an omnibus
instrument of economic stabilization. It is a form of Islamic tax, right of the poor6, which is not
only capable of ensuring economic stability, but is chiefly applied as a tool of wealth creation
and redistribution, poverty alleviation and social insecurity antidote. An optimum allocation of
resources in an Islamic economy establishes an equilibrium between the moral and economic
imperatives of the society, given its income, and the state of technology. Shafi (1979) identifies
three objectives of wealth distribution in Islam; the freedom of individuals to pursue Allah’s
bounties in a normal way according to his ability, his aptitude, his own choice and liking, for
Allah is the ultimate Giver (Q28:77 and 43:32); to enable everyone, the poor, the helpless, the
needy, the paupers and the destitute to have a right to wealth and for the wealthy in the society to
discharge their obligation and to a share their wealth, (Q70:24-25 and 93:10); and to avoid
concentration of wealth in the hands of the few individuals, which is line with the Holy Qur’an,
(Q59:7). Further, Faridi (1983) opines that fiscal dynamics of an Islamic system, in view of
1

What Allah has bestowed on His Messenger (and taken away) from the people of the township, belongs to Allah,
to His Messenger and (his) kindred, the orphans, the needy, and the wayfarer in order that is may not (merely) make
a circuit between the wealthy among you”. Qur’an 59:7.
2
In an Islamic economic system, the institution of Zakah incorporates proper balance between the extremes of
capitalism and communism (Mawdudi, 1975; and Hairunnizam & Radiah, 2010).
3
According to Chapra (1979) “… that all instruments of direct and indirect controls, including wage-price controls
and nationalization, to the extent considered necessary in the overall interest of the Muslim society. What
instruments are to be used and to what extent, would be determined essentially by the circumstances, given the
guiding principles of the Shari’ ah.
4
The Holy Qur’an states: Those who, when they spend, are not extravagant and not niggardly, but hold a just
(balance) between those (extremes). (Q 25:67). The Qur’an further states: “Indeed We sent Our Messengers with
Clear Signs and sent down with them the Book and the Balance that people may uphold justice…” Q57:25
5
Narrated by Ibn Umar (RA): Allah’s Apostle said: “Islam is based on (the following) five (principles): To testify
that no one has the right to be worshipped but Allah and Muhammad (PBUH) is Allah’s Apostle. To offer the
(compulsory congregational) prayers dutifully and perfectly. To pay Zakah (i.e. obligatory charity). To perform
pilgrimage (i.e. pilgrimage to Mecca). To observe fast during the month of Ramadan.” Regarding the injunction in
the Holy Qur’an, Allah the Almighty says: “Alms is for the poor and the needy, and the officials (appointed) over
them, and those whose hearts are made to incline (to truth) and the (ransoming of) captives and those in debts and in
the way of Allah; and Allah is Knowing, Wise.” Q9:60.
6
The fourth Caliph Ali ibn Abi Talib (RA) says: “God has made it obligatory on the rich to provide the poor with
what is adequate for them; if the poor are hungry or naked or troubled, it is because the rich have deprived them [of
their right], and it will be proper for God to hold them responsible for this deprivation and to punish them”. Further,
Al-Qardawi argues that Zakah is not just a form of worship but also that the receipt of the proceeds of Zakah is a
right of the poor.
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absence of empirical studies, relies on relevant norms and values that are relevant to allocation,
distribution and stabilization functions of the state and the model behavior of an Islamic
economic system in the early period as the datum for theoretical projection of the future. These
subsume not only the religious but the social as well as the economic aspects of human
endeavors. Conceptually, socioeconomic pertains interaction between social and economic
factors or indices7 such; occupational, educational income measures.
Against this background, this paper employs a heuristic technique, a practical approach to
problem solving, to assess the socioeconomic impact of Zakah in an Islamic economy on the
basis of injunctions from the Holy Quran and Sunnah, conceptual and empirical studies. It
specifically analyzes the allocation, stabilization and distribution functions of Zakah on
individual livelihood and of the economy as a whole. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows: following this section is section two which discusses the role of Zakah in resource
mobilization/allocation in an Islamic economy. Section three explores the thesis of Zakah on
stabilization of the Islamic economy. The significance of Zakah as an antidote instrument for
redistribution is presented in section four while section five offers concluding remarks and
recommendations.
II.
Allocation Function of Zakah in an Islamic Economy
Regardless of the type of economic system; capitalism, socialism or Islamic economic system,
efficient allocation of scarce resources remains indispensable. The capitalist and socialist
systems aside being purely materialistic, push the four basic economic questions – what goods
and services and how much to produce, how to produce, for whom to produce and who owns and
controls the factors of production, to the unmodulated forces of demand and supply otherwise the
invisible hand, and or the machinery of the state, respectively. The Islamic economic system, in
addition to the seeking positive material advancement, entrenches the pursuit of material
progression with spiritual upliftment as enunciated in the Shari’ah8. The Shari’ah stipulates how
the four basic questions should be addressed and regulates the economy neither by relegating it
to the invisible hand nor by assuming complete ownership and control/disposition9.
Several studies have disclosed the positive effect of Zakah on the economy; Siddiqi, 1979;
Rahman, 2003; Kuran; 2006 and Khan; 2007. The effect works through increase in aggregate
demand leading to increase in capital stock and a rise in the economic growth trajectory of the
economy. Therefore, evidence of both theoretical and empirical underpinnings on the role of
Zakah in mobilization and efficient allocation of scarce resource abound in literature. Thus, as
the pivot of Islamic fiscal policy, Zakah promote utilization of productive resources via
empowerment of effective demand. Pioneering work in this regard include the works of Faridi
7

The indicators most commonly used measures socioeconomic status come from Duncan (1961) socioeconomic
index (SEI), a composite if occupational prestige, income and education.
8
The Qur’an says: “And seek in that which Allah has given thee, the home of the Hereafter; and neglect not thy
share in this world...” (Q28:77). And when praying to the Almighty, a believer seeks the both the good in this world
and the hereafter and enunciated in the Holy Qur’an as: “And there are some among them who say: Our Lord! grant
us good in this world and good in the hereafter, and save us chastisement of the fire”. Q2:201.
9
According to Chapra (1979). The synthesis of the material and the spiritual is what is missing in the welfare
concepts of the other two systems, capitalism and socialism, as they are morally neutral… The fulfillment of the
spiritual and material needs of individuals and the society would naturally necessitate the playing of a vital role by
the State in the economic system of Islam.
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(1983), Metwally (1983), Salama (1983) and Kahf (1983) in the compendium edited by
Ziauddin.
Two strands of arguments in support of positive effect of Zakah are one; the fact that Zakah
constitutes a transfer of wealth from the rich to the poor, which invariably, have a higher
marginal propensity to consume than the rich, hence a rise in the level of aggregate demand
(Chowdhury, 1989; and Sadeq, 1990). Second, the claim that Zakah payers will increase their
savings ratio10 following intersectoral and intrasectoral allocation of resources utilization due to
expansion in aggregate demand (Mannan, 1989). This is in spite of a fixed rate of zakah which
will cause depletion of idle wealth over time. Early scholars embedded these arguments within a
static Keynesian model leads to the conclusion that the increase in saving will ultimately be
complemented by an increase in investment (Kahf 1980, Khan 1984). Similarly, Metwally
(1983) and later Azmi (2009) stresses that that both the average propensity to consume (APC)
and marginal propensity to consume (MPC) following Zakah distribution would be higher in
Islamic economy than in any other economy in view of its direct link to production and
consumption. Further, the demand for investment at a given expected rate of profit would equally
be higher.
Norulazidah, Ali and Myles (2010) although misconstrued Zakah as a voluntary payment applied
model of overlapping generations to analyze both warm-glow, that is, the reward the payer
expects from making Zakah payment, and social custom, that is, the religious obligation behind
contributions to Zakah, frameworks. Results show that Zakah can raise the capital-labor ratio
when it is motivated by the warm-glow but the social custom model could lead to a reduced
capital-labor ratio as the rate of Zakah increases. In earlier empirical study, Wahid (1985) applies
neoclassical model of labor supply in a micro context and concludes that zakah would increase
individual labor supply if income effect of zakah is greater than substitution effect. Similarly,
Awan (1980) analyses the effects of zakah on employment of labor. He opines that since both
labor employment and capital input are taken into consideration in fixing Zakah, employment of
labor will be unaffected.
Expeditiously, on the basis of different studies carried out by Abdullah (1991) in Indonesia,
Khan (1995) in Pakistan, Faridi (1995) in India, Ajeel (1995) in Kuwait, Abdul Wahab (1995) in
Malaysia, Azharuddin (1988) in Bangladesh, Balogun (1999) and Dogarawa (2009) in Nigeria,
and many others, it has been projected that the institution of Zakah serves as a unique
philanthropic mechanism that promotes participatory economic growth and development.
III.
Zakah and Macroeconomic Stabilization
As an embodiment of fiscal policy, Zakah acts both as an instrument of revenue generation and
robust expenditure tool. It is capable of instilling macroeconomic stability in an Islamic
economy. It regulates consumption among the rich without negating savings, promotes aggregate
demand and invariably investment and paves way for non-inflationary growth in the gross
domestic product (GDP). A number of pioneering works unveiled the positive impact of Zakah
on aggregate consumption based on a static Keynesian framework – see Kahf, (1983); Metwally,
10

Chowdhury (1983) who opines that Zakah is likely to stimulate ex-ante savings of the Zakah payers and capital
formation because it irrevocably takes away a part of payer’s net worth and hence may take precaution by increasing
savings to avoid fall in future income level.
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(1983); Khan, (1984); Ahmad, (1985); Darwish and Zain, (1985). Further, Iqbal (2002) on the
basis rigorous Keynesian model of income determination proves that although Metwally
overestimated the effect of Zakah on APC and MPC, the net effect on consumption is still
positive. This is in spite of call for moderation in Islam which may somewhat contracts
consumption. He further adds that aggregate consumption is a crucial component in the
determination of level of income and prices and that the stability of national income is linked to
the stability of the MPC through the interaction of multiplier and accelerator. Further, Mannan
(1989) adds that zakah influences the composition of goods and services because an increase in
the demand for necessities leads to an increase in their production.
Yusoff (2006) opines that Zakah is an effective tool of economic stabilization working both as
expansionary tool to provide income to those at lower level, and a discretionary tool to those at
higher income level. His empirical findings based on Keynesian model in Malaysia supports the
potency of Zakah as an effective fiscal policy tool of economic stabilization. The Holy Prophet
(PBUH) describes Zakah as namaa which essentially means an expansionary tool. Inescapably,
wealthy people who `evade' paying Zakah, for instance, by investing their cash earnings before
the year ends manifestly hearken to the call of Zakah by turning their cash into investments
(Mannan, 1989). That is, a wealthy man who drains his hoardings to less than the nisab is
rendering greater community service than the one who pays only 2.5 percent Zakah rate. The
poor are likely to benefit more and longer from employment opportunities created as a result of
increased investment expenditure than from the Zakah payment, hence achieving higher
economic growth and greater macroeconomic stability.
On their part, Sarif and Kamri (2009) extol the positive effect of Zakah on national savings and
investment and on the whole, its impact on efficient allocation of resources, stabilization and
economic growth. Metwally (1986) although opines that zakah may reduce savings when viewed
on absolute income sense, it is likely going to increase national savings in relative income sense.
Hoe, the effect according to him on savings is neutral on the basis of both permanent income and
life-cycle hypotheses. Karwai (2012) emphasizes the role of in reducing the risk of debt failure
as debtors are specifically recognized as recipients. Expectedly, given the low rate of Zakah,
compared to conventional taxes11 in modern economies and together with the prohibition of
riba12 and hoarding13 in the economy, both savings14 and investment will naturally flow.
11

Tax rates in the Capitalist economies are obscenely very high. Tax rate in Scandinavian countries and other parts
of Europe reaches as high as 48 percent. For instance, the former French Prime Minister, Francois Hollande,
proposed a tax rate of 75% from an initial rate of 48% in December, 2012, on income level above €1m (one million
Euros). The proposed rate, though turned down by the parliament, was estimated to affect between 7,000 and 30,000
households of the population of France.
12
Among other series of injunctions on prohibition of riba (usury) in the Holy Qur’an, the Almighty Allah says: “O
you who believe! Be careful of (your duty to) Allah and relinquish what remains (due) from usury, if you are
believers.” Q2:278
13
Concerning those who hide Allah’s bounties, the Holy Qur’an says: “Those who are niggardly and bid people to
be niggardly and hide what Allah has given them out of His grace; and We have prepared for the unbelievers a
disgraceful chastisement.” Q4:37
14
The Holy Qur’an roots how the Almighty Allah distributes his bounties, in His wisdom unequally. “…We
distribute among them their livelihood in the life of the world, and We have exalted some of them above others in
degrees, that some of them may take others in subjection; and the mercy of your Lord is better than what they
amass.” Q43:32.
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Unenviably, inflation, uncertainty, business-cycles, booms and recessions are inextricably some
of the permanent features of a capitalist economy. Economic management to contain inflationary
and deflationary pressures, therefore is an ongoing concern. For instance, Rab (2006) opines the
creation of inflation via depreciation of currency invariably implies reduction in the quantity of
goods represented by the currency15. This according to him constitutes the worst fraud against
humanity, breads concentration of wealth, segregation of labor, underemployment and poverty at
the lower level. Coupled with abolishing interest, Zakah collection and its disbursement act as an
automatic stabilizing force in the economy. However, Muslim economists like Khan (1983)
opines Zakah expenditure is inflationary in nature in view of higher MPC among its
beneficiaries, especially the fuqara and masakin. That is, careless distribution of Zakah revenue
during periods of rising prices could be counterproductive to the poor because of imminent
inflation. Therefore, some economists propose budget surplus during the periods of rising prices
and budget deficit during period of deflation and or developing and optimal Zakah distribution
mix among the different beneficiaries16.
El-Din (1986) supports the view that Zakah can be paid in kind in the form of consumer and
producer goods and the ratio between the two can be used a fiscal tool. He states that a reduction
in the ratio produces dual effects; a fall in the consumer good will reduce the accelerator effect,
and a rise in the producer goods will enable capital stock to be adjusted to its desired level as
more Zakah money will be used in purchasing equities. On the other hand, an increase in the
ratio during contractionary period will produce favorable expansionary effects, since higher
consumption oriented disbursement of zakat will help recovery to take place. It is instructive to
note that the combined effects of these measures would curb excessive booms and recessions in
the economy. In view of several advantages identified by El-Din (1986), he also supports
introduction of Zakah equity certificates and distribution of dividends the beneficiaries to
promote production and dampen business-cycles.
Sharing the same opinion with Khan (1983), Awad (1985) argues that the re-injection of hoarded
wealth, that is, Zakah revenue, into the circular flow of income is inflationary in nature.
However, wealth hoarding during economic boom tends to be relatively smaller, and although it
adversely affects the volume of Zakah proceeds, unemployed recipients of Zakah will as well be
fewer to the extent that the reduction in Zakah proceeds will be matched by a cut in the demand
for it. Hence, this dampens Zakah's inflationary pressures on the economy. Similarly, during
recessions, the impact of Zakah on investment is great since it has a wide base of hoarding to
reach and more needy to help. Increased revenue during recessions therefore will stimulate
aggregate demand and takes the economy out of the crises (Awad, 1989). Thus, Zakah is
essentially an automatic built-in stabilizer in the economy. Historians report that when
inflationary pressures appeared in the days of the Caliph Umar Ibn Khattab (RA) as a result of
15

According to Safi el Din in History and Rules of Currency Issuing in Islam, Adwaa el Shari'a, No. 12 (1982) pp.
209-237, deficit financing through printing of money is contrary to Islamic teaching since it is in effect a form of
currency debasement which Islam frowns upon, as suggested by various pronouncements on the reduction of weight
or quality of coins.
16
In deciding the Zakah mix, majority are of the opinion that the state may arrange the share of each group bearing
in mind the need of the hour, Imam Shafi’i, however, favors equal division among the eight groups. The Malikis and
Hanafies do not accept time lag between collections and spending of Zakah without any valid reason, however, a
time lag of a few days is permissible.
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the dispatch of kharaj from the conquered lands in cash, he astutely acted by instructing his
provincial governors to send the tax in kind, particularly grains and oil. He also resorted to
borrowing against future Zakah revenue when he needed camels for the armies and did not
possess the required funds.
IV.
Zakah as Instrument of Distributive Justice and Social Security
The inability of interest-ridden economic system to attain full employment and eradication of
poverty has been pointed out in unmistakable terms by renowned economists like John Maynard
Keynes, Samuelson and Domar. On the contrary, Islamic economists maintain that Zakah
performs major functions of modern public finance that deals with social security entitlements,
social assistance, grants for childcare, food subsidy, education, health care, housing, and public
transportation in a welfare state. Zakah mitigates social inequalities incurred as result of
exploitative economic behavior of man and covers the areas of social justice and social security
(Shehatah, 1989; Qardawi, 1999; Yusoff, 2008; Mohsin, 2013). In particular, Muslim experts
concur that Zakah is the best “pro poor growth” model that would have the maximum effect on
poverty17, provided it is allocated on the basis of the poverty rate18 and the quality of economic
policy, (El-Din, 1986; Hairunnizam and Radiah, 2010; Hassan, 2007; Yusoff, 2008; Dogarawa,
2009; Ibrahim and Nirmala (2011); Fuadah et al., 2013 and Malik, 2016).
In spite of this, it is pertinent to emphasize that seeking for life sustenance is a religious duty19
on every abled individual in the Islamic state and that one should not unnecessarily constitute a
burden on others. Accordingly, it is a moral responsibility of an individual to cater for his own
needs through his own efforts. The role of the State through Zakah and other social security
instruments is therefore to fill the gap that could arise due to differences in natural or physical
characteristics of individuals that could impair attainment of decent standard of living and in
view of the fact that the Almighty, in His own wisdom, distributes His bounties unequally20.
Sadly (1990) emphasizes that that when the Islamic mechanism of functional distribution of
income through just factor pricing is implemented, distribution of income in not expected to be
widely unequal. When this is reinforced by the redistributive role of Zakah as a compulsory
transfer payment, income distribution will be more equal, a view shared by Awad (1989).

17

This is glaring in view of the fact that out of the eight heads of expenditure on which Zakah revenue can be
spent on, at least six of them are related towards removing poverty among the poor and the needy in one way or
another.
18
El-Din (1986) summarizes the views of the classical schools of thought as: the Hannafi School sets a limit of 200
dirhams while the Shafi’i recommends a life support by giving capital goods to eligible persons. The Maliki School
allows giving a year’s provision. Qardawi supports Maliki’s view in case of zakah disbursement to children and
disabled persons, and Shafi’i’s opinion for disbursement to able-bodied and qualified persons.
19
The Qur’an says: “And seek in that which Allah has given thee, the home of the Hereafter; and neglect not
thy share in this world...” (Q28:77). In addition, Islam condemns begging and laziness and instead it stresses
hard work and dedication. The Holy Prophet says: Beg not anything from people; the hand that giveth is better
than the hand that receiveth. In another Hadith, that a man has not earned a better income than that which is
from his own labor. Furthermore, the second caliph, Umar ibn Khattab (RA) epitomizes earning one’s own
livelihood saying: No one of you should stay away and from seeking livelihood through hard work and say O
God! Give me sustenance’, for the sky will not rain gold and silver.
20
The Almighty Allah says: “Will they distribute the mercy of your Lord? We distribute among them their
livelihood in the life of this world, and We exalted some of them above others in subjection; and the mercy of your
Lord is better than what they amass.” Al-Qur’an 43:32. See also 6:165
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As a subset of public finance, distributive justice in Islam therefore enjoins the State to guarantee
a respectable standard of living to all individuals through proper job training, equal access to job
opportunities, social security, financial assistance to the needy and the poor. The role of Zakah
revenues in this regards is indispensable. Faridi (1983), for instance, identifies two approaches of
redistributing real incomes through Zakah revenues. These are through transfer payments (in
cash or kind) or through direct provision (through public expenditure) of certain important
socioeconomic infrastructure to the poor. However, a mix of both the approaches is a realistic
policy goal.
Under the transfer payment approach, the Islamic government uses Zakah as a negative tax
where income is redistributed to the poor at a level enough to keep him above a defined poverty
threshold. Some scholars however observe that this may affect work effort21 when the lump sum
transfer discourages one from seeking for work. Alternatively, scholars recognize the need,
under the second approach, for an exhaustive expenditure for provision public goods22 such as
education and healthcare. Thus, Faridi (1983) emphasizes that an increase in the supply of
education, Medicaid, Medicare facilities through Zakah proceeds to the poor has a
redistributional role as well as conferring direct financial benefit on the recipient and ensures
future financial returns in terms of increased earnings23. Some scholars opine that spending on
social infrastructure projects as means of improving socioeconomic well-being in the Islamic
state is synonymous to spending in the ‘cause of Allah’. Despite concerns by some scholars
according to Imtiazi, Mandan, Niaz and Deria (1989), the need for the spending cannot be ruled
out altogether, provided "free rider effect" is minimized or the rich who have the ability to pay
should be excluded from access to Zakah-provided goods and services free of charge simply
because they are not entitled to it.
More broadly, the views of Allama Syed Rashid Riza and Sheikh Mohamoud Shaltout, fi
sabilillah, on what constitutes in the, ‘cause of Allah’ opine that it generally means public
welfare expedients which may not pertain to an individual, and benefit of which does not accrue
to an individual alone. Sheikh Hasanain Makhlouf, Mufti of Egypt, says it permissible to use
Zakah funds to fund Islamic welfare organizations (for their maintenance). Yousuf Qardawi’s
view of fi sabeelillah includes establishment of centers of learning for the Muslim youth, centers
for propagating Islam and Islamic values in every nook and corner of the world, preparation of
literature which may counteract the literature published for misguiding the Muslims, the
publication of impressive books on Islam, the assistance to all those Muslims who have to bear
all the atrocities at the hands of the enemies of Islam and the context with the latter on the
ideological and cultural front.
Unleashing the capacity of Zakah in achieving redistribution of wealth, Zarqa (1976) and Awad
(1977) report Zakah estimates for Syria and Sudan, respectively, indicate that the amount
reached 3 to 4 percent of the GNP. Extrapolating, Awad (2000) states that since public
21

Shehatah (1989) opines that zakah will not affect work effort especially when it is given to able-bodied persons.
A commodity or service that is provided without profit to all members of a society, either by the government or by
a private individual or organization. In economics a public good is one which market mechanism is neither capable
of excluding those people who haven’t paid for it nor does the consumption by one individual precludes the
consumption by others.
23
In addition, Sadeq (1990) argues that zakah this will rise the standard of living of the poor which will improve
their health and skills and a rise in productivity of the workforce. This ultimately contributes to economic growth.
22
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consumption in developing countries averages about 13 percent of the GNP, a single tax that
draws 3 percent to 4 percent of the GNP constitute a significant transfer from the rich to the poor
which few wealth taxes in the world can be that effective. Thus, Al-Mamun and Haque (2015)
opine that the goals of distribution of Zakah therefore are; to decrease inequality, establish
human rights, remove social injustice and bring empowerment of the poor people. The failure of
the “Trickle Down” economic model in contemporary economics is very glaring. Evidences, for
instance, show that when the richest 20 percent of the society increase their income by 1
percentage point, the annual rate of growth shrinks by nearly 0.1 percent within five years (IMF,
2015).
Further, Hoque, Khan, and Mohammad (2015) investigate the cause of poverty in Muslim
countries, the effectiveness of Zakah management institutions, the mode of Zakah distribution
and the necessity for an entrepreneurial framework. They found that poverty is not due to lack of
resources only, but in most cases due to lack of participation and entrepreneurship. Hence,
introduction of entrepreneurship development programs through the institution of Zakah could
promote economic growth. Earlier on, a study by Shirazi and Amin (2006) shows that 15 out of
37 Muslim economies (OIC member countries) require only a small amount of resources for
poverty alleviation and that is easily possible through the revival of Zakah institutions.
Extending the frontiers of Islamic social security system, Muslim scholars opine that Zakah
could be disbursed to the non-Muslims who are generally poor provided that they are made to
pay at least the equivalent of Zakah in the form of some kind of welfare tax. Documented
historical evidences in the early days of Islam allude to this view24. This clearly operationalized
the Islamic concept of universal brotherhood, thereby attracting non-Muslims to the fold of
Islam. Besides, it is the duty of an Islamic State to ensure provision of minimum living standard
for all its citizens including non-Muslim.
V.
Concluding Remarks and Recommendations
The paper seeks to analyze the socioeconomic effects of Zakah, an omnibus instrument of
Islamic fiscal policy on the basis of injunctions from the Holy Quran and the Sunnah, conceptual
and empirical studies. Using the heuristic approach, the paper investigates and analyzes the
allocative, stabilization and distributional functions of Zakah on individual livelihood and of the
economy as a whole.
Firstly an important consideration in both conventional and Islamic macroeconomics is how
resources are efficiently allocated. The paper found that Zakah promotes consumption especially
among those people (needy and poor) with higher MPC, while it complimentarily stimulates
increase in investments, all of which rise overall productivity and wellbeing of the society.
Secondly, as the economy grows and prosper, the challenge of maintaining economic stability
emerges. The paper discovers that on the basis of broader Islamic economic principles, absence
of riba and profit and loss sharing and the institution of Zakah in particular, Zakah could serve as
an effective economic stabilization instrument working both as expansionary tool to provide
income to those at the lower level, and a discretionary tool to those at higher income level.
Further, inflation, uncertainty, business-cycles, booms and recessions which inextricably are
24

Caliph Umar Ibn Khattab (RA) stressed that he is the supporter of him who has no supporter and as a mark of his
sense of responsibility, he once saw an old Jew begging and after giving him some cash, he ordered the treasury
officer that such people who could not earn their living should be granted stipends from the public treasury.
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permanent features of capitalism are effectively brought under control through the automatic
stabilizing effect of Zakah on the economy. Thirdly, in line with the cardinal principles of Islam
of justice, fairness and equity, Zakah performs the major functions of modern public finance;
guarantees social security, fights inequality in the distribution of wealth, contains poverty,
facilitates provision of socioeconomic infrastructure, otherwise public goods, for the needy and
poor, promotes mutual harmony and social cohesion, in the society (Awan, 1980; and Mawdudi,
1988).
In conclusion, Zakah in and Islamic economy is much more than a pillar of Islam or a tax on
wealth. It was found that Zakah exerts great influence on socioeconomic wellbeing of the
society, impacts positively on resource allocation, stimulates economic stabilization and capable
of attaining distributive justice and social security. Its proper application through efficient system
of collection and distribution is capable of solving the challenges of our times. Borrowing from
Shehatah (1989) who opines that in the absence of a public treasury (Baitul-Mal) and in line with
the requirements of our time, this paper calls the establishment of more Zakah institutions and
reinvigoration of existing ones in Muslim dominated areas in Nigeria and the creation of mass
awareness campaigns and transparency in its activities.
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Abstract
This research explores the influence of home country effect on successful internationalization of
emerging companies. We considered Qatar Airways and Emirates Airways as two companies
from different countries with similar economic structures. Interviewing of five experts in the
airline industry revealed that four home country factors have produced significant competitive
advantages, allowing both carriers to rapidly internationalize their activities and become key
players in the global aviation industry. These home country factors are the location of the
country, rapid economic development, and government support.
Literature review
The past three decades have witnessed rapid growth and remarkable transformation in emerging
economies. In 2015, global flows of foreign direct investment climbed by about 40 per cent, to
$1.8 trillion, the highest level since the global financial crisis began in 2008 (UNCTAD, 2016).
There has also been an increase in cross-border mergers and acquisitions to $721 billion, from
$432 billion in 2014. The outward foreign direct investment (OFDI) flowing to developed
economies almost doubled to $962 billion. Developing economies, mainly those in Asia, are now
major sources of global investments (UNCTAD, 2016). This indicates that we are witnessing the
establishment of a new multipolar global world controlled by several hubs of political and
economic power (Zakaria, 2011). Interestingly, the share of FDI from Japan, USA and other
developed countries has witnessed a dramatic decrease compared with that of developing
countries, which have increased considerably (Rottig, 2016; Ramamurti, 2012). Emerging
multinational companies (EMNCs) from emerging markets have played a vital role in this
investment shift. Researchers explored the rise of new multinationals from emerging markets and
considered them a valuable natural experiment for investigating the impact of a firm’s home
country on its international strategy and behavior (Ramamurti, 2009). The importance of
exploring this topic comes from the fact that by 2015, EMNCs accounted for one-quarter of
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world OFDI flows and one-fifth of the largest firms in the Fortune Global 2000. This dramatic
growth has recently encouraged an expansion in academic interest to study these firms (CuervoCazurra, 2012; Cuervo-Cazurra & Ramamurti, 2014).
On the other hand, some studies had expressed concerns about the real value of considering
EMNCs as a distinctive form of conventional multinational companies (MNCs) (Dunning, 1998;
Ramamurti, 2012; Gaur et al., 2014), and whether they should be explored differently based on a
different set of conditions. This dispute might be due to the inconsistent comparison when the
analysis was made, in particular in separating the impact of a multinational’s home country from
that of other potential variables. Nevertheless, some distinctive characteristics of these firms may
be more related to factors other than their home country, such as industry dynamics, phase of
internationalization, proprietorship arrangement, international knowledge (Ramamurti, 2012).
This demonstrates the need for more research that explores the nature and development stages of
EMNCs to confirm if they possess unique patterns compared to MNCs, and determine the factors
that lead to their international expansion.
The rise of EMNCs as new players in the global economy evidently requires an enriched
understanding of factors behind their successful internationalization (Cuervo-Cazurra and Genc,
2008; Ramamurti and Singh, 2009). This increased interest is not surprising given that over
21,500 multinationals are based in emerging markets (Berrill and Mannella, 2013). This also
leads to proposing special issues and volumes dedicated to the study of EMNCs and their
development stages (Cuervo-Cazurra, 2012). Increasing the global presence of EMNCs has
encouraged many scholars to pay more attention to studying them and defining their
characteristics and strategies (Buckley et al., 2016). Accordingly, a few studies started to
consider the influence of home country on EMNCs’ innovations and global expansion (CuervoCazurra, 2006; Cuervo-Cazurra & Genc, 2008). These studies found that EMNCs have followed
a different path and applied different tactics to reach internalization than did MNCs from
developed countries (Meyer et al., 2009). This condition creates a wide debate about the validity
of the existing international business theory, or the creation of a new one that addresses the
uniqueness of EMNCs settings, or just expansion of the current theory to account for the
distinctive environments of EMNCs (Cuervo-Cazurra, 2012).
To gain a better understanding of EMNCs dynamics at different stages, Hoskisson et al. (2013)
proposed a new typology for emerging economies based on two dimensions – institutional
development and factor market development. They argued that multinational firms from
emerging economies have significant diversity based on original environments,
internationalization approaches, and competitive outcomes, and thus it is not realistic to include
all under one category, ‘emerging economies’. The proposed two dimensions distinguish various
mid-range economies. The importance of institutional development has been emphasized as a
vital dimension in many emerging economies (Peng, 2003), whereas factor market development
has been explored intensively by other scholars (Porter, 1990).
In this paper, we depend on the framework of the internationalization theory proposed by
Dunning (2000), which suggests that a firm’s internationalization can be elucidated by three
different aspects: (1) firm’s specific resources advantage; (2) host country advantages; and (3)
internalization advantage. We also take into account the influence of home country environment
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as an important factor in enhancing a firm’s specific resources advantage. This framework
reflects the distinctive characteristics of the rapidly-growing economies, in which our study firms
are operating and building their competitive advantages (Cuervo-Cazurra, 2012). In this study we
explore the impact of home country factors on the internationalization process of EMNCs, where
we intentionally select two firms from the same industry, but located in two different countries
that have similar economic structures. The purpose of this selection is to define any variations in
the impact of home country factors across two countries.
In this study, we investigated two companies from the Middle East that have become key players
in the aviation industry. Their rapid global expansion has been recognized by many industry
experts. The first firm is Qatar Airways from Qatar State, which was voted the world’s No. 1
airline in 2015 for the third time, having held this title in 2011 and 2012. The second is Emirates
Airways from United Arab Emirates (UAE) (specifically from Dubai Government), which was
voted the world’s No. 1 airline in 2016, having held this title in 2001, 2002, and 2013. This
international ranking was granted by SKYTRAX World Airline Awards (SKYTRAX, 2016),
indicating that the selected firm has achieved international recognition and business excellence.
The questions here are: how were these firms from emerging economies able to expand their
global network rapidly and become key players in the aviation industry? and what is the impact
of home country factors on such fast internationalization activities?
Method
In this study, we conducted in-depth interviews with five experts from the airline industry to
discuss and identify the influence of home country factors on the internationalization process of
Qatar and Emirates Airlines. These experts are specialized in airline activities in the Middle East
and Asia: two had direct interactions with the airline companies through consulting activities,
and three were frequently asked by broadcast media and global news to provide perspectives on
airline economics, cost management, network planning, and profitability. Thus, these industry
experts are well-informed and can be considered key informants for providing reliable
information regarding the selected companies.
The interviews were conducted over Skype, each interview taking around one hour on average.
The interviewees were informed about the research objectives in advance. The interviews were
semi-structured, comprising closed- and open-ended questions, to allow informants the freedom
to express their views in detail. The following key questions were used to guide the interview
process: (1) Can you define and elaborate on the main factors related to the home country that
led to the rapid internationalization of Qatar and Emirates Airlines? (2) Can you provide
evidence (or provide some sources, whether from media, industry reports, statistics, or company
records) to support your argument? (3) Can you list the main factors based on their importance to
the airline industry in the GCC region? Each interview was recorded using an electronic device
for subsequent analysis.
Results
The Location of the Airline Hub
As important hubs for international aviation, Doha and Dubai have become key points on
aviation's new Silk Road, connecting East and West within an eight-hour flight from two-thirds
of the world's population. Their strategic location has enabled both airways to become a perfect
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air connection, allowing them to attract huge volumes of traffic from Singapore Airlines and
Cathay Pacific. One of the experts highlighted the following: “A key word in today’s global
organization is connectivity, and Doha and Dubai both enjoy an exceptional geographic location
that allows them to become the best airline hubs in the center of the world by connecting the
West (Europe and North America) with the East (Asia and Pacific regions)…. Surprisingly, more
than 25% of Australia-to-Europe traffic has been converted from Hong Kong and Singapore to
Dubai and Doha over the last couple of years.”
This strategic location enables both airlines to initiate an aggressive international expansion by
developing a global network using a mix of short-, medium-, and long-haul segments. This
global network was started be severing international routes for important destinations, covering
Europe, the Middle East, Africa, South Asia, Asia Pacific, North America, and South America.
Both Qatar and Emirates Airways have launched an average of around 13 new destinations each
year during the last decade, with each one served after a careful evaluation of its market position.
One industry expert stated that: “Qatar and Emirate Airways had invested noticeable resources to
take full advantage of their strategic location and to compete with other carriers, both airlines
started to launch ultra-long-haul routes using the new aircraft technology from Boing and Airbus
that supports such flights”. Launching ultra-long-hauls has increased travelers’ comfort by avoid
stopping at airports and changing airplanes, and reduced the need to use the competitors’ flights
and facilities. Currently, their flights can reach Los Angeles, Sydney, Melbourne, Santiago, and
Auckland directly. Interestingly, both airlines set the record for the world’s longest direct flight,
around 22 hours.
Rapid Economic Development
Qatar and Dubai are very rich governments, considering their natural resources, and both
governments invested significant funds in economic development and building modern
infrastructure. The impact of this investment was obvious through the building of mega-projects
in both countries, and over the past few years both countries have been considered among the
fastest-growing economies in the world (Economy Watch, 2011). The government commitment
for rapid economic development has played an important role in supporting various types of
infrastructure including the aviation industry, and both countries built the most advanced airports
in the world and equipped them with state-of-the-art facilities. These airports represent a strong
base for their national carriers in launching international activities. One of the experts
commented as follows: “The exceptional economic activities of both countries’ experience has
created the foundation to support all industries and sectors, including the aviation industry that
represents the gate of the country.… The large government investments in this industry have led
to the creation of all the essential elements that make a truly distinguished global airline.”
In 2014, Qatar Airways received Hamad International Airport (HIA), which cost around $17
billion. HIA can serve 30 million passengers a year, and soon will accommodate up to 50 million
a year (HIA, 2016). The airport itself is a small city that provides a variety of services, shops,
and restaurants for passengers, including the best lounges for first- and business-class
passengers. Therefore, it is ranked as the best airport in the Middle East and among the world’s
10 best airports (SKYTRAX, 2016). Additionally, the airport is provided with the state-of-the-art
technologies to deliver an impressive experience to its passengers while waiting in the airport.
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Dubai International Airport (DIA) opened in 1960, but since then it went through a series of
massive expansions, in total costing over $15 billion (DIA, 2016) and serving more than 75
million passenger a year. However, with full expansion it is projected to serve nearly 100 million
passenger by the end of the decade, Dubai International is a dynamic and fast-growing airport
that truly connects the world and utilizes state-of-the-art technologies to enhance passenger
comfort. It provides an amazing travelling experience with a range of high quality services
including check-in, transport connection and accessibility. In addition to world class options for
dining, shopping and relaxing, DIA’s world-class facilities contain the world’s first and largest
purpose-built Airbus A380 facility. Recently, it was considered one of the most important
aviation hubs in the world and the fourth-busiest airport in the world (Business Insider, 2015), as
well as among the best-50 airports in the world (SKYTRAX, 2016). Also, Dubai's government
already started the construction of a gigantic new airport in 2010, named Dubai World Central,
to accommodate over 260 million passengers a year. It is anticipated to be fully completed by
2020, at a cost of over $32 billion (DIA, 2016). The new airport will become the world’s largest,
with five parallel runways. It will contain the latest technology for smooth traffic and effective
processes to make fast and efficient connections between hundreds of destinations worldwide.
Government Support
Since both airlines are owned by local governments, it is obvious that both will get various types
of direct support to help them to become active players at the international level, especially given
that the airlines represent a vital part of the economic development of both countries. Similar
government support is well documented in literature for state owned firms, especially in the
emerging countries such as China, India, and Brazil. (Yeganeh, 2016)
Government support for their national carriers can not be measured directly, but it can be tracked
by government actions and commitments. For example, Dubai Government is planning to be a
global major hub for the aviation industry, reaching all international distinctions, so it is building
the biggest airport in the world, able to host a large number of airplanes. To expand its fleet,
Emirates Airways is ordering the largest number of aircrafts from Airbus and Boing, and both
manufacturers are working hard to comply with these orders (Fortune, 2015). Because the Dubai
government owns Emirates, there is high probability that it is receiving some kind of financial
support in the form of favorable loans or special financial arrangements, especially that the cost
of aircraft orders has reached $112 billion and may increase. Another point is that Emirates is
replacing the entire fleet with a new highly expensive state-of-art aircraft, making the average
age of its fleet around 5.2 years, whereas the industry average for aircraft in service is above 16
years (Airsafe, 2015). Government support is addressed by this statement from one industry
expert: “The economy in Dubai is mainly based on tourism and services, and the aviation
industry is an important part of the economic chain activities in Dubai; thus, the local
Government has invested heavily to support all the components of this chain, starting by building
massive tourism projects, providing state-of-the-art facilities and services, and ending by backing
all related industries…. The impressive development that has taken place in the aviation industry
in Dubai clearly demonstrates that this sector is constantly at the top of the agenda for
government development activities.”
Similarly, Qatar Airways as the national carrier for Qatar State faces the same situation
mentioned above in the matter of government support to strengthen its global activities, by
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building one of the youngest fleets in the industry within a short period. The issue of receiving
direct government support was raised by major carriers from North America and Europe, where
allegations were made that Qatar and Emirates Airways are getting monetary support in different
forms to reduce its operating cost, placing them in a better position to expand their operations
globally (Clark, 2010). However, these accusations have had little impact on their
internationalization activities (Economist, 2015).
Influence of Related Industries
Qatar and Dubai are also supporting a series of industries that require continuous people-touring
from various locations by air. For example, Dubai was able to introduce itself as one of the major
global destinations, where it was ranked in the fourth position among the top 10 destination cities
for 2015, with 14 million visitors (Top destination, 2015), whereas Qatar is working steadily to
build its reputation as a global destination for tourists. In the past decade, Dubai has invested
tremendous resources to build a wide spectrum of stunning attractions, which are able to attract a
considerable number of visitors year round. Emirate Airways as a competitive carrier and high
quality service provider was the ultimate choice for tourists, and it is linked directly to a wide
range of hotels and attractions offering combined deals (Emirate Airway, 2016). On the other
hand, Dubai was able to establish itself as a major business hub in the Middle East region by
having a reginal office for most of the international firms and providing excellent financial
centers for hosting businesses or starting new ones (DSOA, 2016). Additionally, Dubai hosts
hundreds of scientific and business meetings year around, and soon it will host the Expo 2020
Dubai, one of the major business events, expected to be attended by 25 million visitors from
around the world. Emirates Airway is the official premier partners of this event.
Qatar is following the same trend to build a strong tourism industry based on encouraging
travelers to come and enjoy an exceptional experience, although Qatar is still behind Dubai in
this area. Nevertheless, Qatar is investing heavily in sports-related activities to become a major
hub for international sport events. During the last five years, it was able to host many
international sports activities, all sponsored by Qatar Airways as the official carrier. The World
Cup in 2022 is the major sport event that Qatar is focusing on, in order to enhance its global
image as an attractive global destination for travelers (QOC, 2015). Qatar government has
devoted a massive spending program (over $200 billion) to build the required infrastructure
needed to host a unique World Cup, including a wide spectrum of tourism and leisure projects to
attract fans and tourists. Since the above activities require constant move of people and an
increase in their volume, industry experts considered this factor as an important one to steadily
increase the number of travelers for both of these airlines and the need to serve new global
distinctions. This high shift in market demand and increased economic activity supported the
airlines with the essential resources to internationalize globally.
Discussion
This study explores the impact of home country factors on the internationalization process of
EMNCs. Even though we selected two firms from the airline industry from two different
countries that have similar economic structures, we found that the identified four home country
factors are consistent for these two firms when they expand internationally. This finding supports
previous research on the impact of home country conditions on EMNCs (Cuervo-Cazurra, 2006;
Ramamurti, 2009). Both selected countries are located in the fourth quadrant proposed by
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Hoskisson et al. (2013), because Qatar and Dubai have a high level of institutional development
and a high level of infrastructure development. This classification clearly reflects the unique
characteristics of these emerging countries compared to other emerging economies in terms of
original environments, internationalization approaches, and competitive outcomes.
This study is distinctive since it presents two airline firms that were able to rapidly
internationalize their activity by building wide international networks and, most importantly,
they have become major players in the aviation industry (SKYTRAX, 2016). The fast expansion
of these firms can not be explained by the standard international theory, because their
internationalization path does not follow that of the other MNCs (Dunning, 1988). Thus, in this
study we consider the standard theory and take into account the influence of home country
environment as an important factor to enhance firms’ specific resources advantage. This
combined framework reflects the distinctive characteristics of the fast emerging economies in
building firms’ competitive advantages (Cuervo-Cazurra, 2012).
The rapid internalization path that was demonstrated in this study shows that the conventional
theory to explain this behavior is not adequate, and requires improvement to consider the specific
conditions that allow EMNCs to compete at the international level and become key players in
their industry. To expand the theory, there is dramatic need to conduct more research across
different countries and for various industries to determine the level of variation and similarity
among them, and define the conditions under which EMNCs build their competitive advantages
to expand globally. This study findings can be generalized to other airline companies from
similar economy, such as Etihad airways, Turkish airways, Indonesian airways, Chinese airways,
etc.
Managerial Implications
This is the first study to investigate the impact of home country factors on EMNCs for firms
from the GCC region, whose countries possess unique economic development conditions. As a
result, the related factors would be different from other emerging economies as proposed by
Hoskisson et al. (2013). In practice therefore, managers should use caution when interpreting or
relying on findings from environments or industries that do not match theirs. The selection of an
airline industry from two different countries (with the same economic structure) reveals similar
findings, which support the notion that there is consistency in the pattern of the
internationalization process for this particular industry, and also consistency regarding the home
county factors that support this process. Such coherent findings could be used in practice to
develop similar factors that enhance the internationalization activities of comparable industries.
From a practical standpoint, managers of EMNC can define the actual position of their firms in
light of the overall economic development of their government, because governments have
specific development strategies that are implemented gradually as short- and long-term plans.
Such plans are usually achieved by local firms or external contractors, or a combination of both.
During this standard economic development cycle, local firms can estimate the level of
government support they can expect to receive, directly or indirectly, and build their expansion
strategies in a way that increases their competitive advantages, knowing that most governments
worldwide provide higher incentives to the local firms to grow and expand their operations
locally and internationally.
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Abstract
The purpose of this research was to establish differences in expenditure between domestic and
international tourists visiting the coastal region of Kenya. Survey design was employed, while
self-administered questionnaires were used to collect information from the respondents.
Systematic sampling method was used to identify a total of 302 international tourists and 65
domestic tourists. Analysis of data was done using student t-test which in overall indicated a
significant difference in expenditure between domestic and international tourists with the later
being found to spend more. The study recommends that the government needs to come with
policies together with tourist practitioners on encouraging Kenyans to travel more especially
during the low season in order to ensure hotels remain booked throughout the year. Tour agency
should alos be encouraged to come up with friendly packages which would encourage domestic
tourism.
Introduction
Tourism plays a great role towards the global economy according to world travel and tourism
council and as a result generates 11 percent of gross domestic product, 207 million jobs, 8
percent of total employment and 5.5 new jobs per year and this is projected to continue until the
year 2010 (Crandall, 2006). According to Crespo & Diaz, 1996, World Tourism Organization
(WTO) report shows that international tourist arrivals increased by 3.6% in 1995 and by 4.5% in
1996, and will continue growing by 4.6% per year until the year 2010, while international tourist
expenditures will grow at a pace of 6-8% above inflation.
Tourism expenditure contributes greatly to the economic impacts of sectors in the tourism
industry as a whole. However, direct and indirect impacts of tourism expenditure depends on the
ways in which the receipts are allocated – which in turn depends on the ownership and resource
utilization of the tourism supplying factor (Bull, 1995). Additionally, the economic benefits of
travel and tourism in an area is the gross contributions to resident’s income and wealth resulting
from the presence of travelers who make expenditures in the area (Ritchie, 1994; Fretchling,
2000). It is thus measured in monetary terms to determine levels of income over and above levels
that would prevail in the absence of the activity under study, ceteris Paribas (Ritchie, 1994). The
role of tourism in the generation of earnings and employment, as well as its contribution to
investment, government revenue and balance of payments is well recognized and understood
(Cleverdon, 1979; WTO, 1998; 2001a; 2001b). Consequently, destinations become involved in
tourism due to the potential economic and other benefits that can be derived from it (Odunga,
2006).
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The Kenya domestic tourist market is segmented under Western, North Rift, North Eastern and
Coast. Each has unique sites that are maintained by Kenya Wildlife Service and National
Museums of Kenya (Daily Nation, 2010). The country is famed for its tourist attraction sites
globally, from sunny beaches to wildlife. However, an audit of Kenya’s domestic tourism reveals
that more attention has been trained on international markets at the expense of locals.
Dependence on international tourism has made Kenya vulnerable to the seasonal nature of the
overseas source markets as well as the adverse impact of foreign exchange fluctuation on
earnings (Daily Nation, Tuesday, 2010). Further reports show that most Kenyans do not visit
local tourist attraction sites because of lack of information about them and lack of disposal
incomes. Additionally, there is also the overconcentration of foreign visitors for leisure at the
coastal towns. This has led to skewed allocation of facilities and activities in favour of Coast and
Nairobi. For instance, figures available for international tourist concentration between 2002 and
2006 shows a 63% presence in Coast, followed by Nairobi at 20 per cent.
Another report prepared by the Domestic tourism Strategy taskforce which was commissioned
by tourism minister Najib Balala in October 2009 says that even though domestic tourism is
often mentioned as a critical component in the overall development in tourism, there is no
cohesive framework to develop it. Additionally, while clear references are made in vision 2030
on increasing international arrivals from 1.8 million in 2007 to three million by 2012 and raising
their per capita expenditure from Ksh. 40,000 to Ksh. 70,000 no such reference is made to
domestic tourism. The Domestic Tourism Council has been promoting domestic tourism through
its Tembea Kenya initiative. Despite the efforts by DTC to market this vital component of the
tourism sector there has been limited growth in domestic tourism.
The statistics indicate that there have been fluctuations in percentage of number of bed nights
occupied by Kenyans and hence understanding what influences domestic tourism will guide
policy makers and other institutions to come up with more effective promotion policies.
Objectives
To establish the level of travel by Kenyans as a form of domestic tourism travel
To determine the differences in expenditure between domestic and international tourists to the
Kenyan Coast
Hypothesis
There is no significant difference in expenditure between domestic and international tourists.
Methodology
Survey was the research design method used to select samples in order to analyze and discover
occurrences (Oso & Onen, 2005). Self administered questionnaires were used to collect data.
Additional information to corroborate the findings of the survey method was collected from
members of the local community through carrying out focus group discussions.
The study area was the North coastal region of Kenya.
Simple random sampling technique was used to select specific hotels for purposes of the study.
Afterwards a list of guests who had checked was made. From the given list systematic random
sampling technique was used to select respondents who were then administered with
questionnaires. In systematic sampling, every Kth case in the population frame is selected for
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inclusion in the sample (Mugenda and Mugenda, 2003). Most hotels had on average fifteen
guests checking out at a time. Therefore the questionnaire was administered to every second
person so as to allow for large amounts of data to be collected at a time. The different hotels in
which data from tourists was collected was divided into six regions towards the north coast with
the major criteria being proximity to the central business district. There was Bamburi area which
lies approximately ten (10) km from Mombasa. The hotels in which the respondents were picked
included Kahama inn Hotel, Kenya Bay Beach Resort, Bamburi Beach Hotel, Travellers Hotel,
Sarova White Sands, Plaza Beach Hotel, Sai Rock Hotel, Campers Haven Inn, Milele Beach
Hotel and Aloha Beach Resort. The next group of hotels were found within Nyali which lies
approximately 71/2 Km from Mombasa. The hotels for which samples were picked included
Nyali beach Hotel, Mombasa Beach Hotel, Reef Hotel, Voyager Resort, and Nyali Beach Resort.
Hotels picked for research within Watamu area which falls 110km from Mombasa included
Jacaranda Beach Resort, Eden viaggi, Ndovu Resort, Twiga Resort, Sun Palm Beach Resort,
Blue Bay Hotel, Turtle Bay Beach Club, Garoda Resort, Hemming ways, Temple Point Resort,
and Baracuda Inn. In Malindi which falls 125kms from Mombasa the sampled hotels included
Coconut Village, Tropical Village, Coral Reef Hotel, Malindi Beach, Eden Rock, Lawwfords,
and durado hotels, Steffany, and Tamani Jua.
In Kilifi which is 58kms from Mombasa data was collected from Mnarani Club Hotel, Sea horse
Hotel, Baobab Sea Lodge, Kilifi Bay beach resort, and Makuti Villas Resort.
The target population included all tourists visiting the Kenyan coast province both domestic and
international tourists.
The validity of the instrument was determined by carrying out a pre-test of the instrument to a
small population within the study area but who did not form part of the actual research group.
Corrections were done to the items in the instrument before actual use of the instrument for
research. Randomization of the sample was done as a way of attaining both validity of the results
and reliability.
Results
Descriptive statistics were used to summarise data. To compare the expenditure in different
categories among domestic and international tourists, independent t- tests were used. The
independent t- test is a powerful, parametric test that is used to test the equality of two means.
Levene’s test for homogeneity of variance was performed. Where the test was not significant (p
> 0.05), it meant that the variance of the two groups were homogenous and the value of “equal
variances assumed” was taken. When it was not significant (p < 0.05), the assumption of
equality of variance was untenable, and the value of “equal variances not assumed” was used.
The results are presented in (Table 1) with significant differences being recorded for
accommodation (t = 3.725, df = 43, p < 0.0005, 2-tailed) with international tourists spending
more than domestic tourists (mean difference = Ksh. 65,037), transport (sightseeing and to visit
cultural villages) (t = 4.923, df = 219, p = 0.016, 2-tailed) where international tourists spend
more than domestic tourists (mean difference = Ksh. 10,962.304). Differences in expenditure
were also recorded in transport (airport transfers) (t = 4.293, df = 37, p < 0.0005, 2-tailed) where
international tourists spend more than domestic tourists (mean difference = Ksh. 30,765.417) as
well as entertainment (t = 4.657, df = 294, p < 0.0005, 2-tailed) with international spending more
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than domestic tourists (mean difference = Ksh. 4,318.642). There were also differences in
expenditure on gifts and souvenirs between international and domestic tourists with the former
spending more (t = 5.298, df = 297 p < 0.0005 2-tailed) where the mean difference was Ksh.
4,764.063 as well as in communication (t = 4.958, df = 309, p < 0.0005 2-tailed) (mean
difference = 1389.111) as well as in water sports (t = 2.664, df = 37, p = 0.011, 2-tailed) (mean
difference = 8253.705) and tips (t = 2.475, df = 179, p = 0.014 2-tailed mean difference
1672.093. Higher expenditures were also experienced for international compared to domestic
tourists on the aspect of air and bus fair (t = 6.282, df = 38, p < 0.0005, 2-tailed) (mean
difference Ksh. 93167.790) and other miscellaneous expenditures (t = 1.731, df = 23, p = 0.097,
2-tailed) (mean difference = Ksh. 8294.545) as well total expenditure (t = 11.525, df = 365, p <
0.0005, 2-tailed) (mean difference = Ksh. 108764.252). However there was no significant
difference in tourist expenditure in relation to food and beverages (t = 0.883, df = 278.648, p =
0.378, 2-tailed).
Table 1: Comparisons in Expenditure between Domestic and International Tourists
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Conclusions and Recommendations
The research showed that on average international tourists spent more compared to domestic
tourists in almost all expenditure categories except in food and beverage. This is not unexpected
since the study established that on average international tourists in the study had taken longer
vacations compared to domestic tourists.
It was further established through the study that factors that greatly contributed to determining
the amount of money that tourists were able and willing to spend included age where more
elderly people tended to spend more, the length of stay of the tourists, which affected
expenditure positively for domestic tourists but negatively for international tourists. This is
because expenditure could be high for the first few days after arrival but deteriorate as departure
time neared due to exhaustion of whatever money the tourists were carrying. However, domestic
tourists may have left the destination during the peak of their expenditure.
Going by the findings of the research, it is recommended that domestic tourism needs to be
encouraged and made a key component of the government policy on tourism. The results show
that domestic tourists generally stay for short periods on average four days and they seem to
spend less than international tourists. However there is need to encourage locals to visit the
country as tourists by tailoring prices which are friendlier to the locals. This could be encouraged
if hospitality establishments could give price cuts on accommodation and meals during the low
tourist season. This way the hotels would be assured of occupation even during the low season in
order to encourage the growth of domestic tourism.
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MATERIALIZATION OF SUSTIANOPRENEURSHIP AND
PERFORMANCE IN KENYAN ECO-VENTURES
Chepkwony C. K., Cheruiyot T. K. and Korir M.
Purpose: The purpose of this study was to analyze the effect of sustainopreneurial
materialization on sustainopreneurial performance in Kenyan eco-ventures.
Methodology: The unit of analysis for the study was individual sustainopreneurs operating in
urban areas in Kenya. From a sampling frame of 2,675, a sample of 359 was selected using
multi-stage sampling design. Closed ended questionnaires were physically administered during
data collection. The quantitative data collected were edited, coded and entered for descriptive
and inferential statistical analyses where the mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis
were determined. Hypotheses were tested using multiple regression analyses. The analyses were
done at a significant level of 95% (alpha= 0.05) and the results presented in form of tables and
analytical models.
Findings: The findings established that materialization of sustainopreneurship comprising ecoopportunity and eco-innovation strongly and positively affected sustainopreneurial performance
(R=0.79, R2=0.63, and F change = 169.14*).
Implication: Therefore materialization of sustainopreneurship influenced the performance of
eco-ventures in Kenya. Eco-innovation also encourages generation of new innovations which
have made it possible for eco-firms to have a competitive edge. With reference to ecoopportunity, firms have made use of green initiatives to attract new market opportunities
Keywords: sustainopreneurial Materialization; sustainopreneurial Performance; Eco-Ventures;
Eco-Opportunity; Eco-Innovation.
Introduction
Since the advent of environmentalism, the ecology verses development debate has escalated
through history. A myriad of ecological solutions, policies and strategies have severally
suggested that have culminated in the development of environmental laws and treaties. Despite
such efforts, environmental degradation is still evident today. Recent stream of literature has
proposed entrepreneurship as a solution to, rather than a cause of environmental degradation.
The work of environmental entrepreneurs complement the effectiveness of existing legal and
institutional framework to achieve environmental sustainability by creating new, more
environmentally sustainable products, services and institutions. This study highlights how
entrepreneurial action can address environmental degradation. It could be useful to examine
environmental degradation through the lens of entrepreneurship which challenges the common
notion that there is an inherent trade-off between environmental and economic goods. Recent
studies demonstrates firms can gain competitive advantage through “greening” (Esty and
Winston 2006; Willard 2002) however, the role entrepreneurs is yet to be explored within the
environmental realm.
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Kainrath (2009) explains that many of the acute environmental problems facing the world today
are caused by human activities which to a large part consist of economic activities comprising
business operations and processes. This situation warrants a paradigm shift from tradition
conservation approaches. Adapting Osberg &Martin (2010), argument of entrepreneurial context
and outcome, it could be argued that an entrepreneur is attracted to an environmental suboptimal
equilibrium, seeing embedded in it an eco-opportunity to provide an innovative new solution,
product, service, or process. They continue explaining that the reason that he/she sees this
condition as an opportunity stems out from a unique set of personal attributes he or she brings to
the situation such as inspiration, creativity, courage, taking direct action and fortitude. These
attributes are also central for sustainopreneurship.
Despite the role entrepreneurs in the move towards a greener future play, previous studies have
principally focused on green business management in existing organizations (Larson, 2000;
Schaper, 2008) where aspects focused on waste management including issues of reducing, reusing and recycling. Schaper (2008) and Bennett (2009) however suggest that focus should be on
small enterprises and start-ups which should begin green from inception. Cohen & Winn (2007)
emphasize the role small to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) can play in leading ecological
arising from their sheer numbers, spatial distribution and diversity. There is a fast growing
realization by scholars that in the long-run, a trade-off between economic prosperity and
environmental protection is will no longer be necessary (Pastakia, 2008) but a requirement for
enterprises. Conventionally, efforts to address ecological problems have remained on how firms
can become greener in addition to legal and institutional frameworks as well as international
treaties. However despite all these efforts, environmental degradation still persists. Kenya faces
a myriad of environmental challenges (NEMA, 2009) such as unsustainable resource use, poor
waste management, as well as air, water and soil pollution.
The intersection between entrepreneurship and the environment has been perceived as a zerosum game where nature loses every time the two interact. The needs of the environment and
those of the economy can however be reconciled through environmental entrepreneurship. This
concept which materializes in enterprises through the presence of eco-opportunity, ecoinnovation and eco-commitment has not been fully explored as an alternative strategy for
ecological conservation. In addition, the relationship between materialization of
sustainopreneurship in eco-ventures and performance of the eco-venture had not been analyzed.
Thus, the study hypothesized that:
Ho1: There is no statistical significant effect of eco-opportunity on sustainopreneurial
performance among eco-ventures in Kenya.
Ho2: There is no statistical significant effect of eco-innovation on sustainopreneurial
performance among eco-ventures in Kenya..
Theoretical Framework
This study is premised on the Ecological Modernization Theory advanced by Joseph Huber in
1995. This theory is an optimistic school of thought in the social sciences that argues that
(Kainrath, 2009), the economy can benefit from moves towards environmentalism and may serve
as an analytical approach for strategy and policy formulation (Hajer, 1995).The main tenet of the
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theory relates to environmental re-adoption of economic growth and industrial development. In
this respect, it can be argued that ecology and economy can be combined favorably in such a
manner that the environment provides natural resources and environmental media (air, water,
soil, and ecosystems) for the entrepreneur who in turn develops eco-innovative, eco-effective,
and eco- efficient production systems and products thus upgrading the ecological carrying
capacity. Ecological modernization theory provides the rationale for environmental
entrepreneurship since it is possible to promote entrepreneurial activities by giving higher
priority to the environment. It is no longer necessary to trade off- economic growth for
environmental quality. The capitalist system should be seen as having the capacity to develop
sustainable solutions to environmental problems using innovation can to achieve environmental
improvements.
The theory emphasizes that the environmental problems facing the world today, act as a driving
force for future industrial activity and economic development. In this respect, this study suggest
that, the environmental problems facing Kenya today presents ecopreneurs with ecoopportunities for exploitation thus causing ecological, social, and economic transformations as
well as a more sustainable business model. It can be implied that systematic eco-innovation and
its diffusion may have a potential to achieve environmental improvements, green businesses and
thus sustainable development. Technological development should not be seen as a source of
ecological problems but a possible solution for ecological sustainability. There is interplay
between environmental policy-making and technological innovators.
Once inspired, the ecopreneurs devices eco-innovations to drive their passion to take direct
action thus exploiting eco-opportunities. It is this drive that generates a vision of what the
ecopreneur would like to envision for the future which generates high level dedication to the
achievement of environmental improvement (Kainrath, 2009). Instead of imposing rigid
regulations the state should steer private actors toward environmentally sound practices. In
framing ecopreneurship, Kainrath (2009), explains that ecological and economic concerns can be
combined in such a manner that creates ecopreneurship (Figure 2.2) which have been used to
develop the conceptual framework shown in Figure 2.3 below. This study attempts to analyze the
effect of eco-manifestations (eco-opportunity, eco-innovation and eco-commitment) on
ecopreneurship performance and as moderated by ecopreneurial characteristics proposed by
Martin & Osberg, (2010).
Empirical Review
Effects of Eco-innovation on Ecopreneurial Performance
Rennings, (2010) defines eco-innovation as bringing in innovative products and processes that
decrease environmental disasters and improve ecopreneurial efficiency. It is often used in
collaboration with eco-efficiency and eco-design. Eco-innovation is all the methods of
innovation, technological and non-technological, new products and services and new business
practices that puts into place the development of incoming business opportunities and benefits
the environment by mitigating their impact, or by maximizing the use of natural resources. Ecoinnovation is closely related to the development and use of environmental technologies and also
to the concepts of eco-efficiency and eco-industries. The major objective is to bring in a lot more
sustainable production and consumption patterns. Usable illustrations of eco-innovation include
ways to recover valuable substances from waste water, more efficient food packaging, and the
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production of construction materials from recycled waste, eco-products and new management
methods.
Morris et al, (2006) in his study argues that innovation contributes to ecopreneurial efficiency for
entrepreneurs because it has been used to exploit opportunities thus gearing towards raising the
rate of efficiency. Innovations may be put into products or services that are sold to customers,
but may also be used to improve the company's internal processes in terms of efficiency and/or
effectiveness. Rennings (2000) suggests that the distinctive feature of eco-innovation in bringing
in new products into the market makes it distinctive in the mitigation or resolution of an
environmental problem hence creates ecopreneurial efficiency.
Eco-innovation brings in reduction in the usage of resources in a country thus they are used more
efficiently hence creates ecopreneurial efficiency (Halila&Hörte, 2006). It helps in reducing the
resource use per unit of service or product by a certain factor, and can be achieved through a
combination of technological, financial and lifestyle changes. The idea behind factor reduction is
that the actual environmental effect of an innovation rather than the intention behind the
innovation determines if an innovation is environmental.
Rennings (2000) highlights the danger of not having eco-innovation in place for environmental
and ecopreneurial efficiency. He argues that unsustainable development itself is a result from
technology outpacing changes in social organization, and thus emphasizes the importance of
social innovations like lifestyle-changes in order to tackle ecological problems and create
ecopreneurial efficiency. Halila & Hörte, (2006) mostly differentiates between integrated and
end-of-pipe technology for environmental impact reduction. Both types of eco innovation bring
in new ways of dealing with environmental disasters and mitigating the problems that come with
them. In their study they found that the two types of eco-innovation created ecopreneurial
efficiency
Eco-innovations aim at reducing environmental burden or to reduce the costs of doing so hence
improving ecopreneurial efficiency. There is no guaranteed that the use of eco-innovations will
improve the quality of the air and the quality of other receiving media. Environmental quality is
often viewed in relation to growth. When the quality of the environment improves we speak of
an absolute decoupling, when the quality of the air or water deteriorates despite the use of
environmental technologies we speak of a relative decoupling. For the eco-innovator there are
both direct and indirect benefits (Allen, 2007).
In a study done by Dean, (2005) the direct benefits for the eco-innovations are mostly
operational advantages such as cost savings from greater resource productivity and better
logistics; sales from commercialization which creates ecopreneurial efficiency which must be
weighed against costs for the company. Studies reveal that most of companies are not aware of
the costs or benefits of their environmental activities. Eco-innovations should be valued from a
societal point of view and not just from a business point of view. This will hence create a
platform for improving the rate of ecopreneurial efficiency.
Eco-innovations have a lot of direct positive effects on the environment in creating ecopreneurial
efficiency. In advance it was not possible to estimate the relation between economic level of the
country and preferred effects of eco-innovations; nevertheless it has been assumed that at least
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one effect of eco-innovations will be related to economic level of the country. It is a wellestablished fact that innovation is essential for a sustainable long-term growth path for any
country.
It has also become widely accepted that resource scarcity, environmental and climate issues need
to be addressed at government; consumer and business level hence keep the standards of living
and put in place long-term growth. Businesses are also increasingly recognizing that the greening
of their own business or value chain by improving resource productivity may increase both their
short-term and long-term competitiveness and create new markets. Some companies innovate
their business models and improve their resource productivity by substituting to greener inputs,
selling greener products and services, while others implement cradle-to-cradle elements in their
business model or apply functional sales systems that may change consumption patterns and
practices throughout their entire value chain. In a broad sense this could all be characterized as
greening of the companies’ business models (Douglas, 2004).
Eco-innovation can include both environmentally motivated innovations and unintended
environmental innovations, as the environmental benefits of an innovation may be a side effect
of other goals such as reducing costs for production or waste management (Machiba, 2008,
2010). Eco-innovation reflects the concept‘s explicit emphasis on a reduction of environmental
impact, whether such an effect is intended or not (Machiba, 2010). It can be technological or
non-technological, its impact can vary, and according to Machiba (2010) its scope depends on
the targets ; such as institutions, organizations, marketing methods, processes & products as well
as mechanisms; such as pollution control, clean production, eco-efficiency, industrial ecology,
modification and redesigning, creations etc.
Innovation plays a key role in moving manufacturing industries towards sustainable production.
Evolving sustainable manufacturing initiatives from traditional pollution control through cleaner
production initiatives, to a lifecycle view, to the establishment of closed-loop production can be
viewed as facilitated by eco-innovation. Eco-innovation is an innovation that reflects the
concept’s explicit emphasis on a reduction of environmental impact, whether such an effect is
intended or not. It is not limited to innovation in products, processes, marketing methods and
organizational methods, but also includes innovation in social and institutional structures
(Rennings 2000). Eco-innovation and its environmental benefits go beyond the conventional
organizational boundaries of the innovator to enter the broader societal context through changes
in social norms, cultural values and institutional structures.
Effects of Eco-opportunity on Ecopreneurial efficiency
Opportunities are a crucial channel throughout the entrepreneurial process. Shane (2003)
identifies an entrepreneurial opportunity as a situation in which one can put in new business
resources that will help in providing profit to the organization. Not all opportunities are always
profitable, they differ significantly in expected value, and in some industries the frequency as
well as the expected value of opportunities is higher than in other industries (Shane, 2003). In
recent days researchers believe that entrepreneurs must exploit all types of resources and
opportunities available so as to achieve ecopreneurial efficiency (Shane, 2003). Most
opportunities come from various sources hence impact ecopreneurial efficiency on different
levels.
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When economic activity creates environmental degradation or social damage, economists have
sought to attribute this fact to market failures. Entrepreneurship theory often identifies inherent
opportunities in market failures, for entrepreneurs to exploit and thereby accrue entrepreneurial
rents. Dean & McMullen (2005) identify a list of environmentally relevant market failures,
explain how they may lead to environmental degradation, and propose how ecopreneurs may
remedy them and mitigate the environmental degradation, thereby exploiting environmental
opportunities. Based on how the different eco-opportunities are exploited, Dean & McMullen
(2005) develop a theory of environmental entrepreneurship. This theory helps the entrepreneurs
to create a new mode of implementing various opportunities hence creating a sense of
ecopreneurial efficiency (Dean & McMullen, 2005).
An eco-opportunity is said to be an environmentally important market failure, which if given a
cost-effective solution. As a result of making use of this eco-opportunity, the ecopreneur not only
achieves entrepreneurial rents but also alleviates an environmental burden (Dean & McMullen,
2005). Environmentally friendly products or services may be directly beneficial to the
environment, or at least be have less harmful impact than their non-environmentally friendly
alternatives. An ecopreneurial rent arises from the exploitation of an eco-opportunity. It accrues
to the ecopreneur who first seizes a new opportunity, which because of the lack of competition
generates above-average returns (Dean & McMullen, 2005).
Opportunity can be found everywhere in today’s real estate marketplace. There is a new
consumer, a new inventory price point, a new government approach to housing, a new
affordability, and opportunities for new relationships that never would have existed in prior
markets. There are new consumer demands to satisfy, new sources of information to share, new
technologies to create painless transactions. There are new roles for everyone in the firm to
assume and succeed through. There are new ways to communicate and new ways to establish
value and relevance. The sum total of these circumstances creates a world that is literally
begging for brokerages that will rise to the occasion, declare that survival is not enough and
embrace the passion of opportunity (Kitzes, 2009).
This study analyzed the direct relationship between ecopreneurial factors, manifested through
eco-opportunity, eco-innovations and eco-commitments and ecopreneurial performance as well
as when the relationship is moderated by eco-preneurial attributes as shown in Figure 2
Figure 2: Conceptual Framework
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The dependent variable for the study was ecopreneurial performance indicated by ecological
impact, resource use, emissions control, waste management, enterprise growth and profitability
as well as market share and return on investment. The independent variable was ecopreneurial
factors manifested in eco-opportunity, eco-innovation and eco-commitment. The researcher
analyzed the direct relationships between the factors indicating ecopreneurial manifestations, that
is, eco-opportunity (H01), eco-innovation (H02), and the dependent variable ecopreneurial
performance.
Materials and Methods
This study applied a quantitative research approach which was correlational in design and
explanatory design which is a sub-type of correlational design. This study targeted all registered
ecopreneurs operating in the selected towns in western Kenya. From the population of
2,575ecopreneurs in all sectors sample size of 359ecopreneurs who were then randomly selected.
In the conduct of this study, structured questionnaires were physically administered to the
respondents. The questions followed a Likert type scale to measure the extent of ecopreneurial
manifestations (eco-opportunity and eco-innovation and eco-commitment) and ecopreneurial
performance in the eco-ventures.
Measurement Of Variables, Reliability And Factor Analysis
Cronbach’s alpha (α) coefficients were determined for the items in the questionnaire to check
their internal consistency. An aggregate for each variable were determined to ensure that the
items belonged to the same construct. The higher the score, the more reliable the generated scale
was and therefore acceptance. Items which scored more than 0.70 cronbach’s alpha (α)
coefficient were accepted and thus included in the data collection instrument while those above
0.50 but less than 0.70 were improved while those below 0.5 were rejected. Prior to data
collection, the data collection instrument was tested for reliability using data collected during a
pilot study. Cronbach’s coefficient alpha (α) coefficient was computed to determine internal
consistency of the items. The higher the score, the more reliable the generated scale was. A
Cronbach’s alpha (α) score of 0.70 and above was considered acceptable. This is in agreement
with suggestions made by Cohen & Swerdlik (2005) that a Cronbach’s alpha (α) score less than
0.50 is unacceptable while 0.80 to 0.89 is considered good reliability while a score of 0.90 and
above is highly reliable. In this study, the items were considered reliable if they yielded a
reliability coefficient of 0.70 and above which were consistent with proposals made by Fraenkel
& Wallen (2000) and Nunnally (1998). Factor analysis was conducted in order to validate that
the items belong to the same construct (Wibowo, 2008). To confirm the dimensions of the
dependent variable, ecopreneurial performance, factor analysis was performed using principal
components extraction method in which coefficient matrix was based on Eigen Values greater
than one (1). Small coefficients were suppressed to 0.10. The maximum iterations were fixed to
converge after 25 iterations. Initial solution statistic was applied and KMO as well as Barlett’s
test of sphericity run. The rotation applied was varimax with Kaiser Normalization. The results
for the factor analysis are presented in Table 1. The findings show that the factor loadings results
for all the items except, the firm can easily adapt to the dynamic business environment, were
above 0.5 and were thus retained for further analysis.
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Loading
Bartlett'
s
KMO s Test Sig.
Ecopreneurial Performance
The enterprise’s profits have been increasing
0.9
The firm’s market share has been increasing
0.83
The firm’s sales has been increasing
0.87
The enterprise production and operations is
efficient
0.73
The number of employees has been increasing
0.69
The return on investment of the enterprise is high 0.75
Firm can easily adapt a dynamic business
environment
0.4
The enterprise minimizes the use of inputs and
materials
0.66
The enterprise reduces its use of energy and water 0.76
Enterprise minimizes waste (liquid & solid)
production
0.79
The enterprises reduces gaseous emissions
0.56
The enterprise uses renewable energy
0.64
The enterprise recycles and re-uses waste
0.29
The products/service are eco-friendly
0.77
Ecopreneurial Manifestations
Firm uses green initiatives to attract new market
opportunities
0.61
Venture uses green technology to remain
competitive advantage
0.78
The firm uses green technology to increase
productivity
0.21
The firm uses green initiatives to open more
branches
0.68
Produces customer recognizable eco-friendly
products
0.75
Firm deals in new eco-friendly products
0.67
Eco businesses have higher chances of succeeding 0.82
The firms has been able to produces more new
products
0.54
Firm’s innovations have been recognized locally &
international
0.61
The firms has received patent for new innovations 0.75
The firm conducts green research and development
initiatives
0.8
Firm uses modern technology for production
0.81
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Cronbac
h's
Alpha

0.78

1951.2 0

0.805

0.8

4562.9 0

0.877

Partners with institutions of higher learning for
innovations development
0.72
Data Analysis and Presentation
Quantitative data was collected for this study. The data collected was edited, coded and entered
into a spread sheet in SPSS V.20 (statistical package for social sciences) for analyses.
Descriptive statistics, which include the mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis were
computed for the control variable, independent variable and dependent variable were computed.
To test the study hypothesis multiple regression analysis. Prior to this, the assumptions of
multiple regression analyses were run to confirm that the data was malleable for multiple
regression analysis. The correlation and regression analysis estimated the causal relationships
between the independent variable, ecopreneurial manifestations (eco-opportunity, eco-innovation
and eco-commitment) on one hand and ecopreneurial performance on the other then as
moderated by ecopreneurs’ personal attributes. The regression equation models applied as shown
below.
The general analytical model for the direct relationship was represented as follows:
Y= α + β1X1 + β2X2 + ε….…………………….…………………………….. (i)
The ecopreneurial attributes composed of eco-opportunity (X1), eco-innovation (X2) are entered
simultaneously into Model above of the regression system represented by equation (iii) above
and ran against the dependent variable ecopreneurial performance.
Results And Discussion
This section provides a presentation of research findings obtained from the methods proposed in
previous section. It gives a sequence of analyses with their respective interpretation on the direct
relationship between ecopreneurial manifestations (eco-opportunity, eco-innovation) and
ecopreneurial performance among environmental entrepreneurs in Western, Kenya
Sample Characteristics
The demographic profile of the surveyed respondents which included gender, age of the
ecopreneur, age of the eco-enterprise, and the size of the eco-enterprise is presented in Table 1
below. These sample characteristics served as control variables for the study.
Table 2 Sample Characteristics
Frequency Percent
Gender
Male
206
62.8
Female
122
37.2
Total
328
100
Ecopreneur Age
Under 18
15
4.6
19 to 30
80
24.4
31 to 40
91
27.7
41 to 50
72
22
Over 51
70
21.3
Total
328
100
Eco-enterprise Age
1 to 2
57
17.4
3 to 5
138
42.1
Over 5 Years
133
40.5
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Eco-enterprise Size

Total
1-10 Employees
11-20 Employees
21-30 Employees
Over 30
Total

328
216
21
20
71
328

100
65.9
6.4
6.1
21.6
100

Source: Researcher, 2016
Descriptive Statistics
In order to establish how the samples responded to survey items, the mean, standard deviation,
skewness and kurtosis of the study variables were determines and highlighted in the following
section. The principal component factor analysis conducted for all the variables affirms that the
conceptualization agrees with framing of ecopreneurship postulated by Kainrath (2010) that
ecopreneurship in his instrumental theory comprises eco-opportunity, eco-innovation by and
large agrees with the data in this study. However, the data suggest that eco-opportunities could
further be categorized into creative and imitative eco-opportunities and that eco-commitment
could further be seen from perspective of commitment to stakeholders and commitment to ecoproduction.
In addition, the data seem to agree with the tenets of Ecological modernization theory suggested
by Hubber (1995) seem to also agree with the conceptualization of ecopreneurial performance. It
is however apparent that two dimensions of the independent variable ecopreneurial
manifestations, could be further split, that is, with respect to eco-opportunities and ecocommitment.
The eco-opportunities brought out two sub-dimensions, creative and imitative/expansive ecoopportunities. Eco-commitment on the other hand generated two sub-dimensions, that is,
commitment to stakeholders and commitment to the product. This study thus makes a
recommendation for a further study on these two aspects. However, for the purpose of analysis a
composite of the two constructs will be applied.
The findings in table 4.16 provide descriptive statistics for all the study variables. The
composite values of the respective variables have been used. Results showed that ecopreneurial
attributes had the highest mean of 4.31 while eco-commitment having the lowest mean of 3.54.
Further, to test the normality distribution the study examined the Skewness and kurtosis values.
Skewness is used to measure the symmetry of a distribution while kurtosis is used to measure the
peakedness or flatness of a distribution (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2007).
Considering ecopreneurial performance as the dependent variable and a composite ecopreneurial
manifestations as the dependent variable as well as ecopreneurial attributes as the moderating
variable, and based on the results for descriptive statistics for the variables, the skewness values
was in the range of -0.90 to -0.63, while kurtosis, on the other hand was in the range of -0.306
and 0.741which affirms presence of normality in the study variables as shown in Table 4.17.
Table 3: Variable Constructions
N=328
Min Max Mean Std.
Skewness Kurtosis
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Ecopreneurial Performance
Ecopreneurial Manifestations
Dimensions
(a) Eco-Opportunity
(b) Eco-Innovation
Ecopreneurial Manifestations
Composite
Source: Researcher, 2016

1

5

3.65

Deviation
1.04
-0.63

1
1

5
5

3.53
3.89

1.19
1.00

-0.72
-0.90

-0.31
0.20

1

5

3.69

1.10

-0.78

-0.13

0.14

Pearson Rank Correlation Analysis
The bivariate correlation analysis results revealed that eco-opportunity was positively and
significantly associated with eco-performance (r = 0.75, ρ<0.01). Further, eco-innovation was
positively and significantly correlated to eco-performance (r = 0.70, ρ<0.01). This implies that
eco-opportunity and eco-innovation are expected to influence eco-performance.
Table 4 Pearson Rank Correlation Analysis
Ecopreneurial
Ecopreneurial
Ecopreneurial
Performance
Opportunity
Innovation
Ecopreneurial Performance
1
Eco-Opportunity
0.74*
1
Eco–Innovation
0.70*
0.72*
1
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
Source: Researcher, 2016
Hypothesis testing
In order to test the null hypotheses, that is, Ho1:
There is no significant statistical effect of
eco-opportunity on ecopreneurial performance among ecopreneurial ventures; Ho2:There is no
significant statistical effect of eco-innovation on ecopreneurial performance among
ecopreneurial ventures and; Ho3: There is no significant statistical effect of eco-commitment on
ecopreneurial performance among ecopreneurial ventures in western Kenya, the predictor
variables eco-opportunity, eco-innovation, and eco-commitment simultaneously entered in model
2 of the multiple hierarchical regression against ecopreneurial performance which is the
dependent variable while holding the control variables constant.
Hypothesis 1(Ho1) stated that there is no statistical significant effect of eco-opportunity on
ecopreneurial performance. Testing this hypothesis, the findings from model 2 of multiple
regression whose findings are presented in Table 4.24showed that Eco-opportunity had a
coefficient of estimate which was significant based on β4 = 0.27 (p-value = 0.000) which is less
than α = 0.05. This suggested that there was up to 0.27increase in ecopreneurial performance for
a unit increase in eco-opportunity, that is, for every unit increase in the eco-opportunity,
ecopreneurial performance will increase by the 27%. In this respect, the null hypothesis that
there are no statistical significant effect of eco-opportunity on ecopreneurial performance was
rejected and the alternative hypothesis that eco-opportunity has some statistically significant
effects on ecopreneurial performance was accepted. Opportunity recognition is at the very heart
of ecopreneurship. Opportunity recognition process suggested by Gaglio & Taub (1992)
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indicates that social opportunities arise from market and government failures just like in
ecopreneurship. In terms of eco-opportunity, eco-ventures have made use of green initiatives to
attract new market opportunities. Precisely, firms have engaged in the sale of eco-friendly
products that are new in the markets. The eco-friendly products are highly recognizable by
customers hence the eco businesses have higher chances of succeeding. Additionally, green
technology has made it possible for firms to have competitive advantage.
Dean & McMullen, (2005) also echo that ecopreneurs can seize opportunities such as reducing
transaction costs so at to ensure that environmentally relevant positive and negative externalities
are produced in amounts acceptable to society and environment. In the case of monopoly power,
the authors are of the opinion that ecopreneurs can break environmentally relevant monopoly
power either through market appropriation or other mechanisms, both mitigate environmental
impact and accrue ecopreneurial rents. For ecopreneurs that can lobby government support of
environmentally beneficial ways of extracting fuel rather than the use of fossil fuel extraction
which leads to more greenhouse gas emissions can both collect entrepreneurial rents such as
wind power and reduce environmental degradation.
Ecopreneurial opportunities which arise from either government or market failures contribute to
ecopreneurial performance. The study shows that eco-opportunity had a significant effect on
ecopreneurial performance by posting a beta coefficient (β = 0.268, p = 0.000) meaning that a
unit increase in ecopreneurial performance, 26.8% is caused by ecopreneurial opportunity. In the
opportunity recognition process, ecopreneurs analyze the identified opportunity. If the
opportunity is regarded it is evaluated on the basis of resource availability, possibility for
implementation as well as networking. Besides this, the ecopreneur then conducts a feasibility
analysis to confirm the viability of the business idea. Eventually a decision is made as to whether
the eco-opportunity holds a promise to generate positive streams of income in the future while at
the same time conserve and protect the environment. This relationship has not been analyzed
widely by scholars. Available literature seems to focus on the variables separately. However, the
kind of opportunities identified will determine the performance of the firm specifically the extent
of profits made and as well as environmental performance measured using specific key
performance indicators (KPIs) such as emissions to the air, water and land besides resource use
and effects of the venture’s operations and products on ecosystems and biodiversity.
Effect of Eco-innovation on Eco-performance
Hypothesis 2 (Ho2) stated that there is no statistical significant effect of eco-innovation on
ecopreneurial performance. However, from the regression results in model 2 presented in Table
4.24 above, it was evident that eco-innovation had some effect on ecopreneurial performance
when the regression model posteda coefficient of estimate which was significant basing on β5=
0.25 (p-value = 0.000 which was less than α = 0.05). This indicated that there was up to 0.25
increase of the dependent variable ecopreneurial performance for a unit increase in independent
variable, eco-innovation. In other words, eco-innovation can predict 25% of ecopreneurial
performance. The study found out that eco-innovation positively and significantly affects ecopreneurial performance (β = 0.25, p = 0.000) meaning that a unit change in ecopreneurial
performance, 25% is contributed by eco-innovation. Through eco-innovation, firms have
committed their time and resources to come up with new ideas and products that are recognized
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both locally and internationally. The production of green products has been made possible by
modern technology as well as focus on green research and development initiatives.
The eco-ventures partnered with research institutions as well as those of high learning for the
purpose of innovation development and have gained a competitive edge by having patents for
new innovations. The focus has been on mitigation of environmental problems through
innovation. This closely aligns with Rennings, (2000) who infers that eco-innovations are
measured by relevant stakeholders such as firms, unions or associations to develop new ideas,
products and processes so as to contribute to a reduction in environmental burden.
In the end, all the innovative activities must result in better firm performance compared to
companies that do not innovate. In measuring firm performance, different concepts are used.
Innovation-related factors influencing firm performance. Innovative ventures show significantly
higher profits and growth figures as well as eco-performance key performance indicators than
firms that are not innovative.
The use of external knowledge, technological opportunity and the degree of innovativeness
significantly increase the productivity of knowledge capital (Avanitis and Hollerstein, 2002, 246)
besides creating a new market and raising the return to patents which gives a venture a
competitive advantage indicated by level of automation, knowledge intensity, quality norms,
unique know-how and commercial capabilities.
Furthermore, the effect of Eco-innovation was stated by a t-test value = 6.11. Thus the effect of
eco-innovation on ecopreneurial performance was more than 6 times the effect attributed to the
error, as indicated by the t-test value = 6.11. This implies that the standard error associated with
the parameter was less than the effect of the parameter. Therefore the null hypothesis that there
are no statistical significant effect of eco-innovation on ecopreneurial attributes was rejected and
the alternative hypothesis that eco-innovation affects ecopreneurial performance was accepted.
Table 5
: Effect of Ecopreneurial Manifestations on Ecopreneurial Performance
Unstandardized
Standardized
Collinearity
Coefficients
Coefficients
Statistics
Std.
Beta
Error
Beta
t
Sig. Tolerance VIF
Constant
1.26
.14
9.10
.000
Eco-Opportunity
.27
.05
.34
5.56
.00
.31
3.24
Eco-Innovation
.25
.04
.31
6.11
.00
.45
2.25
0.79
R
R Square
0.63
Adjusted R Square
0.62
R Square Change
0.60
F
169.14
Sig.
.000
Durbin Watson
1.52
a Dependent Variable: Ecopreneurial Performance
Source: Researcher, 2016
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The results for the regression model summary for the direct relationship between the independent
variable ecopreneurial manifestations (eco-opportunity, eco-innovation and eco-commitment)
and the dependent variable, ecopreneurial performance are presented in Table 4.25 below. The
findings posted correlation coefficient (R) = 0.79, coefficient of determination (R2) = 0.63, R2
change = 0.591 and F-change = 169.14 which was significant with a p value = 0.000. Since R is
positive, it implies that the there is a positive correlation between ecopreneurial manifestations
and ecopreneurial performance with a strength of 79.1% which explains a strong and positive
correlation between the independent and depend variables.. The findings from this analysis in the
model summary confirmed that the predictor variable ecopreneurial manifestations explained
62.6% variation of ecopreneurial performance. Considering this it can be concluded that there is
a probability of predicting ecopreneurial performance by 62.6% (R squared =0.626) using the
independent variable, ecopreneurial manifestations. R-squared provided an estimate of the
strength of the relationship between the model and the response variable but does not provide a
formal hypothesis test for this relationship. Based on an overall F change value = 169.143 which
is significant with a p value = 0.000 (<0.005), from the model summary, the null hypothesis that
ecopreneurial manifestations (eco-opportunity, eco-innovation, and eco-commitment) has no
statistical significant effect on ecopreneurial performance among ecopreneurs in western Kenya
was rejected and the alternative hypothesis accepted that there is a statistical significant effect of
ecopreneurial manifestations on ecopreneurial performance among ecopreneurs in western
Kenya.
Conclusion And Recommendation
Eco-innovations are essentially the innovative ways to harness green technologies without
detriment to the ecology. Through eco-innovations, there is generation of eco-friendly products
which are recognizable both locally and internationally. Eco-innovation also encourages
generation of new innovations which have made it possible for firms to have a competitive edge.
As such, there is a new wave of eco-consciousness that aims at mitigating environmental
problems through innovation.
With reference to eco-opportunity, firms have made use of green initiatives to attract new market
opportunities. Precisely, firms have engaged in the sale of eco-friendly products that are new in
the markets. The eco-friendly products are highly recognizable by customers hence the eco
businesses have higher chances of succeeding. Market failures such as over exploitation of
public goods have presented opportunities for ecopreneurs to enforce property rights by either
technical or political measures thus mitigating environmental damage.
The study has confirmed that eco-opportunities which arise from government and market failures
are available and profitable. This should provide enterprises with alternative avenues for
investment. While conducting environmental scans during strategic plans, enterprises should
consider the ecological problems as opportunities for investment and enhancement of
competitive advantage. Eco-opportunities have positive and significant effect on eco
performance. There is therefore need for firms to focus on green initiatives so as to attract new
market opportunities. Specifically, firms should make use of green technology in order to have a
competitive advantage over competitors. For ecopreneurs, it is important for them to take
advantage of market failures by enforcing property rights or employing more efficient
technology in production. In case of information asymmetry in the market, ecopreneurs can
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make use of the information they have to employ environmentally superior modes of production
and focus on consumers that are environmentally conscious.
The study also affirmed that ecopreneurial manifestations significantly affect ecopreneurial
performance. However, there is no evidence that eco-performance is entirely dependent on the
three dimensions of the independent variable, ecopreneurial manifestations whose concepts as
suggested by Kainrath (2009) are eco-opportunity, eco-innovation and eco-commitment. From
the factor analysis in this study, there was an indication that there could be more than three
dimensions of the concept. Eco-opportunities for example could be divided into imitative or
creative while eco-commitment could be to product quality or to stakeholders. As such further
research is need to establish:
Based on the study, the developments in this area to date have not been substantive as a result of
a lack of theoretical development. Entrepreneurial activities with a green focus may be part of
the everyday practices and thus there is need for more empirical research and conceptualizations
of the concept which will enhance justification of the field and its tenets from a unique stand
point in order to move ecopreneurship from its nascent stage to intermediate stage.
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EFFECT OF ECO-COMMITMENT ON ECOPRENEURIAL
PERFORMANCE AMONG ECOPRENEURIAL VENTURES IN WESTERN
KENYA
Chesire Chepkwony
Abstract
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of eco-commitment on ecopreneurial
performance among ecopreneurial ventures in western Kenya. The study targeted sampling
frame of 2,675, a sample of 359 was selected using multi-stage sampling design. Closed ended
questionnaires were physically administered during data collection.. Cronbach’s Alpha (α) was
determined for the items in the questionnaire besides an exploratory factor analysis to confirm
the dimensions of study variables.The quantitative data collected were edited, coded and entered
for descriptive statistics analyses where the mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis
were determined. From regression results eco-commitment strongly and positively affected
ecopreneurial performance. Therefore eco-commitment influenced ecopreneurial performance of
eco-ventures in Kenya.
Keywords: eco-commitment, ecopreneurial performance, ecopreneurial ventures
1.1introduction
The world today is rapidly heading towards its own obsolescence. Weber (2008) argues that the
Malthusian concept of diminishing resources might well turn out to be a reality if sustainable
economic practices are not adopted. Despite mounting scientific evidence, there is very little
effort that is being made in forestalling climate change and its attendant dangers. Entrepreneurial
ventures that focus solely on profits effective within their free markets but unable to address the
larger challenges of sustainability using their existing business models. There is need for the
ventures to be proactive in addressing ecological concerns by applying the tree bottom line
model which considers economic, social and ecological progress simultaneously.
Entrepreneurship theory has evolved over time (Morris et al, 2008) mainly based on neoclassical economics, however, the concept has grown and modernized introducing creativity and
innovation in the concept making it more heterogeneous and multi-disciplinary (Landstrom,
2005).Defining the entrepreneurship difficult as it doesn’t have a singly agreed upon definition.
Kuratko (2010) for instance exemplifies with the “heffalump” in the Winnie the Poo series which
is a huge animal with different features depending on where the viewer is standing.
In framing ecopreneurial thought, Kainrath (2009) argues that, the concept manifests in ecocommitment in what he calls an instrumental theory arguing that the notion is obtainable from
what an entrepreneur does rather than their personal attributes. Gibb (2005) definition highlights
the centrality of the concept of creativity, innovation and opportunity in entrepreneurial thought.
According to Volery (2002) environment-conscious entrepreneurs, essentially intentionally
pursue ecological conservation and profit making simultaneously in their ventures.They typically
practice business-centered opportunities which have environmental, economic and social
elements. He adds that while striving for eco-efficiency by producing improved goods and
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services uses fewer resources, concurrently generating little if any negative environmental
effectsby applying eco-innovative production systems and less environmental media like air,
water and land, thereby reducing their ecological footprints besides improving both
environmental efficiency and bottom line.
Environmental degradation is largely caused by activities in the business sector, (WRI, 2005). It
has been claimed also that the key to a more sustainable future is to be found within the business
community (ICC, 2006). The growing interest in environmentally responsible business practices
can open up new business opportunities (Schaper, 2008)including the development and adoption
of new or significantly improved products, processes, and services, new marketing methods and
new management regimes. Despite the obvious role of entrepreneurs in the move towards a
greener future, literature has primarily been pre-occupied with environmental business
management in existing organizations (Larson, 2000). This narrow approach has led researchers
to examine how existing firms can “go green” (Larson, 2000; Schaper, 2008).
Lynes (2006) suggests that evidence of the environmental commitment of a company manifests
in the pledges it makes to a course of action, the actions undertaken in relation to its pledges, the
responsibility taken for its actions, the dedication to improving its environmental efficiency, and
the level of involvement with environmental issues (internally and externally).
Financial benefits (through efficiency gains), competitive advantage, image enhancement,
stakeholder pressures or a desire to avoid or delay regulatory action, Keogh & Polonsky, (1998)
and Schaltegger, (2007) agree that the different forms of environmental commitment becomes
more significant in the context of entrepreneurship than in e.g. management, because an
entrepreneur arguably both has more power to determine strategy and more freedom to let
personal commitments and values influence strategy and policy. Environmental commitment
naturally also has an important role to play in corporate management situations in larger
companies, but management restricts by its very nature the impact employees’ and managers’
commitments and values can make on business decisions (Schaltegger, (2002).
Researchers have begun to emphasize the role entrepreneurs can play in provoking a waveof
innovations which radically transforms the business system towards a sustainable future
(Schaltegger, 2007). These entrepreneurs are often labeled “ecopreneurs” due to their ambitious
goal of integrating environmental efficiency in core business activity. However, Ecopreneurship
research is still at its nascent stages and the concept is attracting a growing amount of talent,
attention and investment (Schapter, 2008). The relationship of eco-commitment with ecoperformance of the eco-ventures is yet to be explored. To further understand the concept which is
powered by personal inspiration, it would be useful to hypothesize
Ho: There is no statisticalsignificant effectof eco-commitment on ecopreneurial performance
among ecopreneurial ventures in western Kenya.
Eco-Commitment
The Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary defines commitment to something as the willingness
to work hard and give your energy and time to a job or an activity. It is indicated by motivation,
vision, and dedication. The vision an ecopreneur follows may be influenced by different factors
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such as environmental commitment: affective commitment, continuance commitment and
normative commitment. Keogh & Polonsky (1998) modify the model of organizational
commitment proposed by Meyer & Allen (1991) and its three dimension of commitment stated
above, so that it becomes commitment to the environment, and then apply it to entrepreneurship.
Ifnot specifically pointed out, commitment to the environment may appear like commitment to
an idea or issue.
Keogh and Polonsky (1998) propose instead that the environment be regarded as an entity, not
only a physical entity, but also an entity made up of the various forces that aim to bring it on the
enterprise agenda, like regulations, market forces and internal forces. Both individuals and
organizations can display commitment in this model:
Affective Commitment: This can be understood as an emotional attachment to the environment,
something that makes the consideration of environmental concerns and the achieving of
environmental goals an end in itself. This is the strongest form of environmental commitment,
and an ecopreneur operating under affective commitment to the environment will always strive
for the most environmentally friendly solution possible. This will not only lead to more radical
eco-innovations, but it will also lead to exploiting eco-opportunities that others don’t see or
perceive as marginal or uninteresting (Keogh & Polonsky, 1998).
Continuance Commitment: This is concerned with the economic and social cost of disregarding
environmental concerns, or what economists call opportunity cost. Someone operating under
continuance commitment strongly respects social and economic norms, and will therefore direct
efforts to pursue eco-opportunities which are socially but also economically “acceptable”. Since
this approach aims to minimize tangible and intangible cost, as in the form of a tarnished public
image, to the company, which may be arising from disregarding environmental concerns, the
eco-opportunities it exploits and the eco-innovations it delivers will be more limited in scope
than those of the ecopreneur operating under affective commitment (Keogh & Polonsky, 1998).
Normative Commitment: Normative commitment means that the person guided by it will
respond to a feeling of obligation or indebtedness. This indebtedness may be caused by external
influences, such as environmental protection laws, or by the individual identifying obligations to
the environment. One key feature of this form of commitment is that the people and
organizations guided by it, will exploit eco-opportunities and produce eco-innovation only to the
point their feeling of indebtedness warrants them to, and limit consideration for the environment
that goes beyond that point. When the sense of indebtedness is caused by environmental
legislation or rules, this leads to the ecopreneur only fulfilling the bare minimum requirements,
and this form of commitment may then be regarded as the weakest.
Empirical Review
Shane (2003) states that people’s personalities and commitments affect the way in which they
make use of entrepreneurial opportunities in that some persons with certain motivations will
make use of opportunities that others will not. Mostly in psychology and behavioral science,
commitment for actions is brought by various needs. The entrepreneur is not only someone who
combines resources in innovative ways and exploits opportunities, he also has a guiding vision, a
kind of assumption about the nature of an opportunity and the means to exploit it, that helps him
to cover what others perceive as a void (Walley, 2003).
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An entrepreneur must have great commitment in order for his ventures to work. The level of
commitment depends on ones experience and how much he has put into the business. This
creates a level playing field hence increasing and raising the level of ecopreneurial efficiency
(Taylor, 2003).
Lynes (2006) suggests that evidence of the environmental commitment of a company manifests
in the pledges it makes to a course of action, the actions undertaken in relation to its pledges, the
responsibility taken for its actions, the dedication to improving its environmental performance
and the level of involvement with environmental issues internally and externally hence leading to
ecopreneurial efficiency. Some of those more concrete forms of companies’ motivations for
showing environmental concern are: financial benefits through efficiency gains, competitive
advantage, image enhancement, stakeholder pressures or a desire to avoid or delay regulatory
action (Lynes, 2006). None of these motivations correspond to affective commitment at least in a
company. The individual advocating the inclusion of environmental concern however may still
be affectively committed to the environment, and present the above listed motivations in order to
convince stakeholders through more business-like arguments.
The different forms of environmental commitment become more significant in the context of
entrepreneurship than in e.g. management, because an entrepreneur arguably both has more
power to determine strategy guided by the eco-entrepreneurial vision, and more freedom to let
personal commitments and values influence strategy and company policy (Schaltegger, 2002).
Environmental commitment naturally also has an important role to play in corporate
management situations in larger companiesin ecopreneurial efficiency, but management restricts
by its very nature the impact employees’ and managers’ commitments and values can make on
business decisions (Schaltegger, 2002).
Methodology
In this study, the researcher chose a social constructivist stance while
applyingexplanatorydesignwhich is a sub-type of correlational design. From the population of
2,575ecopreneurs in all sectors, ranging from manufacturing to service, a sampling frame for
each selected town was prepared in an alphabetical order for sampling purpose. Therefore, the
sample size for the study was 359ecopreneurs who were then randomly selected from the
respective towns . Results from the simple random sampling selection with replacement yielded
Nakuru, Eldoret, Kisumu, Kitale, Kakamega, and Bungoma towns which were selected to
participate in the study.In the conduct of this study, structured questionnaires were physically
administered to the respondents.The questions followed a Likert type scale to measure the extent
of ecopreneurial manifestations (eco-commitment), The questionnaires were developed on the
basis of research objectives cascaded into the research hypotheses seeking to understand the
relationship and associations between the independent variable, ecopreneurial manifestations and
the dependent variable ecopreneurial performance as well as a moderated relationship through an
interaction with ecopreneurial characteristics.
Data Analysis and Presentation
To test the study hypothesis regression analysis was conducted. Prior to this, the assumptions of
multiple regression analyses were run to confirm that the data was malleable for multiple
regression analysis. The correlation and regression analysis estimated the causal relationships
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between the independent variable, ecopreneurial manifestations (eco-commitment) on one hand
and ecopreneurial performance.
Results and Discussion
This sections opens up with a section on reliability analysis followed by descriptive statistics,
principal component factor analysis, tests of the assumptions of regression analysis and finally
regression analysis.
Reliability of Data Collection Instrument
Cronbach’s coefficient alpha (α) coefficient was computed to determine internal consistency of
the items. As shown in Table 11, reliability of the main constructs was accepted as Cronbach’s
alphas ranged from 0.714 to 0.877 and were thus above the recommended level of 0.70.
Table 1: Reliability Analysis for Ecopreneurial Performance

Cronbach's Alpha
0.805
Item-Total Statistics

Cronbach's Alpha Based on
Standardized Items
0.812

The enterprise’s profits have been
increasing
The firm’s market share has been
increasing
The firm’s sales has been increasing
The enterprise production and
operations is efficient
The number of employees has been
increasing
The return on investment of the
enterprise is high
Firm can easily adapt a dynamic
business environment
The enterprise minimizes the use of
inputs and materials
The enterprise reduces its use of
energy and water
Enterprise minimizes waste (liquid &
solid) production
The enterprises reduces gaseous
emissions

N of Items
14

Scale
Mean if
Item
Deleted
47.35

Corre.
Scale ItemVar. if Total
Item
Correlati
Deleted on
49.23 0.63

Squared
Multiple
Correlati
on
0.78

Cronbac
h's Alpha
if Item
Deleted
0.78

47.54

50.10

0.65

0.70

0.77

47.49
47.80

53.44
51.71

0.45
0.50

0.65
0.47

0.79
0.79

47.85

52.60

0.41

0.47

0.80

47.79

49.87

0.63

0.65

0.78

47.36

55.72

0.37

0.21

0.80

47.01

56.58

0.36

0.33

0.80

47.14

55.57

0.41

0.50

0.80

46.85

54.49

0.51

0.53

0.79

47.06

51.54

0.50

0.37

0.79
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The enterprise uses renewable energy 48.52
The enterprise recycles and re-uses 47.26
waste
The products/service are eco-friendly 46.84

57.36
57.22

0.11
0.19

0.22
0.34

0.82
0.81

54.95

0.38

0.46

0.80

For the items indicating ecopreneurial performance, the composite cronchbach’s alpha (α)
scored 0.80 and was thus considered reliable since it was more than the required 0.70. The items
measuring this variable numbering 14 scored cronchbach’s alphas (α) ranging from 0.78 to 0.82
if the items were deleted and were therefore all included in the study instrument since they were
greater than the required threshold of 0.70.
Table 2 Reliability Statistics for Eco-commitment

Cronbach's Alpha
0.877
Items

Cronbach's Alpha Based on
Standardized Items
0.875

Firms commit most of the resources to
develop new ideas, product
The firm is committed in productions of
green products
The firm is committed in training its
employees on green products
The firm committed to creating
environmental awareness
Firm commit itself in supporting suppliers on
green/environmentally products
The firm commit itself in producing quality
and up to standard green products
The firm honors commitments by advertising
positive environmentalism
The firm developed a reputation for
supplying eco-friendly products
Firm is committed to pay any fines and legal
costs for with environmental
The firm supports community eco-action
through CSR

N of Items
23
Corr.
S.
ItemS. Mean Mean Total S. M
if Del
if Del Corr. Corr. α
80.64
170.39 0.14
0.55 0.88
81.02

159.97 0.56

0.54

0.87

81.37

160.32 0.43

0.51

0.87

81.14

154.84 0.65

0.73

0.87

81.03

163.12 0.49

0.50

0.87

81.1

158.32 0.56

0.71

0.87

81.17

159.43 0.52

0.63

0.87

81.19

160.18 0.50

0.69

0.87

81.19

153.51 0.64

0.74

0.87

81.08

153.19 0.70

0.74

0.87

With respect to the independent variable, ecopreneurial manifestations, the cronchbach’s
alpha(α) scored a composite of 0.88 which is greater than the requirement of at least 0.70. The
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items which were derived from Kainrath (2009) conceptualization comprising eco-opportunity,
eco-innovation and eco-commitment all scored coefficients ranging from 0.87 to 0.89 if the item
is deleted, as shown in Tables 4.2. In this respect, it was concluded that the items belonged to
one construct and were all included in the research instrument for data collection.
Finally, the reliability analysis for ecopreneurial attributes which served as the moderating
variable for the study scored a cronchbach’s alpha of 0.72 implying that the variable’s reliability
is high and the items measuring it belonged to the same construct. The specific items listed to
indicate presence of ecopreneurial attributes as adopted from Osberg & Martin (2010) as while
defining social entrepreneurship clearly measured ecopreneurial attributes since they scored
cronchbach’s alphas (α) ranging from 0.70 to 0.78 if the items were deleted. In this respect it
was concluded that the items adequately measure ecopreneurial attributes namely inspiration,
courage, creativity, direct action and fortitude.
Descriptive Statistics for Ecopreneurial Performance
The study deemed it necessary to establish the descriptive statistics of the items measuring
ecopreneurial performance and the results presented in Table 1.
Table 3: Descriptive Statistics for Ecopreneurial Performance
Mea Std.
Valid N (listwise) = 328
n
Dev. Skewness
Kurtosis
Std.
Std.
Erro
Erro
Stat. r
Stat. r
The enterprise’s profits have been
3.72 1.20 -0.49 0.14 -1.20 0.27
increasing
The firm’s market share has been
3.52 1.08 -0.46 0.14 -0.90 0.27
increasing
The firm’s sales has been increasing
3.58 1.03 -0.48 0.14 -0.82 0.27
Production and operations is efficient
3.27 1.14 0.06 0.14 -1.30 0.27
The number of employees has been
3.21 1.22 -0.02 0.14 -1.31 0.27
increasing
The return on investment is high
3.27 1.14 -0.45 0.14 -0.94 0.27
Adaptable to dynamic business
3.71 0.86 -0.80 0.14 0.24 0.27
environment
Minimizes the use of inputs and
4.05 0.76 -1.02 0.14 1.47 0.27
materials
The enterprise reduces energy and
3.92 0.82 -0.92 0.14 0.87 0.27
water use
The enterprise minimizes waste
4.21 0.81 -1.25 0.14 1.84 0.27
production
The enterprises reduces gaseous
4.01 1.17 -1.17 0.14 0.52 0.27
emissions
The enterprise uses renewable
2.55 1.32 0.43 0.14 -1.04 0.27
The enterprise recycles and re-uses
3.81 1.04 -0.83 0.14 0.30 0.27
waste
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Products protect & conserve the
environment
Eco-preneurial Performance

4.23

0.96

-1.46 0.14

1.92

0.27

3.65

1.04

-0.63 0.14

-0.03 0.27

Based on the findings, it was established that the enterprise’s profits have been increasing (mean
= 3.72, SD = 1.20), the firm can also easily adapt to the dynamic business environment (mean =
3.71, SD = 0.86), and that the firm’s sales have also been on the increase (mean = 3.58, SD =
1.03) together with the market share (mean = 3.52, SD = 1.08).
It was further established that, the products/service/process offered by the firm are ecologically
safe (mean = 4.23, SD = 0.96). The enterprise minimizes waste (liquid & solid) production
(mean = 4.2, SD = 0.80) and the use of inputs and materials (mean = 4.05, SD = 0.76). Besides
these, the enterprises reduces gaseous emissions (mean = 4.0, SD = 1.17) and its use of energy
and water (mean = 3.92, SD = 0.82). Moreover, the enterprise recycles and re-uses waste (mean
= 3.81, SD = 1.04).
However, the findings could not clearly confirm whether the enterprise production and
operations is efficient (mean = 3.27, SD = 1.1), the number of employees has been on the
increase (mean = 3.21, SD = 1.2) and if the return on investment of the enterprise is high (mean
= 3.27, SD = 1.13). In addition, the results could not clearly affirm if the enterprise’ production
and operations were efficient, the number of employees has been increasing, or whether the use
of renewable energy such as wind, bio-fuels and solar was not evident in the enterprises and
whether the return on investment of the enterprise is high. Ghasemi (2012) recommends
skewness and kurtosis values to range from -1.96 to +1.96; hence from the findings it could be
concluded that there was normal distribution of the response on the items measuring
ecopreneurial performance.
The results on eco-entrepreneurial performance summed up to a mean of 3.65 and standard
deviation of 1.04 implying that on average, ecopreneurs agreed that the enterprise’s profits have
been increasing, firm’s market share has been increasing, firm’s sales has been increasing, and
the firm can easily adapt to the dynamic business environment. In addition, the ecopreneurs
agreed on average that the products, services and processes offered by their ventures are
ecologically safe, that they minimize the use of inputs and materials as well as energy and
gaseous emissions and that they either re-use or recycle waste materials.
Descriptive Statistics for Eco-commitment
Table 4.12 presents descriptive statistics for eco-commitment. As shown in the table, the firm is
committed in production of green products (mean = 3.77, SD = 0.9) and supporting suppliers on
green/environmentally friendly products (mean = 3.77, SD = 0.88).Besides, the firm supports
community eco-action through CSR (mean = 3.71, SD = 1.17).The firm commits itself in
producing quality and up to standard green products (mean = 3.69, SD = 1.09).In fact, the firms’
committee engages in creating awareness among its customers on environmentally friendly
business/products ( mean = 3.65, SD = 1.158).Additionally, the firm developed a reputation for
supplying eco-friendly products (mean = 3.61, SD = 1.08) and is ready to pay any fines and legal
costs for environmental legislation ( mean = 3.6, SD = 1.26).Nonetheless, it has not been fully
established whether the firm is committed in training its employees on green products ( mean =
3.42, SD = 1.21).
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The results on eco-commitment summed up to a mean of 3.65 and standard deviation of
0.77.This is an indication that the firm is committed in production of green products, supports
suppliers on green/environmentally friendly products, supports community eco-action through
C.S.R., commits itself in producing quality and up to standard green products, engages in
creating awareness among its customers on environmentally friendly business/products, has a
reputation for supplying eco-friendly products and is ready to pay any fines and legal costs for
environmental legislation. Skewness and kurtosis values ranged between-1.96 to +1.96; hence
there was normal distribution of the response in eco commitment.
Table 4

Descriptive Statistics for Eco-commitment
Mi Ma
N = 328
n
x
The firm is committed in productions of
1
5
green products
The firm is committed in training its
1
5
employees on green products
The firm committee its self in creating
1
5
awareness among its customers on
environmentally friendly business/products
The firm commit itself in supporting
1
5
suppliers on green/environmentally friendly
products
The firm commit itself in producing quality
1
5
and up to standard green products
The firm honors commitments by advertising 1
5
positive environmentalism
The firm developed a reputation for supplying 1
5
eco-friendly products
The firm is committed to pay any fines and
1
5
legal costs for with environmental legislation
The firm supports community eco-action
1
5
through CSR
1
5
Eco-commitment

Mea
n
3.77

Std.
Dev
0.9
9
1.2
1
1.1
6

Skewnes
s
-1.17

Kurtosi
s
1.10

-0.22

-1.27

-0.63

-0.65

3.77

0.8
8

-0.85

0.71

3.69

1.0
9
1.1
0
1.0
8
1.2
6
1.1
7
9.9
3

-0.82

-0.12

-0.66

-0.50

-0.96

0.06

-0.59

-0.81

-0.64

-0.69

-0.73

-0.24

3.42
3.65

3.63
3.61
3.6
3.71
3.65

Principal Component Factor Analysis for eco-commitment
To confirm the dimensions of the independent variable, ecopreneurial manifestations which is
composed of eco-opportunity, eco-innovation and as suggested in the framing of ecopreneurship
by Kainrath (2009), factor analysis was performed using the same technique for ecopreneurial
performance and the results presented in Table 4.15 below.
The output of factor analysis for the independent variable ecopreneurial manifestations isolated
the dimensions for the variable into five (5) components. The three (3) main dimensions, that is,
Eco-opportunity, Eco-innovation, and Eco-commitment agree with Kainrath (2009) framing of
ecopreneurial dimensions and Schaper (2009). However, the data collected suggested two (2)
more components which on further scrutiny using surrogate association of constructs validated
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that eco-commitment could be further broken-down into two sub-dimensions which are
ecological commitment to stakeholders and ecological commitment to the type and quality of the
product/service offered by the eco-ventures. The investigation also indicated that ecoopportunities can be classified using the same technique of surrogate association of constructs
into creative opportunities and imitative or expansive opportunities.
Component 2 which is comprising: The firm commits itself in supporting suppliers on green
supplies; The firm honors commitments by advertising positive environmentalism; The firm
developed a reputation for supplying eco-friendly products; The firm is committed to pay
environmental fines/legal costs; The firm supports community eco-action through corporate
Social Responsibility (C.S.R.); and The firm is committed to training its employees on green
products while component 5 comprising: The enterprise has been able to develop more new
products; The enterprise’s new innovations are recognized international and locally; The
enterprise is committed in productions of green products; and The enterprise is committed to
produce quality and standardized eco-products all had factor loading of more than 0.5 and were
thus included for further analysis.
Lastly, the output of the factor analysis for ecopreneurial manifestations eco-innovation
representing Component 4 comprising: The enterprise has received patents for new innovations;
The enterprise conducts green research and development initiatives; The enterprise uses modern
technology for production of its green products; and The enterprise partners with institutions of
higher learning to develop innovations also had factor loading of more than 0.5 qualifying them
for inclusion for further analysis.
Table 5: Rotated Component Matrix for Ecopreneurial Manifestations
Component
1
2
Commit its resources and time coming with new ideas,
0.34 0.14
product
The firm is committed in productions of green products
0.60 0.14
The firm is committed in training its employees on green
0.15 0.32
products
The firm committee to create environmental awareness
0.26 0.33
The firm is supports its suppliers to provide environmentally 0.27 0.55
friendly products
The firm commit itself in producing quality and up to
0.64 0.47
standard green products
The firm honors commitments by advertising positive
0.74
environmentalism
The firm developed a reputation for supplying eco-friendly
0.78
products
Committed to pay fines and legal costs arising from
0.23 0.79
environmental law
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3
4
0.22
0.52
0.26 0.14
0.60

5
0.41
0.11
0.13

0.59 0.31
0.24

0.38

0.37
0.13

0.26
0.28 0.18

The firm supports community eco-action through CSR

0.35

Total Variance Explained
Total

3.93

% of Variance
Cumulative %
KMO and Bartlett's Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity, Approx. Chi-Square
Df
Sig.
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 25 iterations.

0.75 0.12 0.23

3.56 3.17 2.87 1.72
13.7 12.47 7.48
17.09 15.47 6
46.3 58.79 66.2
17.09 32.56 2
8
0.80
4562.9
253
0.000

The independent variable ecopreneurial manifestations cumulatively explained 66.28% of
variance. Sampling adequacy was tested using the Kaiser- Meyer- Olkin Measure (KMO
measure) of sampling adequacy. As evidenced in table 4.14, KMO = 0.80 which was greater as
0.5 with Bartlett’s Test having an approximate chi-square of 4562.89 was significant (0.000) at
253 degrees of freedom.
Table 6: Rotated Component Matrix for Eco-Entrepreneurial Attributes
Component
1
2
I like to experiment and achieve wanted results
0.82
I have a knack for coming up with new ideas
0.84
It is a Hobby/Personal Interest
0.86
I got the idea from Magazine/Newspaper/
Radio/Television
0.87
I would take on a new venture even if outcome is
uncertain
0.55
The need to be my own boss
0.59
I wanted to be able to use my past experience and
training
0.74
I wanted to prove that I can do it
0.81
Total Variance Explained
Total
2.30
1.59
% of Variance
28.82
19.93
Cumulative %
28.82
48.75
KMO and Bartlett's Test
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3

1.40
17.54
66.28

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling
Adequacy.
0.721
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity, Approx. Chi-Square
609.78
Df
28
Sig.
0.00
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a Rotation converged in 5 iterations.
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Testing hypothesis
Eco-commitment was positively correlated with eco-performance (r = 0.68, ρ<0.01). This
implies that eco-commitment and eco-entrepreneurial attributes are expected to influence ecoperformance Hypothesis 1(Ho) stated that there is no statistical significant effect of ecoopportunity on ecopreneurial performance. Testing this hypothesis, the findings from model 2 of
multiple regression whose findings are presented in Table 4.24showed that Eco-opportunity had
a coefficient of estimate which was significant based on β4 = 0.27 (p-value = 0.000) which is
less than α = 0.05. This suggested that there was up to 0.27increase in ecopreneurial performance
for a unit increase in eco-opportunity, that is, for every unit increase in the eco-opportunity,
ecopreneurial performance will increase by the 27%.
The effect of eco-opportunity was more than 5times the effect attributed to error, this was
indicated by the t-test value = 5.56 which implies that the standard error associated with the
parameter was less than the effect of the parameter.This relation portrayed in the Histogram
(Appendix VI) and the P-P Plot shown that the data was normally distributed (Appendix V).In
this respect, the null hypothesis that there are no statistical significant effect of eco-opportunity
on ecopreneurial performance was rejected and the alternative hypothesis that eco-opportunity
has some statistically significant effects on ecopreneurial performance was accepted.
Table 7: Effect of Ecopreneurial Manifestations on Ecopreneurial Performance
Unstandardized
Standardized
Collinearity
Coefficients
Coefficients
Statistics
Std.
Beta
Error
Beta
t
Sig. Tolerance VIF
Eco-Commitment
.25
.04
.31
6.11
.000 .39
2.58
0.79
R
R Square
0.63
Adjusted R Square
0.62
R Square Change
0.60
F
169.14
Sig.
.000
Durbin Watson
1.52
a Dependent Variable: Ecopreneurial Performance
The findings of the study indicate that eco-commitment has a positive and significant effect on
ecopreneurial performance by posting a beta coefficient (β = 0.17, p = 0.000) which implies that
a unit change in ecopreneurial performance is contributed by 17% of eco-commitment.
Eco-commitment has been evidenced in the study through firm commitment in the production of
green products and supporting suppliers on green/environmentally friendly products.
Additionally, firms support community eco-action through CSR besides committing itself to
producing quality and up to standard green products. The firm has created awareness among its
customers on environmentally friendly business/products and has a reputation for supplying ecofriendly products.
In conformity with the findings, Lynes (2006) suggests that environmental commitment of a
company manifests in its dedication to improving its environmental efficiency, and the level of
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involvement with environmental issues both internally and externally. Moreover, Keogh and
Polonsky (1998) propose that ecopreneurs can display affective commitment, continuance
commitment and normative commitment in an attempt to achieve environmentally friendly
solutions. In the case of affective commitment which is emotional attachment to the
environment, ecopreneurs can strive for the most environmentally friendly solution possible
hence bringing about radical eco-innovations that results to eco-opportunities that others are
unaware of (Ekawati et al, 2016). With respect to continuance commitment, focus is mainly on
eco-opportunities that are both socially and economically “acceptable” thus prompting the need
for environmental concern in a firms’ activities. However, compared to affective commitment,
eco-opportunities and eco-innovations explored are limited in scope. Normative commitment is
the weakest among the three since it is based on feeling of obligation or indebtedness. As such,
when theindebtedness is caused by environmental legislation or rules, the ecopreneur only
fulfills the bare minimum requirements and not have environmental concern beyond that point.
Conclusions And Recommendations
Eco-commitment also plays a key role in the achievement of eco performance. Eco-commitment
is manifested through firms’ focus in the production of green products and their level of
involvement with environmental issues. In this respect, ecopreneurial efficiency is determined by
how far firms are able to push towards more eco-friendliness. This is realized through creation of
awareness among customers on environmentally products and having a reputation for supplying
eco-friendly products. The end result for firms is improved environmental performance,
competitive advantage and image enhancement.
Based on study findings, eco-commitment is instrumental in the attainment of eco-performance.
Firms should therefore focus on the production of green products that are up to standard. There is
also need to create awareness among customers on the availability of environmentally friendly
products. For ecopreneurs, there is need to display involvement in environmental issues, and
dedication to improve the environmental performance. In order to highlight the significance of
ecopreneurship and its contribution to sustainable development, it could be useful to encourage
firms to include an aspect of ecological issues in their regular reporting just like the way they
report profits by applying the triple bottom line concept.
Countries the world over, have crafted and implemented good ecological policies as well as legal
and institutional frameworks. However, despite this action, ecological degradation is still
persists. In this regard and bearing in mind that majority ecological problems arise from
economic activities most of which are business; it is useful to revise these regulations to include
the participation of ecopreneurship. Particularly, it could be more ecologically rewarding to
develop policies that entice entrepreneurs to this practice through positive and deliberate legal
action.
Although the research has revealed that entrepreneurial attributessignificantly moderate the
relationship between ecopreneurial manifestations and ecopreneurial performance it’s not clear
how the ecopreneurs acquire such attributes. Could it be an inherent trait or could it be
environmentally acquired? This should be an area for further research to understand the
acquisition and the specific way in which these attributes influence ecopreneurship.
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Abstract
We examined the effect of knowledge management on firms’ competitive advantage among
commercials banks in Kenya. Using multiple regression analysis, we found support for the
proposition that knowledge acquisition, knowledge dissemination and responsiveness to
knowledge enhanced firms’ competitive advantage. Given the increasingly critical role of
Knowledge management in connection with firm competitiveness in today’s dynamic market
place organizations are encouraged to pursue effective knowledge management to ensure they
have a sustained competitive advantage.
Key Words: Firm competitive advantage, knowledge acquisition, knowledge dissemination and
responsiveness to knowledge
1.1
Introduction
Competitive advantage is an edge gained over competitors by offering customers greater value
either through lower prices or by providing additional benefits and service that justify similar or
possibly higher prices (Powell, 2001). Competitive advantage is archived when an organization
acquires or develops an attribute that allows it to outperform its competitors (Russel, 2003).
Therefore, for organizations to be successful and to obtain competitive advantage, they should
not only seek new opportunities, but also to concentrate on the development of their products and
markets (Tajeddini, Trueman and Larsen, 2006).
In the present knowledge-based economy, people are regarded as the most important assets
(Fang et al., 2005) and the ultimate knowledge inventors and owners (Alvesson, 1993). Similarly
the key objective of management should be to improve the process of knowledge management
within the organization so as to allow the creation and diffusion of knowledge which are
essential elements in firm competitive advantage (Sundiman et al., 2013).
Knowledge management is an important function of management which has been linked to
business competitive advantage (Drucker, 1993; Spender, 1996; Grant, 1996b; Nahapiet and
Ghoshal, 1998; and Liao, 2009). Several studies have pointed to knowledge management having
a positive effect on firm competitive advantage (Zwain, 2012; Fang et al., 2005 and Wang &
Noe, 2010).
However, it has been difficult to draw conclusions from the extant of the relationship between
effective knowledge management and firms’ competitive advantage because there is a dearth of
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empirical research that investigated relationships between the two constructs. Even though to
gain competitive advantage, organizations must consider how to enhance knowledge
management among employees (Wang & Noe, 2010) and the transfer of expertise or knowledge
from experts who have it to beginners who need to know (Hinds et al., 2001). Therefore, the
study sought to establish the effect of knowledge management on firms’ competitive advantage
among Commercial Banks in Kenya
2.0
Theory and hypotheses development
2.1
Competitive Advantage
Competitive advantage is dominance gained by an organization when it provides the same value
as its competitors but at a lower price, or at higher prices by providing greater value through
differentiation. Competitive advantage results from matching core competencies to firm
opportunities (Thomas, 2001). According to Powell, (2001) firm competitive advantage is edge
gained over competitors by offering customers greater value, through lower prices or by
providing additional benefits and service that justify similar, or possibly higher, prices. Therefore
if a firm possesses resources and capabilities which are superior to those of competitors, then as
long as the firm adopts a strategy that utilizes these resources and capabilities effectively, it
should be possible for it to establish a Competitive advantage.
Michael Porter stated that firm competitive advantage is achieved relative to its rivals, that is,
lower cost or differentiation. This advantage derives from attributes that allow an organization to
outperform its competition, such as superior market position, skills, or resources. In Porter's
view, strategic management should be concerned with building and sustaining competitive
advantage (as cited by Barney, 2007). The sustainability of competitive advantage depends on
three major characteristics of resources and capabilities: Durability; which is the period over
which a competitive advantage is sustained, Transferability; the harder a resource is to transfer
the higher sustainable the competitive advantage, and finally Replicability; means cannot be
replicated or purchased from a market (Sadler, 2003). It is further attributed that competitive
advantage is attained by an organization when it implement value creating strategy that is
superior to the competitor’s strategy (Clulow et al. 2003).
2.2
Concept Knowledge Management
Knowledge management is a management function that seeks to create and disseminate
knowledge and information. According to Darroch and McNaughton (2003) have highlighted
three main activities of knowledge management: knowledge acquisition, knowledge
dissemination and responsiveness to knowledge. knowledge management processes can help an
organization acquire, store and use knowledge for problem-solving, dynamic learning, strategic
planning and decision-making (Sveiby, 1997). Studies that have highlighted the importance of
knowledge management processes in contemporary organizations (Conner & Prahalad, 1996;
Kogut & Zander, 1996), suggesting that an organization’s ability to generate knowledge is vital
(Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; Powell, 1998; von Krogh, 1998). Knowledge management has also
been attributed to firm performance through the improvement of job performance, leveraging
core business competencies, accelerating the time to market, reducing cycle times and enhancing
product quality (Argote & Ingram, 2000; Davenport & Prusak, 1998).
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Organizations need to generate knowledge continually, facilitate the sharing of knowledge within
the organization and apply the knowledge so that the organization can generate new products or
services. Knowledge management has been recognized as a process of ensuring organization’s
success (Cole, 1998; Davenport & Klahr, 1998; Porter, 1980; Powell, 1998). Effective
knowledge management has been considered as an important antecedent of innovation and
competitive advantage. Specifically, responsiveness to knowledge and knowledge dissemination
are pivotal for creating strategic positioning such as innovation (Day, 1994). Jiménez-Jiménez &
Sanz-Valle’s (2011). The study provides extra evidence to previous literature that innovation has
positive effect on performance. Same content is supported by the study of Calantone, Cavusgil &
Zhao (2002). Knowledge management has been emerged as determinant of innovation (Carnerio,
2000; Dove, 1999). The knowledge, learning and innovation are interrelated constructs.
2.3
Knowledge Management and Firm Competitiveness
Knowledge management is perceived as the development of organizing the intangible asset of a
firm. The economic and production level of a company relies more on its brainpower, human
capital and invisible competences than its physical assets”. (Quinn Q, 1992) It is gradually
acknowledged the function of each business relies upon the knowledge of its human capital.
Employees apply this knowledge in building infrastructure and relational activities to achieve
sustainable competitive advantage. For example, through management of strategic, recently, the
emphasis has been on the understanding of “what” and “how”. In other words, currently, what
the company knows? , what it should get in order to have strong intangible core competencies
and how it can achieve it. (Grant, 1991; Zack, 1999). Indeed, knowledge achievement,
integration and distribution needs energetic project and it should spread through the firm (Teece
T et al., 1997).
2.3.1 Knowledge Acquisition and Firm Competitiveness
Knowledge acquisition involves the processes of creating, generating, developing, building and
constructing knowledge. Organization acquire knowledge from external sources, through hiring
people possessing the required knowledge or purchasing knowledge assets such as patents,
research documents or other intelligence (Wong & Aspinwall, 2004). Organization can also
acquire external knowledge through benchmarking other organizations (Huber, 1991; Lee &
Yang, 2000) or obtaining it from knowledge-driven firms. The accumulation of information can
increase an organization’s understanding of their employee’s skills and experiences, and enable
the organization to better produce products that can meet customers’ satisfaction (Yang, 2008).
Knowledge can be effectively manipulated for the business purposes at hand, it must be
harnessed from within the organization or acquired in some sense from outside the firm. It is at
the point of knowledge acquisition that the boundaries between knowledge and information will
blur considerably (Jacob & Ebrahimpur, 2001).
Knowledge acquisition, however, does not guarantee that the knowledge will be exploited
internally, or that it will be accepted within the organization. In this study, we therefore propose
that the capacity to transfer knowledge internally is essential for the integration of external
knowledge. Thus, internal knowledge transfer enables inter-organizational knowledge flows to
become more efficient, so the organization can exploit knowledge in the same way as it exploits
any other resource (Szulanski, 1996). Pioneering studies on knowledge transfer (Szulanski, 1996;
Minbaeva et al., 2003; Argote et al., 2003) state that knowledge transfer can be understood as a
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process in which different elements (knowledge users and the transfer context) play a part. This
understanding of transfer allows us to make a diagnosis of the effect that each element has on the
result of the firm’s processes, which can be used to design organizational mechanisms that favor
organizational outcomes.
2.3.2 Knowledge Dissemination and Firm Competitive Advantage
Based on the definition of Knowledge Management (KM) by Darroch (2003), knowledge
dissemination is one of the dimensions of KM. Knowledge dissemination involves organizing
knowledge that has been created or acquired and applying it in ways that allow the knowledge to
become formalized and accessible. In the context of commercial bank, knowledge tends to be
passed on with records or documentation because of Firms informal communication culture.
Firms tend to believe that it is not feasible to establish a formal system for codifying, organizing
and storing knowledge because their employees are busy with their daily routines (Wong &
Aspinwall, 2004).
More so, knowledge sharing refers to the provision of task information and know-how to help
others and to collaborate with others to solve problems, develop new ideas or implement policies
or procedures (Pulakos et al., 2003; Cummings, 2004). Knowledge sharing can occur via written
correspondence or face-to-face communications through networking with other experts or
documenting, organizing and capturing knowledge for others (Pulakos et al., 2003; Cummings,
2004). Knowledge transfer typically has been used to describe the movement of knowledge
between different units, divisions or organizations rather than individuals (Szulanski et al.,
2004). Knowledge transfer occurs when experience in one unit of an organization affects another
unit.
Knowledge transfer can occur explicitly when, for example, a unit communicates with another
unit about a practice that it has found to improve performance. Knowledge transfer can also
occur implicitly without the recipient unit being able to articulate the knowledge it has acquired
(Argote & Ingram, 2000). Argote & Ingram further noted that if an individual uses a tool that has
been modified to improve its performance, the individual can benefit from the productivity
enhancement in the tool without necessarily understanding the modifications or being able to
articulate why the modifications improved the tool’s performance. Similarly, norms or routines
can be transmitted to group members without the members being able to articulate why the
modifications improved the tool’s performance or being aware of the knowledge embedded in it.
According to Alwis & Hartmann (2008) a climate of openness and trust amongst organization
members is the basic condition that allows tacit knowledge to be created, shared and used in the
innovation process. Sharing tacit knowledge will be more successful in informal settings than in
formal ones. Therefore, it is important for the management of organizations to cultivate a
commitment to motivate the creation of tacit knowledge, and to create an atmosphere in which
organization members in an organization will feel safe in sharing their knowledge and
responding to such shared and /or disseminated knowledge so as enhance the achievement of
competitive advantage in the organization.
2.3.3 Responsiveness to Knowledge and Firm Competitiveness
Knowledge is an important source for learning new things, solving problems, creating core
competencies and establishing new positions for individuals and the organization at present and
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in the future (Nasimi et al., 2013). Knowledge as a fundamental principle of competitive
advantage has been emphasized in the field of strategic management. To achieve sustainable
competitive advantage, an organization should realize how to create, distribute and utilize
knowledge (Rahimli, 2012); hence, the need for responsiveness to knowledge in organizations.
Based on the definition of Knowledge Management (KM) by Darroch (2003), responsiveness to
knowledge is one of the dimensions of KM (knowledge acquisition, knowledge dissemination
and responsiveness to knowledge). Since KM is a process that transforms individual knowledge
into organizational knowledge (Rasula et al., 2012), the dimensions of KM allow organizations
to learn, reflect, unlearn, relearn, build, maintain and replenish its core competencies (Bhatt,
2001). Responsiveness to knowledge also known as knowledge application is described as
developing the knowledge acquired, enabling the use of the knowledge to be more effective so as
to increase its worth (Ng et al., 2012).
According to Chen & Chen (2006) asserted that responsiveness to knowledge means that the
organization must be seen to be utilizing the knowledge acquired by making decisions and taking
actions that create superior performance internally and in the marketplace. The application of
knowledge goes along the line of being responsive to knowledge collected and shared (Darroch,
2003). Chen & Chen further asserted that internally, the organization can make improvements
such as improving employees’ skills, improving core business processes, decreasing operation
costs, decreasing product cycle time, increasing productivity, and externally by increasing sales
volume, increasing market share, develop better customer relationships and develop better
supplier relationships.
Additionally, firms that achieve competitive advantage through responsiveness to knowledge
have also learned to combine effectively their KM resources to create an overall KM capability.
Thus, firms with high KM capability in a key area should be able to respond very quickly to
strategic moves by competitors (Gold et al., 2001). Adopting Pan & Scarbrouth (1998)
classification scheme for resources, the key KM resources are classified in the following order:
(i) the technical KM resources comprising the physical IT infrastructure components, and its KM
capability (Gold et al., 2001; Lee & Choi, 2003); and (ii) the social KM resource comprising the
structural, cultural and human resource, and its KM capability (Lee & Choi, 2003).
Knowledge Acquisition
Knowledge
Dissemination
Responsiveness to
Figure 1. TheKnowledge
study model. (Study survey 2016)

Firm competitive
advantage

3.0
Data And Methodology
3.1
Research Design
The study used a descriptive design since we focused on getting inferences from the findings on
the impact of knowledge management on firm competitive advantage of selected commercial
banks in Kenya.
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3.2. Population and Sample Size
The population of the study consisted of managers and employees of the commercial banks in
Nairobi, Kenya. Nairobi was chosen because most commercial banks headquarters are located in
Nairobi (Central Bank Directory, 2015). According to the central bank of Kenya directory
(2015), there are six banks listed in Nairobi stock exchange and categorized as large commercial
banks. For which had 258 employees based in Nairobi and its selected environs.
3.3. Data Collection Instruments
The questionnaires were the main instrument of data collection. Questionnaires were issued
owners of selected small and medium enterprises. Each respondent was given enough time to
respond to questions and research assistants did any clarification at the same time.
3.4 Measures of variables
Knowledge management was conceptualized following three prominent dimensions: knowledge
acquisition, knowledge dissemination, and responsiveness to knowledge. We measured
knowledge management using the five-item instrument developed by Darroch and McNaughton
(2003) have highlighted three main activities of knowledge management: knowledge acquisition,
knowledge dissemination and responsiveness to knowledge. Knowledge management processes
can help an organization acquire, store and use knowledge for problem-solving, dynamic
learning, strategic planning and decision-making (Conner & Prahalad, 1996; Kogut & Zander,
1996) and modified for this study. Responses were recorded on a 5-point likert-type scale (1 =
strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree). The items measuring knowledge acquisition include
“Recruit those with experience; Train employees; Developing of new product and process;
Gathering advice from customers or suppliers; acquiring other organizations; Contracting with
other organizations are stored and indexed in data bases in our organization; our company culture
contains valuable ideas and ways of doing business; our database is updated promptly whenever
new information or data is created; and our company encourages free talks and discussions
between colleagues; the systems and procedures in our organization is flexible and efficient.”
While items measuring knowledge dissemination include “Integrating different sources and types
of knowledge; sharing knowledge between supervisors and subordinates; Sharing knowledge
across units and colleagues; Sharing knowledge among partners; Creating awareness on
information on knowledge; Making informed choices among alternatives.” Lastly responsiveness
to knowledge was measured using the following items “Oriented to information about
customers’ needs; Taking actions that create superior performance internally and in the
marketplace; Responding very quickly to strategic moves by competitors; Improving employees’
skills; Improving core business processes; Developing better customer relationships and develop
better supplier relationships; Decreasing operation costs, decreasing product cycle time,
increasing productivity and externally by increasing sales volume.”
Firm competitive advantage was measured using 5 items on a likert scale of 1–5 (1 = strongly
disagree to 5 = strongly agree) using 16 items derived from Musazizi (2010), the items will
comprise enhanced decision making process, decentralized organizational structure, stability of
employees, manages its capabilities, good reputation, strong brands, understanding of our
customers, capable of building long term relationships with suppliers and chain members,
effective advertising and product patents.
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3.4
Data Processing and Analysis
The data collected from the respondent was coded and entered in SPSS V20 for data analysis.
Before analysis was, test for normality was done so as to ascertain whether to use parametric or
non-parametric test in subsequent analysis. Descriptive statistics was done to identify
characteristics of demographic data of respondents while inference statistics was done for the
purpose of Correlation i.e. identify the relationship between knowledge management and Firm
competitive advantage. The model below was used to predict the firm competitiveness.
3.5
Model Specification
To test for the effect knowledge management on firm competitive advantage. Multiple regression
analysis was conducted and the coefficient significances being examined at every step of the
process. The multiple linear regression model that was used for the study is as shown below;
y = βo + β1X1 + β2X2 + β3X3+ ε
Multiple regression analysis with X1-X3 (knowledge management dimensions) predicting Y
(Firm competitive advantage) to test effect of knowledge management on firm competitive
advantage. Significant levels was measured at 95% confidence level with significant differences
recorded at [p < 0.05]
3.2 Preliminary analysis
To ensure the reliability of the data collection instrument, Cronbach’s alpha was used as echoed
by Nunally, (1978) as cited by Tarus and Sitienei (2015). The threshold reliability value is .60
and above will be considered (Hair, Anderson, Tatham & Black, 2006), and so the results of this
study are reliable because all the study variables had Cronbach’s alpha of more than 0.7
(knowledge acquisition α = .80; knowledge dissemination α = .83; responsiveness to knowledge
α = .96; firm competitive advantage α = .87). Factor analysis was also conducted for purposes of
construct reduction. To ensure that the items loaded into their constructs, a principal component
analysis with a VARIMAX rotation was performed. Knowledge management yielded threefactor solution with eigen value of 2.69 and item loadings of greater than the rule of thumb of
.50, indicating evidence of convergent validity in our measure (Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson, &
Tatham, 2006). None of the items loaded on their corresponding factor levels lower than .50, and
so all items in the instrument were retained for the rest of the analysis.
4. Results
Table 2 summarizes the study finding on Response Rate of the study. The study finding reveled
that out of 213 questionnaires distributed to the respondents, only 175 questionnaires were filled
and completed accurately and were used for analysis which gives a response rate of
approximately 82.15% (percent). The response rate was, therefore, accepted as adequately
sufficient for the intended purpose (Oso & Onen, 2005).
Descriptive statistics and correlations results among the study variables are reported in Table 3.
The levels of correlations among the variables are relatively modest, with most variables
exhibiting significant correlations. Since a number of independent variables were relatively
correlated, a multicollinearity analysis was conducted using Variance Inflation Factors (VIF).
The results indicated that multicollinearity was not a problem since all the variables were within
the recommended threshold of 10 (Hair et al., 2006).
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Hypothesis 1 predicted that the more the knowledge acquisition in a firm, the higher the firms’
competitive advantage. However, results on Table 4 reveals that the hypothesis hold (β = -.369, p
< .05). Hypothesis 2 suggested that the greater the knowledge dissemination in commercial
banks, the higher the firms’ competitive advantage. This hypothesis was supported by the results
(β = .710, p < .05). Hypothesis 3 proposing that the greater the responsiveness to knowledge, the
greater the firms’ competitive advantage, also received support from the results (β = .460, p <
.05).
Table 2
Study Response Rate
Category
No of Respondent
Percentage
Sample Size
213
100.00
Response
175
82.15
Non-Response
038
17.85
Source: Survey Data (2016)
Table 2
Study Response Rate
Variable
Mean Std
FCA
KA
KD
RK
Dev.
Firm competitive advantage [FCA]
4.11
.34
1
knowledge acquisition [KA]
4.34
.48
.740** 1
knowledge dissemination [KD]
4.63
.61
.457** .298** 1
responsiveness to knowledge [RK]
4.11
.43
.604** .235
.195** 1
**
Notes: Pearson’s product moment correlation, 2 tailed test: *p < .05; **p < .01; N = 175.
Table 3
Regression Test Results
Model
Unstandardized Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t
Sig.
B
Std. Error
Beta
(Constant)
1.239
.326
3.806
.000*
KA
-.369
.082
-.344
-4.503
.000*
1
KD
.710
.081
.670
8.815
.000*
RK
.460
.094
.396
4.906
.000*
Dependent Variable: FCA firms’ competitive advantage
KA= Knowledge Application, KD= Knowledge Dissemination, RK=Responsiveness to
Knowledge
R= .658a
R2= .434
Adjusted R2=. 423
F test = 141.914*
Notes: N = 175; *p < .05; **p < .01.
5.0
Discussions and conclusions
This paper focused on three key issues: First is whether Knowledge Application affects firms’
competitive advantage, whether Knowledge dissemination affects firms’ competitive advantage
and lastly whether Responsiveness to Knowledge affects firms’ competitive advantage. Using
employees of selected commercial banks in Kenya, we found support for the proposition that
knowledge acquisition, knowledge dissemination, and responsiveness to knowledge enhance
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firms’ competitive advantage. Consistent with previous results, knowledge acquisition has a
statistical significant relationship with firm competitive advantage. This finding is similar to the
result obtained by Yli-Renko et al. (2001) and Lin & Lee (2005). Yli-Renko et al. found that
knowledge acquisition is positively correlated with knowledge exploitation for competitive
advantage, while Lin & Lee found that, knowledge acquisition is positively related to
competitive advantage.
The study findings also revealed that knowledge dissemination was positively associated to firm
competitive advantage. Knowledge dissemination, also known as the sharing and transferring of
knowledge, represents the exchange of information, expertise or knowledge between members
within a firm (Bartol & Srivastava, 2002, Li, 2007). Knowledge sharing represents the provision
of task information and knows how to help others and to collaborate with others to solve
problems, develop new ideas or implement policies or procedures. Finally, responsiveness to
knowledge was positively associated to firm competitive advantage and had significant effect.
This finding is similar to the results obtained in previous studies such as Darroch (2005) who
found that responsiveness to knowledge is positively related to firm competitive advantage,
which is defined as resources, routines and capabilities that underpins outputs. Thus, effective
utilization of resources or better still tangible/intangible assets and intangible capabilities will not
result better competitive performance.
Given the increasingly critical role of Knowledge management in connection with firm
competitiveness in today’s dynamic market place, this study has contributed to the current body
of knowledge in knowledge management and competitive advantage by combining social capital
theory and the Resource based view theory blended with knowledge and dynamic capability
approaches to develop an integrative theoretical model of knowledge management capabilitybased Competitive advantage of the firm.
Further research to be conducted to tie knowledge management systems to multiple forms of
performance including both financial and cycle time performance implications. Finally it may
also be fascinating to examine the use of knowledge management tools, shared communication
vehicles, and the facilitation of information technology as they may augment our understanding
of internal knowledge management and external knowledge sharing.
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Abstract
We examined the effect of knowledge management on firms’ competitive advantage among
commercials banks in Kenya. Using multiple regression analysis, we found support for the
proposition that knowledge acquisition, knowledge dissemination and responsiveness to
knowledge enhanced firms’ competitive advantage. Given the increasingly critical role of
Knowledge management in connection with firm competitiveness in today’s dynamic market
place organizations are encouraged to pursue effective knowledge management to ensure they
have a sustained competitive advantage.
Keywords: Firm competitive advantage, knowledge acquisition, knowledge dissemination and
responsiveness to knowledge
1.1
Introduction
Competitive advantage is an edge gained over competitors by offering customers greater value
either through lower prices or by providing additional benefits and service that justify similar or
possibly higher prices (Powell, 2001). Competitive advantage is archived when an organization
acquires or develops an attribute that allows it to outperform its competitors (Russel, 2003).
Therefore, for organizations to be successful and to obtain competitive advantage, they should
not only seek new opportunities, but also to concentrate on the development of their products and
markets (Tajeddini, Trueman and Larsen, 2006).
In the present knowledge-based economy, people are regarded as the most important assets
(Fang et al., 2005) and the ultimate knowledge inventors and owners (Alvesson, 1993). Similarly
the key objective of management should be to improve the process of knowledge management
within the organization so as to allow the creation and diffusion of knowledge which are
essential elements in firm competitive advantage (Sundiman et al., 2013).
Knowledge management is an important function of management which has been linked to
business competitive advantage (Drucker, 1993; Spender, 1996; Grant, 1996b; Nahapiet and
Ghoshal, 1998; and Liao, 2009). Several studies have pointed to knowledge management having
a positive effect on firm competitive advantage (Zwain, 2012; Fang et al., 2005 and Wang &
Noe, 2010).
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However, it has been difficult to draw conclusions from the extant of the relationship between
effective knowledge management and firms’ competitive advantage because there is a dearth of
empirical research that investigated relationships between the two constructs. Even though to
gain competitive advantage, organizations must consider how to enhance knowledge
management among employees (Wang & Noe, 2010) and the transfer of expertise or knowledge
from experts who have it to beginners who need to know (Hinds et al., 2001). Therefore, the
study sought to establish the effect of knowledge management on firms’ competitive advantage
among Commercial Banks in Kenya
2.0
Theory and hypotheses development
2.1
Competitive Advantage
Competitive advantage is dominance gained by an organization when it provides the same value
as its competitors but at a lower price, or at higher prices by providing greater value through
differentiation. Competitive advantage results from matching core competencies to firm
opportunities (Thomas, 2001). According to Powell, (2001) firm competitive advantage is edge
gained over competitors by offering customers greater value, through lower prices or by
providing additional benefits and service that justify similar, or possibly higher, prices. Therefore
if a firm possesses resources and capabilities which are superior to those of competitors, then as
long as the firm adopts a strategy that utilizes these resources and capabilities effectively, it
should be possible for it to establish a Competitive advantage.
Michael Porter stated that firm competitive advantage is achieved relative to its rivals, that is,
lower cost or differentiation. This advantage derives from attributes that allow an organization to
outperform its competition, such as superior market position, skills, or resources. In Porter's
view, strategic management should be concerned with building and sustaining competitive
advantage (as cited by Barney, 2007). The sustainability of competitive advantage depends on
three major characteristics of resources and capabilities: Durability; which is the period over
which a competitive advantage is sustained, Transferability; the harder a resource is to transfer
the higher sustainable the competitive advantage, and finally Replicability; means cannot be
replicated or purchased from a market (Sadler, 2003). It is further attributed that competitive
advantage is attained by an organization when it implement value creating strategy that is
superior to the competitor’s strategy (Clulow et al. 2003).
2.2
Concept Knowledge Management
Knowledge management is a management function that seeks to create and disseminate
knowledge and information. According to Darroch and McNaughton (2003) have highlighted
three main activities of knowledge management: knowledge acquisition, knowledge
dissemination and responsiveness to knowledge. knowledge management processes can help an
organization acquire, store and use knowledge for problem-solving, dynamic learning, strategic
planning and decision-making (Sveiby, 1997). Studies that have highlighted the importance of
knowledge management processes in contemporary organizations (Conner & Prahalad, 1996;
Kogut & Zander, 1996), suggesting that an organization’s ability to generate knowledge is vital
(Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; Powell, 1998; von Krogh, 1998). Knowledge management has also
been attributed to firm performance through the improvement of job performance, leveraging
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core business competencies, accelerating the time to market, reducing cycle times and enhancing
product quality (Argote & Ingram, 2000; Davenport & Prusak, 1998).
Organizations need to generate knowledge continually, facilitate the sharing of knowledge within
the organization and apply the knowledge so that the organization can generate new products or
services. Knowledge management has been recognized as a process of ensuring organization’s
success (Cole, 1998; Davenport & Klahr, 1998; Porter, 1980; Powell, 1998). Effective
knowledge management has been considered as an important antecedent of innovation and
competitive advantage. Specifically, responsiveness to knowledge and knowledge dissemination
are pivotal for creating strategic positioning such as innovation (Day, 1994). Jiménez-Jiménez &
Sanz-Valle’s (2011). The study provides extra evidence to previous literature that innovation has
positive effect on performance. Same content is supported by the study of Calantone, Cavusgil &
Zhao (2002). Knowledge management has been emerged as determinant of innovation (Carnerio,
2000; Dove, 1999). The knowledge, learning and innovation are interrelated constructs.
2.3
Knowledge Management and Firm Competitiveness
Knowledge management is perceived as the development of organizing the intangible asset of a
firm. The economic and production level of a company relies more on its brainpower, human
capital and invisible competences than its physical assets”. (Quinn Q, 1992) It is gradually
acknowledged the function of each business relies upon the knowledge of its human capital.
Employees apply this knowledge in building infrastructure and relational activities to achieve
sustainable competitive advantage. For example, through management of strategic, recently, the
emphasis has been on the understanding of “what” and “how”. In other words, currently, what
the company knows? , what it should get in order to have strong intangible core competencies
and how it can achieve it. (Grant, 1991; Zack, 1999). Indeed, knowledge achievement,
integration and distribution needs energetic project and it should spread through the firm (Teece
T et al., 1997).
2.3.1 Knowledge Acquisition and Firm Competitiveness
Knowledge acquisition involves the processes of creating, generating, developing, building and
constructing knowledge. Organization acquire knowledge from external sources, through hiring
people possessing the required knowledge or purchasing knowledge assets such as patents,
research documents or other intelligence (Wong & Aspinwall, 2004). Organization can also
acquire external knowledge through benchmarking other organizations (Huber, 1991; Lee &
Yang, 2000) or obtaining it from knowledge-driven firms. The accumulation of information can
increase an organization’s understanding of their employee’s skills and experiences, and enable
the organization to better produce products that can meet customers’ satisfaction (Yang, 2008).
Knowledge can be effectively manipulated for the business purposes at hand, it must be
harnessed from within the organization or acquired in some sense from outside the firm. It is at
the point of knowledge acquisition that the boundaries between knowledge and information will
blur considerably (Jacob & Ebrahimpur, 2001).
Knowledge acquisition, however, does not guarantee that the knowledge will be exploited
internally, or that it will be accepted within the organization. In this study, we therefore propose
that the capacity to transfer knowledge internally is essential for the integration of external
knowledge. Thus, internal knowledge transfer enables inter-organizational knowledge flows to
become more efficient, so the organization can exploit knowledge in the same way as it exploits
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any other resource (Szulanski, 1996). Pioneering studies on knowledge transfer (Szulanski, 1996;
Minbaeva et al., 2003; Argote et al., 2003) state that knowledge transfer can be understood as a
process in which different elements (knowledge users and the transfer context) play a part. This
understanding of transfer allows us to make a diagnosis of the effect that each element has on the
result of the firm’s processes, which can be used to design organizational mechanisms that favor
organizational outcomes.
2.3.2 Knowledge Dissemination and Firm Competitive Advantage
Based on the definition of Knowledge Management (KM) by Darroch (2003), knowledge
dissemination is one of the dimensions of KM. Knowledge dissemination involves organizing
knowledge that has been created or acquired and applying it in ways that allow the knowledge to
become formalized and accessible. In the context of commercial bank, knowledge tends to be
passed on with records or documentation because of Firms informal communication culture.
Firms tend to believe that it is not feasible to establish a formal system for codifying, organizing
and storing knowledge because their employees are busy with their daily routines (Wong &
Aspinwall, 2004).
More so, knowledge sharing refers to the provision of task information and know-how to help
others and to collaborate with others to solve problems, develop new ideas or implement policies
or procedures (Pulakos et al., 2003; Cummings, 2004). Knowledge sharing can occur via written
correspondence or face-to-face communications through networking with other experts or
documenting, organizing and capturing knowledge for others (Pulakos et al., 2003; Cummings,
2004). Knowledge transfer typically has been used to describe the movement of knowledge
between different units, divisions or organizations rather than individuals (Szulanski et al.,
2004). Knowledge transfer occurs when experience in one unit of an organization affects another
unit.
Knowledge transfer can occur explicitly when, for example, a unit communicates with another
unit about a practice that it has found to improve performance. Knowledge transfer can also
occur implicitly without the recipient unit being able to articulate the knowledge it has acquired
(Argote & Ingram, 2000). Argote & Ingram further noted that if an individual uses a tool that has
been modified to improve its performance, the individual can benefit from the productivity
enhancement in the tool without necessarily understanding the modifications or being able to
articulate why the modifications improved the tool’s performance. Similarly, norms or routines
can be transmitted to group members without the members being able to articulate why the
modifications improved the tool’s performance or being aware of the knowledge embedded in it.
According to Alwis & Hartmann (2008) a climate of openness and trust amongst organization
members is the basic condition that allows tacit knowledge to be created, shared and used in the
innovation process. Sharing tacit knowledge will be more successful in informal settings than in
formal ones. Therefore, it is important for the management of organizations to cultivate a
commitment to motivate the creation of tacit knowledge, and to create an atmosphere in which
organization members in an organization will feel safe in sharing their knowledge and
responding to such shared and /or disseminated knowledge so as enhance the achievement of
competitive advantage in the organization.
2.3.3 Responsiveness to Knowledge and Firm Competitiveness
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Knowledge is an important source for learning new things, solving problems, creating core
competencies and establishing new positions for individuals and the organization at present and
in the future (Nasimi et al., 2013). Knowledge as a fundamental principle of competitive
advantage has been emphasized in the field of strategic management. To achieve sustainable
competitive advantage, an organization should realize how to create, distribute and utilize
knowledge (Rahimli, 2012); hence, the need for responsiveness to knowledge in organizations.
Based on the definition of Knowledge Management (KM) by Darroch (2003), responsiveness to
knowledge is one of the dimensions of KM (knowledge acquisition, knowledge dissemination
and responsiveness to knowledge). Since KM is a process that transforms individual knowledge
into organizational knowledge (Rasula et al., 2012), the dimensions of KM allow organizations
to learn, reflect, unlearn, relearn, build, maintain and replenish its core competencies (Bhatt,
2001). Responsiveness to knowledge also known as knowledge application is described as
developing the knowledge acquired, enabling the use of the knowledge to be more effective so as
to increase its worth (Ng et al., 2012).
According to Chen & Chen (2006) asserted that responsiveness to knowledge means that the
organization must be seen to be utilizing the knowledge acquired by making decisions and taking
actions that create superior performance internally and in the marketplace. The application of
knowledge goes along the line of being responsive to knowledge collected and shared (Darroch,
2003). Chen & Chen further asserted that internally, the organization can make improvements
such as improving employees’ skills, improving core business processes, decreasing operation
costs, decreasing product cycle time, increasing productivity, and externally by increasing sales
volume, increasing market share, develop better customer relationships and develop better
supplier relationships.
Additionally, firms that achieve competitive advantage through responsiveness to knowledge
have also learned to combine effectively their KM resources to create an overall KM capability.
Thus, firms with high KM capability in a key area should be able to respond very quickly to
strategic moves by competitors (Gold et al., 2001). Adopting Pan & Scarbrouth (1998)
classification scheme for resources, the key KM resources are classified in the following order:
(i) the technical KM resources comprising the physical IT infrastructure components, and its KM
capability (Gold et al., 2001; Lee & Choi, 2003); and (ii) the social KM resource comprising the
structural, cultural and human resource, and its KM capability (Lee & Choi, 2003).
Knowledge Acquisition
Firm competitive
advantage

Knowledge
Dissemination
Responsiveness to
Knowledge
Figure 1. The study model. (Study survey 2016)

3.0

Data and Methodology
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3.1
Research Design
The study used a descriptive design since we focused on getting inferences from the findings on
the impact of knowledge management on firm competitive advantage of selected commercial
banks in Kenya.
3.2. Population and Sample Size
The population of the study consisted of managers and employees of the commercial banks in
Nairobi, Kenya. Nairobi was chosen because most commercial banks headquarters are located in
Nairobi (Central Bank Directory, 2015). According to the central bank of Kenya directory
(2015), there are six banks listed in Nairobi stock exchange and categorized as large commercial
banks. For which had 258 employees based in Nairobi and its selected environs.
3.3. Data Collection Instruments
The questionnaires were the main instrument of data collection. Questionnaires were issued
owners of selected small and medium enterprises. Each respondent was given enough time to
respond to questions and research assistants did any clarification at the same time.
3.4 Measures of variables
Knowledge management was conceptualized following three prominent dimensions: knowledge
acquisition, knowledge dissemination, and responsiveness to knowledge. We measured
knowledge management using the five-item instrument developed by Darroch and McNaughton
(2003) have highlighted three main activities of knowledge management: knowledge acquisition,
knowledge dissemination and responsiveness to knowledge. Knowledge management processes
can help an organization acquire, store and use knowledge for problem-solving, dynamic
learning, strategic planning and decision-making (Conner & Prahalad, 1996; Kogut & Zander,
1996) and modified for this study. Responses were recorded on a 5-point likert-type scale (1 =
strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree). The items measuring knowledge acquisition include
“Recruit those with experience; Train employees; Developing of new product and process;
Gathering advice from customers or suppliers; acquiring other organizations; Contracting with
other organizations are stored and indexed in data bases in our organization; our company culture
contains valuable ideas and ways of doing business; our database is updated promptly whenever
new information or data is created; and our company encourages free talks and discussions
between colleagues; the systems and procedures in our organization is flexible and efficient.”
While items measuring knowledge dissemination include “Integrating different sources and types
of knowledge; sharing knowledge between supervisors and subordinates; Sharing knowledge
across units and colleagues; Sharing knowledge among partners; Creating awareness on
information on knowledge; Making informed choices among alternatives.” Lastly responsiveness
to knowledge was measured using the following items “Oriented to information about
customers’ needs; Taking actions that create superior performance internally and in the
marketplace; Responding very quickly to strategic moves by competitors; Improving employees’
skills; Improving core business processes; Developing better customer relationships and develop
better supplier relationships; Decreasing operation costs, decreasing product cycle time,
increasing productivity and externally by increasing sales volume.”
Firm competitive advantage was measured using 5 items on a likert scale of 1–5 (1 = strongly
disagree to 5 = strongly agree) using 16 items derived from Musazizi (2010), the items will
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comprise enhanced decision making process, decentralized organizational structure, stability of
employees, manages its capabilities, good reputation, strong brands, understanding of our
customers, capable of building long term relationships with suppliers and chain members,
effective advertising and product patents.
3.4
Data Processing and Analysis
The data collected from the respondent was coded and entered in SPSS V20 for data analysis.
Before analysis was, test for normality was done so as to ascertain whether to use parametric or
non-parametric test in subsequent analysis. Descriptive statistics was done to identify
characteristics of demographic data of respondents while inference statistics was done for the
purpose of Correlation i.e. identify the relationship between knowledge management and Firm
competitive advantage. The model below was used to predict the firm competitiveness.
3.5
Model Specification
To test for the effect knowledge management on firm competitive advantage. Multiple regression
analysis was conducted and the coefficient significances being examined at every step of the
process. The multiple linear regression model that was used for the study is as shown below;
y = βo + β1X1 + β2X2 + β3X3+ ε
Multiple regression analysis with X1-X3 (knowledge management dimensions) predicting Y
(Firm competitive advantage) to test effect of knowledge management on firm competitive
advantage. Significant levels was measured at 95% confidence level with significant differences
recorded at [p < 0.05]
3.2 Preliminary analysis
To ensure the reliability of the data collection instrument, Cronbach’s alpha was used as echoed
by Nunally, (1978) as cited by Tarus and Sitienei (2015). The threshold reliability value is .60
and above will be considered (Hair, Anderson, Tatham & Black, 2006), and so the results of this
study are reliable because all the study variables had Cronbach’s alpha of more than 0.7
(knowledge acquisition α = .80; knowledge dissemination α = .83; responsiveness to knowledge
α = .96; firm competitive advantage α = .87). Factor analysis was also conducted for purposes of
construct reduction. To ensure that the items loaded into their constructs, a principal component
analysis with a VARIMAX rotation was performed. Knowledge management yielded threefactor solution with eigen value of 2.69 and item loadings of greater than the rule of thumb of
.50, indicating evidence of convergent validity in our measure (Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson, &
Tatham, 2006). None of the items loaded on their corresponding factor levels lower than .50, and
so all items in the instrument were retained for the rest of the analysis.
4. Results
Table 2 summarizes the study finding on Response Rate of the study. The study finding reveled
that out of 213 questionnaires distributed to the respondents, only 175 questionnaires were filled
and completed accurately and were used for analysis which gives a response rate of
approximately 82.15% (percent). The response rate was, therefore, accepted as adequately
sufficient for the intended purpose (Oso & Onen, 2005).
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Descriptive statistics and correlations results among the study variables are reported in Table 3.
The levels of correlations among the variables are relatively modest, with most variables
exhibiting significant correlations. Since a number of independent variables were relatively
correlated, a multicollinearity analysis was conducted using Variance Inflation Factors (VIF).
The results indicated that multicollinearity was not a problem since all the variables were within
the recommended threshold of 10 (Hair et al., 2006).
Hypothesis 1 predicted that the more the knowledge acquisition in a firm, the higher the firms’
competitive advantage. However, results on Table 4 reveals that the hypothesis hold (β = -.369, p
< .05). Hypothesis 2 suggested that the greater the knowledge dissemination in commercial
banks, the higher the firms’ competitive advantage. This hypothesis was supported by the results
(β = .710, p < .05). Hypothesis 3 proposing that the greater the responsiveness to knowledge, the
greater the firms’ competitive advantage, also received support from the results (β = .460, p <
.05).
Table 2
Study Response Rate
Category
Sample Size
Response
Non-Response
Source: Survey Data (2016)
Table 2
Study Response Rate
Variable
Firm competitive advantage [FCA]
knowledge acquisition [KA]
knowledge dissemination [KD]
responsiveness to knowledge [RK]

No of Respondent
213
175
038

Mean
4.11
4.34
4.63
4.11

Std
Dev.
.34
.48
.61
.43

Percentage
100.00
82.15
17.85

FCA
1
.740**
.457**
.604**

KA

KD

RK

1
.298** 1
.235
.195** 1
**
Notes: Pearson’s product moment correlation, 2 tailed test: *p < .05; **p < .01; N = 175.
Table 3
Regression Test Results
Model
Unstandardized Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t
Sig.
B
Std. Error
Beta
(Constant)
1.239
.326
3.806
.000*
KA
-.369
.082
-.344
-4.503
.000*
1
KD
.710
.081
.670
8.815
.000*
RK
.460
.094
.396
4.906
.000*
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Dependent Variable: FCA firms’ competitive advantage
KA= Knowledge Application, KD= Knowledge Dissemination, RK=Responsiveness to
Knowledge
R= .658a
R2= .434
Adjusted R2=. 423
F test = 141.914*
Notes: N = 175; *p < .05; **p < .01.
5.0
Discussions and conclusions
This paper focused on three key issues: First is whether Knowledge Application affects firms’
competitive advantage, whether Knowledge dissemination affects firms’ competitive advantage
and lastly whether Responsiveness to Knowledge affects firms’ competitive advantage. Using
employees of selected commercial banks in Kenya, we found support for the proposition that
knowledge acquisition, knowledge dissemination, and responsiveness to knowledge enhance
firms’ competitive advantage. Consistent with previous results, knowledge acquisition has a
statistical significant relationship with firm competitive advantage. This finding is similar to the
result obtained by Yli-Renko et al. (2001) and Lin & Lee (2005). Yli-Renko et al. found that
knowledge acquisition is positively correlated with knowledge exploitation for competitive
advantage, while Lin & Lee found that, knowledge acquisition is positively related to
competitive advantage.
The study findings also revealed that knowledge dissemination was positively associated to firm
competitive advantage. Knowledge dissemination, also known as the sharing and transferring of
knowledge, represents the exchange of information, expertise or knowledge between members
within a firm (Bartol & Srivastava, 2002, Li, 2007). Knowledge sharing represents the provision
of task information and knows how to help others and to collaborate with others to solve
problems, develop new ideas or implement policies or procedures. Finally, responsiveness to
knowledge was positively associated to firm competitive advantage and had significant effect.
This finding is similar to the results obtained in previous studies such as Darroch (2005) who
found that responsiveness to knowledge is positively related to firm competitive advantage,
which is defined as resources, routines and capabilities that underpins outputs. Thus, effective
utilization of resources or better still tangible/intangible assets and intangible capabilities will not
result better competitive performance.
Given the increasingly critical role of Knowledge management in connection with firm
competitiveness in today’s dynamic market place, this study has contributed to the current body
of knowledge in knowledge management and competitive advantage by combining social capital
theory and the Resource based view theory blended with knowledge and dynamic capability
approaches to develop an integrative theoretical model of knowledge management capabilitybased Competitive advantage of the firm.
Further research to be conducted to tie knowledge management systems to multiple forms of
performance including both financial and cycle time performance implications. Finally it may
also be fascinating to examine the use of knowledge management tools, shared communication
vehicles, and the facilitation of information technology as they may augment our understanding
of internal knowledge management and external knowledge sharing.
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Abstract
Despite the existing body of literature devoted to the topic of work engagement, this study
examined the effect of some important variables, such as transformational and transactional
leadership styles, on work engagement. In addition, it examined the mediating impact of
organizational justice on the said relationships. Data was collected from the employees of
telecommunication companies in Malaysia using a survey questionnaire. Structural equation
modelling by AMOS was then employed to examine the model. The results provided strong
evidence for the positive significant effect of transformational and transactional leadership and
organizational justice on work engagement. More importantly, while organizational justice was
found to mediate the relationship between transformational leadership and work engagement, its
mediating effect on the transactional leadership-work engagement relationship was not
confirmed. This study enriches the current literature on work engagement by relating it to crucial
factors such as leadership styles and organizational justice and provides empirical evidence.

Introduction
Work engagement can be defined as a unique motivational concept whose characteristics are
distinguishable from those of other concepts, such as organizational commitment, job
satisfaction or job involvement (Tims et al., 2011, Bakker and Leiter, 2010). Moreover, in recent
years, work engagement has gained increasing attention as a legitimate concept not only in a
practical sense but also among scholars. Furthermore, the transformational and transactional
leadership styles are also the most dominant paradigms in the leadership literature (Judge and
Piccolo, 2004). They are linked to numerous employee outcomes, such as work engagement
(Yasin Ghadi et al., 2013, Zhu et al., 2009, Salanova et al., 2011, Tims et al., 2011, Bakker et al.,
2011), commitment to change (Gelaidan and Ahmad, 2013) and creativity (Shin and Zhou,
2003). Moreover, the transformational leadership style has been defined as “the process through
which leaders and followers help each other to advance to a higher level of morality and
motivation” (Burns, 1978), and transactional leadership has been defined as the exchange
process between the leader and follower. Thus, both leadership styles can enhance the
employee’s outcome in a positive way. Theoretically, this study has been a response to the
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urgent calls by (Yasin Ghadi et al., 2013, Tims et al., 2011, Bakker et al., 2011, Roberts and
Davenport, 2002, Shuck, 2011) for engagement researchers to focus more on exploring the most
influential drivers of engagement. Therefore, the aim of the present study has been to examine
the effect of leadership styles and organizational justice on work engagement among
telecommunication employees. In addition, although research in the field has focused to a great
extent on engagement, it has also devoted attention to many related issues (Hayati et al., 2014).
This study is aimed at exploring the mediating effect of organizational justice on the leadership
style and work engagement relationship (Bakker et al., 2011, Yasin Ghadi et al., 2013).
Theoretical Foundation and Hypotheses Development
In encouraging and promoting the employee engagement, organizations should strive to create
and develop a positive and supportive environment. Such environment could motivate employees
and enhance their performance through the unique and supportive leadership style provided by
the leaders. Only when positive and supportive environment has been created, the employees’
engagement is cultivated and enhanced (Strom et al., 2014). The work engagement has been
defined by (Schaufeli et al., 2006), which is the most cited definition of work engagement to be
“a positive, fulfilling work-related state of mind that is characterized by vigor, dedication, and
absorption”. The vigor is reflecting the energy of employees and resilience in work and
persistence while facing work difficulties. Dedication is defined to reflect the pride, inspiration,
enthusiasm at work. Lastly, the absorption refers to the employee being happy and fully
concentrated at work. This, however, is expected to influence the employee’s work engagement.
Leadership and Work Engagement
Work engagement can be defined as the psychic, emotional and cognitive self-expression of an
individual or employee through his or her work performance. (Abbasi and Alvi, 2012) enhanced
its definition when they stated that, when employees were engaged in their work, they directed
their pronounced physical energies towards specific missions, ranging from laziness to vigorous
involvement. (Timms et al., 2012) described an alternative view of work engagement as the
fulfilment of basic psychological needs. (C. Barnes and E. Collier, 2013) argued that work
engagement referred to the relationship between the employee and his or her work. Work
engagement has three major aspects, namely, vigour, dedication and absorption. A vigorous
employee is anxious and desires to spend his or her time to forces in their tasks, performs tasks
efficiently and is committed to facing difficulties head on (Abbasi and Alvi, 2012). Dedication
can be described as involvement and the experience of pride and challenges. Absorption is the
case when an employee becomes happy and fully concentrates on his or her task or work (Yasin
Ghadi et al., 2013). Employees’ engagement with their work can result in the enhancement of
their companies and the improvement of their operations, render them more productive, mitigate
the issue of lack of commitment, and increase job satisfaction and job performance. Leadership
style and organizational justice are very crucial factors when it comes to encouraging employees
and enhancing their engagement. It is therefore expected that leadership is associated with higher
job satisfaction, commitment and work engagement, transformational leadership can raise
employees’ potential, satisfy higher order needs and increase employee engagement (VincentHöper et al., 2012). In addition, (Burns, 1978) defined the transformational leader as “one or
more persons engaged with others in any way that leaders and followers increase the level of
motivation and morality”. Therefore, it can be said that transformational leadership is crucial for
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enhancing work engagement and that it is reasonable to expect it to have a significant effect on
work engagement.
H1. Transformational leadership style has a significant relationship with work engagement.
H2. Transactional leadership style has a significant relationship with work engagement
Leadership Style and Organizational Justice toward Work Engagement
Organizational justice is a crucial factor in the production of employee satisfaction and loyalty at
work. Previous researchers have shown great concern for the subject and have defined it and
constructed it in many ways in that regard. There has been general agreement regarding
organizational justice as Malik and Naeem (2011)They divided organizational justice into two
categories, namely, distributive and procedural justice. They clarified that the first view
concerned the perception of fairness in the allocation of incentives and rewards, while the latter
was concerned with fairness in the process of decision allocation. Individuals could perceive the
importance of each category differently. In confirmation of this, (Hassan, 2002) found that
distributive justice might be an imperative forecaster of individual outcomes such as payment
satisfaction among employees. He also found that distributive justice was related to working
employees being rewarded based on their contributions. Employees used procedural justice as a
source of information regarding their social standing within an organization (Tyler, 1989). If
procedures appeared to be fair to them they would feel appreciation towards the organization,
resulting in a close relationship between top management and their followers, particularly in the
long term (Lind et al., 1997). The relational aspect of procedural justice, a potential moderator
of the interactive effect, could also have been the extent to which employees assigned
importance to their relationship with the enacting authority and the organization as a whole
(Brockner, 2002). That is, if procedural justice communicated information relevant to issues of
social standing and trust within the relationship, then employees who focused on the relational
importance of social standing and trust would show an interactive effect between procedural
justice and distributive justice. Based on the aforementioned discussion, a research model was
given (see Figure1) and hypotheses were proposed as follows:
H3. Organizational justice mediates the relationship between the transformational leadership
style and work engagement
H4. Organizational justice mediates the relationship between the transactional leadership style
and work engagement
Methodology
To examine the hypothesized network of relationships, the survey questionnaire was employed.
Data was collected from employees in companies in Malaysia’s telecommunication sector.
Simple random sampling technique was used, and out of 384 questionnaires distributed, only 250
usable ones comprising a 65% response rate, were returned. Employee work engagement was
measured by six items based on the Utrecht Work Engagement Scale (UWES), (Schaufeli et al.,
2006). Organizational justice was measured using three items from (Niehoff and Moorman,
1993, Kausto et al., 2005). Moreover, the transformational and transactional leadership styles
were measured using six and four items respectively from (Bass and Avolio, 1990). Structural
equation modelling approach by AMOS was employed to examine the model and test the
hypotheses. The study followed the structural equation modelling approach of (Anderson and
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Gerbing, 1988). Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was performed on the measurement model
to test the construct validity, and this was done before the structural modelling. Finally, once the
verification occurred, the structural model was examined to test the model fit and hypotheses.
Analysis and Results
This part involved the descriptive and inferential analysis of data as well as the interpretation of
the results. The reliability was the degree to which the measures were free from random error
and ensured consistent measurement across the various items in the instrument (Hair et al.,
2010).
The Measurement Model
Content validity and construct validity were examined and the measurement model adequacy
was established. To confirm the content validity, the items’ loading on the target constructs were
examined (Chin, 1998, Hair et al., 2010). Based on the result, all items were significantly loading
on their specific constructs which that insight of confirming the content validity sees Figure 1.
Secondly in terms of convergent validity which examined the validity, the established indicators
converge in measuring the concept of concern (Hair et al., 2010, Bagozzi and Yi, 1988). It can be
assessed by using several tools such as reliability, Cronbach’s alpha, CR, AVE. Therefore, based
on the results confirm factor analysis all items were adequately loading and surpassed the
recommended cutoff of 0.50 (Chin et al., 1997). The result of Cronbach’s ranged from 0.74 to
0.86, which greater than recommended value .070. In terms of composite reliability, the
satisfactory level is 0.70 based on (Hair et al., 2010) discussion. Therefore, the result of all
constructs were ranged from 0.64 to 0.87. In the same way of taken, the satisfactory level of
AVE 0.50 (Hair et al., 2010, Bagozzi and Yi, 1988).Thus, Thus, results showed of AVE were
ranged from 0.51 to 0.63 which that compline with the suggested value. In sum, all the constructs
having sufficient reliability, and CR, which can be concluded that the measurement model has
an accurate and exceeded acceptable level of convergent validity. It can be defined the
discriminant validity how one constructs is different from others. The results showed that the
square roots of AVE are greater than other values in its rows and columns. Therefore, these
finding confirmed the model has an accurate and acceptable level of discriminant validity with
comparing with recommendation, which provided by all aspects (Fornell and Larcker, 1981).
Ultimately, looking at the results mentioned, the measurement model successfully confirmed
adequate reliability, convergent validity and discriminant validity.
Goodness-Of-Fit Indicators
In this part, various measures were utilized to measure the goodness of fit of the model. First, the
observed normed ratio for the measurement model was 1.636 (χ²=299.211, df=183), which was <
3.0 as (Bagozzi and Yi, 1988) suggested. Moreover, supplementary fit indexes indicated a good
fit for the measurement model. The adjusted goodness-of-fit index (GFI) was 0.902, which was
higher than the threshold value of 0.80 as suggested in the SEM literature (Hair et al. 2010).
Table 1.
Discriminant Validity and Descriptive Analysis
Constructs
WE
OJ
TSL
Work
0.794
Engagement (WE)
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TF

Min
1.86

Max
5.57

Mean
3.95

SD
.784

Organizational
Justice (OJ)
Transactional
Leadership (TSL)
Transformational
Leadership (TF)

0.658

0.729

0.51

0.287

0.752

0.666

0.607

0.434

0.715

1.00

5.00

3.68

.673

1.20

4.60

3.14

.801

2.00

5.00

3.65

.669

Finally, the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) was 0.051, which was lower than
0.08 which proposed by (Browne et al., 1993). Therefore, according to the results, all indicators
confirmed that the model was a good fit. This implied that the data could reproduce the
covariance matrix.
Structural Model Results
After the measurement model was confirmed to be valid and reliable, the next step involved
examining the structural model and testing the hypotheses. Figure 3 shows which statistics fit the
linkages among the proposed constructs. In general, the goodness of fit of the model was
confirmed, and it was good compared to the suggested cut-off values in the SEM literature. More
specifically, the normed ratio was 1.485, which was <3.0; the NNFI (or TLI) and CFI was 0.976,
which was higher than 0.90; and RMSEA was 0.044, which was lower than 0.08. Hence, the
model had a good fit, considering the threshold values that (Browne et al., 1993, Bagozzi and Yi,
1988) suggested. As the results reported in Table 6 show, the effect of transformational
leadership on work engagement was significant at the 0.001 level of significance with indicators
(β=0.483, t-value=3.93, p=0.000). Similarly, transactional leadership and work engagement were
positively and significant associated at the 0.001 level of significance (β=0.352, t-value=4.706,
p=0.000). Moreover, the results indicated that organizational justice had a positive significant
impact on work engagement at the 0.001 level of significance (β=0.988, t-value=4.568,
p=0.000). Therefore, H1, H2 and H3 were supported as postulated in the study.
Table 2.
Hypotheses Testing Results
Hypothesis
Hypothesized
Path
TP-value Decision
Direct Effect
Coefficient
value
H1
TFWE
0.483
3.930
***
Confirmed
H2
TSLWE
0.352
4.706
***
Confirmed
H3
OJWE
0.988
4.568
***
Confirmed
***:p<0.001;**:p<0.01;*:p<0.05
The Mediation Effects of Organizational Justice
In examining the organizational justice mediation on the relationships between transformational,
transactional leadership and work engagement, bootstrapping methodology as suggested by
(Preacher and Hayes, 2004) was performed utilizing AMOS. Table 3 depict the results regarding
the mediating effect of organizational justice between transformational leadership and work
engagement with indicators (β=.369, t-value=9.973, p=0.011). This finding confirmed the
significant mediated effect of organizational justice between transformational leadership and
work engagement and therefore, H4 was supported as proposed for the study. On the other hand,
the result showed that organizational justice does not mediate the relationship between
transactional leadership and work engagement (β=.014, t-value=0.121, p=0.645. These results
does not support H5 as proposed in the study.
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Table 3.
The Mediation Effects of Organizational Justice

Hypothesis

Hypothesized
Indirect Effect

H4
TFOJWE
H5
TSOJWE
***:p<0.001;**:p<0.01;*:p<0.05

Path
Coefficient
Estimate
0.369*
0.014

Confidence
Interval
Lower
Upper

Decision

0.215
-0.042

Confirmed
Not confirmed

0.573
0.086

Discussion and Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to examine the relationships between transformational leadership,
transactional leadership, organizational justice and work engagement. First, the approach was to
examine the relationship between the transactional and transformational leadership styles,
organizational justice and work engagement. The meaningfulness of the leadership was related to
the employees and represented an active form of strategic leadership that was an important
ingredient for organizational effectiveness. Based on the findings, it is apparent that both
leadership styles have a great impact on work engagement. This confirms previous studies such
as (Hayati et al., 2014). As was discussed earlier, leadership can enhance the efforts of
employees, and transformational leadership can make the employees do more than expected
(Avolio and Bass, 2004, Avolio et al., 1999). The increase in leadership and organizational
justice will have a major effect on cabin telecommunication employees’ work engagement. For
both leadership styles, these findings confirmed the findings of previous studies on the
relationship between transformational and transactional leadership styles and other
organizational variables. Such studies include (Gelaidan and Ahmed, 2013, Gelaidan and
Ahmad, 2013, Hayati et al., 2014, Pillai et al., 1999, Gelaidan et al., 2016). On the other hand,
organizational justice was found to play a mediation role between transformational leadership
and work engagement with unexpected results regarding transactional leadership. It was
confirmed that justice was very important for both leadership styles. In general, the findings of
the study were interested for explaining work engagement in greater detail. As the findings
suggested, organizational justice has a mediating role in the relationship between
transformational leadership and employees’ work engagement. This implies that the perceived
organizational justice is considered as an outcome of the transformational leadership style and
this, in turn, affects the employees’ engagement in work. However, this indirect effect of
transformational leadership on engagement was found to be significant which complements the
direct significant effect. This finding confirmed the importance of the leader’s transformational
style in creating the perception of organizational justice amongst employees that enhance their
level of work engagement. In contrast, the role of organizational justice in mediating the effect of
transactional leadership style on work engagement was not supported. This is easily understood
since the employee feeling about the organizational justice is not created by the rigid leadership
style. Despite the confirmed influence of transactional leadership style on engagement, the
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indirect impact was not statistically confirmed. Hence, future research should explore related
factors, such as working load and work environment, to better explain work engagement.
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Abstract
This study develops a model based on Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award (MBNQA)
that enables ranking of the quality dimensions for achieving business excellence in the hotel
industry of Bangladesh. The study adopted a sequential mix method approach. Semi structured
interviews with 24 participants were initially conducted to identify the quality dimensions.
Subsequently, a questionnaire survey was carried out on 40 respondents to prioritise the
identified elements, and 32 respondents were further surveyed to evaluate a selected number of
hotels in Bangladesh. Data for all three phases were collected from different stakeholders
ranging from policy makers, quality management experts, experienced hotel guests, and top and
middle-level hotel executives. Thematic analysis was used during the qualitative stage.
Subsequently, the relative measurement of Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and the absolute
measurement of AHP were applied in the second and third phases of data collection and analysis.
The study uncovered eight criteria namely: top management commitment and leadership,
strategic planning, service process management, employee focus, customer/guest focus, quality
management, communication, and business results during the qualitative stage together with
their corresponding sub-criteria. Hotel Radisson Blu of Chittagong was identified as the best
performing hotel among the selected hotels. The study did not stop by developing the model only
but it has also shown how this model can be applied in practice. The business excellence model
developed for hotel industry can be used by Bangladeshi practitioners to measure performance of
hotels. Moreover, the model is generic enough that can be applied to measure performance of
hotels in other countries with minor modifications in the model framework.
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Keywords: Business Excellence Model, Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award, Quality
Dimensions, Hotel Industry, Analytic Hierarchy Process.
1. Introduction
Enhancing business excellence is vital in today’s competitive environment. In order to remain
competitive, hotels need to have an appropriate performance measurement system. Reviewed
literature indicated that various models had been developed to improve hotel services, with
emphases on performance. Reviewed articles also revealed substantial variation in performance
measurement methods. Ghalayani and Noble (1996) reasoned the necessity to periodically
propose alternative performance measurement methods that integrated various main performance
indicators. Abukari and Corner (2010) confirmed the need to differently measure the
performance in accordance with the country’s context. To this end, many national and
international business excellence models have been launched. For example, there are more than
95 quality performance awards and excellence models at the international level, with additional
national quality awards in 82 countries (www.coer.org.nz.).
The existence of various business excellence models has resulted in the development of an
alternative solution that assists in selecting the appropriate one. Companies should test a variety
of business excellence models and select the one which is applicable to their circumstances to
achieve the organisational goal (Bourne et al., 2013). Highly reputed business excellence models
such as the Deming prize, the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award (MBNQA), the
European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM) etc. measure the performance of
organisations based on almost the same procedure. This involved assessing organisations based
on the achievement on a predefined set of criteria. The sets of evaluation criteria, as well as their
importance, varied from one to other. For instance, Deming Prize has nine criteria, MBNQA has
seven criteria whereas, EFQM has eight criteria. These business excellence models were too
general and unbending that organisations with different structures and needs faced difficulties
while adopting it. However, some studies stated that the MBNQA criteria suited hotel industries,
as it ensured the relationship between TQM practices and quality implementations (Patiar &
Wang 2016; Sumarjan et al., 2013; Kim & Moon, 2011; Politis et al., 2009). Hence, most of the
Asian countries follow the MBNQA with little modification (www.coer.org.nz).
Yet, in Bangladesh, no business excellence framework has been found to be established in any
sector. Among the sectors, the hotel industry is one of the rapidly growing industry, generating a
high contribution to the country’s economic growth. Nevertheless, most of the hotels in
Bangladesh fail to incorporate long-term strategic planning and total quality management
principles which are necessary to compete internationally. Hence, it is necessary for hotel
industries to develop a business excellence model which can improve their services and enhance
competitiveness. In consequence, this study intends to develop a new business excellence model
on the basis of quality dimensions used in MBNQA as theory. Accordingly, the objectives of the
study reported here are:
Identifying the necessary criteria and sub-criteria to develop a new model for the hotel industry.
Prioritising the criteria and sub-criteria in the course of developing the new business excellence
model.
Operationalising the new model and evaluate the performance level of some selected hotels in
Bangladesh.
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The remaining part of the paper proceeds as follows: literature review, study context, research
design, data analysis and results, discussion of results, implications of the findings and
conclusion.
2. Literature review (not included due to length of paper)
3. Research design
This research aims to develop a model based on quality dimensions to enhance the business
excellence in hotel industry. A sequential mixed methods research strategy was applied in the
study as a procedure for collecting, analysing and dealing with both the qualitative and
quantitative data to better comprehend the research problem (Creswell, 2014; Tashakkori &
Teddlie, 2003). The purpose of this strategy is to use quantitative data and results to assist the
interpretation of the qualitative findings (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011). The study applied the
qualitative approach specifically to address the first research objective, i.e., identifying the
necessary quality dimensions to enhance better business performances. In the quantitative stage,
the study applied the relative measurement of Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to achive the
second research objective which attempted to prioritise the criteria and sub-criteria on the basis
of assigned weights using pairwise comparison matrix. Moreover, absolute measurement of AHP
was used to answer RO 3 which attempted to apply the developed model. The study followed a
step-by-step research process to achieve the desired results. The following Table 2 demonstrates
the stages of the research design process as well as Figure 1 summarises the research design.
Table: 2: Step-by-Step Research Processes
PHASE TASK

METHOD
-Literature review to
adopt existing criteria of
identified model
-Experts opinion through
interview to identify
elements

RESULT

1

Find the criteria and subcriteria in measuring
hotel performance

2

Prioritising and assigning
-AHP relative
weights to the criteria and
measurement
sub-criteria

Criteria and subcriteria prioritised
and weights assigned
(RO 2)

3

Apply the developed
business excellence
model with weights to
measure the performance
of a selected hotels of
Bangladesh

Measured
performance of
some selected hotels
(RO 3)

-AHP absolute
measurement
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Criteria and subcriteria identified
(RO 1)

Qualitat
ive Data
Collecti
on

Researc
h
Problem

Phase 1:
Qualitativ
e
Research

Formati
on of
RQs and
ROs

Qualitat
ive Data
Analysi
s

Phase 2:
Quantitati
ve
Research
(AHP
Relative
Measurem
ent)

Qualitat
ive
Finding
s

Figure 1: A summary of the

AHP
relative
measure
ment
Data
Collectio
AHP
n
relative
measure
ment
Data
Analysis
AHP
relative
measure
ment
Findings

AHP
absolute
measurem
ent Data
Collection
Phase 3:
Quantitati
ve
Research
(AHP
absolute
measurem
ent)

AHP
absolute
measurem
ent Data
Analysis
AHP
absolute
measurem
ent
Findings

Literatu
re
research Review
design

3.1 Analytical approach for prioritizing quality dimensions
In order to prioritise the criteria and sub-criteria of quality dimensions to enhance the
performance of hotel industry, different methods could be used. The most common are: Analytic
Hierarchy Process (AHP) and Interpretive Structural Modelling (ISM). However, compared to
ISM, AHP is more appropriate for this study, because ISM provides only the ranking of the
criteria and sub-criteria and does not have the ability to provide weights of importance of items.
Meanwhile, AHP can provide weights and priorities to items. As mentioned before, Saaty (1990)
defined AHP as a method of breaking down a complex, unstructured situation into its component
parts, arranging these parts of judgements on the relative importance of each variable, and
synthesising the judgements to determine which variables have the highest priority and should be
acted upon to influence the outcome of the situation. It serves to quantify relative priorities of
factors and alternatives within specific scales based on human judgements or evaluations.
Dhochak and Sharma (2016) highlighted that AHP guides the priorities in a given situation and
incorporates the subjectivity and sensitivity of elements so that a final decision can be made.
Decision making is done consistently where the decision makers gradually make hierarchical
moves to deal with the given situation. Thus, it enables the researchers to have a clear view of
what is being essential. Saaty (2008) argues that AHP does not need advanced technical
knowledge and nearly everyone can use, judgements are based on people’s feelings as well as
their thoughts, it deals with both tangibles and intangibles, it does not take for granted the
measurements on scales, but asks that scale values be interpreted according to the objectives of
the problem, it is an approach that describes how good decisions are made rather than prescribes
how they should be made. AHP has been used as a managerial decision tool in many industries
for strategy evaluation, performance assessment, product and process design, risk evaluation,
system selection, cost/benefit analysis, quality evaluation as well as measurement of objectives
(Sipahi and Timor, 2013). Though AHP has been widely applied in numerous industries and
organisational settings, yet few studies have reported on its utilisation in the hotel industry. This
study uses AHP as decision tool to prioritise the criteria and sub-criteria of hotels’ performance
measurement based on different stakeholders feedbacks.
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3.2 Data Collection and Respondents’ Profile
This study followed a total of three phases in data collection. The first phase involved with
qualitative data collection. The purpose of this phase was to gather information pertaining to the
issues and challenges which may emerge as criteria and sub-criteria in measuring hotel
performance of Bangladesh. Semi-structured interviews were conducted in this phase, as it
enhanced the understanding of an issue from the respondents’ perspectives and the cognition
behind them (King, 2004). A total of 24 respondents from different categories namely hotel
executives, policy makers, quality experts and hotel guests were selected as respondents for
interviewing. The study used stratified purposive sampling methods to seek respondents’
opinions.
The criteria and sub-criteria which were identified in the first phase need to be assigned priorities
with the use of the AHP. Therefore, a survey questionnaire through structured interviews was
employed in the second phase of the study. A total of 40 respondents from different category (as
mentioned earlier) were asked in this stage to rank or prioritise the quality dimensions on the
basis of relative importance. In the third phase of data collection, the developed business
excellence model of the hotel industry was applied using absolute measurement of AHP. In this
phase, a total of 32 respondents (4 respondents from each hotel) participated who came from 8
selected hotels of Bangladesh. Respondents were both the top and middle level executives of the
selected hotels. Respondents for phase 2 and 3 were selected by using purposive sampling
method. While selecting the respondents, the researcher ensured that they have an adequate
experience in the particular field. Thus, in total, 96 respondents participated in the study to
address the three research objectives in three phases, as summarised in Table 3.
Table 3: Distribution of Respondents

Stakehold
er
category

Frequenc
y

Top and
Middle
Level
16
Hotel
Executives
Policy
makers
Quality
Managem
ent

Phage 2 (AHP
Relative
Measurement)
(N = 40)

Phage 3 (AHP Absolute
Measurement)
(N = 32)

%

Frequenc
y

%

Hotel
Executives’
Job Position

Frequenc
y

%

66.6
7

26

65.00

Director/Asst.
Director/Deput
y Manager

4

12.5
0

Phage 1
(Interview)
(N=24)

1

04.1
7

1

2.50

4

16.6
7

6

15.00
1099

General
Manager/
Assistant
General
Manager
Chief
Engineer/
Head of

6

8

18.7
5

25.0
0

Experts
Experienc
ed Hotel
Guests

3

12.5
0

7

17.50

operation
Manager/
Executive/
Asst. Manager

14

43.7
5

Herath (2004) suggested that AHP required an analytical, rather than statistical, manner of
sampling. There is no need to seek a large number of participants while applying this technique
(Lam & Zhao, 1998). Further, a small sample size is adequate, provided participants are experts
in the field of the study (Shrestha et al., 2004). In fact, using an enormous sample size in the
AHP may lead to a very high degree of inconsistency (Wong et al., 2008). Moreover, it is not
necessary to make statistical generalisations as AHP involves a huge number of pair-wise
comparisons (Fageha & Aibinu, 2016). Detailed profiles of the respondents for all the phases are
provided in Table 4.
Table 4: Respondents’ Demographic Profile

Item

Phase 1 (N = 24)
Phage 2 (N = 40)
Phage 3 (N = 32)
Percentage
Percentage
Percentage
Frequency
Frequency
Frequency
(%)
(%)
(%)

Gender
Male
23
Female
1
Age Group
≤ 30 years
1
31-40 years
5
41-50 years
8
51-60 years
6
≥ 61 years
4
Highest Level of Education
Bachelors
2
Masters/MBA 18
PhD
4
Year of Experiences
Bellow 5
4
years
5 to 10 years 12
Above 10
8
years

95.83
4.17

39
1

97.50
2.50

31
1

96.9
3.1

4.17
20.83
33.33
25.00
16.67

4
13
15
6
2

10.00
32.50
37.50
15.00
5.00

6
17
5
2
2

18.75
53.13
15.62
6.25
6.25

8.33
75.00
16.67

9
25
6

22.50
62.50
15.00

13
18
1

40.63
56.25
3.12

13

32.50

12

37.50

11
16

27.50
40.00

15
5

46.87
15.63

16.67
50.0
33.33

As shown in Table 4, more than nine in ten of the respondents (above 90%) are male. This is
consistent with the fact that Bangladeshi hotel sector is dominated by males. As for age group, it
is observed that 80 percent of the respondents’ ages of all three phases are above 30 years. The
outcome is deemed appropriate as age indicates the persons’ level of maturity and their ability to
explain past and present issues and challenges. With regard to educational background, it is
observed that the majority of the respondents in each phase possess Master/MBA degrees and
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above. For better understanding of the importance of total quality management in hotels, it was
imperative to focus on respondents with these educational qualifications. In case of year of
experiences, Table 4 also shows that more than 60 percent of the respondents of each phase has a
minimum of 5 years working experiences. Having these experiences allowed the respondents to
view and understand particular situations contributing to their ability to identify and elaborate
criteria and sub-criteria to enhances business excellence in hotel industry and realistically
compare the identified criteria as well as the subsequent sub-criteria.
4. Data analysis and results (Parts not included due to length of paper)
4.1 Validity and Reliability of the Study
Several approaches of validity and reliability strategies were applied in the qualitative stage of
the study for enhancing the accuracy of the findings. For instance, triangulation, members
checking, using rich and thick description to convey the findings and peer debriefing were
applied for validity purpose (Creswell, 2014; Easterby-Smith et al., 2012), whereas, careful
transcription of the interview recordings, setting up a detailed qualitative protocol as well as
cross checking of identified codes were used in fulfilling the requirements of reliability in the
qualitative stage (Gibs, 2007; Riege, 2003).
Reliability of the AHP data on the other hand, was determined by the AHP consistency ratio
(CR). The CR is incorporated to measure the degree of consistency among the pairwise
comparisons or judgments (Ho, 2008). It is used to determine and justify the inconsistency in the
pairwise comparisons made by the respondents. The AHP allows a certain level of overall
inconsistency. However, as per the rule of thumb, the acceptable value of CR is ≤ 0.10. If the CR
value is lower than the acceptable values, the weight results are reliable and if the CR value is
larger than acceptable value, the matrix results are inconsistent and cannot proceed for further
analysis. Higher ratios indicate lower consistencies and a consistency ratio of zero means that the
comparisons are perfectly consistent. Saaty (2008) stated that application of CR helps the
researcher investigate the extent pairwise comparison matrix is randomly arranged. If the CR
value is greater than 0.1, the judgments can be considered random and revision should be carried
out (Saaty, 1990). If the CR is less than 0.1, then the judgments are considered consistent and
reliable.
4.2 Identification of Quality Dimensions to Enhances Business Excellences in Hotel Industry
In the first phase, respondents were asked to identify the necessary quality dimensions i.e.,
criteria and sub-criteria that can be used to evaluate the business excellence of the hotel industry
in Bangladesh. Thematic analysis (Boyatzis, 1998) was chosen here as a method to analyse this
qualitative data specifically in identifying the elements. Respondents were asked to share their
opinion regarding the business excellence of hotel sector in Bangladesh. Creswell’s (2009) six
stages namely: organise and prepare the data for analysis, read through all the data, begin
detailed analysis with a coding process, themes and descriptions, interrelating themes and
interpreting the meaning of themes were applied to analyse the interview data set. The outcome
from the interviews was synthesised into a list and a total of 73 items were initially identified
from the respondents. Eight criteria and twenty three sub-criteria were extracted after clustering
all these items. Table 5 presents the list of criteria and sub-criteria (named quality dimensions)
generated by the respondents.
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Table 5: List of Quality Dimensions
Criteria
Top Management
Commitment and Leadership
(C1)
Strategic Planning (C2)

Service Process Management
(C3)
Employee Focus (C4)

Customer/Guest Focus (C5)

Quality Management (C6)
Communication (C7)

Business Results (C8)

Sub-Criteria
Quality Leadership (C11)
Corporate Social Responsibility (C12)
Vision, Mission and Goal (C21)
Strategy Development and Implementation
(C22)
Process Design (C31)
Performance Metrices (C32)
Competitor Business Analysis (C33)
Promotional Policy (C34)
Employee Development (C41)
Employee Satisfaction (C42)
Customer /Guest Relationship Management
(C51)
Customer/Guest Retention (C52)
Customer/Guest Satisfaction (C53)
Quick and Expected Service Delivery (C61)
Health & Safety-Security Measures (C62)
Environment Management (C63)
Internet /Digital Service (C71)
Networking Facilities (C72)
Return on Investment (C81)
Quality Management (C82)
Employee Satisfaction (C83)
Customer/Guest Satisfaction (C84)
Leadership Performance (C85)

The identified criteria and sub-criteria were then deployed to develop the instrument for the AHP
stage by following the specifications suggested by Creswell and Plano Clark (2011).
4.3 Prioritising Quality Dimensions
The four stages of AHP as suggested by Saaty (2008) were applied to compare criteria and its
corresponding sub-criteria. Respondents were asked to compare categories regarding their
importance to the goal to get weights from a Pairwise Comparison Matrix (PCM). The relative
importance was determined by using a number between 1 and 9 to explain the extent one element
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is dominant over another element with respect to the criterion to which they are compared
(Saaty, 2008). Here, 1 indicates equal importance between the two items and 9 signifies the
extreme importance of the one item compared to the other item in a pair. Respondents indicated
a score by comparing two items using the 1-9 scale. Once the pair-wise comparisons were
completed, an average pairwise comparison matrix is to be constructed in representing the
judgements of all the respondents for the criteria and sub-criteria. The geometric mean method
was used in aggregating the responses of group judgements comprising the responses of all
individual respondents (Ishizaka & Labib, 2011; Islam, 2010; Saaty, 2008). Then, the relative
weights of each pairwise comparison of the average PCM were made by eigenvector method
used in Superdecision, version 2.8 software. This software is considered appropriate to solve the
decision problems with a hierarchy structure (Saaty, 2003). The overall normalised priorities of
all criteria and sub-criteria of hotels’ performance measurement were then obtained.
The global weights can help to identify the priority/rank of the hotels of Bangladesh. However, it
is not possible to measure the performance level of each hotel considering only the global
weights. Hence, the overall assigned points of criteria and sub-criteria derived from all
respondents should also be computed. The assigned points are allocated according to the
importance of the criteria and sub-criteria. Each hotel can have a maximum of 1,000 points.
5. Discussion of Results
A set of distinct, independent, and non-overlapping criteria are required for developing a robust
business excellence model. The criteria incorporated in the developed model were important and
effective in evaluating hotel’s performance. The criteria were based on the MBNQA framework
and additional dimensions which were absent in MBNQA. Based on this study’s qualitative
approach, eight criteria and twenty three sub-criteria were identified from the interviews data set,
and it subsequently helped to address the first objective. The eight identified criteria were 1) Top
management commitment and leadership, 2) Strategic planning, 3) Service process management,
4) Employee focus, 5) Customer/guest focus, 6) Quality management, 7) Communication, and 8)
Business results.
Assigning appropriate weights to each dimension is crucial for the effectiveness of any business
excellence model. Some quality awards use equal weighting, where all dimensions are
considered as equally important. For instance, Deming Prize considers equal weightage for all
the criteria. However, assigning equal weigh to multiple dimensions and sub-dimensions might
result in an unbalanced structure in measuring performance. Hence, it is advisable to use unequal
weights for a composite set of dimensions. For example, MBNQA considers different weightage
for all the criteria and sub-criteria used in the model.
There are different techniques available for assigning weights. Some are statistical in nature such
as factor analysis, unobserved component model (UCM) and data envelopment analysis (DEA).
There are also participatory models like budget allocation process (BAP), analytic hierarchy
process (AHP) and conjoint analysis (CA). Earlier studies on hotel’s performance measurement
reveals that Leong (2008) used average weight assigned by sixteen experts, Giannotti et al.
(2010) assigned arbitrary weights while Min et al. (2008) used Data Envelopment Analysis
(DEA) to determine the priority of various dimensions. However, in order to address second
objective of this research, the AHP technique, developed by Saaty (1977) was applied to assign
weights to different dimensions and sub-dimensions. The researcher approached forty (40)
experts comprising policy makers, quality management experts, experienced hotel guests as well
as top and middle-level hotel executives and sought their opinions on the importance of each
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quality dimension and sub-dimensions with respect to performance measurement of hotel
industry.
Among the criteria of business excellence model, the authors were expecting the business results,
and top management commitment and leadership to receive higher priority. However, the AHP
data analysis revealed that quality management received the highest importance followed by
customer/guest focus and communication. The priority values of these criteria were 186, 170 and
147 points, respectively. The findings suggest that results will be automatically manifested, if
hotels ensure quality services, focus on customer satisfaction and establish a strong
communication system. Under quality management, health and safety-security measures
received the highest priority compared to environment management and quick and expected
service delivery, which was quite expected. The hotel industry as part of service industry should
be more conscious on guests’ health matter and focus on safety-security related issues. The
priority values of these sub-criteria are 76, 56 and 54 points, respectively. After determining the
priority values corresponding to each criterion and sub-criterion this research also looked at the
rank correlation between the responses among different groups of respondents. In the case of
ranking on the basis of category of respondents, the opinion of the all three categories: quality
management experts, experienced hotel guests and top and middle level hotel executives were
found to have positive correlation. It is also noticed that quality management experts and
experienced hotel guests have the highest correlation in their responses.
A number of researchers have followed the criteria and sub-criteria of MBNQA, EFQM, ISO and
Deming Prize to measure the performance of hotels (Şanlioz-Ozgen, 2016; Legrand et al., 2014;
Sumarjan et al., 2013; Keating & Harrington, 2003), nevertheless only a few researchers have
applied AHP when adopting these established models and empirically tested in different business
sectors (Jaeger et al., 2013; Politis et al., 2009). This particular research, however, is unique in
the sense that it has considered some criteria and sub-criteria which were not considered before
to develop a model to measure the performance of hotel industry. Finally, the developed model is
tested on eight hotels of Bangladesh applying AHP absolute measurement which can also be
treated as the new contribution of this study. The results from the absolute measurement revealed
that all the eight hotels of Bangladesh score more than average (500 points) ranging from 504 to
852 out of 1000 points.
6. Contributions
Organisations are expected to regulate their way of working in order to compete in the rapidly
changing markets. An appropriate management system is necessary for organisations to confront
these changes. Many countries in the world implement different types of business excellence
models to improve their performance (Oyewobi et al., 2015; Meng & Minogue 2011; Young
Kim et al., 2010; Politis et al., 2009). These models can be used as self-assessment tool and
organisations may treat these as guidelines for effective quality management. However,
organisations may face a considerable number of challenges when they trying measure their
performance, find the strengths and areas of improvement and prioritise efforts. These
challenges are obvious when it comes to implementing performance measurement models in
particular business sectors, like the hotel sector. This study intends to address these challenges
and develops a model for measuring performance of hotels.
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The existence of different business excellence models such as the Deming Prize, the Malcolm
Baldrige National Quality Award (MBNQA), the European Foundation for Quality Management
(EFQM), the Australian Quality Award (AQA) and the Canadian Quality Award have created
alternative options when selecting the appropriate one. However, these business excellence
models are too dogmatic and too general, that all types of organisations in the world cannot
apply them equally. Meng and Minogue (2011) indicated that for measuring business excellence,
organisations need to select a model which matches their circumstances. Taylor and McAdam,
(2008) highlighted that service sector, particularly hotel, cannot easily sustain their
competitiveness by adopting a business excellence model which focuses only on certain aspects
of their function. Hence, the need for alternative business excellence model for hotels is critical.
The findings of this study can contribute to the improvement of services and enhance
competitiveness in the hotel industry.
The study did not stop by developing the model only but it has also shown how this model can
be applied in practice. The developed model has been applied to measure the performance of
eight selected hotels in Bangladesh. From this application, we can see how the present
methodology will work in practice. If the model is applied in this manner then it is expected that
the hotels’ actual performance will be known and if any weakness are surfaced, then proper
action plans can be developed to address those weaknesses.
Furthermore, the model was developed based on the analytical tool AHP. Using the AHP
methodology the relevant people can prioritise the quality dimensions of hotels and easily
identify the way to improve their performance. More specifically, applying AHP, the model can
assist hotels to identify the most critical issues concerning the improvement of the performance
levels and achievement of business excellence.
7. Conclusions
Applying business excellence model is a comprehensive initiative for organisations that start
from top management leadership, process management, customer results to key business results.
It is a self-assessment tool for appraising an organisation's progress towards total quality
management. The present study proposed a business excellence model for the hotel industry of
Bangladesh. The model focuses on some specific criteria and sub-criteria that are of interest and
of importance to hotels. The criteria and sub-criteria were determined from the interviews with
different stakeholders of hotel industry. Moreover, the study integrated the MBNQA criteria as a
theory to make the proposed model a more thorough model for self-assessment.
The interview results revealed that top management commitment and leadership, strategic
planning, service process management, employee focus, customer/guest focus, quality
management, communication, and business results were the eight criteria for measuring hotels’
performance. The corresponding sub-criteria of each criterion that plays an important role in
evaluating the total quality management practices of hotels were also specified. Subsequently,
the study prioritised the identified criteria and their corresponding sub-criteria based on assigned
weights. The weights and ranking of the criteria and sub-criteria were determined by applying a
well-known decision making method Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). Quality management
appeared as the most critical criterion for measuring the business excellence of hotels. This was
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followed by customer/guest focus and communication, ranked second and third by all categories
of stakeholders.
In addressing the quality management criterion, health and safety-security measures play the
most important role for measuring hotels’ performances. Also, customer/guest relationship
management and internet/digital service are considered as the key sub-criteria for customer/guest
focus and communication, respectively. The study also determined some degree of agreement
and differences regarding the pattern of ranking for the criteria and sub-criteria established by
different categories of respondents. The proposed model has been demonstrated through an
application to evaluate the performance levels of 8 selected hotels in Bangladesh.
Apart from these, the hoteliers need to consider some essential aspects to improve the overall
performance of the hotel operations: such as motivating leaders to do the best job, setting
appropriate vision, mission and objectives, monitoring continuous improvement and service
process management, analysing competitors business, providing special facilities for staff
development, increasing guest engagement, fostering and sustaining a culture of safety-security,
continuous monitoring of communication systems, and testing and reporting the performance
results. Hotels can achieve business excellence through implementation of this set of proposed
activities. Finally, the model can be applied to measure performance of hotels in other countries
with minor modification of the criteria framework and the associated weighting scheme.
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Abstract
Smokers are now an endangered group, because of a tough new law banning smoking in many
public and private places across the country. The main purpose of the study was to examine the
effects of tobacco laws on smoking intention. The study objectives were; to examine the effect of
marketing on smoking intention, to investigate how restriction on place of smoking affect
smoking intention and to examine how health warnings affects smoking intentions The study
was guided by the problem behaviour theory, social impact theory and theory of planned. The
study employed exploratory research design. The target population for this study constituted
2017237 respondents. The study applied both stratified and simple random sampling procedures.
A sample size of 400 respondents was selected for the purpose of the study. The main data
collection instruments included the questionnaires, interview schedule and observation.
Quantitative and qualitative approaches were used for data analysis. Quantitative data from the
questionnaire was coded and entered into the computer for computation of descriptive statistics
such as frequency and percentages so as to present the quantitative data in form of frequency
tables and graphs. The inferential statistics multiple regression model was used to test the
hypothesis and verify on the variables. The study found out that there was a positive significant
relationship between marketing, restrictions on place of smoking and health warnings and
smoking intention.
Keywords: Tobacco Laws, Smoking Intentions, Tobacco Advertisement, Tobacco Policy,
Health Warnings, Place of Smoking and Smoking
Introduction
According to Mathers and Loncar (2006) tobacco smoking is one of the leading causes of
preventable death, responsible for over 5 million deaths annually. Currently, more than 1 billion
people smoke, with over 80% living in low- and middle-income countries (Jha et al, 2012).
However, countries are at different stages of the tobacco epidemic (Lopez et al 2004).
Nonnemaker and Farrelly (2011) state that countries worldwide have different ways of reducing
people smoking intentions although the ways vary from one country to another depending on the
actual objective of each country. This is done in a bid to reduce the smoking rate of individuals.
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Tobacco laws have emerged as the most important phenomenon in countries that enables tobacco
policy makers to harness the energies of all citizens to determine their strength and maximize
both group and individual smoking intentions (Tauras, 2005).
Stewart (2013) postulates that many countries have achieved substantial declines in smoking
intentions, smoking and tobacco-related diseases through the implementation of comprehensive
tobacco laws, sensitization, education and training and even the control programs, while others
are experiencing increases in smoking prevalence due to lack or poor of educational and training
programs. Tobacco laws and controls efforts have evolved over time as evidence has grown to
support the use of different laws, education and training approaches to improve on smoking
intentions (WHO, 2007). The population-based approaches most commonly used have included
increased taxes, public education and training through mass media campaigns and health
warnings, tobacco marketing restrictions, and the introduction of smoke-free indoor
environments (Thrasher et al 2007). With the introduction of the World Health Organization’s
(WHO) Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC) and MPOWER (Monitor, Protect,
Offer, Warn, Enforce, Raise) policy package, tobacco control policies are being implemented
worldwide (Hopkins et al 2011). To model the impacts of these policies and develop achievable
targets for smoking prevalence, policy makers need estimates of the independent effects of
interventions on smoking behavior and intentions (Wakefield et al 2013).
According to the Tobacco Control Regulations (2014), in Kenya, approximately 2.5 million
adults in Kenya 11.6% of the adult population currently use tobacco. Of great concern, one in
five men (19.1%) use tobacco, one of the highest rates in sub-Saharan Africa (The Tobacco
Control Act, 2007). According to Muturi (2005) there is a rapid increase of women and young
smokers picking up the smoking habit, as well as an increase of multiple forms of tobacco
products such as shisha. Kenya has a tobacco control policy that prohibits people form smoking
in public places. The Kenya Tobacco Control Packaging and Labeling Regulations include the
Graphic Health Warnings (GHWs) covering 30% front/50% back of main display areas of
tobacco product packaging (13 different warnings rotated every 12 months) and ban on
misleading packaging (includes terms, brand names, logos, or any other sign).
These laws, rewards to retailers, sensitization, education and training have been effective on
smoking intentions of individuals where warning labels are effective in reducing tobacco
consumption and highly cost effective (The Tobacco Control Act, 2007). Research also shows
that large, graphic warning labels on tobacco products is an effective way to inform customers
about the harmful impact of tobacco, encourage users to quit and deter non-users from starting
h0ence reducing smoking intentions (The Tobacco Control Act, 2007). Moreover, according to
the Tobacco Control Act (2007) tobacco control education and information dissemination shall
form part of health care services by healthcare providers. The Government shall provide training
for the healthcare providers to acquire skills for proper information dissemination and education
on tobacco. The question however is, to evaluate the extent to which tobacco laws have an effect
on smoking intentions with reference to Elgeyo Marakwet and Nandi, Uasin Gishu County.
Methodology
This paper adopted an exploratory research design. It has to be noted that exploratory research is
the initial research, which forms the basis of more conclusive research. The study was conducted
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in Elgeyo Marakwet, Uasin Gishu and Nandi County. The target population for this study
constituted of non-consumers, consumers, regulators and enforcers in Uasin Gishu, Elgeyo
Marakwet county and Nandi County as shown on the table below;
Table 1: Target Population
Target group Non-smokers
Smokers
Regulators
Enforcers
Total
Uasin Gishu 745149
149030
13
24
894216
County
Elgeyo
308332
61666
9
17
370024
Marakwet
county
Nandi
627471
125494
11
21
752997
County
Total
1680952
336190
33
62
2017237
(Source: Selected Counties Records, 2016)
The paper applied both stratified and simple random sampling procedures to obtain the
respondents for questionnaires. Simple random sampling was applied to allow every individual
an equal chance to participate in the study. The sample size of this paper was based according to
Yamane‘s (1967) formulae which is as follows;
n=
N
1+ N(e)2
Where;
n is the sample size,
N is the population size, (2017237)
e is the level of precision (0.05).
n=
2017237
1+ 2017237 (0.05)2
n= 400
Therefore a sample size of 400 respondents was selected for the purpose of the paper.
Table 2: Sample Frame
Target
Non-smokers
group
Uasin
Gishu
745149/2017237×4
County
00
=149
Elgeyo
Marakw
et
county
Nandi
County

Smokers

Regulators

Enforcers

Sampl
e Size

149030/2017237×4 13/2017237×4
00
00
=31
=3

24/2017237×4
00
=3

186

308332/2017237×4
00
=62

61666/2017237×40 9/2017237×40
0
0
=13
=3

17/2017237×4
00
3

81

627471/2017237×4
00
=125

125494/2017237×4 11/2017237×4
00
00
=4
3
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21/2017237×4
00
1

133

Total
Source: (Author, 2016)

295

5

10

400

The data collection instruments that were used in this paper included the questionnaire, Interview
Schedule and Observation.
Data Analysis was both quantitative and qualitative. Quantitative data from the questionnaire
will be coded and entered into the computer for computation of descriptive statistics. The
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS version 21) was used to run descriptive statistics
such as frequency and percentages so as to present the quantitative data in form of frequency
tables and graphs based on the major research questions for easy understanding. The inferential
statistics multiple regression model was used to test the hypothesis and verify on the variables.
The qualitative data on the other hand was acquired from interview schedule. The multiple
regression model used in the study is as follows:
Regression Model
Y = β0 + β1X1 + β2X2+ β3X3 + ε (Error Rate)
Where:Y = Smoking Intentions
β0 = Constant.
β1, β2, and β3 = Regression Coefficients
ε = Unexplained Variation i.e. error term, it represents all the factors that affect the dependent
variable but are not included in the model either because they are not known or difficult to
measure.
X1 = Restrictions on Place of Smoking
X2 = Health Warnings
X3 = Marketing Restrictions
Results And Discussion
Background Information
According to the findings, a simple majority (60.0%) of the respondents were male while the
remaining (40.0%) are females as indicated. This is an indication that most of the people who
participated in the study were male than the female counterparts. This is good for this study since
the opinion of both genders is equally presented.
From the results, majority (53.6%) of the respondents were in the age bracket of 31-35 years
while 20% were 18-30 years. It was also clear that 10.4% were in the age bracket of 46-55 years.
The remaining 16.0% were above 55 years of age. This is an indication that the study was able to
collect data from older respondents who were well versed with the tobacco laws on smoking the
researcher was able to collect information from different age groups.
From the results it was clear that majority 40.8% of the respondents were diploma holders
whereas a significant number (28.8%) of the respondents attained the secondary level of
education. The respondents who attained the degree level of education accounted for 17.6% of
the population the remaining 12.8% attained the primary level of education. This indicates the
majority of the respondents have a diploma level of education with a sizeable amount with
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secondary level of education. This forms a good population who is highly educated and therefore
is in better position to answer questions and give a technical opinion on the subject of the study.
The study showed that majority (44.8%) of the respondents had a working experience of 11-16
years whereas 30.4% had worked for 6-10 years. It was also established that 12.8% of the
respondents had a working experience of 1-5 years and the remaining respondents who had
worked for above 16 years accounted for 12.0%. The findings indicated that varied responses
could be collected from the respondents considering that those who had little experience and
those who had a lot of experience participated in the study.
Table 1 Effect of Marketing Restrictions on Smoking Intentions
Marketing
SA
A
N
Promotion of tobacco products has Freq 44
40
9
been banned to reduce the number %
35.2 32.0 7.2
of smokers in the region
There is high rate of restrictions
Freq 35
41
21
given on advertising the tobacco
%
28.0 32.8 16.8
products
There is adequate legal
Freq 12
22
19
mechanisms to reach the public
%
9.6
17.6 15.2
Smokers have no intentions of
smoking no more following antismoking advertisement on
cigarette packets

Freq
%

42
33.6

41
32.8

5
4.0

D
21
16.8

SD
11
8.8

Total
125
100

Mean
3.68
73.6%

17
13.6

11
8.8

125
100

3.58
71.6%

41
32.8

31
24.8

125
100

2.54
50.8%

21
16.8

16
12.8

125
100

3.58
71.6%

From the findings, it was established that 73.6% of the respondents felt that promotion of
tobacco products has been banned to reduce the number of smokers in the region (Mean=3.68)
while 71.6% were of the opinion that There is high rate of restrictions given on advertising the
tobacco products with a mean of 3.58 and 50.8% agreed that There is adequate legal mechanisms
to reach the public (Mean= 2.54) and the remaining 71.6% accepted that smokers have no
intentions of smoking no more following anti-smoking advertisement on cigarette packets.
The results were meant to mean that restricted advertisement of tobacco product has been banned
to reduce the number of smokers in the country and also reduce the smoking intentions of
individuals. This shows that when tobacco products are not advertised hence of smokers and
every individual will have that intention to smoke anywhere any time.
The findings concords with that of World Bank (2009) that tobacco advertising and promotion is
usually designed to associate the product with people’s desire for sophistication, pleasure and
success. In order to segment the market and to appeal to a wide variety of current and potential
consumers, different desires are created by different brands. Tobacco control advocates argue
that all tobacco advertising and promotion should be banned.
Table 2 Effects of Restrictions on Place of Smoking on Smoking Intentions
Restrictions on Place
SA
A
N
D
SD
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Total

Mean

Many people avoid smoking in
public places due to the restrictions
given
The county government observes
the people ignoring the laws
related to place of smoking to
arrest them
Some of the members of the public
ignore the restriction given
concerning place of smoking
Restriction on place of smoking
has reduced smoking intentions by
individuals

Freq
%

34
27.2

38
30.4

10
8.0

26
20.8

17
13.6

125
100

3.37
67.4%

Freq
%

23
18.4

26
20.8

18
14.4

35
28.0

23
18.4

125
100

2.93
58.6%

Freq
%

17
13.6

25
20.0

13
10.4

40
32.0

30
24.0

125
100

2.67
53.4%

Freq
%

18
14.4

32
25.6

7
5.6

41
32.8

27
21.6

125
100

2.78
55.6%

Table 2 shows that 67.4% of the respondents accepted that many people avoid smoking in public
places due to the restrictions given with a mean of 3.37 while 58.6% accepted that the county
government observes the people ignoring the laws related to place of smoking to arrest them
(Mean= 2.93) and 53.4% accepted that some of the members of the public ignore the restriction
given concerning place of smoking with a mean of 2.67 and the remaining 55.6% said that
restriction on place of smoking has reduced smoking intentions by individuals (Mean=2.78).
The findings were interpreted to mean that due to the restriction given on smoking people avoid
smoking in public places due to fear of being fined by the county governments. The findings are
in line with Hann (2010) that the effectiveness of a smoking ban likely depends on the
comprehensiveness of legislation, level of enforcement, public support, and degree of prior
legislation in place. For instance, some countries like Kenya have passed the tobacco control act
that prohibits smoking in almost all public places like government buildings, hospitals, factories,
and cinemas), and restricted it in several others. Smoking in all public places (except designated
areas) is prohibited throughout. Hann et al (2010) further a state that after restriction on smoking
in public spaces was introduced, this lowers than expected smoking prevalence after the
implementation of a partial smoking ban, but smoking prevalence returned to normal 3 years
after the ban.
Table 5 Effects of Health Warnings on Smoking Intentions
Health Warnings
SA
A
N
The people fear smoking due to
Freq 39
41
5
health warnings
%
31.2 32.8 4.0

D
23
18.4

SD
17
13.6

Total
125
100

Mean
3.50
70%

Some of the people in the area do
not read the health warnings given
hence are affected by diseases
Health warning has reduced the
number of smokers in the area

Freq
%

22
17.6

30
24.0

12
9.6

32
25.6

29
23.2

125
100

2.87
57.4%

Freq
%

30
24.0

31
24.8

13
10.4

31
24.8

20
16.0

125
100

3.16
63.2%

Health warning has reduced

Freq

14

16

28

36

31

125

2.57
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people’s intentions to smoke

%

11.2

12.8

22.4

28.8

24.8

100

51.4%

From the findings, 70% of the respondents accepted that the people fear smoking due to health
warnings with a mean of 3.50 while 57.4% agreed that some of the people in the area do not read
the health warnings given hence are affected by diseases (Mean= 2.87) and 63.2% accepted that
health warning has reduced the number of smokers in the area with a mean of 3.16 and the
remaining 51.4% felt that health warning has reduced people’s intentions to smoke with a mean
of 2.57.
The findings were interpreted to mean that health-warning labels on cigarette packs provide a
means of informing smokers about the health risks associated with smoking. However, not all
warning labels are equally effective at this task. Provision of this health warning to the people
helps them to fear smoking due to the repercussion of smoking. These messages are a means for
delivering messages about health risks from smoking and resources for obtaining help to quit.
The findings are in line with Grossman (2005) who confirmed that health warnings increase
knowledge of health effects and have been cited as a motivating factor among quitters. Warning
labels that are large, contain a direct and specific message about the risk associated with smoking
and depict the risk in a vivid colour photograph are more effective at increasing smokers’
knowledge of health risks and motivating them to quit than small text-based labels.
Table 6 Smoking Intention Indicators
Smoking Intention Indicators
There are people who have quit
Freq
smoking due to the tobacco laws
%
People are gradually changing
Freq
decisions to smoke
%
People have not stopped smoking
even with the introduction of
tobacco laws
There is a high rate of subsequent
smoking in the area

SA
24
19.2
21
16.8

A
31
24.8
24
19.2

N
15
12.0
12
9.6

D
30
24.0
40
32.0

SD
25
20.0
28
22.4

Total
125
100
125
100

Mean
2.99
59.8%
2.76
55.2%

Freq
%

33
26.4

29
23.2

11
8.8

29
23.2

23
18.4

125
100

3.16
63.2%

Freq
%

31
24.8

31
24.8

8
6.4

29
23.2

26
20.8

125
100

3.10
62%

From the findings, it was established that 59.8% of the respondents were of the opinion that there
are people who have quit smoking due to the tobacco laws with a mean of 2.99 while 55.2%
accepted that people are gradually changing decisions to smoke (Mean= 2.76) and 63.2%
accepted that people have not stopped smoking even with the introduction of tobacco laws with a
mean on 3.16 and the remaining 62% of the respondents accepted that there is a high rate of
subsequent smoking in the area (Mean=3.10).
Regression Analysis
The study computed the regression model with an aim of establishing the relationship between
the dependent and independent variables of the study. The regression model was as follows:
smoking intentions = α + β1 (marketing) β2 (Restrictions on Place of Smoking) + β3 (health
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warnings) + ε. Regression analysis also produced correlation, coefficient of determination and
analysis of variance (ANOVA).
Table 7 Model Summary
Model Summary
Model
R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Std. Error of the
Estimate
1
.771a
.631
.532
.06227
a. Predictors: (Constant) marketing, Restrictions on Place of Smoking, health warnings
The results showed a correlation value (R) of 0.771 which depicts that there is a good linear
dependence between the independent and dependent variables. With an adjusted R-squared of
0.532, the model shows marketing, Restrictions on Place of Smoking, health warnings explain
53.2 percent of the variations in smoking intentions while 46.8 percent is explained by other
factors not in the model. This shows that marketing, restrictions on place of smoking and health
warning have a significant influence on smoking intentions.
Table 8 ANOVA
ANOVAa
Model
Sum of Squares df
Mean Square
F
Sig.
1
Regression
4.181
4
1.394
3.135
.038a
Residual
15.562
120
.445
Total
19.744
124
a. Dependent Variable: E
b. Predictors: (Constant), marketing, restrictions on place of smoking, health warnings
ANOVA statistics was conducted to determine the differences in the means of the dependent and
independent variables thus show whether a relationship exists between the two. The P-value of
0.038 implies that smoking intentions has a significant joint relationship with marketing,
Restrictions on Place of Smoking, health warnings which is significant at 5 percent level of
significance. This also depicted the significance of the regression analysis done at 95%
confidence level.
Table 9 Coefficients
Coefficientsa
Model
Unstandardized Coefficients
Standardized
t
Sig.
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
Beta
1
(Constant)
7.724
.445
1.543
.000
marketing
1.434
.697
.338
2.058
.047
Restrictions 1.719
.720
.362
2.387
.023
on place of
smoking
Health
0.724
.506
.762
1.942
.003
warnings
a. Dependent Variable: Smoking Intentions
From the data in the above table, there is a positive relationship between smoking intentions and
three independent variables marketing, restrictions on place of smoking and health warnings. The
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established regression equation was smoking intentions = 7.724 + .338 Marketing Restrictions +
.362 restrictions on place of smoking + .762 health warning.
The regression analysis shows that Marketing Restrictions has a positive relationship with
smoking intentions (P=0.47, β= .338), Restrictions on place of smoking (P=0.23, β= .362) and
health warnings (P=0.003, β= .762). This shows that the regression results show that health
warnings exhibits the strongest and positive influence on smoking intentions as indicated by a
coefficient value of .762 closely followed by restriction s on place of smoking at a coefficient
value of .362.
Further the study carried out the hypothesis testing between smoking intentions and all the
independent variables. The study findings are as shown below.
HO1 There is no significant effect of Marketing Restrictions on smoking intention.
This hypothesis was rejected because there is a positive significant relationship between
Marketing Restrictions and smoking intention
HO2 Restriction on place of smoking has no effect on smoking intention.
The hypothesis was rejected because there is a positive relationship between restrictions on place
of smoking has no effect and smoking intention.
HO3 There is no significant effect of health warnings on smoking intention.
The hypothesis was rejected because there is a significant relationship between health warnings
and smoking intention.
Summary and Conclusion
From the findings, it was established that majority of the respondents felt that promotion of
tobacco products has been banned to reduce the number of smokers in the region while a
significant number were of the opinion that there is high rate of restrictions given on advertising
the tobacco products and that there is adequate legal mechanisms to reach the public. The
remaining partly of the respondents accepted that smokers have no intentions of smoking no
more following anti-smoking advertisement on cigarette packets. The findings concords with that
of World Bank (2009) that tobacco advertising and promotion is usually designed to associate
the product with people’s desire for sophistication, pleasure and success. In order to segment the
market and to appeal to a wide variety of current and potential consumers, different desires are
created by different brands. Tobacco control advocates argue that all tobacco advertising and
promotion should be banned.
From the findings, majority of the respondents accepted that many people avoid smoking in
public places due to the restrictions given with a mean of 3.37 while a significant number
accepted that the county government observes the people ignoring the laws related to place of
smoking to arrest them and that some of the members of the public ignore the restriction given
concerning place of smoking and the remaining partly said that restriction on place of smoking
has reduced smoking intentions by individuals. The findings are in line with Hann et al (2010)
that the effectiveness of a smoking ban likely depends on the comprehensiveness of legislation,
level of enforcement, public support, and degree of prior legislation in place. For instance, some
countries like Kenya have passed the tobacco control act that prohibits smoking in almost all
public places like government buildings, hospitals, factories, and cinemas), and restricted it in
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several others. Smoking in all public places (except designated areas) is prohibited throughout.
Hann et al (2010) further a state that after restriction on smoking in public spaces was
introduced, this lowers than expected smoking prevalence after the implementation of a partial
smoking ban, but smoking prevalence returned to normal 3 years after the ban.
From the findings, majority of the respondents accepted that the people fear smoking due to
health warnings with a mean of 3.50 while a significant number agreed that some of the people
in the area do not read the health warnings given hence are affected by diseases and that health
warning has reduced the number of smokers in the area. The remaining least of the respondents
felt that health warning has reduced people’s intentions to smoke. The findings were interpreted
to mean that health-warning labels on cigarette packs provide a means of informing smokers
about the health risks associated with smoking. However, not all warning labels are equally
effective at this task. Provision of this health warning to the people helps them to fear smoking
due to the repercussion of smoking. These messages are a means for delivering messages about
health risks from smoking and resources for obtaining help to quit. The findings are in line with
Grossman (2005) who confirmed that health warnings increase knowledge of health effects and
have been cited as a motivating factor among quitters. Warning labels that are large, contain a
direct and specific message about the risk associated with smoking and depict the risk in a vivid
colour photograph are more effective at increasing smokers’ knowledge of health risks and
motivating them to quit than small text-based labels
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Abstract
Exchange rate volatility is the focus in determining the economic performance of any particular
country. Therefore, there is need in understanding of the concept of exchange rates, extend of the
causality of exchange rate volatility and their operations in domestic and foreign currencies
exchange. Despite abundant empirical literature on the effects of exchange rate volatility on
macroeconomic variables, such as, economic growth in many developing open economies like
Latin America and Asia, few studies have investigated the determinants of exchange rate
volatility. This study therefore analysed the effects of interest rate and inflation rate differentials
on the exchange rate volatility of Kenya Shillings relative to the USA dollar. The study
employed an explanatory approach using time series data, collected monthly for 175 months
from January 2000 to July 2014. The data consisted of KSH/USD Exchange rate, 3-month
Treasury bills and inflations rates of US and Kenya. Regression analysis revealed that interest
rate differential (β =0.826) and inflation rate differential (β=.0.05) had a significant and positive
effects on the exchange rate. The results implied that higher interest rates in the country cause a
depreciation of the Kenya shillings, which was contrary to interest rate parity (IRP) theory. In
addition, the study found that an increase in inflation rate differential causes an increase in
exchange rate, which was found to be in agreement with the purchasing power parity (PPP)
theory. This study therefore recommends the adoption of suitable policies that seek to control
interest rates, inflation rates and associated pressures to safeguard volatile exchange rate
movement.
Keywords: Exchange Rate Volatility, Economic performance, Inflation rate
Differentials

Introduction
The exchange rate (price of one currency in relation to another) is an important macroeconomic
variable, determining a country’s level of trade, international competitiveness, debt servicing
costs, and hence, its general economic health (Jamil et al., 2012; Danmola, 2013). Thus,
volatility of the exchange rate (its instability, fickleness or uncertainty) is expected to impact on
the economic performance of a country. The major corpus of research appears to support this
view. A volatile exchange rate causes risk-averse commodity traders to demand higher prices to
cover for the uncertainty, decreasing the volume of trade (Arize et al., 2005; Grier and
Smallwood, 2007). Muhammad (2012) argues that exchange rate fluctuations encourage
speculative behavior based on expectations that the exchange rate will continue to appreciate.
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This could result in liquidity shortages and trigger significant balance sheet effects, which may
require central bank action to stabilize the system for instance, by providing short-term foreign
currency liquidity to the banks. Higher exchange volatility increases uncertainty over the return
of investment, which lowers foreign direct investment, a crucial plank for development in small
economies, for instance, Kenya (Barlevy, 2004). Because of the central role exchange rates play
in national economies, it is germane to gain an understanding on the causality of the exchange
rate volatility.
Studies suggest that various factors could influence exchange rate volatility. First, differentials
in inflation between two countries would result in differences of purchasing power of the two
currencies, as enunciated by purchasing power parity (PPP) theory (Cassel, 1922). After early
disappointments with dynamic equilibrium models of PPP (for example, Mark, 1990), recent
inclusion of transaction costs, non-traded goods, Harrod-Balassa-Samuelson effect and wealth
effects have led to a modified and more acceptable PPP (Taylor and Taylor, 2004). Secondly,
interest rate differentials could increase premium of a currency of a country with a higher
interest, because of higher capital inflows, controlling for other mitigating factors, for instance,
inflation (Hakkio, 1986; Eichebaum and Evans, 1995). On the other hand, an increase in interest
rate may adversely affect future export performance, reducing the flow of foreign exchange
reserves and hence, depreciating a currency (Furman & Stiglitz, 1998), showing that the effects
of interest rates could be contradictory. Thirdly, consistent adverse balance of payments could
make the currency to depreciate in near future and vice versa (Kandil, 2009). Other studies have
fingered political pressure (Faia et al., 2008) and market sentiment (Hopper, 1997) as being
crucial determinants of exchange rate volatility. However, few studies have looked at the
relationship between interest rate and inflation rate differentials, balance of trade and exchange
rate in Kenya. A study by Ndung'u (1999) assessed whether the exchange rates in Kenya were
affected by monetary policy, and whether these effects were permanent or transitory. The
objectives of this study were: (1) To determine the effect of interest rate differentials (interest
rate parity-IRP) on exchange rate volatility and (2) to determine the effect of inflation rate
differentials (purchasing power parity-PPP) on the exchange rate volatility.

Materials and Methods
The study employed an explanatory approach using time series research design. Secondary data,
consisting of monthly data of KSH/USD Exchange rate, 3-month Treasury bills and Inflations
rates of US and Kenya for the time periods 175 months from January 2000 to July 2014. The
exchange rate was measured by the Kenyan shilling in terms of USA dollar while the interest
rate was the 3-month T-bills monthly rate. Inflation differential was the monthly inflation
difference between domestic inflation and USA inflation. The requisite data were obtained from
the various publications and websites of the Central Bank of Kenya, Kenya National Bureau of
Statistics (KNBS) and the US Federal reserve.
Normality in the data was checked by inspecting skewness and kurtosis values whereas a
correlation matrix was used to check multicollinearity amongst exogenous variables.
Augmented Dickey-Fuller (1979) test was conducted to test the null hypothesis that the data was
a random walk or non-stationary. To establish the relationship between the interest rates and
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inflation rates with currency exchange rate, Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) linear method was
used. The study tested the following model (i):
E t    b 1 Int
R

D
t

 b 2 Inf

D
t

 t

……..………………………...…………. (i)

Where:
R

Exchange rate (EXR) given as E t : represents KSH/USD exchange rate for the periods t.
α=constant,
t-is time period: samples of months 1 to 175, from January 2000 to July 2014, where
January 2000 = 1 and July 2014 = 175.
D

Int

t

Inf

t

(Interest rate differential: the difference of average interest rate in the local and in USA for
the periods t defined above.
D

(Inflation rate differential): the difference of inflation in the home and USA for the periods
t defined above.
Results and Discussion
Preliminaries
The values of skewness and kurtosis were within the benchmark of +2, suggesting that the data
was sufficiently normal. The correlation between interest rate and inflation rate differentials was
0.29, suggesting that multi collinearity was minimal. Results of the Augmented Dickey-Fuller
(ADF) unit root test is presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Unit root tests summary table at level with trend and intercept
Variable Test Critical
ADF Test Prob* Coefficient
Lag
values(level)
statistic
length
EXR

INTRD

INFRD

-4.011977*
-3.436009**
-3.142085***
-4.012618*
-3.436318**
-3.142266***
-4.015700*
-3.437801**
-3.143138***

-4.442354

0.3565

-0.048845

1

-4.237488

0.0807

-0.070088

3

-5.800419

0.1994

-0.097375

12

*, **, and ***denotes 1%, 5% and 10% significant levels
The computed ADF statistic for the three variables under study (exchange rate: -4.44; interest
rate differential: -4.237, and inflation rate differential: -5.800) were all smaller than the critical
“tau” values at 1%, 5%, and 10% significant levels, suggesting that the data did not have a unit
root problem, that is, the data was adequately stationary over the time period. A plot of the
variables showed fluctuations over the period, buttressing this conclusion (Figures 1 and 2).
Figure 1: Graph showing exchange rate (EXR) and interest rate differentials (INTRD)
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The horizontal axis is the monthly information while the vertical axis is the variable
representations. The Kenyan shilling rose from ksh72.24 at the beginning of the study to around
ksh80 against the dollar in the 20th month before a sharp fall in the 45th month of the study.
Again, the exchange rate rose steadily before it fell in the months between 62 and 100
exchanging at approximately ksh62.53. The exchange rate then steeply rose to a high of
approximately ksh103 in the months of 140th of the study (November 2011) before slightly
coming down afterwards. Interest rate differential also kept on fluctuating, depending on the
market forces of demand in the capital (investment) in the domestic and foreign 91-day
discounting bills.
Figure 2: Graph Showing exchange rate (EXR) and inflation
rate differentials (INTRD)
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Inflation rate differentials were observed to steeply fluctuate, suggesting discrete differences in
inflation levels between Kenya and US.
OLS Regression analysis
The results of the OLS linear regression are presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Results of Linear Regression Model for Exchange Rates volatility
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Variables

Coefficients and t - values

Constant(C)

72.754 (83.567) ***
0.826 (7.299)*

Int
Inf

D

(INTRD)

t
D
t

(INFRD)

0. 05 (0.536)**

R2
0.2609
F- Value
30.357**
Adjusted R2
0.2523
Figures in parentheses are t-values. *, **, and *** = t value significant at the ten, five
and
one percent levels of probability, respectively.
The estimated equation for the linear model can thus be written as:
EXR=72.754 + 0.826*INTRD + 0.05*INFRD + ε …………..(ii)
The β coefficients for both interest rate and inflation rate differentials were significant and
positive at p<.10 and p<0.05, respectively, implying that an increase in any of them would likely
increase the exchange rate. For instance, a unit increase in interest rate differential will cause a
0.826 increase in the exchange rate, ceteris paribus. This is unlike Hakkio (1986) and
Eichebaum and Evans (1995), who argued that higher interest rate differentials could cause the
currency of a country with a higher interest rate to appreciate because of higher capital inflows.
This implies that higher interest rate in Kenyan does not attract foreign capital inflow to increase
the demand for local currency. Instead, capital may outflow from the country, as investors may
perceive it as the sign of economic difficulties; hence, the demand for foreign currency increases.
It is observed that central bank generally pursues conservative monetary policy to raise the rate
of interest during the period of financial difficulties. Therefore, investors may like to shift their
capital in a favorable country. In addition, the KSH is freely convertible only for the current
account transactions, but not for the capital account transactions. Funds transfer from capital
investment accounts needs official approval of the central bank. As investment capitals cannot
flow in and out freely, a higher interest rate in normal economic period may not adequately
attract the foreign capital. Lastly, appreciation of the currency of a country with higher interest
rate usually occurs when inflation is low (Eichebaum and Evans (1995). Thus, the anomalous
results might be explained by the higher inflation in Kenya relative to the USA during the study
period. The study therefore found no support for the interest rate parity (IRP) theory
(Lemgruber, 2008).
The β coefficient for inflation rate differential was 0.05, suggesting that a unit increase in
inflation rate differential causes a 0.05 increase in exchange rate. This was in line with studies
that have suggested that countries with higher inflation rates typically experience depreciation of
their currency in relation to currencies of their trading partners (Taylor and Taylor, 2004). This
study therefore lends support to purchasing power parity (PPP) theory (Cassel, 1922).
The OLS regression model was found to explain only 25% (Adjusted R2: 0.252) of the variance
in exchange rate volatility. The remaining unexplained variation in exchange rate volatility
could partly be attributed to other factors not specified in the model and partly to the error term
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in the regression equation. Thus, other factors suggested in literature, for instance, consistent
adverse balance of payments (Kandil, 2009), political pressure (Faia et al., 2008) and market
sentiment (Hopper, 1997) could be important determinants of exchange rate volatility.
Conclusions and Recommendations
This study investigated the effects of interest rate and inflation rate differentials on the exchange
rate volatility of Kenya Shillings relative to the USA dollar between January 2000 and July 2014.
The study found that an increase in interest rate differential causes an increase in the exchange
rate, ceteris paribus, which was unusual as higher interest rates are expected to attract higher
capital inflows, leading to the appreciation of the currency. However, this could be explained by
the high inflation in the country and that higher interest rate in Kenya could lead to capital
outflow from the country as investors may perceive it as a sign of economic difficulties; leading
to the demand for foreign currency increases. The study thus found no support for interest rate
parity (IRP) theory. The study also found that an increase in inflation rate differential causes an
increase in exchange rate, which was found to be in agreement with the purchasing power parity
(PPP) theory.
The economic variables that determine exchange rate fluctuations are of fundamental concern to
every economy. For the government to control the volatility in the exchange rates, there must be
appropriate adoption of policies that seek to control interest rates, inflation rates and associated
pressures so as to safeguard exchange rate movement that may adversely affect the economic
performance.
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MARKETING OPPORTUNITIES TO POSITION KENYA AS A
DESTINATION OF CHOICE FOR THE USA LEISURE MARKET: CASE
OF INBOUND TOUR OPERATORS
Ondabu Kiage
Moi University, Kenya

Abstract
Kenya is a popular tourism destination in Africa with abundant tourism resources and activities.
However, to the Americans who are among the world’s top spenders in outbound international
travel, Kenya is still not a popular destination. This study sought to identify the marketing
opportunities available to inbound tour operators to position the country as a destination of
choice for American tourists. 40 respondents were targeted from selected ITOs based in Nairobi
using questionnaires mainly on 5-point likert scale. The study revealed that American tourists
were attracted by abundant wildlife and safari (score 5). The company website (score 5), and
social media (score 4.6) were the most popular sources of information on destination Kenya and
booked their trips online (score 5). However, insecurity, and travel time between the two
countries were the major obstacles (score 5). In conclusion, Kenya has diversity of tourism
resources and activities that can appeal to and be consumed by large number of tourists from the
USA. However, for successful tourism consumer education in the USA leisure market, the
Government has a big role to play in policy formulation and implementation in the provision of
security and safety, development of infrastructure that conforms to the USA standards for direct
flights, and provide incentives to the private sector (ITOs) to engage the Kenyan Diaspora, invest
more in technology, training, environmental conservation, and products/services provision and
diversification to respond to the needs and wants of the USA leisure market.
Keywords: Inbound Tour Operators, American tourists, tourism resources/activities, marketing,
opportunities, destination of choice
Introduction
Tourism is big business globally which serious destinations cannot afford to ignore. Destinations
worldwide received 369 million International tourists in the first quarter of 2017, representing
6% growth over the same period 2016 (UNWTO, 2017). Various UNWTO reports indicate that
tourism is an important global industry and that international arrivals are expected to be more
than double by 2020, reaching 1.6B arrivals while tourism expenditure is expected to reach US$
2 trillion. From the perspective of this global industry, tourism to and in developing countries is
of major significance. For example, 42% of international travel takes place to the vast number of
today’s developing countries. The direct contribution of Tourism to Kenya’s GDP was Kes
220.6B (4.1% of total GDP) in 2014, and was forecast to rise by 5.1% p.a. in the period 20152025 generating Kes 376.5B (4.0% of total GDP) in 2025. In 2014 Tourism directly supported
206,500 jobs (3.5% of total employment) and is expected to rise by 2.9% pa to 277,000 jobs
(3.4% of total employment) in 2025. Tourism investment in 2014 was Kes 69.3B, which was
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6.4% of total investment and is expected to rise by 5.2% pa up to 2025 and earn the country Kes
121.0B (World Travel & Tourism Council, 2015)
Tourism has the capacity to promote regional development, create new commercial and
industrial enterprises, create/stimulate SMEs, stimulate demand for locally produced goods and
services, and provide a market for agricultural products. KNBS (2001-2011), indicate that
tourism development in Kenya led to economic growth and poverty eradication in a number of
ways: generation of foreign exchange earnings, taxation, duties, license fees, park entry fees;
employment/jobs both in the formal sector (200,000 jobs) and in-formal sector (600,000 jobs),
and stimulated growth in other economic sectors such as agriculture, manufacturing, transport
and handicrafts. Tourism is one of the 5 key pillars in the realization of Vision 2030 (GoK, 2011)
and with apparent benefits of tourism, it is essential that inbound tour operators (ITOs) identify
marketing opportunities that they can use to position the country as a destination of choice for
specific targeted tourism markets.
To succeed in this competitive tourism environment, a destination must create a position in the
prospect’s mind, a position that takes into consideration not only a destination’s own strength
and weaknesses, but those of its clients. It is important for ITOs and others to know which
product features are of specific interest to customers in order for them to develop a competitive
strategy for destination Kenya, and evaluate the products’ subsequent performance in the tourism
market place. Thus, a position must be distinctive, noticed and valued by those customers with
whom destination Kenya would most like to develop a long-term relationship. Positioning
strategy requires managers to understand both their target customers and the characteristics of
their competitors’ offerings. This way, destination Kenya can establish a position in the minds of
its target customers and avoid being all things to all the people (Trout, 1997). Destination Kenya
must understand what it stands for in the minds of customers, the characteristic of its core
product offerings, how customers perceive service offerings and potential changes to be made on
the products to strength the competitive position (Lovelock, 2000)
The aim of this paper was to identify opportunities available to Kenyan inbound tour operators
(ITOs) to market Kenya as a destination choice for the American tourists. ITOs are a central link
between demands and supply and hence have power to influence both according to their needs.
Maru and Kieti (2013), state that ITOs are ‘middlemen’ who are normally located in key urban
centers and entry areas to main attractions. They range from multinationals to briefcase firms and
are usually contracted by tour wholesalers in tourists generating counties to provide services to
clients and thus, they are an important component in ensuring tourist satisfaction (Honey and
Krantz, 2007).
Tourists from the USA have always been attracted to Kenya for various reasons; hunting
wildlife, watching wildlife, research and conferences, etc though the numbers are not as expected
knowing the socio-economic links, military cooperation, etc. For example, in 2007, the US was
the 2nd largest inbound tourist arrivals into Kenya (100,516) after the UK (203,494). In 2007,
the total number of American outbound travelers was 31,288,000 and about 3% (938,640) of
them choose Africa as a destination. Kenya attracted 100,516 while SA attracted 219,000
travelers, double that to Kenya(UNWTO, 2008). This is rather disturbing knowing well that
Kenya offers the best attractions in Africa, has a large Kenyan Diaspora in America led by the
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most famous “Kenyan son”, President Obama, etc. Statistics from the first 10 months of 2015
and (2016) show the following of number of tourists into Kenya from selected counties: UK
84,423 (80,821); US 70,734 (82,363); India 41,257 (54,983); Uganda 24,420 (45,116); China
25,299 (41,459); Germany 30,806 (36,066); SA 25,819 (28,720); Italy 24,830 (27,933). This
data indicate that tourists from all markets increased except from UK. In the first 10 months of
2016, the USA was ranked no. 1. However, comparing 2007 (100,516) and 2016 (102,640), this
was really a very small increase. Western countries are still leading in tourist numbers because
tour wholesalers understand their consumer behavior; some of them have investments in Kenya
and a section of ITOs have some partnerships with tour wholesalers in those countries. Further,
there is a fairly large Kenyan Diaspora in the west. However, the ‘emerging’ markets (India and
China) and Africa are showing great potential and growth, and they are forecast to grow
(UNWTO, 2016). This “emerging” market growth is changing tourism and therefore, the ITOs
need to gain knowledge about these emerging markets for marketing strategy planning and
targeted consumer recognition.
The UNWTO statistics show that American tourists to Kenya are not steady therefore, there is
need to put strategies in place to grow this market for the prosperity of the Kenyan people.
Therefore, this study sought to: understand the needs of the USA leisure and travel market,
determine the tourism products and activities that appeal to them, find out how they access
information about destination Kenya, establish the challenges the American tourists encounter,
and determine opportunities therein.
Destination Attractiveness
The popularity of tourism destinations can be enhanced by combining factors of competitiveness
and attractiveness. Supply side drives competitiveness and demand side drives attractiveness
elements. The input of both tourists and operators of tourism facilities are necessary for any
destination to manage and enhance its competitive advantage. Tourist friendly destinations are
created from a combination aspect of space, activities, and products within the tourism system
approach. Space which is equipped with infrastructure, facilities, accommodation, attraction and
others, is essential to ensure a tourist friendly destination that fulfills the supply and demand of
tourist (Anuar et al., 2012). For tourism to be a profitable industry now and in the long term, its
development and management should be according to a new competitiveness paradigm (Ritchie
and Crouch, 1993). Competitiveness is now widely accepted as the most important factor
determining the long term success of organizations, and countries (Kozak and Rimmington,
1999). Ritchie and Crouch (2003) say, what makes a tourism destination truly competitive is its
ability to increase tourism expenditure, to increasingly attract visitors while providing them with
satisfying, memorable experiences.
A destination can be said to be competitive if its market share measured by visitor numbers and
financial returns are increasing (Hassan, 2000). This approach supports the widely held view that
competitiveness should be linked to high numbers and increasing destination income. The
attractiveness of a destination reflects the feelings and opinions of its visitors about the
destination’s perceived ability to satisfy their needs. The more a destination is able to meet the
needs of its tourists, the more it is perceived to be attractive and the more the destination is likely
to be chosen. Mayo and Jarvis (1980), define attractiveness as, “the perceived ability of the
destination to deliver individual benefits”. This ability is enhanced by attributes of a destination,
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i.e. those components that makeup a destination...this is a demand side perspective of the
destination (products that are consumed by tourists). The importance of these attributes help
people to evaluate the attractiveness of a destination and make relevant choices. The
attractiveness of a tourist destination encourages people to visit and spend time at the destination.
Therefore, the major value of destination attractiveness is the pulling effect it has on the tourists.
Without attractiveness, tourism does not exist and there could be little or no need for tourist
facilities and services. It is when people are attracted to a destination that facilities and services
follow (Ferrario, 1979b).
Kenya is regarded as the “jewel of East Africa” (Kenya, 2009). Kenya offers both natural and
cultural experiences to visitors hardly found elsewhere ranging from world famous wildlife
parks/reserves, natural landscapes, beautiful Indian Ocean beaches to diverse cultures and
historical sites. In fact, one of the wonders of the world is here in Kenya, the great migration of
over a million wildlife animals across the border of Kenya and Tanzania yearly. Generally,
Kenya is endured with both natural and cultural heritage attractions, fairly good accessibility and
connectivity to both local and international markets which gives the country and service
providers immerse opportunities in marketing Kenya as a destination of choice. Tourism
activities associate with tourists while in Kenya include; seeing diversity of wildlife, safari, game
drive, parachuting, festivals, pleasure tourism, climbing mountains, engaging in sex, supporting
the poor, among others. The availability of the activities offered in a destination are greatly
influenced by the actions of innovation and product development for example, golf courses and
some across the rivers, scuba-diving, jungle-trekking, river cruises etc (IATA, 2005). However,
there are certainly challenges impacting negatively on Kenyan tourism which include insecurity,
unstable politics, crime, terrorism, environmental degradation, among others.
To provide quality services, service providers must be well trained, equipped with right skills
and tools, and motivated. The managers must therefore have the right people and design jobs and
responsibilities very well in order to enhance service delivery and minimize cases of
unproductive behavior and stress (Collins, 1999; Levering & Moskowitz, 2000). Service
employees play a key role in both creating customer satisfaction and working toward service
recovery when services offered to not conform to the expectations of customers. In the region,
Kenya has a competitive advantage inherent in a well trained professionals with very good skills,
dedication to service provision, highly motivated and innovative who contribute directly and
indirectly to customer satisfaction. High customer satisfaction leads to continuity in relations
with customers and therefore customer loyalty and retention. The innovative abilities of the
Kenya people for example can be seen in the now world adopted and used technology money
transfer i.e. m-pesa, m-shwari, etc. There is every reason to believe that Kenyan employees are
among the best in tourism services.
Tour Operators
A tour operator/tour wholesaler is often described as an intermediary (Cooper et al. 1998; and
Holloway 1998). Cooper et al. (1998) state that tour operators are the crucial link in tourism
distribution chain because they are in contact with travelers before, during and after their
vacation and hence they can influence behavior. They have control over tourists’ itinerary,
accommodation, excursions, air and ground transportation, etc. They therefore, play an important
role in the service marketing mix: product, promotion, price, place, people, physical evidence,
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packaging and process. Their effort can significantly influence the tourism industry, especially in
a country like Kenya with less familiarity and accessibility for USA visitors (Sheldon, 1986). As
an intermediary, they bring buyers and sellers together, either to create markets where they
previously did not exist, or to make existing markets work more efficiently and thereby expand
the market size.
There are two types of tour operators namely; Outbound Tour Operators (OTOs) and Inbound
Tour Operators (ITOs). OTOs promote tours, design multi-national tours especially long haul
travelers seeking a specific experience in a foreign destination. They work in partnership with
local operators in the destination, or alternatively they can choose tours already designed by
inbound operators and re-sell them to clients. They have a depth knowledge of their customers’
needs, design travel products that meet those needs i.e. travel documents, transportation,
accommodation, sightseeing, activities, etc. On the other hand ITOs also known as ‘ground
operators’, are the local experts in a destination’s tourism products. They pick out ‘export ready’
products that they promote overseas thru distributors. They formulate tour packages individually
or in collaboration with foreign tour operators who understand their clients’ needs:
transportation, sightseeing, entertainment, meals, currency exchange, insurance services, etc.
Tourists at home in their country generally do not have in depth knowledge of a destination or
the service providers in that destination hence they end up seeking the services of ITOs.
Therefore, ITOs must have an established product, be in demand in the target market, offer good
value for money, have a product that is consistently delivered with high level of quality and
service, have a product that provide a unique experience, and have regular availability. ITOs
must respond to customers’ inquiry and complaints in real-time.
The dynamic changes in tourism continue to evolve and are characterized by more experienced
travelers who know what they want and are sensitive to the environmental degradation and the
role of the local community. They want to create, feel, and participate thereby exist with
memorable experience rather than a repetition of the usual. Thus, ITOs face a number of
challenges such as; product quality and diversity, knowledgeable consumers, relations between
countries, exchange rates, language constraint/barriers, regulatory laws, competition, lack of
financial resources, insecurity, ever evolving technology, and lack of coherent tourism policy.
These challenges are really and affect operations of ITOs and at the same time, they also provide
opportunities to position Kenya as a destination of choice.
Research Methodology
The study targeted ITOs who were members of Kenya Association of Tour Operators (KATO)
and had participated in USA trade shows as per KTB data for the last ten years. Using census
sampling, data was sort from 40 ITOs who had served the American tourists into Kenya in 2016.
The questionnaire was distributed either thru email or in person to 40 targeted tour operators but
29 ITOs answered and returned the questionnaire, representing 72.5% rate of the sample. The
information sort included; demographic and travel characteristics, their needs, appeal and
challenges, and ITOs’ operations and opportunities. Descriptive statistics formed the main tool of
analysis and result presentations.
Discussion and Finding
Table 1: Summary of Demographic Information (N=29)
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Age
Age Bracket
Up to 25
26 – 35
36 – 45
46 – 55
Above 55
Total

Frequency
4 (13.8%)
6 (20.7%)
12 (41.4%)
5 (17.2%)
2 (6.9%)
29

Single
Single
Married
Widowed
Divorced
Total

Frequency
7 (24.1%)
15 (51.7%)
2 (6.9%)
5 (17.2%)
29

Male
Female
Other
Total

15 (51.7%)
12 (41.4%)
2 (6.9%)
29

Elementary
Secondary
College/University
Other
Total

2 (6.9%)
4 (13.8%)
22 (75.9%)
1 (3.4%)
29

Marital Status

Gender

Education

Level of income (US$)/month
Below 4,000
4,000 - 8,000
Above 8,000
Total

3 (10.3%)
23(79.3%)
3 (10.3%)
29 (100%)

Table 2: Travel Behavior Characteristics (N=29),
2.1. Who accompanied them?
Frequency
Percent
i) Alone
4
13.8
ii) Family
15
51.7
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ii) Friends
7
24.1
iii) Business group
3
10.3
Total
29
100
2.2. How do American visitors source information about destination Kenya?
(Respond using the following options in a scale of 1 to 5; 1 = not at all important, 3= neutral, 5 =
very important)
Average Score
i)Advertisement on mass media
1 2 3 4 5
0
ii) Brochures and travel magazines
1 2 3 4 5
2.5
iii) Company website
1 2 3 4 5
5.0
iv) Word-of-mouth
1 2 3 4 5
3.6
v) Social media
1 2 3 4 5
4.6
vi) Trade shows
1 2 3 4 5
1.2
2.3. How do they book their trip?
(Respond using the following options in a scale of 1 to 5; 1 = not at all important, 3= neutral, 5 =
very important)
Average score
i) Company website
1 2 3 4 5
5.0
ii) Travel consultants
1 2 3 4 5
3.8
iii) On-site
1 2 3 4 5
3.2
iv) Other channels
1 2 3 4 5
2.1
2.4. How many times had they visited Kenya before?
i)First time – 10 (41.4%) ii) once – 8 (27.6%) iii) twice – 6 (20.7%) iv) more than twice 3 –
(10.3%)
. Had they visited other destinations similar to Kenya before?
Yes = 22 (75.9%) ii) No = 7 (24.1%)
2.5. Will they recommend destination Kenya to other people?
Yes 23 (79.3%) ii) No 6 (20.7%)
Frequency analysis was used to analyze the demographic (table 1) and travel behavior (table 2)
characteristics. More than half of the American tourists served were married, travelled with their
families, and were aged between 26 and 45 years. Further, more than three quarters of them had
college education and earned middle class income. The demographics characteristics fit well
with typical tourists who visit Kenya i.e. professionals, middle aged, adventurous, nature lovers,
and tend to be male dominated. These results suggested that the target market for ITOs is the
married male, aged between 26 and 45 years of age with college education and middle class
income.
American travelers sourced information about Kenya and its tourism products from company
website (score 5), Social media (4.6), word-of-mouth (score 3.6) and the brochures and travel
magazines (score 2.5). American tourists made travel arrangements and consumption on-line
thru company website (score 5), travel consultants (score 3.8) and on-site (3.2). Those who
booked onsite were mainly those on return visit and understood Kenyan tourism
products/services fairly well which meant that there were significant return visits. The results
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further indicated that more than half (58.6%) the tourists had visited Kenya at least once or more,
and about 41.4% were first time visitors. More than three quarters had visited other destinations
with similar tourism products, and indicated that they will recommend Kenya to other potential
visitors
Table 3: No. of years in operations (ITOs)
No. years’ operating
01 – 05

N
29

Frequency
2 (6.9%)

06 – 10

29

3 (10.3%)

11 – 15

29

6 (20.7%)

16 – 20

29

6 (20.7%)

21 – 25

29

2 (6.9%)

26 – 30

29

3 (10.3%)

31 – 35

29

4 (13.8%)

36 – 40

29

2 (6.9%)

Above 41

29

1 (3.4%)

The respondents (table C, appendix) ranged from product development managers, operations
managers, marketing executives to tour consultants. This level of leadership provided confidence
that the information given was credible. About 83% of ITOs had been in tour operations business
for more than 10 years (table 3). The entrance of new tour operations business in this category
into the Kenyan market in the last 10 has been wanting perhaps because of insecurity as a result
of international terrorism, competition and other external and internal challenges.
Americans choose to visit Kenya because of abundant tourism resource, experience safari, and
availability of diversity and unique accommodation (score 5) while consuming various cultures
and engaging in philanthropy activities scored 3.6 and 3.4 respectively, an indication that
philanthropy activities are gaining momentum as tourists are increasing interested to know how
their resources are used and the place of local communities in tourism. The sustainability of
tourism maybe guaranteed if local communities have a stake in it and tourists are satisfied. The
Maasai culture (i.e. their food, manyattas, initiation into manhood) was t he most popular cultural
product to American consumers. Natural wonders (Mt. Kenya, Lake Victoria, lakes in the rift
valley, etc) appealed to only small group of tourists (score 2.2). The coast beaches were
insignificant probably because of other better beaches like the Caribbean and are closer to
mainland America. Insecurity and environmental degradation were the major concern to most
American tourists
Destination Kenya’s major strengths were well trained and knowledgeable human resources;
diversity of tourism resources and activities and accommodation (score 5). The ability to
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distribute tourists from airports and hotels to various attractions; knowledge of tourism products,
and interpretation of tourism products scored an average of 4.2. Availability and application of
technology; partnership with America tour wholesalers (OTOs), and availability of large and
well distributed slums/orphanages each scored 3.7. Finally, knowledge of tourists’ needs,
engaging with Kenyan Diaspora and knowledge of English language scored an average of 3.1.
The ITOs have significant internal and external strengths and if utilized well would make
destination Kenya a choice for American leisure and travel market.
American tourists consider the distance between the USA and Kenya, and insecurity as the main
obstacles to visiting Kenya (score 5) while corruption at various consumption points, and
environmental degradation scored 3.5 and 3.3 respectively. Finally, tourism infrastructure,
political instability, and expensive destination, were not considered as major obstacles (scored an
average of 1.4). These challenges have major policy implications for tourism development and
therefore, must addressed by tourism stakeholders to position Kenya as an attractive destination.
Marketing directly to American leisure and travel market was considered expensive and thus,
ITOs chose other strategies to sell the country. The ITOs websites were widely used as key
sources of information (score 5), closely followed by social media (4.6), partnership with tourists
suppliers (3.4), and engaging with the large/growing Kenyan Diaspora (3.2). Participation in
trade shows/fairs organized by KTB was considered expensive (1.5) and advertisement on mass
media was considered out of reach. It is the attractiveness of a destination that encourages people
to visit and spend time at the destination (Kozak & Rimmington, 1999). More resources must be
availed to understand the needs of the USA leisure and travel market in order to prepare and
serve this market much better although the country’s image sometimes is affected by
international terrorism (UNWTO, 2007). The ITOs must strive to deliver individual or group
benefits by providing those attributes that make destination Kenya truly attractive.
Conclusion
Kenya is able and capable of offering diversity of tourism experiences to targeted American
leisure and travel markets because it has a variety of tourism resources and activities that can
hardly be found in anywhere in the world. The American leisure and travel market which include
Kenya in their holiday plans are driven by variety of wildlife, the need to experience the famous
safari, the unique accommodation options (tents, campsites, on top-of-tree, etc) which give
tourist space to interact with wildlife (KTB, 2011). ITOs capabilities and abilities to distribute
tourists; the diversity, knowledge and interpretation of tourism products; social media and blogs,
Kenyan Diaspora and availability of slums/orphanages are some of the opportunities which can
promote and sell Kenya to the American leisure and travel market. Advancement in technology
has become key sources of travel information before, during and after a trip. Technology helps
companies generate more sales, and a tool for managing customer relationships. For example,
social media increase brand engagement because people value perceived authenticity and
reliability. It mused be harnessed to position Kenya as a destination of choice.
There was a significant number of repeat visitors which meant that, those who had visited Kenya
before must have had wonderful experiences in the country and therefore, use of positive wordof-mouth as a marketing tool. It is important for ITOs to use current and repeat customers as
ambassadors of destination Kenya by encouraging them to share their experiences, photos, and
videos thru social media for wide reach and real-time. The study also highlighted a number of
opportunities that ITOs can use to market Kenya as a destination of choice: well trained and
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knowledgeable manpower, who delivers seamless services, knows and interprets tourism
products, and can likely engage the Kenyan Diaspora. Further, knowledge of English language,
friendly local people and famous sportsmen if harnessed are opportunities that can position
Kenya a destination of choice. However, insecurity, long distance between the USA and Kenya,
and lack of tourism product education in the American travel and leisure market remain major
hindrances to realization of his goal. For successful tourist product and service marketing in the
USA leisure and travel market, the Government has a big role to play in policy formulation and
implementation, and in particular on the provision of security and safety, direct flight between
USA and Kenya, development of infrastructure that fits the USA standards for direct flights, and
provide incentives to the private sector to invest more in retraining and consumer education.
Besides what has been highlighted, there are various natural landscapes such as Mt Kenya (with
snow at its top and yet locatedin the tropics), lakes (Victoria, Turkana, Bogoria, etc), Indian
Ocean beaches and its marine resources, and numerous cultures (herbal medicine, witchcraft,
etc) with huge potential to attract more US travelers. Therefore, what makes a tourism
destination truly competitive is its ability to increase tourism expenditure, to increasingly attract
visitors while providing them with satisfying, memorable experiences. The attractiveness of a
destination reflects the feelings and opinions of its visitors about the destination’s perceived
ability to satisfy their needs. The more a destination is able to meet the needs of its tourists, the
more it is perceived to be attractive and the more the destination is likely to be chosen.
Recommendations
The following suggestions were made:
1. ITOs must actively engage the Kenyan Diaspora, be active on social media, integrate social
media into their websites and be sure the content is relevant and up-to-date. Also, develop and
distribute well designed brochures with effective messages to various wholesalers to enhance
collaborative marketing.
2. ITOs should actively engage with the government to continuously invest and improve the
tourism infrastructure into international standards to respond to the needs of contemporary
tourists.
3. National security and safety, corruption, political instability, environment degradation, etc
must be addressed to reassure American tourists before, during and after the trip.
4. ITOs must continuously improve on products/services offerings and tourism activities, human
resources training, and design accurate and ease to use company websites based on research on
products and consumer behavior in order to maintain competitive edge.
5. ITOs must continuously provide accurate information to American tourists on diversity and
availability of Kenyan tourism products to enable them make wide choices for consumption,
spend and length of stay.
6. Avail the philanthropy programs to the tourists that they can support with clear instructions
and pathways to improved livelihoods
7. ITOs should work to achieve sustainability certification, then integrate sustainability practices
into their products, website and indicate your concerns for sustainability in the marketing
activities
Annex 1
A: Demographic Characteristics
a1. How would you describe the tourists from America that you serve in terms of?
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i) Age bracket; up to 25
26-35
36-45
46-55
over 55
ii) Gender; male
female
other…..
ii) Marital status; single, married, divorced, separated, other…..
iii) Education; elementary secondary college/university
other
iv) Occupation; environmentalist, teachers/professor, lawyers, business, other…
v) Average income per month ($); below 4,000 4,000-8,000 above 8,000
B: TRAVEL CHARACTERISTICS
b1. Who accompanied them?
i) Alone
ii) Family
ii) Friends
iii) Business group
b2. How do American visitors get to know about destination Kenya?
(Respond using the following options in a scale of 1 to 5; 1 = not at all important, 3= neutral, 5 =
very important)
i)Advertisement on mass media
ii) Brochures and travel magazines
iii) Company website
iv) Word-of-mouth
v) Social media
vi) Trade shows

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5

b3. How do they book their trip?
(Respond using the following options in a scale of 1 to 5; 1 = not at all important, 3= neutral, 5 =
very important)
i) Company website
1 2 3 4 5
ii) Travel consultants
1 2 3 4 5
iii) On-site
1 2 3 4 5
iv) Other channels
1 2 3 4 5
b4. How many times had they visited Kenya before?
i)First time – 10 (41.4%) ii) once – 8 (27.6%) iii) twice – 6 (20.7%) iv) more than twice 3 –
(10.3%)
b5. Had they visited other destinations similar to Kenya before?
Yes = 22 (75.9%) ii) No = 7 (24.1%)
b6. Will they recommend destination Kenya to other people?
Yes 23 (79.3%) ii) No 6 (20.7%)
C. TOURISTS PREFERENCES
The following questions required responses on 5-point likert scale options 1 to 5; 1-not at all
important, 3-neutral, 5-very important
c1. What do American tourists like at destination Kenya?
i) Clean and unique accommodation, 1
2
3 4 5
ii) Quality service
1
2
3 4 5
iii) Friendly environment
1
2
3 4 5
iv) Insecurity
1
2
3 4 5
v) Engage in various tourism activities 1
2
3 4 5
c2. What are the main appeals to Kenya for American travel market?
i) Abundant wildlife
1 2 3 4 5
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ii) National parks/reserves
1 2 3 4 5
iii) Safari experience/game drive
1 2 3 4 5
iv) Natural wonders (mountains, lakes, rift valley, etc)
1 2 3 4 5
v) Various cultures (Maasai, Swahili, etc)
1 2 3 4 5
vi) Philanthropy (orphanage, schools, slums, etc)
1 2 3 4 5
vii) Unique accommodation
1 2 3 4 5
c3. What are your potential strengths (and possible opportunities) as ITO that helps you serve
American leisure and travel market better?
i) Well trained human resources
1 2 3 4 5
ii) Quality service delivery
1 2 3 4 5
iii) Distribution ability/capability
1 2 3 4 5
iv) Language and cultural diversity
1 2 3 4 5
v) Tourism products knowledge and diversity
1 2 3 4 5
vi) Knowledge of tourists needs
1 2 3 4 5
vii) Partnership with OTOs
1 2 3 4 5
viii) Availability of technology
1 2 3 4 5
ix) Large slums/orphanages
1 2 3 4 5
x) Conditions and uniqueness of accommodation 1 2 3 4 5
xi) Kenyan Diaspora
1 2 3 4 5
c4. What issues do American leisure and travel market consider as main obstacles to visiting
Kenya?
i) Insecurity
1 2 3 4 5
ii) Travel time between US and Kenya
1 2 3 4 5
iii) Poor transportation and facilities to/from and in/around attractions 1 2 3 4 5
iv) Environmental degradation
1 2 3 4 5
v) Political instability
1 2 3 4 5
vi) Expensive destination
1 2 3 4 5
v) Corruption
1 2 3 4 5
c5. What are the operational marketing strategies have you put in place to reach the American
travel market?
i) Partnerships with tourists supplies 1 2 3 4 5
ii) Company website
1 2 3 4 5
iii) Trade shows and fairs
1
2 3 4 5
iv) Advertisement on mass media
1 2
3 4 5
vi) Hired in-country PR
1
2
3 4 5
vii) Social media/blogs
1 2 3 4 5
viii) Engaging Kenyan diaspora
1 2 3 4 5
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Abstract
In many third world countries today, Kenya included, adoption of agricultural technologies plays
a big role in agricultural production especially due to the need to increase production for food
security and income. North Rift is one of the regions in Kenya where the dairy sub-sector is the
second largest income contributor. This sector employs 50% of agricultural labour force and
provides substantial amount of raw materials for local meat and milk processing industries.
Though the region is one of the high potential agricultural areas in Kenya, the total annual milk
output lately does not match the region’s potential. North Rift region is endowed with a lot of
livestock and thus is expected that dairy output in the region should be high yet this is not so.
Despite the government’s plans to develop the livestock sector through the introduction of
various technologies such as breeding the local farmers hardly implement this technology. This
has resulted in low milk production in the region. This study therefore, sought to determine and
analyze the socio-economic factors that affect the adoption of breeding technologies among the
dairy farmers in the region. The study was undertaken in Nandi, Uasin-Gishu and Trans-Nzoia
counties of the North Rift region. A survey research design was used. The target population was
all dairy farmers in the three counties of the region. Purposive, multistage, simple random and
systematic sampling techniques were used to get 360 respondents for the study. Data was
collected by use of structured questionnaires and analyzed using descriptive and inferential
statistics. Dairy farming households were used as units for analysis. Descriptive analysis and
the Logit model were used to analyze data in order to answer the study objectives. The results
showed that the age, gender and education level of the farmer, size of dairy land, cost of AI and
frequency of visits by the extension personnel significantly influenced the adoption of breeding
technologies by the farmers. There is need for the government to revive and expand adult literacy
classes to enhance level of education of farmers and hence adoption of technology. The results
also showed that the cost of the selected technology was the biggest predictor of changes in odds
ratios and also had high marginal effects. The government should therefore introduce cost
sharing programmes on AI services; employ more extension personnel and improve their
mobility through provision of means of transport so as to enhance access to information by
farmers. It is also recommended that land fragmentation be discouraged. Policies geared at
improving education system, empowering women, strengthening extension services, appropriate
land policy reforms and providing financial support to farmers will help a lot in promoting
adoption of breeding dairy technologies in the North Rift region.
Keywords: North Rift region, Dairy Farmers, breeding technology, Innovations,
Household, Adoption, Food security, livestock productivity
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1.1Introduction: Dairy development in developing countries has played a major role in
increasing milk production, improving income level in rural areas, generating employment
opportunities and improving the nutritional standards of the people, especially for small scale
farmers. Low and unreliable income from cash crops suggest that alternative farming activities
should be developed. This is in spite of indications that there is a potential for dairy development
to reduce the level of poverty. However, smallholder dairy production is becoming increasingly
important and contributes magnificently to the improvement of the livelihoods of rural people.
Higher level of technology adoption is associated with better milk yield and improved dairying
has a direct impact on income generation, poverty alleviation and availability of animal protein.
Thus, to increase the milk production, existing dairy technology should be adopted in the small
holder dairy farms.
Dairying is growing faster in such countries as Bangladesh but facing the problems of inefficient
management practices and health care, lack of high quality breeds, lack of proper breeding
programme to improve the existing dairy cattle resource, high input and low output prices
leading to lower productivity (Uddin et al., 2010). Understanding the factors affecting farmers'
adoption of dairy technology is critical to success of development and implementation of policies
and programmes in dairy industry development Food output in Africa lags behind the rest of the
world’s production levels. In the last decade, the continent’s share of world food production was
a meager 3.9%. By comparison, Asia, North America and Europe produced 47.7%, 14.8% and
12.2% respectively (Oerke, et al.,, 1994). By 1990, Africa’s population was 615 million and was
projected to increase to 813 million by the end of 2002 (FAOSTAT, 2002), a 32% population
increase in just over a decade. Moreover, even within Africa, there are variations in these trends
with some countries exhibiting higher population growth with low agricultural development.
Sub-Saharan Africa’s agricultural performance has been variably called the world’s foremost
global challenge (United Nations, 1997) and referred to as “still very far behind” the rest of
Africa (Odulaja and Kiros, 1996 p.86). Moreover, the region’s population is increasing, and was
expected to account for 30% of the underdeveloped world by the year 2010.
According to FAO, sub-Saharan Africa was expected to have 264 million chronically
undernourished people by the year 2010 (FAO, 1996). Several demographers have studied the
situation and hypothesized numerous ways of avoiding the ‘Malthusian trap’ that is likely to
envelop the Continent. IFPRI suggests that the supply of food will need to rise by around 70% by
the year 2020 if the 6.5 billion people who are expected to be living in developing countries,
including Kenya, are going to be food secure (Leisinger, 1996). With only 3 years to this
deadline, food production has remained stagnant, or declined in most of sub-Saharan Africa.
IFPRI already realized that food problems in sub-Saharan Africa will persist well beyond 2025
(McCalla, 1999). One sure way of mitigating against food insecurity is adoption of modern
agricultural technologies.
In dairy production in 5 states in the US for instance, El-Osta and Morehart (1999) identified
age of operator, size of operation and specialization as important factors in increasing livelihood,
while research by Caswell et al. (2001) ascertained that high levels of farm operator education
were likely to induce adoption and management of technologies. Others put forward that lack of
adequate inputs and active information may be obstacles to adoption (Feder and Slade, 1984).
These studies pertained to technologies in the developed countries but could apply to developing
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countries as well. The Kenyan dairy sub-sector is the single largest agricultural sub-sector. It
contributes 14% of the agricultural GDP and 3.5% of total GDP (Muriuki et al., 2003). It is of
particular significance because it is dominated at producer level by smallholder dairy farmers
(GOK, 2001). For some time there has been an estimated 650,000 dairy farm households in
Kenya (Muriuki et al., 2003). However based on random surveys of thousands of rural
households by the Smallholder Dairy Project (SDP) in the mid 1990s and 2000s, it was estimated
that the true number was much higher, over 1.5 million (GOK, 2005). Except during extreme
drought, Kenya is generally self-sufficient in milk production and other dairy products. Annual
milk production was estimated in 2003 at about 2.4 billion litres, although the Country had a
domestic supply potential of 4 billion litres (Muriuki et al., 2003). About 64% of milk produced
was marketed while 36% was for domestic consumption at home or fed to calves. Small
quantities of dairy products were also exported to neighbouring countries. Kenya imports very
small quantities of dairy products, usually less than 1% of domestic production (Muriuki et al.,
2003). Between the year 1985 and 1995, annual powdered milk imports averaged 1,444 tones
(Muriuki et al., 2003).
Kenya can drastically increase milk supply and become a net exporter of dairy produce to meet
rising trend of demand for dairy products which is being intensified by rising levels of
population, urbanization, income and income elasticity of demand for dairy products (Thorpe,
1998). There are several interrelated ways of increasing milk production from a dairy cow.
Improved feeding and better management of dairy animals can have quick short-term impact on
milk production. However productivity of feeds, labour and resources in dairy production will
definitely depend on the quality of genetic base of the animals. Thus a long term strategy to
enhance dairy production should be based on adoption of dairy technologies. Animal breeding
programs have aimed at improving dairy productivity, shortening calving intervals and
enhancing herd fertility by minimizing breeding diseases while eliminating the cost of keeping a
bull (Rege et al., 2001). The rapid and widespread adoption of exotic (Bos Taurus) dairy cattle
has been a striking and positive feature in the history of livestock development in Kenya,
beginning with the introduction by colonial settler-farmers in the early 1900s (ILRI, 2007).
While annual milk production for local Zebu breeds (Bos indicus) ranges between 100 and 200
litres per cow per year, crossbreed or grade cows in Kenya produce 1400-1700 litres per year on
smallholder farms, and more on larger commercial farms (Stall et al., 2008). These figures lag
behind the genetic potential of cattle, but still yield good profits to smallholder farmers. As has
been demonstrated in numerous developing country settings, exotic breeds of cattle when
crossed with local breeds can significantly improve milk yields in a sustainable manner.
It is estimated that dairy cattle contribute about 60% of national milk production while other
indigenous breeds contribute the rest, 40% (Tegemeo, 2002). Dairy production is concentrated in
the highlands and high and medium-potential areas of the Country, occupying about 2.8 million
hectares of land (GOK, 2005).
Ranking milk production in 2005 by administrative provinces showed that; Rift Valley produced
47%; Central and Nairobi 31%, Eastern 11%, Nyanza 6%, Western 4% and Coast 1% of total
production respectively (GOK, 2005). The figures showed that Rift Valley, Nairobi and Central
provinces accounted for over 80% of the total dairy cattle population in the Country. In 2005 it
was estimated that the population of dairy cattle was over 6.7 million (GOK, 2005), with 2.7
million being high grade cattle and 4 million being crosses. Studies also showed that there were
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approximately over 1.5 million rural smallholder farms. Based on these projections, total milk
production in rural highlands is estimated at about 4 billion litres per annum and the population
in rural areas is about 14.5 million people. Zebu cattle, estimated to constitute about 70% of the
total cattle population are widely distributed across all provinces and agro-ecological zones
(Tegemeo, 2002).
Within the livestock sector, dairy products contribute 30% of the GDP arising from livestock and
22% of livestock gross marketed products. The industry is also a major employer, employing
about 841,000 people at farm level and providing further employment opportunities in the formal
and informal milk value chains. The industry also contributes to nutritional wellbeing of many
households who consume various dairy products (GOK, 2010).
In spite of the crucial role of dairy in the Kenyan economy and the huge potential for further
growth, productivity in the industry is constrained by unreliable breeding services, inadequate
feed/fodder supply at farm level, poor quality of feeds, unreliable livestock health service, poor
physical infrastructure and inefficient market system among others. In light of these limitations,
several technologies and/or interventions have been developed and disseminated across the
industry. Some of these technologies have been adopted by farmers with significant impacts on
dairy productivity while others have failed to take off.
1.0 Technologies for Dairy Cattle Breeding: Animal breeding programs in Kenya have largely
aimed at improving dairy productivity, shortening calving intervals and enhancing herd fertility
among other goals (Rege, 2001). There is no explicit breeding policy in Kenya but various
generic policy statements guide breeding programs in the Country (Staal et al., 2008). Generally,
the policy statements aimed at increasing dairy productivity through breeding and selection
implemented via wider use of AI and bull camps. A further goal is the production of highyielding and disease resistant cattle types. The objective is therefore not to eliminate the
indigenous gene but to integrate exotic gene to improve productivity while retaining the disease
resistance and local adaptability traits of the indigenous gene.
Main institutions in dairy cattle breeding include Kenya Stud Book – keeping animal breeding
records; Dairy Recording Service – keep milk performance data; Central Artificial Insemination
Station (CAIS) – produce semen; and Kenya National Artificial Insemination Services (KNAIS)
– distribute semen (Conelly, 1998). In order to achieve the goals of the breeding policies, there
are various dairy breeding technologies and interventions that have been introduced in the
Country over the years. These include the following: sexed semen, Multiple ovulation and
embryo transfer and Artificial insemination (A.I): This study focused on AI. This is one of the
animal breeding technologies that have widely been promoted by government. Until the mid1980s, there was a well-organized dairy cattle breeding system subsidized by the government
that contributed to growth of the smallholder dairy farming system (FAO, 2011). Consequently
AI was used effectively to accelerate uptake of dairy farming by upgrading the local zebus.
However, liberalization of the economy that led to reduced government involvement in breeding
activities has seen a gradual replacement of government AI provision by private players, albeit at
a slower rate (See Figure 1.1). Nevertheless, private AI services remain quite underdeveloped
and this together with the perceived high cost of the service, has led to frequent use of bulls of
unknown breeding value across the Country.
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Figure 1.1: Annual Inseminations (KNAIS and Private) against Milk Prices
Source: FAO, (2011)
2.0 Factors Determining Adoption of Technologies: A variety of studies are aimed at
establishing factors underlying adoption of various technologies. As such, there is an extensive
body of literature on the economic theory of technology adoption. Several factors have been
found to affect adoption. These include market forces, government policies, technological
change, demographic factors, environmental challenges, institutional factors and methods of
delivery of information.
Social factors that include: age of potential adopter, social status of farmers, education level and
gender-related aspects, household size, and farming experience. Management factors that
include: membership to organizations, the capacity to borrow, and concerns about environmental
degradation and human health of farmers; Institutional/technology delivery mechanisms:
information access, extension services, and prior participation in, and training in agricultural
management.
Some studies classify the above factors into broad categories: farmer characteristics, farm
structure, institutional characteristics and managerial structure (McNamara, et al., 1991) while
others classify them under social, economic and physical categories (Kebede and Gunjal, 1990).
Others group the factors into human capital, production, policy and natural resource
characteristics (Wu and Babcock, 1998) or simply whether they are continuous or discrete
(Shakya and Flinn, 1985). By stating that agricultural practices are not adopted in a social and
economic vacuum, Nowak (1987) brought in yet another category of classification. He
categorizes factors influencing adoption as informational, economic and ecological.
There is no clear distinguishing feature between elements within each category. Actually, some
factors can be correctly placed in either category. For instance, experience as a factor in adoption
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is categorized under ‘farmer characteristics’ (McNamara et al. 1991; Tjornhom, 1995) or under
‘social factors’ (Kebede et al. 1990; Abadi et al. 1999) or under ‘human capital characteristics’
(Caswell et al. 2001).
Perhaps it is not necessary to try and make clear-cut distinctions between different categories of
adoption factors. Besides, categorization usually is done to suit the current technology being
investigated, the location, and the researcher’s preference, or even to suit client needs. However,
as some might argue, categorization may be necessary in regard to policy implementation.
Extensive work on agricultural adoption in developing countries was pioneered by Feder et al.
(1985). Since then the amount of literature on this subject has expanded tremendously. Because
of this extensive literature, the following section provides a review of selected factors as they
relate to agricultural technology adoption.
2.1 Farm Characteristics
Farm Size
Much empirical adoption literature focuses on farm size as the first and probably the most
important determinant of adoption. Farm size is frequently analyzed in many adoption studies
(Shakya and Flinn, 1985; Harper et al. 1990; Green and Ng'ong'ola, 1993; Adesiina and BaiduForson, 1995; Nkonya, Schroeder and Norman 1997; Fernandez-Cornejo, 1998; Baidu-Forson,
1999; Boahene, Snijders and Folmer, 1999; Doss and Morris, 2001; and Daku, 2002). This is
perhaps because farm size can affect and in turn be affected by the other factors influencing
adoption. In fact, some technologies are termed ‘scale-dependant’ because of the great
importance of farm size in their adoption.
The effect of farm size has been variously found to be positive (McNamara et al. 1991; Abara
and Singh, 1993; Feder et al. 1985; Fernandez - Cornejo, 1996, Kasenge, 1998), negative
(Yaron, Dinar and Voet, 1992; Harper et al. 1990) or even neutral to adoption (MugisaMutetikka et al., 2000). Farm size affects adoption costs, risk perceptions, human capital, credit
constraints, labor requirements, tenure arrangements and more. With small farms, it has been
argued that large fixed costs become a constraint to technology adoption (Abara and Singh,
1993) especially if the technology requires a substantial amount of initial set-up cost, so-called
“lumpy technology.” In relation to lumpy technology, Feder, et al. (1985) further noted that only
larger farms will adopt these innovations. With some technologies, the speed of adoption is
different for small- and large- scale farmers. In Kenya, for example, a study (Gabre-Madhin and
Haggblade, 2001) found that large commercial farmers adopted new high-yielding maize
varieties more rapidly than smallholders.
Furthermore, access to funds (say, through a bank loan) is expected to increase the probability of
adoption. Yet to be eligible for a loan, the size of operation of the borrower is crucial. Farmers
operating larger farms tend to have greater financial resources and chances of receiving credit are
higher than those of smaller farms.
A counter argument on the effect of farm size can be found in Yaron and others (1992) who
demonstrated that a small land area may provide an incentive to adopt a technology especially in
the case of an input-intensive innovation such as a labor-intensive or land-saving technology. In
that study, the availability of land for agricultural production was low, consequently most
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agricultural farms were small. Hence, adoption of land-saving technologies seemed to be the
only alternative to increased agricultural production.
Further, in the study by Fernandez-Cornejo (1998), farm size did not positively influence
adoption. Most studies consider total farm size and not crop acreage on which the new
technology is practiced. While total farm size has an effect on overall adoption, considering the
crop acreage with the new technology may be a superior measure to predict the rate and extent of
adoption of technology (Lowenberg-DeBoer, 2000). Therefore in regard to farm size, technology
adoption may best be explained by measuring the proportion of total land area suitable to the
new technology.
2.2 Economic Factors
Economic factors are important determinants of adoption. The effects of cost of technology,
level of expected gains and off-farm hours on adoption are discussed below.
(i) Cost of Technology
The decision to adopt is often an investment decision. As Caswell et al., (2001) noted, this
decision presents a shift in farmers’ investment options. Therefore adoption can be expected to
be dependent on cost of a technology and on whether farmers possess the required resources.
Technologies that are capital-intensive are only affordable by wealthier farmers (El Oster and
Morehart, 1999) and hence the adoption of such technologies is limited to larger farmers who
have the wealth (Khanna, 2001). In addition, changes that cost little are adopted more quickly
than those requiring large expenditures; hence both extent and rate of adoption may be dependent
on the cost of a technology. Economic theory suggests that a reduction in price of a good or
service can result in more of it being demanded.
(ii) Level of Expected Gains
Programs that produce significant gains can motivate people to participate more fully in them. In
fact, people do not participate unless they believe it is in their best interest to do so. Farmers
must see an advantage or expect to obtain greater utility in adopting a technology. In addition,
farmers must perceive that there is a problem that warrants an alternative action to be taken.
Without a significant difference in outcomes between two options, and in the returns from
alternative and conventional practices, it is less likely that farmers, especially small-scale farmers
will adopt the new practice (Abara and Singh, 1993).
(iii) Off-Farm Hours
The availability of time is an important factor affecting technology adoption. It can influence
adoption in either a negative or positive manner. Practices that heavily draw on farmer’s leisure
time may inhibit adoption (Mugisa-Mutetikka et al.,, 2000). However, practices that leave time
for other sources of income accumulation may promote adoption. In such cases, as well as in
general, income from off-farm labor may provide financial resources required to adopt the new
technology.
2.3 Social Factors
(i) Age of Adopter
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Age is another factor thought to affect adoption. Age is said to be a primary latent characteristic
in adoption decisions. However there is contention on the direction of the effect of age on
adoption. Age was found to positively influence adoption of sorghum in Burkina Faso (Adesina
and Baidu-Forson, 1995). The effect is thought to stem from accumulated knowledge and
experience of farming systems obtained from years of observation and experimenting with
various technologies. In addition, since adoption pay-offs occur over a long period of time, while
costs occur in the earlier phases, age (time) of the farmer can have a profound effect on
technology adoption.
However age has also been found to be either negatively correlated with adoption, or not
significant in farmers’ adoption decisions. In studies on adoption of land conservation practices
in Niger (Baidu-Forson, 1999), rice in Guinea (Adesiina and Baidu-Forson, 1995), fertilizer in
Malawi (Green and Ng'ong'ola, 1993), IPM sweep nets in Texas (Harper et al.,, 1990), Hybrid
Cocoa in Ghana (Boahene, Snijders and Folmer, 1999), age was either not significant or was
negatively related to adoption. Older farmers, perhaps because of investing several years in a
particular practice, may not want to jeopardize it by trying out a completely new method. In
addition, farmers’ perception that technology development and the subsequent benefits, require a
lot of time to realize, can reduce their interest in the new technology because of farmers’
advanced age, and the possibility of not living long enough to enjoy it (Caswell et al., 2001;
Khanna, 2001). Furthermore, elderly farmers often have different goals other than income
maximization, in which case, they will not be expected to adopt an income–enhancing
technology. As a matter of fact, it is expected that the old that do adopt a technology do so at a
slow pace because of their tendency to adapt less swiftly to a new phenomenon (Tjornhom,
1995).
(ii) Education
The common variables used for education studies are the education of the head of the household
and average education of the farm workers. Researches have been done on the contributions of
education to farm production efficiency (Dorfman, 1996). Generally education has been found to
promote adoption of new technology and reduce lag time in most studies.
Studies that have sought to establish the effect of education on adoption in most cases relate it to
years of formal schooling (Feder and Slade, 1984). Generally education is thought to create a
favorable mental attitude for the acceptance of new practices especially of information-intensive
and management-intensive practices (Waller et al. 1998; Caswell et al. 2001). What is more,
adoption literature (Rogers, 1983) indicates that technology complexity has a negative effect on
adoption.
However, education is thought to reduce the amount of complexity perceived in a technology
thereby increasing a technology’s adoption. The ability to read and understand sophisticated
information that may be contained in a technological package is an important aspect of adoption.
(iii) Gender
Gender issues in agricultural production and technology adoption have been investigated for a
long time. Most show mixed evidence regarding the different roles men and women play in
technology adoption. Doss and Morris (2001) in their study on factors influencing improved
maize technology adoption in Ghana, and Overfield and Fleming (2001) studying coffee
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production in Papua New Guinea show insignificant effects of gender on adoption. The later
study notes “effort in improving women’s working skills does not appear warranted as their
technical efficiency is estimated to be equivalent to that of males. Since adoption of a practice is
guided by the utility expected from it, the effort put into adopting it is reflective of this
anticipated utility. It might then be expected that the relative roles women and men play in both
‘effort’ and ‘adoption’ are similar, hence suggesting that males and females adopt practices
equally.
2.4 Institutional Factors
(i) Information Acquisition
Acquisition of information about a new technology demystifies it and makes it more available to
farmers. Information reduces the uncertainty about a technology’s performance hence may
change individual’s assessment from purely subjective to objective over time (Caswell et al.,,
2001). Exposure to information about new technologies as such significantly affects farmers’
choices about it. Feder and Slade (1984) indicated how, provided a technology is profitable,
increased information induces its adoption. However in the case where experience within the
general population about a specific technology is limited, more information induces negative
attitudes towards its adoption, probably because more information exposes an even bigger
information vacuum hence increasing the risk associated with it. Information is acquired through
informal sources like the mass media, extension personnel visits, meetings, and farm
organizations and through formal education. It is important that this information be reliable,
consistent and accurate. Thus, the right mix of information properties for a particular technology
is needed for effectiveness in its impact on adoption.
(ii) Extension Contacts
Good extension programmes and contact with products are a key aspect in technology
dissemination and adoption. Most studies analyzing this variable in the context of agriculture
technology show its strong positive influence on adoption. In fact Yaron, et al., (1992) showed
that its influence can counter balance the negative effect of lack of years of formal education in
the overall decision to adopt some technologies.
3.0 Scope and Limitation of the Study: Kenya has diversified ecological zones that influence
agricultural production. These ecological zones may influence the opportunities and resources
that are available for agricultural production. It was therefore advisable to draw a sample from
the whole nation, but time allocated for the study and availability of resources limited such
widespread geographical distribution. Therefore one zone was chosen and a limited sample size
of 360 dairy farmers was used. The study was confined to the North Rift region, yet it is easy to
use the results of this research to gain insight into the whole country. Inadequate financial outlay,
time and logistical constraints prevented collection of data in all the divisions of the three
counties (Nandi, Uasin Gishu and Trans-Nzoia).
The survey relied on voluntary information that is subject to many sources of error. The
inaccuracy may have resulted of lack of farm records and illiteracy. Estimated farm size was for
instance difficult and hence ability of researcher was relied on to verify accurately the
information provided by respondents. Also, estimating monthly and annual income was difficult.
Most farmers were unwilling to openly discuss issues related to income with outsiders.
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To control errors, indirect questions were asked to verify and clarify doubtful responses. In some
cases, probing questions were asked. Training and close supervision of the enumerators were
additional strategies used to improve quality of data.
4.0 Materials and Methods: The primary data was collected from household heads interviewed
in this study. The information included age of the farmer (in years), education level of the famer
(either primary, secondary and tertiary level), cost of technology (in Kshs), farm size under
fodder, farmer’s income (in Kshs), gender (male or female) and availability of extension
services.
Secondary data was collected from sources that included books, economic surveys, World-Wide
Web, statistical reports, scholarly journals, thesis and dissertations, bulletins, monthly and annual
reports and Government publications such as respective Region’s Development Plans. The
research design that was chosen for the study was cross-sectional research design (or a survey
research design). This design allowed the researcher to examine the effects of the naturally
occurring influence of the independent variables (socio-economic factors) on the dependent
variable (adoption of AI). In addition the design allowed the researcher to apply aspects of
survey research to track adoption of the AI technology in the North Rift region. Dairy farming
households were used as units of analysis because it is in the households that major decisions
relating to production are made. Each household was visited once and responses recorded on the
questionnaire. The study targeted all dairy farmers in North Rift region. According to Saunders
et al. (2007), sampling techniques can be divided into two types: Probability or representative
sampling and; Non-probability or judgmental sampling. In probability or representative
sampling, the chance or probability of each case being selected from the population is known and
is usually equal for all cases. It is most commonly associated with survey–based research where
one needs to make inferences from a sample about a population to answer research questions or
to meet set objectives. For the case of non-probability or judgmental sampling, the probability of
each case being selected from the population is not known and it is impossible to answer
research questions or to address objectives that require making statistical inferences about
characteristics of the population. The minimum recommended sample size for survey studies is
100 (Kathuri and Pals,1993), but the study took a total of 360 dairy farmers from the three
counties proportionately determined to ensure that the main characteristics of the farmers were
captured. The sample size was large enough to allow reasonable and accurate interpretation of
the results.
4.10 Data Collection Procedures
Permission to conduct research in North Rift region was sought from the Nandi, Trans Nzoia,
and Uasin Gishu Counties’ Region Headquarters Office. Letter of authority to conduct research
was also requested from the Office of the County Commissioner of each of the three counties.
The target population was all dairy farmers in North Rift region that entails Uasin Gishu, Nandi
and Trans-Nzoia counties. The initial research work began by contacting the County Agricultural
Officer and the County Agricultural Extension Officer to inform them of the intended visit and to
have the officers brief the researcher on the farming activities in the three counties. Agricultural
Officers of the two divisions chosen were also visited, who in conjunction with the village
elders, helped identify the targeted population for the researcher. Each of the selected farmers
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was visited at home once and an interview schedule conducted during the visit. Each question
was read to the respondent and the latter’s responses were recorded.
The data was then analyzed using STATA Econometric software version10.0. Descriptive
statistics such as means, maximum, minimum and deviation values were used to summarize
quantitative variables.
4.1.1 Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive statistics provided descriptive analysis of selected households. The technique was of
great value in analyzing all the quantitative data. In this case, cross tabulation, frequency tables
and general statistics such as means, standard deviations of certain variables were worked out.
Descriptive measures were derived for farmer characteristics such as age, gender and income
levels that enabled the researcher to understand their socio-economic standing as a possible
indicator to their willingness and ability to take up new technologies in dairy management.
4.1.2 Regression Analysis
All regression analyses were done using STATA 10.0 using inbuilt commands for Logit
estimation, likelihood ratio test, goodness of fit, pseudo R-Squared, prediction test, marginal
effects test, marginal probability model, predict at means (at reference point) and fixed effects.
4.1.3 Inferential Statistics
Inferential statistics enabled the researcher to infer sample results to the general population.
Descriptive analysis identified the characteristics of variables under study and made certain
population estimates such as central tendencies and measures of dispersion; while regression
analysis was used to find out the existence of significant relationships among variables between
farmer characteristics and their willingness to adopt improved breeding technologies.
Characterization of farmers’ level of awareness and adoption of the various technologies under
study was mainly done using percentages that enabled estimation of the level of adoption of the
various technologies. Multicollinearity check was performed by analyzing correlations between
independent variables and any values equal or less than 5% level of confidence was insignificant.
The adoption levels for the two groups of farmers (small scale and large scale farmers) were
determined. The t-test statistics were then used to determine the difference in level of adoption of
improved dairy technologies between the small scale and large scale farmers. All tests of
significance were computed at α = 0.05. Respondents were asked to enumerate the challenges
they face in the use of the breeding technologies. The frequencies, percentages and rankings of
the challenges were done for the responses that they gave.
5.0 Socio-Economic Profile of the Household Heads (Farmers) (entire section available
from the author)
5.4 Conclusions
The first objective was to determine the level of awareness of selected breeding technology
among the farmers in North Rift region. Based on the results it was concluded that farmers were
aware of the existence of selected breeding (AI) technology but at varied levels. The results
showed that awareness level for breeding technology (embryo transfer at 19%),AI at 83% and
for sexed semen at 36%.
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The second objective was to determine if social factors such as age , gender and education level
of the farmer significantly affect adoption of selected breeding technology among the farmers in
North Rift region. Based on the results it was concluded that age, gender and education level
jointly and significantly affected adoption of selected breeding technologies.
The third objective was to determine if economic factors such as farm income, off-farm income,
and land size significantly affect adoption of selected dairy technology among the farmers in
North Rift region. Based on the results it was concluded that off-farm income, land size, jointly
and significantly affected adoption of selected breeding technologies.
The fourth objective of this research was to determine if there was significant difference in
adoption levels between small and large scale farmers in North Rift region. The results showed
that there was significant difference in adoption levels between the two groups of farmers. The
fifth objective of this research was to establish the challenges facing farmers in adoption of
breeding technologies in North Rift region. The results showed that constraints affecting the
adoption of breeding technologies varied. The cited challenges on use of breeding technologies
were; repeated service, infection of the dairy animal, high cost of AI services; accessibility of AI
services and lack of expert personnel on AI services.
Based on the findings of this research it was recommended that; The Government should
enhance farmers’ education through adult literacy and extension education so as to improve uptake of dairy technologies. The Government should introduce cost sharing programs for artificial
insemination services. There is need to encourage farmers through extension education so that
they diversify their enterprises, to have other sources of income other than from the farm. The
Government should discourage land fragmentation and encourage land consolidation so as to
improve dairy production. There is need for the Government to employ more extension
personnel to increase their presence at the farm level and provide means of transport to increase
the frequency of visits to the farmers. The Government should empower women through funding
and education for knowledge and skills since the results showed that women were better adopters
of selected breeding technologies.
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Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to examine the influence of employee engagement on
knowledge creation in Technical Institutions in selected Counties in Kenya.
Methodology– The paper adopted explanatory research design and regression model
Findings –The study findings revealed that employee engagement has a significant influence on
knowledge creation (β =.264; t= 4.837; p<.05).
Limitations/implications– Given that the study looked at employee engagement and knowledge
creation in Technical Institutions in selected Counties in Kenya and the study recommends a
study covering all Counties in Kenya to provide more insights on the study variables.
Theoretical implications - The study contributes to theory by analysing empirically the extent of
the relationship between employee engagement and knowledge creation.
Originality/value – This is the first study that focuses on testing the influence of employee
engagement on knowledge creation in Technical Institutions in selected Counties in Kenya. The
study provides new data.
Key words- Employee engagement, Knowledge creation, Technical Institutions
Statement of the Problem
Employee engagement and knowledge creation are significant practices in human resource
management in organizations. The recognition of knowledge as a strategic resource has led to
increased discourse among researchers, managers and employees through various platforms.
Human capital theory posits that people add value to the organisation through their knowledge,
skills, experiences, talents and intelligent quotient (Boxall, 1996; Armstrong, 2006). Anitha
(2014) concurs with resource based view and knowledge based view and acknowledges that
people is one resource that cannot be duplicated or imitated by competitors and is considered the
most valuable asset if managed and engaged properly in appropriate tasks.The theory underpins
the philosophies of human resource management and human capital management which have
employee engagement as a critical component in performance. Engaged employees are more
receptive to new experiences and they tend to explore their environments leading to more
innovation and creativity at work (Fredrickson, 2001). Therefore, engaging employees is critical
in knowledge creation process.
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Evidence show that innovative organisations with superior performance actively engages their
employees (Wagner and Saks 2006; Harter 2006; Fleming and Asplund 2007; Halbesleben and
Wheeler 2008; Demerouti and Cropanzano 2010; Kim, Kolb, and Kim 2012; Kruise 2012; Sang,
Oluoch 2014; Guyo and Odhiambo 2014). However, a study by Koech, (2015) established mixed
findings on the relationship between knowledge management practices and employee
engagement. The study found a positive and significant relationship between knowledge
acquisition, knowledge sharing, knowledge retrieval, knowledge protection and employee
engagement. The study further established that employee engagement does not significantly
moderate the relationship between knowledge creation and employee performance. Yao and Juan
(2017) in their conceptual paper reviewed extant literature linking knowledge creation with
employee engagement acknowledge scanty empirical literature linking employee engagement
and knowledge creation and therefore, they recommended an empirical study to test the
relationship between employee engagement and knowledge creation. This stream of thought is
further extended by Basu and Sengupta (2007), Hussain (2009) and Nasiruzzaman, Qudaih and
Ahmad (2013) who acknowledge that relatively few studies have focused on the concept of
knowledge creation achieved through employee engagement.
Baek-Kyoo, (2010), Naicker (2013) and Nazem, Mozaiini and Seifi (2014) agree that most
empirical studies on employee engagement have been done in developed economies and thus
need for more studies in developing economies with varying institutions, demographics and
cultural context. Studies by Zack (1999) Baccera-Fermandez et al. (2004) Amhad and Idris
(2008) Gholami, Nazari, Nazari-Shirkouhi and Noruzy (2013) revealed that most organizations
do not have knowledge management component in their strategic plans and TVET institutions
are not an exception. A study by Mosoti and Masheka (2010) on“Knowledge Management: The
Case for Kenya” further concurs that most organizations in Kenya are lacking behind in terms of
policies and strategies in knowledge management particularly in knowledge creation. This study
therefore sought to fill these gaps that exist in literature.
Technical, Vocational Education and Training (TVET) provides learners with the technical
skills. A World Bank report on Integrating TVET into the knowledge economy in Middle East
and North Africa (MENA) recommended refocusing the role of TVET as an instrument for the
knowledge economy in order to provide highly skilled and knowledgeable individuals of
different ages, with experience to meet the demands of the dynamic labor market (World Bank
and European Training Foundation, 2005). Kenya is in the forefront in rebranding TVET as
holding the key to rapid industrialization and national development (Ministry of Industrialization
and Enterprise Development, 2014). However the development agenda emphasizes more on
infrastructure within TVET and pays little attention on employees who bring knowledge, skills
and capabilities for better performance in these institutions leading to high turnover and
consequent loss of tacit knowledge (Afeti, 2012; Ministry of Industrialization and Enterprise
Development, 2014). Based on these knowledge gaps, the study found the need to conduct the
study on employee engagement and knowledge creation in Kenya which is a developing
economy and particularly in TVET institutions.
Literature Review and Hypothesis Development
Employee Engagement and Knowledge Creation
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There were many and conflicting definitions of employee engagement in the early years,
however the construct has grown over time and there is evidence of consensus among
researchers. A meta-analysis study by Shuck and Wollard (2009) of 140 articles that mentioned
the word employee engagement revealed an emergent and working definition of engagement as a
positive cognitive, emotional and behavioral state directed towards organizational outcomes.
This definition agrees with the seminal work by Kahn (1990) who articulated that employee
engagement consists of three dimensions which reflect that employees could be engaged
emotionally, cognitively and physically. Evidence shows that innovative organisations with
superior performance have engaged employees (Wagner and Saks 2006; Demerouti and
Cropanzano 2010; Kim, Kolb, and Kim 2012; Kruise 2012; Sang, Oluoch 2014; Guyo and
Odhiambo 2014).
Knowledge creation is the process that involves the utilization of internal and external resources
of an organization to generate new knowledge for achieving organizational goals (Gholami et al.
2013). Firestone (2003) suggests that knowledge creation begins with the need for knowledge,
followed by individual or group learning, information acquisition, application of knowledge and
ultimately building organizational knowledge which is in form of complex web of relationships,
procedures and processes. Nazem et al. (2014) pointed out that knowledge creation requires the
organization to not only recognize new knowledge but also to transform this knowledge into
better products and services. Studies reveal that engaged employees; produce quality goods and
services (Kruse 2012), are profitable, safer, healthier and less likely to leave their employer
(Asplund, 2007), highly profitable and satisfy customers hence customer loyalty (Harter et al.
2002), impact positively on business performance (Winkler et al. 2012). Engaged employees
create value to the organization in knowledge creation because they are able to translate their
thoughts to action leading to high performance in the work place (Halbesleben and Wheeler,
2008; Demerouti and Cropanzano 2010).
Previous studies have established that engaged employees are more receptive to new experiences
thus they tend to explore their environments leading to more innovation and creativity at work
(Fredrickson, 2001), engaged employees are more willing to learn new things (Bakker et al.
2012a). This shows that engaged employees are willing and ready to exploit learning
opportunities in knowledge creation process and thus generating more knowledge making
knowledge creation real in the work place. A five year longitudinal study by Mura, Giovanni and
Spiller (2013) found that knowledge creation process provided participants with learning
opportunities and increased their creativity. Therefore, engaged employees learn in knowledge
creation process and they add value to the organization through quality decisions, in all areas of
work.
A study by Ceptureanu and Ceptureanu (2010) note that new knowledge creation occurs through
the application and exploitation of acquired information through problem-solving. This is
consistent with the views of March (1991) and Dierickx and Cool (1989) who acknowledge that
knowledge is created over time through a continuous flow of resources and capabilities in
knowledge acquisition and effective problem-solving. Continuous interaction among employees
in problem solving ensures that tacit knowledge held by employees is shared and utilized
together with documented knowledge because documented knowledge loses its meaning without
tacit insight as postulated by Hussain (2009). Therefore when employees mutually exchange
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their knowledge, they jointly create new knowledge (Van den Hooff and De Ridder, 2004).
Therefore, Continuous interactions among employees improves the relationship between
employees, thereby enhancing employee engagement (Kahn, 1990; Abrams, Cross, Lesser and
Levin, 2003)
Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) and Ngulube and Lwoga (2007) established that extra flow of
information beyond functional boundaries allows employees to contribute to dialogues more
actively and to clearly justify their ideas. Externalization according to Nonaka and Takeuchi,
(1995) is a process where tacit knowledge such as personal experiences, ideas, insights and
beliefs becomes expressed through conceptualization, elicitation and articulation, leading to
direct commitment knowledge creation process. This illustrates that employees who are engaged
freely express their ideas and experiences and thus conversion of tacit knowledge into new
explicit knowledge.
Zack (1999) in his study found that effective knowledge creation require an organizational
climate and reward system that values and encourages cooperation among employees, trust,
learning, and innovation. According to Lee (2005) rewards, top management support, and
integrated information technology infrastructure are some of the critical managerial drivers that
create conducive environment for knowledge creation and this influences employee
performance. Another important dimension as shared by Koudsi (2000) is the use of reward
systems to motivate employees to engage in knowledge sharing through interaction and
collaboration thus facilitating diffusion and creation of knowledge. However Weddell (2008)
differs with Lee (2005) and contend that the existence or absence of a reward system may
encourage individual employees to contribute towards knowledge creation. This divergence of
views by researchers calls for more research studies to shed more light.
A study by Rampersad (2006) pointed out that disengaged employees can be a serious liability to
the organization as it causes organizations to incur excess costs as a result of underperformance
on crucial tasks, leading to widespread customer dissatisfaction. The study pointed out major
causes of employee disengagement as lack of trust between employee and management,
unhealthy competition, bullying, harassment, toxic politics, poor level of equity in pay packages
and rewards and excessive controls. Pauleen and Manson (2002) agree with Ceptureanu and
Ceptureanu (2010) that the level of autonomy in an organization determines the motivation of
individuals to develop new and original ideas. By allowing individual employees and groups to
be autonomous as they perform their tasks increases the possibility of introducing new and
unexpected ideas in the organization. This triggers employees to change their fundamental ways
of thinking and challenge existing concepts leading to development of new concepts and ideas
leading to generation knowledge.
A study by Hakanen, Perhoniemi, Toppinen-Tanner (2008) found a positive relationship between
employee engagement and employee initiative over time. Knowledge creation involves
employee initiatives in utilizing internal and external resources of an organization to generate
new knowledge for achieving organizational goals. Brainstorming methods, collaboration in
problem solving and conducting research to make the best use of the knowledge assets of
customers, suppliers and employees are strategies applied by organizations in creating
knowledge (Moodysson, 2008; Gholami et al., 2013).
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Based on mixed findings established in literature review, the study the developed the following
hypothesis.
H01 Employee engagement influences knowledge creation

Material and Methods
The study adopted explanatory research design to show the causal relationship between
employee engagement and knowledge creation. The study used cluster sampling to arrive at the
most representative region in Kenya in terms of types and number of technical institutions. The
target population was 3147 employees in public technical institutions in selected Counties and
343 formed the sample size as per Cochran’s formula. Random sampling technique was used to
identify the respondents who filled the questionnaires. However, out of 343 respondents, 326
responded, hence giving a response rate of 95.04% .After data cleaning 316 questionnaires were
found to be complete and were used in data analysis. All items in the study were anchored on a
five point Likert scale. Questionnaires were validated through pretest and a panel of experts.
Croncbach alpha tests were used to assess the reliability of the instrument and the computed
Cronbach alpha coefficient results were all above 0.7 and this fall within the accepted limit by
(Hair et al., 2006).
Data were screened to assess whether the assumptions of regression were met. Normality of the
distribution of data was tested graphically by inspection of histogram and p-p plots and
numerically by Shapiro-Wilk test and the findings were within the accepted thresholds of .05 and
above. Linearity of study variables was tested using Pearson moment correlation and the
inspection of the correlation matrix revealed that there is a linear relationship between employee
engagement and knowledge creation . Independence of errors was checked using Durbin–Watson
statistic and it was within the accepted threshold of 1.5 to 2.5 according to Hayes (2013).
Multicolinearity was tested by running the Variance Inflation Factors (VIF) and the tolerance
levels and standard cut-off points suggested by Scott (2003) were observed.
Results
Demographic Results
Table 1 Demographic Profile of the Respondents
Variable

Frequency

Percentage

Gender
Male
Female

151
165

47.8%
52.2%

Age
18-24 years
25-34 years
35-44 years
45-54 years
Over 55 years

24
95
128
60
9

7.6%
30.1%
40.5%
19.0%
2.8%
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Level of education
Diploma
Higher Diploma
Degree
Masters
PhD

64
63
107
70
12

20.1%
20.1%
34.2%
21.9%
3.8 %

The respondents were asked to provide information regarding their age, gender, level of
education and number of years with the current employer. The purpose of this information was to
help the researcher to understand the demographic context within which the study was
conducted. The results presented in the in Table 1 shows that women were the majority
comprising 165 (52.2%) and men were 151 (47.8%). Regarding the level of education, majority
of the respondents were aged between 35 and 44 years 128 (40.5%), followed by 25 to 34 years
95 (30.1%), followed by 45 to 54 years 60 (19.0%), followed by 18-24 years 24 (7.6%) and over
Table 2: Correlation Results
Knowledge creation
Knowledge creation
Employee engagement

Employee engagement

1
.264**

Gender

1

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Results in Table 2 revealed that employee engagement significantly and positively correlate with
employee performance as shown correlation coefficient value of .264. The results signify that
increased levels of employee engagement are associated with increased employee performance.
Hypothesis Testing
The hypothesis states that employee engagement influences knowledge creation. This hypothesis
failed to reject as shown by results in Table 3. The coefficients of estimate reveal a statistically
significant (β=.264; t=4.837; p<.05) confirmed that employee engagement significantly
influences knowledge creation.
Table 3: Coefficients
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Model
B
Std. Error
1
(Constant)
1.680
.357
Engagement .398
.082
Gender
-.022
.096

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
t
4.708
.264
4.837
-.013
-.231

Sig.
.000
.000
.818

The results in Table 4 reveal that employee engagement contributes 7% of variation in
knowledge creation as shown by R2 value of .070. The F change statistic (11.713; P<.05)
indicates that the regression model is statistically significant at 95% confidence level. The
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findings further reveal the model goodness of fit as shown by the coefficient of determination
value of R2 with a value of .070 and adjusted R2 with a value of .064.

Table 4: Model Summary
Adjusted Std. Error Change Statistics
R
R
of the
R Square F
Model R
Square Square Estimate Change Change df1
1
.264a .070
.064
.86756 .070
11.713 2

Sig. F
df2 Change
312 .000

Results in Table 4 indicate that the overall regression model is statistically significant as shown
by the F change statistic (40.527; p<.05).
Table 4: ANOVAa
Model
1
Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
17.632
234.832
252.464

df
2
312
314

Mean Square F
8.816
11.713
.753

Sig.
.000b

Discussion And Conclusion
This research investigated and tested the influence of employee engagement on knowledge
creation in TIVET institutions in Kenya. The findings indicate a positive and significant
relationship between employee engagement and knowledge creation. The findings further
revealed a significant influence of employee engagement on knowledge creation. The results
signify that employee engagement contributes 7% of knowledge creation in TVET institutions in
selected counties in Kenya. This result links well with the arguments of (Nonaka and Takeuchi
1995; Fredrickson, 2001; Ngulube and Lwoga 2007; Halbesleben and Wheeler 2008; Fleming
and Asplund, 2007; Macey and Schneider, 2008; Rich et al., 2010; Ceptureanu and Ceptureanu
2010) Christian et al., 2011; Hewitt 2012; Bakker et al 2012; Mura, Giovanni and Spiller 2013;
Anitha, 2014) that an important way to enhance knowledge creation is to focus on fostering
employee engagement because employees who are fully engaged are positive, energetic,
dedicated, resilient and perform better. Engagement model by Corporate Leadership Council
(2004) links well with this result. The theory argues that employee rational and emotional
commitment leads to discretionary effort in knowledge creation.
Recommendations
Based on the findings of the study and the associated literature, three categories of
recommendations are made namely; theoretical implications, managerial implications and
recommendations for future research.
Theoretical Implications
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The study contributes to theory by validating that engaged employees add value to the
organization through their knowledge, skills, experiences, talents and intelligent quotient by
creating new knowledge.

Managerial Implications
The study recommends that the management of TVET institutions basing on the strength of these
relationships should develop policies that focus on engaging employees in order to improve
knowledge creation.
Recommendations for Future Studies
This study was confined on employee engagement and knowledge creation in TVET institutions
in selected Counties in Kenya hence, limiting the generalizability of the findings. To augment the
research findings of this study, the study recommends a replica study to explore these findings in
other Counties in Kenya. This study was cross sectional therefore, a longitudinal study is also
recommended.
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Abstract
Ecotourism has traditionally been viewed as a panacea concept for developing countries to
stimulate the economy, as well as, directly provide support for conservation efforts. This study
examined the concept of ecotourism for a relatively sustainable, single activity within an
established tourism destination of Wasini Island in Kwale County. The purpose of the study was
to assess the contribution of ecotourism initiatives to the livelihoods of the local community,
guided by the following objectives; establish the relationship between ecotourism initiatives and
the sustainable livelihood activities undertaken by communities living on Wasini Island.
Descriptive survey research was adopted for the study. The target population included all
ecotourism entrepreneurs, conservationists, Community Based Organizations (CBO’s) and tour
Operators based in Wasini Island. Systematic random sampling was used to select 320
respondents. Primary data was collected by use of structured questionnaires while secondary data
was obtained through critical examination of public and private recorded documents related to
the study. Data was analyzed using techniques which included frequencies, means, modes and
percentages. Ecotourism initiatives in the study area have significantly contributed to job
creation and financial empowerment to the local people. Ecotourism in the study area has
contributed on the acquisition of both human (education) and physical assets owned by the local
community. Environmental conservation has also been achieved through ecotourism initiatives.
In the face of joblessness, residents of Wasini need to be capacitated to venture into ecotourism
projects as it has the potential of improving livelihoods.

Chapter One
Background of the Study
Tourism is a phenomenon that is constantly evolving, developing and reformulating itself as a
consumer activity (Page, 2009). Tourism, as a consumer activity, is constantly being developed
by the tourism industry and individual businesses, as marketing is used to develop new ideas,
products and services and destinations (ibid, 2009). Tourism is a complex phenomenon, one that
is extremely difficult to describe succinctly (Goeldner & Ritchie, 2012). Travel and tourism has
many positive benefits, including that it is, for some countries, the main source of job creation
and revenue (Tribe, 2006).
Tourism brings both economic and noneconomic benefits that include the contribution of
pleasure travel to rest and relaxation, the educational benefit, the understanding of other people
and cultures, and the physical and mental well-being of the traveler (Goeldner & Ritchie, 2012).
Tourism is a powerful, potential tool for economic development in lesser developed countries
(LDCs). International tourism receipts reached US$ 852 billion (611 billion Euros) in 2009
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(Goeldner & Ritchie, 2012). The fact that tourism is a principal export of 80% of developing
countries and the first source of foreign exchange for all of the 49 LDCs aside from petroleum
(Diaz, 2001).
Ecotourism is a form of tourism involving visiting fragile, pristine, and usually protected areas,
intended as a low-impact and often small scale alternative to mass tourism (Randall, 1987). Its
purpose may be to educate the traveler, to provide funds for ecological conservation, to directly
benefit the economic development and political empowerment of local communities, or to foster
respect for different cultures and for human rights. Within the academic literature, ecotourism
has been advocated as an important community economic development strategy due to the
potential direct economic and social benefits that the sector can generate to the local economy
whilst protecting the natural resource base (Brandon, 1993; Christ, 1998; Goodwin, 1996;
Ashley, 2000; Scheyvens, 2002).
Ecotourism activities using natural attractions in remote rural areas are promoted as an important
source of economic diversification and livelihood opportunity (Ashley and Roe, 1999; Ashley,
2000). The type and level of involvement of the local people helps to shape the benefits and costs
they experience as a result of ecotourism activities in their lives.
Ecotourism is a sub-market of nature-based tourism that has received much attention in
developing countries and economically impoverished regions around the world. It is an agent of
change (Wall, 1997) and, as such, has been linked to, resource protection policies, protected area
conservation efforts, sustainable development initiatives and regional and community
development strategies in many places (Ceballos-Lascurain, 1993; Wells, 1997). Ecotourism
includes programs that minimize the negative aspects of conventional tourism on the
environment and enhance the cultural integrity of local people and promotion of recycling,
energy efficiency, water conservation, and creation of economic opportunities for local
communities. For these reasons, ecotourism often appeals to advocates of environmental and
social responsibility (Diaz, 2001). For example, in South East Asia, government and
nongovernmental organizations are working together with academics and industry operators to
spread the economic benefits of tourism into the ‘kampongs’ and villages of the region. A
recently formed alliance, the South-East Asian Tourism Organization (SEATO), is bringing
together these diverse players to allay resource management concerns.
In the developing countries of sub Saharan Africa, ecotourism is looked at in line with
community development (Sindiga, 1999). It is considered as "responsible travel to natural areas
which conserves the environment and improves the welfare of the local people". Ecotourism is
hinged on the premise of promoting responsible travel to natural areas, make a positive
contribution to environmental conservation, and enhance the well-being of local communities.
As with any form of tourism, ecotourism can induce a variety of both positive and negative
environmental, cultural and socioeconomic impacts at a destination. While there is evidence that
ecotourism’s espoused benefits can be realized (Mitchell and Reid, 2001; Slinger, 2000), there
are equally as many cases where ecotourism has fallen short of its proposed objectives (Walpole
and Goodwin, 2000).
In Kenya, ecotourism is regarded as nature and culture-based tourism that is ecologically
sustainable and supports the well-being of local communities (Southgate, 2006). It appeals to
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visitors who want contact with nature, local communities and indigenous cultures. Ecotourism
targets travellers with special interests who are looking for unique and authentic experiences. It
takes into account the impacts of the visitor industry upon the environmental, social, cultural and
economic fabrics of the local community and strives to conduct its activities in harmony with
nature. Communities are therefore a key component of ecotourism (Fillion, Foley and
Jacquemot, 2005).
Statement of the Problem
Ecotourism has the potential and capacity of improving the livelihood of communities. Although
ecotourism is seen as a form of tourism that is ecologically sustainable and supports the wellbeing of communities, its impact and effect is yet to be significantly seen and experienced for
most destinations. Ecotourism is a form of tourism which targets tourists with special interests
who are looking for exceptional experiences. It considers the impacts of tourism activities on the
environmental, social, cultural and economic structure of the local community and endeavours to
be conducted in tandem with nature. The local communities are therefore a key component of
ecotourism, but their participation has been insignificant over the years (Southgate, 2006).
The Millennium Development Goals (MDG) campaign explained that only one-sixth of the
world’s population has achieved high-income status through consistent economic growth, while
two-thirds have achieved middle-income status, but one-sixth of humanity or over 1 billion
people are stuck in poverty (Millennium Project, 2006). Ecotourism can be seen as a crucial
element in community development and poverty reduction. Ecotourism should therefore foster
sustainable use and collective responsibility in the community. However, it must also embrace
individual initiatives within the community. The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2005)
found that 60% of ecosystem services have been degraded worldwide, including fresh water,
fisheries, air, and water and that the harmful effects of this degradation are borne
disproportionately by the poor. By 2050, climate change alone is estimated to cause extinctions
of 15–37% of the species existing within a wide range of taxa, such as plants, birds, reptiles and
butterflies (Cater, 1994). For example, in Southeast Asia 95% of forests with full biodiversity
have been lost, financed largely by private corporations from North Asia (Clapp and Dauvergne,
2005). As of 2003, 56 percent of the Kenyan population lives below the poverty line. Current
trends maintain that 65.9 percent of the population will live below the poverty line by 2015
(Republic of Kenya, 2011).
Despite Wasini Island being a significant tourism destination, the poverty and underdevelopment
are still evident at the Wasini community. Tourism should have a significant positive influence
on the livelihood of the local community. Despite several ecotourism initiatives over time, no
studies have been conducted to establish if these have improved or worsened the development
status of the region or even remained the same. It is against this background that this study aims
at exploring the contribution of ecotourism on community livelihoods on Wasini Island, Kwale
County. Ecotourism has become increasingly popular with conservation and development
organizations looking for means of generating income from the ecotourism sites. As ecotourism
in an area grows, the local economy experiences some success as development starts to be seen.
Once ecotourism has boosted an economy, locals gain and development starts to be seen in the
community, giving them a better understanding of world issues like sustainable economic
development for the host population of the Island. Thus, the research seeks to assess the
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contribution of ecotourism to the livelihood of the communities living on Wasini Island, Kwale
County, Kenya.
Research Objectives
General objective
The general objective of the study was to assess the contribution of ecotourism towards the
sustainable livelihood of the communities living on Wasini Island, Kwale County.
Specific objective
To establish the relationship between ecotourism initiatives and the sustainable livelihood
activities undertaken by communities living on Wasini Island.
Research question
Is there any relationship between ecotourism initiatives and the sustainable livelihood activities
communities living on Wasini Island engage in for a living?
Chapter Two
Literature Review
(Available from the author)
Chapter Three
Research Methodology
Introduction
This chapter entails the research design that was used by researcher, target population, sampling
method to be used together the respondents during data collection. The chapter also comprise the
research instruments, their validity and reliability, data collection procedure and lastly data
analysis.
Study Area
Location and bio-physical characteristics
Wasini Island lies off the southern Indian Ocean coast of Kenya next to Shimoni, 75 km south of
Mombasa (Figure 3.1). Wasini islands latitude is 4° 42' 45" S and Longitude: 39° 24' 53" E
(Appendix I). The Island is found on the Kenyan Coast in equatorial latitudes, there are almost
equal nights and days all year round. It is approximately 5 km long and 1 Km across. The island
is sparsely populated and undeveloped. There are no cars or roads. A site of early Swahili
civilization, this coral island is occupied by the Vumba people, an indigenous group of Bantu
speaking peoples who have a rich history. They speak Swahili and Kivumba and they number
about 1500. Mkwiro and Wasini are the two villages present on the island - each at opposite
ends. Their history includes invasion and settlement of Arab influence from the Persian Gulf
states, and from the island of Zanzibar, further south. Located in south west Kenya, this
population has the highest infant mortality rate in the country. Poverty levels are indicative of
poor historical and current development.
Paradoxically, the island is some 10 km from the Kisite-Mpunguti Marine National Park. This
park annually attracts many thousands of overseas and local tourists per year and is managed by
the Kenya Wildlife Service. The tourist numbers generated in the area over the years are not
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monitored for environmental or socio economic impact. Women groups on the island have
established a nature walk in the beautiful coral gardens on the Western end.
Climate
The sun rises between 5:45 am to 6:15 am and sets at 6:30 pm to 7:00 pm. Generally the climate
is warm and humid at the coast where Wasini Island is found. Across most of the country,
rainfall is strongly seasonal, although its pattern, timing and extent vary greatly from place to
place and from year to year. The relatively wet coastal belt along the Indian Ocean receives
1,000 mm or more rain per year. Most rain falls from April to July as a result of the southeasterly monsoon.
Flora and Fauna in Wasini Island
The Island itself hosts a rare variety of plants and birds. Ancient Baobab trees can be found in
and outside the villages, and swamps of Mangrove trees surround major parts of the Island. 1,000
year old coral “statues” create a magical coral garden; devotedly managed by a group of local
Wasini Island in itself has many points of interest to have it as a destination. There are quite a
few dolphins, turtles, hard and soft corals and colourful tropical fish around the island. There are
three kinds of dolphins living in this area, and while spotting a dolphin is quite likely, you have
to be a bit lucky to see a humpback whale or a whale shark.
Topography
Wasini Island is a tract of land, smaller than a continent, surrounded by water at high water.
Many attempts have been made worldwide to classify coastlines. They are usually based on the
geomorphology, the degree of exposure to wind and waves, and may also take other conditions
into account. Most of these systems are inspired by Gundlach and Hayes (1978). In addition to
the coastal geomorphology and degree of exposure the ecological value and biodiversity of the
particular stretch of coastline is taken into account. The Wasini Island comprises of the following
categories, Mangrove swamps which is moderate to fully sheltered from wind and wave action
and mainly intertidal. Sheltered rias which is steep to moderate sloping sedimentary structure
inside the creeks; reduced wind and wave actions; a basis of fossil reefs often observed. Tidal
flats which are mainly mud flats exposed during low tide; subject to reduced wave energy due to
protection from a reef or inside creeks. Sheltered sand beach which are mainly beaches of coral
sand sheltered behind a reef; subject more to wind than wave actions. Steep cliff which is
usually steep dipping to near vertical walls of fossil reef; exposed to wind and wave actions and
sometimes protected by a shallow reef.
Tourist Activities and Facilities
In this tranquil setting, one will find interesting villages, ancient mosques, tombs, amazing coral
formations, mangroves and happy inhabitants. Furthermore, the island that’s steeped in history
has a serene skyline which consists of ancient baobabs. The tourist activities include swimming
pool, dhow sailing, fishing, snorkeling, diving, dolphin spotting and spa treatments. Several
handmade cottages are dispersed in a wild garden along Wasini's coast line. They include,
Wasini Restaurant, blue cottages, Mpunguti Lodge and Restaurant, Kituba’s guest House,
Mpunguti Campsite, Home stays with Fatuma, and Home stays with Abrisha. Special care has
been taken to leave the environment as untouched as possible and the bush stretches right into
the rocky compound situated beyond the outskirts of the main village. The study area was the
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preferred choice because it is an exotic island destination with various ecotourism projects for
example Wasini Women Group and Shimoni caves. The island is comprised of people who are
mainly the Digo tribe. It was one of the routes used by slave traders. The Kaya Kinondo is also
linked with the island.
Research Design
This study adopted descriptive research design which basically aims at describing the state of
affairs in a study area (Kombo and Tromp, 2006). A research design is a procedure for
collecting, analyzing, and reporting research in quantitative and qualitative research (Creswell,
2012).
Target Population
The target population for this study was the small island communities living adjacent to Wasini
Island. The target population is approximately 3,000 people who live on the Island (Kenya
National Bureau of Statistics, 2010).
Sampling procedures
Sampling techniques
Two main sampling techniques were used namely purposive and systematic random sampling.
Purposive sampling technique was used to recruit key respondents from the target population for
the interviews and focus group discussions (FGD). The target respondents for interviews were
those people who have the knowledge on ecotourism development in the study site and who
were willing to provide a detailed account of the effect of the ecotourism projects on the socioeconomic development of the local people. Purposive sampling was also used to select members
of the focus group discussion who were homogenous in nature in the sense that it comprised
women only. This type of sampling technique is appropriate in this study because the population
to be studied is somehow difficult to locate and some members are thought to be more
appropriate (knowledgeable and experienced) for the study than others.
Purposive sampling technique employs the discretion of a researcher in picking of cases or it
picks cases with a specific objective in mind (Kothari, 2004). This type of sampling technique is
appropriate if the population to be studied is difficult to locate, or if some members are thought
to be more appropriate (knowledgeable or experienced) for the study than others (Neumann,
2000).
Systematic random sampling was used to recruit respondents for surveys. Respondents were
selected regardless of whether they are involved in tourism activities or not. This is because this
technique was much easier to administer and saves time and money. According to this sampling
technique, all members of the population under study have the same probability of being selected
(Altinay and Paraskevas, 2008).
Using this procedure each element in the population has a known and equal probability of
selection. This makes systematic sampling functionally similar to simple random sampling. It is
however, much more efficient (if variance within systematic sample is more than variance of
population). The researcher ensured that the chosen sampling interval does not hide a pattern. An
entry point was also be selected. Systematic sampling is to be applied only if the given
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population is logically homogeneous, because systematic sample units are uniformly distributed
over the population.
Sample size determination
According to Mugenda and Mugenda (2003) the following method used in social science
research was used to determine the sample size.
n = z2 pq
d2
'Where:
n= the desired sample size
z= the standard normal deviate at the required confidence level
p= the proportion in the target population estimated to have characteristics being measured
q= 1-p
d= the level of statistical significance set
Mugenda and Mugenda (2003) add that if there is no estimate available of the proportion in the
target population assumed to have the characteristics of interest, as is the case in the current
study, 50% was used. In this case, the proportion of the study's target population with the
required characteristics is 0.50, the z-statistic is 1.96, and the desired accuracy is at the 0.05
level, then the sample size of this study is:
n = (1.96)2 (.50)(.50) = 384
(.05)2
Generally¸ the research assistants were required to meet the following requirements aimed to
ensure that they were sufficiently familiar with their respective communities. First, assistant
should have lived on Wasini Island for at least five years; second, assistant should be conversant
with the actual daily community life; and third, assistants should be involved actively in the local
community’s affairs, particularly, through organized groups such as women groups and youth
groups. Moreover, the study targeted a population of 1000 using questionnaires, where 320
respondents were reached out of a possible 384 as depicted in Table 3.1. 20 interviewees were
targeted, but only 15 responded, while all the 8 focus group discussion respondents responded to
the study.
Table 3.1 : Sample size distribution
Research method
Questionnaire
Interviews
Focus Group Discussion
Total

Target population
1,000
20
8
1,028

Sample size
384
15
8
407

Data Collection
Both primary and secondary sources of data were utilized. Primary data was obtained using
semi-structured questionnaires (Appendix II), semi-structured interviews (Appendix III) and
focus group discussions (Appendix IV). Secondary data was gathered from published and
unpublished sources such as journals and books. Questionnaires, interview and focus group
discussions questions covered items on the effect of ecotourism on various indicators on the
quality of life. Structured interviews were used on private and public sector representatives
where the former included managers of lodges and hotel on the island and the latter included
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government representatives from tourism sector. It also involved local community opinion
leaders including intellectuals, non-governmental organization officials, religious leaders, local
leaders, women and youth group leaders and politicians.
The questionnaires were administered to the general members of the local community at the ecolodges, community meetings (barazas), shopping centres and residential sites. In order to
enhance the reliability of the questionnaires, a pilot study was undertaken to pre-test a sample of
30 of the questionnaires which is about 10% but according to De Vaus (2002) between 5-10% is
the recommended sample size for pretesting. They were edited and refined in the light of the
results of the pilot study. Questionnaires (see Appendix II) were piloted to iron out any
ambiguities and tested and purged using the SPSS Cronbach Alpha technique for reliability.
According to De Vaus (2002), a reliability of 0.70 (70%) or higher will qualify the reliability of
the research instruments. Similarly, questionnaires for the current study had a reliability
coefficient alpha of 0.742. In addition, they were invariably re-examined and technical defects
were minutely scrutinized and removed.
Data Collection Instruments
Questionnaire surveys
The study utilized semi-structured questionnaires which contains both open and closed questions
(Appendix II). A total of 384 questionnaires were administered by the researcher with the
assistance of a research assistant. The questionnaires covered items on the effect of ecotourism
on the various indicators of the quality-of-life. The questionnaires were administered to the
general members of the local community members at the eco-lodges, barazas, shopping centres
and residential sites using simple random sampling technique. One of the best-known probability
sampling techniques, this is, despite its name, neither simple nor random (in the sense of
accidental or unsystematic). According to this sampling technique, all members of the population
under study have the same chance (probability) of being selected (Altinay & Paraskevas, 2008).
As a result, every third person passing the strategic locations was selected for interview (De
Vaus, 2002).
Key informant Interview
The study also adopted a structured interview following an interview guide. Interview schedules
covered items on the effect of ecotourism on the various indicators of the quality-of-life (De
Vaus, 2002). All the respondents were administered with the same set of questions during the
interviews. Interviews were administered by the researcher to 15 local community opinion
leaders including, religious leaders, local leaders, women groups' leaders, youth groups' leaders
and politicians. Appointments were made with the key informants and places of their choice
were used for the interviews While interviewing, the researcher maintained a friendly and
informal approach, whereby, the researcher used friendly greetings and even made an attempt to
know the cultural pattern and daily routine of the interviewees. In addition, all possible effort
was made to establish proper rapport with the interviewee. More importantly, the interviewer
listened with understanding, respect and curiosity during the interview session (Bryman, 2012).
Focus group discussion
The researcher used this data collection method to gather data about the effect of ecotourism
initiatives on socio-economic development of small island communities living on Wasini Island
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It is a method for collecting qualitative data through a group interview on a topic chosen by the
researcher (Morgan, 2008). Questions were asked in an interactive group setting where
participants were free to talk with other group members and the researcher was the moderator.
The focus group was homogeneous in nature and comprised of 8 members, all of whom were
women. The women were selected for the FGD because it is the women group at Wasini that are
conspicuous on matters of ecotourism, therefore the researcher deemed that this group was the
most appropriate to be interviewed as a group. The group discussion was recorded using an
audio recorder and took a maximum of 90 minutes. The focus group discussion was administered
by the researcher being assisted by a research assistant. Respondents for the FGD sessions were
derived from the questionnaire survey respondents who showed thorough understanding of
issues for further probing.
Data Analysis and Presentation Techniques
Both quantitative and qualitative data analysis procedures were used as detailed in the ensuing
sections.
Quantitative Data Analysis
The purpose of this section of data analysis was to determine the extent to which various subgroups might differ in their evaluation towards ecotourism development. Statistical Package for
Social Sciences (SPSS), version 20.0 software was used for both descriptive analysis and
inferential analysis (SPSS, 2010). Descriptive statistics was used to describe what is going on in
the data and mainly take the form of frequencies and percentages The 5 level likert scale was
coded as strongly agreed (1), agreed (2), neutral (3), disagreed (4) and strongly disagreed (5).
Chi-square tests on contingency tables were used to test whether any significant differences exist
among demographic variables and responses on ecotourism ventures’ contribution to sustainable
livelihood. The chi-square test for independence, also called Pearson's chi-square test or the chisquare test of association, is used to discover if there is a relationship between two categorical
variables. Multiple regression was used to test multiple variables with significant differences
(De Vaus, 2002). Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used to analyse the variances where the
dependent variable was ecotourism initiatives and the independent variables were the financial,
physical, natural, human and social assets.
Qualitative Data Analysis
Since the data collected from the interviews were in form of open-ended verbal descriptions in
field notes, transcriptions of audio recording and photographs; data analysis involved organizing,
categorizing and identifying of key themes emerging from data collected. Interview questions
and answers were examined and a set of categories developed. The categories were examined for
similarities and differences. Unique patterns within the data and between categories for each
single organization were identified (Clark & Creswell, 2015).
Validity and reliability of the study
This refers to the validity and reliability of questionnaires and interview schedule as data
collection instruments. In order to enhance the reliability of the questionnaire; pilot study was
undertaken for pre-testing it. Then the questionnaire was edited in the light of the results of the
pilot study. In addition, the questionnaire was invariably re-examined and technical defects was
minutely scrutinized and removed.
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Ethical Considerations
The following ethical issues were observed in the course of the research. First, the researcher
adhered to individual privacy, voluntary participation and other requisite human rights and
principles. Second, the researcher treated information collected with confidentiality and used it
for the purpose of the research only. Third, the researcher provided all participants in the study
with clear information on the nature and the purpose of the research project before embarking on
data collection. Fourth, the researcher obtained research permit and clearance from relevant
authorities. Fifth, the researcher familiarized himself with the required legal, social and cultural
frameworks in the study area sites. Sixth, the researcher upheld gender equity issues during the
selection of study sample (Matthews & Ross, 2010).
Chapter Four
Results
4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the results of the study including the demographic information of the
respondents, relationship between ecotourism and contribution of ecotourism initiatives to the
assets of the communities, relationship between ecotourism initiatives and the entitlements of the
communities and attitude of the local community towards eco-tourism development.
4.2 Demographic information of the respondents
Concerning gender, the male respondents were 60%, while the females were 40% and this varied
between the respondents (χ2 = 13.762, df = 1, p = 0.001; Table 4.1). The proportion of age of the
respondents decreased with the age category. The age category of 18 – 30 years had the highest
(67.2%) followed by 31 – 40 years with 24.7%. The age category of 41 – 50 years had 6.9%
while 51 - 60 years and over 60 years had 0.9% and 0.3%, respectively and this varied between
the respondents (χ2 = 76.238, df = 4, p = 0.001). On marital status, majority (61.9%) were
single, 32.5% were married while 3.4% were separated. Those who were divorced were 1.9%
and widowed were only 0.3% and this varied significantly between the respondents (χ2 = 74.371,
df = 4, p = 0.001). On the level of education, majority (55.9%) had primary education while
secondary and tertiary had 36.6% and 5.9%, respectively. University (1.3%) and none (0.3%)
had the lowest education level and this differed significantly between the respondents (χ2 =
60.590, df = 4, p = 0.001).

Table 4.1 : Gender, age, marital status and highest level of education of the respondents
ChiP value
Variable
Frequency Percentage
square
Gender
Male
192
60.0
13.762
0.001
Female
128
40.0
Age of respondents
18 - 30 years
215
67.2
31 - 40 years
79
24.7
76.238
0.001
41 - 50 years
22
6.9
51 - 60 years
3
0.9
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Over 60 years
1
Marital Status
Single
198
Married
104
Separated
11
Divorced
6
Widowed
1
Highest level of education
Primary
179
Secondary
117
Tertiary
19
University
4
None
1
Source: Field data, 2013.

0.3
61.9
32.5
3.4
1.9
0.3

74.371

0.001

55.9
36.6
5.9
1.3
0.3

60.590

0.001

According to the religion of the respondents, majority (84.7%) were Muslims followed by
Christians (14.4%) while traditional and none were 0.6% and 0.3%, respectively and this varied
between respondents (χ2 = 10.093, df = 3, p = 0.018; Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1: Religion of the respondents
Source: Field data, 2013.
The occupation of the respondents ranged from student (30%), fishing (35.3%), businessperson
(18.1%) and other occupational activities namely farming, homemaker and retired had 16.6%
(Figure 4.2) and this varied significantly between the respondents (χ2 = 10.093, df = 5, p =
0.018).
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Figure 4.2: Occupation of the respondents
Source: Field data, 2013.
On the level of income, majority (43.8%) of the respondents earned less than. Kshs 10,000
followed by Kshs. 20,001 – Kshs. 30,000 with 26.6%, while 12.5% earned between Kshs. 10,000
– Kshs. 20,000. Those earning Kshs. 30,001 – Kshs. 40,000 were 5.6%, and the rest Kshs.
40,001 – Kshs. 50,000 and above Kshs. 50,000 were 6.9% and 4.7%, respectively and this varied
between the respondents (χ2 = 132.338, df = 5, p = 0.001; Figure 4.3).
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Figure 4.3: Monthly income level received by the respondents of Wasini Island
Source: Field data, 2013.
4.3 Relationship between ecotourism initiatives and the sustainable livelihood activities
4.3.1 Ecotourism initiatives and the sustainable livelihood activities
The study sought to establish the relationship between ecotourism initiative and sustainable
livelihood activities of the residents of Wasini Island as depicted in Table 4.2. As regards
whether ecotourism had contributed to community capacity building, majority (52.2%) of the
respondents strongly agreed, 33.1% agreed, 8.1% were neutral, while 4.1% disagreed and 2.2%
strongly disagreed and this varied between the respondents (χ2 = 310.531, df = 4, p = 0.001).
In terms of community participation in ecotourism initiatives, 17.2% strongly agreed while
38.1%, agreed, 31.9% were neutral and 9.1%, disagreed 3.8% strongly disagreed. And this did
not vary between the respondents (χ2 = 349.250, df = 4, p=0.001). However, a half (49.1%) of
the respondents strongly agreed and agreed. The findings show that on the community’s
dependency on ecotourism for a living, a total of 76.9% strongly agreed (16.6%) and agreed
(60.3%) while a 15.3% were neutral and the rest disagreed (5.6%) or strongly disagreed (2.2%).
The respondents varied between the response (χ2 = 190.188, df = 4, p=0.001).
On the direct employment in ecotourism initiatives, majority (56%) of the respondents strongly
agreed (13.8%) and agreed (42.2%) and 34.1% were neutral while 7.2% and 2.8% disagreed and
strongly disagreed, respectively and this differed between the respondents (Table 4.3; χ2 =
137.781, df = 4, p=0.001).
Moreover, the results depicted that ecotourism initiatives economically empowered the
community by a half (50.3%) of the respondents strongly agreeing (14.4%) and 35.9% agreeing
while 32.5% were neutral. However 12.5% disagreed and 4.7% strongly disagreed and this
differed significantly between the respondents (χ2 = 117.219, df = 4, p=0.001),
On ecotourism making tourism activities more meaningful, a few (14.1%) respondents strongly
agreed, 32.8% agreed while 37.5% remained neutral. However, 10% disagreed and 5.6%
strongly disagreed. The response varied between the respondents (χ2 = 129.969, df = 4,
p=0.001).
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Table 4.2: Ecotourism initiatives and sustainable livelihood activities
Ecotourism
Strongly Agree
Neutral Disagree% Strongly
initiatives and
agree %
% (f)
% (f)
(f)
Disagree
sustainable
(f)
% (f)
livelihood
activities
Contributed to
52.5
33.1
8.1
4.1 (13)
2.2 (7)
capacity building
(168)
(106)
(26)
Community
17.2 (55) 38.1
31.9
9.1 (29)
3.8 (12)
participation in
(122)
(102)
ecotourism
initiatives
Dependency on
16.6 (53) 60.3
15.3
5.6 (18)
2.2 (7)
ecotourism for a
(193)
(49)
living
Direct
13.8 (44) 42.2
34.1
7.2 (23)
2.8 (9)
employment in
(135)
(109)
ecotourism
initiatives ventures
Economically
14.4 (46) 35.9
32.5
12.5 (40)
4.7 (15)
empowering the
(115)
(104)
community
Made activities
14.1 (45) 32.8
37.5
10.0 (32)
5.6 (18)
more meaningful
(105)
(120)
Indirect creation of 12.2 (39) 40.0
35.3
8.1 (26)
4.4 (14)
job opportunities
(128)
(113)
Environmental
13.1 (42) 39.7
34.7
9.4 (30)
3.1 (10)
conservation
(127)
(111)
Social cohesion of 17.5 (56) 28.1
32.8
11.9 (38)
9.7 (31)
the community
(90)
(105)
Source: Field data, 2013.

χ2

p

310.531

0.001

349.250

0.001

190.188

0.001

137.781

0.001

117.219

0.001

129.969

0.001

172.906

0.001

167.719

0.001

65.406

0.001

On the notion that ecotourism initiatives indirectly created job opportunities, most (52.2%) of the
respondents were in agreement with 12.2% strongly agreeing and 40.0% agreeing while 35.3%
were neutral. However, 8.1% of the respondents disagreed and 4.4% strongly disagreed and this
varied significantly between the respondents (χ2 = 172.906, df = 4, p=0.001).
On environmental conservation, 52.8% of the respondents generally agreed with 13.1% agreeing
39.7% strongly agreeing while 34.7% were neutral. However, 9.4% disagreed and 3.1% strongly
disagreed (Table 4.3) and the response varied between the respondents (χ2 = 167.719, df = 4,
p=0.001).
The response on social cohesion of the community, 45.6% of the respondents agreed with
strongly agreeing being 17.5% and 28.1% agreeing while 32.8% were neutral but 11.9% of the
respondents disagreed and 9.7% strongly disagreed (Table 4.3). The response varied significantly
between the respondents (χ2 = 65.406, df = 4, p=0.001).
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Chapter Five
Discussion, Conclusions and Recommendations
Introduction
The chapter comprises of discussions, conclusion and recommendations of the study findings.
Discussion
Relationship between ecotourism initiatives and the sustainable livelihood activities
Ecotourism initiatives can determine whether the livelihood of the local community can be
sustained. In terms of ecotourism initiatives and sustainable livelihood activities, contribution to
community development was regarded as the main issue by most respondents (Table 4.6).
Ecotourism initiatives can be instrumental in community development. Ecotourism is a type of
tourism that should not be ignored. According to Manu and Kuuder (2012), the ecotourism sector
is growing by 20% due to the growing environmental and social concerns, while growth for the
global tourism sector as a whole was 7.5% (Hayombe et al., 2012). This growth can provide the
much needed impetus to transform the livelihood of the local people.
One of the most conspicuous benefits of ecotourism activities is the creation of job opportunities,
where the standards of living of the residents are raised as a result (Table 4.2). In addition, there
is the enhancement of education through schools and more over it has exposed Wasini Island to
more opportunities for investments. This agrees with the previous literature review where
income generated through eco-tourism benefits the locals and keeps migration for jobs at bay and
the local knowledge also stays within the community and is passed on (Slinger, 2000, Brandon,
1996).
According to Kuuder, Bagson and Aalangdong (2013), ecotourism initiatives has raised income
levels of some local residents in Mognori, Ghana. Moreover, a study conducted at Tasik Chini as
Biosphere Reserve in Malaysia revealed that the penetration of the modern plantation economy
and ecotourism have helped them to experience better livelihood (Habibah, Hamzah, &
Mushrifah, 2010). So these findings agrees with the results of the Wasini Island study that
ecotourism initiatives can be pivotal in the improvement of the livelihood of the community.
This is to say that in order for projects to be sustainable, there have to be a consistent support
from the various stakeholders involved. Moreover, lack of capacity and basic infrastructure has
led to the failure of community-based enterprises. However, Ecotourism', is not only about
saving fragile areas, but about helping the communities that live in them - the original and longterm custodians of the world's wilderness to benefit from their preservation (Loehr, 2002).
The study results agree with the previous literature review that biodiversity is increasingly
looked upon as a sustainable asset and eco-tourism forms a vital basis of it (Boo, 1990; Weaver,
2001), its ability to foster environmental awareness/values and support for conservation, among
both local residents and tourists, through on-site educational opportunities (Ross and Wall,
1999).
In addition, a community-based trans-boundary ecotourism in the Heart of Borneo in the Kelabit
Highlands of Malaysia and the Kerayan Highlands of Indonesia revealed that gathering,
collating, and analyzing the findings of this research with local community members revealed
that the main issues that need to be addressed include: (1) protection of forests and cultural sites
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as foci for ecotourism; (2) improved communication between villages, guides, and lodges; (3)
increased promotion of trans-boundary trekking options; (4) village-level preparation for more
tourists and more equitable distribution of income generated from ecotourism; (5) careful
improvements in tourism infrastructure; (6) the negotiation of legal complications arising from
international border crossings by tourists and guides; and (7) the maintenance of local control
over ecotourism management and of the trajectory of future tourism development in the Heart of
Borneo (Hitchner et al. 2009). The findings of these studies tally with the one of Wasini Island in
the sense that ecotoutism initiatives is seen as instrumental in ensuring sustainable livelihood of
the community.
In addition, a respondent from the focus group discussion made the following observation in
relation to ecotourism initiatives and sustainable livelihood activities:
…Initiatives have created jobs opportunities, enhanced education and led to capacity building
and exposure of the area…
[Focus Group Discussion –third respondent -fifth question]
Consequently, a respondent from the interview sessions said:
…Sustainability of projects is short-lived without continuous support of organisations and
stakeholders…Inadequate capacity to run community enterprises and lack of basic
infrastructure…
[Interview - third respondent -sixth question]

Conclusions
In summary, ecotourism initiatives have the capacity to positively affect the livelihood of the
local people. Moreover, ecotourism is a type of tourism that involves travelling to relatively
undisturbed or uncontaminated natural areas with the specific object of studying, admiring and
enjoying the scenery and its wild plants and animals. Therefore the aspect of sustainability
comes out clearly when ecotourism initiatives are involved. The sustainability of touristic
activities has a long-term effect on a destination. Wasini Island as a destination for ecotourism
stands out to benefit if these initiatives are harnessed to benefit the local community. The manner
in which the benefits of ecotourism initiatives are channeled especially towards the local
community is of paramount importance.
The study sought to find whether ecotourism had contributed to community development, the
extent of participation in ecotourism initiatives, the dependency on ecotourism for a living,
whether there was direct employment in ecotourism initiatives ventures. It also sought to find out
whether ecotourism initiatives was economically empowering the community, whether it had
made activities more meaningful, indirect creation of job opportunities,environmental
conservation and the social cohesion of the community.
The results showed that a majority of the respondents strongly agreed that ecotourism initiatives
contributed to knowledge and skill upgrading on Wasini Island. In addition, most respondents
agreed that EI has improved human resource development, creativity and adaptive strategies.
However, most respondents had a neutral opinion that EI improved the health aspects.
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The results also showed that most respondents strongly agreed that EI contribute to the
construction of buildings and roads. However, most respondents had a neutral opinion that EI has
contributed to machinery improvement on the Wasini Island. Furthermore, a majority of the
respondents strongly disagreed that EI contributed to the improvement of crops and livestock and
the enhancement of schools.
From the study, most respondents strongly agreed that EI contributed to soil protection, the
improvement of the natural environment and the protection of water and air. However, most
respondents had a neutral opinion that EI contributed to protection of forests/vegetation on
Wasini Island. Moreover, most respondents strongly agreed that EI led to good governance
structure, increased decision-making power. However, a majority of respondents had a neural
opinion that EI lead to stronger community groups and strengthened societal structures at Wasini
Island. In addition, most respondents agreed that EI contributed to cultural preservation.
Although, most respondents had a neutral opinion that EI ensures a robust society on Wasini
Island.
Recommendations
On the basis of the study findings, the researcher has the following recommendations.
Community participation in ecotourism - The stakeholders in the tourism industry should
introduce more incentives to enhance the participation of local residents in tourism. This can be
through involvement in the management and conservation of ecotourism resources and
attractions, and establishment of curio shops and hospitality facilities among others. Community
participation has the impetus of ensuring that ecotourism activities are sustained both for this
generation and posterity.
Training – The locals should be adequately trained on matters pertaining to the matters of
ecotourism. This training should be necessitated by all relevant stakeholders in the ecotourism
industry in order to ensure that the locals are equipped with the relevant knowledge and skills to
make use of the ecotourism resources in a sustainable manner.
Governmental support – The government both national and county should support the
ecotourism initiatives of the locals in terms of physical and financial aspects. Support from the
county government is perhaps deemed more relevant and realistic because it is more in touch
with the local residents compared to the national government. There should be effective and
efficient structures that will ensure that the goals and objectives of the ecotourism projects get
the relevant support from the both national and county governments.
Consequently, the following recommendations are proposed for further research:
A study to find out the nexus between participation in ecotourism initiatives and demographic
characteristics of respondents.
A study to find out how community participation can influence the success of ecotourism
initiatives.
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EFFECTS OF SMALLHOLDERS’ ON-FARM WATER APPLICATION
METHODS ON TOMATO YIELDS IN BARINGO COUNTY, KENYA
Kosgei David K.
Abstract
Baringo County experiences frequent rainfall failures, resulting in crop failures. This requires
requisite on-farm water management. However, few empirical studies in the country have
looked at the relationship between various on-farm water application methods and crop yields.
This study therefore examined the effects of various water application methods on tomato,
Solanum lycopersicum, yields of small-scale farmers in Baringo County, a rural and marginal
area of the country. The study employed a descriptive survey design to collect data from the
farmers. The target population was all the 672 household heads living within 10km of Marigat
Town. Stratified random sampling was used to select the 180 respondents. Farmers in the
county were found to grow tomatoes using water from rainfall or irrigation, supplied by gravity
or lifting devices (mainly manual or motor pumps). Gross margins were highest in motor pump
(Kshs 383,176.7), followed by manual pump (Kshs 327,925.1), gravity (Kshs 260,568), and
lastly, in rain fed (Kshs 132,241.5), suggesting that all forms of irrigation were more profitable
than rain fed agriculture in the farming of maize. Semi log functions revealed that lift (β =.10),
gravity (β=.07), seeds (β=.00003), DAP (β=.009), CAN (β=.005), and labour (β=.003) had a
significant and positive effects (at p<.05) on tomato yields. However, the quantity of chemicals
was not significantly (t=-0.99, p=.327) related to yield. The results suggested that the best onfarm water application regimen was the lift system, followed by the gravity system, while rain
fed was the worst. The study concludes that all forms of irrigation are profitable. This study
therefore recommends the adoption of appropriate irrigation systems by farmers in areas with
plentiful supply of water.
Keywords: Tomato, irrigation, rain-fed, yield, Baringo.
Introduction
The importance of agriculture to Kenya cannot be gainsaid, as it accounts for 65 per cent of
Kenya’s total exports and supports, directly or indirectly, the livelihoods of 80% percent of the
Kenyan population, which live in rural areas (Republic of Kenya, 2010). Kenya has two
agricultural production systems: rain-fed and irrigated agriculture (Republic of Kenya, 2010).
Whereas Kenya’s agriculture is mainly rain-fed (only a trivial 1.8% of the country’s cropland is
under irrigation), only 12% of Kenya’s land area, receiving 800 – 2700 mm annual rainfall, is
suitable for arable rain-fed farming (FAO, 1997; Republic of Kenya, 2010). More than 80% of
the country’s land area is semi-arid and arid (ASAL) with an annual rainfall average of 400 mm
and a moisture index of less than 50%, making rain-fed agriculture unsuitable (Republic of
Kenya, 2010).
Tomato is one of the most highly consumed vegetable in Kenya, being grown for fresh market,
processing and export. Tomatoes are excellent sources of antioxidants, dietary fiber, minerals,
vitamins A and C, and potassium. However, growth of this crop in ASALs, such as Baringo
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County, is hampered by often unreliable and low precipitation. Water stress is considered one of
the most important factor limiting tomato growth and yield (Zilberman et al., 2008).
One strategy to enable growing of tomatoes in the country’s marginal and sub-marginal lands is
to use irrigation, and thus, weaning the crop from rain-dependency. Studies have shown that
irrigation increases yield of most crops by between 100 and 400 per cent and it is expected that,
over the next 30 years, 70% of the grain production will be sourced from irrigated land in the
world (FAO, 2009). However, although irrigated agriculture offers opportunities for all-year
round farming compared with rain-fed agriculture, it also has several potential drawbacks.
Energy is required in the extraction and conveyance of water in irrigation systems compared with
rain-fed agriculture, making water in the former system to be more expensive (Zilberman et al.,
2008). Secondly, the water used in irrigation may originate from an external source, such as a
municipal council, which implies that it has first to be bought before it can be distributed on the
farm. Thirdly, irrigation water might be insufficient or simply unavailable, especially, for water
deficient countries, such as, Kenya (Republic of Kenya, 2010). An enduring debate has therefore
ensued on whether irrigation should be expanded or whether irrigation water is too expensive
and therefore, priority should be given to rain-fed agriculture which could potentially assist more
people using the limited resources available (Zilberman et al., 2008). The objectives of this
study were: (1) To describe the on-farm water application methods used by tomato farmers in
Baringo County and (2) To estimate the effects of the on-farm water application methods
employed by farmers in Baringo County on tomato yields.
Materials and Methods
The study was conducted in Baringo County, located approximately 100km north of Nakuru
Town, in the Rift Valley Region of Kenya. The study area lies between Latitudes 00 degrees 13"
South and 1 degree 40" north and Longitudes 35 degrees 36" and 36" degrees 30" east. Baringo
County is arid and semi-arid, receiving low to average annual rainfall, ranging from 600mm in
lowlands to 1500mm in the highlands. About 46.3% of the land in the county cannot support
meaningful crop production as it is too steep or consists of very dry plains. The study sampled
farmers living around Marigat Town, where irrigation is intensively practiced.
This study employed a descriptive survey design, which enabled it to obtain requisite
information from a large segment of small-scale maize farmers over a short period. The target
population was 672 tomato farmers living within 10 km of Marigat Town and practicing various
on-farm water application methods, for instance, irrigation and rain-fed farming. The specific
villages used were Kimalel, Koriema Perkerra and Marigat trading centre. This study collected
data from 180 farmers, according to the formula and correction for sampling from small
population outlined in Mugenda and Mugenda (2003) and Montgomery (1977). Stratified
random sampling was used to select the 180 respondents. To ensure a proportionate
representation of all the farming systems in the study, the sample contributed by each farming
system was weighted according to farming systems’ target population. A sampling frame of all
the accessible farmers in the three study villages was obtained from County Agricultural
Officer’s office and used to select farmers for the study using simple random sampling, which
was accomplished with the help of a table of random numbers.
Field study was conducted between the months of May and June of 2013. Data was collected
using structured questionnaires, administered by the researcher and three trained enumerators.
Validity and reliability of the questionnaire were tested during piloting, which involved the
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administration of the research instrument to 20 farmers purposively selected from the
neighbouring Keiyo Marakwet County. Content validity of the instrument was determined by
checking the responses of the subjects against the research objectives. Reliability was tested by
computing Cronbach Alpha values, with items having values equal to or above 0.7 considered
reliable. Where the value was less than 0 .7, the items were revised. Descriptive statistics, for
instance, frequencies and means were used to describe, summarize, and organize the data. Chisquare (χ2) cross tabulations were used to test if percentage responses (for example, percentage
of households headed by female) depended upon on-farm water application method. More than
two means were compared using Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and post-hoc analysis carried
out by Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) test.
The effects of three on-farm water application methods, lift, gravity, and rain fed systems, on
tomato yield (together with other inputs of labour, chemicals, fertilizer and seeds) were analysed
by a general production function implicitly of the form represented in equation (1)
Y = f (X1, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6, X7 ε)
(1)
Where;
Y = Production in crates of tomatoes
X1 = Dummy variable for Lift
X2 = Dummy variable for Gravity
X3 = Seeds (kg)
X4 = DAP (kg)
X5 = CAN (kg)
X6 = Chemicals (g)
X7 = Labour input (Man days)
ε = error term, whose variance is normally and randomly distributed
Since yield per acre of land was computed and used in the production function, land was not
included in equation (1) since it was a constant. As water application methods comprised of a
few groups, the data was nominal and hence, dummy variables were used to represent them, as in
studies by Thornton & Innes (1989), Rummery (1992) and Levy & Miller (1996). Rain fed
agriculture was the reference category and hence was absent in equation (1).
Data were fitted to three different functional forms, linear, semi – log and double log functions
using ordinary least square techniques (OLS) as in Nimoh et al. (2012), Gani & Omonona (2009)
and Ike & Ugwumba (2011). The equation with the best fit was chosen as the lead equation.
The three functional forms were implicitly represented by equations 2 (Linear), 3 (Semi – log)
and 4 (Double – log).
Y = α + b1X1 + b2X2 + b3X3 + b4X4 +b5X5 + b6X6 + b7X7 + ε
(2)
Where,
α = constant or intercept
b1 …b7 = Coefficients for the inputs
Y, ε, X1 ... X7 are as defined in equation 1 above
Natural log (ln) Y = α + b1X1 + b2X2 + b3X3 + b4X4 +b5X5 + b6X6 + b7X7 + ε
(3)
Where, variables are as defined in equation 2 above.
lnY = lnα + b1 lnX1 + b2 lnX2 + b3 lnX3 + b4 lnX4 +b5 lnX5 + b6 lnX6 + b7 lnX7 + ε (4)
Where, variables are as defined in equation 2 above.
The Gross margin analysis was implicitly represented by equation 5
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Where,
GM = Gross margin
Yi = Gross output (crates)
Py = Unit price of product Yi in Kenya shillings
Xj = Quantity of variable input (where j = 1, 2, 3,…n)
Pxj = Price per unit of variable input in Kenya shillings
Σ = Greek Sigma, which means summation
All statistical tests were two-tailed. Significant levels were measured at 95% confidence level
with significant differences recorded at p<0.05.
Results and Discussion
On-Farm Water Application Methods
Farmers were found to grow tomatoes using two methods for supplying water: naturally by
rainfall or artificially through irrigation. Irrigation water was delivered by gravity or the use of
lifting devices (mainly manual or motor pumps) (Table 1).
Table 1 On-farm water application methods used by farmers in Baringo County
On-farm application method Frequency
Percentage
Gravity
49
27.2
Manual pumps
65
36.2
Motor pumps
24
13.3
Rain fed
42
23.3
Total
180
100.0
N/B: Because of small numbers, farmers using manual and motor pumps are sometimes
combined in this paper to form the ‘the lift system’ of on-farm water application.
Source: Field Survey, 2013
The study showed that tomatoes in the study area were grown predominantly by lift – irrigation
(36% and 13% for manual and motor pump, irrigation, respectively) and to some extent, by
gravity farmers (27%) while only a small proportion of farmers grew the crop under the rain fed
system (23%). Gravity system was practiced by farmers on National Irrigation Board (NIB) runPerkerra Irrigation Scheme, and in other schemes such as Kamoskoi, Sandai and Sugutek and in
valleys where ground water and run-off could flow to farms. The main water lifting devices
were found to be manually operated treadle pumps (popularly, known as ‘Moneymaker’), dieseloperated motorized pumps and buckets. Water for irrigation in both gravity and lift systems was
abstracted from rivers/streams, wells, boreholes, and canals and delivered to farms with mainly
earthen-lined furrows or flexible pipes.
Household’s farmer characteristics
Table 2 presents the data on the relationship between on-farm water application methods
employed by farmers in Baringo County and household’s farmer characteristics.
Table 2 Household characteristics of sample farmers in Baringo County grouped by water
application methods
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Characteristics

Gravity
(n=53)
41.50
39.34a
10.34a
4.21a
3.57
56.6
83.0
9.4
11.3
17.0
83.0

Lift
(n=65)
27.70
37.43a
10.69a
4.58a
3.19
50.8
87.7
3.1
3.1
6.2
92.3

Rain fed
(n=62)
41.90
49.13b
8.16b
3.79b
3.17
53.2
82.3
8.1
9.7
11.3
83.9

Average
(n=180)
36.7
42.02
9.72
4.20
3.29
53.2
84.4
6.7
7.8
11.1
86.7

χ2 or FValue
0.17
14.55***
12.92***
2.98**
0.185
0.40
0.66
0.33
0.20
0.44
0.24

Households headed by a female (%)
Mean age of household head (years)
Years of formal education
Mean household size (persons)
Mean land size (acres)
Households that own bicycle (%)
Households that own mobile phone
(%)
Households that own motor cycle (%)
Households that own car/tractor (%)
Households that own color TV (%)
Households that own radio (%)
Source: computed from Field Survey, 2013
***, ** Significant at the one and five percent levels of probability, respectively. Means or
percentages with similar letters across a row are not significantly different from each other by
Tukey’s HSD test or χ2 test, respectively

There were no significant differences in the number of households headed by females in the
three types of farming systems. The study found that the average age of farmers in the county
was 42 years, which suggests that farmers in the county are young. The results also show that
farmers who practice rain fed agriculture are likely to be older (mean age, 49.13 years) compared
to those who practice gravity (mean age, 39.34 years) or lift (mean age, 37.43 years) agriculture.
Farmers who used gravity or lift systems were found to have significantly more years of formal
schooling (10.3 and 10.7 years, respectively) compared to those who practiced rain fed
agriculture (8.16 years), suggesting that education could be critical in embracing irrigation
technology. Mean household sizes were significantly greater among farmers using gravity and
lift irrigation systems compared to farmers who engaged in rain fed agriculture. The farmers in
the county own relatively small farms, with the average acreage being just 3.3 acres. Ownership
of capital goods, for instance, cars/tractors (8%), motorcycles (7%) and color-TV (11%) was
low. Cheaper goods, for example, bicycles (53%), radios (87%) and mobile phones (84%) had
higher ownership.
Gross – Margin Analysis
Table 3 presents the average gross margin of tomato production grouped according to four water
application methods: gravity, manual pump, motor pump and rain fed.
Table 3 Average Gross Margin of Tomato production
Lift System
Gravity
Manual pump
Motor pump Rain fed
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Average area (acres) cultivated
0.62
0.46
0.50
0.64
for crop
114.8(24.1)
143.7(11.7)
168.3(12.1)
63.7(20.2)
Yield per acre (crates)
321,440a(67,72 402,220b(32,66 471,240b(33,80 178,372c(38,91
Gross tomato income (Kshs) /
7)
9)
0)
8)
acre (TI)
Capital Operating Inputs (C.O.I)
3,000
3,000
3,000
3,000
Land preparation per acre (Kshs) 4648.7(950)
4981.3(52.7)
5140.2(63.4)
4610.8(208.5)
Number of seedlings per acre
13,946.1(2,852) 14,943(158)
15,420(190)
13,832.5(625)
Cost of seeings per acre (kshs)
140.5(11.1)
147.4(8.8)
149(5.6)
107.8(23.9)
Amount of DAP per acre (kg)
7,023.8(554)
7371.3(440)
7450(279)
5388.6(1197)
Cost of DAP per acre (Kg)
121.1(16.9)
139.6(8.1)
139.5(10.1)
82.4(23.6)
Amount of CAN per acre (Kg)
4,843.8(675)
5,582(325)
5,580(404)
3296.4(942)
Cost of CAN per acre (Kshs)
107.7(20.7)
127.3(13.3)
129.7(11.9)
71.7(17.0)
Chemicals per acre (g)
10,448.3(2,006) 12,351.3(1,287 12,583.3(1,154 6,957.5(1,650)
Cost of chemicals per acre (Kshs) 8,200
)
)
Irrigation cost per acre (Kshs)
44,462.0a(2,922 13,000
26,000
32,475c(4,402)
Total COI cost (Kshs)
)
56,247.6b(1,87 70,033.3b(2,15
Labour Input (LI)
0)
8)
151.7(25.4)
Labour input (Man days/acre)
182.3(19.8)
13,655.5(2,286
Cost of labour input per acre
16,410(1,782)
200.5(4.6)
200.3(5.7)
)
(Kshs)
60,872a
18,047.3(416)
18,030(514)
46,130.5c
Total variable cost(TVC) =
260,568a
74,294.9b
88,063.3b
132,241.5d
COI+LI
327,925.1b
383,176.7b
Gross margin (TI-TVC-FC)
Means with similar letters across a row are not significantly different from each other by Tukey’s
HSD test. Numbers in parentheses represent standard deviations.
Source: Field survey, 2013
The gross tomato income was highest in both manual and motor pump systems, followed by
gravity system and was lowest in rain fed agriculture, F(3, 65) = 65.86, p < .001), This was
because both manual and motor pump systems had comparatively more inputs (more water,
chemicals, labour, and fertilizers) than gravity and rain fed systems. This is reflected in the
significantly higher variable costs recorded in the manual and motor systems compared to
gravity and rain fed systems. Gross margins were also found to be highest in the manual and
motor pump systems compared with the other water application methods. The returns for gravity
were lower because although the water was cheap, it could not be applied when required, as
farmers could not control its application (irrigation schemes determine when it is applied). Total
capital operating inputs were found to be highest in motor pump systems (because of more
expenditures on fuel for irrigation), followed by gravity and manual systems, while they were
lowest in the rain fed system, F(3, 105) = 16.82, p<.001.
Effects of Various Inputs on Production of Tomatoes
To estimate the effects of water application methods on the productivity of maize, dummy
variables for “Lift” and “Gravity” water application methods were created while the “Rainfed”
method was made the reference category. Data were fitted to three different functional forms,
linear, semi – log and double log functions and the semi log function gave the best fit (Table 4).
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Table 4 The production functions for tomatoes
Coefficient+SE

t-value

Lift
0.101+.03
2.99**
Gravity
0.069+.02
2.83**
Seeds
0.00003+.00001 2.34*
DAP
0.009+.001
7.52**
CAN
0.005+.001
3.69**
Labour
0.003+.0009
3.21**
Chemicals
-0.001+.001
-0.99
Constant
2.079+.53
21.88**
R-squared
0.76
Adjusted R2
0.75
F-statistic
643.85
Prob.(F-statistic)
P<0.001
Prob = probability; SE = standard error; **, * = t value significant at the one and five
percent levels of probability, respectively
Source: Field survey, 2013

The semi log functions gave the best fit for tomatoes. The estimated equation in the log linear
form for tomato production can thus be written as:
ln Tomato Yield = 2.079 + 0.101 Lift + 0.069 Gravity + 0.00003 Seeds + 0.009 DAP + 0.005
CAN + 0.003 Labour – 0.001 Chemicals + ε
(6)
The β coefficients for lift, gravity, seeds, DAP, CAN, and labour were all significant at p< .05,
which indicated that they all influenced tomato yields. The coefficients were all positive, which
suggested that when the quantity of any of these factors (seeds, DAP, CAN, or labour) is
increased, tomato yields would also increase, when others are held constant. However, the
amount of chemicals was not significantly (t=-0.99, p=.327) related to yield, suggesting that
merely increasing gross volume of chemicals might not be helpful. Lift and Gravity were
dummy variables in the regression model presented in Table 4. The proportional effects (p) for
lift and gravity systems, as computed by amongst others, Thornton & Innes (1989), Rummery
(1992), Levy & Miller (1996) and Mcdonald & Cavalluzzo (1996), were, respectively:
p ( Lift) = (e.101 – 1) x 100 = 10.6%
p (Gravity) = (e.069 – 1) x 100 = 7.1%

(7)
(8)

The results indicated that practicing lift and gravity agriculture increased the total yield of
tomatoes by 11% and 7%, respectively, when compared to rain fed system. The β coefficients in
Equation 6 all exhibited diminishing returns to scale.
Discussion
The use of lift and gravity systems to grow tomatoes, was is in line with the observation made
that land mainly under private smallholder irrigation is devoted to production of vegetables and
fruits, for example, spinach, kales, brinjals, melons, corgets and chillies, and citrus fruits (Karina
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and Mwaniki, 2011). This is because these crops can be grown profitably, even on small lands,
by using basic irrigation equipments, such as buckets, pumps or gravity flow- based irrigation
(Freeman and Silim, 2002). Given that these crops fetch relatively good prices in the local and
external markets (Karina and Mwaniki, 2011) and these irrigation modes give the individual
farmer more flexibility in determining water application to crops compared to mammoth
government-run irrigation schemes, this might be the best model for carrying out irrigation in the
country. This is supported by the fact that the large scale irrigation schemes established by the
government in the past, for instance, Mwea, Perkkera, Bura, Hola, Ahero, West Kano and
Bunyala, have been beset by management failures, are unable to exploit available land fully and
traditionally grow one crop, with little or no rotation (Karina and Mwaniki, 2011).
The average age of farmers in the study was 42 years, which suggests that farmers in the county
are young. The finding of more youthful farmers in the study county is in contrast with the
notion that the average age of a Kenyan farmer is 60 years (Tirop, 2013) and contradicts the
finding by Mambala (2007), who found that most farmers in Bunyala Rice Irrigation Scheme
were aged over 50 years. The greater prevalence of gravity or lift systems among bettereducated farmers, suggested that education could be critical in embracing irrigation technology.
Mean household size of four people was found to be lower than the national average of six
members in rural households (GOK, 2006). The mean farm size (3.3 acres) was relatively higher
than the national average of 1.7 acres (GOK, 2006), could be because the county is arid. The
low ownership of capital goods, suggested that that poverty could be significant in the county.
The gross tomato income was highest in both manual and motor pump systems, followed by
gravity system and was lowest in rain fed agriculture, indicating that overall, irrigation improved
the gross production of tomato, and therefore revenue from the crop. The major constraint in
crop production has been found to be the irregular occurrence of rainfall during critical growing
stages (Fox and Rockstrom, 2003; Barron and Okwach, 2005; Rockstrom and Falkenmark,
2000). Irrigation smoothes the supply of water when rain is unavailable, hence, improving
output. The finding of a positive correlation between irrigation and crop yield in this study is in
line with findings by among others Li et al (2000), Mutabazi et al. (2005), Origa (2011), Tan et
al. (2009), Helyes et al. (1999) and Al-Omran et al. (2010). The percentage increase in tomato
yield when irrigated in this study ranged between 7% and 15%, which was comparable to the
finding of 15.1% increase in total yield of tomatoes in Ontario, Canada by Tan et al. (2009).
However, they were low compared with the recorded increase in marketable yields of tomatoes
and onions by between 63.14 % and 78.91% and by 137.97% and 153.16%, respectively in a
study carried out by Origa (2011) in Makueni County. However, the latter was an experimental
study whereas this study measured yields in a natural setting. Since the amount, frequency and
time of application of irrigated water in the two studies were not similar; it might not be
completely justifiable to make proper comparisons. It is also important to note that other factors
could be responsible. For instance, because of differences in soil type, vegetation cover and
topography of the land, there could have been differential leaching, runoff, water retention and
evaporation (Kim & Schaible, 2000). Hence, it might be germane to design studies that measure
consumptive irrigation water use rather than the amount of irrigation water supplied. The β
coefficients in the study all exhibited diminishing returns to scale, which indicated that an
increase in a variable would likely result in a less than proportional increase in the yield of
maize. The diminishing returns to scale are similar to findings by Nimoh et al. (2012) and Gani
& Omonona (2009). The diminishing returns to scale found in this study suggested that farmers
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in the study area could be in the second stage of production and are in agreement with many
production functions, in which inputs are required to have decreasing returns to scale
(Schoengold and Zilberman, 2007).
Conclusions and Recommendations
The study showed that tomatoes in the study area were grown predominantly by lift – irrigation
(36% and 13% for manual and motor pump, irrigation, respectively) and to some extent, by
gravity farmers (27%) while only a small proportion of farmers grew the crop under the rain fed
system (23%). Farmers who practiced rain fed agriculture were found to be significantly older
and had less formal education compared to farmers who used gravity or lift systems. All forms
of irrigation were found to be profitable compared with rain fed agriculture. The elasticities of
all variables in the study (lift, gravity, DAP, CAN, labour and seeds) were all found to have
decreasing returns to scale, suggesting that farmers still have some idle capacity and can increase
production by increasing the quantity and quality of inputs.
Therefore, small-scale farmers should, adopt the use of irrigation, since all types of irrigation
were found to be profitable if inputs are optimized. Since manual pumps are relatively cheap,
farmers could invest in them to increase crop productivity. However, if they can afford, farmers
should buy motorized pumps, which have the highest returns. Given that the main sources of
water for irrigation were found to be rivers, streams, wells and boreholes, small-scale farmers
should aggressively harvest rainwater and store it properly with a view of using it in irrigation
because bigger parts of the county are described as water-scarce regions.
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ASSESSMENT OF BENEFITS AND SUPPORT OF MKIS IN MEDIUM
SCALE TEXTILE INDUSTRIES
Dr.Krishna C Y S
Dr. Bhavannarayana K
Abstract
Firms strive hard to sustain competitive edge; most of the value- addition in Medium Scale
Textile industries is retained by their knowledge based service activities. In today’s mounting
competitiveness indicative towards activities like market research and customer satisfaction, the
global economy shifts extensively to re-engineer and as well re-sculpt with innovation paving
how competitors are likely to leverage theirs is running scenario. This paper aims to assess and
establish the support levels and the components of the marketing information systems in the
medium scale textile industries. As a core part of the study, the primary data was collected from
the selectively of elected firms in using marketing information systems with the help of a survey
questionnaire. The data analysis that was performed using cumulative weighted average
technique concludes highly moderate support levels of information systems existence and
average ability of attainment of benefits. In continuation of study, based on an upcoming digital
growth and suggests improvement to value addition in all perspectives.
Keywords: Marketing Information, India, MKIS, IS, Marketing management, Customer
relation.
Certainly the emergence of Information Technology, especially internet-enabled technology has
affected and enhanced many management areas that include marketing management. The
decreasing costs of computer technology versus the increasing costs of other factors made
acquisition of computer-based marketing systems (MkIS) a necessary business decision. Cox,
D.F. and Good, R.E., (1967) in their research paper: ‘MkIS are presented in terms of typical
subsystems and their general dimensions. The models are classified into six groups based on the
type of primary use. These classes are data gathering, data analysis, marketing planning,
marketing decision making and implementation of marketing activities. The last group, control,
is divided into two subgroups: external control (control of marketing environment and activities)
and internal control (control of marketing effectiveness, performance against plans and
personnel)’.
Nakata, Cheryl, Zhen Zhu, and Elif Izberk-Bilgin (2011), “Integrating Marketing and
Information Services Functions: A Complementarity and Competence Perspective,” Journal of
the Academy of Marketing Science.
Nakata, Cheryl and Kelly Weidner (2011), “Enhancing New Product Adoption at the Base of the
Pyramid: A Contextualized Model,” Journal of Product Innovation Management.
Nakata, Cheryl and Subin Im (2010), “Spurring Cross-Functional Integration for Higher New
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Product Performance: A Group Effectiveness Perspective,” Journal of Product Innovation
Management.
Turban et al. (2001) in their research paper: ‘Collecting information about competition is
sometimes referred to competitive intelligence and Internet as a source of information is very
often used.
Foster (2002); Samuelson, Nordhaus (1989) Factors affecting the demand for organization’s
production include e.g. changes in interest rate, inflation rate, unemployment rate, tax rates,
population, exchange rate .
Eom, Kim (2005) made a survey in publications (271 papers in scientific journals in 1998 and
210 papers in 2005) with the intention to discover the frequency of the DSS utilization in
particular business activities: ‘DSS are used for finding the best way of communication with the
customer, optimal price determination or planning optimal sales effort’.

Introduction
The Indian Textile Industry need for controlling in ever larger transforming era of marketing
environment where the Indian retail market is the fifth largest retail destination globally and has
been ranked second most attractive emerging market for investment. The prominence of
marketing discipline evolved during this period at the same level at enterprise level. Perpetually,
marketing management (MM) plays a vital role in implementing the strategic business objectives
of the organization, and in running the daily operations/functions efficiently and effectively to
improve the productivity, proficiency and sustainability of development among firms. As the
current business environment grows in high manner of complexity because of narrowed
opportunities with marginal profits, winning firms are those that pivotally gain and master the
business issues critical to their performance, and enrich the most precise understanding of
phenomena of value and creation of value. Firms that are successful at finding, managing,
retaining and developing cutting edge products economically will outperform their competitors,
achieve higher financial success and build greater ROI.
Pragmatically, speaking the information systems that claim to support managers cannot be built
unless one understands what marketing managers do and how they do it. In the 1990s the
marketing management function and the more traditional, bureaucratic, hierarchical
organizations will be complemented by new, more flexible, organizational forms such as
strategic partnerships and networks. This means compulsory need rose to maintain relationship
and data of customers, suppliers and resellers. The technological innovations led for the
development of marketing information systems (MkIS) and advanced internet capability
facilitates to create a real-time shared data information-based, self-service, and interactive work
environment. The Information Technology with web-enabled capabilities helps marketing
information systems as it becomes a more horizontal and self-learning organization, by enabling
personnel to contribute to the strategic focus of the organization. The marketing personnel will
need skills and knowledge in relationship management and these skills will become valuable
business assets.
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A marketing information system (MkIS) is intended to bring together disparate items of data into
a coherent body of information. An MIS is, as will shortly be seen, more than raw data or
information suitable for the purposes of decision making. An MIS also provides methods for
interpreting the information the MIS provides. According to Little (1979) has defined “The
Marketing Information Systems (MkIS) can be defined as an MIS or DSS which relates to
marketing activities and marketing information. Cox and Good (1967), “Marketing Information
Systems (MkIS) was seen as a set of procedures and methods for the regular planned analysis
and presentation of information for use in making marketing decisions”. The study investigates
and establishes the support levels and the benefits of the marketing information system (MkIS) in
the medium scale textile industries.
Components of MkIS: MkIS is a set of inter related components that whilst the MIS varies in its
degree of sophistication - with many in the industrialized countries being computerized and few
in the developing countries being so - a fully fledged MIS should have these components, the
methods (and technologies) of collection, storing, retrieving and processing data
notwithstanding. Marketing Information systems have to be designed to meet the way in which
managers tend to work. Marketing Professionals assignments involve a lot of manual internal
records that can be used by marketing managers, but even this small set of records is capable of
generating a great deal of information like territory sales and volumes and many other
information. MKIS empowers the executive to access, monitor and for comparing for
ascertaining facts like Product type, size and pack type by customer; average value and/or
volume of sale by territory; average value and/or volume of sale by type of account; average
value and/or volume of sale by industry; average value and/or volume of sale by sales person. In
the literature, Internal Reporting Systems, Marketing Research System, Marketing Intelligence
System and Marketing Models are deemed to be major components of marketing information
systems.
Benefits of MkIS: The researchers have identified the following assess the benefits of MkIS in
the manufacturing industries.
1
Organized Data Collection.
6. Speedy and relevant information
2
Broad Perspective.
for decision making.
3
Significant Data storage.
7. Data amassed and kept over several
4
Avoidance of Crisis.
time periods.
5
Coordinated Marketing plans.
8. Cost benefits analysis.
I.T. As A Catalyst to Marketing Management
In late mid of 19th century the phenomena of traditionally Marketing Management approach
evolved as a widely accepted business function, bounding out of the more traditional sales
management approach. From last few decades the transformation of business firms paved and
routed the function of Marketing as responsible for more than sales. It also evolved as the
management function responsible for making sure that every aspect of the business is focused on
delivering superior value to customers in the competitive market environment. According to
Möller, this management approach can be characterized as trying to solve the problem of “how
to develop an optimal marketing mix consisting of Product, Place, Price and Promotion solutions
for the competing preferences of a chosen target segment of consumers, households or
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organizational buyers”. The advent of Information technology-based marketing is not the new
and it have been with us from many years. The significance of computers in marketing was
highlighted and recognized by market philosopher. Traditionally, Marketing Information
Systems (MkIS) was a system just to facilitate and support function in its decision making. In
addition to the management perspective, MkIS can be an essential tool for the entire marketing
organization. Some researchers have classified IS in marketing by the tasks for which they are
customarily used. According to Moriarty and Swartz ‘a concept of marketing and sales
productivity (MSP) systems which consists of four subsystems: salesperson productivity tools,
direct mail, telemarketing and sales management’. However, these new, more operational, IS
have been slowed in usage in the context of the MKIS concept. In recent times, they are
transforming themselves from sales center to strategic partners in delivering further business
value with the help of information technology. Today the heightened demand to support the
strategic business objectives with an exceptional focus on shareholder value, customer loyalty,
customer relation management have headed to transforms in both job content and expectations of
marketing resource professionals. According to Benjamin and Scott Morton ‘a radical redesign
of functional processes is a way not only to improve effectiveness but also to develop strategic IS
–systems which bring competitive advantage to the company. As functional hierarchies are
replaced by cross-functional networks, the organization of the future will be designed around
business processes rather than functional hierarchies’.
In the literature, many academicians addressed the growing need to cost justify the marketing
resource function, and according to Phillip Kotler (1980), ‘The marketing management process is
defined as a process which “consists of analysing market opportunities, researching and selecting
target markets, developing marketing strategies, planning marketing tactics, and implementing
and controlling the marketing effort”.
The traditional organizational principles of functional hierarchies and the Tayloristic principles
of task specialization have led to many islands of optimized activities that are hardly linked.
“Each organisational sub-unit within the process had optimised its own IT application, but no
single sub-unit had looked at (or was responsible for) the entire process”. Earlier it was believed
that achieving maximum efficiency in doing single activities would improve the whole process.
However, this is not necessarily true – while the efficiency of a specific task may be improved,
the overall effectiveness of the process may suffer. Therefore, the whole process with all its
activities and its linkages needs to be considered.
Contribution To Organizational Performance: The amplified information technology
implementations and managing marketing information by means of IT has become one of the
most vital elements of effective marketing. By collecting, sharing and interpreting data of
marketing and its environment drives to reliability to promote corporate and brand image cutting
edgily is the need of the hour. Information Technology role in marketing offer new ways of
improving internal efficiencies, dynamic marketing communication among personnel and
corporate which leads continuously to planning, accounting, advertising, sales promotion and
logistics and supply channel of the firm. Today studies evidences that in supportive to the
phenomena of management, Marketing Information Systems can be an essential tool for the
entire marketing organization. Academicians and researchers have segmented Information
Systems in marketing by the tasks for which they are customarily used. Reasonably industry at
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par to competition product development, customer service leads to the surfacing of the marketing
department as value addition and as well as strategic partner to the firm in order to have
sustainable development. The pivot activity of extracting information is a truncated on going
process from different spec of sources synthesizes it and sends it to those responsible for meeting
the market places needs. In era of digitalized marketing can no longer be an area of few
specialists. This is the time every personnel in the firm must be charged with responsibility for
customers and delivering admirable value for them. According to Webster, this customer focus
may require increasingly large investments in information management and information
technology. In the coming frontier of automation will be marketing and sales functions, and these
functions are likely to receive the largest investment of technological resources in the future. It is
also evident that many companies have started, or are planning to build, marketing related IS.
For the firms it became apparent to classify these systems in more detail so as to be able to
design better, efficient and more cost-effective information systems in marketing and sales
function for better and vibrant business. Unfortunately, there is a sign that the MKIS is heading
for potential destruction. As discussed earlier, many marketers (48%) are not satisfied with their
existing MKISs and many firms (over 40%) do not link their MKISs with their ISs to create
competitive advantages. In today's businesses, the computer information system is consider as a
corporate resource, it is shared by all the functional areas in the firm. Marketers must work
closely with the CIO and the other functional personnel. With the growing popularity of end-user
computing, maintaining the quality of MKIS is no longer the responsibility of a CIO. Marketers
must take charge of their own MKISs. This notion of using technology to improve transactional
activities and accomplish them more efficiently and provides one of the primary justifications for
a computer-based system.
Purpose Of The Study
The objective of the research study is to investigate and establish the support levels of the
marketing information systems (MkIS) in the medium-scale textile industries. It also evaluates
and establishes the overall benefits of the marketing information systems in the same industry.
METHODOLOGY The present conclusive study is in the specialized area of MKIS with
reference to the influence of Management Information Systems (MIS) in the medium-scale
textile industries of Hyderabad.
Research Design
Primary Data :

Hyderabad based medium scale industries

Secondary Data :
Sample Universe:
Sample Frame :

Industrial Directory and websites
Employees of manufacturing industries in marketing division
MkIS implementing industries in Hyderabad

Research Tool :

Five Point Likert Scale Questionnaire

Sample Size :

71
Stratified Random Sampling

Sampling Technique :

1200

Sampling Design The study precisely selected the following employees in the pre-defined
approximate ratio of 1:3:5 as respondents from the different medium-scale textile industries of
Hyderabad.

Table 1: Characteristics of Respondents
Employment Type
Marketing Managers
Assistant Sales Managers
Executives
Total Respondents

No. of Respondents
08
30
33
71

Data Collection
A pre-tested, well structured questionnaire is used for the data collection. The questionnaire was
distributed to the selected respondents of the medium-scale textile industries and their opinion is
recorded on 5-point Likert-scale. Further the collected field survey data was processed and
prepared the primary data which is the basis for the further data analysis and conclusion.
Analysis and Interpretation
One of the important parts of this research study is to assess and establish the support levels of
MkIS using the primary data that is pertaining to usage intensity of MKIS alongside
demographic factor: Occupation of the respondents. Cumulative weighted average (CWA)
technique was used for the data analysis.

MKIS Support Levels
The data pertaining to the support levels of MKIS in the respondents’ respective organizations
are presented in the table 2 and the same is depicted in the form of bar chart in figure 1.
Table 2: Support Levels of MKIS
MKIS Components – Ratings (in WA)
Occupation
Coordinated
Cost
Organized
Decision
Data
Category
Plans
Benefits Average
Data
Supportive Administration
Analysis WA
Managers
3.72
2.73
3.12
3.67
2.68
3.18
ASM
3.67
2.92
2.74
3.52
2.76
3.13
Executives 3.38
2.59
2.50
3.11
2.55
2.93
CWA 3.59
2.87
2.79
3.43
2.66
3.05
(Source: Field Survey)
WA: Weighted Average (also called Weighted Mean)
Interpretation: From above table, the CWA value of 3.59 offered to Organized Data on 5-point
mean rating scale confirms that medium-scale manufacturing industries are quite capable of
storing, managing and accessing the product and customer related information with the help
organized data. Similarly the high CWA value of 3.43 offered to Data Administration on 5-point
scale indicates that they are quite competent to maintain and manage the Data administration
activities with fewer issues with the help of MKIS.
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In contrary, the CWA values of less than 3.0 on 5 point scale offered to MKIS components of
coordinated plans, decision supportive, and cost benefits analysis highlights the moderate
support levels towards the components. The study recommends improvements in the MKIS
system and also repetition of all MKIS training programs, of course, with an added intensity.

Figure 3: Support Levels of MkIS
MKIS Benefits
The data that was collected through questionnaire in order to assess the benefits of MkIS is
processed and presented in the table 3 and the same is depicted in the figure 2.
Table 3: Variables Of MKIS Benefits
Variables

Weighted Average

Organized Data Collection
Broad Perspective
Significant Data Storage
Avoidance of Crisis
Coordinated Marketing Plans
Speedy & Relevant Information for Decision
making
Data amassed and kept storage for several
time Periods
Cost benefits analysis

2.78
2.97
3.93
3.52
3.87

Average
Figure 2: Benefits of MkIS
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3.73
2.95
2.87
3.36

Interpretation: The Table 3 demonstrates the overall benefits attained with the help of MKIS with
the CWA value of 3.36 on 5-point mean rating scale, reveals that Hyderabad based mediumscale textile industries are attaining highly moderate of the benefits from MKIS. Precisely, the
variables with average score ≥ 3.5, significant data storage, Avoidance of Crisis, Coordinate
Marketing Plans, Speedy and relevant information for decision making are providing relatively
high benefits through MKIS. But, the remaining variables with CWA score less than 3.5,
Organized Data Collection, Broad Perspective, Data amassed and kept storage for several time
periods, Cost benefits analysis emphasizes the improvements in the MKIS system in order to
attain the utmost benefits than present.
Results And Discussions The support to the MKIS components clearly indicates that mediumscale textile industries are still lagging behind the appropriate, wise and wide usage of
information technology. Firms must first recognize the importance of MKIS and then enhance
the systems in order to improve the organization performance. The companies are able to attain
only moderate scale of the benefits from MKIS and losing the remaining more than one third of
benefits. This evidently indicates that the support levels must be improved in order to realize the
full benefits from the MKIS.
Conclusion
The study confirms that the support levels of medium-scale textile industries towards the
MKIS is highly moderate and suggest improvements in MKIS to effectively and efficiently
use the system in order to attain the maximum benefits. The researchers recommend that
firms must improve the weak areas of MKIS systems: Organized Data Collection, Broad
Perspective, Data amassed and kept storage for several time periods and Marketing
departments must have virtuous understanding, exchange and interaction with other
departments especially to overcome the identified interdependent problems and sustain
with vibrant product line for constant growth of organization meeting the expectations and
global benchmarks.
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Abstract
When firms conduct new product development they are concerned about the determinants of
consumer behavior. There is existing literature on consumer intention to purchase however,
little is known about the decision-making process consumers in developing countries undertake
when choosing to leapfrog. Thus this study seeks to fill this void by evaluating the moderating
effect of consumer knowledge on the relationship between the determinants of leapfrogging and
the intention to leapfrog in the cellphone industry in Kenya. The specific objectives are to
determine the effect of quality of product, switching cost, urgency to replace on the intention to
leapfrog in the cellphone industry in Kenya and to establish the moderating effect of consumer
knowledge on the relationship between the determinants of leapfrogging and intention to
leapfrog in the cellphone industry in Kenya. The study will utilize the Theory of Planned
Behavior (TPB) and the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT).
Introduction
Firms face the challenge of consumers hesitating to adopt new-generation products (Chen, 2003;
Lee & Lim, 2001). Besides the typically noted determinants of consumer adoption of newgeneration products, such as the uncertainties related to a new product (For example Arts,
Frambach, & Bijmolt, 2011; Lin & Lu 2006), consumer may postpone the upgrade to a newer
(currently available) version of a product (P1), until some point of time in the future for the
release of an even newer version (P2) (Brezis, Krugman, & Tsiddon, 1993; Mody& Sherman,
1990). Referenced to as leapfrogging in the literature, this phenomenon reflects a consumers’
decision to delay a product purchase to wait for a modified or improved product generation that
will be available in the future (Sharif, 1989; Wagner & Calder, 1993). For firms, leapfrogging is
critical to understand since it means a displacement of sales and profits from the current period to
one sometime in the future (Chen & Li-Hua, 2012). From this perspective, consumer’s
expectations about a future product generation can cannibalize the currently marketed generation
(Weiss, 1987). Intentionally skipping a product generation can be observed in many industries as
in the software (Montini & Slobin, 1991; Schilling, 2003), the automotive (Druehl, Schmidt, &
Souza, 2009) or the cell phone market (Danaher, Hardie, & Putsis, 2001)
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Consumer knowledge is an essential part of any business. Consumer knowledge creates a
relationship between the consumer and the company. Because a company can provide the
product to consumers according to the demand. Through consumer knowledge a company can
make strategies to compete with competitors in the market (Deepak Sharma, 2013). It entails
understanding your consumers, their needs, wants and aims. It is essential if a business is to align
its processes, products and services to build real consumer relationships thus companies can
understand what needs and wants facilitate consumers’ intention to leapfrog.
Today, the mobile phone is central to the lives of most consumers, including the lives of young
teens. It is a device many consumers cannot seem to do without; they always have it on and
check it almost everywhere they go. For these consumers, the mobile phone is not only a
personal device used to stay connected with friends and family, but also an extension of their
personality and individuality (Grant and O’Donohoe, 2007; Sultan and Rohm, 2005). For
marketers, the widespread adoption of mobile phones represents a huge marketing opportunity to
reach and serve consumers anytime, anywhere (Grant and O’Donohoe, 2007; Roach, 2009;
Barutcu, 2007). Furthermore, the brands of these mobile phones play an important role in the
customer’s daily life and can present a big asset for companies owning them. Owing to the
massive presence of mobile phones, brands play an important role in the customer’s decision
making process of using or adopting a cellphone.
Literature is incomplete with respect to three points. First and foremost, although literature has
investigated some of these factors (consumer knowledge, switching cost, product quality and
urgency to replace) and their influence on leapfrogging in isolation (Cripps & Meyer, 1994;
Moorthy&Png, 1992; Padmanabhan, Rajiv, & Srinivasan, 1997), a comprehensive assessment of
these factors and their differential importance for leapfrogging (Boone, 2001) is missing.
Second, the primarily applied modeling perspective (e.g. Bayus & Gupta, 1992; Chanda and
Bardhan, 2008; Erdem, Keane, ncu¨& Strebel, 2005) lacks a large-scale analysis that examines
the interplay between individual consumer characteristics and consumers’ perceptions of
multiple product generations to determine leapfrogging. Finally, prior work on leapfrogging
primarily collected data in one step (Kim, Srivastava, & Han, 2001), while two steps are
necessary to examine consumers’ perceptions of product generations prior to their decision on
leapfrogging and their actually leapfrogging behavior.
In view of these shortcomings, it is essential to undertake a closer examination of leapfrogging
and the effect of consumer knowledge on the intention to leapfrog. In response, the primary
objective of the study is to evaluate consumer determinants of leapfrogging by putting these
factors into one analytical framework.
Africa is the second largest and second most populous continent with approximately 1 billion
people, yet its infrastructure investments rank among the lowest in the world. Only 29% of roads
are paved, barely a quarter of the population has access to electricity, and fewer than three
landlines are available per 100 people (International Telecommunication Union [ITU], 2012;
World Bank, 2008). The infrastructure challenges notwithstanding, access to the use of mobile
telephony in sub-Saharan Africa continues to increase dramatically. There are 10 times as many
mobile phones as landlines in sub-Saharan Africa (ITU, 2012), and 60% of the population has
mobile phone coverage
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In the past few years, the Information and Technology Sector has emerged as a steadily growing
contributor to the Kenyan economy. Since 2000, the sector has outperformed all other in the
Kenyan economy, growing on average by approximately 20% annually (World Bank Economic
Update, 2010). This has been largely due to the major advancements in infrastructure, favorable
government policy, as well as an active and innovative private sector. Many Kenyans are now
interacting actively with technology in terms of creation and development of the technology, as
well as actual application and dissemination of technology products and services. In this manner,
as technologies advance, they are becoming integral components of daily lifestyle. According to
the latest sector statistics from the Communications Authority, Kenya now has over 90% mobile
penetration. In the period April to June 2016, mobile subscriptions reached 39.7 million up from
38.3 million subscriptions recorded last quarter. This translates to an increase of 3.7 percent or
1.4 million new mobile subscriptions during the quarter.
According to Google’s Consumer Barometer, smartphone uptake in Kenya was at 44% in 2016.
This is a massive jump from 2014 when smartphone uptake was measured in the same survey as
being only 27%. This suggests inexpensive smartphones that are now going for as little as Kes.
3,000.00 are clearly driving a massive shift from feature phones which used to be the dominant
mobile device in Kenya. This figure is significantly higher than the African average of 65%
(Praekelt, 2012).
Problem Statement of the Study
Understanding how consumers decide when to upgrade to new-generation products is of strategic
importance (Chen 2003; Lee and Lim 2001). Consumers may postpone upgrades to newer
versions until some point in the future when an even newer version is released (Herrmann, Spott,
and Schlager 2015; Brezis, Krugman, and Tsiddon1993; Mody and Sherman 1990). Therefore,
it is imperative to know which factors affect consumers’ decisions to leapfrog. Most research on
consumers’ adoption of new products has focused on the psychological barriers to adopt a new
products and the rate of adoption or diffusion models. For instance, decision-making scholars
have developed decision-making frameworks to explain the mental process of adopting an
innovation (Clark & Staunton, 1994; Thomas & Charlotte, 1999; Turnbull & Meenaghan, 1980).
In particular, scholars have focused their attention to understand the barriers to adoption of
technological breakthroughs, also known as radical innovations (Weelwright and Clark 1992). It
has been found that the process, duration, and outcome of the adoption process, particularly for
next-generation products, depend on product-specific and adopter-specific factors such as a
product’s relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability, and observability (Rogers
1995).
Consumer knowledge has been defined as the amount of experience with particular products or
product categories (Bettman/Park 1980; Sujan 1985,) and is of paramount importance for the
investigation of consumer behavior. Consumer product knowledge is based on the consumer’s
understanding or awareness about the product or consumer’s confidence about it (Lin and Zhen
2005). Consumer product knowledge has been studied in a variety of different ways in recent
years (e.g. Baker, Hunt and Scribner, 2002; Alba and Hutchinson, 2000; Brucks, 1986; Park,
Mothersbaugh and Feick, 1994; Raju, Lonial and Mangold, 1995; Rao and Monroe, 1988). It has
been recognized as a characteristic in consumer research that influences all phases in the decision
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process (Bettman and Park, 1980) and none of these studies has linked it to the aspect of
leapfrogging.
Despite recent interest in the leapfrogging topic, little is known about the decision-making
process consumers in developing countries undertake when choosing new technologies. Thus
this study seeks to fill this void by evaluating the moderating effect of consumer knowledge on
the relationship between consumer determinants of leapfrogging and the intention to leapfrog in
the different cellphone technologies available in Kenya at each step of the decision-making
process. The context of the investigation is the cellphone market in Kenya since the mobile
phone is one of a handful of consumer products to have gained global acceptance within a
relatively short period of time and new models are always introduced frequently(Barnes and
Scornavacca, 2004).
Theoretical Review
Theoretical Perspective
The theory of planned behavior (TPB; Ajzen, 1991) argues that a person's behavioral intention
depends on the person's attitude towards the behavior, the subjective norms, and on the perceived
behavioral control. An attitude is defined as “a person's favorable or unfavorable evaluation of
the behavior” and is formed by the beliefs about the likely outcomes of the behavior (salient
beliefs) and the evaluations of these outcomes (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). The subjective norm is
the perceived social pressure to perform or not to perform the behavior and is constructed by
beliefs about the perceived expectations of others to carry out the behavior (normative beliefs)
and the motivation to comply with these expectations. Perceived behavioral control reflects the
extent to which the individual feels he or she is able to actually carry out the behavior, which is
based on beliefs about factors that may facilitate or impede performance of the behavior (control
beliefs) and the perceived power of these factors (Ajzen, 1991). Together, the attitude toward the
behavior, the subjective norms, and the perception of behavioral control lead to the formation of
a behavioral intention, which in turn leads to the performance of the behavior (Ajzen, 1991).
The theory of planned behavior (Ajzen, 1991) is an extension of theory of reasoned action (TRA)
and was established to overcome the limitation in the theory of reasoned action (Ajzen and
Fishbein, 1975,1980). Theory of planned behavior comprises of attitude towards the behavior,
subjective norm (SN) and perceived behavioral control (PBC) (Ajzen, 1985, 1991). According to
the theory, attitude toward behavior, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control,
together lead to individual's behavioral intention and behavior. Theory of planned behavior, have
been applied to various studies in varied sectors to study consumer behavior such as e-coupon
usage (Kang et al., 2006), green consumption (Sparks et al., 1992), smoking (Godin et al., 1992),
e-commerce services (Bhattacherjee,2000), Tonglet et al., (2004).
In addition to the theory of planned behavior, the theory of Unified Theory of Acceptance and
Use of Technology (UTAUT) (Venkatesh, Thong, & Xu, 2012) will be used for the study. This
theory is a comprehensive synthesis of prior research on technology acceptance, based on critical
factors and contingencies relating to the prediction of intention to use the technology within the
context of consumer location. Extensive replications, applications, extensions, and integrations
of the UTAUT have made an important contribution to the understanding of technology adoption
and extended the theoretical boundaries of the theory. According to the UTAUT-2, performance
expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, facilitating conditions, hedonic motivation, price
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value, and habit influence the intention to use and the continued usage of technological products
or services. However, the UTAUT has been modified and extended to accommodate a broader
perspective. Some personal factors have been incorporated into UTAUT studies to predict usage
through intention. Oshlyan sky, Cairns and Thimbleby (2007) incorporated self-efficacy and
anxiety, to validate the UTAUT model cross culturally. Dulle and Minishi-Majanja (2011) also
adjusted UTAUT to investigate Internet self-efficacy of open access while Ahmad, Tarmidi,
Ridzwan, Hamid and Roni (2014) proposed UTAUT to studied self-efficacy as individual factor
influencing behavioral intention. Using awareness as a construct in UTAUT, Abubakar and
Ahmad (2013) posit that there are few studies that examined the relationship between awareness
and behavioral intention. The result of such studies found awareness to have significantly
influence on behavioral intention
These theories underscore the core determinants that predict the intention to use, actual usage,
continued usage, and post-adoption behavior of users with respect to innovative technology. In
addition, the theories enable researchers to investigate agents that would expand or contract the
effects of the core determinants. The theories have been empirically tested and proven worthy;
therefore, they were chosen to form the foundation for this study.
Proposed Objectives
Proposed Research Objectives
The main objective of the study is to understand the moderating effect of consumer knowledge
on the relationship between determinants of leapfrogging and the intention to leapfrog in the
cellphone industry in selected counties Kenya. The specific objectives include:
a) To establish the effect of quality of product on the intention to leapfrog in the cellphone
industry in Kenya
b) To determine the effect of switching cost on the intention to leapfrog in the cellphone industry
in Kenya.
c) To determine the effect of urgency to replace on the intention to leapfrog in the cellphone
industry in Kenya.
d) To establish the moderating effect of consumer knowledge on the relationship between the
determinants of leapfrogging and intention to leapfrog in the cellphone industry in Kenya.

Hypotheses and Concepts
Proposed Research hypotheses
H1: Product quality has no significant effect on the intention to leapfrog in the cellphone
industry in Kenya.
H2: Switching cost has no significant effect on the intention to leapfrog in the cellphone industry
in Kenya.
H3: Urgency to replace has no significant effect on the intention to leapfrog in the cellphone
industry in Kenya.
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H4: Consumer knowledge has no significant moderating effect on the relationship between the
determinants of leapfrogging (product quality, switching cost and the urgency to replace) and
intention to leapfrog in the cellphone industry in Kenya.
Determinants of Intention to Leapfrog
Adoption theory involves the mental process of adopting an innovation (also a new product
generation) or its (preliminary) rejection by consumers and the factors that impact this decisionmaking process (Clark & Staunton, 1994; Thomas & Charlotte, 1999; Turnbull & Meenaghan,
1980). Wheelwright and Clark (1992) develop a scheme for classifying innovations, pursuant to
Rogers’ definition of an innovation (1995).According to Wheelwright and Clark (1992),
breakthroughs are defined as radical, revolutionary innovations introduced to the market that can
be typified as Schumpeterian shocks.
New markets or new product categories emerge through the introduction of such breakthrough
products (e.g. the cell phone or the CD media). Product derivatives, on the other hand, develop
from modifications of products already available in the market. The aim of these innovations is
to address new market segments by providing improvements to existing products (e.g. by
improving a service component or enhancing functionality).The introduction of various vehicle
types, such as station wagons or convertibles, is an example of the product derivative. Finally,
next-generation products are central to leapfrogging and represent significant developments of
existing products (i.e. those that do not qualify as either breakthroughs or product derivatives).
Next-generation products are better capable of meeting consumer needs than are product
derivatives. An example would be the carving ski, which represents a new generation of sporting
equipment and replaced the traditional Alpine ski. The process, duration, and outcome of the
adoption process, particularly for next-generation products, depend on numerous factors that can
be generally classified, in line with Rogers (1995), into product-specific and adopter-specific
variables.
Product quality and intention to leapfrog
Perceived quality is customer perception of general quality or superiority of one product or
service - with attention to the purpose of that product or service- in comparison to other
alternatives (keller, 2008). Perceived quality can be defined as the customer perception of
general quality or superiority of one product or service in the light of its expected goal case in
comparison to other alternatives. Perceived quality is a general and intangible feeling about
brand. However, perceived quality is usually based on key dimensions that consist of product
specification (reliability, performance and brand). The identification and measurement of its
main dimension will be useful, but it should not be forgotten that perceived quality is a general
perception (Kia, 2012; as cited in Aker, 1991). Unlike lisen and Vanec (2001), quality is useful
for creating competitive advantage (Zeeshan, 2013). Product quality is a key factor in assessing
purchase intention. It is a continuous process of improvement that the continuous changes
increase product performance and consequently the satisfaction of customers’ needs. Quality
should be improved every moment (Tariq et al., 2013). Chi et al., (2008) concluded that if a
product has a better quality, customer will be more inclined to purchase it. Also, their study
emphasized that product quality has a positive impact on customers’ purchase intention. Tsiotsou
(2005 and 2006) investigated the higher quality product creates higher purchase intention toward
lower quality products.
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Also, research indicates that consumer anticipations of future product generations serve as an
influence on leapfrogging (Kim et al., 2001; Song & Chintagunta, 2003). In addition to materialrelated changes, the old product (P0) is subject to perceived devaluation by the mere presence of
an improved successor on the market (P1). Such perceived obsolescence could also be driven by
perceptions that the old product is no longer state of the art in terms of design. Consumers may
also consider real obsolescence, if the new product is a functional improvement over the older
one. For example, the old product may no longer reflect the latest technology with the new
product fulfilling its function better, quicker, and simpler. Thus, consumer anticipations of
various product generations are likely to be impacted by psychological obsolescence (Antioco &
Kleijnen, 2010; Holak & Lehmann, 1990; Levinthal & Purohit, 1989).
To consider the new product (P1) as a replacement for the old one (P0), the former must
represent an improvement (even if just perceived so by consumers) upon the latter. The
willingness to switch to the new product therefore increases with greater quality advantages
being offered by the new product, compared to the older item (Boone, 2001; Druehl et al., 2009).
If improvements in P1 (compared to P0) exceed a certain threshold, consumers will show less
interest in leapfrogging to P2, since adopting the currently available product provides
considerable benefit to the consumer, over the older product. Hence we hypothesize that product
quality has no significant effect on the intention to leapfrog in the cell phone industry in Kenya.
Switching cost and intention to leapfrog
Switching cost refers to the risk, investment and loss of customers having to take because of
changing service providers. Some studies have divided switching cost as the loss of finance,
time, psychology and relationship Whitten, D. and Wakefield, R.L. (2006). By literature review
and focus group interview, Burnham, T.A., Frels, J.K. and Mahajan, V. (2003) generalized eight
dimensions, namely risk cost, evaluation cost, learning cost, setup cost, benefit loss cost,
monetary loss cost, personal relationship loss cost and brand relationship loss cost, and further
divided them into three categories (procedural switching cost, financial switching cost and
relational switching cost), Procedural switching cost involves the expenses of time and efforts.
Financial switching cost involves the loss of financially quantified resources. Relational
switching cost involves psychological or emotional discomfort caused by the loss of
identification and the breaking of the relationship bonding. Procedural switching cost includes
risk cost, evaluation cost, learning cost and setup cost. Financial switching cost includes benefit
loss cost and monetary loss cost. Relational switching cost includes personal relationship loss
cost and brand relationship loss cost. Risk cost refers to the cost of possible negative results
when consumers switch to the unfamiliar service providers. Evaluation cost means the cost of
time and efforts to collect and analyze information for switching decision making. Learning cost
means the cost of time and efforts to acquire new skills and knowledge in order to effectively use
the services provided by new service providers. Setup cost refers to the cost of time and efforts
when start to use the services of new service providers. Benefit loss cost means the loss of
financial benefits provided by the original companies after the switching, such as the
accumulated points or discount. Monetary loss cost means the cost promised or provided at one
time before receiving the services of the original companies, such as payment for signing the
contract and forfeit for breach of contract. Personal relationship loss cost refers to the loss
incurred by losing consumers’ personal relationship with the past service personnel after
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switching the enterprises. Brand relationship loss cost refers to the loss of consumers’ benefits,
which derive from the positive image of the past companies, after switching the enterprises. This
study suggests that the classification of Burnham, T.A., Frels, J.K. and Mahajan, V. (2003) is
clear and complete, and thus treats it as the criterion of categorization of switching cost.
Pricing of a newer product generation (either P1 or P2) is a result of the product’s features and
performance, the pricing policy of the manufacturer and, where applicable, the discount policy of
any intermediaries. Prior research indicates that the price for the future product is an important
consideration for leapfrogging (Song & Chintagunta, 2003). Consumers will consider more than
just the price of the newer product when making the product adoption decision. Given that many
consumer goods markets are saturated, the decision to adopt a new product frequently involves a
replacement, rather than a first time purchase (Chanda & Bardhan, 2008) and thus consumers
must also consider costs associated with switching product generations. Since the old product has
often not reached the end of its life cycle at the time of replacement, the consumer assumes the
role of buyer of the newer product (either P1 or P2), as well as the seller of the older product
(P0). Thus, costs involved in purchasing one of the newer products can be offset from proceeds
of selling the older product (depending upon the residual value of the old product; Cripps &
Meyer, 1994
In the final decision, consumers will likely consider the costs involved in switching from the old
product (P0) to the new product (P1), as well as the costs associated with switching from the old
product to the future product (P2). Studies conducted in the automotive market show that the
switching costs (from P0 to P1 or from P0 to P2) play a central role in opting for the new or
future vehicle (Gatignon & Robertson, 1985). It must be assumed, however, that the costs
resulting from the switch from P0 to P1 or from P0 to P2 have differential effects on the
occurrence of leapfrogging. If the switch from the old product to the new product is associated
with higher costs, the new product is less attractive and consumers tend to be predisposed to
leapfrogging (Levinthal & Purohit, 1989). If the costs involved in switching from the old product
to the future product are higher, however, the new product becomes more attractive, such that
consumers would avoid leapfrogging. Hence we hypothesize that switching cost has no
significant effect on the intention to leapfrog in the cell phone industry in Kenya as shown in the
diagram above.
Urgency to replace and intention to leapfrog
Consumers consider purchasing a future product generation; they must be able to bridge the time
until that product becomes available with the currently owned product (P0). It is expected that
consumers’ who own a product will vary in the perceived urgency to replace the existing item
and that this urgency will be driven by a variety of factors. The quality of the old product is an
obviously important consideration when deciding to forego the new product (P1) and instead
wait for the future one (P2). Indeed, the urgency to purchase the new product is ultimately
determined by the consumer who is impacted by the functionality of the existing item (Rogers,
1995; Weiss & John, 1989).
As time progresses, the functionality of any item is adversely affected by wear and tear and with
increasing age, one can expect increased breakdowns of most products. In support of this view,
Bayus and Gupta (1992), demonstrate that the perceived condition of the currently owned item
impacts intentions to replace the item (Labay & Kinnear, 1981).
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Further, consumers’ desire for variety and change also influences the urgency to replace the
current product (P0) by the next generation (either P1 or P2). Such stimulation of wants by a new
product has proved a central determinant in buying behavior (Wanget al., 2008). Further, the
introduction of a new product generation leads to the obsolescence of the existing generation,
which, from the consumer’s perspective, reduces the value of the current item. Indeed, the mere
perception of this value reduction can motivate the desire to replace P0. Hence we hypothesize
that urgency to replace has no significant effect on the intention to leapfrog in the cell phone
industry in Kenya as shown in the diagram above.

Consumer knowledge
Product knowledge is of paramount importance for the investigation of consumers’ behavior.
Consumers Product knowledge based on consumer’s understanding or awareness about the
product or consumer’s confidence about it (Lin and Zhen 2005). Consumer knowledge has been
defined as the amount of experience with particular products or product categories
(Bettman/Park 1980; Sujan 1985,) Consumer product knowledge has been studied in a variety of
different ways in recent years (e.g. Baker, Hunt and Scribner, 2002; Alba and Hutchinson, 2000;
Brucks, 1986; Park, Mothersbaugh and Feick, 1994; Raju, Lonial and Mangold, 1995; Rao and
Monroe, 1988). It has been recognized as a characteristic in consumer research that influences all
phases in the decision process (Bettman and Park, 1980). Consumers with various levels of
product knowledge differ in their perceptions of product attributes (Laroche, Bergeron and
Goutal and 2003; Baker, Hunt and Scribner 2002; Blair and Innis 1996). Marks and Olson
(1981) propose that consumers with higher levels of product knowledge have better developed
and more complex schemata, with well-formulated decision criteria. In the same vein, Kemp and
Smith (1998) suggest that consumers with higher levels of product knowledge are more
diagnostic and better informed than those who have lower levels of product knowledge.
Therefore, the higher the level of product knowledge a consumer possesses, the less chance there
is that he or she will generate evaluation bias. Consumers’ intention to understand the product
description can be explained by aiming to make more appropriate choice. Consequently
consumers becoming more assured about the quality of their choice and thus they estimate their
experience more favorable. All in all, consumers’ product knowledge is considered as a strong
bond between product information that customer can access and customers’ behavioral response.

Leapfrogging behavior in other areas
Human choice behavior is conceived here as a mental process that transforms perceptions of
several optional courses of action into a choice. It is considered to cover any kind of intuitive,
automatic and impulsive choice behavior as well as conscious-deliberate decision making. It thus
includes a large, heterogeneous range of processes, lasting from months for long-term, multialternative, multi-attribute decisions (e.g. relocation of households, vehicle ownership decisions)
to split seconds for short-term choices with few alternatives and few attributes (e.g. lanechanging underway). Depending on the character and impact of the choice decision one might
discern strategic, tactical and operational choice behavior. Super fine dividing lines between
these categories are not useful, as any such delineation within the continuum might rightfully be
disputed. The duration, the complexity and the impact of the individual processes might better be
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considered as moderately correlated elements of continuums. Though the functions of these
choice categories to some extent differ the same mental processes carry them out.
Developmental leapfrogging refers to leapfrogging studies in the context of national socioeconomic development strategies. These studies investigate the economic benefit of leapfrogging
ahead of other countries in terms of socio-economic development (Breziset al., 1993; Unruh and
Carrillo-Hermosilla 2006). Discussions on leapfrogging in this context are often accompanied by
political rhetoric as comparisons among countries lead to competitive attitudes (Borofsky 2009;
Friedman 2009). Another common question is how latecomer countries can catch up with
industrialized countries and their level of industrial development – also by potentially skipping
stages of their past development. In his seminal paper Soete (1985) states that an important
advantage of leapfrogging is that neither the capital invested nor the skilled labor of the previous
technological paradigm need to be displaced.
In this context, the literature builds upon the historical evidence that shows how leapfrogging
benefits a country’s competitiveness and economy. For example, in the 17th century, England
adopted a new technology to produce cotton and took over Holland’s market dominance. In the
20th century, the United States and Germany pioneered the automobile industry and ended
Britain‘s economic leadership position (Schroeder 2010; Soete 1985). More recently, studies
show how leapfrogging has benefited Germany, France, the United States, Japan, and Israel
(Schroeder 2010; Grinstein 2008; Gallagher 2006; Perez and Soete 1988).
Following examples of leapfrogging success in developed nations, scholars have investigated the
success or failure of leapfrogging in developing nations. In the 1980’s, Asian countries such as
Singapore, Malasya, and China made leapfrogging a national strategic priority. Rather than
catching-up to existing technology used by their developed counterparts, these countries aimed at
developing the next generation of technology. This strategy has positioned these countries as
technological leaders in the sector of microelectronics (Hobday 1994; Soete 1985). In
Singapore, for instance, the electronics industry is its largest industrial sector. These countries
are also expected to achieve market dominance in semiconductors and consumer electronics.
However, not all evidence favors leapfrogging. Huang (2010) observed that people in developing
countries have a difficult time leapfrogging. He examined how people in developing countries
skip landline-based telecommunication systems by directly adopting mobile phones. Using a
sample of 159 countries over a time span of 19 years, the author analyzed four factors: 1) the
time point when the size of the mobile phone user base first surpassed that of landlines, 2) the
time point when the mode of technology to be skipped (i.e., landlines) peaked in the number of
users, 3) the penetration level of landlines at the time point when the size of the mobile phone
user base first surpassed that of landline, and 4) the annual compound growth rate of the ratio of
mobile phone subscriptions to fixed-line subscriptions over time on. It was found that the time
telecom leapfrogging happened varied widely across these countries, whereas lagged countries in
the landline era still fall behind in the penetration of mobile technology. So, it was concluded
that leapfrogging did not bring the lagged countries to the same level of or even passing over the
leading ones in end-user telecommunications. Hence, although leapfrogging is a good idea, the
adoption of new technologies, especially in developing nations, continues to be a challenge.
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In the context of environmental leapfrogging scholars examine how firms and countries adopt
and use new eco-friendly technologies (Goldemberg 1998).A special topic has been how
developing countries could skip inferior, less efficient, more expensive and more polluting
technologies and adopt more advanced ones, particularly in the particularly in the energy sector
(Goldemberg 1998; Perkins 2003). This topic is especially relevant for emerging economies like
the BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia, India, and China), but also pertinent to other developing
nations in former Soviet nations, Southeast Asia, Southeast Asia, and Latin America where
economic growth, population increase and industrialization appear likely to take place over the
next decades. In this domain, the results show that the rate of leapfrogging to eco-friendly
technologies depends on the institutional environment. For example, Gallagher (2006) found
that China’s ability to leapfrog to substantially cleaner automobiles is constrained by Chinese
policies and laws. The author argues that a combination of government policies, regulations, and
nongovernmental initiatives are required to adopt newer technologies.
The concept of environmental leapfrogging also includes a social development dimension which
should not be neglected. The diffusion and application of environmental technologies not only
reduces environmental impacts, such as those from CO2 emissions, but at the same time can
contribute to sustainable economic. For example, currently nearly one third of the world
population still has no access to electricity and another third has only poor access. Reliance on
traditional biomass fuels for cooking and heating can have a serious impact on health and the
environment. There is not only a direct positive link between sustainable renewable energy
technologies and climate change mitigation, but also between clean energy and health, education
and gender equity outcomes (Modi et al., 2004, Haines et al., 2007)

Conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework below shows the moderating effect of consumer knowledge on the
relationship between the determinants of leapfrogging (product quality, switching cost and
urgency to replace product) and the intention to leapfrog.
Figure 1 Conceptual Framework
Consumer
knowledge
Products
Quality

Switching cost
Intention to
leapfrog

Urgency to
replace
Switching cost
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Source: Adopted and modified from Herrmann et al., 2015
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Abstract
The main objective of the study was to assess factors affecting the effectiveness of supply chain
management practices in Nigerian public sector case of Ministry of Finance with the aim of
assessing the effect of supplier relationship on the effectiveness of supply chain management
practices. The study adopted a descriptive case research design with study population of 120
management staff working at the Ministry of finances’ procurement, finance and administration
departments from which a sample size of 60 respondents was drawn. Questionnaires were used
for data collection and descriptive statistics data analysis method was applied to analyze data
aided by Statistical Package for Social Sciences. The study identified that lack of supplier
relationship management strategies downed the effectiveness of supply chain management
functions. The study recommended application of supplier collaboration strategies.
1. Introduction
Supplier relationship management entails determining how company buyers interact with
suppliers. It is a mirror image of customer relationship management. Just as a company needs to
develop relationships with its customers, it needs to foster relationships with its suppliers to
ensure quality goods and services, timely and assured deliveries and information flow to assist
both organizations in planning. At the strategic level, the output of the process is an
understanding of the levels of relationships the firm will maintain, and the process for
segmenting the suppliers and working with them to develop appropriate relationships. Once the
process team determines the criteria for categorization of suppliers and the levels of
customization, the operational supplier relationship management process develops and manages
the relationship. Relationships can take the form of supplier captive or buyer captive. Supplier
applies when the supplier has less chances of changing the buyer either because of the supplier
having invested a lot of resources to produce a particular product to a given firm and hence
moving will be a loss, a case where a supplier has only one or a few clients to deliver to. Buyer
captive arises when the buyer has one source to buy from such as when there is only one supplier
or manufacturer of product. In both cases, relationships should be a win-win to both for both
firms to reduce costs and share profits.
1.2 Statement of the Problem
In Nigeria, over seventy percent (70%) of public sector organizations experience supply chain
management challenges and this negatively affects effective delivery of services [24]. The
ministry of finance was ranked 7th in performance, according to the performance contracting
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secretariat report. As a strategic ministry in charge of financial policy formulation and
implementation in public sector, the ministry was supposed to do better. A case in point is the De
La Rue currency printing sager. When a new government was formed in 2003, the then minister
for finance cancelled an exclusive 10-year contracts to print Nigeria bank notes because it was
allegedly hurriedly awarded. Instead, CBN floated an international tender for printing of 400
million units of new generation currency. The competitive bidding process could not succeed
since De La Rue had already established a long working relationship with the CBN. The ministry
of finance tabled a policy paper before the cabinet proposing to give De La Rue an exclusive
currency printing contract for 10 years and then later acquire 40% of the company shareholding.
Many financial experts, more especially in the private sector felt that the contract was skewed
towards De La Rue. The matter is a subject to investigation by the public accounts committee. It
casts aspersions on the supply chain efficacy of the ministry.
In spite of having many SCM studies undertaken by Goldstein [29], Harmon[31], Harrison[32],
Peters[15], Martin[24], Edward[45] and Clerk[13], none of the studies have drawn much
emphasis on how public sector organizations should improve the effectiveness of the supply
chain management practices. Hence this has created a knowledge gap amongst procurement and
logistics practitioners in public sector organizations.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Lee [39] affirmed that SRM is a discipline of working collaboratively with those suppliers that
are vital to the success of your organization to maximize the potential value of that relationship.
SRM is about developing two-way, mutually beneficial relationships with your most strategic
supply partners that deliver greater levels of innovation and competitive advantage than could be
achieved by operating independently.
Peters [55] argued that SRM managers should be responsible for managing no more than three
supplier relationships, in order to devote sufficient time to each. Staff involved in SRM activities
will have a good combination of commercial, technical and interpersonal skills. Commercial
acumen, market knowledge, analytical abilities and project management expertise are important.
But “softer” skills around communication, listening, influencing and managing change are
critical to developing strong and trusting working relations. SRM managers understand their
suppliers’ business and strategic goals and are able to see issues from the supplier’s point of
view, while balancing this with their own organization’s requirements and priorities.
Cooper [14] concurred that SRM includes both business practices and software and is part of the
information flow component of supply chain management (SCM). SRM practices create a
common frame of reference to enable effective communication between an enterprise and
suppliers who may use quite different business practices and terminology. As a result, SRM
increases the efficiency of processes associated with acquiring goods and services, managing
inventory, and processing materials. According to Ansari [1], the use of SRM software can lead
to lower production costs and a higher quality, but lower priced end product.
2.1 Objective
The main factors that affect effectiveness of SCM can be broadly classified into supplier
relationship, inventory management, information technology, training and distribution.
Therefore, the study identifies factors that influence effectiveness of the supply chain classifying
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them as enablers and results. Enablers will be the factors that enable an organization to achieve
or to improve the supply chain effectiveness.








Enablers
Supplier relationship
Management
Inventory management
Information technology
Distribution management
Training management



Result
Supply Chain
management

Figure 1. Relationship between Enablers and Result
This paper considers one of the enablers namely the effect of supplier relationship management
on the effectiveness of supply chain management practices in the ministry of finance. Further,
the study also includes the variables that create supplier relationship management such as
collaboration, development, quality of goods and customer service.
2.1.1 Effective Supply Chain Management
Supply chain effectiveness is the relationship between actual and planned performance. As the
strategic significance of purchasing increases, performance measures became more qualitative
and judgmental in character - more effectiveness-oriented (non-financial factors). These may
include internal environmental factors to purchasing function such as supplier management,
communication both internally and externally, performance of purchasing tasks, the level of
participation in decision making, stage of company development, professionalism, attitude,
ethics, culture, etc. of purchasing staff
2.1.2. Supplier Relationship Management
Browne [12] contended that supplier relationship management is a comprehensive approach to
managing an enterprise's interactions with the organizations that supply the goods and services it
uses. The goal of supplier relationship management (SRM) is to streamline and make more
effective the processes between an enterprise and its suppliers just as customer relationship
management (CRM) is intended to streamline and make more effective the processes between an
enterprise and its customers.
Supplier involvement in product development allows firm to make better use of their supplier’s
capabilities and technology to deliver competitive products. Coordinating operational activities
through joint planning also results inventory reduction smoothing production, improve product
quality, and lead time reductions argues that integration is an effective strategy in reducing with
suppliers throughout the product lifecycle is an effective strategy in reducing supply uncertainty
[33].
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3. Research Methodology
The study adopted a descriptive case research design. The study gathered both quantitative and
qualitative data that described the nature and characteristics of factors affecting the effectiveness
of supply chain management practices in the ministry of finance. The study considered this
design appropriate since it facilitated towards gathering of reliable data that gave a true picture of
factors hindering effectiveness of supply chain management practices in the ministry of finance.
The study population comprised of 120 management staff and 60 respondents selected randomly.
Primary data was gathered through a semi structured questionnaire. Analysis was done by the
Statistical Package for Social Sciences.
4. Research Findings And Discussion
4.1 Supplier Relationship Management Challenges
The study sought to establish if the organization faced supplier relationship management
challenges and the obtained findings were presented in table 4.1. Majority (83%) of the
respondents indicated that the organization faced supplier relationship management challenges.
The respondents who disagreed with majority opinion were only (17%) of the total response rate.
The respondents affirmed that the organization lacked a comprehensive approach for managing
interactions with suppliers and this affected realization of increased effectiveness on supply
chain processes between the organization and the suppliers.
Table 4.1 Supplier Relationship Management Challenges
Response
Frequency
Yes
40
No
8
Total
48

Percentage
83%
17%
100%

4.2 Effect of supplier relationship management on the effectiveness of supply chain
management practices
The study aimed to find out if supplier relationship management affected the effectiveness of
supply chain management practices in the organization. The findings were presented in table 4.2.
Majority (90%) of the respondents felt that supplier relationship management affected the
effectiveness of supply chain management practices in the organization and only 10% of the
respondents who were to the opinion that supplier relationship management did not affect the
effectiveness of supply chain management practices in the organization.
Table 4.2 Effect of supplier relationship management on the effectiveness of SCM
Response
Frequency
Percentage
Yes
43
90%
No
5
10%
Total
48
100%
4.3. How supplier relationship affect effectiveness of SCM
Table 4.3 presents that supplier collaboration has a mean of 4.41 indicating that supplier
collaboration affected the effectiveness of supply chain management practices to a large extent,
supplier development scored a mean of 4.12 indicating that supplier development affected the
effectiveness of supply chain management practices to a large extent, Quality of goods and
services recorded a mean of 4.45 indicating that the quality of goods and services delivered by
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suppliers affected the effectiveness of supply chain management practices to a large extent.
Finally, customer service scored a mean of 4.08 and this demonstrates that customer service
affected the effectiveness of supply chain management practices to a large extent. It’s clear that
all the supplier relationship activities scored an average mean of 4.08 and above and this
demonstrates that supplier, collaboration, supplier development, quality of goods and services
and customer care service affected the effectiveness of supply chain management practices to a
large extent. The table further indicates that the variance and standard deviation on all the factors
was almost equal with only customer service recording a slight difference. This indicated that the
respondents answered the questions in the same way and gave reliable and accurate answers on
all the supplier relationship activities. This contended with findings by Joppe [36], that a narrow
difference between variance and standard deviation on respondent’s answers is clear indication
of reliability and accuracy of the respondents answers on issues surrounding the research
problem.
Table 4.3. Extent to which supplier relationship activities affect the effectiveness of supply chain
management practices in the organization
Supplier relationship N
Mean
Std. Deviation Variance
Activities
Supplier Collaboration
48
4.4167
.96389
.929
Supplier development
48
4.1250
.91384
.835
Quality goods and
Services
48
4.4583
.74258
.551
Customer Services
48
4.0833
1.12672
1.270
Valid N (listwise)
48

4.4 Relationship between supply chain management effectiveness and supplier relationship
management
The study subjected the gathered data under each research variable to inferential statistical tool,
thus correlation analysis. Correlation analysis is used to determine how strongly the scores of
two variables are associated or correlated with each other. Table 4.4 shows that Supplier
relationship management had a strong positive correlation with effectiveness of SCM practices (r
= 0.845). This correlation was found to be statistically significant at 0.01 significance level (pvalue = 0.000).
Variables
Supply Chain
Supplier relationship
Management
Management
Pearson
1
.845**
Supply Chain
Correlation
Management
Sig. (Tailed)
0
N
48
48
Pearson
.845**
1
Correlation
Sig.(2 -tailed) 0
N
48
48
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5. Summary, Conclusions And Recommendations
5.1 Supplier Relationship Management
The study findings indicate that supplier relationship management greatly determine the
effectiveness of supply chain management practices in the ministry of finance. Supplier
collaboration and development enhances effectiveness in SCM in acquiring goods and services.
The study noted that lack of a comprehensive approach for managing interactions with suppliers
affected realization of increased effectiveness on supply chain processes between an organization
and the suppliers.
5.2 Conclusion
The effectiveness of supply chain management practices in the ministry of finance depended on
application of modern supplier relationship management strategies. Supplier relationship
activities play important role where players willingly share risks and rewards and maintain
relationship on long term basis.
5.3 Recommendations
To manage supplier relationship management, the ministry should intensify centralization of
common user items. The organization should create a data base on supplier activities such as
delivery schedules, complaints, quality management processes. The procurement managers in
organization should increase the level of interaction with suppliers. The interaction should
involve efficiently providing suppliers with expectations of how the communications and flow of
products/services are to be provided.
5.4 Suggestions for Further Studies
Further studies is encouraged to explore the effect of procurement regulations, quality standards
and sourcing strategies on SCM effectiveness and also help in establishing supply chain
management best practices in the public sector organisations.
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Abstract
Purposes: The overall objective of this paper is to highlight the general principles of Total
Quality Management (TQM) involvement and how this approach has been and can be used to
improve performance of Kenyan Universities and hence attempts to theoretically conceptualize
TQM in higher education in Kenyan Universities.
Methodology: This paper uses seven (7) Principles of ISO 9001 (QMS) and articulates how these
principles can be used to enhance quality services and improve performance in academia.
Originality and value: The paper develops from theory, a framework for evaluating the tools and
principals used for continual improvement on total quality service management in Kenyan
University
Conclusion: Paper concludes that effective TQM is inevitably common factor that will shape the
strategies of higher educational institutions in their attempt to satisfy various stakeholders
including: students, parents, industry and society as a whole.
Keywords: Quality, Total Quality Management, Performances, higher education

Introduction
QM is seen as a management approach characterized by principles, practices and tools, in which
each principle is implemented through a set of practices, which are then supported by a number
of tools which enhance customer satisfaction. This statement is supported by Dean Jr and
Bowen, 1994) and has been applied and modernized in the past two decades as is indicated by
(Porter and Parker, 1993; Dahlgaard and Dahlgaard, 2002; Dalrymple and Drew, 2000;
Holmlund, 2007; Douglas and Judge Jr, 2001; Sousa and Voss, 2002; Kaynak, 2003; Gibson et
al., 2003). Customer focus and continuous improvement, amongst others, have been mainly
focused upon in terms of principles of QM (Hellsten and Klefsjö, 2000; Dean Jr and Bowen,
1994).
According to Redmond, Curtis, Noon and Keenane (2008), a Quality Management System in its
basic concept seeks to: Recognize the external quality related requirements specified in Licenses
to Trade, guidelines, specified customer requirements, and the chosen management system
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standard(s). The authors continued to argue that for the system to be effective, the following
have to be in place: Ensure that all requirements have been documented within the management
system in the appropriate location in terms of defined specific system requirements and also
confirm that employees receive applicable training in the quality system requirements. Redmond
et al. (2008) reaffirm that performance processes should be outlined, where applicable, to the
quality system requirements; at the same time produce records or evidence that system
requirements have been met. The authors say that measuring, monitoring and reporting of the
extent of compliance with those performance procedures, continually monitoring and analyzing
changes to the requirements and conformance that all changes are reflected in changes to the
specific requirements when necessary.
The universities have not held customer focus to its requirements and as study by (Stanciu, I,
2003) affirms the meaning of Total quality management as the management of all the elements
of an organization processes, practices, systems, methodologies and of all those who are
involved or damage in any way the quality of product or service, the statement loses the
meaning. Some features of total quality management are considered to be essential (Vinni,
R.,2011), change, customer orientation, communication, continuous improvement, corrective
measures, cost of poor quality, the organizational structure of network type in the process or case
management, imagination, creativity, IT, organizational culture, team, orientation towards the
future. As reported in the literature on higher education, several ideas have emerged about the
non-applicability of those management models, especially because they are derived from
industry and had nothing to do with the higher education ethos (Harvey, 1995; Kells, 1995;
Birnbaum, 2000; Massy, 2003; Pratasavitskaya and Stensaker, 2010). Though some university
has installed the TQM, non-effective implementation and application has emerged. Other authors
gave a more nuanced view on the subject, claiming that although higher education institutions
were not private business enterprises, some of the basic principles and tools could be applied as
long as they were instruments at the service of institutions and their governance and management
boards, subject to the institutions academic mission, goals and strategies (Williams, 1993;
Harvey, 1995; Dill, 1995).
In the year 2012, Kenya developed and adopted higher education reforms aimed at streamlining
and improving the management of university affairs. In an effort to introduce professionalism in
the recruitment of university chancellors in Kenya, the Vice chancellors are now,
constitutionally, picked by the university community and alumni with the leadership of Cabinet
Secretary. This brings to an end an era in which university leaders were appointed by the
president of Kenya. According to (Jackson and Schuler, (2000), Hartmann, Jahns, and Darkow
(2008) change programs in organizations such as institutions of higher learning largely depend
on an organization’s human resources, this is one way of ensuring that effective TQM is
implemented and working efficiently in our universities.
According to Torracco (2005), learning has for long been acknowledged as a major determinant
of organizational success. From the behavioral sciences, learning has been studied at the
individual level and connected with change in behavior. Hence, internal factors serve the basic
need of facilitating learning and adaptation to a changing work environment (Torracco, 2005)
and are thus concerned with fostering improved performance which is aimed at enhancing
quality of the outcome. It is further affirmed that QMS is that part of the organization’s
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management system that focuses on the achievements of results, in relation to the quality
objectives, to satisfy the needs, expectations and requirements of interested parties, as
appropriate. According to Amyx (2005), when a University has a working and effective QMS, it
is able to demonstrate its ability to meet customer and regulatory requirements and to enhance
customer satisfaction.
Despite lots of literature done on quality education in higher learning, there were still some gaps
identified and key among them was the inadequate evidence of Kenyan studies done to
investigate the effectiveness of the QMS already installed in Kenya local Universities.
Implementation of ISO 9000 is a critical organizational change that requires a transformation in
the organizations’ processes, strategic sites Matsui and Chi (2006) who conducted their study in
Vietnam argued that ISO 9000 implementation has been accepted worldwide as a useful first step
towards Total Quality
Management (TQM). The result of the research showed that with the implementation of ISO
9000, the Quality Management System is strengthened with more effectiveness in responsibility
and authority and process control. The United Kingdom (UK) government, in Spring 2011
announced that the UK Border Agency would be requiring all private colleges that provide
higher education for UK degree-awarding bodies to undergo a standards and quality review by
Quality Assurance Agency (QAA).
In 2012, there was a launch of a corresponding review method for higher education awarding
bodies in England and Northern Ireland, called Institutional Review for England and Northern
Ireland (Browne Commission Report, 2010). And in Africa, most heads of state have maintained
tight control over their public universities (Oso, 2002). The arrangements of appointing officers
of all the university chief officers., Government representatives by the Presidents have
dominated the university councils and heavily dictated their budgets and this has infringed on the
academic freedom and autonomy of the universities thus compromising the quality of the
performance. In East Africa, the notion of QA (Quality Assurance) in higher education is an
issue of great concern among all interested parties, key among them the students.
Kenya established and adopted higher education reforms in 2012 which focused on improving
the management of university affairs and service delivery. The Universities Act of 2012, finally
signed into law by the President which introduced far-reaching changes. Public universities were
subjected to quality assurance overseen by the Commission for University Education (CUE).
QMS is seen as a strategic partner in many organizations for facilitating organizational change
and effective service delivery, (Jackson &Schuler, 2000; Dessler, 2003; Joy-Matthews,
Megginson, & Surtees, 2004). The authors continue to site that learning has for long been
acknowledged as a major determinant of institutional success. In 2015, Kenyan Cabinet
Secretary (CS) for Education Dr. Matiangi introduced stringent rules in education sector which
all interested parties targeting lectures and students must adhere to in order to achieve quality
education. Teachers must follow through in learning new techniques or methods in their teaching
for the benefit of the students and society as a whole. CUE) has put the Vice chancellors,
University Senate, Deans of School and any other responsible technocrats for Curriculum
delivery on toes. The quality of education in Kenya was slowly degrading but hence enforcement
entities have come tighter clean up some grey areas. The effectiveness of TQM must be achieve.
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According to the International Standard ISO 9001 Guide, Quality objectives is sought or aimed
for, related to quality. Pearce II and Robinson (2011), Yabs (2010), Hill (2010), David (2010)
define objectives as forward looking statements of what institutions intend to achieve within a
specified period of time. They further state that objectives are basic tools and methodologies that
underlie all planning and strategic activities. They serve as the basis for creating policy and
evaluating performance of Institutions. The main goal of TQM is to create within the
organization a climate in which all the resources are used creatively and efficiently and which
gives the staff and lecturers confidence in management. This paper will focus on service quality
in Kenyan Universes by use of TQM. The insight of this review is giving feedbacks of the recent
literature on how TQM system will be used to utilize and maximize on different mechanisms,
instruments and hypothesis to legitimize interested parties create a suitable environment for
working which at the end improves customer satisfaction and adds values to Kenyan
Universities.
Principles of TQM and Their Application
There are seven (7) Principles of ISO 9001 (QMS) as outlined by Demming (2008). The
principles are as follows:
Customer focus – The primary focus of quality management is to meet customer requirements
and to strive to exceed customer expectations. The rationale here is that sustained success is
achieved when an organization attracts and retains the confidence of customers and other
interested parties on whom it depends. Every aspect of customer interaction provides an
opportunity to create more value for the customer. Understanding current and future needs of
customers and other interested parties contributes to sustained success of an organization.
Leadership – Leaders at all levels establish unity of purpose and direction and create conditions
in which people are engaged in achieving the quality objectives of the organization. Creation of
unity of purpose, direction and engagement enable an organization to align its strategies,
policies, processes and resources to achieve its objectives.
Engagement of People – It is essential for the organization that all people are competent,
empowered and engaged in delivering value. Competent, empowered and engaged people
throughout the organization enhance its capability to create value. To manage an organization
effectively and efficiently, it is important to involve all people at all levels and to respect them as
individuals. Recognition, empowerment, enhancement of skills and knowledge facilitate the
engagement of people in achieving the objectives of the organization.
Process Approach – Consistent and predictable results are achieved more effectively and
efficiently when activities are understood and managed as interrelated processes that function as
a coherent system. The QMS is composed of interrelated processes. Understanding how results
are produced by this system, including all its processes, resources, controls and interactions,
allows the organization to optimize its performance.
Improvement – Successful organizations have an ongoing focus on improvement.
Improvement is essential for an organization to maintain current levels of performance, to react
to changes in its internal and external conditions and to create new opportunities.
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Evidence based decision Making – Decisions based on the analysis and evaluation of data and
information are more likely to produce desired results. Decision making can be a complex
process, and it always involves some uncertainty. It often involves multiple types and sources of
inputs, as well as their interpretation, which can be subjective. It is important to understand cause
and effect relationships and potential unintended consequences. Facts, evidence and data
analysis lead to greater objectivity and confidence in decisions made.
Relationship management – For sustained success, organizations manage their relationships with
interested parties, such as suppliers. Interested parties influence the performance of an
organization. Sustained success is more likely to be achieved when an organization manages
relationships with its interested parties to optimize their impact on its performance. Relationship
management with its suppliers and partner network is often of particular importance.
5. TQM Life Cycle
Quality management is important in any establishment since it enhances and supports
organization’s performance and profitability in the long run. Subsequently, quality has been a
focus of many successful establishments all over the world, drawing the attention of scholars and
researchers alike. Most establishments nowadays place emphasis on quality as witnessed by the
rise in the number of businesses applying for quality certification such as the ISO 9001 Standard,
the Quality Management Systems (QMS). The QMS operates on PDCA model - Plan-DoCheck- Act which is a strong agent that facilitates successful and effective way to achieve
quality and improved performance. These support system capabilities are a business enabler for
Institutions to enhance customer satisfaction levels.

Plan
What to do?

ActHow to do? Do
How to improve
next time?

Do what was
planned

Check

Did things happen
according to plan?
Figure 1: Deming Cycle - PDCA Cycle - Shewhart Cycle Diagram
From the ISO 9001 standard, the P-D-C-A cycle elements have been pegged in specific clauses
of 9001 Standard for the purposes of systematic implementation;
1. Plan (P) - bears clauses 4, 5 and 6 which standards for Organizational Context, Leadership and
planning for actions to address risks and opportunities respectively
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2. Do (D) – For clauses 7 and 8 which includes Support resources and Operational Planning and
Controls respectively
3. Check (C) – Clause 9 of the Standard which standards for Analyzing, Monitoring, Measuring
and evaluating the performance of the system
4. Act (A) – Clause 10; taking corrective actions for the non conformities and gaps identified in
clause 9 to prevent recurrence. By aligning the Plan, Do, Check and Act, victories in
performance is possible according to Deeming, (2001).
In addition, spotlights within elements of the cycle are provided as follows: Plan - Establish the
objectives and processes necessary to deliver results in accordance with the expected output (the
target or goals). This cycle involves examining the current method or the problem area. Do Implement the plan by actualizing it. This is the implementation stage during which the plan is
actually tried out in the operation. Responsible people commonly known as champions need to
be trained and equipped with the resources necessary to complete the task. Check - The new
implemented solution is examined to find out if it is effective and desired results achieved.
Analyze the new data available and measure the results to see if the implementation of the plan is
giving the results that it should. Act - If the implementation was successful standardize and
document the work and new processes.
If the change were not successful, learn from the trial, adjust where necessary to overcome
problems, and formalize the new knowledge before starting the PDCA cycle over again. The
'Deming cycle' benefits what is change management considerably because of its intended nature,
which is of continually reviewing and changing to do better hence continual improvement . This
change model implies the unending process (repetitive) detailing the activities in the dynamic
world of higher learning (See figure 2).
Quality management Systems (QMS) in Higher Education in Kenya
Education plays a vital part in a person’s achievement, apart from inborn talent. Education will
mold and guide a person to be what they want to be, (Ariff et al., 2007). Of course, if discussing
education, teachers will play a very important role. Teacher has many responsibilities not only to
the students but also to the society. Now in the 21st century, a time when technology is at its
peak, education faced a deep challenge to adopt on fast paced world. Changes in global
educational settings have compelled the institutions of higher learning to revolutionize its
activity. Recently Kenyan Cabinet Secretary (CS) for Education Dr. Matiangi introduced
stringent rules in education sector which every responsible teacher, lecturer, instructors, pupils,
examiners, students; name all who are involved in any process of the learning must adhere to in
order to achieve quality education. These rules and guidelines have bore fruits in Kenya.
Teachers must follow through in learning new techniques or methods in their teaching for the
benefit of the students and society as a whole. Kenya Commission for Education (CUE) has put
the Vice chancellors, University Senate, Deans of School and any other responsible technocrats
for Curriculum delivery on toes. The quality of education in Kenya was slowly degrading but
hence enforcement entities have come tighter clean up some grey areas. The aggressive business
environment leads the collaborator of the educational sector to require for more dependable,
ingenious, and multi-skilled & knowledgeable work force. These have imposed the higher
education institutions to be more interested on quality educational system (Ariff et al., 2007).
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Paris (2003) contends that possessed based QMS enables the organizations to identify measure,
control and improve the various core business processes that will ultimately lead to improved
business performance. QMS is a systemic set of management procedures used to monitor, check
and improve the organization operative and financial performances, aiming to offer the best
product/service at lower costs. Paris (2003), further states that institutions may have a more plain
organizational structure, run a lower number of processes liable to QMS and can manage with
more simple communication tools. This might lead to a significant reduction of system
documentation. On the other hand, the number of employees and the level of complexity of the
enterprise usually result (different than in micro and small enterprises) in an - at least partly documented system of conducting business, so that there is a certain base to build on when
working out the quality documentation. ISO 9001 is an international standard that specifies the
basic requirements for a Quality Management System. It further affirms that Quality
management system is a powerful tool, which enables every organization to increase quality of
products and/or services offered through continuous improvement of processes. It further affirms
that QMS is that part of the organization’s management system that focuses on the achievements
of results, in relation to the quality objectives, to satisfy the needs, expectations and requirements
of interested parties, as appropriate. According to Amyx (2005), when an institution has a
working QMS, it is able to demonstrate its ability to meet customer and regulatory requirements
and to enhance customer satisfaction. The standard outlines the five major elements in
conjunction with the internal factors would lead to quality of the performance. This requires the
organizational structure, the procedures, the management responsibility, the resource
management, and the process which leads to product realization, measurement, analysis, and
improvement of the same.
Output consists of examination outcome, employment, profit, and satisfaction, according to
Roffe (1998). Because of an open competition, students are now turning more to customers as
well as consumers and anticipate paying an increasing due of education cost. This resulted to
competition causing generating different programmers, systems including TQM.
7. Critical Success Factor (CSF) in TQM
CSF are the vital areas of exercise that must be carried out well if you are to accomplish the goal,
target or aim for one’s business or project and in this case education. There are numerous
substantial matters that capture one's concentration in business that it’s often difficult to identify
the things that really matter for success. What's more, it can be insanely challenging to get
everyone in the team driving in the same path and targeting on the true essentials. That’s where
Critical Success Factors (CSF) comes into the rescue posits (Gallo, 2011). By being aware of
your CSF, you can establish a probable point of attribute to guide you handle and evaluate the
progress of your business or project. As a trivial point of reference, CSF assists the team to learn
exactly the crucial part of the business or project. In this manner, it aims to motivate the people
to execute their own job in the right context and climb up on the same goal (Gallo, 2011).
Rockart (1979) defines CSF as the definite number of areas in which outcome, if they are
sufficient, will guarantee a prosperous competitive action for the organization. They are the few
important areas where things must head the right way for the business to prosper. If outcome in
these areas are not sufficient, the organization’s work for the time being will be less than
expected. He also derived that CSF are field of activity that should acquire consistent and precise
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treatment from management. Direct engagement of higher management grants all agreements to
be made expeditiously and safeguarding TQM journey. Top managements advocacy is vital to
confirm the availability of detailed actions (Crosby, 1979).
According to Saraph et al. (1989) the activities can be taken to organize the divisional top
management and quality policy, provide a quality management structure, captivate a whole staff,
publicize information on quality, process management operating quality and systematize the day
of quality. According to Abdul-Aziz (2002) management is dedicated to be constantly mindful
of required development. Amidst the obligation that should be emphasized is to restore and
amend key components of the organization, create fundamental development in the organization,
formulate a new job specification, settling struggles to be faced, to guarantee the cooperation of
members and create an adequate plan to upgrade the administration of an organization. In order
to publicize quality strategy across the organization, top management should create an
organizational atmosphere that centralizes on constant development. Top management dedication
advocates the creation of precise and discernible quality values, along with a management
system to facilitate all activities of the company towards quality excellence (Rao et al., 1997).
Critical Success Factors are vigorously associated to the mission and critical goals of business or
project. Whereas the mission and goals concentrate on the objectives and what is to be attained,
Critical Success Factors eyed on the most essential areas and get to the very center of both what
is to be attain and how you will achieve it (Manktelow, 2011).
8. Application of the of TQM
Application and installation of TQM system and concepts is one of such measures, which will go
a long way in revolutionizing the higher education system. TQM can be summarized as a
management system focused on meeting and exceeding customer expectations that involves all
employees in continual improvement process in an organization. The system consists of
organization-wide efforts to install and make permanent a climate in which academia units can
constantly improve their ability to deliver high-quality products and services to customers
gearing towards improved customer satisfaction. It uses strategy, data, and effective
communications to integrate the quality discipline into the culture and activities of the
organization. The culture from a university represents its genetic environment, its unwritten but
mandatory regulation. It is conservative through its nature and will oppose any innovation or
major changes of management. And still, due to the major changes of our society even Harvard
University is submitted to a continuous adaptation process which is done through a managerial
system and through an adequate quality policy, organizational strategies, work instructions and
procedures. Here, it means excellence in quality has represented and still represents the essence
of university life. The re-establishment of a normal balance between the management of quality
and institutional culture is done through, the implementation of new ways of thinking, the
implementation of strategic management and the implementation of quality management. The
top management cultures is to lead the team in maintain and effective and efficient TQM.

Conclusions, implications and recommendations
TQM is one of the most efficient tools in the field of teaching & learning criterion in education
hence implementing TQM in the organization generates competitiveness on the market and its
competitiveness. Effective TQM is inevitably common factor that will shape the strategies of
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higher educational institutions in their attempt to satisfy various stakeholders including: students,
parents, industry and society as a whole.
It is evident that TQM calls for innovation, flexibility and a financial potential and allows a
better control of processes in the planning, design, distribution areas, contributing to a greater
flexibility as evidenced by the P-D-C-A model discussed above. By its leverages, TQM
consolidates the motivation and creativity of employees, creating, thus, a greater potential of
innovation. There is no doubt that TQM achieves high quality services, the respect for the time
limits of delivery, all these at competitive prices and the strengthening of Sthe position on
market.
All in all, implementing TQM in higher Education brings onboard;
Enhanced customer satisfaction
Operational efficiency
Improved financial returns
Satisfaction of other stakeholders
Continual improvement
International recognition
Culture change
Conducive work environment
Demonstration of top management commitment and support.

9. Implications of an effective TQM
Policy implications
This paper will assist policy makers in coming up with policies geared towards improving
university performance. There should be a quality policy framework established to ensure the
objectives of the universities are achieved and that customer satisfaction levels are enhanced.
Further, the study will contribute to the advancement of academic knowledge on quality service
delivery from African region setting and particularly to Kenyan Universities.
Managerial implications
Managers need to adopted TQM to enhance effective curriculum implementation and service
delivery in their Institutions. Due to the changing business environment, demand and dynamics
in Education Sector, coupled with the economic hard times and terrorism threats managers need
to consider business continuity by setting up systems which ensure smooth leaning and quality
education. Managers should adopt, support and demonstrate leadership and commitment to
ensure QMS meets the requirements of ISO 9001 standard. When an Institution installs QMS
for the sake of meeting the requirements of the standard 9001, then that is the beginning and
collapse of efficiency and effectiveness of education services and products. If the system is not
performing as per the requirements, the universities will suffer:
Business loss due to poor services and products
Customers not having confidence with the universities
Demotivated staffs
Poor working conditions
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Poor customer base
Substandard products and services
Withdrawal of certificate
Poor reputation and image damage
Poor customer focus
Non international Recognition
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Abstract
Conferences are an emerging and most lucrative sector of tourism. In Malawi, conferences were
predominantly held in the cities. However, recently, organisations prefer lakeshore resorts for
their conferences. Nevertheless, no study has been conducted on polices influencing the choice
of the resorts for conferences. Relatively, it can be difficult to develop well-defined policies for
promoting the conference for the lakeshore resorts. This study therefore examined the influence
of stakeholder policies on the choice of the resorts. Qualitative research method was used. Data
was collected from 30 respondents using purposive and snowball sampling techniques, semistructured interviews and focus group discussions and thematically analysed. The study found
that policies adopted by government, resorts, conference groups and conference sponsors
influence the choice of the resorts. The study recommended that resorts should adapt their
policies in line with their conference market. Government should support the resorts through
destination marketing and enforcement of regulations.
Keywords: Conference business, conference destination choice, stakeholders’ policies
Introduction
1.1 Background to the study
The concept of destination choice is very critical in any form of tourism and has captured interest
from tourism scholars, marketers and policy makers (Pikkemaat, 2004). However, destination
choice is also a very critical aspect of decision making in the events sector (Bodwin, et al.,
2010). The choice of where to hold an event affects the success of the event itself (Chen, 2006),
to which conferences are no exceptional. As part of business tourism, conferences bring several
contributions to the tourism sector and the destination. As such, destinations are increasingly
striving to position themselves to benefit from this sector of tourism (UNWTO, 2012). Hoever,
the review of literature has revealed that the choice of where to hold a conference is mainly
influenced by policies governing the various players in the conference business (Goeldner
Ritchier, 2009; Mahadewi et al., 2014).
In Malawi, tourism is widely defined by natural and cultural heritage (COMESA, 2012), albeit
that the conference market makes a notable contribution to the total tourism traffic (Malawi
tourism report, 2015). Predominantly, most conferences have been held in the cities of Lilongwe,
Blantyre and Mzuzu (Malawi tourism report, 2010). However, it has been observed that there is
more demand for conferences held at the country’s lakeshore resorts (Malawi Tourism Report,
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2015), especially Mangochi and Salima (World Bank 2010). In Salima, tourism activities are
concentrated at Senga Bay (Malawi Tourism Association, 2012).
1.2 Statement of the Research Problem
A significant pool of studies aimed at understanding factors influencing the choice of a
conference destinations has been conducted before (Mahadewi et al., 2014; Jebotip, 2013;
Baloglu & Love 2005; Lee & Back 2007; Tan, 2007; Anananzeh, 2002; Dwyer et al., 2001;
Hayat et al., 2014). However, none of these studies have been conducted in Malawi, especially
for resorts at Senga Bay. This implies that stakeholder policies influencing the choice of resorts
at Senga Bay for conferences remain unknown. Furthermore, extant literature reveals that most
studies on conference destination choice identify stakeholder policies as being critical, without
explaining their influence on the choice of a conference destination (Rompf, Breiter & Severt,
2008). The study was therefore conducted to identify the stakeholder policies and explain their
influence on the choice resorts at senga bay for conferences.
1.3 Research Objectives
1.3.1 Main Objective
To understand stakeholder policies influencing the choice of lakeshore resorts at Senga Bay for
conferences.
1.3.2 Specific Objectives
To examine the influence of stakeholder policies on the choice of lakeshore resorts at Senga Bay
for conferences. 1.4 Research Questions
What is the influence of stakeholder policies on the choice of the lakeshore resorts at Senga Bay
for conferences?
1.5 Significance of the study
The significance of the study lies in its contribution to stakeholders’ knowledge of factors that
influence the choice of resorts at Senga Bay for conferences. Furthermore, by examining
stakeholder policies, the study findings stand to inform policy makers in government and the
resorts in devising policies that may not impinge on, but catalyse conference tourism for the
resorts at Senga Bay.
Literature Review
2.1 The concept of conferences
According to Lau (2013), conferences are events and activities that involve attendees who share
a common interest and gather in a place, at a venue arranged before-hand, where the venue will
provide space and facilities necessary to satisfy the needs of those who attend the gathering.
Conferences are a form of business tourism and business events included in the MICE acronym
for the Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and Exhibitions. Collectively, conferences denote
meetings, congresses, workshops and seminars (Monge, 2011). In this study, the term conference
is widely used to mean the spectrum of meetings of all types, as it is also used as such in Malawi
(Malawi Tourism Report, 2015). In Malawi, tourism has been widely defined by natural and
cultural heritage with people travelling to Lake Malawi, national parks, mountains and wildlife
reserves as part of leisure (COMESA, 2012). But according to the Malawi Tourism Report
(2015), in the year 2015, visitors for work and business increased by 9,960 (1.69%) from
579,111 in 2014 to 589, 071 in 2015. Predominantly, conference have been held in the cities of
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Lilongwe, Blantyre and Mzuzu (Malawi Tourism report, 2010). However, there has been an
increase in conference business at the lakeshore resorts (Malawi Tourism, 2015), notably at
Mangochi and Salima lakeshore areas. For Salima, conferences are held at resorts at Senga Bay
yet these resorts tradionally cater for the leisure market.
2.2 Conference Destination Choice
Apart from being appreciated in general tourism literature, destination choice is a very critical
aspect of decision making in the events sector (Bodwin, et al., 2010). As noted by Rodgers
(2008) the destination choice may be made on the specific area, city, region of specific facility at
which the event should be held. There have been arguments in favour of conferences by different
scholars. For instance, Zhang, Qu and Ma (2010) acknowledge that unlike leisure tourism
market, the conference market is not easily affected by economic fluctuations. Furthermore, the
ICCA (2012) sees conference travelers as high spenders than ordinary travelers. In addition,
Crouch and Ritchie (2004) wrote that apart from economic benefits, host destinations also
benefit from expansion of international trade and cultural ties, the enhancement of civic pride
and political motivations. Because of the immense benefits that conferences bring to a host
destination, it is not surprising that destinations covet this segment (UNWTO, 2014).
2.4 Conference Stakeholder Policies
Some of the early studies reveal that policies adopted by the different players in the conference
business influence the destinations appeal to conference markets (Breiter & Milman, 2006; and
Mahadewi et al., 2014). Crouch and Ritchie (1998) underscored that policies are an importanct
component amongst other factors affecting the choice of where to hold a conference. Similary,
Fortin, Ritchie and Arsenault (1976) found that there is a relationship between the importance of
site selection factors and association policies. As observed by Whitford (2004a) policies and
regulations which are made individually by stakeholders affect the growth of the conference
industry. But while other players like the community, conference suppliers and agencies are
important, Karakas (2012) emphasises that conference venues (suppliers), government
(regulators) and conference groups (buyers) are the key stakeholders in the conference business.
According to De Lopez (2001) the power, interest, support, participation and policies of the
conference stakeholders influence performance of conference tourism.
Mahadewi et al. (2014), identified government policies like opening of airport and sea port that
can bring conference travellers; support in the form of organizing visa on board; facilitation of
visas for certain countries to attend conference activities; security and comfort support for
conference participants, incentive policies and other support policies for conference businesses.
Furthermore, Dwyer et al., (2000a) contend that government policies help in raising the appeal of
the conference destinations through promotion of training and accreditation of facilities. Indeed,
according to Seebaluck, Naidoo and Ramseook (2015) a conference destination may increase its
appeal through investment incentives, promotional and marketing policies adopted by
government. Seebaluck et al. (2015) cites that Hong Kong and Indonesia have developed world
class conference facilities due to government support in many ways.
Policies by conference suppliers (resorts) might relate to promotion of the conference venues and
provision of incentives to meeting organisers (Mahadewi, 2014). Institute of travel and meetings
(2011) writes that current payment terms/policies affect hotel relationships with clients. Jebotip
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(2014) also established that MICE policies by hotels affect their positioning as MICE
destinations. Policies by conference group organisation may include policies on acceptable
budget limits for holding conferences and procurement policies and procedures used to
determine venues that are required to hold conferences (Burcu, 2009). Although recognized by
previous studies, the stakeholder policies that influence choice of conference destinations have
not been explained extensively. Furthermore, the available literature does not explain if there are
any policies that particularly influence the choice of resorts at Senga Bay for conferences.
3.0 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The study was carried out at lakeshore resorts at Senga Bay, Salima District in Malawi. Senga
Bay has a broad stretch of sandy beach, which is host to a range of hotels extending from the
luxurious to small lodges and campsites (the eye magazine). As a tourism hub, Senga Bay is was
known for leisure activities like bird watching, cultural activities, fishing, swimming, walking
and trekking safaris, scuba diving, kayaking, snorkeling and water skiing amongst others. To
date, resorts at Senga Bay are a host to conferences (COMESA Investment Teaser, 2015-2016).
The study adopted a qualitative research method and exploratory research design.
The target population included all nine resorts that cater for conferences at Senga Bay and 144
respondents. The sample size for research participants was thirty. Random, purposive and
convenience sampling techniques were employed in selecting respondents. Data was analysed
thematically. Thematic analysis was opted for because of its flexibility, which enables
researchers to familiarize themselves with the data, identify codes from the interview transcripts
and generate and revise themes from the coded data (Braun & Clarke, 2006).
STUDY FINDINGS, DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
4.1 Summary of Findings
The study found that the choice of resorts at Senga Bay for conferences is mainly influenced by
conference organisation policies relate to day conferences and allowances, the ban on lakeshore
conferences by government groups and procurement policies. Policies by the resorts include
payment policies, group booking policies, marketing policies, credit note policies and other
resort practices like offering of commissions and other incentives. Policies by the government,
include the shift of government headquarters from Blantyre to Lilongwe, government regulation
of quality and standards of the resorts and services and the government policy on upgrading of
roads to all tourism sites. The study also established the influence of policies by conference
sponsors, mainly determination of where the organisations should hold conferences if they are to
get funding for the conferences.
4.2 Discussion of Findings
4.2.2 Influence of Stakeholder Policies
4.2.2.1 Conference group organizational policies
The study found that policies on allowances and where conferences can be held had great
influence. It can be explained that respondents choose the resorts because with their proximity to
Lilongwe, it is possible to hold day conferences and still get their allowances since Senga Bay is
outside Lilongwe. The second policy was the Government ban on lake shore conferences. it was
found that the ban restricted people to the towns and other places apart from the lakeshore
resorts. However, when the ban was lifted, people had the urge for the lakeshore meetings. This
finding, indicate that since budget constraints were the basis for the ban imposed by the
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government, government groups choose to hold conferences at resorts because they incur
minimal expenses both in transport and conference bills. In this finding, government policy was
referred to with government in the equation as conference market, not a regulator. These findings
are new on this topic and for the area under study. The fourth policy relates to procurement. The
study found that as part of procurement policies, some organisations determine the actual
facilities that can be used for conferences. In this case, organisations are compelled to hold
conferences at resorts at Senga Bay because the resorts are on the list of approved facilities
where the organisations can hold their meetings. This agrees with Burcu (2009) who wrote that
policies by conference clients may include setting budget limits and purchase procedures for
holding conferences and determining approved conference venues.
4.2.2.2 Policies by Resorts
The study also established that a number of policies adopted by the resorts influence the choice
of the resorts for conferences. First, payment policies adopted by the resorts have a great
influence. Apparently, the resorts are chosen because they have flexible payment terms. In
particular, while most conference venues, require organisations to pay for the conferences up
front, resorts at Senga Bay accept deposits, local purchase orders or just agreements to pay after
the conference is held. This finding is consistent with the Institute of travel and meetings, (2011)
which wrote that current payment terms and policies affect relationships between meeting
organisations and their conference venues. This indicates that the current payment terms are
favoured by the conference clients for the resorts. The study also established the influence of
group bookings policies adopted by the resorts. Precisely, it was found that whenever groups
book for their conferences, the resorts offer group discounts on accommodation rates or offer
them complementary conference rooms. This helps organisations to save on meeting expenses,
something that organisations enjoy even when they have enough funds. The group booking
policies therefore motivate organisations to choose the resorts for their conferences.
Marketing policies were also found to have notable influence. It was established that resorts at
Senga Bay have recently adapted their marketing policies from marketing their resorts as leisure
destinations only, to marketing themselves as conference destinations as well. Furthermore, the
resorts no longer rely on word of mouth for their business, but also advertise in newspapers,
magazines, radios, televisions and internet. In this way, the resorts have increased their visibility
and thus how more organizations have come to know and choose them for their conferences.
This finding shows that the marketing policy has helped in promoting the conference product of
the resorts. In addition, credit note policies adopted by the resorts influence organisations to
choose the resorts for conferences. The resorts issue credit notes whenever the conference groups
have not exhausted the money they paid in advance. Using the credit notes, organisations are
able to hold conferences or other events at the resorts later. Sometimes, when people go to the
resorts to use credit notes, they, in the process incur other costs which open new business for the
resorts in some cases, meeting organisers chose to hold conferences at the resorts to get credit
notes which they use with their families at the resorts after the conferences. In this case, issuing
of credit notes whenever people have not exhausted their conference payment creates repeat
business for the resorts.
Apart from the policies discussed above, it was found that people choose the resorts for
conferences because they give incentives for group bookings. The incentives are mainly in the
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form of commissions and complimentary services to meeting organisers. It was found that some
meeting organisers prefer places where they are given commissions for every business they
bring. This emerged as the key motivator for the people to hold conferences at the resorts and
determines the specific resorts they chose amongst those located in the area. In addition,
respondents acknowledged that the resorts would often make an offer for the event organisers to
come to the resorts for the weekends on full board or half board. It can therefore be explained
that the incentive policies with regards to people who give them conference business has
emerged as one of the key factor influencing people to choose resorts at Senga Bay for their
conferences.
4.2.2.4.3 Government Policies
The study established that number of government policies influence organisations to choose
resorts at Senga Bay fortheir conferences. First, the shift of government offices from Blantyre to
Lilongwe has a major influence. it was found that before the shift of the government offices, the
resorts used not to host more conferences as is the case now. However, with the government
headquarters now in Lilongwe, government departments are compelled to use resorts at Senga
Bay for their workshops than was the case before. This finding can be related to the case of
convenience, where the resorts are close to mere government offices than was the case before. It
is also attributable to the aspect of accessibility. Second was the government regulation of
standards of the establishments and licensing. It was found that government regulates the quality
and standards of the resorts and licenses them. Even meeting organisers confessed that they
choose venues which adhere to policies enacted by the ministry of tourism and hospitality
business. They also consider availability of licenses on food quality and standards by the Malawi
bureau of standards and local councils. The various explanations on this finding further agree
with Dweyer and Miltis (2000) who also acknowledged the role of government in accreditation
of facilities. Based on this study finding, government regulations help in raising the appeal of
and confidence in the resorts by the conference market. The resorts are therefore chosen for
conferences because they meet the government standards and are certified.
Government policy to improve roads to all tourism establishments was also found to be of good
influence. It was established that people choose the resorts because with the policy in place, the
roads to the resorts were improved. This finding confirms findings by Mahadewi et al. (2014),
that government policies in relation to opening of airport and sea port that can bring conference
travellers; support in the form of organizing visa on board; or facilitation of visas for certain
countries to attend conference activities, enhance conference business to a destination. However,
the findings by Mahadewi et al. reflect a perspective of international conference attendees.
Nevertheless, it is still valid to emphasises that government provision of roads infrastructural
support to the resorts has enhanced accessibility of the resorts (Southgate & Sharpley, 2002).
Although some government policies were found to have a bearing on organisations’ choice of the
resorts some respondents argued that there are no government policies that influence people to
choose Resorts at Senga Bay for Conferences. This argument was based on the view that
government policies are equally applicable to all tourism facilities in the country, hence they
influence them all, not Senga Bay in particular. For instance, while government markets some
aspects of the resorts like the lake as an attraction, it does not zero in on Senga Bay as being a
conference destination. These findings also contrast with findings by Seebaluck et al., (2015)
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who concluded that a conference destination may increase its appeal through investment
incentives, promotional and marketing policies adopted by government. However, the finding
entails that government efforts may be applicable to the country as a whole and also in
circumstances where it also promotes tourism products associated with specific places within the
country, which is not the case in Malawi as of now.
4.2.2.4 Conference sponsors’ policies
The study found that policies by conference sponsors influence the choice of the resorts for
conferences. It was established that some conference sponsors only fund meetings held at
specific places. In this case, sponsoring organisations give direction as to where the meetings
should take place as a condition for funding. Apparently, resorts at Senga Bay are on the list of
approved conference vendors for some organisations and conference sponsors. This implies that
because of the sponsorship policies event organisers are left with the choice of not choosing
another place but resorts at Senga Bay alone for such meetings. It can be concluded that policies
of conference sponsors influence organisations to choose resorts at Senga Bay for their
conferences.
4.3 Conclusions of the study
Anumber of conclusions can be drawn based on the stakeholder policies that were identified and
the explanations about their influence on the choice of the resorts at Senga Bay for conferences.
First, the study concludes that policies by the government, resorts, conference groups and
conference sponsors have undisputable influence on the choice of the resorts. Secondly, policies
by the conference groups govern the conference groups’ behaviour and how they select venues.
Thirdly government policies play a regulatory role and create an environment where conference
business swings to a particular area albeit that they are not specifically tailored for resorts at
Senga Bay as a conference destinations. Nevertheless, how these policies interact with each other
has a great influence on the choice of resorts at Senga Bay for conferences.
4.4 Recommendations of the study
Based on findings from the study, the researcher recommends that resorts at Senga Bay should
intensify their marketing policy and adopt mediums that can reach their r respective conference
clients. This will also support their brand image. Government should support the resorts through
destination marketing, like marketing Senga Bay as a conference destination. This will help in
opening the resorts to the conference market at national or regional level and beyond.
Government should also maintain its stance on enforcing standards of the resorts and services
they provide, so as to enable the resorts maintain service quality and portray confidence to the
conference markets.
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THE ROLE OF FINANCE INTERMEDIARIES ON DEEPENING OF
FINANCIAL INCLUSION AND PROFITABILITY (A STUDY OF
SELECTED COMMERCIAL BANKS IN KISII COUNTY, KENYA
Joshua Kengere Mogaka
Abstract
Financial inclusion and financial deepening have an important role to play in promoting
economic growth and reducing poverty and inequality, while mitigating systematic risk and
maintaining financial stability. Financial inclusion for inclusive growth in significant and
relevant in establishment of the growth in enhancing role of bank based financial intermediation
through empirical evidence. Access to finance by the poor is a pre-requisite for poverty
reduction in order to achieve inclusive growth and sustainable economic Development .The
study will evaluate, using appropriate statistical techniques , the impact of financial inclusion
efforts on the inclusive growth in the case of developing economy like Kenya by considering
reliable data for the period from 2011 – 2015 .The perceived benefits of financial include higher
and better productivity ,faster growth in economy, global admiration and recognition , reduction
in poverty, likely increase in National income, rational utilization of saving, increase in risk
taking ability , improved self-esteem and sense of elevation. This study seeks to determine the
following, the relationship between quick ratio and profitability, relationship between current
ratio and profitability and to establish the relationship between returns on assets and profitability
of commercial banks in Kisii County. The research will adopt quantitative research design .The
population will consist of all commercial banks in Kisii County. The sampling technique to be
adopted will be non-probability sampling technique of the 21 selected commercial banks.
Secondary source of data will be utilized in the form of the Annual Reports and Accounts.
Simple correlation analysis will be used to test the hypothesis at 10% level of significance.
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Introduction and Background of The Study
Financial intermediaries offer a number of benefits to the average consumer , including safety ,
liquidity and economies of scale involved in commercial banking I.M Pandey, ( 2005) .In July ,
2016 , the European commission took on two new financial instruments for European structured
and investment ( ESI) fund investments. The goal was creating easier access to funding for
startups and urban development project promoters, ZOU, H. (2003).Financial inclusion in the
delivery of financial services at affordable costs to sections of disadvantaged and low income
segments of society in contrast financial exclusion where those services are not affordable
Bagehot, W (1873).
An estimated two billion working age adults globally have no access to the types of formal
financial services delivered by regulated financial institutions. The United Nations defines the
goals of financial inclusion as: access at a reasonable cost for all households to a full range of
financial services including savings or deposit services, payment and transfer services
competition to ensure choice and affordability for children, sound and safe institution governed
by clear regulation and industry performance standards and financial and institution and
sustainability (IMF World Bank ( 2013)
Financial inclusion relates to the provision of affordable financial services like access to
payments , remittance facilities , savings loans and insurance services by the formal financial
system to those who tend to be extended (King , R.G (1993).Inclusive Economic growth has
been one of the priority agenda of any government .Financial access will attract global market
players to our county and that will result in increasing employment and business opportunities,
which leads to economic development of the county. Benerjee, A , Newman A( 1993) inclusive
growth will act as a source of empowerment and allow people to participate more effectively in
the economic and social process , Strahan .P.E (1996) . Financial inclusion is needed for equal
opportunities to all section of people in the county, inclusive growth, economi development ,
social development and business opportunity .Socio-economic development in the main pillars
of inclusive growth, economic growth depends on the social growth that means social growth in
all about the progress of society Schumpter, J.A ( 1912).
Banks especially commercial banks plans a very important role in the augmentation of financial
inclusion and also commercial banks are multitasking in the field of socio-economic
development Strahan, P.E (1996) The role of commercial banks in socio-economic development
includes provision of capital assistance in industrial development, enhancement of foreign trade,
strengthening capital structure, provision of funds to provision of financial advice ,
establishment of training centres for their employees to modernize the banking system Levine
R. ( 2007).For micro enterprises , consequences of financial exclusion include ,in ability to face
business cycles, susceptibility to cash flow disruptions lack of long term financial security and
planning , lack of safety and security of capital , vulnerability during emergencies like
hospitalization and medical bills Clerke, G ( 2003).
The commercial banks in focus will benefit from the documentation and analysis of the financial
statements and the problems faced therein , and how these challenges can be overcome .The
financial intermediaries will obtain knowledge of the financial sector dynamics and the
responses that are appropriate; they will therefore obtain guidance from the study in designing
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appropriate policies that will regulate the commercial banks ( Covaleski et al 2003) .The banking
sector like any other sector in Kenya has experienced hard times in the fast decades or due to
hard economic times facing the county and other forces such as change in technology liberation
expectation of the consumer, all these challenges are encountered due to poor analysis of
financial statements ( Nderitu, 2007).
Financial intermediation is vital in organizations for planning activities and the bank’s efforts
towards the organizations common objectives ( Ouchi,1979) The importance of financial
statement analysis to business decision making cannot be overemphasized in the current age of
globalization and economic liberalization. One of the relevant exercise that will give them an
idea of whether or not their financial future in secured in financial statement analysis .
Pandey ( 2005) posited that the basis for financial statement analysis in financial information.
Financial information is needed to predict , compare and evaluate a bank’s earning ability and
financial position.Babatunde ( 2007) stated that financial statement analysis is the process of
identifying the financial strengths and weaknesses of the firm by properly establishing the
relationship between the terms of the balance sheet and the income and expenditure statement,”
Thus financial statement. Analysis involves the assessment of the financial ability and stability.
Hussey ( 2008) affirmed that ratio analysis is a method of describing and interpreting the
deaconship of certain financial data which would otherwise be devoid of meaning .Anao (2002)
argued that financial statement analysis can be carried out through the application of three
methods, trend analysis , percentage analysis and ratio analysis .However , he further argued
that of all three methods, ratio analysis is the most effective.
The management of profitability and liquidity is vital to the extensive and continuous survival of
business ( Pandey, 2005).It enhances business to have a reasonable idea of their past financial
performance and the current financial position. Ibenta ( 2005) viewed liquidity as the ability of a
firm to meet etc short term maturing obligations. Thus in financial statement, the measurement
of profitability and liquidity is an important aspect that highlights a financial status of a bank.
Financial performance of commercial banks
Chapelle, Crama , Hubner and Peters ( 2004) estimated the effects of operational risk
management actions on firms profitability, through a measure of RAROC adapted to operational
risk. The results suggested that substantial savings can be achieved through active management
techniques, although the estimated effect o a reduction of the number, frequency or severity of
operational losses crucially depends on the calibration of the aggregate loss distributions. The
study differed significantly from the present study in that it covered operational risks as opposed
to financial risk .Hansen (2009) conducted a study on the strategic foreign exchange risk
management practice by Danish medium-sized, non-financial, not-listed companies that are
involved in international activities. The study showed that interaction between financial and
operational hedges exists in the management of operating exposure and that operational and
financial strategies are seen as complements to each other. The size of the firm exhibited
significance in explaining the importance and application of the financial hedging means .The
study differs from the current study since it did not cover other aspects of financial performance
other than foreign exchange risk which is a component of market risk. Financial performance
analysis involves the identification of financial strengths and weaknesses of a company by
accurality coming up with a relationship between a statement of the financial position and the
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income and expenditure statement items. Maheri and Aemiro (2013) indicate the financial
performance of an organization helps in increase its value in the market and its industry’s
success in the economy. According to Cherimaltin (2012) , a firm which is strong is an
opportunity to the development of a country’s economy. A well developed and evolved
exchange securities in a brown for economic development as it provides long term funds for
infrastructure development all the same time strengthening the risk ability of the country
.Investors confidence can be established through analysis of financial statement of the listed
firms .Limited empirical evidence exists to support claim about risk determinants.
1.2 Problem Statement
Financial statement Analysis is an intrinsic part of any bank. Analysis of the statement helps
organizations to plan wisely so as to enhance efficiency , but most firms do not take the analysis
as a vital tool in enhancing planning of the finances ( Covaleski, et al , 2003).A bank is a kind of
organization where administrative control maybe unsuitable ( Mint-zberg,1779).It is not clear the
kind of planning strategies that are contributing to the liquidity and profitability among the
commercial banks in Kisii county. Hence, this study will assess the rate of financial
intermediaries on deepening of financial inclusion and profitability; a study of selected
commercial Banks in Kisii County, Kenya.
1.3 Objectives of the study
The main Objective of the study will be to determine the role of financial intermediaries on
deepening of financial inclusion and profitability; a study of selected commercial banks in Kisii
county, Kenya.
1.3.1 Specific Objectives of the study
To determine the Relationship between quick ratio and profitability of commercial banks in Kisii
County.
To assess the Relationship between current ratio and profitability of commercial banks in Kisii
County.
To establish the Relationship between return on investment and profitability of commercial
banks in Kisii County.
1.4 Research Questions
How does quick ratio affect profitability of commercial banks in Kisii County, Kenya?
What is the relationship between current ratio and profitability of commercial banks in Kisii
County, Kenya?
How does Return On Investment affect profitability of commercial banks in Kisii County ,
Kenya?
1.5 Research Hypothesis
1. H0 quick ratio has no effect on profitability
H1 quick ratio has an effect on profitability
ii. H0 current ratio has no effect on profitability
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H1 Current ratio has effect on profitability
iii. H0 Return on Investment has no effect on profitability
H1 Return on investment has an effect on profitability

1.6 Conceptual Framework
Quick Ratio
Current Assets-stock/Current
Liabilities
Profitability measured by
ROA =Net income/ Total
Assets

Current ratio =Current
Assets/Current Liabilities

Return on Investment
Gain from investment –cost
of investment

Study will be guided by three relevant theories;
2.2.1 Risk return theory
Risk Return Theory suggests that increasing, by increasing lever age leads to higher expected
return. Therefore if a firm expects increased returns and takes up more risks, by increasing
leverage,the equity to asset ratio ( represented by capital) will be reduced(Saona , 2011).
According to Sharma and and Gounder(2012) the Risk – return predicts a relationship between
capital and profitability .Dietricj and Wanzenrid, (2009) ,Ommeren , ( 2011) ideally , the risk
return theory suggests that effective risk management guidelines are recipe to sustainability
and increase in the firms profitability. It is this respect that the current study firmly crowded risk
management as a factor affecting the personal performance of a firms ( Saona,2011) return and
hence the firm’s financial performance.
2.2.2 Portfolio Theory
According to Markowitz (1952), investors focused on assessing the risks and rewards of
individual securities in constructing their portfolios. Since the1980s, companies have
successfully applied modern portfolio theory to market risk. Many companies are now using
value at risk models to manage their interest rate and market risk exposures. While each
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company’s method varies, this approach involves periodically evaluating the quality of credit
exposures, applying a credit risk rating, and aggregating the results of his analysis to identify
protfolios’ expected losses.The foundation of the asset-by-asset approach is a sound credit
review and internal credit risk rating system. This system enables management to identify
changes in individual credits, or portfolio trends in a timely manner .Based on the changes
identified, credit identification , credit review, and credit risk rating system management can
make necessary modification to portfolio strategies or increase the supervision of credits in a
timely manner. While the asset by asset approach is a critical component to managing credit
risk, it does not provide a complete view of portfolio credit risk, where the term risk refers to the
possibility that actual losses exceed expected losses. Therefore, to gain greater insight into credit
risk, companies increasingly look to complement the asset-by asset approach with a quantitative
portfolio review using a credit model ( Mason and Roger, 1998) .Companies increasingly
attempt to address the inability of the asset-by –asset approach to measure unexpected losses
sufficiently by pursuing a portfolio approach. One weakness with the asset-by asset approach is
that it has difficulty identifying and measuring concentration .Concentration risk refers to
additional portfolio risk resulting from increased exposure to credit extension, or to a group of
correlated creditors (Richardson, 2002).
2.2.3 Agency Theory
Agency theory extends the analysis of the firm to include separation of ownership and control
and managerial motivation. According to Ndungu and Njeru (2014) agency theory tends to
depict relationship between principal and agent doing business together and helps to solve
problems between the firms. To avoid differences, principals make goals which agents are
required to follow. Smith and Stulz suggest Agency problems have been shown to influence
managerial attitude towards risk. The theory also explain a possible mismatch of interest
between the mismatch of interest between the shareholders, a management and debt holders due
to asymmetries in earning distribution, which can much risk or not engaging in positive net
value projects ( Meyers and Smith, 1987).
Agency theory provides strong support for risk management as a response to mismatch between
managerial incentives and shareholders interest .Shareholders and managers have different
interest to the firm and risk management objectives vary for the different stakeholders. Which
shareholders may require high risk- high return investment management prefer low risk and
Chapter Three
Research Methodology
3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the research design and methodologies that were used to meet the
objectives of the study. It stipulates the systematic research procedure and techniques the
research applied in the collection and analysis of the data. It also described the target population
and instruments that were used in data collection.
3.2 Research Design
The research adopted a descriptive research design. Descriptive case study was used to develop
snapshots of a particular phenomenon of interest since they usually involve large samples. There
was careful mapping out of circumstances, situation or set of events to describe what is
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happening or what happened. It can be used when the purpose is to: describe the characteristics
of certain items, estimate proportions of people who behave in certain ways and make specific
predictions. It also involves collection of information through financial statements from a sample
(Orodho, 2009).The design will be ideal for this study given the need to collect information on
the role of financial intermediaries on deepening of Financial inclusion and profitability.
Target Population
The target population of the study will be 22 commercial banks in Kisii County Kenya.In this
study a census of the selected commercial banks will be targeted to have estimate statements
making it easier to get adequate and accurate information necessary for the research. Secondary
sources will be employed through the use of financial statements.
3.4 Sampling Frame
In order to ensure fair representation and generalization of research outcomes to the general
population, this study will employ participatory sampling to select financial statements to
provide data for the third emphasis of the study. Simple random sampling technique will be used.
3.5 Sample Size
According to (Nachmias & Nachemias 2004), researchers select sampling unit subjectively in
an attempt to obtain a sample that appears to the representative of the population. In this case, the
chance that the particular unit was selected as a sample depends on the subjective judgment of
the researchers. To arrive at representatives sample study by Cochran (1963) and later simplified
by Yamane (1967) was used.
The formula is n= N/1+N (e) 2
N is the population and e in the level of precision at 95% confidence level
n=22 /1+ 22 (0.05)2
22/ 1 +22(0.0025)
22/ 1+0.055
=22/1.055=21
Where n in the sample size, N is the population size and e is the level of precision at 95%
confidence level. Then the sample size of the study will be;
22/1.055=21
3.6 Reliability of Data Collection Instruments
This section presents the reliability and validity of data collection instruments. Reliability is
important as it enables the researcher to make the necessary adjustments thus making the data
collected have more reliability, Nachemias (2004), measuring instrument contains errors that
appear inconsistent from observations to observations during anyone measurement attempt or
that vary each time given is measured by the same instrument. Questionnaires were edited to
ensure consistency across respondent and locate omissions as recommended by Bryman and
Cramer (1997).The usual procedure is assessing the content validity of a measure is to use a
professional in a particular field, Mugenda and Mugenda (2009).
3.7 Data Collection Procedures
Data will be collected by use of financial statement for the period of 2011-2015. This method
will be adopted because it will cover all the areas that the researcher intends to research on and
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the perception that the banks are well versed with the subject under research thereby requiring no
guidance when giving information.
3.9 Data Analysis and Presentation
Data collected will be analyzed through both qualitative and quantitative data analysis techniques
in order to determine the extent to which the main study variables are related, namely; Quick
ratio, Current ratio and Return on Investment. Whereas qualitative will be used for analyzing the
inferential statistics, the quantitative techniques will be adopted in the case of descriptive
statistics. In addition to this, data collected will be subjected to thorough screening to ensure
normality, coded and tabulated for easy understanding. For example the researcher will organize,
edit and interpret qualitative data obtained so as to examine, describe and compare the
associations and relationships between the main indicators of the study variables. On the hand,
the descriptive data will be analyzed with an intention of obtaining the statistic values for the
measures of central tendency such as mean, mode and median in addition to the weighted
average.
STATA will be used was to establish the actual relationship between the two sets of study
variables. The researcher will ensure that the appropriate and relevant statistical techniques were
used to analyze each item in the financial statement theoretically. Specifically, the Pearson’s
correlation coefficients was calculated in order to indicate the correlation level between the two
main sets of variables in the study (Saunders et al, 2008).The ANOVA technique in the study
determine the effect of the model at α= 0.01 level of significance.
The researcher will use the regression model below to analyze the data.
Y= β0+β1X1+ β2X2+ β3X3 +µ
Where;
Y=Profitability
X1= Quick ratio
X2= Current ratio
X3= Return on Investment
β0= Constant term,
β1, β2 and β3 = was used to measure the dependent variable (Y) to unit change in the predictor
variables.
µ =is the error term
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Abstract
Purpose
Entrepreneurial Orientation is a firm’s level posture, tendency to operate in ways that emphasize
innovativeness, Pro-activeness, risk taking, autonomy and competitive aggressiveness. Small and
Micro enterprises plays a pivotal role in the Kenyan economy for instance employment, wealth
creation, income distribution, accumulation of technological capabilities and spreading of
available resources The purpose of this paper is to examine the relationship between
Entrepreneurial orientation (EO) and Small and Micro Enterprises performance outcomes in
Kenya.
Methodology
Psychological, Social entrepreneurship and performance Theories and models informs the
framework of this paper. Explanatory survey design is utilized. Using multistage sampling
method, 420 small and micro enterprises and their owners/managers are selected for inclusion in
this paper.
Findings
The findings indicated the true predictors of Entreprenaial Orientation are unidimensional and
Entrepreneurial Orientation affects performance outcomes in small and Micro Enterprises in
Kenya
Implications
This paper advises managers and policy makers on Entrepreneurial orientations to be practiced
and supported to maximize on their performance outcomes.
Keywords: Entrepreneurial Orientation, innovativeness, Pro-activeness, risk taking, autonomy
and competitive aggressiveness, Small and Micro Enterprise , performance theories.

1. Introduction
Around the world small and micro enterprises (SME) are an important and significant part of a
nation’s economy. In Kenya, for example SMEs play an important role in employment, wealth
creation, income distribution, accumulation of technological capabilities and spreading of
available resources (IDRC, 1993). According to the 2009 Economic Survey the SME sector
contributed 79.8% of new jobs created in Kenya that year. SMEs are classified differently in
various countries.The classification for this study is based on the government of Kenya 1989
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development plan and sessional paper No.2 of 2005(GOK, 1989, 2005).According to the
document, firms are classified by the number of full time employees engaged in the
enterprise.Firms which employ less than five full- time workers are referred to as micro
enterprises. Those employing between five to forty nine workers are called small scale
enterprises (SE) and those with 50 to 99 full-time employees are medium enterprises (ME) while
those with 100 and above full-time workers are referred as large enterprises (LE) (GOK, 1989,
Sessional paper 2, 2005). According to the Kenyan Bureau of statistics (GOK, 2007), three out
of five businesses fail within their first three years of operation. One of the most significant
causes of failure is the negative perception of SMEs (Bowen, et al , 2009; Amyx, 2005)
.Potential clients perceive small business as lacking the ability to provide quality services hence
not trustworthy. Many of the problems of small businesses are centered on the entrepreneur who
in many cases is the owner and manager of the business. There are two factors which impact the
way small business are managed. First, decision making is concentrated in one or two managers
(Greenbank, 2000; Keasey and Watson, 1993). Secondly entrepreneurs often work at both
managerial and operational levels and therefore acquire market information through their
personal experience rather than relying on feedback mechanism from other sources (Greenbank,
1999).
This paper elucidates the relationship between Entrepreneurial orientation (EO) and Small and
Micro Enterprises performance outcomes in Kenya. This paper is organized as follows: It
commences with concept definitions, methodology, analysis, conclusions and implications of
entrepreneurial orientations and SME performance in Kenya.
2. Literature Review and Concept Definitions
SME Performance
SME performance in Kenya is mixed. Some studies have found out that businesses that adopt a
strong entrepreneurial orientation perform better than those that do not adopt an entrepreneurial
orientation (Snow &Kandemir, 2003) .The relationship between EO and performance in small
firms is strong (Wiklund, 1999) and smallness per se enhances flexibility and innovation may
limit competitiveness in other strategic dimensions. Other studies reported lower correlation
between entrepreneurial orientation and performance Lumpkin and Dess,2001;or were unable to
find a significant relationship between EO and performance Georgeet al (2001) Therefore
entrepreneurial orientation-performance relationship is mixed resulting to this paper relating to
SMEs in Kenya.
Entrepreneurial Orientation
Many studies have examined the dimension of entrepreneurial orientation (EO) and continue to
build on it. Contribution to the evolution of the entrepreneurial orientation began with
Khandwalla (1977) who defined entrepreneurial orientation as a strategic choice and developed
scale elements to measure organizational characteristics, including entrepreneurship. Before
Khandwalla (1977), Mintzberg (1973) had introduced factors like proactiveness and risk taking.
Miller (1983) operationalized the concept of entrepreneurial orientation by developing a scale
and researching the determinants of entrepreneurship in different types of organizations.
Building on the work of Miller(1983), Covin and Slevin (1991) emphasized that organization
with high entrepreneurial orientation have specific reoccurring behavior patterns and they
proposed internal, external, strategic variables that had a moderating effect on the relationship
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between entrepreneurial orientation and firm performance. Brockhaus, (1980) defined
entrepreneurship as the willingness to engage in calculated business risk. Entrepreneurial
orientation on the other hand has been used to refer to the strategy making process and styles of
organization (Miller 1983). He further classified EO into three dimensions; risk-taking,
proactiveness, and innovativeness. In his study risk taking referred to incurring of heavy debt and
making large resource commitments by seizing opportunities in the market place in the interest
of high returns. proactiveness referred to taking initiative by anticipating and pursuing
opportunities and by participating in emerging markets innovation referred to a firm’s tendency
to engage in and support new ideas, novelty, experimentation and creative process which may
result in new products, services and technological processes.
Lumpkin and Dess (1996) state that firms with entrepreneurial orientation are often classified by
risk-taking behavior, such as incurring heavy debt making significant resource commitments, in
the interests of obtaining high returns by seizing opportunities in the marketplace. Rauch et al.,
(2009) describe proactiveness as an opportunity- seeking, forward-looking perspective
characterized by the introduction of new services and products ahead of the competition and
acting in anticipation of future demand. Besides the three most commonly used EO dimensions
defined by Miller (1983), Lumpkin and Dess (2001) argue that two additional dimensions
competitive aggressiveness and autonomy would also be salient components of EO. He defined
these two additional dimensions as follows: competitive aggressiveness is said to reflect the
intensity of a firm’s effort to outperform industry rivals, characterized by a strong offensive
posture and a forceful response to competitor’s actions.Autonomy is independent action by an
individual or team aimed at bringing forth the business model or vision and carrying it
throughout completion. However, the usage of the EO model with all of the five dimensions has
been rare in the EO literature (George et al., 2001). Moreover, studies have found state that the
focal dimensions of EO are usually highly inter- correlated with each other Rauch et al., 2009),
which lead to combining these dimensions into one single factor (Walter et al.,2006). There have
been also debates on dimensionality of EO. Some scholars urgue that EO construct is best
viewed as a uni-dimension concept (Covin&Slevin, 1997,Knight 1997) while others as a multi
dimension concept with different dimension of EO relating differently to performance
outcome(Lumpkin & Dess 2001;George2006;Covin et al., 2006) which is a buildup of
Kwandwalla, (1977); Miller, (1983).Each EO dimension representing an independent aspect of
EO .In his meta-analysis findings (Rauch et al., 2009) found 37 studies viewed EO as unidimensional while 14 studies as multidimensional.
Researchers have agreed that entrepreneurial orientation is a dynamic organizational-level
process that is applicable to any organization regardless of the size and type (Knight, 1997).
More recent work used definition, models and other organizational characteristics such as in
marketing orientation Slater &Narver, 1995). The five dimensions of entrepreneurial orientation
(innovativeness, proactiveness, risk taking, autonomy and competitive aggressiveness) are
discussed hereinafter.
Innovativeness
The first dimension of EO to be discussed is innovation, Schumpeter (1936) defined innovation
as the introduction of a new good, introduction of a new method of production, the opening of a
new market, the conquest of a new source of new materials, or the carrying out of the a new
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endeavor within any industry. Innovation is a vital component of an entrepreneurial orientation
because it reflects the firms tendency to engage in and support new ideas through
experimentation and creative processes that contribute to the development of new products,
services and technologies or processes (Lumpkin&Dess, 1996). Firms innovation has been
defined as a creative idea that produces value (Hill&Ireland, 2000) as the adoption of an idea or
behavior that is new to the firm. Some types of innovation includes discontinuous breakthrough
innovation, dynamic continuous innovation offering dynamic improvements, continuous
incremental innovation and imitation which mimic or adapts prior innovation (Morris &Kuratko,
2002). Drucker (1985) suggested that innovation was the specific function of entrepreneurship
and he identified seven sources of firms’ innovation, which included unexpected occurrences,
incongruities, process needs, industry and market changes, demographic changes, changes in
perception and new knowledge. Three steps to foster innovation include making sure that
existing structures and practices do not present insurmountable roadblocks to the flexibility and
fast action required for innovation; providing tools and incentives for entrepreneurial projects;
and developing an entrepreneurial climate that spurs new opportunities in new combinations .A
climate that fosters innovation is one where people are excited and dedicated to problem solving
and producing more outcomes (Peters &Waterman, 1982).Innovation is creativity.
Without creativity SMEs will have no force to be innovative. Creativity is a source of ideas that
will lead to the innovation of products, services, processes marketing and technology In addition,
innovation provides SMEs with new means of meeting customer needs and this can lead to
increased financial performance. On the other hand, innovation takes up substantial human and
financial resources and can be very risky for the business. If innovation fails in the marketplace it
is likely to decrease financial performance (Yau ,2007).
Pro-activeness
Pro-activeness involves focusing on the future, crating an idea, assuming responsibility,
anticipating and preventing problems, communicating effectively, remaining adaptable, and
persevering through implementation of the new process or launch a new product (Morris
&Kuratko, 2002). As a dimension of entrepreneurship, proactiveness has been defined as a
forward looking assertive strategy making (Miller, 1987). Entrepreneurial thinking should
include some sort of propensity to take action on new opportunities (Shapero&Sokol, 1982).
Miller (1987) operationalized proactiveness through a scale that include the following versus
leading competitors in innovation; favoring the tried and true versus emphasizing growth,
innovation and development, trying to cope with competitors versus trying to undo them. In their
study Lumpkin and Dess, (2001) found that Proactiveness is positively related to performance
Therefore when Proactiveness is incorporated in a business entity it yield high performance.
Risk Taking
Risk taking is another dimension of entrepreneurial orientation (Miller 1983; Covin and Slevin
1991; Lumpkin and Dess, 1996). Entrepreneurial risk, with the potential for both gains and
losses has been defined as a decision making about new venture, products or processes under
condition of risk and certainty (Cornwall &Perlman, 1990). Dickson &Giglierano (1986)
discussed two types of risk. “ Sinking boat risk” risks are the results of factors such as poorly
thought concepts, bad timing, am already –satisfied market ,inadequate marketing and
distribution approaches, and inappropriate pricing (Dickson & Giglierano,1986) “ Missing the
boat ” risk result from being too cautious overlooking or dismissing opportunities, not pursing a
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course of action, or delaying action for so long that competitors profit or the market opportunity
changes, Dickson &Gilglierano, 1986) There are three different types of strategic risk taking
such as venturing into the unknown, heavy borrowing, and/or committing large portions of
corporate assets in uncertain environments.
Risk taking has been explored from both the individual and organizational perspective. Factors
investigated have included a tolerance for ambiguity, risk aversion (Hai&See, 1997) and
information acquisition to reduce uncertainty and risksSMEs should be risk takers in order to
prosper and grow their business. In their study Lumpkin and Dess, (2001) found that risk taking
is significantly related to performance in developed economies what about developing
economies in this study?
Autonomy
Autonomy is an entrepreneurial dimension as advocated by Lumpkin &Dess (1996). They
referred to autonomy as an independent action of an individual or a team in bringing forth an
idea or a vision and carrying it through completion. It means to be self-directed in the pursuit of
opportunities. Even though factors such as resource availability, actions by competitive rivals, or
internal organizational consideration may change the course of new venture initiatives, these are
not sufficient to extinguish the autonomous entrepreneurial process that can lead to new entry.
Through the entrepreneurial process the organizational players remain free to act independently,
to make key decisions and to proceed to completion (Lumpkin & Dess1996). Entrepreneurship
has flourished because independent -minded people promoted novel ideas or ventured into new
markets rather than allowing organizational processes and superiors to inhibit them. In business
as well, it is the freedom granted to owners as well as managers to exercise their creativity and
champion new ideas that would lead to new venture creation. Therefore, autonomy is a key
dimension of entrepreneurial orientation (Lumpkin&Dess 1996) which may vary depending on
the size of the organization, management style or ownership for example a firm which the sole
decision maker is the owner or manager, autonomy is implied by the right of ownership .In small
firms, researchers have examined the nature and extent of autonomous behavior by investigating
how centralized the leadership is and how often managers delegate authority and rely on
technical expertise. Miller (1983) found that the most entrepreneurial firms had the most
autonomous managers and employees in developed economies. Is this applicable to SMEs
Kenyan economy.
Competitive Aggressiveness
Competitive aggressiveness is another dimension of entrepreneurial orientation which refers to
firm responsiveness directed towards achieving competitive advantage is an important dimension
of entrepreneurial orientation. The importance of this measure of EO was highlighted in the
study of entrepreneurial processes of US firms in global markets, in which Dean (1993) found
that competitive aggressiveness explained considerably more variancein intra-preneurship than
did any other strategy or any other structural variable analyzed (Yau 2009)
Lumpkin and Dess (1996) defined competitive aggressiveness as a firm’s propensity to directly
and intensely challenge its competitors to achieve entry or improve position that is to outperform
industry rival in the market place. It is characterized by responsiveness which may take lead
confrontation for example when a firm enters a market that another competitor has identified, or
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reactive, for example when a firm lowers prices in response to a competitive challenge (Yau
2009). Competitive aggressiveness also reflects willingness to be unconventional rather than rely
on traditional methods of competing. Example of this and other forms of competitive
aggressiveness available to new entrants include adopting unconventional tactics to challenge
industry leaders, analyzing and targeting a competitors weaknesses (Macmillan & Jones,1984)
and focusing on high value-added products while carefully monitoring discretionary expenses.
Porter (1985) recommended approaches of aggressively pursuing firms by doing things
differently that is reconfiguration and redefining the products or service and its market scope and
therefore competitive aggressiveness becomes a vital dimension of entrepreneurial orientation in
developed economies. Young SMEs are susceptible to the’ liability of newness’ (Hannah &
Freeman 1984) and therefore need to establish legitimacy and power relative to its stakeholders
especially customer, suppliers and other competitors. For SMEs to overcome competitors’ means
setting ambitious market share goals and taking bold steps to achieve them, cutting prices and
sacrificing profits (Venkatraman, 1989)
Hypothesis 1: There are no significant underlying dimensions of Entrepreneurial Orientation
(based on innovativeness, proactiveness, risk taking, autonomy and competitive aggressiveness)
in SMEs in Kenya.
Therefore EO is measured by five dimensions as shown in figure 1.
Innovation

Proactiveness
Entrepreneurial
Dimensions

Risk-taking

Autonomy

Competitive
Aggressiveness
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4Figure 1: The Five Measures of Entrepreneurial Orientation
3. Study Methodology .
Scale Dimensionality
The underlying factor structure of the given variables was assessed using Exploratory factor
Analysis (EFA) with principal component analysis (Baloglu&Mc Cleary 1999). A separate
principle components analysis was conducted for each scale measuring entrepreneurial
orientation and stakeholder orientation since the items for each of these variables were predetermined. The Kaiser- Meyer- Olkin measure of sampling adequacy and the Bartlett’s test
sphericity were used to test the suitability of the data for exploratory factor analysis.
Consequently a value of ≥ 0.6 for Kaiser Meyer-Olkin measure and a significant Bartlett’s test
were used as suggested by Tabachnick and Fidell (2001).Using multistage sampling method,
systematic and purposive 420 small and micro enterprises and their owners/managers were
selected for inclusion (fischer1985) in the 7point likert scale instrument adopted from lumpkin
and Dess,(2001) to collect primary data.
4. Study Findings
Entrepreneurial Orientation
The Cronbach alpha reliability coefficients of the items in the four factors segregated were: Risk
taking (0.758), Autonomy (0.715), Competitive Aggressiveness (0.676) and Innovativeness
(0.537). Although the reliability scores for Competitive Aggressiveness and Innovativeness were
less than 0.7, The factors were retained with the lower limit of acceptability Cohen ( 2003)
Descriptive Statistics
Gender and Level of Education
The entrepreneurs profile analyzed included gender, level of education, average age, average
business and supervisory experience and the average number of years worked outside priority
area. Analysis of gender and level of education of the respondents (Table 4.6) indicated that out
of the 366 respondents whose questionnaires were valid, 66.1% were female while 33.9% were
male. Most of the respondents (46.4%) were of tertiary level of education. However, 25.5%
University level, 8.3% of primary level and only 1.0% had no formal education. These results
indicate that most of the SME entrepreneurs in the study area are women and have the necessary
education to engage in their preferred enterprises.
Age, Business and Supervisory Experience
Analysis of age, business and supervisory experience and number of years worked outside
priority areas revealed the following ( The average age of the entrepreneur was 35.75 years with
a standard deviation of close to 9 years and the oldest entrepreneur was aged 64 years while the
youngest was aged 18 years. The entrepreneurs had an average business experience of 5.62 years
with the most experienced having been in business for 35 years. On average, the entrepreneurs
had 4.7 years of supervisory experience in their firm’s privacy industry and hardly worked
outside their priority areas (M=0.61, SD=.0886).
Business Profile
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First the business profile was analyzed in terms of business focus, business founder, and type of
business ownership and outside investments. Results indicate that a majority of businesses were
service oriented (98.2%) with only 1.8% being engaged in manufacturing. Most of the businesses
(88.8%) were founded by the participating entrepreneurs who were mainly sole proprietors
(64.3%). A majority of the business (60.4%) have outside investments from banks or other
financial institutions.
In addition, the business profile was analyzed in terms of growth in employment, asset value and
the number of years the business has been in existence. Results indicate (Table 4.9) that there has
been growth in number of employees from a mean of 3 employees three years ago to the current
mean of 5.42 employees. There exists large variation in Asset valuation. The mean Asset value
stands at Kenya shillings 894423.85 and varies between a low of Kenya shillings. 300 to a high
of Kenya shillings 15, 000,000. On average, most businesses have been in operation for 6.35
years and range between 0 years (just started) and 60 years.
Description Statistics of the study variables
Means and standard deviations of the responses were obtained with respect to the independent,
moderating and dependent variables. The purpose was to provide a general picture of the
prevailing entrepreneurial orientation, stakeholder orientation and business performance in the
SMES in the study area.
Entrepreneurial Orientation
Entrepreneurial orientation was conceptualized as the independent variable in the present study.
Fifteen items were proposed to measure entrepreneurial orientation. Respondents were asked to
indicate their agreement/disagreements and on the items measuring entrepreneurial as
experienced in their businesses. The responses were elicited on a 7-point likert scale (7-strongly
agree,6-Agree,5-partially agree,4-Neutral,3- Disagree 2-partialy disagree and 1-strongly
disagree). The principle components factor analysis segregated the items into four distinct
dimensions that could measure entrepreneurial orientation. Results depicted in Table 4.10
suggest that most Respondents tended to agree with items relating to the prevailing levels of Risk
taking, Autonomy and Competitive Aggressiveness. They however, appear to disagree with
items relating to Innovation. In particular, with respect to Risktaking, respondents tended to
agree that they were always ahead of their competitors in introducing new products/services,
administrative techniques and so on (M=5.91, SD=1.09); that their top leaders have a strong
tendency to pursue high risk projects (M=5.96, SD=1.10); that their top leaders believe in bold
and wide ranging acts due to nature of environment (M=6.18, SD=0.79); and that they usually
adopt bold and aggressive posture when confronted with decision making situations (M=6.27,
SD=0.75).
In the case of competitive Aggressiveness, respondents tended to partially agree that their
businesses were intensely competitive (M=5.32, SD=2.02), and that they preferred to undo and
outmaneuver their competitors (M=5.14, SD=1.99). They however tended to agree that they set
ambitious market share goals and take bold steps to achieve them (M=6.23, SD=0.98). with
regards to autonomy, they tended to agree that employees are permitted to act and think
independently (M=6.07, SD=0.92) and that employees are given freedom to decide on their own
how to go about their work (M=5.84, SD=1.09).However, regarding innovativeness, respondents
tended to disagree that their businesses rarely marketed new products/services (M=3.00,
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SD=2.17) and they tended to be undecided on whether changes in products/services have been
minor. These findings clearly show that most of the respondents view their entrepreneurial
orientation positively and seem to practice the inherent dimensions of entrepreneurial orientation
actively.
Perceived Levels of Prevailing Business Performance
Business performance over the last 12 months was conceptualized as the dependent variable in
the current study. Business performance was measured using two indicators of sales growth and
number of employees. Respondents were asked to indicate their levels of satisfaction with the
performance their businesses as compared to their competitors. Responses were elicited on a 7pont likert scale (7-very satisfied, 6-satisfied, 5- partially satisfied, 4- neutral, 3-partially
dissatisfied, 2- dissatisfied, 1- very dissatisfied). Results (Table4.11) show that respondents were
partially satisfied with their sales growth (m=5.30, SD=1.13)>However, they appeared to be
satisfied with the number of employees (m=5.71, SD=0.9
4.6 Multivariate Statistical Analysis
Hierarchical multiple regression analysis was conducted to test the effect of entrepreneurial
orientation on business performance. The purpose of conducting hierarchical regression was to
examine the relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and business performance while at
the same time controlling for the influence of the entrepreneur and business profiles. Multiple
regression was further used to assess the moderating effect of stakeholder orientation on the
relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and business performance.
The Effect of Entrepreneurial Orientation on Business Performance\Results of the hierarchical
regression analysis of business performance on entrepreneurial orientation are as below.
That both the entrepreneurial profile and the business profile had no statistical significant impact
on sales growth (F2, 363=1.627, P=0.198>0.05) and on number of employees
(F2,363=2.553,P=0.346>0.05). Addition of entrepreneurial orientation variables increased the
R2 of sales growth to 0.54 from 0.09 of the control variable indicating that the four dimensions
of entrepreneurial orientation contributed an additional 45% to the variance in business
performance. The increase was statistically significant (F4, 359=4.305, P=0.002<0.05).
Similarly, the R2 of number of employees increased from 0.06 to 0.33 indicating that the four
dimensions of entrepreneurial orientation contributed an additional 27% to the variance in
number of employees. The increase was statistically significant (F4, 359=2.562, P=0.038<0.05).
Of the four entrepreneurial orientation dimensions, risk-taking (β=0.015, p<0.05) and autonomy
β=0.050, p<0.05 were found to be significant predictors of sales growth and number of
employees (β=0.014, p<0.05). However, autonomy, was not a significant predictor of number of
employees (β=0.195, p>0.05). Similarly, Competitive aggressiveness was a significant predictor
of employees (β=0.041, p<0.05), but it was not significant predictor of sales growth (β=0.862,
p>0.05). Innovativeness was neither a significant predictor of sales growth (β=0.113, p>0.05) nor
number of employees (β=.195, p>0.05).
5. Conclusions
Based on the findings it was concluded that innovativeness, risk taking, competitive
aggressiveness and autonomy are key EO dimensions in Kenya while pro-activeness is not part
of the EO. Secondly, Dimensions of EO are uni-dimensional and positively related to SME
performance outcomes.
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6. Implications
Therefore this paper has managerial implicationas it provides SMES with useful information
concerning enterprise and orientations channeled with high performance.
Social policy implication calls for strategies toensure that there is equal access to finance for
both women and men entrepreneurs, promote comprehensive support programs targeting SMEs
to exercise entrepreneurial orientations.
The significant research contribution of the study was the discovery of four entrepreneurial
orientations (Innovativeness, Competitive Aggressiveness, Autonomy and risk taking)out of the
five entrepreneurial orientations (Innovativeness, pro-activeness, Competitive Aggressiveness,
Autonomy and risk taking) to outstand the uni-dimensionality of EO practiced in the Kenya thus
implication to theory. More importantly, the study demonstrated that pro-activeness was limited
in Kenyan SME’s
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Abstract
Trade in counterfeit goods is considered a big threat to most of the industries. The trade in
imitation products is no longer confined to branded luxury goods and final markets as has been
always assumed. Counterfeit and imitation goods are increasingly getting into other sectors,
including the fast-moving consumer goods, business to business industries as input as well as in
automotive industries with very severe consequences to the consumers, population and brand
owners in the areas where consumption of such items happens.
Attitudes are formed through interactions with others (Kiecolt, 1988). Those whose referents
(relatives or friends) approve of their decision to buy counterfeit products hold more favourable
attitudes (Ajzen, 1991). This Subjective norm is believed to have a relationship with attitudes
towards counterfeit goods.
This study sought to investigate the effect of subjective norm on the purchase intention of mobile
phone counterfeits in Kenya.
Methodology
The goal of the study was to examine the relationship between subjective norm and purchase
intention of counterfeits. Data was collected using computer assisted online tool among nonprobability consumers aged 18 years and above.
The study applied descriptive research design and examined the effect of subjective norm on
consumer purchase intentions of counterfeit mobile phones. The target population was drawn
from young and middle generations within Nairobi county with a sample size of 500 persons.
The study used a questionnaire with a 5 point Likert scale to collect data and used Cronbach’s
alpha to test for its internal consistency. Data was analysed using descriptive statistics and
inferential statistics analysis in the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) to determine
the relationship between subjective norm and purchase intention.
Findings-The findings from this research indicates that subjective norm significantly influences
purchase intention of customers (r2 = 0.017, p<0.05) towards counterfeits mobile phone among
the young and middle aged generations in Nairobi County.
Originality/value – This study will aid in the development of targeted interventions to mitigate
against possible loss of business due to purchase of counterfeits. The research findings can be
used to formulate strategies for academia, practitioners and policy makers to help eradicate, or
least curb counterfeiting activities.
Measures-The scales used in the study were drawn from marketing literature and consumer
behaviour and counterfeit literature. Subjective norm was measured using shih I Chenge at al
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2011, Azjen 1991 scales, attitude was measured using Shi I change 2011 scales while intention
to purchase counterfeit products was measured using Zeithaml et al 1996.
Key words: Purchase intention, Subjective norm, Counterfeits, Kenya, Culture
Paper type: empirical evidence
Structure of the Article
The paper is organized as follows: we first introduce the topic about illicit market activities and
furnish a precise definition of counterfeit goods and subjective norm. Next we give a literature
review where we discuss the current state of research, from both a theoretical and a managerial
perspective and follow this with a conceptual framework of the study subject matter and
hypothesis development. This is followed by a description of the research methodology covering
the design and presentation of the relationship between subjective norm and counterfeit purchase
intention. The paper closes with a summary of findings and recommendations and gives an
outlook on future research.
Introduction
Intangible assets, such as goodwill and intellectual property, constitute a significant share of
many companies’ equity. They are often the result of extensive investments in research and
development, careful brand management, and a consistent pledge to high quality, reliability, and
exclusiveness. The importance of intangible assets as been said by the resource-based view
(RBV) as a unique bundle of idiosyncratic resources and capabilities where the primary task of
management is to maximize value through the optimal deployment of existing resources. The
RBV of the firm predicts that certain types of resources owned and controlled by firms have the
potential to generate competitive advantage and eventually superior firm performance (Ainuddin
et al., 2007). (Teece, 1987; Levin et al., 1987 have opined that the owner of a resource should to
receive a return equal to the value created by that resource, with Knowledge and creativity being
one such resource.
Product counterfeiting has developed into a severe threat to licit companies and consumers alike
(Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, 1998). Gilgoff, (2004) says that
Counterfeiting has become a global issue that causes significant economic and social problems
while Bian et al., 2016 says that counterfeiting is increasing at a faster pace than ever before and
is developing into a significant global economic problem, particularly in the luxury goods market
(Bian & Veloutsou, 2007; Commuri,2009).
For instance, the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) reported that by adding the amount
of pirated digital instruments to counterfeit goods, the sum was worth $650 billion in 2008 alone
(Marcelo, 2011). Furthermore, research conducted by the ICC (2009) showed that international
counterfeit products’ value will increase to $1.7 trillion by 2016, which is equal to 2% of the
current global economic output. The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD, 2009) estimated that the counterfeit market’s value is 5 to 7 percent of the global trade.
Subjective norm is a social factor referring to the perceived social pressure to perform or not to
perform a given behaviour (Ajzen, 1991). Subjective norm has been reported to have a
relationship with attitudes towards counterfeit goods (De Matos et al., 2007; Kim and Karpova,
2010; Rahman et al., 2011; Cheng et al., 2011; Shen et al., 2001; Ang et al., 2001; Burke, 2006).
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Chang (1998), Shimp and Kavas (1984), Vallerand et al. (1992) and Tarkiainen and Sundqvist
(2005) have found in their studies that there exists a significant causal path between subjective
norms and attitude leading toward behavior (buying intention).
The theory of planned behavior (TPB) an extension of the theory of reasoned action (Ajzen &
Fishbein, 1977; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975) positions the buying decision process within the
framework of rational decision-making practices, based on values, perceptions and attitudes by
emphasizing the restraint that the individual has over their buying decision. The theory implies
that the degree of intention ‘exhibited by an individual is the best predictor of attitude towards a
product.
Through the concept of ‘subjective norm’ TRA acknowledges the power of other people in
influencing behavior (Solomon, Bamossy et al. 2006); explicitly, it accounts for the thoughts of
others toward the certain behavior, and it moderated by the extent to which the consumer is
motivated to comply to these views.
GAP
The issue of subjective norm has not been studied extensively and in all contexts, as far as we
know. Chakraborty, Allred, & Bristol, 1996 asserted that consumers’ ethnocentrism affects a
consumer decisions on attitude and hence there is need to understand the influence of subjective
norm in different contexts. To explore further on this, this study focuses on examining the effect
of subjective norm on consumer intention to purchase counterfeit mobile phones among Kenyans
aged between 20 years to 50 years.
Literature review
This chapter reviews the literature that has been written on the topics relevant to the study. It
reviews the concept of counterfeiting, Purchase Intentions, Consumer purchase behaviour and
subjective norm. The chapter concludes with a theoretical review on the study supporting
theories, Theory of reasoned action, Theory of planned behaviour and the Theory of moral
reasoning.
Counterfeits
Counterfeits are reproductions of a trademarked brand (Cordell et al., 1996), which are closely
similar or identical to genuine articles. This includes packaging, labelling and trademarks, to
intentionally pass off as the original product (Kay, 1990; Ang et al., 2001; Chow, 2000). Lai and
Zaichkowsky (1999) stated that counterfeiting and piracy are the same since they are both the
reproduction of identical copies of authentic products.
Research has identified two types of consumers of counterfeit products. The first is a victim, who
unknowingly and unintentionally purchases counterfeit goods due to them being so closely like
the genuine article (Grossman and Shapiro, 1988; Bloch et al., 1993; Mitchell and Papavassiliou,
1997; Tom et al., 1998). However, the second is a willing participant or consumer of counterfeit
products, wherein they sought out counterfeit products even when they knew that the products
were illegal (Bloch et al., 1993; Cordell et al., 1996; Prendergast et al., 2002).
Purchase intention
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A buyer’s attitude and valuation and exterior components build buyer’s purchase intention, and
is a vital reason to forecast buyer conduct (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975). Purchase intention can
amount the chances of a buyer to purchase a product, and the greater the purchase intention, the
larger a buyer’s intention to purchase merchandise (Dodds et al. 1991; Schiffman and Kanuk,
2000).
Subjective norm
Subjective norm is a social factor referring to the perceived social pressure to perform or not to
perform a given behavior (Ajzen, 1991). Subjective norms are the individual's interpretation of
the opinions of important others regarding the behavior in question (Cialdini and Trost). Norms
have the capacity to influence human behavior because they make clear behaviors that are
expected of us by those in our social world (Cialdini 2001; Cialdini and Trost 1998,). Theory of
reasoned action (TRA) predicts that when other important individuals approve of or support the
behavior, the decision makers are more likely to engage in the behavior. Individuals may be
influenced by family members, friends or colleagues. Kim and Karpova (2010) found a direct
relationship between SN and purchase intention when explaining attitudes toward purchasing
counterfeit fashion goods among US college students.
Hence, it was expected that:
. Consumers perceiving that their friends/relatives approve (do
not approve) their behavior of buying a counterfeit will have favorable (unfavorable) behavior
towards counterfeits.
Studies in subjective norm have been carried out by the following authors
Researchers/Authors Year
Parthasarathy and
1995
Mittelstaedt

Prendergast et al

2002

Hoe et al.

2003

Peace et al.

2003

Wang et al

2005

Moores and Chang

2006

Area studied
Survey among 205 US students. The willingness to engage in
piracy to be strongly affected by the attitude towards piracy,
subjective norms, perceived utility of the software, and the
willingness to seek help from others to reduce non-monetary
costs.
Survey in Hong Kong of 200 consumers who have previously
bought counterfeit goods. Important factors of influence for the
purchasing decision were price, the perceived level of quality,
friends’ and family opinion, age, money previously spent on
counterfeits, and ethical and legal issues.
Study among 20 consumers under the age of 30 in the UK.
Fashion counterfeits are substitute for upscale designer brands.
Counterfeits help their buyers to create identities, communicate
values, and impress others.
Extension of the theory of reasoned action by a factor of
perceived behavioral control as posited by the theory of
reasoned action, and punishment certainty/severity.
Survey involving 314 Chinese students. Impact of
personal/social factors and attitude measures on counterfeit
purchase intentions
Model of ethical decision making based on the four-component
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model of morality. Survey among 243 students in Hong Kong.
Theoretical background
The theory of reasoned action (TRA) and theory of planned behaviour (TPB) have both been
applied as frameworks in examinations of predicting behaviours based on attitudes and beliefs
(van Zanten, 2005). TRA suggests that the best predictor of a behaviour is the intention of the
individual to perform said behaviour. In turn, behavioural intentions are influenced and affected
by attitudes and subjective norms (Thompson and Vourvachis, 1995; Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980).
Attitudes are determined by a person’s “salient beliefs about” an object or behaviour and
subjective norms are determined by normative beliefs, those beliefs related to whether a person
believes others think they should, or should not, engage in a behaviour (Ajzen and Fishbein,
1980).
Subjective Norm was found to be significant in the study conducted by O’Callaghan et al. (1997)
which examined intention to consume alcohol as well as research conducted by Johnston and
White (2003) which found that both SN and group norm predicted intentions to drink to excess.
Conceptual model
Based on the theoretical background presented above, Figure 1 shows the model proposed and
submitted to empirical test

Methodology
Research design
The study used descriptive survey research design and employed cross sectional/snap shot survey
method using self-administered questionnaire to investigate the effect of subjective norm on the
purchase intention of mobile phone counterfeits.
Target population, sample and sampling technique
The study assessed the effect of subjective norm on the purchase intention of mobile phone
counterfeits focusing on individuals aged 20 years -50 years. A sample size 500 respondents was
used which elicited for representativeness, efficiency, flexibility and accuracy of data.
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Probability sampling was used as it’s the most appropriate in quantitative research (Bryman &
Bell (2011). Sampling was among university students and graduates using convenient random
sampling.
Data collection instrument
A well-structured questionnaire was used for data collection and Cronbach’s alpha was used to
test the reliability of the measures of the instrument. The survey instrument was pilot tested and
reviewed by 45 individuals who fall within the Criteria of the unit of analysis to ensure that it
operationalized the theoretical concept. The final questionnaire contained a total of 20 items
which were measured on 5-point scales and included some demographic variables such as age
and gender.
Data Collection Methods and Sources
Data was collected using web-based self-administered survey forms send to the target
population. Bryman and Bell (2011) reports that self-completion questionnaire ensures
objectivity since the respondent answers without the aid of an interviewer while survey method
is the most common method regarding social science when the predicted population is too large
to be observed.
Data analysis and presentation
The data was analysed using both descriptive statistics and inferential statistics including
correlation analysis, analysis of variance and regression using SPSS. To establish the
relationships between the research variables, simple regression equations were used Per Pall
(2010), regression analysis provides estimate equations to predict the magnitude of the
dependent variable and provide values for the predictor variables to get how much of the
variance in the dependent variable can be explained by the independent variables. Pearson
Correlation analysis was done to show the nature and strength of the relationship among
variables of the study.
Statistical measurement model
Hair et al., 2010 reports that a model allows for specification of relationships between variables.
The effect of subjective norm on counterfeit consumer purchase intension was given as shown in
equation 1.
PI= α+βX+ е
Equation 1
Where: PI = Intention to Purchase counterfeits
X = subjective norm
α = constant and the model equation intercept
β = Beta values
е = Error term.
Results and Discussions
Purchase Intentions
On expressing their views on purchase intension, the respondents seemed to disagree with almost
all the indicators of purchase intention with a mean close to 2 (disagree) as detailed in table 2.
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With a standard deviation of greater than 1 in all the indicators of purchase intension, the results
show that the respondents were of different opinions regarding this aspect.
Table 10: Response on purchase intention
Opinions

N

Min

Max

Mean

Std.
Dev.

450

1

5

2.23

1.196

450

1

5

2.15

1.173

450

1

5

1.93

1.156

450

1

5

1.96

1.208

450
1
5
2.07
Key: 1=strongly disagree; 2= Disagree, 3= Neutral 4= Agree, 5=strongly agree

1.263

Think about a counterfeited product as a choice
when buying something
Buy a counterfeited product
Recommend to friends and relatives that they buy a
counterfeit product
Recommend to friends and relatives that they buy a
counterfeited phone
Say favourable things about counterfeit phones.

Subjective Norm
From table 3 respondents agreed on four aspects; that peers/colleagues, important friends,
parents and siblings influence their decision on buying mobile counterfeits. These aspects had
means approximately close to 3.0 (Neutral) but moving towards agree with close standard
deviation implying that the respondents were in greater agreement in their responses. They
disagreed (mean of close to 2) on one aspect that relatives and friends approve their decision to
buy counterfeited products. This could be attributed to the fact that Nairobi is increasingly
becoming more cosmopolitan with strong Western influences. This may have encouraged a
certain degree of individualism (Li and Su, 2007)
Table 3: Response on subjective norm
Opinions

N

Min

Max

1

5

Mean Std.
Dev.
3.07 1.286

1

5

3.14

1.296

1

5

3.17

1.384

1

5

3.16

1.333

My relatives and friends approve my decision to buy
1
5
2.14
counterfeited products
450
Key: 1=strongly disagree; 2= Disagree, 3=Neutral 4=Agree 5 =strongly agree

1.305

Peers/colleagues
450
Important friends
450
Parents
450
Siblings
450

Reliability Analysis
Reliability analysis was performed on both dependent and independent variables to ascertain the
properties of measurement scale and the items that compose the scales. The range of the
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Cronbach Alpha obtained were within the acceptable levels as elaborated in table 4. This
indicated a strong internal consistency among measures of variable items. Nachmias and
Nachmias (2006) explained that a Cronbach’s alpha test confirms the reliability and consistency
of a tool. According to Sekaran (2010), the closer the alpha is to 1 the higher the reliability and a
value of at least 0.7 is recommended.
Table 4: Reliability Analysis
Variable
Cronbach Alpha
No. of items
Purchase Intention
0.865
5
Subjective norm
0.845
5
Factor Analysis
Factor analysis operates on the notion that measurable and observable variables can be reduced
to fewer latent variables that share a common variance and are unobservable, which is known as
reducing dimensionality (Bartholomew et al., 2011). To achieve this, both the dependent and
independent variables were subjected to factor reduction as detailed in subsections 4.3.1 to 4.3.2.
Factor Analysis on Purchase Intention
Results in table 6 reveals that the variance explained for the dependent variable purchase
intention (PI). Out of the five (5) factors that were considered to explain on purchase intention,
only one factor (recommend to friends and relatives that they buy a counterfeited phone) was
extracted and explained 65.5% of the variance observed in purchase intention. This was therefore
used as a main factor explaining purchase intention in the subsequent analysis.
Table 11: Total Variance Explained on Purchase Intention
Initial Eigenvalues
Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings
Component Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative %
1
3.276 65.520
65.520
3.276 65.520
65.520
2
.838 16.762
82.281
3
.420 8.403
90.685
4
.300 6.008
96.693
5
.165 3.307
100.000
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Source: Author, 2017
Factor Analysis on Subjective norm
Five factors were used to explain subjective morn but only one (Siblings) were extracted to
further explain variation in subjective norm as explained by 63.8%. (Table 7).
Table 7: Total Variance Explained on subjective norm
Initial Eigenvalues
Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings
Cumulative
Component Total
% of Variance Cumulative % Total
% of Variance %
1
3.189
63.790
63.790
3.189
63.790
63.790
2
.892
17.847
81.637
3
.496
9.929
91.566
4
.240
4.797
96.363
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Initial Eigenvalues

Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings
Cumulative
Component Total
% of Variance Cumulative % Total
% of Variance %
1
3.189
63.790
63.790
3.189
63.790
63.790
2
.892
17.847
81.637
3
.496
9.929
91.566
4
.240
4.797
96.363
5
.182
3.637
100.000
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Source: Author, 2017
Correlation Analysis
To establish the relationship between the variables of the study, Pearson’s Correlation analysis
which is a measure of linear association between two variables was used. The test was done to
identify the strength and direction of the associations among the variables of the study. Table 9
shows that the independent variable subjective norm is weakly but positively correlated with
purchase intention of counterfeit mobile phones (r = 0.130, p = 0.01).
Table 9: Correlations output
SMEAN(pi4)
SMEAN(SN4)
Purchase intention
Pearson Correlation
1
Sig. (2-tailed)
Subjective norm
Pearson Correlation
.130**
1
Sig. (2-tailed)
.006
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Regression Analysis
The hypothesis of the study stated that subjective norm has no influence on the purchase
intention of counterfeit mobile phones in Kenya. As indicated in table 10 the regression model
was statistically significant (r2 = 0.017, p< 0.05). This implies that 1.7% of the variance in the
purchase intention of mobile phone counterfeits is explained by subjective norm. Standardized
coefficient Beta (β) for subjective norms was significant and positive, (β=.130**, p<0.01)
meaning that there was a significant relationship between consumer subjective norms and
purchasing intention towards counterfeit mobile phones. This therefore led to rejection of the
null hypothesis that subjective norm has no significant influence on the purchase intention of
counterfeit mobile phones in Kenya. Similar studies have also reported that the subjective norm
is an important determinant of intention to purchase green products (Paul et al., 2016), and
organic food (Dean et al., 2012).
Table 10: Regression Output
Std. Error of the
Model
R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Estimate
1
.130a
.017
.015
1.199
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a. Dependent Variable: purchase Intention
a. Predictors: (Constant), Subjective norm
Conclusion
This study discusses an important issue in today’s telecommunications market and adopts several
personality factors to be examined as the possible drivers of consumers’ willingness to purchase
counterfeit mobile phones. This seems to fit well with today’s day and age where mobile phones
(and gadgets of the like) have become a necessary tool of trade.
Based on the findings of this study it is therefore concluded that the perceived social pressure to
perform or not to perform behavior among individuals aged 20-50 significantly influence their
intention to purchase mobile phone counterfeits in Kenya. This indicates their subjective norm is
an important predictor of their intention to purchase counterfeit mobile phones.
Recommendations
It is recommended that since subjective norm has a role to play in influencing the consumer
purchase intention of mobile counterfeits, it should be considered among other factors as a key
predictor of consumer behaviour. Intellectual property owners and brand builders as well as
Government agencies should carry out thorough consumer education, as this may help in making
consumers make own decisions. One way to combat this behavior is to use repetition of
advertising messages such as “the best clone would not be close to an original” to reinforce the
quality and value of the original brand (Wee et al., 1995).
Limitation and Future Research
This study has limitations in accuracy of the measurement in data collection since Counterfeits
data is not easy to collect due to the nature of the products in question. (Cordell et al. (1996)
pointed out that the purchase of counterfeit goods falls in the class of non-normative consumers’
behaviors and is part of the behaviors supporting illegal transactions. As result, the respondent
may conceal their real attitude and willingness to purchases counterfeits.
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Abstract
Purpose – This paper sets out to highlight the impact of consumption of counterfeits and other
illicit products in emerging market economies and elucidate the effects of counterfeits and
intellectual property abuse on development in less developed and developing countries. The
issue of counterfeiting is of importance given the role trade plays in economic development
worldwide and especially in developing countries. Consumption of counterfeits has been found
to be a threat to development since it curtails demand of the nascent industries and thus slows
down economic growth for the countries where such industries are located.
Despite the knowledge about the effect of counterfeits in the world development, the demand for
the same continues to grow. Thus, it is in the interest of academic researchers and marketers to
understand consumers and counterfeits and intellectual property rights(IPRs).
The paper explains the effects of counterfeiting on a countries’ development and how a country
that does not respect intellectual property and subsequent IPR does not enjoy desirable rates of
economic growth.
Design/methodology/approach
The paper provides an overview of the links between counterfeiting, intellectual property rights
and the pace of development of nations.
Findings
Countries that respect IPR and protect the rights of innovation and intellectual property are likely
to grow faster than others as they attract innovation and foreign direct investment.
Research limitations/implications – The findings are limited to Kenyan Market where the study
was carried out but can be generalized across the whole of East Africa and other emerging
markets as such population are likely to have similar behaviour. Other cultural contexts and
product categories should be investigated in the future.
Practical implications – The paper provides an in-depth understanding of Kenyan consumers’
attitudes towards counterfeit and specifically explores the relation between counterfeits,
intellectual property rights and development. The paper findings can be used to formulate
strategies for academia, practitioners and, more importantly, policy makers to help eradicate, or
at the very least curb, counterfeiting activities. The paper will encourage all nations and
especially developing nations to protect intellectual property and intellectual capital in view of
their contribution to the development of country.
Originality/value
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The paper provides insight into the effects of counterfeiting and abuse of IPR on the pace of
development of nations.
Keywords: Attitude, Counterfeits, Intellectual capital, Intellectual property, intellectual property
rights, purchase intention and, Kenya

Structure of the chapter
The article is presented in seven parts. First a brief introduction of the subject and magnitude of
counterfeiting is made, followed by a definition of the concept of counterfeiting and intellectual
property rights, then a discussion on extant literature on the issue of counterfeiting and purchase
intention which are the two dependent variables. This is followed by an explanation of the effects
of profusion of counterfeits on development in any country. After that we give theoretical
grounding to the issue of counterfeiting and quickly follow a discussion of the effects of
counterfeit and conversely intellectual property respect on a country’s development. Finally, we
highlight the managerial implications and limitations of the study.
Introduction
Counterfeiting has become a worldwide epidemic (Bian and Moutinho, 2011). The trade in
counterfeit products now accounts for 10 per cent of world trade and has spread in all product
categories (Wertheimer et al., 2003; Gentry et al., 2006; Wiedmann et al., 2012. The estimate of
the global trade varies since disguise and dissimulation are the essence of exchange relations
involving counterfeits, making the task of calculating the real size of the transactions involved
complex. Notwithstanding this, a range of estimates has emerged which is broadly accepted in
the field. At the lower end, the Intelligence Bureau of the International Chamber of Commerce
(1997) puts counterfeit commerce at 5% of world trade. In the Markets, it was estimated that the
value of counterfeits in the global market grew by 1,100 per cent between 1984 and 1994 (Carty,
1994) while recent figures estimated that counterfeits accounted for seven per cent of world trade
(US$512 billion) in 2004 (Balfour, 2005). It has also been reported that there are 3 million
consumers of counterfeit products every year (Howie, 2010), with estimates suggesting that the
counterfeit trade will account for 7 per cent of the world trade in future (Wang and Song, 2013).
Counterfeiting is a significant and growing problem worldwide, occurring both in less and well
developed countries. According to the International Anti-counterfeiting Coalition (IACC, 2005),
almost 5 percent of all products are counterfeit, a position collaborated by the International
Intellectual Property Institute (IIPI, 2003). In the USA economy, the cost of counterfeiting is
estimated to be up to $200 billion per year (Chaudhry et al., 2005) while recent figures estimate
that seven percent of the world’s merchandise trade, or $512 billion in 2004, may be based on
trade with counterfeit products (Balfour 2005). The number of counterfeit items seized at
European Union borders had increased by more than 1,000%, rising to over 103 million in 2004
from 10 million in 1998 while at U.S. borders, seizures of counterfeit goods have more than
doubled since 2001 (Guiterez et al. 2006).
This catalytic growth of counterfeiting is attributed to the increase in world trade and emerging
new markets, fast paced technology advancements, and the increase in goods that are worth
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counterfeiting (Wee et al., 1995; Bloch et al., 1993; Alcock et al., 2003) as well as the global
demand for well-known luxury brands (Yoo and Lee, 2012).
Intellectual property (IP) refers to the creation of mind: inventions, literary artistic works, and
symbols, name, and images used in commerce. Intellectual property rights (IPRs) have been
widely recognised as a growth enhancing factor for most economies. IPRs regime can influence
the growth process through domestic and external sector of an economy. Through different
channels IPRs can promote economic growth in the recipient countries. The most important is
technology transfer and its positive spill overs. IPRs exert economic growth, which requires
increase in productivity which leads to an increase in technological innovation, which requires
the efficient protection of IPRs Rapp and Rozek (1990). Companies in today’s new economy do
not primarily invest in fixed assets, but in intangibles, since these are today’s value drivers
(Daum, 2001). Among these intangible assets intellectual capital (IC) plays an important role.
Investments in IC leads to volume increases, making the measurement of IC an important topic
given the direct and indirect advantages that can be gained from it, including the added value of
the knowledge that is processed, the learning process included in the measurement of IC (Roos
and Roos, 1997), its strategic power (Bontis, 2001), the optimal exploitation of limited resources
and its usage as a motivational factor (Edvinsson, 1997)
Counterfeit
Product Counterfeits as defined by Cordell et al. (1996) and collaborated by Chaudhry et al.
(2005) is “any unauthorized manufacturing of goods whose special characteristics are protected
as intellectual property rights (trademarks, patents and copyrights). However The formal
definition, set down in the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
TRIPS), is that ‘Counterfeit trademark goods’ shall mean any goods, including packaging,
bearing, without authorization, a trademark that is identical to that trademark validly registered
in respect of such goods that cannot be distinguished in its essential aspects from such a
trademark, which thereby infringes the rights of the owner of the trademark in question under the
law of the country of importation. (World Trade Organization, 1994)
Counterfeit products are those bearing a trademark that is identical to, or indistinguishable from,
a trademark registered to another party and infringe the rights of the holder of the trademark (e.g.
Eisend and Schuchert-Gu¨ ler, 2006; Chaudhry and Walsh, 1996; Kapferer, 1995). They are
reproduced copies that are identical to the legitimate articles including packaging, trademarks,
and labelling (Kay, 1990). The commercial relations organized around counterfeiting typically
involve the exchange of illegal replicas at a lower price point than that of authentic branded
products. Counterfeit goods are divided into two categories: 1) deceptive counterfeits which
refers to fake products or knock-offs that consumers believe to be authentic brands; and 2) nondeceptive counterfeits which are commodities that are recognized as inauthentic by specific
information points such as quality, purchase location, price or materials used to make the product
(Juggessur and Cohen, 2009).
Counterfeit products diminish the symbolic value of authentic luxury products and dilute the
brand equity. Given that counterfeits are cheaper alternatives of more expensive genuine
products, there might not be a noticeable difference in perceived quality at the point of purchase,
posing economic and social challenges in the marketing of various genuine products. Most
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Consumers prefer counterfeit products with a famous brand names attached that would present
some meaning to the consumer, reinforcing the concept that only brand names that are well
known or worth counterfeiting are targeted for counterfeit production. The situation is worse in
emerging markets first since consumers in such markets are generally poor and would be more
vulnerable to be tempted by the best brands in the world at a lower price but also due to the low
levels of education, literacy and knowledge in such counterfeits.
Dornoff & Tatham, 1972; Onkvist & Shaw, 1987 explains that consumers buy branded products
for either physical product attributes or image associated with the brand while Dubois &
Paternault, 1995; Nia & Zaichkowsky, 2000 argues that this holds especially for luxury goods
which are bought more for what they mean than for what they are. Cordell et al., 1996;
Grossman & Shapiro, 1988 asserts that fake products thrive since they deliver the image
dimension even when they don’t comply with all the physical attributes of the original product.
Dodge, Edwards, & Fullerton, 1996; Fullerton & Punj, 1993, have termed the intentional
purchase of counterfeits a consumer misbehaviour, “which violates the generally accepted norms
of conduct in exchange. Dodge et al.1996 says that consumer misbehaviour is provoked by
certain characteristics or situational factors such as price, penalty and situation-specific elements
Various studies have been done trying to explain the dynamics and resultant of these happenings
but very little studies have been done to show the effect of counterfeits in a countries
development as far as we know. The author will point out the effects of intellectual property on
development of young emerging nations.
Theoretical Grounding
To understand the increasing demand for counterfeits, this paper sought to investigate consumer
attitude towards purchase intention for counterfeit mobile phones in Kenya and effect of
intellectual property regimes on development. The paper is pillared on three theories; Theory of
Reasoned Action (TRA) to show how attitude and its subsets builds consumers intentions to
purchase counterfeits; Theory of planned behaviour to explain how an individual’s self-control
and ability to make own decisions affects attitude towards intention to buy counterfeits and the
Resource based theory to explain how knowledge is a valuable, uncommon, poorly imitable and
non-substitutable resource which should be used to aid the development of a firm or nation.

Theories of Reasoned Action (TRA)
The TRA was developed as a an improvement from the Fishbein model that had proposed that a
person’s overall attitude toward an object is derived from his beliefs and feelings about various
attributes of the object (Ahtola 1975, Loudon and Della Bitta 1993). The Theory of Reasoned
Action (TRA) revised the Fishbein model by developing and extending it to not only assess
attitudes, but behaviour (Ajzen and Fishbein 1980, Fishbein and Ajzen 1975). The TRA proposes
that behaviour results from the formation of specific intentions to behave (Fishbein & Ajzen,
1975; Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). The theory postulates that, people intend to behave in ways that
allow them to obtain favourable outcomes and meet the expectations of others.
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Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB)
Since it was found that behaviour is not always within the complete control of the actor
(Warshaw 1980), Ajzen provided an additional variable, perceived behavioural control (PBC) in
1985 to mediate that limitation when he published the Theory of Planned Behaviour
(TPB)(Ajzen 1985). The construct ‘perceived behavioural control’ was formed by combining the
perceived presence of factors that may facilitate or impede the performance of a behaviour and
the perceived power of each of these factors, saying that actual behaviour is derived largely from
behavioural intention, but is mediated to some degree by perceived behavioural control (Ajzen
2006). The concept of TPB says that behaviour is best predicted through individual’s intention,
which is an indicator of how hard people are willing to perform, and how much effort the
individual plan to exert toward performance of behaviour (Ajzen, 1991; Chatzisarantis et. al,
2006).
The Resource Based View (RBV) theory
The resource-based view suggests that knowledge on organisational competencies is rooted in
the organisational resources and in the complimentary between skills and technologies
(Mouritsen et al., 2001). Finney, Campbell and Powell (2004), argue that resource management
is the foundation of sustainable competitive advantage while Meso and Smith (2000) argue that
sustained competitive advantage results from strategic assets; which Barney (1991) regards as
those that are internally controlled and permit the firm to formulate and implement strategies that
expand its efficiency and effectiveness. They are the assets which Stewart (1997) referred to
“invisible assets” which in real sense is intellectual capital. Intellectual capital therefore,
encompasses resources and capabilities that are valuable, uncommon, poorly imitable and nonsubstitutable, which present a lasting competitive advantage and superior performance to the
firm (Barney, 1991)

The effect of Counterfeiting on a country development
Falvey, et al (2006) discussing varieties of channels through which technology can be acquired
says that the effect of IPR protection on growth depends upon the level of development, while
Maskus et al 2005 says that other factors, which stimulate economic growth, are stimulation of
invention and innovation, market deepening, quality assurance, domestic and international
diffusion of knowledge plus composition of global research and development.
Counterfeiting affects business and development of a country in several ways, one because it
makes genuine innovators hesitate to put their capital in a place where returns are not given a fair
chance but also because counterfeiting of goods has effect and impact on (i) sales and licensing,
(ii) brand value and a firm’s reputation, and (iii) the ability to benefit from the breakthroughs
made in developing new products. In the European Union (EU) for example, Intellectual
Property Rights (IPRs) contribution to the economy and employment of the EU and,
consequently, the damage caused by counterfeiting, has been widely examined by the European
Union Intellectual Property Organisation (EUIPO) in its economic studies, targeting specific
business sectors and geographical areas. (see
https://euipo.europa.eu/ohimportal/en/web/observatory /quantification-of-iprinfringement).
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Bujanca˘ and Ulman, 2015; Makin and Ratnasiri, 2015) have said that research and development
(R&D), innovation and foreign direct investment (FDI) all play prominent roles in determining
competitiveness. (Chen and Puttinan, 2005) added that these factors have all been considered
from a technology perspective, which suggests that technology accumulation influences a
country’s competitiveness in a positive manner, such that intellectual property rights (IPR)
emerges as an important policy that will benefit domestic technology accumulation. IPR rights
need to be protected from abuse. IPR protection fosters domestic innovation by creating the basic
innovation environment for the country, complementing Chen and Puttitanun’s (2005) research,
which suggested that IPR regime benefits domestic innovation through technology transfer.
The studies done by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
suggest that economic development, often measured by GDP per capita, is negatively related to
software piracy, which makes Intellectual property protection a necessity. Gould & Gruben
(1996) found that there is a significant positive effect of the strength of patent protection on
economic growth especially for open economies. Similarly, Rushing & Thompson (1996) found
that stronger patent protection may contribute to economic growth. For example, according to a
2006 Federal Reserve Board analysis, investment in intangible assets in the United States—
which includes IP, research and development (R&D), computer software, workforce training,
and corporate spending to enhance brands—exceeds investment in tangible property. Moreover,
these intangible assets increasingly drive the competitiveness of U.S. firms Falvey et al., 2004
says that in countries that have reached a high level of development, strong patent protection has
been known to stimulate growth. According to the Falvey study strong patent protection has a
positive impact in the least developed countries since such protection stimulates knowledge
transfer through other channels while middle income countries have often gained imitative
capabilities that can offset, at least partly, the positive impact of IPR protection.
Bezmen & Depken (2005) studied software piracy and concluded that software piracy affects
economic development negatively in the short run, a situation collaborated by Maskus &
Penubarti (1995) who said stronger patent protection has a positive and significant impact on
bilateral, imports into both small and large developing countries.
Kanwar & Evenson (2003) says that strong patent protection has a positive effect on Research
&Development expenditures (which is used as a proxy for innovation) while Lerner (2002) finds
that the strengthening of patent protections had some positive effect on the number of filed
patent applications.
The change in economic structure from one relying heavily on physical capital to one that builds
increasingly on knowledge and information has spurred increased interest in the value of
intellectual property as a driver of economic growth. Edvinsson and Malone, 1997; Johnson,
1999; Stewart, 1994) have asserted that intellectual capital has positive influence upon
competitive advantages of firms since Intellectual capital encompasses resources and capabilities
that are valuable, uncommon, poorly imitable and non-substitutable, which present lasting
Competitive Advantage and superior performance to the firm (Barney, 1991).
According to Kenya Association of manufacturers KAM, (2012), the prevalence of
counterfeiters in a market discourages innovations in that country since it deters honest
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producers from investing resources in new products and market development. Further
counterfeiting results in direct loss for the government tax revenues, since the counterfeiters not
only sell their wares through clandestine channels but also generally they aren’t keen to pay tax
on their ill-gotten gains.
Case For Africa
A country’s development depends on numerous factors, including economic growth. Some
economists have suggested that protection for intellectual property and patents hence prevention
of counterfeiting is a main pillar of modern economic policy and “a catalyst for
development”. Patent protection enhances competitiveness in the world market and accelerates
economic development for developing countries. Countries that embrace TRIPS Agreement by
reforming their patent‐protection systems have experienced economic growth because of Foreign
Direct Investment. This is true in today’s information and high tech economy where “the value
of companies has been shifting from tangible assets – the bricks and mortar – to intangible
assets, such as patents,” trademarks and copyrights. According to the World Intellectual
Property Report 2011, ‘the Changing Face of Innovation’ – the ownership of intellectual
property (IP) rights has become central to the strategies of innovating firms worldwide
.
Scholars of the theory of the firm have begun to emphasize the sources and conditions of what
has been described as "the organizational advantage," rather than focus on the causes and
consequences of market failure. Wang and Changa (2005) says that intellectual capital is a
fundamental determinant of firm current and future competitiveness as well as firm value
growth.
Tovstiga and Tulugurova (2009) further affirmed that the firm’s internal resource base and
foremost its intellectual capital is a determining factor of competitive performance in medium
and small firms.
Maskus, 2000; Chen and Puttitanun, 2005 has quoted that there is a U-shaped relationship
between IPRs and per capita gross domestic product (GDP), which has been empirically
observed using a panel of countries over time whereby less developed countries first weaken
intellectual property rights (IPRs) and later strengthen them as they transgress through the stages
of development.
The problem of counterfeits facets African economies. According to estimates by the World
Health Organization (WHO), up to 30% of medications on the African market are counterfeit
and that fake anti-malaria drugs alone kill 100,000 in Africa per year while the black markets
deprives governments of 2.5% to 5% of their revenue. The U.S. National Institutes of Health
found that 35% of anti-malarial drugs failed chemical testing because they were poorly
manufactured, while another 20% were complete fakes-World Health Organization, Counterfeit
medicines (﴾Nov. 2006)﴿, http://
www.who.int/medicines/services/counterfeit/impact/ImpactF_S/en/ index.ht.
The 2011 Global Software Piracy Study of the Business Software Alliance (BSA) states that the
global commercial value of unlicensed software is around US$63.4 Billion, with piracy rates in
most African countries exceeding 80% – almost double the global piracy rate (42%). BSA
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estimates that in 2011 the piracy rate in Eastern and Southern Africa (ESA), which excludes
South Africa, was 83% and had a commercial value of US$108 million
41http://portal.bsa.org/globalpiracy2011/downloads/study_pdf/2011_BSA_Piracy_StudyStandard.pdf
The Kenyan Context
Counterfeiting is an affront of a company’s intellectual property rights so the study of effects of
counterfeits is done together with a study of the efficient use and protection of intellectual
property. IPR infringement in most countries reduces market opportunities and undermines the
profitability of firms when sales of their products and technologies are undercut by competition
from illegal, lower-cost imitations. Intellectual properties, unlike tangible properties, require
special legal protection because they are non-exclusive: two people can possess and use the same
item of intellectual property without preventing each other from possessing or using it
(Hettinger, 1989). Intellectual property (IP) is often the most important asset that a company
holds such that companies should marshal resources and expertise necessary to protect such
property.
Africa, like the rest of the world gains from IP since creativity and innovation are proven drivers
for economic growth and competitiveness. Research has shown that growth is closely related
with the capacity of the economy to generate innovation and commercialize innovative products.
Intellectual property rights (IPR) play an indispensable role in the formation, development and
growth of innovative capacity. Intellectual assets are strategic factors for value creation by firms
and they are increasingly important in attracting investment, enabling productivity and efficiency
gains, and fostering the growth of innovative sectors in the economy.
Kenya vision 2030 economic blue print aims at transforming the country into a newly
industrializing middle income country providing high quality life to all its citizens by year 2030.
The country aims to become the provider of choice in eastern and central Africa by targeting nice
products which will be done though improved efficiency and competitiveness at firm level.
However, the country faces an alarming increase in the trade in counterfeit products and
smuggled goods, an illicit industry estimated worth Kenya shillings 70 Billion (approximately
US$835 million), rivaling key foreign exchange earners tourism and tea and coffee.
According to KAM, (2012), the prevalence of counterfeiters in a market discourages innovations
in that country since it deters honest producers from investing resources in new products and
market development. Further counterfeiting results in direct loss for the government tax revenues
and reduction of its ability to achieve its development agenda since the counterfeits are normally
sold through clandestine channels whereas counterfeiters are not keen to pay tax on their illgotten gains. This is collaborated by the Kenyan Association of Pharmaceutical Industry who
assert that approximately 30% of the drugs market is counterfeit with Kenyans believed to be
spending about Kenya shillings 4 Billion (US$47 million) each year on fake medicine while the
Kenya Anti-Counterfeit Agency (ACA) believes that as much as 40% of all malaria drugs in the
Kenyan market are counterfeit. TNS Research International and Consumer Federation of Kenya,
Scope and Impact of counterfeit in consumer goods sector, 2010. Available at:
http://www.cofek.co.ke/Scope%20and%20impact%20
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The Kenyan literacy and entertainment sectors have not been spared of the counterfeit menace.
The Kenya Publishers Association (KPA) in 2011 announced that roughly Kenya Shillings 2
Billion (US$24 million) is lost to book piracy annually in Kenya while the Kenyan music
industry estimates that over 90% of music is pirated. Industry statistics by the Communication
Commission of Kenya (CCK) show that close to 3 million mobile phones in the Kenyan market
are counterfeit, translating to about 10% of all the active mobile devices in the country. - “CCK
launches consumer awareness campaign on counterfeit mobile phones”, CCK, June 2012.
http://www.cck.go.ke/ news/2012/Counterfeit_Phones.html
The effect of the scourge has been felt in Agriculture too. In the 1980s Kenya’s entire coffee
industry was destroyed by counterfeit pesticides, an episode still recorded as the worst case ever
globally (Wadlow, 2009), also reiterated by International Chamber of Commerce (BASCAP,
2011). In 1998 Kenya suffered mass spoilage of stored maize due to counterfeit dusts
formulations containing chalk dust while around the same time fake Aldrin with no active
ingredient was found to be sold in 4 out of every 5-pesticide outlet in the country (PANNA,
2000).
Traditional manufacturers in Kenya feel the effect of intellectual property abuse through brand
erosion, loss of sales and market share, and unfair competition leading to closure of factories.
The Kenya Association of Manufacturers (KAM) estimates that manufacturers incur an annual
net loss of Kenya shillings 30 Billion (US$360 million) while the government loses Kenya
shillings 6 Billion (US$71 million) in potential profits and tax revenue due to counterfeit trade.
“Anti-‐Counterfeit Bill – We Count on Legislators to Act Rightfully,” available at
http://www.kam.co.ke/index. php/opinion-‐pieces/147-‐anti-‐counterfeit-‐bill-‐we-‐count-‐on‐legislators-‐ to-‐act-‐rightfully
Further, in 2008, Hewlett-Packard estimated that the market for toners, cartridges and other
consumables in Kenya was losing more than Kenya Shillings 500 million (US$5.9 million) every
month due to counterfeits. - -Rebecca Wanjiku, “HP Losing to Counterfeits in Kenya”, IDG
News Service, September 26 2008.
Intellectual property protection and country development
Protection of intellectual property has effect on country development in the areas of Economic
growth, Attraction of Foreign direct investments, Innovation, Monetization of the economy and
in jumpstarting the economy.
In Economic growth, industry studies and statistics have confirmed that sectors that rely on
intellectual Property Rights (IPR) protection are substantial contributors to the economy since
IPR generates economic activity, employment and growth in developing as well as developed
countries. IPR attracts foreign direct investment (FDI) and promotes Research and Development
(R&D) and technology transfer in developing countries, driving development and economic
growth. IPR is an important component of the overall health of an economy. Copyright-related
industries for example generate substantial GDP and employment contributions in emerging and
developing countries. The World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) reports that creative
industries in Kenya contribute more than 5% to GDP and over 3% to employment.
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Park, W. and Lippoldt (2008) has said that Economists have found that a 1% increase in a
country’s patent protection correlates to a 2.8% increase in FDI while a 1% improvement in
trademark and copyright protection increases FDI by 3.8% and 6.8%, respectively which is
consistent with the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) assertion
that the strength of a country’s patent rights is positively correlated to inward Foreign direct
investment (FDI), holding other factors constant.
For developing countries like East Africa, IPR protection laws play a vital role in attracting FDI.
The East Africa Community (EAC) secretariat has said that “Granted that IPRs constitute by far
the most valuable assets of most modern businesses, the creation of an enabling and secure
investment climate necessarily demands an effective legal regime for the protection of IPRs. The
absence of such a regime relentlessly drives away new investments from the East African
region”. Frontier Economics, 2012 estimates that improving Kenya’s IPR protection regime
could be associated with between US$460 and US$630 million of additional FDI
Innovation is a key ingredient of sustained economic growth, development and better jobs.
Studies have estimated that innovation accounts for as much as 80% of economy-wide growth in
productivity in high income countries. Effective IP protection increases research, development
and innovation by attracting venture-capital investment for R&D and commercialization of
innovative products and services. IPR promotes cultural expression and diversity, promotes the
dissemination of new technologies, and promotes development. The OECD has found that a 1%
increase in the strength of patent protection in developing countries correlates to nearly a 1%
increase in domestic R&D (0.7% on average). Cavazos Cepeda, R., Lippoldt, D. and Senft, 2010
has said that similar increase of trademark and copyright protection correlates to a 1.4% and a
3.3% increase in domestic R&D, respectively.
Intellectual property rights (IPR) helps the growth and survival of small and medium enterprises
(SMEs), which are important contributors to innovation and creativity. The SMEs that use IPR
report faster growth, and higher income and employment than those that do not. In the European
Union, SMEs that rely on IPR reported 10% more growth in turnover, market share and
employment, respectively, then those that had not used IPR. In Kenya, ICT is an integral part of
the countries ambitious “Vision 2030”, which includes a goal of creating more than 20,000 direct
Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) jobs through IT enabled services and increasing the ICT
sectors contribution to GDP by Ksh10 billion.
Intellectual property rights aid in development of the firms themselves since it helps them to
develop, create value, conduct trade and benefit from their works and inventions. A firm’s
ownership of IP rights helps to reassure investors that they should inject money into the
company.
Managerial implications
For less developed countries to get the much necessary development, there is need to defend
intellectual properties. Developing Countries must realise that fundamental development for
them will take place by changing outlook from quantity to efficiency, from natural resources to
knowledge resources, from investment actuation to technical one and from imitation track to
independent innovation. Firms will learn to protect their innovations and intellectual properties
as key performance indicators.
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Developing countries should integrate intellectual property protection into their national
development plans as part of their commitments under the WTO and TRIPS Agreement. This
integration enables the countries to plan for brand and intellectual property protection too.
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Abstract
The main purpose of this study was to assess the effect of Technology advancing on financial
performance of Commercial Banks in East African community partner States, specifically; The
study was guided by the following specific objectives: the role of Mobile advancing; the
importance of Internet advancing; the impact of Electronic Card advancing both on financial
performance of Commercial Banks in East African community partner States. Different methods
and methodologies were used during this study. The Stratum sample size strategy has been used
to determine which number of banks per States member of East African Countries should be
obtains Data; with Stratum sample size mathematic formula, equally EAC States members
provided their financial Institutions (Banks) accordingly such as 3 out of 12 Commercial Banks
in Rwanda; 10 out of 48 Commercial Banks in Kenya; 8/35 Commercial Banks of Tanzania; 6
out of 25 Commercial Banks in Uganda; 5 out of /22 Commercial Banks in South Sudan and
finally 2 out of 10 Commercial Banks in Burundi with the total Commercial Banks of 34 out of
152 were visited with an error of 15% and confidence coefficient of 85%.
In this Study, the researchers brought out different interrogations on the Public part that
providing additional energy to upkeep environment understanding on the level contributes
technology advancing on achieving the expected customers and Banks Profitability and
satisfaction; growing of Capital adequacy; availability of the Asset quality; customer and Banks
Liquidity services and Risk management control of Commercial Banks.
In the results found, 100% of the respondents confirmed that all the Commercial Banks in East
African Community partner States are using mobile advancing system and more than majority
76% demonstrated that technology advancing system are contributing a lot on the Financial
performance of Commercial Banks and a model on the best practices of using technology
advancing in enhancing financial performance was determined by researchers that will continue
being refer in East African community partner States.
Index terms: Mobile advancing; e-commerce advancing and banking Instruments advancing
1. Introduction
The 3rd revolution came out with new possibilities in terms of information system access and
Availability simultaneously, introducing new challenges in protecting sensitive information from
intruders while making it available to others. Commercial Banks is one of the segments that the
technological development is supervised closely and used widespread develop new component
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of products and services for advancing market as it’s assuming to implement its activities in
different financial markets.
Information communication Technology based on applications such as internet advancing,
mobile advancing, telephone advancing, automated teller machine (ATM) and Point of
Sale(POS) network brings significant advantages to the economic performance of the
Commercial Banks in the quickly delivery of existing Sets products and service, (Ilyas A. et al.
2015).
Theoretical and historical perspective on the Commercial Banks took stages of instigating
technology advancing facilities at mid-1990s, while consumers were under hesitant to conduct
financial transactions over the web; it took widespread adoption of electronic commerce, based
on trailblazing companies such as America Online, Amazon.com and eBay, to make the idea of
paying for items online extensive, (Sameni, K. et al. 2008). By 2000, 80 percentage of United
States, Europe and few countries of emerging economy Countries started to bid technology
advancing facilities. During the said period at least 550 Commercial Banks of these continents
became the first tiers to top more than 6 million online banking customers, more than 40 percent
of its customer base. In comparison, larger national institutions, such as Citigroup claimed 4.2
million online relationships globally, while J.P. Morgan Chase estimated it had more than
750,000 online banking customers, (ibid. 2008). As the evolution of online advancing continued,
it slowly began to gain popularity in e-commerce. When big-name banks began to offer online
products and services, internet advancing seemed to gain legitimacy for consumers and assisting
the economic performance of their interim of providing the necessary. By 2000, online
advancing had become mainstream in the large world business, (Sameni, K. et al. 2008).
According to Steven (2002), demonstrates that the advancing engineering in 21st century runs in
a complex and competitive environment branded by the changing circumstances and very
unpredictable economic climate in African, particularly the said Commercial Banks. Information
and Communication Technology (ICT) is like as was the main tools at the Centre of this change
curve of technology Advancing System in Africa to day. As for Sarah S., et al.(2012), added that
Advancing sector revolution introduced at the beginning of the last decade have contributed to a
sharp acceleration in credit to the private sector across the East African Community State
member in recent years supported with introduction of technology advancing as strategy that
should continue backing the achievement of their both Financial Institutions and Consumers in
terms of financial performance of their activities across the region and successfully
implementation measures to liberalize state-controlled advancing (banking) systems, restructure
loss-making institutions, write off nonperforming loans, and improve governance and financial
sector supervision.
This scientific research study has been provided the Problem Intention which could be based on
during the theories and model created on the best practices which should be referring on the
success of those Commercial Banks intents to their financial performance with precise impartial
to undertake such as the role of Mobile advancing, the importance of Internet advancing and
lastly the impact of Electronic Card advancing by positioning the operators of the said System.
Of cause scholars curry out this study because there are serious critical snags on the Nations
(population) on the regional such as Poor understanding (Academic level); Careless (Negligence)
and Resistance on change which push majority of these population keeping their currency
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(money) home-based; knowledge and habitual capacity on using electronic material is critical,
electronic Equipment insufficient, internet connection low (more time out of services) and
Service delivery by the technology advancing internet also squat.
2. Literature reviews
Diverse theories and models related to this prose review were founded on to file the conceptual
relationship that should be escalated between technology advancing and financial performance of
Commercial Banks in East African community member States. This assessment has been
assisted the researchers distinguish what were the results from others dons (scholars) vis a vis on
the said area as theoretical review brought it out and their observation reviews were striking the
researchers’ specific target.
2.1 Theoretical and empirical framework
In this Study, the researchers were based on theories from various scholars which backed them
on determine the relationship that could exist between technology advancing and financial
performance of the Financial institutions activities in east African community states member in
particular, the world affairs in general. This study has been supported by the following theories
and models on technology advancing amenities such as:
2.1.1 The revenue model for mobile advancing and payments by Ben S. et al. (2011)
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Different revenue models were created to advancing out the mobile advancing and payments as
was illustrated by Ben S. et al. (2011). Those models as Revenue model are Versioning and
packaging: Their research suggests that 76% of the youth market should pay monthly fee of $5 to
$8 for a functionally rich mobile advancing service. This service must include Informational,
Transactional and Interactive services. Transaction pricing: Transactions relate to any number of
specific events that customers initiate proactively. This may be payments (retail purchases,
remittances, bill payments, etc.), share trading, Short Message alerts, ATM withdrawals, etc. and
final Mixed pricing: as combination of both revenue models and is used extensively by mobile
network operators. This revenue model relies on a lower package price for basic services and the
opportunity for customers to purchase Bolton’s.
Figure 2.1: The revenue model for mobile advancing and payments

Source: The revenue model for mobile advancing and payments by Ben S. et al. 2011
As for Simpson (2002) confirmed that the Pay-by-Phone Systems should assist the customers on
the collaboration with their Commercial Banks and backed by the instructions to pay certain
bills or to transfer funds between accounts; Direct Deposit assist the customers make specific
deposits, (like pay checks and Social Security check and other benefits) to his/her account on a
regular basis, its assisting the customers to pre-authorize direct withdrawals that recurring bills
(like insurance premiums, mortgages, utility bills, for Consumers) which are paid automatically.
Being cautious before the customer pre-authorize direct recurring withdrawals to pay companies
he/she isn’t familiar with; funds from your bank account could be withdrawn improperly. Also
monitor his/her bank account to ensure that direct recurring payments from her/his account to
others is for the correct amount, (Simpson, 2002).
For Brian, J. et al. (2009), approximately exposed that 10% of mobile phone users conduct some
advancing transactions by phone. Chief among these users are the members of Generation Y,
who were born between 1979 and 1994. Also known as “millennials,” these youngest adult
consumers represent the fastest growing segment of today’s workforce and 25% of the global
population.

Early technology adopters: Generation Y consumers are digitally sophisticated and hyper
connected to one another. Half send an average of 50 text messages per day, 97% are active on
Facebook and other social networking sites and 80% are active online advancing users
Smartphone users, including many Generation consumers, are three times more likely than
consumers with traditional feature phones to use mobile banking and more importantly are
significantly more active user’s behaviour that translates into greater loyalty, stickiness, and,
eventually, stronger advancing relationships.
Significant earnings capacity: While Generation Y consumers currently earn approximately $215
billion annually, their annual income is expected to reach $3.4 trillion by 2018 and eclipse baby
boomers ’earnings additionally; millennials are expected to inherit more than $1 trillion over the
next decade making them an attractive target market with an increased appetite for advancing
services.
High growth/high potential market: In the United States, approximately 20 to 25 million
Generation Y consumers will potentially become new advancing customers over the next five
years
Figure 2.2: Relative transaction cost per channel
usage

As conclusion we could say that based on the graphic bellow, the cost of processing a transaction
via mobile phone can be as much as 10 times lower than via an ATM and as much as 50 times
lower than via a branch that play a vigorous role on the financial performance of Commercial
Banks in East African community member States.
2.1.2 Internet advancing acceptance model: Cross-market examination by Bander, A. et al.
(2010)
The importance of loyal customers to business survival represents a well-known truism. The
Internet has expanded horizons for businesses worldwide, especially e-services. Because of the
intangible, informative nature of banking, banks are efficient users of online technology. Banks
strive to understand customers’ e-behaviours worldwide, though much research focuses on
industrialized countries, such as the United Kingdom (UK) and United States. The behaviours of
consumers in many other countries, even those with massive economies, such as Saudi Arabia,

the world’s top oil exporter with the 25th Ranking in terms of gross domestic product, remain
uncertain, especially online.
2.1.2.1 Technology Acceptance Model
4User acceptance remains a barrier to the success of new information technologies (IT). In an
attempt explain this; Davis (1989) introduced TAM as an extension of TRA (Fishbein And
Ajzen, 1975), based on the attitude-behaviour paradigm from cognitive psychology. Davis
(1989) argues that people adopt an application primarily because of the functions it performs and
secondarily because of the ease or difficulty associated with making the system perform these
functions. The model provides a basis for tracking the impact of external factors on internal
beliefs, attitude, and behaviour (Davis et al., 1989).
2.1.2.2 Theory of Planned Behaviour
Theory of reasoned actions is ill-equipped to predict situations where people possess low
volitional control. In the TPB, Ajzen (1991) incorporates perceived behavioural control (PBC) as
an antecedent of behavioural intentions to overcome this limitation. Therefore, in the TPB, a
person’s performance of certain behaviour depends on his or her intention toward that behaviour;
intention in turn relies on attitudes, subjective norms (SN), and PBC.
2.1.2.3 Trust component on Commercial Banks
Trust is at the heart of all kinds of relationships (Morgan and Hunt, 1994). Definitions and
conceptualization vary with disciplines, such that psychologists view trust as a personal trait,
sociologists consider it a social construct, and economists see it as an economic choice
mechanism (McKnight and Chervany, 2002). In the social psychology realm, Rousseau et al.
(1998, p. 394) define trust as “perceptions about others’ attributes and a related willingness to
become vulnerable to others.” In this sense, consumers might not use e-commerce because they
lack trust in Internet businesses (Grewal et al., 2004).
Figure 2.3: Internet advancing acceptance model

Source: Internet advancing acceptance model by Bander, A. et al. 2010)
As for Simpson (2002) demonstrated the performance of internet advancing for these services to
take place, customer must have an agreement with his/her Bank that should assist him/her to
make the said transfers; Personal Computer advancing gives the customer handle many
advancing transactions via his/her personal computer. For instance, customer may use his/her
computer to view his/her account balance, request transfers between accounts, and pay bills
electronically.
2.1.3 Cash, Check or Bank Card? The effects of transaction characteristics on the use of payment
instruments by David, B. et al. (2006)
Recent empirical investigations support the view that the substitution of electronic for advancing
based on the systems can reduce the social cost of a financial institutions’ payment system.
Humphrey et al., (2003), for instance, note that “if a country moves from a wholly paper-based
payment system to close to an all-electronic system, it may save 1% or more of its GDP annually
once the transaction costs are absorbed”. However, people are not necessarily prepared to adopt
and use electronic payment systems. The failures of several electronic purses in Europe, for
instance, are well documented (Hove, 2004) even if these payment instruments can be
theoretically less costly (Shy and al. 2002). Understanding the reasons why people adopt and use
electronic payment instruments can thus become a primary concern for advancing and monetary
authorities. Why do people still prefer to use cash? Why are checks sometimes preferred to bank
cards to settle transactions? What are the factors that influence the use of a payment instrument?
Empirical investigations on the choice of payment instruments are relatively recent. Two main
groups of empirical studies may be commented on. A first group of contributions attempts to
analyze the influence of particular effects on the use of payment instruments or the specific use
of payment instruments such as electronic payment systems. For example, the works of Mantel
(2000), Stavins (2001) and Hayashi and Klee (2003) highlight the role of socio-demographic and
technological factors on the propensity to use electronic payment systems or the probability of

them being used. Mantel (2000) proposes a framework to describe why consumers pay bills
electronically. Using US national survey data, the author shows that wealth, personal preferences
and certain demographic factors are significant to explain the use of electronic bill payments.
Figure 2.4: Cash, Check or Bank Card model

Source: Cash, Check or Bank Card model by David, B. et al. 2006
2.1.4.4 The current situation of the real e-advancing on financial performance of Commercial
Banks
First of all, the bank must fully understand and appreciate the fact that the advancing industry
now exist, in a global village; must therefore strive to provide local and global advancing
services using the infrastructure of the global village and Most Current E-advancing applications
should use the internet. According to Any awaokoro, (1999), The advantages of on line
advancing are in providing convenience and flexibility for customers, Some online advancing
allows customers to get current account balances at any time; Customers do not need to wonder
whether a check of has cleared or a deposit has been posted. At the click of a button, customers
can easily check the status of their current savings and money-market accounts through online
advancing; Banks can provide immediate account enquires or statements online for customers
(Casalo et al, 2007).
2.1.4 Empirical framework
2.1.4.1 The role of Mobile Advancing on financial performance of Commercial Banks
According to Hamid R. D. (2012), illustrates that mobile advancing is growing at a remarkable
speed and it is bound to further grow in a significant way in the near future; The field of mobile
payments and mobile advancing is not only new and fast evolving in East African community
member States, but also sits at the overlap of several regulatory and legislative domains those of

advancing and telecommunication which substantially raises the risk of coordination failure,
where legislation or regulatory approaches are inconsistent or contradictory. This is creating
considerable uncertainty about the appropriate regulatory response that must be established and
also what supervisory regime applies to the various activities involving banks and non-banks.
As for Barnabas A. (2014) added that Mobile money transactions have presented regulatory
challenges that could potentially hinder maximum development benefits. This is because
firstly, mobile money blurs the traditionally distinct and independent sectors of regulation
(most notably, the telecommunications and financial banking sectors); It often involves
an overlap between multiple ministries and Government agencies, thus adding to the
complexity of oversight needed.
Within their study done by Donner et al. (2008) found out that mobile banking and economic
development in East African Community member states where they sought to link adoption can
be impacted and used; the study established that through offering a way to lower the costs of
moving money from place to place and offering a way to bring more users into contact with
formal financial systems, m-banking/m-payments systems could prove to be an important
innovation for the developing world. However, the true measure of that importance required
multiple studies using multiple methodologies and multiple theoretical perspectives before
answering the questions about adoption and impact.
Tiwari, et al. (2006) added that since mobile banking started to be considering as a business
strategy in East African community’s member states: these were impacted the technologies
advancing with the customer behaviour and its implications role on these Financial Institutions
(Banks). The scholars sought to examine these opportunities on these Financial Institutions
(banks) to generate revenues by offering value added; innovative mobile financial services while
retaining and even extending their base of technology-savvy customers.
2.1.4.2 The contribution of Internet advancing on financial performance of Commercial Banks
According to Stephanie, K. et al. (2015) revealed that the Internet advancing (e- advancing) is
the use of internet and telecommunication networks to deliver a wide range of value added
products and services to bank customers; Internet advancing includes importing data into
personal accounting software. Some online banking platforms support account aggregation to
allow the customers to monitor all of their accounts in one place whether they are with their main
bank or with other institutions. Internet banking is called transactional online advancing, because
it involves provision of facilities such as accessing accounts, funds transfer and buying financial
products or services online. The Internet also helps banks penetrate other financial markets
without requiring their physical presence in those markets. The widespread availability of
Internet advancing is expected to affect the mixture of financial services produced by banks, the
manner in which banks produce these services and the resulting financial performances of these
banks, (ibid 2015).
With the emerging wave of information driven economy, the Financial Institution (banks)
industry in Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania and Rwanda ones of the East African community member
States have inevitably found themselves unable to resist technological indulgence. This has led to
a boom in development of mobile advancing laying down a strong base for low cost advancing
and growth of mobile phone use in rural areas of those Countries member states of EAC.

Standard Chartered in 2009 launched its mobile banking in seven markets in Africa; In the
Kenyan market it offers a number of services on a unique, user-friendly platform called
Unstructured Supplementary Services Data (USSD) and is only available on GSM carrier
networks which enable customers to access banking in real time, anywhere in the world, through
their mobile phones.

2.1.4.3 The impact of Electronic Card advancing on financial performance of Financial
Institutions (Banks)
Fox and Beier, (2006) shows the impact of Electronic Card for Fox and Beier, (2006) illustrated
the impact of Debit Card on Purchase or Payment Transaction let you make purchases or
payments with a debit card, which also may be your ATM card. This could occur at a store or
business, online or by phone. The process is similar to using a credit card, with some important
exceptions (While the process is fast and easy, a debit card purchase or payment transfer’s
money; fairly quickly; from your bank account to the company’s account. So it’s important that
you have funds in your account to cover your purchase. This means you need to keep accurate
records of the dates and amounts of your debit card purchases, payments, and ATM withdrawals.
Also be sure you know the store or business before you provide your debit card information to
avoid the possible loss of funds through fraud. Your liability for unauthorized use, and your
rights for error resolution, may be different for a debit card than a credit card (Simpson 2002).
Agboola (2001) concludes that electronic banking has tremendously improved the services of the
financial institution (banks) of the East African community member States on their financial
performance on their customers in region and out of the region. Siam (2006) examined the effect
of electronic banking on bank’s profitability in Jordan. The population of the study included all
working banks in Jordan which have sites on the internet for the periods of 1999-2004. The
result from the data analysis that was gathered from the study instrument (questionnaire) showed
that there is a correlation with statistical significance between electronic banking and banks
profitability. Showing a negative effect in profitability in the short run and a positive effect in
profitability in the long run. Thus, managers and banks employees in the area prefer their banks
to expand their electronic operation in servicing customer but not converting all banks to total
electronic banks.
2.1.4.4.1 Internet component on Commercial Banks
Fox and Beier, (2006) Most of the applications mentioned involved the use of internet, Eadvancing is more than just Internet advancing in the still evolving e-climate in the economy; it
involves using the net to Exploit new opportunities by transforming products and markets and
business processes (E- advancing also means developing new relationship with customers,
regulatory authorities’, suppliers and advancing partners with digital age tools, for example, it
requires all understanding. Customer/bank relationships will be more personalized resulting in
novel modes of transaction processing and services delivery. E- Advancing is essentially about
banks using new age methods and tools to expand into new advancing markets and grows.
Creating a corporate online presence for your bank should be more than just buildings a website.
It should be about building a web business for your bank, to do this effectively the people in
charge, i.e. the CEOs not just IT directors and managers must have a deep knowledge of what Eadvancing culture demands (Clive, 2007).

2.1.4.4.2 E-business component on Commercial Banks
According to Hampton-Sosa et al. (2005), the Information Technology backed by E-business or
E-commerce is not about routine information management or automation, it is about using these
unique tools to create opportunities, create new markets, new processes and growth or increase
the creation of e- wealth (E- advancing monitors the environment local and global with the aim
of understanding and mastering its environment. E- Advancing thus involves collaboration (local
and international) on payments systems, cashless transactions, digital cash and other electronic
based projects.
As for Usman (1998), added that Information Technology can be seen as other immense
potentials than can be realized if bank management and staff, not just the systems staffs are
sufficiently literate and aware, and presently the banking industry still has a lot to do in terms of
training staff; The speed of change together with the need for proper orientation for the e-world
makes training even more of a necessity. For E- advancing to be effective, an area that must be
addressed is security, for any Information System based service associated with e- advancing
increases the need for security, in e- advancing the core security areas should be addressed. A
key concern is that of privacy. Business on the net cannot be undertaken without addressing the
privacy concerns of people you do business with. It requires the existence of a privacy policy. No
customer wants to click away to a negative balance. Security in online banking is typically
provided through the use of an electronic Identity (EID) and password.
For Hampton Sosa, et al. (2005), these and other security measures must be effective to prevent
not only the breach of privacy, but other security concerns like the alteration of data. In
conclusion to be a true E- advance each bank must identify its own unique targets, focus and
style. Banks needs to realize that E- advancing is more than simply banking on the internet; Eadvancing is more than having a web-site, E- advancing is about building a web business for
your banks.
2.1.5 Financial Performance of Commercial Banks
The Financial institutions should organize its activities success in areas related to its resources,
obligations and overall market strength. Many corporate operators, Commercial Banks included
take regular stock on either a formal or less formal basis of general profitable presentation of
their corporation to make sure that it remains on the right track economically
Several studies (Elyor (2009), Uzhegova (2010)) have used CAMEL to examine factors affecting
bank profitability with success. CAMEL stands for Capital adequacy, Asset quality,
Management efficiency, Earnings performance and Liquidity. The system was developed by the
US Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) for “early identification of problems in
banks‟ operations” (Uzhegova, 2010). Though some alternative bank performance evaluation
models have been proposed, the CAMEL framework is the most widely used model and it is
recommended by Basel Committee on Bank Supervision and IMF (Baral, 2005).
Capital adequacy refers to the sufficiency of the amount of equity to absorb any shocks that the
bank may experience. The capital structure of banks is highly regulated. This is because capital
plays a crucial role in reducing the number of bank failures and losses to depositors when a bank
fails as highly leveraged firms are likely to take excessive risk in order to maximize shareholder
value at the expense of finance providers.

Figure 2.5: Intermediate and Long Term Investing employing Technical and Fundamental
Analysis to maximize performance

Resource: financial performance graphic by Technical Investor, 2011
The sector of financial performance demonstrates its importance on the life cycle of the human
being in these days where everyone can touch or affect by an indicator come from the financial
aspect more than other component. The researchers still remain rather unenthusiastic about the
risk to reward at current stock market prices, as how much higher can them go without a
meaningful correction. However the researchers advocate a balanced approach for investors
where one doesn’t need to sit in cash and listen to the doom and gloom, but also doesn’t go all in
with all the leverage and beta one can find, either.
According to world trade public Organization forum (2009) and Orio G. et al. (2010)
demonstrates how the performance of a finance component is usually measured in terms of the
achievement of profitable goals or objectives; These objectives can be long term, such as
sustainable growth and development, or short term, such as the stabilization of the economy in
response to sudden and unpredictable events, called economic shocks. the economic indicators
measure on macro-economic variables that directly or indirectly enable economists to judge
whether economic performance has improved or deteriorated; Tracking these indicators is
especially appreciated to policy makers, both in terms of assessing whether to intervene and
whether if the intervention has worked or not.
Those useful indicators are the levels of real national income, spending, and output. National
income, output, and spending are three key variables that indicate whether an economy is

growing, or in recession. Like many other indicators, income, output, and spending can also be
measured in per capita (per head) terms; Growth in real national income; the Investment levels
and the relationship between capital investment and national output; the levels of savings and
savings ratios; Price levels and inflation; the Competitiveness of exports; the Levels and types of
unemployment; the Employment levels and patterns of employment; The productivity of labour,
which influences other economic variables, including an economy's competitiveness in
international markets; Trade deficits and surpluses with specific countries or the rest of the
world; the Debt levels with other countries; the proportion of debt to national income; The terms
of trade of a country; the purchasing power of a country's currency; Wider measures of human
development, including literacy rates and health care provision. Such measures are included in
the Human Development Index (HDI) and lastly the Measures of human poverty, including the
Human Poverty Index (HPI), (ibid 2010).
2.1.6 Models on the best practices
2.1.6.1 Conceptual framework
The main variable of interest is the study of dependent variable growth of corporate
entrepreneurs which is measured by amount of credits from microfinance, good working
environment, to meet customer satisfaction, to follow government policy, to establish strategic
business plan, monitor and evaluation of business performance. Apart from this, organization,
operating in secured environment, access to trainings and then forming joint ventures have seen
as important to promote growth. The relationship between dependent and independent variable is
shown as follow
Figure 2.6: Conceptual framework for understanding the relationship between electronic
Advancing and economic performance of Commercial Banks in East African community
member States
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Source: the researcher own inspiration, 2017
In this Scientific research, different variables such as the independent variables also called
manipulation were used to back up the theories and practices that should relate to the pillars like
Electronic advancing; Mobile advancing; Internet advancing and E- Card advancing instruments
that will positively impacting the financial performance of commercial banks with indicators like
Profitability, Adequacy of capital, Asset Quality, Liquidity and Risk Management. The survey
allowed the identification of these variables interacts with each other and showed how they will
contribute to the economic performance of commercial banks.
Figure 2.7: Main reasons for using e-commerce

Source: Sensis e-business report in Australia
2.1.5.2 Scientific Models
After deep analysis on the said study, a practical model that should assist the role electronic
banking on finance and economic performance of commercial banks in East African community
partner States was created to be applied by different actors from the commercial banks such as
managers, direct implementers and customers in terms of financial transaction and economic
management. The adoption from D&M is success model has exceeded all estimation. According
to a citation search in the summer of 2002, more than 280 refereed papers in journals and
proceedings that have referenced the D&M model during the period 1993 to middle of 2002
(Delone & McLean, 2003). This number shows that the model is successful and can be adopted
for other researches.

Follow the D&M IS Success Model (1992), we develop the framework as following
Figure 2.8: Research model for the factors affecting the performance of internet advancing at
commercial banks
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(Available, with graphs, from authors)
4.1 Results, Argument
(Available, with graphs, from authors)
4.3 Recommendations
After long journey in this Study, the researchers provided and advised to consider strongly the
recommendations bellow that should play if considered a vital role on the performance. Adoption
of Technologies system by the leadership system in this member states, should influence the
content and quality of banking operations doing by these Financial Institutions which could back
and increase their performance. From all indications, Technology advancing presents great
potential for financial performance and the business process reengineering of East African
community member states’ Banks. Investment in Information technology should form an
important component in the overall strategy of banking operators to ensure effective
performance.
It is imperative for bank management to intensify investment in Information Technology and
Information Communication Technology products to facilitate speed, convenience, and accurate
services which will value their financial performance vis a vis to the customers, or otherwise lose
out to their competitors. The banking industry in East African community member states
presents Information Technology and Information Communication Technology providers with
great opportunity to market their innovations which support them enough on their financial

performance. Success in this area however depends on how they can customise their services to
appeal to the ready minds of various stake holders in the industry.
The study recommends that the Commercial Banks in East African community member States
should considered intensifying the mobile advancing as this will ensure service accessibility by
customers and thus improving their financial performance.
States member of East African community member States should focus on the third industrial
revolution as the birthplace of informational technology system where business is facilitated with
the support of using the software in terms of digital revolution. This age of the services
supported by home computer, internet, cell phones, microwaves, automation and robots should
be used to support the long projection of the nations with the sophistication considering as the
rapid access of development that has given rise to the ever growing population world-wide.
Government should brand correct Information Technology policy by certifying that Computer,
Communication equipment and other Information Technology infrastructures, to a large extent,
are manufactured in the countries so that Information Technology illiterates are considered, by
making the equipment and infrastructures technological friendly. Also, government should
contribute in ensuring focused telecommunication industry is visible to reduce or remove
avoidable costs of implementing electronic advancing. To counter the threats and insecurity
posed to net banking, like money laundering, fraud, among others, necessary legal codes backing
the industry must be established and fully followed up as this will enhance the growth of the
industry.
Automated Teller Machine (ATM) should be put in different sites easily accessible by the
operators, so that quick service and convenience is maintained hence improving bank processes.
At the sometime constantly serviced should be ensured in order to provide reliability of the
services.
The Commercial Banks should subscribe to reliable internet providers for effective and efficient
service delivery.
The Commercial Banks should employ skilled personnel with more experience on network
management in order to ensure the reliability of network.
The Commercial Banks management should establish country wide supported by her
Government training and seminars for clients on usage of various e business applications for
efficient performance of the bank. For example, training on Automated Teller Machine (ATM)
and VISA usage, internet advancing, and mobile advancing and soon.
The bank should keep on upgrading their e advancing technology in order to have an up to date
system for effective service delivery
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Abstract
The main objective of the paper was to establish the moderating effect of competitive intensity
on the relationship between CRM technology and performance of selected hotels in Kenya. The
study was informed by Resource-Based View and used explanatory research design with a
sample size of 330. Data was collected using a structured questionnaire with items anchored on a
five-point Likert scale. Hierarchical regression model was used to test the research hypotheses at
0.05 confidence level. The study findings indicated that competitive intensity had a moderating
effect on the relationship between CRM technology (β1=0.39, ρ<0.05) and hotel performance.
Thus, the study concludes that adoption of CRM technology would enhance hotel performance.
Additionally, with introduction of competitive intensity, effect of CRM technology is
strengthened. The study recommends that hotels should increase utilization of CRM technology
to do well in a competitive business environment.
Keywords: Customer Relationship Management, CRM technology, performance, competitive
intensity
Introduction
Firm performance is the focus of any business and only through performance are organizations
able to grow and progress (Gavrea et al., 2011). Similarly, the survival of a business is to
accomplish set goals and objectives (Muduenyi et al., 2015). According to Yazdanfar (2013),
one of the important precondition for long-term firm survival and success is firm profitability.
The extent to which an organization is successful in today’s competitive business environment is
greatly determined by the capability to proficiently and positively manage its relationships with
both internal and external customers (SQM, 2007). The success or failure of firms, is determined
by understanding the needs of customers and offering value added services. CRM is ever more
important to firms as they seek to increase their profits through long-term relationships with
customers (Adiele and Gabriel, 2013). Previously, many firms invested heavily in IT resources to
better manage their pre, present and post purchase interactions with customers (Bohling et al.,
2006). It follows that the greater the knowledge about how firms effectively build and combine
their technological and organizational capabilities, the greater would be their understanding of
how CRM influences performance (Bharadwaj 2000; Piccoli and Ives, 2005). However, as
established by many studies, achievement in the creation and management of these relationships
is a function of customer relationship management (CRM) operations within such firms

(Abdullateef et al., 2013). Additionally, the mechanisms through which CRM enhances
performance are not well understood (Zablah et al., 2004). Consequently, firm managers have
minimal direction on where to concentrate their CRM efforts.
The theory of maintaining effective relationship with customers has existed for over two
decades, but rapid expansions in Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) and data
warehousing concepts, improved awareness of customers and intense market competition has
also provided new dimensions to this field. The reason for increased attractiveness of CRM is
mostly due to the promising profits it offers in the form of long term customer retention and
enhanced firm’s performance (Chen and Popovich, 2003). In the recent past, CRM has changed
numerous industries and influenced many customers and businesses (Mohammed and Rashid,
2012). The introduction of Information Technology (IT) industries (Boulding et al., 2005; Payne
and Frow, 2005), innovation in information processing, and an increasing competitive
environment contributed to the development of CRM in mid-1990 (Chen and Popovich, 2003).
Subsequently, CRM has emerged as a strategy that uses IT to incorporate the cross functions of
employees in understanding and retaining long-term profitable relationships with customers
(Payne and Frow, 2005). Owing to the competitive environment, CRM is important and has
become a niche for firm performance (Mohammed and Rashid, 2012; Peppers et al., 2004).
Articles reviewed by Boulding et al. (2005) demonstrate that CRM activities can boost firm
performance. One of the proposition they offered was that companies which have adopted
proven CRM practices enhance firm performance. CRM technology is engaged to capture
information on customers, which in turn is analysed and used to monitor the customers’ buying
behaviour. Additionally, the information is used to communicate with customers on an individual
basis, often with customized services (Egan, 2004). Considerable empirical work on CRM
technology has been sought to examine the direct or indirect connection between CRM
technology and firm performance (Elkordy, 2014; Coltman et al., 2011).
Prior studies reported that CRM technology is a significant predictor of performance (Abdul et
al., 2013; Elkordy, 2014). In particular, Kasim and Minai (2009) revealed that CRM technology
dimension is firmly correlated to hotel performance, as it is a prerequisite for hotels to utilize
information technology for enhancing their performance. In addition, other studies indicated that
the use of CRM technology result in higher customer satisfaction, enhanced organization
competitiveness and increased customer retention (Mithas et al., 2005; Roberts-Lombard and
Plessis 2012). Additionally, study by Wu and Lu (2012) indicated that hotel enterprises ought to
strengthen CRM technology strategy such as online registration, call via the internet and email
responses to improve the overall business performance.
Competition in an industry is prominently driven by technological factors, since it favourably
affects the five competitive forces (Porter, 1985). Technology can impact: competition among
existing firms, buyers bargaining power, suppliers bargaining power, new entrants and substitute
threats of products or services. Technology influences the task environment by creating
economies of scale, barriers to entry, switching costs, and links to customers and suppliers.
However, pragmatic evidence demonstrates mixed support to the impact of CRM practices on
performance. In addition, other studies reported inconclusive results on relationship between
CRM technology and firm performance (Powell and Dent-Micallef, 1997). In support of the
divergent view, Mithas et al. (2005) establishes empirically that the capacity of firms to provide
precise, timely and reliable data and information to users is established on the capacity to

leverage IT infrastructure. Hence it can be difficult to capture and properly attribute the direct or
indirect CRM technology – firm performance relationship. Prior research reveal that limited
studies have taken into account the possibility that important intervening variables may mediate
or moderate the association between CRM technology and firm performance, and therefore fail
to show the major process of performance development through CRM technology (Zablah et al.,
2004; Shugan, 2005). Similarly, Shugan (2005) asserts that further research should be carried out
with the objective to determine the generative mechanisms through which CRM influences firm
performance.
One of the factors that contribute to business environmental hostility is competitive intensity.
(Kumar and Subramanian, 2000). Competitive intensity is a situation where by there is
aggressive competitiveness owing to a large number of competitors and the absence of potential
opportunities for more growth. As competitiveness intensifies, proposes that the outcomes of a
firm’s performance would no longer be deterministic but stochastic as the performance is greatly
influenced by the actions assumed by competitors Auh and Menguc (2005). Consequently,
predictability and certainty lessens as conditions of competitive intensity increases. The hotel
industry like any business sector, has to be highly competitive to improve performance.
Subsequently, hotels use different methods to differentiate themselves from their competitors.
The lower classified hotels identify themselves as offering “value for money” to their guests. The
medium classified hotels focus more on the quality of products for example guest rooms,
restaurants and location of the hotel. The high classified hotels distinguish themselves by
offering superior products and customized services (Lo et al., 2009). Subsequently, following the
inconclusive outcomes that have emerged from literature concerning the direct effect of CRM
technology on firm performance, the process through which CRM results in high performance
should be inspected thoroughly by future researchers (Reimann et al., 2010). Thus, this paper
hypothesized that;
H1: Competitive intensity significantly moderates the relationship between CRM technology
and performance of selected hotels in Kenya.
Theoretical Framework
The paper was anchored on Resource-Based View (RBV) which was introduced by Wernerfelt
(1984) and was expounded by Barney (1991). RBV theory show that resources or assets that are
valuable, rare and hard to duplicate increase sustainable competitive advantage and lead to
superior performance (Wernerfelt, 1984). Additionally, Barney (1991) expresses that firm
resources such as technologies are inclusive of; all assets, capabilities, organizational processes,
firm attributes and information, knowledge among others controlled by a firm. These resources
enables a firm to conceive and implement strategies that improve its efficiency and effectiveness
in terms of performance. CRM dimensions as a resource has in recent times been acknowledged
by CRM researchers.
Consequently, RBV was adopted as the most appropriate theoretical framework to evaluate firm
performance (Keramati et al., 2010; Rapp et al., 2010). Additionally, Yim et al. (2004) and Sin et
al. (2005) consistent with the RBV line of research, developed a model of CRM dimensions
consisting of: CRM technology. These variables are identified and cited in the literature as the

most cited Critical Success Factor (CSF) of CRM (King and Burgess, 2008; Mendoza et al.,
2007) and explain CRM technology as resources.
Methodology
This study is in line with positivism approach, which seeks to use existing theory to deduce and
formulate variables, assume hypotheses that are tested and established wholly, in part, or
otherwise refuted leading to further development of theory to be tested with future research. This
study employed explanatory research design. The target population was 210 hotels listed as
members of Kenya Association of Hotelkeepers and Caterers (KAHC Directory, 2014). Cluster
sampling combined with simple random sampling technique was used to select 136 hotels from
the target population of 210 hotels in Kenya Once the hotels were selected, three top managers
from each hotel were picked, giving a total of 408 managers in 136 hotels. The survey
questionnaires were used to collect data. The managers’ responses in each hotel were summated
before analysis.
Reliability and validity of Study Instrument
The measurement instrument was developed for testing the hypothesis. The dependent variable
measured was performance. Performance was measured in three dimensions including; customer
satisfaction (Abdulateef et al., 2010), customer retention, and sales growth (Yim et al., 2004)
based on the past three years of business. The measurement tool for CRM technology was
adopted from Jayachandran et al., (2005) and Chang et al., (2010). Competition intensity was
measured using six items adopted from Khandwalla, 1972; Jaworski and Kohli, 1993.
A reliability test for all the measures was examined based on Cronbach’s Alpha to determine
internal consistency. Since all the Cronbach’s Alpha values of the study variables exceeded the
0.7 lower level of acceptability, they were considered adequate for confirming a satisfactory
level of reliability in research (Hair et al., 2007). Table 1 presents alpha coefficient for each
variable. Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) was carried out to confirm the constructs
underlying the data. First, sample adequacy was required therefore each scale’s sample adequacy
was tested using Kaiser-Meyer- Olkin (KMO). Second, Bartlett’s test of sphericity was used to
test the hypothesis that the value in the correlation matrix is zero, indicating that there existed a
correlation between variables. Third, all scales were subsequently subjected to EFA using
Principal Components Method (PCM) and rotated using varimax rotation with Kaiser
normalization method. Only components with Eigenvalues ≥ 1 were extracted and items with
loading ≥ 0.5 represented substantive values. Also, the Bartlett’s Test was significant at p-value
<0.05.
Table 1: Alpha Coefficients
Performance
Guests comments on survey forms/online
indicate likelihood to return
Guests levels of complains are
manageable
Customers are satisfied with the services
offered to them
Customer retention
Sales growth

Mean P
4.15

0.703

4.26

0.786

4.22
4.26
4.12

0.74
0.821
0.863

CRM T

CI

CRM Technology
We provide sales force with customer
information
We provide sales force with competitor
information
We provide sales force with leads for
cross sell/up sell opportunities
We allow customer support personnel to
access data on customer interactions
We provide customers access to a
knowledge base of solutions to FAQ
We track service delivery
We offer analysis support
We forecast customer preferences
We measure customer loyalty
We calculate customer life time value
We calculate customer retention rates
We provide data integration and access
support
We combine transaction data with
external source data
We integrate customer information from
different contact points (e.g. mail,
telephone, web, social media and fax)
We allow relevant employees access to
unified consumer data
Competition intensity
Competition in our industry is cut-throat
There are many promotional wars in our
industry
Anything that one competitor can offer,
others can match easily
Price competition in our industry is
intense
Competition for market share in our
industry is intense
Our competitors do not appear relatively
weak
KMO

Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity
Total Variance Explained
Cronbach's Alpha coefficient

4.3

0.788

4.11

0.618

4.26

0.684

4.16

0.515

4.09
4.27
4.19
4.39
4.16
3.86
3.95

0.753
0.702
0.636
0.545
0.506
0.544
0.766

4.01

0.822

3.94

0.83

4.45

0.77

4.08

0.715

4.41

0.7

4.26

0.703

3.95

0.633

4.32

0.795

4.46

0.752

3.56
0.679
(χ2 =
1234.598,
df = 10, p
< 0.05)
63.449
0.703

0.909
(χ2 =
2827.99,
df = 105,
p < 0.05)
57.657
0.924

0.907
0.664
(χ2 =
501.112,
df = 15,
p < 0.05)
59.941
0.764

Model Specification
The moderator effect was examined using regression analysis procedures as outlined by Baron
and Kenny (1986) and Aiken and West (1991). The moderating effect of competitive intensity on
the relationship between CRM technology and firm performance was assessed.
Findings and Discussion
Summarized statistics of means, standard deviation and skewness and kurtosis for all the study
variables are indicated in Table 3. Skewness measures the symmetry of a distribution while
kurtosis measures the peakness or flatness of a distribution (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2013). Based
on results, the values of skewness and kurtosis revealed that the data was normally distributed
where the skewness values were in the range of -1.202 to -0.697. The values for kurtosis, on the
other hand, were in the range of -0.050 to 1.132. Based on the findings presented, the data is
considered normally distributed as all the values for skewness and kurtosis were between -1.96
and +1.96.
Table 3: Grade Mean for Study Constructs
Study Variables
N
Min Max
CRM technology
110 2.2
5
Competitive
intensity
110 2
5
Performance
110 2.33 5

Mean
4.14

SD
0.56

Skewness
-0.331

Kurtosis
-0.509

3.98
4.29

0.53
0.53

-0.396
-0.452

0.002
0.050

Correlation Analysis of Study Variables
In this study, all the hypothesized relationship developed was found to be statistically significant
at level p≤0.01, suggesting satisfactory external validity of the measures. Significant and positive
correlation exists between CRM technology and performance (r=0.563; p≤0.01) and competitive
intensity and performance (r = 0.385; p≤ 0.01). (Table 4. below).
Table 4: Construct Correlation Coefficients Results of Study Variables
P
CRM Tech
CI
Org Performance
1
CRM technology
.563**
1
Competitive intensity
.385**
.347**
1
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Moderated Multiple Regression Results
Hypothesis H1 specified that competitive intensity significantly moderates the relationship
between CRM technology and performance of hotels. The results indicated a positive and
significant moderating effect of competitive intensity on the relationship between CRM
technology and hotel performance (β=0.39; ρ<0.05). This implies that performance would rise by
0.39 with every unit increase of competitive intensity. Subsequently, this suggests that the
relationship between CRM Technology and performance is heightened by competitive intensity.
Thus, in a competitive environment, a hotel with CRM technology for example, providing sales
force with customer information and offering analysis support, better positions to increase its
performance as compared to a hotel in a less competitive environment Intensive competition
stimulates competitors to acquire customers through developing more CRM technology (Jeong et

al., 2003). From the RBV perspective, these resources would therefore be more valuable for
creating strategic benefits in highly competitive environment. Given the competitive nature of
hospitality industry and taking into account IT development within hotels, it is essential for
hotels to endeavor to improve IT applications (Jeong et al., 2003; Gilbert and Powell-Perry,
2004). Moreover, the moderation model indicated changes in R2 from 0.53 to 0.56 signifying
that the inclusion of competitive intensity as moderator enhanced the relationship between CRM
dimensions and performance of hotels (Table 5).
Table 5: Moderated Regression Results

(Constant)
Control variables
Firm size
Firm age
Independent variables

Model 1
Beta
(Std. Error)
4.35
(0.15)*

Model 2
Beta
(Std. Error)
0.46
(0.24)

Model 3
Beta
(Std. Error)
0.6
(0.64)

0.1
(0.03)
-0.01
(0.02)

0.04
(0.02)
-0.01
(0.01)

0.02
(0.02)
-0.01
(0.01)

0.18
(0.06)*

-0.04
(0.12)

CRM technology
Moderating variable
Competitive Intensity (CI)
Interaction effects(*)
CRM technology*CI

0.11
(0.04)*

0.03
(0.16)
0.39
(0.03)*

R
.218
.726
.748
R Square
0.05
0.53
0.56
Adjusted R Square
0.04
0.52
0.54
F
4.06
44.7
30.8
Sig.
.003
.000
.000
Values of standardized regression coefficients with standard errors in parenthesis *p<0.05
Conclusion and Recommendations
The use of CRM technology is one of the greatest opportunities in the hotel industry. Through
CRM technology, hotels are capable of getting the right information and thereby making the
right decisions. In this regard, CRM technology is considered as a driver for change. With
technology the sales force has important information about customers as well as competitors.
The hotel is therefore capable of strategizing on a marketing approach that would enable it to
outdo its competitors.
Additionally, it was established that competitive intensity had a significant moderating effect on
the relationship between CRM technology and performance. Thus, the relationship between

CRM technology and performance was strengthened by competitive intensity. That is, hotels that
utilize CRM technology in an intense competitive environment, performance would increase. A
major implication is that hotels need to develop and enhance application of CRM technology in
order to perform well in a competitive business setting.
This study attempted to extend the RBV theory by introducing the external environmental factor
of competitive intensity. The findings further contribute to the body of knowledge on CRM
technology and performance in hotels by providing empirical evidence on how competitive
intensity significantly moderates the relationship between the CRM technology and performance.
With the introduction of competitive intensity, relationship between CRM technology and
performance was strengthened. This implies that hotels need to particularly pay attention to how
they utilize technology in order to enhance performance. The study also advanced existing
literature on performance, CRM technology and competitive intensity which provides a reference
point for academic dialogue and future research. The strategies and decisions of the hotel sector
and the business world at large, often feed-off research. As such, the findings of this study
provide valuable insights to hotel managers and stakeholders in guiding their decisions on CRM
technologies. Ultimately, CRM technology when utilized sustains competitive advantage and
hence improved performance.
The findings of this study are based on information generated from hotel managers that is selfreported data which may have been subject to bias in terms of managers’ willingness to report
and respond. However, information from the managers is not the only source of information
about CRM, performance and competitive intensity. It may be prudent to combine internal
information with those collected from other sources namely; non-managerial hotel employees,
hotel guests and relevant government agencies. To overcome this limitation, future research can
combine the viewpoints of the various stakeholders in order to generate more reliable
conclusions.
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INFLUENCE OF INTERNAL EQUITY FINANCING ON GROWTH OF
CRAFT MICRO ENTERPRISES IN KENYA
Steve Ondieki Nyanamba
Abstract
The main objective of this study was to establish the influence of internal equity financing on
growth of craft micro enterprises in Kenya. The target population for the study was 2334 craft
micro enterprises from which a sample of 330 craft micro enterprises was drawn using stratified
random sampling technique. Data were gathered data using a semi-structured questionnaire. The
findings of the study revealed that, internal equity financing has significant influence on the
growth of craft microenterprises. The study recommended that the government should encourage
the entrepreneurs to use internal sources of funds because they are cheap sources of finance.
Keyword: Craft, Internal equity, Financing, Growth, Microenterprise, Soapstone

Background of the Study
Lack of employment alternatives has pushed many people into self-employment activities which
largely form the micro and small enterprises sector in the country (Stevenson, 2005). Sessional
Paper No.2 of 1992 and National Baseline Survey of 1999 cluster Kenyan enterprises in the
following categories: Micro Enterprises are business enterprises having 1-9 employees, Small
Enterprises constitute those enterprises which have employed between 10 and 49 employees;
Medium Enterprises are those businesses with 50-99 employees; while Large Enterprises which
includes 100 and above employees (Ngugi, 2013). Micro, small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) are a major source of entrepreneurial skills, innovation and employment (Nyang’ori,
2010). Micro enterprises are characterized by uneducated but dynamic sole ownership with low
technology, they are engaged in retail, arts and crafts, textiles, services and have few links with
donor sponsored providers (Lemuel, 2009). Small and micro enterprises are important in their
contribution to growth of economy in Kenya as follows: promoting full productive and freely
chosen employment, improving access to income earning opportunities, wealth creation leading
to productive and sustainable employment quality, enhancing SMEs sustainable economic
growth and ability to create change with flexibility, increase domestic savings and investment
thus balancing regions and local development (Memba, 2011).
Daskalakis, Jarvis and Schizars (2013) observed that micro and small enterprises constituted 99.6
per cent of the total number of firms operating in Greece. In India, the MSME sector is
responsible for about 40 percent of the exports and 45 per cent of the total manufacturing output
of the country regardless of the fact that they are constrained by untimely access to finance
(Biswas, 2014). In South Africa, SM 74% of South Africans active in the economy are employed
by SMMEs (Chimucheka & Rungani, 2011).
Nasirembe (2007) indicated that in Kenya, the MSE sector employs around 2.3 million people
and generates around 14% of the country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Women own 48

percent of the micro-, small-, and medium-size enterprises in Kenya (Kyalo, 2013) majority of
which are in the informal sector in rural areas. Nasirembe (2007) further indicates that the
promotion of SMEs especially those in the informal sector is viewed as a viable approach to
sustainable approach because it suits the resources in Africa. In a recent study Morone and Testa
(2008) found out that on average, young firms are more likely to experience positive growth;
moreover, growth in turnover is positively associated with firms' size, process innovation,
product innovation and organizational changes.
Statement Of The Problem
Craft industry contributes to Kenyan economy through improved infrastructure, employment, tax
revenue to the government and foreign exchange. Besides, it is a major source of income for not
only micro enterprises but also small and medium enterprises and also the local community
(Obwori, Iravo, Munene & Kaburi, 2012). However, it has been observed that in spite of their
vital contribution to the growth of the economy, their growth has been very slow, if any. The fact
that harvesting of the soapstone is done manually using the traditional, tools (shovels and pick
axes), which waste time and leads to low productivity (Obwori et al, 2012) is evident to the fact
that the soapstone micro enterprises lack capital to modernize their activities. The overexploitation of wood carving species leading to some of them getting almost extinct has further
limited wood carving activity (Muga, Githiomi & Chikamai, 2014). It has also been observed
that many individual micro enterprises grow slowly or not at all – in some cases, due to a
conscious decision on the part of the business owner (Nichter & Goldmark, 2005). Worse still,
some have closed down soon after their start-up.
Inadequate capital has been perceived as one of the major reasons why there is stagnated growth
among micro enterprises in various parts of the world (Obwori et al., 2012). It has also been
observed that as a result of this inadequate capital, some of these craft micro enterprises have
resulted to seeking additional capital from various sources so as to top up the deficit, hence
resulting to various capital structures. It is for this reason that this study was done to establish the
influence of internal equity financing on growth of craft micro enterprises in Kenya.
Literaturte Review
The study was pegged on the Pecking order theory (POT). This theory was developed by Myers
and Majluf in 1984 (Salminen, 2013). The POT suggests that firms will initially rely on
internally generated funds, and then they will turn to debt if additional funds are needed and
finally they will issue equity to cover any remaining (Ahmad, Abdullah & Roslan, 2012). The
pecking order theory assumes that there is no target capital structure. This theory argues that
firms follow a certain hierarchical fashion in financing their operations in the sense that they
initially use internally generated funds in the form of retained earnings, followed by debt, and
finally external funding (Chepkemoi, 2013; Mateev, Poutziouris & Ivanov, 2013). Chepkemoi
(2013) further proclaims that preference is a reflection of the relative cost of the available
sources of funds, due to the problem of information asymmetries between the firm and potential
finance providers.
Internal sources of finance are often preferable to a firm as they will usually be cheaper and
perhaps easier to arrange at short notice (Koch & Macdonald, 2000 as cited in Njeru, 2013). The
main sources of internal finance, according to Njeru (2013), are personal savings, profits, sale of

assets (or lease back), and savings from reduced capital. MSEs are generally undercapitalized,
suggesting major operational difficulties in accessing credit and pursuing corporate goals
(Olutunla & Obamuyi, 2008). Lewellen and Lewellen (2006) document that internal financing is
advantageous over external financing due to tax reasons because the payouts to shareholders
accelerate personal taxes, so retaining cash inside the firm defers personal taxes – that helps
offset the tax disadvantage of equity. Afrasiabi and Ahmadinia (2011) observed that companies
which have financed their businesses through issuance of stock have got less risk and higher
return. In particular, the firms had a better performance against systematic risks and had more
value creation for its shareholders. Olutunla and Obamuyi (2008) lament that there is a huge
supply of both equity and loanable funds in the commercial banking sector which the SMEs are
not benefiting from in Nigeria.
Abay, Tessema and Gebreegziabher (2014) held that small firms start their business with their
own savings supplemented by borrowing from friends and relatives. The study states further that,
since most of the micro enterprise owners are poor, they start their business with very little
capital. A few meet their capital requirements through informal credit mechanisms which exist
within their community, but rarely from the formal sector institutions. Mateev (2010) studied on
the determinants of small and medium sized fast growing enterprises in central and Eastern
Europe. The purpose of the research was to explore the main determinants of growth in small
and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) in central and Eastern Europe. Using a panel dataset of
560 fast growing small and medium enterprises from six transition economies, the study found
out that leverage, current liquidity, future growth opportunities, internally generated funds, and
factor productivity are found to be important factors in determining a firm's growth and
performance, while age and ownership do not seem to be able to explain firm growth.
Bayrakdaroğluet, Ege and Yazıcı (2013) researched on the Panel Data Analysis of Capital
Structure Determinants. This was an empirical study results from Turkish Capital Market. The
study aimed to determine whether firm-specific capital structure determinants in the emerging
market of Turkey support the capital structure theories which were developed to explain the
company structure in developed economies. By examining the capital structure of 242 companies
of different sectors that were traded in Istanbul Stock Exchange in the period of 2000-2009 the
study established that Turkish companies do not have debt ratio targets and that trade-off theory
is less successful than the pecking order hypothesis in explaining the capital structure of the
Turkish companies.
Abor (2005) studied on the effect of capital structure on profitability. This was an empirical
analysis of listed firms in Ghana. The main aim of the study was to investigate the relationship
between capital structure and profitability of listed firms on the Ghana Stock Exchange (GSE)
during a five-year period. The study used Regression analysis to estimate the functions relating
the return on equity (ROE) with measures of capital structure. The results revealed a
significantly positive relation between the ratio of short-term debt to total assets and ROE.
However, a negative relationship between the ratio of long-term debt to total assets and ROE was
found. With regard to the relationship between total debt and return rates, the results show a
significantly positive association between the ratio of total debt to total assets and return on
equity.

Olutunla and Obamuyi (2008) observed that there was a huge supply of both equity and loanable
funds in the commercial banking sector in Nigeria which the SMEs are not benefiting from. On
the demand side, the study reiterated that the SMEs have been reluctant to seek bank loans
despite the various loan schemes being offered by the banks and the government, because of the
fear of the business being taking away in case of any problem to meet the agreed terms. Dangl
and Zechner (2004) cited in Afrasiabi and Ahmadinia (2011) observed that efficient use of debt
leverage in capital structure causes decrease to credit risk and increase the firm credit to risk to
financial creditors. This is in unison with Koziol’s (2006) claim that a higher volatility of asset
value returns can be favorable for a high firm value under putable debt, while it always destroys
value of a firm with straight debt. Daskalakis, Jarvis and Schizars (2013) looked at financing
practices and preferences for Greece micro and small firms and observed that they (micro and
small enterprises) rely heavily on their own funds. Bowen, Morara and Mureithi (2009) lamented
that most small and micro enterprises in Kenya rely mainly on own savings and reinvested
profits to finance their business.
Research Methodology
This study adopted descriptive research designs. This design deemed appropriate in testing the
relationship between internal finance and growth of craft microenterprises) of this study. The
target population for the study constituted all the soapstone micro enterprises in Tabaka Town
which are registered by Tabaka Town Council, Kisii County, and all the woodcarving micro
enterprises of Wamunyu Location, Machakos County, which are registered by Wote Town
Council. The soapstone micro enterprises in Tabaka Town carry out various businesses
associated with soapstone ranging from mining, owning quarries, marketing of the products
themselves both locally and oversees (Obwori et al., 2012), while the woodcarving micro
enterprises in Wamunyu Location are engaged in ownership of wood species for carving, carving
of wood and marketing of carved products. There were 1,134 soapstone micro enterprises were
operating within Tabaka Town and 1200 registered carving micro enterprises within Wamunyu
Location (Mutinda, 2014). The sample frame for this study constituted all the 1,134 soapstone
micro enterprises which are currently operating within Tabaka Town and 1200 registered carving
micro enterprises within Wamunyu Location (Mutinda, 2014).
This study used both probability sampling and non-probability sampling methods in order to
gather the necessary data for analysis. The study employed stratified sampling and simple
random sampling techniques as probability sampling techniques; and purposive sampling
technique, which is a non-probability sampling method, to obtain data from a sample of 330
soapstone micro enterprises within Tabaka Town and woodcarving micro enterprises in
Wamunyu Location. The study grouped the micro enterprises into two strata based on region,
and then each stratum was stratified further according to the activities which the craft micro
enterprise is engaged in, and then a sample was randomly selected from each stratum. Purposive
sampling was used to distinguish craft micro enterprises from small, medium and large craft
enterprises. The study gathered data using a semi-structured questionnaire. The data collected
were first edited, coded, tabulated, then analyzed by use of descriptive and inferential type of
statistics using the Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) version 21.
Results And Discussion
Demographic characteristics

Out of the 330 respondents to whom the questionnaire was administered, 274 respondents filled
and returned the questionnaires to the researcher. This represented 83.03% response rate and this
was considered sufficient enough from which to draw conclusions upon. Of these, 83% of the
respondents were males while only 77% of the respondents were females. The study also
revealed that 7.7% of the respondents were below 18 years old; 23.7% of the respondents were
aged between 18 and 35 years old, 54.4% of the respondents were aged between 36 and 45 years
old, 13.5% of the respondents were aged between 46 and 55 years while only 0.7% of the
respondents were over 55 years old.
Enterprise’ sources of internal finance
The study wanted to know the various internal sources from which the craft microenterprises got
their finance. The study revealed that, the major source of finance was profits from which 90.9%
of the respondents had sought financing. This was followed by sale of assets which provided
finance to 14.6% of the enterprises, 1.1% of enterprises which sought finance from savings from
reduced capital, while only 3.6% of enterprises had sourced finance from personal savings. There
could be many reasons why most of the funding was from profits. First, this is the easiest internal
source of equity financing. Secondly, this could be due to the entrepreneur’s inability to raise
collateral so as to use in securing loan from financial institutions. Thirdly, it could be due to the
entrepreneurs’ fear of inability to repay the loan. Fourthly, it could be due to the fact that most of
the businesses do not require so much capital to warrant external financing.
Amount of funding from individual internal sources of finance
The study sought to determine the breakdown of funding from each of the internal sources of
finance from which the respondents had sought internal sources of finance. The results showed
that 98% of those who had used profits as a source of finance injected at most sh. 20,000 into the
business while 0.8% of respondents injected between sh. 20,001-40,000 into the business. The
study further indicated that 0.4% respondents injected between sh. 40,001-60,000 while 0.4% of
respondents boosted their businesses with between sh. 80l,001-100,000. This shows that, though
majority of respondents used capital as the main internal source of finance, the amount injected
was not substantial as to cause positive impact on the business. As far as the sale of assets as a
source of internal finance is concerned, the study found out that 90% of those who had used it as
their internal source of finance submitted not more than sh. 20,000 to their business while 10%
of them injected sh. 20,001-40,000 to their business. The study further realized that all (100%) of
the respondents that had used savings from reduced capital injected at most sh. 20,000 into their
businesses. Similarly, all (100%) respondents that had used personal savings as their internal
source of finance did not commit more than sh. 20,000 into their business.
Reasons for seeking internal financing
Respondents were asked to indicate the purpose for which the internal sources of finance were
needed. The findings were as indicated in figure 1:
“Figure 1 goes about here”
Figure 1 shows that that the enterprises needed internal finances mainly purchase raw materials
(77.7% respondents), operations (20.1% respondents) while 1.8% of respondents used internal
funds to finance wage payment. The study further realized that only 0.4% of respondents used
internal sources of funds to pay rent.

Average annual profits of craft micro enterprises
The study wanted to know the average amount of profits which the micro enterprises had
realized in the previous three years. The findings realised that 37.2% of the respondents had
realized an average annual profit of over Ksh. 100,000 while 24.4% of the respondents had
realized an annual profit of between Ksh. 40,001-60,000. It was further observed that 22.4% of
the respondents had realized an average profit ranging between Ksh. 80,001-100,000 while
11.1% of the respondents had realized an average profit of between Ksh. 60,001-80,000.The
least percentage of the respondents (4.9%) earned between Ksh. 20,001-40,000. This shows that
virtually all the enterprises are experiencing some profits, however small it could be, this being
an indication that they are also growing.
Regression results
The study wanted to determine the influence of internal equity financing on the growth of craft
micro enterprises. To achieve this objective, the study carried out a linear regression analysis.
Table 1 presents summary of regression model result obtained. The results showed that the value
of R is 0.658. This implies that there is a strong positive linear relationship between internal
equity financing and the growth of craft micro enterprises. The outcome of the results of internal
equity financing on growth of craft microenterprises yielded the ANOVA results in table 2. The
p-value for ANOVA (0.000) is less than the critical value (0.05). This leads to the conclusion
that, at 5% significance level, internal equity financing has significant influence on the growth of
craft micro enterprises. The study determined the significance test result for internal equity
financing. This was aimed at determining the coefficients for the linear regression equation of
internal equity financing on growth of craft microenterprises and its significance. The regression
equation was to be presented in the form;
Where;
-Coefficient of Intercept
-Internal equity financing
-Error term
Table 3 presents the table of coefficients for the effect of internal equity financing on growth.
The results led to the formation of the linear regression model:
The model above shows that for every 1 unit increase in internal equity financing, growth of
craft micro enterprise is predicted to have an increase by 0.259 units, but if no internal equity
financing is used, the growth rate of the enterprises will be 0.352 units.
The study went further to determine the significance test result for the constructs of internal
equity financing. The regression equation was to be presented in the form;
Where;
-Coefficient of Intercept
-Profits
-Personal savings
-Sale of assets
-Savings from reduced capital
-Error term

The results were as shown on table 4.
From the results in table 4, the following regression model was obtained

Summary of the findings
The objective of the study was to establish the influence of internal equity financing on the
growth of craft micro enterprises in Kenya. The findings of the study revealed that majority of
the respondents have sourced their initial capital from internal sources of finance, especially
from their own their own saving and also funds from their immediate families. The study further
realized that, during the course of running the enterprises, the entrepreneurs resulted in getting
more capital (when need arises), mainly from the profits realized in the preceding year and also
by sale of assets. These additional funds were required mainly to purchase raw materials. The
calculated p-value of the ANOVA (0.000) led to the conclusion that internal equity financing has
a statistically significant influence on the growth of craft microenterprises.
Conclusions
From the above findings from this study, several conclusions can be drawn. First, most craft
micro enterprises normally source their initial capital from internal sources of finance, especially
from their own their own saving and also funds from their immediate families. It is also evident
from the study that, the craft micro enterprises prefer getting additional capital mainly from the
profits realized in the preceding year and also by sale of assets so as to purchase raw materials
for their enterprises. Based on the above conclusions, the study recommended that the
proprietors of the craft micro enterprises should be encouraged to use internal sources of finance
since it was realized that it has a significant influence on the growth of craft microenterprises.
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Figure 1: Need for Internal Finance

Table 1: Model for Internal Equity Financing
R
R Square
.658a
.433

Adjusted R Square
0.092

Table 2: ANOVAa for Influence of Internal Equity Financing on Growth of Craft Micro
Enterprise
Mean
Sum of Squares
df
Square
F
Sig.
Regression 421.85
5
84.37
7.02.
.000b
Internal equity
Residuals 3232.98
269
12.02
financing
Total
3654.83
274
Dependent variable: Growth of craft micro enterprise
Predictors: (Constant), Internal equity financing

Table 3: Significant Test Results for Internal Equity Financing
Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized
Coefficients
Model
Beta
B
Std. Error
(Constant)
.352
.179
IE
.259
.048
a. Dependent Variable: Growth of Microenterprise

.145
.389

t

Sig.

8.410
9.548

.000
.000

Table 4: Significant Test Results for Constructs of Internal Equity Financing
Unstandardized
Standardized
Coefficients
Coefficients
Model
Beta
t
Sig.
B
Std. Error
(Constant) .018
.009
PR
.059
.015
.101
PS
.026
.014
.105
SA
.011
.005
.013
SR
.004
.002
.014
a. Dependent Variable: Growth of Microenterprise

3.091
4.332
3.415
7.425
5.083

.029
.006
.000
.013
.000
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Abstract
Purpose of this study was to examine the nature of relationship between reverse logistics efforts
of the smart phone industry and its impact on perceived customer value in Sri Lanka. Research
design was based on positivism ontology with the deduction framework. Literature review was
done to find out a conceptual framework comprising two dimensions reverse logistics and
perceived customer value. Hypotheses were developed consequently to prove correlation among
main dimensions. Statistical analysis was based on P value and T-test done through SPSS.
Findings of the Study concluded the main form of reverse logistics activities practiced in
industry as repairing and refurbishing while recycling and remanufacturing was recorded less
than 10 % of total reverse logistics efforts. Study also found out that there is a strong relationship
between some reverse logistic activities and perceived customer value. Main limitation was the
scope as the mobile penetration is very high in Sri Lanka. Therefore the time and resources were
not sufficient to probe all the subcultures across the island . The study was able to prove a
conceptual framework on reverse logistics and customer satisfaction. Further, critical success
factors on reverse logistics were also diagnosed from the research findings.
Keywords: Mobile phone industry, Repair, perceived value, reverse scheduling,
distribution management, Advertising value, consumer behavior
Paper type: Research
Introduction
Global mobile penetration would reach 70% in 2019, making this industry one of the largest in
the world. China along has more than 1.2 Billion mobile users while India is expecting to hit
billion users mark in 2019. Euro region remains to be the area with highest mobile penetration
outreaching North American continent by greater margins. However, Asia pacific region would
record the highest number of mobile users in 2017 with an estimated value of 2.9 Billion users
(Statista, 2013, para.1).According to the World Bank data Sri Lanka has surpassed 100%
penetration limit as per 2015.
Figure 01: Mobile
penetration in Sri
Lanka

Source: World development indicator 2016
According to United Nations, ICT is one of the basic needs in the contemporary society. Hence
every government should facilitate the mobile communication industry. Kenyan E-PESA case is
a classic example that shows how mobile phones can improve financial markets of an economy
with just simple adjustments in the business process. Today more than 17% of the Kenyan
population use this facility to remit money with lower cost (UNDP: HDR, 2009, p.74).
According to an industrial magazine more than 1.9 Billion people are now actively using mobile
money services, while the number of users from developing countries continue to increase. Many
non-banking and underbanked population from these developing countries are now using
financial platforms in their day today life paving the way to improvement in financial markets
and economic conditions. The report further points out that total value addition from mobile
ecosystem was 3.1 trillion in 2015.Industry attractiveness also appears to be high as the net
investment on this sector is on a growing trend with US Dollars 900 is expected to flow in
2020(Association GSM,2016,p.4). Despite the larger market size and increasing investments,
phone industry has reached its maturity consequently. According to International Data
Corporation the expected growth rate would reduce to 3.1% in 2016 from 10.5% in 2015. A
significant drop in the sales value of the mobile phones. Further the report claims that traditional
logistic methods will be replaced with new online based channeling system paving the way to
create high level of competition among Original Equipment Manufacturers. Further the report
claims that due to market saturation and the increased bargaining power of the customers
competition in the industry would increase (IDC,2016,para.1-10).Similar Ideas was shared by
Kenney & Pon(2009) were they argued that industry competitive levels are increasing despite the
growth potential, and the customer satisfaction would be a difficult thing to accomplish.
According to an industrial research more than 1.2 Billion phones were sold every year. In year
2010 return rate of the phones where 8% or 96 million phones. Average market value of those
phones would be ranging from 35%-75% of the original value. If the original value of a phone is
$150 average resell value of the defective phones would be $82.5. Report further explains that
for a million returned phones there would be reclaimable metal value of $2.8 Million (Greve
&Davis, 2011, p.8). Hence it can be argued that the phone industry product returns represents
high percentage of the original manufactured amount and also the recycle efforts of original
equipment manufacturers are high due to the high scrap value of the phones.
The Role of Customer Perception on smart phone industry
A research finding explains that perception meltdown of Nokia brand in Smart phone industry
among high tech community had the irrevocable impact on their brand name, also paved the way

to the success of Apple brand that was praised by the same community(Gray, Gonzalez &
Darling,2011,pp.240-255). According to Bahn et al., (2007) the product color features and
functionality plays a critical role in satisfying a mobile phone customers. Further, in another
research researcher it was found that the perception is one of the main reason for customer
satisfaction in phone business. However, the products attributes and its functionality is said to
have a major impact on creating a positive brand perception in the minds of the consumers
(p.305-313). Kotler & Armstrong has identified that quality attributes will create a positive
perception on the consumers’ mind which will be converted in to a purchase decision
(Armstrong, 2005, p.581). According to Suki (2007) the light features of the phone like quality
of the pictures and the sound will be a determinant factor for the brand perception (pp.350365).In another research it was found out that perception of customers on the product attributes
will increase the purchase behavior of the consumers (Zhang, Zhou & Rau , 2010,pp.1-8).
Hence, analyzing the previous research data it is proved that customer perception on mobile &
smart phones bares a greater impact on the revenue in this industry.
Significance of the study
Logistic activities represents 7%-10% of the United State economy. However, the total cost of
reverse logistics was around 35 Billion US Dollars. Further, this research claims that exact figure
cannot be derived as the companies do not want to reveal their cost of failure (Rogers &TibbenLembke, 1998, p.20).While product quality and attributes are considered as the main reason,
many phone manufacturers try to maintain those qualitative aspects with high after sale services
and efficient reverse logistics practices. According to Suppiah (2015) aftermarket repair services
are provided by most of the phone manufacturers. Also their supply chain management systems
are design to include such reverse logistic activities in their respective processors (p.8).
According to Shuang Li et.al. (2012) efficient reverse logistic practices would reduce the total
cost, minimize the cycle time and maximize the customer satisfaction (p.2).Despite these efforts
smart phone industry remains to be an industry with high defect rates. Industrial research
acknowledge that iPhone 4 had an initial rejection rate of 2.1% without counting accidental
malfunctions which represents 75% of the product failures during the first 12 months. Total
smart phone failure rate is average of 16.9% of total products (Squaretrade, 2010, para.1).
According to a logistic company in Canada smartphone has the highest return rate among fast
moving electrical items. Based on their data more than 18million smart phones were returned last
year. Further source claims that it was an additional burden on the supply chain system of those
companies (genco, 2016, para.4).Hence it can be argued that due to high return rate importance
on efficient reverse logistics practices has increased in smart phone industry. Further, many
research findings claimed that customer perceived value has a direct impact on customer
satisfaction and repurchase intention of the products. Therefore it is important to see the
relationship between effectiveness of reverse logistics and the perceived customer value.
Objectives
01. To identify the reverse logistic practices utilized by the smartphone industry Sri Lanka.
02. To measure the effectiveness of reverse logistic practices utilized by smartphone industry Sri
Lanka.
03. To identify the relationship between customers perceived value and the reverse logistic
practices of the smart phone industry Sri Lanka.

04. To recommend suitable strategies for developing a proper reverse logistic system for smart
phone industry in Sri Lanka.
Literature Review
Reverse logistics is defined by Zuluaga (2005) as the process of planning, implementing and
controlling the transfer of information and products from point of consumption to the point of
origin (p.11). Another industry analysis explains that average reverse logistic cost of a
manufacturer is 9%-15% of the total revenue (Greve &Davis, 2011, p.8).
Reverse Logistics, Forward Logistics and Design for Disassembly
Among many strategies used in the logistic management field reverse logistics and forward
logistics are the main strategies that are used by many companies. Reverse logistics defer from
the forward logistic practices in many ways. One of the differences is that the push strategy of
forward logistics, while reverse logistic focuses on both push and pull both strategies. Also the
forward logistic system would only concern about the end consumer while reverse logistics
concern about the suppliers and intermediaries at the same time. Further one of the main success
factor for reverse logistics is that the design for Disassembly, were the product design process
concerns about possible repair or replacement (Zuluaga, 2005, p.21).In another similar research
done on phone industry it was found out that the Design for Disassembly can be effectively used
to reduce the defects rate and also the strategies like using durable material and using proper QR
coding system for product components (Long et al. 2016).Hence it can be argued that the Design
for Disassembly can improve the efficiency of the reverse logistics practices.
Return Lead-Time Management
Das & Chowdhury (2012) explained that a reverse logistic system of the company should be
designed to minimize the lead time of re-production process by standardizing the production
tasks and reducing the skill requirement of the process. Lieckens & Vandaele (2007) argues that
increase in lead time of reverse logistics process would increase the uncertainty of the process.
Research findings further prove that the product lead time is a direct function of the efficiency of
that process (pp.395-414). Further in another research it is argued that lead time on reverse
logistics would increase the consumer lead time and estimated pipeline time resulting in an
increase in the total cost (Cannella, Bruccoleri & Framinan ,2016,pp.35-49).In another research
it was found out that supply chain of production oriented businesses are directly influenced by
the return lead time. Further study claims that the reverse logistic lead time would have a direct
impact on the environmental cost (Bogataj & Grubbström, 2011,pp.395-402).The literature
implies that lead time of reverse logistics would directly influence the efficiency of the reverse
logistic system.
Design for Disassembly.
Design for disassembly is a strategy used by specialist in life cycle engineering. Moreover the
research data proves that this tool can be mainly used in the recycle process of the products. This
would enhance the serviceability of those products and the end of life objectives such as
recycling & reuse (Desai & Mital, 2003, pp.265-281).However Sodhi & Knight argues that
longer the disassembly process takes lessor the profits. Further, study highlights the importance
of involving in bulk recycling to get maximum advantage from such recycling practices (Sodhi
& Knight, 1998, pp.115-118). According to Güngör (2005) Design for disassembly practices

would make the products more maintenance friendly and easy to recycle. Further the report
highlights the importance of doing disassembling in a nondestructive manner saving the cost and
minimizing the environmental impact. Most of the literature suggest that the remanufacturing
and recycling process can be enhanced and efficient with proper utility of design for disassembly
practices.
Infrastructure and the Top Management Commitment for Reverse Logistics
Chines study claims that lack of infrastructure is one of the main barriers in the reverse logistics
efforts of chines manufacturing sector. Further the report claims that chines lack of investment
on recycling techniques, non-availability of cost effective methods are the main course of this
issue (Abdulrahman, Gunasekaran & Subramaniana, 2012,pp.460-471). Assavapokee &
Wongthatsanekorn (2011) explained that product recovery system should render the support
from all the logistic resources and chains of the organization. Further the study reveals that
government pressure on waste management has increased the significance of effective product
recovery system. Moreover, the study has identified statistical coexistence among the
infrastructure availability and the and the efficiency of product recovery process of the
organizations(pp.129-140).In a study conducted in Brazil it was identified that most parts of the
developing world suffers from the condition of “deficient logistic infrastructure” hence the
efficient use of infrastructure is far from reality. As a result the recycling effort and the
remanufacturing efforts would be significantly mitigated, undervalued and underperformed. The
study further reveals that part of the problem is that manufacturers resistance to improve the
proper product recovery system (Bouzon et.al, 2016, pp.182-197). However Konga et al. (2015)
argues that by improving IT infrastructure recycling efforts and product recovery process can be
enhanced. Further the study reveals that this improvements will bring about benefits like
reduction in remanufacturing time and the lead time with reduction of total cost of the
remanufacturing process (pp.51-65). Hazen et.al, (2015) claims that committed management
practices would increase the information and knowledge flow to various parties in the
organization and would improve the controllability through goal setting and motivation(pp.160170).Another related study on electrical battery manufacturing industry, reveals that by creating
accurate reporting system the top management focus and commitment can be attracted towards
reverse logistic management. According to the study with amalgamation of balance score card to
improve and analyze the reverse logistic system would improve the overall management effort
on further improving the recycling process hence making the process accurate(Bansia, Jayson &
Agrawal,2014,pp.1419-1427).According to the literature reviewed most of the research findings
claim the notion that proper use of infrastructure would benefit the organizations operation
process, recycling and product recovery process while not having such infrastructural benefits
was said to have a mitigating impact on the reverse logistics practices. Further, management
attitude and commitment is said to have a positive impact on the recycling and product recovery
process, as it would improve the resource allocation, information flow and guidance on
achieving the reverse logistics goals. However the all the reviewed studies had the gap of not
relating the infrastructure improvement and management commitment impact on the customer
perceived value.

Customer Expected Lead-Time

Efficiency/inefficienc
y Factor of reverse
logistic system
(Identified through
Minner
(2015) with proper
literature)

According to Altendorfer &
communication at the sales point or
service contact point it is possible to influence the customer expectation of the service. Further
the study reveals that any production process should be designed based on the expected customer
lead time and those standards need to be communicated to the consumer directly. Moreover the
study argues that probability of acceptance is correlated with the lead time required (pp.555565).Another study found out that the expected lead time is related with the customers cost
benefit analysis on the brand (Sohn, Jeon & Han, 2015,pp.2015). Hsieh & Liu (2010) argues that
if the expected lead time is higher the total cost of recycling and reprocessing is high. However
the study reveals that reducing the quality parameters would increase the sales hence total benefit
would increase despite the increase in the cost of penalty (pp.517-527).Further most of the
studies were not linking the customer expected lead time on the reverse logistic practices
although findings related to cost minimization ,increase in sales were highlighted . Therefore it
can be argued that there is a literature GAP in identifying the correlation between reverse logistic
practices and customer expected value. Hence the study would focus on identifying and fill that
gap through research findings.
Customer Perceived Value
Customer perceived value is a different concept to the customer satisfaction, the main difference
being pre and post purchase occurrence, where satisfaction is universally agreed to happen post
purchase and post evaluated manner, perception can happen in many stages of the purchasing
cycle including the pre purchase stage as a result .Moreover, it can be concluded that a
perception about a product would be generated without any consumption experience (Sweeney
&Soutar ,2001,pp.203-220). Another related study argues that the perceived value of the
customers are heterogeneous and need to be addressed in crafting a better strategy (Floh et, 2010,
974-982). Another study conducted in Australia on you mobile phone users has confirmed that
perception of the mobile phone brand among peers and the public has a direct impact on their
preference and selection of mobile phone brand. Further the study argues that this perception has
direct influence on the group behavior (Walsh .et, 2010, pp.333-342). Floh et. Has tested the
multidimensional scale including fictional, loyal, economic, social and emotional value that are
identified as the components of the customer perceived value (pp.974-982).In another research
the use of quality is used to map the components of perceived value (Miao,2014,pp.4820-4834).
According to Sweeneya & Soutarb (2001) multidimensional scale is a useful scale to determine
factor analysis and in-depth analysis. However a narrow analysis on a concept or a behavior
pattern can be measured with single scale or likert scale (203,220). However the study is focused
on identifying a relationship between customer perceived value and reverse logistics. Therefore
there is no need to analyze and comprehend the customer perception in this study. Instead the
concept is used to identify the relationship between another set of variables.
Overall Conclusion on Literature
Despite many efforts to identify the cost effectiveness, sales and other benefits there was no clear
literature linking the customer perception with the reverse logistic efforts of organizations.
However the efficiency of reverse logistics will be dependent upon commonly discussed factors
like top management commitment, infrastructure, return lead-time and design for disassembly.

Methodology
Research methodology is dependent upon the intention of the research and the ontology of the
research, however the positive ontology is always catered with quantitative approach while the
data gathered would be quantifiable. Further it enables the study to develop and measure a
possible correlation among some variables(Wang,2010.pp.2-4).According to Boynton,
Greenhalgh (2004) quantitative research process requires tools like survey questions that would
generate numerical data, where those data would be tested mathematically with hypothesizes
ultimately (pp.1312-1315). However the process of this research would be the same as suggested
since the intention of the study is to show a relationship between reverse logistics and the
customer perceived value to prove that relationship statistical information need to be gathered
hence the study approach is qualitative approach with set of hypothesizes created to identify the
relationship as mentioned.
Sampling Method & Sample Size
Sample size should be significant enough to represent the target population of the research.
Hence the accuracy of the smaller sample size is lesser compared to that of a larger sample.
Further, bigger the sample higher accuracy in generalizing the findings on the target population
(Yuan et. al, 2012, pp. 1206–1219). However in a study done on meta-experiment stream has
found out that many researches use the sample size of 100 and frequently to generalize a larger
population despite the theoretical methods to tally the actual population with sample size. Further
the report claimed that the all of the studies have accurately proven the research objectives
(Tavernier et, al, pp.1371-1382). However the study focuses on companies reverse logistic
efforts verses the customer perceived value. Mainly two different samples were collected 500
customers from 50 different phone dealers and franchises in Colombo region. Each customers
corresponding dealers/franchises reverse logistic efficiency will be mapped. Therefore the
correlation is mapped with customer and the reverse logistic variables identified in the literature
review, not the individual service provider. Therefore two samples can have tallying output.
According to Cochran, (1977) when the homogeneity of the total population is high it is easy to
use random sampling. However when the subgroup characters are vivid among each other, then a
clear strata is required to collect data from those distinct groups (pp.01-442). Further the pilot
survey done for twenty customers have revealed that the perception towards recycled product
and the expected service do not change from age, gender, and region. Therefore a heterogeneous
assumption can be utilized to form the random sampling method for the study.
Figure 01.Conceptual Framework of the study
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Source: Literature review
This conceptual framework is tested in the study, while following hypothesis were tested to
prove the created conceptual framework.
H1: There is a positive relationship between reduction in return lead time and customer
perceived value.
H2: There is a positive relationship between Design for disassembly and customer perceived
value.
H3: There is a positive relationship between Infrastructure on reverse logistics and customer
perceived value.
H4: There is a positive relationship between top management commitment on reverse logistics
and the customer perceived value.
H5: There is a positive relationship between customer expected lead time and the customer
perceived value.
Above variables will be tested in the following regression
CP= β0 + β1R+ β2D+ β3I + β4T+ β5 C+E1
CP= Perceived customer value.
R= Reduction in Return Lead-time
D= Design for disassembly
I= Infrastructure on reverse logistics
T= Top Management commitment for reverse logistics
C= Customer expected lead-time
E1 =Standard error
Findings of The Study
Initial analysis of the study involved identifying Bivariate Correlation of individual independent
variable with the dependent variable. In the second step the proven variables will be tested for
the regression.
Table 01:Correlation of Customer Perceived value & Reduction In lead time
Customer
Reduction in
Perceived
Return Leadvalue
time
Customer Perceived
Pearson Correlation 1
.845**

value

Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
N
500
500
Pearson Correlation .845**
1
Reduction in Return
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
Lead-time
N
500
500
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Source: Research Data
As indicated in the table there is a strong relationship between reduction in lead time of recycled
products and the Customer perceived value. With the high significance level the relationship can
be interpreted as valid. Therefore it can be concluded that the Hypothesis H1 is proven beyond
reasonable doubt with statistical prove.
Table 02:Correlation of Infrastructure on reverse logistics & Customer
Perceived Value
Customer
Infrastructure
Perceived
on reverse
value
logistics
Pearson Correlation 1
.937**
Customer Perceived
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
value
N
500
500
Pearson Correlation .937**
1
Infrastructure on reverse
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
logistics
N
500
500
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Source: Research Data
According to this table when the reverse logistics system is highly enabled with required
infrastructure system the perceived customer value will increase. Hence it can be concluded that
the H3 is proven with evidence.
Table 03: Relationship between Top Management commitment & Customer
perceived value
Customer
Top
Perceived
Management
value
commitment
Pearson Correlation 1
.798**
Customer Perceived
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
value
N
500
500
Pearson Correlation .798**
1
Top Management
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
commitment
N
500
500
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Source: Research Data
Although the significance is not high as other two variables there is a strong positive correlation
with top management commitment and customer perceived value. Further the significance is

validated with high value proving the validity of the relationship. Moreover, according to this
analysis hypothesis H4 is proven with statistical confidence.
Table 04: Relationship Between Customer expected Lead time & Customer
perceived value
Customer
Customer
Perceived
expected leadvalue
time
Pearson Correlation 1
.816**
Customer Perceived
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
value
N
500
500
Pearson Correlation .816**
1
Customer expected leadSig. (2-tailed)
.000
time
N
500
500
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Source: Research Data
When expected lead times of customers are high delays in replacing products will be tolerated
paving the way for the company to maintain the high customer perceived value position. Further
the Hypothesis H5 is therefore proven with this statistics.
Table 05: Relationship between Design for Disassembly and customer
perceived value
Customer
Design for
Perceived
disassembly
value
Pearson Correlation 1
.530**
Customer Perceived
Sig. (2-tailed)
.064
value
N
500
50
Pearson Correlation .530**
1
Design for disassembly Sig. (2-tailed)
.064
N
500
500
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Source: Research Data
In the relationship the significance level is high the person correlation value is below the
expected reliable level. Hence this variable cannot be considered as independent variable in this
equation. And the hypothesis H2 is disproved and the null hypothesis is proved. Out of the

The Model Test
Table 06: Regression Results

Model

1

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized t
Coefficients

B

Std. Error

Beta

(Constant)

.189

.184

Customer expected
lead-time

.412

.241

Reduction in Return
Lead-time

.400

Infrastructure on
reverse logistics
Top Management
commitment

Sig.

1.028

.000

.275

1.709

.000

.277

.269

1.742

.000

.523

.375

.363

1.995

.000

.084

.228

.056

1.368

.000

Dependent Variable: Customer Perceived value
Source: Research Data
According to this analysis the regression values represents acceptable significance level
and the t values are tallying with the P values significance identified. Therefore the
regression can be written as
CP= β0 + β1R+ β2D+ β3I + β4T+ β5 C+E1
New regression
CP= β0 + β1R+ β2D+ β3I + β4T+ β5 C+E1
CP= 0.189+ 0.4R+ 0.52I + 0.8T+ 0.4C+E1
Discussion
The study has proven four hypothesizes out of the total five hypothesizes. And the model is
successful with a minor amendment. However the rejected hypothesize namely the “Design
for disassembly” remained to be a prominent consideration factor in the production
engineering community despite the research result. When analyzing the qualitative
feedback given by the interviewees on the subject matter most of the customers are not
concerned about the internal process of disassembling even though they had prior
knowledge on it. Especially the phones like iPhones takes lot of time to disassemble vs
another budget smart phone. Customers are more concerned on the lead-time, and their
delivery, further it is possible to find a relationship between lead time and the Design for
dissemble in future researches. Further according to direct agents and franchise the top
management commitment is under focused area for the reverse logistics practices.
Most of the Original Equipment Manufacturers response is considered to be slow although the
local partners processing speed is high. Most of the technical experts reveals that this is due to
their heavy R&D focus on quality assurance, where the R&D try to minimize the product failures
while the technological advancement on recycling and product replacing technology is less
prioritized. Further the customer expected lead-time is also a unique variable in this study.
According to the study results higher the customer expected lead time lower the chances for

customer dissatisfaction. Allowing the businesses to increase their possibility to improve or
sustain the customer perceived value. Moreover, in a detailed analysis on the same matter has
revealed that most of the customers who had long and lengthy expected lead time were using
branded phones. Most consumer justified it by relating the complexity, genuinity and the
uniqueness of the product. Respondent mentioned that their tolerance level is high due to those
reasons and they expect it to be little time consuming than other phone brands. However another
factor that would contribute the “customer expected lead time” is the perception on the Culprit of
phone failure. If consumers believe the phone failure is due to their misuse then the customer
expected lead-time is high. However these qualitative facts were not included in this model to be
tested statistically.
Conclusions
The study was able to successfully identify a relationship between reverse logistics and the
customer perceived value. Further, based on the data analyzed the customer perceived value can
is a function of main four elements of efficient reverse logistics system, namely Customer
expected lead-time, Reduction in Return Lead-time, Infrastructure on reverse logistics, Top
Management commitment. Moreover study has disproved Hypothesis H2 by proving the null
hypothesis. Moreover, most of the literature findings and the research findings are parallel.
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Abstract
There is a deliberation as to the origins of the mindset or mental characteristics that set an
entrepreneur apart from managers, wage & salary workers, or the general population. Are
entrepreneurs born the way they are or did they acquire their mindset through experience. The
entrepreneurial mindset is a poorly defined and often based on older theories that may be
outdated or inconsistent with current theories and assumptions. This paper presents a conceptual
and empirical tie between the entrepreneurial mindset and attitude theory. The model for attitude
theory for this paper draws upon the Entrepreneurial Attitude Orientation or (EAO) (Robinson,
Stimpson, Huffner, and Hunt, 1992). Engaged learning is explored as a method of influencing
the entrepreneurial mindset. Attention is given to engaged learning in terms of both (1) the
elements of good engaged learning, and (2) the steps involved in engaging students in the
learning process. Two examples of engaged entrepreneurship education are provided and related
back to the elements of engaged learning.
The Attributes That Can’t Be Taught
There seems to be a set of mental characteristics that set entrepreneurs apart from managers,
professionals and hourly & salary workers. This set of at least “quasi-innate capabilities” have
collectively been called the entrepreneurial mindset. The question then becomes, what
constitutes the entrepreneurial mindset?
In the popular press, there are as many definitions or formulas for the entrepreneurial mindset as
there are consultants, researchers and educators. A Google Scholar search in February 2017
turned up over 9,570 results in 0.03 seconds of articles published since 2016 alone. While there
was a great deal of redundancy, the list was impressive. Even when the search on
entrepreneurial mindset was extended to scholarly research over a broad range of, time there
were over 23,000 results.
Some of the attributes of the entrepreneurial mindset from both popular press and scholarly
publications include (Google Scholar; (Gibb, 2002):

Free thinkers,
Problem solvers,
Innovative in their approach to change,
Willing to fail to eventually win,
Take calculated risks,
Learn from failure,
Passionately seek new opportunities,
Strong personal discipline,
Focus on execution,
Work through others,
Excel at planning.
A passion for business,
A product/customer focus,
Tenacity,
Execution intelligence,
Achievement motivated / oriented,
Alert to opportunities,
Creative,
Decisive,
Energetic,
Internal Locus of Control,
Risk taker,
Networking ability,
Persuasive,
Self-confident,
Self-starter,
Strong work ethic, and
Tolerance for ambiguity
The list could go on indefinitely.
To be useful and included as an element of an entrepreneurial mindset, any characteristic
should meet four critical criteria. These are:
First: They must empirical supported, not based on individual experience.
Second: They must be consistent with current social science theory and practice.
Three: They must be able to distinguish entrepreneurs from other individuals or groups –
managers, professionals, and wage & salary workers.
Fourth: They must provide some utilitarian value – deliver some practical function.
Criteria one: characteristics cited as part of the entrepreneurial mindset must have empirical
support to reduce the probability of: (1) an inductive fallacy, where conclusions are made
based on limited support, and then followed by (2) a confirmation bias reinforces the
preexisting beliefs or hypotheses without proper testing. Robinson and Hunt (1992) cited an
example in research on birth order and entrepreneurship. They state that “stereotypic
expectations are apparent when researchers report that 'the Irish entrepreneur is generally the
firstborn in the family' and then report that only 32% of the entrepreneurs were actually born
first. Furthermore, contradictory research is seldom acknowledged.”
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The resulting misconceptions are perpetuated in subsequent writings through (argumentum ad
antiquitatem) the fallacy of “appeal to tradition” where a conclusion is supported solely
because it has long been held to be true.
Criteria two: a lack of theory often results in a reliance on the use of older and outdated
information (Peter B. Robinson & Shaver, 1995). This has resulted in “a considerable amount
of folklore and myth about the entrepreneurial mindset, which has become embedded in
popular and some scholarly conceptualizations of the entrepreneur" (p.98). Some of these
older conceptualizations tended to be based on assumptions that are consistent with a “trait
approach” such as personality typing. The lack of empirical support for the “trait approach”
has led to (1) a focus on firm level strategy and (2) the behavior of the entrepreneur (Endres &
Woods, 2006; Gartner & Carter, 2003; Ross, E., & Westgren, 2006). This approach resulting
in conclusions that suggest, “there are some things that just can’t be taught.”(Henry, Hill, &
Leitch, 2005; Klein & Bullock, 2006; Neck & Greene, 2011).
Criteria three: The characteristics under consideration as part of the entrepreneurial mindset
must be “distinguishing characteristics.” They should be qualitatively or quantitatively
unique to entrepreneurs. That is, they are unique in type or amount to entrepreneurs. Unique
in type (qualitative) simply means that only entrepreneurs possess a specific attribute, it is a
defining characteristic. Unique in amount (quantitative) means that entrepreneurs have a
significantly greater or lesser amount or quantity of a specific attribute. The essence of this
criteria is that a specific attribute or characteristic can they be used to differentiate
entrepreneurs as individuals or groups from other individuals or groups that are not
entrepreneurs such as managers, professionals or wage & salary workers.
Criteria four: Any attribute or characteristic must provide some utilitarian. This is the “so
what” question. When considering elements of an entrepreneurial mindset knowledge about
them must provide some useful function. When considering entrepreneurship education this
function should be that it can be influenced through teaching practices thus helping an
individual become more or less entrepreneurial.
In summary, characteristics that are part of an “entrepreneurial mindset” should (1) have
empirical support for (2) conceptually consistent and current concepts that (3) can
differentiate entrepreneurs from people who are not entrepreneurial, and that (4) can be
influenced through education, formal or informal and experience.
Conceptualization of an “entrepreneurial mindset” with elements that do not meet the four
criteria above would result in pedagogy and teaching methods consistent with traditional
lecture/text/test educational experiences. Older conceptualizations and models, considered
entrepreneurs as having innate traits or “types,” such as: a need to achieve, internal locus of
control, or a certain Myers-Briggs personality type (Johnston, Andersen, Davidge-Pitts, &
Ostensen-Saunders, 2009; Müller & Gappisch, 2005). Since these traits or “types” are
characteristics that could not be taught, it would be likely result in educational curriculum and
pedagogy based on behaviorist learning theory (Boghossian, 2006; Jonassen, Tessmer, &
Hannum, 1999; Rothschild & Gaidis, 1981). This would suggest pedagogical tools and
instructional design based upon lectures and text books, with case studies, the memorization
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of terms and concepts, and the analysis of historical business problems, all incorporating very
few practical situations. The focus would be on skill building, behavior parroting, and
appropriate responses to outside stimulus.
Conceptualizations of an “entrepreneurial mindset” that meet the four criteria would result in
approaches to teaching base on newer approaches to the human experience. This paper will
explore these newer approaches and pedagogies that naturally arise from current social
psychological theory.
A New Approach, using Psychological Attributes
Before exploring the attributes of education for entrepreneurship, there must be some
exploration of the theories and frameworks of psychology which for the basic assumption for
a useful conceptualization of an entrepreneurial mindset.
Starting with psychological theories, in 1989, Mitchell and James (1989) described “a new
view of psychology that stressed the important attributes of people, their contexts, and their
interactions.” They listed several points that defined the relationship between the person and
the environment. These points are:
The person fits into an environment,
Both the person and the environment change over time, Changes in the person cause changes
in the environment, and changes in the environment cause changes in people, People are both
active and reactive with respect to these changes, and People’s views of their past and future
influence whether they are active or reactive and how much or how little they change.”
Mitchell & James stated “what emerges, is a human who is active psychologically and
behaviorally, interacting in a dynamic way, with a changing environment. For the person,
there is both stability and change, there is [pro]active and reactive behavior, [and] there are
abilities and acquired skills that merge (p. 147).”
This view became part of the foundation of a current stream of theories that provide for
characteristics that are (1) both dynamic and changing (2) across both time and situations.
They are learned through experiences, including experiential education, in which individuals
interact in meaningful ways with their environment. The primary thrust of this line of
research in entrepreneurship was attitude theory as conceptualized by Robinson (Peter B.
Robinson, Stimpson, Huffner, & Hunt, 1991).
The Attributes that Need to be Taught?
In 2000, Shane and Venkataraman (2000) examined the literature across multiple business
disciplines looking for those activities that distinguished entrepreneurship from every other
business discipline (strategy, organizational behavior, organizational development,
organizational theory, etc.). They found three defining activities that were unique to
entrepreneurship:
Opportunity identification,
Opportunity evaluation, and
Opportunity execution.
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This took entrepreneurship from a knowledge base or skill set to a process. It moved the
attributes that define an entrepreneur from: a static, stimulus response set of traits and
behaviors; to a dynamic, interactive mindset consistent with Mitchell and James. This made it
appear, at first, as though these attributes really couldn’t be taught. Instead, it clearly defined
the processes that constitute the field of entrepreneurship, and challenged the field to find
ways to model, measure, and teach these processes(Alvarez & Barney, 2013; Scott Shane,
2012).
It clarified what many had been advocating for some time. Models of entrepreneurial
characteristics must be based on current theory and founded on accurate assumptions of how
people interact in their environment (Carsrud & Johnson, 1987; Cope & Watts, 2000; Corbett,
2005; Harkema & Schout, 2008; Harrison & Leitch, 2008; Jack & Anderson, 1999; Politis,
2005; Rae, 2006; Peter B. Robinson & Shaver, 1995). Entrepreneurship became an intention
and an inclination, not just an action or set of behaviors. It had become a mindset not a skill
set (Balan & Metcalfe, 2012; Béchard & Grégoire, 2005; Cope & Watts, 2000; DeTienne &
Chandler, 2004; Honig, 2004; Krueger Jr, Str, & Northwest, 2007; Rideout & Gray, 2013).
The Entrepreneurial Mindset and Attitude Theory
Mindset may be defined as an established set of attitudes, held by someone that influences or
predisposes an individual to interact (perceive and behave, act and react) with the world in a
certain and consistent way. It is synonymous with an intention or inclination, a frame of
mind, an approach or an outlook. Operationalizing constructs such as “mindset” has been the
domain of social psychology for decades and is best embodied in research dealing with
attitudes.
Attitude is the predisposition to respond in a generally favorable or unfavorable manner with
respect to the object of the attitude (Ajzen, 1982; Huefner, 1991; Kristensen, Pedersen, &
Williams, 2001; Peter B. Robinson et al., 1991; Rosenberg & Hovland, 1960; Shaver, 1987).
Attitude is a dynamic construct, changing over time and acquired through experience. In the
field of entrepreneurship the best embodiment of this framework is the Entrepreneurial
Attitude Orientation (EAO) developed by (Robinson, 1987). It is the most widely used and
cited attitude measure in the field (Busenitz & Barney, 1997; Chen, Greene, & Crick, 1998;
Douglas & Shepherd, 2002; Fayolle & Gailly, 2015; Krueger, Reilly, & Carsrud, 2000;
Peterman & Kennedy, 2003; Veciana, Aponte, & Urbano, 2005; Zhao, Seibert, & Hills,
2005).
The EAO consists of a constellation of four related attitude scales, the objects of which are a
psychological construct representing a way of interacting with the world in the context of
business. Together they constitute a measure of the entrepreneurial mindset. It should be
noted that the EAO does not measure one’s attitude toward entrepreneurship. Rather it
measures four business based attitude scales that differentiate entrepreneurs from other groups
of non-entrepreneurial individuals. These four scales are:
Achievement in business, referring to concrete results associated with the start-up and growth
of a business venture.
Innovation in business, relating to perceiving and acting upon business activities in new and
unique ways.
Perceived Personal Control of business outcomes, concerning the individual's perception of
control and influence over his or her business.
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Self-Esteem in business, pertaining to the self-confidence and perceived competency of an
individual in conjunction with his or her business affairs.
Each subscale is measured using a tripartite attitude model, which holds that people interact
with and learn from their environment in three distinct and interactive ways, through their: (1)
affect, (2) cognitions, and (3) conations. Attitude is a combination of all three forms of
interaction (Allport, 1935; Breckler, 1983, 1984; S. D. Carlson, 1985; S. D. Carlson, 1994;
Katz & Stotland, 1959; Kothandapani, 1971; Kristensen et al., 2001; Ostrom, 1969; Peter B.
Robinson, 1987; Rosenberg & Hovland, 1960; Shaver, 1987). The cognitive component
consists of the beliefs and thoughts an individual has about an attitude object. The affective
component consists of positive or negative feelings toward the object. The conative or
behavioral component consists of intentions, predispositions or inclination to behave towards
the attitude object.
The EAO has been validated across dozens of studies across multiple industries, cultures, and
countries (Gibson, Walker, Harris, & Harris, 2010; Harris, Gibson, & Taylor, 2007/2008;
Harris, Gibson, Wang, Barber III, & Orazov, 2009; Kasselmann, De Beer, & Vermeulen,
2002; Kassicieh, Radosevich, & Umbarger, 1996; Rasheed & Rasheed, 2003; Peter B.
Robinson, Ahmed, Dana, Latfullin, & Smirnova, 2000; Shariff & Saud, 2009; Shepherd &
Evans, 2002; H. Tam, 2009; Hak Tam, Hansen, Blomstrom, & Robinson, 2009; Tan, Long, &
Robinson, 1996; Van Wyk, Boshoff, & Bester, 2003; Walstad & Kourilsky, 1998). It
provides a strong foundation for attitudes as a viable model of entrepreneurial characteristics
and for the four sub scales as components of the distinct set of characteristics that set
entrepreneurs apart from the general population. It is an accepted tool to measure the
entrepreneurial mindset.
Using Education to influence Mindset
The attitude model of entrepreneurial mindset has strong implications for education and
training, where the objective is to positively influence attitudes in the realm of
entrepreneurship that previously were considered things that “can’t be taught”.
With the changes in perspective advocated by Shane, and Venkataraman (2000), and the
adoption of a dynamic paradigm consistent with the mindset/attitude conceptualization of
Robinson, learning becomes a “process, whereby knowledge and understanding25 are created
though the transformation of experience within a realistic environment (Robinson, and
Malach, 2004, 2007). It posits that one can acquire the attributes that define entrepreneurs
through an experience base that facilitates a change in one’s attitudes. Then, through
structured reflection on those experiences, an individual can change and adapt their
entrepreneurial attitudes, all through the performance of those experiences26.

25

Defined as a quality of knowing going beyond cognitions such as facts, concepts, beliefs and principles to
include connation and affect.
26
Learning by doing and learning from doing are different process based on the structure of the pedagogy and
the interaction with a conceptual framework. Learning from the doing in based in a theoretical framework that
informs the actions of the learner.
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In education this is best achieved through actual performance of tasks relevant to the learning
objectives (Specht & Sandlin, 1991) within a theory base or conceptual framework. This
model has been a standard in the field of medicine for hundreds of years. Students of
medicine are expected to learn through the “practice” of medicine and this “practice” usually
includes a “clinical setting” as part of the overall curricula. It also follows that learning
entrepreneurship may be best accomplished through undertaking entrepreneurial activities in a
similarly realistic environment.
Crosby (1995) indicated that the assumptions underlying experiential education are more
reliable than those underlying traditional theories of education. By this, she meant “that
students educated according to these assumptions are better prepared to deal with the world
than are students educated according to traditional epistemologies” (p. 4-5).
At the foundation of this type of learning is a shift in the way students interact with their
environment. Simply interacting with the environment is not enough to gain the higher-level
thinking skills as suggested by Bloom (Balan & Metcalfe, 2012; Bloom, 1956; Krathwohl,
2002). Joplin (1995) states that the learning process must include reflection. She provided a
five-step model for how this interaction may be structured for maximum effect. These steps
include:
Focus. This consists of presenting a task and isolating the attention of the learner for
concentration, to prepare the individual for the challenging action that is to follow.
Action. This stage places the learner in a stressful situation where they are unable to avoid the
problem presented. This is often done in an unfamiliar environment requiring the
development of new skills or the acquisition and use of new knowledge. Actions may be
physical, mental, emotional, spiritual or any combination of these actions. Actions are student
centered requiring a sustained effort in observing, sorting, ordering, analyzing, behaving,
emoting, struggling, and in general interacting with the environment and the presented
problem.
Support. Support provides security and protection for the learner, giving them the confidence
to try new things and stretch themselves in risky situations.
Feedback. Feedback provides information about the students’ performance, relative to the
task, and gives some guidance for future actions.
Debrief. Here the learning is recognized, articulated and evaluated. The instructor is
responsible for seeing that the actions previously taken do not drift along unquestioned,
unrealized, unintegrated, or unorganized.
The Link: Entrepreneurial Mindset and Engaged Learning
While past research has identified the elements of the entrepreneurial mindset as embodied in
attitude theory and the Entrepreneurial Attitude Orientation, there has been research linking
the entrepreneurial mindset to education. Rasheed (2003) found empirical evidence using a
pre-test, post-test experimental design for a positive shift in the entrepreneurial attitudes of
inner-city youth participating in an business education program focusing on entrepreneurship.
More substantial work has linked entrepreneurship education to entrepreneurial mindset. Tam
(H. Tam, 2009; Hak Tam et al., 2009) and others (Harris et al., 2007/2008; Rasheed &
Rasheed, 2003; Souitaris, Zerbinati, & Al-Laham, 2007) provide empirical evidence that
education affects entrepreneurial characteristics and particularly the entrepreneurial attitudes
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of students, on top of imparting the skills and knowledge embodied in a curriculum. Tam’s
research went on to demonstrate that:
“Students became more entrepreneurial through the confidence gained from the real-world
relevant content material and the application focus of the curriculum. The mix of having
practice-oriented instructors capable of blending practice with theory, frequent exposure to
reputable, practitioner guest-speakers with expertise in topical areas, learn by doing through
hands-on projects in collaborative teams are contributory factors.”
This provides empirical evidence for the theoretical link between engaged learning and the
entrepreneurial mindset. Based on this research we can conclude that in terms of
entrepreneurship, yes, these attributes can be taught, or at least influenced.
Engaged Learning in Practice
Engaged learning activities are designed to teach complex principles through the use of
structured behavioral activities (Dutton & Stumpf, 1991; Thatcher, 1990). It is through these
activities that the person-environment relationship with respect to cognitions, conations, and
affect can be established or changed for a specific individual for a specific set of complex
principles. The following are elements that will enhance the effectiveness of attitude change
and thus are elements of good experiential education:
A balance of content and process: An examination of process is fundamental to experiential
learning. How we solve the problem is as important as the solution in the learning process
(Chapman, McPhee, & Proudman, 1995; Joplin, 1995). Fayolle and Gailly (2015) further
stipulate that both individual and contextual factors influence impact of entrepreneurship
training programs (Mathieu, Tannenbaum, & Sals, 1992).
Creativity and Risk-taking have been found to be the most dominant predictor of
entrepreneurial intention, as compared to curiosity (Zani, Ahmad, & Zakaria, 2016).
Instructors need to put students in unstructured situations and give them unstructured
assignments with scarce resources. This encourages students to find unique and inventive
ways to identify their own structures and solve problems.
Student rather than teacher based. The teacher will create safe working boundaries and then
get out of the way, placing the responsibility for learning squarely on the student (Joplin,
1995).
Personal not impersonal in nature: The learner as a perceiving, thinking, feeling and behaving
human being is placed under stress to perform in a specific situation. Individuals must be
engaged in the process to bring all their faculties to bear on the problem. It must become
personally relevant to them (Joplin, 1995).
Holistic rather than reductionistic: Complex environmental situations facilitate learning the
complexity of relationships in real world settings. Solutions must consider the rich diversity
present in realistic environmental situations. The whole is greater than the sum of the parts
(Chapman, McPhee, and Proudman, 1995: Joplin, 1995).
Creates an emotional investment: There is a positive relationship between strong passion for
one’s work and entrepreneurial intention (De Clercq, Honig, & Martin, 2011). Any
experiential learning model, which does not recognize the importance of emotional
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investment diminishes its potential effectiveness for the learner. The processes need to engage
the learner to a point where what is being experienced strikes a critical central chord within
the learner (Chapman, McPhee, and Proudman, 1995; Joplin, 1995).
Reflection and self-examination: Experience without reflection and examination is only
interaction and not education. Learners must reflect on the processes and examine their
reaction to the situation and their actions (Chapman, McPhee, and Proudman, 1995).
Experiences also need to be shared and analyzed within a peer group. “Learning is not the
lonely act of an individual, even when it is undertaken alone” (Duffy & Jonassen, 2013). The
instructor needs to facilitate the shared reflection of the students.
Moving outside one’s comfort zone: Experiential learning often stretches the learner beyond
their normal range of cognitive, conative, and affective responses. This enables them to
examine their normal responses and learn new patterns of responding to situations (Chapman,
McPhee, and Proudman, 1995).
In summary, engaged learning is an approach whereby knowledge and understanding are
acquired through a complex set of interactions between thinking, feeling, and behaving beings
and a complex environment. Through this interaction relationships and theories can be
explored and examined to create new insights into the practice of any specific field.
Examples of Engage Learning in Entrepreneurship
The following are two examples of engaged learning in the field of entrepreneurship. “The
Challenge” is an in-class activity based in a simulation. “Start-a Business” is a five-week outof-class activity based in reality. Both are designed to teach complex relationships in an
entrepreneurial context.
The Challenge as Engaged Learning
“The Challenge” was adapted for entrepreneurship education from part of a larger set of
experiential learning activities. It has also been used for over 20 years in entrepreneurship
and has been integrated into both classroom and public seminar settings with participants
ranging from high school students to postgraduate students and educators. A full description
of the “The Challenge” can be found in, Peter B. Robinson, (1996), and Josien, L., Gough. V.,
and Robinson, P. B., (2017).
“The Challenge” is a simulation base learning activity that involves structured scenarios
within which the participants enact unstructured roles. Learning takes place through the
examination of interactions between;
The scenario and the roles adopted by the individuals,
The different roles adopted by the individuals in the activity, and
The roles adopted by the participants and their normal mode of behavior.
The scenario involves a strong problem-solving component, yet it is not the solution to the
problem that is critical to the learning (there are multiple solutions to any scenario), but the
examination of the processes involved in arriving at the solutions.
A simulation is a simplified situation that contains enough symbols, attributes and artifacts
that are similar to reality in order to elicit real-world responses from the participants (Keys &
Wolfe, 1990). “The Challenge”, although it is not couched in a business scenario, can be
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related to the entrepreneurial process through the use and manipulation of artifacts and
symbols that can represent business based concepts. First, the participants are part of a
venture, an undertaking involving risk and uncertainty. The scenario goes on to introduce key
variables consistent with an entrepreneurial situation, such as A superordinate goal or mission
to be accomplished
Limited resources that may change based on factors within and external to the group;
An uncertain outcome including the possibility of failure; An ambiguous situation where the
procedures are not set but must be developed by the group; Multiple options in terms of
strategies and tactics in accomplishing the task; Emotional involvement and commitment to
reach the objective; An action imperative where participants are asked to act, often without
understanding the situation.
In summary, “The Challenge” models an entrepreneurial venture along several key
dimensions that can be controlled by the facilitator.
The Scenario
Several scenarios could be used as long as the situation incorporates the key variables listed
above. The specific scenario used most often comes from a set of team building activities
centered around escaping from confinement and having to pass through several obstacles.
The specific scenario discussed here involves crossing a mine field and although there are
many variations on the minefield activity, the following is the version found to contain the
key variables critical for the desired experience.
Participants should imagine that they have been caught behind enemy lines after recently
escaping from a prisoner of war or concentration camp. They have hired a guide or bribed a
guard to help them get back to their own territory. Their last obstacle is a very sophisticated
electronic minefield. The minefield is constructed with sensors so that if anyone touches any
part of the ground within the field, that person and anyone else on the field or in the near
vicinity is killed.
To accomplish this seemingly impossible task, the guide (facilitator) has provided the group
with several anti-mines disguised as rocks, wooden blocks, or other flat unstable objects that
can sustain 200 to 500 pounds of pressure, and can be easily picked up, carried, and tossed
very short distances without breaking, chipping, or cracking27. Individuals can place the antimines on the field and stand on them without triggering the mines (sensors). Several people
may share one anti-mine. However, if anyone falls or steps off the anti-mine, he or she is
immediately blown up--along with the entire group--and will have to return to the starting line
to begin again. The group should start with two or three fewer anti-mines than the total
number of people participating in the exercise.
Three specific rules must be stressed:
First, because the group is trying to get across the minefield without being detected, it must do
so in total silence; that is, no talking, laughing, or even whispering. Group members can
communicate if it is not written or done orally.

27

Rocks are often used as anti-mines, but if they are unavailable, scrap lumber of about one half square foot, cut
at odd angles, may be used.
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Second, no one may cross over the finish line until everyone is on an anti-mine in the
minefield; that is, out of the starting area. If one person crosses the finish line while another is
still in the starting area, it completes a circuit that blows everyone up and the whole group
starts over again.
Finally, there are to be no sacrifices or martyrs; everyone must exit the minefield.
The Minefield
The minefield to which the group is taken is described to the participants as an area of
unlimited width and variable length; in truth, it is usually an open area at least 50 yards long
and 10 yards wide, ideally with grass (or carpet if indoors). At the onset, the field should be a
minimum of 10 to 15 feet longer than the group could stretch if everyone in the group stood,
arms spread, fingertip to fingertip, lengthwise on the field. The perception of the group should
be that this is an impossible distance to cross given the resources available. The length of the
field may change at any time during the activity, with the leader determining the length at any
moment. A visible marker should be placed at both ends of the field to identify the beginning
and end for the participants.
Ideally, the activity should take place outside on a lawn or grassy area with access to rocks or
other objects. It also may be conducted indoors in a large hallway or gymnasium. The leader
should be creative in building environmental factors such as sidewalks, ditches, landscaping,
buildings, hallways, and so on, into the scenario.
The Leader
The guide has the freedom to roam across the minefield without detonating the field and (a) to
add or remove anti-mines from the group for their use (only the anti-mines he or she gives to
the group may be used), (b) to move the end of the minefield closer to or further from the
group, (c) to catch people talking or touching the ground and send them back to the start, or
(d) to forgive those who step off the anti-mine by not sending them back (this option should
not be used except when there are extreme time constraints).
The group is usually rewarded (e.g., adding an anti-mine or shortening the field) when it is
working together well and progressing toward the goal. It may lose an anti-mine; find the
field lengthened; or get blown up when group members talk, laugh, make individual rather
than group efforts, or in general are not working together and helping each other. The addition
or removal of one anti-mine may seem insignificant, but after the group has been struggling
for an hour or more and has become highly involved, one anti-mine can be extremely
meaningful.
The Objective
The objective is simple, get everyone across the minefield. There are no martyrs, no one can
take one for the team. It is all or nothing.
“The Challenge” as Applied to Engaged Learning
The challenge is a great example of engaged learning.
A balance of content and process: While the focus is on the processes involved in crossing the
minefield, the participants are encouraged through to examine the process by looking for the
symbols involved in the activity and relating them to the process of opportunity identification,
evaluation and execution.
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Student rather than teacher based. The facilitator (teacher) stets the parameters and enforces
the rules and allows the students to develop their own strategies and tactics. The teacher may
take a more active role through selective reinforcement and punishment to encourage more
productive behavior.
Personal not impersonal in nature: The minefield is a stressful situation in which the
participants perform unspecified tasks to accomplish specific objectives. It is personal. The
must be engaged in the situation or it become obvious very quickly that the group will not
succeed.
Holistic rather than reductionistic: The minefield is a relatively complex situation in which
students can explore ideas and strategies. Participants must think on the go, try multiple
tactics and constantly adjust their actions to accomplish their objective.
Creates an emotional investment: Participants must be engaged or invested physically,
emotionally and mentally. Their emotional investment is obvious by their reaction when they
fail, and they will fail, as well as when the last person comes off the minefield.
Reflection and self-examination: There must be a debriefing session following the activity in
which participants share the experience from their multiple perspectives. In sharing, insights
are gained that participants might not have gained otherwise. This discussion can be deep and
rich in terms of the content and application of principle that may have been abstract concepts
up to that point in time.
Moving outside one’s comfort zone: It is not easy. It requires focused and concentrated
effort to complete the task. It can be very stressful. Often, individual liabilities, particularly
physical liabilities become obvious to both the individual and the group and both must learn
to compensate for those liabilities. This is particularly true of balance.
Start-A-Business as Engaged Learning
Start a business has been used for decades in teaching entrepreneurship. It is not a simulation
but a reality based activity designed to force students into an entrepreneurial act in a relatively
safe, low risk environment. There are many variations such as:
Start a Business with a Dollar: Students have one dollar as start-up capital to start a profitable
business
Five-Buck Five-Week Challenge: Teams have five dollars and five weeks to start a business
Five in Five: Teams have five dollars to start, two weeks to plan, and five hours to execute a
profitable business. However, it is done it is intended to be a condensed experience that
engages students in opportunity identification, evaluation, and execution. Because students
are seldom experienced in this level of engaged learning it must often be stressed to them that
this is not an academic exercise or a plan for a business that they might start at some point but
that they are to start a real revenue generating business. The Utah Valley University version
takes the following form as described in the syllabus of the introductory class:
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As a group or as an individual you will start a LEGAL and profitable business. You may have
a maximum of one dollar ($1) for each person involved in your business as start-up capital.
The business must be new to you and/or the group. You may sell existing products/services
in new markets or sell new products/services to current customers. Current products/services
to current markets (target customers) is not acceptable.
In addition to the dollar, you may use any other resources you currently possess. If those
resources are expendable (lumber, materials, cake mix, etc) they must be replaced or the
replacement value subtracted from the revenuer of the business. The use of capital assets
(equipment, tools, computer, vehicle, etc.) is acceptable.
The sale of capital assets is not acceptable except under exceptional circumstances – see the
instructor.
You will have about five weeks to complete the assignment. At the end of the time you will
add up all revenues (paid and accounts receivable) and subtract all expenses (paid and
accounts payable) to determine profits. Grades will be awarded on a competitive basis with
the top profit performer(s) receiving 100 points, the second most profitable receiving 99
points, third 98 points and so on. The lowest grade you may receive on this assignment will
be 80 points or a “B-” if:
(1) You try to start a business. This is not a hypothetical or academic exercise. This is
practice, not theory. You must demonstrate a real effort to sell a product or service. It
doesn’t matter whether you make a profit, however, you must try.
(2) You must hand in a report, on time. Late reports will be discounted.
Results
Most students struggle with the assignment. Some go into denial for a period. Others spend
so much time planning that there is not enough time to execute their business. In the end,
most make some money. It is common for 10 – 15% of a class to make over $1000 in the five
weeks with the highest profit earner coming in between $3,000 and 5,000. On the low end
20-30% will earn less than $50. The majority (80%) earn more on an hourly basis in their
little venture than they can make working at their normal employment and 20 - 30% of the
students intend to continue their venture while they are in school.
In all cases the students identify, evaluate, and execute opportunities in a relatively safe, risk
free environment. Failure is possible but the consequence of the is minimal. If they try and
hand in a report the lowest grade they can get is a B- and this assignment only counts for 5 to
10% of their course grade.
Start-a-Business as Applied to Engaged Learning
A balance of content and process: This assignment focuses specifically on the identification,
evaluation and execution of opportunities. This activity focuses more on execution than any
other assignment or activity in entrepreneurship education.
Student rather than teacher based. The teacher stets very few parameters allowing the students
to develop their own strategies and tactics. The teacher takes a supportive but very passive
role with the student responsible for “figuring it out” and making it happen.
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Personal not impersonal in nature: The student is the center of the assignment. They take the
risk, they enact the business, and they receive the reward.
Holistic rather than reductionistic: Students must enact all aspects of the business they start.
They create (or purchase) the product or service, they must market the business, and they have
to account for the finances. Finances are easy – they can only use $1.
Creates an emotional investment: Students are forced to confront their fear and anxiety
relative to starting a business. Those who have never started a business have a greater
emotional involvement and had the greatest learning experience in terms of overcoming the
anxiety.
Reflection and self-examination: There must be a debriefing session following the activity in
which participants share the experience from their multiple perspectives. Not only do they
share what they did but often the excitement of discovering a new business opportunity.
Moving outside one’s comfort zone: All of the students who had not started a business were
forced outside their comfort zone because they had to take a risk and start something they had
never done before. Risk takes many forms and in this case in became more of a risk to ego
and self-esteem than a risk of money or grade. Many who had started or owned a business in
the past were similarly challenged.
Conclusion
This paper represents a strong first step in linking engaged entrepreneurship education to the
entrepreneurial mindset. The paper goes on to provide insight into the type of educational
pedagogy (experience based or engaged learning) that is likely to have the strongest effect on
increasing the strength of the entrepreneurial mindset as conceptualized by the attitude model.
This entrepreneurial mindset model based on Robinson’s attitude consistency
model(Robinson, 1987; Robinson et al., 1991) is important for several reasons. First, it
provides a dynamic framework for understanding the changing characteristics of an
entrepreneurial over time. Second, it provides insight into the educational practices that will
influence the entrepreneurial mindset. Third, it can be used to assess the fit of an individual
with the lifestyle of an entrepreneur. Fourth, it can be used to assess the strengths and
weaknesses of an individual’s entrepreneurial mindset using the consistency between the
attitude components, their affect, cognitive and conative interactions. Finally, it may also be
the start of a theory based assessment program for entrepreneurship programs at all levels of
education. Assessment that can go beyond knowledge and skill based testing to demonstrate a
true impact on an individual’s attitude-based mindset.
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Abstract
Ogres and Onions represent complex living systems (Miller, 1978) and are used as an analogy
for research as a layered system of assumptions, theories, methods, and mechanics that
together create knowledge. This paper examines each layer and the critical issues both within
and between each layer as they apply to entrepreneurship research. Researchers and
reviewers need to focus on more than one layer; good research starts at the most basic levels
as a foundation and integrates other higher levels of entrepreneurship. As researchers become
aware of the paradigms and assumptions behind the theories and methods used in studying
entrepreneurship the quality of research and understanding of the subject will increase.
Executive Summary
The critical examination and evaluation of research in the social sciences is often limited to an
inspection of relatively superficial elements reported in research articles, reports, and
presentations. This cursory comparison is much like the examination and evaluation one
might do of an ogre one might chance upon. Researchers are so preoccupied with the external
appearance or substantive matter just below the skin such as muscle, sinew, and bone that
they often overlook the heart of the matter, is it a friendly ogre or will it eat me? Research is
often evaluated on rather superficial criteria such as statistical analysis, significance levels,
and the quality of citations in the reference section. Issues at the foundation of the research,
such as the quality of theories used or the paradigmatic assumptions underlying those
theories, are usually ignored and left unchallenged, focusing on issues of methodology and
writing style rather than the heart of the matter. Using a systems perspective, this paper
provides a basic framework for the analysis of research at multiple layers, and including the
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most neglected layer, that of paradigms or assumptions at the foundation of entrepreneurship
research. The critical examination of assumptions underlying social science paradigms results
in (1) a call for a deeper examination of theories and their underlying assumptions and (2) the
use of theories that are more consistent with the observation. Poor theory supported by
research with statistically significant results is still poor theory.
Introduction
Shrek: For your information there is a lot more to ogres than people think
Donkey: Example
Shrek: Example, Ogres are like onions.
Donkey: They stink
Shrek: No
Donkey: They make you cry
Shrek: No, layers, onions have layers, ogres have layers. We both have layers.
Like ogres and onions, research is more complex than people think. Research has layers. It is
a complex set of interrelated activities or elements that work together through a logical flow
to provide evidence for hypotheses and theories through observation, analysis and
interpretation. Dynamic relationships exist between (1) the elements within each layer and
(2) the related elements at different layers -- from the most basic foundational levels of
paradigms to the most superficial level of style, grammar, punctuation and spelling. These
relationships also create dynamic feedback loops that form eddies in the flow of information
in across and between elements. Bringing the concepts of the ogre and onion analogy into a
more established model causes the realization that onions, ogres, and research are complex
systems28.
In examining the layers as applied to research with complex systems, Banathy (1997)
identified four layers: (1) systems philosophy, (2) systems theory, (3) systems methodology
and (4) application. Systems philosophy dealt with the ontology and epistemology of
scientific inquiry at a paradigmatic level. Systems theory referred to theories used to guide
inquiry. These theories must be balanced between general theories of practically everything,
that become so broad that they have no real content or application, and theories so specific to
a particular discipline or sub-discipline that they lose meaning in a broader context. System
methodology is the application of system theory in conducting research. Banathy goes on to
explain the relationship between these layers as follows:
Systems philosophy presents us with the underlying assumptions that provide the perspectives
that guide us in defining and organizing the concepts and principles that constitute systems
theory. Systems theory and systems philosophy then guide us in developing, selecting, and
organizing approaches, methods and tools into the scheme of systems methodology. Systems
methodology then is used in the function context of systems. But this process is not linear or
28

A system is define as a collection of component elements, real or abstract, that work
together as an integrated whole to perform a task. Interactions between elements involve the
exchange of matter, energy and particularly in the case of research, information. A
fundamental element of systems theory is the focus on the multiple, mutual, and recursive
relationship between the elements (Bertalanffy, L. von, 1950).
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forward moving circular. It is recursive and multi-directional. One confirms or modifies the
other. As theory is developed, it gets its confirmation from its underlying assumptions
(philosophy) as well as from its application through methods in function contexts.
Methodology is confirmed or changed by testing its relevance to its theoretical/philosophical
foundations and by its use. (Banathy, 1997 p 5)
Elements and Layers
Different systems models organize their systems into different layers or levels based on the
complexity of the elements and the flow of energy, materials and information. For example,
Miller (1978) organized life into a living system with eight levels: cells, tissues, organs,
organisms, groups, organizations, societies, and supranational systems. In organizing
research with a systems perspective, five levels are identified and expanded upon: mechanics,
methodology, theory, paradigmatic assumptions and truth.
Reflecting Banathy’s (1997) four layers of systems research, entrepreneurship research can be
organized into the following four layers: (1) mechanics, (2) methods, (3) theory, and (4) metatheory. Mechanics are the embodiment of methods, methods are based on theories, and
theories are derived from meta-theoretical assumptions or paradigms at the foundation of
good research.
First Layer: Mechanics
The first layer of analysis focused on face validity. The elements of this layer constitute the
form or “look and feel” of the research document. Some of the elements of this layer include
the: written form (writing style, word choice, jargon, etc.), logical flow, internal consistency,
support in the literature, and grammar and spelling. Also included in this level is the style
used for the particular audience for which the research is intended. These elements are
loosely coupled to or dependent upon both (1) each other and (2) the elements at the deeper
layers in the system of research.
The elements are loosely coupled due to the relatively low level of interdependence across
this and the other layers to be discussed below. Specific elements in this first layer will
depend on the research methodology, for example the layout and sections of the research
document that will be strongly influence by the nature of the research: empirical, theoretical,
or case research. Other elements such as word choice, sentence construction, and paragraph
development are not directly linked to any particular method, theory, or paradigm.
In the social sciences the APA style, as laid out in The Publication Manual of the American
Psychological Association, Sixth Edition (July, 2009) has become a standard format for most
published research. The on-line APA Style web site (http://www.apastyle.org/) states that
APA is the “the style manual of choice for writers, editors, students, educators, and
professionals in psychology, sociology, business, economics, nursing, social work, and justice
administration, and other disciplines in which effective communication with words and data is
fundamental.”
APA style provides guidance on grammar, work choice, mechanics of writing, referencing,
citations and the treatment of numbers, statistics, mathematical data, tables, and figures. In
addition APA provides guidelines for writing case studies, avoiding plagiarism, constructing
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tables, writing cover letters, the responsibilities of co-authors and even the retention and use
of data.
In short, the APA has become an authority on the outward form or “face validity” for written
research. Face validity represents an important layer in the communication of the research
results; however, APA style is only the outward appearance or form and not the heart of the
matter. To borrow an illustration from Frank Lloyd Write, “form follows function29.”
Therefore, form must not be confused with substance, or in other words, validity at the other
levels of research or even 'truth', which it is hoped is at the core of the research onion.
Second Layer: Methodological
The second layer is focuses on methodological issues. The elements of this level consist of
the research design, instrumentation, data gathering, analysis, and interpretation of the
findings. Considerable latitude is given within each academic community as to what
constitutes acceptable method. Different fields of research focus on the elements in different
ways based on assumptions consistent with that particular field (Low & MacMillan, 1988;
Breiman, 2001; Low, 2001; Gammelgaard, 2004; Arbnor & Bjerke, 2009 Schindehutte &
Morris, 2009).
Researchers can find many ways in which to view and articulate the connection between the
methodological layer and the deeper layer of the research system. Three overarching models
will be discussed as exemplars of a systems model for entrepreneurial research with particular
emphasis on methods: (1) The Analytic, Actor, and Systems Approaches, (2) Positivist,
Postmodern, and Complexity Science Approaches, and (3) the Psychometric and Econometric
Approaches.
Analytic, Actor, and Systems Approaches
In their classic model, Arbnor and Bjerke (2009) illustrate the connection between theory and
method across three research approaches (see table one as well as Gammelgaard 2004): the
analytical approach, the systems approach, and the actor approach. Their book, Methodology
for Creating Business Knowledge, 3rd edition, examines specific methodological approaches
for creating knowledge in the field of entrepreneurship. The central thesis is that any
methodological approach will be tied to the “ultimate presumptions”, consisting of the
fundamental beliefs about reality which cannot be empirically or logically tested and yet have
a profound influence on our perceptions, beliefs and actions regarding that reality. Arbnor
and Bjerke see the “ultimate presumptions” as the philosophical foundation for the paradigms
underpinning the methodological views or approaches and ultimately the methodological
procedures and techniques used in a research project.

29

The origin of the phrase is traced back to the American sculptor Horatio Greenough, but it
was American architectural giant Louis Henri Sullivan who adopted it and made it famous.
Sullivan actually said 'form ever follows function', but the simpler (and less emphatic) phrase
is the one usually remembered. For Sullivan this was distilled wisdom, an aesthetic credo, the
single "rule that shall permit of no exception". From Google
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Table 1 provides a conceptual model linking specific methodological approaches to elements
of methodology (operative paradigm) as they would relate to particular areas of study.
Notably, the research approaches that Arbnor and Bjerke discuss are not exclusive to a
particular field, thus psychology often uses an analytical or systems approach in the study of
individual and/or group differences as well as the actor approach. The field of strategy uses
multiple approaches as well.
TABLE 1:
The Arbnor and Bjerke Framework based on Arbnor and Bjerke (1997).

Theory Type

Preferred Method

Unit of Analysis

Data Analysis

Analytical
Approach
Determining causeeffect relations.
Explanations &
predictions.
Universal time and
value free Law
Quantitative
(Qualitative
research only for
validation)
Concepts and their
relations

Systems Approach

Actor Approach

Models.
Recommendations,
normative aspects.
Knowledge about
systems

Interpretations,
understanding.
Contextual
Knowledge

Case Studies
(qualitative and
quantitative)

Qualitative

Systems: links,
People and their
feedback
interactions
mechanisms, and
boundaries
Mapping & modeling Interpretation

Descriptions,
Hypothesis Testing
Position of the
Outside – objective Preferably outside
Inside – as part of
Researcher
observer
the process.
In addition, Arbnor and Bjerk stress the need for consistency between (1) the elements of the
methodological layer (2) theories at the foundation of those methods and (2) the paradigms at
the foundation of those theories. They state:
The most important mission for methodology, then, is to clarify how different methodologies,
problem formations, study plans, methods, techniques, and study area make up the parts of an
integrated whole. In our opinion, one cannot talk about a methodology if the components
mentioned above are barely described separately and in isolation, instead of theory relations
to each other and to the whole. (Arbnor and Bjerk, 2009 p 17).
The “whole” they refer to here includes the ultimate presumptions, the paradigms and the
methodological view or approach used in the research. Any “lack of harmony” in the
methodology will “lead to scientifically weak results” (Arbnor and Bjerk, 2009 p 18).
Positivist, Postmodern, and Complexity Science
Schindehutte, and Morris, (2009) provide a second framework for understanding the
relationship between research approaches and paradigms at the foundation of theory and
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methods (see table 2). They describe two frequently used research perspectives, positivist and
postmodern, and then go on to introduce a third paradigm, complexity science, as an
alternative perspective in moving the field of strategic entrepreneurship (Ireland Hitt and
Sirmon, 2003) forward and differentiating it from entrepreneurial strategy (Brown &
Eisenhardt, 1998).
TABLE 2
Summary of Fundamental Positions of Modern, Complexity, and Postmodern Science
Modern (Positivist) Complexity
Postmodern
Disciplines
Physical sciences
Natural sciences (e.g.,
Social sciences (e.g.,
(typical)
(strictly scientific
biology)
political science and
Newtonian
sociology)
framework)
Paradigm
At or near
Far from equilibrium
Disequilibrium
equilibrium
Quasi-stochastic (able
Stochastic Decoupled
Deterministic
to deal with surprise)
(disorganization)
(retrospective
Loose-tight coupling
determinism)
Tightly coupled
(organization)
Ontology
The world is given The world is fluid,
The world is
and presupposed. It processual, and
contingent,
is material, social
aterritorial. It is neither ungrounded, diverse,
(interpreted), and
presupposed nor given, unstable,
territorial
but is constructed
indeterminate,
relational, and
temporally specific
Epistemological Cartesian
Complexity-oriented
Different subjectposition
epistemology that
epistemology
positions inform
reduce complex
understand phenomena different knowledgephenomena to
as part of an entangled claims; knowledge is
analysis of their
fabric of relations such perspective and
components;
that the whole is more
different perspectives
understood as
than the sum of its
are incommensurate
simple, objective,
interconnected parts
absolute

TABLE 2 (continued)
Summary of Fundamental Positions of Modern, Complexity, and Postmodern Science

Methodological
implications

Modern (Positivist)
Experimentation,
quantification

Complexity
Integration of
experimentation and

Postmodern
Relational
interpretations
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Implications for
novelty

Obtain predictable,
repeatable results
Duplicate orderly
natural science
methods Universal
and parsimonious
social laws
No mechanism for
endogenously
creating novelty or
growth in order and
complexity

interpretation
Principles and
problematics

Undermine truth
claims Use
deconstructivist
techniques to disrupt
modernist metanarratives

Emergent processes
provide the system with
novelty, and are
responsible for growth
in order and complexity

Multiple contested
relational “orders”
which rise and fall
over time, but have
no developmental
path or direction

This model is consistent with the Arbnor and Bjerk model in that the Modern (positivist)
perspective is analogous to Arbnor and Bjerk’s analytical approach and the postmodern and
complexity correspond to the actor and systems approach respectively. Although the
approaches share a fundamental consistency in the underlying paradigms, the underlying
assumptions (ultimate presumptions) and meanings may differ. See Schindehutte and Morris
(2009) for a detailed, more in depth analysis of the three perspectives.
Psychometrics and Econometrics
Contained within the two models presented above are subtle nuances of meaning at more
refined levels within each of the three research approaches. Within the analytic or positivist
approach, for an example, two methodological approaches have emerged relevant to
entrepreneurship: psychometrics and econometrics. These approaches began around 1895
emerging from a common set of statistical procedures used in the analysis of heredity as it
related to Mendel’s Law in the transmission of hereditary characteristics from parent
organisms to their offspring (Aldrich, 2010). The approaches used by psychology and
economics both began with correlations developed by Pearson (1896) but soon differentiated
themselves and further developed the statistical procedures to answer questions specific to
their own domain.
Both approaches use statistical analysis and research method that on the surface appear to be
the same or very similar. The error for the uninformed is in assuming that the theories,
methods, and assumptions within these schools of research are also the same.
Each approach has a significant degree of latitude of acceptable practice that leads each to
different conclusions relative to appropriate methods employed in measuring, analyzing, and
benchmarking empirical research. This latitude may result in different (not better) standards
of rigor for the research methods and analysis used by each discipline. Both sets of standards
are correct given the research questions involved. Problems arise when a set of standards is
imposed on one research tradition’s methodologies by the other tradition when those
methodologies are used appropriately to answer research questions within the original
tradition. For example, using econometric benchmarks for sample size, or multi-co-linearity
to evaluate psychometric research is problematic. This mixing of methodologies with
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different assumptions can be particularly troublesome in fields that draw from multiple
disciplines and thus multiple traditions such as entrepreneurship.
Table 3 provides an analysis of the differences between a psychographic approach and an
econometric approach to research. Note that the two approaches differ along multiple related
dimensions. At the foundation is the worldview or paradigmatic assumptions of that
particular discipline. Psychometric approaches tend to be more subjective and idiographic
while econometric methods lean toward a more objective and nomothetic approaches. These
general assumptions are reflected in the theory base, the unit of analysis, the measurement
approaches, the analysis and even in the research design issues related to the different
methodological approaches.
TABLE 3:
A Comparison of psychometric and econometric
approaches to empirical research

Theory Base

Unit of Analysis

Area of Analysis

Measurement

Psychometrics
Social and personality
psychological theories of
individual and group
characteristics and their
assessment.
Individuals and Groups.

Measurement of individual and
group differences and their
application in evaluating
psychological theories.
Lean toward subjective
idiographic analysis
Unobserved psychological
characteristics such as attitude,
traits, beliefs, culture, etc. of
individuals and/or groups

Econometrics
Economic theories

Economic principles and their
relationship to individual
economic units (individuals,
firms, industries, countries
and/or regions).
The statistical properties of
estimators their tests and
applications in assessing
economic theories.
Emphasis on nomothethical
approaches.
Observable behavior of the
economic unit.

TABLE 3 (Continued):
A Comparison of psychometric and econometric
approaches to empirical research.

Key Measurement
Issues

Psychometrics
Validity and Reliability of
research instruments

Econometrics
Sample size and power of the
statistical test.
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Statistical
Foundation

Research Design and
Control Issues

Hypothesis testing with means
tests (z-test, t-test, ANOVA,
MANOVA, etc.) and
regressions.
Hypothesis testing through
experimental and quasiexperimental design.
Control for extraneous variables
through research design (pretest,
post-test control groups, etc.)
Random assignment of subjects.

Underlying
Assumptions

Both rational and emotional
influences on behavior.
Perception and meaning critical
in understanding behavior.
Assumes individual differences
Assumes reciprocal influence of
individual and environment as
drivers of behavior

Applications in
Business &
Entrepreneurship

Individual and group level focus
(I/O psychology, HR, OB, OD).
Characteristics of Entrepreneurs
(Entrepreneurial Attitude
Orientation, The Big Five
Personality Dimensions, etc.)

Regression analysis with
structural equation modeling
and simultaneous equation
models.
Explanation of economic
outcomes based on estimator
variables.
Control of extraneous
variables through statistical
methods.
Random selection of subjects
through sampling
methodology.
Data base research.
Rational and logical
explanations for behavior
Measurable and observable
behavior critical in explaining
and controlling economic
outcomes.
Assumes individual
similarities (maximization of
economic outcomes).
Assumes an “ideal world”
scenario with equilibrium of
economic forces.
Firm and environment level
focus (Policy and Strategy).
Characteristics of the firm
(Entrepreneurial Orientation).

The methodological level is a key element in the systems approach to research in that it is the
layer closest to the outside of the research onion that directly reflects the assumptions and
theories at the deeper levels of the system. It represents the application of the paradigms,
assumptions, and theories in the research process and as such it is important for researchers to
tie their decisions concerning methodological issues to the other layers – theories and
paradigms – of the research onion (system). As Arbnor and Bjerk, 2009 stated earlier,
methodological issues, theories and assumptions must “make up the parts of an integrated
whole”.
Third Layer: Theory
Entrepreneurship research draws from many theoretical foundations, including but not limited
to psychology, sociology, economics, history, anthropology, philosophy, political science, and
demography. A plethora of theories reside within each of these disciplines that are both used
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and sometimes useful in explaining, and to some extent, understanding the rich diversity of
the entrepreneurial experience. A full exploration of theories used in the entrepreneurship
field is well beyond the limits of this paper. However, some issues related to the theoretical
layer can be examined.
The borrowing of theories from other scientific disciplines has enabled entrepreneurship to
move forward quickly in establishing itself as a legitimate field of inquiry. At the same time
adopting theories from other disciplines create some concerns. The two greatest concerns are:
first that a field may lack a true identity of its own (Shane and Venkataraman, 2000) and
second, each of these disciplines carries with them a history and a research culture that may
not be fully understood by researchers who are not directly acquainted with that research
discipline—that is embedded assumptions that conflict with other theories being applied
concurrently. As with any culture there are subtle nuances in meaning and method that help
to define the field. Until researchers understand the history and culture of a particular
discipline there is a significant risk of using information and theory that is older and outdated,
or not directly applicable to the question under consideration (Sexton 1987).'
Chaim Potok (1972) described the importance of history and culture as a defining 'tradition' in
the world of art; his insight here applies equally to scientific research.
This is not a toy. This is not a child scrawling on a wall. This is a tradition; it is a religion. It
has its fanatics and its rebels. No one will listen to what you have to say unless they are
convinced you have mastered it. Only one who has mastered a tradition has a right to attempt
to add to it or to rebel against it (pp. 203-204).
In a similar vain the “art and science” of scholarly research is also a tradition. It too has its
fanatics and rebels. It too, as with any tradition, is based on assumptions, and the research
traditions that must also be mastered in order to be credible. Moving from one tradition to
another may result in the inappropriate application of research theory and methods. Research
elements do not always transfer well across layers when paradigmatic assumptions are not
maintained between the layers and with the external phenomena we are trying to comprehend.
Fourth Layer: Metatheoretical
This fourth layer deals with the paradigms and assumptions that lie behind theories. All
research is based on a complex set of assumptions that serve to both guide actions and focus
perceptions (Burrell and Morgan, 1986; Arbnor & Bjerke, 2009). Assumptions at this level
form the foundation for the theories and methods used in the research. Paradigms and the
research projects associated with them are not simplistic and linear, as first proposed by Kuhn
(1960) but they are multidimensional and fractal with subdivided parts reflecting similar
dimensions or assumptions across the layers of research (Hammond, 2003).
An examination of the paradigms and assumptions grounds the research on a solid foundation
resulting in better theories, and methods as well as creating research outcomes that are more
likely to lead to real applications. While many ways to examine paradigms and assumptions
can be created, this paper looks at only one model of evaluating assumptions and then at the
assumptions underlying most research in the social sciences as they relate to entrepreneurship.
One model for examining of assumptions at the level of paradigms is the widely used Burrell
and Morgan (1980) model, which proposes a two-dimensional paradigm model categorizing
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paradigm’s active layered assumptions along (1) a change dimension and (2) a perceptual foci
dimension (see figure one).
The first dimension assumes that change takes place both within a paradigm and between
paradigms through incremental or radical processes respectfully. Paradigms supporting
radical change argue revolutions are required in order to bring about change while paradigms
supporting incremental change accept a more evolutionary process in bringing about change.
The second continuum, according to Burrell and Morgan, charts subjective or objective
paradigmatic focus. An extreme subjective orientation supports a nominalistic ontology,
whereas an extreme objective orientation is realist in nature. The realist, according to Burrell
and Morgan, argues reality is external to the individual. Nominalists would argue that
humans name the environment and that reality is a product of individual perceptions and
cognition (the authors would add affect to Burrell and Morgan’s model of individual
processes that construct their reality). A subjective epistemology, according to Burrell and
Morgan, consists of an antipositivist perspective, while an objective orientation supports a
positivistic epistemology. The subjective perspective holds that knowledge of reality is
personal, open to individual interpretation, and difficult or impossible to communicate in a
pure form. It must be experienced. The objective perspective takes a more material view of
knowledge and experience, saying it is real and capable of being transmitted in a tangible
form.
FIGURE 1
Dimensions of Paradigms According to Burrell and Morgan
Subjective

Radical
Change

Incremental
Change

Objective

Burrell and Morgan explain that subjective and objective epistemology and ontology lead to a
view of human nature that is either volitional (those who endorse free will) for those who hold
a subjective orientation or determinist for those who follow a more objective orientation.
Furthermore, these orientations lead to methodological preferences (Breiman, 2001; Burrell
and Morgan, 1980). The subjectivists are more ideographic, pertaining to individual
perception and meaning, in their methods. The objectivists’ position suggests that meaning is
external to the individual requiring more rigorous nomothetic methods, observing groups in
order to derive natural laws that govern behavior (See Table 4). This difference can also be
seen to some extent in differences between psychometric and econometric research traditions
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where psychometrics tend to be more accepting of subjective methods and econometrics lean
toward a more objective, nomothetic perspective.
TABLE 4
Comparison of Subjective and Objective Dimensions of Research Paradigms
Extreme Continuum Anchors
Ontology
Epistemology

Human Nature

Subjective Orientation
Nominalistic
Post-modern,
phenomenology,
hermeneutics
Influence and prediction
based on probability
Free Will

Methodological Preferences
Research Traditions

Ideographic
Psychometric

Causal Assumptions

Objective Orientation
Realistic
Positivistic

Determinism
Environmental and Genetic
determinism
Nomothetic
Econometric

A significant amount of discussion has occurred in the entrepreneurship literature around the
elements of the material, methods, and theoretical layers in this systems based model
(Entrepreneurship: Theory and Practice, Special Issue, 2001; Low & MacMillan, 1988; Shane
and Venkataraman, 2000; and Singh, 2001) and yet little emphasis has been placed on the
meta-theoretical level of analysis in entrepreneurship research. The Burrell and Morgan
model provides a framework for examining two dimensions or sets of assumptions that can be
used to define or categorize research paradigms.
The remainder of this paper will explore an expanded set of assumptions that can be used to
define the paradigmatic assumptions of any particular research discipline but are most
pertinent to the social sciences and particularly the subjective, ideographic or psychometric
approaches. These assumptions have a profound effect as a foundation for theories and
methods across research paradigms.
As a primary example this paper will examine research designed to understand the
characteristics of entrepreneurs. A great deal of research has been conducted in this area, yet
much of this research has been based upon older psychological and sociological theories and
has been conducted by researchers unfamiliar with the nuances in theory and methods of the
discipline from which they have drawn the theories. This problem has not gone unnoticed by
scholars in the field. Robinson and Shaver (1995) noted that this error has resulted in “a
considerable amount of folklore and myth embedded in popular and some scholarly
conceptualizations of the entrepreneur" (p.98). A significant problem occurs when the
assumptions underlying research being conducted in the field of entrepreneurship are
inconsistent with: (1) current theories in the social sciences, and (2) observations about
entrepreneurs in the real world.
Before examining the assumptions mentioned above there is one more layer of the research
system or onion that must be addressed, the heart of the matter.
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Final Layer: At the Heart of the Onion is Truth
Truth can only be perceived through the layers of meta-theory (paradigms), theory method
and mechanics, with the suppositions, conjectures, and beliefs, which often obscure and mask
the true phenomena. The search for truth is clouded by the limitations of human beings and
who only see truth as 'through a glass darkly (1 Corinthians 13:12).'
Here again are elements and assumptions regarding the nature of truth that can only be
addressed through philosophy. Two basic positions regarding the nature of truth exist:
relativism and empiricism. The empiricist holds that there is a reality or truth independent of
perception, assumptions, meaning etc., however, individuals can only perceive reality through
their assumptions based in culture, traditions, and language. Thus they see it through a glass
darkly. On the other hand, the relativist holds that there is no “truth” or reality at the heart of
the matter, and even if there were, they couldn’t know about it except through their
assumptions, which culturally and linguistically limit perception. Thus, the glass may be so
dark either truth cannot be seen, or that truth is only assumed. At this level of research,
conclusions may rest on assumptions that cannot be empirically tested or proven.
The remainder of this paper will examine the paradigmatic assumptions in entrepreneurship
research that researchers construct both overtly and tacitly. The discussion will be based on
the 'individual entrepreneur' and theories related to their personal characteristics. While the
same principles and assumptions also apply across a variety of fields and disciplines, and may
be useful in examining the paradigms and theories in those disciplines such a broad ranging
discussion is beyond the scope of this paper.
Applying the Onion Metaphor to Entrepreneurship Research
Robinson and Shaver (1995) detailed the meta-theoretical or paradigmatic assumptions of
psychological research from the perspective of the classic assumptions of science found at the
foundation of many social science paradigms such as personality and trait theory,
behaviorism, and the psychoanalytic theories of psychology. These assumptions are
consistent with an objective nomothetic prospective and provide the following view of the
individual entrepreneur:
Hard psychic realism - An identifiable personality type is present, or at a minimum specifiable
traits or characteristics that may be treated separately from the individual for the purpose of
study. An individual’s psychological make-up is a stable phenomenon across both time and
situations. Identifying these traits will provide the ability to predict and control leadership,
entrepreneurship, management, etc., behaviors.
Demonstrative reality - The individual’s traits are real and may be demonstrated with proper
instrumentation and scientific methodology. If the right scale or instrument can be found then
the right characteristics can be measured. When technology is sufficiently advanced, even
direct linkages can be found between psychological characteristics and brain function (such as
right brain thinking vs. left-brain thinking) or genetics.
Empirical validation - The study of an individual’s characteristics must be based on hard
empirical data.
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Extrospection - Objectivity is a reasonable and desirable goal of entrepreneurial research.
New or recreated ventures can be observed and measured without influencing or changing
them.
Reductionism - The study of small isolated traits or characteristics will help explain (predict
and control) the behaviors of the individual leaders, entrepreneur, or managers and beyond
that, the performance of business venture or even the processes of economic development,
such as need for Achievement (nAch) relating directly to economic development in third
world countries and the historic rise and fall of economic empires.
Passive mind – Human beings are passive entities affected by, but not affecting, their
experiences. An individual’s characteristics are gained through early childhood experience
such as being raised by a nurturing mother and domineering father, or close association with
role models.
Robinson and Shaver (1995) go on to explain that historically these assumptions, applied to
science in general, and were the foundational paradigm for the early and some current
research on the characteristics of entrepreneurs such as the early theoretical work of Max
Weber (1904) and Joseph Schumpeter (1934, 1948). The former expounded on a
developmental model for industrious individuals, the latter constructed a listing of
characteristics of individuals engaged in entrepreneurial ventures as part of his work on
innovation and economic development. The works of McClelland and his associate in the
1950's (McClelland, 1961; McClelland, Atkinson, Clark, & Lowell, 1953) was dominated by
the personality theories of the time and their related methodology, which in turn were firmly
rooted in the traditional scientific paradigms and the assumptions discussed above.
For example, the Thematic Apperception Test (TAT), used extensively by McClelland to
measure Need of Achievement (nAch), was developed by Morgan and Murray (1935) as a
short-cut for free association in psychoanalysis. The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (Myers,
1980) was based on the personality theories of Jung and Kretschmer (Keirsey & Bates, 1978).
Both of these instruments as well as their supporting theories and methods are founded on the
classical assumptions of traditional science, and both have long been regarded with suspicion
by social and personality psychologists (Faulconer & Williams, 1985; Gergen, 1985; Manicas
& Secord, 1983; and Mitchell & James, 1989).
The Call for Change
The field of psychology has in many respects moved beyond theories based on the
assumptions of classical science, in large part because the assumptions are inconsistent with
observation of real people. Allan Carsrud recognized this deficiency in the field of
entrepreneurship in the late 1980s when he called for a change in the paradigmatic
assumptions in entrepreneurship research (Carsrud & Johnson, 1989; and Carsrud, Olm, &
Eddy, 1986) based primarily on the non-significant or marginally significant (1) empirical
results and (2) predictive utility with the “personality” or “trait” approaches to the study of
entrepreneurship.
This need for change was echoed by Gartner’s (1988) observation of the study of
entrepreneurs, which assumes “a fixed state of existence,” (p. 12). He advocated a focus not
so much on what entrepreneurs “are” but more on what they “do,” focusing on their behavior,
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rejecting psychological testing, and neglecting the question of “why” and “how”
entrepreneurs behave.
In reality the problem with the earlier approach was not so much with the use of
psychological testing but on the use of older, static, fixed state paradigms and assumptions
used in the research. The problem appeared at the methodological level with marginal
significance and poor predictive utility. The focus of the research pundits was erroneously on
the theory layer of the research onion with an assumption that all theories are equally suitable
and applicable. The real root of the problem was first at the paradigmatic and then the
theoretical layer with the use of older trait based theories and their methods. Without an
examination of theory from the meta-theoretical layer there can be no critical evaluation
except that based on (1) empirical results and (2) predictive utility. In entrepreneurship
research both of these were equivocal.
At the theoretical layer of the research onion relating to personal characteristics, when
empirical tests resulted in marginal or non-significant findings the legitimacy of entire area of
inquiry was questioned and rejected by some. At the same time, some theoretical approaches
may have resulted in significant findings for spurious methodological reasons such as
extremely large sample size, overly complex models with multiple items or variables, or just
plain dumb luck (assuming reasonable methodology and integrity). These approaches are
analogues to type II and type I errors. An examination from the meta-theoretical layer,
assessing the fit between reality and the assumptions behind the theories, can significantly
reduce the risk both types of error.
Many researchers recognized that the problem is not with the theory layer but with the
underlying assumptions upon which the theories and methods have been based (Carland, Hoy,
and Carland, 1988). There was a strong call for an examination of the paradigms and
assumptions underlying the theories and research on the characteristics of the individual, and
a paradigm shift toward more current assumptions, theories and methodologies (Carsrud &
Johnson, 1989; Carsrud, Olm, & Eddy, 1986; Robinson, Huefner & Hunt, 1991; Robinson &
Malach, 2004 & 2007; Robinson, Stimpson Huefner & Hunt, 1991; Robinson & Shaver 1995,
Stevenson & Harmeling, 1989, and Stevenson & Jarillo, 1990).
During that time there was a great deal written and said about the research and theorizing on
the characteristics of the entrepreneur (Churchill and Lewis, 1985; Lawrmore, 1988; Vesper,
1988; and Wortman, 1986, 1987 to name a few). Yet the majority of the discussion has
focused on the explicit aspect of research comprising the method, model, and theory layers of
the research onion. For example, the TAT, which had long influenced entrepreneurship
research, lost favor mainly because of conceptual and methodological problems (Carsrud &
Johnson, 1989; Klinger, 1966), and not because of an analysis of the assumptions underlying
the theories and methods (psychoanalytical theories).
The importance of examining the foundation of entrepreneurship research is obvious.
Robinson and Shaver (1995) state that the “assumptions, upon which the current research
paradigms are based, shape the way entrepreneurs and their ventures are seen to the extent
that other possibilities are not available. Consequently, an examination of this area can help
provide a solid foundation on which to build the field of entrepreneurship, and may thus
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contribute to the field's academic acceptance while enhancing the ‘real world’ applications of
its research (p. 104).”
New Paradigms
Research examining the characteristics of entrepreneurs should logically be based on the set
of paradigmatic assumptions at the foundation of current psychological theories and methods.
In examining the dimensions of paradigms related to psychology this would mean a more
subjective, idiographic approach according to Burrell and Morgan (1980). Expanding on the
approach the authors would look at models that:
"[S]tresses the important attributes of people, their contexts, and their interactions. First the
person is seen as fitting into an environment. Second, both the person and the environment
change over time. Third, changes in the person can cause changes in the environment and
changes in the environment can cause changes in people. Fourth, people are both active and
reactive with respect to these changes. Fifth, people's views of their past and future influence
whether they are active or reactive and how much or how little they change. Thus, what
emerges is a human who is active psychologically and behaviorally, interacting in a dynamic
way with a changing environment. For the person, there is both stability and change, there is
[pro] active and reactive behavior, [and] there are abilities and acquired skills that merge
(Mitchell and James (1989) p. 147)."
In entrepreneurship research this perspective has influenced several researchers who have
shifted research away from the traditional personality or trait-based approaches to the more
dynamic paradigm described above (Robinson, Huefner & Hunt, 1991; Robinson, Stimpson
Huefner & Hunt, 1991; Robinson and Shaver, 1995; and Stevenson & Harmeling, 1989).
Questioning the classic assumptions about the personal characteristics of entrepreneurs leads
to a perspective characterized by Robinson and Shaver (1995) as:
Soft psychic realism - Both entrepreneurs and their ventures are always in the process of
changing. Thus, the "entrepreneurial type" may not remain fixed from person to person, from
time to time, from one situation to another or from one culture to another. An individual may
change and cease to be entrepreneurial after years of such activity, or another may become
entrepreneurial who has not previously demonstrated such tendencies (Stevenson &
Harmeling, 1989).
No demonstrative reality – With no fixed “entrepreneurial type” there is no entrepreneurial
personality or trait and no fixed neurological or genetic structure or function within the
individual that will predispose that individual to be an entrepreneur. Direct linkages between
the entrepreneurial behavior and underlying anatomical function don’t exist.
Multiple validation criteria - Although empirical data from archival, observational, and
experimental studies are valuable; insight into entrepreneurial activity can also be obtained
from methods (such as case studies) that produce no hard data.
Bounded objectivity - Observation and measurement of entrepreneurial ventures may
influence and change them.
Contextualism - Entrepreneurship must be understood in context. The complete picture of
entrepreneurial activity cannot be obtained by studying one characteristic of an individual in
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isolation from the environmental (social, economic, cultural) context in which the
entrepreneur operates.
Active mind - Entrepreneurship is an interactive process that must be studied with interactive
dynamic models. Interactive processes indicate that causation and influence of
entrepreneurial behavior may be bi-directional and reciprocal between the individual and the
environment. Trait theories cannot adequately account for the changes across time that occurs
in most entrepreneurial ventures and within the entrepreneur.
Extrapolating from the assumptions of classical social science, researchers would see
entrepreneurship and business development as based on rational & logical processes or at best
bounded rationality. What the authors’ find is that decision-making processes are also
strongly influenced by affective or psychological processes (Baron, 2008; Forgas, 1992 &
2001).
Based on classical assumptions entrepreneurship is seen as a sequential set of activities with
practitioners developing checklists and linear models to guide the neophyte businessman
through the process of building a company. In reality, the process is iterative, with elements,
actions or stages that may need to be revisited, often multiple times, from the
conceptualization through start up and on through the multiple growth stages a business may
go through.
Classical psychology such as personality theory assumes temporal and situational stability.
That is, the characteristics of an entrepreneur are developed early in life and are consistent
throughout life and across many environmental situations. In truth, people change across time
and across situations. People may start businesses, grow tired of the routine and stop and
work for someone else until they lose motivation for that and then start another company.
Research has long supported the fact that what was once thought of as personality traits such a
Locus of Control change in intensity from one situation to another (Carlson, 1985).
Traditional business education and research reduces businesses to basic fundamental elements
or 'functional areas,' such as marketing, finance, accounting, strategy, or human resource
management that can be studied and taught in isolation from one another. A typical business
student will take a 'capstone' course that will integrate all of these areas of business into a
functional whole. Entrepreneurship education is more holistic usually built around elements
of opportunity identification and business planning and incorporating experiential
learning(Gibb, 2002). This new paradigm constitutes a holistic approach to education.
With regard to the characteristics of the individual the same concept applies. If the right little
test can be found or created to measure entrepreneurial traits then much of what would be
needed to know about an individual entrepreneur can be extrapolated.
As well as stability, classical psychology assumes that entrepreneurial characteristics are
static, possessing mass with inertia, resisting influence to change. Current conceptualizations
suggest that characteristics are dynamic, in that they are influenced by and exert an influence
on other characteristics in the individual. Thus, learning and acquiring entrepreneurial
characteristics is possible. As Mitchell and James (1989) stated above, "what emerges is a
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human who is active psychologically and behaviorally, interacting in a dynamic way with a
changing environment. For the person, there is both stability and change, there is [pro]active
and reactive behavior, [and] there are abilities and acquired skills that merge."
Traditional science assumes that the postulated psychological traits are real and exist in some
recess of the entrepreneurs mind or genetic code, and exhibiting consistency and availability
across all subjects and dimensions. More current research suggests that the postulated
characteristics are merely labels for consistent patterns of affect, cognition, and behavior that,
even when they are identified, they are variously available and when available are subject to
multiple and contradictory interpretations.
The objective of traditional entrepreneurship research is to be able to find the key traits,
genes, motives, intentions, or demographic characteristics and with the understanding
garnered from the research, specific manipulations can be made that will allow for controlled
response and thus the desired outcome. For entrepreneurship it means that educators and
others can effect the entrepreneurial characteristic through education programming or
government policy to achieve more effective and efficient entrepreneurs with all the positive
outcomes of job creation, economic growth, and increased innovation associated with
successful entrepreneurship.
In reality, entrepreneurs interact with the world, creating meaning out of experience. Their
perceptions and experiences are focused through the lenses of their past and current
experiences, expectations, knowledge, understanding, emotions, etc. Based on these
perceptions they seek first to anticipate or envision the future and from there to influence the
circumstances that may lead to that future.
Finally, traditional science seeks to observe and measure concrete, stable and static
characteristics believing that in doing so there will be no effect on the object of the
investigation. In truth we can only measure perceptions and meaning. Entrepreneurs record
and interpret patterns of cognitions, behaviors, and feelings as well as the remembrances of
events painted by the entrepreneurs' perceptions and interpretations of those events.
In reality, entrepreneurs interact with the world, creating meaning out of experience. Their
perceptions of experiences are focused through the lenses of their past experience, knowledge,
understanding, emotions, etc. As Mitchel and James stated above, 'what emerges is a human
who is active psychologically and behaviorally, interacting in a dynamic way with a changing
environment. For the person, there is both stability and change, there is [pro] active and
reactive behavior, [and] there are abilities and acquired skills that merge.'
In addition to being consistent with more current theories in social science, research based on
these assumptions is more consistent with observed entrepreneurial phenomena. The
adoption of these assumptions actually opens up the field and legitimizes a much broader
range of research methods, models, and theories without giving up the rigor of good science.
The application of these assumptions will be covered in the next section of this paper.
Conclusions
The time has arrived for research in entrepreneurship to be based on meta-theories and
theories that adhere to a standard of quality equal to the stringent standards we set for
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methodology and mechanics. Exploratory expeditions using borrowed instruments and
inadequate samples have not been acceptable for some time. However, research driven by
poor theories, borrowed without critical examination from other fields, should not be
acceptable either. Theory driven research is not enough. Research must be driven by theory
whose underlying assumptions (meta-theory or paradigms) are consistent with the
entrepreneurial enterprises.
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Abstract
Organizational Learning has been explored in many ways to develop human skills and
expertise for the job they do, so as to improve on their performance on a day to day basis. The
Banking industry internationally and in Kenya has evolved over the last ten years and banks
are now well spread across the country using digital platforms to reach their un-banked
clientele. The Islamic banking concept was introduced in Kenya in the year 2007 with 2 fully
Shariah compliant banks while many other windows offering the concept were also accessible
to the Kenyan public. The growth of the institutions has been remarkable, although not many
employees or the Kenyan public are aware of the concept and modalities of how it is
practiced. The aim of this study was to determine the moderating effect of psychosocial work
environment on the relationship between team learning and employee performance. The
explanatory research design was adopted for this study. The target population was considered
to be 600 employees and the sample size of 173 was obtained using the proportionate
sampling method from three banks offering Islamic Banking products. Data was collected
using five point Likert scale. Data was analyzed using multiple regression analysis. The study
revealed that team learning (β=0.5576 p- value 0.00) as an organizational memory tool had a
statistically significant effect on employee performance. The study further failed to reject the
null hypothesis for the moderating effect of psychosocial work environment on the
relationship between team learning and employee performance (β=0.03477, p-value=0.064.
This study concludes that team learning is important for employee performance, however,
psychosocial work environments does not affect teams and their performances. It is therefore
recommended that Banks practicing Islamic Banking concept should work more in team
targets instead of individual employee performance targets to improve on overall
organizational performance.
Keywords: Organizational Memory, Organizational Learning, Team Learning,
Psychosocial Work Environment, Islamic Banking Practice
Introduction
Organizations have struggled over the years to perform better and have a competitive edge
over the competition. It is acknowledged that the driving force of the organization has been
their employees. The term human capital emphasises that. Many studies have attempted to
identify the key aspects of improving performance of the employee. An organization being a
collection of employees, the assignments given are both to individual and to groups. The
groups are specifically formed as one individual may not have all the knowledge needed to
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complete the task assigned. Therefore, in order to achieve the organizational goals, the
sharing of knowledge within groups and between groups has been identified as team learning.
The technical terms, position, job design, job content, interpersonal relations, health and
work-individual interface, define the various limits of psychosocial work environments.
Studies indicate that team learning does affect the performance of employees and other
studies also indicate that the psychosocial work environments also affect the performance of
employees. Understanding that the team learning and psychosocial work environments affect
employees, this study investigated the moderating effects of team learning on the relationship
between psychosocial work environments and performance of employees.
Employees have been identified to be the most important resource in the organizations today
deriving the name human resource (Lepak & Snell, 1999). The employees have a free will and
are run by emotions. They pose a huge challenge to organization to manage them effectively
to avail the maximum output from them. Employee performance appraisal assesses the
physical, intellectual, professional and managerial potential which are then compared with the
objectives and requirements that are to be met. On the other hand, performance appraisal is
discussed in terms of employee contribution for the purpose of organizational development
(Vaduva & Melinte, 2011). Various studies have been conducted to identify the aspect of
service delivery and customer satisfaction. This has been derived to bring the Service quality
model (SERVQUAL) and in other words the RATER model into existence. The RATER
model focuses on five service attributes namely; reliability, assurance, tangibles, empathy,
and responsiveness (Czaplewski, Olson, & Slater, 2002). The RATER model’s relevance to
the study is to the extent the details of customer service as one of the key components of
performance and relates to employee performance in the banking industry that is a service
industry.
A number of studies have identified that employee motivation and performance is very central
to the management of employee within a company or organization as it has a direct bearing
on the company productivity or quality of services rendered. This inturn has an impact on the
company profits and continued existence (William, 2010). While corporate culture is very
important in every organization, it has positive impact on employee job performance (Ojo,
2009). This implies that a culture of an organization is one of the contributors to performance
of employees. The factors contributing to employee performance have not been exhaustively
studied, however emotional intelligence, assessment and culture do contribute to the
performance. As emotional intelligence relates to employees’ work performance, it is
necessary for the employees to manage emotions in order to achieve organizational goals.
Empirical research has shown a close relation between emotional intelligence and work
performance (Lam & Kirby, 2002;Schmader., et al, 2008; Barsade, 2002)).These studies
conclude that emotional intelligence plays a greater role in changing the moods and behaviors
of people when they are working in teams and groups. (Gondal & Husain, 2013; Stajkovic &
Luthans, 1997), mostly refer to managers who provide social recognition which is contingent
upon individual employees’ behaviors that lead to performance improvement.
Team learning is identified as the collective acquisition, combination, creation, and sharing of
knowledge by teams (Argote & Ingram, 2000). Though the interest in what makes
organizational teams effective, leads naturally to questions about how members of teams learn
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to work together and how existing teams improve or adapt. It has been also observed that
teams play a crucial role in organizational learning and thus contributing further to
organizational memory. As many have argued that organizations must learn to succeed in a
constantly changing (Garvin, 2003), yet, the topic of organizational learning has received
more theoretical than empirical attention(Weick & Westley, 1999). The relevance of the
theory of team learning to the study is mainly taken into consideration because of the
approach of collective learning and disseminating knowledge to attain the desired
performance of employees.
Senge (1990) asserts that teams learn while playing sports, in the performing arts, in science,
and even occasionally in business. There are striking examples where the intelligence of the
team exceeds the intelligence of the individuals in the team, and teams develop extraordinary
capacities for coordinated actions. Therefore, to understand the nature of knowledge,
members’ actions and interactions as a form of everyday work, and team learning in an
organization, studies suggest that team learning practice is best understood at the level of the
team through a study of the day-to-day conversations and dynamic interactions among
members in their social context (Chatalalsingh, 2011). However, employees’ perceptions are
clarified on team cohesion,developmental feedback, team creativity and perceived learning
culture and team creativity (Joo, Song, Lim, & Yoon, 2012).
Studies done in an academic health care organization suggest that learning often occurs in the
context of teams. The nature of the team, particularly the increasing emphasis being put on
providing quality patient care through team practice, will inevitably influence the nature and
quality of the learning that occurs.(Chatalalsingh, 2011). Further research has been
recommended to focus on leaders’ interactions with the corporate organization and policymakers so as to enlarge our understanding of the context of team learning and of
interprofessional education and practice.(Chatalalsingh, 2011). Team creativity may be
stimulated or hindered by cultural values, such as worldviews and the value placed on
conformity or tradition (Lubart, 1999). More cross-cultural studies conducted in diverse
settings would increase our knowledge of work teams in various contexts.(Joo et al., 2012)
People who are placed in work environments that “fit” are more likely to intrinsically enjoy
their work (Westerman & Yamamura, 2007). Sub-par employee performance is often the
result of psychological problems that are characteristic of a mismatch between an individual
and his/her environment (Lubinski & Dawis, 1992). The work environment having two main
constructs of physical environment and emotional environment have been empirically proven
to affect the individuals behavior which in turn reflect on their overall performance at work.
Theory of Work Adjustment as presented by (Dawis, Lofquist, & Weiss, 1968) are explained
as; work is conceptualized as an interaction between an individual and a work environment.
While conditions of “fit” between the person and the environment are predicted to result in
high performance, satisfaction, and low stress. Alternatively, a lack of fit is likely to result in
decreased performance, dissatisfaction, and high stress (Pervin, 1968). The relevance of the
personal–environment fit model to the study is mainly taken into consideration because of the
cognitive aspect of an individual (Kulik, Oldham, & Hackman, 1987). The way the employee
perceives a situation and the way he/ she reacts to it vis-a-vis the skills the employee possess
to operate and deliver optimum performance.
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It has been observed that Industrial/organizational (I/O) psychologists use many variables like
job attributes (such as job challenge, job autonomy), characteristics of leaders and leadership
pro- cesses (leader consideration and support, leader work facilitation), workgroup
characteristics and processes (workgroup cooperation, workgroup esprit), and interfaces
between individuals and subsystems or organizations (role ambiguity, fairness and equity of
reward system) to asses work environments. However, two principles have guided many
applied psychologists' efforts to measure work environment perceptions: (a) Individuals
respond to environments in terms of how they perceive them and (b) the most important
component of perception is the meaning or meanings imputed to the environment by the
individual (Lewin, 1938; Mischel, 1969). This explains that while those who see themselves
as strongly intrinsically motivated may strive to select work assignments that allow them to
develop new skills, exercise creativity, and become deeply involved in their work, some may
tend to see their work environment in terms that support their intrinsic motivation, and they
may seek occupations where intrinsic motivators are salient.
The examination of eleven best-selling human resource management texts reveals that the
impact of work environment factors is generally not taken into account in discussions of how
training programs should be designed and implemented (Ripley, 2014). This explains that if
the discussions of value development are practiced they also likely to be productive (Locke,
1976). The work environments vary from industry to industry while the psychological aspect
remain the same. The cognitive aspects of creating conducive environment to support the
personal environment fit model have not yet been exhausted. Previous studies have commonly
investigated team learning relationships with employee performance and work environment
relationships with employee performance independently. This study, therefore seeks to bridge
the gap by identifying the moderating effect of psychosocial work environments in the
relationship between team learning and employee performance in the Kenyan Islamic
Banking practice.

Study Methodology
The study was done in three banks in Kenya Kenyan banks. The explanatory research design
was adopted for this study and the target population was 600 from which the sample size of
173 was obtained using proportionate sampling from the 3 banks. The study used primary
data and the questionnaire was divided in 2 sections namely the bio data and the following
variables: team learning, psychosocial work environment and employee performance. Primary
data was collected through semi structured questionnaires with a 5 point Likert style scale of
strongly agree to strongly disagree. The unit of analysis was the employees of the 3 banks
offering the Islamic banking concept because the study was to identify the moderating effect
of psychosocial work environment on the relationship between team learning and employee
performance. The data was gathered just once over a period of months. The research took
place at Gulf African Bank, Chase Bank and National Bank in their Nairobi and Mombasa
branches where all three banks had their presence in the same area. For the study population,
the researcher used a sample of employees from each of the branches in random availability
of staff. The data was summarized using the principal component analysis and analysed using
multiple regression analysis.
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Conceptual Model
To determine the effect of team learning on employee performance and the moderating effect
of psychosocial work environment on the relationship between team learning and employee
performancethe relevant null hypothesis were postulated as follows:
H01: Team learning does not significantly affect employee performance in the Kenyan
Islamic banking practice.
H02: Psychosocial work environment does not significantly moderate relationship between
team learning and employee performance in the Kenyan Islamic banking practice.
Psychosocial Work
Environment

Team Learning

Employee Performance

Source: Researcher 2017
The following regression models were used to test the conceptual Model
Y1 = α + β1X1+ϵ Direct relationship
Y2 = α + β1X1+β2(X1M)+ϵ (Moderated relationship)
Y= Employee performance
X1= Team Learning
M= Psychosocial work environments
α= Constant
β1, β2 =Coefficient for corresponding variables
ϵ = Error term
Results
The results show that 13 items for team learning are sorted and clustered into 3 components.
The results of the principal component analysis indicate that there are 3 factors whose eigen
values exceed 1.0. The Eigen value of a factor represents the amount of total variance
explained by that factor. For team learning the first factor has eigen value of 5.186 and the
second factor has 1.406 while the third factor has an eigen value of 1.080. The three factors
identified for the independent variable team learning explain 59.013% of the total variance.
The first factor explained 39.890% of the total variance and the second factor explained
10.814% while the third factor explained 8.310% of the total variance. The percentage
variance combines for succeeding items to make it 100% variance. The results also show the
extracted sum of square loading for the factors. The values are calculated on the basis of
common variance which is smaller than the total variance incorporating 59.013% of the
variance. Rotated sum of squares loading depict the distribution of the variance after Varimax
rotation. Varimax rotation tries to maximize the variance of each of the factors so the total
amount of variance accounted for us redistributed over the extracted factors. Principal
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component analysis with Varimax rotation is widely adopted as a reliable method of factor
analysis. Keiser –Meyer-Olkin (KMO) had a measure of 0.874 which is above the threshold
of 0.5. The Bartlett’s is significant for communication with Chi Square = 819.018 (p- value <
0.05). This confirms the appropriateness of the factor analysis for team learning.
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1
2
3
The members of my team regularly talk about the statistical results of .245 -.114 .760
the work.
Improvement actions are carefully carried out and monitored by my .621 .035 .337
team.
The results in papers or annual reports provide information my team .665 .132 .386
can concretely utilize.
My team has formulated aims regarding the results of the work, for .688 .291 .109
example waiting times, drop-out percentages and client satisfaction.
The staff members of my team support each other in learning new
.336 .828 -.038
skills.
The members of my team regularly stipulate how we can achieve
.411 .701 .047
better results and this leads to concrete improvement actions.
.108 .659 .508
The members of my team often discuss how the job is done.
.128 .635 .600
The members of my team evaluate each other’s way of working.
.108 .157 .741
My team’s statistical results are evaluated.
My team is skilled at jointly studying problems at work, such as an .430 .247 .486
excessively high customer drop-out rates.
.553 .192 .212
The members of my team have a lot of time for each other.
Every three months my team has access to statistical results of the
.612 .157 .091
work.
The members of my team give each other open and honest feedback .621 .379 -.058
at official meetings such as team talks, case discussions or training
sessions.
KMO and Bartlett's Test
.874
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Approx. Chi819.018
Square
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity
df
78
Sig.
0.000
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization
a. Rotation converged in 10 iterations.
The first component exhibited on only one loading heavily that consisted of the team
formulating target to be achieved by the team(0.688). This factor was labelled team
achievement targets. The second component loaded heavily on; The staff members of my
team support each other in learning new skills(0.828) and the members of my team regularly
stipulate how we can achieve better results and this leads to concrete improvement
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actions(0.701). This factor was labelled team support because the items are related to
depending on each other in a team. The third component loaded on two items namely: the
members of my team regularly talk about the statistical results of the work (0.760) and my
team’s statistical results are evaluated(0.741). This factor was labelled team evaluation as the
items are related to evaluating teams. Using moderated multiple regression analysis the
moderating effect of the variable psychosocial work environment wa analysed by interpreting
the R2 Change in the models obtained from the model summaries and the regression
coefficient for the product term obtained from model summaries. Variance – inflation
factor(VIF) and tolerance were used to test for Multicollinearity among the predictor
variables. Multicollinearity statistics show that the tolerance indicator for team learning,
psychosocial work environments, employee performance and psychosocial work
environments* team learning were all greater than 0.1 and their VIF values were less than 10.
These results indicate that no Multicollinearity problem occurred.
The results show that for model 1, R= 0.496, R2=0.246 and F= 55.768 (p=0.000). Model 2
shows the results after the product term (Team learning * Psychosocial work environment)
was included in the equation. The results also show that inclusion of the product term resulted
in R2 change of 0.015, F=3.477 (p= 0.064). These results do not show presence of moderating
effect. The moderating effect of psychosocial work environment on the relationship between
team learning and employee performance explains a 1.5% variance. Thus it can be concluded
that the study accepted the H02 because β=0 and p value is more than α.
Model Summary results for moderating effect of psychosocial work environment on the
relationship between team learning and employee performance
ModelR
R
Adjusted Std. Error Change Statistics
DurbinSquare R Square of the
Watson
R Square F
df1 df2 Sig. F
Estimate Change Change
Change
1
.496a .246 .242
7.91999 .246
55.768 1
171 .000
2
.511b .261 .252
7.86324 .015
3.477 1
170 .064
2.029
a. Predictors: (Constant)Team Learning
b. Predictors: (Constant), Team Learning, Psychosocial work environments
c. Dependent Variable: Employee Performance
Coefficients Results
Coefficients results for moderating effect of psychosocial work environment on the relationship
between team learning and employee performance
Model
Unstandardized
Standardize t
Sig. Collinearity
Coefficients
d
Statistics
Coefficient
s
B
Std. Error Beta
Toleranc VIF
e
(Constant)
74.954
4.474
16.752 .000
1
Team Learning
1.170
.157
.496
7.468 .000 1.000
1.000
(Constant)
73.819
4.484
16.463 .000
2
Team learning
1.190
.156
.504
7.632 .000 .995
1.005
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Psychosocial work
1.054
.565
environment
a. Dependent Variable: Employee Performance

.123

1.865 .064

.995

1.005

Discussion
The study established that team learning independently has a significant effect on employee
performance . Thus it can be concluded that the study rejected the first hypothesis and that
there is no significant relationship between team learning and employee performance since
the p value was less than α. The study also established that the moderating effect of
psychosocial work environment does not have a significant effect on the relationship between
team learning and employee performance. The study further builds on the personal
environment fit model, the goal setting theory and the team learning models and submits that
organizational memory and psychosocial work environment affect employee performance.
This indicates that the employee performance is independent of individual goals which tend to
divert the employee(Kristof-Brown & Stevens, 2001). It also suggests that to have a
universally performing employees, the organizations need to create a collective efficacy (Jex
& Bliese, 1999). The study also indicates that the individual mental environments are not
affected when working together as a team (Kayes & Burnett, 2006). The individualistic
behavior which creates the psychosocial work environment cannot impact the collective
approach of team learning which is done as a team(Calantone, Cavusgil, & Zhao, 2002). The
study also further clarifies that the aspect of organization memory is developed and sustained
on a collective approach of team learning.
Conclusion
It was concluded that team learning has a significant effect on employee performance in the
Kenyan Islamic banking practice. However psychosocial work environments do not have
significant effect on the relationship between team learning and employee performance.
Therefore team learning should be emphasized more within organizations by applying team
targets, team support and team evaluations to improve employee performance and service
delivery at large. It is also prudent that the management should incluclate team building
events to encourage bonding between teams so that silos are not created. Team learning is a
cognitive approach to collective learning, the management should encourage group
discussions to share out the knowledge of individuals who have more experience than others
on various skills, organization history and client history.
Recommendations
The study encourages Islamic Banking managers to improve the management of the
performance of their employees they need to integrate the practices of team learning and put
in place structures that support the entire process of team learning practices. The study
recommends that banks should align common goals, learning modules under groups in order
to make employees more productive. This can be achieved by developing a single, easy to use
system where the organization sets and tracks measurable employee goals, involving
employees in self reviews, organizational achievements and regular rating of job performance.
The study contributes to the theory of cooperation and competition (Deutsch, 1949). This was
identified by the team learning strongly affecting the performance of employees.
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Team learning happens within a group of persons, therefore it is understood to be collectively
applied to a single unit hence affects the performance of all team members within the team.
However if the employee is a member of a team, the work environment will not affect his or
her performance. Thus, policy makers should consider emphasizing more on team spirit
instead of individualizing employees. Subsequently the relationship between shared vision
and employee performance was not affected by the moderation of psychosocial work
environments. This also implies that the individuals who create a focus in line with the
organization, their performance is not affected by the environments created by the supervisor,
peer or subordinate. Therefore, this study irons out that stress given by colleagues does not
play any significant role when the employee has drawn the future in his mind about where the
organization is headed and where the individual has drawn his career path. Team Learning
was observed to have a significant effect on employee performance. This implies that the
knowledge shared within a team can develop the rest of the members to perform better.
Therefore, future research can be done to investigate the knowledge of team members and
how many members need to be knowledgeable to maximize the performance of employees.
Future research could investigate the psychosocial environments within teams and its effects
on knowledge dissemination. The current study also leaves room for the mediating effects of
psychosocial work environment on the relationship between team learning and employee
performance.
References (Available from the authors)
Research Questionnaire
Employee Performance
Reliability
I fully provide the service that I have promised to our customers
The process of doing my work are robust
The process of doing my work are reliable
My service delivery consistent across all service channels (including online)
My service delivery is timely across all service channels
I Could improve the quality of my service in any other way
Assurance
I have the skills needed to deliver a good service, across all channels
I have the knowledge needed to deliver a good service, across all channels
I do need any further training or development for performing better
I inspire trust in customers
My service is safe and secure
Tangibles
My evidence of service is (products, marketing materials, website, offices, staff
appearance, and so on) attractive and appropriate for our customers
Our website FAQs is useful?
Our website FAQ is comprehensive
Our website FAQ is up to date
Customers can talk to a human being through other channels if their questions
haven't been answered, or if website is broken
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As well as managing traditional channels and our website, I properly handle
queries and feedback through Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and other online
services
My physical appearance (dress code) fits with our organization's brand
My virtual appearance (on phone and digital media) fits with the organization
Empathy
I build good relationships with customers
All my communication with customers is clear and timely
I show empathy with customers.
My customers understand why empathy is essential for providing a great service
I genuinely care about customer needs
I am able to see things from a customer's point-of-view
Responsiveness
I provide prompt service, which is easy to access
I manage complaints and feedback appropriately
I am always willing and able to help customers
I resolve customer issues and problems satisfactorily, and in good time, across all
service channels
(Parasuraman et al., 2002)
Team Learning
The members of my team regularly talk about the statistical results of the work.
Improvement actions are carefully carried out and monitored by my team.
The results in papers or annual reports provide information my team can
concretely utilize.
My team has formulated aims regarding the results of the work, for example
waiting times, drop-out percentages and client satisfaction.
The staff members of my team support each other in learning new skills.
The members of my team regularly stipulate how we can achieve better results
and this leads to concrete improvement actions.
The members of my team often discuss how the job is done.
The members of my team evaluate each other’s way of working.
My team’s statistical results are evaluated.
My team is skilled at jointly studying problems at work, such as an excessively
high customer drop-out rates.
The members of my team have a lot of time for each other.
Every three months my team has access to statistical results of the work.
The members of my team give each other open and honest feedback at official
meetings such as team talks, case discussions or training sessions.
(Oudejans, 2011)
Psychosocial Work Environment
Type of production and tasks
I have enough time for my work tasks
My work requires that I remember a lot of things
My work is emotionally demanding
My work requires that I hide my feelings
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My work requires that I have very clear and precise eyesight
Work organization and job content
I have a large degree of influence concerning my work
I have the possibility of learning new things through my work
I can decide when to take a break
I feel that the work I do is important
I enjoy telling others about my place of work
Interpersonal relations and leadership
At my place of work, I am informed well in advance about, for example,
important decisions, changes, or plans for the future
I know exactly how much say I have at work
Contradictory demands are placed on me at work
My immediate superior is good at work planning
I often get help and support from my colleagues
My superior often talks with me about how well I carry out my work
I work is isolated from my colleagues
There is a good atmosphere between me and my colleagues
Work–individual interface
I am worried about becoming unemployed
Regarding my work in general, I am pleased with the people I work with
Individual Health and well-being
In general, I would say my health is excellent
During the past 4 weeks I have been a very nervous person
During the past 4 weeks I have been feeling worn out
During the past 4 weeks, I have not had the time to relax or enjoy myself.
During the past 4 weeks I have had a stomachache or stomach problems
During the past 4 weeks I have found it difficult to think clearly
Personality
I believe I can cope with most situations in life.
What do you usually do when problems arise at work
I try to find out what I can do to solve the problem
I try to think of something else or do something I like
I accept the situation because there is nothing to do about it anyway
(Kristensen et al., 2005)
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Analysis Results
Total Variance Explained
Component Initial Eigenvalues

Extraction Sums of
Rotation Sums of Squared
Squared Loadings
Loadings
Total % of
Cumulative Total % of
Cumulative Total % of
Cumulative
Variance %
Variance %
Variance %
1
5.186 39.890 39.890
5.186 39.890 39.890
2.935 22.579 22.579
2
1.406 10.814 50.704
1.406 10.814 50.704
2.421 18.625 41.204
3
1.080 8.310 59.013
1.080 8.310 59.013
2.315 17.810 59.013
4
.972 7.477 66.490
5
.736 5.659 72.150
6
.612 4.707 76.857
7
.596 4.588 81.446
8
.514 3.951 85.396
9
.489 3.759 89.155
10
.453 3.485 92.640
11
.381 2.928 95.568
12
.296 2.274 97.842
13
.281 2.158 100.000
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Reliability of data
Item-Total Statistics- Team Learning
Scale
Mean if
Item
Deleted
We, in our team concretely utilize the results in papers or
24.33
The staff members of my team support each other in learning 23.98
My team members regularly stipulate how we can achieve
24.07
our goals
The members of my team often discuss how the job is done 23.97
The members of my team evaluate each other’s way of
24.29
working
My team is skilled at jointly studying problems at work, suc 24.58
My team’s statistical results are evaluated
24.11

Scale
Corrected Cronbach's
Variance if Item-Total Alpha if
Item
Correlation Item
Deleted
Deleted
11.706
.563
.823
12.822
.589
.818
12.667
.578
.819
12.091
11.447

.645
.720

.808
.795

11.785
13.205

.573
.500

.821
.830

Reliability StatisticsTeam Learning
Cronbach's
N of Items
Alpha
.839
7
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Item-Total Statistics- Employee Performance
Scale Mean
if Item
Deleted
I fully provide the service that I have promised 103.46
to our customers
The processes of doing my work are robust
104.12
The processes of doing my work are reliable
103.88
My service delivery is consistent across all
104.01
service channels
My service delivery is timely across all service 103.91
channels
I have the skills needed to deliver a good
103.58
service, across all channels
I have the knowledge needed to deliver a good 103.73
service, across all channels
I inspire trust in customers
103.50
My service is safe and secure
103.59
My evidence of service is (products, marketing 103.74
materials, we
Our website FAQs is useful
104.10
Our website FAQs is comprehensive
104.26
Our website FAQs is up to date
104.32
My physical appearance (dress code) fits with 103.57
our organization
My virtual appearance (on phone and digital
103.60
media) fits with our organization
I build good relationships with customers
103.39
All my communication with customers is clear 103.49
and timely
I show empathy with my customers
103.58
My customers understand why empathy is
103.82
essential for providing good service
I genuinely care about customer needs
103.43
I am able to see things from a customers point 103.61
of view
I provide a prompt service, which is easy to
103.63
access
I manage complaints and feedback
103.63
appropriately
I am always willing and able to help customers 103.50
I resolve customer issues and problems
103.75
satisfactorily, and i

Scale
Variance if
Item Deleted
76.836

Corrected
Item-Total
Correlation
.417

Cronbach's
Alpha if Item
Deleted
.878

76.187
75.784
73.540

.349
.437
.520

.880
.877
.875

75.251

.382

.879

77.842

.325

.880

76.830

.359

.879

76.424
75.691
75.919

.417
.449
.482

.878
.877
.876

74.392
74.181
72.587
76.281

.438
.440
.472
.464

.878
.878
.877
.877

75.793

.520

.875

76.883
76.378

.458
.531

.877
.875

76.831
74.376

.435
.510

.877
.875

77.293
76.148

.442
.513

.877
.876

75.578

.535

.875

76.015

.539

.875

76.056
75.083

.495
.516

.876
.875

Reliability Statistics
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Cronbach's
Alpha
.881

N of Items
25

Item-Total Statistics Psychosocial Work Environment
Scale Mean
if Item
Deleted
I have enough time for my worktasks
72.81
My work requires that I remember a lot of
72.57
things
My work requires that I hide my feelings
72.82
My work requires that I have very clear and 72.70
precise eyesight
I have a large degree of influence concerning 72.82
my work
I have the possibility of learning new things 72.65
through my wor
I can decide when to take a break
73.54
I feel that the work I do is important
72.63
I enjoy telling others about my place of work 72.99
At my place of work, I am informed well in 73.26
advance about, fo
I know exactly how much say I have at work 73.14
my immediate superior is good at work
72.89
planning
I often get help and support from my
72.69
colleagues
My superior often talks with me about how
72.87
well I carry out m
There is a good atmosphere between me and 72.66
my colleagues
Regarding my work in general, I am pleased 72.63
with the people I
In general, I would say my health is excellent 72.69
I believe I can cope with most situations in
72.63
life#
I try to find out what I can do to solve the
72.53
problem

Scale
Corrected
Variance if Item-Total
Item Deleted Correlation
62.579
.387
64.373
.301

Cronbach's
Alpha if
Item Deleted
.799
.803

63.388
63.994

.259
.259

.807
.806

61.813

.437

.796

63.012

.331

.802

61.262
62.498
57.764
58.781

.297
.392
.582
.447

.807
.799
.785
.795

60.832
61.224

.455
.457

.795
.795

61.628

.451

.795

62.294

.354

.801

61.962

.418

.797

62.039

.440

.796

62.309
64.521

.398
.291

.798
.804

64.676

.341

.802

Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's
N of Items
Alpha
.808
19
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Abstract
This research objective is to develop the model of electronic Word of Mouth (eWOM)
Communication. The model development is a kind of the extent research motivated by Jeong
and Jang findings (2011) and Mutiasih et al. finding (2014). Therefore, particularly, the
objective of this research is to examine the effect of Consumers’ restaurant experience
(CREp) and Country of Origin (COO) on eWOM and also to analyze the mediating role of
eWOM in COO effect on Brand Equity. To achieve the objective, the survey design was
applied by using self-administered questioners distributed through offline and online survey.
323 Data input taken from 360 respondents was analyzed by using the path analysis model
under SPSS aplications. The main finding demonstrates that CREp and COO has a positively
significant effect on eWOM and eWOM has a positively significant effect on Brand Equity in
which its estimate value is higher than COO effect on Brand Equity. However, the estimate
value of the CREp has higher than that of COO. Another finding is that eWOM has a
mediating role in COO effect on Brand Equity.
Key Words: Consumers’ Restaurant Experience, COO, eWOM, and Brand Equity
Introduction
Recently, information technology development, such the advancement of internet
technologies, has brought many roles especially in spreading out all kinds of information,
whether the information is good or bad. One kind of information can be spreaded by society
or specific stakelholders (consumers) through the powerful communication media, known as
electronic word of mouth (eWOM). eWOM has a powerful impact on customers’ action
(Litvin et al., 2008) because through eWOM, customers could be able to publish their
thoughts, opinions, and feelings about products and services in internet online either by
directly emailing or by writing on blogs (Schinler and Bickart, 2005). eWOM spreads more
widely and rapidly due to eWOM’s unique characteristics. In particular, eWOM is directed at
multiple individuals, is anonymous and is available at any time (Litvin et al., 2008).
Consequently, eWOM could have a potential impact on building the marketing performance
of the company, such as strengthening the brand equity; and sales through purchasing
decision or intention.
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Electronic WOM has been more implemented than traditional WOM because of its greater
accessibility and high reach Chatterjee (2001). Especially for customers, it is increasingly
common to look for online product reviews when gathering pre-purchase product information
(Adjei et al., 2009; Zhu and Zhang, 2010), that can form purchase intentions (Zhang and Tran,
2009). Furthermore, the issue of brand value, strong brand value can increase customers’ trust
in the product or service purchased and enabling them to better visualize and to understand
intangible factors. Yoo and Donthu (2001) argue that brand value measured by brand
image, as replected by brand association (Keller, 1993), can influence a company’s future
profits and long-term cash flow; a consumer’s willingness to pay premium prices; merger and
acquisition decision making; stock prices; sustainable competitive advantage; and
marketing success. The brand association is one element of brand equity measurement.
Therefore, eWOM is considered to be able to build strong brand equity, as a researh result by
Mutiarsih at al. (2014). Their finding furthermore, shows that Country of Origin (COO) and
WOM has influence toward Brand Equity. But, their research used the traditional WOM
media in Indonesian Car customers. This finding implies that COO can affect eWOM also.
This statement is based on the customers’ reference whenever the potential consumers has a
plan to buy the products and services. The potential customers ask to the relatives or families
or friends who understand the cars about which cars should be bough whether a car from
country “X” or other countries must be bought because its country of origin has a high
technology and or product quality. After that, they buy, and then this situation can bring
about eWOM. The customers tell or recommend to others in order to buy the products or
services that they have bought before. It is the fact that this condition is developed in
customer experience concept in order to build the competitive advantage.
Investigating the customers’ experience is a vital actitivies for managers especially in
developing a positive efffect of WOM, and also can build the strong brand equity. It is related
with the opinion of Arndt (1967); Sundaram et al. (1998) that the positive WOM can help
create a favorable image of the company and its brand and can eventually reduce promotional
expenditures. Jeong and Jang (2011) argue that eWOM may enhance the ability of managers
to restructure their companies in a more customer-oriented way in order to elicit eWOM and,
as a result, increase customer visits. Furthermore, identifying the sources of positive eWOM
would be helpful for managers who want to direct their promotional efforts more efﬁciently.
Through opinion leaders who initiate eWOM, managers are empowered to disseminate an
image of the company to potential customers.
However, the research in delaing with eWOM model until now is still limited. As stated by
Jeong and Jang (2011), the signiﬁcant impact of eWOM in hospitality-related industries,
especially in the restaurant segment, little research has been done to investigate eWOM.
Even, Jalilvand and Samiei (2012) also argue that despite the significant impact of eWOM in
the manufacturing segment, little research has been done to investigate eWOM. Therefore,
the objectives of this research are to: (1) investigate the effect of customers’ experience and
COO on eWOM; (2) empirically examine which restaurant experiences could induce
customers to engage in positive eWOM; and (3) investigate whether eWOM could build
brand equity; 4) examine whether COO has a positive effect on brand equity either directly or
indirectly, mediated by eWOM.
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This study focuses on the foreign and Indonesian restaurant. Because the authors see the
increasing number of foreign restaurant in Indonesia in the last five years. Data shows that
the number of foreign restaurant in Indonesia in 2011 was 2.977, increasing to be 61
restaurants if compared to that in 2010. In 2013, the foreign restaurant number grew up about
24,6% (Ferdian, 2013), due to the foreign investment increased. Recently, there are about 30
foreign restaurants, including American, Italian, European, Thailand, Korean, and Japan
Restaurant. This number implies that among restaurants could compete with, and even among
Indonesian restaurant, so that all restaurants should find the strategy in order to compete with.
One of the strategy is to create the positive customers’ restaurant experience in order to build
eWOM, and consequenly improve the potential customers would purchase and consume it.
Then, the sales growth would increase also, eventhough, sometimes there is another factor in
purchasing and consuming the products or services that is the effect of COO. It means that
COO also can trigger the positive or negative eWOM.
II. Literature Review and Hypothesis (Full Section II available from the authors)
2.1. Concept of eWOM
Definition of eWOM come from definition of WOM as a traditional term. Cited from Arndt
(1967), WOM is as face-to-face communication about products or companies between people
who were not commercial entities. Harrison-Walker (2001) deﬁned WOM as “informal
person to person communication between a perceived noncommercial communicator and a
receiver, regarding a brand, a product, and organization, or a service”. Then, Hawkins et al.
(2004) define WOM is a process that allows consumers to share information and opinions
about a speciﬁc product, brand, or service in order to direct buyers toward or away from
the product, brand or service. Those deﬁnitions show the same though, especially in term of
sharing or spreading information, suggesting that the term has been settled in the minds of
academics and practitioners.
Then, along with the advancement of Internet technologies, eWOM has emerged as a
result. In line with this, Litvin et al. (2008) developed the deﬁnition of eWOM from the
traditional concept of WOM: “all informal communications directed at consumers through
Internet-based technology related to the usage or characteristics of particular goods and
services.” Hennig-Thurau et al. (2004) deﬁned eWOM as “any positive or negative statement
made by potential, actual, or former customers about a product or company which is made
available to multitude of the people and institutes via the Internet.” So, the differences
between WOM and eWOM are found primarily in the media used. WOM is typically faceto-face and eWOM is online. With the advancement of technology, the physical place in
which this type of communication takes place has changed from face-to-face to cyberspace.
This change of medium underscores the distinct difference between traditional WOM and
eWOM, which has to do with scope. The high accessibility of eWOM means that it can
reach millions of people, will exist for a long period of time, and can be found by virtually
anyone interested in the particular products, services or companies. Furthermore, because
the distinctive characteristics of eWOM allow web users to develop virtual relationships and
communities, united groupings of critics are able to exert power over a company. On the
other hand, if eWOM information is posted anonymously online, traditional WOM
communication becomes more credible.
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WOM is an effective means of disseminating an opinion because it is usually given face-toface in conversation between people who are familiar with each other and share some
credibility as acquaintances or friends. Body language and voice intonation can also
reinforce the message. Jeong and Jang (2011) gave an example for that situation, who can
forget a negative restaurant review that includes a tongue sticking out in disgust or a positive
one that includes eyes rolled heavenward in remembered ecstasy (Mazzarol et al., 2007).
Therefore, there are two kinds of eWOM emerging, concerning for other consumers and the
desire to express positive feelings or self-enhancement, that are the main reasons people
engage in eWOM communication. While the negative eWOM articulation on various
websites will also emerge, if they get something wrong in the products or services.
Therefore, the proposed hypothesis in this research is:
H2: COO image has a directly positive effect on Brand Equity.
2.7. The Effect of COO on Brand Equity Indirectly, Mediated by eWOM
COO refers to the picture, reputation, and stereotype that consumers and business people
attach to a product from a specific country. This picture can be derived from the typical
characteristics of product itself, those of the COO, economic and political aspects, history
and customs, or traditions of the COO (Nagashima, 1970).
Consumer behavior researchers generally agree that the COO of a product or brand is an
important factor influencing consumer decisions (Khachaturian and Morganosky,
1990; Knight, 1999; Piron, 2000). Most previous studies reveal that COO is indicated by the
label “Made in [y]” which is influential in the purchase decision process. Such information
serves as an attribute in the evaluation of the product by the consumer (Johansson, 1989),
stimulating the interest of consumers in the products (Hong and Wyer, 1989), influencing
intention behavior through social norms (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975), and influencing buyer
behavior through affective processes such as consumer patriotism toward their own country
(Han and Terpstra, 1988).
COO is one of considerations for customers in choosing a brand. Positive assessment
by the consumer of a brand, that is based on where it originated, will increase BE (Lin and
Kao, 2004). Consumer rating of a brand, either positive or negative, is supported by the
consumer knowledge and perception about the brand’s COO (Paswan and Sharma, 2004).
COO can be considered as a type of branding strategy, as it seeks to develop a competitive
advantage based on familiarity with the brand name or the country. COO serves as a
contributing factor to any products sold in international markets.
Many studies have shown that COO affects consumer assessment of a brand, but few
researchers have considered the extent of influence of the COO (Bozell-Gallup, 1996).
Paswan and Sharma (2004) and Shocker et al. (1994) argue that consumer perceptions of
COO of a brand are particularly important in transferring the images from the COO to brand
image. If consumers do not know the brand’s COO, the consumer’s valuation and their
perceptions of a brand (perceived image) will be reduced. Paswan and Sharma (2004)
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concluded that consumers’ assessment of a country’s image affect consumer perceptions of a
brand only if the consumer is actually aware of and pays attention to the COO.
COO is capable of forming an association in the mind of consumers (Aaker, 1991).
Consumer stereotypes about a country form an association which in turn affects consumer
perceptions of products produced by the country. The extent to which consumers
recognize a brand’s COO is an indicator of the extent to which consumers really get to know
the brand. Lin and Kao (2004) and Pappu et al. (2005) conducted a study on the effects of
COO on BE. The results indicate that Brand Equity is indeed affected by the country from
which the brand originated. Paswan and Sharma (2004) conclude that COO perception is
capable of enhancing brand knowledge, which is composed of brand image and Brand
Awareness.
In marketing processes, communication plays an important role in increasing sales. From the
consumer side, communication helps them make purchasing decisions. Without sufficient
information, a consumer may find difficulty in making a decision. Before purchasing a
product or a particular brand a prospective customer will usually look for information related
to the product. Dodds et al. (1991) state that recommendations in the buying process are
important, because they can really affect whether or not a person buy the product of interest.
Such information can be provided by experts, family, or colleagues, as well as potential
customers, and is known as WOM or eWOM if the sharing information is spreaded out in
through electronic media or internet (Ennew et al., 2000).
Some Consumer behavior researchers (Batra. et al., 2000; Paswan and Sharma, 2004;
Zeugner-Roth et al., 2008; Hamzaoui-Essoussi et al., 2011) are currently showing an
interest in the of effect COO on Brand equity. E. Many customers have stereotypes about the
COO of a brand. Images that customers associate with brand, COO can function as quality
signals and thereby drive Brnd equity. This occurs because a strong image of COO is
considered as demonstrating competitive and comparative advantages that can improve
the image of products quality. Although consumer behavior researchers currently display
an interest in the role of COO in Brand Euity, the study generally focusses on how the
dimensions of COO relate to different dimensions of BE or how these relationships might
change due to other variables.
Many researchers have focussed extensively on the role of WOM in marketing topics, such as
WOM as an important factor in consumer information searching, evaluation, and buying
processes (Webster 1988, 1991); WOM influences consumer attitudes toward a firm/product
(Xia and Bechwati, 2008; So¨derlund and Rosengren, 2007; Sen and Lerman, 2007;
Kiecker and Cowles, 2001; Herr et al., 1991); WOM could persuades consumers to switch
brands (Herr et al., 1991); and WOM influences expectations and perceptions during the
information search phase and influences behavior during the evaluation and pre-selection of
various service providers (Woodside et al., 1992). However, to date, research on the role of
WOM or eWOM in Brand Equity is limited (Murtiasih, 2013). eWOM has the potential to
drive Brand Equity. Some researchers (Danaher and Rust, 1996; Fullerton and Taylor, 2002;
Sweeney and Soutar, 2001) show that perceived service quality as one of Brand Equity
dimension and perceived service value, are positively associated with WOM or eWOM
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transmission. Gil et al. (2007) show that WOM within the family can affect the formation of
Brand Equity; Macdonald and Sharp (2000) consider the influence of WOM on Brand
Association, as one of Brand Equity dimension (Murtiasih et al., 2013).
The COO of a product may become a factor deployed by a customer in referring the products
or services from their friends or family (WOM). When a consumer is planning to buy a car,
for example, relatives or friends who understand cars, may refer to certain brand by saying “a
car from this country [y] is a guarantee of quality.” This refers to the role of COO, along with
WOM, that influences Brand Equity. No one does COO effect study on Brand Equity
indirectly through eWOM, except Murtiasih et al.( 2013). However, Mutiasih et al. (2013) did
not examine the mediating effect role of eWOM.
Therefore, the proposed hypothesis in this research is as follows:
H3: COO has a positve effect on eWOM.
H4: eWOM has a positive effect on Brand Equity
H5: COO has a indirectly positive effect on Brand Equity, mediated by eWOM.
Methodology
Measurement
To achieve the research objectives, a self-administered survey questionnaire was developed
based on the ﬁndings of the literature review, and distributed through media online and
offline. The questionnaire consisted of three parts covering the following issues: (1) General
Information for screening, (2) The quesions related the subjects areas (consumers’ restaurant
experience, eWOM, COO, and Brand Equity; (3) demographics profile. In the screening
section, respondents were asked about their Internet use in terms of frequency and familiarity
and whether they had dined at any restaurants within the last 6 months and expressed their
restaurant experience online. Respondents were also asked to recall their experience at a
particular restaurant that they have dined at and have expressed eWOM about so that they
could rate their level of agreement with each statement that is described and measured.
Restaurant experience measurements applies the measurement used by Jang and Namkung
(2009), Namkung and Jang (2007) and Stevens et al. (1995), and then also used in the
research of Jeong and Jang (2011). Nine items was used in term of food quality, service
quality, and atmosphere attributes. A 7-point Likert scale was utilized to measure the four
restaurant experience constructs, where 1 = very strongly disagree and 7 = very strongly
agree. In the eWOM section, respondents were asked to rate their level of agreement on the
importance of listed for articulating positive eWOM regarding their restaurant experience. To
measure the motivation for positive eWOM triggered by a consumer’ restaurant experience,
two items for each of the three motives (concern for others, expressing positive feelings, and
helping the company) were integrated from Hennig-Thurau et al.’s study (2004), then also
used by Jeong and Jang (2011) using a 7-point Likert scale, where 1 = very strongly disagree
and 7 = very strongly agree.
The measurement of Brand Equity applies the measurement developed by Yoo dan Donthu
(2001), determined by three dimensions of brand equity formed by four dimensions, that are
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1) brand awareness and association; 2) brand perceived quality; 3) brand loyalty. Then, these
dimensions of brand equity were also used by Chang and Liu (2009); Lai et al. (2010).
The measurement items of COO apply and modify the measurement items developed by
Wang and Yang (2008); Mutiasih et al. (2014), in term of high techonoloy, innovative,
interesting design, presetige country, providing high quality.
The last section of the questionnaire gathered respondents’ demographic information, such as
age, gender, education, occupation, and house- hold income. The data was collected from
diverse locations, devided in to two country of origin differences (foregin and Indonesian
respondents). 323 data out of 350 samples respondents could be used for the data analysis,
fulfilling the samples requirements, fit with the analysis model. The model used is path
analysis with SPSS apllication software.
The explaratory factor analysis (EFA) was conducted ﬁrst to estimate the validity of the
measurement models and Cronbach Alpha was used to evaluate the reliability of the
measurement.
Results and Discussion
4.1 Respondent Profile
To achieve the research objectives, the resaerchers distributed the questioner forms to the
samples respondents through offline and online, resulting the respondent profile in term of
gender, age, education level, job status, and montly income, as described below.
4.1.1 Gender
The gender from the samples respondents consist of Male 41,49% out of 323 respondents, the
rest is 58,51% of female.
Table 4.1 Gender of The Respondents
Gender
Total Number
Male
134
Female
Total

189
323

Percentage
41,49 %
58,51 %
100 ,00%

Sources: Data Analysis Based on SPSS Aplication, 2016
Table 4.1 shows that 58,51 of female has dominated as the conumers’ restaurant experience. It
describes that the potential consumers would spread the restaurants experience information to
the others, or most likely to have eWOM motivation.
4.1.2 Age
Table 4.2 below presents the age of the respondents showing that bigest distribution number
of age is distributed in 17-22 Years Old. It happends because the bigger number of
respondents’ job status comes from the bachelor students , as we can see in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.2 Respondent Profile, Based on Age Aspect
Age
Total Number
17 – 22 Years Old
169
23 - 28 Years Old
37
29 – 44 Years Old
62
45 – 50 Years Old
29
51 – 56 Years Old
17
More than 56 Years
9
Old
Total
323
Sources: Data Analysis Based on SPSS Aplication, 2016
4.1.3 Job Status

Percentage
52,32%
11,46%
19,20%
8,98%
5,26%
2,79%
100,00%

Table 4.3 shows that the students as a job status of the respondents has the bigest portion,
59,44%. This number is along with the percentage number of the respondents’ educational
level, that can be seen in Table 4.4.
Table 4.3 Job Status of The Respondents
Job Status
As a student
As a house hold
As an Adminitstrative Employee in Goverment
Institution
As an employer/Leader in Government
Institution
As an employee in company/state owned
enterprise
As a businessman/entrepreneur
Others
Total
Sources: Data Analysis Based on SPSS Aplication, 2016

Total
Number
192
1

Percenta
ge
59,44%
0,31%

30

9,29%

31

9,60%

18

5,57%

22
29
323

6,81%
8,98%
100,00%

Total
Number
33
28
160
102
323

Percenta
ge
10,22%
8,67%
49,54%
31,58%
100,00%

4.1.4 Educational Level
Table 4.4 Educational Level of The Respondents
Educational Level
Senior High School
Diploma Degree
Bachelor/S1 Degree
Master/Dotoral Degree
Total
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Sources: Data Analysis Based on SPSS Aplication, 2016
Table 4.4 shows that the dominant portion of respondents’s educational level are crom
Bachelor Degree (49,54%), then followed by Master/Doctoral Degree (31,58%). It means that
the respondents’ educational level of this this research are high educated respondents. So, it is
expected that all responds would be the correct anwers and no unbiased responds.
4.1.5 Monthly Income
Table 4.5 The Respondents’ Montly Income
Montly Income

Total
Numbe
r
91
111

< IDR 5 Milions
IDR 5 – 10 Milions
More than IDR10
121
Milions
Total
323
Sources: Data Analysis Based on SPSS Aplication, 2016

Percentage

28,17%
34,37%
37,46%
100,00 %

Table 4.5 above demonstrates that the biggest portion number of respondents’ monthly
income are more than IDR 10 milions. It means that the income of the respondents is
relatively high.
4.1.6 Respondents’ Preference to Indonesian Restaurant Compared to Foreign Restaurant.
Table 4.6 Respondents’ Preference to Indonesian Restaurant
Respondents’
Total Number
Preference to Indonesian
Resturant
Prefered to Indonesian
183
Restaurant
Neutral
103
Not Prefered to
37
Indonesian Restaurant
Total
323
Sources: Data Analysis Based on SPSS Aplication, 2016

Percentage

56,66%
31,89%
11,46%
100,00%

Table 4.6 shows that Consumers’ Preference to Indonesian Restaurant is the biggest portion.
Eventough, the profile respondents if seen from the respondents’ citizenship coming from
Foreign country and Indonesian Country are relatively different. The figure number of the
Indonesian respondents’ citizenship is the bigest portion, that can be seen in Table 4.7.
Tabel 4.7 Respondents’ Citizenship
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Citizenship
Total Number
Indonesia
206
Foreign
117
Total
323
Sources: Data Analysis Based on SPSS Aplication, 2016
4.2 Vaidity and Reliabiity Test

Percentage
63.77 %
36.4 %
100 %

The first step of this reseach is to test the instruments. The instruments of this research must
be tested to get the valid and reliable instruments, eventhough, this research instruments has
been previously tested by the previous researcher.
The validity test has been conducted through construct validity by using EFA, with loading
factor must fulfill the requirement, that is at least 0,40 (Hair et al., 2006, hlm. 128). The
results of Validity test shows that all items in this research are valid because the loading factor
score of all items is more than 0.40 (See in Attachement 1).
The reliability test of the instuments has been done through Cronbach Alpha that results all
items are reliable, because Cronbach Alpha score fulfill the requrement test of Cronbach
Alpha, that is at least 0.50, preferable more than 0.50, or 0.70 (Hartono, 2008, hlm. 52; Hair
et al, 2006, hlm. 137). The results of reliability test can be seen in Attachement 1).
4.3 Normality Test
In order to get the fit model of this research, the main requirement must be applied by using
Normality test of the data results. Normality test has been dones by applying One-Sampel
Kolmogorov – Smirnov Test, with the hyphotheses formulation are, as follows :
Ho : Data have normal distribution
Ha : Data do not have normal distribution.
The decision criteria:
If Sig < 0,05, Ho is rejected (data distibution is not normal)
If Sig > 0,05, Ho is accepted (data distibution is normal)
Tabel 4.8
Normality Test of The Data, by Using One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test
Variable

Sig

Alpha

Results
Summary
Sig > 0,05

Xonsumers’
0,073
0,05
Experience
EWOM
0,317
0,05
Sig > 0,05
COO
0,060
0,05
Sig > 0,05
Brand Equity
0,065
0,05
Sig > 0,05
Sources: Data Analysis Based on SPSS Aplication, 2016

Decision
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
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Tabel 4.8 demonstrates that all data measuring the research variables are in normal
distribution, based on One-Sample Kolmogorov Test-Smirnov with the signifikan estimates
more than 0.50.
4.4 Hypothesis Testing Results
There are five hypotheses that must be tested to examine whether the data anlysis results
support the hypothesis. Hypothesis testing results can be achieved by using Paths Analysis
running the data with SPSS Aplication Software.
The effect of COO on eWOM
The model result (Table 4.9) shows that the effect of COO on eWOM is a significant effect, in
which the estimates effect is 41.10%.
Table 4.9 Model Analysis Results of COO effect on eWOM
Model Summary
Std. Error of
Model
R
R Square
Adjusted R Square the Estimate
1
,411a
,169
,167
,81029
a. Predictors: (Constant), COO
ANOVAa
Sum of
Model
Squares
Df
Mean Square F
Sig.
1 Regression 42,959
1
42,959
65,430
,000b
Residual
210,759
321
,657
Total
253,719
322
a. Dependent Variable: eWOM
b. Predictors: (Constant), COO
Coefficientsa
Unstandardized
Standardized
Coefficients
Coefficients
Model
B
Std. Error
Beta
t
Sig.
1 (Constant) 2,425
,337
7,205
,000
COO
,532
,066
,411
8,089
,000
a. Dependent Variable: eWOM
Sources: Data Analysis Based on SPSS Aplication, 2016
The effect of Consumers’ Restaurant Experience (CREp) on eWOM
Table 4.10 demonstrates that the effect of Consumers’ Restaurant Experience on eWOM is
also a significant, with the estimated coefficient 76.40%.
Table 4.10 Model Analysis Results of CREp effect on eWOM

Model R
R Square
1
,764a
,584
Predictors: (Constant), CREp

Adjusted R Square
,582

Std. Error of the
Estimate
,57360
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ANOVAa
Sum of
Model
Squares
Df
1 Regression 148,106
1
Residual
105,613
321
Total
253,719
322
a. Dependent Variable: eWOM
b. Predictors: (Constant), CREp
Coefficientsa
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Model
B
Std. Error
1 (Constant) ,915
,201
CREp
,816
,038
a. Dependent Variable: eWOM

Mean
Square
148,106
,329

F
450,152

Sig.
,000b

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
t
4,556
,764
21,217

Sig.
,000
,000

If the model above regressed together (the effect of CREp and COO on eWOM), CERp and
eWOM still is in a positive significant effect that can be seen in Table 4.11. But, the estimate
result of the COO and CREp is lower that If regressed in simple model, as stated above. The
estmate model regressed together for the effect of CREp on eWOM is lower to be 71.90%
compared to 76.40%.
Table 4.11 Model Analysis Results of CREp and COO effect on eWOM
Coefficientsa
Unstandardized
Standardized
Coefficients
Coefficients
Model
B
Std. Error
Beta
t
1 (Constant) ,473
,259
1,827
CREp
,768
,042
,719
18,240
COO
,136
,051
,105
2,661
a. Dependent Variable: eWOM

Sig.
,069
,000
,008

The Effect of COO on Brand Equity Direclty
Table 4.12 demonstrates that COO has a positively significat effect on Brand Equity Direcly.
The estimates value of this effect is 47.90%.
Table 4.12 Model Analysis Results of COO Effect on Brand Equity
Model Summary
Std. Error of the
Model R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Estimate
1
,479a
,230
,227
,57202
a. Predictors: (Constant), COO
ANOVAa
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Sum of
Model
Squares
df
1
Regression 31,292
1
Residual 105,034
321
Total
136,326
322
a. Dependent Variable: BE
b. Predictors: (Constant), COO
Coefficientsa
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Model
B
Std. Error
1
(Constant) 2,726
,238
COO
,454
,046
a. Dependent Variable: BE

Mean
Square
31,292
,327

F
95,632

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
T
11,471
,479
9,779

Sig.
,000b

Sig.
,000
,000

The Effect of eWOM on Brand Equity Direclty
Table 4.13 shows that eWOM has a positively effect on Brand Equity directly. The estimates
value of this model is 73,70%. It means that eWOM has a potential role as a mediating
variable. If seeing the result of the COO effect on Brand Equity Directly and also COO and
CREp effect on eWOM, all results model have a positively significant effect. To prove
whether eWOM as a mediating variable, the researcher examine the total effect of the model,
that can be seen from the total estimate value of the model increases (Baron dan Kenny,
1986).
Table 4.13 Model Analysis Results of eWOM Effect on Brand Equity
Model Summary
Std. Error of the
Model R
R Square
Adjusted R Square Estimate
1
,737a
,543
,541
,44072
a. Predictors: (Constant), eWOM
ANOVAa
Sum of
Model
Squares
Df
1 Regression 73,977
1
Residual
62,348
321
Total
136,326
322
a. Dependent Variable: BE
b. Predictors: (Constant), eWOM
Coefficientsa
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Model
B
Std. Error
1 (Constant) 2,262
,144
eWOM
,540
,028

Mean Square F
73,977
380,873
,194

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
T
15,725
,737
19,516

Sig.
,000b

Sig.
,000
,000
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a. Dependent Variable: BE

The Effect of COO on Brand Equity Indirectly, mediated by eWOM
Based on the model analysis result (Table 14), there is a mediating role of the eWOM in the
effect of COO on Brand Equity. This can be seen from the total estimate value of the model.
The model can be seen from the multiple regression (COO and eWOM effect together are
regressed on Brand Equity as a dependent variable).
The total effect of the model can be calculated taken from multiplying the estimate value of
the COO effect on eWOM and the estimate value of eWOM effect on Brand Equity, and then
its result is added to the the estimate value of COO effect on Brand Equity directly. The total
calcualtion can be seen in Table 4.15. Table 4.15 shows that eWOM has a mediating role in
COO effect on Brand Equity because the total estimate effect of the model increases from
47,90% to be 61,65%.

Table 4.14 Model Analysis Results of COO and eWOM Effect on Brand Equity
Coefficientsa
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Model
B
Std. Error
1(Constant)
1,571
,189
COO
,201
,038
eWOM
,476
,029
a. Dependent Variable: BE

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
T
8,296
,212
5,329
,649
16,338

Table 15 Ouput of the Mediating Effect Testing
Standardized
Total Effect
Estimated
of
Proposed Hypothesis
Value of the
Estimated
Regression,
Regression
Indirect Effect Value
H5: The Effect of
COO on Brand Equity
= 0,212 x
= 0,1375 +
Indirectly, mediated by 0,649
0,479
eWOM
= 0,1375
= 0,6165

Sig.
,000
,000
,000

Hypothesis Testing
Results: Direct
Effect

Hypothesi
s Decision



= 0,479
t table  1,64
(sig: 0,05, one
tailed)

Supported

4.5 Discusssion
All the proposed hypothesis are supported by the data analysis. It means that COO and
CERp has a positively significant effect on eWOM, and eWOM also has a positively
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significant effect on Brand Equity. In addition, COO directly has a positive significant effect
on Brand Equity (Table 4.12)..
As shown in Table 4.11, CERp has the strongest effect than COO on eWOM, that has the
estimate effect 71,90% compared to COO estimate effect 10,5%. It means that CERp is the
most important variable for management to be considered in dealing with making marketing
strategy in order to achieve competitive advantage in the market place.
Furthermore, The estimate directly effect of COO on Brand Equity 47,90% (Table 4.12). If
compared to eWOM effect directly on Brand Equity, the estimate effect of eWOM on Brand
Equity (73.70%) is more than the effect of COO on Brand Equity. It means that eWOM has a
vital role in building Brand Equity of the Company’s Product.
Moreover, eWOM as a mediating variable whenever COO has a significant effect on Brand
Equity. It means that the strongest effect of eWOM, the strongest Brand Equity building has.
This results implies that the management of company must aware of the eWOM role,
especially in building the brand equity image. The most important role of the Brand equity
dimension is Brand Loyalty dimension. Brand loyalty dimension is the main target for the
comany in order to boost the marketing performance. Through triggering the brand equity
value, the company potentially would has a high growth of sales, and consequently getting
high growth of market share. Therefore, eWOM can be concluded in this research as a mean
to boost the company’s compettive advantage through building the strongest brand equity
value of the company.
The effect of COO on Brand Equity supports previous studies, as Mutiasih et al. findings
(2014), that also straightly forwards in supporting the other previously research findings such
as Batra et al., 2000; Paswan and Sharma, 2004; Zeugner-Roth et al., 2008 HamzaouiEssoussi et al., 2011).
Conclusion, Limitation, and Future Research
Consumers’ Restaurant Experience (CERp) demonstrates the higher estimate effect on
triggering eWOM communication, compared to COO efffect. Therefore, the CERp can be
considered as a mean to boost the company competitve advantage in order to get higher sales
and market share in the market place.
eWOM could be considered as an effective communciation strategy because whenever the
estimate effect of eWOM on Brand Equity compared to the estimate effect of COO on Brand
Equity, the estimate effect of its is higher. Also, eWOM has a vital role as a mediating
variabel in strengthening the effect of COO on Brand Equity. It implies that the management
of the compnay should maintain and improve eWOM communication in order to trigger the
strongest brand equity value, as a part of the marketing strategy of the company. The
stongest Brand Equity value certainly provides the benefits for espcially in maintaining loyal
customers. The benefits that can be achieved through the stongests brand equity builing are
high profit margins, enabling them to set premium rates and save promotion costs, maintain
their customers, even though competitor brands have the same or even superior characteristics
or features.
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The study has a limitation, especially in using the sampling frame methods in the form of Non
Probability Sampling with Purposisive Technique. So, the future research should implement
the purposive technique with the extention of study object to more various services company,
such a hospital service company, especially in order to develop the hospitality management
theory.
Several important implications, especially to the company management. First of all, the
company needs maintain the brand value to achieve the company market share growth,
through triggering eWOM communication by applying such as: a cozzy environment,
employess courtesy, providing the vast parking car of the company restaurants, so existing
consumers can positively spread the products and services information to the others.
Considering Brand Loyalty, as one of Brand Equity dimensions, it has an important role in
boosting consumers’ attitude as a psychological process ( Jacoby and Kyner, 1973), which
shows consumer commitment to make repeat purchases (Mustafa, 1999). Loyal consumers
will choose a brand that is familiar, because of positive feelings receiving from the past
experience toward the services or brand. Thsi statement in line with the opinion of Keller and
Moorthi (2003). They said that positive overall evaluation is most probably derived from past
experience with the product or services and brand name attributes. Subsequently, Brand
Loyalty will provide benefits, through sustainable profits, reduced marketing costs,
increased per-customer revenue growth, reduced operating costs, increased premiums price,
and creation of competitive advantage.
eWOM communication is nowadays expanding because many consumers using internet to do
all things, especially in looking for online product reviews when gathering pre-purchase
product information (Zhang and Tran, 2009; Zhu and Zhang, 2010). Therefore, if consumers
are disappointed with the services or product, immedately they will spread the products or
services information by writing on their negative experiences in social media such as
Twitter, Facebook, etc. which are read by thousands or even millions. Bambauer-Sachse
and Mangold (2011) demonstrate that negative online product reviews have considerably
detrimental effects on consumer-based Brand Equity and thus lead to a significant Brand
Equity dilution. Moreover, they show that even brands on which consumers have considerable
knowledge are not immune from such detrimental effects. Thus, management should be more
aware of negative eWOM spreading in online internet.
Future research should include the moderating effect of cultural variable to identify the
effect of eWOM on Brand Equity because the much more consumers prefer to visit
Indonesian Restaurants than Foreign Restaurants a bout 55%, not prefer to visit it about 11%,
eventhough the Indonesian respondents samples are almost two times more than Foreign
respondent sampels. It is hypothesized that there will be a moderating effect of cultural in the
effect of eWOM on Brand Equity.
References (available from the authors)
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Abstract
The competition of restaurant business is very high because of plenty of new players both
local and foreign, especially from the numerous of foreign investors that are willing to invest
in Indonesia (Fitch Ratings in 2011, cited by Sup, 2011). This matter also encourages the
development of the western restaurant in Indonesia. Therefore, the objective of this research
was to analyze the positive effect of Consumer’s restaurant experience dimensions on
electronic word of mouth (eWOM) motivations, as media of marketing communications, and
it will have effect on purchase intention. Research survey design is implemented by selfadministered questionnaire with Regression analysis model. The questioners are distributed
by online in the form of google docs and disseminated through social media. The results of
the research show that consumers’ experience dimensions have a positive effect on eWOM in
choosing Indonesian Restaurant and Western Restaurant, and also it has an impact toward
purchase intention. If compared to Western Restaurant, Indonesian consumers prefer to
Indonesian restaurants because of the tasty and delicious taste of the food. However,
Indonesian Restaurant should continue to innovate the product performance and quality in
order to compete with Western Restaurant, so that the food products from Indonesian
Restaurant will be continued to be in high demand by local or foreign consumers because of
the possession of taste and high quality.
Keyword: Restaurant Experience, eWOM, Purchase intention
Introduction
Electronic Word Of Mouth (eWOM) in society which better known as electronic word of
mouth communication. This personal communication is viewed as a more reliable or a
reliable source compared to impersonal information (Schinler and Bickart, 2005), this is
because word of mouth communication were delivered directly and personally, where in
conveying information accompanied by mind, opinions, and customer feelings to potential
customers. Electronic mouth to mouth communication were usually conducted by people who
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have emotional closeness such as friends and relatives, so that eWOM communication will
provide more influence on the other people.
According to Handi Irawan (as cited in Kesumawardani, 2012) Indonesian characters who
like to gather and socialize informally make eWOM very effective for the Indonesian market.
eWOM can become a walking and talking advertisement which will attract new customers.
As many as 89% of Indonesian consumers trust the recommendations from friends and family
when deciding to buy a product or service. This was revealed in a study conducted by Onbee
Marketing Research (subsidiary of Octovate Concerning Group) in collaboration with SWA
on 2000 consumers in 5 major cities of Indonesia. The eWOM study conducted by EunHa
Jeong, et.al (2011) defines eWOM as a communication about a product or company between
people and non-commercial entities. Similar to Harrison-Walker (2001) who describes
eWOM as "informal, people with communication between a non-commercial communicator
perceived and accepted about a brand, product, and organization, or service." Positive eWOM
motivations as a consumer behavior are viewed from the company point of view is a very
good promotional media because in addition to effectively affect other consumers, Positive
eWOM motivations can also reduce the cost of promotion of the company. Consequently,
eWOM motivations toward restaurant can make the restaurant crowded and successful
because of the many consumers who will come. Consumers who met expectations which felt
during a meal at a restaurant will do a Positive eWOM motivations by recommending to other
prospective customers, and also prospective customers who met their expectations on the
restaurant will also provide a Positive eWOM motivations back to prospective customers and
so fort without extra promotion fee to be paid by the restaurant.
Literature Review
2.1 Consumers’ Restaurant Experience
Schmitt (1999:60) defines that experience are private events that occur in response to some
stimulation. Pine II and Gilmore (1999:12) argue that experience are event that engage
individuals in a personal way”. While, Jeong and Jang (2011) stated that experience is as a
general concept, including knowledge of or observation of objects or events through
involvement in or exposure to them. Similarly, consumers’ restaurant experiences are
comprised of their knowledge or observation of restaurant attributes gained through the
course of their dining experience. Consumers’ positive and negative restaurant experiences
are designated by their subjective judgment of the current experience and previous
experiences.
Through prior restaurant experiences, consumers may acquire certain expectations for
restaurant services. By the time the consumers dine at a restaurant and experience the service,
they are able to judge whether the restaurant experience is good or not. This is conceptually
very close to the measurement of perceived service quality—a global judgment or attitude
relating to the superiority of a service—of a restaurant (Parasuraman et al., 1988; Zeithaml
and Bitner, 2000). Hence, this study used restaurant service quality to measure customers’
restaurant experiences.
Some researchers has revealed that three commonly accepted categories for measuring
consumers’ restaurant experience: food quality, service quality, and atmosphere (Ha and
Jang, 2010; Jang and Namkung, 2009). Food quality is a major factor in customer
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satisfaction and post-dining behavioral intentions, such as WOM or eWOM (Liu and Jang,
2009; Namkung and Jang, 2007; Pettijohn et al., 1997; Qu, 1997; Qin and Prybutok, 2008).
To measure food quality, researchers rely on food attributes. In particular, Qin and
Prybutok (2008) used cleanliness, healthy options, freshness, variety of food and
beverages, and attributes to measure the food quality in fast-food restaurants. In a study on
institutional dining quality done by Kim et al. (2009), food quality was measured by
freshness, taste, and presentation.
Since there is no consensus on the individual attributes that constitute food quality, in
order to have a concrete measure of the customers’ perceptions of food quality it may be
important to look at many aspects of food quality. Investigating the importance of food
quality in the restaurant business, Namkung and Jang (2007) measured food quality using
food presentation, menu variety, healthy options, food taste, food freshness, and food
temperature as attributes. Their ﬁndings demonstrated that, among these six food attributes,
food presentation, taste, and tempera- ture were signiﬁcantly related to customer satisfaction.
In a study on Chinese restaurants, Liu and Jang (2009) reached similar conclusions.
However, Liu and Jang (2009) added two food attributes, food safety and menu variety, to
their investigation.
Meanwhile, restaurant customers judge not only the food quality but also service encounters
during their dining experience. Employee service at a restaurant consists of the restaurant
experience and the overall level of service by restaurant employees. The impact of restaurant
service quality on customer satisfaction and behavioral intentions also, such eWOM. It has
been demonstrated by many studies (Kim et al., 2009; Ladhari et al., 2008; Liu and Jang,
2009; Yuksel and Yuksel, 2003). To measure perceived service quality, Parasuraman et al.
(1988) developed the SERVQUAL model. Based on SERVQUAL, the DINESERV
technique was developed to measure perceived service quality in restaurants (Stevens et al.,
1995). DINESERV consists of ﬁve dimensions—reliability, assurance, responsiveness,
tangibles, and empathy—measured by 29 items. Relying on the DINSERV model, Ladhari et
al. (2008) found that perceived service quality affected customers’ satisfaction in terms of
both positive and negative emotions and inﬂuenced their post-dining behaviors, such as
eWOM Liu and Jang (2009) employed the DINSERV items to measure restaurant service
quality and found that the service attributes for dependent and consistent service and friendly
and helpful employees were signiﬁcantly related to customer satisfaction and were the most
important attributes inﬂuencing customers’ behavioral intentions.
Another attribute of restaurant experience, atmosphere, has been shown to be a powerful
factor in customer satisfaction, and consequenly trigger eWOM. According to Kotler (1973),
atmosphere generates an image of the surrounding space in customers’ minds, and the
customers’ perceived value of the space modiﬁes their affective state, which may change or
inﬂuence their buying behavior.
Mehrabian and Russell (1974) introduced a theoretical model to assess the impact of
environment on human behavior and emphasized the importance of the atmospheric
components in terms of their effect on customers’ purchasing decisions (Jang and Namkung,
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2009; Ryu and Jang, 2007). They claimed that the environment created an emotional
response in individuals that elicited either approach or avoidance behaviors. Ryu and Jang
(2008) developed the DINESCAPE model to measure restaurant customers’ perceptions of
the physical environ- ment. DINESCAPE deals only with the internal dining environment of
restaurants and excludes external attributes (e.g.: parking and building design) and non-dining
environments (e.g., restrooms and waiting areas). DINESCAPE consists of six constructs:
aesthetics, lighting, ambience, layout, dining equipment, and employees. Ryu and Jang
(2008) found that ambience and employee appearance had the greatest impact on customers’
emotional responses and that they affected customers’ post-dining behavioral intentions. As a
research extension, Liu and Jang (2009) used DINESCAPE’s items to measure the
atmosphere of restaurants and found that environmental cleanliness, interior design and décor,
and neat, well-dressed employees were signiﬁcantly related to customers’ overall satisfaction
with a restaurant. Furthermore, the atmosphere attributes of interior design and decor and
environmental cleanliness.
Moreover, perceived price fairness, as a restaurant experience factor, also has a strong
inﬂuence on customer satisfaction, and consequently bring about eWOM. Liu and Jang
(2009) found that perceived fairness of price has positively related to customer satisfaction
and loyalty, whereas perceived unfairness of price may lead to negative behavioral responses,
such as dissatisfaction, complaining, and negative eWOM. Kim et al. findings (2009) shows
that the components of a dining experience (DINESERV factors) in inﬂuencing customer
satisfaction and post-dining behavioral intentions, such as eWOM in a university dining
facility revealed the importance of price factors, which followed only in food quality factor.
2.2 Word of Mouth (WOM) Concept
The Word of Mouth Marketing Association (as cited in Alessandri, 2015) defines Word of
Mouth Marketing as "Giving people a reason to talk about your products and services, and
making it easier for that conversation to take place. It is the art and science of building active,
mutually beneficial consumer-to-consumer and consumer-to-marketer communications ". In
society, WOM is known better known as word of mouth. This personal communication is
seen as a more trustworthy or reliable source compared to impersonal information (Zeithml
and Bitner, 1996). This is because word of mouth communication is delivered directly and
personally, where in conveying information accompanied by emotion, facial expressions,
emphasis intonation, and gestures, usually communication by mouth were done by people
who have emotional closeness such as friends and siblings, so that WOM communication can
more influential on the other person.
According to a study of consumer behavior, consumption experiences produce an influence
that acts as a powerful source of human motivation (Westbrook, 1987). The underlying
consumer motivation to engage in WOM differ depending on the nature of the consumption
experience (Sundaram et al, 1998). Someone talked about a restaurant because the restaurant
offered something that attracted them and was happy to discuss about. Discussions that are
formed by the interest and pleasure of consumers on a restaurant, will become a WOM that
will spread naturally among the community. Building a consumer interest in the field of a
restaurant can be done through the consumption experience at the restaurant so that
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consumers will favour it and happy to recommend it to others. The experience of consumption
and motivation is closely related to the WOM delivery process.
The effect of consumers’ restaurant experience dimension on positive eWOM
According to a study on consumer behavior, consumption experiences are powerful sources of
human motivation (Westbrook,1987) that determine the nature of post-consumption
behavior, that is, eWOM communication. According to Sundaram et al. (1998), “it is
reasonable to consider that consumption experience and motivation are closely related in the
process of WOM transmission.” Consumers’ underlying motivations to engage in eWOM
differ depending upon the nature of the consumption experience and, because of the
conceptual closeness of eWOM to WOM, the underlying motivations for implementing
WOM generated from diverse consumption experiences are also applicable to the
investigation of motivations for eWOM communication. Applying this theoretical point of
view to the study of the restaurant industry suggests that customer’ motivations for eWOM
may be triggered by cosumers’ restaurant experiences.
One of the key elements of the consumers’ restaurant experience is restaurant quality as
perceived by the consumers, and service quality is an important part of that perception.
Service quality is conceptualized as “an attitude that is deﬁned by an individual’s
importance-weighted evaluation of the performance of the speciﬁc dimensions of a
service” (Cronin and Taylor, 1992). Many studies have investigated consumers’ perceptions
of service quality as a predictor of consumers’ behavioral intentions, such as eWOM
communication. Boulding et al. (1993) indicated that service quality positively affects
behavioral outcomes such as loyalty and positive eWOM.
Zeithaml et al. (1996) proposed a model of the behavioral consequences of service quality
and suggested that perceived service quality was related to positive behavioral intentions
including eWOM, purchase intentions, complaining behavior, and price sensitivity. Based on
Zeithaml et al.’s study, Alexandris et al. (2002) investigated the degree to which behavioral
intentions could be explained by the dimensions of service quality. They used four
behavioral intention criteria proposed by Zeithaml et al. (1996) to measure behavioral
intentions and the ﬁve dimensions of SERVQUAL to measure perceived service quality.
Their results indicated that the service quality dimensions explained 93% of variance in
WOM. Harrison-Walker (2001) also investigated service quality as an antecedent of WOM
communication and found partial support for the level of perceived service quality positively
affecting the favorableness of an individual’s WOM communication. These studies’ ﬁndings
support the idea that service quality is a reasonable antecedent of WOM communication. Due
to the conceptual similarity between WOM and eWOM, utilizing service quality as an
antecedent of eWOM communication was also deemed reasonable.
In consideration to the theoretical foundation is that consumers’ consumption experiences act
as powerful sources of human motivation (Sundaram et al., 1998; Westbrook, 1987).
Therefore, there should be a reasonable causal effect between the antecedent and eWOM
motivation. Among the nine eWOM motives identiﬁed in the literature review, social
beneﬁts, economic incentives, and self- enhancement could be generated regardless of
consumers’ dining experiences. For example, consumers who want to receive economic
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incentives for writing online reviews, such as free entree coupons, may write about a
spurious positive dining experience regardless of their actual dining experience. Consumers
who desire social beneﬁts from posting restaurant reviews online consider their dining
experience as a communication tool that involves a virtual society; hence, the motivation
would not necessarily be triggered by the consumer’s actual dining experience. Motivations
for writing online restaurant reviews can also be affected by the characteristics of the
antecedent. It is logical that consumers’ positive or pleasant restaurant experiences may
trigger positive, rather than negative eWOM. In other words, restaurant consumers who had
an unpleasant dining experience would be unlikely to conduct a positive eWOM.
Consequenly, positive eWOM play an important role in increasing consumers’ purchase
intentions, creating a favorable image of the company and its brand value, and reducing
promotional expenditures. Therefore, the literature review on eWOM revealed three positive
eWOM dimension that may be triggered by a positive restaurant experiences that are concern
for other consumers, desire to express positive feelings, and helping the company.
Concern for others, according to Hennig-Thurau et al. (2004), is closely related to the
concept of altruism. For example, preventing others from purchasing a bad product or service
would be altruistic. “Concern for others” is a very important factor in the restaurant industry
because the intangibility of restaurant products demands that consumers rely on eWOM. In
eWOM communication among restaurant consumers, consumers may initiate eWOM
because of their genuine desire to help other restaurant consumers by sharing positive
consumer experiences (Engel et al., 1993).
Expressing positive feelings. is triggered by a positive consumption experience (Sundaram
et al.,1998). The consumer’s positive restaurant experience contributes to a psychological
tension inside the consumers itself because they have a strong desire to share the joy of the
experience with other people. This tension can be released by articulating a positive dining
experience online (Dichter, 1966; Hennig-Thurau et al., 2004).
Helping the company is the same as concern for others factor eWOM: altruism or a genuine
desire to help others. The only difference between helping the company and concern for
others is the object. Restaurant consumers may be motivated to engage in eWOM to “give the
company something in return” for their positive dining experience (Hennig- Thurau et al.,
2004).
Therefore, the hypothesis in this research is as follows.
H1: The consumers’ restaurant experience has a postive effect on generating eWOM
motivation.
2.4 The Effect of eWOM on Purchase intention
Motivation to help the company is the result of consumer satisfaction with the product, which
resulted in the desire to help the Company (Sundaram et al., 1998). Consumer motivation in
providing positive WOM is reciprocal from consumer experience about fulfillment of
consumer expectation with consumer product, Consumer who provides positive WOM to
other consumers will slowly make the company succeed. In addition, this motive can also be
supported by equity theory, which, according to Oliver and Swan, (1989) equity theory shows
every individual wants equal and fair exchange. Related with the field of restaurants business
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that consumers who has their expectation fulfilled through restaurant experiences felt will
provide supports to the restaurant and help the restaurant to stay successful. This statement
were reinforced by Hennig-Thurau et al. (2004) in his research that has tested the validity of
components; "I am so satisfied with the restaurant experience that I want to help the restaurant
to be successful", and "In my opinion, good restaurant companies should be supported", as a
positive response of WOM in the consumers desire to help the restaurant.
A positive WOM expressing positive feelings tends to trigger purchase intention and also to
have the desire to share the joy of experience to the others (Dichter, 1966; Hennig-Thurau et
al., 2004; Sundaram et al., 1998). A positive WOM attitude in the form of caring with others
tends to help other consumers to boost purchase decisions by recommending the right product
(Hennig-Thurau et al., 2004). A positive WOM attitude in the form of the desire to support
the restaurant brings about the restaurant successful and growth (Hennig-Thurau et al., 2004;
Sundaram et al., 1998).
Therefore, the second hypothesis in this research is as follows.
H2: eWOM has a postive effect on purchase intention.
Research Methodology
Restaurant experience measurements applied the measurement used by Jang and Namkung
(2009), Namkung and Jang (2007) and Stevens et al. (1995), and then also used in the
research of Jeong and Jang (2011). Nine items was used in term of food quality, service
quality, price fairness, and atmosphere attributes. To measure a positive eWOM, triggered by
a consumer’ restaurant experience, two items for each of the three motives (concern for
others, expressing positive feelings, and helping the company) were utilized, developed
byHennig-Thurau et al.’s study (2004), then also used by Jeong and Jang (2011). The
purchase intention measurement applied the measurement by Chang and Liu (2009). A 7point Likert scale was utilized, that is: 1 = very strongly disagree and 7 = very strongly agree.
However, this study still conduct the validity and reliability test to confirm more, because the
instruments were applied in the different consumers, especially here for Indonesian
consumers.
The validity and reliability test result also showed that the overall instruments are valid and
reliable, supporting the previous instruments. 300 Indonesian consumers having experience in
consuming the food either in Indonesian restaurant or in Western Restaurant were used in this
research.
Result and Discussion
4.1 The Effect of Consumers’ Experience on eWOM
The results show that consumer’s restaurant experience dimensions have a positive effect on
eWOM motivation, except for atmosphere, based on the regression analysis model result, that
can be seen in the table below.
Table 4.1 The Regression Analysis Result

Model (Restaurant
Experience

Unstandarized Coefficients

Standarized
Coefficients

B

Beta

StdError

t

Sig
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Dimensions)
(Constant)
Food Quality

3,701 0,789
0,311 0,102
Service Quality
0,093
0,192
Atmosphere
0,058
0,087
Price Fairness
0,173 0,041
DependentVariable : eWOM Motivation

4,690
3,060
2,060

0,000
0,003

0,171

1,491

0,138

0,330

4,176

0,000

0,373
-0,210

0,041

Based on the result above, food quality and price fairness are as high determinant factors
toward eWOM, each that can be seen from the regression value: 37% and 33%. But, service
quality give a negative effect on eWOM, It means that the lower service quality, the eWOM
Motivation will be higher. This is happened it might be because of the respondent job status
from lower level of the private company, about 75%.
Consumers’ experience, especially in term of food quality, service quality, and price fairness
could trigger consumers to build eWOM in order to motivate the consumers potential in
choosing and consuming the food products and bring a positive impression, enjoy or excited
toward the products’ restaurant. This result implies that a positive Restaurant experience gives
a strong contribution in consumer’s psychology, to share happiness experience to the others
(Dichter, 1966; Hennig-Thurauetal., 2004).
Food quality is the highest effect to trigger eWOM Motivation. It is happened because it is a
main requirement to fulfil human need and want, as stated by Peri (2006); Liu dan Jang
(2009); Namkung dan Jang (2007); and Jeong dan Jang (2009).
Service quality also has effect on eWOM, but its effect is a negative significant. It means that
if the restaurant service quality is increased, the consumers do not aware and not need the
service quality. They just think that the main factor in consuming the food of the restaurant is
the food quality and price fairness. The consumers also think that their need has to be fulfilled
as long as the quality of the food meets the taste and happiness and also the achievable price.
It is hypothesized because of consumers’ job status factor, about 75% from the lower level
job. This result is related to Susanto’s study (2014); Jeong dan Jang (2011). But Susanto’s
finding showed that service quality in the restaurant has no effect on WOM, even though
consumers are satisfied.
Mehrabian and Russell, cited in Jeong and Jang (2011) stated that atmosphere would induce
emotional response toward physical stimulus in certain environment. This statement is related
with this study finding that consumers visiting and consuming the food in the restaurant are
enjoy toward a convenient and comfortable restaurant atmosphere, providing interesting
interior decoration, clean facilities, and also courtesy and best performance employees.
However, comfortable atmosphere in this study does not trigger a positive eWOM. This
finding support the research result of Jeong dan Jang (2011) and Susanto (2014).
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The research result shows that price for the same quality foods offered by among the same
kinds of restaurant company is the same price and fair prices. It means that the restaurant
industry is a high competitive industry. Also, consumers perceive the food price of the
restaurant is suitable with the perceived value of the food, so that it encourages the
consumers’ motivation to send a positive eWOM in order to support the restaurant growth
and sustainability. It means that price fairness does have effect on a positive eWOM. This
finding supports the finding of Jang and Nankung (2009), Liu and Jang (2009), Jeong and
Jang (2011). This study also implies that the attitude of consumers toward the price fairness of
the restaurant food triggers a positive eWOM to express a positive feeling and then share their
feeling and experience to the other potential customers in order to induce purchase intention,
as stated by Sundarametal (1998) and Hennig-Thurauetal. (2004).
4.1 The Effect of Consumers’ Experience on eWOM
The results shows that eWOM has a significant effect on purchase intention, as many as 57.9
% effect, as stated in Table 4.2. This is a high number, if compared to the number of
standardized coefficient effect of consumers’ experience on eWOM. This corresponds to the
theory relating to the effect of eWOM on Purchase intention (Dichter, 1966; Hennig-Thurau
et al., 2004; Sundaram et al., 1998). If it is related to the respondent characteristic for the type
of choice of restaurants, most respondents prefer Indonesian Restaurant as much as 117 or
63.6% compared with Western Restaurant as much as 67 or 36.4%. This proves that the
culture of Indonesian people favor foods which contain lots of spices so that Indonesian
restaurant attracts more respondents in comparison with the food in the Western Restaurant.
Table 4.2 Regression Result of eWOM Effect on Purchase intention
Model
Unstandardized
Standardized t
Coefficients
Coefficients
B
Std. Error Beta
(Constant)
22.571
4.634
4.871
1
eWOM
.712
.074
.579
9.594
a. Dependent Variable: Purchase intention

Sig.

.000
.000

Conclusion, Limitation, and Future Research
Based on the result of data analysis it can be concluded that the consumers’ experience is a
part of marketing strategy to boost significant influence between eWOM with purchase
intention on Indonesian Restaurant and Western Restaurant in Indonesia. The main
implication toward the result is how restaurant company can create and innovate the various
kinds of food with high quality and tasty food to trigger eWOM of consumers in order to
build purchase intention to other potential customers, so that the Indonesian restaurant’
sustainability and growth would be existing, especially in facing competition with Western
restaurant company. Also, the Indonesian restaurant should build intensively integrated
communication to promote Indonesian foods not only domestically but also internationally.
If seeing from the consumers’ preference, the Indonesian still prefers to Indonesian restaurant,
shown by the percentage number of the Indonesian consumers who prefer to Indonesian
restaurant compared to Western restaurant is bigger 63.6%. But, this number should be
examined more whether or not this number is fit with the real condition, representing all kinds
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of customers, no matter the consumers come from Indonesian or Foreign customers. In fact, in
this research, the respondents are from Indonesian consumers having experience to consume
Indonesian and Western Restaurant. Therefore, in the future research, it would be better to
apply the respondents both kinds of Indonesian and Foreign consumers to explore, examine
and analyze more about food preference between Indonesian and Western Restaurant in
perspective of between Indonesian and Foreign consumers.
Service quality has a significant negative effect on eWOM. It is hypothesized because of the
job status level, as a mediating role in the effect of service quality on eWOM. The percentage
number of respondents having the lower level job status in this research is higher 75%,
compared to the higher level. The main motivation to consume the food is to fulfill the basic
needs. They just think and perceive no matter the service quality is the best or not. They
perceive as long as the price is cheaper and fairness and also the food quality is the best, so it
is the big value of the food in the restaurant for them. In line with this, the future research
should examine the mediating role of job status level.
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Abstract
This paper discusses tourism and hospitality policy strengths and weaknesses in Malawi and
the efforts addressing its effectiveness in contributing to the growth of the industry. Scholars
argue for a robust approach to tourism and hospitality policy development and
implementation embracing the support of all stakeholders. The findings may help
stakeholders to appreciate the importance of embracing strategies informing policy
development and implementation leading to vibrant industry. This paper utilised a document
analysis of various national policies governing tourism and hospitality, gaining insights into
how they are formulated and implemented in various parts of the world. The information
gathered has informed the status of the Malawi National Policy formulation and
implementation since the sector was elevated as a key economic priority area in alleviating
poverty. The paper recommends a thorough investigation of the country’s policies to gain
more insights into the challenges facing the industry and ways of tackling them.
Key words: Tourism and Hospitality Policy; Stakeholders; Policy Development and
Implementation; Policy Effectiveness
1.0 Introduction
The past few decades have witnessed a dramatic growing attention to tourism as one of the
most important avenues for socio-economic growth and environmental development for many
countries world over (Cobbinah & Darkwah, 2016). A number of countries have switched into
a development drive to nurture the industry as it has demonstrated to be a panacea for job
creation, delivering economic and social benefits to the communities (WTTC, 2016).
However, Cobbinah & Darkwah (2016) argue that the question is not about the number of
activities supporting socio economic or environmental development, but the kind of policies
put in place to support the industry and how the policy implementation frameworks are
embraced by each country. But Cobbinah & Darkwah (2016) continue to lament that many
African countries have generally a poor policy implementation disposition, and therefore
tourism “faces real trouble of becoming a fashionable phrase that everyone hails and adores,
but nobody cares to actualize its ideals” (p.171).
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In order to obtain the potential benefits from tourism, many scholars advocate for a robust and
practical approach to tourism policy development and implementation that has the support of
all stakeholders (Bello, Lovelock & Carr, 2016; Dodds, 2007; Sharpley, 2009; Whitford &
Ruhanen, 2010). Since the advent of the twenty-first century, many researchers have decried
the poor implementation of tourism policies in Africa and other parts of the world (Cobbinah
& Darkwah, 2016; Truong, 2013; Singh, 2002; Yüksel, Yüksel, & Culha, 2012). In this
regard, Sharpley (2009) encourages that tourism needs to be an integral aspect of
development policy especially in the least developed countries, for example in Africa. On the
other hand, a wide range of extant studies on tourism policy vastly take their comfort in the
context of tourism industry, masking the visibility of hospitality as a unique field of research
almost outside this realm. Perhaps, because hospitality has traditionally been treated as a
component of tourism under which it flourishes. Secondly, most of the research on tourism
policy have tilted heavily towards sustainability, sustainable development and sustainable
tourism (Black & Cobbinah, 2016; Dodds, 2007; Maxim, 2015; Sharpley, 2009; Whitford &
Ruhanen, 2010; Zahra, 2010). This apparent bias towards such concepts does not give much
latitude to examine deeply other important areas of tourism and hospitality policy
development and implementation in many countries including Malawi.
This paper therefore discusses tourism and hospitality policy strengths and weaknesses in
Malawi and the efforts that have been taken to address and enhance its effectiveness to
contribute to the successful growth of the industry in the country. The findings of this study
could therefore help policy-makers and other stakeholders in Malawi to appreciate the
importance of embracing strategies that can inform the process of hospitality policy
development and implementation and be well equipped to successfully develop and
implement such policies and strategies towards a vibrant tourism and hospitality industry in
Malawi. This analysis is organized in several sections focusing on the importance of
hospitality industry in general, tourism and hospitality development in Malawi; the definition
and objectives of tourism and hospitality policy and its benefits; tourism and hospitality
policy development and implementation in Malawi; the role of various stakeholders,
effectiveness and implementation challenges. It also presents the study methodology, presents
the study review and the study conclusion.
2.0 The Importance of the Hospitality Industry
Recent years have witnessed the hospitality industry, fast becoming an important social and
economic activity in most countries around the world. As the result, the hospitality service
industry enormously possesses great potential as a vehicle for creating employment, and
elevating the social environment in which the industry operates (Langvinienė &
Daunoravičūite, 2015). As noted by Zeithaml, Bitner and Gremler (2013), services are
making a steady-fast and important contribution to the economic development of nations.
Looy, Gemmel and Dierdonck (2013) relate this to the increasing consumer incomes and
sociological changes that have led to a greater demand for services. Furthermore, the
increasing professionalism in companies coupled with tremendous technological evolutions
has created a new array of services, notably, investment banking, insurance, accounting, legal
services, and the hospitality and tourism industry. Nevertheless, the hospitality industry has
often been associated with activities such as assisting customers, and involving them as coproducers of certain hospitality activities (Wood, 2013). It is hence not surprising that
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Kandampully, Keating, Kim, Mattila, and Solnet (2014) emphasise that there is no formally
accepted hospitality definition due to the many divergent social and economic implications
associated with the term. Similarly, Wood (2011) also as noted that hospitality has
traditionally been treated as a component of tourism.
3.0 Overview of Development of Tourism and Hospitality in Malawi
In Malawi, tourism is a relatively new phenomenon in national economic development
planning as the country has been a predominantly agriculture-based economy since
independence in 1964. But it was five decades after independence, when the Malawi Growth
and Development Strategy II (MGDS II) 2011 - 2016 was developed to create wealth through
sustainable economic growth and infrastructure development as a means of achieving poverty
reduction (Government of Malawi [GoM], 2012). In this strategy, tourism was prioritised as
another potential alternative industry to boost the country’s economy. Historically, after
independence in 1964, Malawi included tourism in its development plans mainly because
other African countries in the region were aggressively promoting tourism (Industrial
Development Corporation [IDC], 2012; Magombo, 2011). Within the first five years, the
country’s hotel position improved albeit lack of long-term development (GoM, 1965), mainly
due to poor standards of existing hotel accommodation, which were below acceptable
international standards at that time.
Department of Information (1970) reports that government drew up a 3-pronged approach to
develop the hotel sector. First, it established the Malawi Development Corporation (MDC)
mandated to carry out an extensive hotel development programme and encourage private
investors to enter the industry. Secondly, government created the Division of Tourism in the
Ministry of Trade and Industry, the Hotels Board and the Tourism Board (Department of
Information, 1970). Each of these bodies had different mandates (Magombo, 2011). However,
at this point, no star grading or rating system was yet adopted. Although, the amended Hotel
and Tourism Act (Chapter 50:1) (2005) attempted to describe the first hotels minimum star
grading requirements, it is not clear if enforcement of these requirements was done until 2010.
The third trajectory was government’s effort to encourage private investment in the hotel
industry. Consequently, more private investors successfully negotiated with government for
the establishment of more hotels in different parts of the country (Department of Information,
1970; Star, 1977).
Magombo (2011) narrates that the dawn of democracy in the 1990s saw positive changes in
the nature of hotel and accommodation developments in the country. Focus moved from
larger units to small-scale accommodation developments. By 2010, about 1000 units were
licensed (World Bank, 2010), with many others unaccounted for due to limited capacity at the
ministry. Some accommodation units scattered along the lakeshore, which became a source of
conflict between the government and the local entrepreneurs. Nevertheless, these appealed to
the budget tourists and became very popular in the mid-1990s. Recently, there has been
significant interest from foreign investors in the hotel industry from within and beyond Africa
(Magombo, 2011). This indicates an emergence of a competitive hotel environment in the
Malawi and African at large.
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The importance of tourism to Malawi cannot be underestimated (Malawi Growth and
Development Strategy II [MGDS II], 2011-2016; National Export Strategy [NES], 20132018; Tourism Strategic Plan Revision, 2008; World Bank, 2010). However, Malawi
continues to struggle in its efforts to position tourism as a sector that can contribute more to
economic growth (IDC, 2012; GoM, 2008; World Bank, 2010, IDC, 2012). Malawi is
endowed with natural resources, which form the backbone of its tourist product. Most of its
tourism attractions, and activities are centered around rural areas where the majority of the
country’s poor are based. This suggests that the sector can make significant contribution
towards uplifting the socio-economic status of the rural communities, through local tourism
policies (Truong, 2013). The MGDS II 2011-2016 for Malawi, recognizes that much as
tourism is more linked to integrated rural development, it is also directly dependent on other
priority areas. These include agriculture and food Security; irrigation and water development;
transport and infrastructure development; energy generation and supply and management of
nutritional disorders and HIV/AIDS in the country (GoM, 2012). These observations signify
the need for a clear tourism and hospitality policy agenda in order to inform the growth of
tourism as a tool for sustainable economic growth (Dodds, 2007)
3.1 Tourism and Hospitality Policy
To-date, there is lack of a universally accepted definition of the term policy, mainly due to its
wider conceptual dimensions (Whitford & Ruhanen, 2010; Yüksel, Yüksel, & Culha, 2012;
Cobbinah & Darkwah, 2016). However, Cobbinah and Darkwah (2016, p.174;) and Yüksel et
al. (2012, p.515), define the tourism policy as a set of regulations, rules, guidelines, directives,
and development/promotion objectives and strategies that provide a framework within which
the collective and individual decisions directly affecting long-term tourism development and
the daily activities within a destination are taken. Relatively, Yüksel et al., (2012) clarifies
that governemnt remains the main custodian of the tourism policy, which outlines its vision,
goals and objectives, and describes what it is trying to achieve, how it wants to achieve it and
how it is integrated with other disciplines. In this case, government fully owns the policy and
acts as an operator/entrepreneur, regulator, planner, promoter, coordinator, and educator
(Truong, 2013). Truong cautions that this approach can stifle the growth of the industry in the
long run if some of the roles are not delagated to other bodies or institutions in the country to
support the industry.
3.2 Tourism and Hospitality Policy Objectives
Scott (2011) explains that tourism and hospitality policy objectives reflect government’s
responsibilities and ideology. Yüksel et al. (2012) and Cobbinah & Darkwah (2016) look at
the holistic picture and argue that the overall objective of the policy is to allow integration of
the economic, political, cultural, intellectual and environmental benefits of tourism cohesively
with people, destinations and countries in order to improve the universal quality of life and to
engender peace and prosperity. More importantly, Yüksel et al. (2012) provide that this is a
long term purpose aimed at achieving ‘sound development of the tourism sector; create new
capacity; increase service quality; diversify marketing channels; protect cultural assets; make
natural capital sustainable; and bring forth varieties of tourism in compliance with
comparative advantages’ (p.518). On the other hand, Zahra (2010) looks at the regulatory and
supportive functionality of a policy. Above all, the tourism and hospitality policy act as a
platform for ensuring that there is benefits to host communities, while minimizing the
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negative consequences from tourist activities taking place in the destination (Cobbinah &
Darkwah, 2016).
3.3 Tourism and Hospitality Policy Formulation and Implementation - Successes and
Challenges
Cobbinah and Darkwah (2016) and (Scott (2011) suggest that the impetus of continuous and
future success in the tourism and hospitality industry lies in the level of commitment by
various stakeholders toward effective policy and the accompanying strategic planning
processes. Maxim (2015) lists stakeholder cooperation and partnership; strategies and plans
for tourism development; good public transport accessibility; funding and other resources;
political will; strong community support to develop tourism in their area; knowledge and
understanding of the tourism industry; and examples of best practices some of the success
factors. Furthermore, Scott (2011) summarized the roles of the policy aims and roles in the
country in the success of the policy (See also: Bello et al., 2016; Black & Cobbinah, 2016;
Dodds, 2007; Maxim, 2015; Truong, 2013; Yüksel et al., 2012; Whitford & Ruhanen, 2010;
Zahra, 2010). In this regard, drawing a policy requires excellent leadership acumen from
government, in order to design policies that will satisfy all beneficiaries (Singh, 2002). Scott
(2011) believes that since government caries out many responsibilities, different players
within the government machinery must be involved in the policy development and
implementation. Yüksel et al. (2012) advocates for greater levels of political commitment and
communication by the succeeding government officials. In addition, Dodds (2007) calls for an
integrated and collaborative approach to implementing a tourism and hospitality policy and
examining all institutional and political frameworks of local government and how they impact
on the policy implementation process.
A number of studies have revealed several challenges associated with tourism and hospitality
policy implementation and delivery. Yüksel et al. (2012) cites inadequate technology, low
finances, limited human resources, poor public environmental awareness, lack of information
and lack of skills to collect data and lack of consistency in the tourism policy, with continuing
changes of policy as successive governments are ushered into power. Dodds (2007) has
criticised the prioritization of economic focus over long term social and environmental
concerns as the major challenge in policy implementation. Furthermore, Maxim (2015)
mentions that in practice there is still a huge inconsistency between policy endorsements and
the actual implementation especially because tourism and hospitality policies are considered
to be more multifaceted than other industries. Cobbinah and Darkwah (2016) laments weak
policy implementation direction, corruption and poor governance especially in Africa.
Additionally, Sharpley (2009) established the absence of appropriate tourism planning and
policy which derails the industry’s development. He adds that tourism is viewed as a valuable
stream of government revenue without corresponding re-investment in the sector, its
infrastructural developments heaped on international aid and high levels of taxation limiting
the ability or incentive for local operators to invest.
Enhancement of Policy Effectiveness
In order to enhance tourism and hospitality policy effectiveness, Yüksel et al. (2012) call for
appropriate communication to be integrated into all policy or program phases to garner strong
public support for long-term priorities and make it almost impossible for politicians to
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abandon them. Whitford and Ruhanen (2010) states that policy formulation and
implementation need to consider diversity and provide the mechanisms and capacity-building
to facilitate long-term sustainable tourism and hospitality. Truong (2013) further advises that
the local tourism and hospitality policies should move out of the neoliberal paradigm that
supports industry’s growth and benefits for the already privileged and established service
providers at the expense of the poor communities. This is perhaps one reason why Bello et al.
(2016) recommended the need for both greater advocacy of community participation, and
incorporation of specific strategies to facilitate community participation suited to developing
country contexts as far as implementable policies are concerned. Cobbinah & Darkwah (2016)
also underscore that in order to make Africa’s future tourism more robust and vibrant, the
direction of any tourism and hospitality policy should be built on the planning function and
political goals. Dodds (2007) further suggests that there should be proper integration and
cooperation with all government sectors to gunner its support at different levels and must be
integrated within and permeate all policy frameworks.
3.5Tourism and Hospitality Policy Formulation and Implementation Stakeholders
Some scholars (Bello, et al., 2016; Black & Cobbinah, 2016; Cobbinah & Darkwah, 2016;
Whitford & Ruhanen, 2010; Zahra, 2010) have mentioned the involvement of a number of
stakeholders in tourism and policy delivery. A well categorized summary of stakeholders was
drawn by Cañizares, Canalejo and Tabales (2016). They classified stakeholders into local
population or host community; tourists, who are the users of the tourism and hospitality
experience; tourism promoters, business owners, or providers comprising a heterogeneous set
of providers such as accommodation, catering, transport, intermediation, cultural and leisure
activities, that can operate either in collaboration or independently; and finally, public
agencies and bodies which include local governments, government ministries, foundations or
associations, academia, and others. Whitford and Ruhanen (2010) observe that since the
public sector represents the entire population, it has the requisite legislative framework for
action; it is impartial, and should be able to take a longer-term view. Truong (2013)
concludes that the role of governments is an outcome of their tourism policy formulation and
implementation, set in a wider policy agenda with individual and institutional arrangements,
values, powers, and ideologies influencing tourism policies.
4.0 The Study Methodology
This paper is purely based on a document analytical approach. A review of relevant and
related literature on tourism and hospitality and corresponding national policies has been
undertaken. The study has utilized secondary data for it was easy to link it to theory about the
concept of tourism and hospitality policy, gaining insights into how it is formulated and
implemented in various parts of the world and the challenges met in the process. The review
of the documents was helpful to establish the trends of tourism and hospitality development in
Malawi, and appreciate the rate of success of tourism policies and plans, as well as providing
a context for identifying key stakeholders involved in tourism planning and management in
the country. The secondary data sources included historical archived government documents,
such as publicly available government and regional reports, national tourism development
plans and growth and development strategic plans, used in guiding and managing the tourism
and hospitality industry in Malawi. the plan, used in this study, is described as a future course
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of action, while a policy is broadly a set of rules and regulations of ‘dos’ and ‘don’ts’
regarding a particular sector or industry or firm (Cobbinah & Darkwah, 2016).
4.1 Malawi in Brief
Malawi is a landlocked country in Southeastern Africa with a surface area of 118,480 km2
(Visit Malawi, 2016). The country is neatly squeezed between Mozambique to the East,
Zambia to the West and Tanzania to the North East. Malawi is divided into three regions: The
North, The Central and The South, and it has a total of 28 districts. The population was
estimated at around 17 million in 2015 (World Bank, 2017). Malawi is one of the least
developed countries in the world with a GDP of USD 6.404 billion in 2015 (World Bank,
2017). Agriculture is the main source of revenue. The tourism industry depends on natural
resources for its development and sustainability. Indigenous Malawians are of Bantu origin,
which includes the Nyanja, Yao, Lomwe and Ngonde as the major tribes. The Chewa are the
most recognised tribal community and Chichewa is an official national language along with
English, both which are part of the national education system and are spoken in many parts of
the country.
5.0 Analysis of the Malawi National Tourism Policy (NTP)
Dubbed as a Zero-Draft policy document awaiting cabinet approval, the Malawi National
Tourism Policy (NTP) presents the direction of the Government of Malawi towards
transforming the tourism sector into a major source of foreign exchange, economic growth,
job creation and tool for poverty reduction. The policy has outlined the key challenges that
hinder the full exploitation of the sector’s potential and provides possible remedies for
addressing them. It presents a number of outcomes to be achieved through six policy priority
areas and specifies the institutional arrangements for its successful implementation. The
policy has clear linkages to several policies but the coverage of the other policies in this
policy document is restricted to those that depict gaps and pose challenges to the development
of the tourism sector (GoM, 2015).
The policy incorporates mechanisms for effective coordination and close collaboration among
stakeholders, similar to Cañizares’ et al. (2016) views. It also highlights key priority areas and
strategies for developing the sector and provide a common platform and direction to all
international, national and local players on how to effectively develop and implement tourism
programs and activities, in line with Cobbinah and Darkwah (2016). However, the main
objective of the NTP is to optimize contribution of tourism to national income, employment
and foreign exchange earnings as already echoed in this discourse above (GoM, 2015).
Consistent with Truong (2013), the policy encourages the creation of an enabling environment
for private sector involvement in the industry, community participation and enhancing the role
of the public sector in facilitating sustainable tourism development.
From the tourism economic impact analysis by WTTC (2015), the total contribution of Travel
& Tourism to Malawi’s GDP was established to be MWK170,886.0 million in 2014 (7.3% of
GDP). The amount was projected to rise by 4.6% to MWK272, 670.0 million by 2025 (5.6%
of GDP). Its total contribution to employment was pegged at 233,000 jobs in 2014 (6.3% of
total employment). It is expected that by 2025, the T & T sector will support 252,000 jobs
(4.9% of total employment), an increase of 0.9% over the period (WTTC, 2015). Finally,
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investment in the sector amounted to about MK11 billion, representing 2.8 percent of total
investment. Despite this growth potential, the Zero-draft NTP says that a number of
challenges hinder the full exploitation of the Tourism sector’s potential (GoM, 2015).
First, there is inadequate and relatively uncoordinated marketing of Malawi’s tourism
products and services: There is low international visibility due to limited destination
marketing, ineffective institutional arrangement and poor packaging and presentation.
Malawians also lack awareness of local attractions. Poor service quality: This is due to limited
supply of skilled labour, lack of high quality training institutions and outdated curriculum,
low literacy levels, limited number of specialist investors and low absorption of trained
personnel which adversely affects the competitiveness of the destination. Secondly, there is
inadequate supporting infrastructure and services. Some local and international access roads
are below standard. Accommodation facilities and purpose-built cultural infrastructure are
inadequate. Air transport and access to major tourist areas and utility supply is costly and
poor. There is lack of direct long-haul flights and regional and domestic air connectivity is
poor and costly. In addition, ground facilities for transfers including shuttles, taxis, luxury
coaches, ships/ water vessels are costly and unreliable.
Thirdly, there is underdeveloped product: Malawi’s diversity of natural, cultural and manmade attractions is generally underdeveloped. Further, wildlife population is also low due to
poaching, encroachment, weak law enforcement and environmental degradation of areas with
outstanding natural beauty. Finally, most tourist structures/facilities are of sub-standard level.
Fourth is Low investment: Zoning of land in strategic sites for tourism investment is
insufficient due to weak co-ordination and information flow as well as conflicting interests
amongst stakeholders. There also exist risks of community-investor conflicts. In addition,
fluctuating, inconsistent, unclear and uncompetitive investment incentives also discourage
local and foreign direct investment. Moreover, the current incentives structure is quantitative
rather than qualitative and disadvantages the SMEs that represent the majority operators in
Malawi.
Fifthly, is weak Tourism Regulatory and Institutional Framework: The tourism sector has had
no policy until 2015, hence, the tourism law has been weak in regulating the industry. Further,
the law has not been comprehensive enough to bring all tourism related services and facilities
under the statutory power of a semi-autonomous regulatory body. The institutional
arrangement has also been weak and ineffective, with the government undertaking operational
activities such as licensing, grading and destination marketing. These activities ought to be
rather housed in a joint public-private tourism body responsible for regulation and promotion.
Moreover, the sector lacks an effective stakeholder dialogue platform. Sixth is Weak Tourism
Information Base: This includes limitations in data gathering, analytical and storage capacity
to support and inform decision-making in the sector. Apparently, existing staff also lack
dedication to tourism statistics. Tourism issues have also not been integrated at all planning
levels across sectors. The situation has been exacerbated by the lack of an effective crosssectoral public-private dialogue platform.
The NTP has highlighted a number of efforts have been made and some of these are currently
on-going to address these challenges above. Malawi Government, through the Ministry of
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Trade Industry and Tourism, is in the process of finalizing the Malawi 2020 Tourism
development strategy which is being supported by the Flemish Government. The five-year
strategic plan aims to provide relevant recommendations for addressing the challenges.
Further, the Ministry is also developing the domestic Tourism Marketing Strategy which aims
at boosting domestic tourism in Malawi. The government is also constructing access roads to
tourist sites, improving airports and airstrips.
The draft policy has incorporated several strong areas setting the right tone for driving and
guiding the development of the industry (GoM, 2015). Among the strong areas of focus that
the NTP has included are following:
Policy priority areas and policy statements guiding these areas:
Improving and Strengthening the Institutional and Regulatory Framework
Developing, Building and Strengthening Capacities
Product Development and Improvement
Destination Awareness and Brand Positioning
Accessibility to Malawi as a destination
Mainstreaming/integrating crosscutting issues in sectorial strategies and activities
Linkages with other relevant policies, legislations and international instruments
Implementation arrangements
Institutional arrangements
Involvement of various stakeholders such government
Monitoring and evaluation
It yet remains to be seen how these policy statements will be operationalized in order to yield
the results that will enable the industry to grow and bring the much needed economic benefit
for the entire country. As noted earlier on by several scholars, challenges in policy
formulation and implementation as raised by both Cobbinah and Darkwah (2016) and (Scott
(2011), number of success factors that lead to proper development and implementation of
tourism are suggested by Maxim (2015), ought to be addressed. It is yet to be seen if Malawi
will likely put such aspects in place in order to make the Zero-Draft NTP a reality once the
Cabinet has finally approved the blueprint. Sharpley (2009) emphasizes that poor or
inappropriate governance acts as a major barrier to tourism and its financial exploitation by
government, which needs to appropriately checked for the NTP to be successful. Interestingly,
the NTP has suggested an institutional platform which will act as a mechanism for the actual
implementation of the policy to be carried out by different stakeholders at national, district
and local levels, and its coordination will be done centrally. The institutional set-up and
coordination structure will be as depicted in Figure 2 below:
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Figure 2.0: - Institutional set-up and Coordination Structure.
(Source: GoM, 2015)

6.0 Conclusions
This paper has demonstrated that tourism in Malawi, like many African countries, has been
operating within a weak or no policy implementation framework. Although Malawi’s tourism
plans have been well-crafted focusing on sustainable aspects of tourism, and directed towards
achieving local development, destination marketing and improvement of accessibility, tourism
product development and improvement, their implementation has been marred by a number of
challenges including lack of stakeholder engagement in the previous attempts. Given the
limited community involvement in tourism, weak distribution of economic benefits and high
levels of international arrivals, a reassessment of current policy implementation strategies
towards an improved programme that involves local communities and other stakeholders such
as the private sector to deal with these issues, and deliver sustainable outcomes is tenable.
Because of the obvious obscurity of hospitality area within the discourse of tourism policy
development and implementation, it is clear that issues affecting directly the hospitality sector
may not be fully appreciated in any tourism policy debate. This paper therefore proposes
deliberate efforts that should be put in place to ensure that there is a clear policy direction that
will deal with hospitality matters in their own right. However, there are limitations associated
with this study. Firstly, since this paper was purely based on document analysis, there is need
for further verification of the findings by collecting data from stakeholders in the tourism and
hospitality industry in order to validate the researcher’s perceptions associated with the
strengths, weaknesses, and effectiveness of the development and implementation of the NTP
in Malawi.
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Abstract
Due to food contamination consumers do not trust in the food products. Food safety and
security is a major problem in most of the countries especially, India. Standards and
regulations in India regarding food safety and security is not good as developed countries. To
attain safety and security in food, many hurdles are there, risks being one of them. Risks are
defined as the probability of having hazard in it and how much loss it can cause. Risks were
identified by literature survey and expert’s opinion and seven risks were selected for the study
such as communication risk, storage risk, government policy failure, transportation risk,
financial risk, operational risk and health risk. The objective of this study is to analyze the
risks in food safety and security to minimize the loss of food. Grey relational analysis is an
efficient assessment approach that is globally used in multi criterion decision making
(MCDM) problems especially when there is an uncertainty in the decisions. It is based on
geometrical mathematics which consist laws of entirety, normality, proximity and symmetry.
The projected approach is able to incorporate the knowledge and experience of the experts for
collecting their responses which were based on the scale given by experts. After evaluating all
the risks in food safety and security, process risk attain the first rank having grey relational
grade of 0.330 while economic risk holds the last position with grey relational grade of 0.800.
This study helps the higher authorities to take proper decision in order to minimize the loss of
food.
Keywords: Food safety, food security, multi criterion decision making, Grey relational
analysis, risks.
1. Introduction
In the last few years, cases reading food safety and security are increased by a rapid pace.
Problems of food safety and security brought a vast impact on our lifestyle and which is
showing the failure of security agencies (Bhat and Vasanthi, 2003 and Schmidhuber, 2007).
For rising the economy of the country, efforts are to be made on improving the food safety
and security by means of risk reduction, financial profits for the domestic industry and
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positive effect for food safety in the domestic food system (Boholm, et. al., 2016 and King,
et. al., 2017). Risks in food directly affect the amount of food wastage or money loss for the
country. In our country 30 % of the total population starve due to hunger and 10% of the
population die every year because of this. It is the necessity of the current situation to provide
accurate and precise information regarding food safety and security to the consumer and to
regain their trust on food products. As the country’s food supply becomes worldwide and
composite, decisions about policies expected at preventing contamination and sickness have
turn out to be even more important to the public’s health. In general food safety ranks as one
of the highest priorities in most developed and developing countries, but in the rest of the less
privileged world more fundamental needs of achieving the international water sanitation
targets and food security emphasis is made on. (Zaccheo, et. al., 2017). When dealing with
food fraud, most consumers are concerned with economically motivated adulteration (EMA),
which is one of the important factors that affect and undermine food safety, and food security,
and may cause disturbance of society stability (Zhong and Zheng, 2017, Arita, et. al., 2017).
Food safety and security includes the control on food borne illness risk and it is consistent
access to an enough amount of food that is safe, healthy, and wholesome. Food safety and
security is the safeguarding of the own food from national food supply chain and dangerous
microbial and chemical agents (Uyttendaele, et al., 2016). Risks play an important role in
food safety and security; and there are several types of risks are there in food safety and
security i.e. operational, health, communication, transportation, financial, storage and
government policies failure.Rest of the paper comprises of: section 2, explains the literature
regarding food safety and security; section 3, explains the research method applied to solve
the current problem, section 4, comprises of grey relational grade, results and management
implications; section 5, explains conclusion, limitations and future scope.
2. Literature Review
Safety and security in food is a big issue in Indian context because of the increasing cases of
contamination. Risks related to food safety and security is mentioned in the next section.
2.1. Risks in food safety and security
Risk in food is a factor that influence the lifestyle of human beings as well their health. Risk is
a situation where the probability of danger is uncertain (Mangla, et. al., 2016). Activities
associated with food production and handling involve risks. Determination of risk is estimated
by the percentage of loss occurred. By minimizing the food risks, food safety and security
gets controlled automatically (Mangla, et. al., 2016). Risks related to food safety and security
is mentioned in the (Table 1).
Table1: Risks in food safety and security
S.No. Risks in Safety
Description
and security of
Food
1
Health risk (HR)
Uses of fertilizers and misuse of food
additives creates risks for food safety and
security

Authors

Patrick, et al.,
(2004), Trienekens,
and Zuurbier,
(2008), Alavanja,
(2009), Alavanja
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2

3

4

5

6

7

and Bonner (2012),
Carvalho, (2017),
Spanoghe, (2017),
Jiao, X., Zhu, et. al.,
(2017).
Transportation
Availability of trucks, cold chain and
Schmidhuber, and
risk (TR)
skilled drivers is a risk for transportation Tubiello, (2007).
and it affects the food safety and security Speier, et. al.,
(2011), Lu, et. al.,
(2015), Zupaniec, et.
el., (2017).
Government
Failure of purchasing goods from farmers Demeritt, et. al.,
policy failure (GP) and the policy they make for them are
(2015), Zhou,
also a risk in food safety and security
(2017), Petersen, et.
al., (2017).
Storage risk (SR)
Scarcity of skilled labours and improper
Bizikova, et. al.,
infrastructure for storage.
(2013), Verger, and
Boobis, (2013),
Akhtar, (2015),
Petersen, et. al.,
(2017).
Process risk (PR)
Improper design, warning devices and
Marvin, et. al.,
improper training of employees affects
(2013), Spink, et.
the food safety and security
al., (2017), Geng, et.
al., (2017).
Economic risk
Fluctuation in the currency rates and lack Yang and Li,
(ER)
of funding from the sources is a risk for (2010), Cheng, et.
food safety and security
al., (2016), King, et.
al., (2017).
Communication
Improper communication between
Piramuthu, and
risk (CR)
supplier and receiver is a risk for food
Zhou,(2016), Zhong,
safety and security.
and Zheng, (2017).

3. Solution Methodology
The importance of risks in food safety and security is evaluated with the help of GRA (Grey
Relational Analysis) approach and it also deals with MCDM problems. GRA approach is
mainly used when there is an uncertainty in decision making. The solution methodology used
in the present study for evaluation of the risks in food safety and security is explained in
(Figure 1).
3.1 Grey relational analysis
GRA (Grey relational analysis) is an efficient assessment approach that is globally used in
MCDM problems particularly where there is uncertainty in the decision making (Deng, 1982,
1989 and Wen, 2016). It performs assessment by measuring the association of each factor to
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a perfect solution (Hashemi, et.al, 2015, Song, et.al., 2014 and Jiang, et.al., 2017). In
general, GRA has five steps and they are as follows:
Step one: Collect the initial assessment values from experts and make decision matrix. A
decision matrix is constructed as:
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Literature Review
Data collection
Generate a decision matrix
Calculate reference sequence and deviation sequence
Determining the grey relational coefficient
Determining the grey relational grade
Ranking the risks by grey relational grade
Fig.1 Research flowchart
where (1 ≤ i < m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n) denotes the assessment value of the ith data sequence with
respect to criterion j.
Step two: Normalization and reference sequence: Perform data normalization for all the
decision matrices individually. “Smaller - the better” is the cost criterion.
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Step three: After performing second step, all the criteria have been converted to the category
of the “smaller-the-better.” Then the normalized matrix is formulated as
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In addition, the reference sequence is explained as
4
Then the difference matrix is formulated as
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Step four: Determining the grey relational coefficient:
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(Rajesh and Ravi, 2015).

Step five: Determining the grey relational degree and rank the factors.
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where, w j is the weight of the jth criterion. Correlation between reference sequence and
compared sequence is represented by grey relational degree. On the basis of grey relational
degree the priority ranking can be estimated. The one with the lowest grade of relation is
recognized as the best solution.
4. Results and Discussion:
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In the present study data is collected with the help of expert’s opinion i.e. based on the rating
scale according to their impact for risks in food safety and security. Seven risks (HR, TR, GP,
SR, OR, FR, CR) were identified from the literature and experts view, already mentioned in
(Table 1). Determination of data from expert’s opinion i.e. based on the scale mentioned in
(Table 6)
Scale is made after the discussion with experts and academicians.
Table: 2 Determination of data of risks in food safety and security
S.No.
Risks in food safety and
Expert 1
Expert 2
security
1
Health Risk (HR)
6
5
2
3

Expert 3
4

5
4

4
5

6
6

4
5
6

Transportation (TR)
Government policy failure
(GP)
Storage Risk (SR)
Process Risk (PR)
Economic Risk (ER)

4
7
3

6
6
5

5
7
2

7

Communication Risk (CR)

4

3

5

First collecting the values from expert’s and constructs the decision matrix by using equation
(1)

D=

6
5
4
4
7
3
4

5
4
5
6
6
5
3

4
6
6
5
7
2
5

After construction of decision matrix normalization and reference is done for the cost criteria
by using equation (2) mentioned in (Table 3).
Table 3: Normalization and reference sequence for risks in food safety and security
Risks reference Expert 1
Expert 2
Expert 3
sequence
1.00
1.00
1.00
HR
TR
GP
SR
PR
ER
CR

0.25
0.50
0.75
0.75
0.00
1.00
0.75

0.33
0.66
0.33
0.00
0.00
0.33
1.00
0.25

0.33

0.60
0.20
0.20
0.40
0.00
1.00
0.40
0.60
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sequence of the reference
help of equation (4) and it is R =
Investigating the data presented in
is obtained and is as follow:



max



min

0.50
0.75
0.75
0.00
1.00
0.75



 1     2    3   1 . 00



 1     2    3  

07

08

06

09

0.66
0.33
0.00
0.00
0.33
1.00

0.20
0.20
0.40
0.00
1.00
0.40

Next  ij is the deviation
sequence is calculated with the
mentioned in (Table 4).
Table (4)  max

 ij 

and



min

 ij 

07

08

Table 4: Deviation sequence
Deviation sequence
HR
TR
GP
SR
PR
ER
CR

0 . 00

 (1)

 (2)

 (3)

0.75
0.50
0.25
0.25
1.00
0.00
0.25

0.67
0.34
0.67
1.00
1.00
0.67
0.00

0.40
0.80
0.80
0.60
1.00
0.00
0.60

ij

ij

ij

Next compute the grey relational coefficient and the grey relational grade by using the
equation (6) and (7) and mentioned in (Table 5).
Table 5: Calculate Grey relational coefficient and grey relational grade
Deviation
1
 ij (1)  ij (2)
 ij (3)
sequence
   1   2   3 

Rank

HR
TR
GP
SR
PR
ER
CR

2
5
4
3
1
7
6

ij

0.40
0.50
0.66
0.66
0.33
1.00
0.66

0.42
0.59
0.42
0.33
0.33
0.42
1.00

0.55
0.38
0.38
0.45
0.33
1.00
0.45

3

0.456
0.490
0.486
0.480
0.330
0.800
0.700

Table 6: Scale is based on the experts view /opinion
S.No.
Criteria
1
No influence
2
Extremely Low influence

Values
0
1
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3
4
5
6
7
8

Very low influence
Low influence
Medium influence
High influence
Very high influence
Extremely high influence

2
3
4
5
6
7

Risks in food safety and security increases the stress for thr higher authorities.The present
study shows the grey relational grade and their rank accordingly; Process Risk (PR) attains
the highest grey relational grade in the list with value of (0.330) and it affects the food safety
and security very much. Managers give more attention on (PR) to reduce the risk in food
safety and security. One should provide proper information, taring of the employees and also
warned about the devices which are used. The devices should be manufactured safely and
design for minimum risks during the manufacturing of any product (Stadlmüller, et. al.,
2017). It is clearly mentioned in the previous studies that process risk attain more importance
from the decision makers (Mital, et. al., 2017, Stadlmüller, et.al., 2017 ). Process Risk
requires more attention from the decision maker side to overcome the risks in food safety and
security; Health Risk (HR) holds the second position in the grey relation grade list with value
of (0.456). Health Risk is one of the important risk in aspect of food safety and security,
because health is directly affected by food contamination, misuse of food additives, more uses
of fertilizers in the farming and microbiological hazards. Decision makers encourage their
employees regarding safety in food processing and also encourage farmers to use organic
manure in place of fertilizer to reduce the risk of health. According to (World Health
Organization, 2017) the human health risks related with antimicrobial use in food; Storage
Risk (SR) capture third place in the grey relational list with value of (0.480) and is mainly
affects the food safety security of food. Improper infrastructure, storage places and unskilled
labours increases the level of risk in food safety and security. In the newspaper food safety
and security related news is there and which is mainly because of improper infrastructure of
stored food. Managers work on it to reduce the impact of it on food safety and security
(Söderqvist, 2017). Government policy failure (GP) holds the fourth position in the grey
relational grade list with value of (0.486). Government policy failure directly affects the firms
as well as food producer to maintain the quality of food. It plays an important role to
minimize the risk of food safety and security (Kaptan, et.el., 2017). Decision makers keep in
mind the negatives aspects of policy before making them and the failure of it increases the
risk in food safety and security. Transportation Risks (TR) comes at the fifth place in the grey
relational grade list with value of (0.490). It also increase the risk in food safety and security
by means of unskilled truck drivers, not implementing cold chain and improper sanitation
during the transportation of food from one place to the another place. Now days transportation
is a big risk for food as well environment and it requires more attention from decision maker’s
side (Hu, et. al., 2017). Communication Risk (CR) comes at the second last place in the grey
relational grade list having value of (0.700). (CR) is important during the collection and
delivering of food from industry to the market and local areas. When there is a
miscommunication between the supplier and receiver, it cause risk in food safety and security
(Overbey, et. al., 2017). Decision makers may clear the misconceptions between the sellers
and the producer of food to reduce the risk of safety and security. Economic Risk (ER) comes
at the last in grey relational grade list having value of (0.800). Economic risk comes when
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there is a fluctuation or inflation in the currency rates (Fan, et. al., 2017). It attains less value
in the list and the impact of it is lesser than other risks on food safety and security.
5. Conclusion/Limitations
The final aim of this research is to analyze the risks in food safety and security to minimize
the food loss by using GRA (grey relational analysis) MCDM approach. Risks in food safety
and security directly affect the population of the country. Seven risks (HR, TR, GP, SR, PR,
ER, and CR) related to food safety and security was analyzed and operational risk come at the
first place and communication risk holds the last position. In the current study the results
clearly shows their effects on the safety and security of food. In the present days the news of
food adulteration, food contamination is common throughout the globe and it affects the
personal health as well as country’s health. Risks in food safety and security also increase the
burden of policy makers and government. GRA approach is mostly used for MCDM problems
where there is uncertainty in decision; decision makers are not able to decide the best result.
GRA approach is used in many fields like manufacturing, automobile, medical and
management. GRA approach has its own limitations. In the future we pay more stress to
overcome the limitations of GRA by integrating the GRA with AHP (Analytic Hierarchy
Process) approach, VIKOR (VIseKriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje),
DEMATEL (Decision Making Trial and Evaluation Laboratory Model) and Fuzzy theory. By
using fuzzy theory with GRA approach uncertainty may be reduced and the results should be
more precise.
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Abstract
Consumers’ purchase of luxury brands is a reflection of their lifestyle, personality and
mindset rooted in their financial power, individual values, and social status. A number of
previous scholarly studies about the luxury brand consumption across the rich western world
have attempted to analyze the behavioral outcomes of the consumers in terms of their
hedonism, prestige, uniqueness, quality and conspicuous consumption of luxury brands.
However, these dimensions have not tested and analyzed consumer behavior from the
standpoint of an emerging country/ island nation (Sri Lanka) where new wealth creation
(thanks to globalization) has created a new segment within the society (a new class of “rich
and famous” consumers) who wish to enjoy the luxurious living of westernized rich and
famous by owning luxurious car brands such as Rolls Royce, Bentley, Porch, Lamborghini,
and Ranger Rover. This study uses empirical and theoretical evidences in order to develop a
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model of consumer behavior for a small island nation (Sri Lanka) where luxury is being
redefined by the new wealth generated by business elites through globalization.
Keywords: Global Branding, Luxury Car Branding, Attitudes, Luxuriousness, Brand
Personality, Lifestyle, Psychographic, Hedonism, Conspicuous Consumption, Sri Lanka.
Introduction
This study is being conducted on the key determinants of consumer attitudes towards global
luxury car brands in Sri Lanka. Study of luxury brand consumption has been a major topic
among a number of scholars over the years. However, understanding the culture, its
perceptions and attitudes towards the brands have been a major challenge for marketers.
Research studies conducted on luxury automobile purchasing behavior in Sri Lankan contexts
are very few. Understanding the way of life, its observations and states of mind towards the
brands have been a noteworthy test for marketers. Brands of luxury have begun its voyage to
stream into the Asian market with the growing monetary gains of the High Net-worth
Individuals including in Sri Lanka. With the beginning of the 21st Century, eighty five
percent of the world's global luxury brands had been in the hands of the Asian and Chinese
markets (Koch & Mkhitaryan, 2015).
Sri Lanka is now becoming a rapid developing country in the south Asian region with the
eradication of the civil war prevailed in the country for more than thirty years. The post-war
period has given new hopes for the Sri Lankan consumers with its focus on economic
development and the government of Sri Lanka has shown significant interest on attracting
foreign direct investments to the country on a number of development projects. The Sri
Lankan consumers have also become quite fashionable and more conscious about the living
condition. They are also more knowledgeable than they were a few decades ago with the
blessings of the globalization. Sri Lanka is a South Asian country with a gross per capita
income of USD 3800 at the end of the year 2015 with a real economic growth of 4.8%. The
economic contribution of the country’s GDP has been changed dramatically in the past few
decades and the in 2015 the service sector contributed 62.4% for the GDP of the country
followed by 28.9% and 8.7% by the industrial and agricultural sectors (Worldbankorg, 2016).
Further, the richest 20% of the country accounts 54% of the income generated (Central Bank
Annual Report, 2014). As the new demand drivers in the Sri Lankan economy, the growth of
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per capita income predicted up to USD 7500 by the year 2020 will create more demand for
luxury living in condominiums of Sri Lankan consumers (Kpmgcom, 2016). According to
World Bank, Sri Lanka is heading towards to become an upper middle class country
(Worldbankorg, 2016). Further the improved life standards are explicit in the decline of the
share on food consumption and the increase of the ownership of assets etc. (Worldbankorg,
2016). With its new economic prosperities and future plans as a nation, a number of multinational companies are eying on the rapid changing life styles of the Sri Lankan consumer.
The Multinationals will have to look for its brand marketing perspectives in order to capture
the market for its luxury car brands. According to Towansend (2009) the promotion of global
brands has resulted in for the multinational to go into capture the global markets and the
cultures. Sri Lanka has the economy that is the fastest in the South Asian region and its GDP
growth rate of over 6%. The per-capital income of the country stands USD 3625 in 2014 and
the unemployment rate is around 4% (Investment Guide, Board of Investment, 2015).
The objectives of the research are as follows:
Main Objective
To identify the key determinants of luxury perceptions and the influence of attitudes on
luxury automobile brand purchase intention.
Specific Objectives
4. To identify the determinants of overall perceived luxuriousness of consumer purchase
of global luxury car brands in Sri Lanka.
5. To identify influence of perceived luxuriousness of luxury cars on consumer attitude
of current owners and the aspirants who have dreams to buy luxury cars with respect
to their intention to buy.
6. To examine the factors which are more influential for the current users and the
aspirants in terms of the adoption of global luxury car brands.

1. Literature Review
Luxury
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The word ‘Luxury’ is borrowed from the word ‘luxus’ in the Latin language and as indicated
by its definition in Latin Oxford Dictionary, it alludes to "delicate or indulgent living,
overindulgence" and "richness, solace, plenitude" (Christodoulides et al., 2008). According to
Vigneron & Johnson (1999) the luxury alludes to the largest amount of prestigious brands that
incorporates different physical and mental qualities. Explained by Godey et al., (2013) luxury
could increase the prices in most part of the world. From an alternate point of view, luxury
merchandise are the items 95% of whom are just accessible to the 5% of the populace and that
have a restricted supply (Savitha & Sathyanarayan, 2014). In this sense, luxury items trigger
social separation. The traditional view on consumer behavior is identified as the way the
consumers act rationally selecting goods that will provide the maximum value at the lowest
cost for the consumer (Altunisik, 2007). However, the studies do not always suggest that
consumers act rationally and the consumers get emotional when they select products for
pleasure, happiness and esteem etc (Altunisik, 2007). Generally, people want to obtain nice,
quality and interesting goods and from the same consumption, they experience rational and
hedonic appeals as well.
Husic & Cicic (2009) discuss that the demand for luxury is increasing as the people could
earn more revenue and they tend to enjoy more consumption opportunities. According to
Yeoman (2011) the luxury term has been viewed as a process of consumer materialism to
time, passion and when consumers do satisfy their inner feelings of pleasure consuming the
luxury goods, the existing luxury goods continue to enhance its charm for consumers.
Luxuries are distinguished as classification of customer products that are required more over
the survival needs of the general population and improvement needs. It is additionally
perceived as "non-necessities" (Dylw, 2015). An imperative element that has been the key for
the real development has been focusing on the center and upper white collar class for luxury
items (Savitha & Sathyanarayan, 2014).
Over the previous years and decades the luxury brands have developed picking up notoriety
on the planet. The market for luxury brands has been expanding extraordinarily and the
shopper conduct has been influenced essentially. As indicated by Weidman et al., (2009)
luxurious esteem demonstrate comprising four principle measurements. These measurements
are recognized as money related, individual, social and utilitarian measurements. The money
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related esteem or the perspective is the monetary measurement about the items. It is
essentially the value relative of the concerned item. The center advantages of the items are
distinguished as the useful measurement while the shopper's close to home perspective if
recognized as the individual measurement. The social measurement expresses that the
shoppers' apparent esteem relating to luxury utilization inside a social gathering.
Rising Demand for Luxury
The increasing global millionaires have been in a considerable growth and it has resulted in
creating increasing segment of mass consumers; Democrats (Barnier & Rodina, 2006; Husic
& Cicic, 2008; Wiedmann, Hennigs & Siebels, 2007). Even though there is a growth in the
sector, the number of studies which are related to luxury automobiles are very minimal.
Meanwhile, prestige car brand businesses have extended their product lines appealing to a
majority middle-class consumers by emphasizing the macro economic impact of the industry.
Not only that, with the growth of consumerism, many consumers who could not traditionally
afford luxury products expressed the idea that everyone had a "right" to access this market
(Dubois & Laurent, 1996). The importance of the management of the customer's perceptions
and valuation of a car brand to assist customers in their ability to differentiate one car brand
from another car brand has significantly increased. Also, as compared to non-prestige car
brands, consumer attitudes play a critical role in shaping desire for prestige car brands with
the focus of consumer’s desire for intangible and psychological benefits (Vicker & Renand,
2003). A car brand represents an inherent and a symbolic value.
Even according to several past studies (Vigneron & Johnson; 1999; Engand Bogaert, 2010;
Ghanei, 2013) the terms luxury and non-luxury could be differentiated from five key
perceptions. They are perceived conspicuousness, perceived uniqueness, perceived quality,
perceived hedonism and perceived extended self. At the same time, several literature
emphasizes that, the Brand Luxury Index (BLI) acts as a tool to estimate the amount of the
perceived luxuriousness of a prestige brand. Kim & Johnson (2015) present a Brand Luxury
Index (BLI) re-evaluating the Brand Luxury Index developed by Vigneron & Johnson in
2004. The BLI developed in the Western context could be considered in the Eastern parts of
the world. The applicability of the BLI could be tested in Sri Lanka as particular territory
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selected in South Asia. Further, due to the fluidity of the concept, each society or culture has
its own idea of what luxury is (Nwankwo et al, 2014).
Purchasers as people recognize the term luxury with expressions, for example, upscale, great
in taste, quality and class and so on. It is apparent that individuals satisfy their utilitarian
necessities through luxury additionally the mental prerequisites (Dubois, Laurent & Czellar,
2001). Vigneron & Johnson (1999) as referred by Hanzee & Teimourpour (2012),
luxuriousness definition is viewed as the renowned sentiment regarded brands with both
physical qualities and the mental qualities. Distinctive individuals characterize the term
luxury in differing ways. This is a result of its smoothness of the idea. Consequently, most
scientists do concur on the way that the luxury recognition is on two distinctive topics; the
unique situation and the general population (Cambell, 1987). Purchasers can be related to
regard to the items they purchase. For the most part the purchaser products can be related to
three essential classes. They are requirements, substandard products and luxury merchandise.
At the point when the salary level goes up of these buyers they tend to buy more lavish
merchandise (Songer, 2014).
The impression of luxury, buyer state of mind towards luxury and the customer passionate
emotions are recognized as the components that are influencing for forming the purchaser
conduct on luxury. The purchasing designs, customer steadfastness and brand fulfillment are
influenced by the way the consumers distinguish the luxury. Consequently, it is imperative to
distinguish and evaluate the consumer discernments and states of mind towards luxury.
Brand attitude is identified as a general role in consumer buying behaviour. As Keller (1993)
mentions, brand attitudes are based on the formulation of multi-attributes within which the
brand attitudes are identified as a function of the attributes and benefits associated with the
brand. The four important characteristics are identified with brand attitude; brand attitude
depends on the motivation at present, the brand attitude represents both cognitive and
affective elements, the cognitive element may comprise of the belief of the brand benefit and
brands meet the underlying motivation of consumers better than others (Percy & Rossiter,
1992).
Dimensions of Perceived Luxuriousness
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Luxury is a unique idea as its significance is dictated by individual and interpersonal thought
processes and is consequently principally based on devour recognition (Vigneron & Johnson,
2004). According to Weidman, Hennings & Siebles (2009) luxury has been conceptually
viewed from four basic dimensions. They are financial, functional, individual and social
value.
Different people define luxury in different ways. This is because of its fluidity of the concept.
Therefore, most researchers do agree on the fact that the luxury perception is on two different
subject matters; the context and the people (Cambell, 1987). Perceived value is the customer
perception on the product or service benefits with respect to the customer expectations.
According to Zithmal (1988) it is identified as the utility of a perceived value of a product.
Dubois & Lautrent (2001) and Dubois, et al. (2001), found that shoppers' state of mind
towards the idea of luxury change impressively. Buyers at the same time show solid positive
and negative sentiments towards luxury. People refer luxury to the expressions identified as
quality, upscale, great taste and class and also garishness and awful taste. It is evident that
luxury items satisfy one's needs, practically, as well as mental (Dubois, Laurent & Czellar,
2001). Vigneron & Johnson (1999) proposed the meaning of luxuriousness as the largest
amount of prestigious brands enveloping a few physical and mental qualities. Widemann,
Hennigs & Siebels, (2007) describe that the luxury value has three fundamental dimensions.
They are functional value, social value and individual value. Vigneron & Johnson (2004)
proposed that the measure of luxuriousness of a brand can be overseen on the off chance that
it can be measured. They built up the Brand Luxury Index (BLI) to give an apparatus to
evaluate the measure of luxury shoppers' connection with a brand. Their measure contained
five segments: conspicuousness, extended-self, uniqueness, quality and hedonism. These
scientists posited that the overall perception of the luxuriousness of a brand was a
combination of diverse assessments of these five measurements.
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Methodology
Research Questions


What are the determinants of overall luxuriousness of consumer purchase of global
luxury car brands in Sri Lanka?



How does perceived luxuriousness of luxury car owners and aspirants, who are willing
to buy, are influenced by the consumer attitude with respect to buying intention?



What are the more influential factors that can effect on the adoption of luxury cars by
the users and the aspirants who are willing to buy global luxury car brands?

Research Hypotheses
H1 –The perceived conspicuousness of a car brand is positively related to intention to buy –
Current owner of luxury cars.
H2 –The perceived uniqueness of a car brand is positively related to intention to buy –
Current owner of luxury cars.
H3 –The perceived quality of a car brand is positively related to intention to buy –Current
owner of luxury cars.
H4 –The perceived extended self of a car brand is positively related to intention to buy –
Current owner of luxury cars.
H5 –The perceived hedonism of a car brand is positively related to to intention to buy –
Current owner of luxury cars.
H6- The perceived brand personality of a car brand is positively related to intention to buy
–Current owner of luxury cars.
H7- Income of a consumer is positively related to intention to buy –Current owner of luxury
cars.
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H8 –The perceived conspicuousness of a car brand is positively related to intention to buy –
Aspirants who are willing to buy a luxury car.
H9 –The perceived uniqueness of a car brand is positively related to intention to buy –Current
owner of luxury cars.
H10 –The perceived quality of a car brand is positively related to intention to buy – Aspirants
who are willing to buy a luxury car.
H11 –The perceived extended self of a car brand is positively related to intention to buy –
Aspirants who are willing to buy a luxury car.
H12 –The perceived hedonism of a car brand is positively related to intention to buy –
Aspirants who are willing to buy a luxury car.
H13- The perceived brand personality of a car brand is positively related to intention to buy –
Aspirants who are willing to buy a luxury car.
H14- Income of a consumer is positively related to intention to buy – Aspirants who are
willing to buy a luxury car.

H15 –The relationship between the perceived conspicuousness of a car brand and the
intention to buy of Current owner of luxury cars is moderated by consumer attitude.
H16 – The relationship between the perceived uniqueness of a car brand and the intention to
buy of Current owner of luxury cars is moderated by consumer attitude.
H17 – The relationship between the perceived quality of a car brand and the intention to buy
of Current owner of luxury cars is moderated by consumer attitude.
H18 – The relationship between the perceived extended self of a car brand and the intention to
buy of Current owner of luxury cars is moderated by consumer attitude.
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H19 – The relationship between the perceived hedonism of a car brand and the intention to
buy of Current owner of luxury cars is moderated by consumer attitude.
H20- The relationship between the perceived brand personality of a car brand and the
intention to buy of Current owner of luxury cars is moderated by consumer attitude.
H21- The relationship between the Income of a consumer and the intention to buy of Current
owner of luxury cars is moderated by consumer attitude.
H22 –The relationship between the perceived conspicuousness of a car brand and the
intention to buy of Aspirants who are willing to buy a luxury car is moderated by consumer
attitude.
H23 – The relationship between the perceived uniqueness of a car brand and the intention to
buy of Aspirants who are willing to buy a luxury car is moderated by consumer attitude.
H24 – The relationship between the perceived quality of a car brand and the intention to buy
of Aspirants who are willing to buy a luxury car is moderated by consumer attitude.
H25 – The relationship between the perceived extended self of a car brand and the intention to
buy of Aspirants who are willing to buy a luxury car is moderated by consumer attitude.
H26 – The relationship between the perceived hedonism of a car brand and the intention to
buy of Aspirants who are willing to buy a luxury car is moderated by consumer attitude.
H27- The relationship between the perceived brand personality of a car brand and the
intention to buy of Aspirants who are willing to buy a luxury car is moderated by consumer
attitude.
H28- The relationship between the Income of a consumer and the intention to buy of
Aspirants who are willing to buy a luxury car is moderated by consumer attitude.
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Independent Variables
Dimensions of Luxuriousness
Consumer Buying
Attitude

Conspicuousness
(Image / impression /
attraction)

H1
H8

Uniqueness
(Differentiation /
Creativity)

Dependent Variables
Intention to Buy

H15

H17

H19
H21

H16
H9

Perceived Quality
(Value in transaction)

H18

H20

H2

Intention to Buy
(Current)

H3
H 10
H4

Perceived Extended
Self (acceptance into
prestigious groups)
Hedonism (Value of
Comfort in use)

H11
H5
H12

H13

Intention to Buy
(Aspirants)

H6

H7

Brand Personality

H25
H14

H24
H23

Income
H22

H26
H27
H28

Consumer Buying
Attitude

Figure 1. Conceptual Framework Developed for the Study
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Conclusion
Sri Lanka as its upper class consumers are more esteemed focused and high concentration in the
capital Colombo, they are more in search of luxury in their day today life. The demand for luxury
is today available to the general individuals other than the elite consumers and the rich class.
Therefore, there is a significant urgency for the luxury brand marketers to study the consumer
attitude and perception in these part of the world where different values, beliefs and attitudes
prevail. The global luxury spending has jumped up significantly and it is expected to reach USD
40 Trillion by the year 2020. Previous research studies conducted have attempted to emphasize
the role of a country’s culture and its demographical factors influence on the luxury brand
consumption (Hung et al., 2011; Godey et al., 2013). However, as Miller and Mills (2012)
suggested the meaning of luxury could vary from country to country with its cultural uniqueness.
Further the consumer motivations and their objectives which are behind the purchase could be
similar (Hennings et al., 2012).

Though there have been research conducted with the

investigation perspective into the luxury branding from the view of the practitioner’s perceptive
(Fiondaan & Moore, 2009) and from the conceptual point of view (Miller & Mills, 2012; Ghosh
& Varshney, 2013), this has not been studied from the perspective of the consumer attitudes on
luxury automobiles.
Researcher’s Definition of a Luxury Car in Sri Lanka
As researcher has experienced over the years in the Sri Lankan context and referring to the
literature, a Luxury car can be identified as a vehicle which give extravagant experience to the
customer with its features, functional and emotional rewards which are beyond the necessity of
the user but purchased at an increased cost.
Based on the evidences the researcher has found that the consumer behavior is affected by a
number of factors such as consumer demographics, culture, attitudes, perception and
psychological factors etc.
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